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"Y"OU have only to pick up Picture Play to read about somebody's party in Hollywood. Often you have wished that you
might be told, something more about it than just the list of guests.
For one thing, you have wanted to know what they had to eat.
And 3'ou have probably wanted to know what rival hostesses do
to compete with each other.
Now it can be told — and for the first time. In the October
Picture Play you will read all about what's what when the stars
entertain, and particularly all about their food. Elza Schallert,
who is not only a delightful writer but a practical housekeeper,
has written an amusing and informative article dealing mainly
with food. It is quite unlike any story Picture Play has ever
published, and you will learn a great deal from it.
Cullen Landis, about whom many fans have inquired, has given
to Margaret Reid his first interview in years. It presents the
young actor in a most sympathetic light, grateful for the interest
shown in him and eager to com.e back. Also, in the next issue,
the wedding of Rod La Rocque and Vilma Banky is minutely
described by a guest, and Jackie Coogan is observed at school
behaving not quite as you would expect. Jetta Goudal is placed
under the microscope by Malcolm H. Oettinger, that you may see
the exotic star as she really is, and — but space forbids complete
mention of all the information and entertainment you will find
in the next number.
Don't miss it !
' IIIIIIIIIIIIIPKIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIP^
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Paramount

the

whole

show!

Now, at all the best theatres, you see Paramount News, and Paramount Short Features as well as Paramount Feature Pictures — two
hours of glorious entertainment — all Paramount!
Never before have Paramount fans had so much to look forward
to! A co/w^/e/e Paramount program, and a bigger, better program
of Paramount Pictures than ever before! 60 new features, with the
greatest stars in the world! 20 long run specials — "Beau Geste",
"The Rough Riders", "Metropolis", "Chang", "Underworld",
"Beau Sabreur" — to name a few! Paramount News, "The Eyes of the
World"! Paramount-Christie Comedies! Paramount Comedies starring Edward Everett Horton! Paramount Cartoons and Novelties!
Tell your Theatre Manager that you want to see Paramount
Pictures — and you want them in the whole show! That's two hours
of the best motion picture entertainment in the world. Paramount
is the " whole show" in 1927-28! "If it's a Paramount Picture it's
the best show in town. "

i^ammount
^ictuivs
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORP.. Adolph Zukor. Pres.. Paramount BIdg.. New York
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Spellbound

review that tense dramatic moment when I electrified that meeting, it all
strange and weird to me. How had I changed so miraculously in three months
a shy, diffident "yes" man to a dynamic vigorous he-man? How had I ever
give my opinion?
Three months before nobody ever knew I held opinions!

ALL my life I had been cursed with of indecision, timidity, and inability to
a shy, timid, self-conscious nature. talk in public would have held me to my
With only a grammar school education seat. But suddenly that new power
I could never express ideas in a coherent, took possession of me and drove me to
self-confident way. But one day my
feet. That wonderful 20-minute
eye fell upon a newspaper article which my
daily training at home had taught me
told about a wonderful
to forget myself and think
free book entitled How
my automatically
subject. Alto Work Wonders with WHAT 20 MINUTES A only ofmost
the
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ideas
which
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YOU
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comfrom coast to coast
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entertaining stories
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a winning personality
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Today the men whom I
amb
makeup — that I would
used to greet deferentially
never be able to overcome How to become a clear, accurate thinker
I
now
meet with an air of
your power of concentration
them. But some subtle How to develop
cool
equality.
I am asked
be
the
master
of
any
situation
instinct kept prodding me How to
to conferences, luncheons,
to send for that free book.
banquets, And
etc., my
as a talents
popuI lost no time in sending for it, as I was
lar after dinner speaker.
positively amazed at being able to get cost are not confined to business matters but
free a book that made absolutely plain the
me an interesting conversationsecrets that most successful men have used have alistmade
at social affairs. I am meeting worthwhile people, I own a good job, a good
to win popularity, distinction, money and
success.
home, a good car. I am the happiest man
As the weeks wore on and I absorbed that ever lived.
the principles of this remarkable method,
And I frankly and candidly admit that I
I became conscious of new physical and owe all of these blessings to that wonderful
little free book Hozv to Work Wonders
mental energy, a new feeling of aggressive- zvUh
Words.
ness, and a resurrected personal power
There is no magic, no trick, no mystery
that I never dreamed I possessed. Then
came that day in the general meeting about becoming a powerful and convincing
when the president called on the assem- talker. You, too, can conquer timidity,
bled department heads and assistants stage fright, self-consciousness, and bashfor suggestions on the proposed new fulness, winning advancement in salary,
popularity, social standing and success.
policy.
Three months previously, the forces Thousands have accomplished just such

amazing things through this simple,, easy,
yet effective training.
Send for This Amazing Book
This new method of training is fully
described in a very interesting and informative booklet which is now being sent to
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What Constitutes a Real Fan?
NCE She Raved — Now She's Bored" headed the
letter from "Diana" in a recent issue. Diana said
that she used to read all available movie magazines, and attended the movies regularly. So she called
herself a fan. Now, after three years of being that
kind of fan, she has suddenly become bored.
Why, I wonder? Does Diana choose her pictures
wisely? Does she follow the reviews that are written
for the very purpose of directing us to interesting entertainment? Itseems to me no one could be bored
if they took Picture Play in its entirety and profited
by its contents. The question arises, was Diana a real
fan before? Has she not been going through the
vociferous-reading, idealistic stage, in the process of
becoming a real fan? I think so. We all pass through
it, but boredom should not be the result !
What is a real fan, you may ask. There are two
stages in the development of a true fan. First, as I
said, one goes through the idealistic period, during
which the players seem like gods to us and we permit
no word of criticism to be spoken of them — they are
perfect, glorious. Then comes the broad-minded stage,
and we begin to see the film people as human beings,
subjected to temptations and liable to err even as the
rest of us might err. We admire and adore them as
much as before, only in a more reasonable way. Since
coming to Los Angeles, I've found the movies far more
"interesting than before for the very reason that I have
come to re?lizc that the movie people are human.
Diana objects to having the intimate details of the
lives of the cinema people published, but these are really
essential. They furnish a point of contact between the
players and the fans. Our president is subjected to the
same supposedly unhappy fate of being a public character who cannot be famous and at the same time be
"shut in."
Mrs. Olive Thompson.
724 West 47th Street,
Los Angeles, California.
When
nobody
him^ be
scandal

Are the Stars as Bad as They're Painted?
a man is a banker or a lawyer or a writer,
thinks of him as a dissipated man. But just let
an actor and every one has heard this or that
about him.

We don't know what to believe.

We've never seen

Fans

Think

the players, so we can't tell when a thing is true, and
when it isn't. We hear such azvf ul things about them.
Some one saw this or that star, and my heavens, how
homely she was, and awkward !
We read about Charles Chaplin and the accusations
his wife makes against him.
Won't some one please speak up and give us a good
argument in favor of the stars? Some one who knows
them and has worked with them. Please !
We have to believe either the worst of them or the
best — and we'd prefer the latter.
525 Fifth Avenue,
Brooklyn, Hibbing, Minnesota.

Interested.

The Stars Are Hard-working People.
I wonder where the idea originated that the movingpicture players lead a life of leisure, that the studios are
houses of jazz, and that the stars are anything but
humans. You soon lose any such idea if you go in for
a picture career, and only too suddenly wake up to the
fact that the actors are hard-working people — from the
unknown extra to the prominent star. We hear a lot
about how hard and discouraging the life of an extra
is, but the stars themselves have a pretty hard struggle,
too — to hold their places and, most of all, to please the
fickle public.
We hear tales of the fabulous salaries our brilliant
stars receive, but have we ever taken into consideration
that the}^ also have enorm.ous bills to pay? For instance, the stars are required to make a showing — they
must entertain extensively. This costs mone}^ Then,
there are their homes and cars to keep up, their personal wardrobes and servants — all requiring a lot of
cold cash.
Besides which, they have plenty of worries — yes,
stars worry. They meet with a good deal of grief at
the studios, for, after all, the studios are nothing but
factories. The prominent players are constantly under
the terrific glare of the Kleig lights, which often results
in their being stricken with temporary blindness. And
how the stars have to work, acting their scenes over
and over again, struggling to please the director, working day and night in order to get the picture finished !
Then they must have fittings for their screen costume-,
sittings for photographs, conferences with the executives— all this to please the public.
[Continued on page 10]
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Would

Care

You

to Jilt a

Millionaire

?

just a model
SHE
in awasgown shop but
she was very beautiful
and a millionaire saw
her and wanted to marry
her. It was her one
chance to get away from
povert}^ and thinking that
she loved him, she agreed
to marry him. Then on
the very day of the wedding— on the way to the
church, in fact — she discovered that he was not
true to her and that she
did not love him. What
did she do ? What would
you have done in her
place? Read "The Unhappy Bride," by Georgette MacMillan in Love
Story Magazine next
week.

seexcellen
M. has AYRES'
RUBY rial
just ended
and t now
we have short
"The stories
First Extra,"
one has
of
several
which she
written for you. It is a wonderful
glimpse of the love of a modern girl.
E'N'ERY night when she came
home from work, Elsie watered the plants and tended them
carefully, but the soil was poor and
they would not thrive. Sometimes
she felt that love was like that, that
it would not be lasting except in
luxurious surroundings. But she had
a lesson to learn ; don't miss reading
about it next week in "The Flower
of Love," by Mary Spain Vigus.

our lists
Heading
I week
poetrythis
AND
i-of poets
we have
Pat
Costello, who has written "A Gift
from Heaven." It is the dearest,
sweetest bit of verse we have read
in a long while. And there will be
"Vain Wishes," by your favorite,
Franklin Pierce Carrigan, and a
sweet bit,
"I Love You," by L.
Ozelle
Mathis.
)HEA JEWETT has written a two-part story for
you. It begins next week
and the title of it is "Oh,
Best Beloved!" It is a
thrilling love mystery. Be
sure to tell your dealer to
save hovE Story for August
13th the
for second
you, sopart.
you won't
miss
* * *
ANTONIA loved Dick so
■^"■much that she was glad
to be even the second best
girl in his life. But things
took an unexpected turn and
she found that she didn't
have to be content with second best. Don't miss this
delightful story by Violet
Gordon
Second next
Best."week,
It "Love's
is just
brimful of romance and the
very latest in slang.
sweet
will
ER little
TOLaLIV
X have
GWEalso
short tale for 3-ou in next
week's issue. Look for "Love's Con-

S."
T sTHROB
HEAR
l's Margare
Gibbon
^.lacGil
excellentt
serial, will be continued next week
in Love Story AL-\gazixe.
AXD don't miss "Love" on page
*>-89 next week. It is a collection
of ideas from famous people on love
— the most important thing in the
* ^ *
world.
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Story
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to
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the hills, the mountains, the shore,
or enjoy it at home.
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Continued from page 8
Stars are human like the rest of us and
suffer at times from headaches, fatigue, ill
health, and so forth, so remember this
the next time you enjoy a star's work on
the screen. And don't hesitate to write
them nice letters, and when you want to
offer them suggestions to improve their
work, do so. They are glad to hear from
their public.
Only do not be too harsh or too critical,
for, despite whatever may be said to the
contrary, the stars are hard-working people !
The Extra Boy.
Culver City, California
Is That Nice?
In the June issue of Picture Play there
was an interview with William Boyd in
which it was suggested that he is a
"breezy, one-hundred-per-cent American
hero." Horrors ! Does a "one-hundredper-cent
American
say toto have
his hostess, as Mr.
Boyd ishero"
quoted
said
to Pola Negri, "I don't think you're beautiful. And I don't think you're the greatest actress, by a long run. And, what's
more, Fm going home."
. Is that nice, Mr. Boyd? Perhaps such
speeches are -not out of place around oil
derricks, but in a drawing-room, heavens !
The only excuse that could be offered
would be that Mr. Boyd was trying to be
witty. If so, it was a mighty poor attempt. An etiquette book would do him
good. If he is a typical "American
youth," I salute the foreigner !
I wish, now, to hand a bouquet to Mr.
Conrad Veidt. His portrayal of Louis XI.
in
"TheBarrymore
Beloved Rogue"
superb.thanks
Mr.
John
has my was
sincerest
for suggesting that Mr Veidt should come
to America for that part. A Fan.
San Antonio, Texas.
Did Pola Love Rudy? Nonsense!
I want to throw the biggest brickbat I
can find at one of screendom's greatest
stars — Pola Negri ! When the world was
plunged into grief by the death of our
idol, Rudy Valentino, Miss Negri announced that she had been engaged to him.
And we were grieved. We could imagine
her sorrow. I had always liked Pola. She
is a lovely woman and a fine actress.
But ask me if I like Pola now, and my
answer
a big
"No!"
Because, will
onlybenine
months
afterAnd
the why?
death
of Rudy, she announced her engagement
and approaching marriage to Prince Serge
Mdivani ! Of course. Miss Negri deserves
her happiness, but my goodness, why did
she say to the newspapers that this was
the first time she had ever really loved !
Could she truly have loved our Rudy if
that's what she says now? Applesauce!
Marie O'Hara.
2406 Eighteenth Street, Tampa, Florida.
Sympathy for Pola.
I'dinglike
to know
every
one isNegri?
handbrickbats
by thewhy
dozen
to Pola
Whose business is it, anyway, why she
went to New York after Rudy died?
I don't ofthink
it's going
the
downfall
a kingdom
evento ifcause
she was
pretending. Anyway, how could a person
make herself faint? Pola's wonderful,
but
I don'tlikebelieve
anything
that. it's in her power to do
At any rate, I'd have some amount of
respect for another Edith
person'sM. grief
Perrin.
(').318 City Line, Overbrook, Pennsylvania.
Novarro Not in Gilbert's Class.
I have been reading with interest the
letters written about Ramon Novarro, and
it seems that the fans are just bent on comparing him with such artists as John Gilbert and John Barrymore.
\

What

the Fans

Think

In a letter about Novarro written by
Marion Young, she stated that Jack Gilbert, without his mustache, would suffer
a tremendous loss in popularity. She seems
to have forgotten that he wore no mustache in "The Big Parade," and in that he
gave his most powerful characterization.
He has gained thousands of new fans by
his
film. realistic portrayal of his role in that
When Ramon Novarro can come into
John
classthat
and Gilbert
portrayhasroles
difficultGilbert's
as those
done,as
then, and not before, will he get the tremendous popularity that Gilbert has today. Richard Maurice.
Richmond, Indiana.
Hard Words for Corinne Griffith.
Recently, my husband and I saw Corinne
Griffith in "The Lady in Ermine," but she
is certainly no lady or she would have refused to play in such a picture. We found
it
decidedly
unpleasant, and idiotic besides.
Corinne Griffith, while usually easy to
look upon, was not even that in this picture, and will she ever, ever stop using her
annoying
expression of open mouth and
raised brows?
The whole movie industry, in our opinion, needs a good housecleaning — pictures,
actors,
We're
sick anddirectors,
tired of and
their producers.
eternal marriages,
divorces, scandals, and so forth.
Mrs. G. H. B.
Webster City, Iowa.

gusted with him because he does not, literally speaking, sweep his leading lady ofi
her feet with his ardent wooing. She evidently forgets that Ronald comes from
a country where men hold themselves
aloof in their love affairs and try as much
as possible to hide their true feelings from
the loved one. Being a countrywoman of
his, I speak from experience. To me,
Mr. Colman is everything that a gentleman should be, and if he were given the
role of a passionate gallant, I am certain
he could put the necessary fervor into his
part.
Sadie Hillhynes.
63 Victoria Street, Larkhall, Lanarkshire, Scotland.
Beware, Ye Barrymore Knockers!
I always get a lot of enjoyment out of
readingbefore
"What
Think,"
and
never
has the
my Fans
anger been
aroused
as it was when I read the comment of
Jamie F. Hess in a recent issue. This
fan said, "I always repair to the basement
and devour a large keg of tenpenny nails
whenever I hear any of the following
overworked phrases," one of which was,
"Greatest actor on the screen, applied to
that Lon Chaney imitator, John BarryAny one who calls John Barrymore a
Lon Chaney imitator is either blind or
else just plain feeble-minded ! I'd like to
ask Jamie Hess just what role Barrymore has played in that branded him an
more." of any one ! Why, he and
imitator
can'tofbedistorting
compared himself,
I Chaney a makes
aChaney
business
thing
which Barrymore never does. If Jamie
Hess was referring to the sequence in "Don
Juan" in which Mr. Barrymore imperr
sonated Ncri, let me say this : Lon Chaney
would have required make-up to disfigure
his face like that — Mr Barrymore didn't
use any. He changed his whole countenance simply by manipulating the muscles
of his face and "dropping" his jaw.
I have all the respect in the world for
Lon Chaney — I think him an artist — but he
could never have produced that effect
without artificial aid, nor could he have
portrayed so well as Barrymore the agony
of the disabled hero in "The Sea Beast."
I never saw such a marvelous piece of acting in my life ! And the love scenes in
"Don Juan" were positively wonderful !
I am a most ardent admirer of John
Barrymore, and any one who dares knock
him or say a word against him, in my
presence, is going to wake up six weeks
later and spend the rest of his life wondering what hit him.
A Barrymore Fan.
5033 Brooklyn Avenue, Seattle, Washington.
Three Conrad Nagel Fans Speak Up.
Talk about frothing at the mouth I A
certain epistle written by one Lillian Partes in a recent Picture Play placed me in
a mood where I could very easily have
placed a white cap on every wave in the
Atlantic.
"Anemic,
colorless
Conrad genius,
Nagel
better
than pallid,
the vivid,
sparkling

Another Good Actress Gone Wrong.
Much has been written regarding Madge
Bellamy's
improvement
as anlong
actress
sincein
she sacrificed
her beautiful
tresses
favor of bobbed hair. So many seem to
think that when she sheared her locks and
started to jazz things up a bit on the
William Fox lot, she at last climbed out
of a rut and up the ladder to glory.
But to my way of thinking, Madge Bellamy has fallen into a rut instead of out of
one! She has lost that beautiful spiritual
quality that used always to radiate from her,
no matter in what sort of production she
appeared. The characters she portrayed in
such unforgetable films as "Havoc" and
"Lazybones" were of an inspiring, uplifting nature ; while the blah-blah flappers
she interpreted in "Summer Bachelors" and
"Ankles Preferred" were far removed
from the heights of idealism on which I
had placed her. Indeed, she finished herself, in my estimation, when she went in
bathing without anything on, in one of
her pictures. The sheer silliness of it—
ruining a thoroughly capable actress of
the Lillian Gish quality by putting her
into the sort of characterizations that any
of our large army of flapper actresses
could undertake. The instigator of the plot
should be shot at sunrise.
Dear Madge Bellamy, if you see this,
don't feel too badly. You're not the first
actress who has passed through the back
door of a studio with a lily in her hand.
80 Hemlock Street, St. Martin
Thomas, Boi'er.
Ontario,
Canada.
John
Gilbert! Ye gods!" Those were
her words.
I agree with everything Miss Partos
She's Seething with Indignation.
says about Mr. Gilbert. To deny any of
A letter from Miss Viola Davies in her descriptive adjectives or to say that
a recent issue made me positively seethe John Gilbert isn't the possessor of a strikwith righteous indignation. It teemed
ing personality, would be folly. He has
with catty criticism of Ronald Colman. portrayed too many delightful characters
Who is this Viola Davies that she should and given me too many hours of entertainment for me ever to donate anything but
criticize
one of
after
leading
men?the screen's most-sought- praise to him. But — Conrad Nagel appeals
Did M\ss Davies see that most wonder- to me in every sense in a wider and more
ful picture, "Beau Geste," or "The Dark superior way than John Gilbert. Versatile, cultured, chivalrous Conrad Nagel!
Angel?" If so, then her criticism is not
worth the paper it is printed on. Regard- Did some one say anemic? If Aliss Paring his love scenes, she says she is distos was referring to Mr. Nagel's appear-

What
ance, she must be blind. He has one of
the finest physical builds on the screen today. His face is well filled out, his features good. Colorless? If that means his
acting, Miss Partos is greatly in error.
Any one versatile is certainly colorful.
Miss Partos should remember that Mr.
Nagel has not had the benefit of the
sparkling, vivid atmosphere that most of
Mr. Gilbert's pictures have lent him. He
has had to put sparkle and life into mediocre pictures that were saved only by his
great acting ability.
Did Miss Partos see the pathos and sincerity of Mr. Nagel's performance in
"Memory Lane?" Don't tell me that
finished,actor?
and real.
awasn't
one-track
No! IsI Conrad
wonder Nagel
how
many were fortunate enough to witness
"There You Are" and "Tin Hats." I happened to be present in a crowded house
when
I
Youtheater
Are," was
and such
the
laughter saw
that "There
shook that
as I hadn't heard since Douglas MacLean
played
"The Hottentot."
Mr. inGilbert
expresses passion in his
love scenes, Mr. Nagel tenderness. They
are both artists, and both possess a great
amount of genius. John is striking, Conrad appealing and manly.
Conrad forever !
Linda Lane.
11 Western Avenue, Augusta, Maine.^
As I am a very ardent Conrad Nagel
fan, I am so pleased over the letters about
him that have appeared in recent numbers
of Picture Play.
There was also, however, some time ago,
a short letter from Lillian Partos that
made me a little sore. It was about Congetting histo just
when rad's
I started
read deserts,
a later and
issue,then
lo,
and behold I found Miss Partos in fits
because L. J. S. had dared praise the most
wonderful and talented actor on the screen
to-day. That made me real sore "Anemic,
pallid, coloress Conrad Nagel, hoisted about
by strings"
Well, good
if that
is allI Miss
tos knows about
acting,
hope Parshe
goes in one grand fit and never comes out
of it.
It is true that Conrad has not had very
colorful parts of late, but given a real
part,
his Paul and
in "Three
he
can like
act perfectly,
certainly Weelcs,"
without
the aid of strings ! His "Three Weeks"
was even greater than John Gilbert's
"Flesh and the Devil."
Although I like Gilbert very much, I
like Conrad Nagel a lot better and I hope
M.-G.-M. will wake up and give him something more worthy of his great talent.
I hope they give him some sweet, tender
love story that our boyish, lovable, irresistible Conrad can play to perfection.
I think he deserves our loyalty and
support not only because he is such a
fine actor, but also because he is such a
fine character — a loyal citizen, a wonderful husband and father, and a stanch member of the' church of hisMae
choice.
Schepeck._
1715 consin.
Stephenson Street, Marinette, WisMay I add another bouquet to that of
"Miss Bookkeeper's" in praise of Conrad
Nagel ? He is indeed a splendid actor,
and can always be relied upon to portray
his parts in a smooth and finished way.
But, of late, he has been, alas, the victim
of poor stories.
I'm praise
about for
it, I George
should like
to sayI
a While
word of
Cooper
make it a rule to see that clever comedian
at every opportunity. I've followed his
work for years and have noticed that it's
only recently that the directors have given
him parts worthy of his delightful personality. More power to you, George !
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men to keep away from Hollywood because there was more than enough talent
already there. Some even went to the
trouble to depict hundreds of starving,
penniless, and downtrodden youths roaming the streets in search of odd jobs here
and there. Other articles, with the aid of
pictures, showed immense mob scenes, stating that it was only through great good
fortune that one was able to earn five or,
at
the most, ten
dollars
for a single
day'sI
employment
in this
manner
Recently
read that the Central Casting Office had
closed its door to further candidates for
Please Don't Spoil Our Clara.
There is only one actress on the screen the screen. Is it that the producers out
whom I have ever truly admired. There there are all blind, or am I suffering from
are those whom I rave about for a few mental derangement?
There is something wrong somewhere.
days after seeing their pictures, such as
I often wonder how much longer the
Bebe Daniels, Norma Shearer, and Col- American
public is going to pay good
leen Moore, but the only one whom I continue to adore, though I have not seen her money to see a lot of old-timers doing
for ages, is Clara Bow. That adorable, flapper roles, or even to watch some Scandinavian, Italian, Spaniard, Swede, or any
devil-may-care attitude of hers is what
other type of foreigner earn a salary,
won her such immense popularity.
which, if compared to that of our chief
So I certainly was furious and ex- executive,
would seem ridiculous. Would
tremely sorry when I read an article in one it not be far
better to send the Garbos,
of New York's newspapers declaring that the Nissens, the De Puttis and others, back
Elinor Glyn, in her direction of the photo- where they belong and give the people of
play called "It," had changed our sparkling,
own country a fair deal? Would it
tousle-headed Clara into a commonplace our
be better to cast Mae Busch, Mae
vamp — that she had made Clara camera- not
Murray, Gloria Swanson, Anita Stewart,
conscious and had totally spoiled her.
and many more like them, in mother roles,
Now Iseems
have not
seen "It"
as yet,
hardly
credible
to me
thatbutmyit and give us more stars like Clara Bow,
adored, natural-acting Clara could be made Olive Borden, or Alberta Vaughn, who
so self-conscious — no, not even by half a have youth, talent, and good looks? It
is my firm belief that there is quite a bit
dozen
never eyes.
believeButit of "housecleaning" that ought to be done
until IElinor
see itGlyns.
with myI'll own
should it turn out to be the truth, I shall pretty soon out there in Hollywood.
always despise the woman who spoiled our
Before closing, I want to present imdarling Clara.
aginary bouquets to Holmes Herbert,
In a recent edition of Picture Play I Charles Delaney, and Lon Chaney, of
saw a picture of Clara in evening dress course. Then there are bricks for Ricardo
and holding a little papillon dog. Her Cortez and Lya de Putti. Now I'm
hair was straight and carefully combed through, for a while.
Donald H. McCampbell.
into
didn't
1010 South Forty-fifth Street, West
Please,place.
Clara, She
take off
the look
eveningherself.
dress
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
and put on a sports sweater, muss up
your hair, and carry a tennis racket !
You are a peach 1
Flora H. London.
One Nice Thing About "Picture Play."
29 Lansdowne Avenue, Fredericton, New
One thing I like very much about PicBrunswick, Canada.
ture Play is the way it helps along beginners who show promise. I have made
"It" Did Not Have "It."
it my hobby to pick out the youngsters
playing bits who seem worth watching
I'm- writing in disapproval of the Para- and
then I follow their careers, waiting
mount production
of Elinor
Glyn'sit "It."
In addition
to the usual
Glyn story,
had, to see if they prove true to the promise
as an added insult. Her Majesty, Madame they show.
of these was Natalie Kingston.
Elinor Glyn herself. Her entrance into I One
consider her one of our future stars,
the film was extremely silly, and caused
much amusement among the audience on and a very bright one. I was very glad to
see her at last given featured parts, and
the night I saw it.
possible.
Not even the exellent acting of Clara wish her all the luckPauline
Goodwin.
Bow, Antonio Moreno, Jacqueline Gads2714
Bainbridge
Avenue,
New York
den, and others could offset the commonCity, New York.
place plot of "It." It seemed to me, by
the way, that Jacqueline Gadsden stole the
feminine acting honors from Clara Bow.
Criticism of "Picture Play."
Miss
I thoroughly agree with George Pattertice. Gadsden should be given more noson, who stated that entirely too much
Will the producers ever heed the clamor space in Picture Play is devoted to actresses practically unknown to the public,
of the fans and reissue the old mastersuch as Carmelita Geraghty and Julanne
pieces, especially
Wally Reid's
pictures?
They Rudy's
would andcertainly
make merit, they would probably be too busy
more money than the cheap trash being making pictures to attend every party in
turned out now. Let's have once more Hollywood, as these two seem to do.
Picture Play has many interesting sec"The Sheik," Nazimova's "Camille," "Pastions, but from now on I hope it will be
sion," "Othello," "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
filled
with pictures and news of the live
"Male and Female," "The Three Mus- wires.
Harry M. Smythe.
keteers," "Blood and Sand," "Foolish
Brooklyn, New York.
Wives," "The Alerry-Go-Round," "Abraham Lincoln," "The Marriage Circle," and
others.
Two Indignant Replies to Miss Zebroe.
V. Keith Sutton.
This is from a very indignant fan in
Bethany, Pennsylvania.
answer to a letter from Mary L. Zebroe
in a recent issue I think that Allene Ray
Something Wrong Somewhere.
is one of the most beautiful actresses on
In recent years I have read in,iumer- the screen, and Miss Zebroe said that she
able articles in various movie magazines is not beautiful. And Allene most emadvising pretty girls and handsome young
phatically can act! If Miss Zebroe would
Now, I must disagree with Miss Bookkeeper.
First, Conrad Nagel is certainly not
what she terms ordinary. Conrad can be
as convincing in full dress as in khaki
and hob-nailed shoes.
Second, being blond is not a handicap
to him, and when the Latin craze dies
out,
she will
thatblondes.
it's not only the
gentlemen
who find
prefer
Frank Dane.
"The Gorilla" Co.
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COME on, fans — make your "starpay! Find out how
well
your eyes andgazing" your
memory work
together — and profit by proving that
you know your astronomy!
The star-gazing game is fun in itself —
and a large cash prize awaits you for
playing
Here's serve
hopingyouyourwell!
eyes,If
wits andit.memory
they do, the prize is yours.
These are the rules of the contest:
Elsewhere in this magazine, you will
find a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer advertisement. Study the pictures of the
stars shown there and write a list of
their names. Name your favorite star.
And, in 8 words or less, write a suitable
slogan for each star. (As, for example:
"Lon Chaney — the man of a thousand
faces."}
The person sending the most correct
list of names, with the set of slogans
found best in the opinion cf the judges,
will be awarded $100 and an autographed picture of his or her favorite
star.
The fans sending the 50 next best lists
and slogans will all receive autographed
pictures of the stars they mention as
their individual favorites.
M-G-M reserves the right to use, in
any way, any or all slogans submitted,
paying $5 for each slogan so used.
Write your answers on one side of a single sheet of
paper and mail to Question Contest, 3rd
Floor, 1542 Broadway, New York. All answers must be received by September 15ih. Winners'
names
azine. will be published in a later issue of this magNOTE: If you do not attend pictures yourself you
may question your friends or consult motion picture
magazines. In event of ties, each tying contestant
will tied
be awarded
that
for. a prize identical in character with
Winners of the Pringle-Cody
Contest of June
VIRGINIA KRISLE
1108 Wood St., Texarkana, Texas
C. H. USSERY
Box 24, Tuscaloosa, Alabama

oiiiy see
her in change
"The Green
would
certainly
her tune.Archer," she
I havethatseen
one of here,
Miss and
Ray'sso
serials
has every
been shown
far, she has not once disappointed me.
And every time a new chapter in one of
the serials is shown, the theater here is
packed.
How any one can criticize John Gilbert
is more than I can understand. He is the
very best actor on the screen. He has
magnetism and — well, he just can't be beat.
Some one said, "Where would John Gilbert be without his mustache?" That
person couldn't have seen "The Big Parade," in which he wore no mustache.
Richard Barthelmess is another splendid
actor. Greta Garbo, Renee Adoree, and
Vilma Banky could easily make up for all
the deficiencies of other foreign players,
but
everyv/here
one ofthethemovies
foreigners.
like Itolikeknow
would I'd
be
without the foreigners.
I have seen Martha Sleeper in a few
comedies. She would be darling in pictures like those Gloria Swanson has
and
played in, such as "Stage Struck"
i^ishins her
"Fine Manners." Here's
every success I
B. D. V.
Norfolk, Virginia.
To my opponent, Miss Texas :
I think you are mistaken about Allene
Ray. Allene, in ;;;v opinion, is a much
better actress than Ruth Roland. She is
not only beautiful, but she can ride a
iiorse, drive a swift motor, and is an expert dancer and swimmer. And she never
uses a double When her serials come to
this town, there is not a seat to be had
in the theater, which holds three thousand
people. Berlin is no jerk town, either.
I hope my opponent, Mary Louise Zebroe, will see 'and read
this M.letter.
Lf.ona
Hayes.
448 Champlain Street, Berlin, New
Hampshire.
Further Words from Miss Zebroe.
I have received a letter from a fan in
Idaho. It seems that this fan disagrees
with what I said about Allene Ray and
Ruth Roland in my letter in a recent issue
of Picture Play. She seems to think that
she is the only one entitled to an opinion.
If she and
had ajust
"Allene
beautiful,
muchsaid,
better
actressRaythanis
Ruthwhen
Roland,"
minded,
but
I read Ithewouldn't
next linehave
it made
my
blood boil. "No one in my city ever goes
to see Ruth Roland. Everybod}- hates
I should like to know just what Miss
Roland has done to incur the hatred of
these people. I doubt whether that fan
hasher."
ever seen any of her pictures, anyway. Miss Roland hasn't worked regularly in films for several years, so naturally, people don't go to see her — they
haven't the chance. I reall}^ wonder if
that Idaho fan believes that I am ready
to swallow all that bunk. She is all upset just because she has found some one
whose
opinion
Allene Ray's acting ability differs
fromof hers.
"Do you really care for Miss Roland?"
she asks mc. "And also, why?" Certainly
I do. I love her dearly. She is a sweet
woman, I know, and has been my favorite
for years. If I choose to place Miss
Roland at the head of my list of favorites
and
to keep Asher much
name as
there,
isn't that
my
business?
I think
of her,
though,otherI'll
neverI be
telling star,
anfan that
hateguilty
her of
favorite
just because
she doesn't agree with me
about
Ruth Roland.
Mary Louise Zebroe.
1924 McFerrin Avenue, Waco, Texas.

A Big Laugh for a Poor Film.
I thoroughly approve of the suggestion,
made by a fan in a recent issue, that the
Wampas should choose some men among
their "baby stars" as well as girls. It
seems only fair. Equal rights for men, say I.
"Flesh and the Devil," with John Gilbert, really drew a big laugh from audiences here But — it also drew capacity
crowds. One of the most torrid love
scenes was cut out entirely in the second
showing, and some of the others could
very well have been deleted with no detrimental effect on the picture. As for the
story, it was negligible, to say the least.
Kathryne L. Youxg.
2904 Tenth Street, N. E., Washington,
D. C.
Make the Foreigners Become Citizens.
I have been a reader of Picture Play
for a number of years, but have never
written a fan letter until this moment.
I am an American through my marriage
to an American soldier and sailor, and
am proud of it. All this foreign stuflf is
just mere lalk. Why not give the foreigners a square deal? And then if they
do not prove their abilit}-, then pan them.
I agree with the letter which my husband, William H. Clark, wrote to Picture
Play a few months ago, in which he stated
the situation very fairly — he said, give
the foreigners two years in which to decide whether or not they wish to become
citizens. If, at the end of those two years,
they have decided against becoming citizens,
then send them home. If American dollars are good enough to spend, surely it
is to Uncle Sam to whom allegiance should
be sworn.
I really enjoy Pola Negri, Greta Garbo,
and Anna Q. Nilsson, no matter in what
pictures they may be playing. They are
my favorites among the foreign stars.
Otherwise, American stars are good enough
for me.
But such things as we read about the
stars' love afifairs ! Such nonsense ! Besides, what have we to do with their private affairs? We should not concern ourselves with a star's private life, but just
his public life. Would any one with any
self-respect care to have his private life
discussed abroad? I should say not I If
the stars would only pay more attention
to their art and forget about whom they
next will marry, I think the public would
benefit, for it certainly does not help a
star's them.
career when we read such trash
about
We pay to see good a-cting and not just
a lot of beautiful faces with nothing behind them. It is really worth going to
the movies when such artists as Clara Bow,
Norma Talmadge, Norma Shearer, and a
few others like them are shown. They
really act, and you feel that your money
is not wasted.
I was a Britisher until my marriage to
an American, i.nd I certainly do not regret coming to this country. I have my
home here, I also earn my money in this
country. Why not love it and give it
my loyalty? I am proud of my British
birth, and of my British parents and brotherstives
and that
sisters,
is not tobutmy torelaI lookbutforit support,
my
American husband and American dollars !
Mrs. William H. Clark.
710 S. Harrison Street, Amarillo, Texas.
Why Should They Become Citizens?
I ter
wish
say something
the letfrom to
William
Clark, ofabout
Texas.
He
said, "Make them become citizens," speaking of thewhat
foreign
players.it Now,
10 know
difference
makesI'dto like
us
fans whether or not the stars are citizens.
We go to the pictures to be amused,
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thrilled, to admire the hero, and envy
and love the beautiful heroine, but who
saj's
or herself,
or shetu ishima citizen
of the"I U.wonder
S. A.?if he
If
she isn't, I won't like her any more." It
is really absurd. As to liking the foreignI do and
don't.Nissen,
For instance,
like ers,Anna
Q., IGreta
and PolaI
Negri, and I love Vilma Banky. Also
Lya de Putti is interesting to watch. But
I simply detest Greta Garbo.
Another thing — I wonder who likes the
news reels. I hate them. If you do not
get in at the beginning of the show you
have to wade through all the latest events.
We can read all about them in the newspapers. Itis really very boring.
Marion Hesse.
154 Elm Street, Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Our Miserly Film Producers.
Mrs. Olive Thompson wrote, in the June
issue of Picture Play, that it is the
producers who are to blame for so many
foreigners being in our movies. I agree
with her on that point.
Her explanation was "that many of our
great moving-picture magnates were
born in foreign countries, so was it not to
be expected that they would give encouragement, and even preference to other foreigners?" But on this point, I disagree
with her. Mone}', not love for their countrymen,
is
what motivates on film proucers.
It has been my impression for some
time that the producers believe in the
axiom,
penny
savedall isofa penny
earned."
They are"A not
paying
their imported
talent the fabulous salaries given to the
hometal artists.
Greta this.
Garbo'sWhen
temperamentantrum proved
her old
contract of four hundred and fifty dollars
per week was changed to three thousand
dollars, she became herself again. Do
your subtracting and see what a nice little
penny the producer was saving weekly on
this actress alone
No wonder Greta sulked. She is a boxoffice attraction and is entitled to her share
of the spoils. I am an American and believe in justice. Therefore, Greta is entitled to the things she has justlv earned.
To my mind, an actor or actress who
proves to be a mone. getter should be accorded fair play, regardless of nationality.
Fleta Belle.
Truckee, California.
A Charming Star to Meet.
Onehadof was
the most
interviews
I've
ever
with pleasant
Mrs. Lowell
Sherman,
alias Miss Pauline Garon, during her recent vaudeville appearance in Boston.
With a chic tailored suit, silver slippers,
a smart, tight-fitting black hat, and her
pearly white teeth, she was a picture for
any movie fan to see.
How any one could write anything disagreeable about this charming little lady is
beyond my reckoning, for she is bubbling
over with a peppj- personality, and is just
as enthusiastic over meeting her fan friends
as they are to see her. Possibly the young
lady who wrote the letter about her in
these columns, complaining that she had refused to see her, did not use the right means
of approach, for no star would be a star
unless the public willed it so. and the only
way to become famous is to be interviewed
and have it circulated.
I am a firm booster for Miss Garon, always have been and always will be. She
has always come up to my expectations in
pictures, and my interview with her has
confirmed my belief that she is one of the
most charming girls in filmdom.
Dorothy Rourke.
300 setts.
Center Street, Newton, Massachu-
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work

that any Jdau"^
cAud Pay
Might
Well heProudqf
fMAIL

COUPON
FOR FREE BOOK
MADAM
perraission to
send This
you
a copy: Iofaska remarkable
book.
book
tells
how
hundreds
of
-n-omen,
just like yourself, are making $2, $.3, and
even .9.5 an hour for easy, pleasant, sparetime work. It shows how you, too, can now
share in these big earnings. No interference
with your home duties. No need of giving
up your present work if you are employed.
With my amazing, new Profit Sharing Plan,
you can easily make §20 to .?30 a week
extra, over and above your regular income.

$22.87 in one day
"I think this is the most
profitable work anyone can
do. I have made as high
Miss
ilabelinTravis,
H. Y.
as $22.87
one day."

$15 to $16 a Day
"As you know, 1 work
only spare time, yet net
Jlrs.
§15 toW.$160. a Evans,
day." Ohio.

S50
Mrs.
K. R. First
Roof, S. Car.,Week-Spare
is the than a year, Mrs. A.Time
M. Wall,
mother of two children. She
N. Dak., has been averaging
needed more money than the time.
$35 Clara
a week
in spare
Stiteler,
111.,
family income provided. So $30 orMrs.
made J. $17.66
in
one
Hour.
she accepted the very same op- Mrs.
B. Gillam, Mass., says
portunity I am now offering
you. Read what she says : her earnings are a delightful
surprise — as high as $13 in
"On
account
of
doing
my
own
housework I can devote only one day. Miss Flora Caywood,
4 Daysnetted
part time to this work. Yet I N. T., is a factory worker and
"My S50firstFirst4 days
have made as high as $1.5 in makes $9 to $10 during noon
me S50pany isprofit.
hours. Mrs. B. L. Hodges, X.
one afternoon, and the very
prompt Your
and comrelifirst week I started I cleared a aY.,day.
averages from $18 to $20
Mrs. Pearl Kelley, W. Va.
nice
profit
of
$50.00."
Then there is Mrs. G. H. And so they go. Hundreds of other
women are doing as well or better.
Miehelsen, Neb. She writes : Yet
not one of them had a bit of
"I have made more money than
training
when
I ever made before. One aft- started. Soor youe-xperience
maketheyas
ernoon in 1% hours I made a much money as theycanare easily
making — probclear profit of $16." For more
ably Th
more. is
Valuable ^JXJ
Send
No
Money
to S6work
an Hour
"IS4 just
spare
able."
time and surely am
Not a penny. Just put your name Book Now/
making
some
and address on the coupon and mail
money.
$4 toextra$6
Lowe, Ky»
it
to
me.
I'll
promptly
send
full
and
an
hour
is
my averFR
EEMail
complete information — absolutely
Miss Katherine
free. Nohowmatter
where
live —you
no
matter
old or
how youyoung
are — no matter whether you're mar- Coupon
but
make riedbigor single
money— inyoufullcan't
time help
or .spare
time if you'll
follow
my
easy
instructions. Y'ou don't need any orcapital!
You
don't need training,
any plan
special
education.
I furnish experience,
everything. My
is
so fair and square — so clear cut and simple
that
you
just
can't
fail.
Get
the
facts
at
once.
Territory Is being closed rapidly. Every day
Albert
Mills. Pres.,
Product's
7469 Monmouth
Ave.,American
Cincinnati,
Ohio. Co.,
you wait sees real money slipping through
your
fingers—
S-5.
SIO,
SID
or
even
more.
So
like to make
S2 to $4absolutely
an hour free.
in spare time, I
act quick. Tear out and mail the coupon — now! I. Send meI'd complete
information,
1
THE AMERICAN PRODUCTS CO
age."
I
Preeident and General Manager fI Address
I
(Print or Write Plainly)
Dept. 7469
Cincinnati, Ohio.
(c) A.P.Co.
.J
I Name..,

*I

Advertising Section
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Then I Gave My Husband
the Surprise of His Life

You ve
. belie
Maryto
be y silly,
T ectl
DON'perf
foolish
you can learn to play music
You can'' never
by nthat method.
lear to play the piano that way
. . . it's crazy! You are silly to
even think about it."
"But, Jack, it's ..."
■ "Mary, how can you believe in
that crazy music course. Why
it claims to teach music in half
the usual time and without a
teacher. It's impossible !"
That is how my husband felt when
I showed him an ad telling about a
new way to learn music. He just
laughed. His unbelieving laughter
made me wonder. I began to feel
doubtful. Perhaps I had been too
optimistic — perhaps enthusiasm and
the dream of realizing my musical
ambitions had carried me away. The
course, after all, might prove too difficult. Iknew that I had no special musical
talent. I couldn't even tell one note from I felt frightened. Supipose the course
another — a page of music looked just like
Chinese to me.
proved to be horribly difficult . . . suppose
But how I hated to give up my new hope Jack were right after all I
Imagine my joy when the lessons started
of learning to play the piano. Music had
alzvays been for me one of those dreams and I found that they were as easy as A. B.
that never come true. I had longed to sit C. Why, a mere child could master them !
down at the piano and play some old sweet
While Jack was at work, I started learnsong ... or perhaps a beautiful classic, a
ing. Iquickly saw how to blend notes into
bit from an opera, or even the latest jazz beautiful melodies. My progress was wonhit. When I heard others playing, I envied
derfully rapid, and before I realized it,
them so that it almost spoiled the pleasure I was rendering selections which pupils
of the music for me. For they could en- who study with private teachers for years
tertain their friends and family . . . they
For thru
this short-cut
were musicians. And I, I was a mere can't
all theplay.
difficult,
tiresome
parts ofmethod,
music
listener. I had to be satisfied with only have been eliminated and the playing of
licariiig music.
melodies has been reduced to a simplicity
I was so disappointed at Jack. I felt which anyone can follow with ease.
very bitter as I put away the magazine
Finally I decided to play for Jack, and
containing the advertisement. For a week show him what a "crazy course" had taught
I resisted the temptation to look at it me. So one night, when he was sitting
again, but finally I couldn't keep from reading, I went casually over to the piano
and started playing a love"peeking"cinatedatme. Itit.toldIt offas-a
PICK YOUR COURSE
woman who had learned to
his astonishment.
ly song.scribeWords
can't deplay the piano in 90 days ! Mandolin
"Why
.
.
.
why
..."
he
Saxophone
She had mastered the piano
floundered. I simply smiled
Drums
Piano
Traps and
and
went
on
playing.
But
by herself, in her spare
Organ
time, and at .home, without
Violin
soon, ofsisted course,
Harmony and
Harp
that I tell Jack
him inall
a teacher. And the wonClarinet
Composition
Flute
about
it.
Where
I had
derful method 'she used
Sight
Singing
required no tedious scales
learned . . . when I
Ukulele
— no heartless exercises —
learned . . . how? So I
Cornet
Piccolo
no tiresome practicing.
told of my secret . . . and
Trombone
Cello
how the course he had
Perhaps I might do the
Guitar
iame thing !
laughed at had made me
Hawaiian Steel Guitar
an accomplished musician.
Sn finally-, half-frightVoice and Speech Culture
ijitfl, half-cntliusiastic, I
Automatic
Finger
Control
One day not long after.
v> rotc to the U. S. .School
Piano Accordion
Jack came to me and said,
of Music — without letting
"Mary, don't laugh, but I
Banjo (5-string,
or Tenor)Plectrum
Jack know. Almost as
want to try learning to
soon as I mailed the letter
play the violin _by that

wonderful method. You certainly proved to
me that it is a good way to learn music."
So only a few months later Jack and I
were playing together. Now our musical
eyenings are a marvelous success. Everyone compliments us, and we are flooded
with invitations. Music has simply meant
everything to us. It has given us Popularity ! Fun ! Happiness !
:j; :!t ^
;}:
If you, too, like music . . . then write to
the U. S. School of Music for a copy of the
booklet "Music Lessons in Your Own Home,"
together with a Demonstration Lesson, explaining this wonderful new easy, method.
Don't hesitate because you think you have
no talent. Thousands of successful students
never dreamed they possessed musical ability until it was revealed to them by a wonderful "Musical Ability Test." You too,
can learn to play your favorite instrument
by note thru this short-cut method. Send the
coupon. The Demonstration Lesson showing how they teach will come AT ONCE.
Address
U. S. .School
Music, 538
Brunswickthe'Building,
New of
York.
Instruments supplied when needed,
cash or credit.
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
538 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
.me with
your introduction
free hook "IMusirinYourPlease
Own send
Home,"
liy Dr. Lessons
Franlt
Crane,
and particulars
offer.
IDemonstration
am inlcrested Lesson
in the following
course: uf your

''^''""'^ you above (i"i
ease Writ?
Have
instrument
e Plainly)
Address
City
State
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William Boyd is an American doughboy and Mary Astor an Oriental maid, an emir's daughter, in a new
comedy of the war entitled "Two Arabian Knights." But, as this scene from the film discloses, nothing
can keep them apart — not even the plots of the natives to do away with the hero. His refusal to take the
Arabians seriously not only saves his life but enables him eventually to escape with his lady of high degree.
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What astrology tells about the influences gov
this extremely informative article by a wellBy Sidney

The horoscope of Cullen Landis indicates that
he should play comedy roles, or character
juveniles, and that he is due for a return to
popularity.

casting an excellent artist like Landis. He has had some
very unfavorable planetary aspects of late, but it now
looks as though he would get a series of better breaks.
That seems to be the way life is.
Stars, like ordinary mortals, are influenced by the rays
of the planets, and go through their good and not-so-good
spells. This has been particularly true in the cases of four
well-known actors, all of whom were born on the same
date in different years, which gives to each of them the
same zodiacal position of the sun. I refer to Charles
Ray, Harrison Ford, Henry B. Walthall, and Conrad
Nagel. These men have passed through several uncertain years, but I am pleased to note, in the testimonies
of the planets, that all are on their way back to the
prosperity they formerly enjoyed.
The reason for this is that
Uranus, the most upsetting
planet in the heavens, has been
going tions
over
natal who
sun were
posiof thethefolks
born around the middle of
March.

IF you have yet to visit Hollywood
for the first time you may think it
is different in every respect from
all other towns. But such is not the
case any more than the destiny that
shapes the personal lives and affairs
of screen actors and actresses differs
from that of the cigar-store clerk, the
automobile salesman, or the waitress.
If I were a philosopher I could
make a striking deduction from this
fact, but I happen to be an astrologer,
and therefore I apply the natural laws
of planetary influences to birthdays.
Jackie Coogan will one day
All of us, whether our sphere of
shine as Hollywood's leadactivity is in front of the camera or
ing real-estate operator,
but may never win back
away from it, get good and bad periods according to the vibrations of the
his former position on the
rays from the planets; but a better
screen, according to astrology.
knowledge of our full powers and opportunities would help a great deal.
For instance, the case of Cullen Landis shows how incompetent
the casting experts are, and how nearly they have ruined a promising career. Even the fans know more about the kind of roles he
— and others — should play than do some of the men and women
in casting jobs who are getting enough money to earn at least
some of it.
Recently, a letter came from one of Cullen's admirers, who
asked why he hadn't appeared in another role like The Notorious
Colonel Blake, in "The Fighting Coward" a few years ago. And any
astrologer could take one glance at the horoscope of Cullen Landis
and see in a minute that he should always play light-comedy roles,
or parts in
characterization
is essential. In other "words,
anything
but which
a straight
hero.
The irony of it is that the studios continue to look for youthful
players who can do this sort of thing, while they go right on mis-

Those of you who celebrate
your birthdays on March 24th
and 25th are the ones who feel
this influence now, but it is
not quite as harsh as it has
been in recent }-ears on those
with earlier birthdays in that
month.
This is because JupiWarner Richmond, here seen in "The
Fire Brigade," is expected to sign
a long-term contract, if he has not
alreadv done so.

of

the

Stars

erning the careers of certain players is related in
known authority whose predictions will amaze you.
K. Bennett

ter, a planet whose ray has a good effect, is near by at
present and is mitigating the troubles Uranus would stir
up if acting alone.
While Uranus is not very bothersome right now, it will
soon be lashing up a whirlpool in the affairs of those who
were born on March 27th, among whom are two famous
picture personages, namely, James Cruze, the director, and
Gloria Swanson, both of whom should prepare for some
startling changes during the next two years.
The probability is that these changes will be somewhat
destructive to inuch they have held rather highl}- in the
past, so they would be wise to look ahead and get ready
for the storm. This advice applies, for the same period,
to all who were born between March 24th and 28th.
A while back, somebody gave me the birthday of Gloria
Swanson — or what was supposed to be her birthday — from.
which to make astrological calculations. The 3'ear given was
ss;
1901, and from the standpoint
of astrology it didn't seem
probable that she could have
accomplished all that she has
succeeded in doing if she were
born in that year. I have also
understood that she married
Wallace Beery when both were
with Essanay in Chicago, and,
if that is correct, it would indicate that her marriage occurred
Ricardo Cortez is assured a bright
future, but next year will bring
troubles. These, however, will not
affect his career.

Photo by Freulich
Reginald Denny's planets say
that he will not long remain
with Universal, but his prosperity will not suffer from any
change he may make.

Photo by Ball
Gloria Swanson should prepare for some
startling changes during the next two
years, as clearly as can be forecast from
insufficient data of the time of her birth.
when she was little more than a
child. So, I'm still wondering when
Gloria really was born.
You will recall that Jackie Coogan
and Baby
Peggytheattracted
wideEach
attention atabout
same time.
gives a birthday party on October
26th, and so each Las gone through
a couple of poor years for those who
cash their pay checks, because of the
transit of Saturn, for Saturn's ray
certainly does slow things up. It is
to be feared that they will have difficulty in ever getting back into the
positions they occupied, say, three
years sible
ago,
although
quite posthat Miss
Peggyit is
Montgomery

may be heard from again in motionpicture work after she has graduated
from high school.
Jackie, however, will be known as John Coogan,_ Esq., realestate entrepreneur de luxe of the Pacific coast, if his horoscope
is to be credited. Evidence of this is already apparent, for he now
owns in trust until he becomes of age, a number of what are called
"very itself.
valuable parcels," and his practical mind has begun to
assert

The transit of Saturn brings mighty tough sledding to those it
hits, if one is to barken to the groans and wails of those born
during the latter half of November, although those born between
the 24th and 27th of that month are able, at present, to save somewealth. thing from, what otherwise might be a total loss of health and
This is especially applicable to Reginald Denny and, from all I
hear concerning his recent illness and other difficulties, it does
apply.
to stick
and sav
he
will
comeRutout Denny's
of it evenfriends
better are
thangoing
he was
before.by him,
I cannot
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, Photo by Evans studio . ^ . ■ . . ■ ,
Harrison Ford's career will take on a more
fashionable aspect next year, and restore
him to the position he occupied as a romantic hero.
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of the Stars
various parts in tlie play of life. If that is the case, and I
believe it is, the planets have something to do with casting
us for our respective roles. This is easily seen in the
revelations of astrology concerning friends, partners, and
marriage relationships. A comparison of the planetary
vibrations in the two charts of those involved show
whether they will succeed together. This also applies to
their combined success before the public as entertainers.
It is natural to draw a parallel between real affection
and the portrayal of it on the screen, and it thus becomes
a simple matter to predict successful screen partnerships
by means of astrology, indicating in advance and without
expensive experiment just who will make good as silversheet lovers. Consideration must also be given, of course,
to their individual capacities as artists.
It is not true that any actor and any actress can make
a real hit together. Not ever}- screen couple can render
the sympathetic performances of Richard Barthelmess and
Dorothy Mackaill, Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, or
Jack Gilbert and Greta Garbo.
Any number of good combinations of celluloid lovers
can be selected from the horoscopes of well-known actors
and actresses, but they might interfere with the interests
of rival producers. For instance, Betty Compson and
Richard Dix would do well together; so would Bebe
Daniels and Monte Blue ; and William Haines and Marion
Davies. The combined horoscopes of
these pairs, as well as many others, show
that they would make big successes if
working together in pictures.
With so much complaint being heard
about the poor quality of films, it would
be well to discover, if possible, the cause.
Good stories are often changed unnecessarily, itis true, and that is the major
part of the trouble. This condition, however, will take care of itself when the
Continued on page 116

that he will long remain under the
Universal banner of "Uncle" Carl
Laemmle, but his personal fortune
and reputation will continue to prosper for some time to come.
Not knowing what the future held
for certain players they have
permitted to leave the company, has cost Paramount a
good deal in the past. But
luckily the actors involved
have not suffered greatly by
their being taken off the pay
roll of that studio.
I refer to Gilbert Roland,
Conrad
Nagel,
who has been given two
great opportunities by Norma
bom on
the same
Talmadge, and Ricardo Cortez, who will go far as one
day as Harrison
of the best character leading
Ford, is likewise
men in pictures. He will
influenced
by fahave some troubles next
vorable stars.
}-ear, but they will not seriously affect his film career.
William Powell and Warner Richmond are two highly regarded
actors who have the true quality of menace without having to resort to brandishing weapons and making faces. Powell, according
to his horoscope, has recently -signed a new contract with Paramount, agood thing for all concerned ; and Richmond will receive
similar recognition a little later. If he is not now under contract,
1 advise some farsighted producer to sign him at once for a long
term, for, like Powell, he is both a good artist and a box-office asset.
Shakespeare muttered a few well-chosen words to the effect that
the world is a stage, and the people in it are actors who take their

James Craze, the director, would do well to prepare for the coming storm indicated by his
horoscope, which may be destructive to much
that he values highly.
Photo by Ricbee
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Just a Natural-Born

Actress

Janet Gaynor's recent amazing achievements completely
upset the old tradition that an actress must suffer before
she can really act. The unusual emotional powers of this
youngster, whom all Hollywood is praising, are the result,
not of an unhappy past, but of innate dramatic ability.
By William H. McKegg
AN

actress, we are told, must go through great suffering and much sorrow in life before she can do
really convincing emotional work.
To all those
in the past, present, or future who hold this belief, I
fling the name of Janet Gaynor.
No love tragedies, no bitter disappointments have
hovered over Janet's chesnut-brown head. Yet, lacking
such, she has during the past year proved herself an
emotional actress of the first order. She gave early
proofs of her ability in "The Return of Peter Grimm"
and "The Midnight Kiss," but now, in "Seventh Heaven,"
she has surpassed all expectations and taken the film
world by storm.
I first met Janet Gaynor in 1924, at a secretarial school
in Hollywood.
She was then doing occasional extra
work at the Hal
Roach studio.
"But I can't tell
when I'm going to
be out of a job," she
explained. "Now if
I know stenography,
I can slip into secretarial work during
^
slack times."

Janet surprised the film colony not long ago by announcing her engagement to Herbert Moulton, young Los
Angeles newspaper man.
I learned that Miss Gaynor had been born in
Philadelphia, that she had also lived for a while
' in Florida, Chicago, and San Francisco, and that
she was now bent on having a career in the
movies.
One day, she did not appear at the school, nor
for several days thereafter.
you been?" I demanded, when she
at "Where've
last returned.

It is as Diane in "Seventh
Heaven " that IVliss Gaynor proves
herself beyond all doubt to be an
emotional actress of the first rank.
Yet certainly no one with
so serene a smile can have
a dark tragedy hidden in
her past.

"At Universal !" she replied excitedly, writing
her shorthand all wrong.
"Fm going back there
next week.
I think they're going to give me a
good deal
of work
do." the exercises she had
In order
to catch
up towith
missed, she made me stop my own splendid progress to
attend to hers, making me hear her as she repeated
shorthand rules from earlier lessons.
"The circle," she recited, "may assume the form of
a loop where more convenient — say, what is Pola Negri

Our work
making
now?"ceased, and news of the studios was eagerly
discussed, until an instructor, hearing too much talking,
entered from an adjacent room and demanded quiet.
As it turned out, Janet found little use for her secretarial training,
for after she once got started in the movies, there were few slack times
for her. From one film she went straight into another. Then, at the
end of 1925, Fox signed her for the lead in "The Johnstown Flood."
From that time on, she was kept so busy that, in spite of the fact that
her home is only a few blocks from my own, I didn't, except for occasional glimpses, see her again until I had this interview with her.
.She was at the time in the midst of making "Seventh Heaven." I
had lunch with her in her bungalow, then went with her to the set,
Continued on page ''.04
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OH,

Old

it's good hokum," the critics may say about a
picture, with a curl of the lip.
But, despite their scornful tones, when a film
is received in this airy fashion by the critics, its producers know at once that, though it may not be art, it's
going to be a great financial success. Hokum is just
another expression for box office. It's a hard word
to define exactly, but film makers know very well what
it means.
There are certain definite situations which can be
counted on as "sure fire." The rescue of the heroine
by the hero, for example. Minnie is driving the onehorse shay, when her horse becomes frightened and gallops frantically down the road. There is always a cliff
straight ahead. Nearer, nearer, and nearer to the precipice the horse leaps, while the people in the audience
gasp, and hang breathlessly onto their seats — knowing
perfectly well that of course the gal will be saved.
Nearer and nearer to the cliff, and then — a flash of Joe,
the hero, galloping furiously in pursuit. Just as the
runaway reaches the edge, and not a moment sooner,
Joe leaps from his own horse to the back of the frightened steed, or into the driver's seat of the gig, grips the
reins firmly, says "Nice Dobbin !" — and Minnie falls
gratefully into his arms.
That is hokum. It is sure fire. Biit how many
times in real life does a Joe or a John get a chance
to rescue a Minnie from a runaway, or from drowning, or from the villain's pursuit, thereby,
In real life, a girl never has
of course, winning her
the good luck to be rescued by
love as well as her
the man she loves — it's sure to
gratitude ? The
be some one she cannot stand
chances are, in real
— but not so in the movies!
life, that if Minnie
does get pulled out of
the river just as she's
going down for the
third time, it won't be
by the man she likes.
Her rescuer will probably be that gangling
Bill Jones, who stutters, and is no fun at
all on a party.
You can count the
film rescues by the
hundreds. Perhaps

Hokum!

the most thrilling ever shown on the screen was the
one in "Way
Down East,"
that hokum
in
which
Barthelmess
saved Lillian
Gish masterpiece,
from the ice
flood.
The has
horse
movie stuff.
father
the race
best is
racealso
horsegood
in Cayuga
County;Sally's
if he
wins the race, the mortgage payment on the ranch is
provided for. The crowd arrives, the race is about to
begin. But where is Pinto, the jockey who is to ride
Sally's father's horse? Pinto has not appeared! (Of
course, he is lying in an abandoned house, drugged by
the villain.) "We are ruined!" cries Sally's father,
wringing his hands. "Not yet," says Jim, the hero,
dashing for the dressing rooms. He has never been on
a horse in his life — is, in fact, frightened to death of
horses. But it's all for Sally's sake ! You know the
rest — how Jim, in the race, urges his horse on, and
creeps up gradually from last place to second, nosing
out the other horses, until, just as the finish line is
reached, and never sooner, his horse leaps magically
ahead and the day is saved.
This is hokum. There is never a suggestion that Jim,
our amateur rider, should fall off his horse after the
first few feet, and get, at the
very least, a bump on the head
and a mouthful of dust. There
are all sorts of variations of
the horse-race theme, used in
hundreds of films — "The Kentucky Derby," "Sporting Life,"
"The Shamrock Handicap," for
example
— but the hero's horse
alwavs wins.
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And about that mortgage on the old homestead. In real
life, mortgages are usually held by kind business men who
never beat their wives, or kick their dogs, or leer at pretty
girls. But not in the movies ! In films, the mortgage
holder is either an old skinflint scheming a foreclosure because alittle bird told him there was oil on the land, or a
villain with designs on Liitle Bertha, the daughter of the
mortgaged household. In real life, there are thousands
of Berthas living in mortgaged homesteads, but most of
them would be scorned by the family creditors.
And apropos of the villain who wants to marry the
heroine by fair means or foul — at the point of a gun, for
example — few men in real life
would want such reluctant brides.

Hokum!
that pain in her back is troubling her again, or because
she didn't sleep well last night. With all due respect
to mothers, they are at least human — but seldom are
they human in the movies.
Films are just full of noble sacrifices. If it isn't a
mother's
sacrifice,
it may
be aand
sister's,
brother's.
William has
been both
father
motheror toa his
young
brother Tom, who is rather a weakling. One day Tom
shoots a man, and the officers of the law come to arrest
him. "I did it," says William, stepping forward — never
shall it be said that he didn't keep his promise to his
parents to take care of Tommy.
But Annie, William.'s
sweetheart, is sure he
didn't do it, despite his
insistence that he is
guilty. She suddenly
turns detective, and finally, just as William
is about to go to the
chair, she rushes in
with her evidence, and
the noble hero is saved.
Or perhaps it is Tommy
who comes to the rescue, when his belated
conscience makes him
confess just in time.
All this is according

Besides, what's to keep the bride
from running away promptly after
the ceremony — such a marriage
being illegal, of course ?
Almost any Western picture
could be called "The Hero Never
Misses." Bill Hart, Tom Mix,
Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard — all
our screen heroes have perfect
aim, but the bad men have always
neglected their target practice.
Their shots are always just a
waste of bullets, but the hero
never fails to hit home. (He
misses the villain-in-chief, howto formula in the movever, until the last reel.) The And real mothers are only
ies— with many variations, of course. It ]S
hero is always one man against human, after all — they couldn't possibly be the saintly beings pictured on the screen
six or ten or twelve, miraculously
hokum nobility — -n o t
dodging a shower of shots. Somereal nobility. An innotimes he runs out of ammunition and there is a handcent man suffering for another's crime — that is certainly flouting justice and the law, which are designed
to-hand struggle. This presents a real problem to the
audience — breathlessly, they wonder who is going to to protect society from weaklings like Tom.
Part of the hokum in the situation just outlined is
win! Almost every Western film is like this. Movie
audiences expect it.
the last-minute reprieve. We see the condemned man,
Mother love is also an excellent theme on the screen.
with his last moments upon him. The audience is taut
with
suspense. In alternate shots, we see his rescuer,
Every day is Mother's Day in the movies. Mary Carr,
with
the
pardon, speeding madly toward the scene in a
Belle Bennett, and Mary Alden don't get those fancy
high-powered car. Nearer, nearer — will he make it?
salaries without reason! "Over the Hill," "Stella DalOf course. Just in time. In real life, he might be too
las," "Drusilla With a Million" have turned tears into
dollars for their producers.
late — or a phone call from the governor's office could
Not that mothers are not loved in real life, too, but
save him the ride. But there wouldn't be so much suswho of them has a chance to sacrifice herself to quite
pense in a phone call !
such an extent as in "Stella Dallas?" Screen mothers
The "frame-up" is another favorite film device. Freare always wingless angels ; real mothers, too, are often
quently the hero is sent to prison on evidence carefully
arranged by some one for purposes of revenge. The
so — but they have been known to get cross when
simplest form of this is to slip the stolen pearls into the
Johnny has tracked mud all over the living-room carhero's pocket just as the search begins. The plot is
pet, or when Ella hasn't swept under the beds when she
cleaned. Or sometimes mother is just cross because
usually more complicated than that, but that's the main
idea and always gets across.
The peculiar will is also
Horrors! The hero has fallen jroni his horse! But this is a situation you're not likely to see
an old favorite. Emma
in the movies — no, that would never do, says Old Man Hokum.
will inherit
uncle's fortune if she her
is married
by
her twenty-first birthday.
Otherwise the money is to
go to Cousin Will. Five
minutes before the crucial
birthday, Emma decides on
the husband, but Cousin
Will kidnaps her. And so
on. Fortunately, in reality,
eccentric uncles do not as
a rule tie so many strings to
their money.
Then there is the
belongs
to a gang
^irl pickpocket
who
Continued on page 96
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In a temperature twenty-five degrees below zero, at an altitude of 1 1 ,000 feet, "The Trail of '98" company spent three
weeks in the mountains of Colorado filming the rigorous outdoor scenes.

dollars!"
a million
I'll bring
AND From
groupyouto back
group,
all along the seething
crowd on what was supposed to be a San Francisco dock, the magic phrase passed. It was on the
lips of youths, of old men, of husbands and fathers.
It was the brave, reckless promise to those left at home.
It vibrated through the frenz}^ of final leavetakings,
through the preliminary roar of the engines. And as
the ship, the City of Topeka, moved slowly away from
the dock and down the harbor, the phrase still came
faintly across th& water —
"I'll bring you back a mil
lion dollars !"
And then, of course, a
directorial voice shouted,
"N. G. ! That man in the
brown coat left his bag on
the dock instead of taking
it on board. Let's try it
The boat was brought
again."
ponderously back to her
moorings, the gangways
were lowered, and the cargo
removed again to the dock.
The men aboard disembarked and returned to
their families for more
farewells. After half an
hour of detailed preparation, the scene was ready
to be shot again.
Except for the littl circle
of people around the cameras, the illusion was perfect. It was not only the
actors — nearly a thousand
Karl Dane lends, of course,
— and the costumes and the
setting and the old ship. In
some inexplicable way, the aura of excitement that
had surrounded the -departure for the Klondike of the
City it.of Like
Topeka
in '98 current
was living
again.theThe
extras
felt
an electric
it charged
enormous

The great Klondike gold rush, in
"The
g
Alon
hardship,
is being
vividly
repro
By Margaret
crowd with the hysterical enthusiasm of a gold-mad
town.
Outside the camera
lines, 1927 proceeded on
its way. The harbor —
that of San Pedro — ^was
churning with activity. A
British merchant ship —
the
in the
world
was largest
anchored
there
for — a
day. A tiny fleet of little
Chinese scows, with scarlet-and-green dragons
painted on them, huddled
behind a German passenger boat. Farther out, a
cruiser was taking on
troops destined for China.
The Catalina Island excursion boat crossed the
horizon, and dozens of
little speed boats shot in
and out among the bigger
vessels.
But on one pier, Clarence Brown was directing
the
opening
scenes
"The
Trail
of '98"
thatof rigorous drama of the Yukon
gold rush. Two of his
actors were old vessels that had figured prominently in
the actual rush to the Klondike in 1898. One of them.,
the Humbolt, is used now only for repair work. The
City of Topeka is out of commission entirely — a sad old

a comic touch to the picture.
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Dolores del Rio, as the heroine of the film, is shown, above, inside one of the dance halls in the replica of Dawson City
that was built on the Metro-Goldwyn lot.

f '98"
o
il
Tr
all
itsaoriginal
frenzy, as well as

duced in the film "The Trail of '98"
Reid
boat with a dangerous list to starboard
Metro-Goldwyn picture, kind
hands had given the two vessels a 3^outhful coating of
paint and for the duration of
a week they were once more
the stanch craft that sailed
into the northern seas twentynine years ago. They were
living their heyday over again
— the Hiimbolt returning
scarred and wind-tossed to
San Francisco with the first
news of the gold discovery—
the City of Topeka setting gallantly out with the first of the
gold-seekers on board.
The plot of the film, adapted
from the book by Robert W.
Service, is sound, and the
background
vivid.but It's
drama, of course,
life meloclose
to the elemental forces of nature is likely to be melodramatic. The fundamental human emotions, such as were
brought to the surface by the
stark hardship suffered in the
Klondike gold rush, are delicate things for directors to
M;'ss del Rio and Ralph Forbes as
the girl and boy of the story.
Photo by Manatt

But, for the

handle, the dividing line between the human and the
ludicrous being almost invisible. In the hands of Clarence Brown, however, this film of the Klondike is becoming ahuman document of pitiful soldiers of fortune,
with both the tragedy and glamour of high adventure
hanging over them.
Mr. Brown builds his scenes on psychology rather
than on action and events. A critic once observed that
he was the only director in pictures who understood
tempo.
This may probably be explained by the fact
that what the characters of a
film do concerns him much
less than why they do it. Thus,
the events in a Clarence Brown
picture follow emotions in a
logical manner, making for
that elusive quality called
tempo. Mr. Brown works very
little with the script, keeping
it only as a memorandum. The
casual onlooker might say that
he worked almost at random.
He feels his way through the
emotions of his characters
toward the effect he wants.
At times, a Clarence Brown
set rather reminds one of a
class in psychoanalysis. When
a snag is struck in the story —
when the only way, for instance, to play a s^ene seems
to be for the girl stoically to
watch the boy leave her and
then
faint,
it doesn't
real for
herand
to do
it that seem
way
— then all work is halted until the problem is solved. The
company is dismissed from the
set, with the exception of a
few players,
join the director in his who
consideration
of
the question. In scholarly
fashion, they attack the diffi-
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Along

"The

Trail

of '98"

The company lived in a de luxe train while on location, and after the day's work in the bitter cold, were
thawed out by a dinner as elaborate as any served in the best hotels.
Frank Smith. Mr. Brown invited her to the studio,
culty. At just what moment should the girl's feelings
and learned from her all he could about those almost
change ? Should she be rebellious or resigned ? Should
mythical creatures who danced luider shoAvers of gold
the boy turn at the door? Should he be the more anxious to escape because of her sorrow? Eventually, the
nuggets thrown to them by the holidaying miners. Miss
scene is logically worked out. This method is a lot Robinson spent three months going up the Yukon through
more trouble than accepting the script as law, but it blinding storms and raging currents to Dawson Citv.
She lived in a wooden shack, trailed cheerily through
usually produces a good film.
Avater
up to her waist, stumbled over gulleys filled in
Every effort is being made to make "The. Trail of
by
dead
horses to form a passage, danced a hundred
'98" as authentic as possible. Mr. Brown interviewed
dozens of men who had participated in the gold rush
and twenty-five dances in one night, and saw on every
side of her such stark drama as dramatic critics would
from beginning to end, in an effort to find the best
technical expert available. He finally chose Frank
brand
When"hokum."
Mr. Brown showed her the types and costumes
Smith, whose knowledge of the Klondike at that period
is complete. Smith, with a department under him,
chosen for the dance-hall girls in the film, Miss Robinson immediately objected to the costumes.
supervised the building and dressing of the sets that
were replicas of real buildings in Dawson City, the cen"But we never wore things like that," she said.
ter of the gold rush. Mr. Brown himself devoted weeks
"Don't forget how far north we were — we would have
frozen to death in those costumes. We danced just in
to intensive research work to be sure that every technical detail would be correct — details ranging from hisourA street
torical dates down to the sort of tobacco favored by the
coupledresses."
of miles from the M.-G.-M. studio, at the
foot of a sunny green hill, was
prospectors. Alany of the little
Russell Simpson as Ole, the Swede, one of
erected a long street of rude
human incidents in the picture are
the sour doughs.
based on actual occurrences — relawooden buildings. It was covered with mock snow, populated
tively unimportant but very touchwith fui^-clad sour doughs and
ing incidents which the director
discovered in his study of old
speeding dog teams, and called
Dawson City. After several weeks
newspapers of the pei"iod.
of work on it, the entire thing was
Because he has been so exactburned to the ground, to show you
ing, the atmosphere of the film
the famous fire that wiped out
will doubtless surprise you. One
Dawson City.
detail, in particular, is interesting.
The big thrill of the picture will,
Don't look for the well-known
movie dance-hall girls effervescing
of course, be the journe}- through
in spangles and tulle skirts. You
Chilkoot Pass — that desperate trek
will see the inevitable dance-hall
through blinding snow over the
girls, to be sure, because they
mountain to the gold. The direcreally did exist, but they will be
tor's original plan was to go diwearing street dresses.
rectly to the Klondike for these
This detail is the result of what
scenes, but this he found to be imMr. Brown learned from one
practicable. So, dispatching a
Gracie Robinson, now a little graygroup of technicians and camera
men to Alaska for authentic shots,
haired lad}- of conservative demeanor, who was one of Dawson
he took his company into a bleak
wilderness in Colorado.
City's favorite dance-hall queens.
Continued on page 98
Miss Robinson was discovered by

ch2My54nston

With all her boundless enthusiasm for life, there is at times a cool aloofness about Lois that is baffling.

That
Elusive
Something
About
Lois
Moran
What is that quality in Lois Moran that made her such an instantaneous success on the screen
and has lifted her steadily higher and higher in the movies? The interviewer seeks, in the story
below, to discover just what it is, and in so doing, gives an interesting analysis of Miss Moran.
By Sara Oyen

LITTLE over two years ago, Lois Moran was
dancing in the opera ballet in Paris. Her hopes
Her name
were greater than her achievements.
at that time had no value. She was simply a pretty
sixteen-year-old girl whose counterpart could have been
found almost anvwhere in the United States.
A

Now, a short two years later, Miss Moran has a
name to be reckoned with. The new and gorgeous
Paramount Theater in New York City first opened its
doors to the public with a film in which Lois took the
leading feminine role. She has a luxurious apartment
in a fashionable neighborhood in New York, lias
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That

Elusive

Something

adopted and is supporting and educating a small cousin,
and yet is laying by plenty of money for a rainy dav.
Still not much more than a child, she is tasting rewards
which many a trained man still yearns for after a lifetime spent in struggle and labor.
It is true that the movies offer greater opportunities
for a rapid rise than any other profession, not even excepting the stage. But even granting this, some extraordinary quality must reside in this young woman
to havel enabled her, amid the fiercest competition, to
achieve a recognition so generous.
it was to try to find out what this .quality is that
I v^^ent to call on Miss Moran -while she was in New
York.
Her very place of residence, as I have said, was an
indication of success. Her New York apartment is
located on an exclusive avenue. The exterior of the
building is imposing to the point of austerity. But
when you step through the door of the Moran apartment, you are immediately in an atmosphere of "just
folks."
As I stood in the hallway outside and rang the bell, I could
hear the sound of laughter within.
The door was opened then by a
little girl of six in a pink linen
dreiss — Miss Moran's adopted sister— and I stepped directly into a
large living room. Before a fireplace, there stood a low table holding a tray and tea things. There
was a young man in the room who

About

Lois

Moran

not bristle aggressively with ideas. She talks rather
more like a debutante than like a professional young
woman. Then what is it that has brought her so swiftly
to the front?
Watching her, I concluded that perhaps it was the
light that dances in her eyes. It's not the light that lies
in a woman's eyes, but the light that could lie only in the
eyes of a girl. Not a care, not a disillusionment, to all
appearances, has ever marred her happiness. She is full
of the joy of life.
And what is her reaction to pictures, into which she
was so suddenly and completely plunged?
"Oh, I simply adore them, that's all !
"I'm crazy about New York, too. There's no place
like it. I love the big buildings going up all around me.
and the shops, and the cool air blowing from the sea."
She made a gesture — it was as if she felt the youth and
energy of New York calling out to her own youth and
energ}-.
"The past few weeks have been just one round of
parties," she said.
Her mother, a very younglooking woman, corroborated
this. "Yes, it has been Tom
and Bob and Harry and George
and — my goodness,
remember
the namesI can't
of alleven
the
}oung
men during
you've the
beenlastgoing
round with
two
weeks!" said Mrs. Moran.
It is impossible to convey in
cold print Lois' dancing, lilting
joy, her eagerness for life, her
starry eyes, the little catches in
her voice as she talks. And vet
Lois, with all of her enthusiasm
for living, has in her a streak
of cool aloofness. The combination of the two contrasting
qualities is intriguing.
"Do you know a funny

was acting as playmate to Lois'
little sister. The little girl commanded him to be a lion "with
four paws on the ground," but he
compromised by remaining erect
and carrying her out of the room
on his shoulders.
As I waited for Miss Moran, T
reflected that, in adopting into her
home so small a child, she had
thing?"
she exclaimed.
havea
manifested at least one trait which
never had
a thrill out"I of
must have contributed toward her
single love scene I have acted.
great popularity with the movie
Never — not once ! Leading men
public — namely, sweetness. No
are awfully good looking and
selfish, egotistical young woman
nice,
and best
I'veofacted
withI
would voluntaril}' import into her
some too,
of the
them.
home a child of six. Children of
used to wonder, 'How will I
six take the center of the stage
feel when they hold me in their
through sheer force of noise and
animal spirits. They are apt to
arms ? Will I get a thrill ?' But
it's
just — comfortable, that's
awake noisily at six o'clock on a
Photo by Freulich
winter's morning. They attract
"As
for kissing in pictures—
all.
into a home a procession of other
To all appearances, not a care, not a disillusion
ugh!"
She made a pretty little
children of six.
nient has ever marred her happiness.
grimace
However, sweetness is not an
"And of
as distaste.
for kissing in real
extraordinary quality in a young girl, nor is tenderness
life, I have never kissed a man in real life."
to children. What other factors had brought about
It is a* unique game, the movies — a game requiring
Miss Moran's rapid rise ?
personality plus. The average duration of a woman
She came into the room now, quickly and lightly, and
star's popularity on the screen has been computed to
held out her hand, saying, "How do you do?"
be about six years. At any rate, it is short. This is
She looked exactly as she does in her pictures, except
partly due to the fact that pictures demand youth above
that she is prettier. Her eyes are blue, and her hair a all things, and youth soon fades.
very light auburn. She is thinner than she appears on
They're like Monte Carlo,, the movies. Usually, you
the screen, for the camera has a curious trick of adding
don't hit it, but if vou do, you inherit the earth. Round
about ten pounds to a person's apparent weight — ^an
the bottom of the ladder swarm the extra players, holdoptical illusion that cannot be accounted for. She is slim,
but not too slim.
ing on with slippery fingers, crying, "Look! Look!
Mayht we've got what you're hunting for. Oh, please
She talked in a rather small, breathless voice, as
though the world was so charming and wonderful that
!" because every man of them realizes
so eager
They
us aarechance
give
Continued on page 110
she simply couldn't stop marveling over it. She does

Eddie Cantor is strictly a family man, and who could doubt the substantial evidence offered by his daughters, Marjorie,
Natalie, Edna and Marilyn?

His

Wife

Is

His

Salesman

Eddie Cantor used to carry -her schoolbooks, but now she carries the check book of a millionaire comedian.
By Helen Louise Walker

EDDIE CANTOR, I believe, is destined to be one
of the important comedians of the screen. And
this in spite of his temporary return to the
"Follies."
He knows instinctively what is funny. He is one of
the keenest showmen in this country. He has a tremendous interest in the ps3'chology of the great majority— the customers, as he calls them. He is a capable
actor and a master of pantomime.
He has, moreover, that quality of wistfulness which
Chaplin and Langdon have — and which Lloyd and
Keaton lack. The knack of portraying the pathetic
bewilderment of the misfit soul, the lonelv, submerged
individual who somehow never knows what it's all
about, and whose confusion at life and circumstances
has a whimsical pathos all its own.
When I first talked to him, a year ago, he was working in his first motion picture. He seemed nervous and
a bit ill at ease.
"There is so much for me to learn," he told me.
"This business is so different from the business of the
stage. When I was working in 'Kid Boots,' on the
stage, I learned a lot about the show business. I used
to stand in the lobby of the theater in the evening before
the show, and watch the people.
"I wanted to know what kind of people came to see
'Kid Boots.' I wanted to know who sat in the boxes —
and why. I wanted to know who sat in the balconies
and why they bought the cheaper seats. T wanted to
know what the ushers thought of the show — that is
always a valuable indication, you know.
I wanted to

know what every usher and every stage hand was paid.
I wanted to know everything about everything.
"I wanted to learn about this business in the same
way. But it is harder. The customers are so scattered,
and there are so many more of them. I want to know
about distribution and exploitation and box-office receipts. It's going to take a long time."
When I next saw him, during the making of "Special
Delivery," undoubtedly Eddie had learned ! He was
telling his director what to do. "I want to take that
shot again. I've thought of some new business !"
The scene was one in which he appears in the postmaster's office in a uniform which has obviously been
made for a much larger man, pleased all to pieces with
himself and his new outfit. The postmaster punctures
his elation by telling him with large contempt, "You
look like a fish ! Get out !"
Eddie wilts before your eyes, becoming, apparently,
at least three sizes smaller, and goes out dejectedly.
The orchestra assisted him in his change of mood by
going from jazz to some pathetic air. When they were
ready to shoot again, Eddie still looked forlorn.
Turning to the musicians, he asked for some gay
music. He listened for a moment and then executed
four or five steps of a dance which sent the people on
the set into howls of laughter.
".Shoot quickly!" he yelled, pausing in his gyrations
and striking an absurdly triumphant pose.
The shot was made, and then Eddie and I went to
Aladame Helene's for lunch.
Continued on page 112
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Do

Clothes

Mean

Emphatically yes, says Herbert Brenon, the director. Ingood looks count more in a man's success. Read this frank

By Bill
They were the high lights of an interview with the
dynamic director of "Peter Pan," "A Kiss for Cinderella,'-'
and "Beau Geste," who not so long ago had the distinction
of seeing three of his pictures playing in leading Broadway theaters at the same time. In fact, these pointers
might almost be called milestones, for the first qualificahiker.tion of a Herbert Brenon interviewer is that he be a good

Pola Negri, though an artist to her finger tips, owes much of
her compelling individuality to her choice of clothes

Linking arms with the writer, Mr. Brenon walked him
up and down the big stage, through mazes of topless sets
and clustered sun arcs and Kleigs, dodging hurrying electricians, burdened prop men, and variously costumed
actors.
As he walks, he talks in a quick, somewhat high-pitched
and emphatic voice. What he sa3's is based on years of
experience as an important factor in motion-picture production.
"Let me make it clear, however,"
amended the director, "that what Fve said
about personality, as expressed through
clothes, is not the first qualification which
a director looks for in an applicant for
picture work. She must have other good
points — many of them — before she can
ever appear on the screen at all. The
ability to wear clothes, not just as clothes,
but as a striking expression of her individuality, isone of the finer points, like
talent for emotional expression, and it will
decide whether she will rise to success or

EVERY fan knows that personality is what
puts stars at the top of the heap. And, likewise, every fan who has yearned to grace
the screen is positive that she has personality in
large quantities.
stay with the also-rans, until she finalhWhy, then, are fifty or a hundred fortunate youngof sight."
drops out
Now,
casting 3-our eye mentally
ladies singled out to take delightfully prominent
over the list of stars and near-stars,
roles at delightfully fat salaries, while several thoudoes that account for some of the
sand equally nice and attractive girls are left with
hold
they have on their audiences?
only the sorry solace of reading about them ?
Of course, the great Pola, for inAs some clever person once remarked, it's a
long story, mates.
Neil Hamilton typifies the ideal
There are more reasons why my prett}' nextyoung American.
door neighbor hasn't been able to break into the
movies than there are rabbits in a seventy-fivedollar ermine coat.
She goes to the theater, watches Norma or
Gloria or Dolores or Leatrice, checks up her own
charms against theirs — and still she doesn't understand why she isn't among them.
But if she paid not quite so much attention to
the stars, and watched very closely for a number
of times the girls playing minor roles, or bits,
and tried hard to discover why tJicse girls aren't
billed in electric lights, she might then understand that success in the movies isn't all luck.
And to help her in making this analysis she Pola's magnetism triumphed
might bear in mind some of the things which over the rags she rvore in
Herbert Brenon says on the subject.
"Hotel Imperial "
''Good looks," he asserts, "are more important
to men than to women stars. A star is made by the women in the audiencethe
; opinion of the men doesn't mean a thing. And the women aren t
so interested in the beaut}' of a feminine star as in her personality and
her manner of wearing clothes. Abilit}' to express striking individuality
by means of clothes is a woman's biggest asset on the screen."
Maybe these few pointers will explain away some of the heartburnings.
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More

Than

Beauty?

dividuality means more than beauty in feminine stars, but
interview with an expert appraiser of screen personality.
Colling

stance, is an actress to the tips of her sensitive fingers,
but who will deny that much of her appeal is due to her
tremendous personality, and that that personality is emphasized and driven home to the audience b}' her distinctive manner of clothing herself?
If 3'ou had never met Gloria Swanson, wouldn't her
way of wearing clothes — and the clothes themselves — tell
you just what personality you might expect to find in her?
And, on the other hand, how often do you get any impression of personality from the girls in minor roles, who
wear their frocks prettily but without especial distinction?
The reason that personality, and the ability to dress with
distinction and good taste, are far more necessary to success than mere prettiness, Mr. Brenon points out, is that
women control the ultimate success of the actresses.
Men who wander into theaters may secretly fall in love
with the heroine because of her beaut}', but if the
ladies around him don't get a kick out of her gowns,
a n d the way
she wears
them, the unfortunate actress should"
take immediate
steps to enter
the real-esta>e
business. For
the gentler sex
in the audience

Chester Conklin's sense
of the comic is his
strongest asset.
Betty Branson's simple costume, as Peter Pan, enhanced her blithe charm.
notice her clothes, even to
her shoes, and woe to the
screen aspirant who is just
ordinary.
Swinging around a big
wind machine, Mr. Brenon
proceeded to elaborate on his
subject.
"A woman's personality is
expressed most surely and
unmistakably in the clothes
she wears. Most women fail
to take advantage of that fact.
They fail to make themselves
individual. I don't mean by

Photo'(g) by Evans, L. A.
Gloria Swanson' s tremendous vogue was started by
her unique gowns and ornaments, which were chosen
to malce her distinctive.
wearing loud or freakish clothes or ornaments. Individuality is a thing of manner,
of knowing how to wear clothes, rather
than of clothes themselves. There are types
of beauty, just as there are types of personality; but there are many pretty girls
who don't stand out f rom the crowd. They
aren't striking or forceful or dominant.
The girl with individuality is the only
one who has a chance to make good in
pictures. The others can go to a certain point — and they stay there the

restMr.of Brenon
their lives."
halted — possibly to let
the interviewer catch up with him
— and turned his mild blue eyes on
the set which was being dressed for
"Sorrell and Son," his current production.
Electricians were wheeling into
position giant sun arcs and an
array of smaller spotlights ;
property men were arranging
flowers, straightening pictures,
dusting the polished floor with
mops, and otherwise making
the scene ready for the camera
Gloria, in "The Humming
men, who were fussily clicking
Bird," made a hit withthe mechanism of their spindleout fine raiment.
legged
machines.straightened out
Mr. Brenon
some matter which his hurrying assistant — every one
who works with him seems to catch his superabundant
energy and nervous haste — had brought to him, and
grabbed the interviewer's
arm.
Continued on
page The
116 interviewer had
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moments here and there
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players caught in their informal
round about the movie town.

If youswer think
Dixlook
doesn't
anhis fan Richard
mail, just
at this
truckload of letters that he's sending to
the post office to be mailed.

Jack Luden airily tips
his new straw lid to
Thelma Todd. It weighs
a mere seventy-five
pounds, but what's that
to a he-man like Jack,
Paramount'sern new
hero? West-

Below, Helen
Cox,Comedy
one ofgirls,
thoseplays
incorrigible Christie
newsboy in a pair of white kid shoes,
and just to be realistic, shoots a couple
of phony-looking dice.

The Queen of Sheba
herself couldn't have
worn anything more
glittering than the bejeweled hand ornaments
that have become the
latest fad in Hollywood.
Dorothy Phillips
proudly displays one
above.

Who said that cotton
stockings were coming
back
"Not for Day,
me,"
thinksin?Marceline
left, as she compares
her drab cotton leg with
her beautiful sheer silk
one.
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In and

Out

of the Studios

Henry B. Walthall, right, has discovered that little fishes just love the
radio, so he carries his portable set along with him whenever he goes off
on a trip, and the finned creatures fairly flock to his hook and line.

Another good girl gone wrong ! Marian Nixon has her
lovely brown curls cut off so that she can play a flapper
role in "Out All Night," with Reginald Denny.

Right, Victor Varconi with grim determination attacks
the poor unoffending little blades of
grass on his lawn. /

Virginia Lee Corbin and Yola
d'Avril play artist and model
down on the beach at Santa
Monica. Virginia poses as a
life guard while Yola manipulates palette and brush.

In and

Out

of the Studios

We see trouble ahead when Mary Ann Jackson,
right, is discovered giving Omar a de luxe bath,
with all the trimmings, inlainthe
tub. family's best porce-

Above, Sally Blane and her sister Polly Ann
do their setting-up exercises on the sidewalk
in front of their home while the other members of the family look on with critical eyes.
Sally is one of Paramount's promising young
"junior stars."
Left, Claire Windsor takes a tip from the
Chinese on how to keep her nails beautiful.
Frank Chew, who plays with Claire in "Foreign Devils," shows her the protectors that
Chinese aristocrats wear to keep their famous
long nails from being broken.

Not
a Hollywood
Girl
Eleanor Boardman is remarkable for her fine poise,
alert mind and cold beauty. She is neither dizzy
nor dazzling, but when she voices an opinion
there is an eagle perched on her shoulder.
By Malcolm

H. Oettinger

bizarrerie, if there is such a word. But if you are the
person I think you are, you will mark her fine
poise, her alert mind, her cold beauty. You will agree
that this is no Hollywood girl, as Hollywood girls
have come to be known.
"I've never made any big pictures," she said frankly.
" 'Souls for Sale' started me in regular parts, program
pictures.
Thereonly
werethetwo
— 'Proud
Flesh,'
which retained
titleI ofenjoyed
the novel,
and one
we
had to I'emake completely, finally christened 'The Way
of a Maid.' It was made seriously, you see, and
proved to be so poor that the office ordered it retaken.
This was impractical, so a few added scenes were
introduced, a set of kidding titles inserted, and lo! we
had satire. 'Proud Flesh' was streaked with burlesque,
too. It was interesting. Harrison Ford did a clever

Photo by Alexander
Eleanor Boardman lives in "a rambling, ranchy" house that commands a distant view of Hollywood and contributes much to her
serene outlook.
YOU'RE
I suggested
Eleanor different,
Boardman,aren't
after you?"
listening
to her avoidto
stenciled patter.
"Hope so," she replied. "You know, I'm not a Hollywood girl. People suspect me of having my own opinions. And reading books. And speaking my mind."
The ladies of the cinema, bless them, fall into three
distinct groups, however they may fight against it or
flatly deny it.
There is the beauty-contest group composed of girls
blessed with symmetrical figures, pictorially pleasing
faces, and a certain amount of screen personality, often
negligible.
Secondly, there are the quietly charming ladies possessed of intelligence as well as physical attributes.
And, thirdly, the p3a-otechnical meteors, blazing their
way across the screen like so many comets — Adoree,
Pringle, Nazimova, Naldi, and their sisters of magnetism.
Eleanor Boardman may be classified with the second
group, with Florence Vidor and Virginia Valli rather
than Jetta Goudal and Betty Blythe. She is a domestic
stai^. But this is not to imply that she is of the Olive
Borden, Jane Winton, young- America school. She does
not giggle, fuss, or fidget. She is neither dizzy nor dazzling. She is a composed young woman with eighteenthcentury calm, twentieth-century ideas, and a medallionlike beauty.
When you meet Eleanor Boardman for tea you will
not be startled by her radiance nor shocked by her

job
it. As
for thescornful
other pictures
in?"
She inraised
a rather
eyebrow,I'veandbeensmiled.
"Pictures have a hard time being good!"
The Boardman entry into picturedom was uneventful. She was an extra for man)- months without exciting casting agents. Then her chance came.
A\"hen Rupert Hughes was making pictures from his
own novels, back in the Goldwyn days when authors
were eminent, he decided to find an unknown girl to
play the part of the innocent country maiden crashing
the gates of Hollywood in his best seller, "Souls for
The search was conscientiously begun and pursued.
Extras were interviewed, stenographers tested,' cafeterias combed for the not impossible she. But for :all
the care that M^as exercised, despite all the zeal, no
suitable
Sale."heroine was found.
Mr. Goldwyn had almost convinced Mr. Hughes that
a well-known ingenue should do the role, when Mr.
Hughes chanced to spy Eleanor Boardman walking
down Hollywood Boulevard, of all places. "There,"
he said complacently to whomever he was with, "is my
unknown lead." And she was.
This was what Hollywood calls a "break" — another
wayIt of
sa3-ingbe "lucky
should
noted, break."
however, that many people get
breaks without realizing their worth. There was, for
instance, the unknown girl Jimmy Cruze lifted from
rural obscurity to pla}^ in "Holh'wood," another version— happier, too — of the gate-crashing ingenue. Today her name is not even a memory.
The Boardman girl played "Souls for Sale," made an
impression, played more leads, gained a foothold, and
then signed a contract.
The Boardman girl is a shrewd product of the independent '20s, should this particular decade require a
tag. She is worldly but not wise cracking, sophisticated
but not cynical, beautiful but not artificial. There is aboMt
her an air of serenity that belies her active mind. Hers
is a placid beauty. At times she resembles Lillian Gisb
amazingly, although news of the fact aroused in her
little enthusiasm.
She is independence epitomized. When she vouchsafes an opinion there is an eagle perched upon her
Continued on page 108

F'hoto by Kenneth Alexaoder

ELEANOR BOARDMAN says she is out of step with Hollywood, and Malcolm H. Oettinger, in the story on the opposite
page, points out the qualities that really make her "different."

Photo by Rosbell Ball

has forsaken the
ALICE JOYCE
k serenity of her Park Avenue
home for the hustle and bustle of
Hollywood, whither she went to play
Fanny Garland in "Sorrell and Son."
If you have read the book, you will
recall Fanny as the sympathetic housekeeper at the Pelican Inn.

Fboto by Ralh Harriet Loaiw
DOROTHY SEBASTIAN has been doing so well in lesser roles
— ^notably as the vamp in "The Demi-Bride" — that she has been
promoted to a more important one in "Love," with Greta Garbo;

WHO will be able to resist Leatrice Joy as a Salvation Amy
lass in her next picture, "The Angel of Broadway?" She
may even restore the tambourine to a place in the parlor!

Photo br Hdbonrao Spurr

R [CHARD DIX'S short buggy ride with Helen Louise Walker,
as described on the opposite page, was long in confidences.
Richard told Miss Walker more of his private opinions than you
have ever heard before.

Thanks

for
the
Buggy
Our interviewer goes buggy riding with Richard Dix and discusses love, marriage and stardom with the handsome movie hero.

Ride

By Helen Louise Walker
IT was a sleepy village street on a Sunday morning.
Townsfolk were drifting home from church along
the dusty paths and the village idlers sat on the steps
of the hotel veranda and discoursed upon the affairs of
the universe. A few "rigs" with teams, and a buggy
or two were tied at the hitching rail.
The Richard Dix company, making "Man Power,"
was on location at the Lasky ranch. Mr. Dix rose from
a seat under a tree and came to meet me.
"Where shall we go to talk?" he asked.
I gazed round about the rural setting, and my eyes
fell on the horses and buggies at the rail.
"Let's take a buggy ride!" said I.
"All right! Let's!" said Richard.
A cowboy was slumbering in an old-fashioned phaeton
with a folding top and red wheels which was hitched to
a contented-looking sorrel horse. Richard prodded him
and inquired, "May we use your horse?"
"Why, yeh, I guess so," he replied, and we clambered
into the buggy much to the mirth of the bystanders, vAw
ceased work to watch our departure.
Richard gathered up the lines somewhat gingerly,
asking "What's his name?"
"Her name," returned the cowboy, "is Blondie."
"And is she — safe?"
"Why, yes — she's safe enough — that is, well — she
docs run away occasionally. That's what we use her
for in pictures — runaways. But, aside from that, she's
gentle."
quite
"Oh !" Richard looked at me. I looked at Richard.
The bystanders laughed.
"Shall we go?" asked my host, faintly.
"I don't know. Shall we?" I replied, still more
faintly.
"You started this thing," he reproached me. "Are
you going to back out?"
"No, indeed !" I said, assuming a
jauntiness which I certainly did not feel.
"Let's go ! That is, let's go just a little
way."
"Giddap, Blondie!" shouted Richard,
in approved fashion, and the buggy
started with a lurch which almost caused
the
set. loss of one passenger at the very out"Mercy!" I gasped, clutching Richard's sleeve with one hand and the side
of the buggy with the other. "I had no
idea the things joggled so!"
"Say, this is great !" he cried, cocking
his feet on the dashboard and holding
the lines recklessly in one hand. "I
haven't done this since I was
Good idea, this !"
"Lovely !" I assented, nervously, as
we slithered around
Richard was on location
making
"Man
when he and
Miss Power"
Walker
surprised every one by
climbing into a buggy
and logging off down a
country road.

a curve. "But — are you sure that's what you do with
the linesjogged
?"
down a real countr}' lane, with wild
flowers nodding on each side. The sun, shining through
the trees, dappled the grass and the dusty road with
moving shadows. Birds sang, and a warm breeze blew.
Hollywood and the unreal world of motion pictures
seemed very far away. Blondie showed no immediate
signs of running away, so Richard and I drifted into
placid conversation.
We talked about love — naturally, with all that atmosphere surrounding us ! It couldn't be avoided.
"I have never married," said Richard, "because I have
never met the right girl. I have been rumored engaged
a number of times but — this is true — I have never asked
any woman to marry me. Never.
"What do I demand in a woman? Well, first and
foremost, a sense of humor. That is one of the most
essential things in any human relationship, I think, but
especially in marriage. If you can both laugh at the
same things — or at each other — it helps you over a lot
of hard places, I feel sure. Laughter is one of the
greatest things in life. And a sense of humor is an
assurance of a sane outlook and a balanced perspective.
"Secondh", I demand intelligence in a woman. I
don't care how beautiful a girl is, if she lacks intelliister. gence, her beauty is without meaning — she doesn't reg"Thirdly, I want tenderness, S}-mpathy, understanding— that indefinable quality of womanliness which
every man wants in his wife. That something which
makes you want to confide in her, share your troubles
and your joys with her.
"And that's all. I don't care what [Continued on page 100]
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Fanny the Fan rails against the evils
as to what roles' should be given
Hollywood ofif on trains, and hob

Photo by Ruth Harriet Louise
It seems strange, after all the years Claire Windsor has been with
Metro-Goldwyn, not to see her at their studio any more, but Claire
is now freelancing.

BELIEVE it or not, I am through
with picture premieres forever,"
Fanny announced witli grim determination.
"Which, no doubt, will be a great blow
to the society editors," I remarked, knowing all too well that nothing would keep
Fanny away from any event that would
get her name in the papers alongside
those of her favorite stars.
"But why?" I asked. You never can
tell when one of Fanny's reasons may
prove interesting, even if her resolutions
mean nothing.
"Oh, they're all terrible," she responded vaguely, in a world-weary tone.
"Either the}' are so well attended and
Graumanesque that all southern California turns out to make it difficult for
you to get into the theater, or they are so
dowdy that you sulfer for the poor players who have to get up and bow to a
bored audience.
"I've which
been to
lately,The
andfirst
I can't
decide
was two
worse.
was
"The King of Kings.'
Lots of people
didn't even start for the theater until ten
o'clock, under the impression that, by waiting, they
would escape the welcoming crowds, the speeches, and
possibly the prologue, but they were wrong.
A seething mass of people filled the streets around the theater

By The
from about seven o'clock until two the next
morning, when the audience drifted out.
There weren't enough policemen and boy
scouts in Hollywood to control the crowd so
they plunged right out into the street, leaving
barely enough room for one car at a time to
pass through.
"And it wasn't a nice, orderly crowd at all
— they came to jeer rather than to applaud.
They climbed onto the running boards of cars
and yelled at the people inside, making one
feel a little like deposed royalty on the way
to execution. Really, I expected a brick to be
thrown at any minute. It was just a curious,
noisy mob, few of whom recognized even the
most distinguished players. 'What's your
name, little girl ?' they hollered at any one
who looked like a celebrit}^ And instead of
being properly thrilled at getting a good look
at Gloria Swanson, two men got into a fist
fight arguing over whether her car was a
Rolls or a Hispano-Suiza.
"But after all I myself suffered, I
had little sympathy left for any one
else. Just because I was riding in a
swell car, the crowd figured that there
must be a well-known star concealed
't^fy

in
it somewhere
they nearly broke
down
the running and
boards
them. clambering on
"The prize experience of the evening,
though, was Elza
Schallert's. Some
one in the crowd announced that she was
Aimee Semple McPherson, and she
was all but torn limb
from
"Oflimb.
course, the

audience

at that

opening read in the
papers next day like
Who of the movies.
a complete Who's
a picture
tell what
can'tis
you really
But
all about when the
struggle to get in
the thea-I
and teroutsoofterrif
is
ic.
'The
to see
am
of Kings
Kinggoing
' again
when I am in a better state of mind.
Carmel Myers gave up
aGermany
film engagement
in
to ploy in
Herbert Brenon 's production of "Sorrell and Son."

Teacups

of big premieres, voices her opinions
to which players, sees half of
nobs at parties with the other half.
Bystander
"Gloria Swanson deserves a medal of honor
for her good disposition. She was charming
and gracious to all the people who swarmed
around her, even if they did almost tear the
coat ofif her back. She and Corinne Griffith
struggled together through the crowd and,
when they finally arrived in the lobby, Corinns,
terribly nervous and a little disheveled — as
who wouldn't be? — gasped, 'I don't see how
Gloria does it. I was so panic-stricken I
wanted to kick and scream.' But Gloria maintained that, if she had, it would have been
such a good show that the crowd would have
been even less willing to let her through.
"The other opening I went to was 'The
Rough Riders,' and a stranger affair I never
saw. Not that the picture wasn't good — it was
just the audience that was all wrong. Evidently almost every one of importance had
already seen the film at a preview, or perhaps the elite won't turn out for any
premiere that isn't staged by Sid Grauman. Anyway, the audience as a whole
was positively dowdy.
"At the end of the picture, George Jessel got up to introduce members of the
cast who were in the audience. But
Charlie Farrell, who was the outstanding hit in the film, couldn't
be there that night, as he was
in the hospital following a
he had
little argument
with an Arabian pony
he rides in 'Bride of
So the
Night.' rather
the
audience

stoically offered
limp applause to
George Bancroft
and Noah Beery, did a little better by Mary Astor, and grew
genuinely enthusiastic only when
Bebe Daniels, who of course
wasn't in the picture at all, was
introduced. Crowds always love
her.
appalling part
of
the"Theintroductions
came
when Jessel got down to
the last ones on his list.
The audience was growing restive, so he grouped
the last four — Fay Wray,
Given Lee is
Fanny's latest
nominee for the
role of Lorelei
in "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes"
-and absolutely her final one, she insists

Photo by Kenneth Alexander
foan Crawford is working so hard jumping from
picture to picture that she no longer has time to
be the dance-contest girl.
Arlette" Marchal, Josephine Dunn, and another whom I can't even remember. They
looked like a misfit chorus about to go into
aI suffered
dance they
for weren't
them. quite familiar with.
"Among those absent from almost any
premiere is Leatrice Joy. That girl has the
right idea about how to see films. She
takes them over to her house and runs them
thi-ough her own projection machine.
"For such a long time I didn't see Leatrice that
I decided she was just a myth. Of course, I kept
reading about her in the papers, and a lot of
people told me that she was simply lovely in her
new picture,
'Vanity,'
the me
pla3'ers
I don't
see
once
in a while
never but
inspire
to seek
out the
theaters where their pictures are running."
"What a fine business the theaters would
do if many people felt like that !" I remarked.
Fanny cast me a superior sm'ile, as much
as to say that other people really had no right
to feel as she does about things, anyway.
"But ril never lose interest in Leatrice
again," she
enthusiastically.
"I saw
her went
at a on
luncheon
a while ago
and
she was as gorgeous as ever.
has the most vibrant, magnetic
sonality ! And I don't blame
for not going out much. She
much more fun staying at home
playing with the baby during

She
perher
has
and
the
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most educated girl in Hollywood. Between pictures she has a positive mania for signing up to
take lessons in anything from the history of literature and philosophy to acrobatic dancing. And
Lois looks so gloriously happy and alive that it
inspires other people to try whatever she is doing.
"I don't see how she can make pictures and keep
up so many friendships and still have time to take
an interest in anything else," Fanny wailed. "All
I do is rush round seeing the films my friends
have made, and seeing travelers off. So many
people have gone away in the last few days that
the sound of a train whistle makes me grab the
nearest book and bunch of flowers and burst into
tears.
"Colleen Moore has skipped off to New York
and probably to Europe, but there were no farewells for her, because she didn't tell any one she
was going. Her husband resigned his position
with Fii'st National, and evidently Colleen intends
not to make any more pictures for them for a
while at least. She is under contract to make four
more, but she would never be happy making them
without John — she stipulated in her contract that
he, and he alone, was to supervise her films. So
I shouldn't be surprised to see her flee from First
National to L^nited Artists.

Photo by Hesaer
Though Betty Compson is making a lot of pictures, Fanny defies
one to find a theater where they are being shown.
little leisure time that she has. Baby Leatrice is learning to speak French and German. Leatrice can still
keep up with her in French, but the baby can teach
her a few things about German.
"I wonder if people outside of Hollywood have such
a mania for self improvement "
But I Fanny
"Or if they continually talk about it so much,"
cut in.
ignored
"Lois me.
Wilwent son,"
on,she
"threatens to
become the
Marie Prevost
■finished "The
Rushin Hour"
just
time to
dash to New
York to see a
play she hopes
to do in films.

"Everything happens so suddenly in the picture
any business.
The day before Colleen and John broke
with First National, she gave a big beach party
for the First National salesmen who were convening here. Every thing then was sweetness and
light and good fellowship. There was a great deal
of handshaking all around, and poor little Colleen
rushed about until she was in a state of exhaustion
trying to entertain all of her two or three hundred
visitors.
"Of course, all her friends turned to and tried to
help her. Billie Dove, Carmelita Geraghty, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Julanne Johnston, Gwen Lee, Doris Lloyd, and
a lot of others autographed innumerable hats, posed
for kodak pictures, and laughed at the recurrent jokes,
but of course every man present wanted to be favored
with a few minutes of the Iwstess' time.
"In the rush for autographs, several of the visitors
insisted on having mine, and T felt so guilt)^ about not
being any one in particular that I blithely signed any
celebrated name that happened to appeal to me at the
moment. I was about to sign Pola Negri once, but
the man looked as though his eyesight was quite good."
"You started to tell me about seeing travelers off,"
I reminded her curtly. "I can't believe any one has
gone away. The whole of Hollywood seems to be
congregated right here in Montmartre."
"Well," Fanny began, "Florence Vidor, for instance.
She has gone to Honolulu with her little daughter
Suzanne for a month's vacation. Marie Prevost
has gone to New York to see a play she is going
to do in pictures. Dorothy Gish has gone back to London to make 'The Constant NA-mph' for some English
company.
Dorothy has wanted to do a film of that
story ever since she read the
book about two A'ears ago.
But the Ha3'S organization
wouldn't allow it to be
screened in this country.
\

_

Wouldn't it be Dorothy's luck
to make a marvelous picture
and then not be able to shov.'
it in her home country !
"Carmel Myers was going
to Germany to make a picture
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but she gave that plan up when she was given a
chance to play in Herbert Brenon's production of
'Sorrell and Son.' That's Mr. Brenon's first film
for United Artists, and he has assembled the most
marvelous cast. It sounds like a list of all the
clever and ingratiating people you have been rooting for — H. B. Warner, Anna Q. Nilsson, Alice
Joyce, and Mickey McBan, among others. Some
of the scenes are going to be made in England, but
I believe the girls get gypped out of the trip, as
only Warner and little Mickey McBan appear in
those scenes.
"There are more interesting productions under
way now — pictures that have roles that will simply
establish forever the people who play them."
"Sounds like the good old days of 'Ben-Hur'
and 'Peter Pan,' " I remarked.
"And I do wish," said Fanny, "that the public
would rise up and demand that Gwen Lee be
given the part of Lorelei in Paramount's 'Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.' She would be perfectly
ideal."
"That's at least the fifth person you've elected
for the role of Lorelei," I reminded her.
"I know," she said, "but I hadn't met Gwen
when I picked the others. She is absolutely my
final choice."
"Unless Jesse Lasky thinks of some one better," Iobserved. "You know, sometimes he does
have better ideas than you do."
Fanny looked skeptical.
"Gwen's contract with Metro-Goldwyn
will expire just in time for her to be
available for the role," Fanny announced,
quite as though the matter was settled.
"Do you remember," she went on, "a
few months ago when every one suddenly
became panic-stricken and grabbed
whatever
contracts they could
get? Somehow the idea had got
abroad that the days of easy picking for free lances was over. But
nozv, the situation is just the reverse, and a lot of girls are pick- ;
ing the rocky road of free lancing
because it gives them a chance to
m
turn down roles they aren't
sympathy with. Claire Windsor has been with MetroGoldwyn for so long it seems
awfully odd not to see her
at their studio.
Her contract expired a few weeks
ago and she says that from •
now on, if she plays insipid
parts, it will be her own
fault. She has saved enough
money to be particular about
what she plays.
"Anna Q. Nilsson is also
free lancing now — doing some pictures for
Universal before

starting 'Sorrell and
Son.' And little Joby
Ralston has worked
When
Colleen Moore's
husband quit First National, Colleen quit too,
and they skipped
off to Europe.

■ Photo by Wide World Studio
Leatrice Joy finds that Baby Leatrice can teach her a few things
about German.
so hard ever since she started free lancing that
she doesn't know what -it is to have more than
two or three days off. I saw her to-day in a shop
on the Boulevard and she was so tired, she wanted
to curl right up in the fitting room and go to
"Is there any one in the film colony you haven't
seen during the past few days?" I asked, somesleep."what jealously. / could patrol the Boulevard for
a week without seeing a familiar face.
"No, I've seen every one," said Fanny, complacently. "Most of them in one afternoon.
Frances Marion had her annual cat party the other
day, and of course there is no other affair quite
like that. Frances expected about forty girls — ■
she figured that a lot she had invited would be
working and couldn't come. But seventy-five
came ! They were supposed to drift up some time
during the afternoon for tennis or swimming or
bridge. Dinner was to be at seven, and later a
picture was to be run. But early in the day people
started calling up to ask if they could come up
right away. They were so anxious for the party
to start
they simply couldn't wait until the
hour
set that
for it.
"The person who got the biggest thrill out of
the party was little Janet Gaynor.
She knows
very few people in pictures and had never been
to a cat party before. All the way up to Frances'
house, she kept saying, 'Oh, do you suppose I'M
meet Gloria Swanson?'
It would have been
aother
galaperson.
day for her if she hadn't met a single
Continued on page 98
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Astute observations of a humorist on his rambles through the
movie town.
By Carroll Graham
Illustrations by Lui Trugo

LIKE the sets on which the movies are made, Hollywood consists chiefly of a great deal of front and
little else.
Putting up a front is the principal occupation of
the inhabitants of the movie colony — until one becomes so well established that the front no longer
counts. Then one can return to a natural and comfortable state.
Fancy automobiles, trick clothes, an expensive apartment— these are the commonest means of establishing
about oneself an aura of prosperity. If one can't have
all these things, one concentrates on just one. Extra
men wear the trickiest clothes seen on the Boulevard —
and sleep in hall bedrooms. An actor buys a fancy new
car when he starts a new picture, by paying almost
nothing down. That is why there are so many beautiful
second-hand cars for sale in town.
A classic example of displaying front was revealed
to me in a conversation I inadvertently overheard in a
restaurant not long ago. Two gents, unknown to me,
but apparently associated with the movies in some way
or other, were discussing the then-impending premiere
of "The King of Kings" at Sid Grauman's new Chinese
Theater.
"Eleven bucks a ticket for the opening?" said one.
"Not for me. I'm gonna go the same way I usually go
to these big openings."
He then explained his system. On an opening night
it is his custom to don his evening clothes and lurk
about the theater until the intermission. During this
pause in the picture, he slips unobtrusively into the
outer lobby and mingles with the theater patrons who
have come outside for cigarettes and a breath of fresh
air. Taking his place among them, he bows to celebrities, chats with his friends, and passes a few critical
comments on the picture.
As the intermission nears its end, he slips away
quietly, edges out into the darkness, and goes homeward.
The parallel screen careers
of William Haines and Eleanor Boardman furnish excellent proof of the queer turns
that fortune takes in the
movies.
William and Eleanor came
to Hollywood simultaneously,
each having been chosen by a
casting director who had made
a tour of the country seeking
new screen material. They

were paid ridiculously low salaries at first. Neither
knew anything whatsoever about the movies, and both
were tremendously ambitious, and eager to learn.
Eleanor was chosen almost immediately for the lead
in Rupert Hughes' picture of movie life, "Souls for
Sale." She made a hit in this, was chosen for other
leads, advanced rapidly, and soon became an established
figure.
William, on the other hand, did almost nothing during his first two years in pictures. Directors wouldn't
give him leads, and he was forced to pla}' bits and
small parts.
Then came "Brown of Harvard," followed by "Tell
It to the Marines," and later still, "Slide, Kelly, Slide."
He was a sensation in all three. Metro-Goldwyn has,
as a result, advanced him to stardom. Eleanor, meanwhile, has seemingly gone about as far as she ever will
go, and though she is established as a leading woman,
she will probably never attain the stardom that William
reached in three pictures.
I once stood upon a movie set and watched Monta
Bell direct a scene in which just two actors appeared.
But I counted twenty-two persons on the set, all presumably helping Mr. Bell make the scene. There were
two camera men and a camera boy, an assistant director
and an assistant-assistant director, a property boy and
his helper, a script clerk, and divers electricians, carpenters, and others whose titles I did not know.
I remarked to Bell on the large gathering. He
looked helplessly about and said he had no idea what
they all did. He didn't hire them, he explained, but on
the first day of every picture they all appeared on the set.
"The most expensive thing a studio does," he commentedquite
quite sagely,
"is tobecomes
save money."
That is
true, and
more so every day.
With the increase of efficienc}' routine and red tape in
the studios, I become more and more surprised that

The Stroller took a ride on lop of a bus and discovered all
sorts of thinos about Hollywood that he never had noticed
j^^rg,.^

any picture is ever finished. There_ are no-.v
^° many etticiencv exregand mere
rules
perts and ulations,
that the
process of making pictures is becoming a
minor affair, the chief
dut}' of every studio
beingtinetorunning"
keepproperly.
its rouIt is in anticipation
of considerable praise
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that I point out the fact that not yet in this department
have I made use of the present "Ask Me Another"
rage.
Proud Hollywood residents, defending the movie city
from the sneers of the Eastern intelligentzia, point to
the increasing number of book stores along Hollywood
Boulevard as an indication of the mass intellect of the
town.
But this is not so much an indication of suddenly
increased intelligence among the film people as a demonstration of Hollywood's present trend toward cultivating sophistication. A flair for culture — principally
for purposes of exhibition — is manifesting itself in the
movie colony.
Hollywood flappers prattle to you of Ronald Firbank
and Carl van Vechten — these two being, apparently,
the flappers' favorites.
Juveniles, when not being used in a scene, drag their
camp chairs to the most conspicuous spot on the set
and make much of reading murky novels realistic in
treatment.
"Complex" is Hollywood's favorite word at present.
Hollywood Boulevard presents an entirely different
aspect when viewed from the top of a double-decked
bus from what it does from an automobile or from the
sidewalk.
Inasmuch as it has always been my custom to go
about in one of Mr. Ford's straight-four broughams, I
never had occasion to ride on top of a bus until recently. And I never would have found out in any other
way that Hollywood has a practicing alchemist. I saw
his sign in a second-story window and intend to go
back some time and ask what he does and how he's
getting along.
I discovered also that every fourth window on the
second floor seems to contain either a mind reader, an
astrologer, a palmist, or a swami, open for business
and ready to read the past or foretell the future.
I had always thought, until this momentous bus ride,
that pool halls were non-existent in Hollywood, but
there ai"e a number of them on the floors above the
street.
Lastly, I saw a man — not in makeup— with no hat, a walking stick in
one hand, and a bag of peanuts in the
other, watching with great interest the
steam shovel which is working on the
plot of ground where the new Warner
Brothers' theater is about to rise.
As this is being written, Hollywood
is in the throes of several conventions
of film salesmen.
If you have never seen a film salesman, look one up and study him carefully. He is a pert and snappy individual, with a line of patter like a vaudeville monologist, who makes his living by convincing cynical theater owners that all the program pictures are
"Covered Wagons" and "Ten Commandments." For his briskness, the
film salesman can be pardoned. I'd
rather try to sell a monocle to a blind
man than the best picture of the year
to a theater owner. The rest of us
merely suspect that most movies are
not so good. The exhibitor knows,
by bitter financial experience, that
they can't be anything but bad.

A handsome leading man who
has just married a blond flapper
is amazed to discover
in a movie magazine
thatold-fashhe prefers
the
^
ioned girl.

The Promised Land for every film salesman is Hollywood, and this year, purely through coincidence, the
salesmen conventions of several of the larger companies
were staged in the movie city almost simultaneously.
Conventions of salesmen in Hollywood mean a lot of
riotous fun for the salesmen, much grief for the studio
employees, a busy period for the town bootleggers, and
a trying week for the stars.
Every one in the movies thinks his job is the most
important, and the salesmen are no exception. They
argue, not without some truth, that they take impossible
pictures and get the money back for the producers.
Consequently, they arrive in Hollywood prepared to dictate future policies to the producers, to tell the directors
how to direct, and to hobnob with the stars. Also the}'
come prepared to forget all about business and to have
a great deal of fun of one sort or another.
It is up to the studio hirelings to provide the fun, so
they usually have none of it themselves. It is up to the
stars to be "just folks" for the time being. And it is
up to the producers to steam up their salesmen to go
back home and get fatter contracts. The salesmen,
meanwhile, have all the hilarity they can, slap the stars
on the back, and ignore the steaniing-up process.
What is an immortal?
Hollywood, it seems, not only has no
doubt as to what constitutes immortality but is convinced that there are
an amazing number of immortals in
town right now.
An organization or a guild or something is going to pick the immortals of
the screen, according to recent newspa p e r announcements.
Like the sets
Maybe they will already
on which the have been selected by the
movies are time this is in print. I
wood, says always had an idea that
made, Hollyone's artistic immortalThe Stroller,
chiefly of
ity was more or less a
consists
matter for the decision
of postei4ty. But in
these up-and-coming
little else.
times it seems that
front and
science may be applied
to it and produce immortality while we wait.
A local wise-cracker
reminds those who are
to select the immortals
not to overlook (1) the
Continued on page 100
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Bebe — the
Will Bebe Daniels ever grow up.? No,
us some side lights on her incorrigible
go and whose unquenchable youth turns
By Myrtle
Swimming, fencing, horseback riding — all
sports, to Bebe, are fun, not just exercise. She
streaks out for the weekly Sunday-morning
horseback party that has become an institution
in Hollywood. Urging her spirited mount up
the tortuous paths of Griffith Park, she leads her
crowd a merr}' chase until, tired and wilted, they
rein in at her home for an alfresco breakfast.
For the remainder of the day and evening she
keeps open house, with charming, informal hospitality.
On occasion, you find her curled up on a
lounge, deep in some tale of ancient heroic deeds,
or perhaps in the latest modern novel. And then,
tliere is Bebe in jail in Santa Ana for speeding,
insisting on having her victrola brought there,
and blithely entertaining her friends through the
bars. It was a grand lark. There is Bebe dancing, a quivering beam of grace, to the enticement of a cabaret's inspired Bebe
orchestra.
ecstaticThere
beforeis
an antique chest, fingering its ancient
wood, caressing its
thing.
bronze hasps. Impetuous over everyIn her teens, Bebe
was a cute comedy
kid with a mop of
unruly black hair.
Those were riotous

"A marvelous constitution and an inexhaustible supply of energy" — that's how her mother
explains Bebe's ability to work like mad all
day, then play hard through half the night.

DANIELS is a swashbuckler, afeminine D'Artagnan striding out joyously to have a good
time and conquer, perchance, a few
worlds. Adventure, to her, has a
prior claim over attainment. Yet the
former, with Bebe inevitably leads to
the latter.
She works furiously hard, but she
will never be a slave to her career.
She has worked ever since she can
remember and she loves to act. If
acting were not so enjoyable to her,
she would shrug it aside and seek a
vocation more congenial to her spirit
of fun.
Bebe has an insatiable appetite for
life, color, movement. Success, good
Sports, to
times, travel, lovely things — she wants
'em all. Equally happy in flivver or
Rolls-Royce, she travels the rutty bylanes of life with just as much pleasure as the paved
highways. She stops as eagerly for a picnic lunch under the elms as for dinner at a smart hotel. Be it a
night-club supper to the accompaniment of jazz, or a
hot-dog sandwich on a sun-drenched beach, Bebe is"
equally at home.
She is thoroughly American. Life is a Coney Island
to her, and she'll risk her neck, if necessary, to experience the thrill of the figure eights and the loop the loops.

da}"S, when
frolicked withshe
Harold
Llo3'd — nois)', tomboy days of shrieks
and foolishness.
On her first trip
to New York, she
was an excited kid,

BEBE

Bebe, are not just
but real fun.

eager for the thrill
of riding on the subway. Her second sojourn in Manhattan
gave her social polish. And a sophistication which adds
to the piquancy of
the vouthfulness in
her which refuses to
be dimmed.
Deciding to get a

mother's
comments on her interesting daughter, frank
I sought
Mrs. Daniels, knowing that she isn't one to drip honeyed platitudes. As usual, she and Bebe were in the throes of
redecorating one of their houses. It's a habit. Tliey
have three homes, and one or another is always being
done over. Bebe had black cats, cushions, and vases
piled in her arms, and was wailing for some yellow
vases to carrj^ out the scheme she had in mind for the
beach house. A chauffeur and two maids were laden
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never! Her mother, in this story, gives
"child," who is never happy unless on the
life into a series of exciting adventures.
Gebhart
with bric-a-brac. With a wink at me, Bebe blithely
swiped a yellow Chinese bowl behind her mother'^
back it.
after having been expressly told she couldn't
have
"Bebe is very natural and sincere," Mrs. Daniels began, when her daughter had departed with her stolen
goods. "If she doesn't like you, she has no time for
you; if she does, you are her friend, but she doesn't
gush over you. At times, she seems distant, and even
for me has only a cool little nod. It's because she has
something on her mind. You noticed how preoccupied she was to-day? Until she has fixed that beach
place tract
theher way
she wants it, an earthquake couldn't atattention.
"I allowed her, as a child, to develop naturally.
While I detest infant prodigies, I believe in encouraging a child to express herself. I never said to Bebe,
'You can't do that — you've no talent for it.' I'd say,
'That's very nice, darling, but I think you could do it
better.' If she wanted to play 'Chopsticks' on the piano
instead
of practicing
One
threat,
however, her exercises, I didn't stop her.
was always sufficient
if I thought she was
carrying it too far. .
"I taught her never
A rare understanding exists between Bebe and
to be afraid of anything. She is one of
her mother, and they are constant companions.
the few girls who have
never stood in awe of
job from Mack Sennett, asking for
Cecil De Mille. One
sixty
dollars a week. 'What are you
evening, years ago,
when he saw her dancgetting now?' he asked. 'Forty.'
'Then why stick me for sixty?' 'Being at the Sunset Inn
cause,' said Bebe — she was only thirwith Harold Lloyd,
teen then — 'I think I'm worth it.' She
and a friend told her
didn't get it, but she wasn't one whit
C. B. was watching
Her training quite early gave Bebe
her, she just said, 'Oh,
amortified."
self-confidence that must have been
you can't kid me!'
and refused to get
amusing in a child. Widowed when
flustered. When she
Bebe was three, Mrs. Daniels, acted
saw he really was
on the stage and screen for a while,
watching her, she was
held an executive position with the
awfully thrilled, but
old Kalem company, and wrote pubnot frightened.
licity. At four, Bebe toddled onto the
"Later, when she
stage, and has been earning her living
was working under
ever since, except during the time she
his direction in 'Male
spent in school.
At thirteen, hearing that Harold
and Female,' he was
Lloyd was looking for a leading lady,
pretty harsh with her
she dressed herself very gorgeously
one day. After the
Charmingly natural and informal, Bebe has — praises be —
never entirely grown away from her early tomboy days.
scene was completed,
in a beflounced
of her
laboriously
did silk
her gown
hair up
into aunt's,
many
she gathered up her
puffs, and applied for the job. A quaint figure she must
things and went over to tell him good-by. He was
have been. She got the job, though a blonde had been
astonished. 'I'm no good — I'm going to quit before
wanted, and as The Girl opposite Harold, first became
you fire me,' she said. He laughed at her and explained
known to screen audiences.
that he had criticized her only to try to get the best out
of her.
Her stardom with the ill-fated Realart company was
a setback after she had attained notice in Paramount
"Bebe is quite fearless, and she has no use for false
modesty. Knowing her value, she takes it for granted
films, but it did not greatly disturb her. It isn't easy
that others should know it too. Once, before she had
for Bebe to be melancholy.
And when she was cast
Continued on page 104
signed her contract with Harold Lloyd, she sought a
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The third of a series of articles m
"Extra Girl" looks back on the days
girls, or boys, who have since made
traces the rise of Gwen

By Margaret
references to old family plantations
and so forth — a rather pathetic attempt to bolster up their dignity, practiced only by such souls as are morbidly conscious of their unimportance.
But Gwer made no bones of the fact
that she came from the Middle West
and had supported her mother and
grandmother since she was fourteen.
Her mother had been left a widow
with no means of support. Gwen had
left school and turned her natural gift
for dancing to practical account. .She
gave dancing lessons to little girls in
embroidered dresses and big hair ribbons— children not much younger than
herself, who used the skill she taught
them at their numerous birthday parties, while Gwen was patiently saying,
"One, girls.
two, three, point," to still other
little
In devious ways she kept the family
barge afloat, coming finally to Chicago. Almost immediately, she found
temporary emplo3'ment as a model for
the exclusive gown shops, alternating
this with occasional dancing engagements. It was while she was one c'ay
displaying to advantage a Paris creation, that the wife of a prominent film
man saw her. She summoned Gwen
and engaged her in conversation.
Suchthought
a "really
— had
she
at all beautiful
of entering girl"
pictures?
Yes, said Gwen, she had thought of
it— just as she frequently dreamed of
living in a home, not a boarding house,
and wearing Pai"is importations of her
own. Well, the lady's husband owned
several big film laboratories, one of
Fhoto by Ratb Harriet Louise
which was in Chicago. She would be
Given Lee, when Miss Reid first met her, was fresh from Chicago, where she had
very much interested in arranging for
alternated between being a dancer and a fashion model
Gwen to have a test made. Gwen was
thrilled, but did the lady really think
IF you can visualize a blond Gloria Swanson, with a that the comparative security of modeling should be
given up for the uncertain chances of the movies? In
dash of Mildred Harris iri her palmy days, you have
this particular case, the lady did think so.
as accurate a picture of Gw^en Lee's face as I can
give you. She has a tall, graceful body that moves with
Gwen was given her test and afterward saw the rethe lazy carriage of a Garbo. Her complexion is
sult— with dismay. Her ignorance of make-up and the
smooth and white, with a faint, actually authentic pink
rather inadequate photography^ had combined to malce
in the cheeks. Her eyes are a light, dazzling blue.
the film of her far from flattering. Gwen was convinced that hers was one of those faces that just
Everything about Gwen is just right. She glorifies the
American girl with absolutely no effort.
wouldn't do. But the people at the laboratory assured
When I first met her, she was fresh from Chicago,
her vehemently that it was the sort of face Edison
where she had alternated between being a dancer and a thought of when he invented motion pictures. TItcv
model. We were sister ladies-in-waiting in Mary Picklavished her with encouraging advice. She couldn't
help heeding — she was so anxious to succeed. Armed
ford's "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall." I liked her
vv^ith letters of introduction from her kind benefactress,
at once for her straightforward honesty. Extra people
as a class are awful snobs. Their opening remarks to
she took her meager savings out of the bank and moved
her familv to Hollvwood.
you are generally in the nature of oral pedigrees, with
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as Extras

which Picture Play'S well-known
when she worked side by side with
good on the screen. This month, she
Lee and Lorraine Eason,
Reid
Here, let us salute Gwen as unique.
Even when she first arrived, even before
she had learned from experience how
small are the chances of success on the
screen for an unknown girl, she harbored
no illusion that her cinematic future was
to be a rosy one. If she did achieve any
success, why, it would be lovely beyond
all imagining, but she counted on nothing.
With the help of her introductory letters, she had little difficulty in obtaining
extra work. Between engagements, she
acted as a model for a Los Angeles fashion expert. And after working hours she
played— for the first time, really, in her
busy life. She was so young, she had
worked so hard, and here she was in Hollywood ! She adored it. One saw her
everywhere — at the cafes, theaters, hotels.
Working in the movies was all very nice,
but it was this marvelous business of having agood time that fascinated her.
Gwen couldn't take herself seriously as
an actress. I remember, during "Dorothy
Vernon," she used to burst into the extras' long dressing room at the last possible moment. While the dresser frantically fastened her into her complicated
costume, Gwen slapped on some grease
paint, helped the hairdresser with her coiffure, smoked about ten cigarettes, gulped
the cofifee that a worshiping prop boy had
sneaked up to her, and threw wise cracks
over her shoulder at the rest of us. And
Lorraine Eason
somehow, through all this, she quite inexplicably gave the impression of languidly loafing. Gwen is the only girl I
know who can run for a street car without looking a
trifle absurd.
It was inevitable that some one should eventually realize her screen possibilities. Monta Bell, making
"Lady of the Night," cast her as one of Norma Shearer's hard-boiled buddies. The part wasn't
but Gwen was. She was noticed. Her jobsimportant,
began to
improve. Later, Bell used her again — in "Pretty
Ladies." On the strength of her work in that, MetroGoldwyn put her under contract.
This was a shock to Gwen. She could scarcely believe that it was actually true. And then, the most
definite change occurred in her. She suddenly realized
that she was secure in a job a hundred times more
glamorous and interesting than just playing around —
a job really worth working at.
She changed completely. Hollywood night life saw
her no more. She moved to Culver City — a supreme
proof of artistic earnestness. In a little bungalow a
few blocks from the studio, she discovered in herself
an unsuspected penchant for the quiet life. There are
fields behind her little house, stretching away to the
mountains.
She gets an actual kick out of smelling the

was one of those extras always being picked out by the director
for special bits of business.
early-morning air that blows across them. She even has
some chickens in her back garden.
But after the thrill of being signed by Metro-Goldwyn, nothing particularly startling happened to her
career. She was given small parts and did them well.
The publicity pictures she posed for would, if piled
together, sink a steamship. She became one of the most
popular persons on the lot. But not until recently was
she given much of a chance on the screen.
Then, one day, not so long ago, the front office suddenly realized that the stunning blonde who obligingly
filled in wherever she was called, who was willing patiently to pose for publicity pictures no one else would
consider, who never argued with any one, who worked
overtime without complaint, was possible star material.
First National borrowed her for Colleen Moore's
"Orchids and Ermine," and when she returned to the
home hadlot,originally
she was handed
the roleforin Greta
"AdamGarbo.
and Evil"'
that
been intended
The
part was to have been Miss Garbo's official punishment for quarreling about her new contract. But for
Gwen, it is a splendid opportunity.
Continued on page 96
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Manhattan
Brief but colorful impressions of stars
By Aileen
ing temperamental. I have seen a photographer
til row down his camera in exasperation after she
left the room. I have heard a waiter murmur
under his breath as he took away the dinner tray,
and yet I am sure Miss Goudal, looking at her
sleek, trim figure in the mirror at the end of the
day, is never for a minute conscious of the ruffled
feelings she has left behind her.
"Mr. De Mille," she will inform you, "says of
me, 'Yes, of course she always tfies to get her
way, and the worst of it is, sire is always right !'
"I am not temperamental," says Jetta. ''It is
only that I am intolerant of stupidity, and yet I
never expect more from people than I believe them
capable of giving. My little maid, for example —
she does her best, and though she often falls far
below the mark, I do not scold, because I know
she is doing the best she can. The other day, she
lost sixty dollars' worth of new lingerie. I said
nothing to her because I knew she could not help
her carelessness. She can't help it that she is not
blessed with more wit. If I blame her for something that is constitutionally lacking in her, I

Maurice^'Goidberg 7^^^^ Goiidal's arresting personality and flair for clothes
make her ever a brilliant and effective figure.

IDER the case of
CONS
Jetta Goudal. She has
much in her favor. She
is talented and picturesque, and
has that invaluable gift, dramatic instinct, in addition to an
arresting and haunting personality. She has clothes sense,
and her highly decorative
scheme of design makes her
ever a brilliant and effective
figure.
I remember seeing her some
years ago in the anteroom of a
Broadway manager's office. She
was sitting on a bench, waiting
her turn to make application
for a job. She was a nobody
then, but her inexpensive costume of flaming hue, gracefully
cut and tastefully draped with
freshly laundei^ed organdy —
starched by her own hand, perhaps— attracted the eyes of
everv one.
She can be very charming,
and the elusiveness of her foreign strain is intriguing. She
is a fascinating creature, but
not in the obvious, AngloSaxon way. Hers is a subtle
charm.
.She has been accused of be-

would
stupid
would Miss
I not?"
Therebe isthelittle
thatone,
interests
Goudal outside her work. She is self-absorbed to a degree,
and with her sublime faith in herself and her natural histrionic gifts, there is no reason why she
should not become one of the foremost actresses
on the screen. Those who saw her in "White
Gold" will recall her fire
and intensit}^ tempered
withal
sion. with a fine represA 20th Century Fairy
Godmother.
Esther Ralston is
everybody's ideal of a
fairythat
godmother.
She
has
delicate beauty
and grace of form that
we all associate wdth the
gracious lady in fairy
tales who appears unexcradles orpectedlyworks
atlittle miracles
princes'
of
happiness
for
and neglected forlorn
beggar
maids.
For ten years or more,
Miss Ralston waited for
her chance to give us a
peep atturya godmother.
twentieth-cenAnd
what does a fairy godmother do while she is
waiting to wave her
wand ?
Miss Ralston
Photo hy Ruth Harriet Louke
Antonio Moreno, home from
abroad, reminisced about the
days when he used to read
the Coolidge gas meter.
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visiting or working in New

York.

St. John-Brenon
marked time by riding horses in Westerns and
serials. Coming from a family of acrobats, she
had had her share of tumbling under tents, and
had once even gone so far as to have a scene with
a lion during the hazardous taming process. For
a twentieth-century fairy godmother must be practical.
She first came into cinematic fame when Herbert Brenon singled her out to play Mrs. Darling
in "Peter Pan," but she didn't come into her kingdom until she appeared in "A Kiss for Cinderella"
with her starry wand, and transformed a pumpkin
into a coach, mice into white horses, and a pair
of old shoes into dainty glass slippers.
And then, the first thing you knew, she was a
regular movie actress making hurried trips back
and forth across the continent, haunting the New
York shops, buying costumes and pretty dresses,
being swamped in the paraphernalia necessar}^ to
please her public. But withal, she lost none of
that sweetness and womanly charm which are
so necessary to fairy godmothers in any land or
clime.
"But I can't be a fairy godmother forever,"
says Miss Ralston, "and I think the role I am
most suited for is that of the wife in a small town,
where life is simple, even if not always serene."
Perhaps Miss Ralston is right. Perhaps you
will find the fairy godmother of to-day in the
sweet, unsophisticated monotony of the smalltown.
A Gym for George
O'Brien.
Ladies and gentlemen,
allow us to introduce to
you one George O'Brien,
responsive, direct, genial,
and all-round regular fellow, visiting New York
for the first time. He is
more like an enthusiastic
college boy than a motionpicture actor, more at
home with a punching bag
than with mascara and
grease paint.
When George came lo
New York to play the
lead in "East Side, West
Side," WilUam Fox, producer of that film, decided
to make a royal gesture.
What would George like
above all things? Well,
if he were
"^om Mix,
would
be a horse,
li heit
were any of the girl
stars, it would be an unlimited expense account
along Fifth Avenue. Lon
Esther Ralston, every one's
ideal of a fairy godmother, says
she would much rather play the
role of a small-town wife.

Virginia Valli spent much of her time in New York limping around
on crutches.
Chaney would simply revel
in the chamber of horrors
at Madame Tussaud's, and
Hope Hampton would go
crazy in a scent shop. But
George — why, the seventh
heaven of bliss to George
would be a gymnasium !.
So an expert was called in,
a corner of Fox's New York
studio was partitioned off, and
a thoroughly equipped gymnasium was created for the
exclusive use of George
O'Brien, motion-picture actor
and athlete. There was a
punching
theregloves,
were and
Indian clubs,bag,
boxing
everything, in fact, but Calvin Coolidge's
irondressing
horse.
Moreover,
in the
room, a marble slab and a
shower bath were rigged up.
The result of all this was that
George spent more time in his
private gymnasium than in
any other one spot, during his
stay in New York.
However, Virginia Valli,
who appears opposite him in
"East Side, West Side," spent
more of her time limping
about on crutches, for she
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Young Murray is unable as yet to talk about his
"career," his "art," or liis "public." He hasn't any
public yet, for this is his first picture, "And," says
King Vidor, who is the man who found him on the
M.-G.-M. lot, "I chose him for the part just because
he is like everybody else — the average fellow whom
you might come across anywhere. He is exactly
what I was looking for — to represent just one of .1
A Villain in the Flesh.
crowd."
Describing the villain in his story, an author recenth^
wrote, us
"Henaturally
was sleek,
insidious,"'
which brings
to theunctuous,
subject of
Warner
Oland, screen villain de luxe, whose sinister presence
hovering around many a lovelorn maiden has menaced the honorable intentions of the "other fellow."
Oland's colorful personality has been in artistic
evidence ever since the beginning of the grand-film
era. We use the word "artistic" advisedly, for in
Warner Oland's impersonations there has been none
of the crude, obnoxious absurdities which characterize all too many celluloid villainies. Deft, subtle, intelligent, Oland's diableries have rescued numerous
inane situations from the slough of the commonSo if, on your quest for a screen villain in the flesh,
place.
}"ou come across a bronzed
athletic-looking giant, with
a deep knowledge of Ibsen
and a healthful,
genuine
interest in the world
about

Photo by Clarence Sinclair Bull
James Murray, once a mere doorman at the
Capitol Theater, returned to New York as
leading man in " The Crowd. "
sprained her ankle
It took many visits
numerous sessions
the fair Virginia
aside her crutches

while on location.
to the doctor, and
off the set before
was able to cast
and walk.

him, look carefully, for
though
unlike
the
villain in quite
the story,
this may
be Warner Oland, wicked
man par excellence.
Mrs. Coolidge Knew Him
Swarthy, suave, and sane,
Antonio Moreno stepped
dov/n theWhen
gangplank after
a trip abroad in which
business had been mingled
with pleasure, and began to
turn his thoughts exclusively tobusiness. Meeting
me later over the teacups,
he confided to me his earnest desire and intention to
become a director. But
first, he was going to visit
the little town of Northampton, Massachusetts,
where, as an ambitious lad,
he started his career by
reading the gas meters of
the more opulent citizens.
"I have a kind of a yen,"
he said, "to look over the
scene of my youthful encounters, for I used to tussle regularly with the other
youngsters of the neighborhood. I've seen few nf
them since, except 3Jr.-.

Once a Doorman, NLow a JMovie
Hero.
A few years ago, in the doorway
of the Capitol Theater,
there used to stand a
tall blond Irishman with
a pleasant smile. Subsequently he removed his talents from the doorway of
the Capitol to the entrance
to the Piccadilly — now
kno^^m as the Warner Theater— across the way. A
few weeks ago, the same
tall, young Irishman, his
smile a little broader than
before, stood in the lobby
of the Algonquin Hotel,
but he was no longer distinguished by the gold
Just because she overslept, Dolores Costi.4lo was accused
braid and buttons of a
of evading Ihe pi ess and having somethins: to hide.
ticket taker in a Broadway
\Vhereon hangs a tale,
film palace.
Clad in a
dark-blue serge suit, he had make-up on his face, and
heard before. While
have
not
may
which you may or
Coolidge."
was introduced to me as James Murray, leading man
in Washington sorr.e time ago, iMr. and Mrs. Moreno
Continued on page 114
in King Vidor's new photoplay, "The Crowd."
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His boyFather's
Son
What
with a famous actor
for
a father could resist the temptation
to be an actor, too?

Joseph Schildkraut learned all he knows
about acting from his famous father ;
then Rudolph followed his son from the
stage to the screen.
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., shown with his
father at the top of the page, was not
taken seriously as an actor at first, but
he's now proving himself a worthy son of
the popular idol.

Ernest Torrence's young son Ian has
pla}'ed only occasionally in the movies,
but he has his eye on the screen and will
probably blossom forth as a popular juvenile one of these days.
It's plain to see whose son Francis X.
Bushman, Jr., is. He and the former
matinee idol are shown below.

P
Gary Cooper's father, Judge Charles
H. Cooper, above, had destined his
son for the law, but the movies were
too alluring.
Richard Walling's father, ^^'illiam
Walling, right, was a well-known
stock-company player at one time.
Xow he and Dick are both movie
actors.
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The latest offerings of the

sentimental, romantic atmosphere lends itself
perfectly to his technique, and since IMr. Farrell and Miss Gaynor have never approached
their acting in this, Mr. Borzage may justly
take considerable credit for their accomplishments.
Nevertheless, the picture as a whole is
fairly riddled by inconsistencies and implausibilities — absurdities, if you are less charitably
inclined. But they need not be pointed out,
nor dwelt upon, because the spirit of "Seventh
Heaven" overwhelms its deficiencies, and the
leading players are irresistible.
Intelligent College Humor.
"The Poor Nut" is a novelty in pictures of
college life, or rather athletics, and is conJanet Gaynor and Charles Farrell liai'e achieved a high place for themselves
sistentlv amusing.
It has moments of acute
by reason of their beautiful acting in "Seventh Heaven."
merrimeat, and is altogether excellent. A
great deal of credit belongs to that talented
director of comedy, Richard Wallace, although to the
NE of the great successes of the year is "Seventh
Heaven." It is a triumph for those who aim to casual picturegoer it is Jack Mulhall who deserves the
give the public what it wants — in this case a major honors for his humorous characterization.
charming fairy tale skillfully camouflaged to pass for
He an
is John
Miller,complex,
a shy botan}'
whoyearns
suft'ers
from
inferiority
but whostudent
secretly
to
grim reality, and splendidly acted by personable young
Americans in the roles of French sweethearts, to whom
be a hail-fellow-well-met fraternity man. He reprelove is all. It is a version of Paris as it is supposed
sents himself as such in his poetic letters to a girl whose
to exist. The total absence of cafe scenes and fashion
picture he has seen in a newspaper. Also, while he is
parades, hitherto a sine qua non. in films of Parisian
creating an ideal impression, he says he is an athlete.
life, is a refreshing novelty and does much to make
The steadgirl
suft'ers disillusioned
a shock whensheshetries
seespsychoanalysis
him, but inof becoming
"Seventh Heaven"' seem real. But its flavor remains
upon him, and forces John to train for the athletic hero
that of "The Two Orphans," in spite of a story takingshe insists he can be.
place during the war.
Diane, beaten to unbelievable limits by her elder
All this is skillfully set forth with the end in view of
sister, and hopelessly desperate, arouses the s^'mpathy
creating
as much
possible.
John's and
exploits
of Chico, a cheerful young man who works among the
on
the track,
the laughter
antics ofas the
cheer leader,
the
sewers. Moved by pity alone, he takes Diane to his
girl's glibtaining
application
psychology,
go toward
susinterest and of
extracting
moreall than
the usual
attic — spacious, picturesque — overlooking the roofs of
Paris, and shows her kindness to a degree which, unquota of laughter. "The Poor Nut" is wholesome fun.
accountably, she has never before known.
Jack Mulhall's skill is wasted on the conventional
Shyly they fall in love, almost without knowing it, heroes he most often plays, therefore when he is seen in
a farcical role he makes one admit that he is capable of
and are about to be married — Chico providing Diane
much more than walking through a picture. He never
with a delicate, lacy wedding gown fit for a Dresdensteps out of the part, and som.e of his moments are
china figurine — when Avar is declared, and he is swept
out of her life. They agree to hold silent communion
really inspired. Jane A^'inton is the loveW psychologist,
and Jean Arthur prettily practices the blandishments of
every morning at eleven o'clock, so that he will never
realh' be away at all.
an old-fashioned girl in giving John, faith in himself.
The spectator is led to believe that Chico is killed in
Domestic Comedy — Oh, Very.
action, but he stumbles, blindly, up the attic stairs at the
critical moment when Diane is being besought by a
The three skittish wives who hire as mam' college
military suitor, and the suspense comes to an end in the
boys to amuse them during the absence of their husgentle glow of lovers united.
bands, romp through the screen version of the play
There is more to this incredible story than appears
"Cradle Snatchers" in about the same form that you
in a synopsis of the essentials, and more, much more
would expect, if you are familiar with the original
beauty and sincerity and deptlT in the acting of Janet
conceit.
Gaynor, as Diane, and Charles Farrell, as Chico, than I
It is boisterous fun animated by the spirit of burcan describe here. It is sheer perfection, a rare and
lesque, and is shot here and there with naughtiness to a
lovely presentment of youth in love, as sensitive, as
degree that sent patrons of the play into roars of merriment, and which does the same to moviegoers, though
slnmmering, as if these young people had spent a lifenot so continuously.
time in practicing an art, instead of a few paltry years
Louise Fazenda is the ringleader of the wives, and
in Hollywood make-believe.
her cohorts are Ethel Wales and Dorothy Phillips. All
The direction of Frank llorzage — who did "Hugive excellent performances, with perhaps more laughter
morescjue," you remember — could not be bettered. The
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silver sheet are analysed for your guidance.
Norbert Lusk

from the antics of Ethel Wales, as the elderly wife who hardly
knows how to handle her boy, than the others. Arthur Lake plays
this I'ole, while Joseph Striker and Nick Stuart are his companions.
The Lake boy possesses the true farcical manner, the others only
going through the motions of it. "Cradle Snatchers" is a departure from the run of screen farces, and the idea behind it is typical
of the liberality of the times, the censors notwithstanding.
A Gypsy's Revenge.
A gypsy circus of Spain is the colorful background against
which Lon Chaney gives a remarkable character portrayal in "The
Unknown." Some will think it an unpleasant portrayal, because
Alonso, the armless, employs his feet for every purpose that hands
are used. But he isn't without arms at all. They are strapped to
his sides. Nanon, the beautiful daughter of the circus master,
trusts him 'because he hasn't hands to paw her as other men do,
and poor Alonzo loves her madly. And then, in order to marry
her, Alonso has his arms amputated. When he returns to the
circus, weeks later, he finds her about to marry Malabar.
Emit
the strong man, whom she had always hated because
Jannings,
Way of
of his lovemaking, and Alonzo furiously sets out to
in "The
prevent
it. Heareinterferes
withAlonzo
the strong
man's stun^,
but the tables
turned and
is killed.
All
All this is sheer melodrama, of course, but it is skillhis first
fully done and Lon Chaney's acting illumines it like a
flaming beacon. Strikingly original in characterization
Flesh,
"
country,
and plot as the picture is, it fails to satisfy because it picture
in this
ends abruptly and there are several loose ends in the
story which remain unaccounted for.
filmed
Joan Crawford is a seductive Nanon, beautifully
utes an
contribphotographed and always a pleasure to watch, while
able
Norman Kerry, as JMalahar, is brawny enough to evoke
iinforgetstudy.
character
sighs from those who a.dmire physique merely.
Society As It Isn't.
"Vanity," Leatrice Joy's latest picture, presents a version of high society which only the screen would dare
attempt seriously. It is as absurd in this respect as
some of the early De Mille excesses, but not nearly so
interesting as a travesty.
Her role is that of Barbara Fiskc, a society girl who
is so carried away by self-esteem that she ritzes the
servants in order to register superiorit}", and is exhausted byher morning manicure. Building the character on values as false as these, it is to be expected
that nothing she does will ring true. Barbara incurs
the enmity of a sailor, at the recreation hut she runs
during the war, when she snubs him after he kisses her.
On the eve of her marriage, the sailor reappears as the
captain of a steamer in the harbor, and persuades Barbara to row out with him to look over the freighter.
Though it is night, the girl tells no one of her intention,
and arrays herself as for the opera — jewels, orchids,
and all. Naturally, there is a rude awakening for this
charming simpleton, but she com.es out of it safely with
the help of a revolver not her own. The occurrence
makes her sympathetic toward an erring servant, and
presumably qualifies her for perfect wifehood and a
happy ending.
There is power in the melodramatic sequence on
board the steamer, and Miss Joy's acting is equal to it ;
but you just can't believe in her after what has gone
before. This is a picture totally devoid of a sense of

humor. You realize it when Charles Ray gives his
bachelor dinner. All his guests drink a toast with their
feet planted upon the table in unison, like the chorus in
"The Student Prince," and he begs them not to tell
Barbara how rowdy they were. Alan Hale is excellent
in the only consistent role, that of the sailor.
Simple, But Good.
The best picture of W. C. Fields is found in his latest,
"Running Wild." At that, the story is nothing to rave
about, but it is made the most of by the clever direction
of Gregory La Cava, and Fields is in his element as
Elmer Finch, a downtrodden husband and father who
has worked in the same office for twenty years without
a raise. He comes into his own, however, when he
runs out upon a vaudeville stage where a h)-pnotist is
doing his act, and Elmer is made to believe that he is a
lion. After that he conquers all he surveys.
The picture has a human quality that raises it above
the ordinary screen farce of the worm who turns, and
Fields is unique in the portrayal of this sort of character. Mary Brian, with little to do, is the heroine.
A Crook with a Heart,
"Alias the Deacon" falls into the class of "human"
crook pictures. This means that the leading character.
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The Deacon, is a card sharp and certainly no better than he ought
to be, but he is given to kind deeds and an understanding of human
nature, particularly as it is found in the young hero and heroine.
It is adapted from the stage play, which was very popular, and so
it comes easily and deservedly into the sure-fire successes.
But to some of us, a man who makes his way through the world
by fleecing the unwar}' is apt as not to see victims in a hero and
heroine, too. Only, of course, in this picture the heroine is the
daughter of The Deacon's former sweetheart — and he knows it,
though she doesn't.
The high light of all this is found in the acting of Jean Hersholt
as The Deacon. Finely modulated and skillfully restrained, it is a
pleasure to watch the Danish actor who has raised himself from
an extra to one of the most accomplished artists in this country.
June Marlowe and Ralph. Graves are the young people, the latter
participating in a rather stirring prize fight, and Miss Marlowe
giving a good account of herself in a role that makes little demands
beyond the portrayal of wist fulness. The omnipresent Ned Sparks
plays a crook well.
Miss Davies Goes Ahead.
There is little to say of "Tillie the Toiler" beyond the excellent
performance of Marion Davies in the title role, because a feature
picture based on a comic strip could do little more than offer a
characterization. Miss Davies makes a great deal of -the giddy,
gum-chewing office girl whose native shrewdness causes her to
throw over the millionaire who wants to marry her, and return
to the lowly suitor she has scorned. All this is superficial, flimsy
entertainment, to be laughed at and forgotten. But Miss Davies'
performance is not easily forgotten, for it is downright clever and
a real creation. Her ability as a comedienne comes from a sound
sense of humor and a technique that enables her to express it to
the last degree.
Matt Moore plays Mac, Tillie's office sweetheart, and George
K. Arthur is the manager. Both are good. Harry Crocker brings
natural distinction to the role of the millionaire, without setting
the screen afire with his acting.
Stranger Than Fiction.
"The Secret Studio" is old-fashioned and in bad taste, an attempt at the risque which falls flat with a thud. Briefly — and the
briefer the better for me — it's about an eye-rolling country girl
who goes to the city to find a career, and who lands a job as an
artist's
model. aThis
artist for
is the
who wears
futuristic
'smock
and
maintains
studio
thesort
benefit
of his a rich
and foolish
patrons. The girl is the sort who doesn't know what it's all about
until the artist displays a painting of her as a nude nymph. The
hero is so outraged that he destroys it and scorns the girl, but it
gets into the papers and the girl's family scorn her, too. It is
hardly necessar}- to tell you that all this scorn turns to loving
understanding in the end.
Olive Borden is the girl. Her figure justifies the undraped
painting, but her acting — no, no, Nanette ! Clifford Holland, Ben
Bard, Margaret Livingston, and Ned Sparks are some of the
others.
Clara is at "It" Again.
Clara Bow, now known as the "It" girl of the screen, puts life
and vitality into every film she appears in. "Rough House Rosie, '
her latest, is amusing because of her. Certainly the foolish, farfetched story has little to offer in itself.
There are cabaret scenes, petting parties, a swimming party in
the Park Avenue set — with Tenth Avenue Rosie miraculouslyincluded — and a championship ring bout. Anyhow, Clara looks
beautiful and romps through it all in her sassiest and most fetching
manner.
Reed Howes, formerly a star in minor Westerns, plays opposite
her, and is appropriately cast as a prize fighter. He has a most
ingratiating smile which he turns on and ofif by way of showing
expression.
The subtitles, in George Marion, Jr.'s most hilarious lowbrow
wise cracks, help Miss Bow to keep the picture amusing.
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Better Than It Sounds.

'"Slavesidea.
of Beauty"'has itmany
andOlive
is built
an
K^ amusing
Moreover,
is welllaughs,
acted by
Tell, upon
Holmes
M- Herbert, Earle Foxe, Margaret Livingston, Richard Walling and a
■uprightly newcomer named Sue Carol. It is worth seeing without
^^■pg a world-beater.
B^^The story has to do with the Joneses — Leonard and Anastasia.
m He is a chemist, who is experimenting with a compound to take
p the place of rubber, while she tries to run a humble beauty shop
in the slums. But the terrible odors emanating from the back
room, where her husband is boiling his stuff, drive customers
away. By accident the freckle-faced boy next door gets some
of the clay on his face, and his freckles magically disappear. The
Joneses are thus "made." Anastasia' s shop moves from avenue
to avenue in its ascent to glittering prosperity on Fifth, but poor
old Leonard remains humdrum and hopelessly out of the picture.
From this point the film settles down to comparative conventionality, especially when Anastasia thinks she is in love with
Paid Terry, the manager of her shop, and her daughter shows her
the error of her ways.

"The Secret Studio."

These Russian Husbands!
"The Tender Hour" is the sort of picture producers think the
fans will love, because producers think the fans are stupid. It
remains to be seen how they react to this.
Billie Dove is a lovely American girl, Marcia Kane, who is
tricked into marriage to the dissolute Prince Boris simply because Wally Mackenzie, her American sweetie, doesn't write to
her. For all I know, it may be an everyday occurrence for intelligent girls like Marcia Kane to be deceived into marrying repugnant
Russians; but if Marcia had displayed a' fraction of the resourcefulness she employed in keeping Boris at arm's length after the
wedding, she need not have gone through with it at all. But then
there wouldn't have been a picture. And as there must be pictures, so must there be silly ones like this.
Boris takes Marcia to his palace, which excuses bizarre settings,
an orgy or two, a pageant, a duel between Boris and Wally, and
the introduction of three comedians. "The Tender Hour" is a
formless thing, neither melodrama nor farce, though running to
excesses of both. Montagu Love contrives to perform conscientiously asBoris, and Billie Dove and Ben Lyon do a great deal
of pawing and mauling in the name of love.

"Tlie Tender Hour.

More Love Than Fighting.
In "Fighting Love," the sands of the desert have plenty of time
to grow cold while the players indulge in close-ups. Close-up of
Jetta Goudal, close-up of Henry B. \Valthall, of Victor Varconi,
of Jetta Goudal again.
There is a story, of course. The star has a rather amorous
mix-up, with three men involved. There is love, and more love,
in this picture, but the director didn't bother so much about the
fighting mentioned in the title. The Arabs and the Italians have
their troubles, portrayed in a rather tepid manner, so that you
don't really care who wins.
Jetta Goudal is delightful, Henry B. Walthall plays a husband
of convenience with great sympathy, and Victor Varconi is charming as the young lover. The film had great possibilities, had it
not, apparently, been photographed with a slow-motion camera.

"Fighting Love. "

Dead Calm.
For all its breezy title, "The Whirlwind of Youth" holds scarcely
a zephyr of excitement, or I might better say interest. Whatever
the about
novel which
"Soundings,"
which
it was taken, the picture is
one
there canfrom
be little
comment.
Nancy LJazvthorne, eighteen and English, becomes aware that she
is grown up when a country bumpkin makes clumsy love to her.
So her father allows her to go to Paris to study painting and learn
to know the world. She falls in love with an Oxford youth who
IS given to leading his women on, they quarrel and separate, she to
become the driver of a Red Cross ambulance, he to be an officer.
They meet behind the lines and patch up their differences. That's
all — there isn't any more.
[Continued on page 11.5]

"Tillie ttie Toiler."
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A
Confidential
Guide
to
Current
Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.
"Children
of
Divorce" — Paramount.
"Slide, Kelly, Slide"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Corking baseball picture, featuring A high-society film dealing with the
"Beau Qeste" — Paramount. A grip- Will
iam Haines as a wise-cracking unhappy lives of three children of diping film production of this unusual
vorced couples. Lots of plot and exmystery melodrama of the French For- Yankee recruit, with Sally O'Neil as
the girl pegs.
who helps to take him down
cellent cast, headed by Esther Ralston,
eign Legion. Ronald Colman, Neil several
Clara
Bow,
and Gary Cooper.
Hamilton, and Ralph Forbes score individual hits as the three devoted
"Convoy"
—
First National. Dorothy
"Stark
Love"
—
Paramount.
Unusual
brothers. Entire cast excellent.
film that was produced in the moun- Mackaill in secret-service melodrama
tains of North Carolina, with the moun- of a society girl who sacrifice's herself
"Ben=Hur" — Metro-Goldwyn. A beautiful and inspiring picture, directed
taineers themselves enacting the sim- to save the United States navy, onlj'
to be spurned by every one and clapped
ple but intensely interesting story.
with skill and originality. Ramon NoCollier,
Jr. Lawrence Gray and William
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
into jail.
"Variety"— Paramount. The muchspirited performance ; Francii, X. Bush- heralded
German
picture
dealing
with
man excellent as Messala ; May Mc"Easy Pickings" — First National.
Avoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key, the triangular relations between three Mystery
film, with Anna Q. Nilsson in
and Carmel Myers all handle their trapeze performers — a, girl and two
men. Terrifically gripping. Emil Jan- role of a "boy" crook who turns out to
roles well.
nings, Lya de Putti and Warwick Ward be a long-missing heiress. Kenneth
Harlan is the gentleman hero.
"Better 'Ole, The"— Warner. Don't
miss it. Syd Chaplin gives you the laugh give inspired performances.
"Evening Clothes" — Paramount.
of your life in the famous role of Old
"We're in the Navy Now" — Para- Adolphe
Menjou in mildly di\-erting
mount. Uproarious comed}% with WalBill,
veteran
Tommy
who
doesn't
take
lace Beery and Raymond Hatton as a story of a bankrupt Parisian boulethe war too seriously.
vardier who, when his creditors per"Big Parade, The" — Metro-Goldwyn. couple of rookies in the navy by accimit him to keep one suit of clothes,
Grippingly realistic war picture. Story dent.
chooses evening dress. Virginia Valli
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of
and
Louise Brooks.
"What Price Glory"— Fox. Swift, enwhom is John Gilbert, who falls in
grossing film version of the unusual
"Fashions
for Women" — Paramount.
love with a French girl, played remark- war play. Racy story of the rivalry
Gay Parisian farce revealing Esther
ably well by Renee Adoree.
between a captain and a sergeant over Ralston
in a dual role and an array of
"Don Juan" — Warner. Beauty, ac- a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor beautiful clothes. Einar Hansen and
tion, and excitement are combined to McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.
Raymond Hatton.
make a splendid film version of this
old tale. John Barrymore gives skilled
"Fourth Commandment, The" — Universal. Good hokum, with Mary Carr
performance. Mary Astor, Estelle
FOR SECOND CHOICE.
and Belle Bennett both present to keep
Taylor, and entire cast well chosen.
"Affairtional.ofFilmthe
Na- the tears rolling. Deals with the dire
of aFollies,
dancer An"
who— First
is sought
"Faust" — Metro-Goldwyn. Beautiful
influence of too much sweetness in a
film. Superbly directed and convinc- by a rich man, but marries a poor clerk, mother-in-law.
ingly acted. Well-chosen cast, with with ensuing quarrels and misunderEmil Janniiigs making a robust but
"Frisco Sally Levy" — Metro-Goldwyn.
standings. Billie Dove, Lloyd Hughes,
malignant Mephisto.
and Lewis Stone.
Sally O'Neil in amusing comedy featuring the intimate home life of a fam"Fire Brigade, The"— Metro-Gold"All Aboard"— First National. Fast
ily headed by an Irish mother and a
wyn. A real thriller about firemen and Johnny
Hines comedy of an acrobatic
shoe clerk who somehow lands in the Jewish father.
fires.
Don't miss
it. aCharlie
Raj- is his
old, lovable
self as
boy fireman
in Arabian desert and saves the heroine,
"Getting Gertie's Garter" — Producers
Distributing. Slim but harmless farce,
love
with
a
millionaire's
daughter
—
May
Edna.
Murphy,
from
a
sheik.
McAvoy.
featuring
Slarieto Prevost's
frantic
efforts to return
Charles Ray
the be"Annie Laurie" — Metro-Goldwyn.
"Kid Brother, The" — Paramount.
jeweled
garter
he
gave
her
before
he
Lillian
Gish
in
mildly
interesting
picAnother big hit for Harold Lloyd. Inture based on the ancient feud be- became engaged to another.
genious comedy of browbeatei. younger
tween two Scotch clans. Norma Kerry
brother who turns out to l)e the hero
"Hills of Kentucky" — Warner. Rinof the village, and wins the girl, Jobyna is the blustering hero.
Tin-Tin again in a film well worth seeRalston.
ing. Tale of wild dog tamed by a
"Blonde or Brunette" — Paramount.
"Les Miserables" — Universal. A clear Sly farce at its best. Adolphe Menjou child's kindness. Dorothy Dwan and
and graphic film presentation of this as a jaded Parisian bachelor who be- Jason Robards.
comes involved between a blonde and a
great novel, with moments of beautiful
"Is Zat So?" — Fox. Featuring the
acting by its very good cast of French brunette. Greta Nissen and Arlette comic results when a down-and-out
Marchal.
players.
prize fighter and his manager — George
— Paramount. Gilda Gray O'Brien and Edmund Lowe — tempo"Old Ironsides" — Paramount. Mag- in "Cabaret"
sure-fire film of a dancer who foils
rarily act as butler and second man in
nificent historical film featuring the
frigate Constitution and manj sea bat- the villain, saves her erring brother a Fifth Avenue mansion.
"It" — Paramount. Clara Bow makes
tles. Esther Ralston and Charles Far- from jail, and captures the heart of the
rell furnish the love interest, Wallace detective — Tom Moore.
entertaining this film of an impudent
Beery and George Bancroft the com"Camille" — First National. Norma shopgirl who cops the owner of the
edy.
Talmadge lovely in unconvincing mod- store, Antonio Moreno, in spite of a
"Rough Riders, The"— Paramount.
ern version
of Dumas'
tale. ritzy rival.
Interesting picture built round Theo- Gilbert
Roland
shinestragic
in love
romantic
"Jim the Conqueror" — Producers Distributing. Featuring a feud between
dore Roosevelt's
part interwoven
in the SpanishAmerican
War, and
with role of Armand.
the cattlemen and the sheepmen, with
the simple, human love story of a girl
William
Boyd
and Elinor Fair aligned
"Casey at the Bat"— Paramount.
and two soldiers — Mary Astor, Charles Wallace Beery in amusing film of base- against each other.
Emmett Mack, and Charles Farrell.
ball in the '90s, with Zasu Pitts as the
"King of Kings, The" — Producers Dishome-town milliner who wins the heart
"Scarlet Letter, The"— Metro-Gold- of our hero.
tributing. Sincere and reverent visualwyn. Outstanding for the surprisingly
ization of the last three years in the
fine performance of Lillian Gish and
"Chang" — Paramount. Thrilling ani- life of Christ. H. B. Warner dignithe magnetism of Lars Hanson. A
fied and restrained in central role.
mal picture photographed in the junsympathetic and dignified, though not
gles of Siani and showing the actual Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
entirely faithful, treatment of Haw- struggle of a native family against the Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Ruonslaughts of the wilderness.
thorne's novel.
dolph Schildkraut. [Continued on page 117]
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A

Girl

to

Be

Envied

Because Ann Rork is the daughter of a successful
motion-picture producer, Sam E. Rork, who has of
course made it easy for her to find a place on the
screen, she is very much envied, but there are many
drawbacks as well as advantages, says Ann, in having a father for a producer.
By Madeline

Glass

FROM the point of view of the average picture
fan, Ann Rork is one of the most fortunate girls
in the world. In any girl who cherishes a desire
to become an actress, Miss Rork's position doubtless
arouses pangs of wistfulness if not downright envy.
For Ann is the daughter of a successful motion-picture
producer — Sam E. Rork. Other girls may have to endure the trials and hardships of breaking into cinematic
success, but in the case of Ann, opportunity not only
knocked at her door but sat right down on her front
steps and M'aited.
On the surface, the tale of Miss Rork's rise offers
such a marked contrast to the usual stories of living
on short rations and warming park benches while fighting for recognition, that the average person might discredit her efforts or resent her easily attained prominence.
She has never been an extra. She has never played
bits. Her first screen work was in rather conspicuous
roles. True, her work in "Old Loves and New" and
"The Blonde Saint'' quite justified her having been
chosen for the important parts she had in those films,
but it is also true that

The very fact that her father is in a position to help her is inclined
to prejudice people against her, says Ann.
girls in the precarious extra ranks who could have played
the roles equally well.
Firmly maintaining an unprejudiced mind, I paid a visit
to the First National studio for the purpose of interrogating Miss Rork concerning her seemingly enviable position.
. As she and I entered the studio restaurant, a spirit of
gay familiarity prevailed. Ever}' one seemed to know
Ann, and a series of greetings and friendly quips flashed
back and forth. Various persons paused at our table, or
sat down for a while and enjoyed a smoke. A studio
official offered Ann a cigarette.
"I don't smoke — it's too effeminate," she declared.
She wore a well-fitting riding habit, and looked handsome and impressive. She is larger than the average
actress — tall, graceful, and modeled on healthy, wellrounded lines. If she can control her weight, her build
should prove an asset, for she is a refreshing contrast to
the usual thin, flat-chested flapper.
"I don't mind letting a horse take me for a ride occasionally," she remarked. "It's easier than dieting. Elinor
Glyn said I would have 'It' if I would throw my chest out

Miss Rork, with her graceful, well-built Jig we. is a refreshing contrast to the thin, flat-chested flapper.
impression as the ingenue in "The Blonde Saint. "
She giggled, obviously not greatly impressed with
iMadame Glyn's sage counsel.
I didn't see anything wrong with her chest, but it did
occur to me that she was not making the most of her
personal assets. Ann is Irish and impulsive, eighteen
and intriguing. If she would ai¥ect a dark make-up,
she could be modeled into a youthful Nita Naldi.
We touched on the subject of modern youth.
"The young people in this business are the most conservative of any I know," declared Ann.
Assertions of this sort will not satisfy the C3'nic who
enjoys reading sensational reports about Hollywood.
Doubtless a skeptical minorit)^ will respond with, "Oh,
listen to the wind blow," and stoutly retain their preconceived opinions of people in the motion-picture industry. But I do know that every actress with whom I
have talked, from the gentle Gisli to that delectable
young roughneck, Clara Bow, has denied any addiction
to wildness. One thing is certain — either Hollywood is
a decent, conservative town or it embraces a magnificent
collection of liars.
Regarding her work, Ann revealed a modest, intelligent attitude.

She made a distinct

"It is true that my father can give me good parts in
his pictures," said she, "but he cannot make the public
like me nor can he make the critics say nice things
about me. That part of it is strictly up to me. My position has its advantages and its drawbacks. It is extremeh' nice to be able to work under my father, but
on the other hand I have to guard against envy and
prejudice. Every day I speak to dozens of people that
I don't know merely because they speak to me. I have
to be veiy careful not to appear upstage."
There is a report that Ann may be cofeatured in a
film with Gilbert Roland. Ann's father holds an option
on young Roland's services and, by a camw business
stroke, has allowed this actor, previously not very well
known, to be lavishh^ exploited by United Artists in two
"Camille'" and "The
productions
Talmadge
Norma— before
Dove"
making
much use— of him himself.
After our luncheon, "The Prince of Head Waiters.""
in which Ann appears, was shown in the studio projection room, and I was requested to be present. Ann and
I joined a group of vitally interested people who
had gathered to put the finishing touches on the film.
Continued on page 105
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Film

Struck

Our hero, in this final installment, comes face to face with the very man he has most
wanted to avoid, but — unsuspected circumstances develop, leading to a surprising conclusion.
By ,Roland Ashford
Phillips
illustrated by Modest stem
Synopsis of Preceding Chapters.
"The kind that wears a flock of diamonds and a
Oscar Whiffle is the good-looking young chef of the Rosebud
number-seventeen collar," Penny answered, with a
delicatessen in La Belle, Iowa. He has a girl, Gladys Padgett,
gayety all too plainly assumed. "Drives a chariot bigwho is a rabid movie fan, but Oscar hates the movies and everything connected with them.
ger than DuVal's.
No hair and fishy eyes."
Lester Lavender, famous screen lover, makes a personal apOscar winced. "Oh, Penny! You wouldn't! Not
that kind !" He understood — he had heard about such
the localhertheater.
Gladys'Later
infatuation
him Oscar,
leads
to a quarrelpearance atbetween
and Oscar.
the same for
night,
things. "You don't care for him, do you?"
coming upon Gladys and Lester in the park, pitches into Lester
and knocks him cold. Thinking he has killed the star, he flees,
"Like a dose of poison," said Penny. "But then "
boarding a train for the West.
She shrugged and avoided Oscar's reproachful gaze.
Alighting at a small station in the Arizona desert, he unwit"Don't you let him do anything for you," Oscar comtingly falls in with a troupe of movie people on location, being
manded. "You just mustn't ! Not till I talk with
mistaken for one of the extras. A girl in the troupe, Penelope
Hope, known as Penny, makes a friend of him, discovers he is
there by accident, and urges him to bluf¥ it out. But Oscar, dis"I'm afraid talking won't get us anywhere," the girl
mayed at what he has stumbled into, is determined to flee, until
rejoined, her eyes clouded, her smile a bit wistful.
he wakes in the morning, discovers that his wallet has been
Amos."
"Some things just have to happen, and we can't get
stolen, and realizes that he will have to stay.
Hustled onto the set with the crowd of extras, he is singled
away
frombook?"
them. Just written in the book."
"What
out by the director, the great DuVal, to do a bit. Terrified,
he of course bungles it, but the irate DuVal, instead of firing
"Oh, that's just an expression. Destiny — fate — the
him, suddenly decides to experiment with this "lump of clay." old turn of the wheel."
Oscar is then used in a fight scene with the man who he sus"If there are any wheels to be turned, I'll turn them,"
pects has stolen his wallet, and in his wrath makes it so realistic that DuVal is elated over his future possibilities. But
Oscar declared emphatically. "You wait. I'll be right
Oscar, having recovered his wallet during the fight, again makes
plans to flee.
Amos Hortle, cocked back at his desk in the office
Going to the neighboring town of Sapphire that night, he is beyond, looked up speculatively when Oscar presented
on his way to the railroad station when he bumps into an old
friend from La Belle — Amos Hortle — who is now chief of himself ; and Oscar, looking very determined, lost no
time
in making his purpose clear.
police of Sapphire. He fears this officer of the law, fearing
back."
that at any time Amos may hear of his criminal act from friends
"Now see here, Amos," he began. "You and me are
■n La Belle, but he is forced to accept his hospitality and becomes
old friends. I'm interested in Miss Holt and "
so befuddled with drink that, instead of catching his train,
"Hold on!" The chief of police held up a warning
ne accidentally takes a bus that returns him to the movie location.
Next day, he hears from Penny the startling news that Lester
hand. "I'm an old friend and all that, but I'm also a
Lavender is coming to join the troupe! Though relieved to sworn officer of the law, and you ain't goin' to talk me
learn that he has not, after all, been guilty of murder, he dreads
out of my duty. That's final. The girl stays right here
the prospect of encountering the star, fearing the charge of till
the Hollywood authorities send after her or advise
assault that will no doubt be brought against him. He once
more bends every effort toward escaping, though he hates the me to the contrary."
thought of parting with Penny, to whom he has grown strangely
"You mean they'll take her back there?"
attached.
"Of course. To face the charges; that is, of course,
Going again into town that afternoon, he is about to make his
get-away at last, when Amos Hortle once more pounces upon
"Unless what?" Oscar demanded sharply.
him, this time with a warrant. The warrant is not, however, for
Oscar, but for Penny, who, it develops, has jumped her room
"Well, unless
she produces" — Amos looked down at
"
rent in Hollywood. When Amos reveals that he already has
unless
the
telegram on his desk — "the sum of two hundred and
her under lock and key, Oscar forgets everything to rush to her
rescue.
sixty dollars," he finished.
"That's what she owes? The whole of it? Paying
CHAPTER XIX.
over that sum would set her at liberty?" asked Oscar.
"Absolutely. My instructions were to find the girl
AGAIN GOOD-BY.
and
unless she foi"ked over the money,"
Hortlearrest
statedhergrimly.
asto
d
hastene
Oscar
alone,
were
they
WHEN sure
Oscar did not hesitate, did not dare to reflect upon
Penny that her sojourn under the roof of
the unpleasant consequences to himself as he extracted
the Sapphire jail would be brief. He would
attend to that quickly enough.
his wallet from his pocket, opened it, and began counting a sheaf of bank notes under Hortle's amazed eyes.
"Amos Hortle is an old friend of mine," he an"There !" he announced. "Two hundred and sixty
nounced. "I'll talk to him after he's cooled off a bit.
He'll listen to me all right. Amos isn't a bad sort at dollars ! Correct, isn't it ?" There was left, he noticed,
only one, solitary dollar bill.
heart and maybe you shouldn't have kidded him so
"Good Lord !" Amos exclaimed. "You goin' this
much."
far?" He eyed his companion rather disapprovingly.
"Is he the friend you met last night?" the girl in"You must be kind of stuck on the girl."
quired banteringly. "The kindly soul who got you pie"The law don't have anything to do with that, does
eyed? I thought so. Well, I'll say he ought to do
it?"
Oscar retorted, his face suddenly crimson.
something handsome to square himself. Now don't you
"I guess not," admitted Hortle, counting over the
worry about me, Oscar," she added. "I've sent out an
money. "Guess you're old enough to know what you're
SOS.
It'll bring results — just wait !"
"It — it's a man?" Oscar asked.
doin'," he added. "All right. The prisoner's released."
Penny nodded. "Naturally."
Oscar, starting for the door, turned back. "This is
"What kind?" he persisted, searching the girl's face.
strictly between ourselves, Amos.
L^nderstand ?''
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The chief grinned. "I get you."
On winged feet and with a beaming countenance,
Oscar broke into the room where Penny waited.
"It's all right," he announced happily. "Come' along!
You — you're unjailed!"
Penny came slowly to her feet, came close to gaze
searchingly into Oscar's radiant eyes. "What have
you done?" she demanded. "Tell me the truth, Oscar.
You — you didn't^ "
"Sure I did!" he interrupted hurriedly. "I simply
talked Amos into a little reason. I told you we were
old friends, didn't I? Shucks, it wasn't hard to do.
Amos will just pretend he couldn't find you. There
won't be any more trouble.
You won't need to call on that
— that dose-of-poison fellow
who wears a seventeen collar.

Struck
their lights twinkling. Time had passed swiftly since
his meeting with Amos. A clock, glimpsed in a window,
proclaimed the hour — seven thirty ! For an instant
Oscar's heart sank, and dismal realizations swept over
him. His train had gone ; his carefully laid plans had

Not now, Penny."'

again
miscarried.
But determinedly,
with a struggle, he
brushed aside all
But the girl still
seemed dubious, unconvinced. "Are you speaking the whole truth, Oscar?" she wavered, her
lips quivering a little,
her eyes suddenly completely blurred. "Are
you ? Haven't you done
something — more ?"
"Go ask Hortle, if you
don't believe me," he returned defiantly. Then
he laughed to hide his
own emotions, boldly put
an arm about the girl,
and led her

from the |^Q®S.°
room.
He was
surprised to find how
dark it was outside. The
streets wei'e thronged,

regrets, told himself he didn't mind
so much after all.
Not now, with
Penny safe beside
him andfortune
hereliminated.
misWhy, he ought to
be the happiest man
in the world !
clinging
Penny was
tight, very
tight, toShe
his
arm.
seemed so
tiny, soless,helpso
"How and
are
dependent
upon him.
we
ently.to get.
back ?" she
asked pres-
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Oscar had thought of that, too, and wondered. '"Oh,
we'll manage somehow,'' he declared cheerfully.
Of course he dared not return to the picture city —
not with Lester Lavender on the scene. Penn}- must
go back alone, and he must find an excuse to remain in
Sapphire. He was in a sad predicament,
to be sure,
-A
with no money, but he had ridden a freight train before and could do it again. At any event, dawn must
see him in a strange country.
"There'll be a bus in town to-night," the girl assured
him. "We can catch it, I suppose. Only it won't be going back till late."
They were on the
main street nov;,
standing
at i
brightly
lightet
corner ; and as they
stood there, with
Oscar vainly trying to get his mental forces into action, a car pulled
up beside them. It
was a big, splendid,
shining car with a liveried
chauffeur at the wheel and

■ two men sitting behind in the
open tonneau.
"It's DuVal!" Penny ex^ claimed, in a sharp whisper.
And it Avas the mighty director himself who leaned out
and spoke to the pair. "Going our Avay, Mr. AVatt?" he
inquired pleasantly. "You
and Miss Holt com.e along."
The door swung open invitingly. Oscar attempted to
make some excuse, but his
words were a mumble.
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mental condition to judge anything clearly. There was,
he saw, a strip of courtplaster decorating Mr. Lavender's face, a strip that zigzaggea across the star's nose
and dovvn one cheek. It altered the man's looks. Then
he noted, suddenly, the long black cigarette holder, and
it brought a rush of poignant m.emories.
"Mr. Watt is my newest find," DuVal was saying,
rather proudly it seemed. "His first excursion into
films. Photographs beautifull}^ He ought to make a
name for himself."
"That's admirable," said i\Ir. Lavender, smiling. "I
Oscar fancied
congratulate
you now
both."that the screen
star was leaning forward, studying
him closely with suspicious eyes. He
felt hot and cold by turns, and instinctively prepared himself for the
worst. He could, he decided, hurl
himself fi'om the car if necessity demanded— lose himself in the desert.
But after a time, with the car flying across the sandy wastes, as nothing happened nor seemed about to
happen,
Oscar realization
began to
relax.
The
came to him at length,
;
as his pulse grew less
tumultuous and his mind
became stabilized, that
Lester Lavender had for
the moment failed to recognize his recent La
Belle assailant.
Security, however,
could not long continue
— the danger of exposure was merely postponed. In the bright
light of day, recognition
would be as certain as
the rising sun. Oscar
simply continue
hoped his
would
until luck
the

"Plenty of room," DuVal
assured him. "Just Mr. Lavender and m^-self. That train
car reached its destinawas two hours 1-ate."
tion— until he had said
Oscar felt Penny's fingers
tighten on his arm. They
good
the screen
star. night
That toachieved,
he
urged him. forward, but panic
easily.
could
breathe
more
filled his heart. Lester Lavender! Sitting there in DuPenny was animated
Yal'scar! He opened his lips
and talkative, DuVal in
to speak, to say something —
a cheerful mood, and
anything — but the power of
Mr. Lavender joined In
coherent speech again was dethe spirited conversation.
nied him. Mute, he wanted
"Hey there, Oscar! Wait a miniitel" the sheriff's blatant voice
to run, to vanish before the
rang out. Oscar's blood seethed, and ferocious thoughts took Laughter between the
impending doom, .but his limbs
possession of him — was he never to be free from this pestif- three was not infrequent.
erous individual ?
failed him..
But Oscar, still uncer■.Somehow, an instant later,
tain, said not a word unhe and Penn}- were in the car, Penn} sitting between
less directly spoken to, and then answered in monoDuVal and ]\Ir. Lavender, while he occupied a smaller
syllables. -His voice might 3'et arouse suspicions, bring
about a dread crisis.
seat facing them ; and presently he heard the director
making the introductions.
■ "Say," DuA'al said suddenly to the star, "how's that
"Miss Holt, Mr. Lavender." The voice sounded faint
face"Allof yours
and far off. "And this is Islv. Watt."
right,"?" Mr. Lavender replied. "I'll keep the
Mechanically, Oscar was conscious that his icy fin- plaster on _ until to-morrow. The damage will never
gers were gripped by those of the screen star.
show under make-up;"
'T figured that if it did show we could account for it
"Happy to make your acc[uaintance, ]Mr. Watt," Mr.
Lavender declared graciously. "Happy indeed."
said. "\''ou're
in the continuity,"
Oscar mumbled something, his glassy eyes fixed upon
asomehow
rough-and-ready
character the
in director
this film, you know —
might
easily
have
a
few
scratches.
What
happened to
the speaker's dimly revealed countenance, a countenance
that seemed all too familiar— yet wasn't. Not wholly.
Still, the darkness was confusing-, and Oscar was in no
The question was casual enough on DuVal's part,
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but Mr. Lavender seemed to hesitate, and Oscar
stiffened, as though subjected to an electric shock.
"Why, I had a Httle mix-up on my way from New
Yoi-k," the man began. "About a week ago, in some
forsaken Httle town where I stopped off. I was out
alone and a — a ruffian attacked mt. Fortunately I was
able to use my fists."
"Beat him up, did you?" DuVal asked.
"Well, I believe I did inflict some damage," Lester
admitted.
"At any rate the miscreant ran away."
"The coward!" Penny cried indignantly. "Wasn't he
found? Arrested?
Couldn't you identify him again?"
The screen star nodded. "I know who he is and why
the attack was made, but I've kept the affair quiet on
the advice of the detectives who are trailing the man.
And when the culprit is arrested, he'll have a surprise
handed him. I believe, with the evidence I hold, I can
put him away for a few years."
"Good enough," said DuVal.
"Oh, I hope they catch the scoundrel," Penny chimed
in. "Why, he might have injured you seriously — kept
you out of work for months."
"Yes, indeed," conceded Mr. Lavender. "I was
afraid at first I might be disfigured, but fortunately
that was spared me."
Nothing more was said relative to the screen celeband pleasanter
topicsof followed,
for which
Oscar rity's
wasinjury,
thankful.
The rattle
the La Belle
skeleton had a particularly distressing effect upon the exRosebud chef. The knowledge that detectives had been
put upon his trail did not come as a surprise, but it
failed to contribute to Oscar's peace of mind.
When the car at length entered the picture city, it
drew up before one of the most imposing tents, where
a corps of servants, appearing like magic, became electrically attentive.
Oscar was the first to alight. He helped Penny out
and stood back in the shadows while DuVal and his
star stepped down from the car.
Mr. Lavender gazed about him and drew in a deep
breath of crisp desert air. "This is positively exhilarating," he proclaimed. "And what a beautiful set ! It
has been years since "
"You'll get your fill of it," DuVal broke in, "These
wide open spaces beneath the stars become monotonous
after a while. You won't find so many luxuries as
you've been accustomed to, Lester."
"I'll get along famously,"' the star declared. "After
a month in the East, this seems like paradise."
"Glad you think so," the director responded. "And
before I forget it," he added, "we start shooting at
eight in the morning."
"Suits me," the star answered. "The earlier the
better."
Members of the ensemble hovered respectfully in the
background to obtain a glimpse of the featured player,
and Lester Lavender, surveying them, nodded and
smiled with a geniality that amazed Oscar. It confirmed all that Penny had had to say relative to the
star's conduct and character, his graciousness, and
good fellowship.
"Good night. Miss Holt," Mr. Lavender called out,
as he followed DuVal into the tent. "And you, Mr.
Watt. See you both in the morning."
The screen celebrity would not, Oscar told himself,
see him in the morning or any other morning thereafter. Not unless the desert became storm bound or
unless death itself came to play a part in the drama.
Mr. Lavender, said Oscar to himself, had looked his
last upon Mr. Whiffle, alias Watt.
A long, quivering sigh of i^elief escaped him as, with
Penny hurrying to keep up with him, he walked away.

Struck
"Another exhibition of your infallible luck, Oscar,"
the girl breathed excitedly. "Notice how the crowd
rubbered? They took it all in. Having DuVal taxi us
home — and with Lester Lavender a passenger, too !
Some
to us lucky
!"
He class
had been
all right enough, Oscar mused,
but not in exactly the way that Penny meant. It had
been the rarest kind of luck lo have ridden and talked
with Mr. Lavender and escaped recognition. His blood
began to circulate more freely, and a great load slipped
from his shoulders.
"Didn't I tell you Lester was a good scout?" Penny
babbled on. "You didn't see anything high-hat about
him, did you? I'll say not! Could you imagine some
of the other film favorites riding in the same car with
a couple of nobodies like us? Huh, I guess not!"
"He — he seems to be a nice chap," Oscar asserted,
wanting
he said. to say something and caring not at all what
"Sure he is. And you seemed to make a hit with
him, Oscar. I noticed it right away. Why, he scarcely
took his eyes off you all the way from town."
"You noticed — that?"
"Positively. He heard what DuVal said about you
and he was sizing you up," Penny declared. "Say, with
both Lester and DuVal strong for you, you'll be up
among the big ones before the rest of us plodders get
a toe-hold on the ladder."
But Oscar only smiled — a very significant and mysterious smile Penny would have thought it, could she
have seen it.
"You never can tell about things," he remarked, and
"Good andnight."
he added,
very
He abruptly
walked away
with brisk
resolute steps. This,
he realized, was good-by, not merely good night, and
he knew that if he lingered or began thinking too much
about it, he would feel dreadful. The situation might
of himself —
get beyond
tears
and allhim
thatand
sortheofmight
thing. make a fool
So he hurried on, not once turning to look back.
CHAPTER

XX.

CAME STILL ANOTHER DAWN.
■\17ITH SO much on his mind to distress him, Oscar
spent several dark, restless hours after he had
gone to bed. Sleep refused to visit him, and he la}'
wide-eyed and miserable on his narrow cot, while aU
ously.
about him men were snoring peacefully, even luxuriHis predicament now was far more perilous than it
had been the night before or the night before that. On
both previous mornings, he had at least been able to
walk abroad unafraid. Recognition had not then threatened him. But now, he dared not show his face — not
with Lester Lavender on the scene — and what's more,
he was penniless.
Once, tortured by dread thoughts of what the morning held in store for him, Oscar shpped from his cot
and tiptoed to the tent door, to peer furtively into the
shadows that mantled the sleeping, counterfeit city,
wondering if he had better dress and vanish now, lest
something unforeseen might later thwart him. But the
night seemed unaccountably dark. There was no moon,
and the stars were dim and lusterless — decidedly unfriendly. So he crept, shivei-ing, back to his cot, to lie
awake for several more immeasurable hours.
One thing, however, was certain. At the first early
streaks of dawn, long before any one else was astir,
he would be out and away, plodding bravely across the
of theon sunrise
sand, with the glory
Continued
page 92 to guide his foot-
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Was Dolores Costello's overnight success too sudden to last? One hears comment to the effect that she has
not lived up to original expectations, but is it Miss Costello who is ct fault, or is it merely that she has been
cast in mediocre films unworthy of her talents? These questions are carefully considered in the story below.
By Myrtle Gebhart
ice glory ?
WHAT I muprsed in that vein upon the aftermath of
overnight success in the case of Dolores Coso.
tell who seems to have taken a little drop — not back
into oblivion, but into the annoying position of mediocre
stardom.

"The Sea Beast" brought her into the spotlight, and
there, under the soft, cascading rays, she remained
serenely poised, for a while, her delicate, flowerlike
beaut)- a fit object for the beams to shine upon. Then
there followed a series of unimportant films, including
"Bride of the Storm," "The Little Irish Girl," and "The
Third Degree," none of which amounted to much. Even
"When a Man Loves" proved disappointing.
In the circles where critics get together to growl or
to bestow laurels, one hears comment to the effect that
Dolores has "slipped" a little. But is it that Dolores
has slipped, or simply that she has been given poor
films, unworthy of her talents?
With the release of "The Sea Beast," she was
hailed as a sensational discovery. Was that acclaim
merely a freak of the moment? Was it due only to
clever direction that she made such a good showing
in that picture, and hadn't she, then, the talent to
stand the test of the subsequent stardom with which
Warner Brothers rewarded her?
In a certain sense, her initial success was parallel
.to Vilma Banky's. Both have a lyric loveliness and
poetic grace of expression.
But Vilma, thanks to
Samuel Goldwyn's very careful choice of roles
for her, has stayed up. She has not slipped
one little bit.

"If I had m_v way," said Dolores, when i
met her for this interview, "I wouldn't make
the pictures I'm engaged upon now. I have
to feel the roles I act, and sometimes, now, I
am called upon to do such improbable things
that I cannot feel them.
"I wonder," she went on, "if it was
mistake for me to star so soon? aI
/
should really prefer to play just leads
/
opposite some big star in specials that
are sure of first runs in important theaters—as Idid in 'The Sea Beast' and
'AVhen a Man Loves.'
"My present stories are not all that I
might wish."
Slim, nervous,
white fingers fluttered. "With a
firm conviction that I belong in
costume films, I want to play in
a variety of them, just to prove
my point. I'm not content to
get only the glory and
the money out of starring— I want good
roles, too !"
Miss Costello herself realizes that it may have
been a mistake for her to
be starred so soon.

>

"(31d San Francisco," her current picture, is a smashbang, rip-roaring melodrama. The girl is kidnaped by
Chinese and locked up in a vault. There are all kinds
of trapdoors, secret passages, sliding panels, and winding stairways.
"The Heart of Maryland," the film she made following "Old San Francisco," is laid in Civil War days. It
was one of Mrs. Leslie Carter's plays.
"I'd like to do a comedy," said Dolores, "a sort of
'Peg o' My Heart' with humorous situations." I gasped.
Imagine the liquid-eyed, limpid Dolores frolicking
through a comedy, even though off screen she is more
vivacious than on.
So far as I could discern, she is unspoiled. She has
no airs. Her attitude toward those whose heads are
turned by success was summed up in her comment on a
young man who had suddenly become very important — "I find him
highly
Now, amusing,"
as before, she
she said.
would rather
talk of her sister Helene than of
herself, and manages usually to
switch the conversation to her. I
remember when she first came into
prominence how she begged that
Flelene be given the chance instead
of herself and insisted upon Helene's talent. I remember how her
interviews always resolved into
Helene this and Helene
that.
It wassion. Iso
upon her
thistooccaasked
tell
me something of her travels in her childhood with
the Vitagraph Company
that made pictures in many
countries.
"Oh, you must let Helene
tell you about that. She
tells things so dramatically.
Again, when Dolores, the
star, was allowed to have
her dressing
orated to suitroom
her redectaste,
I can't."
while Helene had to be content with what was allotted
to her, Dolores thought of
a scheme.
"I put one over on them,"
she whispered.
"InsistedoneI
must
have two rooms,
for an office, and after I
had got the expensive
drapes and everything, I
converted one room into a
dressing
room triumphantly,
for Helene."
She spoke
pleased
at
having
outwitted
('ontinued on page
105
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Hollywood
A review of the latest news
By Edwin

and

iels, Mildred Davis Lloyd, and Diana Kane
were among those who gave pai'ties for the
bride. Mrs. Goldwyn and Mrs. Lehr gave a
linen shower, Mildred Lloyd a handkerchief
shower, and Diana Kane a hosiery shower.
Bebe entertained with a large party at her
beach home, on which occasion every one
brought Vilma some perfume.
Rod and Vilma were married on June
26th, at the Church of the Good Shepherd
in Beverly Hills. The wedding was attended
by a throng of stars. Mrs. Abe Lehr was
matron of honor, and Cecil B. De Mille was
best man. The bridesmaids were Frances
Goldwyn, Diana Kane, Monique La Rocque
— Rod's sister — Mildred Lloyd, Bebe DanLocks of hair from all the stars' heads — that's the aim in life
iels, and Constance Talmadge. The ushers
Adamson, chief barber of the M.-G.-M. studio. Aileen Pringle has of James
were Ronald Colman, Donald Crisp, Jack
tributed, above, to his collection.
Holt, Harold Lloyd, Victor Varconi, and
just conGeorge Fitzmaurice. Fitzmaurice and Diana
Kane, by the way, are reported engaged.
GLORIA SWANSON has taken her hfe in her
hands, tossed her fate at the feet of the censors,
Even Quicker Than a Quickie.
and will next appear on the screen in "Sadie
Alice Lake has a snappy sense of humor. You no
Thompson."
This is the lady, as you perhaps know,
doubt remember her as the star of many of the Metro
made famous by Jeanne Eagels in the stage play,
"Rain."
crook plays made some years ago when she was on the
same program with Bert Lytell, Viola Dana and others.
Gloria's film will be an adaptation of the short story
by Somerset Maugham on which the play was based,
Alice recently returned from a vaudeville tour, and the
and this may prove to be less censorable than the stage
first job that she obtained was in a small picture made
at low cost in a great hurry.
version. But even at that, we can hardly imagine Sadie
Alice.
being portrayed as a Cinderella or a Pollyanna.
"What was the picture — a quickie ?" somebody asked
Gloria had a hard time deciding on her next picture.
There is no doubt that her popularity has suffered
"No," she replied, "it was a lightning."
through bad stories, but she is centering high hopes in
A Disastrous Month for Marriages,
"Sadie Thompson." It has a much timelier theme,
June, instead of being a month of man)^ marriages,
anyway, than "The Love of Sunya," which seemed to
us to be terribly antique in idea.
appears this year to have been one of marital troubles.
Gloria is looking very attractive these days, and is in Most surprising was the news of the separation of
Marie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan, who had been
much better health than she has been for a long time.
She has literally thrown herself into the outdoor sports
reputed to be one of the happiest couples in the colony.
of the colony, notably tennis, which she plays very well.
One bright morning a piece appeared in the papers
She lives quietly in her Beverly Hills home, which she
stating that Marie had forsaken the family hearth and
almost sold on several occasions during her absence in was living at the Ambassador Hotel, and that Harlan
New York, but which, through some trick of fate, al- had also gone elsewhere.
ways refused to be disposed of. Gloria is glad now that
Then was
the announced.
break between
and "Lefty"
she kept it.
Flynn
TheyViola
had Dana
been married
just
One thing that she and her husband the marquis
two years.
do for fun every once in a while is to go down to
It is still hoped that both these couples may be recthe beach, and ride the roller coaster, go into the
onciled. No hope, however, is held forth in the case of
Miriam
Cooper
and Raoul Walsh, who, after having
"crazy house," and patronize the other amusement concessions.
been married for ten years, are now divorced.
Gloria confessed to us recently that she had never
Agnes Ayres has also secured a decree, separating her
from her husband, Manuel Reachi.
attended a girl's cat party until she came back to HollyMaurice Costello has filed suit for divorce against his
wood this time. Her first experience was at Frances
wife,
the mother of Dolores and Helene.
Marion's recent party.
And the wife of Rin-Tin-Tin's owner, Leland L.
A Festive Wedding.
Duncan, is seeking a divorce, charging that her husband
is interested in nothing but the famous dog star. In
For formality there has been nothing thus far in the
social records of the film colony to equal the marriage
view of the fact that Rin-Tin-Tin makes $2,000 a week,
of Rod La Rocque and Vilma Banky. They even had
this interest can perhaps be understood.
the banns published prior to the ceremony, and the last
Romance Lags.
few weeks before the wedding were for them one continuous round of social activities.
Yes, June
this year were certainh' less
numerous
thanmarriages
usual.
Frances Goldwyn and Mrs. Abe Lehr, and Bebe Dan-
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and events in the film colony.
Elza Schallert
Norma Shearer and Irving Tlialberg were reported
to have been secretly wed, but that turned out to be
merely another idle rumor. The report of the elopement of Leslie Fenton and Alice White also fizzled.
Several engagements, however, were announced. A
double wedding is being planned by the Duncan sisters,
Vivian and Rosetta — the former to marry Nils Aster,
the young Swedish actor, and the latter to marry William Beri, who is in Mack Sennett's laboratory department. For publicity purposes, at least, a pact- is supposed to exist between the two sisters by virtue of
which one will not wed without the other's consent,
and an understanding that, all
things being agreeable, they
will both try to marry at the
same time. Which makes
things rather complicated.
Another report links the
names of Reed Howes and
Gladys Quartaro. Howes is
an F. B. O. star, and Miss
Quartaro is a newcomer in
films.

spoken dialogue in many of the scenes, and singing in
several others. Jolson is very much interested in making a production in which he can register his voice. 71
George Jessel, according to the original plans, was to
have starred in "The Jazz .Singer," but some difficult}^
arose over the terms of the singing part of the contract,
and so he is to do a silent picture, instead. Jessel played
in the stage production, but Jolson is much better
known to the public. The title of Jessel's nev/ picture
is "The Broadway Kid."
Praise for Mary Philbin.
saw she
Mary
in "Surrender,"
andWethink
gavePhilbin
one ofnot
her long
best ago
performances
since
"Merry-Go-Round." The story of the film is very sympathetic, and Mary has a chance to do some effective
emotional work in the quaint role of the little daughter
of a Jewish rabbi, dwelling in a war-ridden town on the
Russian-Austrian border.
The film, based on "Lea Lyon," has a Cinderellalike
theme, dealing with the heroine's love for a Russian prince,
and fice
her herself
willingness
sacrifor the tosake
of
her people. Mary wears some
very ing
unusual
costumesandin somber-lookthe picture,
and dresses her hair with a
huge
head. braid wound round her

The picture was filmed under the supervision of Paul
Will It Ever Be Settled?
Kohner,
to whom
Philbin has on
various Miss
occasions
The Charlie Chaplin divorce
been reported engaged. Ivan
case is dragging out interminably, and sympathizers with
Mosjoukine,* the Russian
the comedian predict that he
actor, plays the part of the
will be a poor, and perhaps
also a broken, man when it is
prince. Lloyd's Popularity in
finally over.
Harold
England.
So much publicity has alHarold Lloyd, according to
ready been given to the affair
a recent contest held by a
that it is scarcely necessary to
London newspaper, is the most
go over it, except to state that
Charlie recently filed his crosspopular
lish fans.star among the Engcomplaint, in which, on- variThe Lloyd votes totaled
ous grounds, he asked for the
custody of the two children.
682,962, his nearest competitor being Mary Pickford, who
He stated, that his gross annual income does not exceed
had 64L850. Doug Fairbanks
Photo by Chidnoff
ran third, and Charlie Chaplin,
$162,055.78— those were the
fourth.
Nils Aster is the young Sivedish actor who is playing
exact figures — and ■ that the
Kit Sorrell in "Sorrell and Son," and also, incidentally,
Others among the most poptotal extent of his future inhe's the young man to whom Vivian Duncan has ancome, both in separate and
ular players were Gloria Swannounced her engagement.
son, Tom Mix, Lillian Gish,
communitv property, is approximately $1,250,000. He
Adolphe Menjou, Ronald Colstated his willingness to make a fair settlement on his man, Ramon Novarro, Buster Keaton, Laura La Plante,
Colleen Moore, John Gilbert, Dolores Costello, and
wife, naming the communitv property at $266,932.63.
Norma Shearer. Miss Costello polled nearly 40,000
But Lita asks $1,250,000 of 'him.
more votes than Miss Shearer, which is quite a surprising achievement for a girl who has been on the
Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer."
screen for only about a year and a half. Dolores seems
Reports say that Al Jolson will receive $100,000 for
to grow more and more beautiful.
playing in "The Jazz Singer." Al is one of the highest-paid of the stage comedians, so this price for his
Another Tragic Death.
services in the movies really seems quite in order. John
Hollywood
was
very much grieved over the recent
Barrymore is said to have received as much for "Beau
death, in an automobile accident, of Einar Hansen, the
Brummel," his first starring picture for Warner Brothers several years ago, and Jolson, in his own field, is young Swedish actor who came to this country a year
certainly as great a celebrity, if not a little greater.
or two ago. He was only twenty-eight and was just
beginning to obtain a real foothold in films. He was
"The Jazz Singer" will be a Vitaphone picture, and
is expected to do a lot to make the sound-reproducing
'Known for a while as Ivan Jloskine.
device more popular with the public. Tliere v.ill be
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very well liked as a leading man. He played with
Corinne Griffith in "Into Her Kingdom," and was with
Esther Ralston in "Fashions for Women" not long
Hansen had had a good deal of worry over contracts,
and had formed the habit of taking lone drives in his
car along the seashore late at night. He was found one
morning pinned under his overturned car and, just
before lapsing into unconsciousness, he told the two
garage men who had discovered him that the bright
lights of an approaching car had blinded him as he was
making a turn and he had plunged over an embankment.
His dog, his constant companion, was standing guard
over the overturned automobile when the actor was
found, and it was only with difficulty that he was persuaded to let any one approach his master. He accompanied the rescue party to the hospital and remained
there until Hansen passed away. It was difficult, even
then, to get the animal to leave. The actor's body was
shipped to Sweden, where his father is a prominent
electrical engineer.
Another sad death was that of Robert McKim, for
many years one of the most celebrated of screen villains. He attracted particular attention for his performance in "The Mark of Zorro." Just prior to his
death, he had been touring in vaudeville. He died from
a cerebral hemorrhage.
Charlie Farrell's Accident.
Charles Farrell was slightly injured recently during
the filming of "Bride of the Night." He fell from a
horse, suffering a broken foot. He was laid up in the
hospital and at home for sevei^al weeks. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., spent much time with him during this enforced confinement, as the two are great friends.
Everybody likes Charlie very much. As a result of
his performance in "Seventh Heaven," he is rated
among the foremost of the new juveniles.
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Young Doug Progresses.

Young Doug Fairbanks, Jr., is also doing very w'ell.
We met him at the theater one evening, and he was
elated over being considered for the lead in Corinne
Griffith's picture, "The Garden of Eden."
We hear a lot, too, about young Doug's social proficiency. He is very popular in all sets, and sends gatherings into roars of laughter with his imitations of various famous people.
He is a very ambitious young chap. He had a most
difficult time, however, breaking down barriers when
he first came to Hollywood. Instead of being an advantage to him, the fact that he was the son of one of the
most celebrated stars in films proved a handicap. Holaccount. lywood simply wouldn't take him seriously on his own
Doug, Jr., is becoming more handsome every day,
and has- inherited much of his father's vitality.
Colleen Stands by Her Husband.
The future destiny of Colleen INIoore has been thrown
in doubt by an upheaval at the First National studio,
and the indications are that she will shortly go over
either to United Artists or to Paramount. Colleen has
five more pictures to film under her contract with First
National, but it is possible that these may not be made.
She and her husband, John McCormick, have meantime
gone to Europe for a stay of indefinite length.
The trouble started during the convention of First
National executives and film salesmen. As a result of
certain complications that arose. Colleen's husband resigned his position as production manager. Naturally
Colleen sided with him, and that is why she too may
leavecontract.
First National, if she can secure a release fi'om
her
Pola Negri and Husband.
Out of the hubbub that attended the return to Hollywood of Pola Negri with her new husband. Prince
Serge Mdivani, to whom she was married in France,
emerge the following facts that seem worth chronicling:
First : Pola is unalterably opposed
to her husband's
entering pictures,
because,
she says, "acting makes
: She herself
menSecond
so selfish."
plans to leave the screen
in a year or so — maybe !

1- i
f.rt
What a ticklish position for
a man to be in ! Four pretty
girls
askingshall
for ait ring
now
which
be,— says
James Hall to himself, as he
hesitates between Louise
Brooks, Nancy Phillips, Josephine Dunn and Doris Hill.

Hollywood
brother
Rudolph
wasAlberto
among Guglielmi,
those to greet
Pola of
at the
station A'alentino,
upon her
return.
A Triumph for Brunettes.
The Christie Comedy. studios cite the fact that they
have six brunettes under contract, and only three
blondes, to prove that blondes are not preferred at the
present time in the fun films. The brunettes include
Vera Steadman, Caryl Lincoln, Ann Christy. Doris
Dawson, and Jane Manners. The last two were signed
up just recently. Gail Lloyd and Frances Lee are two
of the blondes. The third is Evelyn Egan.
There are a number of young girls being signed up
for comedies, as more two-reelers are to be made next
season than usual. The Christie studios are supplying
a program of short-reelers for Paramount, and Hal
Roach is furnishing short comedies for ]\Ietro-GoldwynMayer.
So after a period of neglect, short comedies are evidently coming to the fore again.
Youth's Day is Here.
Youth is certainly having its da}' in pictures — more
so than ever. The Fox company has a number of
young players on its roster, and has only recently added
Lois ]\Ioran.
Producers Distributing is going to try out two young
newcomers soon in a big sea picture, "The Wreck of
the Hesperus,"' based on the famous Longfellow poem.
The two voung people who vvill be featured are Virginia
Bradford' and Frank Marion.
An Archduke in Hollywood.
Hollywood just must have its royalty. The latest arrival is the Archduke Leopold of Austria. He would
have been one of the direct heirs to the throne, had it
not been for the upheavals that have taken place in his
native country. The archduke may take part in a picture. Erich von Stroheim
has been considering him
for a film built around the
Emperor jMaximilian.
A few years ago, one
could go scarcely anywhere in the film colony
without meeting a duke or
an earl or a duchess, but
to-day the nobility in Hollywood is scarcer. One
reason is that a number
of the early arrivals turned
out to be doubtful, if not
actually bogus.
Doug Gets Cut Up.
Douglas Fairbanks took
his medicine early in the
filming
of "The
Gaucho."
He received
a saber
cut in
the leg while engaged in
a melee in one of the
scenes of this new production.
Doug was fighting a
Take your pick, girls — here are
the five bachelors of the Fox lot,
open to anv offers. Left to risht,
Clifford Holland, Charles Farrell, George O'Brien, Barry
Norton and Richard Walling
line up for your inspection.
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duel with a soldier, using his new weapon, the bolas —
a South American lariat. In the encounter he knocked
the soldier's sword out of his hand, and the weapon hit
the floor and rebounded. Doug v.-as caught in the leg
by the point of the saber, and sustained a slight flesh
wound. This did not retard the making of the picture,
however, for Doug went back to the set as soon as his
leg was dressed.
There will be two feminine leads in the film. One
is a very spiritual type and is portrayed b}' Eve wSouthern. The other, something of a siren, is done by Lupe
Velez, a newcomer from ]\Iexico.
Mary Pickford in the 5-and-lO.
Xot long ago, we saw ]Mary Pickford at the studio
carrying a huge armful of pots and pans on a set that
represented a 5-and-lO-cent store. She was filming
"■\Iv Best Girl." which, from all indications, will be
truly
"Little ItAnnie
and
should Pickfordian,
therefore belike
popular.
will Rooney,"
be filled with
plenty of good old hokum comedy.
For "]Mv Best Girl,"' Mary clerked for half a day in
a real 5-and-lO-cent store, just to get into the atmosphere. She managed, somehow, to keep her identity
fairly secret.
All the World's a Film Stage.
Don't be astonished if a movie company suddenly
wanders into your town and takes up quarters there.
It is getting to be the fashion to go away on distant
locations. "Wings"' and "The Rough Riders'" were
made chiefly in Texas. Film troupes have traveled all
over Arizona, L'tah, Oregon, and other W'estern sections.
Recently, F. B. O. had a compan}- in the northern
part of Indiana filming one of Gene Stratton-Porter's
novels, "The Harvester." The location was the farm
on which ]\Irs. Porter made her home for eleven years
of her lifetime. In the cast of the picture are Orville
Caldwell, Natalie Kingston, Will R. V^alling, and
It should be mentioned,
Jay
Hunt.
in connection
with ^Irs.
Porter, that the film versions of her "The Girl of
the Limberlost" and "The
Keeperamong
of thetheBees"
are
rated
greatest
screen moneym.akers.
Yet Another Free Lance.
Carmel I\Iyers is out on
her own — free lancing.
Her contract with ]\IetroGoldwyn expired some
time ago, and Carmel is
hopeful of securing better
parts now that she has
left that company. She
was ver}' popular when
she originally signed with
them, breaking
but thingsso haven't
been
nicely
for her lately.
Carmel is in the cast of
"Sorrell and Son." Others
in this feature, which
Herbert Brenon is making
for Lnited Artists on a
pretentious scale, are H.
Continued on page 111

Smilin'
Through
with
Monty
Banks
Since Monty came
to this country from Italy,
he has been battered
about in slapstick
comedies until it's a wonder there's anything left of him, but he has never lost his happy smile
and is now at last realizing his dream of producing feature-length comedies of his own.
By Katherine Lipke

times the villain
THREE
knocked the short, roundfaced fellow^ from the top
of the steamer to the deck below. A canvas, stretched out
for that purpose, made him
bounce back twice, only to be
hit again. At last, like the man
who went under water three
times and came up twice, he sank
weakly to rest on the lower deck,
bruised and beaten. Lying with
his hands coyly snuggled under
his head, he murmured softly,
"Armand, I amle dying," intioann. excellent Camil impersona
Just Monty Banks, enjoying
his chosen work of a screen comedian— Mont}^ who never lets
anything dampen his spirits or
down his enthusiasm, who has
for years been dreaming of the
time when he would be able to
produce his own feature-length
comedies, and who has at last
realized that dream.
When the Italian comedian

was taken. The comedian kept
shouting to the man on the top
deck to hit him harder.
"W^hat's the matter with you

"Didn'
)-elled?. Are
up there?
yout
have "anyhedinner
you
weak or something? Hit me —
don't pet me ! This is a fight,
a love isfeast."
notThere
something indomitable about Monty. He is always laughing, but it is never
careless, placid laughter. It is,
instead, the working of an incessant d}'namo which chooses
to express its power in cheerfulness and smiling persi-stence
rather vious
than
in dominating, obstrength.
His real name is Mario Bianchi. The son of a musical
family in Italy, he decided,
after the war, to come to this
country. He spoke several languages, but English was not
one
them. HisThere
moneywaswasn't
too of
abundant.
just

was given Harold Lloyd's place
enough
to buyUnfortunately,
a one-wa)' ticket
on the Pathe roster, following
to America.
he
the latter's affiliation with Paraneglected
to state
Amer-to
mount, he was at last able to
ica he wanted,
andwhich
was sent
branch out from two-reel comeSouth America. The trip from
dies and develop his fun ideas
there to New York was spent
into longer productions. Four
in the ship's
galley peeling thoupictures have been made by him
sands of potatoes.
In New York he changed his
since then — "Attaboy," "Play
name to ]\Ionty Banks, taken
Safe," "Horse Shoes," and "A
Perfect Gentleman." It was
from the French word montebank. He danced for a time in
while he was making the lastnamed production that I sat by
a small cafe in the Bowery.
and watched him let himself be
But at the first opportunity, he
battered for the sake of a few
came West, determined to get
laughs.
into pictures.
A bit uncertain of his EngPart of the story of "A Perfect Gentleman" concerns itself
lish, terrifically eager to sucwith Monty aboard a steamer
ceed, willing to do anything
bound for South America. He
asked of him, he was great
has in his possession an overgame for directors and prosized wallet which, unfortuducers. In one picture, he was
nately, belongs to some one else.
called upon to play something
An assortment of villains are on
like seventeen parts. There
his trail.
was just one other character in
Monty worked three days and
the film.
Among Monty's first feature-length comedies was
three nights making that seFor a while, he was a stunt
"Play
Safe,"
in
which
he
did
anything
but
that,
as
quence. On the first afternoon,
can be seen from this picture with Virginia Lee man. In one picture, a boy and
he climbed aboard the steamer by
girl went buggy riding, so much
Corbin.
in love with each other that
clinging to a hawser. Even the
camera man turned sick as Monty swung across the
they didn't notice where the horse was taking them.
restless ocean hanging to the rope. He hit the side of
Horse and buggy were to go over a cliff, with the occuthe boat with a thud and then proceeded to climb up
pants jumping out at the last moment. But Monty was
the rope until he reached the deck.
the horse, and no one thought to tell him about the
That was on the first day. In the evening, the aforetrip over the clifif !
Continued on page 110
mentioned fight was staged. Over and over, the scene

Yoa have often seta Monty Battks oa the screen, but little has
been printed about the Italian comedian. The story on the
opposite page reveals the high lights of his unusual life.
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Frocks

and

Frills

Billie Dove, left, in
"Tbe Stofcn Bride,"
displays an afternoon
coat of primrose
faroaddoth, suuiyluously trimmed witb
twin beaver.

Mona Palma, left, is
the ideal type to wear
this smart two-piece
sport frock of slategray crape, with its
colorful,bloase.
hand-painted
Josephine Dunn, left, wears an
expensively simple dress and
cape of artidioke satin, topped
by a high-standing collar of
mahogany-colored fox.

Dorothy Mackaill, her rebellion against uncongenial roles now
prettily sdbdoed, Iras paired oS with Jack Mulhall once more, to
play in "Smile, Brother, Smile," and, later, in "Lady, Be Good."

Ever since Arlette Alarchal paid her recent visit to her native
France, she has been reconciled to that strapge Hollywood. You
will next see her in "Hula," with Clara Bow.
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The

Those who like plot, and
plenty of it, shcmM not miss
""The Magic Flame," for in
that fihn they will find complications galore, and enough
romance for several pictures.

Magic

Flame

of

Love

Ronald Colman plays a
triple role — one of his characterizaticms being that of
a deep-dyed
^while
Vilma
Banky villain
is a —trapeze
performer in a circus.

Vtrginia Lee Corbio, who ooce i^yed m
aad Ac Beanstalk," bas grown up enough to frolic with the sophiisticates in
"The Private Life of Helen of Troy."
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Laugh

Writers of humorous subtitles rival the stars in importance these
days.
This article explains how they produce laughter to order.
Margaret Reid

THIS will introduce to you the unsung comedians of the screen —
men who have handed you as
many laughs as Chaplin, as Llo3"d, as
Keaton. You never think of them,
these unseen funmakers, the men who
write the witty subtitles. In that brief
moment, at the beginning of the .pic-/
ture. when their names are flashed ori
the screen, you are settling down in
comfortable anticipation of the star's
first close-up, and are quite oblivious, to
the preliminary "Photography by,"
'Titles by," and so forth. But they
should worry their bright heads about
}"0ur indifference, their weekly pay envelopes being what they are ! \\'hat
price a little glory when the bacon you
bring home is Grade A !
We are chiefl}- concerned in this lesson with the methods of title writers — just how they go about making a
dull picture funny, and a funny picture funnier. These
men vary in their technique, according to their various
temperaments and tastes. But the science is ahvays the
same. Those who are most proficient in the science are
the big-leaguers — men like Joe Farnham, Ralph Spence,
George ]\Iarion, Jr., IMalcolm Stuart Boylan, and Gene
Towne. And the bedrock foundation of their work is
legitimate langJis. They've got to get the laughs, but
they've got to get them lawfully.
Gene Towne, First National's wise-cracking demon,
works frankly for what he terms "belly laughs" — the
deep, spontaneous guffaws resulting from broad subtitles inserted in broad action. But these titles must be
inserted in exacth- the right places. Not immediately
after the comedian v.'inks, or the comedienne turns, but
immediately before.
The business of placing titles, according to Mr.
Towne. is almost as important as writing them. The

Any title writer
will tell you that
laughs are elusive as butterflies.

For the average
picture, one thousand
subtitles are written,
but only about one
hundred and fifty are
used.

Illustrations by Lui Trugo
point of a clever title can be
utterly lost if it is placed
just a moment too soon, or
too late, in the action on
the screen. Again, the right
people must be given the
right titles to speak. The
characters who have been
established as comic are

given the wise-cracks. But
it's wrong to tack funny
titles onto straight or pathetic characters. In such
a case, the title writer is
working illegitimately —
cheating for a laugh, which
he generally fails to get,
an}way.
Another device frowned upon by the best title writers
is the use of slightly off-color titles in the wrong place.
This type . of humor requires delicate handling. A
faintly risque title will draw a big laugh if it drops logically and casually into a scene. For example, in a
recent picture. Gene Towne inserted the subtitle. "He's
writing a book on birth control for the Pullman company." Because it dovetailed neatly into the scene, it
brought a gale of laughter when flashed on the screen.
"But," emphasizes Towne, "if there hadn't been a
reasonable call for it in the scene, it would only have
been
wouldis have
fallen
Thissmutty,
sort ofandhumor
happily
beingflat."
discouraged. In
a recent review of a current production, a New York
critic said, in effect, "What chances this picture had are
ruined persistently by a set of vulgar, irritating titles.
Every one is a cheap wise-crack, based on suggestiveness. The audience finishes in nausea."
Gene Towne's forte is the smart repartee of slightly
hard-boiled characters, as in "Just Another Blonde."
Jack ^lulhall -and Doroth}- IVIackaill
sitting
on a parkat
bench
— Dorothy
one end and Jack,
shyly, at the other.
Buster
Collier, in
Jack's
pal, stands
the
background,
impatient for a clinch.
His title reads, "He
thinks she's a fireplug— he's parked
ten feet from her."
Later, Jack, gathering courage and
nerve, pulls a heavy
line. Whereat Busme of"He
Sitting
ter minds
says,
reBull, only he outsits
andEdward
outbullsSutherhim."
Continued on page 106
land, Paramount's
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What's
In
More than you'd suspect, as any movie star will tell
just how they use their eyebrows for expressing
By Dorothy
registering, then turned and said,
"Say, I'd be in an awful fix withthem, wouldn't
I?"
Heout stood
there making
faces
at himself in the glass. He said
successively, through the use of
his brows, "You shouldn't treat
me that way !" "What ! She
has on!"
eloped with
m)^ i"ival
?" about,
"Aw,
go
"What's
it all

Photo by Richee
With the mere lift of an eyebrow, Pola Negri
.
speaks volumes.
Bv making an upward twist in his right eyebrow in "■The Merry Widow," Roy d'Arcy
emphasized the fiendish as well as the foppish
side of the Crown Pr\nce.

THIS story may be exposing some secrets.
Maybe not. Perhaps others have already
told the things I mean to tell. But I know
my tale will offer some suggestions to young
people interested in cinematic art. It's about
some of the subtle artifices used in screen pantomine.
Charlie Chaplin won his wa}^ to world fame
through the use of a derby hat, a trick cane,
baggy trousers, and enormous shoes — coupled
with an abilit}' to act. Harold Lloyd changed
the whole course of his career with a pair of
honi-rimmed glasses. Adolphe Menjou elevated
the role of the sophisticated villain to stellar
Harry brows
Langdon
's eyeare probably
as
heights when he learned the value of slightly
expressive as any on
lifting an eyebrow. Mae Murray discovered the
the screen. Read for
photographic possibilities of the "bee-stung" lip, yourself what they are
and Greta Garbo the value of eyes that narrow
saying in the two
into little slits.
above and in
But nearly every blessed player has capitalized photos
the two onsite page.
the oppothe eyebrow. Run over in your mind the outstanding characterizations of some of the celebrated stars — recall their mannerisms and their facial expressions.
Do you not suddenly realize that Menjou and Chaplin and Harry
Langdon and Greta Garbo and Roy d'Arc)' and many others have
made their greatest impression on you through the very clever use of
their eyebrows?
Recently, during my rambles through the studios, I have talked to
a number of players on the subject and, without a single exception,
they have all declared that .the eyebrows really do more toward registering thoughts and emotions than almost any other feature of the
face.
After a most interesting half hour of watching Harry Langdon at
work, I was convinced that he, as much as any
It's time to keep vour
one else in pictures, resorts to eyebroAving to express various emotions. When I mentioned this distance when Mae
to him, he seemed surprised for a moment, then
Murray's ey eb row
assumes this cold and
exclaimed, "Why, I believe you're right!"
aloof expression.
He rushed over to a mirror, did a little private

That slow, wistful, surprised
look of his, with the eyebrows
arched, has
become famous. It
anyhow ?"
has donetablishmoi'e,
perhaps,
eshim in films
thanto any
other single accomplishment. A
trick
of the trade, but priceless
in value.
I watched Mabel Normand
working in a comedy at the Hal
Roach studio. She was plac ing

an

Eyebrow?

you. And a number of them do tell you in this story
all sorts of thoughts and emotions on the screen.
Wooldridge
the role of a girl in a public
dance hall who dances with any
one for a nickel and gives half
of her earnings to the house.
"As a matter of fact," said
Mabel, "if you can't act anyway, neither prolific use of the
eyebrows nor of any other feature can make an actress of you.
But eyebrows are certainly very
important. I use them much
more than I realize. Many emotions can be registered, or at least
assisted, by their manipulation.
Incredulity, horror, deep thought,
doubt, astonishment, and many
other feelings can be portrayed
with the brows. An actor rarely
realizes just how much he does
use them."
Adolphe Menjou frankl\- admitted that the lifting of hi's left

Photo by Ruth Havriet Louiae
Greta Garbo makes profit from the fact tliat
one of her slim eyebrows is slightly higher
than the other.
Billy Dooley 's arched broivs are famous.
eyebrowa trifle
was part
of his
in trade."
He
waxed
facetious
in "stock
discussing
it.
"Along with flapping the ears and curling the
nose — the latter as an indication of scorn," he
said, "lifting the eyebrow is a most important
piece of business. I probably should have been
a total loss on the screen if I had been bereft of
my eyebrow. After all, it can tell more in a
second than whole minutes of acting and volumes
Beery advanced the idea that one can
of Noah
subtitles."
listen better with the eyebrows than with the ears.
"Ears are so stoical !" he said.
Pola Negri looked quizzically at me when asked about e^-ebrov.-s.
"Do you weesh to see?" she asked.
She looked me frankly in the eye. An orchestra was pla}"ing at
one side. Carpenters and electricians and painters were at work on
the set. Pola slightly raised one eyebrow and glanced at me, sidewa_\-s and slant-eyed. The look said, mutely, "Must I subject myself
to an interview?"
But the next moment, the eyebrow dropped a trifle, and her expression softened to, "Well, well, well — let's go over in the corner
and we'll talk about this eyebrow business." And presently, the
great Pola was confiding things to me. "Movement of my lips," she
said, "would amount to less if I did not at the same time move my
eyebrows to conform with my mood. I learned that in Russia."
Greta Garbo, when I sought her out, told me a little secret.
"Did you know," she said, "that no two eyebrows are exactly alike?
My left eyebrow is slightly higher than my right but, although this
could be changed with make-up, I have no desire to change it, because itlooks more natural for them to be different. And anything
that is natural is good. The less thought a player of straight roles
devotes to facial tricks, the better. This does not apply, of course,
But when Mae's
pretty brow curves
into an alluring
line like this, then
all is well.

to the character man or woman."
Billy Dooley, Christie comedian, has a habit
of arching his eyebrows to resemble something
like the supports of a bridge.
"It isn't possible," he said, "to act without
using the eyebrows." [Continued on page 107]
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This scene from a typical Japanese film slioivs the domination of the "Honorable
Grandmother," who rules most homes.

When
Japan
Goes
th,e tiklnin-g of
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Mo*na Gardner, well-known to readers of "Picture Play,"
trill ofte,a and
reed oo
interesting description of the quaint ceremony of
flu
bamb
of the native stars in
s
n
i
e
vE
neR
and the uE
B\' Mona
of Ha drum,
beat T
n
sio
asindas proocwens he
t
d
w
w
narro lane of
hammocks on the women's backs ; outer kimonos are
ese
shed and folded into a neat pile.
tvihlelageJ.apan
From one side of the big interior comes the clatter
of porcelain as the evening meal is prepared, for it is
Like figures
now but four o'clock and the program will not end until
from a iNIaxfield Parrish
ten thirt}'. Up in front the interpreter takes his place,
the lights are darkened, and the flickering shadows begin.
painting are the
This is the t3-pical theater day of the average rural
men, in their
community in Japan. Pictures come only two or three
vividly colored
times a month,
Enji Sato, idol of the younger generation
brocades, with
and when they
of Japanese.
their formal
do,- it is a gala
headdresses
event for the
jingling with metal ornaments, and their ceremonial
whole township.
skirts billowing stiffly about them.
During the rest
Troupes of children on clattering clogs join in beof the month, the
liind ; dainty little kimonoed women, with beady-eyed
theater is used by
babies strapped on their backs, throng from the paperlatticed houses and also join the clacking serpentine.
traveling magicians, for town
Onward the procession winds along the sun-flecked
road lined with, bazaars ; ox carts move to one side ;
meetings, and
for
wrestling
rickshas pause to let it pass.
matches.
At last, it stops before a high, cavernous, barnlike
Of course, in
structure — the movie theater — blanketed in fluttering
banners of brilliant cottons. Hundreds of these there
the larger towns,
are, each splotched with black letters a foot or two
movies are being shown every
deep. There is a bustle and stir about the ticket taker's
lacquered wicket, and about the doors, as each man in
of
the
the procession slips out of his clogs and into straw
day, and biggest
in each
sandals paired in long ranks inside the door.
Sakuko Yayagi
Into the interior the people sedately file, and just as
sedately select their seats on the" cushions scattered
about the' floor. Babies are loosened from their silken

plays
sirens
with
enormous
success.
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On the set at the Shochiku studio— from left to right, Fnj'.no, the director; Yoshino,
Japan's Adolphe Menjoii; iMona Gardner and Yakumo, a dainty Itcartbreaker.
to

the

Movies

is now in Tokyo, and has written this most colorful
movie-going in Japan, with the impressions she formed
her visits to the studios.
Gardner
cities, there is a section known as Theater Street, a street
several blocks long, lined on both sides with nothing but
theaters— for movies, classical drama, and marionettes.
Here the foreign films vie for popularity with the Japanese-made pictures. Into the country districts, however,
foreign films seldom go, because the small-town exhibitors cannot afford to pay the price demanded for them.
As for favoritism, it has reached a high pitch among
the Japanese
fans, just as it
has in the United
States. The
films of Douglas
Fairbanks, f o r
instance, are repeatedly reissued. It is not
unusual for three
or four of his
pictures, ranging
from very old
ones to his latest,
to be shown at
the same time in
Tokyo. His particular type of
athletics has
Yoshiko Okada, in
what her countrymen consider a daring costume.

strongly caught
the fancy of the
Harold Lloyd
Japanese.
is another of
their idols. In
fact, his smiling
countenance,
with the
verbial proglasses,
is so very well
known that one
doesn't w ear
"horn- rimmed"
glasses in Japan, one wears
"Royd grasse,"
w li i c hlated m transcans
"Lloyd glass."

Komei Minanii, a juvenile noted for his
European clothes.

Rigid censorship of all foreign films is
maintained. Those who hurl invectives at the censors
in America would probably collapse at the sight of the
cutting-room floor, in a Japanese censor's office. j\Ianners and customs that we Americans take for granted
are looked upon with disfavor bv the Japanese, who
consider them disgusting and sure to corrupt their
young.
Any love scene in which there is an embrace or a kiss
is instantly deleted. Such demonstrations are thought
by the Japanese to be in extremely bad taste. And for
the sake of what thev call the artistic, they invariably
slash ofi:'However,
the happy forendings
so dear
the accept
American
public.
the most
part, tothey
our
films gladly,
and
laugh
off
many
things
as
just
eccentricities of the Americans.
Lentil quite recently, men played all the female parts
on the legitimate stage in Japan, and. for some time
this was also true of the screen. But now women have
Continued on page 107
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It

Pays

to

Be

a

Cat

Particularly if your missus is a movie actress — because then,
oh, my goodness! what a lot of attention you get, and what a
lot of camera men come round wanting to take pictures of you!

Coleman'
Majely black
Persiasn,
gloss
right, is quite aware
that he's the cat's
all
meow,s so - gives
comer the glassy eye.

Phyllis Haver's pedigreed cats are far famed, and
with reason, for could there be a more beautiful
pussy than the one shown above?

Louise Fazenda's little pet, left, is
just plain cat, and like all self-respecting, red-blooded cats, has evidently been getting into mischief.
But he should worrj- — he knows
that Louise won't do more than
shake a finger at him.

handsome
Maltese
. ^.
Reynolds'
recently presented
her with a whole
Maltes
'Iv
of
Priscilla Bonner's aristocratic pussy cat, above, is
her pride and joy, besides being so nice and
soft to cuddle and pet.

■
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Secrets
Star

of a Movie

s Married

Life

Esther Ralston, still blissfully happy
after two years of marriage, reveals
some of the reasons why she and
George Webb still adore each other.
By Myrtle Gebhart

a man older than yourself,
MARRY
defer to his decisions, and let
you." rubrics of Esther
These him
are baby
the simple
Ralston, otherwise Airs. George Webb,
bride of two years ago, yet still in the
blissful, ecstatic stage.
_ "People say that I am set on a lace
cushion and served bonbons," she continued. "And that is as it should be."
The golden bob tossed, and the lips of
rose pursed knowingly, and I gathered
right away that Esther Ralston had cultivated down to a fine point the art of
training a husband.
At the door to her set, on a rainy,
wind-swept afternoon, she awaited me —
a blinding, dazzling vision of beauty.
Hair that rippled and sparkled, eyes very
wide and very blue — a radiant being,
there in the gloom. An ermine coat was
wrapped round her; pearls looped her
throat, encircled her arms, were laced
into a tiara on her shining hair.
I was awed by this vision of glory —
until we plunged through the rain into a
decrepit, one-lung flivver that was to
bounce us over the studio lot to the cafe.
"Isn't it elegant, a queen climbing into
aa- Esther insists that sJie never would have amounted to anything on the screen
a flivver?" she giggled, as she tripped on
if it liadn't been for her husband's inspiring influence over her.
her train.
And the regal beauty receded into the mist, and a right jolly girl repl aced her. strung, and George is like the Rock of Gibraltar — silent,
immovable, a wall against which I can beat out m}as "At
we the
sat studio
at ourI am Esther Ralston, star," she said,
His
are
pettyshoulders
anno}'ances.
cozy
luncheon.
comfortable to
husband
does "My
not
intrude on the set,
weep on. He
but he sees to it that
with
me, or. gently
I am surrounded by
soothes
rebukes me,
me. agrees'
all to which star"But the modom entitles me. He
ment dinner ends,
is a zealous guardI . become Mrs.
ian of my career.
"In the evening,
George Webb. No
more reference to
at dinner, I am
privileged to talk of
erated.
my work, to crv, to
my career
is George
tolcomplain, to have
has laid down that
hysterics, if I feel
rule, and it is an
ironclad one. He
that way. I am
lounges in a huge
nervous and higharmchair and I
crawl into his lap
George Webb, ten years
older than his beautiful
and we
the
triptalkwe"about
are
girl- wife, showers her
to "You
take some
see. day.
I am
with gifts, and gave
lier a new car on their
not so foolish as
wedding anniversary.
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Secrets of a Movie
to think that my popularity on the screen will last more
than three or four years. And when I see it waning,
1 shall quit. I've seen too many actresses pathetically
tr} ing to bridge the gap between stardom and character
roles. It's tragic, the way they cling to the youth that
is slipping away. People can talk all they want about
ability, but it's looks and personality that make movie
stars. When I have reached the peak and start to go
down, I hope I shall have the courage to quit.
"It's then that George and I mean to buy a yacht,
cruise lazily around the world for a year, then come
We have ever}-thing planned
home and settle down.
for that trip. Every evening
we go over our map, and it
grows more enthralling every
time.
"Of course, George and I
liave our little quarrels — all
couples do — but we alwa}'s
make up in a hurry. Once,
though, we sat up almost all
night quarreling. I Avanted to
join a club, but George objected on the ground that I
could not go out in the evening and still give my best to
my work without injuring my
health. Finally, he made me
see the wisdom of his view.
So a play with him on Saturday evening, drives and the
beach and calling on friends
on Sunday, and a few parties
between picttn-es are the extent of my social activities.
George imagines I'm a kind of
angel and thinks I might be
coarsened by jazz and late
hours !

Star's Married Life
directors, has blossomed at times into effective emotional work. This, coupled with her beauty, has lifted
her to a high place on the Paramount box-office list.
"I do so love my work," she said, "and isn't it marvelous, what Paramount is doing for me now? I'm the
most surprised of all, for I never dreamed I had anything in me. All the credit is due to George. He
brought out in me whatever I have now."
"Nonsense !" I remarked. "You made 'Peter Pan'
before you were married, and your Mrs. Darling was
"But not before I had met George," she insisted.
delightful."
"We knew each other for two
years before our marriage. It
was he who rescued me from
Universal, where I had been
smiling vacuously for a couple
of years in obscure Westerns.
I can see his influence in
everything that has happened
up. What
the
to Imegave
use
of since."
wasting
breathwastrying
to persuade this young beauty
that Mr. George Webb, despite his many sterling qualities, was not a demigod?
"Oh, I know," she said.
"Every one laughs at me.
'You spoil that man,' they say.
To me, he is a little tin god.
Besides" — the golden head
nodded with a decisive canniness — "that's the way to keep
a man
happy
— feed
ceit a tiny
bit.
Men his
are conjust
like small boys. ]\Iake them
think they are kings, and they

willGeorge
give youWebb
their realms."
showers
"Really, though, I'm far
Esther with lovely clothes,
from being an angel. Don't
let the golden hair mislead you.
jewels, and other gifts. A
diamond bracelet for her
Shall I Avhisper a secret? I'm
crazy to smoke cigarettes !
birthday — a new car on their
No, he didn't actually forbid
me to do it— he's much too
wedding anniversary. "Booclever for that. Oh, the brains
bop," atiful,"contraction
of "Beauishis nickname
for his
that man has ! They awe me
golden
girl.
sometimes. He merely pushed
"The disparity between our
the cigarettes across the table
ages
— over ten years — frightto me, once when I insisted
ened me a little at first," Esther
on having one, and said, ever
said. "George was so stei^n, I
so foolish. He was so much
so gently, 'Smoke if you wish,
but if you do, the little shrine
wiser than I— so much more
in my heart where I set you
experienced. And when he
apart from other women will
told me about other women he
had known, it used to hurt,
be damaged a bit.' How could
I, after that?
but then I began to be rather
"Boo-boo," short for '"Beautiful," is George Webb's
"There's a tip to any man.
proud that / had captured
nickname for his ivife. She appeared in this bridal
him. Besides, I reasoned,
If he wants to keep his sweetheart from doing something,
costume in "Children of Divorce."
everyciedman
havebefore
a fanlie should just hint that his
romancemust
or two
he
ideal of her will be tarnished
Women adore beinj
meets the girl he marries. And they gave me pointers,
idealized, and will exert marvelous self-control to avoid
those other women. My jealousy of them was replaced
by a grudging gratitude, when George used to tell me
shattering the halos with which men adorn them."
their faults. Of one he said, 'She never knew when to
Miss Ralston recently appeared in "Children of Divorce," which revealed her exquisitely delicate beauty
stop talking.' Ah-ha, thought I, I shall. So now, when
in gorgeous array.
he savs, with that positive firmness of his, that he
There is in her a subtle mingling of the practical with
doesn't want me to do something, I answer meekly,
an elusive charm. A quivering vitality pulses gently
'All right, dear,' and usually he relents. Argument
rmder the outward tranquillitv of her. She has within
never got ajiy woman anything.
Continued on page 108
her such feeling as, under the touch of understanding
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BOUNDLESSLY deep is the quality of
Camel. Its cool, smooth smoke is as
tasty and fragrant, as restful and friendly
as an ocean plunge. Modern smokers,
educated by experience to the quality of
tobaccos, have made Camel their favorite. In worktime and playtime. Camel is
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blending has its part in making Camel
the finished masterpiece of cigarettes. In
creating Camels no cost or care is too
great to make them the fittest and finest,
regardless of price.
If you don't yet know Camels, you
are invited to complete taste satisfaction.
Camel is the smoking friend that will
never fail you. It's first in this modern,
particular age.
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THE BIG PARADE
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STARTING WITH SEPTEMBER
Your leading theatre will show these pictures:
3 LON CHANEYS 1 RAMON NOVARRO 4 WILLIAM HAINES
,6 TIM McCOYS
2 JOHN GILBERTS.
3 MARION DAVIES
1 LILLIAN GISH
3 NORMA SHEARERS 2 JACKIE COOGANS
2 GRETA GARBOS 5 COSMOPOLITANS
and MORE, MORE.
3 KARL DANE -GEORGE K. ARTHUR 3 AILEEN PRINGLE-LEW CODY
AND GREAT SPECIALS— INCLUDING:
"The Crowd"
"The Cossacks"
"The Garden of Allah"
(King VIdor)
(John Gilbert)
(Rex Ingram)
"Rose-Marie"
"Mile, from Armentieres"
Napoleon" "Body and Soul'
BEN
ky" including
M. G."I"M. Olfl
JuniorKentuc
Features,
THE \ Also
M. G. M. News, Hal Roach Comedies
HUR
M. G. M. Great Events (in Technicolor)
and M. G. M. Oddities
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Some of the youngest members of the
movie colony pose for the photographer.

Does Lloyd Hughes, above,
think his son Donald is the
greatest thing on earth? Well,
just ask him, or better still,
just take one look into his
eyes.
Above, 'Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., blissfully unaware
of even the existence of such a thing as a camera, sleeps peacefully in the arms of his mother,
while Aunt Constance Howard peeps over his
head.
Right, 'Clive Brook, Jr., looks benignly down
on the world from his perch on his proud
father's arm.
Below, the two Chaplin babies, Sydney Earle
and Charlie, Jr., strenuously
object to 'being thrust into the
spotlight.

Below,
baby
daughter, Monte
BarbaraBlue's
Ann, helps
mother cut her second birthday cake, but she doesn't look
a hit tpleased over
vancing years. 'her .ad-
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Film
Continued from page 68

Steps. Only he would have no eyes
for its prismatic splendor. Destitute,
alone, he would be swallowed by the
immensity of the grim desert.
Then, very rudely, the dolesome
picture was shattered as the blanket
was jerked from his cot, and some
one prodded him unceremoniously in
the ribs, bellowing in his ear.
"Get up! DuVal wants you on
the set in ten minutes ! We've been
shooting for half an hour!"
The some one, Oscar at length discerned, blinking his sleep-drugged
eyes,- was Carter. He scrambled to
his feet and reached automatically
for his clothes.
"Didn't you know we were startle at eight instead of nine?" Carter
^ped. "Come on now. Watt! Step
lively ! Here, don't put on those
duds — I've brought your wardrobe."
Still in a daze and only half awake,
Oscar climbed into the hated chaps
and flannel shirt, drew on the boots
with their jingling spurs, fumbled
with the heavy belt. Carter assisted
him, urging him to make haste.
"Come on!" Carter clapped the
ten-quart hat on Oscar's head,
seized his arm, and fairly dragged
him from one tent into, another.
"You can grab a cup of coffee on
the run. Hey, Rodney !"
The make-up man appeared with
his kit. Oscar slumped into a chair
and dumbly suffered the grease to
be applied.
"What's the matter?" Rodney
queried, while his fingers worked
swiftly. "Out late again last night?
You sure look it. Better lay off that
desert hooch. It'll knock you
cuckoo."
But Oscar, only vaguely conscious
of what was said, did not have the
power to resent the insult, to clear
himself of unjust suspicion. More
pertinent thoughts gripped him. Bit
by bit the dread truth dawned on
him, left him numb, stricken.
After all those wakeful, wretched
hours of the night, he must have
fallen asleep. Dawn had come and
passed ; already the new day was
hours old. To attempt to escape now
was impossible, for Carter was beside him, alert, watchful, almost as
though he suspected some bit of
treachery on the part of the actor.
"You'll catch the devil from the
chief if you don't shake a leg," Carter warned, with another glance at
his watch. "And I'll suffer too. Better get over to the set now. You can
grab off something to eat between
shots."
And as the assistant director
talked, he steered the benumbed Mr.
Watt out of the tent and along the
sunlit street toward the cameras.

Struck

Only once en route did Oscar falter, hold back. "I — I'm feeling
mighty sick," he confessed despairingly. "Guess if I laid down a little

when duty finally called the star to
the set. How much longer would
this, could this last, he wondered.
"You act as though you expect
Mr. Lavender to rend you limb from

"Quit your
kidding!" the other cut
him
short." "An actor has no busiwhile
ness being sick. Step along now!"
And Oscar stepped. There was
nothing else for him to do ; he tried
to be brave, stoic, like a righteous
man on his way to face a firing

limb, Oscar," Penny scolded, a moment later, having witnessed the
meeting between the two men.
"Don't be afraid of him. He won't

"A neat bit of work, Mr. Watt,"
he declared. "You seem to possess
the gift, the naturalness so greatly
admired and desired in the realm of
pictures. I assure you DuVal has
not been mistaken. And how are

But even as he moved toward the
nearest car, selecting one whose
owner looked mild, disaster overtook Oscar. A disreputable-looking
flivver drove up, and Amos Hortle
stepped blithely out.
At sightandof ferocious
the man, thoughts
Oscar's blood
seethed,
took

Oscar smiled glumly and produced
a weak laugh. Little did Penny
know ! Enough evidence to put him
squad.
"Ah, here you are, Mr. Watt!" It "away for a few years!" Those had
been Lester's
was
voice
that wonder
he feltvery
a bitwords.
timid inSmall
the
reachedDuVal's
him, andpleasant
it was the
director
bite."presence !
man's
himself whom he saw standing beThe morning passed, with Oscar
fore him. "Prompt as usual, I see.
I feel I can always depend upon you.
playing hide-and-seek with the handPromptness, Mr. Watt, is the cardisome, but none-the-less-menacing,
nal rule of filmdom. I wish the film celebrity.
The noon recess was
a welcome sedative for the ragged
others would follow )-our example."
As the director turned away. Car- nerves of Mr. Watt. He hoped he
ter looked askance at Oscar and had been "killed" for the day, but
no word to that effect came to him
murmured, "Apple sauce !"
DuVal now began graphically to from the powers.
He ate alone, avoiding even the
sketch the business for the prospective scene, and somehow or other company of Penny, finished his meal
— heaven knows how !— Oscar heard hurriedly and slipped from the noisy
what he said and remembered it, tent. The usual number of jitneys
though his mind was in a turmoil were now on hand. Any one of them
and
cal. his actions were purely mechani- could carry him out of the danger
zone, but his make-up and costume
The rehearsal went off briskly. handicapped him. And it would be
Then the scene was shot. A bit of inadvisable to be seen removing them
business which Oscar but dimly reOf yet.
course he could wipe the grease
called and which he had performed just
with all the spontaneity of a mario- paint off on his sleeve, he reflected,
nette, brought forth a word of com- and it might not be necessar}- to shed
mendation from the director. He his cow-puncher habiliments, though
puzzled over the thing, wondered he could not recall having seen a
what the business had been, but his man of his presumed type on the
mind was unable to accommodate Sapphire streets. Still, he must take
him.
some risk. Perhaps, with the lone
Then, suddenly, as he started off, dollar he possessed, he might sucthankful for a brief respite, Mr,
ceed in bribing a jitney driver to
Lavender loomed before him in cow- carry him to the railroad station.
That, he decided, was the thing to
boy regalia and
with his do.
face wreathed
in amake-up,
smile.

youOscar
this made
beautiful
somemorning?"
vague response,
stammering, attempting to edge possession of him. Was he never to
away, but the star laughed, patting be free from this pestiferous individual? Was Amos destined to bob up
hin. on the shoulder. "Modest, I
see," he observed. "You must try regularty, like a jinx, always at the
to overcome that fault, Mr. Watt. most inopportune moments, thwartYou will find it a distinct handicap
ing his plans, upsetting his calculations?
in this profession."
Spurred by a faint hope that the
Make-up had changed Mr. Lavender's countenance. Probably it had Sapphire chief of police might not
changed his own as well, Oscar rea- yet have spied him, Oscar wheeled
soned quickly, for the man contin- and strode briskly toward the set,
ued to smile and chat, with never a intending to lose himself as quickly
suspicious look or a troublesome as possible, to hide for the remainder
question. But the suspense was of the day if necessary. But before
Continued on page 94
wearing, and Oscar was relieved

Reggie

Raises

Cain

And has no trouble in doing it, either, even though
the fun in Reginald Denny's latest picture, "Out All
Night," takes place aboard ship.
The story begins with his marriage to Marian Nixon instead
of ending with it, and it's a secret because Marian is a dancer
whose contract forbids wedded bliss. But Reggie goes along
just the same, and to be near Marian, he masquerades as a
nurse, only to' find that he must look after Dorothy Earle,
who is sharing his wife's stateroom.

Film
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Continued from page 92

Struck

right to Gladys,
thinkin'
learna
something.
And he
did. he'd
She had

he had covered a dozen yards, Hortle's blatant voice rang out.
"Hey there, Oscar ! Wait a minute ! Want to see you !"
So Oscar, despairingly, but still
defiant and undeniably hostile,
stopped in the lee of a tent. At least,
he figured, he had reached a more
secluded spot, beyond earshot and
observation of the film crowd. Whatever Hortle had to communicate
would not be overheard.

lot"She
to say."
— she did?" Oscar managed
to get out.
"You bet ! It gave the town folks
something to talk about all right
enough. She said you found her
and this fellow in the park and you
just naturally set on him and beat
the tar out of him — just about left
him for dead when you took her
home. And Joe finally got it out of

CHAPTER XXI.
THE LAST REEL.

her that this fellow was a movin'-picture actor, name of — of Lavender,
who'd been showin' in town that

'T'HEN Oscar became suddenly
filled with panic. What could
Amos be wanting with him now?
Had something new developed in
Penny's
affair?
was La
it possible
Amos had
heardOrfrom
Belle?
The latter thought chilled him, but
it was too late now to take refuge
in flight.

Oscar's knees began to sag. It
was all out now — everything. He
doubtless
night." would have looked ghastly
if it hadn't been for his veneer of
grease paint. But still Amos was
grinning ; and surely, Oscar thought,
unable to account for it, this was
hardly a time for merriment.

"You beat up this movin'-picture
"Dog-gone it, Oscar!" Hortle ex- fellow and got scared, didn't you?"
claimed, out of breath from his rapid Amos charged. "You thought you'd
advance across the sand. "What killed him sure enough, so you took
to your heels and ran off here.
you been keepin' from me all this
time? Just had a letter from Joe That's the way they've got it figured
Cotton, and he tells me La Belle is out in La Belle, and what Joe writes
all excited over your disappearance. me, only of course they don't suspect
Says you vanished in the night with- you turned up in my section. I can
see now why you changed your name
out a word to any of the boys."
and warned me not to write back
The come
breathat left
So
it had
last Oscar's
! Amos body.
knew the
home about where I'd seen you, and
truth ! Joe Cotton, he remembered, why 3'OU acted so crazy yesterday
had been in the store on that fate- when I started tellin' about a warful night, and had, in mentioning
rant. It's all plain enough now.
Gladys and her unknown escort, put You was scared stiff, wasn't you?"
"I'm not denying it," Oscar stated.
him on Lester Lavender's trail. Yet
it was strange, he thought, that Amos Bluffing would get him nowhere ; the
should be grinning, as though the truth and nothing but the truth must
affair was a joke.
come from his lips. "That's just
what happened. My temper got the
"Why, darn it, Oscar," Hortle best of me, and afterward, when I
went on resentfully, "you'd no busi- saw the man lying on the grass, I
ness keepin' your friends back home
in suspense this way. They think
instead of showing surprise
maybe you was killed or something. wasButfrightened."
at the confession, Amos laughed and
It ain't right."
Oscar clung dizzily to one of the slapped his knee. "Well, you had
tent ropes. Was this all ? No other all your worry and travelin' for nothnews? Was there no suspicion in'," he declared. "You can go back
against him ?
home any time you want, and welcome. Joe says old man Glotz had to
"Why — why I didn't think any
shut
down
the Rosebud — nobod)" fit
one would be interested," he faltered
at length, still trying to account for
to "I
take
place."
— Iyour
don't
understand," Oscar
the other's singular behavior, his stammered.
The situation was still
failure to pronounce doom.
"You didn't?" Amos returned. beyond him. Why was Amos so
"Say, you was popular enough—
everybody liked you; You're keepin' something back, Oscar," he
charged. "You know you are. Joe's
told me things. Listen ! Joe says
he mentioned to you that night that
Gladys Padgett was out walkin' with
another fellow. Guess it made you
sore, didn't it? He figured it that
way, anyhow, and the next day, when
you'd turned up missin', he went

jubilant?
"The man you beat up was cai'ted
off to the hospital, and in the mornin' he blew town — ducked out — he
and his partner. Joe said his face
looked like it had gone through a
meat grinder." Amos laughed again.
"He didn't stick around long after
he'd come back to himself — didn't
stop to swear out a warrant for you,
Oscar. He knew better."

"Knew

better? What

do you

"Why," Hortle explained, his eyes
twinkling, "it turned out he wasn't
this Lavender fellow after all."
?"
mean
lously.
Oscar gulped. "Wasn't — Mr.
Lavender?" he repeated incredu"Nope. Just an impostor — a slick
guy
passin'
off asa the
actor.
Must himself
have looked
lot real
like
him, of course — a double, I think
they called him. Works in pictures
himself.
He'dof been
pullin'little
the towns
same
trick
in some
the other
for what he could collect from the
theater owners, and was gettin' away
with it, too, until you queered his
game. Joe said some of the detecshowed and
up next
day, out
toldafter
'em
all thetives
facts,
lit right
the crook. Seems like they had been
huntin' this guy for weeks, on orders from the real Lavender."
"Are )^ou — sure?" Oscar dearm. me
"Don't manded,
see clutching
why Hortle's
Joe'd write
lies,
you?"
Thedo fog
of uncertainty was lifting, and all the world was becoming
rosy again. Oscar's heart, so long
racked and tortured by fear, began to thump exultantly. He had
been vindicated. Now he was unafraid. He had punished a crook,
put a stop to his nefarious practices,
and rid Mr. Lavender of an impostor. He wanted to laugh, sing at
the top of his voice.
"Amos," he said tremulously,
"you've taken a powerful load off
"I sort of suspected I would," the
other returned, and his grin matched
Oscar's.
my mind.""That's why I hurried out
here
to-day when
I gotmind
Joe's galloped
letter."
Suddenly,
as his
back over the past, Oscar recalled
one mysterious incident.
"See here, Amos," he stated.
"Something happened in La Belle
that same night. I heard police
whistles ; and after I'd run a few
miles out of town, Jeff Tomilson appeared on the road with a gun. I
overheard him tell a man there'd
been trouble — I thought he said
something
aboutAmos
murder."
"That so?"
shook his head.
"Well, Joe didn't write anything
about it. Don't think it could have
amounted to very much. Anyhow,
youPresently,
wasn't concerned."
with a wave of his
hand, Amos left him, climbed into
his tin steed, and plowed valiantly
away across the sand. And Oscar,
drawing a deep breath, felt like bursting into song, or turning cartwheels ;
but that wouldn't have been dignified. Not while the visitors whom
Continued on page ]09
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Their house, of course, is of Mexican design, which
helps to keep the senor and sefiora from being
homesick. But with such radiant screen success at
the sciiora's feet, it"s not likely that she has much time
to think about missing her native land. She and
her husband are shown in their dining room, right.
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I Knew

Continued from page 53
May Metro-Goldwyn continue lo
give her good roles from now on, for
she deserves them, and may the road
to stardom be a short one for Gvven !

feld resulted in his offering Lorraine

Them

as Extras

an engagem^ent in the '"Follies." But
while she was considerinp' this offer,
she entered a movie contest and was
one of the four winners to be sent to
Hollywood. When the hopeful
youngsters arrived in town, however,
the}' were graciously permitted to
register
was
that. as "extra talent," and that

Lorraine Eason is a brunette of
the first order. She was seen briefly
as the girl in "We're in the Navy
Now," and has played in Charley
Nevertheless, Lorraine fared very
Chase comedies. She appears in the
well.
She found constant employH. C. Witwer "Wisecracker" series,
ment as an extra, and was invariably
in which, however, the hack photography rather damages her beauty.
selected for the "front line," the staThere is an almost Oriental lavishtion of the special extras who, instead of being mere blurs in the
ness about Lorraine's beauty — full
lips, richly curved, great dark eyes background, are actually in focus and
with white lids, a softly rounded face are occasionally even given bits of
business to do.
and a delicately shaped figure.
She is a Southerner, but she began
I first met Lorraine on a cold California night in a studio swimming
traveling at an early age. Her father
was a government engineer and his pool. We were both being used in a
work carried him and his family to picture directed by James Young, and
such places as Havana, Panama, and were acting as guests at one of those
Buenos Aires. Lorraine's schooling society garden parties that the public
was necessarily spasmodic, but her love and the extras loathe. Between
knowledge of the world became ex- jolly dips in the icy pool, the happy
tensive.
guests shuddei"ed around inadequate
Her mother finally placed her in a stoves on the sidelines. Lorraine
boarding school in New York, little and I were attracted to each other
thinking that Lorraine would emerge by a mutual theory that by avoiding
therefrom bitten b}^ the theatrical the stoves between scenes and continuing to swim violently around the
bug. That's just what she did, but
Mrs. Eason took it gamely. Lor- pool, we were more likely to survive.
raine should have her wish provided It wasn't a very good theory, but we
she remained under her mother's nursed our resulting colds in compersonal supervision.
Lorraine became, in a short time, a
An interview with Florenz Zieg- pany.
Good
Continued from page 21

Old

leading woman in funny little Westerns on Poverty Row. She soon lost
count of how many she made. She
used to finish one at noon and begin
the next at two o'clock of the same
day. She went on location to ghastty
places up in the mountains and out
on the desert. She was thrown over
cliffs, snatched off horses going at
full gallop, tied to the bumpers of
speeding trains, buried in snowslides,
and beaten by Indians. She finished
each film with a few more bruises
and sprains added to her collection.
But she was a good sport, so she was
hired again and again.
At last, however, she was rescued
from these strenuous "quickies."
Famous Players established the wellknown Paramount School and, out
of the hundreds of Hollywood entrants, Lorraine was one of the two
girls selected to go East to study.
After a couple of months, she left
the school and entered the chorus of
Marilyn
fun for IMiller's
a while,"Sunny."
but soon This
the was
old
urge for the movies returned. She
came back to Hollywood, Famous
Players signed her for the lead in
"We're in the Navy Now," she did a
few Charley Chase comedies, and
then F. B. O. signed her on a longterm contract. They started her off
in the Witwer series, and plan to
promote her gradually.
Watch her — if only for the sake of
your eyes.

Hokum!

them" formula, in which husband
and wife are reunited over the sick
of crooks only because she "has
There is the unnever had a chance." This plot can bed of little Elaine.
fortunate romance between the
be developed in two ways. Either
the girl is taken into the home of our American boy and the little heathen
hero in order to prove that she is Chinee, or half-breed, which turns
really good at heart, and that pleas- out to be all right, after all, because
ant environment will reform her —
it develops that she was kidnaped in
as in Constance Talmadge's amus- childhood and is really white. "East
ing corned}', "Venus of Venice" — or Is West" used that theme. And
else, as in Mae Murray's "The there is the plot involving the amazing resemblance between a slum girl
Masked Bride," she arranges with
her gang to steal from the hero and and a fashionable lady which enables the poor Cinderella to pose as
then falls in love w"ith him and just
can't do it ! But never forget that, her more fortunate double, to the
though our Suzanne may be a little advantage always of Cinderella —
too agile with her fingers in your and, of course, of the star, who can
pockets,
she'smatter
a "good"
girl her
just surthe thus play two roles.
same. No
what
There are thousands of these hokum situations in films, because real
roundings and upbringing and police
record, she has waited all this time life is ordinarily so undramatic that
for the right man.
the miovies have to seize upon every
There is also the "wife-in-name- unusual circumstance and exaggerate
only" theme, in which the heroine it to give it drama. Even the types
has to marry some one she doesn't used in films are exaggerated. The
love, and the hero doesn't get her villain, for instance, is usually enoruntil the final fade-out. Corinne
mous— as Rockcliffe Fellowes, WalGriffith's "Island Wives" was an exter Long, Dick .Sutherland, or Warample of this type of film. And
ner Gland. These men are quite appropriately known as "heavies." And
there's the "li'ttle-child-shall-lead-

if real villains were only half so
easily recognized, few people would
ever be swindled, or cheated at cards,
or seduced ! You know in one glance
at a movie villain that the man is not
to be trusted.
The vamp is usually tall and voluptuous, not at all like the innocentlooking little thing next door who'd
run off with }'our husband in a minute if she had any encouragement.
And the vamp always establishes her
worthlessness by smoking and drinkthough asthisit procedure
so ing—
effective
was years now
ago. isn't
The hero is frequently surrounded
by children in the first reel — ask
Thomas Meighan about that !
All this is hokum. Producers
know just how to build up sympathy
for the hero and heroine, and how to
make you despise the villain and
welcome his downfall, for misplaced
sympathy would spoil the happy
ending. Producers know just what
will thrill you, just what will make
you gasp, or make you weep. So
when you do weep, remember — that
the old hokum bucket is waiting for
your tears !

The
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Melting
Pot

All nationalities
become one in the
movies — the Englishman turns Spaniard,
the Spaniard turns
Frenchman, the
Frenchman turns
Swede, the Swede
turns American, and
so on, in a grand
jumble of nations.

In "The Soul of Passion," above,
A'ictor McLaglen, who hails from
England, and Dolores del Rio,
whose native land is Alexico, become a Spanishlady.
matador and his
Right, Gilbert Roland, a Spanish
bo}-, and Norma Talmadge, a
Brookl\"n girl, surround themselves with French atmosphere
for the portrayal of Annand and
CamiUe.
Below, the Scandinavian Lars
Hanson becomes a Texas ranchman opposite our own American
Lillian Gish in "The Wind."

Above, \'ihna Hanky, from
Budapest, and Ronald Colman,
from the British Isles, appear
together as an Italian circus girl
and a mythical-kingdom prince
in "The Magic Flame."

In "The Garden
low, Alice Terry,
West, and Ivan
Serbia, portrajwoman and hera

of Allah," beof the Middle
Pctrovich, of
titled
RussianEnglishlover.
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Over
Continued from page 47

"She had hardly stepped out of the
house into the garden, feeling very
little and shy, when Gloria rushed
up to her without waiting to be introduced. She simply showered her
with compliments on her performance in 'Seventh Heaven' — said she
had wanted to telegraph her after
the opening but simply couldn't think
of adequate words to express herself.
Janet was struck dumb, of course.
was certainly
triumph
for"Ither.
She met aalldayherof favorites
— Lillian Gish, Norma Shearer, and
Blanche Sweet. And far from getting achance to tell them how happy
it made her to meet them, she was
swept off her feet by their compliments for her.
"When she was in the swimming
pool, every time she came up for air,
there was a new group of people on
the sidelines waiting to meet her.
"Norma Shearer and I had to tear
ourselves away early to go to Estelle
Taylor's birthday party. It was
something of a problem to think of a
gift for Estelle, because Jack always
rushes out and buys her everything
she shows the least interest in. However, somebody found out that she
wanted a big rose garden around the
house that she and Jack have built,
so we all took her rose bushes.
"Incidentally, Estelle may be in
the first picture that D. W. Griffith
makes for United Artists. He made
a test of her the other day. It is all

the Teacups

very well for her to be drawing a
salary from United Artists for doing nothing, but I do wish somebody
would hurry up and give her a part."
"Don't add that to your prayers,"
I begged of her. "If every one you
like got a good job, you couldn't possibly get round to see all their films."
"Oh, yes I would — somehow,"
Fanny
insisted
"I've
even chased
all optimistically.
over town trying
to

old Lloyd picture — as greeted 'The
Callahans and the Murphys.'
"I hear that 'Topsy and Eva' is
awfully funny. The Duncan sisters
are going to make another film as
soon as they get that one launched.
"But whatever success they may
make in pictures, I am sure they will
always be remembered in Hollywood
for the housewarming at their beach
house. There never was such a
find one of Betty Compson's recent party before ! There were swarms
pictures, and that's a hopeless quest. of people there.
She is making films for one of those
"The usual argument, of course,
here - to-day - and - gone - to-morrow arose among the guests as to who
companies down on Poverty Row, was the prettiest girl there. The
but I defy you to find a theater votes were about evenly divided bewhere her films are shown. Now
tween Claire Windsor and Billie
that her husband, James Cruze, has Dove. I'll admit they are gorgeous
signed to direct pictures for Pro- looking, but I am much more interducers Distributing Corporation, I
ested in the appearance of girls who
wish he would use her in one of are smart and dashing rather than
them. But the first Cruze picture just beautiful. I stuck to my vote
is going to be 'The Pioneer Woman,' for Jane Winton, and I still do.
"Maybe it's her hats that hypnoand versatile as Betty may be, you'll
tize me. She wears the smartest hats
admit that that hardly sounds like a
I've seen. And, by the way, there
suitable film for her."
Fanny's nimble tongue rushed on. she is on the other side of the room
"I quite forgot to tell you to be — I am going right over and ask her
sure to go to one of the previews of
she believes
gets them."
Fanny
in direct action.
'The Callahans and the Murphys,' so where
you'll be just as tardy as the rest of She'd be perfectly capable of asking
the public in hailing the foremost Lois Moran where she got her coscomedienne of the screen — Marie
metics, even though it is perfectly
obvious
Providence gave them
Dressier, of course. She isn't just a to her. that
But on a chance that the
comedienne
—
she's
a
tragi-comedienne. Even when she is funniest, hats rnight, indeed, have something
she almost breaks your heart. I've Fanny.
do with Jane Winton's striking
never heard such prolonged and to
appearance, I tagged along after
roaring laughter — not even at a Har-

3ng "The
Trail of '9
Continued from page 24
nearly covered with snowdrifts.
Here they did some very rigorous Crowding into the warm, bright cars,
location work. It entailed more ac- they ate food as elaborate as any oftual hardship than if they had gone
fered by. the best hotels in the counto Alaska for the scenes. The tim- effect.try, and gradually thawed under its
ber line in the Klondike is only 3,500
feet above sea level, but Mr. Brown
After three weeks, the company
and his company did their work in a left, leaving the country entirely to
vast desolation 11,652 feet up — the the sky, for theirs were the last human footprints in the drifting snow
height they had to go to get beyond
the timber line. Every wind was a of that region. As a tunnel has been
blizzard, driving at fifty miles an dug through the foot of the mountain to accommodate the train that
hour through air twenty-five degrees
below zero. Some of the sets were formerly had to climb over it, the
built on top of thirty feet of snow. m.ountain is now totally uninhabited.
Frozen ears, noses, hands, and feet Even as the movie train Avas pulling
were common occurrences.
out, a blizzard swiftly covered all
But the director allowed no ex- traces of the track behind it.
Most of the action of the film ocpense to be spared for the company's
quarters. They lived in a de luxe
curs in Dawson City, which was retrain, with steam heat at all times.
produced almost in entirety — both
Punctually at sundown, when the exterior and interior. Along its blizwind became too cold to be borne,
zard-swept streets and within its
Mr. Brown invariably called "That's cabins and saloons and dance halls,
all. Dinner!" through half-frozen the story of the boy, the girl, and the
lips, and the players, cold, stif¥, and bad man progresses — a story lifted
exhausted, dashed for the train, from the conventional by brilliant
which was frozen to the tracks and and understanding direction.

Ralphdestined
Forbes, towhomake
playsa the
seems
big bo\',
hit.
This is, so far, the best part he has
had on the screen, and Mr. Brown
is highly pleased with his work. The
beautiful Dolores del Rio picked another plum for herself in the role of
the heroine. Harry Carey is the
menace. Karl Dane, George Cooper,
Tully Marshall, Emily Fitzroy,
Tenen Holtz, Mickey Bennett, Ray
Hallor, Doris Lloyd, and others
known throughout the studios as
"good troupers" figure in the cast.
The film, which was begun in
March, will not be completed until
August, That length of time spent
on a picture would ordinarily distress
the front office, but just mention
"The Trail of '98" to Irving Thalberg, young M.-G.-M. executive, and
watch his pleased smile. The taciturn Irving smiles seldom, but when
he does, it means more than several
reams of studio publicity. And if he
is satisfied with the film, I'd advise
you tohoodwatch
theater. for it at your neighbor-
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When

Mother
a

Was

Girl

It is more than likely she dressed like these
stars, who flaunt the incredible styles
of the 'nineties in various films to-day.
Alma Rubens, below, in "Marriage
License," portrayed the unhappy wife
as she used to dress.

/

Mary Astor, above, in "The Rough
Riders," wears a costume such as inspired the famous "Gibson Girl."

Patsy Ruth Miller, above, just can't be
her sprightly self in the long skirts she
wears in "The First Auto."

Zasu Pitts, left, was very
chic, according to the
fashions of thirty years
ago, in "Casey at the
Dolores Costello, right,
showed the dignity of a
sweeping
in "A wants
Million Bid,"train
but who
to be dignified these days?
Bat."
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1 hanks

Continued from page 43
she looks like — whether she is blonde
or brunette, whether she v/eighs
eighty pounds or two hundred and
forty. I make no physical qualifications whatever. I want a companion
— not an ornament for the house !"
"H"m," I remarked dubiously.
"Really!" he protested. "Honestly, I don't care whether she is
pretty or not ! It's like this
Whoa, Blondie ! Hey ! Where are

for the

Buggy

Ride

of nothing, hands you a dirty one.

You just wilt — like this." He
sagged, and assumed a most hurt and
surprised expression. "You fall
hard because you have so far to fall.
You have been too high in the clouds,
and the bump when you suddenly
descend is terrific.
"I remember one time when I was
broadcasting over the radio in New
York. There were a couple of lovely
girls at the studio and they had been
very kind and I was feeling jake.
going?hadWHOA!!!"
youBlondie
suddenly roused from Then somebody told me another girl
her lethargy and was cavorting down wanted to meet me. She was very
the road at an alarming pace, giving beautiful and I thought that was
voice, the while, to shrill, whinny- dandy. She came over and we were
ing sounds, her head high and her introduced, and then she said abears forward.
I'uptly, 'I think you are rotten in pictures ! I think you are simply ter"She sees that colt in the pasture
rible !' I was jarred, but I put on
over there," puffed Richard, tugging
at the lines. "It's probably her long- the proper smile, and said, 'I'm
lost son !"
sorry.' But she just wouldn't stop.
After much difficulty, he at last She went on and on and on, telling
persuaded her to pause and turn me what a bum actor I was. Finally
round, and she started dejectedly I managed to gasp that I had to go.
back toward the set. Our conversa- And I got awa}'. But she had comtion, thus interrupted, drifted into
pletely punctured my complacence.
other channels.
"It was a small thing, but it hurt.
"This thing of being a star is a But the point is that you have to
funny business," said Richard. "It harden yourself alike to praise and
entails far more than most people blame. If you let these things affect
imagine. When I hear that some
}'0u can't
one has been made a star or is about you,
"There
was work.
another time, soon
to become one, I wish I could tell after I Avas made a star, when I Avas
asked to appear at a benefit along
him a one
few has
things.
But foryouhimself.
can't.
Every
to learn
with some other, longer-established
I was all pepped up about it.
"There is a shell — a self-protec- stars.
But
when
I reached the theater, I
tive shell — which you are absolutely
forced to assume. It is a matter, I discovered that Doug and Mary and
suppose, of keeping your perspec- a lot of people like that were on the
program. / was hardly noticed. That
tive and maintaining your balance.
"For instance, when you first be- taught me something, too.
come a star, you see your name in
"And say, do you know, I'm just
electric lights on Broadway and you a fan at heart, myself. I get as big
say to yourself, 'Gee ! That's great ! a thrill as any high-school kid out of
I must be quite a boy!' That's only meeting some well-known actor or
human. And folks flatter you. They actress. I met Norma Talmadge for
tell you your last picture was fine. the first time not long ago. I have
You swell up and think, 'Well — I've always admired her intensely, and it
arrived !'
wasDixa big
thrilland
to me
to meetan her."
is first
foremost
actor.
"Then, just as you're sitting on
As
he
talks,
he
acts
out
what
he
says.
top of the world, somebody, apropos

The
Continued from page 49
camera man who never missed a
payment on his car; (2) the actress
who shared her dressing room with
an extra girl; (3) the director who
admitted that the cutter saved his
picture ; (4) the author who didn't
beef when the title of his story was
changed.
I can well imagine that the movie
stars themselves are among the most
interested readers of film magazines.
Aside from the natural pleasure
of seeing their names in print, they

The play of expression over his features, as he described his various
changes of mood on these several
occasions, was delicious. His conversation isblunt, straight from the
shoulder and businesslike. He is a
good-humored, keen, likable chap.
He had a letter in his pocket from
Tex Rickard, offering him a substantial sum to fight at Madison
Square Garden in New York. It
was the result of the showing he had
made when training for his fight
with Jack Renault in "Knock-out
Reilly." He displayed a naive
pleasure over the compliment to his
fighting prowess.
"I can't do it, of course." There
was a bit of wistfulness, however, In
his tone. "You know, that fight with
Renault nearly put me out of pictures. Igot a black eye, a sprained
nose and two broken ribs. But it
would be fun if I could accept
Rickard's offer."
again into the sleep}'
We jogged
street with its funny, backvillage
less buildings, so complete in every
detail in front.
"Hi, Roughneck!" Richard called
to little Mary Brian, his leading lady,
who stood, clad in demure gray
chiffon, waiting to work.
"We call her that because it is
distinctly what she is not," he told
me. "She's just the sweetest little
mouse
of aMary
girl went
you ever
saw and
!" I
He and
to work
watched them for a while. An elderly woman — an extra — just behind
me, was talking to a companion.
"Richard Dix is such a nice boy!"
I heard her say. "So jolly! And
he is so sweet to his mother."
I thought that remark summed
him up pretty well. A nice boy — so
jolly — mentand
not doubt
a mothat heI do
is sweet
to hisformother.
He is just the type that would be.
And besides all that, he is vigorous,
intelligent, handsome, and has a
superb physique.
And I enjoyed my buggy ride !

Stroller

must derive considerable amusement
and satisfaction from reading about
their favorite hobbies, pastimes,
dishes and books, and about their
opinions on various subjects, not to
mention the fantastic biographies
published about them.
A writer decides to prepare an
article, for instance, entitled "What
the Stars Think of the Modern Girl."
He phones the publicity offices of the
various studios and asks for short
statements from the stars upon that
subject. The press agent removes
his feet from his desk and Avrites as

many statements as are desired without bothering to consult the stars
themselves.
Two months later, Henry Hightower, noted leading man, who has
just married a blond flapper, picks
up a magazine to discover in print
that he prefers the old-fashioned
girl. Or Stella Saccharine, who
smokes two packages of cigarettes
a day, discovers that she "never appublic wearing
rouge."
And
Molliepears inMayfair,
late of
a musical
show, is overjoyed to learn she was
educated in a convent.
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He-Men

of

the

West

Some of the hard-ridin,' quick-shootin' lariat artists of the screen,
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Information.

MISS WARNER BAXTER.— So you
think you'll shut up your mouth?
Now don't tell me you wrote all those
questions
with your Dalton
mouth and
! Yes,
quite
true that Dorothy
Maryit's Miles
Minter have retired from the screen.
Dorothy retired shortly after her marriage. Mary Miles got a little too plump
for the screen. I don't know their addres es. A quarter is quite enough to send
with a request for a player's photo. May
Allison is under contract to no particular company. She has done little on the
screen since her marriage some months
ago. Address Allan Forrest at the Los
Angeles Athletic Club. It was Matt Moore
who played Blakcly in "Summer Bachelors." Matt Moore is a free-lance player,
Baby Peggy has been touring in vaudeville, so I have no permanent address for
either of them. No, Laura La Plante
did not start her film career by way of
a beauty contest. Laura is five feet two
inches, and is very blonde. Nita Naldi is
about five feet eight inches. Madge Bellamy's new picture is "Colleen ;" Warner Baxter's is "Drums of the Desert."
P. Bagalauris. — Well, your letter from
the Philippines had a long journey — and,
I hope, a pleasant one. Vilma Banky was
born in Budapest, January 9, 1903. She is
five feet six inches, weighs one hundred
and twenty pounds, and is a blonde. She's
married to Rod La Rocque. Mary Pickford was born April 8, 1893. Enid Bennett lives with her husband, Fred Niblo,
in Beverly Hills, California. Agnes
Ayres recently divorced Manuel Reachi ; I
have no address for her other than Hollywood, which would doubtless reach her.
A yearly subscription to Picture Play to
the Philippines is $2.50.
Lucky
So you've
spent many
days
and Strike.
nights — trying
to picture
me?
What an extravagant girl you are, spending time so lavishly on what might be called
practically
"f you
want
to get into nothing
movie !work,
why really
not accept
the stage offer you received? In that way,
you would acquire experience, and probably friends who could arrange a screen
test
for
you.to That's
a muchon better
way
than going
Hollywood
a chance.
Charles Farrell was born in East Walpole, Massachusetts, about twenty-four
years ago. He is not married. Ben Lyon
is twenty-six, Ramon Novarro, twentyeight. Both are bachelors. Neil Hamil-

ton is twenty-eight and is married. John
Gilbert is thirty-two. He is divorced from
Leatrice Joy. Ronald Colman is in his
thirties, and is separated from his wife,
Thelma Ray.
Hay. — All of us on the staff of Picture Play were delighted with your
charming letter. We try to make the
magazine of interest to the fans, to make
the stars seem as real and personal as
possible in our stories, and when we receive glowing words of praise like yours,
it makes us feel that our efforts have not
been wasted. The fact that you have not
missed an issue of Picture Play for
eleven years should make you one of our
most constant readers, if not our most constant.
Dorothy Leavitt. — When you say
"Please"
twice like
that,Ralston
I can't was
possibly
fuse to answer.
Esther
born re-in
Bar Harbor, Maine, September 17, 1902.
She grew up in Washington, D. C, and in
New York. She was formerly on the
stage, having made her debut at the age of
two as one of "The Ralston Family, Metroin
pictures politan
sinceEntertainers."
1920, andSherosehastoplayed
fame in
"Peter Pan."
No. 77. — It seems that I have your number ! I don't know how permanent Red
Grange's screen career is— it depends on
how popular he proves to be with the fans.
But he has been making a second picture,
"The M^otor Maniac." His first was "One
Minute
to Play."
and
has brown
eyes. He is in his twenties,
Mary Blake. — Of course I'll answer
your
questionsin— any
but issue
it's too
latethan
to the
get
the answers
earlier
September number. I have such an oversupply of letters awriting replies in Picture Play that I just have to take them
in their order. Antonio Moreno returned
from Europe
Garbq's
biography
gives in
her May.
height Greta
as five feet
six
inches, and John Gilbert's gives his as
five feet ten inches. I don't know which
of the two is exaggerating — perhaps both.
They are both Metro-Goldwyn players —
address at the end of this department.
Blue-eyed Elsie. — I suspect, Elsie, that
I probably answered the questions you
asked before, but it takes months for anappear inlist.
the magazine.
such
a longswers towaiting
For quickI'vereplies

Please

send me a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Jack Hoxie works for Metropolitan,
Culver City, California. I will tell the
editor j'ou would like him to publish
a picture of Jack Daugherty, and we will
watch for a good one of him.
A Fan
from
I think ayou've
been
reading
someMexico.
movie— column
little
too literally. "Billie Dove has gone into
the 'Follies' " meant that she had done so
on
"An Affair
of the She
Follies"
was thea screen.
recent picture
of hers.
did,
however, actually begin her career in the
"Follies."
Yes, Bow
Mira works
Adoree foris Famous
Renee's
sister. Clara
Players — write her care of their studio.
Ronald Colman has played in pictures since
1923, when
Whitein
Sister."
He he
was appeared
formerly inon "The
the stage
his
nativeCortez
England.
I don'tEsther
know Ralston
where
Ricardo
was born.
uses
her
real
name
;
see
Dorothy
Leavitt,
left.
Inquisitive Inez. — Something will cerhave togobeondone
that. I can't
just lettainlyyou
beingabout
inquisitive.
Yes,
Itello.
share She
your has
admiration
for
Dolores
never been married,Cosor
even engaged. Neither has Ramon Novarro. The reason you have heard so
little about Jason Robards is that he is
ato recent
Warner His
Brothers,
whom "discovery"
he is under ofcontract.
films
include "Footloose Widows," "The Third
Degree," "Hills of Kentucky," "Irish
Hearts," and "What Happened to Father." He is in his twenties and is married. So far as I know, Clara Bow is
not at present engaged. She broke her
engagement to Victor Fleming. As to
who are the most popular players among
the fans, a recent check-up revealed that,
of the actors, Lon Chaney gets the most
fan mail, and of the actresses, Colleen
Moore gets the most. Vera Reynolds' recent films include "Sunny Side Up," "Corporal Kate," and "The Little AdventurPandora. — Think of your wanting an
autographed photo of me ! I'm so flatBut the photographer
just towon't
take my tered.
picture,
because he wants
use
his camera again. Ruth Roland lives at
3828 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles. I
don't know whether she still sends out
photos to fans, as she has left_ the screen.
She has
very onwealthy
Continued
page VM in the realess."grown
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Women
Are

From

the Handicap

of

Today

Free

of Yesterday's Worries

Easy

Disposal
and 2 other

important
Positive Protection, Under ALL Conditions, Plus Freedom Fore-ver From the Embarrassment of disposal is
provided. This NEJV Way, Which is Changing the
Hygienic Habits of W omen by the Millions.

Disposed of
VL/
tissue.as Noeasily
laundry.as

»-

B31 Ellen J. Buckland, Re^stered "Nurse
ONE no longer fears sheer frocks, but
wears them. The modern woman meets
every day at her best — unhandicapped by even
the most trying hygienic situation.
The uncertainty of the old-time "sanitary
pad" has been supplanted with modern protection— protection that is absolute.
Women by countless thousands are constantly flocking to its use. Doctors urge it.
Nurses employ it.
The name is Kotex — different in every way
from any other product of like nature known.
Kotex — what it does
Unknown a few years ago, 8 in every 10 women
in the better walks of life
have discarded the inse^
cure "sanitary pads" of
yesterday and adopted
Kotex.
*Supplied also through vending
cabinets in rest'Tooms by
West Disinfecting Co.

Filled with Cellucotton wadding, the world's
super-absorbent, Kotex absorbs 16 times its
own weight in moisture. It is 5 times as absorbent as the ordinary cotton pad.
It discards easily as tissue. No laundry —
no embarrassment of disposal.
It also thoroughly deodorizes, and thus
ends all fear of offending.

factors

True protection —
times as cotton.
a.bsorbent as5 ordinary

Only Kotex itself is "like " Kotex
See that you get the genuine Kotex. It is the
o^iJy sanitary napkin embodying the superabsorbent Cellucotton wadding.
It is the only napkin made by this company.
Only
itself isKotex
"like" atKotex.
You Kotex
can obtain
better drug and
department stores everywhere, without hesisimply bypackages
saying "Kotex."
Comes
sanitarytancy,sealed
of 12 in two
sizes,in
the Regular and Kotex- Super.
Kotex Company, 180
North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Obtain without
embarrassment,
at any store,* simply

saying "Kotex."
"Ask for them byby name"
K
Kotex Regular:
65c per dozen

O
T e
X
PROTECTS— DEODORIZES
KoteX'Super:
No laundry
— discards
easily
as a piece
of tissueas
90c per dozen
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Bebe — the Eternal

Continued from page 51
in Westerns, she was more angry
than hurt, went to the mat, and got
the roles she asked for.
"A marvelous constitution and an
inexhaustible supply of energy,"
Mrs. Daniels explained Bebe's resilience and her ability to work like
|. mad all day, dance or play bridge
night, ride, swim, play tenJce, shop, and do a hundred
le other things, with never a
slackening of her enthusiasm.
"Can't keep her still," said her
mother, "unless she gets interested
in an exciting book of adventure.
When a horse threw her last year,
the doctors said she would be laid
up for six months. She was up in
three weeks."
A question brought the information that her most admired characters are Thomas Edison and Joan
of Arc. An autographed picture of
Edison, whom she idolizes for his
achievements, is one of her treasures. It is her ambition to play
Joan.
"Romances? Oh, Bebe's always in
love — has been ever since she was
old enough to blink those big brown
eyes at anything male. She had a
succession of childish crushes — an
Italian boy, a handsome postman,
and so on. At thirteen, she was
frantic over a man in his early twenties who of course was amused at

Just
Continued from page 19
where the heights of Montmartre
had been reproduced, with a miniature Paris on the plain below.
Advance opinions on her splendid
work in "Suni-ise" — which still has
not been released — had made Janet
very happy. She showed me a telegram which F. W. Murnau, the director of the film, had sent to her
after previewing the production. He
declared her performance great and
said that the audience had been carried away by her. Janet handled the
telegram like gold.
"Isn't it wonderful? I'm going to
have it framed. You know, I felt a
little scared before I started work in
'Sunrise,' " she admitted. "It was
to be a special production, directed
by a famous director, and previously,
except for 'Peter Grimm,' I had
played only in program pictures.
But" — half closing her eyes and
clenching her small fists — "I was determined-to do my best!"
When Janet speaks like that, you
ve a glimpse of tremendous vi[itv. ambition, and perseverance
'""■'""Tflashing from those brown eyes.
It had been a great surprise to

Child

the child. Curiously enough, a few
years later he fell in love with her
and she couldn't see him at all ! '
We had gone up to Bebe's room
to talk — a room that fairly shouts
her personality. Walnut furniture,
and blue-satin hangings and cushions. On the desk, a typewriter, and
spring flowers wafting their fragrance from a red vase. Lacy pillows everywhere — grotesque dolls —
trophies — in a cabinet, the thirteen
silver cups that she won in dancing
contests with ETarold — little marble
statuettes — colorful prints of famous French beauties.
"Bebe's worst fault is her extravagance," Mrs. Daniels laughed. "Yet
it's prompted by generosity. Money,
to her, is a thing to be spent, first
on others, then on herself. When she
was a tiny kiddie, I always gave her
a small allowance- for soda treats
with the other children. And what
did that blessed youngster do with
it? I found out that she was using
it every week for payments on an
outfit of silk lingerie for me !
"That girl surely is a booster of
the installment plan. In the early
days, whenever she signed a contract, she used to dash to a shop to
'make the first payment down,'
usually on something for me."
From a gold-and-cloisonne jewel
box Mrs. Daniels scooped the treasures which Bebe has, one by one,

a

Natural-Born

bought for her. A diamond-andplatinum sautoir — a tiny wrist watch
set in diamonds and emeralds — and,
winking at us bravely from its velvet
niche, the "diamonds" ring.
"Bebe always called it that. See,
it has seven chips. She was getting
only forty a week when she bought
it— five dollars down and five a week.
It cost her seventy-five dollars.
"I nearly had apoplexy once.
Waving her first 'big' contract — one
hundred and fifty a week — Bebe
made for a jeweler's shop and just
about signed away her salary for
life — for a fourteen-thousand-dollar
lavalliere ! She was to pay, if you
please, a hundred a week, and we
were to live somehow — that was to
be nty problem !— on the remaining
fifty. The huge opal, set in diamonds, was to be my birthday gift.
When I recovered from the shock,
I took it back, on the excuse that I
was superstitious about opals and,
as Bebe was a minor, I managed to
get her out of her agreement.
"Now her hobby is antiques.
She's crazy about Italian, French,
and Spanish things. We're always
planning our real home and how
we'll
"
I decorate
groaned, and
Mrs. Daniels
laughed good-naturedly.
Bebe represents the sheer, nonsensical joy of carefree youth. Long
mav her banner wave !

Actress

Hollywood when Janet was chosen
for "Sunrise,"' but it was an even
greater surprise when she was given
the lead in "Seventh Heaven."
Many prominent plaj'ers had sought
the role of Diane. Janet herself was
the most surprised of all when she
was selected.
"You know," she said, "Marian
Nixon and I went to see Helen
Menken in the stage production
when it came to Los Angeles, and I
certainly wouldn't have believed it if
any one had told me at that time
that / would some day be playing
the role on the screen."
Added to the other surprises that
Janet has given Holh'wood was her
announcement, not long ago, of her
engagement to Herbert Moulton, a
young Los Angeles newspaper man
who has also lately been doing a
little movie acting. It seems that he
and Janet met about two years ago
and have been engaged for over a
year, but the
colonybetween
hadn't them.
even
suspected
the film
romance
Janet has naturally become much
surer of herself on the screen than
she was two years ago. At that time
she used to walk past the Fox studio

unable to muster up the courage to
go in and ask for extra work.
After our lunch, on the day of
this interview, I watched her at work
on the "Seventh Heaven" set. Diane
bidding farewell to Chico as he
leaves for the war — Diane cowering
with her old terror before the menacing whip of her brutal sister — her
spirited revolt as she turns the
tables — her shout of victory over
fear as she hears the "Marseillaise"
played for the marching soldiers.
But most lingering of all is the vision of Diane in her white-lace wedding dress, standing on the sill of
her lover's attic window, with the
roofs of Paris behind her, revealing
herself to him for the first time in
the finery he has bought her. Her
face is radiant with joy, and her eyes
lit with adoration for the man who
has brought into her life the only
happiness she has ever known.

Heaven"
When
alread}^ seen it —
not"Seventh.
have see
you you
— if
I'm sure you Avill agree that Janet's
emotional powers are amazing —
powers derived, not from a bitter,
but inspired
past,
unhappy
instinct.by natdramatic
ural, innate
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She Only a Flash in the
Fan?
Continued from page 69

the po\vers-that-be who had refused
to recognize Helene's importance.
She is keenly, enthusiastically interested in her work, much more so
than I had expected, for I had imagined that she might act a little bored,
or assume a pose of ennui.
''1 am waking up," she said. "At
first. I was too thrilled by everything to have much to say. Now I
am wondering about what is best
for Dolores Costello."
There is a childlike quality about
her that is charming, a suggestion of
youth despite the sophistication of
her manner.
Her delicate beauty is of a sort
that defies description. One can say
that her hair is light, a pale reddish
gold, that her skin has that petallike
translucency that is so exquisite. She
has a fascinating way of catching her
breath and looking at you expectantly
after she has spoken. She seems
sensitive and high-keyed.
But what is stardom worth ? Is it
not wiser for an actress consistently
to refuse to be starred ? Dolores is
popular and may become even more
so, for frequency of appearance
often replaces overnight success with
a steadily growing popularity. And
by no means can she be classed as a
failure. It is just that we expected
so very much of her and that she
has, in letting herself be starred in
mediocre films, not quite lived up to
predictions.
A

Girl to Be Envied
Continued fi-om page 64
Ann sat with her feet propped up
on a bench, displaying only casual
interest as her scenes flashed across
the screen. To many, her youthful
nonchalance may appear admirable
but I am not so sure that I regard it
as a favorable sign. But possibh' I
am hypercritical.
Lewis Stone is the star in "The
Prince of Head Waiters," and Ann
portrays a dear girl who forgivingly
takes back Bobby Agnew after
Lilyan Tashman gets through with
him. Her work is pleasing, but she
seems better suited to colorful, exotic
roles.
When the film was about half unreeled, Ann thumped her trimly
booted feet on the floor and stood up.
"I have an appointment with the
dentist," she announced. "I am going to have my teeth straightened.
So glad I met you — good-by "
the girl
would anhave
"It"
if And
she would
butwho
cultivate
inflated
chest, strode gracefully out into the
sunshine.
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Skin Specialiiis
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at JOcthan
formerly at 65c, a saving due to quantity production. Dealers now also have
the new introductory 2 5c package for
those who have not tried Kleenex
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of this utterly NEW way to try.
Costs less to use than soiling and
laundering towels.
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cold cloths
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urge subyou
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It is now known that the way you remove
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of skin disorders are
tracedyounowuse toit.wrong
This new way does what no other way
has ever done. Removes all grease, grime
and germ -laden matter from the pores.
Skin specialists thus widely urge it.
The most prominent stars of stage and
screen — almost without e.xception — employ
it. Women are flocking to its use. It costs
less to use than soiling and ruining towels —
less iliaii laundering ilieni.
It ends the soiled towel method, judged
dangerous to skin beauty. And too -harsh
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dirty skin
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(An Antiseptic Liquid)

for a Laugh
Continued from page 8-3

youthful director, works on a premise which he believes is almost infallible, and as applicable to the subtitles as to the action of a film. That
is, the value of treating a serious
subject in a ridiculous way. The
subtitles in Sutherland's "We're in
the Navy Now" were particularly
good examples of this method.
Ralph Spence was their bright comThe opening title, for instance,
poser.
read, "Dedicated to our sailors —
called bluejackets, because the less

ting laughs that are known to the
titlers as "anchorages." One of these
is to give a word two meanings. For
instance, an early title in Marion Davies' "The Red Mill" read, "Our
story is laid in Holland, a country
dammed by the Dutch, but redeemed
b}- cheeses." Wherever the picture
was shown, this introduction got an
almost physical reaction. The audience read through to the end, al-

most audibly repeating "cheeses,"
then broke
into a startled laugh as the
deeper meaning dawned on them.
WOMAN need suffer the
mental distress and the physiAnother sure-fire
ge" is
said about their pants the better." the paraphrase of a "anchora
cal discomfort caused by underarm
proverb, or a
And toward the end of the pictui^e, familiar adage, with one
perspiration if she will use NONSPI
incongruous
(an antiseptic /iquid).
this bon mot appeared : "After making
the
world
safe
for
Democracy,
word
inserted
to
make
it a "malaNONSPI, used and endorsed by
physicians and nurses, does not stop
prop."
These
malaprop
s,
according
the boys I'eturned and found the Reperspiration. It destroys the odor
publicans
had
the
situation
well
in
to
Joe
Farnham,
are
especially
useand diverts the perspiration to parts
ful in dialect titles. In "The Underof the body where there is better
Another vitally important use of
evaporation.
standing Heart" he made a negro
NONSPI has more than a miUion users. It
titles, says Sutherland, is to set the plead that he was "the victim of ciris an old, tried, dependable remedy, used the
hand." of the picture. The opening
tempo
year
around — spring,
fall andIt winter
by fastidious
women summer,
everywhere.
keeps
title should establish the mood which cumferences."
their underarms dry and odorless and saves
Mr. Farnham is particularly intertheir clothes from ruinous perspiration stains.
follows. The dedication of "We're
ested in establishing character
Department and drug stores sell NONSPI.
in the Navy Now" gave the film a through titles. The nuances and
We will, if preferred, mail a bottle posthappy start, and at once placed the subtleties of characterization can be
paid for 50 cents (we accept postage stamps)
or gladly send you a testing sample free. A
audience in a receptive frame of
mind.
few drops, used on an average of twice a week,
done just as skillfully by the title
will keep your underarms dry and odorless.
The titles for this picture, by the writer as by the actor. This was ilThe Nonspi Company,
Semi /ree NONSPI
way, were written in forty-eight
lustrated in"The Demi Bride." Lew
sample to
2642 Walnut Street,
hours. Ralph Spence works only Cody pauses outside a convent wall,
Kansas City, Mo.
when the mood is upon him, which his eye caught by Norma Shearer
is not often. But when the mood
inside. His companion remarks indoes hit him, he really works. With
Sutherland, when they were work- smuatingly, "Youth, beauty, innoCitv
cence, and possibilities, eh?" To
ing on "We're in the Navy Now," he
retired into locked and bolted pri- v.'hich Lew replies, "No. Inexperivacy. Tv^^o days later they staggered
ence and impossibilities." Which
DARKENS
out, pale and wan, and dizzy from immediatel}^ established him as a conEYELASHESandandBEAUTIFIES
BROWS
INSTANTLY,make3them appear
noisseur of ladies, a trifle weary and
black coffee, but with a complete set
naturally
long charm,
and luxuriaot.
Adds dark,
wonderful
beauty of titles on the desk behind them.
and
expression
to
any
face.
Perfectly
harmless.
Used by ormillions
of lovely
women.uid, Solid
water-proof
liqJoe Farnham, who edits as well as cynical.
BLACK orformBROWN,
75c at youT
There is one gnawing sorrow of
dealer's
or
direct
postpaid.
MAYBELLINE CO., CHICAGO
titles almost every picture marked
lAquid
Metro-Goldwyn-Maj'er, has to his title writers. The actor isn't the only
credit some of the raciest subtitles one who wistfully watches what he
on record. Joseph Schenck, talking considers his best work go into the
with a group of men not long ago, waste basket. For the average sixreel picture, one thousand titles are
remarked, "The funniest title ever
Bring Out the Hidden Beauty written is one of Joe Farnham's in written, but — only one hundred and
Mercolized Wax gently, gradually, absorbs mud- 'The Big Parade.' Remember the fifty are used. And too, too often,
dy, freckled, pimply, faded or aged surface skin;
reveals fresh, young, white beautiful skin beneath. scene where the peasant accosts the it is the titler's pets that lie dead on
Have girlish beauty; look 10 to 20 years younger. doughboy, and bursts into a rapid the cutting-room floor.
Greatest beautifier and face rejuvenator known. flow of French? The American,
One type of humor which, strangely,
Any drug store. Dearborn Supply Co., Chicago, III.
does
not click in the movies, is the
after listening without understandMercolized
Wax
ing, turns disgustedly away, and "crazy" style — Donald Ogden Stewart's, for instance. This delicious
sa3'S, 'Ah, nuts!' Just a simple slang
phrase, but it is one of the funniest sort of wit has been attempted in
moments
picture." avers that subtitles, but without success. AudiRobert inZ.theLeonard
W to beautiful
ences won't buy.
Picture audiences are, in fact,
proportions
-»
while
you sleep!
Farnham's cleverest title was in "The
Waning Sex"
— "In these
days of pretty tough. It is far from easy to
r
k nosE
i/qniTP
masculine
mammas
and feminine
make them laugh. Which is why
is SAFE,
painless,awuste
comfortable.
Speedy,
pernnanent
results
guar^
writers who do find them^ anceed. Doctors praise it. No
papas, it's a wise stork who knows those title
GoidMedai metal to harm you . Small cost.
selves recognized are so handsomely
where to deliver his goods."
Won 1923
"Write K-90,
for FREE
' BEfor£'Aft£r
ANITA
CO., Dept.
ANITABOOKLET
Bfdg., NEWARK,
N. J.
There are a few methods of get- paid for their services.
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Japan Goes to the
Continued from page 87

taken their place on both stage and
screen, and though actresses were
for a long time held in contempt,
public opinion is gradually undergoing a change, and the majority of
people are now willing to grant the
same adulation to their movie heroines as the American public give to
theirs.
This is illustrated by the large
number of flourishing film magazines
which have sprung into existence in
Japan within the past few years, and
by the increasing demand for the
foreign film magazines.
However, the whole scale of film
production in Japan is entirely different from that in America. For
instance, a complete year was spent
in the shooting of "Forty-seven Renin," aspectacular historical drama,
and yet the cost was only 100,000
yen — $50,000. This is considered by
the Japanese to be a tremendous
sum, but a Hollywood producer considei's himself lucky if he can make
an ordinary program picture for that
amount.
The Japanese extra's life is a hard
one, as he receives only the equivalent of one dollar to one dollar and

What's

Movies

fifty cents a day. Most of the gilds
among the extras are dancers and
singers at tea houses, and work at
the movie studios only when there is
a special call for them.
The highest salary ever paid to a
motion-picture actor in Japan was
$1,250 a month. This went to a fam.ous old character actor who recently died. There are six or seven
masculine stars now receiving what
amounts to $600 per month. And
it is interesting to note that character actors ai'e paid much more
than juveniles or ingenues, while
women are never paid as much as
men. The average featured player's
salary ranges from $250 to $400 per
month.
At the present time, there are only
two well-known companies producing in Japan — the Japan Cinematograph Company, which is the larger
and more pretentious of the two, and
has an up-to-date studio at Kyoto,
and the Shochiku, which produces
near Tokyo. A new company has
just been formed, an offshoot of
Universal in America, but this is still
in the throes of organization and is
hardly on a real producing basis.

In an Eyebrow?
Continued from page 85

Antonio Moreno contended that

Crown Prince was a villainous fellow who was also quite a fop. To
it's the eyes, not the eyebrows, that
are the most expressive features in characterize him, I made an upward
the face.
twist in my right eyebrow. It was
"But," he admitted, "what would both fiendish and foppish. In 'The
the eyes be without eyebrows? I Temptress,' the Argentine plainsman
portrayed was a rough, undo not believe, however, in exag- that I couth
fellow. For that role I combed
gerated use of the eyebrows. This
thing of raising one higher than the my eyebrows upward, making them
other is merely a theatrical trick. ragged and unkempt. In 'The Gay
And I disapprove of tricks. Eye- Deceiver,' I was a French nobleman
brows respond naturalty to mood who was a charming sort of villain
and emotion. They contract in fear, — a man of culture. Naturally, I did
they expand in wonder, they lift in not indulge in any tricks of make-up
for such a role. The character I
amazement, they glower in anger.
"It is more difficult to make the played in 'Bardelys the Magnificent'
eyebrows stay still than it is to use ■was a villain of the seventeenth century. Again I used the upward twist,
them, yet in certain scenes absolute
relaxation is far more effective than this time in both eyebrows.
movement. After the terrific whip
"Eyes, teeth, ears cannot easily be
duel in 'The Temptress,' for instance, changed. But eyebrows readily lend
both Roy d'Arcy and I were of themselves to make-up. They are
course supposed to be utterly exSo now, when you go to the
hausted. Obviously there was only
hobby."
my
movies,
watch- to see what Roy
one thing to do with the eyebrows —
let them be perfectly quiet, in com- d'Arcy, Adolphe Menjou, Harry
Langdon, Mabel Noi'mand, Pola
plete relaxation."
Negri, Greta Garbo, and dozens of
Then I approached Roy d'Arcy.
others do with the little fringes
"A slight upward twist of one of
above their eyes — see what they do
illusatanic
a
creates
m)^ eyebrows
sion," he said. "A screen villain can with them to make their characteribe classified immediately by his
zations "register." You'll make some
interesting discoveries.
brows. In 'The Merry Widow,' the

\

MakeYourSkin
Ivory-white
in 3 Days!
I have the honor to announce the
most important beauty discovery of the
age ... a wonderful new-type lotion
that clears the skin of every blemish and
makes it as smooth and white as ivory.
Every woman who wants a glorious
complexion can now have it in three to
six days.
NOW

...a New Kind of Lotion
Skin Whitener

Nowcomplexion
you can you
have have
the smooth,
always flawless
longed
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just three
woman
have minutes
it. Thereat isbedtime.
not one Every
complexion in a thousand that will not be clearer,
smoother, more radiant through its use.
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darker than on the face. See what an amazimprovement
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way you
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Secrets

of a Movie
Star's
Continued from
page 90

"I want, when I retire from the
screen, to do just the ordinary things
of Hfe. There's so much artificiahty
surrounding a motion-picture star.
Eating lunch in an evening gown,
for instance, being stared at by tourists, and so forth. The glamour
thrills
but unreal.
it's a haphazard world,
unstableme,and

Stop
"Touching
Face powders
are passe. AtUp"
the
slightest excuse they streak,
blotch and look spotty. Try the
"24 hour complexion." It gives
your skin a touch of bewitching,
seductive beauty that remains
throughout the day, as fresh and
fascinating as when first applied. One day's use will show
you how superior it is to face
powders.
GOURAUD^S

"I want, when I leave the screen,
to get up at a regular time, have my
meals at definite hours, look after
all the details of my home. I want
to lose myself in the petty round
that makes up the average young
wife's life. Most wives complain of
its drabness, but it appeals to me because of its stabilit}'.
'Tn my spare hours I engage in
orgies of sock darning and mending,
and George
always
'Boo-boo,
where
are those
socks asks,
you darned
for
me?' He comes to me with buttons
dangling from his coat, like a boy,
and I feel verv maternal and necesNot

SC-I4 Send 10c. }or Trial Size ^
M
Ferd. T. Hopkins
&. Son,
York City
ANew
CRE
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Lilli^/
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LEARN

CARTOONING

At Home -Simple Method
Just tliinlc — $50 to over $250 a week paid to good
cartoonists for work that's fun! And YOU can learn
cartooning
iiome —Send
no matter
neverBook
touched
a drawing atpencil.
post-cardIf you've
for FREE
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"I guess I'm out of step in Hollywood," she smiled. "We have a rambling, rancliy sort of home in the
foothills. So many people out there
build castles and import furniture.
Horrible idea! We don't. And it
doubtless militates against our social
rating, if any. But I can't bring mytheslender,
worryingnot point."
Sheself tois
tall, simple in
dress, and quiet in manner. Her
eyes are extraordinary. There is
pride in her bearing, unostentatious
but unmistakable. There is detachment in her speech. She does not
wax eloquent on any subject. She is
never vehement. She expresses her
opinion, and rests. If you agree,
very well.' If not, she will manage
to bear up bravely under the blow.
"The picture we're making is an
" she
Crowd,'
'The to
original
told me called
in response
a question.
"The idea is to photograph episodes
and human touches rather than to
concentrate on a plot. It's an experi-

Life

sary to him when I scold him and
sewA them
grim, on."
unsmiling, taciturn man is
George Webb, who manages his
wife's business affairs.
"I hope to have him direct me in
at least one picture," said Esther,
"though I know it would be hard to
have him
say ofto people.
me, 'Don't
that!'
before
a lot
He dodirected
and acted in his own company for
years on the stage, and has had
much picture experience. Yes, he
sort of wants to direct me, too. 'I'd
break your heart,' he says, 'but I'd
I recalled the figure in brown that
you actus!' " into the flivver — so
make handed
had
awfully careful of Esther, so insistent about wrapping her snugly in.
Esther waited many lonely girlhood years on the side lines of success and happiness, but now, she has
reaped a glorious and lasting reward
- — a genuine romance, a tranquil,
thoroughly happ}' marriage.

Hollywood
Continued from page 34

shoulder. There is defiance in her
eye. The flapper she has no patience
with ; the parlor radical she finds
boring; the pseudo-intellectual she
cannot endure.
She finds people disappointing in
their lack of ideas. This is understood more fully when one recalls
that she is married to King Vidor,
a man of original vision, fresh outlook, unlimited imagination.
Social life means little to her.

Married

Girl

ment that Mr. Vidor has high hopes
for — life instead of movie. We rethat it but
is decidedly
oft' has
the
beatenalizepath,
Mr. Vidor
wanted to do it for ever so long, and
I'm sure he is capable of doing it if
Then she told me about Jim Muris." chap selected b}' Vidor
any one
ra}',
the extra
to do the male lead in "The Crowd."
His story remains to be told after
he has won the accolade of public
The compan}' came to New York
approval.
for exterior scenes, stopping at Niagara Falls en route. For a whole
week, cloudy weather prevented
shooting up there. So the Vidors
continued on their way to Manhattan
to select locations and catch up with
their theatergoing. Miss Boardman
confessed to enjoying "The Play's
the Thing" for its subtlety, "Broadway" for its color and tempo, and
"Pygmalion"
exquisite acting.for Lynn Fontanne's
"New York should be dramatized
just as Broadway was," she said
thoughtfully. "It would make a
King Vidor
sweeping
canvas." married Eleanor
Boardman shortly after Florence
Vidor obtained her divorce. This is
mentioned simph- to preface a note
that the two young w^omen are
markedly similar in bearing and
manner.
Neither is a Hollvwood eirl.
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Film Struck
Continued from page 94
the jitneys had brought up wei'e gazing at him with profound admiration, whispering among themselves.
His shoulders went back, and perhaps he strutted a little as he passed
in parade before the audience of outsiders. After all, he reflected, being
a picture actor lent one a decided
prestige, placed one upon a magic
pedestal ; and now that he had had
time to think things over, and look
at the matter in a calm, unprejudiced
light, the career that had been thrust
upon him really did have its attractions.

IV
T
IT'S WHAT THE YOUNGER
JL.

^ OW

CROWD

THINKS

ABOUT

IT!

the whole world

talks the language of this
younger generation, follows
their fashions, plays their
flashing games— and obviously
takes their opinion on tobacco
matters very seriously, for

Suddenly, touched by an inspiratheyounger set's most favored
tion, Oscar swerved and strolled up
brand is the largest selling
to the sumptuous tent wherein Lester Lavender was quartered. There,
quality cigarette in the world!
resting upon a couch in the open
doorway, was the star himself, languidly smoking a cigarette in a long,
black holder.
He looked up at his visitor and
smiled. "Sit down, Mr. Watt. I
do not think we are needed yet.
Smoke ?"
Oscar calmly seated himself, accepted a cigarette, lighted it, and
leaned back in his easy, canvas chair.
"Lve been meaning to tell you
something, Mr. Lavender,'' he began
casually. "Something about the rascal who has been impersonating you."
"You refer to Bancroft?" Lester
Lavender sat up suddenly.
"I never knew his name," returned
Oscar, maintaining an unruffled
countenance, although his pulse was
drumming. "But I had a — a slight
run-in with the man just before
leaving La Belle, Iowa. He appeared
What a whale of a difference just a few cents make!
at the picture theater "
"The scamp!" burst from the
star. "I have been trying vainly to
Bonud$3.00volumes
of Picture-Play
Magazine Department,
now ready.
Price
per volume.
Address Subscription
apprehend him."
Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89 Tth Avenue, New York.
Ukulele
a - 4.
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Continued on page 117
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Murine

"Tired eyes," says a famous beauty
expert, "are the infallible signs of
Tiny
approaching
clustered
aboutage."
lifeless
eyes crow's-feet
cause any
woman to look old before her time.
Happily, the daily use of harmless
Murine will rejuvenate your tired eyes
and make you look years younger.
Also, by preventing squinting, it helps
to eliminate crow's-feet. A month's
supply costs but 60c. Try it!
Write Murine Co., Dept. 2 8, Chicago, for
FREE Books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care
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Elusive

Something About
Continued from page 26

Lois

Moran

terview with Miss Moran convinced
that, if he can make love like Valentino, and every woman, that if she him that she was the girl he was
can look hungrily passionate like looking for. He promised her nothing definite, but he asked her mother
Greta Garbo, or suggest young girlhood at its dearest and prettiest like to bring her to America to meet Mr.
Lois Moran — if, in short, they have
King, the director-to-be of "Stella
any outstanding quality which can
When Lois reached New York,
make girls and boys and tired men
and women forget real life for an Mr. King had not yet come East.
hour or so — the movies will make She secured an engagement as the
them rich and famous. All that is Dallas."
dancing fairy in the stage producnecessar}^, granted the one outstandtion, "The Wisdom Tooth," and was
ing quality, is a bit of luck at the playing this part in Baltimore when
beginning to focus attention upon Mr. King finally came East to meet
oneself.
her. After a screen test, he imThis luck came to Lois Moran.
mediately engaged her.
"Mother and I left Pittsburgh,
The rest is history. Her performwhere I was brought up, when I was
ance in "Stella Dallas" made her famous overnight. Since then she has
twelve," she said. "We went to
Paris. I' had private tutors, and I steadily progressed. She has played
danced in the opera ballet, and I in several Paramount pictures, and is
made two pictures with a French now under contract to Fox.
company. Then Mr. Goldwyn came
She should achieve even greater
things during the next few years
Lois was sixteen when Samuel than she has in the past, for she has
Goldwyn
along." came to Paris on the look- now reached an age where she can fit
out for a fine, sweet child for the into a greater variety of parts.
rise on the screen has been
part of Laurel in "Stella Dallas." oneLois'
of the romances of the movies, a
Lois, hearing of this, sent him her
picture and a letter. The photograph \-outh
romance
typical of this day in which
is queen.
attracted him, and a subsequent in-

Smilin'

Through
with
Monty
Continued from
page 74

Unable to see where he was going, and intent on being the very best
horse that man can be, he kept plugging along in the direction indicated
by the reins and finally walked over
the cliff. When he was picked up
at the bottom, most of his bones were
broken. He lay in the hospital many
months.
When he was making pictures for
one of the Warners years ago, the
company used to act before the camera in the morning and then go out
and lay sidewalks outside the studio
during the noon hour. No one
thought anything about it— quite the
proper thing for an actor to do.
But those days are all over now.
To-day Monty Banks stands at the
threshold of a promising future. Not
only has he graduated from two-reel
comedies into those of feature length
but, with Arthur McArthur, he is independently making his own pictures,
using his own ideas in his own way.
There is always a well-worked-out
plan behind each of his pictures. In
the first place, plot is paramount.
Monty insists that there be a good
dramatic story ready before he will
start to work. He usually does the
characterization of an eager, well-

Banks

meaning little fellow, anxious to
please, Avho often overreaches himself, is often dumped in the dirt, but
always comes up smiling with the
fifth ace hidden in his hand.
At present writing, he is hard at
work on a story dealing with navy
life. After that, comes a comedy
laid in Europe.
Monty is unmarried, and declares
that there is no one in immediate
prospect of becoming Mrs. Monty
Banks. But you never can tell —
Cupid works fast in filmdom.
I have known Monty Banks for
well over a year and have often
watched him work. And I like him.
I admire that indomitable quality in
him which makes him laugh in the
face of trouble and enjoy best the
joke which is on himself.
There is no morbid undercurrent
in Monty's philosophy. Picture him
not as a sad soul, cursed with the
misfortune of a funny face. Not at
all! His i-ound, beaming face, his
trim little mustache, his smiling eyes
and mouth are not a mask to hide a
secret sorrow. They are banners
cheerfully proclaiming the genuinely
happy nature of the comedian.
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Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 73
B. Warner, in
Anna Q. Nilsson,
man Trevor, Nils
heim, and Mickey

the leading role,
Alice Joyce, NorAster, Louis WolMcBan.

Off With Their Heads!
There appears to be a disposition
on the part of some of the bigger
companies to cut down the list of
their high-salaried players, and reduce expenses, in a general economy
w^ave. And there are threats that
the slaughter may be fearful before
it is over.
Many players have been accused
of being high hat, and of demanding
more than they are w^orth. Some of
the bigger companies seem to feel
that it is so easy to discover new talent nowadays that the expense of
keeping better-established players is
too great to be justified.
However, chopping off heads
wholesale will never get any organization anywhere. That much we
know, and the producers probably
realize that, too, and have no intention of dispensing with too many of
their established stars.
Two Broken Engagements.
We had almost forgotten th.it
Bebe Daniels and Charlie Paddock,
the sprinter, were engaged, until they
announced that they had decided not
to be married after all.
The rumor persists that Bebe will
wed Jack Pickford whenever it so
happens that the divorce of Pickford
and Marilyn Miller becomes final.
Another engagement now off is
that of Bobby Agnew and Ann
Rork.
No Truth in It.
If )'ou have heard the report that
Ronald Colman and Betty Jewel are
to wed, you can rest assured that
there is really nothing to it. We have
it on good authority that this was
merely a rumor.
The Jinx Pursues Tom Mix.
Tom Mix has suffered his share
of misfortune lately.
Despite the fact that he is such an
exceptionally good rider, Tom was
thi'own from his horse not long ago,
and dragged over a rocky ledge, with
the result that both his leg and arm
were badly lacerated. Also, recently,
during the making of a scene m
which there was some shooting, Tom
got a small particle of metal in his
eye from one of the cartridges.
Mix has announced that he may
soon leave the Fox organization, with
which he has worked for vears.
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diamond!
"Yes, I'm engaged," she
enthusiastically admitted
to her most intimate gir]
friend,
"and to
now tellthatyouI
am, I want
just how it happened !
You know
beautiful and I I'm
alwaysnotseemed
to
lack
that
'something'
which appealedI guess
to menyou—
personality,
would call it. But here'c
the secret. I sent for a book called 'Fascinating
Womanhood'
opened up ofa the
new male
worldmindto
me.
I learnedwhich
the psychology
as it reacts toward a girl. The rest was easy.
You knowamazing
the man how
I've been
It is
simply
sooncrazy
his about.
indifference
changed to keen interest and then quickly into
ardent love. I never could have won him without the helpful knowledge I gained from this
marvelous book. It is wonderful and any young
woman, single or married, can read it with great
interest
this adand; write
your
nameandandprofit."
address Cut
on theoutmargin
mail
to us with 10 cents and a little booklet entitled
"Secrets
of
Fascinating
Womanhood,"
giving
an
interesting synopsis of the revelations disclosed
in "Fascinating Womanhood," will be sent postpaid. No secret.
embarrassment
— thedime
plaintoday.
wrapper
keeps your
Send your
THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
3906 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Dept. 16-J

ST pefpaii?
VI/EL
CALEDIAT
AND
Sr Ifitl
MTTO
Yf
Ankle Bands, Special
will support
and
D R.WALTER'S
extrastrong
shapeing them.
the ankle and calf while reducTheyder anyfitkind
like ofa glove.
Can be detection.
worn un- /
hose without
You canat note
ankle
once. theCandifference
be worn inat shape
nightof // ,
andreducewhileyou
sleep.
orduring
ofthe thedaysupport.
deriving then extra benefit J^- /
Write orfor
Dr. forWalter's
AnUle
Bands
Pay byor
check
money
order$3.75.
(no Special
cash)
pay postman.
Send Ankle and Calf measure to
DR. JEANNE
G.A. WALTER
389 Fifth
Avenue
New York
How to Obtain
A Perfect Looking Nose
My latest
improved Model
25 corrects now ill-shaped
noses niiickly,
painlessly,
perniaiienl
ly
and
oonifortably ;tt lioine. It is liie only nnsesliaping
of and
precise
adjiistnienC
aiulappliance
athatsafe
guaranteed
patent device
will actually
give you a
pei-rect
loukingnose.
Write
lor
free
booklet
which
LeIU -M.you Tiiletv,
how to obtain a perfect
lookir jr nose.
NoseshapingSpecialist.
Dept. 1^922,Pioneer
PintrhanMon.
N. Y.

Secret
OF HER BEAUTIFUL SKIN IS THIS FAMOUS
FORMULA OF A GREAT SKIN SPECIALIST
s
JOHN H.WOODBURfi
ilady'
EMOLLIENT cMESSENCE
OF

HONEYROSE&ALMOND
for reoainin'g
retaining
white
soft dearand clean
skin
50<t At Your Neighborhood Druggist
NOW MADE ECONOMICALTOTRY
AGENEROUS BOUDOIR SIZE BOTTLE
AT ALL LEADING 5* &> 10* STORES
mSISTriJPON TUK. SIGNAWftE AND TRADE MARK/
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His

Wife Is His Salesman
Continued from page 27

Our table was near the door, and
people kept leaving it open as they,
went out. Tiie draft was unpleasant. Eddie got up and closed it
twice. The third time he locked i*".
I saw six people try it from the outside and then go awaj, lunchless,
presumably, before it was discovered.
By that time we had finished. The
expression of elaborate innocence on
his face, as Madame Helene bustled
about wondering who had done it,
was a study.
Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!
"V^Oy
can banish freckles,
those annoying,
embarrassing
quickly
and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will wonder bow you did it.
Stillman's
CreamLeaves
bleaches
them out whileFreckle
you sleep.
the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloring.
The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money refunded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

an's
Freckle
Cream
illm
St
Removes Whitens
Freckles The SKin
The Stillman Co., 11 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.
Sendmentmebooklet.
your FREE make-up and skin treatAddress
City
State

^50022
Gets
for Set ofDmWings
Learn
to
Draw
at Home

\Eani While
ybu Leam
W. B. K
"I sold $500.00
worthgraduate
of drawings
boxiDK
promoters"
writes
R.to local
Kent.
Jersey. "Have sold a drawingW. which
tooli New
less
thanP. C.a dayRoberts.
to do forFla.,5100.00.
'
'
writes:R. I.,
"Earning
a weeli." Harold A. Allen,
writes: $100.00
"Have
made
day."LEARN. Miss H. H. HartEARN$40.00
WHILEin a YOU
leigh. sent
Mass.in 12writes:
"1 madeDavid
5236.00.
YetiVIaine.
I've
only
lessons."
Gould.
wrote,
while
learning:
"ITexas,
made $225.00
on "Making
a single
job."
E
V.
Fritsch,
wrote:
$10.00
$15.30 BOOK.
a day.'" Shows why you can learn
GET toFREE
tonever
draw shown
at hometalent.
by THISShowsmethod
even
if you earn;
havo
what
graduates
how you earn while learning:
why artists
get
$50,
$75,
$100
and
$200
a
week:
shows
big
money opportunities in your own neighborhood. NoSendsalesman
for it todas call.
• No obli- ^^'B'
gation.
WashioBton School of will
Art, Inc. -^ooo^^.*/
Room239E,
111515th
^x'.«'>>
■toe-,e9='
Street. N. W. ^^^rt* "^aA^Vl-'
Washington. ^<oV^.. ^^^'^^K^'L

"I think the most interesting
thing
said, "isboy,
the born
fact
that Iabout
was ame,"
littlehe Jewish
on the East Side in New York, and
brought up among gangsters. Bad
gangsters," he added, impressively.
"Very bad
lost two.
my father
and
mother
when! II was
I became
an entertainer and made a million
dollars. And I am still young.
"I married a girl whom I knew
as a child. I carried her schoolbooks and now she carries my check
book." He beamed suddenly, pleased
at the neatness of the remark. "I
mean by that that she acts as my
business manager — handles all my
financial affairs. All I have to do is
act and eat and sleep. Not that that
isn't enough," he added, with a
weary droop of those expressive
shoulders. "It's a big job to make a
picture !
"My wife is my salesman," he
went on. "I never sign a contract
unless she is present. It's like this.
I can't say, 'Look here, Mr. Lasky !
I am the greatest comedian on the
stage to-day. I have had phenomenal -success. Millions have seen me
in musical comedy. Millions have
bought
my phonograph
—
and so on.
They would records'
just lean
their heads on their hands and sigh,
'Who does this guy think he is ? And
how
longdo isit.he She
going
talk?'
she can
putsto me
over! But
"And," he added, with triumph in
his voice, "we are not anticipating
getting a divorce ! Put that in your
story. It is something different.
We have four children. We work
hard and
Did I ever tell you
about
my clothing
store?"
He twinkled
at me
as I registered
surprise at this.
"Oh, yes ! I was in the clothing
business. It was like this. My
wife's family thought it wasn't so
good when she wanted to marry an
entertainer. So I said, 'All right.
I'll keep on with this job until I
have fifteen thousand dollars, and
then I'll quit and buy a clothing store.'
"I was doing pretty well, and by

the time I had the fifteen thousand I
was
doingI better.
So thousand
I said, and
'I'll
wait until
have thirty
buy"Bya the
bigger
time store.'
I had thirty thousand
it was coming still faster, and I said,
'Sixty thousand would buy a dandy
store ! I'll wait until I have that.'
"So my store kept on growing and
growing, without ever being bought,
untilclothing
I said,store
'Oh,could
what's
No
be asthe
gooduse?
as
this !' It was all right with her
family, too — by that time ! So I retired from the clothing business!"
An amazingly naive and whimsical
little man is Eddie. He takes his
job very
seriously
himself in every
phase and
of itinterests
— story, gags,
titles, direction, costumes, props.
He is anxious to learn from anybody at all, and he listens, not patiently and politely, as do some men
in his position, but with real interest, to suggestions made by any one.
In common with other comedians,
he takes the business of being funny
very seriously.
has his
particular theories He
about
whatownmakes
people laugh. He will have nothing
in a picture of his simply because it
is funny. It must have something
to do with the story, and there must
be a reason for every gag and every
situation. He motivates his comedy.
For instance, he will not wear funny
clothes merely to look amusing. In
"Special Delivery" his mailman's
uniform is all wrong and utterly absurd. But it is because, according to
the story, he has to wear a suit which
has been made for another man.
His eyes are the most noticeable
feature of his appearance, and probably constitute his greatest physical
asset. They are big and very dark
and prominent — almost protruding.
And in them you see the patience, the
shrewdness, the humor, and the kindliness of his race.
"Be sure to tell about my wife in
your story," he cautioned me, as I
was leaving. "And don't forget to
say we aren't going to get a divorce.
That's important. And — oh, yes !
Don't
forgetandabout,
schoolbooks
now 'I
she carried
carries her
my
check
book.'
That's
good earnestly
line !"
He is
a simple
littlea man,
anxiousmous to
despite his enorsuccessplease,
and income.
And his success will be still greater
when the public realizes what he has
to offer on the screen. If there is
any comedian who is able to crowd
Chaplin from his position at the head
of the front rank of screen comedy,
I am willing to bet on Cantor !
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Agents and Help Wanted

AGENTS — $60-$125 A WEEK. Free samples.dows.
Gold Metallic
lettersLetter
for stores
winCo., and
428 office
N. Clark,
Chicago.
BIG MONEY AND PAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. ples.
WriteAmerican
for Monogram
particulars Co.,
and Dept.
free sam170,
East Oriuige, N. J.

.\GENTS : $13.80 Daily (In Advance).
Spare time will do. Introduce 12 months
Guaranteed Hosiery. 57 styles, 39 colors, for
Men, Women, riiiklren ; including latest "Silk
to the Top"
Ladies'WeHose.
capital or Silk
exl)erienee
needed.
furnishNo samples.
hose for your own use free. New Plan.
Macoehee cinnati,Hosiery
Company, Road 4509, CinOhio.

EARN $10 DAILY silvering mirrors, plating, deliers,
refinishing
metalware,
headlights, Decie
chanbedsteads.
Outfits furnished.
Laboratories, 1135 Broadway, New York.

Help Wanted— Male
MEN, GET FOREST RANGER JOB ;
$125-$200 mo. and home furnished ; permanent ;hunt,
fish, trap.
detailsColo.
write Norton,
2(58 McMann
Bldg., For
Denver,

"$75.00
TO INTRODUCE
"Chieftain" 3forWEEKLY
$4.95
Guaranteed
Tailored
Pull working
outfit
Free. Your
own Shirts.
shirts
Free. Cincinnati Shirt Company, Lane 1928,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2S60, St. Louis, Mo.
IF YOU ARE A MAN WORTHY OP THE
name and not afraid to work I'll bet you
$50.00 vou can't work for us thirty days and
earn less than ,$200.00,. Think I'm blufiing?
Then ings
answer
this ad and
show me
Openfor managers.
Wonder
Box up.sells
on
sight. The best selling proposition in America to-dav. Write Tom Walker, Dept. 143,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly oi>erating our "Specialty Candy Factories" anywhere.
W. N.Hill-J.
yer Ragsdale,
Drawer Booklet
20, Eastfree.
Orange,
AGENTS — Quick sales, big profits, outfit
free. Cash or credit. Sales in every home
for our high class line of Pure Food Products,
Soaps, Perfumes, Toilet Articles, etc. Write
to-day for money-making plans. American
Products Co., 9261 Monmouth, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
AMERICA'S GREATEST TAILORING
Line Free. 130 large Swatch Samples.
— All Wool — Tailored-to-Order — Union Made
— sensational low price. Get outfit at once.
Address
Chicago. Dept. 152, Goodwear, 844 Adams,

What

do

you

EARN $120 to $250 monthly, expenses paid
as Railway Traffic Inspector. We secure
position
for you
afteror completion
of 3 months'
home-study
course
money refunded.
Excellent
opportunities.
Write
for
Free Booklet,
CM-28,
Stand.
Business
Training
Inst.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
MAKE MONEY IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
Learn quickly at home. Spare or full time.
New
Plan. American
Nothing like
it. ofExperience
unnecessarv.
School
Photography,
Dept. 1405, 3G01 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
RAILWAY POSTAL CLERKS. Men 18 up.
$1900-.$2700 year.
25 coached
immediately.
Franklin
Institute,Free.
Dept.Write
N2,
Rochester, N. Y.
MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK, qualify for forest ranger position. Start $125
month; cabin and vacation; patrol the forests,tion.
protectWritetheMokane,
game ; give
Dept.tourists
M-10, informaDenver,
Colo.
WANT GOVERNMENT SPECIAL AGENT
(Investigator) Position, commence .$200 to
$250 month?
Qualify"Mo. mailed free.
Write,
Ozment, "How
308, St.to Louis,
I WILL PAY YOU $2 AN HOUR TO TAKE
orders for Carlton dresses and coats. Women
in
and Paris
ofiice styles.
eager
to every
save a home,
third store,
on ourfactory
stunning
Everything supplied Free but only applicationserencesstating
and 206
refwill be territory,
considered.experience
Carlton, Inc.,
So. Wabash, Dept. 299-A, Chicago.

do

with

your

Help Wanted — Female
$6 — $18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tops
at home, experience unnecessary ; particulars
for
stamp.Ind. Tapestry Paint Co., 110,
Grange,
Salesmen Wanted
$40.00made
SUITSof FOR
one Wool.
price.
Union
finest $23.50
quality! All
Virgin
You don't have to know anything about sellsuccess
vou ing
areclothing.
honest Weandguarantee
willing toyour
work.
Writeif
at once. William C. Bartlett, 850 Adams,
Dept. 540, Chicago.
LaPatents and Lawyers
PATENTS,
Send sketch
or model
preliminary examination.
Booklet
free. for
Highest
references.
Best
results.
Promptness
assured. Watson 10. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
PATENTS — Write for Guide Books and
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing inventions.
Send model
or sketch ofFree.
invention for Inspection
and J.Instructions
Terms reasonable,
Victor
Evans Co,, 767
Ninth, Washington, D. C,
INVENTORS — Write for our guide book,
"How to Get
Your Send
Patent,"
invention
blank.
modelandor evidence
sketch forof
reaTerms
Free. 412, WashInstructions
and Randolph
Inspection sonable.
& Co., Dept.
ington, D. C.
Detectives Wanted
MEN — Experience unnecessary ; travel ;
make secret investigations ; reports ; salaries ;
expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner, 2190 Broadway, New York,

spare

hours?

's on"
? "What
rdaynext
yestethe
you
day? How
w? doAnd
orro
to-mdid
forWhat

newal subscriptions from your neighborhood
for Sport Story, Picture Play, Far West

about making "a date" to sell us some of
your spare hours, say about three hours a
day?

Illustrated, and Complete Stories. You've
nothing
; you're almost sure to win
— here's to
thelose
coupon.

You can earn extra doSiars every day

JUST

CLIP

AND

MAIL

IT

Here's how : ' Just send us the coupon
below with your name and address, so we
can send you details of our surprising offer,
by which you should earn up to $2.00 or
$3.00 a day— and, of course, you can easily
earn more.

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79-89 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please show me how I can profitabl}^ sell you my spare
hours.

Without investing a penny or taking a
minute from your regular work you can
make money by forwarding new and re-

STREET....

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll^^

NAME

CITY

STATE.
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Manhattan
Medley
Continued from page 56
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I The Brand of
a Good Book

Chelsea

Popular

lllllli

House

Copyrights

The biggest and fastest selling
line of cloth-covered books. Ask
your druggist — your bookseller to
show you any of these latest titles.
There's something doing all the
while in a "CH" book. These
books which have never before
been published were written for
men who love the sweep of the
great West, the mysteries of big
cities, the conquest of man over
his environment.
RONICKY DOONE'S TREASURE David Manning
FAST MONEY
Eugene A. Clancy
THE GREEN BAG
John Paul Seabrooke
LENNISTER OF BLUE DOME Janes Roberts
TWO-GUN GERTA
C. C. Waddell and Carroll John Daly
RAINBOW LANDING
Frank Lillie Pollock
THE PHANTOM ALIBI
Henry Leverage
MARK TURNS WEST
Mary Imlay Taylor
David Manning
ON THE TRAIL OF FOUR
Howard Fielding
STRAIGHT CROOKS
POISONOUS MIST
Gordon MacCreagh
E. Whitman Chambers
THE LOOTED BONANZA
Robert Ormond Case
JUST BUCKAROOS
THE PURPLE LIMITED
Henry Leverage
William Morton
MASQUERADE
Emart Kinsburn
SPANISH NUGGETS
THE AWAKENING OF ROMOLA
Anne O'Hagan
MARCIA
Anne O'Hagan
COWGIRLS— PLUS
George Gilbert
Gordon MacCreagh
THE INCA'S RANSOM
THE CRIMSON BLADE Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE AMATEUR DETECTIVES Christopher B. Booth
THE GLACIER GATE
Frank Lillie Pollock
WILD BILL
Joseph Montague
RIM 0' THE RANGE
Ethel Smith Dorrance and James French Dorrance

75c

Per

rnCLSEA

Copy

HOUSE

79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY

dined with the Coolidges, and during the course of the conversatioa,
several of those present recalled having met the Morenos at various
places' in various climes. Whereat,
Mrs. Coolidge volunteered triumphantly, "I've known Mr. Moreno
longer than any of you — he used to
read
meterto in
Northampton."
"I my
was gas
tickled
death
she remembered me," says Mr. Moreno.
A Happy Reunion.
Several years ago, there were three
little maids from school in the chorus
of "Rock-a-bye Baby." Their names
were Florence Eldridge, Hortense
Alden, and Eleanor Boardman.
Let us introduce to you Miss
Boardman, screen star, visiting New
York with her husband, King Vidor,
after an absence of many seasons.
She is lunching with her old friend
of the chorus, Hortense Alden, now
a v/idely known Broadway favorite.
Having just come from a bus on
which scenes for "The Crowd" were
being shot, she is disguised in makeup and a simple, ineffectual frock.
While Miss Boardfnan, who has
been hard at work since early morning and is frankly ravenous, eats her
stuffed celery, let's take a look at her
and, just for the fun of it, let's, as
the schoolgirls say, "sum her up."
She's a beautiful girl. Hers is not
the luscious, overripe type of beauty,
but the fresh, starry-eyed type of
wholesome loveliness that belongs to
youth. Unspoiled, capable, definite
in her ideas, a bit unbending perhaps, concentrated, unabashed. Miss
Boardman has little patience with
beating about the bush, and sees no
reason for dodging issues or avoiding the truth. Regardless of the impression she may give — totally unconscious of it, as a matter of fact
- — frank to a fault, she is avowedly
curious about the antics of her fellow beings. She is gloriously interested in life, singularly unafraid and,
as one admirer has put it, you may
sum her up as an unusually attractive
and talented modern American girl.
All Because She Overslept.
"No, I did not get off the train
at 125th Street, as the papers reported," Dolores Costello explained,
shortly after her arrival from the
Coast. "We simply overslept."
Which just goes to show that the
best-laid plans of motion-picture
stars, as well as of mice and men,
oft go astray.
When Miss Costello, a fresh blond
vision in delft blue, reached New
York, accompanied by her mother,

Mrs. Maurice Costello, and her sister
Helene, the porter forgot to call them
when they reached the Grand Central station, and the trio, worn out
from conventioning at Columbus,
Ohio, slept blissfully on till the train
was about to be taken to the yards.
Thereupon, they threw themselves
together, as the saying goes, and
rather bewildered and very much disheveled, proceeded unceremoniously
to their suite at the Ambassador.
There, a curt attendant informed
baffled reporters that the family
couldn't be disturbed. All of which
gave rise to the report that Miss Costello and family had got off the train
at 125th Street and that she was
evading the press because she had
something "to hide." Which, on. the
face of it, was ridiculous, for a more
simple,
guileless girl would be difficult to find.
Dolores, as you all know, is the
young girl who sprang into fame
when she played opposite John Barrymore in
Sea Beast."
Her
naivete
and"The
winsomeness
at once
captivated the public, and V/arner
Brothers, who had put her under
contract,
knew they had effected a
celluloid coup.
Fifteen or twenty years ago, when
the more courageous were parting
surreptitiously with small coins in
order to patronize that new and
highly stigmatized form of entertainment, the movies, Maurice Costello
was
the
fans," who
were at that idol
timeof a"the
comparatively
small but none the less loyal legion.
Then, after a while, the name of
Costello well-nigh passed out of
sight. Only a few recalled the leading man with the captivating smile
and dimple.
His daughters,
inherited from him a however,
love of thehadstage,
and after they finished school, they
both sought careers in the theater,
and secured engagements in Geoi'ge
White's "Scandals," from which
they were later drafted into the
movies.
Dolores, despite her success on the
screen, has never been able quite to , i
forget her love for the stage, which
she graced for so short a time. One
of the first things she did when she
reached New York was to go to see
theA "Scandals."
luncheon was given in her
honor prior to the opening of "Old
San Francisco," in which she plays a
Spanish girl in the California of the
days when San Francisco was the
Paris of the Pacific. The Costello
family attended the New York
premiere en masse.
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Screen in Review
Continued from page 61

This is hardly the way — or the
Lois Moran is N'ancy, very much
the charming young girl of English fate — of all flesh, so the title may
tradition, and Donald Keith is the be discounted as the only strained
gay young dog, much too sedate in note in the picture. And Jannings'
temperament to play the part with way is so wholly that of no other
any degree of conviction. Alyce actor, that the title matters little or
Mills, Vera Voronina, and Larry nothing, except as an excuse for the
Kent are among the others, and who caption writer to quote a paragraph
should suddenly reappear on the
Samuel Butler's novel, to which
screen, in the role of the country from
the story on the screen bears no relation.
lout, but Gareth Hughes !
It is a simple story, as befits a
character embroidered and elaborated
An Earthquake Obliges.
"Old San Francisco" is a melo- with countless human touches. Schiller is a bank cashier, proud of the
drama reminiscent of a condensed
serial, with a great big earthquake as modest job that has come to him
its climax. Dolores Costello, the after twenty years' service, a playful,
star, trapped underground by the indulgent father to his six small children, and only humanly selfish with
Chinese, prays for deliverance from
a fate worse than death, and all San his wife. He is the hero of the bowling club, an embodiment of all the
Francisco quakes, totters, falls, and
burns. But nary a strand of virtues most highly regarded in the
home - loving German - American.
Dolores' marcelled hair is harmed.
The prologue is laid in 1849 and Then comes a change. He is sent lo
concerns the fortunes of a Spanish Chicago by his bank, with bonds in
family possessed of great property his keeping, his wallet containing
granted them by the King of Spain them eyed by a practiced blonde of
The end of the adyears before. When the picture set- the underworld.
venture can be foreseen.
tles down to tell a story, the time is
1906, and Miss Costello is the fair
With the robbery, the story bedaughter of the now-impoverished
tragic. Schiller's savcomesatgrimlybeing
Spanish family.
age rage
laughed at by the
Their rancho is coveted by politi- girl, his fight with her protector. The
cal sharks, one of whom decides he Tough, on the railroad tracks, and
will gain possession not only of the his sudden realization that a train
property, but of Dolores, too. He is has passed over the body of his
a Chinaman who, curiously, is en- enemy and, in the eyes of the world,
abled to pass for a white man and he is a murderer as well as a thief —
this is the tragedy of a soul told
thus prey upon his Mongolian coun- all
trymen. The hero is the nephew of in the terms of movie melodrama,
but with what passionate sincerity,
one of the villains.
These principals are involved in what astonishing realism ! The body
various and sundry adventures, all of The Tough is mistaken for his
own, and the newspapers proclaim
distinctly of the movies, until Do- him a hero defending his trust at the
lores is about to be sold into slavery
to a Chinaman and the earthquake expense of his life ; but Schiller alone
knows the truth and is too tortured
solves every difficulty.
Charles Emmett Mack, Warner by conscience to return home and
Oland, and Anders Randolf enact declare himself. So he shambles on
through the years, a nameless derethe leading male roles.
lict. A brief episode brings him face
to face with his grown son, now a
The Way of a Great Actor.
violinist in a theater, and the film apFar from placing the art of Emil
proaches perilously near hokum when
Jannings in jeopardy, bringing him Schiller peers through the window
to Hollywood has enhanced it. His of his former home on Christmas
Eve and sees his family carrying on
portrayal of August Schiller, in "The the
life he loved so well. But the
Way of All Flesh," his first Paramount picture, equals any of his art of Jannings raises this to the
other roles. In some respects it is dignity of honesty.
his greatest. Flawlessly magnificent
Belle Bennett, as Mrs. Schiller,
is his portrait of this citizen of our
is
perfect in a character role. Phylown Milwaukee in the days before
lis Haver, as the tawdrily spectacProhibition. He is a wholly Teuular Mayme, creates a role which
tonic citizen, a husband and father
demands that magnetic authority of
who strays from the path of domestic rectitude for one moment, and hers which is a delight to watch.
spends the rest of his life in lonely, Donald Keith, as Schiller's son, is
anguished expiation.
youthfully sincere.

So

Slender

It Pays to Reduce
Over-fat people suffer a handicap, toSday more than ever. People know that
obesity is largely due to a gland disorder. Exercise and diet, carried to extremes, may correct the result for
awhile. But the right way, the easy
way, is to correct the cause.
That way is Marmola Prescription
Tablets. They are based on many years
of scientific research. They act to correct the cause of excess fat. No abnormal exercise or diet is required.
Marmola has been used for 19 years.
The use has grown, by users telling
others, until people now are taking a
very
amount.
You large
can see
the results wherever you
look. You can learn them from your
friends, if you will. Excess fat is not
nearly so common as it was.
If you need help, learn this easy,
pleasant, scientific way to fat reduction.
Do that in fairness to yourself. Watch
the fat reduction, watch the new vitality. You will be amazed and delighted.
You will know that this way is right.
Test Marmola
now,it. and learn what millions know about
Marmola prescription tablets are
sold by all druggists at SI per box.
If your druggist is out, he will get
them at once from his jobber.
MARMOLA
'prescription "tablets
Jhe T^leasant Way to%duoQ
Hii^
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otherittoTODAY.
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Dept. H-676 Drexel Ave. &5Sth St. {g)A.S.1923 CHICAGO
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SEA
STORIBS
Good and Exciting
REDUCE

EXCESS

WEIGHT
at homewonderful
without secret
medicine
This
can orat surgery
last be i
TOUES. for Dr. McCoy has been
studying this problem for many years
and has watched thousands return to
normal shape WITH NO IXJUKIODS
EPFECTS,
through following
Ms simple
health instructions.
These same,
easily
followed directions for which his
privatesandspatients
are
now
paying
of dollars to learn, may nowthou-be
yours.
Nothing
more or
to buy — no pills,
creams, CARRY
extracts
DONT
EXCESSpreparations.
WEIGHT
ANT
LONGER.
Get today
Dr. McCoys
confidential
instruction
and in
aadmiring
short time
friends!youSendwillonlvastound
.50c coinyouror money order*
McCOT HEALTH SERVICE,
Dept. 1361 Bracfe Shops Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Do

Clothes

Fashions in Etiquette Glianp
Good Form To=day is Different from
the Good Form of a Few Years Ago
The Very Last Word on the
[Subject of Correct Behavior is

The

Book

of

By
ETIQUETTE

Laura

Alston

Brown

Every Possible Topic
dealing with the social relationships in which human beings participate iscovered in this comprehensive volume of 244 pages. In
all, 176 topics are treated. These
include :
The Etiquette of Accepting or Decline
Christenings
ing Invitations
Conduct of the
Funeral Etiquette
Engaged Girl
Conduct of the
Courtesy to Servants
Engaged Man The Woman who
Entertaining
Travels
Guests
Automobile Etiquette
Table Manners
Calling Customs Public Dances
Letters of lntro=
Street=car Etiquette
duction
Wording of Invi= The Etiquette of
tations
Sport
OTHER VOLUMES OF ETIQUETTE—MANY OF THEM
NOTHING LIKE AS COMPREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50
TO $5.
"The Book of Etiquette," by
Laura Alston Brown, the most
complete, up-to-date and authoritative work of the kind ever issued,
is priced at
ONE

DOLLAR

In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding
Order from Your Bookseller or from
CHELSEA
HOUSE
Publishers
79 Seventh Avenue, New York

Mean
More
Than
Continued from page 29

Beauty?

just started to sink wearily to rest
on a convenient switch box, but realized with an inward groan that rest
and Brenon do not, never did, and
never will be found in the same

them to-day than at an}- other time
in the history of pictures, and by perfecting herself in the art of personal
expression, she is just that much
more certain to succeed.
"The demand for new talent is

"Notice that girl over there?" he
place.
said, as we started on another crosscountry hike. He indicated a pretty
extra who was — energetically, you
may be sure !— powdering her face
with a large puff.
"As far as looks go, she is delightfulbut
;
she will always be an
extra. America is full of pretty girls
— every community has its quota.
But out of every thousand charming
young ladies, only one or two have
any degree of personality and magnetism. Those who lack these qualities will never achieve note on the
screen, even though they have ability
in addition to their beauty."
Men, according to the director,
stand a far better chance to win
screen success if they are handsome,
manly fellows. The women patrons,
who decide the fate of aspiring actors, are willing to overlook the cut
of a man's suit and the way he wears
it, if he is good looking and virile.
Herbert Brenon doesn't consider
this question of personality via
clothes such an abstract matter,
either — I mean, he thinks it is something which every girl should give
serious consideration to.

growing
leaps steering
and bounds,"
he
continued,byneatly
the interviewer over a pile of coiled electric
cables in a far corner of the stage.
"There are certainly more chances
for newcomers to-day, for producers
are more interested in new faces than
they were a couple of years ago.
But, on the other hand, this new attitude results in young players being
put into important roles without the
training in self-expression which
used to be thought necessary.
Whether they will last depends entirely on what thev get and what
they give during their first year in
pictures. If they are fortunate in
getting roles which are strong enough
to carry them along, and if they
bring to the screen arresting personalities, well-developed, the chances
are they will make places for them-

First, because it can't fail to mean
much to any girl, even if she never
goes near a studio ; and second^, because, if she has movie ambitions,
there are more chances of realizinsf
The

The majority of beginners, Mr.
Brenon confided to his foot-weary
interviewer,
express their personaliselves."
ties crudel}'. He also has a word of
warning
for personality.
those who aspire
try
to force
If you: don't
have
it; it will show without being pushed.
It may — and should — be developed,
but only with careful thought and
self-study and observation. No
amount of bizarre clothing or affected mannerisms will make personality overnight.

Future of the
Continued from page 18

planet Neptune gets into the sign
Virgo, which will happen in the
autumn of 1928 ; and this aspect will
remain in that sign of the zodiac for
fourteen years. We shall then have
the Age of the Film Writer, for
Neptune is the ruling planet of the
movies, and Virgo is the sign of the
writer and the editor. This will effectually and permanently develop a
literature of the screen.
But in the meantime, must we continue to gamble our time and money
when we go to see pictures? Must
we wait for the development of a
slow progress that is bringing us a
worth-while picture only occasionally? Must the truly outstanding
motion picture be the result of seeming accident and good luck?
The answer to these questions is.
No!

Stars

When producers abandon the hitor-miss system of casting and adopt
a scientific method in selecting those
who are to work together, such as is
offered by astrology, they will get
better results.
I have worked with directors on
five productions, all of which have
been successful, their aggregate earnings
being estimated at over two million dollars.
The story of one of these productions will serve to illustrate.
The director asked me the best
time to start shooting his picture, and
explained that tickets from Hollywood to New York had been bought
for the company and a working
schedule arranged. The dates he
gave me were not at all favorable
for the beginning of a new venture
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and I hesitated to select a time within the hmits imposed on him.
After some discussion I told him
that the best I could do would be
to choose a date and hour which
would avoid most of the trouble indicated in the making of the picture
and augur a good sale and public reaction to the finished product. This
he agreed to, even though I told him
it meant the illness of members of
the cast, fires and accidents on the
sets, and other delays, in getting the
final shot. It was hardest to advise
when to take the first shot, which always decides the horoscope of a picture, for as I saw it, it meant getting
the camera man and some of the cast
out on the street in New York at
half past two in the morning!
But they did it.
Then it seemed as though nothing
would go right. Among other things,
the leading: ladv was taken ill ; the

assistant director, who was following the company on another train,
got ofif and was left in a strange
town, and had to pawn his ring to
return to Hollywood ; and the final
difficulty was a short circuit that
ruined a fashion review and burned
some of the girls when the fire ignited their filmy costumes. The director has since told me that his
foreknowledge of these setbacks was
all that kept him cool enough to refrain from tearing out what little
hair he had left.
But the big point is that during
this mess of trouble the salesmen for
the advance distribution of the film
were breaking records for special
bookings. The picture finally was
released and was a financial success.
[Editor's Note. — Mr. Bennett's
interesting predictions and experiences will be continued in the next
number of Picture Play.]

Film Struck
Continued from page 109
few hours before your detectives appeared on the scene."
"Why, this is news indeed," Mr.
Lavender cried, astounded. "I've
had detectives on Bancroft's trail
since I first heard reports of his nefarious practices. Yqu see, he had
doubled for me in a number of pictures. There is a remarkable resemblance between us. We left for the
East about the same time, and he
evidently decided to capitalize his
likeness to me by appearing in a few
of the smaller towns where my releases were being shown and where
chances of exposure seemed remote.
"Our trails crossed," the star continued, "and in one town we met and
he attacked me, as you heard me relate last night. But unfortunately,
he got away."
"Your men have probably caught
him by now," Oscar asserted.
"I trust so."
A reminiscent smile came to Oscar's lips. "It'll, take some time to
get his face repaired."
"Well-merited punishment ! I am
overwhelmingly in your debt, Mr.
Watt," the star declared.
"Oh, don't mention it," Oscar returned, with an airy wave of his
cigarette.
Abruptly, Carter was before them.

A

Confidential

"You are both wanted on the set,
please," he announced.
Lester draped an arm about Oscar's shoulders, and the two men
sauntered along to where the cameras were in action.
"You
in your
Watt ?"
"Oh,

are, I judge, quite interested
new line of endeavor, Mr.
the star inquired.
quite," Oscar responded unhesitatingly. "Ihave come to feel
that this" — he waved a hand to embrace the magic city and all the motley shapes that peopled it— "is my
chosen field. You see," he confessed,
"I was once a drudge behind a counter, anobody. But I rebelled against
it. I knew I could do bigger things.
IHewanted
to express
faltered,
getting myself,
rapidly to
beyond"
his depth. "I think you understand."
Mr. Lavender nodded comprehendingly. "One can perceive that
in your face, Mr. Watt," he stated.
"I saw it at once — the unswerving
determination to succeed, the bold,
intrepid spirit, the ambition that will
not be turned aside ! You have made
a splendid beginning — I am sure you
must be very happy."
And Oscar smiled, because suddenly he saw Penny watching him,
and she was smiling radiantly,
proudly.
Yes, he told himself, he
was very happy.

Guide to Current
Continued from page 62

Releases

ReiHy" — Paramount.
"Kiss in a Taxi, A"— Paramount. "Knock=out
Rebe Daniels excellent in lively farce Richard Dix in an exciting fight filrn—
Cast mof a hot-tempered waitress in a Paris his best picture in years.
cafe, who rebuffs all comers until eludes Jack Renault, the professional
Douglas Gilmore steps onto the scene, heavyweight, and Mary Brian.
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Popular

Copyrights

Tales of the West, of Love and
Mystery and Adventures on sea
and land — you can have them now,
fresh from the pens of your favorite authors. They are real
books, too — no reprints of oldtimers but new books bound in
cloth, with handsome stamping and
jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask
your bookseller to show you some
of the books listed below —

The Brand of

Good Books

RONtCKY DOONE'S TREASURE David Manning
FAST MONEY
Eugene A. Clancy
THE GREEN BAG
John Paul Seabrooke
LENNISTER OF BLUE DOME James Roberts
TWO-GUN GERTA
C. C. Waddell and Carroll John Daly
RAINBOW LANDING
Frank Lillie Pollock
THE PHANTOM ALIBI
Henry Leverage
MARK TURNS WEST
Mary Imlay Taylor
David Manning
ON THE TRAIL OF FOUR
STRAIGHT CROOKS
Howard Fielding
POISONOUS MIST
Gordon MacCreagh
THE LOOTED BONANZA E. Whitman Chambers
JUST BUCKAROOS
Robert Ormond Case
THE PURPLE LIMITED
Henry Leverage
MASQUERADE
William Morton
Emart Kinsburn
SPANISH NUGGETS
THE AWAKENING OF ROMDLA Anne O'Hagan
MARCIA
Anne O'Hagan
COWGIRLS— PLUS
George Gilbert
Gordon MacCreagh
THE INCA'S RANSOM
THE CRIMSON BLADE Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE AMATEUR DETECTIVES
Christopher B. Booth
THE GLACIER GATE Frank Lillie Pollock
WILD BILL
Joseph Montague
RIM 0' THE RANGE
Ethel Smith Dorrance and James French Dorrance

HaSEA HOUSE
PUBDSHEg
N£W SEVENTH
YORK. CITYAVE..^
|79-89
75c
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"Let It Rain" — Paramount. Douglas
MacLeaii in good-humored comedy
built on the prankish rivalry- between
the sailors and marines aboard a battleship. Shirley Mason is the girl.
"Long Pants" — First National. Harry
Langdon both funny and pathetic in
tale of a country boy in his first long
pants who comes under the spell of a
city vamp.
"Love of Sunya, The"— United Artists.venture.
Gloria Swanson's
firstbut
independent
Glittering,
unreal.
Skilled performance by Miss Swanson
in four distinct characterizations.
"Love Thrill, The" — Universal. Laura
La Plante in diverting farce of a girl
who poses as the widow of a man
falsely reported dead, and then is confronted by him. Tom Moore is the
man.
"Lunatic
at Errol
Large,in The"
— First
National. Leon
highly
amusing
picture of a hobo who is mistaken for
a millionaire and accidentally put into
an insane asylum. Dorothy Mackaill
and Kenneth McKenna.
"Madame Wants No Children" — Fox.
Foreign film. Sophisticated tale of a
wealthy
wife whose
quest forman's
excitement
leaves feverish
her no
time for domesticity.
"McFadden's Flats" — First National.
Charlie Murray and Chester Conklin in
a brick-and-mortar comedy of a hodcarrier who becomes a contractor and
is forced into "society" by his wife and
daughter.
"Metropolis" — Paramount. Fantastic
German film of what life in a big city
may be a hundred years from now,
with the laboring classes living far below ground, and only the capitalists
above.
"Monkey Talks, The"— Fox. Unusual
film of a man who poses as a talking
monkey in a circus, and loses his life
saving the girl he loves from a real
monkey.
Jacques Lerner and Olive
Borden.

Marion Davies delightful as a rollicking Dutch girl who, after many and
devious complications, ends in the arms
of a visiting American, Owen Moore.
"Resurrection" — United Artists.
Faithful
film Dolores
version del
of Tolstoy's
famous novel.
Rio and Rod
La Rocque both excellent in poignant
story of a Russian peasant girl whose
love for a thoughtless young prince
leads to her downfall.
"Rookies" — Metro-Goldwyn. Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur immensely
funny as two bitter enemies in a military training camp. Marceline Day is
the girl.
"See You in Jail" — First National.
Moderately amusing farce of a millionaire's son who goes to jail and,
while there, devises an invention which
revolutionizes
his Alice
father's
Jack
Mulhall and
Day. business.
"Sensation Seekers" — Universal. Billie Dove in film of willful, fast-living
society girl who high-hats a handsome
young clergyman until heroically rescued by him
the villain's yacht.
"Show,
The" from
— Metro-Goldwyn.
John
Gilbert and Renee Adoree in meloacting. drama of a Budapest side show. Moves
a little slowly despite Gilbert's vivid
"Special Delivery" — Paramount. Eddie Cantor proves himself one of the
foremost comedians of the screen in
highly entertaining film of a nervous
mailman.
Jobyna Ralston and William
Powell.
"Taxi Dancer, The"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Agreeably entertaining. Joan Crawford
alluring as dance-hall girl who gets in
with a bad crowd, but finally lands
safely back in Old Virginny.
"Tell It to the Marines"— MetroGoldwyn. Lon Chaney, William
Haines, and Eleanor Boardman in entertaining picture of flippant youth who
joins the marines just to play the races
and gets
put in his place by a hardboiled
sergeant.
"Three Hours"— First National. Corinne Griffith in tale of a mother who
Steals for the sake of her child. Lots
of plot
and sympathetic
"high society."
ers is the
friend.John Bow"Venus of Venice" — First National.
Constance Talmadge in ga j yarn of
picturesque Venetian beggar maid who
is also a thief, eventually reformed by
the rich Antonio Moreno.
"White Gold"— Producers DistributJetta Goudalgirlgives
performanceing.as Spanish
in thisfineexceptional
film of the West, full of sinister moments and .grim situations.
"Wolf's Clothing"— Warner. Lively,
entertaining picture of subway guard
who accidentally comes into a fortune
and is swirled through all sorts of
thrilling adventures. Monte Blue and
Patsy Ruth Miller.
"Yankee Clipper, The" — Producers
Distributing. William Boyd and Elinor
Fair in beautifully filmed but trivial
sea picture,
based
the maritime
rivalry between
the onUnited
States and

"Mr. Wu" — Metro-Goldwyn. Lon
Chaney in gruesome, slow-moving film
of
old Chinaman's
revengebyfora
thea baleful
seduction
of his daughter
young Englishman. Renee Adoree and
Ralph Forbes.
"Music Master, The"— Fox. Fine
adaptation of the famous stage play.
Alec Francis appealing as the old piano
teacher who has spent his life seeking
his long-lost wife and daughter. Lois
Moran and Neil Hamilton are the
young people.
"Night of Love, The"— United Artists.
Beauty and romance. Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky in a stormy tale of a
kidnaped princess who falls in love
with her gypsy abductor.
"Nobody's Widow" — Producers Distributing. Leatrice Joy and Charles
Ray in a vivacious farce of a bride who
deserts her faithless new husband,
forcing him to pursue her and woo her
back.
"Paradise for Two" — Paramount.
Richard Dix and Betty Bronson in film England in the middle of the nineteenth cetury.
of mantune,who,
employstoaninherit
actresshisto uncle's
pretendforto
be his wife, and of course falls in love
with her.
RECOMMENDED— WITH
RESERVATIONS.
"Potters, The"— Paramount. W. C.
"Afraid to Love" — Paramount. PoFields and Mary Alden in a mildly
lite but tepid comedy of titled Engamusing comedy of a typical middlelishman who marries a girl just to inclass
family,
in
which
Pa
doesn't
count
herit some money and of course falls
until he accidentally becomes rich.
in love with her. Clive Brook and
"Red
Mill, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Florence Vidor.
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"Ankles Preferred" — Fox. Trivial
hodge-podge featuring Madgi Bellamy
as a pert shopgirl who means by hook
or crook to get on in the world. Lawrence Gray is the "nice young man."
"Beloved Rogue, The"— United Artists. John Barrymore in an undignified, clownisli portrayal of Frangois
Villon, vagabond French poet of the
fifteenth century. M^rceline Day is
the lady.

"Love's Greatest Mistake" — Paramount. Old story of country girl who
comes to the city, is pursued by a
wealthy villain, and saved by the noble
hero. Evelyn Brent, James Hall, and
Josephine Dunn.
"Man Bait" — Producers Distributing.
Marie Prevost in a theatrical but uninteresting film setting forth the preposterous adventures and unlikely triumphs of a shopgirl.
"Bitter
Apples"
—
Warner.
Meaning"Matinee
— Warner. May
less picture of a girl who marries a McAvoy and Ladies"
Malcolm McGregor in
man out of revenge and then falls in slow,
film about a cigarette girl
love with him. Monte Blue and Myrna and a dull
law student who hires himself
Loy.
out as a professional dancing partner.
"Blind Alleys" — Paramount. Thomas
Meighan and Greta Nissen in slow film
"Michael Strogoff"— Universal. An
of army officer and his bride who are importation from France, being a melodramatic story of Russia. At times
accidentally separated in the big city,
and go through all kinds of adventures very dramatic, but inclined to be slow.
before being reunited.
"Mother"— F. B. O. Belle Bennett
in another tale of a suffering mother,
"Broadway Nights" — First National. who,
after she has raised her husband
Lois Wilson miscast as gawky, ignorant girl who marries a vaudeville ac- and son from poverty to luxury, is betrayed by both.
tor, becomes a big success, and is
tempted by a rich producer, with hus"New
York" — Paramount. Convenband rushing to the rescue.
tional melodrama. A writer of popular
"Brute, The"— Warner. Monte Blue songs falls in love with a society girl
in implausible picture of genial, sim- and is accused of murdering the girl he
ple-souled cowboy who kisses a girl, spurned. Ricardo Cortez, Lois Wilson,
then makes the horrible discovery that Estelle Taylor, and William Powell.
she works in a dance hall!
"Night Bride, The"— Producers Dis"Butterflies in the Rain" — Universal.
tributing. Marie Prevost and HarriLong-drawn-out film of modern miss
son Ford in mediocre farce of a sociwho marries a staid middle-aged man
and a young author, who
and leads him a merry dance. Laura startetyofftomboy
by hating each other.
La Plante and Jam.es Kirkwood.
"Notorious Lady, The" — First Na"Climbers, The" — Warner. Irene Rich
tional. Conventional society meloin dull, meandering tale of innocent
beginning in London and ending
Spanish duchess who is maliciously in SouthdramaAfrica.
Lewis Stone and Barcompromised, then banished to Porto
bara
Bedford
are the husband and wife
Rico, where she falls in love with a eventually reconciled.
sneering bandit.
"Orchids and Ermine" — First Na"Denii=Bride,
— Metro-Goldwyn.
tional. Colleen Moore wasted in thin,
Norma
Shearer The"
miscast
in role of a
tale of a switchboard opermincing young French girl who steals unamusing
ator who marries a rich young man
her
stepmother's
beau.
Lew
Cody
posing as a valet. Jack Mulhall is the
and Carmel Myers.
young
man.
"Don't Tell the Wife"— Warner. An"Rubber Tires" — Producers Distribother sophisticated comedy of entangled husbands and wives. Not particuuting. Boring picture of the frantic efforts of a family to recover a dislarly good. Irene Rich, Lilyan Tashcarded car whose value has suddenly
man, and Huntly Gordon.
risen to ten thousand dollars. Bessie
"Gay Old Bird, The" — Warner. Lou- Love and Harrison Ford.
ise Fazenda in dull, dreary comedy of
a cook who is persuaded to pose tempo"Sea Tiger, The" — First National.
rarily as hera employer's
wife,
that he Silly film, laid in the Canary Islands,
may receive
large sura of
money.
of two brothers, a girl they both love,
"General, The"— United Artists. Not and a trouble-making vamp from
at all worthy of Buster Keaton. Long, Broadway. Milton Sills, Mary Astor,
dull comedy of an engineer whose loco- and Larry Kent.
motive, Civil
"The General,"
"Taxi, Taxi" — Universal. Edward
part in the
War. plays a heroic Everett
Horton miscast in comedy of
"Heart of Salome, The" — Fox. Gaudy,
heavily dramatic film of an alluring young draftsman who takes his employer's niece,
Nixon,up out
European adventuress who helps a the evening
andMarian
gets mixed
withfora
wicked baron in his nefarious opera- crook.
tions, until reformed at last by an ath"When a Man Loves" — Warner. John
letic young American. Alma Rubens
Barrymore in stagy artificial screen
and Walter Pidgeon.
of "Manon
Lescaut,"cavalier
the taleand
of
"Heart Thief, The"— Producers Dis- version
troubles
of a French
tributing. Dull film of a Hungarian the
his
flirtatious
mistress.
Dolores
Cospeasant girl who marries a rich old
landowner, is almost compromised by tello miscast as Manon.
his scheming relatives, but is saved in
"White Flannels" — Warner. Louise
time by the handsome hero. Lya de Dresser in tale of a poor, drudging
Putti and Joseph Schildkraut.
miner's widow, who makes a "gentleman" of her son only to be humiliated
"High Hat" — First National. Foolish
satire on the motion-picture world, by his high-class sweetheart.
with Ben Lyon and Mary Brian cast to
"Wrong
Mr. Wright,
The"— Univerdisadvantage in a silly plot.
sal. Mirthless
farce featuring
Jean
"Lovers" — Metro-Goldwyn. Ramon Hersholt as the sappy son of a corset
Novarro and Alice Terry in disappoint- manufacturer who is mistaken for the
ing picture showing the damage done cashier who has absconded with the
by malicious gossip.
funds. Enid Bennett is a lady detective.
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There is a recipe to suit every
one for every occasion in this remarkable book. The favorite recipes of the leading stars of the
stage and screeri are included.
There are
28 recipes
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beverages
breads
cakes and cookies
candy
canning and preserving
cereals
chafing dishes
desserts
eggs and omelettes
famous people's dishes
cooking fowl
frozen desserts
fruits
icings and fillings
invalid cookery
meats
one-dish dinners
oysters
salads
salad dressings
sandwiches
sea foods
soups
vegetables
vegetarian dishes

MANY

OTHERS

This Volume Should be in
Every Home
Price,

$1.00

CHELSEA
HOUSE
Publishers
79 Seventh Ave.

Ne^w York

Information, Please
Continued from page 102
estate business. You may join all the fan
clubs you wish. There arc several Clara
Bow clubs, one with headquarters with
Louise C. Hinz, 2456 Sheridan Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan, and another under the
guidance of Ida Katz, School No. 80, Federal and Eden Streets, Baltimore, Mary^ land. Jerry Miley, a comparatively new
player, was the handsome gentleman in
"Bred in Old Kentucky." It was Viola
Dana, not Shirley Mason, who starred in
that.
Macks. — I'm sorry, but I don't know
anything specific about the biography of
Thelma Parr, the Mack Sennett beauty.
Johnny Harron's latest release was "Rose
of
F. B.
film. Write
himthein Tenements,"
care of F. B.an O.
andO.perhaps
your
letter will be forwarded.
Oh, George. — How's the world treating
me? The trouble is — it isn't. I have to
pay for my own. Alice Joyce is Mrs.
James B. Regan, and has two daughters
— a small Regan, and Mary Alice Moore.
Aliceknow.
was formerly
Tom inMoore's
you
She was born
Kansas wife,
City,
Missouri. George K. Arthur is a MetroGoldwyn player. Jane Winton is under
contract to Warner Brothers. Addresses
at the end of this department. Hedda
Hopper has been working at the MetroGoldwyn studio in "Adam and Evil." I
don't know what address to suggest for
Rockcliffe Fellowes or Dorothy Dwan.
They both free lance. Perhaps Dorothy
can be reached in care of her husband,
Larry Semon, at the Famous Players
studio.
Jean Gibbs. — CHfTord Holland is another of those newcomers on the Fox
lot. Write to him for his picture. The
address of the Fox studio is in the list.
Mr. Holland recently played in "Rich
but
Honest." He undoubtedly lives in
Hollywood.
Norma's Admirer. — Norma Shearer
should be pleased to have an admirer so
ardent
! I say
didn'tat see
picture
so cannot
justherwhat
point"Upstage,"
she wore
the white wig and old-fashioned dress.
That was probably one of her dance costumes, wasn't it? Norma has never played
in a filmthatwithsheJames
I hadn't
heard
has aKirkwood.
brother who
is a
camera man. Did you see her picture on
the cover of the May Picture Play? Her
picture was also on the cover of the April,
1925, issue. Write to the Circulation Department for that issue if you want it, inclosing twenty-five cents, and it will be sent
to you, unless it is out of print.
Miss Tony Rich. — I hope you're as rich
as
your onname.
Virginii
to
Hawaii
a vacation
and \''alli
then went
went to
work at the F. B. O. studio in "Down Our
Way." When she finished that, she came
to New York to make "East Side, West
Side," Camilla
for Fox.
much
about
Horn,I can't
as shetell
is you
a German
player.
She played
in "Faust,"
made
the
Ufa studio
in Berlin.
Write her
there,at
as she is making another film there — "From
Nine to Nine," for release in America
through Metro-GoUlwyn. Dolores Costello
is about nineteen. Leslie Fenton was born
in Liverpool, March 12, 1903. Nita Naldi
was born April 1, 1899. She has been
abroad for well over a year. Last summer
she was at the Ritz in Paris, but heaven
knows where she is now. Vivian Alartin
has left the screen for the stage.
Jackie. — Hello, Jackie — glad to see you
back. I'll try to be brave and answer your

questions. Lilyan Tashman recently
worked at the First National studio in
"The Stolen Bride." Leon Errol is not
engaged on a film. Lya de Putti is making
several films for Universal — among them,
"Midnight Rose" and "Polish Blood." Janet Gaynor is about twenty, and has brown
hair and eyes. Her latest film is "Seventh Heaven." Elaine Hammerstein plays
occasionally in independent pictures.
James Kirkwood played opposite Laura La
Plante in "Butterflies in the Rain." The
principals
in "TheandFlaming
Antonio Moreno
Renee Forest"
Adoree, were
with
Gardner James as Renee's crippled brother,
and Oscar Beregi as the villain. I haven't
the cast of "The Girl in the Rain."
Nomar, — There are two Ramon Novarro
fan clubs. One is conducted by Miss Dorothy Wollaston, 1155 West Third Street,
Dayton, Ohio ; the other, by Miss Nicoletta di Pietro, 241 West Otterman Street,
Greensburg, Pennsylvania.
Boots. — -What boots it? The "Our
Gang" comedies are made at the Hal Roach
Studio, Culver City, California.
Dorothy Graham.— Very few home addresses are listed at the end of this department, because most players prefer to
receive their mail at the studio. Address
Billie Dove at the First National Studio,
Burbank, California ; Marceline Day, at
1337 North Sycamore Avenue, Hollywood.
Bee Bee. — No, I should never have
guessed
from to
the this
way department.
you write thatYakima
you're
a newcomer
Canutt is supposed to be part Indian. His
real name is Enos Edwards Canutt, and
he
is thirty-one
of course.
Writeyears
him old.
at theHe's
Finebrunet,
Arts
Studio, 4500 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood.
This department answers inquiries by mail
when a stamped envelope is inclosed in
your
K. letter.
F. H. — No bother at all — not when
you ask only one question ! Lcatrice Joy
was born Leatrice Joy Zeidler.
Inquisitive Fan. — I'd love to oblige an
inquisitive fan — in fact, obliging inquisitive fans seems to have become my mission
in life. Claire Windsor was born in
Cawker City, Kansas, in 1897. She attended Washburn College in Kansas, and
began playing in pictures when she went
out to Hollywood on a visit. She was
formerly married to Billy Boweson, and
her son is Billy Boweson, Jr. Her latest
pictures include "A Little Journey," "The
Claw," torical
"The
BugleTimCall,"
and a There
new his-is
film with
McCoy.
a Claire Windsor club, care of Helen
Bennett, 8008 Rawlings Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. Bert Lytell was born in 1885.
Greta Garbo is twenty-one, Madge Bellamy
in her early twenties, Ronald Colman in his
thirties. Vilma Bankv was born on January 9, 1903; Clara Bow, Julv 29, 1905;
Esther Ralston, September 17. 1902 ; Richard Dix, July 18, 1895; Marion Davies,
January 3, 1898; William Haines, January 1, 1900. Richard Dix is not married.
Mrs. Hazel B. Herman. — No, indeed,
I'm not "arty." Whatever else might be said
for this department, it can lay no claims
to art! Of course married women may
join fan clubs — after all, the object of a
fan club is not matrimony. Robert Frazer
has been working at the Universal studio
on a series of two-reelers — Craig Kennedy
detective stories. Perhaps if you wrote
to him at the Universal studio, he might
be glad to send you a picture of himself as
an Indian.
PictureFrazer
Play inpublished
a portrait of Robert
the issue
of
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August, 1925, and a brief interview with
him in "The Sketchbook" in the issue for
May, 1926.
Ellex Pr,\tt. — In the picture "The
Bkic Boy," Philippe de Lacy played the
little boy. Yes, he is a delightful youngster. He recently played in "Is Zat So.^"
and in "Old Heidelberg."
Shorty. — How can I help getting exyou'reAfter
back?having
However,
I'll
try tocited,benow that
calm.
obtained
Antonio Moreno's cooperation for a fan
club in his honor, just ask to hav.. notices
published in the various motion-picture
magazines asking other fans to join you.
The members of a fan club write to one
another, so be prepared for a lot of correspondence, Antonio Moreno was born
in Madrid, Spain, in 1888, and came to
this country in 1902. He played on the
stage in his early youth, and then became a\'itagraph serial star on the screen.
His newest films are "Venus of Venice,"
with Constance Talmadge, and "Madame
Pompadour,"
made Leein England
withtheDorothy Gish. Virginia
Corbin gives
year
of her birth as 1912. If you've written
so often to Robert Agnew without receiving an answer, it seems evident that
he does not reply to his fan mail. Gary
Cooper is six feet tall, with sandy hair
and blue eyes. He is in his early twenties.
Salome. — If you want a photograph of
Greta Garbo, write to the ladj'- herself at
the Metro-Goldwyn studio. Greta is
twenty-one, and is five feet six inches in
height. Her eyes are gray, Lillian Gish
has 'blue-gray eyes. Lillian was (born
October 14, i896. She is five feet four
inches. Valentino was born May 6, 1895.
He was five feet eleven inches, and had
brown eyes. John Gilbert gives his height
as five feet eleven inches ; he has black
eyes. He is thirty-two years old.
The Blue Boy Returns. — If you were
blue because Antonio Moreno was in England, then it should be a red-letter time
tor you now, for he has returned. He
made only one film in England — "Madame
Pompadour."
Ray inand,serials;
Walter Miller are Yes,
still Allene
cofeatured
their newest one is "The Hawk of the
Hills." William Haines' earlier films — I
have not a complete list — included "Wine
of Youth," "The Denial," "Mike," "A
Slave of Fashion," "Little Annie Rooney,"
"A Fool and His A'loney,^' "The Tower of
Lies," and "Memory Lane."
Addresses of Players.
Kiclmrrl Arlen, Raymond Hatton, Theodore
Roberts, Lawrence Gray, Bett.y Bronson, Pola
Xefrri. Esther Ralston, Mar.v Brian, Neil
Hamilton, Richard Dix, Adolplie Jlen.ioii,
Raymond Griffith, Kathryn Hill, Wallace
I'.cerv,
FlovcnceConl^Iin,
Vidor, Donald
Keitli,Arlette
Clara
Boat. ChcsliqClive Brooli,
Marclinl. Katlilyn Williams, Charles ("Budd.v"
I Ro.aers,
Fred James
Thomson,
Quimby,
Gary Cooper,
Hall, Mar.garet
Don.glas
MacLean, William Powell, Bebe Daniels,
Eonise Brooks, Noali Beery, Emil .Tannin.gs,
Evelyn Bri'nt, and JIargaret Morris, at the
Famous I'layers Studio, Hollywood, California.
Rex tonio
Ingram,
RoyTerry,
d'Arcy,
AnMoreno, LewGwen
Cody,Lee,Alice
Ramon
Norarro, Norma Shearer, .Tohn Gilbert, Zasu
Pitts. William Haines, Lon Chaney, Sally
O'Neil, Helena
Marion
Davies,
Conrad d"Algy,
Nagel. R<'nee
LillianAdorep.
Gisli, Eleanor
Boardmun. Paulette Duval, Karl Dan:', Dorotliy
Sebastian,
Lionel DaLars
rr.vnuiri',
Tim Joan
McCo.v, George
K. Arthur,
Hans(]n,
Crawford,
Italph
Forbes,
at
the
MetroGoldwyn Studio, Culver City, California.
Vilma Bankv, Ronald Colman, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jack Pickford, Jlary Pickford,
Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge,
Buster Ki'aton. Corlnne Griffith, and John
Barrymoi-e, at the Ciiiri-d Artists Studio, 7100
Santa Monica Boulevard, Eo.< Angeh-s, California.
Lewis Stone. Colleen Moore. Jack :\Iulhan,
Myrtle Stedman, Natalie Kingston, Joyce
Conipton, Dori:- Kenyoii. Aliltim Sills, Billie
Dove, Ken Ma\n.ir(i, PJeliard Ba rthelniess,
Ben Lvon, Dorothv .Maekaill, Harry Lang-

don, JIary .\Ktor, Larry Kent, at the First
National Studicj, Burl),'i ii k, ( \'i lil'ornia.
Regiuald Denny. Heol Cih.-nu, Mary Phiibiii. Laui'a
I'lante,Xina
.Mai'iaii
Ni.\on, Josie
Lola
Todd.
-\yt EaAeord,
Romano,
Sedgwick. Xoriiian Kerry, William Desmond,
Edmund Ccibli, .Jack Dau.gherty, George Lewis,
Raymondversal Keane,
at the liniversal Studio, UniCity, California.
William Bo,\ d. Rod La Roccpie, Leatrice
Joy,
Edmund
Reynolds,
Jella I^.iuiis,
(ioudal, Itila
Alajel Carita,
Coleman,VeraH.
B. Warner,
nor Fair, and\'ictoiJoseph\'areiini,
Striker, Sally
^ t theRand,
Cecil EliDe
Mille Studio, Culver City, California. Also
Julia Faye.
Tellegen,
Jones,Earle
George
TomLou Mix,
EdmundBuckLowe,
Foxe,O'Brien,
Janet
Gaynor, Olive Borden, Richard Walling, Barry
Norton, at file Fox Studio, Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California,
Irene Monte
Rich, Dolores
Costello,
Louise John
Fa7enda,
Blue, Sydney
Chaplin,
Patrick,
Dorothy
Devore,
May
McAvoy,
Warner Oland, at the Warner Studios, Sunset and
Bronson, Los Angeles, California.
Marie Prevost, John Bowers, Jack Hoxie,
Harrison Ford, Phyllis Haver, at Producers
Distributing Corporation, Culver City, California.
Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann Jackson, at the Mack
Sennett Studio, 1712 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Viola Withers,
Dana, George
Grant
Edna O'Hara,
Murphy, Gertrude
at the F. Short,
B, O.
Studio, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Buddy Roosevelt,
Walter Miller,
at Bill
theCody,
Associated
Studios, Mission
Road,
Hollywood, California.
George Hackathorne, care of Hal Howe, 7
East Forty-second Street, New York City.
Allene Ray, G012 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Robert Frazer, 1005 Wilcox Avenue, Los
An.geles, California.
Patsy Ruth Miller, SOS Crescent Drive,
Beverly Hills, California.
Robert Agnew, 0357 La Mirada, Hollywood,
California.
Dorotliy Revier, 1.3G7 North Wilton Place,
Los Angeles, California.
Betty Francisco, .117 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Julanne
Garden Court Apartments, Johnston,
Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Rutli Clifford, 7027 Emelita Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Rosemary Tlicby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 073 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,
England.
Mabel Julienne Scott, Tucca Apartments,
Los Angeles, California.
Ethel Gray Terry, 1318 Fuller Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Harold
Lloyd, C040
Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood,
California.
Anna May Wong, 241 N. Figuera Street,
Los Angeles, California.
Eileen Percy, 154 Beechwood Drive, Los
Angeles,
Buddy California.
Messinger, 1131 N. Bronson Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Nazimova, 8080 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Creighton
Hale, Selig Studio, Hollywood,
California.
Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,
Los Angeles, California.
Forrest Stanley, 604 Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
Gertrude Astor, 1755 North Vine Street,
Hollywood, California.
Lloyd Hughes, 601 S. Rampart Street, Los
Angeles,
VirginiaCalifornia.
Brown Faire, 1212 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Johnnv Hines, care of B. & H. Enterprises, 135 West Forty-fourth Street, New
York City.
Theodor von Eltz, 17221/3 Las Palmas, Hollywood, California,
Henry Walthall, 618 Beverly Drive, Beverly
Hills,
William California.
S. Hart, 6404 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, California,
Vivian Rich, Laurel Canon, Box 799, R.
F, D. 10, Hollywood, California.
George Fawcett, care of The Lambs Club,
West Forty-fourth Street, New York City.
Bettywood,Biytlie,
California. 1361 Laurel Avenue, HollyEstelle Taylor, Barbara Hotel, Los Angeles,
California.
Pat O'Malley, 1832 Taft Avenue, Los AnCalifornia.201 Crescent Drive, Beverly
Sallvgeles,Long,
Hills,
California.
Gordon Griffith, 1523 Western Avenue, Los
Angeles,
California.
Ruth Roland,
3828 Wilshire Boulevard, Los
Angeles. California.
Wallace :\IacDonald, 405 Laurel Lane, HolIvwodd. California.
M.i l eeli lie riay, 1387 North Sycamore Avenue, Hollywood, California.
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LETTERING

Heee is the very course you Ho
need if you
want
me
to getrn
a good payingat
position as a Show
Card
I^
Lettercr or Sign Lettcrer, or have a business of
your tical
own.
This
course
is
complete
and
pracand especially arranged to meet the needs
of the student who studies at home. It was
written by E, L. Roller, Principal of the School
of Art of the International Correspondence
Schools, member of the American Federation
of Arts, and The National Society of Craftsmen.
H. L. Wood, a clerk, made more than $700
"on the side" before he had completed his
I. C. S. course and also won $12 5 in prizes,
Harry Lord writes that he has more than
doubled his salary as a result of studying this
I. C. S. course in spare time. William Whitman,
a former wagon builder, now has a sign painting
business of his own and is earning nearly three
times as much as he did before enrolling with
the International Con-espondence Schools.
Mail Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL
Associated SCHOOL
with the OF ART
International Correspondence Schools
Scranton,
WithoutDept.
cost 4577-D,
or obligation,
pleasePenna.
send me fult
details of your□ home-study
course
in
Show
Card
Lettering
□ Illustrating □ Cartooning
Name
Address..
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You can riuicWy
qualifyCommercial
for big-paying
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in Motion
Portrait,
ur News
orPicture,
start your
own business.
No experience
needed.
\#AmBinA
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O A nil PDA F B P P Learn at home orYorkin
Studios. Earn while learning. Write today for Free
Book, Job Chart and Free Camera ofter.
YORK 10INSTITUTE
PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept.NEW3,
West 33rdOF St,
New York

on face, arms, legs and body
GONE
FOREVER
Hundreds of hairs removed with their roots in less
than a minute! NU-ART, the new scientiBc preparation, isfarmovers,
in advance
of temporary
surfacebyhair
rePermanendy destroys
the growth
gently
lifting out the roots until they cannot return. Safe.
Rapid. Harmless, Thousands of women are using
it. Formulated by a physician. Guaranteed. Only
$1.00. Ask your dealer or send coupon tor free offer.
ONLY
$4
00
The New An of Destroying Embarrassing Hair H ^
If your dealer can't supply you, mailcouPon aSaPKG.
DELPTN. INC.. Dept.II6 FREE
South Orange, New Jersey OFFER
Please send me without charge, as
a special offer, a large jar of DELFIN
Massage
andAstringent;
a six months
supply of Cream
Antiseptic
also
the'dollar
package
which
SI. 00.of NU-ART for
Name .I enclose
A.ddress
prfstof it's gone !/ City & State .
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Why fear dandruff and falling hair — when you can easily escape the tragedy of baldness?
Here's my contract to you in black and white! I positively GUARANTEE to end dandruff
— stop falling hair — grow new hair in 30 days — or I'll pay every penny of cost myself!
New Hair or No Cost!
By ALOIS MERKE
Thousands claim seeming miracles for my
Founder of Famous Merke Institute, Fifth Ave., New York
treatment. I don't. I admit some cases of
baldnesscasesare are
hopeless.
this —
Such measures treat only the sur- these
so rare,Only
and remember
so many others
NOW you can stop falling hair! Now salves.
have regained luxuriant hair through my
face skin and never even get to the roots, method,
you can save yourself from
that I am willing to let you try it
the real source of trouble. How could
for 30 days — AT MY RISK!
ness
Now new
you hair
can intry30 this
way !to grow
days "no
! bald- they ever possibh' grow new hair?
Then If you are not absolutely delighted —
sayrefunding
so. And I'll
mail you ofa check
immediately
How My Method Works
Read My Contract!
—the
your you
money
— and
treatmentevei'y
willcent
have cost
nothing.
It's
no
use
trying
to
make
a
tree
grow
No strings attached ! No "Ifs," "Ands,"
"Buts" or "Maybes." No matter how thinrisk"by rubbing "growing fluid" on the bark.
Send for Free Booklet!
your hair may be — no matter how fast it You must get . to the roots.
is falling out — no matter how many treat- , And that's just why my scientific treatLack
space prevents me from giving you
ment is so tremendously all the offacts
about this
amazing
ments you've tried without
and the wonderful
contract
and treatment
absolute
real results — my contract
beneficial
!
It
penetrates
beguarantee
I
offer
you.
If
you
will simply
PROOF
stands. New hair in 30
low
the
surface
of
the
scalp.
New Life 8andDaysLustre After
signabsolutely
and mail free
the — coupon
below I'llinteTesting
send you
a remarkably
days — or the trial costs you
It quickly reaches the cause —booklet
— telling in detail the whole story
"A short time ago my
absolutely NOTHING!
of the trouble — the dormant about this remarkable system which is growhair was falling out
ing new hair
for thousands
all about
over the
and I was troubled
starving hair roots. It country.
In addition
it tells all
my
with
dandruff.
Your
My Secret Method
wakens them. It carries iron clad contract which enables you to take
wonderful treatment
nourishment to them. No the treatment
has put mv scalp in a
a penny's
risk. NOW
No ob-!
There's nothing "tricky"
ligation. Signwithout
and mail
the coupon
very tion,
healthy
condiAllied Merke Institute, Inc., Dept. 355, 512
about
my
treatment.
It's
artificial
hair
tonics
—
no
rubstopped
the
hair
Fifth
Avenue,
New
York
City.
simply the result of years of
from falling out and
bing. Yet in a surprisingly
research and day after day
given it new life and
short
time
— sooner than you
lustre
only
using
It
experience
in treating
ALUED MERKE INSTITUTE, Inc.
sands of cases
of lossthou.of
ever imagined possible — you Dept.
355,
B.
A.
H.,
New
York.
eight
days."
have
a
wonderful
new
hair. At the famous Merke
Treatment
Quickly
Puts
512 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Scalp
in Good
Condition
Institute, Fifth Avenue, New
healthy growth of hair — OR
"I have been partly
Please send me — without cost or obligaI PAY ALL COSTS OF
York, I have proved that in
bald for years and my
tion— in plain wrapper, a copy of your book.
most cases of baldness the
"The
New Way to Grow Hair," describing the
hair
was
in
such
conTHE
TREATMENT
MYdition I believe I
hair roots are not dead
Merke
System.
SELF!
would
have
been
combut merely dormant — asleep!
pletely bald by this
time. . . .. In a short
And, best of all, my sys- Name
Thus you are foolishly
time my hair stopped
(State whether Mr., Mrs., or Miss)
tem is so simple that it can
falling
and
now
my
throwing away money —
scalp is in a healthy
be
used
in
any
home
where
wasting your time — when
condition and new
there is electricity without Address
hair has started to
you try to reach these dorthe slightest discomfort and
mant roots with ordinary hair
C. L. L., Beloit. Wis.
tonics, oils, massages and
for just a fezv cents a day. City
State
grow."
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Fashions

in Etiquette Change

Good Form To-day is Different from
the Good Form of a Few Years Ago
The Very Last Word on the Subject of
Correct Behavior
is
By
The
It Was Mary's First Dance
at a Fashionable Restaurant
She was distinctly ill at ease. She
didn't know just what to do. For
one
she wasn't
certain
whetherthing,
she should
have kept
her
hat on. Other women were dancing without hats, and Mary wondered whether she were making
a All
"badthebreak"
by wearing
time, little
doubts ashers.
to the
correctness of her behavior kept
cropping up in her mind, so that,
on the whole, she spent a most uncomfortable evening.
Now if Mary had only been one
of the cured"wise
virgins" and had sea copy of

By
Book

The

of

ETIQUETTE
Laura Alston Brown
before going out that night, and
had read up the section devoted to
"Restaurant Dancing," she would
have enjoyed herself every moment
of the time, instead of being
harassed by a series of annoying
perplexities. She would have
known just how to proceed, what
to do regarding her hat, wrap,
gloves, and other belongings, what
to order at table — everything, in
fact, that would tend to make the
evening pass smoothly and pleasantly.
The dollar spent for THE
BOOK OF ETIQUETTE would
have been one of the best investments of her career.
No one can afford to be
without this book
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ing Invitations
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Girl
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Man
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—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50 TO $5
"The Book of Etiquette." hy Laura Alston
Brown, the most complete, up-to-date and
authoritative work of the kind ever issued,
is priced at
ONE
DOLLAR
In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding
Order from Your Bookseller or from
CHELSEA
HOUSE, "Publishers
79 Seventh Avenue, New York
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AS a stage play "What Price Glory" was a sensation,
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the play" and one of the great screen masterpieces of
all time. Even the piquant atmosphere of this powerful
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Flagg, and Edmund Lowe as Sergeant Quirt, in their
gripping struggle for the love of the beautiful Dolores
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Salaries?

T^OM MIX'S reputed $17,000 weeklv. Fred Thomson's annual
^ income of $500,000, Colleen Aloore's $12,500 a week, and Buster Keaton's $4,000 — these figures never fail to dazzle.
If Vilma Banky's pay check is $1,500. why is Clara Bow's $7,000?
If Thomas Meighan receives $8,000 every Saturday, why must
Ramon Novarro be content with the comparative pittance of
$3,000? Just what has acting to do with it. and who decides what
a star's salary shall be? These questions, and many others, are
asked whenever salaries are discussed b\- the fans.
•That is why Picture Play is pleased to announce, for the
November number, Edwin Schallert's comprehensive and accurate
story on the subject of salaries, contracts, and many phases of this
most absorbing subject.
Mr.

Oettinger

Goes

to Hollywood

Picture Play's roving correspondent has taken himself to the
"cinemetropolis" and the first of his series of impressions will appear next month. They are quite unlike the impressions of any
other visitor, and will describe various phases of life in the picture
colony new to readers of the magazine. Margaret Reid, Myrtle
Gebhart, William H. McKegg. Alma Talley, and all the other favorite contributors have united to open the fall season in a blaze
of glory. A glance at the contents of the November issue will
prove it.
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Fan Clubs, Be Honest!
IN my capacity as manager of the George Lewis and
Lois Moran Fan Clubs, I have received numerous
complaints of various clubs operating under false
pretenses.
Now, we all know that a fan club can be a very successful organization. The publicity such a club can
give the players is an undisputed fact. The more or
less personal contact with the players furnishes greater
interest for the fans.
At present there are perhaps more fan clubs than
ever before. Every new star is being honored by a
group of admirers by means of a club.
The question of commercialization is also presenting
Itself. If the commercialization were put into effect in
a legitimate manner, it would be all right. It would
seem from current reports, however, that money is
feeing obtained under false pretenses. Clubs are organized by enthusiastic young admirers — enthusiastic followers are promised regular membership lists, regular
editions of a newsette, photos, and everything under
the sun. Some clubs are not even bothering to send out
membership lists to new members, let alone anything
else that may have been promised.
A prospective member pays his dues and thinks himself fortunate in being able to join his favorite player's
club, and expects to share the benefits of the organization. This is his first experience with an organization
of the kind ; he expects that promises will be fulfilled,
and upon finding they are not, he immediately loses
confidence in all clubs.
To get stung once is not so disheartening, but I
KiKjw of several fans who have tried again and again
and found similar conditions in half a dozen clubs.
In the lirst place, such conditions are not complimentary tothe name of the star in whose honor a club
IS organized. Such conditions tend to undermine the
popularity of a player, in time.
When we organize a club in the name of a screen
celebrity, we should remember that we are using that
person's name and popularity as a fundamental of our
success as a club. We should at least respect the name
of the celebrity, in whose honor we have organized, as
we would like to have our own name honored under
similar circumstances.
There is an even greater reason for honesty in these
organizations, too. That reason is the law. There is a

Fans

Think

heavy penalty for misusing the mails to obtain money
under false pretenses. If present conditions continue to
exist — with rash promises made as a means of extracting afew dollars from a willing fan following — •
we shall find ourselves in hot water.
It would be a blessing for fan clubs generally, if
there were more people who would report such conditions to the proper authorities. Even for the sum of
twenty-five cents — which many clubs charge as dues —
a member should receive what is promised. All clubs
that do not live up to promises should- be reported.
They will be reported eventually.
There are clubs that charge a dollar and even two
dollars a year, promising monthly newsettes and membership lists, but promises are forgotten as soon as the
monev is received into the treasury. The result is dissatisfied and disillusioned fans.
Such conditions will not last forever. Somebody is
going to get wise and reports will be made. When they
are, I want to be on the safe side.
This is an appeal to fans and club leaders. Remember, you are using the good name of a player. Try to
honor that name as }-ou would have }-our own honored.
Beware of using the name in a dishonest way. If you
commercialize your club — watch your step. Give value
for value received, to the fans. If you disregard this,
not only one club will be investigated but all will be,
and it may be we shall have to do without fan clubs
entirely.
Can't we have one means of clean, uncorrupted enGenevieve A. Loltjance.
nt ?
P. O. joymeBox
272,
Wilmington, California.
Valentino's Memory is Defended.
When you published the letter from Elinor Garrison
in your July issue, I imagine it was to give Mr. Valentino's admirers a chance to answer her questions, and
as the first Memorial Guild to be formed — we came
into being last August — I think we should take up the
glove she has so scornfull}^ flung down.
"Rudy Had His Faults," the letter is headed. Can
Miss Garrison show us a human being who has none?
"There is no one wholly good but One and that is God."
Let her read of allContinued
the great
ones10 v.-hose names have
on p;ige
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If laughing comes naturally to you, go see one of these
comedies. You can laugh your head off without blushing,
because everybody else in the audience will be too busy
laughing to notice you.
If you find it hard to laugh — too many bills, too many
business worries and all that — go even more quickly.
For you need laughter, and one of Educational' s
comedies will chase old man gloom as nothing else can.
Not only comedies — Educational is supreme in a
widely varied Short Feature field. News reels, cartoons,
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Continued from page 8
become household words, and see if they
were stainless. We know Rudy had faults
— he was too sensitive to the sneers of his
enemies ; he was too generous ; he tried to
win over the scoffers instead of snapping
his fingers at them.
These
of Rudy's
"faults.''
I knew were
Mr. some
Valentino
personally,
and I
unhesitatingly say that he possessed the
most beautiful nature I have ever known
in a man.
Miss Garrison w;'nts to know what
Rudy ever did for humanity, that he should
be remembered when "missionaries, government officials, philanthropists, and the
like," are forgotten.
I don't know whether this lady has had
personal experience with the people she
holds up as models, but I have had- quite a
little, and I am ready to state here that Rudolph Valentino did more toward making
this gray old world endurable to countless
thousands than all the "philanthropists,
■government
that ever lived.officials, and missionaries"
He brought into lives which had been
sordid a glimpse of something new — something beautiful and inspiring. He lifted
the souls which had been beaten down by
everyday cares and worries, and showed
them a dream world where they could forget themselves and all their drab surroundings for a little while. By some magnetic
force which no one can explain, he brought
ccmfort to hearts whicli had been bruised
and embittered by cruel circum'Stances. I
could tell many stories of broken hearts
which this dark-eyed Italian has mended —
of discouraged men and women who have
been inspired to try again b\' liis own struggles and by the messages he gave them
from the screen.
There is just one thing I agree with in
}vliss Garrison's letter. She says: "If he
was
die, isn't
was taken
at theto height
of ithisbetter
careerthat
thanhe later
when
we might all have forgotten him?"
Yes, Miss Garrison, it was. We who
knew and cared for him are thankful amid
all our grief, that he was taken then, before the fickleness of those so-called "fans"
— horrible word! — ^had broken his oversensitive heart. There are not a few of us
— and among these I include some of his
dearest personal friends — who believe that
it was the unjust and cruel criticisms of
the press and certain filmgoers which hastened the end.
Had Rudy been less worried by the constant sneers of liis enemies, tihe accusations
of effeminacy, the ceaseless prophecies of
failure, he v'ould have taken more care of
himself and probably would have had medical advice earlier. Then he might have
been here to-day and the despised Memorial
Guilds, et cetera, would not have been
needed.
iliss Garrison admits that he was "a
wonderful actor" — then why not a memorial? Wc 'have memorials to Irving, to
Garrick, to a thousand other actors, poets,
writers,
as vyellcoals
as towhose
countless
old will
gentlemen in frock
names
be
forgotten while the world is still mourning for the young Prince of Romance, who
brought so much happiness during his
short stay with us. Why should he not
be commemorated? Why should we not
form uphold
guilds him?
and clubs
to 'defend
name
and
If Miss
Garrisonhisresents
ihe letters and poems, she is not forced to
read them — and I am quite sure nobody
wants her to join a guild or club.
But if she is pleased to ask questions of
the world at large, she will be answered.
Mercia Stanhope.
"Highcroft,"
Warltersville
Road, London, X. 19, England.

What the Fans Think
An International Feud.
Of all the disagreeable things I have
ever read, Miss Eileen Ryan's letter was
the worst. How any one could be so narrow minded as to say that the English
critics know nothing, and have no intelligence, just because they happened to criticize a picture which she liked, is quite beyond me.
She speaks of "r.dvanced Dominions."
Just what
does she I mean?
had "Ypres"
here
in Canada.
saw andWeenjoyed
it because itgave one a chance to see the war
as it really was.
Miss Ryan goes en to say that "The
attack of the English critics was an organized attack inspired by cheap, mean jealousy," and so forth. She challenges any
one
to
disputeit.that.
one thatis
will dispute
How Well,
utterlyhere's
ridiculous
Miss Ryan's statement ! Who is she to say
such
"thing?
proofmake
has sure
she?before
If I
were aMiss
Ryan,What
I would
making such a degrading misstatement.
It is my opinion that if England criticized America's pictures as much as America criticizes Great Britain's pictures, then
Aliss Ryan would have something to complain about. Otherwise she has no grounds
whatever for her statements.
I saw "The Big Parade," and I liked it,
but
as I know,
peoples'
differ,to
and asthefar English
critics
are tastes
welcome
their opinion of it. Anyway, England has
as much right to criticize as America. /
challenge any one to dispute that.
I am not English but I will see the
English critics given a fair chance, which
I think they deserve as well as the next
ones. I am sure there must be others who
agree with me.
Hazel I. Weatherston.
210 _ Wellington Street, W., Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada.

myself, I am glad of it! But in my opinion most of the movie blondes are too hard
looking — one might say, dry looking. A
blonde, to be beautiful, must have a fruity
quality, she must be luscious, or she will
look like a stretch of sandy road — dry and
hard and gritty. The only beautiful
blondes on the screen, in my eyes, are the
may
I — let the bricks fall where they
following
Constance Bennett, the most perfect exam.ple of the blonde with the quality which
I call "luscious." Long, curly golden hair,
and the most passionate eyes and mouth in
the world. She is like a great, sun-warmed
fruit, a pomegranate or a peach. Nothing
gritty about Miss Bennett. The Rolf Armstrong girl come to life.
Lillian Gish, the most romantic blonde in
the world. Her hands are the hands of
Ophelia, that gentle, mad lady; her hair
is the silver-blonde of Elaine, the Lily
Maid; and her eyes are like medieval legends— fay eyes, the eyes of Melisande.
Greta Nissen, my choice of all the golden
company of blondes! She is Circe — "Circe
of the braided tresses," and long, strange,
half-oriental eyes. She is the goose-girl
princess of the old fairy talcs; she is the
dainty marquise of the eighteenth century,
subtle and perverse. And her body is the
most beautiful on the screen, blonde or
brunette.

The other Greta, "the Garbo," the siren,
the strange woman. Not beautiful, in the
strictest sense of the word, for her figure
is bony, her mouth wide and loose, and
her eyes too deep-set. But she is beautiful,
with the haunting beauty of a BurneJones painting, and the fsery beauty of the
young witches of the Arthur legends. The
only woman I ever saw whose defects are
splendid.
Marion Davies, the personification of the
merry goddess of spring, all blossoms and
ribbons
and flying curls. A young nymph
A Defender of Gilbert.
of
Arcady,
dewy-lipped and sleek-limbed.
I have just read the letter written by And her eyelashes
are worthy of sonnets.
Irene Hart in the June issue of Pictlire
Vilma Banky, the lovely lady to whom
Play, in which she denounces John Gilbert, poems are written ; the princess in the high
and while I am not in the habit of wasting
waiting for her knight, calm-eyed
my time in writing letters of criticism or tower,
and womanly, but with a little mocking
praise regarding any actor, I think ^ letter smile about her mouth, as if she secretly
of the type written by Miss Hart is ex- found things just a trifle ridiculous.
tremely unfair and ridiculous, and is
I know that I am letthig myself in for
a lot of criticism, brickbats, and so on. I
enough
to
make
one's
blood
boil.
Mr. Gilbert is by a wide margin the best
hear the fans now : "What about Claire
screen actor of the day, and after all that can
Windsor and Alice Terry, Esther Ralston,
is about as much as need interest the gen- Connie Talmadge, Blanche Sweet, Anna
eral public. His personal affairs are his O., Dorothy Mackaill, and others, not to
own.
Why rave about Leatrice Joy? I fail mention Alary Pickford and Mae Murto see any cause for it. I have never adis lovely, but it is the loveliness
mired her style or her acting, and what of Mary
a child; and Mae is rather attractive,
prestige she enjoys is mostly due to the but I don't think she is beautiful; and as
fact that she was married to John Gilbert. for the rest of those ladies — well, I hate to
She certainly gets no sympathy from me. speak unkindly of any one, but the truth is,
In the majority of divorces both parties I can't see any beauty in them, for they
are to blame, and I guess she is no excep- remind me of a stretch of sandy road, dry
tion, so why pick on Air. Gilbert? To be and hard and very gritty. L. B. D.
Southern
sure,
admire
his latest
choice,Greta
for
ray ?" Hotel, Brownwood, Texas.
from Ithedon't
articles
I have
read about
Garbo, both in connection with her affair
Barrymore's Days of Romancwith John Gilbert and her actions in the What!
ing Over?
studio, Iclusionhave
long
since
drawn
the
conthat she is not all there.
I am thinking quite a lot. I have just
But after all, why should these things read in cold print that John Barrymore has
the effrontery to think of attempting to
concern
at all?
Gilbert's
pictures
are all the
thatpublic
really
count.
I say,
John away.
Gilbert, first, last, and always, and hope he portray Valentino's role of Cellini. Such
will be on the screen for years to come. colossal insolence quite takes one's breath
I would rather see one of his pictures than
Whatever Barrymore may have been on
a dozen others, and only wish there were
Broadway with the use of his voice, it remore of them.
quires something more than a profile, a
Dorothy Kendall.
frown, beredand
a limited
assortment
of asnum1065
Stowell
Avenue,
Milwaukee,
Wisand labeled
postures
to qualify
the
consin.
screen's greatest lover. Oh, yes, I remember the delightful Beau Brummcl, but
About Blondes— More or Less!
between Beau Brummel and Don Juan,
Blondes, both on the screen and off, Barrymore had accumulated a number of
Continued on page 117
may be preferred — and being rather blonde
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atMeJeered
They
But
I Made
Them
Applaud
Me
Three

Weeks

Later!

In 20 Minutes a Day
never been called on to speak before but I thought of course I could do
And then suddenly I discovered a new easy
as well as asked
the restmeof tothesaybunch,
madeI learned
me a forceful
alchairman
a few "\^'hen
wordstheI methodmostwhich
overnight.
how tospeaker
dominate
one man or an audience of thousands. At the
told him I wasn't a speaker, but he said, next meeting, just three weeks later, I got up
'"Oh, it's easy, you won't have a bit of and made the same speech I had tried to make
so forcefull.v, so controuble.
Just talk
Tlie minute
I wasnaturally."
on my feet I began to before — butvincinglypresented
that when I had finished they acrealize tliat speaking was a lot muiv difficult
tually
applauded
me
!
than I had expected. I liad made a few notes
Soon I had won salary increases, promotion,
popularity, power. Today I always have a
of
what atI wanted
to say, and
o%'er myI ready
speech
home several
times,hadbutgonesomehow
flow of speech at my command. I am
to rise to any occasion, to meet any
couldn'tpeared toseem
to and
get hostile.
started. Suddeuls*
EveryoneI noap- able
emergency with just the right words. And
be
bored
I accomplished all this
ticed two of the members whispering and
by developing
natural power ofthespeech
laughing. For an instant
possessed by everyone,
I almost lost control of
What 20 Minutes a Day
but cultivated by so few
myself and wanted to
slink out of that room
—minutes
by simplya day
spending
20
■Will Show You
in the
like a whipped cur. But
privacy
of
my
own
home,
I pulled myself together
How to talt before your club or lodge
on this most fascinatand made a fresh atHow to propose and respond to toasts
tempt to get started
ing subject.
How to address board meetings
when someone in the
How to make a political speech
There
is no magic, no
How
to
tell
entertaining
stories
audience said, "Louder
trick, no mystery about
How to make after-dinner speeches
and funnier
Everybecoming
a powerful and
How
to
converse
interestingly
onemerelaughed.
I stamconvincing talker. Tou,
d a few words
and
How to write letters
sat down !
How to sell more goods
too, can conquer timidHow to train your memory
And that was the way
ity, stage fright,
selfHow to enlarge your vocabulary
consciousness
and bashit always was — I was
always trying to impress
How to develop self-confidence
fulness,
winning
advancement
in
salary,
How
to
acquire
a
winning
personality
others with my ability
How to strengtlien, your will-power and am— in business, in social
popularity,
social
standlife — in club work — and
ing,
success.
ToHowbition
to become a clear, accurate thinker
day andbusiness
demands
always failing miseraHuw to develop your power of concentration
for the big, important,
bl.v. I was just backHow to l>e the master of any situation
high-salaried jobs, men
ground forallthetheresthard
— I
who— men
can dominate
othwas given
er.s
wlio can make
committee jobs, but none
others do as they wish.
of the glory, none of the
is the power of forceful, convincing speech
honor. Why couldn't I talk easily and flu- It
causes one man to jump from obscurity
otlier across
men talked?
Whyforcefully,
couldn't that
I put ently
niylikeideas
clearly and
to the other
presidency
a great corporation
from a small,of unimportant
territory: an-to
winning
Often nor
I sawso a sales-manager's
men
wlio approval
were notandhalfapjilause'.'
so thorough
desk
;
another
from
jiostrankof
hard working as I iirornoted to positions and file of political workers to a the
national
importance
:
a
timid,
retiring,
selfwhere
they
made
a
brilliant
showing
—
not
through hard work, but through their ability conscious man to change almost overnight
to talk cleverl.v and convincingly — to give the into a popular and much applauded afterappearance of being efficient and skillful.
dinner speaker.
Thousan^/s have accom1HAD

plished just such amazing things through
this simple, easy, yet effective training. .
This new method of training is fully described in a very interesting and informative
booklet which is now being sent to everyone
mailing the coupon below. This book is
called, IIow to ^VorI: Wonders WitJi Wordx.
In it you are shown how to conquer stage
fright,
timidit.v,
bashfulness andself-consciousness,
fear — those things
that keep
you
silent while men of lesser ability get what
the.v want by the sheer power of convincing
speech. Send for This Amazing Book
Not only for
men who liave and
made aremillions
but tlioii?;;inil?
have
unstintinji
llieir
praise sent
of it. Youttiisarebooktold— Jiow
to bring
out and indevelop
your
pricelesswill"Hidden
Knack"
—advancement
llie natural ingiftposition
uitlliii
you
—
^wliieh
win
for
you
and
salary,Youpopularity,
power and
success.
can obtainsocial
yourstanding,
copy absolutely
free realby
sending
the coupon.
NOW
SENT

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1277
Chicago, ill.
North
American
Institute,
3601
Michigan
Ave.,
Dept. 1277,
Chicago,
III.
Please send me FREE and without obligation my
copy
of yoLiiinspiring
How toregarding
Work Wonders With
Words,
and fullbooklet.
information
your
Course. in Elfective ^^peaking.
Name
Address.
City
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ALWAVS LOOK FOR
THE PATHE ROOSTER
demilu
pictures
pathecomedies;

PATHESERIALS
patkp'news

The Genius of
A

De Mille, The
Showmanship

pioneer in picture entertainment

Over thirty years ago in France, Charles
Pathe used a primitive motion picture camera
to take scenes of a woman feeding chickens, a
running horse, and the like. He developed
his own films, then exhibited them to a curious
public through penny-in-the-slot machines —
the far-off predecessors of the modern motion
picture theatre. He thus became a notable
pioneer in a business which has made the lives
of untold millions happier, and has become
one of the great industries of the world.
Pathe

Produced

News

Reel,

Drama

the First

the First

and Comedy

From that day to this the house of
Pathe has been a leader. The first news
reel, the first enacted motion picture
drama and
comedy were
produced by
Pathe. It is today famous for
the best news
reel — the Pathe
News — as well
as the best in
comedies and
Cecil B. De Mille, master Producer,
and his studio at Culver City, Calif.

every kind of
short subjects.

(Li
Watch for the famous Pathe
Rooster on the screen

of Keith- Alhee,
Make a Greater
Pathe
Now for the betterment of screen
entertainment, the
best brains in production, distribution and together
exhibtion ; '
have come
Cecil B. De Mille,
genius created
the, i^^-surpassing
whose
E. F. Albee, President of the Keithincomparable "The
King
of Kings,"
and who
stands Albee Circuit of theatres and the New
York Hippodrome, typical of the
alone as a feature
Keith-Albee Theatres,
producer ; Pathe,
the leader in short subjects, and through the Pathe-Dupont
Co., a manufacturer of film, and the vast Keith-Albee,
Orpheum and allied theatre circuits, the world's greatest
showmen.
For the first time there is thus associated in one enterprise
every vital element of motion picture activity from the
raw film stock to the perfect and lavish presentation
upon the screen.
Thus is continued the romance begun over thirty years
ago. The pioneer is still the pioneer. The first is still
the first.

DE

PATHE EXCHANGE,
INC.
35 West 45th Street, New York
-PATHfi NEWS
MILLE PICTURES—
PATHECOMEDIESPATHESERIALS

It means the best for your
entertainment

Advertising Section
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A sensation in screen comedy

. . .

The latest mirthful masterpiece from
the star of "Long Pants," "The
Strong Man," and "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp." Far and away Harry's
greatest film . . . It's a laugh treat

Produced by the

you mustn't miss!
Corporation.

Just Released

Picture
notional
Takes the Guesswork Out of "Going to the Movies"

A

Hui

"The Fighting Eagle," a story
heroine for a change/and Rod
son of an innkeeper, whose
which he is plunged into the

of France in the time of Napoleon, finds the lively Phyllis Haver a languishing
La Rocque an impetuous lover with a sense of humor. He is Etienne Gerard, iht
courage and daring win for him a captaincy in the emperor's bodyguard, after
perils of court intrigue, from which, needless to say, he emerges triumphant.

16

The Victor Va/conis gave a Hungarian dinner to celebrate Vilnia
Banky's engagement to Rod La Rocqae. Reading from left to
right, the guests are: Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch, Hans Kraly, Mrs. Eric
Pommer, Emil Jannings, Vilma Banky, Rod La Rocque, Mrs. Emil
Jannings, Ernst Lubitsch, Mrs. Abraham Lehr and Eric Pommer.
Standing are Victor Varconi and his wife.
IS gastronomy a lost art?
What has become of the epicures — those men and
women who possess a highly developed, aesthetic
sense of taste and a fine appreciation of eating?
Can one diet and still enjoy fine food?

The
Epicures
The revival of the fine art of eating among picture

By Elza

fer as diversified fare as a weaver from Teheran in
the colors of his loom.
Take, for instance, the Russian dinners at the homes
of Theodore Kosloff and Dimitri Buchowetzki, the diThe answer to all these questions is Hollywood!
rector, and their lovely wives. Memorable nights!
The art of eating — though, perhaps, in a sublimated
Both
couples have Russian cooks, or at least cooks
form — the epicures, diet, all flourish in Hollywood.
that understand the preparaIt seems incongruous that
Arthnr Lubin prepares delectable Polish dinners for
tion of t3'-pical Slavic food.
the place analogous with slim
The tables in these homes
his friends.
figures and denial of food alare always laid with fine
most to the point of starvalinen and silver, and the soft,
tion, should boast epicures.
\ellow light from dozens of
It also seems incongruous
candles casts a warm, hosthat the place where the club
pitable glow over the boards.
sandwich and the quickly
The
mood
is peaceful and
broiled lamb chop have becharming
and
conducive to
come preeminent, should be
stimulating conversation over
the salvation of an art that
interesting dishes, w h i c h
requires so much time as
guests feel their hostess, paycookery.
ing them the highest compliYet, diet and epicurean
ment, selected with careful
feasts prosper in Hollywood !
thought.
After all, the perfect epicure
Certainly gastronomy atis the perfect dietitian — one
tained ahigh perfection with
who eats wisely and not too
much. And also when he has
the aristocracy and the intelthe leisure which, in the film
ligentsia in pre-war Russia.
Once Mrs. Buchowetzki said
colony, is usually between picto
me
:
tures.
''You would hardly have
Hollywood's epicures represent the map of the world.
found in the whole v>-orld anFrom England, France, Gerother place given to such luxur}- and artistic fantasy in the
many, Sweden, Norway, Poland, Spain, Italy, Russia, and
manner of eating, in the comthe Orient they have come.
position of dishes, in the setTogether they form a very
ting of tables, as existed in the
big, cosmopolitan group — a
Russian upper classes before
the war. Eating Avas an art
veritable league of nations —
who, when time permits them
then, a culture.
"Caviar
from Astrakhan,
to play the roles of hosts, of-

ir

IVhcn iucli close ]i lends as Llla Lee and Bebe Daniels dine it is
t6te-d-tite and very informal.
of Hollywood
players is stimulated by the foreign contingent.
Schallert

beaten
sugar.
several
in the

stiff, the cream whipped, a pinch of salt, and
Have several greasecl frying pans ready, pour
tablespoons of the mixture into them and cook
same way as pancakes. These must be served

piping
Blinishot.are eaten principally before Lent in Russia.
They are eaten with hot melted butter, thick sour
oysters from Ostend, poultry from Siberia, especially
cream, fresh Russian caviar, or thin slices of some
transported in blocks of ice, and flowers from the
kind of fish from northern rivers.
Riviera. If you would combine these with the artistry
Americans, I believe, would dispense with the fish
of cooks, and the marvelous settings, where laces of
and sour cream and caviar and enjoy eating the blinis
Brussels and Venice vied with Sevres and crystal from
with melted butter, or the great American companion
Ural, you'd have an idea of what an art eating- was."
to
pancakes and waffles — maple syrup.
national
a typical
is There
often is
served
in the
home dish called "blinis" which
Monty Banks is a master chef and prepares spaghetti and
The care and patience and
of the Buchowetzkis. If you
rousselles in a ^vay that is seldom found outside of Italy.
time and thought which are
are a good cook and have a
penchant for food that is out
expended on just one dish,
of the ordinary, try this recsuch istic
as of blinis,
are characterall foreign
cookery.
ipe :
Whether it is Italian, GerFour pounds of white flour,
man, Hungarian, English,
one and one half pounds of
rye flour — these two flours
Japanese,
the the
greatest
cuisine of all,orand
strongest
should be well mixed before
influence on all schools of
using — one pint of cream,
cookery — the French — foreign
one pound of butter, six eggs,
food is much more artful,
five pints of milk, one yeast
cake. Boil one pint of milk
more intriguing to the imagination, and in the main easier
with one eighth pound of
butter. When it boils add one
to digest than our American
cookery, and less fattening,
half pound of flour; mix with
once one is accustomed to it.
beater until very smooth and
Vilma Banky and Dolores
let cool until slightly warm.
del
Rio, for example, are
Add yeast cake, softened
slender, beautiful girls who
with one half cup of milk and
never worried about getting
the remaining flour ; mix well
and set aside to raise, after
overweight until they came
which add six egg yolks, one
to America. Miss del Rio's
half pound of melted butter,
husband told me that in Mexand one pint of milk. Mix
ico Cit}- Dolores ate three
hearty meals a day and her
until smooth for thirty minweight never fluctuated. As
utes and put aside in a warm
place. When further raised,
soon as she came to Hollywood, and ate ice creams and
dilute with the remaining
other sweet desserts she had
milk.
to watch the scales each mornAdd the whites of eg?2s
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The

Epicures

of Hollywood

preparing a seven-o'clock dinner at five thirty or
six and expect
vegetables, meats, and soufflh to
be properl}' cooked in that little while. Or else
there is the compromise of taking a steak or a
few chops and throwing them into a frying pan
to youtooto eat — really 'eat — in
themI think
and handing
fifteen
minutes.
much of my health
to eat that way. I couldn't. I would die."
Here are Monty's marvelous recipes for spaghetti and rousselles, which in combination with a
light salad of hearts of lettuce and a bit of French
dressing, dessert, Camembert cheese and a wafer,
make a delightful supper or dinner.
The spaghetti sauce is easy to make.
Pour a wineglass of olive oil into a frying
pan, add one fourth pound of butter, a large
Spanish onion and three small sections of garlic,
chopped fine, and brown. Strain mixture through
sieve to remove garlic and onion. Chop one half
pound of round steak fine, add to melted oil and
butter and cook slowly until broKvn.
Dissolve small can tomato paste in four cups
of hot water. Chop four ripe tomatoes fine and
boil with paste and water for five minutes.
When meat has browned stir in tomato mixture.
Season with sa.'t, pepper, and paprika. Lower
fire, cover, and cook slowly for forty minutes,
being careful it does not burn.
This sauce is poured over cooked spaghetti
and sprinkled with grated cheese.
The rousselles are more intricate to make.
Take
one pound of veal tenderloin, eight slices
The fireplace
in the asCharles
for
many
an impromptu
well as Rays'
formalgarden
meal. lias
Frombeenlefttheto inspiration
right, Cliarles
of Italian smoked ham, eight slices of salt pork,
Ray, Virginia Valli, Mrs. Ray, Carmelita Geraghty, Walter Pidgeon and
cut very thin, a Spanish onion and some parsley.
Julanne Johnston.
Cut the veal tenderloin in eight slices and pound
very thin. Lay slice of veal flat on table, salt and
ing. It may not seem logical or reasonable that our
innocent ice creams and puddings and cakes should
pepper to taste, put slice of pork on top, then slice of
ham.
Spread with chopped onion and parsley. Roll
overbalance the calories in the butter-and-milk fats and
carefully, fasten together with toothpicks. Fry in olive
starches that are employed in so many foreign dishes,
oil or sweet butter until
but they do. Count them
Enid Bennett Niblo and her mother prepare a marvelous curry brown. Place in the sauce
some time.
dish that contains sucli savory things as chutney and coconut.
for which recipe has been
given and cook slowly for
Monty Banks, who by the
twenty-five minutes.
way, is not only a clever
A formal dinner in Italy,
comedian but a superior
cook, with a knowledge of
as a formal dinner in London or Berlin or Paris or
food values that would embarrass most women, has the
New York — or Holl}-wood
— is a prett)' cosmopolitan
entire caloric system so
affair.
thoroughly perfected in his
mind that you can accept his
Hors d'auvres — probdinner invitations with the
ably consisting of caviar
canape or pate de foie c/ras
happy feeling that you will
not have to starve on the
choppedchokewith
heart on
of artiand served
thin
morrow, or eat numerous
charcoal tablets to neutralize
slices of very dry toast —
usually precede a very thin
the fighting acids of the
soup for the first course of
stomach which, unfortuthe dinner.
nately, are some times
Fish cooked with butter,
thrown into warfare through
and served with lemon
the culinary indiscretions of
juice and parsley, follows.
one's host.
For the entree there
Monte takes hours to prepare his famous spaghetti
would probably be a sweetand rousselles. Every once
bread, also prepared saute,
in a while he tries engaging
and served
wine
sauce. with a porta cook for his bachelor
apartment, but the venture
is nearly alKvays disastrous
and he moves to a club.
"Because," he told me,
"the cooks I engage start

Roast chicken, cu casserole, is a favorite dish.
To prepare this a variety
of fresh vegetables are
Continued on page 92

Is louth Everything?
Charm and sophistication on the
screen are holding their own in spite
of the glorification of immaturity.

B\' Elsi Que
ridden? A famous Eurowe pean3-outh
director, one of those who refused
to compromise with the American idea,
and consequently received a return ticket to
his native heath, expressed the opinion that
we are. He stated that one thing that is the
matter with the "art" of our most influential
industry is the adolescent dictatorship which
at present limits it to the comprehension of immature intelligences.
ARE

"Extreme 3-outh sets your pace in everything," he said. "You have not yet learned the
folly of limiting all that is interesting and romantic inlife to the teens age and slightly beyond it. Your characters of mature years are
merely foils for the youth-drama, and must
be either ridiculous or pathetic to have a place
in the picture. Your middle-aged actors play
college boys because to the American mind it
is unseemly that middle-age should have — shall
Ave say heart interests? Some of 3-our most
promising actresses, still in the early thirties,
just at the age when they have learned something about life and could give of their best,
are fighting a losing battle for supremac3^ because 3-outh-ridden Am.erica regards them as
growing old — the unpardonable sin in 3'our
countr3-."
There is certainh- some truth in this summing up. But the disgruntled gentleman
might have looked about him and seen some
evidence of change in what he regards as our
adolescent point of view. The success of
Adolphe ]\Ienjou, for instance. He has none
of the qualifications which a few 3-ears ago
were deem.ed necessary- for male star material.
He was born an American, but the ancestral
portion of him has 3-ielded to some age-old
spell which removes him as far from our colGarbo's charm is ageless,
women like to visualize
themselvesandin mature
her.
legiate tv'pe as Paris is from Siwash. His
small, neat features, at- once sensuous and fasMoore, Irat women like to visualize themselves in Miss
tidious, his eyes, wear3^ and supercilious, suggest man3'
Garbo. She plavs beautiful, misunderstood or vampish
things — but not youth.
Greta Garbo, that latest and loveliest Eve from the
wives; and ever3- woman likes to think of herself sometimes as a beautiful, misunderstood and slightlv vampGarden of Sweden, is ver3- 3-oung — but in nothing else
does she resemble the American flapper. She could play
ish wife. In Greta's eyes is the ageless lure of the
sirens of history, and women are well aware that some
a woman of an3' age with equal understanding, because
she has inherited that qualit3^ of spirit which admits
of the most famous sirens were past their first 3-outh
that a novitiate awaits the human being at ever3- stage
when the3- got in their most deadh* Avork. It is gratif3"of life, and does not presume to decide which stage is ing to them to find this t3pe of heroine depicted on the
the more important.
screen. Men ma3- adore Greta for her beaut3-, but
Avomen rcA-el in her for Avhat she suggests to them —
During the past ten or twelve 3'ears, the screen has
had a profound effect on the modes, manners, and morthat romance is not necessarih- a thing of the past for
als of this and other countries. Going to the movies
them, simph- because the3- have become sedate wives and
mothers.
has become a fixed habit, and what one writer has apti3]\Ienjou performs the same service for men Avho are
called "screen-implanted desires" have had far-reaching
consequences. Among inveterate movie-goers, those
groAving slightly gra3^ about the temples. The commonplace little shoe clerk. Avearied bv the adulation his Avife
who have made the industr3- what it is to-da3", a certain
or daughter pours out for Gilbert, Colman, and the
number have reached maturity during this period of
beautiful Latins, finds in ]\Ienjou a S3'mpathetic charintensive development. It is to this element that Menjou and Garbo most strongly appeal.
acter. Here is no 3-oung Greek god of Adonislike proxfile;
here
rather, is a sophisticated Avorldling who has
Collee*"^
and
Bow
\^er3' voung girls may emulate Clara
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rhriti) by IticheJ
Adolphe Menjou offers vicarious
romance to the middle-aged and
weary.
tasted all of life and finds it in
its later aspects still sufficiently
amusing. Given the opportunity and the valet, our shoe
clerk might be another INIenjou — or so he imagines — and it
is pleasant to feel that within
himself are still potentialities
for romantic adventure.
The box office has become
aware of the significance of
this new phase. More and
more it is daring to let its puppets "be their age;" daring to
invade that heretofore — to
Americans — terrifying realm of
maturity. The overemphasis
on physical youth, which work>
its greatest hardships in the
ranks of the movie-makers
themselves, is slowly giving
way to a broader and more
comprehensive standard. The
demands and possibilities of the
screen itself have caused its
leaders to simulate youth long
past the period which a few
years ago was regarded as the
dividing line ; and in simulating
it, they have achieved it.
Clara Bow is the idol of young
girls who like to cloak themselves in
her provocative personality.

Is Youth

Everything?
Douglas Fairbanks is a good example of this. Is
there any one on the screen more vital, mentally and
physically, than he? His body is the perfected instrument of his mind, and his mind, acutel}' alive, adventurous, energized from a source which we barely
glimpse now, but which will some day revolutionize
human experience, has had a greater influence on pictures than probably any other single factor in the industry. And not only on pictures, but on the audiences
who view them. "Why, Fairbanks must be nearing
forty-five!" one man says to another. "Just about my
age. But look at him !" To look at him makes it
seem a silly crime to grow old, fat, and sluggish ; and
a sillier crime to tick off our lives into brief twelvemonth periods labeled years, and to let the accumulation of these years rest like an iron hand upon our
shoulders.
The movies would confer an incalculable benefit
upon the human race by taking the first step toward
the elimination of birthdays. With its tremendous
power it has already uprooted century-old customs,
traditions, prejudices, and inhibitions. We are freer,
more honest, more courageous, and more hopeful because of the movies. Ideas that once had to be assimilated and proven through generations of timid experimentation, can now be broadcast with smashing convincingnes ina few weeks. It lies within this power
to extend life, illumine it, glorify it beyond the shadowy borders of the period which we now cling to
with
riod. such futile intensity — the so-called "youth" peRobert Louis Stevenson noted that the Samoans
did not take account of their birthdays, and remarked
upon their consequent
youthful spirit which
was, of course, reflected
in their physical aspect.
The milestone necklace,
burdensome and galling,
rthich we wear with
grief and secret shame,
but add to each year
with a pathetic and misplaced conscientiousness,
was not among
the instruments of torture
of
these unenlightened savages. Their joy of life
was not darkened by the
fear of loss of A'outh, for
3'outh to them was a
state of mind. They did
not place any artificial
limitations upon their
physical orvelopmentthey
; mental
had deall
the time there was, and
time dealt leniently with
them. When death overtook them, they met it
with a serenity that was
impressive to a highly
sensitive European,
w'hose civilization had
taught him that of man's
brief span, the first half
is a chaotic jumble of
clashing emotions from
which he must weave a
pattern of life, and the
last half an endurance
Continued on page 98
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Cullen

Landis

Comes

Back
The young actor, who dropped from the
public eye during a long run of hard
luck, is now regaining his former place.
By Margaret Reid

THIS story is not only for Cullen Landis
fans who, remembering his fine work when
luck was upon him, demanded it from tlie
editor. It is, as well, for tlie more recent converts to the cinema, to whom he will be as new a
face as Gilbert Roland or "Buddy" Rogers. But
it was instigated by those loyal souls who wouldn't
permit Landis to slip from success to oblivion
without a loud protest.
When, about three years ago, he unaccountably
disappeared from view, it was as complete a disappearance as if he had died or gone into real
estate. Dui'ing all that time Picture Play has
been questioned intermittently about him. But
recently the queries reached such proportions that
it was imperative they be answered.
Strange things happen to movie actors — not the
strangest of which are those that happen on the
screen. Their fame, their contracts, their luxury,
their thirty-room houses are built on the shiftingwhims of some one or other. Fame, public favor,
are evanescent on notice. Contracts drawn with
the most complex legality and impressive formality can, if some ruling power has a change of
heart during breakfast, fade into an optical illusion by dusk. Hollywood careers are made and
broken with dizzy facility, ao less by erratic front
offices than by capricious fans.
I believe it was five or six years ago that Cullen
Landis was high in popular esteem. He made
charming, human pictures
for the old Goldwyn company. Never a star, he
was one of the company's
most popular featured
players, with a strong and
particularly consistent following. His classification was "character juvenile"— meaning a young
man of boyish appearance
who could act. At this
time, the quiet, unobtrusive young Landis stood
well toward the top of his
class. He could be depended upon to meet the
requirements of almost
any sort of role.
The Valentino sirocco
swept across the land,
whistling ominously in the
ears of native juveniles.
But Landis is one of the
few who survived even
In "We're All Gamblers," he
plays one of the waywardbrother roles he does so well

Photo by Spurr
Cullen Landis has long been known for his vividly dramatic talents.
that scorching wind, so his abrupt departure from the center of celluloid
activity cannot be laid to that.
Leaving Goldwyn, he made "The
Fighting Coward" for Famous Players— one of James Cruze's best pictures. In it, Landis gave one of the
finest performances the screen has
known. It was acclaimed in Hollywood as a splendid piece of work. So,
with the quaint logic of the town, he
was out of work for a sorry time
afterward. His prospects were as
bleak as though he had been guilty
of bad performances, or of breach of
contract and a hasty murder or two.
For no reason in the broad, sweet
world misfortune was upon him.
After more months of idleness than
he cared to keep note of, and since a
young man must work, he swallowed
his pride. There are a dozen fabrications used to cover a player's descent
to Poverty Row. No matter how
transparent, thev swathe in some degree a sensitive pride. But Cullen
naively admits that he was there because money was scarce and he
couldn't getContinued
a job onelsewhere.
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How

Is

a

Star

Made?

It isn't pull and it isn't publicity alone, but the decision of the public that really counts.
By Virginia Morris
w

HAT are stars made of? Beauty? Certainly
not!
silly ! Luck? It can't be! Drag? Don't be

Movie stars are made of one thing only — fan appeal.
It isn't B. P. Schulberg or Louis B. Mayer or Samuel
Goldwyn or any other executive-discoverer w^ho rates
the credit. Schulberg didn't make Clara Bow a star.
Mayer didn't do it for Norma Shearer. Goldwyn didn't
wave a wand over Vilma Banky and say, "There, little
girl, now you're a great actress just because I think
3'ou're good !"
Not by a long shot. Clara and Norma and Vilma are
stars all right, but they don't owe their creation as such
to any of those astute men higher up who have good
eyes. They owe it to Sister Susie, Brother Bill, Ma,
Pa, and the kids, the only star makers in the world,
not excluding Hollywood,
New York City, and Astoria, Long Island.
Motion-picture producers find purest joy in their
favorite announcement:

Illustrations

by

Lui Truf

is photographed. The picture gets in magazines and
newspapers. Dimples adopts a new kind of garter.
She is photographed. The picture gets in magazines
and newspapers. Dimples comes East and arrives at the
Grand Central Station weighed down with orchids.
She is photographed. The picture gets in magazines
and newspapers.
Then her press agent in New York gets busy. She
is interviewed by this writer and that writer and pretty
soon Dimples' opinion on practically everything appears
in print in magazines and newspapers.
But none of this makes Dimples a star. She acts in
her first picture. If the fans like it. Dimples has a
chance. If they don't, the poor little girl is out of luck.
The best thing she can do in that case is to marry some
nice, rich young merchant and retire from the screen.
The conclusion is that in every young

"Benjamin Bimberger,
producer of Far-fetched ^
Films,
believes
found the
greatesthestarhas
of 'Si^

star's life there are two things that begin
with the same letter, but don't mean the
same thing. There's publicity and
there's popularity. She may ride along
for a while on the first, but if she
doesn't obtain the second her career as
a film actress is going to be a flop. The
producer, whose pay checks fed and
clothed her, will abandon her as a film

the century in little sevD u gan,
enteen-year-old 'Dimples'
whom he has signed to a long-term
contract to play in big special productions." What Mr. Bimberger really
means is that he's gambling seventyfive dollars a week on a cute young
creature he hopes the fans will fall
for, so that she may turn into a big
box-office asset and a good little fairy
to his bank balance.
Mr. Bimberger dispatches at once
through the studio and the home office
the mandate that the energies of everybody must be bent to "putting over"
Dimples. Dimples gets a new hair
cut. She is photographed. The picture gets in magazines and newspapers. Dimples buys a new car. She

foundling
the rest of the world doesn't
think
she's ifthere.
To get down to cases, the overpublicized star, who secured printed space
far in excess of her favor with the public, is a frequent traged}' in Holl3'wood.
The victim of a too-enthusiastic producer, she was given roles that far outweighed her capabilities, or a superfluity of publicity conveyed to the fans extravagant promises that she failed to
live up to. That is the most general
explanation of the fact that we read much
about certain screen personalities that
seem brilliant for a short time. Then
we hear less and less, until their names
finally evaporate from the film columns
completely,
thetn
no more.and the movie world knows
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How
It wasn't man}' years ago, for instance,
that a }oung picture prince watched a
very pretty girl, named Katherine MacDonald, at work as leading woman to
Rill Hart. "The American Beauty, if
she ever existed!" gasped said prince to
himself. It was a good catch-phrase,
and the prince, having once been a publicity man, knew the value of a good line.
With Katherine's beauty, with that alias,
and a good blast of other publicity, he figured that it didn't much matter whether
the girl could act or not.
Within a very few months the whole
world was hearing about Katherine MacDonald.
She was being ballyhooed far
and wide. Her producer was no piker.
He went right down to the White House
and caught President Wilson saying that
Katherine was his favorite movie actress.
Nothing the President
ever uttered thereafter,
including his war message to Congress in
1917, was ever set up in
t3'pe so many times.
Katherine MacDonald
was a publicity-made
star, the American

Is a Star Made?
making, but it can't turn the final trick. If
the pla3'er clicks with the fans, publicity is a
tremendous additional asset.
Lois Moran, for example, is a happy
instance of a star who lived up to everything that was said for her in advance— and a lot was said. Vilma Banky
is another to whom publicity was a good

friend. But it was Miss Banky 's own part
in making "The Dark Angel" an exceptional picture that clinched her success. The
same is true of the recently arrived Dolores del Rio, who was much touted in advance. Publicity helped, but the big factor
that really mattered was that she was magnificent in "What Price Glory," and equally
as fine in "Resurrection." Thus again it is
proved that publicity, like other forms of
advertising, only justifies itself providing the
object of its efforts is capable of registering
with the public.
Marion Davies' success is
probably the only one that is
balanced equally between the
two factors. If her career
had followed the conventional route she would have been
forced to retire from the
screen several years ago,
when it seemed clear that
Beauty,
President's
Press agcntry is a flimsy foundation for a tottering star.
she was definitely not going
favorite. theWith
that to
to catch on with the decisive
her credit, nothing more
She was saved, however, by an
film-going public.
was apparently needed. At first the fans were curious.
indefatigible effort on the part of her producer who
They paid to see her. But they didn't like her, and
after a brief career Katherine
was no more.
sustained her standing by purely forced means, unThen there was Miss du Pont, the girl without a first
til one day, quite by accident, she made a picture
name. That, too, was a good stunt, good publicity to get
called "Little Old New York" and found her niche as
a capable comedienne. At present her preserved place
public curiosity all agog about Margaret Armstrong.
as a star with a tremendous if belated following,
The trumpets blared before the release of "Foolish
is indisputable. Publicity was the artificial respiration
Wives," a million-dollar production in which, for no
that kept her breathing until the fans decided to let
special reason, she was shouldering the lead. But it her
live.
turned out that Miss du Pont lacked other things besides afirst name. She was deficient in popular appeal,
There are a few players who are absolute "naturals"
and all the shouting on earth made no difference when
v.'ith the fans. . The}' have risen in spite of gocd, bad,
the fans turned down their thumbs.
or indifferent publicity. Fred Thomson, for example,
seldom broke into print, yet he and his faithful steed
There have been others who received publicity far
took a jump to popularity that was phenomenal.
out of proportion to their appeal to the public. Agnes
Ayres, Nita Naldi, Betty Bronson, Hope Hampton,
Clara Bow, too, is a thoroughly fan-made player.
During her first three years before the camera she made
Priscilla Dean, Mae Bush, Helene Chadwick, and many
a total of more than forty pictures. Often working in
others have been given the advantage of elaborate protwo productions at a time, she had more unsuitable
ductions and a corps of press agents. As soon as their
roles than any actress on the screen. Plainly fitted for
contracts expired and these props were withdrawn they
fell down, because they did not stand on the only solid
flapper-comedienne parts, she was cast as crooks, adventuresses, vamps, and even mothers, as fast as the
foundation for screen honors — popularity with the fans.
gentleman who held her contract could get engagements
All this must not be construed to mean that publicity
for her.
has not its purposes. It has. A good publicity camContinued on page 112
paign isthe surest way in the world to put a star in the
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The

Kid

Goes

to

Jackie Coogan isn't so different from other little boys leav
spite of the fact that he has earned over a million dol
By Dunham
Thus spoke Mr. P. G. 'McDonnell, president of the Urban Military
Academy, the school at which Jackie is registered.
"Do the other boys like him?"
"Oh, yes. He's just a regular kid, and well liked by all — if he
weren't regular, he wouldn't be."
"Is he privileged?"
"No — no special privileges are given him at all. He is treated
exactly as the rest. For instance, it was quite a time before he succeeded in getting 'best room.' When he did win that honor, I think
it was one of the most momentous occasions in his life."
From what I saw of him later I can well understand it.
s "School, school,
Photos by Russell B.ill
Jackie is just a little school-boy non\ not
the idolized pet oj a nation.

Even a star has to work hard
for the honor of being bugler.

s to school !
IE goe
JACKAll
boys do at some time or
e
that oth
? er — what's strang about
Yet a hundred thousand of them, enlisting all the interest of their respective
families, would not begin to approach in
total the interest held by this one.
Or deserve to !
For, consider a moment. Here Ave
have a twelve-year-old boy worth in his
own right over a million dollars — not
money that he was born to, but money
that he earned himself. He is famous
throughout all the civilized world. He
has entered the largest city in his country to find his arrival heralded in headlines by every paper in it, and to be welcomed by the governor of the State. He
has been the subject of countless interviews and articles, ranging from the
most learned psychological analyses of
himself and his appeal in highbrow journals, to the sob sisters' simpering tripe
in the yellowest. He has exhausted the
vocabularies, both native and borrowed,
of a young army of press agents. He is
without doubt the most famous minor
in the whole world.
"That kid's sure sittin' pretty ! On
top o' the world ! No worries for him !"
So it might seem — but is it actually
so ? Let us see.
What is his life in school, the first
place in which he has been put in direct
contact with the outside world? Does
he like it, and do they like him ? Is it
serving as an antidote by treating him
as one no different from the others, or
is he privileged? Is he like the others?
"The most remarkable thing about
Jackie is that he seems absolutely unspoiled. The really extraordinary life
he has led doesn't seem to have affected
him at all."

school — from morning to night I hear
nothing else when
he's at home. He
doesn't even look
forward to his vacaso anxioustion,
to behe isback
with

Mrs.
'theThisboys from
!' "
who had come over
to watch a rodeo that was to be
Coogan,

taged, and in which Jackie was
entered for several of the events.
Jackie is quite a good horseman —
but so are all the other pupils that attend
this school.
Now for Jackie himself.
"Yes, I like it very much — much better
than
tutor."
"Doa you
like the instructors?"
"Yes. There was one we didn't care for
— but he's gone."
"What studies do you prefer?"
"I don't know — geography and spelling,
I guess. But there's not much difference.
I like 'em all prett}' well."
"Which do you dislike most ?"
"I don't dislike any of them very much
— I get passing grades in all."
"Quite satisfied?"
"Oh, yes."
There's the dope — everything seems fine. Now
shall we watch Jackie in action, taking his part in
the rodeo? Perhaps the eye will bring us some
things the ear has not.
A boy drops his hat. Jackie reins in his horse
and stands waiting as an officer picks it up and
hands it to him. He accepts it— that is all — and,
whipping
horse's flank, rides over
and returnsit itacross
to its his
owner.
"Just a regular kid?" Well, hardly! There
was no slightest suggestion that he might be inferior to his "superior." Jackie seems sure ^of
himself — with an assurance that is strangely mature. Not that.
cocksure — it's far quieter and deeper
than
The bovs line up in a wide circle, the
band strikes up a somewhat stumbling
tune, and a horseback version of "musical

School
ing home for the first time, in
lars in his short, eventful life.
Thorp

chairs" is under way. Jackie lasts until
the fifth round, and then finds himself
without a chair. He is out. He rides from
the circle to take his place in the side lines.
He watches a moment, and then begins to
maneuver his horse about in an intricate
fashion.
Suddenly, a comment is heard from some
of his mates behind me.
"There goes Coogan showin' off again!"
Whether
Jackie heard
or not,
I don't
know — he continued
with itwhat
he was
doing.
Now it happens that this comment was
rather unfair. Not that there was any
doubt that Jackie was showing off ; but, a
short time before, some of the others had
been quite as guilty as he — and some were
as guilty at the moment. It was simply
that Jackie Coogan was showing
oif! Had it been any one else, it
would have passed unnoticed.
His fame is most certainly not a
help in this place !
That, of course, is for the best
— but would you call it pleasant
to hold such a position, a position
that carries such a responsibility
without anv compensating benefits?
Next comes a potato race, only
they use oranges instead. The
signal is given, and they start. A
beautiful sight ! They are good
riders. Jackie reaches his orange
before any of the others, but,
oversure, he spears it too soon
and misses. And after this first
failure he seems unable to find
success at all. He is the last to
return.
He goes back to the side lines
and sits on his horse.
From all the events in which he
was entered, he has drawn just
two prizes — first prize for bestdressed cowboy, and second for
best three-gaited horse — neither
of which called for any personal
excellence on his part. The only
movie star participating has not
shone with any of the luster usually attributed to such bodies —
and he had so wished to do so !
He talks to some of his companions and is now absolutely
one of them ; that strange maturity I had noticed a while before
He prefers geography to his other lessons. Can it be that he misses the
variety and excitement of the studio?

Jackie with an instructor ami two
schoolmates.

is not present at all. He is "just
a regular kid, absolutely unhe is not allowed
this peace spoiled."
for Butlong.
A photographer has come to
record
all Jackie's
He
aims his
camera triumphs.
at him now.
Jackie doesn't seem to notice him
at all, doesn't shift his head an
inch to either right or left — but
this attention probably makes up
in some measure for his poor
showing otherwise.
What a strain to put upon a
child ! Every slightest movement
watched — and he painfully aware
of it!
Jackie disappears, and I chat
a while with his mother.
Jackie returns.
"Why, Jackie ! What's the matter? AVhat've you done?"
"Oh, nothing — just a nose"Where did you get it? How
"Oh,
justover
goin'
"It's
all
youraround."
hands ! And
it happen?''
did
bleed."
"No."shirt ! Didn't you have a
your
hank}', dear?"
"Well, you'd better wash it off,
"Awright,
in adolittle
while."
"You'd better
it now."
darling."
"You
"Aw heard
" mother!"
Jackie Continued
goes.
on page 107
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Is

Love

Ever

Even the telephone has its place
Delaney and Louise Lorraine
Photos by Ruth

The beginning of a teleplione conversation is ahva3's difficult
when there is an explanation to be made.

But the voice with a smile wins, even if it hasn't called the
particular girl in something like a week.

Somehow it isn't easy to propose, even over the telephone,
as above, and isn't it— well, terrible — to get your nerve up
to the asking point
Right.

And have central cut you off!
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Prosaic?
in modern courtship, as Charles
illustrate in the poses below.
Harriet Louise

The proper note of polite boredom is always a good one for
the neglected girl friend to afTect.

And a little sarcasm is good, too, especially if it is tempered
with just the least little tone of longing.

But how can she remain cold when the voice she loves is
calling, and visions of moonlight and honeysuckle and a diamond of a few carats, more or less, float blissfully over
the wire?
Left.

Darn central, an}-\vay ! The dream is shattered !
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The

Mary Philbin proves
her aptitude for
character roles by
being born under
the sign of Cancer.
Photo by Chidnoff

liod La Rocque's
lucky star gave him
a sense Photo
of humor.
by Carsey

nye
reachmath
leGttRerEsAT
desk of an astrologer asking- what is
the best sign for moving-picture success, but
the answer must depend upon what particular type of work is
referred to.
A

Aries, the first sign
of the zodiac, seems to
run to comedy and
character leads, for,
among those who have
attained success in pictures and who have the
sun in this sign are Wallace Beery, Lon Chaney,
Charles Chaplin, Thomas Meighan, Anna Q.
Nilsson, Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson, Constance Talmadge, and others who come under
this rather heady and clever sign. Harold Lloyd
just missed being born in Aries, but he has other
planets than the sun strong in his horoscope.
Taurus, the next sign — beginning about the
twenty-first of April and continuing for about
a month — is more romantic, and boasts among
its natives such stars as Richard Barthelmess,
Mary Astor, Norma Talmadge, and the beloved
Rudolph Valentino.
Those who were born in Gemini, between
May 21st and the same date in June, and who
may be under the impression the movies are
calling them, are not as well equipped to act as
they are to write snappy titles and figure out business
— which is called gagging the picture — for the directors
and actors to put across o'n the silver sheet.
The outstanding actor of this sign is Douglas Fairbanks, but his horoscope has many more important indications than those of the sun in Gemini, which give
him an uncanny ability to estimate what the public
wants, most of which seems to be a great deal of
Douglas Fail banks. Taurus is really his strongest sign,
making him a pure romantic figure on the screen.
Gemini people would do better, that is, all except those
few exceptions like Fairbanks, if they would stay behind the camera in their motion-picture work.
The sign Cancer contains our greatest imitative character portrayers, other planetary positions in the horoscope showing the general type of character the indi-

Future

The second absorbing install
estimate of the movies and
By Sidney
vidual will handle the best. Jean Hersholt, Richard
Dix, Jetta Goudal, Cullen Landis, Mary Philbin, and
Alberta Vaughan are among the shining lights of this
sign. On the stage, George M. Cohan is the outstanding Cancerian, for he has never had a venture which
failed to make money — one of the rare hundred percenters. The sun is in Cancer from June 21st rmtil
Jul}- 21st every year.
From July 21st till August 22nd, when the
sun is in Leo, we find producers, directors, and
exhibitors being born, for this is the sign of the
oi'ganizer and promoter, particularly during the
past twelve years while Neptune, the guiding
planet of the cinema, has been in this sign.
With the sun, moon, and seven planets in every
horoscope, it is natural that some other position
of the chart of birth would be stronger than
that of the sun, from whose position we obtain
the dates on our calendar, so there are those
who, for reasons other than the location of their
natal suns, seem to be successful natives of Leo
in celluloid art. Among the most noteworthy
are : Eleanor Boardman, Clara Bow, Johnny
Hines, Colleen IMoore, Norma Shearer, and
Lawrence
Graywind
— who
will probably
up
as a producer, rather
than as an actor.
Virgo, in which
sign we find the sun
from August 22nd to
September 23rd every
year, is the sign of
most photographers,
film cutters, and scenario editors, not to
mention film critics
and publicity writers,
who should be included, Isuppose, because of their great
numbers. When their

Mary Astor was
born undermanticthesignroof
Taurus.

Photo by Freulich
Jean
cmother Hersholt
Cancerian iswho
can 't get away from
character roles.
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Stars

Phyllis Haver has
been basking in the
rays of prosperous

ment of a well-known astrologer's
certain prominent personalities.
K. Bennett

Jupiter.
solar positions are well supported or augmented by
dramatic ability from other parts of the chart, we find
such worthies in this sign as Ricardo Cortez, Pat
O'lNIalley, Ruth Roland, Esther Ralston, and Neil
Hamilton. And, because Virgo is an earth sign, the
minute these people get enough money to make a down
payment
on a piece
of California, the}- enter the realestate scramble
out there.
Libra, the most just and also the laziest sign
of the entire zodiac, must furnish the big bulk of
the audiences that view motion pictures, for it
takes a great deal of pushing to get the natives
of this sign to display even half their artistic
abilities. Nevertheless, we have among the stars ,
of this sign a few who are not lazy — other planets and positions again — but it takes a lot to overcome the Libran's
tendency
to stayGish
put.andAmong
the successful
Librans
are : Lillian
Irene
Rich. The sun is in Libra from September 23rd
to October 22nd every )'ear.
I know I deserve a kick-back from a good
man}" Librans who have recently been through the
most restrictive transit of Saturn, and who have
had nothing but the worst of hard luck and bad
breaks during the past five years, and it is possibly for this reason
that I cannot mention
more Avho are at the
height of their popularity right now.
The natives of Scorpio, too, have been under the lash of Saturn,
the tester of souls, for
approximately two and
a half years These
are the men and women
born between October
22nd and November
21st. Perhaps this accounts for the difficulties in the past of many

Plo:o by Spurr
Ruth Roland was
born under Virgo,
which explains her
interest in real
estate.

Bobbydid Vernon's
stars
not help
him to achieve fame
— he had to do it by
himself.

Lawrence Gray,
who the stars predict will eventually
become a producer
instead of an actor.
Photo by Louis*;

we have known and
loved among the natives of this stern
and hard-working
sign. Prominent
among natives of
Scorpio
on the
screen
are : Leatrice
NorJoy, Mabel
Brien, and Lewis
Eugene O'mand,
Stone.
The of
difficulties of some
these
have not been apmust have parent,
hadbut they
many,
in appearmg ui pictures satistymg totroubles
themselves during
the last two years.
There is the breath of high hills, big spaces,
and keen humor in the men of Sagittarius, the
sign occupied by the sun between November
21st and December 20th every year. Among
these are most of our successful Western stars.
I have never failed to find Sagittarius strong
in the charts of those who can do a day's hard
riding to lift the mortgage at midnight on the
day it is due. x\nd the sense of humor of
these people is probably the keenest of any in
the entire circle of signs; it is always bubbling
through in spite of all the director can do to
prevent it. Universal has tried the comedy
Western picture, but I doubt whether they have
ever done it right, for when it gets out that
such is an ideal combination, there will be a stampede
at the box-office. Will Rogers, a Sagittarian, had to
leave the movies temporarily or abandon his sense of
humor, but he has resumed screen work. Others of
this same sign are : Reginald Denny, William S. Hart,
and Rod La Rocque. Saturn, the planetary wet blanket,
is now creeping up on those in this group, those of the
earlier dates in the sign having already felt it.
During the past year and a half or more, the beneficent and prosperous Jupiter has been going through
Capricorn and Aquarius. Those born between December 20th and January 19th have the sun in Capricorn and have been basking in the pleasant rays and
benefits of this comfortable and expansive planet.
Among the natives of this sign are : Vilma Banky,
Continued on page 98
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Over

the

Fanny the Fan points with pride, views
offers an unsolicited testimonial, and up

By The
a leader. If you don't alread_\- know it. let me
inform you that Conrad Nagel is the hero of
the actors. He is their general, spokesman,
and idol.
"All the cowboys, strong men, and stunt
actors of the movies, as well as all others,
make a low bow and murmur his name when
courage is mentioned. Conrad made their exploits look like child's play when he faced the
producers and told them just what the actors
thought of their proposal to cut salaries.
"Later, he led the movement of the players
toward joining the Actors' Equity. Now, the
pla\ ers have answered the producers' request
that they accept a salary cut by a demand for

Photo by Louise
"Tea for Three" may sound like polite
drawing-room comedy, but it has meant
strenuous nights of worli on location for
Aileen Pr ingle.

you ever know the film colony to get as excited over anything as they are over the ten
per cent salary cut?" Fann}' asked,
quite as though she meant it.
As a matter of fact, I have. The}^
were just as excited over the first
importations of foreign pictures,
over the introduction of efficiency
men, morality clauses, and Bessie
Love's
incomparable
the Charleston
and performance
Black Bottomof;
DID

over the mystery surrounding just
what Will Hays does to earn the
magnificent salary the picture industry pays him ; over the producers'
threat to displace old favorites by
heavily advertising newcomers who
get much smaller salaries. Over almost anything, in fact, from a published slur on movie stars' manners,
to failure to list them among the
workers on a charity drive. From
what I have seen of them, they are
a volatile lot.
But Fanny, sensing my attitude
no doubt, gave me no chance to
speak up.
"Well, at least the threatened cut
imited all the players into one big
revolutionary armv. And gave them

shorter working hours. '
"In addition to his fearless attitude, Conrad impressed all his fellow players with his
sound reasoning, his poise, and his ability to
express himself clearly and succincth\ Norma
Shearer did not do so well, according to all
accounts. She wandered from the main points
at issue with what men
Photo by Ba;l
like to consider truly
feminine inconsistency.
From all accounts of
Norma's speech, I think
her best friend would
admit that at a critical
moment like that she
should have been seen
andSomewhat
not heard."aghast at
Fannv's admission that
there is anything Norma does not do well, I
asked her who, if any
one,
have
gave
"I

among
the could
feminine satellites
done better. She
me a bafifled look.
don't know," admitted Fanny, and you
can mark this down as
the first time Fanny
has ever admitted there

know.
is "I'm
aiiytliing
she doesn't
not sure
of an}^

on. "A
she Avent
one,"
few mont
hs ago I could
have sworn that Mary
Pickford could take
the platform and speak
intelligently on any
subject. But since her
Grau
dedicese
speecsh Chin
atingThea
man'
terOlive Borden has gone off to
the Canadian Rockies to film
scenes in and for "Pajamas. ' '
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Teacups
with alarm, confesses new enthusiasms,
holds her reputation for lively chatter.
Bystander
I am wavering. It seemed to me then that
she had nothing to say, and said it at considerable length. I'm inclined to think Leatrice Joy would be my candidate for spokesman. I've never heard her address an audience, and I'll grant that she might lack that
hypnotic power that comes from fifteen minutes' practice a day and a subscription to
somebody or other's correspondence course.
But Leatrice has an incisive mind and unshakable convictions. Oh, well, why worry
about it now ? The first flurry of excitement
is over, and by the time the next battle with
the producers develops, Joyce Coad and
Mickey McBan may be old enough to lead
the fray."
"Speaking of battles '' I began.
"I know," Fanny cut in, "you're going to
ask me about Colleen Moore. And I'm
ashamed to admit she hasn't confided to me
any of the details about her war with First
National.
"All I know is that all their difficulties are
patched up now, that Colleen got everything
she was fighting for,
and that she will be
back soon. She will
continue to make her
pictures under the sole
supervision of h e r
husband, John McCormick, and she
does not have to make
them out at the First
National studio. She
is going to rent space
at the Metropolitan
studios, where Corinne Griffith used to
make her pictures.
And First National is
going to build a bungalow dressing-room
for her there. There's
a rumor to the effect
that she will get a
fifty - thousand - dollar
raise on her next pictures, but with all she
gets now that is really
a trifle.
"I talked to her
once over long distance and she was
bubbling with excitement. She and John
have bought a vacht
The freshness and youth
of Ann Rork make every
one else seem a littlePhotoold,by
a little jaded.
Spurr

Photo by Duncan
It hardly seems fitting that
May IVlcAvoy's next picture
should be entitled "Slightly

and are coming back on it
as far as New Orleans.
That was some recompense for the trip to
Europe she Used."
thought she
would
when sheget,
brokebutoff didn't,
diplomatic relations with her
company.
"She says that she isn't
going to
so continuously inwork
the future.
No
more Saturday nights
and .Sundays at the studio.
She is going to give weekon the)'ouboat."
"Soend Iparties
suppose
have
vour yachting costume all
"Well," Fanny granted,
"T did out."
cut a picture of
picked
May McAvoy out of the
paper. She had on the
smartest outfit — regular
.sailor iblouse, and little,
round gob cap.
"And was
speaking
of May''
— what
probably
intended as a beatific smile
spread over
coun-to
tenance— "I Fanny's
am about
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'Second Hand,' 'Bent But Not Broken,' and
'Strictly Fresh.' Oh, well, if history repeats itself
at Warner Brothers, they'll probably change the
ofl:ending title, an3'way.
"I've resolved never to praise or condemn a
picture again on advance reports of it. I thought
that from all accounts Buster Keaton's college
picture was going to be a riot of laughs, and even,
though I saw it with Ann Cornwall, who played
opposite
couldn't
muster
more
than St.a
chuckle orhim,
two. I And
the scene
Adela
Rogers
Johns wrote into 'The Patent Leather Kid' that I
thought was going to make screen history, and
give me a good cry besides, has been so changed
that the audience breaks into irreverent laughter.
"The combination of Lubitsch and 'Old Heidelberg' sounded thrilling, but after the picture had
been previewed and Lubitsch had left for a trip to
Germany, a long siege of retakes began.
"Still, embittered as I am about great expectations that flop, I can't help looking forward to
seeing Raoul Walsh on the screen again. He is
going to play in 'Sadie Thompson,' with Gloria,
as well as direct it."
"You mean in addition to directing it, I pre-

Photo (g) by M. I. Boris. N Y.
Gilda Gray's welcome to California took
the form of her appointment as honorary
mayor of Castellamare.

But Fanny would have it her way. She glanced
around the crowded Montmartre, waving airily
at Carmelita Geraghty and Laura La Plante as
sume."
they
came in.
"Laura will be lucky if she gets her name in
electric lights with the title of her next picture.
'Thanks for the Buggy Ride' will use about all
the lights and space in front of most theaters.
Laura's had a nice vacation over in Honolulu. I
don't blame her for looking serious at the prospect of getting back to
work.
Do you suppose it
is really true that Florence
Vidor intends to make her
home in Honolulu?
She is
going there again as soon
as she finishes *A Celebrated Woman.' It seems
a bit far for commuting.
The title of that picture

send her an unsolicited testimonial.
It will be addressed to Doctor McAvoy. She came along just in time
to save me from days of acute suffering from a bad case of sunburn.
might be changed to 'A
It seems that 'The Fire Brigade'
Brave Woman ;' she has
was an educational picture — educaHedda Hopper in the cast.
tional for May, at least — for she
And any girl, no matter
found out what firemen use on
how beautiful or smart, is
their burns after exposure to
brave to risk comparison
flames. She told me about it— it is
with Hedda, who is both,
day.
carron oil, in case you are interand getting more so every
ested— and a few applications of it
"I'm disappointed that
stopped the pain. What May
didn't warn me of, was the — shall
you haven't remarked about
we be elegant and say aroma ? For
days I smelled like the spirit of
my restraint," Fanny com"I have
plainedto
bitterly.
Cape Cod. Maybe May wasn't doloud
a few
every right
ing me such a good tuim after all,
for she made a recluse out of me
'I told you SOS.' "
for days.
"I suppose Rin-Tin-Tin
has broken another box"By the way, it hardly seems fitPhoto by Monroe
office record," I granted,
ting, but the name of May's next
me.
After a brief vacation in Honolulu Laura La Planie
resigned. Fanny glared at
Warner picture is 'Slightly Used.'
has resumed the serious business of making farces.
"No," she said coollv.
Do you suppose they mean' the
heroine, or the story?"
"A girl I thought had screen possibilities has at last
"And is it possible," I asked, "that they were inspired
been given a chance. Every one I recommended her to
by Gloria's great success, 'Manhandled?' Somebody is told
me I was crazy. But Adolphe Menjou and the
sure to try to imitate that."
"But I hate to have May the victim," Fanny la- powers that be at Paramount were so impressed that
mented. "That title suggests any number of others —
they gave her the lead in Menjou's next pictui^e."
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"You might tell me who she is."
"Oh, Shirley O'Hara. She is a slender, dark little girl
from Mexico City. A friend of Dolores del Rio. She has
been trA-ing to break into pictures tor the last year or so, and
II wouldn't
blamed
her if
up in
despair.
believe thehave
usual
criticism
of she
her had
was given
that she
looked
too
intelligent.
"There are simply loads of new girls coming into pictures.
Sometimes I get a terrible sinking feeling that some of the
old guard will get crowded out. There's this Sue Carol, a
society girl from Chicago who has signed with Douglas ■MacLean. Haven't seen her, but eyewitnesses pronounce her a
beauty. Then there's Lupe A^elez, Hal Roach's ^lexican sensation who has been lent to Douglas Fairbanks. And now
Harold Lloyd has picked his new leading woman from a fashion advertisement. Any screen-struck girl hearing about these
lucky breaks will refuse to believe that years of training and
apprenticeship are essential to the screen player.
"T feel my loyalty to a lot of old favorites slipping, when I
see youngsters like Flobelle Fairbanks and Ann Rork on the
screen. Poise and technique can never make up for the
gorgeous appeal of youthful vitality.
"I might as well Avarn you that I've been quite bowled over
by Ann Rork. If you don't agree with me, you can choose
the nearest exit, or stuff your ears with cotton. I don't claim
that she is going to be the dramatic sensation of the age, or
anything like that. Everv^thing has come to her too easily.
After every picture or two she can skip ofi for a vacation in
Xew York, and if she ever gets tired of working she can quit
without worrying about her livelihood. But I do think that
she brings a rare quality to the screen. She represents the
new generation. She insists on selecting her own Who's Who
instead of accepting ready-made standards and idols, and instead of worshiping at the shrine of players
just because they make big salaries, she blandly
measures them iby her own standards and quite
frequently flays their affectations. What she
lacks in reverence she makes up for in individuality.
"The first time I saw her on the screen 1
wanted to meet her. When I did, she was as
breezy and- candid as I had hoped. I asked her
to luncheon, and she countered with a suggestion
that we spend the day at the beach. She didn't
want to break up a perfectly good day by lunching in town. She had to start work soon in
Will Rogers' -picture, 'A Texas' Steer,' and she
didn't intend to waste an}' of her vacation davs
in town, where it's hot.
"A cided
fewthat days
before
she was
of I met her, Ann liad dea blond temperament.
Promptly she visited
a hairdresser and got
bleached. But her
fatherher
didn't
agree
with
judgment,
and next day her
tresses were dark
again. Not just the
natural shade they
were before, but the
best a hairdresser
could do."
'Tf she is as modern and
fearless as you say she is,
what would the wishes of a
father matter?" I asked.
Every one is eager to offer advice
to Ann Cornwall about the sort of
comedies she should make for the
Christies. ^^t.?

' A girl of modern Scotland is to be Xorma
Shearer's next role.
"Oh, well, she's fond of him. And she
wouldn't be stubborn and make an issue of
a little thing like the color of her hair.
"Have you noticed what an epidemic of
flame-coloi-ed hair Clara Bow has started?
It is a bit trying on any one less spectacular
than she is. It is just the color of that
rust-proof paint they put on iron.
"People really shouldn't follow fads so
slavishly. Joan Crawford has a lot to answer for ; she started going stockingless,
and now every one is doing it. The girls
who haven't a coat of tan use dark powder
on their legs. I've learned that to my regret. The footprints of the famous in the
concrete forecourt at Grauman's Chinese
Theater are as nothing to the powdered silhouettes of famous legs on my upholstered
furniture. No, I won't tell you whose they
are ; they might think I was complaining,
and
don't want
to shut myself off from
such I amusing
callers.
"This place seems deserted, doesn't it?"
Fanny ignored the fact that the tables were
packed so close that they were almost on top
of one another.
"Simply
loads
of people
away on
location. Aileen
Pringle
has beenareworking
at night,
miles from anywhere, and motoring home to
sleep during theContinued
day. on]
'Tea
page for
110 Three' sounds
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A

Gesture

from

Jetta

The picturesque Goudal assures her public that she is unchanged, and the acquiescent interviewer agrees.
By Malcolm

H. Oettinger

IN receiving ambassadors of the press with an eye herself behind the mountain of tea things gleaming and
to being embalmed in limpid prose, it is invaluable glittering ominously.
to the artist to be able to put on a good show. And
Alway s picturesque on the screen, Goudal loses nothI venture the guess that no one puts on a better one ing by showing herself in the broad hght of the afterthan the picturesque Goudal, the svelte brunette who noon sun. Her high cheekbones, slanting eyes, full lips,
entered pictures silently enough, made a resounding hit slim figure, all serve to present an arresting picture.
She is a composite of all the
m "'The Bright Shawl" as a
shady ladies history oflfers, in
wicked half-caste, signed with
eii'ect. She personifies evil.
Paramount, then decamped to
Selecting parts of her should
the De Mille ranks and someoffer no difficulties: Bella
thing very like stardom.
Doinia, Circe, or Borgia, more
Four years ago, more or
insinuating, more subtle than
less, when Jetta swept magthe Taylor version.
nificently into the Plaza to let
"Now that you're a star, I
me watch her sip tea, the general public turned to stare.
I said.se you're hard to handle,"
suppo
She was unknown. She ^^■as
"Mais non !" demurred
the merest novice in pictures.
Jetta, hands upraised daintily
Yet she was even then a comin polite hoiror. "Why do
pelling creature — slim, majestic, a trifle flamboyant, deciThere were tales of her
dedly unusual. There was a
' • at
\'ou sink ?"outbursts
temperamental
foreign air about her; as' she
walked she seemed swathed
J^asky's,
told her.
"Sir," I she
said earnestly
in an aura of mystery. The
combination is enough to
and dramatically, "those stories were base lies ! The}- were
make any lobby crane its neck.
printed in the papers, but they
She was exotic, colorful,
were untrue. I would not
bizarre. Zisses and zats dotted
her conversation. Her hands
play silly roles. I would not
do things that revolted me
fluttered gracefully in vague
artistically. Artists have conarcs searching for the correct
word or phrase or idiom. A
science. know, or the)cease to be }-ou
artists. So with
dim, amused smile lighted her
me.
Sir,
thev
maligned me.
dark face now and again. She
Thev say I was hard to direct.
was distinctly a personality.
No ! The}- try to break my
When the years brought incontract. But they cannot.
creasing notice and a meed of
So they take it to court to
fame, it seemed only proper
to revisit Jetta for purposes
prove h o w temperamental
Goudal is. That is how you
of checking up. What change
read those awful things! It
had stardom wrought ?
Again la Goudal put on a
Mille understands
good show. As became a stelis Papa
untrue,De sir!"
her, said Jetta. Papa knows
lar lady, she was ensconced in
an artist when he sees one.
a suite at the Ambassador.
She had not brought her car
The "papa"
is Jetta's
bution I: should
never contrithink
East, but she had transported
of him as anything less than
a secretar}- to answer phone
Brigadier General. Once,
calls, and a trained nurse to
Photo by Pearsall
make tea and keep the rooms
Jetta Goudal can be relied upon to put on a good show
true enough, Jetta took exception to his direction, and
at mean temperature.
for an interviewer.
left his cast, rather than play
As became a stellar lady, she
was charrning in her apologies for arriving half an hour
low comedy. This was Hollywood history, when "The
late. A liveried chauffeur first swung open the door,
Volga Boatman" was being spooled for posterity and
then Jetta swooped in, white cloak, white turban, white
the neighborhood theaters. "But we understand" each
shoes, looking for all the world like the new Flying
other now," 'she said happily. "I would not rather
Cloud.
Up for
to any
this one."
point Jetta had shown little or no sign
play
"Ah, it is so good of you to come!" she cried, exof stardom. She was not different from the unknown
tending agracious hand. No prima donna could have
exotic of four years ago ; she had not changed. Then
made a more lavish gesture. 'T have been rushed so.
casually, innocentlv, she let slip a remark about her
This New York, you know ! Personal appearing — but
public, and I realized that all was not quite the same.
that I do not mind — lunches, theater, fittings, everysing.
I reinarked it.
[Continued on page 98]
Ah," this a gentle sigh of relief as she gracefully draped

GEORGE K. ARTHUR has never actually played the role of a
Good Samaritan^ yet his infectious humor and sly pranks
have helped many a limping picture along the way to success. He
will next shed his sparkle on "Olga from the Volga."

I OUISE FAZENDA is the perennial comedienne whether
i-J IS M'lody in Lace and Pearls or Sunbonnel Sue with a she
milk
pa.l And what she was in "Cradle Snatchers" is nobody's business ! Trust her to do right by "Simple Sis," her next

EVER since Madge Bellamy
gave her flaming performance of Sandy she has been
doomed by the gods of the
cinema to go on playing young
ladies remarkable for their
scorn of the Victorian conventions. So that the few. she
permits to know her real self
are not shocked by the title of
her new picture, "Silk Legs."

MONTE
open
what not—
arena and

iBLUE has tried everything— the drawing-room, the
spaces, the railroad tracks, the baseball diamond and
for his heroic roles. Now he is to invade the roped
knock some one out in "One Round Hogan."
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S inSWAN
GLORIA finite
variety SON'
extends
be,
yond the screen for it is not
every wife who can hold the
rapt attention of a husiband, and
a marquis at that, while she
plays mumblepeg in the garden.
But Gloria is never the loser,
and certainly this delectable
glimpse of the simple life in
Holh wood is another triuniph
for her.

/
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MILTON SILLS has not appeared on the screen all these years
without forming definite ideas of what the public expects of
him, which he explains in lucid and entertaining style in Helen
Louise Walker's story on the opposite page.

photo b» ming chi<)ii«ir
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He

Acts

with

His

Head

Milton Sills doesn't believe in feeling his roles or allowing his emotions to dictate his acting.
By Helen Louise Walker

at First National looked like a barbig stage
racks. Groups of men, dressed as army officers,
sat about, playing poker, gossiping, smoking, telling stories. The distinctly masculine atmosphere was
fitting, somehow, on a Milton Sills set, for Sills is, I
think, definitely a man's actor.
There was jerky, excited, minor music somewhere and
a sound
of men'sa voices
We rounded
corner shouting
and cameprodigiously.
almost face to face
THE

with Mr. Sills who, his
countenance flushed and
contorted with a sort of
desperate rage, was fairly
screaming into the camera,
"You lie ! You lie ! O-oh,
lie-e-e !'' officer clasped
A brother
you
him from the rear in an
effort to keep him from doing whatever it was he was
about to do. I took it that
he wanted to leap at some
one but could not tell just
whom. What with the
shouts of the director and
the intensely articulate rage
of Mr. Sills, there was a
whale of a hullabaloo.
They were making closeups and the thing began to
seem very funny to me.
Mr. Sills kept on poking
his head around a corner

A whistle blew presently and he came off the set
and sank down, utterly exhausted.
'T have lost my voice," he whispered to me with a
wryHe smile,
"acting in
dramaarmy
!" aviator and
was dressed
as the
an silent
American
I remarked, "Another war picture?"
"Not really," he told me. "There is very little war
stuft', fighting, in it. It is a romance with a military
We get the glamour of uniforms — a love
background
affair between an American soldier and a French

girl. It is a simple romance and the suggestion of war time merely
won"Why
the Istory."'
coloristoit,"
adds
dered, "that war stories
are so popular just now
when the public would
have none of them in the
years just after the war
"That is always true
in
?" ry after a
over count
was any
war," he said. "At first,
while the horror is fresh
in their minds, people
want to forget about it.
As time passes they begin to forget and they
surround it in retrospect
with glamour and romance. Our minds reject the unpleasant
things- and retain the
ones. reminiscing
pleas
"Sold
antiers,
about battles, recall
funny things or brave
and beautiful things.
They remember the jolly
times they had on leave

and shrieking, "You lie !"
only to be dragged back by
his companion. He went
through the motioiis ^1
knocking some one down —
only there was no one. for
him to hit. But he was
Milton Sills in the sort of role he likes to play, with Molly O'Day
in "Hard-Boiled Haggerty."
just as earnest, apparently,
as though he had been
charging a whole battalion of men with his bare fists.
and' the jovial camaraderie of their fellows. Looking
However, despite my inward levity, my amazement
back, they think it was fun — they believe that they enjoyed it! They would not have said that when they
began to grow, as it always does when I watch a comfirst came out of the army. They have forgotten mud
petent actor at work before the camera. How a man
and blood and hunger and the horror of human
can turn such a flood of emotion on and off at will —
how he can achieve a paroxysm of rage which has all slaughter.
the characteristics of real anger — contortions of the
"Women who lost sons or husbands or lovers persuade themselves that they died gloriously — beautifully.
facial muscles, dilated eyes, flushed countenance, huskiThey turn away from the thought of the horrible thing
ness of voice — at a moment's notice, is beyond my comit was in actuality.
prehension.
It is a different matter on the stage where an actor
"And so we can dress up our memories of the war
has the stimulus of dialogue, the consciousness of his
in romance and color it with our imaginations, and enaudience, and where the mood increases in intensity as
joy the result of our fancy. If this were not true, we
the action progresses. The high point of emotion in a
should not have wars. Human memory is very short."
He leaned back in his chair, puffing at a cigar in an
play is reached during rehearsals and becomes, through
amber
holder.
repetition, a mechanical and almost automatic performance. But for a man to stand up alone in the
"I have had an exhausting day," he said. "I shall
have a short time to rest now — and tr\^ to get my voice
informal atmosphere of a motion-picture set and battle
an imaginary foe, with a director yelling, instructions
at him through a megaphone the entire time, and give
"How on earth do a^ou do it?" I wanted to know.
"How do you act ?"Continued on page 96
a convincing portrayal of a man in the grip of uncontrollable rage is, to my mind, a wonderful thing.
back."
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A

THIRTEEN-YEAR-OLD

BUZZ" BARTON, the thirteen-year-old addition
to the ranks of Western stars, has probably done
I
more real riding than nine out of ten of his
!screen riding seniors.
I Born in Gallatin, Missouri, young Barton began ridhorsesthebareback
the age"
three the
years.
' Andwithit
was ingnot
mild oldat nags
thatof drag
plows
which Buzz began to play at this early age.
When Buzz was five years old, his father and mother
made a trip to California by automobile.
While passing through Arizona, the family stopped
for several weeks at a cattle ranch, where the youngster
, commanded the respect of the cowboys by his skill in
'horsemanship. The young rider climbed on an unjbroken horse that had just been brought in from the

DARE-DEVIL

range, and disappeared across the horizon in a cloud
of dust. A little later he returned with the horse completely broken.
It was here that he gained the nickname of Buzz.
As he came galloping back to the corral, one of the
bo\'S remarked, "Young Barton seems to be buzzin'
along all right.'
Newhall, California, became the boy's new home.
Here Buzz continued his riding and was tutored in
trick horsemanship.
He got his start in pictures by doubling for screen
youngsters when difficult horsemanship was required.
After making one picture for F. B. O., he was signed
to star in a series, the first of which, "The Bov Rider,"
has been completed.
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The delegation of notables and near-notables from Hollywood fuaiscd for boirs and a photograph at Fort Wayne, Indiana.

A

Good

Idea

Gone

Wrong

Behind the scenes on a personal appearance tour that led across the country to the Shriners'
convention in Atlantic City, and ingloriously ended in disappointments and misunderstandings.
By Helen

IF you live in one of the cities along- the route of the
Santa Fe, between Los Angeles and Chicag-o, or the
Pennsylvania, between Chicago and Philadelphia,
vou may be one of the thousands who rushed down to
a railroad station to greet the Screen Star Special train
that recently went East. If not, you may have read
the newspaper accounts of the jaunt that ended with a
and finanreception
cool cial
difficulties in Atlantic
City.
There 'were hundreds
of columns printed about
it ; flowery encomiums,
caustic insults, reports
that treated it as a tragedy, ajoke, a hoax. You
may have been a bit bewildered over the ballyhoo that attended it, but
take heart, you were no
more bewildered than
some of the members of
the party itself. To us it
was a tragedy and a fantastic jest, but above all it
was a gigantic and unfortunate muddle.
I was a member of the
troupe that left Los Angeles so gayly, sped on
our way by blaring bands,
showered with bon voyage
gifts and good wishes by
film celebrities, who at the
last minute found that
production plans at their
studios would keep them
from going. I was a
member of the party that
paused in transit through
Albuquerque, Dodge City,
Fmporia, Newton, Fort
\A'avne, and other towns

Klumph
too numerous to mention, that dispensed oranges, bows,
and speeches to frankly bewildered audiences which
gathered at the railroad: yards.
Advertised as a, train that bore "more stars than
there are in heaven," we delivered a motley group of
weary and cinder-flecked travelers that included three
popular stars, six or eight well-known featured players,
and a clamorous, publicity-mad collection of
aspiring players almost as
little known to the studiocasting directors as they
are to you.
But perhaps you would
like to know how all this
started and whj-. So
would we. All I can offer is the facts as they apto us. late in the
Some pearedtime
spring, word went around
Hollywood that members
of the film colony were to
be taken to Atlantic City
during the Shrine convention as guests of the
Shriners. It all sounded
very jolly; a special train
bearing many of the most
charming and companionable people in Hollywood ;
all expenses paid, no obligation but to appear at a
parade
and ball.were sent
Invitations
out, similarly glowing
and vague. Dozens of
them, signifying
and resigned
people turned
their intention of going.
Photo by Hesser
Betty Francisco was on the illfated jaunt to Atlantic City.
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Good

Idea

Gone

Wrong

The tale that nothing was expected of the players
but an appearance in Atlantic City was all \vrong.
The train was stopped at every sizable city, where a
committee of welcome and crowds of people waited,
and the players were ordered in no uncertain terms
to get out and be introduced. Being guests, they had
to compl}', even if it was against their better judgment, and even if it came — as it usually did — in the
midst of an exciting hand at bridge.
Helen Ferguson was a member of the party when
the train pulled out of Los Angeles, but she was summoned to report to the Warner studio and had to
turn back at Las Vegas. Had she sta3^ed throughout
the trip it might all have been quite different, for
Helen is one of those girls who not only has a talent
for organization, but who always elects herself to do
all the hard work connected with any enterprise in
which she is interested.
It was Helen who, horrified at the slipshod way that
the players were introduced at the first stop, invited
them to her drawing-room and interviewed them,
typing brief speeches of introduction for the master
of ceremonies, giving him data about their best and
most recent pictures and the sort of parts the}^ played.
It was Helen who sought to provide against some
little-known player crabbing the major part of the
fifteen minutes allotted for each stop, by making out
a program which provided' for the best-known players
being introduced first.
That was a shrewd move, for not only were those
the players the public most wanted to see, 'but players
who have long enjoyed popular acclaim learned that
a brief bow in public is more effective than one of
those
speeches
"We ofwho
work time-worn
in the silentolddrama
missbeginning,
the stimulus
an
audience's applause. I am so tlirillcd to meet 3 0U all
face to face"— or an}- number
kissestips.
flung airily
from theoffinger
Photo by Hesser
The little-known players
Helen Ferguson has a genius for orwould hang on to the railing
ganization, and the trip miglit have
ended differently had she not been
of the observation car, bowsummoned back to Hollyivood.
ing and smiling until the last
section hand had tired of staring, or even until the train
Until the train pulled out.
had pulled out. But Marie
such personages as Madge BelPrevost, Julanne Johnston,
lamy, Lila Lee and James Kirkand one or two others would
wood, Lilyan Tashman and Edhurry back to their rooms,
mund Lowe were promised as
there to listen to the comments
members of the party. But on the
of the crowd as it straggled
train the only members of the
by.
party of thirty-five whom you are
Madeline Hurlock revealed
likely to know were Marie Prean
impish sense of humor on
vost, Madeline Hurlock, Doroth}'
the trip, took me with her and
Phillips, Julanne Johnston, Anne
mingled with the crowds at
Cornwall, Mary McAllister,
Betty Francisco, Shannon Day,
the stations, making comMarguerite de la Motte, Sylvia
ments on our fellow passengers and getting the strangers
Ashton — "Mother" Ashton to
thousands of fans as well as to
standing near her to explain
who the visitors were.
all the members of the film colWhen an innocent bystander
ony who date back to the pioneering days of pictures — Jack
pointed out Jack Hoxie, opinHoxie, Ben Turpin, Alan Foring that he was "Buck" Jones,
rest, Ward Crane, James Horne,
Madeline would insist earPhoto
by
Cannons
the director, Cullen Landis, Walnestly that it must be Tom Mix,
Madeline Hurlock had a great time posing as a fan as no one else had a right to
ter Hiers, J. Warren Kerrigan
and mingling with the crowds along the way.
and John Bowers. Of the others,
such a big hat. Ward Crane
some were pretty girls and nice
she gleefully pointed out as
enough in their way, but when they were introduced to
Norman Kerry, and she enthusiastically concurred with
audiences as the great rising stars of the screen, it is a nice old lady who identified a quite unknown extra girl
not surprising that there was only a slight ripple of
as Vilma Banky. We
promoted
Continued
on pagequite
115 a bit of enthusiapplause from a few polite hands and many "Boos!"

The

Vitaphone

in

Hollywood
The talking device for the first time, is actually being used as a part of a feature picture.
By Edwin

Schallert

AND now, ladies and gentlemen, the next
number on our program will be given
by that charming little artist, whom you
all like so well, little Miss Go-go, formerly of
the Ziegfeld "Follies" — check room !"
The last was said sotto voce, but in an audible tone. Whereupon there was a burst of
Iaughter,_ and the guests assembled in the
make-believe cabaret, pounded on the tables
with little wooden mallets.
It was the first day of .shooting — and recording—on the Vitaphone set in Hollywood,
and the most elaborate experiment yet made
in the mechanical combining of sound with
motion pictures.
At the Warner Brothers studio, on a newW
and specially constructed stage, they were
photographing a replica of a famous San
Francisco midnight haunt of straved revelers,
known as "Coffee Dan's." The Vitaphone
was being used to catch the songs, jazz numbers, patter, and other simulated impromptu
Al Jolson is initiated into the secret of movie make-up by May McAvoy.
entertainment that invariably associates itself
with a resort of this character — a sort of
progress has been registered, for the quality and scope
Western counterpart for the famous "Tex"
of this new entertainment has
Night Club of New York.
Guinan's
The people taking part in
shown rather marked improvement. Recent recordings seem
the scene were mostly newmuch more human and natural than
comers— blues singers, dancthe earlier ones, where the settings
ers, joke makers, harmonica
were terribly stagy and voices
players, and what not.
somewhat grotesquely detached
Bringing the Vitaphone to
from those owning them. Will H.
Hollywood is regarded as an
event of some significance.
Hays' introductory speech, where
he seemed to be talking through a
Whether the world of picturegoers believes in the sorather heavy, cold, was a fair example, as were some of the vocal
called "talking films" or not,
it must be conceded that the
pyrotechnics of Marion Talley and
the IMetropolitan Opera Chorus.
installation of a recording
But these were ver}^ early try-outs.
apparatus right in the film
Very little has been told as yet
colony itself holds large posof Vitaphone films in the making,
sibilities. There is the sugexcept that the public has learned
gestion, at least, that the
that this represents virtually a
voices of some of the stars
blending
of phonograph and radio
will be heard a la phonoprinciples, and that the sound efgraph, in conjunction with
fects are timed to go M^th the film
their shadowy appearances.
impressions because they are both
Vitaphone is now known
recorded simultaneously. Thus a
to a fair-sized public. About
man will seem to speak or sing
two hundred installations
from the screen itself, when the
have been made in theaters.
best results are obtained with the
Picture Play readers who
new instrument, although as indihave not actually heard the
cated before this does not always
appliance, may remember
happen.
having read something about
the first try-outs at a New
The glass enclosed booth that regulates
York premiere that were
the volume of sound is the only feature
published in an issue of the
that makes the Vitaphone stage different
magazine some months ago.
from the usual studio set.
Since then, it would seem,
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Vitaphone

ly
"A Night at Coffee Dan's," one of the Vitaphone acts with onRoy
Maher at tlie piano, Nita Marfan singing, and William Demarest
playing the violin.

Vitaphone, it should be mentioned, is not the
device for so-called "talking pictures ;" there is also
the Movietone sponsored by the Fox organizations, and
one or tvi^o others.
The Warner Brothers experiments are to
crystallize in the production of a feature called
'The Jazz Singer," in which Al
Jolson will be the star.
Jazz Singer"
of "The
nce to
is The
said tale
to bear
a resembla
his own life. It is about the
son of a Jewish cantor, who goes
on the stage. He virtually forsakes the conventional usages of
his religion, until a certain night
when his father is taken desperately ill,and the call of tradition proves too strong. Instead of going on with the show
in which he is playing, he
takes his father's place in
the synagogue and sings
the famous chant, "Kol

Nidrei."
There will be scenes in
"The Jazz Singer" that
will actually be "talking
scenes." The picture lends
itself quite naturally to
song because its dramatic
punch hinges upon the
rendition of the Jewish
plaint at the climax.
The dialogue will be
purely incidental to the
film action and will be

in Hollywood
used with the view of intensifying the effect. Whether
it will actually do this or not remains to be seen, but
at any rate it will be a chance to test the innovation.
There will be lines spoken by Jolson in the role of the
young jazz singer, and by the father, with musical accompaniment, sothat the intrusion of the spoken word
will not seem too obvious.
The "Coffee Dan"' setting is the locale where the
hero's talents as a singer are discovered. Here Jolson will have a chance to sing one of his "Mammy"
songs, or something comparable to "Blue Skies" or
"Ain't She Sweet" that happens to be ultra-fashionable in popular music circles during the time that the
production is filming. Warner Oland incidentally will
portray the cantor, but he will have a double for the
singing — the famous Cantor Rosenblatt, who has been
heard on the concert stage and in vaudeville. May
McAvoy will be the heroine, but she will not have to
do any singing.
The California Vitaphone studio is designed for the
best photographic as well as sound effects. Photograph}' has been lacking in the Vitaphone pictures thus
far — the earlier ones looking seedy enough in their
stagy settings to take one back to fifteen years ago.
All these pictures were of course made under very
disadvantageous conditions in the old Manhattan
Opera House, in New York, which will continue to
serve, however, for that t^alent which is only available
in the Eastern metropolis. This includes Metropolitan
opera stars, big music-show favorites, and the like.
Very little attempt has been made so far to develop
talent for the Vitaphone, which may be done on a
large scale now in Hollywood — just as movie — and
even radio — talent has been especially developed.
Some of the stars that wouldn't be suspected of
having especially good voices may show new flourishes
of talent. I looked at a test reel and recording in the
Warner projection room which is equipped with Vitaphone. In this reel Buster Collier sang a song, and did
it remarkably well. One thing particularly that
caught the eye — literalh' — was the ease of his performance. He knew how to act before the camera with a grace that the
opera singer cannot possibly acquire in a single
try-out. Not only did the
impromptu
scene look
more real but it sounded
more
real also. Incidentall}^ Buster has a
very
voice. can so
Nowpleasing
if Buster
manage, why not other stars?
Why not some of the
screen's greatest celebrities
like Doug, Mary, Gloria,
Norma, and others, leaving
a permanent impression of
theirway ? voices — speaking anyVitaphone is now in its
early stages, just as pictures
themselves once were. There
to overare many
come, but obstacles
the explaining
of
these would be tedious.

the
of Just
sionting.
impres
My was
interes
process
for the fun of it I worked in
Eddie Peabody, one of the
Vitaphone entertainers.

e Dan"
"Coft'e
here.
one of
atmosp
as the
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d on page
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to

His

Interviewer
A close friend finds Hugh Allan is blessed
with the steadiness and strength
of character that make
for success.
By Myrtle Gebhart
THIS story ought to be good. It has been a
long- enough time broiling. No, I don't mean
baking. You bake over a slow fire of steady
temperature.
And there is nothing steady in my friendship with
Hugh Allan. We're usually busy having a quarrel.
It's a habit. Maybe that's why we're good friends.
We quarrel so often that we've become expert at it,
with individual embroidering. During calms I
would sit down to do nobly by Hugh in print, and
then we would have another fuss, and I'd be switched
if I'd say anything nice about him.
Hugh can be the most attractive, the most likable,
and the most exasperating being. I see why the
girls make a sheik of him, though I pretend to scoff.
Tall, so handsome that I hate to mention it because
he will read this, athletic, earnest, he should screen
well. And his recent work in "The Cruel Truth,"
in which he gets in all the scenes,
because both mother and daughter
Allan, with
are in love with him, and the fact Hugh
Constance Ho ward,
that he has been chosen to play an in a scene from
important role in "The W'est "The Cruel Truth."
Pointer," with William Boyd, indicates that the producers are beginning tonotice him.
He first came to attention when
Mary Pickford selected him for
her lead in "Little Annie Rooney."
To celebrate, he bought a radio, fell
off the roof while adjusting it, and
a broken arm gave another, more
careful, boy a chance. A First
National contract proved brief and
uninteresting in opportunity. Until recently he did little to write
home to San Francisco about.
So it happens that I have never
seen him on the screen and must
refrain from critical appraisal or
glowing predictions. I rather don't
want to. I might have to compliment him, and it would go against
the grain.
My ideas about Hugh seem
jerky. Maybe that's what to expect of a serial friendship. I met
him under an automobile. He was,
I mean. I wasn't. He poked out
a very dirty face, grinned, and disappeared. A car can lure Hugh
from a girl, any day. That was a
few months after he had come to
Hollywood, had got a job as secretary to a producer of college comedies, had talked himself into
cranking a camera, had looked himing. self— he is good-looking — into actI never thought of him as an

Photo by Spun'
There is something of steel in Hugh Allan's make-up
— a kinship with the machinery he loves.
actor, then. He seldom spoke of his
struggles to get ahead, never voiced
the ambition that I have since found
in him. He was interested in sports
and mechanics and, temporarily, in a
succession of pretty girls. He would
bend for hours over a wood-carving
from
which
his Christmas cards
evolved, or listen to music, almost intoxicated b)^melody.
He has an artistic strain which he derides and restrains until it gets the best of his reserve. He has no wise-cracking
line, thanks be. Serious, given
^
to thoughtful discussions, he is
enveloped in a sternness rifted
only by a chummy grin.
When a personal sorrow came
to each of us, the shadows darkened those golden, jubilant days
and light, moonlit evenings of parties
and talks. During a time of grief
and illness, I began to see a side of
Hugh's character that may not be apparent on the screen, for it is hidden
from his casual friends. He is taciturn, never given to displaying sentiment. Yet not only did he prove a
dependable and thoughtful friend, but
Continued on page 100
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Manhattan
Informal meetings with the stars,
yield intimate little truths that reBy Aileen St.
looks so promising that Fox, who is doing
bigger and better things, signed her for several years after viewing the rushes of her
first work.
Her name is June Collyer. We met her
first some months ago, at one of Lois Wilson's limch parties at the Cosmopolitan stujust after Lois'
"independence."
Missdio,Collyer
was, fight
so to for
speak,
one of the
crowd that afternoon, but her beauty, simplicity, and well-bred poise made her one
of
the
girls
don't forget.
It Was
considerable you
astonishment
we found
her with
one
hot afternoon playing a leading role in
Dwan's
opus. And a few days later
came thelatest
contract.

Pholo by Johnston
Jean Arthur had played in many pictures
before she was first seen by the critics on
Broadway, in " The Poor Nut. "

was about to sink.
THEThe ship
SOS
call had gone
unheeded. Men and women
in negligee were making a mad
dash for the lifeboats, and Allan
Dwan, alone imperturbable,
watched the proceedings with a
vigilant eye, making frequent admonitions through a megaphone.
On deck all was calm. German
officers laughed freely. George
O'Brien puffed a cigarette and Virginia Valli hobbled about with a
cane. In a quiet nook sat a phenomenon in the person of Felix
Riesenberg, an author who, on
viewing the transference of his
brain child to the screen, actually
beamed with satisfaction and admitted freely that the director had
improved the plot of his novel
"East Side, West Side." Be that
as it may, only time and the first
public showings will tell.
"East Side, West Side" boasts
the presence of a newcomer who

Miss Collyer is one of those who did not
have a struggle to earn their celluloid spurs.
Her family did not cast her off because she
mentioned the screen, nor was there a road
of silent, patient heartache leading up to that
happv moment when she signed on the dotted
line. There are no sobs and breast heavings
to record. No weary waiting, no cruel indifference on the part of managers, and no
tears save perhaps sudden tears of happiness, accompanied bv little giggles of delight.
Tall and willowy, singularly pretty. Miss
Collyer has spent much of her time in drawing-rooms since she graduated from Miss
Knox's School up the
Hudson. Her duties
had been merely social
ones. Then one eventfulcided
afternoon,
she life
dethat an idle
was not a happy one,
and determined to do
something about it.
She began by posing
for fashion photogra"This taught me that
most
of all asphers. valuable
sets, how to wear
clothes," said Miss
Collyer,
"and the taught
hours
in
the studios
me to overcome camera shyness. It taught
me to manage myself,
without which knowledge my first attempt
before a movie camera
would have been an
She flop."
visited the variawful
lune Collyer
has tobeen
suaded 'by Fox
giveperup
society for the screen.

Medley
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as they tarry in New York,
veal them as they really are.
John-Brenon

ous picture companies in the liast and had
screen tests made. Paramount made one
just before moving to the Coast, and Robert
Kane was ready to sign her when Allan
Dwan came along and offered her a part in
"East Side, West Side" — and the deed was
done. Her family viewed her activities with
interest, and her mother, who had been on
the stage herself, can scarcelv conceal her
pleasure, though it is the duty of all real
mothers to be a bit apprehensive, ostensibly
at least.
However, the family agreed that June
should have her chance, and no spokes
clogged the wheels when the new contract
called for immediate departure for the Coast,
where she will continue her career chaperoned bya watchful aunt. Armed with letters of introduction from Colleen Moore she
set blithely off for Hollywood, heartwhole
and fancy free.
Ethlyn Vindicates Herself.
on the subject of newcomers let us
the case of Ethlyne Clair. Yes,
is her name, though the Clair was
by a metaphysical method propounded by Ethlyne's mamma who has a
leaning that way, Ethlyn will tell you.
Ethlyne came back to New York a Universal star, having left a couple of seasons
previously to play Mrs.
While
consider
Ethlyne
derived

N' e wl y of
w eSnookums,
d, or the
mother
out on the Coast. She
came first from Alabama, via Washington,
to continue her art
studies, in the midst of
which she acquired a
job, a boy friend, and
many sets of pastels
and water colors. She
dropped the boy friend
and the water colors,
in the proverbial fashion, when she found
the job would take her
to California and make
a moving-picture queen
out of her.
The boy friend did
all he could to dissuade
her. He pictured the
yawning Hades awaiting to engulf her, her
Dorothy Phillips is so "homey" that you are likely to
talk about how to make over
last year's dress, and such
things.

Photo by Alexandf
Estelle Taylor was the cynosure of
all eyes during her one day in New
York.
speedy downfall, and the crushing
of the ideal he had set upon a
"But I went, anyway," she anpedestal.
nounced, "and when I came back
to New York last week, he prohad
changedposed to ame.
bit.Didn't
Whichthink
just I goes
to show you that a good little girl
can be a good little girl any-

Photo by Soil

Estelle Gives a Luncheon.
When Estelle Taylor came to
town
everybody wanted to see
where."
her, and Estelle Taylor, good
sport that she is, wanted to see
everybody.
sort spirits,
sh» is.
Eull of life, That's
full ofthegood
full of camaraderie.
When Jack Dempsey passed
through the metropolis en route
to his training camp, his wife of
course came with him. They are
an outstandingly happy couple,
just as much in love as they ever
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Medley
beautiful nor alluring nor exotic. She fails to come ,
under any of the familiar headings that you read
about in the public prints. You cannot describe her
as "an exquisite creature from Hollywood," "a slender, svelte being with an oval face and delicately
molded features." Neither does she radiate "the subtle luremovie
of the vamp.
Orient," nor the conventional attraction
of the
In short, she cannot be tabulated by any of the
familiar phrases. .She's a bit of a hoyden if you like
— an elf, mischievous and naughty, but very real and
keen, too — a mercurial little thing whose moods Write
themselves on her saucy, mobile face.
As a matter of fact, she's an argument for brains
against beauty as an asset for screen .success. By
brains I do not mean that she discourses on the pessimism of Schopenhauer, the theories of Freud, or
divulges the pros and cons of the Bacon-Sha]:espeare
controversy. But she uses her wits. .She's very much
alive to every situation and brings a childlike enthusiasm and a mature understanding to the handling of it.
You may be surprised* to hear that — yes, we must
admit it, she's skinnv — and it wouldn't be surprising
to hear that the girls in her class called her "pie face."
."^he has the round, plain, countenance which usually
calls forth that apellation. And her eyes shine out
like two big glass beads. Her uncle and her husband
and her brother adore her. They form an admiring,
indulgent
triumvirate.
not spoiled
— far-,
from it. As
a matter ofBut
fact,she's
we fancy
she knows
a great deal too much about life to let good fortune
ever spoil her. Because, despite all her youthful
spirits, she has fought her own way along in the
world, and that wise little head, regardless of freckles
and the rest of it, has managed to make herself one

Photj by Fifulicii
Etiilyne Clair confessed that the boy friend
who warned lier against the moi'ies has
proposed again.
were ; and though Estelle's visit
was to last but twenty-four hours,
she simply had to make the journey' with stalwart Jack.
Estelle spent three of her precious hours at a luncheon she gave
for her friends of the press at the
Algonquin, and at the same lime
she gave a surprise partv for her
husband a few tables away. Unknown to him, his friencls gathered round the festive board, and
upon his arrival he found not only
a sea of friendly faces, but a
mountain of boxing gloves taking
the place of the usual Iiors
d'ocuvres
of more conventional
taste.
Miss Taylor supplied her guests
with bouquets of summer flowers,
and the two gay parties were the
cynosure of all eyes.
A New Impression of Colleen.
Colleen Moore is everything tliat
everybody says a moving-picture
star should not be. She is neither
Colleen Moore is more interested in the
career of her brother Cleve than in her
own.
Photo by GhidnoEt'

of
the attractions
biggest box-in
office
the country'.
Tom J\'Iix is her
rival, which makes
you think that no
matter if tlie exliiLitors cry for cabaret
scenes and the rest
of it, what the public really likes is
wholesome, rollicking. ing jollity, and deeds
of gallantry and darColleen has an
idea that people like
to laugh. She likes
to laugh herself, so
she's concentrating
on comedy, and now
that the family
squabble iswith
National
over First
and
done with,
she believes that between
work and play and
comed}', she is going
to have the time of
her life.
Cleve, her brother,
is climbing the celluloid
ladder, too.proud
Colleen is terribly
of him, but she won't
say so in his presContinued on page IIG
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The heroine of "The Big Parade" surprised- every one by marrying" aLos Angeles business man instead of an actor, but Mclisandc
is nothing if not capable of the unexpected.
Mr. and Mrs. Gill, above, are daydreaming. Here's hoping that
nothing newer than the old Chinese bowl ever comes between them.
The bride's fingers wandering over the ipiano keys, below, find her
husband properly attentive to her mood of sweet pensiveness.

Honeymoon kisses ! They arc remembered as long as life lasts by those who
give and take them. .Mr. and Mrs. Gill,
in a state of bliss, above, are probabl\unconscious — or unmindful — of the
camera.
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The Banky-La Rocque wedding boasted an all-star cast. Reading from left to right are the bridesmaids, Mildred Davis Lloyd,
Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, Diana Kane, Mrs. Abraham Lehr, the matron of honor; Mr. and Mrs. Rod La Rocque, Bebe Daniels,
Constance Talniadge, and Monique La Rocque.
Two shall be born the whole wide world apart,
And speak in different tongues, and have no thought
Each of the other's being, and no heed ;
And these o'er unknown seas to vjnknown lands
Shall cross, escaping wreck, defying death ;
And all unconsciously, shape every act
And bend each wandering step to this one end
That, one day, out of darkness they shall meet
And read life's meaning in each other's eves.

days before Vilma Banky and Rod La
TWO
Rocque were married, I spent a brief half hour
with them m the quiet Hbrary of Vilma's apartment in Los Angeles.
The room was crowded with gorgeous wedding gifts.
There was a magnificent set of silver, including solid
:-'"j:vice plates, from Sam Goldwyn, the producer, who
brought Vilma to this country from Berlin, made her
famous, and in a few
days was going to give
her away in marriage,
just as her father would
have done had she been
wedded in her native
Hungary.
There was a handsome
silver cofifee urn from
Ronald Colman, a beautiful tea service from
Mrs. Earle Williams,
lovely Cappo di Monte
ware from the Antonio
Morenos, stacks of exquisite linen, paintings,
etchings, books, and
countless other treasures. These were the
advance wedding gifts,
such as are usually seen
when celebrities or society marry.
In the dini n g room
maids were

The marriage of Vilma Banky to Rod La Rocque
Hollywood's
By Elza
laying the table for Vilma's dinner party to her bridesmaids— Bebe Daniels, Frances Goldwyn, Mildred Davis
Lloyd, Constance Talmadge, Monique La Roque, and
Ann Lehr, matron of honor. Any other household
under similar circumstances would have been in a state
of hectic turmoil. Not Vilma's ! The maids reflected
some of the calm and serenity of their mistress. There
was almost a hushed silence about the entire proceeding. Door bells and telephone calls were disposed of
quietly and unobtrusively.
Rod, too, was eiitertaining in his home that night.
A farewell bachelor dinner to his best man, Cecil B.
De Mille — the director and producer who helped him
attain fame and fortune — and the ushers. Ronald Colman, Jack Holt, Harold Lloyd, George Fitzmaurice,
Vilma's first director in this countr}% Victor Varconi,
one of her countrymen and best friends, and Donald
Crisp.
There would "
be a ,final rehearsal of the wedding following the reVilma Banky was delighted with the perfume
shower given for her at Bebe Daniels' home.

ners, and on
spective
Sunday, dinat
three p. m..
Father
Mullins
would
marry them
in the
beautiful Church
of
the Good
Shepherd in
—Beverly
a church
Hills
virtually built

oo

K^i^''^ Ushers never get the attention accorded bridesmaids^ but at the La Rocqiie wedding even the male attendams proved
interesting. Left to right they are: Harold Lloyd, Ronald Colman, Donald Crisp, Samuel Goldwyn, who gave the bride
away, the bride, the groom, the best man, Cecil De Mille, Victor Varconi, George Fitzmaurice, and Jack Holt.

Great

Romance

was an idyllic ending to a beautiful love story.
Schallert
bv the fJm people. A reception at the Beverlv Hills
hotel would close the nuptial festivities— and then, they would
start on their honeymoon trip
through the Canadian Northwest.
Vilma and Rod were both nearly
exhausted when I called on them.
Ever since the banns of the marriage had been published at the
church, three weeks previous,
they had been the inspiration for
dinners and dances and teas and
luncheons. Besides, five showers
had been given for Vilma alone.
Lingerie, perfume, handkerchiefs, hosiery — the things dear
to the feminine heart, were
brought to her on these occasions
bv the most prominent women in
the colony — charming gestures,
and typical, of Hollywood film
actresses to a fellow player from
a strange land.
It seemed pitiless and out of
reason on this trying day to question them about their future plans
when their present plans had not
yet been consummated. But they
are both clear-thinking, deliberate
persons, who despite their great,
rapturous romance, had evidently
meditated the
responsibili- And may they live
ties of marhappily for ever after.

riage, and were prepared to express their views. I have
talked to many prospective brides and grooms and
countless newlyweds both in the film colony and out,
and either they are shocked out of their wits when
any reference is made to their future, or they sing
with intense fervor the old tune, "Here is one marriage
that is going to stick."
Twenty-five out of a hundred marriages don't stick.
Members of the social world transgress as often, comparatively, asmembers of the film
world. And they should have
less reason. Professional married
people,
'who take
followthem
individual
careers which
out of
the home, always place their
matrimonial happiness at stake.
Vilma and Rod didn't sing the
old refrain. .1 think they are too
wise for that. After all, who can
speak of to-morrow with any security? But I feel that they are
going to put forth every effort
humanly possible for two temperamental, hard-working people
to make a success of their marriage. As Vilma said, with her
charming accent :
"I have think a vary long time
before I marry Rod, or any man.
Marriage is a vary serious step —
especially for an actress. Rod
will make me divinely happy. I
am sure, and I hope I will make
him happy. He understands me.
I think I understand him. And it
is vary important that we both
understand our work. Movingpicture work many times is terrible trying and irritating, and
would upset household if husband
or wife were not sympathetic.
Continued on page 95
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Stroller

Sparkling comments on the film colony and its people by a Hollywood rambler.
By Carroll
MANY
were the quips which raged through the
movie colon}- wlien the Producers' Association
got together and decided to make a substantial
reduction in all studio salaries.
"Give till it liurts," said one victim. It's for a
worth}' cause — the Jewish relief."
Another actor risked and, I believe, eventually lost
his job because of one quip the humor of which was
too tempting to be overlooked. The Lasky studio
started the move by slashing all salaries ten per cent
and in the case of stars and directors at an even larger
rate. Previously a sales convention had been held at
the studio and a large sign "One Hundred Per Cent
Paramount" was erected. The actor m.arked out the
"One Hundred Per Cent" and replaced it with "Ninety
Per Cent."
When the announcement of the reduction was made
general throughout the studios, angry little groups gathered to discuss the move. Despite mournful statements
of producers as to the dire financial condition of the
industry, the studio workers whose pay checks were in
jeopardy could hardly feel that their employers were
on the verge of starvation.
The trouble seems to have blowai over now but it
certainly was a tempest in a teapot while it lasted.
There are a great many ways of maintaining a
"front" in Hollywood, but one screen leading man has
worked out a system that tops them all.
His greatest asset is a Rolls-Royce roadster, a green,
shimmering monster, all shining metal and polished
glass and wonderful to behold. When he draws up to
call on his newest date he is already off to a good start
on his campaign to impress her.
"Do 3'Ou mind," he asks, "if we
drive out to Beverly Hills and look
over some property of mine?"
She does not. In fact she is quite
delighted to bowl along Sunset
Boulevard in such grand company.
"This isn't actually my property,"
he explains en route, "but my agent
has been after rne to buy it."
In Beverly Hills he cruises through
the beautiful residential district until he finds a suitable spot with a
"For Sale" sign in view.
"Ah, this is it," he says. The
maiden coos delightedly, as the actor
strolls about the place with lordly
air.
"Well,
T don't
know —areseventy
thousand
dollars.
Grounds
rather

Graham

Illustrations by Liii Trugo

small — have to put in a swimming pool. Wonder how
much discount he'd give me for cash?"
By this time the act is completed, the new flame is on
the verge of swooning, and the leading man has again
demonstrated his versatility as a mime.
I'm looking forward to the next Metro-GoldwynMa\"er causeWestern
starring" Colonel Tim McCoy, solely beof its director.
I read in the public prints that Mr. Viatcheslav
Tourjanski, late of Russia, who has directed a number
of pictures in France, has been signed to sit in the
canvas chair on this storv of the great American West.
Tourjanski, who has been in America but a very short
time, speaks no English and has only a Pullman-car
acquaintance
with the \A'est. The result should surely
be worth seeing.
In spite of his lack of knowledge of the lone prairie,
Mr. Tourjanski may make a good picture. One of the
most prolific writers of Westerns in Hollywood is one
Isidore Bernstein, whose knowledge of the cow country
is, I suspect, purely hearsay.
One of the most important duties in any studio is
keeping" actors in their place, and the publicity office in
one drama cannery has found an effective means of
doing it.
On the office wall are framed portraits of all the
actors in the studio's employ, and the press agents have
developed an honor systeiii indicated by the position
of the pictures.
When any star arouses the ire of the publicists in
anv manner, his or her portrait is turned to the wall
and remains in that pountil the
oft'endingto
mime sition
does
something
restore himself to good
favor.
latest
joke is a
The stars know of the
Hollywood's
bogus waiter
system,
and make it a
who is paid to
point
to
visit the office
annoy guests.
almost
every
da}' to see
how they stand.
One little actress —
usually a favorite — left
on a vacation without
coming in to say goodby. Her picture faced
the wall until her return.
Another carne in and
sold all the press agents
tickets to a charit}- ball,
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constituting an offense serious enough to merit
a reversal of her portrait.
Still a third actress invited them all to lunch
and failed to show up. She was almost tearful
when she found she had been disgraced.

Stroller

Many writers of the cow
country
inspiration openfind
an a their
fire escape.

A card explaining the actor's misdeed is attached to the back of every photograph, and one
young juvenile has been facing the wall for
weeks and can't seem to get back in their good
graces. The only explanation on his picture is,
"He's just a blurb."
The tremendous amount of snobbery and the
rigid caste system of the movie colony is occasionally leavened by a complete reversal which
is immeasurably refreshing.
In a recent tennis tournament at the Palomar
Tennis Club in Beverly Hills some interesting
matches developed, chief of which was the contest between Jerry Webb, an office boy at the
First National studio, and George Archainbaud,
a prominent director formerly with the same
studio. Archainbaud worried for a week about
the match, consulted various persons as to Jerry's
game, and eventually lost in very good spirit to
his seventeen-year-old opponent.
Adela Rogers St. Johns, the novelist, had a
studio property man as her partner in the mixed doubles,
and managed to defeat the same Jerry and a studio
stenographer.
Theodor von Eltz, the leading man, went down to
defeat at the hands of Martin Connica, camera man.
Charles Ray and Winston Miller, brother of Patsy
Ruth, were eliminated from the men's doubles by David
and Myron Selznick, sons of a pioneer producer, and
themselves studio executives.
There is a man who works in two-reel comedies in
Hollywood, whose chief source of livelihood is being a
professional "annoyer" at banquets.
His name is Henry Murdock, and he is admirably
fitted for his strange occupation. Devoid of selfconsciousness, it is impossible to abash him, and he
seems to have no personal fear of assault.
At dinners and banquets he is engaged to pose as a
waiter and roam among the tables bothering the guests.
Sometimes he is assigned to pick on one particular
diner to the amusement of the others.
Appearing to be a real waiter, he will stand behind
you and murmur "Wrong fork !" when you reach for
the silverware, remove your plate before you have
finished, or whisper "Pig!" in a low but audible tone
when you take a second
olive.
A certain publicity staff
At a recent film banquet has invented a new way
Henry centered his atten- of keeping the
tions on Alexander Korda, stars in
the Hungarian director, their ..■^\\
with astounding results.
Korda is a very charm- places.
ing person, with a fine
sense of humor, but he
has not acclimated himself
as yet to Hollywood's
gags. When Henry began
to annoy the director and
his party, Korda
understand
what couldn't
all the
confusion was about, and
it wasn't long before the
comedian had captured
the Hungarian's goat.

Henry
his performance
snatching
plate
fromclimaxed
him, and
immediately by
bedlam
brokeKorda's
loose.
The director leaped to his feet sputtering Hungarian
invective, seized Henry and started to eject him from
the room.
Another waiter — a real one — who didn't know
Henry's game, interfered at this point and busted the
comedian quite lustily on the chin.
Some one took a hand and rescued Henry from an
incipient
homicide, soothed Korda, and chased the angry
waiter away.
Henry loves his work and doesn't
sional wallop in the jaw. Discussing it
after quiet had been restored, Henry,
ing with pride, said :
"I told yuh I'd put it over. I knew
before the "evening was finished."

mind an occaa few moments
his eyes beamI'd start a fight

A new industry has popped up in Hollywood. It is
the sale of lunch boxes, containing a few sandwiches,
pie, and what not, along the principal highways. The
sales are made by very comely young girls who stand
on the corners and smile sweetly at passing motorists.
It is the ultimate in capitalizing on that well-known
quality of sex appeal brought into general conversation
by the movies.
There seems to be no general relation
between this paragraph and the preceding one except that I drove over Cahuenga Pass the other day and saw
Reginald Denny, his expensive roadster
drawn up to the curb, autographing one
of his photographs to a beautiful sales
I'm glad to see that George Lewis,
who has been starring in Universal's
"Collegian" series, has been advanced
togirl.
features. He is playing the leading
role in "The Four Flusher."
I saw
part ago,
before the George
camera play
abouthistwofirst
years
and a few weeks later I saw him realize
a dream common to every one, that of
Continued on page 110
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A
Confidential
Guide
to
Current
Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.
"Children
of
Divorce" — Paramount.
"Slide, Kelly, Slide"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Corking baseball picture, featuring A liigh-society film dealing with the
"Beau Geste" — Paramount. A grip- William
Haines as a wise-cracking unhappy lives of three children of diping film production of this unusual
vorced couples. Lots of plot and exmystery melodrama of.the French For- Yankee recruit, with Sally O'Neil as
cellent cast, headed by Esther Ralston,
the
girl pegs.
who helps to take him down
several
eign Legion.'
RonaldForbes
Colman, Neil
Clara Bow, and Gary Cooper.
Hamilton,
andhits as
Ralph
individual
the three score
devoted
"Convoy" — First National. Dorothy
"Stark
Love"
—
Paramount.
Unusual
brothers. Entire cast excellent.
film that was produced in the moun- Mackaill in secret-service melodrama
tains of North Carolina, with the moun- of a society girl who sacrifices herself
"Ben=Hur" — Metro-Goldwyn. A beautiful and inspiring picture, directed
taineers themselves enacting the sim- to save the United States navy, only
to be spurned by every one and clapped
ple but intensely interesting story.
with skill and originality. Ramon Nointo jail.
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
Collier,
Jr. Lawrence Gray and William
"Variety" — Paramount. The muchspirited performance ; Francis X. Bush- heralded
German picture dealing with
man excellent as Messala; May Mc"Easy Pickings" — First National.
Ayoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key, the triangular relations between three Mystery
with Anna Q. Nilsson in
aiid Carmel Myers all handle their trapeze performers — a girl and two role of a film,
"boy" crook who turns out to
men. Terrifically gripping. Emil Janroles well.
nings, Lya de Putti and Warwick Ward be a long-missing heiress. Kenneth
Harlan is the gentleman hero.
"Better 'Ole, The"— Warner. Don't give inspired performances.
miss it. Syd Chaplin gives you the lavigh
"Evening Clothes" — Paramount.
of your life in the famous role of Old
"We're in the Navy Now" — Para- Adolphe Menjou in mildly diverting
mount. Uproarious comedy, with Wal- story of a bankrupt Parisian bouleBUI,
veteran
Tommy
who
doesn't
take
lace Beery and Raymond Hatton as a
the war too seriously.
who, when his creditors percouple of rookies in the navy by acci- vardier
mit him to keep one suit of clothes,
"Big Parade, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. dent.
Grippingly realistic war picture. Story
chooses evening dress. Virginia Valli
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of
"What Price Glory" — Fox. Swift, en- and Louise Brooks.
whom ,is John Gilbert,, who falls in
grossing film version of the unusual
"Fashions for Women" — Paramount.
fove with a French girl, played remark- war play. Racy story of the rivalry Gay
farce revealing Esther
ably well by Renee Adoree.
between a captain and a sergeant over RalstonParisian
in a dual role and an array of
a
French
girl.
Edmund
Lowe,
Victor
beautiful clothes. Einar Hansen and
"Don Juan" — Warner. Beauty, ac- McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.
tion, and excitement are combined to
Raymond Hatton.
make a splendid film version of this
old tale. John Barrymore gives skilled
"Fourth Commandment, The" — Uni-versal. Good hokum, with Mary Carr
performance. Mary Astor, Estelle
FOR SECOND CHOICE.
and Belle Bennett both present to keep
Taylor, and entire cast well chosen.
"Affair of the Follies, An"— First Na- the tears rolling. Deals with the dire
tional.
Film
of
a
dancer
who
is
sought
influence of too much sweetness in a
"Faust" — Metro-Goldwyn. Beautiful
film. Superbly directed and convinc- by a rich man, but marries a poor clerk, mother-in-law.
ingly acted. Well-chosen cast, with with ensuing quarrels and misunder"Frisco Sally Levy" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Emil Jannings making a robust but
standings. Billie Dove, Lloyd Hughes,
and Lewis Stone.
malignant Mephisto.
Sally O'Neil in amusing comedy featuring the intimate home life of a fam"All Aboard" — First National. Fast
"Fire Brigade, The" — Metro-Goldily headed by an Irish mother and a
wyn. A real thriller about firemen and Johnny Hines comedy of an acrobatic
shoe clerk who somehow lands in the Jewish father.
fires.lovable
Don't miss
it. aCharlie
Ray is his
"Getting Gertie's Garter" — Producers
old,
self as
boy fireman
in Arabian desert and saves the heroine, Distributing.
Slim but harmless farce,
Edna
Murphy,
from
a
sheik.
love
with
a
millionaire's
daughter
—
May
McAvoy.
featuring
Marie
frantic
efforts to return to Prevost's
Charles Ray
the be"Annie Laurie" — Metro-Goldwyn.
"Kid Brother, The" — Paramount. Lillian
jeweled
garter
he
gave
her
before
he
Gish
in
mildly
interesting
picAnother big hit for Harold Lloyd. Inture based on the ancient feud be- became engaged to another.
genious comedy of browbeatei. younger
tween two Scotch clans. Norma Kerry
brother who turns out to be the hero
"Hills of Kentucky" — Warner. RinTin-Tin again in a film well worth see^
of the village, and wins the girl, Jobyna is the blustering hero.
ing.
Tale of wild dog tamed by a
Ralston.
"Blonde or Brunette" — Paramount.
"Les Miserables" — Universal. A clear Sly farce at its best. .A.dolphe Alenjou child's kindness. Dorothy Dwan and
and graphic film presentation of this as a jaded Parisian bachelor who be- Jason Robards.
comes involved between a blonde and a
"Is Zat So?" — Fox. Featuring the
great novel, with moments of beautiful
acting by its very good cast of French brunette. Greta Nissen and Arlette comic results when a down-and-out
Marchal.
players.
prize fighter and his manager — George
— Paramount. Gilda Gray O'Brien and Edmund Lowe — tempo"Old Ironsides" — Paramount. Mag- in "Cabaret"
rarily act as butler and second man in
sure-fire film of a dancer who foils
nificent historical film featuring the
frigate Constitution and many sea bat- the villain, saves her erring brother a Fifth Avenue mansion.
"It" — Paramount. Clara Bow makes
tles. Esther Ralston and Charles Far- from jail, and captures the heart of the
entertaining this film of an impudent
rell furnish the love interest, Wallace detective — Tom Moore.
Beery and George Bancroft the com"Camille" — First National. Norma shopgirl who cops the owner of the
edy.
store, Antonio Moreno, in spite of a
Talmadge lovely in unconvincing mod- ritzy
rival.
"Rough Riders, The" — Paramount.
ern version
of Dumas'
tale.
Roland
shinestragic
in love
romantic
Interesting picture built round Theo- Gilbert
"Jim the Conqueror" — Producers Distributing. Featuring a feud between
role of Armand.
dore Roosevelt's
part interwoven
in the Spanishthe cattlemen and the sheepmen, with
.^merican
War, and
with
"Casey at the Bat" — Paramount. William Boyd and Elinor Fair aligned
the simple, human love story of a girl
and two soldiers — Mary Astor, Charles Wallace Beery in amusing film of base- against each other.
h-mmett Mack, and Charles Farrell.
ball in the '90s, with Zasu Pitts as the
"King of Kings, The" — Producers Dishome-town milliner who wins the heart
"Scarlet Letter, The"— Metro-Gold- of our hero.
tributing. Sincere and reverent visualization of the last three years in the
wyn. Outstanding for the surprisingly
fine performance of Lillian Gish and
"Charhg" — Paramount. Thrilling ani- life of Christ. H. B. Warner dignithe magnetism of Lars Hanson. A
fied and restrained in central role.
mal picture photographed in the junsympathetic and dignified, though not
gles of Siam and showing the actual Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
entirely faithful, treatment of Haw- struggle of a native family against the Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Rudolph Schildkraut. (Continued on page 118)
onslaughts of the wilderness.
thorne's novel.
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A critical resume of the new films.
By Norbert Lusk
IN. a month which is likely every year to
bring to light many waifs and stra}S
among pictures, "Ten Modern Commandments" has the smiling face of a long-lost
child. And is as welcome. It happens to be
a very good picture, but its value in a dull
month is that of a masterpiece. Forthcoming
super-specials will not easily displace it, if
every one's enjoyment is as great as mine.
Many a "big" picture has less of the vitality,
cleverness, and charm of this program film
which has only aimed to be entertaining by
means of sure-fire material, and makes no
pretentions at all. Esther Ralston is the star,
and opposite her is Neil Hamilton — two such
youngnever
people
you won't'
day picand
you
haveas found
beforefindin every
the same
ture. And you will wish to, again, if they
communicate to you even a part of the pleasure they gave me.
Esther Ralston and Neil Hamilton are the most optically gratifying couple
Miss Ralston gave us, in "Fashions For
tlie screen has seenfin manv a dav, and their picture, "'Ten Modern ComWomen," a glimpse of that awakening for
mandments," ishighly agreeable.
which I hold Dorothy Arzner largely responsible; and in the new picture, with the same direchas authority throughout, and distinction. The comtor, she demonstrates again that she is a delightful
mandments, bythe way, form the creed of the chorus
comedienne with a degree of beauty which would be
girls and are nothing more than "Get Your Man" in
spectacular if it were not as natural and artless as that
increasingly large type, tacked up in the dressing room.
Arthur Hoyt, as the nervous, distraught Disbrow,
of a pink rose. Mr. Hamilton, unluckily cast as a concould not be bettered, and Jocelyn Lee, the prima donna,
ventional hero and not a Dighy Gesfe by any means,
enlivens it with flashes of suppressed humor, and his
is all that a spoiled darling of a musical show could be.
Romaine
Fielding, whose name has significance to those
usual ingratiating dignity, which isn't usual in any one
who remember bygone days, is a trainer of snakes, and
else on the screen. All of whch is another way of saying that the two- are ideally paired in this story of a El Brendel is a vaudeville performer. All contribute
to an excellent cast.
boarding-house slavey, who turns chorus girl to put over
the song of the young composer who has aroused her
sympathy.
When sea stories A areMutinous
brought Crew^
to the screen they have
She is Kitty O'Day, the sunshine of her aunt's theato be brought with skill approaching genius, else they
trical boarding house, with its collection of professional
oddities. Tod Gilbert, from the country, is also an
don't count for much with the majority. This degree
oddity because of his innocence of the ways to bring
of skill is missing from "The Blood Ship," yet for all
his song to the attention of those who might buy it. its unevenness it has moments of stronger acting and
sharper characterizations than almost any picture of
So Kitty takes a hand in the matter, and by a ruse
reaches the ear of Disbrow, the great producer, who
the month. Interest and suspense are mitigated -by
stretches of dullness, and the beauty of a ship sailing
employs her to protect him from the wiles of the girls
with' the wind is lessened b}' the sight of the men
he "glorifies" in his show. Then he listens to the song
and it goes over big. But Tod has disappeared, and
aboard her — as ugly a crew as ever knifed, mauled,
beat, and killed each other. That is about all the story
the rest of the story is given to searching for him,
is, except that one of the men happens to be j'oung
Kitty's tilts with the jealous prima donna, and her
final triumph on the opening night when she browbeats
enough to pair off with the captain's supposed daughter,
and thus love interest is included for the sake of grace
the prima donna, sings the song in her stead, and
makes a hit.
and the box office. But it doesn't move you, because
All this sounds like a fairy tale of theatrical life,
you know it is commercial.
Captain Szvope is master of what the captions call a
but it's a great deal more. Suspense plays a larger
hell ship, and looks it. After considerable preliminary
part than you might expect, when Tod is seen with the
detective who has been hired to find him, and when
fighting in a San Francisco dive, all the characters — •
Dishrnw lefuses to see him without knowing who he
a sinister lot, I assure you — are next seen aboard the
is, and, again, when Tod appears as a piano tuner on
ship, some of them shanghaied, some there by intenthe very stage where his song is being rehearsed. The
tion. Among the latter is A. Newman, a man of mystery, bent on revenging himself upom Szvope for the
stage scenes are skillfully produced and really have
.illusion. Altogether, "Ten Modern Commandments'' 1atter's betraval of him fifteen years before; and a
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young seaman named John Shreve, who is willing to sail on the
hell ship to be near Mary, the long-lost daughter of A. Newman.
There you have the story, except that a gi^eat deal of time is taken
before A. Newvian kills Swope, tosses him overboard, and assumes
a heroic attitude as the vessel's new captain. And the time is
mostly
man's inbrutality
to man.
Hobartconsumed
Bosvvorthby finds
A. Newman
a role well suited to his
broad acting and dominant personality, and Fred Kohler as the
First Mate seemed to me to suggest a capacity for more cruelty
than fell to his lot. James Bradbury, briefly seen as The Knitting
Swede in the water-front dive, contributes a characterization remarkable aswell as unusual, and the remainder of the tough types
are tough enough to satisfy any one. As much cannot be said of
Richard Aden, the hero, who curiously eludes the camera, and
for so experienced a performer, Jacqueline Logan, as the heroine,
is unaccountably inept.
College Capers.
If you are so constituted that you care who wins the boat race,
you will, like "Rolled Stockings." Legions will agree with you,
too, for it is a lively picture, played by pleasant young people such
as James Hall, Louise Brooks, Nancy Phillips, and Richard Arlen — a group called the Paramount Junior Stars for a reason not
clear to me, except to recall the success of "Fascinating Youth,"
which was played by an entirely different group.
It is a college story, of course, and like all such it is strictly
juvenile, combining youthful pranks with first love and a dash of
brotherly sacrifice for the sake of uplift, not to mention athletics
for wholesomeness. All this is according to the pattern of what a
college picture should be, and the shears have never cut away
from the line of conventionality. However, it will be much enjoyed by the majority, even though the minority may wish for
sharper characterizations and some psychology.
James Hall, who has become a favorite with the fans, acquits
himself well, and Louise Brooks is unusually trim and clean cut.
Richard Arlen is- very much a junior actor, but that needn't stand
in the way of his winning fans with the i^est of them.
Ireland in America.
"The Callahans and the Murphys" is a remarkable picture, even
though the title indicates that it is not a sequel to "A Kiss for Cinderella." Although it is hokum, slapstick, and rough-house, it remains legitimate through the splendid characterizations of Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran as Mrs. Callahan and Mrs. Mtirpliy,
respectively.
There is little or no story to recount, the action being made
up of brawls and reconciliations, with young love represented by
the girl of one faction falling in love with the boy of the other.
In spite of this slender material, the picture has moments of tenderness and charm, and if you care for this sort of thing at all,
it is recommended as being a masterpiece by the side of all the
other Irish pictures. The direction and- acting were inspired by a
true feeling for Iinsh-American character and not the caricature
of a comic strip.
A Waiter's Past.
"The Prince of Head Waiters" is a plotful movie, unbelievable
but interesting. Pierre, a noble young artist in Paris, marries the
aristocratic Faith Cable, of Boston, only to have her torn from
him by her irate father. The usual twenty years pass, and Pierre
is seen as the head waiter of a magnificent hotel in New York.
Magnificent as the hostelry is, Pierre is even more so. He goes to
work in a limousine, strolls nonchalantly .through the lobby, bowing here and there, tosses coat and gloves to a waiting minion, and
saunters into the gilded restaurant where the menu is thrust into
his hand by another servitor. He is a prince of leading men, not
of waiters, and you will realize this when you see Pierre in the
person of Lewis Stone — ^too elegant by far to bother about what
to include in any carte dii jour.
His big moment comes when he sets out to save his son, a
roistering Cable in the toils of a gold digger. The boy doesn't
know his father and sneers at him as a "common waiter." All

The
this is pure theatricality and doesn't
throb, because you know it is just a
is well cast as the son, and so is Ann
Lilyan Tashman and John Patrick are
digger and her husband.
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communicate the slightest
situation. Robert Agnew
Rork as his fiancee, while
highly amusing as the gold

A Lullaby in Spangles.
"Dearie" is a picture glorifying mother. She isn't a doormat,
as usual, but a snappy entertainer in a night club. However, she
is just as devotional and sacrificial as if she were a home body,
but as she is also Irene Rich, she wears spangles instead of a bungalow apron. "Dearie," then, is pretty good if for no other reason
than it departs, to a certain extent, from the usual run of "mother"
pictures.
Sylvia Darling, a^ widow, bereft of her fortune, keeps the pot
boiling by singing in public and calling herself "Dearie." For
some reason this harmless stunt is thought to be a bit off color
and is kept secret from Stephen, her son, who is being put through
college at the expense of his mother's vocal efforts. The boy has
literary ambitions, is also a snob, and altogether is an interesting
character in the hands of Williami Collier, Jr- When his novel is
rejected he shoots the publisher, but it all comes out right in the
end. In looking back upon it, you will recall pleasant moments of
excellent acting by 'Miss Rich, Mr. Collier, Anders Randolf, and
Edna Murphy.
The Moon in Eclipse.
Spectacular values alone count in "Moon of Israel," a heavy
German picture with a foreign cast. The spectacle is gorgeous,
and it includes the parting of the Red Sea to save the fleeing
Israelites, as seen in De Mille's "The Ten Commandments," in
1923. But the love story of Merapi, the lady whose reputed beauty
is responsible for the title of the picture, and the son of PJiaraoJi
Menapta, is not interesting because it is coldly acted. The photography isbetter than is usually found in pictures of this kind, and
the crowds are impressively handled. Arlette Marchal and Oscar
Beregi, now in Hollywood, are in the cast, and Maria Corda, also
there, and yet to be seen under American direction, is the heroine
hampered by a weird make-up.
Gunplay and Acid.
Repeated appearances in this, that, and the other thing cannot
lessen Blanche Sweet's sure command of that skill which always
evokes admiration, no matter what role falls to her lot. Her latest
is Dolly Wall, in "Singed" — neither a great part nor a fine picture,
but worth seeing for the opportunities it affords one to admire
Miss Sweet. She is vivid, forceful, sympathetic, as the hostess in
a mining town saloon, vi^ho loves the ne'er-do-well Royce Wingate,
and who goes with him to San Francisco when he becomes rich
through the discovery of oil. There Dolly does not fit into the
society which welcomes Wingafe because of his wealth, and
eventually the man becomes engaged to a debutante without the
knowledge of Dolly. On hearing of it, she threatens to disfigure
Wingate with acid if he does not give the girl up, and to save
himself Wingate shoots her, only to discover that the bottle contained water.
This sequence is screen melodrama at its best, and is sufficiently
novel to lift the picture above the mediocrity of the preceding incidents, although it must be said that the development of it does
not begin to realize the strength of the episode. However, Miss
Sweet shines as the rough-diamond heroine, whose emotional
warmth shimmers and blazes through her love for the unworthy
Wingate. Warner Baxter is capital as this character, with just
the right degree of appeal in spite of his simulated heartlessness.

"Moon of Israel."

"Captain Salvation."

Aboard a Gospel Ship.
"Captain Salvation" is a somber picture, serious in intent, treatment, and result. Consequently you respect it mightily, but are
not moved to cheer in gratitude for the entertainment it has
given you.
New England in the Continued
'40s is the
scene,
on page
100 beautifully reproduced.

"Dance Magic."
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Stray shots of the players at work

When a motion-picture company is filming a big Klondike special like "The Trail
uf '98," they go out after the
biggest and best malemutes
that ever crossed the Chilkoot Pass. Clarence Brown,
the director, and Dolores
del Rio proudly display the
blue ribbons that won
Skookum, Jack, and Pete a
place in posterity via the
movies.

The foreign stars are alway- up tn
something! Emil .Tannings and Mr. and
Mrs. Conrad Veidt find a cool way of
getting publicity.

May McAvoy and Lois Wilson,
above, romp on the beach and
pose with a ball, just as though
they towere
little
girlsbeing
who sophisdon't
have
bother
about
ticated and modern.
Dorothy Mackaill, left, enjoys the
rustic calm of her Hollywood
homestead.
Somehow the title of Ben Lyon's
new picture, "Hell's Kitchen,"
makes Ben's new rowing togs,
right, and general collegiate air,
seem out of place. We alwa\-s
thought it was thugs
lated there.that matricu-
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Studios
and play.

As Rin-Tin-Tin can
tell you, the way of a
movie idol — and a war
hero at that — -is hard,
what wilh pretty girls
like Leila Hyams and
Myrna Loy making
him pose on a beach
ball. Even a dog has
feelings !

Bebe Daniels seems to be
stealing
Harold
Lloyd'she stuff
we
always
thought
had —a
copj'right on horn-rimmed
glasses. But no doubt Bebe
will shed the specs and turn
out to be a beautiful girl who
gets her man. William Austin
appears with Bebe Daniels in
"Swim, Girl, Swim."

There seem to be so many bathing
suits and balls around that we've
run out of captions for Yola
d'Avril and Alice White, above,
who look so fetching they really
should have a line.
Wonder if ^larceline Day, left,
knows 'that the trout season is
closed, or is she just trying out her
fetching costume and rod on the
minnows ?
If it were not for that boyish hair
cut, Leatrice Joy, right, might be
more convincing in the pose of a
home girl. It takes more than a
spinning wheel to give Leatrice
that old-fashioned look. Leatrice
goes in for antiques. Let's hope
her home isn't Spanish. Spinning
wheels are like grandmothers —
theyfloors
simply
go with tiled
and don't
iron balustrades.
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The Christie girls, above, seem to
have a cinch as screen jobs go.
Work for them is just one prank
after another, as Jack Duffy can
tell you. Don't be sorry for the
old man — he's quite a young fellow without his make-up.
Billy Dooley, right, thinks swimmers are getting too much glory,
so he brings the rowboat back to
popular favor in the Catalina
Channel.
Jacqueline Gadsdon, below, introduces the dernier cri in fashion,
a parasol and hat to match of
black-and-white raffia, for Paris
decrees a kinship between these
charming articles
dress. of milady's

Monte Blue, upper
right, simply
can'tso get
enough
baseball
he
carries three bats and
wears glasses, so he
won't misis the balls
when they come too
fast. Maybe he's only
giving us something
new as the hard-hitting hero of "The
Bush Leaguer."
"Just
cottage place
small."in
is
the adearest
the world to Mary
Philbin, for after her
studio work is done
she goes home to
father and mother and
the everyday
beauty- of
their home.
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Interesting flashes of what has been going on in the picture colony.
By Edwin

and Elza Schallert

COME home ! All is forgiven !" can now be written
tag" line to Colleen Moore's troubles with
the National.
as
First
The differences between the little star of many successful pictures, and the organization with which she
is under contract, have all been patched up, and she
is back at the studio, at work on her new production.
John McCormick is supervising this, as he will all her
other films, and incidentall}' he ma}' make a few features independently for First National release. It
was on account of John's resignation as production
manager for the company that Colleen for a time
threatened to leave the organization. We understand
that Colleen is better off financially for the disturbance
and this shows how highly
she is regarded as a boxoffice attraction. We hear
that her new salary will
amount to twelve thousand
five hundred dollars or more
a week instead of the ten
thousand dollars she was
previously receiving. This
means that with the exception of Gloria Swanson, and
perhaps Norma Talmadge
and Mary Pickford, she is
the highest-paid feminine
star in Hollywood.
Colleen works so consistently that she probably
even surpasses Norma and
Mary, whose revenue is dependent to some degree on
their keeping busy. Gloria's
contract, if she works steadily, is supposed to return her
something" like seventeen
thousand dollars weekly, she
being a partner in United
Artists.

Movies have grown very top-heavy lately, with too
many people engaged on a single production. For instance, afew years ago the personnel that worked on a
film included a director, an assistant director, two
camera rnen, an electrician, a property man, and one or
two others. To-day a picture usually has the following
personnel : a director, a supervisor and editor, a production manager, an assistant director, with three or four
assistants, a senior camera man, and two first camera
men, a prop man and two or three assistants, and a
director of lighting, beside others.
Pictures are still made with a small technical force
on Poverty Row.
There the cost is often figured at
less than fifteen thousand
dollars. In the larger studios,
on the other hand, the cost of
even' program
advanced in the pictures
past yearhasfrom
one hundred and t^wenty-five
thousand dollars to two hundred and fifty thousand dollars or more, whereas big
specials now cost as high as
two million dollars, where
one million dollars was formerly considered the limit.
Bigger and Better
Salaries.
Salaries of pla}^ers have advanced
in
We
findproportion.
the following
figures, stance,
f o rprevailing
insome four years
ago at the time of
a previous drive on
high costs :
Norma
Talmadge, ten thousand dollars vv-eek-

Money and Hysteria.
Swanson,
six thousand
ly ; Gloria
High salaries of film stars
five hundred doland the expensiveness of
lars; Constance
William Haines and his director, Edward Sedgwick, seein to have
Talmadge, five
pictures have been the cause
thousand dollars;
of much conflict lately in
been ajfected by the title of their new picture, "Spring Fever." You
Thomas Meighan,
the colony. Everything but
know it doesn't always break out in the same way.
a pitched battle, almost, took
five thousand dollars; Tom Mix, seven thousand five hundred dollars;
place between producers and players quite recently.
Florence Vidor, tKvo thousand dollars ; Wallace Beer}^,
About July 1st all the companies announced that they
two thousand five hundred dollars ; Richard Barthelintended to reduce salaries ten to twenty-five per cent,
mess, two thousand five hundred dollars ; Lon Chaney,
including the am.ounts received by the big executives.
It was disclosed in this connection that some of these
one thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars; Noah
Beery, one thousand five hundred dollars. To-day
executives receive very high pa}^ althoug"h not as high as
the more important stars.
most of these players disclose large advances, particularly Tom Mix, who receives approximately seventeen
Most of the players objected strenuously to any cut,
and there were even threats of a strike. There were
thousand dollars, it is understood, and Lon Chane}',
seventeen different kinds of hysteria manifested by three thousand five hundred dollars ; Thomas Meighan,
seven thousand five hundred dollars; and Richard
nearly everybody connected with the movie business.
Barthelmess, six thousand dollars. Most of these are
It was then decided that the best way to get around
on
steady contracts, too, whereas many of them were
the matter was to tr\- to bring" down the cost of the
free-lancing at tne time of the earlier salaries.
pictures in other \va_\-^.
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The chances are that Paramount will fully redeem their
success with Emil Jannings'
first and very artistic starring
film,
Flesh."
Even "The
thoughWaythisofisAll
a tragedy,
it promises to attract an unusually big audience. It is
the finest picture that Paramount has produced since
"Blood and Sand."
Barthelmess Has Good Role.

We recently saw First National's principal production
of the year, "The Patent
Leather Kid," at a preview,
and we prophesy that it will
mean a big return to popular
favor for Dick Barthelmess.
This is a war story, but the
war, although done on the
most ample scale imaginable,
is really relegated to the background. The love story is
outstanding, and there is a
sequence where the girl is
anjul time luring lier off
The cow wasn't included in the cast, and Chester Conldin had an
making an effort to save the
the trail so he could go on with his scene in ''Tell It to Sweeney."
life of the prize-fighter hero.
Little
Molly O'Day
will
It can safely be said that these salaries are a good
make a sensational hit In this
production.
She is, you
barometer for the general advances which have run
know, Sally O'Neil's sister, but has a much more symalmost twenty-five per cent in the past few years.
pathetic personality. Mathew Betz also is sure to atAnd it is probable that, in many instances, the top has
tract attention in his characterization of a prize-fight
not yet been reached.
promoter. Here is another heavy who turned comedian
with high effect.
Evidences of Moviemania.
Vidor's "Something New."
The present economy program was inspired, to a
large extent, by the fact that films were reported to be
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will run strong again this
paying less than two per cent on mone}^ invested. That
season with King Vidor's "The Crowd," Clarence
isn't very much, to be sure, but the hazards of the show
Brown's "The Trail of Ninety-eight," and Lubitsch's
"Old Heidelberg."
business are considerably greater than those of buttonmaking.
If "The Crowd" lives up to expectations it may be
Investors in film stocks and securities have had to
the most important, because it embodies a new note
in pictures. Vidor is attempting to tell the story of a
suffer, and naturally the)- deserve consideration. With
small-time clerical worker in this film, and is avoiding
this aim in view the films will probably do some economizing. But let there be a few outstanding successes,
anything like a machine-made plot.
with a lot of returns coming in, and the producers
Nearly the whole story is centered' around the two
will all be off again.
leading characters, played by James Murray and
Eleanor Boardman. Just as the war was the menace in
As an old-timer in the game once remarked, "The
"The Big Parade," so the crowd will be the menace in
movies aren't a business, they're a form of insanity."
the new picture, threatening the happiness of the two
central characters.
This Season's Prospects.
Just to prove our contention that the movies are still
Stallings,
Price Glory,"
toldLaurence
us that he
felt the who
Vidorwrote
opus "What
would compare
very
spending money, we may mention that figures recently
favorably with a novel by Gustave Flaubert, which is
assembled show that one hundred and thirt}' million
dollars will be invested in pictures this season. This
just another way of saying that it ought to be excellent.
is at least ten million dollars more than in any previous
Love Scenes Too Caloric?
season.
It is. understood, of course, that more care and disRamon Novarro and Norma Shearer didn't get
crimination will be used in the expenditure of this
through with their work on "Old Heidelberg" quite as
money than has heretofore been the case. That is soon as they expected to. There w^ere some retakes
naturally to be anticipated from all the turmoil about
on this picture after Ernst Lubitsch left for Europe.
overexpenditure.
John Stahl directed these scenes, and it is our underBig features, especially, will be more economically
standing that some of the love episodes were tempered.
made. Several of the companies splurged too heavily
When Lubitsch recently visited Germany, the author
on these. Paramount, with "Old Ironsides" and "The
of "Old Heidelberg" took occasion to make some unpleasant remarks about the filming of his play. His
Rough Riders" particularly, seems to have encountered
financial disappointments. Both these pictures ran very
contention was that the picture had been made without
high in expense and did not live up to expectations of
his permission. It seems that this has necessitated a
their value, although they both will probably make
change in title, and' so "Old Heidelberg" will come to
some money.
the screen as "The Student Prince," thus linking it up
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with the recent musical version of the famous German
Conrad Veidt has at last just about completed his
play. We understand it was the musical version that
first picture for Universal, called "A Man's Past," and
will follow this with "The Man Who Laughs."
M.-G.-M. bought — so it's all the same in the long run.
"A Man's Past" is based on a Hungarian stage
Jannings Starts Style.
drama, called "Diploma," and tells of a doctor who is
sent to prison for giving a man suffering with a fatal
Emil Jannings is setting quite a precedent for actors
an overdose of drugs. This is merely the
disease,
since "The Way of All Flesh" showed in Los Angeles.
We hear much these davs about the "Jannings quality,"
premise on which the plot is based, the picture 'itself
and it seems to mean that the player who possesses it portraying his experiences after his escape from jail.
can wring tears readily from the eyes of his audience.
The story embraces some unusually powerful situations, which should mean much for Veidt's first and
We hear it predicted that James Murray, in "The
much-delayed appearance under his present contract.
Crowd," has this quality, so be sure to take an extra
"The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari," in which Veidt
handkerchief when 3-ou go to see him.
made his debut in this country, is having a revival at
Films inducing .\\eepiness are in very high esteem
the present time.
since "Seventh Heaven," and every producer is in quest
of a girl with pathetic eyes like Janet Gaynor's.
Miss de la Fonte Weds.
Hollywood Comfort.
Renee de la Fonte is the real name of Renee Adoree,
Gilda Gray probably won't be responsible for any
deep shafts of poignancy on the screen, but the plans,
for the furthering of her career are none the less
elaborate. Samuel Goldwj-n is to present her in "The
Devil
Dancer," which will be laid in the unusual locale
of
Thibet.
Gilda's arrival was much press agented. She hardly
had arrived in town before a luncheon was given the
newspaper folk, and she was made mayoress of Castellamare, the new seaside colony, where many film
stars are building their summer homes. Gilda, who is
a great friend of Will Rogers, brightly remarked that
the next thing for her to do after becoming a mayor,
was to have an operation performed.
Gilda has a clever mind, and she is very keen for her
picture venture. It enables her to enjoy a vacation
of a sort, for the first time in several years. When
she starred in her other films in the East she was
often required to do a great deal of night work. In
California she will at least have a chance to take
a morning dip in the ocean, and spend some of her
evenings with her many friends in Hollywood. Her
husband, Gil Boag, leased a veritable palace for her
prior to her arrival, at a cost of several thousand dollars a month, and here she is ensconced with a small
arm}" of servants, an expensive foreign car, plus a
domestic one for ordinary duty, not to speak of various
other appurtenances of a commodious life in studio
land.
Foreign Progress.
The last time we saw Lya de Putti she looked very
pensive, and we suspect that she is not altogether happy
over her progress in this country. Lya has rare determination and she told us that she is going to fight
her way to the front and will never go back to Europe
until she has triumphed, and done the sort of pictures
she reallv wants to do.
Richard Dix is
ivilling to sacrifice for his art,
but it is a little
bit too much to
expect him to
read Chinese —
even for publicity purposes —
just because his
latest picture
happens to
b e "Shanghai
Bound. "

in case you don't happen to have heard it before.
This was brought out when she secured a license" to
wed William" Sherman Gill, a Los Angeles business
man, with a genial Scotch-Irish countenance.
Miss Adoree and Mr. Gill chose as the setting for
their marriage the austere simplicity of the courthouse.
Thomas Meighan was one of the witnesses, and somebody facetiously remarked that this was the first time
in 3-ears that Aleighan was an extra instead of a star
in any public performance.
Renee's
adventure
was became
as the
wife
of Tomprevious
Moore.matrimonial
The final divorce
decree
effective about a year and a half ago.
Other recent weddings were those of Jane Winton
to Charles Ken3"on, erstwhile playwright and now
scenarist; Lloyd Hamilton and Irene Dalton, both in
comedies ; and Lee Moran and Miss Bernice Beatrice
Sibeck.
Miss Winton and i\Ir. Kenyon have been devoted
to each other for several years, and although twentyfour years separates their ages, according to the license, their union gives promise of being an exceedingly happy one.
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Romance Debit List.
Blanche S\yeet returns to the screen after a long
After many oenials, Constance Talmadge has finally
absence, playing the role of the blind girl, in "Quincy
admitted her early intention of divorcing Captain AlasAdams Sawyer." The item also stated that Miss Sweet
tair Macintosh. There is little news in this event as
is one of the few girls with a conscience toward the
it has been long expected.
public, and that unless she is looking and feeling her
Anita Stewart also plans legal separation from her
best she refuses to go near the camera. (Yes— others
reason.)
have
been absent, too, since then, and with far less
husband, Rudolph Cameron.. They have been apart so
long, that almost everybody had forgotten they were
still married. Miss Stewart has .returned to serialAntonio Moreno is the popular choice for the role
making in the movies, in which, strangely enough, she
of "Ben-Hur." Tony is one of the handsomest men in
the movies.
first gained attention.
Regardless of clauses in her contract that were supPhyllis Haver having graduated from comedies, is
posed to preclude such an event,
doing her first dramatic role in "The
Dorothy Cumming, who appears as
Christian." (Remember her as the
pathetic little waif in that picture?)
Mary
in
"The
King
of
Kings,"
has
been divorced from Frank Elliott,
Mae Busch is playing the lead, and
her husband. It is understood that
has just returned from the British
Isles where a number of the scenes
there was a stipulation in her contract with Cecil B. De Mille which it
were
clothes.made, with a lot of brand-new
■was assumed, would prevent her obGladvs Walton, Lucille Ricksen,
taining alegal separation for a period
and Vernon Steele were in the cast
of years. But this was subsequently
taken to be an infringement on her
of
Bretis being
Harte'srevived
story byofUniversal.
"M'liss,"
personal liberty. Which may, or may
which
not, knock the morality clauses that
Thomas Meighan looks forward
have been supposed to exist in certo going to New York to make pictain contracts, into a cocked hat.
way. tures as he does not like Hollywood.
AVe understand that he still dislikes
Sliouldn't Be Critical.
it but he is working there again anyThe marriage of Evelyn Brent and
Erich
building
Bernie Fineman has met with disasvon Stroheim is busy reter, and a curious phase of their diVienna at Universal Citv
vorce is that they will both continue
for the "Merry-Go-Round." The
to work at the same studio. While
Miss Brent is not under contract to
writer
coyly instead.
asks wh}- We
doesn't
go
to
Vienna,
knowhe the
Paramount, she has played there most
answer to that one, though, because
of the time, and Mr. Fineman is an
experience
has inproved
that even
it's
associate producer at the studio.
cheaper to build
Hollywood,
Miss Brent complained in her suit
in a Von Stroheim film.
that her husband had criticized her
Mildred Davis slated for stardom
fri'ends and her expenditures, which
in flapper role, Mary Miles Minter
is something she contended that a
assisting in raising funds to give
husband shouldn't do. Fineman and
concerts at the Hollywood Bowl, and
Miss Brent were married about five
Helene Chadwick playing leading
years ago. Miss Brent is appearing
role in "Gimme," a picture written
by Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes,
in "Beau Sabreur," the sequel to
"Beau Geste."
with Mr. Hughes directing. This
was the film in which Eleanor
Reclimbing the Ladder.
Boai-dman made her debut in a
small part.
George Walsh, whom we haven't
mentioned for some time, is now the
possessor of a very fine contract with
Famous Thespian Dies.
Pathe, and is working in California
A pall of sadness has been cast
again. It is a remarkable thing about
Wonder if Richard Barthelniess is teacii- over the lives of John and Lionel
this chap that he demonstrates an exing little Mary Hay Bartlielmess to be Barr}Tnore, owing to the death of
one of those slant stars who are never
cellent staying power in the movies.
their uncle, John Drew. John BarryNo one has received harder slaps seen on Broadway, but wlio make such more was with him when he passed
barrels of money?
from fortune and the critics. The
awa)^ in San Francisco, and Lionel
worst of all was when he lost out on
paid frequent visits to his bedside
during his lingering illness. Drew was one of the
"Ben-Hur,"
due to athecontract
mix-ups with
in thatChadwick
famous spectacle.
Walsh secured
Pictures
stage's aristocrats. We missed seeing him in "Trelawny
shortly after this, and made a series of program films.
of the Wells," the last play in which he took part, as
These have been sufficiently consistent to attract the
his jllness necessitated his leaving the cast before its
attention of one of the oldest distributing concerns in arrival in Los Angeles.
the business.
Owing to his visit to his uncle's bedside. Barrymore
Movie Land Five Years Ago.
was unable to attend the Los Angeles premiere of
Here are a few items culled from a copy of Picture
"When a Man Loves," which had a somewhat belated
showing on the Coast. George Jessel acted as master
Play five years ago, that may prove of interest :
of ceremonies, and introduced May McAvoy, Joan
Bebe Daniels was arrested for speeding and had to
Crawford, and others in the audience to big applause.
pay a fine of fifteen dollars. She was let off easy beHe and William Demarest, who furnishes comedy relief
cause she was going to a banquet given by civic leaders
in Glendale.
Continued on page 94
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Julia Faye is always ready for any part, be
it ever so wicked or unflattering, thereby
upsetting the good old tradition that all actresses want to play sympathetic roles.
By Helen Louise Walker

lady villains of the screen. How
THE
they hate their villainy ! Loud wails
rise with consistent frequency from
this "vampire" or that one, protesting against
always playing "bad women." Foreign actresses, imported because they are so perfectl}'- suited to roles of voluptuous and exotic women, rebel after one or two pictures
and there is an upheaval, accompanied by
hysterics and canceled contracts.
The chief objection of actresses to this type
of role is apparently based upon the myth,
that once having identified themselves in such
parts, they are doomed to play them forever
with their chances of being promoted to
straight leads, practically nil.
Quite a merry little row evolved recently
when a well-known feminine player flatly refused to go on playing "lady heavies." She
tearfully refused an offer of fifteen hundred
dollars a week more than she had been receiving, and retired into the silence of her apartment tmtil a
compromise had been efl:ected.
"H I play one more 'vampire'
part, I shall never be allowed to
do anything else," she is said
to have remarked. "It is a sort
of doom.
I cannot go on.!"
And all the time there is Julia
Faye. For years Julia has
played character parts. And
among these roles there have
been a great mam^ "lady heavies." She has
courtesans
and portrayed
common great
little
girls of the streets. She has
played sophisticated women and
flashing gamins. She has played
women who were all bad and
women who were only partly
bad — and a few women who
were hardly bad at all !
And suddenly, without any
warning, shattering tradition
and giving the lie to the myth
about once a vampire, always a
vampire. Miss Faye was cast
for an ingenue role with Joseph
Schildkraut in "His Dog." A
regular ingenue with curls and
In "The Fighting Eagle"
fulia portrays the Empress
Josephine.

Photo by Spurr
Julia Faye rather likes playing naugJity women.
are interesting.

She thinks they

simple gingham dresses and all the trimmings. And
did she give great shouts of "Hooray! Hooray!" and
run about proclaiming that she had broken the spell ?
Not at all. She smiled and remarked that it was
rather amusing, after all these years of portraying
various phases of sophistication, to be given the part
of a pure and simple maid.
"But I don't want to do it anv more," she told me,
over luncheon at the Casa Del A'lar Beach Club where
she is staying just now. "I have no ambition to play
straight leads. Fm glad I did it— once — just to prove
that I could. But Fm all through with that sort of
thing,
hope.that It
be very
do it woman
often."
Just Ilike
! would
This calm
and boring
efficienttoyoung
upset an old and cherished tradition without a flutter
of her charming eyelashes.
"I don't mind playing bad women at all," she went
on. "I only wish they would let me make them human.
A bad woman w"ith a sense of humor — some of the
qualities of reality. Of course we are getting away
from absolute values on the screen. Black is no longer
uncompromisingly black — it may be shaded just a bit
with gray. And white may be clouded a
trifle with color.
^

"Virttie is no longer unadulterated and our villainy is beleavenedwith
now
and ingthen
comedy.
More and
more we
are show-
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feels — it is what he makes his audience feel
that is important. And there are certain tricks
of gesture and expression which we know by
experience produce certain effects. If we
master the mechanics of our profession, we
can do what we will with our public.
"Belasco said, 'Before you can act, you
must learn how not to act !' That is so true !
Overacting is the bane of the profession !"
Refreshing and novel point of view in this
business where intense 3''oung people often
persist in working themselves up to an emotional climax over a scene which involves the
mere act of getting into a taxi !
"You do not want to be starred in straight
"Heaven forbid! I should like to play
leads, of course. It gives one so much wider
scope.
leads ?" But I am a character woman and I

Julia Faye made a big liit as tlie Tartar Girl in
"The Volga Boatman."
ing our heavies as lovable rogues or real men
and women with human weaknesses.
"Villainy and comedy are very closely allied —
on the screen, that is. It is our superiority complex which is responsible for this. When we
see through the wicked machinations of the
heavy, we are subtly flattered. And we are
pleased when he is thwarted and humbled at the
end of the story.
"Andthe by
the same
we are
delighted
when
comedian
fallstoken,
downstairs
or when
the
dignified gentleman has his silk hat knocked off.
Their humiliation increases our own self-esteem.
"The career of Wallace Beery, who was so
long one of our best-known villains and M'ho is
now one of our foremost comedians, is an example of this."
Miss Faye is a consistent upsetter of traditions. For instance, she doesn't care if she gets
fat!
"It is very nice to play character roles," she remarked, dipping with obvious relish into an imposing cocktail of avocadoes, swimming in Thousand Islands dressing and caviar, w'hich simply
reeked of calories. "It doesn't matter if you
take on weight. If you do, you are given fat
roles ! I'll have some more dressing, please !"
However, she does not look as if there were
the slightest danger of her being cast in a fat
role in the near future.
"Acting is not a matter of the emotion of the
player," she said. "It is a matter of technique.
It does not matter in the least what the player

want
to remain
Surprising
girl one."
!
"I remember a picture some time ago in
wdiich Raymond Hatton was playing, under
the direction of Mr. De Mille. There was one
scene which did not please Mr. Hatton. He
insisted that he felt it another way. \\'ith all
due respect for Mr. Hatton's ability, IMr. De
Mille averred that what he felt made no difference. There was a right way and a wrong
wa}' — technically — to do it. An argument ensued and they finally agreed to tr}' it both
ways — tional
the reactions
way insuggested,
which Mr.andHatton's
the wayemo-in
which De Mille, the technician, thought it
should be done.
'Tn the projection room it was quite plain
to ever}^ one, including Mr. Hatton, that
technique
had jolt.
scored
emotion."
As another
Missover
Faye
does not claim
to have made any "sacrifices for her art."
"The only real sacrifice I can remember
making,"
"was when
was
not
allowedsheto told
have me,
a manicure
while II was
working in 'The
Volgaon page
Boatman.'
"
Continued
lOS
//; ''His Dog," Julia played an ingenue
witli curls 'n' like
everything,
it much. but she didn't
■ Photo by Archer
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An

Everyday
Comedian

Edward Everett Horton has been everything
from a chorus boy who couldn't sing, to a
movie-comedy star who
doesn't have to.
By Margaret Reid

PARENTS wha wish to keep their offspring away from tlie stage or studio
would do well to organize a "down-withschool-theatricals" movement. It is common
knowledge that school and college theatricals
are dangerously infested with curious insects
called "theatrical bugs" or "bug du theatre."
Daily, our youth all over the country is exposed to this insidious scourge. Boys and
girls who would otherwise probably go quietly
through their stttdies and out into the comfortable world of home and business, suffer
mortal wounds from its sharp sting. Once
bitten, the unfortunate young victim can no
longer endure the formerly alluring algebra
and lovely Latin. There is no turning back.
He or she develops, instead, a strange desire
for grease paint, for costumes, for Kleig — or
maybe footlights. Hall bedrooms, occasional
hunger, and vicissitudes of all kinds are
greeted with unnatural relish. The final, fatal
period of this disease is "making good." Then
the former hardships are indeed gone.
Exhibit A — table on the left — Edward EvPhoto by G
erett Horton. Back in Brooklyn, vi^here he
Horton played a part in a college play and fell a victim to the lure of
was born, Edward Everett used to be such a
things theatrical.
nice boy.
Of conservative Scotch parents,
one of a quiet, devoted famih', his childhood
was uneventful.
He was obedient, tidy, attentive to his
comedy called "The Newlyweds and Their Baby." Belessons.
His parents entertained rather high hopes
ing fired again rather soon, he decided that the drama
must be his forte, and joined a stock company that was
for him as a credit to the community, little dreaming
that he would turn out to be an actor.
about to depart for Newfoundland. During the enThrough grammar school he went, through high
gagements in"The Mikado" and the musical comedy,
school and halfway through Columbia University — still his career had been a secret one, his parents blissfully believing him to be continuing his studies. Confession of
the happy, carefree bov. And then, in a short week, it
the truth came as a shock, but they received it gamely
got him. He played a part in the annual university
and wished him luck.
show. This one was called "In Newport," and it ran
a week. When it closed, custom demanded that the
The stock company arrived in Newfoundland. It
was the dead of winter— they changed shows twice a
participants return with renewed enthusiasm to their
studies.
week — the salary was infinitesimal. But Edward Everett loved it. Then came Lent, and after struggling
But Edward Everett, illustrating with what horrid
swiftness the virus w^orks, was irrevocably sunk. The
bravely for a while to a few "paper patrons," the company breathed faintly and died. So, very nearly, did
man who had directed the show was a professional, and
from him young Horton obtained a letter of introthe players. Horton wired home for money to pa_\' his
passage back to New York.
duction to a man who was organizing an opera com"He's had his fling," the family whispered among
pany. He was given a tryout, after having assured the
manager of his quite exceptional tenor voice. He was
themselves, "and his lesson. The comforts of home
and the saner pleasures of school will look pretty good
given an air to sing. He began — and the manager
looked puzzled.
to him after all this."
"A cold," Horton explained, tapping his chest and
But they reckoned without the "theatrical bug" with
which Everett had been so incurably inoculated. He
"bad cold."
dismally,
coughing
The manager hesitated, and Horton quickly gave him
returned to New York and insisted on partially starving to death while he searched and waited for another
another rapid sales-talk. And so he talked, rather than
engagement. He finally landed one in another stock
third
—
Mikado"
"The
of
chorus
the
into
sang, himself
company, which proceeded to go on the rocks down
from the end — twelve dollars a week. His employer
in Easton, Pa. And still he stuck.
waited patiently for the bad cold to clear up. When he
Back in New York once more, the long lane turned
realized that it was, instead, a bad voice, he promptly
at last. He was given the job of stage manager with
fired the ambitious young chorister.
Louis Mann, then at the height of his success. Here
Edward Everett, flaunting his previous experience
Continued on pnge 105
in "The Mikado," got himself a small part in a musical
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Only
Human
In these afterthoughts of an inter
his pen, with their virtues and
By William
the interview, you alone are to blame.
Yet try to pry information from her at
other times and Jetta is not so loquacious.
Pola Negri does things by leaps and
bounds. I have kept observing eyes on
Pola ever since she swept down on Hollywood. Like Goudal, no one interview is
enough in which to describe her prismatic
personality. After the publication of some
uncensored observations of Pola, I suggested she read them. Then I dreaded going near the Negri set. What if my surreptitious observations had infuriated
her? Was she lying in wait for me?

Wire"
of "Barbed
the making
During courage
onceI
to remark
enough
mustered
more about my observations. Pola had
not seen them. Where "was the magazine?
Still I hesitated to produce it. Finally, in
the midst of "The Woman on Trial," I
presented a copy.
, "Oh! I did read this, now
[l
think of smoothing
it !" Pola exclaimed,
(carefully
the pages
[of
iherPicture
white Play with one of
hands.
what
? No,"Itlet was
me
' keep
good, the
too magazine. I want to
read.it again. I enjoyed it!"
Victor Varconi and his wife Nasi

interview is very much like
eating a meringue glace e with
a fork — either you have a lot
to say about it, or your imagination
is left cold ! Players I have interviewed may be classed into four
groups, thus: 1, intellectuals; 2, regu; reluctants ; 4, make-believes.
lars 3,
In the first group, among those I
have analyzed, go Jetta Goudal, Pola
Negri, Raymond Griffith and, though
he also and mostly belongs to the
fourth, Leslie Fenton. By quoting
James
Hall'sruined
romanceby
these celebrities you could make an
was almost
interview read like the sayings of
an interview.
Epictetus or the aphorisms of Sappho.
In the second group come Janet Gaynor, Neil Hamilton, James
Hall, Bill Boyd, Conrad Veidt, and Victor Varconi — all regulars,
and themselves at any time.
Most insistently in the third group are flung Ray Griffith, Harrison
Ford, and Ronald Colman.
Silence, to them, is golden.
Fourth and last come the would-be sophisticates : Leslie Fenton,
Gilbert Roland, George O'Hara, and Barry Norton. They try to
impress you with a "Ha !-the-reality-of-life-staggers-me" sort of
pose. I advise these little boys to drop Wilde and De Maupassant and read "Lavengro," in which a character says, "Life is
sweet, brother."
Jetta Goudal's personality is a boon to an interviewer. If
he be at a loss to talk, Goudal supplies topics galore. If there
are not a thousand and one things to say about Goudal after,
AN

dispense with
hospitality
and caviar —
lavish —hands.

After

All

viewer, some of the stars are impaled on
weaknesses alike held up to the fans.
H. McKegg

Among the regulars, Victor Varconi is one of
the most natural individuals it is my interviewer's
pleasure to meet. I have known Victor since he
discovered California. Whenever I go to his home,
he and Nusi, his young wife, know how to treat
me. No matter what time of day it is, tempting
cubes of toast with caviar are presented for my
delight. I have told
them repeatedl}' that
I dislike caviar. That
doesn't

stop hospitality. The next time
I go the caviar is hidden from view under
the chopped whites of
eggs.
Other hospitable
folk are the young
Hamiltons, although
unforeseen events usudivei't Neil
our plans.
Elsa allyand
have
been going to have me
for dinner ever since
I interviewed his lordship. Both have fluttered from Hollywood
to New York and still
I wait for that dinner !
Leslie Fenton's enthusiasm
is much more likable than
his assumed sophistication.

Photo by Alexander
Gilbert Roland has a fondness for pictures —
even those of an ex -fiancee.
Neil is a chap no interviewer can
dislike. He has a good sense of humor. Neil, by the way, was the first
actor I interviewed. And still he keeps
winning increasing fame.
Love affairs are dangerous things
for interviewers to handle. I mean
the love alfairs of those interviewed !
Takes James Hall. He said nothing
Pola Negri's brilliance cannot
to me about a sweet girl in New York.
be captured in cold print.
Having seen him a few times with
Joan Crawford at Montmartre I took
eyesight for fact. In my story on
James I mentioned his possible engagement to Joan. The sweet girl
in New York and Jimmie's mother read my account. James returned
to New York to play in "Love's Greatest Mistake," and then the fun
began ! He had to do all the explaining. I was glad three thousand
miles separated us !
Anyway, Jimmie is a decent sort. When he got back to the Coast
he took everything as a good joke. The trouble I got him into has
taught him not to go out twice with the same girl when the real and
only one is elsewhere.
It was well known that Gilbert Roland and Clara Bow were engaged. The engagement was broken off when Clara broke into print
on the first pages.
I knew Gilbert did not like his private affairs made public and I
dared not place particular stress on his broken engagement in the story
— so I thought. However, running the risk of having a stiletto stuck
under my fifth rib, I did allude to having seen a picture of the thirteenyear-old Clara in his room. Cautiously, when the story appeared I
approached the would-be bullfighter and asked did he mind, expecting
to hear a heartbroken reply about a shattered love.
Continued on page 104
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A

Physically

Perfect

Young

Man

But George O'Brien, who has a delightful sense of humor, doesn't take this fact too seriously.
By Alma

"most physically perfect young man in the
THE
movies," according to physicians and the Fox
publicity department, sat in the midst of a rack
of secondhand suits in the ghetto set for "East Side,
West Side." This, in case you don't know physical
perfections when you see them, is George O'Brien.
The honors sit on him lightly ; in fact, he wasn't even
aware that he was — publicly speaking — such an Apollo.
He doesn't go around being physically perfect any
more than he goes about being the erstwhile heavyweight champion of the Pacific fleet.
For George O'Brien is a very charming young man,
quite as modest as if he were an ugly duckling with a
wart on his nose. He has too gay a sense of the ludicrous to take himself serioush' ; there are little lines of
laughter about his eyes, and his mouth is constantly
curling up- into a three-cornered smile.
The strong-man roles he is always called upon to
play rather amuse him. Usual!}-, of course, he plays a
prize fighter, appropriately enough ; other strong-man
stunts are constantly being written into his scenarios.
"For instance," said George, "I always have to carry
the heroine across the room, or up the steps, or somewhere. The scenario writer calls me in, while he's
working on the script. 'George,' he'll say, 'Fve got a
great stunt for you. This will go over big. You see,
in this scene — well, you pick up Eloise and carry her
up the hill.' So I say, 'Fine ! Great ! We'll do that
again..' In every picture, it seems, I have to carry the
heroine somewhere. You know, of course, what would
happen in real life? Ed look at Eloise and say, 'Carry
you? You're healthy, aren't you? Can't you walk?'
But these movie heroines ! For some reason, I always
have to carry them."
Once George was called upon, in "The Roughneck,"
to be saved from drowning by a girl who couldn't swim.
"She didn't want to lose out on the role," he explained,
"so she said she was a good swimmer. It wasn't until
we got out to Catalina and the scene was about to be
made that we found she couldn't swim at all. Oh, just
a few strokes, that is.
"She was supposed to be a South Sea Island girl;
she wore tights, to look like no clothes at all, and an
enormous wig. Well, as soon as we got in the water,
the tights shrank. 'I can't move In these things,' she
said. I kept pulling at them trying to stretch them.
And then she got a cramp in her leg ; and her long
wig, when it got wet, kept getting into her eyes and
winding itself around her arms. She got pretty scared
■ — and she was supposed to save me !
"So I told her just to lie flat on my outstretched arm
and keep her own arms moving as if she were swimming, and then I'd take us both in, swimming on my
back. It was all right until we got nearly to shore,
when she suddenly became panicky and clutched me,
and of course we both went down. Her wig came off
and we got tangled up in it ; it was all T could do to get
us both on land. I'd give her a push — try pushing
something through the water some time, and see how
much luck you have! — and then I'd swim after her,
and push her again, and finally we got to land. T was
just exhausted, believe me! And when I got there,
I was met by a frantic prop man. 'Hey,' he said 'go
back and get that wig. It cost twenty dollars 1' "

Talley
George tells all these things with his delightful angular smile and an excellent sense of mimicry. He was
sitting, as I said, among a lot of secondhand clothes
in
of Lipvitcli
"East Side,
In the
the tailor
story,shop
he comes
off a inwrecked
bargeWest
and Side."
lands,
a stranger, in New York. He is taken in by an East
Side famil}-, the Lipvitch family ; he works in the shop,
selling secondhand suits, and finally — ti-ue to form —
becomes a champion prize fighter.
The set was most realistic. There was the Lipvitch
shop with a conglomeration of sad-looking suits. Two
steps down was the cluttered East Side living room of
the family, with its dining table, oil lamp, sideboard,
and sewing machine.
Across the way was another set, an exterior, which
looked exactly as if it had been liftecl bodily from New
York's ghetto. The drug-store show window, the pawnshop, a haberdashery — all with signs in English and
Yiddish. The sidewalks were covered with gray papiermache cut to resemble concrete ; the street also looked
paved, and was later to be filled with pushcarts.
A very realistic set indeed, and George was quite as
realistically
in seven-and-a-half-dollars'-worth
of
suit — halfattired,
of a fifteen-dollar
Hester Street model.
George really went down to Hester and Allen Streets,
in New York's East Side, to buy the clothes, and he
told rather gleefully of his shopping expeditions.
"Of course I wanted to look as rough as possible, so
Ishave.
wore anAndold Isuit
another along
picture,
tookfrom
a friend
to and
pose I asdidn't
my
brother.
"In the first shop I entered, a boy came out to wait
on me. 'Aren't you in the movies?' he asked right
away.
oh,'I I was
thought,
'the themselves,
stuff is off !so I Iwanted
them to'Oh,
think
one of
could
haggle and bargain and really get the atmosphere of
the place. But I admitted I was in the movies. 'And
isn't your name O'Brien?' he asked. So this boy
wouldn't sell me anything.
"We went on down the street, and outside another
clothing shop a young man seized me by the arm. 'Sliit
o' clothes? Suit o' clothes?' This was the real thing
— so I let him pull me inside.
"'Vat kind of suit you vant?' he asked" — George,
telling it, put in the accent and the gestures to perfection. He doesn't need to stick to the silent drama !
" 'I want it for .Sundays,' " I told him.
" 'Oh, for Sundays.' " And George nodded and
looked solemn, to imitate the Hester Street clothier.
" 'And vat do you do?' " So, George, taking his cue
from the film he was preparing for, told him he worked
day oft' on
for his announced
Sunday
wanted
a barge
on
shore.
Thatandwent
over a big
until suit
he further
that he wanted two Sunday suits — just alike. (It
seems that one suit gets torn up in the action of the
pictui-e, and since scenes are never made in the proper
sequence, he needed another suit just like it.^i
"Two suits? For vy you vant two Sunday suits?"
This, of course, in Hester Street, was not being done.
"Well, I need two suits. I want two gray ones —
The like
salesman
these." was bewildered and frantic.
here,
"Veil — two suits,Continued
ma_vbe onyes,"
he conceded. "But
page 114

George O'Brien saw New York for the first time when he came
to play in "East Side, West Side," and won many friends with his
sense of humor and good-fellowship, as Alma Talley points out
in her skillful story opposite.
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Love
Mission

"The Rose of Monterey" pictures the glamour and
romance of California in 1846, when the dictator,
dcncral l\illero, was suspected of a plot to sell
the State to Russia. Gilbert Roland is the patriot
who frustrates the scheme.

Mary lends
Aster's
beauty
itselfdelicate
to the
sentimental perplexities
of Elena, who cannot understand why her lover,
Juan, breaks his promise
to rescue her and embarks
stead.mission inon a perilous

77

and
Bells

The mellow charm of the famous old missions
forms a hackground for as spirited a romance as
young love could wish for, with the dash and
danger that were Jwrt of the lives of the early
settlers of California.

Montagu Love, as Vallero, is really Elena's lather, although for political reasons the relationship is kept secret until
Juan attempts to kill him.
When this fails, Elena
prepares to sacrifice herself to save Juan.
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A

La

Mode

Viennese

Maria Corda, the foreign
star who has made a place
for herself in Hollywood,
displays, left, a creation
of sequins in black and
white.

A one-piece crepe de
Chine frock is shown,
right, in brown and
white, accompanied by
a Bangkok hat with a
brown grosgrain band.

A modern interpretation of the Hungarian
national costume is
worn, right, as smart
afternoon attire, with
sequin-topped boots.

The sports coat, left, is of white silk basket cFoth embellished with
ermine touched with black. Her chic manner of wearing sports clothes
!> further emphasized, upper right, by a wistaria-colored velvet jacket
and beref, with a skirt of Sahara tan.
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Bill

Comes

Through

William Haines has found antypicalofrole
in "Spring
Fever" —otherthat
a clerk
who is
invited to a country club, where
he meets with such success in
golf and
love him
thatdown.
there's no
holding

Jack Kelly wins the
golf championship
and the heart of
Joan Crawford as
well, when a rude
awakening puts
him on his mettle
and he has to fight
to keep both.
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Romance
Means—

Ramon

Those who hold to this opiniot. will 'find much to please
them in Novarro"s new picture,
"Romance," based on Joseph
Conrad's novel, for it is a tale
of pirates in the West Indies,
with Ram-on aiding a lady in
distress.
fhi^to b; Ruth M»net Loalie

Marceline Day, as
Seraphina, is the
heroine for whom
Don Juan outwits
piratesestates,
and until
wins
•back
their love is as calm
as a moonlit sea.
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Fboto by Wide WorM Studio
Sunny McKeen, oth erwise
"Snookums" of the comedies, is
aptly named. There's sunlight
in his eyes and smile, as well
as the alert intelligence of the
trouper who means to take advantage of every shining moment in his career.
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To

Love,

Honor

and

Obey

The wedding rings worn by the film actresses of Hollywood are of many varied designs.
By Dorothy
STRANGE as it may seem, wedding rings do exist
in Hollywood — many of them, in fact. Despite
the numerous wrecked matrimonial barks that line
the shores of cinemaland, there are some very happy
unions, as the little gold or platinum circlets seen on
many third fingers in the colon}- will attest.
Mary Pickford has not once taken from her finger
the little platinum band placed there by Douglas Fairbanks when they were married in March, 1920. The
circlet is small but is set with diamonds all the way
round. Wearing it, too, has
sometimes presented difficulties. For instance, when
Mary plays a little-girl role,
it has to be concealed. So

Wooldi idge
was the idea of her husband, Bert Lytell, and attracts
much attention.
"According to the old saying, a chain is no stronger
than its weakest link," says Bert, "but there are no
weak links in tJiis chain."
The wedding ring given to Estelle Taylor by Jack
Dempsey is an exquisite piece of craftsmanship. It is
made of platinum, ornamented with a delicate scroll of
orange blossoms set with small diamonds. At the top
is a bi-eak in the scroll where her initials and his are
cut in letters so small that
they can be distinguished
only with a magnifying
glass.hibitsMiss
exthis ring Taylor
with great

Miss Pickford gets hei^self
a slightly larger ring which
fits secui^ely over the other
and looks like a little girl's
trinket.
This was done in both

"I love it," she says.
"Although I have diapride. monds and other stones in
my jewel box, I like this
Norma
wears
little
band Talmadge
most."
an old-fashioned gold
wedding ring — plain and
tmcarved. And it seems
in keeping with the tastes
of the lovely actress who
glorified womanhood in
"Secrets" and in "Smilin'
Through." But it would
hardly acterfitof Kiki.
in with The
the charring,

'"Little Annie Rooney" and
"Sparrows." One of these
camouflaging bands — purchased at a 5-and-lO-cent
store — was sent to England, where it was auctioned
off at a charity bazaar.
When no second ring
suitable for the purpose is
at hand, Miss Pickford
covers her wedding ring
with tape and grease paint.
Claire Windsor's wedding
emblem is unique. It is
fashioned like a chain, made
of platinum and set with
diamonds. The chain effect

however,
wasNorma
not in
evidence when
played
that gamin of the stage.
The ring that Kennetli
Harlan gave to Marie Prevost is platinum in what

The simple platinum band worn by
Marie Prevost is one of the few
wedding rings in Hollywood that
could be calleddesign.
of "conventional"

ring
Dorothy
is
Dwan's
set
ivith
thirty-two
diafitonds.

ring
Claire
wedding
Windsor's
is
fashioned
like a
chain.
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To Love, Honor
the newspapers
call the "conventional design." It
comes off her finwhen
not gerinonlykeeping
with her role in
a picture. Marie
and Kenneth are
one of those
couples of whom
people
say,
"Thejf're just
craz}' about each
other!" It is
likely the ring
from a curtain
pole would have
sufficed on the

and

Obey

cle" had heard
"unof Possibly
the many
matrimonial
wrecks among
stage and screen
stars. Possibly
he wanted John
to have with him
a constant warning. Possibly
he
sent the
nugget
as a talisman.
A/'ivien's ring is
beautifully
carved, but
John's is plain.
INIanlike, however, he has the
most gold in his.
Probably this

da}^ they were
married, if no
The old-fashioned gold bands worn by John
other had been
T. Murray and Vivien Oakland were made
might plained
be by exavailable. What
the from a nugget sent them by a wealthy
fact that a dainty
uncle in Australia.
difference did it make whether it was gold, platinum, or
little wedding
high-grade zinc, just so it answered the purpose !
band like the one ]\liss Oakland wears wouldn't last
Mildred Davis Lloyd, with her "little-girl hands,"
long on his finger.
wears a wedding circlet that is set with square-cut diaWhen Dorothy Dwan married Larry Semon, she inmonds. When Harold gave it to her, he thought it was
about the most magnificent
sisted that she wanted just a
piece of jewelry on earth.
plain platinum band, inscribed
with their initials. No frills, no
However, Mildred is another
scrolls. And she got it— just
who Avoukln't have cared, on
as she gets everything within
the da}^ she acquired it,
reason that she wants from
Avhether the ring was gold,
platinum, or Rocky Mountain
Larry, who adores her.
silver. Both she and Harold
But when their first wedadmit that they were so fussed
ding anniversary came, Dorothy had decided that she
on the day they were married
should have something a little
that the}^ wouldn't have noticed if Harold had inadvermore fancy
forplatinum
dress occasions. The little
ring
tentty slipped a key ring onto
Mildred's finger. Mildred is
snuggling behind her engageso small, that she looked like
ment ring was almost lost to
Estelle Taylor's ring is ornamented with a delicate scroll
of orange blossoms set with tiny diamonds.
a radiantly beautiful child on
sight. Soference
shewith went
into conher comedian
her wedding day. She prizes
as
her
most
valuable
husband, and the result was another wedding ring, set
her little diamond-studded ring
bit of jewelry.
with thirt3'-two diamonds, for wear on dress occasions.
Sentiment is entwined about the first, and style about
There is a bit of sentiment and a little story conthe second.
nected with the ring worn by Vivien Oakland. Her
husband, John T.
That little platinum band set with square-cut diamonds w h i c h
Murray, received
Bob Leonard
a gold nugget
from a wealthy
gave
to Gertrude
Olmsted
when
uncle in Australia when their
they riedwere
maris a serious
engagement
announced. was
"Take this," matter with Gerthe uncle said,
trude. She isn't
going to take
"and make tAvo
any chances on
wedding rings
its being dented
from it, one for
or scarred or diseach of you. And
figured. Not by
always wear
a long shot!
Continued on page 107
Mildred Davis Lloyd's wedding circlet is set
with square-cut diamonds.

them !" Olmsted's
Gertrude
ring is placed in a
safety-deposit box
at the bank whenever she is at work
on a picture.

But Mary
Pickford's
little
platinum
band
has not once left her
finger since it was
placed there seven
years ago.
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Cue

for

the

Curling

The "Fiji Island" frizz seems to be coming in once more.

Iron
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When

the

Fans

There is one time in the Hfe of a
the fan is not only invited, but lis
for improvement are likely to be
By William
stressed the fact that, although the picture Vv'as fine, there was not enough love
interest in it. So a few more love scenes
between Charles Farrell and Esther
Ralston were inserted, and when the film
was given a second preview, it evoked
complete enthusiasm.
Love scenes and the way they are
handled, are ver}^ important to the fans,
as previews have shown.
In "Fighting
Love,"ence did
fornotinstance,
the
preview
audi-in
care for the darkness
one of the meetings between Jetta Goudal
and Victor A^arconi.
The scene took
place within an army tent at night. The
As the result of a preview, the funny barber-shop scene in "Tell It to the Marines
only light came from outside. The fans
was restored after it had at first been left out.
rebelled. "Scene in tent is too dark,"
they complained.
But that sceneSo couldn't
be cut out without
spoiling the continuity.
it was
UNTIL a few years ago, audiences had to accept
a picture as it was made. They still do, to a retaken, and a lamp was placed between the lovers, so
that more light pla3ed upon their features.
certain extent. But to-day the producers realize
that the chap who said that great minds think alike was
"The Temptress" was another example of what imwrong. They know that the judgment of many is more
portance producers attach to the comments written on
preview cards. As it was first filmed, this story had a
valuable than the opinion of a few — especially when
those few are the men responsible for the making of bitterly tragic end — Greta Garbo, as Elena, was revealed
in the final scenes as a derelict wandering the streets of
the film, and therefore likely to be blind to its faults.
Thus the preview has come into existence. What is Paris. Many were the previews given the picture. All
the complaints centered on this tragic ending. After
more,
chancestheof preview
success. is considered essential to a picture's
all the suffering and
After a film is comdangers had been gone
Louise Lorraine and Beatrice Lillie, in "Exit Smiling," profited from
criticisms written to the studio by persons in the preview audience.
pleted to the satisfaction
through, the fans
of its makers, they take it
to some small theater outwanted to see the hero- '
side Hollywood, where
ine finally
the hero's
arm?.
So in
another
endthere is little chance of
ing was filmed, illogical
any one from the studio,
and beyond all reason ;
except the cutter, the title
yet
at the final
it satisfied.
Thispreview
happy
writer, and a few others,
being present. The reactions of an unprepared
audience are thus obtained. And in order that
some record of those reactions may be got, cards
are distributed, requesting
those who see the picture
to write their opinions and
mail them to the studio.
These reports are checked,
and any part of the film
that is disapproved of by
the majorit})- is deleted or
changed.
"Old Ironsides," for example, was given its first
preview at a small theater
in Pasadena, some eight
or ten miles from Hollywood, and the usual cards
were handed out. The
majority of comments returned back to Paramount

ending was the one
shown in most theaters.
In the larger cities,
however,
the intact.
tragic finale was left
"Twinkletoes" offered
another proof of the
power of the preview.
In the original version.
Colleen Moore, as the
young dancer, got so
weary of the wild carryings-on inLimehouse,
that she eventually
flung
herself into the Thames
and drowned. "A tragic
ending may be all right
for Europe, but not
here !" said the preview
audience in one voice.
Poor Twinks was
given many previews
before a satisfactory
ending was at last
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motion picture when the opinion of
tened to, and when his suggestions
followed — that is, at the preview,
H. McKegg

found. One of the endings tried out
showed Colleen hoeing potatoes on a
farm, longing for the day wlien Pop and
her lover, Chuck, should come to her.
But even that would not do. No, her
father and her lover had actually to appear on the farm before the audience
was satisfied.
_ , Though some preview audiences will
ignore logic in order to escape a tragic
ending, at other times they are strongly
in favor of the logical development of a
story. ^ As "The Winning of Barbara
Worth" was first arranged, a final seqtjence showed a locket and a few other
trinkets dug up, after twenty years, from
a sand-covered wagon, proving Barbara
to be the niece of the first Barbara But

The light which clearly shows Jetta Goudal and Victor Varconi in this scene from
"Fighting Love" was requested by fans.

the preview fans went against this, so that part of the
film was cut out and the trinkets were left to lie in the
desert undisturbed.

Boyd, as the gallant captain, M-as shown searching for
the cowardly character played by John Miljan. A terrific storm was raging. As the film had been arranged,
the audience saw flashes of Boyd searching for the
missing man, then flashes of Miljan, cowering on his
knees. To the majority of the audience this was comic,
and they laughed. So the cutter went to work and, at
the second preview, the coward was not shown until
Boyd burst into his cabin. - This time there was not a

At the end of the first version of "Exit Smiling,"
Beatrice Lillie, playing the role of an actress, flung a
bath robe oyer her evening gown and hurried to the
railway station to meet her falsely accused sweetheart.
His former fiancee was driving along the dark country
road in her car. Seeing the bareheaded woman in the
bath robe, she stopped
the car and asked if she
As first shown in "The Yanlcee Clipper," this scene between William
would like a lift. Many
Boyd and John Miljan caused giggles, so it was changed.
comments from the preview audience were received, pointing out the
illogicalness of this. '
. "In these dangerous
days of holdups and
murders," one person
\yrote, "no girl in her
right mind would stop
her car at night on a
lonely road, and ask a
stranger in a bath robe
. ■
to get in."
i So this sequence was
cut out. At the next
preview, the two girls
did not meet until both
were at the station. i Sometimes a fault revealed at a preview can
be set right with just a
little cutting. Again,
parts that have been cut
out are often replaced
after a preview.
Occasionally, moments of tense drama
in a film cause an audience to laugh. This occur ed at -the-first preview of "The Yankee
Clipper."" William

In "Tell It to the Marines" the cutter first left
giggle.
out a barber-shop sequence, choosing what he
thought was a funnier episode. The latter revealed ■
Bill Haines on board a'
train bound for Tijuana. '
He
did which
many the
smart-aleck
stunts
preview
audience failed to appreciate. So the cutter deleted these capers and inserted the discarded barber-shop sequence in their
stead. And at the next
brought
laugh.
preview,
this
■ Therefore, in case any
' one should ask you, "Why
is a preview?" you can
say that
lieve thatthetheproducers
best way beto
discover what parts of a
picture will
or displease theplease
majority
of
fans is to find out from
an impartial
and representative audience.
As to whether a preview audience knows best,
you are free to decide by
considering these samples
of their judgment.
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The real heroes and heroines of the Wo
movies
the't
stars
dn
ulare
Just
They
This absorbing article tells of some of the screen's most

By Ann
For his
twowife.
yearsHis
he debts
didn't became
work. tremendous.
He became separated
from
It would
be interesting, and yet terrible, to know what he did and
thought in those two idle years. Perhaps he wandered up
and down the Boulevard of an evening, cynically observing the sparkle of the other fellow's pictures in electric
lights, and remembering when his own had held that place
of honor. Remembering, too, the actors who had fawned
on him, but who were too busy now fawning on other
directors to bother with a man who could no longer help
them. There must have been hastily averted eyes when
he passed lukewarm friends on the street. There are
always the people who forget to remember. There must
have been other humiliations, deep and bitter.
Easiest thing in the world to drift along — float with the
tide — retire from the scene, cynical, embittered. Hardest
thing in the world to take hold of yourself, and whisper
over and over, "If I am not the
master of my fate, I am at least
the master of my faults. Not a
Photo by Pach
Hollyivood said that Alice Joyce was through
because she became absorbed in her family.

not even
it— est.
say black
didn'twere
THEY
when things
Not
even when Hollywood had
given them up as lost — or, worse yet,
as has-beens — did they admit that they
were finished in pictures.
They stuck to their guns, or their
faith, or whatever it is that one sticks
to when things go wrong, and staged
come-backs so completely that a lot
of people have forgotten they were
ever temporarily out.
No two ways about it— the most
admirable thing in any person's life is
a come-back. To be out, tJiroiigh,
Mildred Dai'is refused to let
down on your luck, with a painfully
luxury stifle her ambition.
written "Finis" to your activities, to
be bv the world forgotten, and in turn
bitterly forgetful of the world, and then to struggle back to the
position you once held, by sheer determination, courage, and faith
— this is the achievement of a superperson.
stacked against me,"
werecourage
cardstakes
say,— "The
easy enough
!
ah, that
a newto deal
butIt tois demand
There is no other profession in which you can be more completely "finished" than the movies. That is the reason come-backs
in the movies seem to me to be a little more inspiring than any
others. If you get to be a fairly good banker or butcher, you are
likely to remain a fairly good banker or butcher, but you can be at
the very top of a screen career and almost in the blinking of an
eyelid fall to the deepest obscurity. New people are constantly
coming to the front, new conditions developing. Too bad, but
To-day, there isn't a finer director of sure-fire pictures than Tod
Browning. Yet, four years ago, they said he was through. They
said it was too bad that a man with his talent and opportunity
should have let hard luck get the better of him. He had made successful pictures for Universal, but he couldn't make any m.ore,
because they had refused to renew his contract.

superman
— but a must
man." have said
Tod Browning
that to himself. Or something like
it. He must have caught himself
somewhere in that downward drift
and started, slowly at first, to fight
against the current. For painfully, patiently, he has reclaimed
all that was his — and more. He
and his wife are reunited. MetroGoldwyn-Mayer now count him
When Francis X. Bushman ceased to be
an idol, the gossips said he ivas out.
Photo by Witzel
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Say
Die
who refused to let Hollywood say they were finished,
noted come-backs, and the odds that were against them.
Sylvester
one of the strongest links in their organization — this man
who came back from the valley of twisted dreams to sane
realities. But it is not nearly so important what Tod
Browning now makes of his new success, as what all this
has made of him.
Blanche Sweet was through, too. Or so Hollywood
said. Her day was over. If you cared for details, you
were told that she was sick, in both mind and body. Worst
of all, she had lost her looks. A shame, wasn't it?
And Alice Joyce — oh, one would never hear of her any
more. She was married now and had a couple of children
— an actress was finished after that. Besides, Alice Joyce
had had her day. Why talk about her when there were
newer and younger personalities to be reckoned with?
Wonder what Blanche, who was so sick, and Alice, who
was so definitely "washed up," thought when they heard
these things ? For no matter how
you hide away, you always hear
such things. They must have hurt.
They must have been very discouraging.
But not enough, thank goodness, to make any difference !
True, there were younger, newer,
and even prettier girls to compete
with, but Alice Joyce, who was no
longer a girl, came crashing back,
when she was ready, into a front
place. If the world had forgotten
Charles Ray, with enormous debts against
him, and his stardom gone, has courageously made a new and firmer place for
Photo
Rath nimSClJ.
him'iplf
Harrietby Louise

Photo by Keyes
Blanche Sweet's long absence from the screen
ivas thought to indicate that she could never
return, but it only gave her more determination
to make the greatest come-back of all.

her, she refreshed its memory with
several excellent portrayals in mature
roles. If there was no place for her,
she made one for herself. Greater
courage has no man — or woman.
When little Mildred Davis married
Harold Lloyd, the wise ones predicted
her finish — that is, the finish of her
career. For wasn't Mildred stepping
into the very lap of luxury, and what
is there that drugs ambition so completely as having no need to do anyTod Browning, the director,
thing? Why work? She had more
fought two years to regain
money
in a ofdayeffort.
than she could earn in
a
lifetime
the place he had lost.
That was true enough, and it might
have satisfied the average girl, but I
have known Mildred a long time, and I know that there wasn't a
minute
her marriage
resume after
her screen
work. when she wasn't planning some day to
I don't know but that Mildred's come-back is a little more phenomenal than any of the others. When you are working against
trouble and adversity, you are working toward better conditions
and surroundings. Mildred was Avorking down from the height of
luxury to something she found difficult to explain, even to herself.
She told her friends, vaguely, "I don't know what it is— I just
want to be doing something." She knew what she wanted, and
she got it.
Perhaps it may develop that she will not be so happy back on
the screen as she thought she would. But, anyway, she will have
proved it to herself — and proving things to yourself is the only
way to be satisfied. .So, in spite of an indulgent husband and
scoffing friends, Mildred came back to see for herself.
Of all sad figures the saddest is the ex-matinee idol. Such was
Francis X. Bushman. He had kmown
[Continued on page 106]
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Don't
the

Annoy

Animals

But the birds and beasts used
in the movies have to put up
with a lot of teasing.

"Come,
goosy,Beery,
goosj%
coaxes Wallace
left, goose,"
to the
three trained geese who supported
him in "The Big Sneeze," but these
are high-priced geese, and turn up
their beaks at any such undignified
advances.

THE
AN

BOSS SAYS TO WRITE
ADVE RJISEMENT ON
THE BIG PARADE .
OUGHT TO BE EASY,
BUT IF 1 TELL
THEM ONE TENTH
OF THE TRUTH -

*

IF I TELL THEM THIS PICTURE
HAS NEVER HAP A SINGLE
AND HOW'
CRITICISM IT
ADVERSE
ENTHUSIASTICALLY
HAS BEEN RECEIVED
BY THE
PUBLIC AND
PRESS OF THIS
AND
OTHEl
countrie;

Tie

Hat

filled with Dollar Bills
*
Answer King Vidor^s
Six Questions

0

THEY WILL THINK THIS A LOT
OF HOOEY. OF COURSE IT
WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO
EXAGGERATE THE BIG PARADE
IN AN ADVERTISEMENT. BUT
THE MORE » THINK
ABOUT IT THE

J

SMALLER

I FEEL-

IT'S SIMPLY INCREDIBLE THE
WAY IT HAS BEEN APPLAUDED
AND REVIEWED AND WRITTEN
UP AND DISCUSSED AND
EULOGIZED,
it's BECOME AN
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTION
ALMOST

-

thereat arethemillions
thatmail
studio
OURshowsdaily
of movie fans who not only see
gly down
wellpictures
actors, even
the surprisin
as toare
informed but
to the minor characters. Here are
six questions about The Big Parade
and its actors, which will test your
powers of observation and memory.
To the author of the best set of
answers from a man I will send
$50.00 in cash and the famous tin hat
worn by John Gilbert in The Big
Parade. To the writers of the next
50 best sets of answers from men,
Renee Adoree will send an autocopy ofauthor
her lates-t
graphedTo the
best
of thephotograph.
I will
from a woman
set of answers
the wooden'
send $50.00
in the
ReneeandAdoree
worn inby cash
shoes
same picture. And to the writers of
the next 50 best sets from womeo
John Gilbert will send an autographed copy of his latest photowin.May the best man — aad
woman — graph.

IGmg Vidor's
IWhat
in TheownBiglifeParade
reacts character
a part of her
historypractically
for you?
2 What
does
John
Gilbert
win
and
what
doea
he lose in The Big Parade?

THE

BIG

PARADE

WILL

be shown by the most progressive theatre in your town soon' after
SeptemberlOth at popular prices . No American man, woman or child can afford to miss
THE BIG PARADE
Starring John Gilbert
with Renee Adoree
Story by Laurence Stalungs Directed by KiMt* VidoR

3 What
the doughtoy's
type ofwasbombs
thrown by nickname
Germans forin the*
the
famous sheD-holc scene?
scene indoTheyouBigconsider
Parade and
(Not over
4 What
the why?
most' impressive
JOO words.)
5 What former California University football,
star plays a prominent role in The Big Parade^
6 upon
What was Slim's
(Karl Dane) first
impression
for the firstmeeting
time? James
Did he,Apperson
or did he(John
not,Gilbert^
change
hisWriteopinion?
your answers on one side of a single sheet
of paper and mail to Question Contest,
3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway NewYork.
All answers must be received by Ocr. 15th. Winners' names will be published in a later issue of
this magazine.
Note: If you do not attend pictures yourself yoa
may question
your Infriends
picture
magazines.
event orof consult
ties, eachmotion
tying
.contestant
will
be
awarded
a
prize
identical ia
character with that tied for.
Winners of the George K.
Arthur — Karl Dane
Contest of July —
KALISTA HOOD
Davidson, N. C.
VAHEY ARAMIAN
224 South Lincoln Street
Chicago, III.
Autographed pictures have been
sent to the next 50 prize -wienerSi

l<iational Release "Ben Hur" October 8th
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Complete
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Novels at Seventy-five

Cents Apiece

CHELSEA

HOUSE
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Copyrights
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popular-priced novels appear between book covers for
the first time.
They are not reprints.

Mirador

Treasure

An Adventure

Beyond the Frontier
A Western Story

Story

By FRANK LILLIE POLLOCK
One of the most stirring chapters in modern
fiction is the description in this exciting novel
of the thundering call of the Speaking Stone
that sent the natives of a South American
peninsula in wild revolt against their oppressors.
An adventure story in a thousand — one you
won't forget.
The

in the

By JOSEPH MONTAGUE
A tale of the heroic, pioneer days of Fremont and Kit Carson, and how a Louisiana
dandy took the long and perilous trail that
teemed with adventure all the way out to the
California gold fields. Plenty of red-blooded
actionthe— and
a girl at the end of the trail worth
all
struggle.

Man Who Awoke
A Detective Story

Grizzly Gallagher
A Western Story

By MARY IMLAY TAYLOR
He awoke to find himself in a strange house,
surrounded by strangers, transferred from a
hard-working salesman into the heir of a great
fortune. It soon developed that he was the
victim of a conspiracy, and then mystery and
more mystery until
But you must find out for yourself how it
all works out.

By REGINALD C. BARKER
It was a job and a tough one at that to
make a man out of young, red-headed Ted
Blaine, the son of the partner of one of the
old-type mountaineers. But Grizzly Gallagher
tackled it and the adventures of the two in
the rugged Idaho wilderness makes the sort of
reading that takes you clean out of yourself.

Western
Tommy
A Western Story

The Avenging Twins Collect
A Detective Story

By DAVID MANNING
By JOHNSTON McCULLEY
Slouching, sleepy, good-for-nothing Tommy
to his famih', but once mounted on the most
Another bang-up novel about the two rebeautiful of horses with gun in hand and fife in
sourceful youngsters who started out after the
pocket, an altogether different and most baf- big financial magnates who ruined their uncle.
fling character and one of the most fascinating A fast-stepping novel of intrigue and ingenuity
of the sort that only Mr. McCuUey can write.
you've ever met.
7S
Cents
a Volume
Ask
CHELSEA

your

dealer

HOUSE,

for these

Publishers

::

cloth-bound

79 Seventh

novels

Avenue,

New

York

Saved

from

the

Sultan

Gayly, impudently, Douglas MacLean
wins a slave girl from a sovereign, in
"Soft Cushions," his spectacular film.

Frank Leigh,
as The Lean
above,
Thief,spires,conwith Douglas
MacLean,
The Young
Thief, only
to find hims e1f 0 u twitted by his
wily
The partner.
star,
right, has
serious ments,motoo.
Sue Carol,
below, as
The Girl,
Basking- in the sultan's favor, Douglas MacLean and Sue Carol,
above, are seen in the appropriately happy ending of the comedian's
most ambitious picture.
Sue Carol, below, is considered unusually promising.

cannot
believe that the
thief she
loves has become vizier.
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Continued from page 18
chopped and placed around the
chicken in the roaster and the whole
is baked in a wine sauce.
A dessert such as pudding souffle
— not very sweet — would possibly be
followed by cheese and fruit. Cafe
brulant is often served in place of
regular coffee. This is prepared by
placing coffee in a silver dish, adding
cinnamon stick, orange peel, carnation seed and cognac, lighting a
match, and serving demi-tasse while
the flame is alive.
The first Europeans to join the
film colony were Pola Negri and
Ernst Lubitsch, the director. With
them they brought the spirit of the
Continent, a spirit, however, that was
at once democratic and very cosmopolitan. Particularly was this evident in the warm hospitality of the
Lubitsches, who immediately threw
themselves into the social life of
Hollywood, and rather than cling t3
any traditions of the. past, they
adopted America, with its slogans
and slang and garden teas and buffet
suppers. The only vestiges of Berlin left in the charming Lubitsch
household are a few broken accents
and two "echte dachshnndc." Miss
Negri was in the beginning, is now
and always will be, the actress and
woman of the metropolis.
To get a real breath of Berlin one
must be entertained by Emil Jannings and his wife. Their cook and
butler are from Berlin and were
brought to Hollywood when Jannings came over nearly a year ago.
He is very particular about his food
and he wanted to take no chances
on getting hungry for wonderful
saiierbraten and dumplings and
apfel strudcl, so he and his wife
brought part of their Berlin establishment with them.
With all the dinners served at the
Jannings', whether formal or en
faniille, a cucumber salad with a
special dressing invariably appears
somewhere on the menu.. It is t}'pically
is often
by
the German.
Lubitsches,It the
Conradproff'ered
Veidts,
the Eric Pommers, and the Victor
Varconis. With German and Hungarian dinners, salads are never
served as a separate entree, as in
America, but like other vegetables
accompany the main meat course.
There are often four and five
meats. A formal Berlin dinner,
after the hors d'o;uvres and soup,
would boast a wild fowl or two, a
roast duck, chicken, and meat. This
sounds extravagant and heavy to
Americans. But the secret of eating such a dinner is to eat very sparingly of each course. Cheese and
fruits close such a dinner, followed

Epicures

of Hollywood

by black coffee and liqueurs. Parfaits and mousses made of richest
creams, not heavily frozen like our
ice creams, and flavored with fresh
fruits, find high favor on Berlin
menus. Cake is never served in
large slices. Petits fours, little individual cakes made of finest doughs
and fillings, and often wholly of
marzipan, are typical.
Although at the Eric Pommers'
and at Hans Kraly's, the scenario
writer, both excellent hosts, a wonderful chocolate roll filled with
whipped cream and served on a platter for each guest to take the desired portion, is very popular.

The Del Rio fatnily are very large
land owners in Mexico City and employed a staff of thirty servants.
French chefs were always employed
and consequently French cuisine
with a Spanish flavor ruled the
household.
But whenever the famih' dined
alone an extra course, called
Bocado de la Casino, was brought
in from the servants' own kitchen
as an added delectation. In this dish
the tain ales and chili and other pepance. pery entremets made their appear-

Dolores and her husband often
serve as an entree a typical Mexican
dish made of rice and avocado and
There is a dish that Mrs. Victor fried bananas. Very delicious!
Varconi often serves, following one Coffee in their home is never served
of her wonderful Hungarian soups at the table. This custom is becomthat is made of finely chopped meat
ing quite general. Some people like
stuffed in cabbage and in turn rolled to linger over large cups of coffee
in sauerkraut and boiled for a long right at the dining table. Others
while. It sounds simple but it is prefer to have a demi-tasse in the
terribly difficult to make. And it living room, away from a table
isn't anything like what you would whose flowers begin to wilt and over
imagine from this rather brief de- which crumbs and cigarette ashes
are bound to appear.
scription.
This and her French pancakes filled
A picture of Hollywood's epiwith nuts, made as thin as paper,
curean delights would not be comfift}^ large ones forming a cake and
plete ^vithout mention of the Polish
served as dessert with a cream sauce, dinners of Arthur Lubin, prepared
and roast young pig with red cab- by himself. Or of the fifteen-course
bage and prune dumplings, are the dinners right in the heart of Chinatown, with Anna May Wong as
high lights of her ever-festive board.
hostess,
telling you some of the
Lovely hosts are the Jean Hersholts. Evenings with them are de- beautiful, mystical lore of her forbears, while soft-soled, slight figvoted to a wide variety of discussions, always ending with painting,
ures in loose black-cotton jackets
as Mr. Hersholt is a very good ar- and trousers place before you poetic
tist. Here is a typical Danish din- little rice cakes and candied ginger
ner served by them :
— not to speak of edible bird's nests.
Hvid Sago Suppe.
Neither would it be complete withRoast duck stuffed with apples
out remembering the faultless dinand prunes.
ners of George Fitzmaurice, the diSmall potatoes browned in sugar
rector, who for his fish course aland butter.
ways serves a specially imported
Red cabbage cooked in butter, smoked variety from France.
sugar and vinegar.
Or Elinor Glyn's English dinners,
with mutton and peas and mint
Pumpernickel bread and cheese.
sauce, most specially prepared by the
Danish apple cake and coffee.
chefs of the Ambassador. She is a
And the following is Mrs. Her- very interesting, magnetic hostess.
Nor would it be possible to pass
sholt's recipe for the Hvid Sago
Suppe:
unheralded the East Indian curry
One cup of seedless raisins, one which Enid Bennett Niblo's mother
quart of water, one cup of sago, one prepares. The curry for which Mrs.
stick of cinnamon, and half a lemon. Bennett alone seems to hold the
Cook the above one half hour, secret is herewith offered with the
then add six egg yolks, beaten with kind hope that it will taste like that
sugar to taste. Then the juice of a lady's when you eat it :
half lemon and some sherry.
Two pounds of round steak, two
large green apples, two large onions,
At the Del Rio home one seldom two tablespoons of tomato sauce,
eats the hot, highly seasoned food one banana or any fruit available,
that is associated with Mexico. Ta- one small can of pineapple — cut fine
males and chili con carne are eaten — and the juice of one lemon.
a great deal by the servants on a
Cut up meat in small portions.
Mexican estate and are often served Fry with onions, apples, and rest of
as an extra course when a family fruit cut fine, tomato sauce and
Continued on page 96
is dining very informally.
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des
Dizziest Blons
Hollywood'
Some of the lightest-haired
girls in the sun-kissed legion

Laura La Plante, left, with
her wealth oi taf¥y-colored
hair and gay spirits, is perhaps
the most conspicuous blonde
on the screen, because she lives
up to what is expected of her
type.
Nancy Phillips, right, a comparative newcomer, typifies
the more dignified blonde
given to long earrings, elaborate gowns, and unruffled calm,
Josephine Dunn, below, a
graduate of the Paramount
school, combines pronounced
hlondcur with petite slenderness, and already has made a
place for herself.

Ann Carter, upper left,
a niece of Lincoln J.
Carter, the playwright,
is a dazzling blonde
with the same kind of
smile, and finds a place
for 'both in Snub Pollard comedies.
Allene Ray, upper right,
has won a big following
in serials because she
offsets her delicate,
truly blond personality
by feats of skill and
daring expected of an
Amazon.
Vivien Oakland, left,
formerly in vaudeville,
is notable for her magnetism and distinction — •
Edna Marian, right, is
one of Hal ented
Roach's
assets. tal-
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Continued from page 68
in Warner Brothers pictures, also
devised some special gags for the
occason. Among these was one that
elicited a great deal of laughter.
Whenever an actor, whose name was
called by Jessel from the stage, failed
to get on his feet promptly, Demarest
would rise from his seat and take a
bow. Some unknown player was
introduced the first time and everybody assumed that Demarest was the
man, but the next time when a
woman was mentioned, and he got
up to take the bow, too, they got
onto the trick. The third or fourth
time Demarest pinch-hitted for a
celebrity, he stood up on his seat,
waved his arms, and blew kisses to
the audience.

Hollywood High Lights
Not a Nice Remark.
The wife of a Hungarian dramatist can't be a very good critic of
personality, if what Vilma Banky
says she said is true. The lady is
Sari Fedak, former wife of Franz
Molnar, the playwright, and Vilma
asserts that Sari called her a "horrible little Budapest beast."
Vilma filed a libel suit against her
in the foreign courts, and though it
was twice threshed out there, Vilma
lost both times.
Still we don't believe that that
proves a thing as far as the "Budapest beast" part of it goes. Indeed,
Miss Banky 's quiet charm is quite
overwhelming, not to say dazzling.
Harold Decides.

Ann Christy is the name of Harold Lloyd's new leading lady. She
succeeds Jobyna Ralston, who played
opposite the comedian in half a
dozen pictures, and she looks a little
like Jobyna. Harold evidently favors a somewhat demure, old-fashioned type nowadays.
The funny thing is that Miss
Christy was picked because Harold
thought she resembled a New York
girl. Maybe she does, because there
is a great deal of variety in Manhattan's fair sex. You'd never
imagine her, though, as being in the
"Follies."
Miss Christy has been in California several years, appearing in
Christie comedies — she spells her
name diflferently from the producer
— and in Universal films. Harold
didn't see her on the screen, however, but observed her while looking
Revives Old Legal War.
at
some
magazine advertisements.
Lillian Gish has been sued reBebe Will Sheik.
cently for the insignificant sum of
five million dollars, which is the
Encouraged by the hit she made
amount asked in the way of dam- in "Sefiorita," Bebe Daniels is going
ages by the former producer of her to try other new fields. She is to
pictures, Charles H. Duell. This be a "sheikess," turning the tables
case has been up before, and at that and kidnaping a man instead of betime Duell lost out in his contention.
ing kidnaped. The picture will be
The matter is terribly complicated, so called "She's a Sheik."
Bebe is showing a great deal of
we won't attempt to tell about it
here, except to mention that Mr. smartness, by the way, in her realDuell asserted that Miss Gish and estate investments. She puts her
he were at one time engaged.
money in seaside property, and
About the time the news of this builds nice Spanish villas quite in
suit came out, Lillian was kept quite tuae with her personalit}^ and then
busy denying her engagement to sells them to advantage. Beach
George Jean Nathan, the knight- frontage is so scarce that these
houses have to be constructed on very
errant among the critics.
small lots, but their architecture is so
Jonah Pursues De Mille.
clever that they seem more than
The fates seem to be haunting Cecil
Bebe also purchases furniB. De Mille. In the space of a week roomy.
ture and draperies from abroad,
or two his home was robbed, his which makes the decorative schemes
yacht was burned, and he was inShethings,
says it's
volved in some court proceedings quite icalultra.
way to do
too.an economthat attracted much sensational inBird Will Visit.
terest.
It
seems
to be all taken for
"C. B.'' is perhaps wondering when
Nemesis will step pursuing him.
granted that King Vidor and Elea-

Fists too Flourishing.
Squabbles, legal and otherwise,
are growing more diversified all the
time. The most unique one we can
recall just now, is one involving
Eileen Sedgwick. She is accused by
a movie extra of having become so
enthusiastic in the delineation of her
part as the Swedish servant girl in
"Slide, Kelly, Slide" as to have
caused damage to his nose, teeth, and
one eye. It was the scene where
Miss Sedgwick appeared cheering
the home-town team, and was supposed to become so excited that she
mussed up the straw hats and hair
of those in her vicinity. The extra
asked for compensation in the nature of accident insurance, but there
w-as some argument about his getting it.

nor Boardman will be celebrating
the arrival of the stork within a few
months. There have been plenty
of rumors that the famous bird is
hovering,
and lately these aren't denied, either.
It's the first time in some months
that we've been able to chronicle a
happy event of this kind. There
just simply haven't been any lately.
Ideal Marriage Shattered.
We hate to admit that we were
all wrong about the marriage of Bert
Lytell and Claire Windsor, but then
virtually all Hollywood referred to
them, as we have often done, as one
of the most ideally mated couples.
Their separation was a distinct
shock to the colony.
We won't bother going into the
details here, except to say that we
feel that if they hadn't been kept so
long apart by Bert's vaudeville tour,
they might still be wed. Absence
seldom has made the heart grow
fonder in the bright land of the
cinema.
Anyway, Bert and Claire are good
friends, and occasionally go together
to Hollywood social affairs.
High Pay for Laughter.'
Syd Chaplin is continuing his
movie career as a Metro-GoldwynMayer star, and will doubtless
brighten their program very nicely.
Syd has averaged very well with
his comedies, though he has made
few as good as "Charlev's Aunt"
and "The Better 'Ole."
After leaving Warner Brothers he
went to England to make a picture,
and is said to have received two
hundred thousand dollars for this
engagement. That is an exceptionally high price for a single production, but the British were very anxious to have him over there.
Trudy Likes the Movies.
Gertrude Ederle may have her
fling at the movies in earnest some
time soon. Playing in "Swim, Girl,
Swim," the Bebe Daniels picture,
was an experience enticing enough
to make her desire another adventure in the sea of celluloid.
Bebe and Trudy spent much time
at the beach together, for they struck
up a strong friendship. Charley
Paddock, Bebe's ex-fiance, also liked
her very much, and has even talked
of making a picture with her.
Watch This Newcomer.
A little girl worth watching is
Shirley O'Hara, who has been playing the leading role in Adolphe Menjou's "A Man of Paris." She lives
up to her name in being a true Irish
Continued on page 111
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The choir sang the "Hallelujah
couldn't speak German or Hungar"I always expect much — too much,
ian. She couldn't speak English. In Chorus" from "The Messiah," the
maybe — from one man. But Rod is a way we were like ships passing in orchestra struck the first strains of
the first man who fulfills my ideals. the foggy night. But I kept thinkthe wedding music from "LohenHe is everything ! Home — children
ing of her when I dared — she was
grin," the ushers headed by Ronso
sacred
to
me
I
was
even
afraid
ald Colman and Jack Holt started
— these are sacred to me. They
must be so to the man I marry. that human thought was sacrilege. the procession, followed by the faTliey are to Rod. For mc there can But just the same, I kept telling my
mous bridesmaids in their varicolored net gowns and large hats,
be marriage only once. Navair sep- mother that some day, somewhere,
then Mrs. Lehr, the matron of
Vilma
Banky
would
marry
me.
I
death."
And aration—
as except
Rod said
:
honor, and finally the enchanting
never doubted it !"
La Rocque is a man. He is not bride on the arm of Sam Goldwyn.
"Vilma and I have both tasted
glory and success. We know the a "perfect lover" whom men despise She was a picture of rarest appeal
meaning of work and denial. We and over whom women make fools in her tight-fitting white satin gown,
also know what loneliness means. of themselves. If he were that type with long lace sleeves, lace cap with
She has been a stranger in a strange — notwithstanding that so charming full trailing veil caught with orange
land and I have been for a long time a girl as Vilma were marrying him blossoms, and carrying her huge
bouquet of orchids and lilies
a stranger in a wide circle of friends. — I shouldn't be quoting him seri- bridal
ously. And I listened to his frank, of the valley.
I have always wanted to marry.
Father Mullins read a simple and
And while the past year or two have virile confession without embarrassment. It was expressed with just
been great ones for me, professionimpressive service and Vilma's and
ally, they would have been much the right degree of repression and Rod's
responses to his questions
ingenuousness.
were
spoken in clear, sure tones.
more significant to me if I had had
Vilma, ever the soul of discretion, Everybody in that church heard
X'^ilma to share them with me.
smiled
dreamily at and bevond Rod them take their vows, which they
''I have lived with my mother and
while
he
was talking. There is an pledged never to break !
sister so many years that I guess I
The attitude of Hollywood toward
am somewhat old-fashioned about inscrutable quality about her that is
wedding was one of interest but
women. I need feminine compan- fascinating to women — and how the
not without the usual side comments.
much
more
intriguing
it
must
be
to
ionship— the fine inspiration ,of a
woman. I am no bachelor by na- men, particularly to a devoted hus- There were many who jokingly reband. That virtue alone would inferred to it as Sam Goldwyn's greatture. Idon't think that any man
sure success in marriage ! Once she
est production.
knows the essence of real living uncommented philosophically :
I am very sure that more than one
til he marries. It's awfully easy for
"How strange is life — fate, maybe. person in that congregation was
a man to get self-centered — especially an actor — and selfish. Mar- Three years ago, I see Rod in 'The deeply touched by the picture of
riage is bound to temper your van- Ten Commandments' in Berlin, Vilma on the arm of Mr. Goldwyn
ity, your ego, and make you more where he became big favorite. Ev- when she slowly walked to the altar.
erybody applaud him and speak his Her mother and all her relatives
thoughtful of others, besides giving
too. Yet, he was so far were so far, far away in Hungary
I,
name.
you a broader perspective on life
and your own self.
away in America — I was not crazy on this important day of her life.
"And I still believe that there is for him, only as actor — and I was And it seemed, therefore, particularly fitting and warmly, graciously
one woman for every man in the so far away in Europe. Once I not
world. If you meet her, fate is kind speak English. Now We speak same personal that she should be given in
marriage by the producer who
to you. If you don't, your life is language. And I marry him. Won- brought her fame and fortune in
restless, unhappy, and you are conderful, isit not ?"
America, and her fullest happiness.
tinually seeking, not knowing half
She isShe
twenty-three.
twenty-'
the time what for. I know all this eight.
is as fair asHe heis is
dark.
Mr. and Mrs. La Rocque are comsounds sentimental, but I am an She is slender and inclined to be of
ing back to a new home which Rod
idealist where marriage is concerned. delicate stature. He is tall and built has recently completed in Beverly,
The things I am telling you should like a young Hercules. She is Hun- and they "will have the thrill of furnishing it together. Shortly after
never be printed. They sound so
garian, he of French and Irish extraction. Her temperament is tran- they will both resume their careers.
foolish outside of a novel. Everyquil, her moods pastels, like dainty, Vilma's next production will be her
thing is burlesqued these days to
such a degree that a man is ashamed colored toys. And always you feel first as a star, the charming combishe is listening to haunting gypsy
nation of herself and Ronald Coleven to think on planes above a contunes
strummed in the moonlight.
ventional level, lest he appear a boob
man having recently been dissevered by Mr. Goldwyn, who plans
His temperament is tense, fiery, a bit
in his own eyes.
turbulent, but held together by poise. vidually.
featuring
these two favorites indi"I am a fatalist. I knew the night
They were a stunning bridal pair,
I met Vilma two years ago at her
The marriage of Vilma and Rod
first dinner party in Hollywood — at the romantic idealization of a bride
the Cecil De Milles' — that some day and groom. The church was adorned had absolutely nothing to do with
we would be married. I didn't even with countless pink roses and sum- the professional separation of Mr.
impress her on that occasion. And
mer blooms, a matchless setting for Colman and Miss Banky. If that
the
distinguished
bridal party. Out- had been one of Rod's demands, the
we didn't see each other after that
side the church, the usual seething marriage would most certainly have
for a long time, just socially now
and then. Hostesses had a habit of mob was held back by special police been given a wrong start. It has had
seating us together at dinners. I — but inside its exquisite walls there such an ideal beginning and the two
made no desperate effort to force my was peace and quiet, albeit a con- principals seem to be so deeply in
attentions on her either, because I
gregation of seven hundred famed love and so resolute and sane in
stood in a peculiar awe of her. I people 'waited anxiously for the cere- their ideas, that it is to be sincerely
had met my ideal — and my fate —
monies to begin. The mob had de- hoped nothing will be permitted to
disturb their present happiness.
layed the car bearing the bride.
and I didn't know what to do. I
Continued from page Sri
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He
Continued from page 43

He laughed at me. "Didn't you
ever 'make-believe' when you were a
child?" he asked. "Well — most of
us never grow up. Acting is simply
the adult's way of making believe.
"It is the child in people that
makes them want to see pictures —
to pretend for a time that they live
in a different world. It is all a game
that we play with the public. I pretend that I am, say, Hard-boiled
Haggcrty, the man in this picture.
The audience pretends, too. We,
who make the picture, invent the
game. If we are good at pretending
— if we make-believe convincingly —
the picture is a success. We have
persuaded our audience that we
know how to play. They have enjoyed the game.
"Pictures do a great public service, I believe. Much greater than
some of us realize. They bring an
emotional release within the reach of
everybody, the vicarious thrill that
only the rich who could have books
and pictures and music and plays
could enjoy in former generations."
Sills, as every one must know, was
at one time a professor of psychology. That tendency to analyze the
processes of human minds still persists in him. It crops up every little

Acts

with

His

Head

while in his conversation upon any
subject. I was interested in his discussion of his own state of mind
when he acts.
"It isn't exactly a matter of emotion," he said. "It is a more calculating thing than that. Of course we
acquire a certain technique. In the
roistering, romantic roles such as
mine in 'The Sea Hawk,' we use the
grand gestures." He illustrated this
vi^ith a grandiloquent sweep of his
arm, throwing an imaginary mantle
over his shoulder. "We 'take it big,'
in actor's parlance. We must suit
our actions to the mood of the thing
we are doing. We do not imagine
how a real person would act under
such circumstances. We try to think
how a romantic hero should act to

might confront any of them — and
coming through all right because of
this same innate decency.
"We like a fighting man, a twofisted fellow who can fight like
everything if he is aroused. But we
want him to fight in a just cause.
"I act with my mind — not, as a
rule, with my emotions. It does not
touch me here" — pointing to his
heart — "I direct it from here." He
put his
hand
to his
forehead.
think
what
I w^ant
to do
and then "II
try to do it. It is as simple as that."
The fact that Sills was once a professor
consideredof anpsychology
anomaly by has
manybeenpeople.
It does not seem so to me. After
all, success in acting or any other
endeavor depends largely upon a

satisfy the imagination of the audience.

knowledge of human nature — knowing what the great majority think

"But I prefer more commonplace
roles. I like playing the 'regular
guy' sort of man in wdiom the audience recognizes something of himself, or the person he would like to
be. The average American idealized
a trifle. A clean-cut, good-humored
chap with a grin. A man who has a
suggestion of human weakness.
"That is the type I think the public prefers — decent, not too lofty, enduring ordinary vicissitudes which

and what
they want.
Sills'
cess, it seems,
has notAndbeen
duesucto
flukes or lucky breaks or any accident of personality. He has deliberately studied his job and his
public, and has done his work in
the best way he knew how.
He is not a great actor, but he is
a good one. And — proof of his
knowledge of average psychology —
he is one of the prime favorites of
the great majority.

The
Epicures of Hollywood
Continued from page 92
the guests to help themselves. Plates appointed table. While working on
juice of lemon. Place in saucepan and silver and napkins are at one their respective pictures — and Doug
and add one pint of soup stock. end of the table.
always produce their picRoast turkeys, baked hams, and Mary
Simmer gently until meat is tender.
tures at the same time — the stars
Add two teaspoonfuls of curry poiw- chicken curry and wild rice, sand- must have just the right food that
wiches, salads, various cheeses and
der and serve with boiled rice, chutcold meats await the guests. Later will provide the proper nourishment
ney and desiccated coconut.
ices or ice creams and coffee are for the afternoon's work, without
served.
the least suggestion of heaviness.
The garden parties of the Charles
Rays, with a banquet table seating
It is really a great system for tak- The feeling of repletion that often
ing care of large parties, such as are comes after the midday meal is a
fifty people, so constructed that its
centerpiece is the fountain and lily given by Gloria Swanson, Billie condition that is death to one's best
Dove, Mabel Normand, Carmelita work. And it is necessary to guard
pond, stand out in memory.
Particularly one moonlight night in Geraghty, Anna O. Nilsson, Bebe against this. Years of the most
October, the harvest moon shedding Daniels, Mildred Lloyd, and a hun- meticulous watchfulness have redred other charming people in the
a mellow, almost roseate light over
duced the question of dietetics to a
the lovely, cool garden and bringing film colony. And equally as effec- science with the Fairbankses.
tive
for
intimate
gatherings,
over
out in striking relief the soft, light
Studio executives also maintain
gowns of the women, a warm, gentle which Aileen Pringle presides with
breeze playing with the flames of such rare grace and intellectual private cooks to prepare the daily
luncheon. And so it is that almost
one hundred candles clustered on the
sparkle.
table.
However, it is not alone at large every suite of studio offices has its
A huge open fireplace at one end parties that one encounters superior private dining room, where business
of the garden was tended by a chef, food in Hollywood, nor is it in the can be discussed in the course of an
busy broiling filets niignons, while homes of the stars. It is quite likely epicurean repast.
hustling maids served the prelimi- you will happen upon a rare and
nary courses.
captivating dish while lunching with
Is gastronomy, then, a lost art?
The buffet luncheon, tea, or sup- a star at a studio. Celebrities such No ! Not so long as there are epiper is a type of entertainment that as Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
cures in Hollywood who know how
has grown extremely popular in Pickford maintain a studio cuisine to make an omelette aux fines herhes
that would do credit to a great house. and mushroom sauce.
Hollywood.
A long table is stretched across the Not that it is elaborate, but it is very
But remember! If you try any
dining room and everything that is special, and their private dining room of this ambrosial, food, and get into be served is placed thereon for is a lovely sight, Vv'ith its beautifully
digestion, don't blame me!
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All

at

Sea

Do you recognize these
frolicking water babies disporting in the blue Pacific.^
Who is that gentleman, left,
swimming with \"era Reynolds?
dog ! — that is
That isn't ahergentleman
All you can see of the handsome young blade, right, is a
fascinating ej-ebrow or two — can
it be Barthelmess, Dix, or
Haines? All wrong. It is none
other than that winsome colleen,
Sally O'Neil.

You ought to guess this one quickly, although at first glance, Joan Crawford,
above, with her cousin, suggests Gloria
Swan son.
Keen eyes and a fighting jaw are the
characterstics of so many movie heroes
that you really have to look twice before
you are sure that it is Reginald Denny,
below.

Aha ! This one is easy ! Florence Vidor
— or is it Alice Joyce, with Raymond
Griffith looking a little annoyed at the absence of his silk hat? But look a little
closer and you'll see that it is Virginia
\'alli and Norman Kerry, above, doing a
pretty good imitation of a pair of swimming seals.

If you know yuur scales you
won't need any prompting to
recognize Bert Roach, above.
At first j-ou'd almost be tempted
to shout Gertrude Ederle, but
you're wrong. As if "Trudy"
would affect the butterfly bathing cap, right, that hides Laura
La Plantc's .golden hair.
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Continued from page 34

"But what would you have me
say?" she demanded in a hurt tone,
with a prettily rising inflection. "Am
I to ignore fan letters? Am I to
ignore the crowds who recognize me
in the street? Am I to be unconscious of this — adulation? What,
sir, do you sink?" The sir was a
sign of her distress.
There was little to be said to all
that. Her public it is. May it prosper and multiply. For Jetta Goudal
is a good actress, given a properly
genre role, and granted a knowing,
firm-handed director. In "The
Bright Shawd" hers was a striking
performance. One of her later pictures, "White Gold," also presented
her talents effectively. Goudal is
unique and individual on the screen.
Off it she is colorful and naive.
She is very serious about her

from

jetta

work. Perhaps she smiled when she
termed it her art, but smiling or no,
she meant it. Pictures, she said, are
a great force for good if they are
sincerely made. "Why cannot the
screen uplift instead of playing down
to popular — or what it sinks is popswered.ular taste?" she asked. Echo anThe written word does not begin
to project the facets of her personality. When Jetta spoke in platitudes about the art of the screen she
was not being glib or flip or fly; she
was being interviewed. She lacks
practically nothing save a sense of
humor.
Showmanship was everywhere apparent. Before I left, as a grand
climax, a bell tinkled, and the Due
de Richelieu was announced. And
sure enough he appeared. I had expected a crimson robe, but I was

The
Continued from page 29
Monte Blue, John Bowers, Francis
X. Bushman, Bebe Daniels, Marion
Davies, Carol Dempster, William
Haines, Douglas MacLean, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Pola Negri, Milton
Sills, and Phyllis Haver.
The men of Aquarius, in which
sign the sun is to be found from
January 19th to about the same date
in February, are always original and
inventive, as is shown by the work
of those who represent this section
of the zodiac in the noiseless drama.
The trouble is that they are apt to
be lost out ahead of the crowd
somewhere, which is as bad as falling behind.

Gesture

Future

of the

wouldn't have astounded me to see
the window swing open any moment,
to admit Cecil B. De Mille with
detachment of United States Marines, by courtesy of the president.
Always gracious, always agreeable,
always vastly entertaining, la belle
Goudal will always remain theatrical. Wherever she is, there will be
entrances, big scenes, sweeping exits. She is of the theater, obviously,
doing her best to do the right thing
by it. And by her public.

Stars

The lives of Aquarians have not
been any beds of roses during the
past two years, and those who have
made surface successes can remember sacrifices that had to be made in
order to achieve them. Among these
are : John Barrymore, Ronald Colman, Buster Collier, Raymond Griffith, Ben Lyon, Adolphe ]\Ienjou,
and Ramon Novarro.
The private affairs of most natives of Aquarius are calming down
to some extent, but they still have
plenty to do to keep the balance on
the right side of the ledger.
Uranus, during the past seven
years, has just about eliminated the
natives of Pisces from the top posiIs Youth

wrong. Deftly trapping one Goudal
hand he saluted it with his lips, while
Jetta threw back her head with a devastating smile, and said a number
of words in what sounded to these
untutored ears like perfectly good
PVench.
There were touches like that. It

tions in box-office names, but a few
have come back to a certain extent,
and there will be more in the near
future. Among these are : Lew Cody,
Conrad Nagel, Charles Ray, Harrison Ford, Henry B. Walthall, and
Bobby A^'ernon. The sun is in Pisces from February 19th till March
21st. If you are a native of this
sign, and you want to get into the
movies, you will certainly have to do
more than your share of the hardest
work before you will achieve anything worth while ; yet the duality of
your nature will stand )'OU in good
stead if they cast you in character
roles.

Everything?

Continued from page 20
matter how many hours and minutes
contest for which the sackcloth of
and
seconds the
have clock,
ticked off
on man's
invention,
since
these
his weaving is the shroud.
The motion picture can create a bright spirits took up their voyage
new philosophy of life. It can def- on the life stream ? Forget birthinitely lift from man's shoulders the
The age-obsession has its roots in
age-consciousness which he has worn
like a yoke. It can teach him to fear — fear of what lies at the end of
think of himself, if he must measure the long bright path which seems to
days." on interminably when viewed
time by the calendar, as sixty years stretch
through
adolescent eyes.
young instead of sixty years old.
It can instruct its oracles, who
Young America is afraid of time
deal with the vital statistics of the — and, therefore, of life — with its inevitable and relentless progression.
business, to send out a new message
to the yearning A^outh who ask in "Only youth is good, worth while,"
trepidation for the ages of their is screamed at our boys and girls
idols.
from every periodical, everj^ advertisement.
It can say to them, "What does it
matter? If Milton or Mary or Doug
Is it any wonder, then, that they
or Clara or Farina, gives you joy, attempt to crowd every possible exinspiration, emotional satisfaction,
perience into the youth period, with
and the thrills which you might the concentrating intensity of a
otherwise miss in life, what does it burning-glass ?

Assure them that youth is a quality of mind and spirit, as intangible
and limitless as space itself, and this
fear will be eradicated, the tension
released.
And consider the beneficent effect
upon men and women no longf^r
young as we measure youth in
twelvemonths ! Particularly actresses
and actors who have struggled to a
place in the sun, only to see their
bright hopes and ambitions blotted
out by the creeping shadow of the
age illusion. To them it would mean
a new lease of life, a rebirth, a reprieve from that cruel sentence —
"Step down and out, because you
have lived three, four, or five times
ten years" — which should be as barbarous and outgrown to our enlightened era as the torture chambers of
medieval times.
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"^tch

of

him

himself

make

^ I heard

a

someone

fool

whisper

then
I started
to play/
T WAS the first big party of the season did you learn to play?" — "Who was your
With that I snapped right into a tantalizing
number.
No wonder
keiitI callI and the fun was at its height. The teacher?" — "How long have you studied?"
ing forjazzmore
and more
! All they
evening
was
room fairly rocked with laughter as — "Let us in on the secret, will you?"
the center of a laughing, singing, hilarious
Jim finished his side-splitting imitation of
group.
And
it's
been
that
way
at
every
party I've attended since.
a ballet dancer.
How I Learned to Play
Tom, who was giving the party, turned
You, too,
thiscan
easylearn
way to play
to me and said, "And now our 3-oung friend tell"One
at
a
time,
please,"
I
begged,
"I'll
you
all
about
it.
To
begin
with,
/
here will give us his well-known imitation
Over learned
half a tomillion
of Paderewski !"
menThisandstory
womenis typical.
have already
play
didn't have any teacher."
musical
instruments
through
the
U. S. School
Instantly all attention centered upon me.
"What ! Say, you don't expect us to of Music system.
Feigning reluctance, I made as if to beg
that, do you?"
First .vou are told what to do — then a picoff, but was forthwith dragged to the piano. believe
ture fihoirs yon what to do — then you do it
"Sure thing. But I don't blame j'ou for
yourself
Admonitions of "Come on, old timer, do not believing it. I wouldn't have, myself. could makeandit hear
clearer.it. No lirivate teacher
}Our
stuff!"
—
"Don't
be
feashful!"
—
came
As
you
know,
I've
never
been
able
to
play
a
from all sides.
One of the reasons for the quick results Is
note. But I always liked music and many
musica year
this way
such fun.tunes
Instead of waiting
beforeis playing
They expected me to do my usual clown- a time when I was pepping up a party with that learning
ing— but I had a surprise up my sleeve for my clowning I would have given anything — youple,Icarn
by
playing
tunes.
You
play
simthem. Just as I was about to begin, I heard in the world to be able to sit down at the start. familiar melodies by note right from the
piano and really play.
You learn at home in your spare time and
some make
one awhisper,
him
fool of "Watch
himself
"But it never occurred to without, a teacher. You study when you
please
— and as much or as little as you
me to take lessons. I thought
Pick Your
— why, he can't play a note!"
please. There are no tiresome scales — no
Instrument
They thought I was going
,
I
was
too
old,
for
one
thing
—
Cello
laborious
exercises.
as fast
Piano
three times
as fast —Y'ouas learn
those twice
who study
by
to give them my one-finger
and way
besides,
I couldn't
see —old-time
Organ
plodding
metliods.
Harmony
and
my
clear
towards
paying
rendition of chop-sticks. But
Violin
Composition
instead I swung into the
an expensive teacher — to say
Drums
Free Book and Demonstration Lesson
Sight Singing
Traps and
nothing of the long hours
Ukulele
Our wonderful illustr.^tert free bonk and our free flemopening bars of "The Road
Mandolin
I'd have to put in practicing. onstration lesson explain all about tliis remarkable iliethoil.
Guitar
Harp
to Mandalay" — that rollickClarinet
Hawaiian Steel
Theyiteprove
just byhownoteanyinonealmost
^■atl learn
his just
favor-a
Flute
"But
one
day
I
happened
instrument
no timeto play
and for
soldier-song
of Kipling's.
Guitar
to notice an advertisement fraction of what old slow methods cost.
You ingshould
have
seen the
Saxophone
Piccolo
Cornet
for the U. S. School of ]\Iusic.
look of amazement that
If you
to learnand toincreased
play — ifincome
new friends,
times,really
social"want
popularity
appeal
Trombone
This school offered to teach good
spread over their faces. This
to you — take this opportunity to make your dreams come
Voice and Speecli Culture
true. Sign supplied
tlie couponwhenantlneeded,
send itcashbefore
it's too U.late.S.
Automatic Finger Control
was not the clowning they had
Instruments
or
credit.
music
by
a
new
and
wonderPia no Accordion
expected ! Then Tom began
fully simplified method which School of Jlusic, SlilO Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
Banjo (Plectrum.
Tenor) 5-String or
to sing. One by one they
didn't require a teacher, and U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
which cost only a few cents 5310 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
joined in, until soon they
a lesson.
were all crowding around the
Please
me with
your introduction
free hook, ";^^usicFrank
Lessons
boys,nothat
piano, singing away at the top of their me "Well,
Own send
tinnie."
Crane.inI
so
I
lost
morecertainly
time butsounded
filled good
out theto Your
Demonstration
Lesson
and particularshy ofDr. your
offer.
lungs.
am
interested
in
the
following
course:
coupon
immediately
and When
sent for
the FreeI
Demonstration
Lesson.
it arrived
Once started, there was no stopping them. found
that it seemed even easier than I had
Song after song was loudly called for and as hoped.
loudly sung. Each time I wanted to stop
"Right And
therebelieve
I made meup that
my mind
to take
the Have you above instrument?
course.
was the
luckiest
playing
they'd
beg
for
"just
one
more."
My
decision
of
my
life
!
Why,
every
lesson
was
little surprise was certainly going over big! almost as much fun as playing a game ! Al- Name
most before I knew it I vras playing simple
It was almost an hour before they let
And I studied just whenever T pleased,
me get up from the piano. Then a deluge of tunes.
a few minutes a day in my spare time. Now Address
c|uesti<m£-:_,"iiow in the world did you ever I can pla.v anything I like — ballads, classical City
State.
do it'?'^"Where cTfs yotr^fijdy ?"— "When numbers, jazz. Listen to this !"

A
Continued from page 49
a tender, comforting streak came to
light, surprising because of the sort
of ruthless strength that he has.
Hugh is a young stoic. Acting
to him means meticulous study,
technique ; his face must be before
the camera, as it is away from it,
rather inexpressive. His emotions
are rigidly curbed. When his closest pal died, he merely said, "I have
lost a friend who meant a lot to me."
Xo show of sentiment. But I knew
that it cut deeply.
He is analytical, with the sort of
brain that studies and measures and
comes to definite conclusions from
which he does not swerve. His
stubbornness is an aggravating brick
wall. It is commendable, though,
for seldom do 3"ou see youth so set
in its purpose. He is in this business, as he will tell you bluntly, to
get ahead and to make a lot of
money. Wliereas some young fellows, their heads inflated by first success, believe all the flatterv lavished
upon them and spend their money
on gin and girls, Hugh sends a sizable portion of his weekly checks
home to helo the family. For a
while he had hard sledding, and contracted debts totaling five hundred
dollars
— quite
a sum to a His
lad who's
broke and
conscientious.
credit
was good.
evening he
paid. Don't
brate."
Do you

And so was he. One
announced, "Bills all
owe a dime. We cele-

associate people with
things? I do. Hugh to me is symbolic of machinery, and that is rather
his own idea about himself. Its
power, and the union of its factors
into definite action, its organization.
He partly explains it, but mostly he
epitomizes it, in a vital, steady force

Hero

Interviewer

sometliing like a current that animates everything he does. "Good
machinery," he calls the human
body, the human mind.
One evening we were speeding,
taking corners on two v^dieels, .when
he jammed on the brakes and
stopped before an. automobile factory. Through the broad glass windows, great sheets of light illuminated the plant, spreading over
whirling motors, roaring things of
iron that tore their raucousness out
into the still night. But noise with
rhythm, a powerful force.
An expletive from Hugh caused
me to look at him. Brown hands
were gripping the steering wheel ;
his face was tense.
The tautness of him relaxed after
a moment, but not until a light had
flashed through m}- mind — why,
Hugh is machinery, like that in there.
When he had driven on a bit he

to remember — and should, whenever
I get mad at him. I had contracted
the annoying habit of fainting. It
was, of course, involuntary, and
very anno}
ing. That
Whoever
picked
me up.
habit was
Hughhand}had
acquired. Five times in one day,
after he had pulled a tendon loose
playing basket ball and the doctor
liad forbidden him the slightest exertion, fearing permanent injury.
The tendon was torn loose again,
causing acute pain in his side, and I
didn't find out about it until I commented on the whiteness showing
through the tan of his strained face.
No, the act was not one of blind
instinct ; I cannot say that he forgot himself and thought only of me.
He doesn't do things that way. Alwavs caution and calm coolness motivate him. He confessed afterward that he had thought of what
it might mean to him, and then had
deliberately accepted the possible
sacrifice of health and work — his

spoke, slowly, thoughtfully, "Perfect coordination — power, force, action— nothing wasted — that's beauty !
There's nothing more beautiful —
Of course, he had to spoil his galyes, I said hcaittifxd — than machin- lantrv
by■ grumbling that I weighed
aworld.
ton.
As regards his work, himself, his
And ihat caused another fuss.
own life, he is not only self -centered
With all his poise, surprising in a
but selfish. And yet in an admirable boy in this flippant age, Hugh is
wa}".
ery."You are amused by these less bovishlv appreciative. Can I fororganized youngsters, yet you deget his first batch of fan letters? He
plore their waste of energy. He is
unemotional about it, he has firmly read them to me until he had memorized them ; then repeated them unmade up his mind to succeed, to
til I, too, knew them by heart.
brush out of the way, as he says,
Hugh has all the assets for screen
any factors which would tend to be
a detriment.
popularity, plus a steadiness and
strength of character which should
He can be so harsh that j'ou think make
of his success, once achieved,
he has no kindness in him, and then
he will do something that endears a permanent thing and not a brief
flash on the screen. Watch him ! He
you to him.
One quite recent occurrence in this will be here when a lot of the imtwisted chain of memories I like
petuous sheiks are through.
The

Continued from page 61
Back to the fishing village comes
Anson Campbell, his education in a
theological seminary completed, but
with the call of the sea warring with
his religious bent. When he befriends Bess Morgan, a girl from
the water front, the village turns
against him, and Mary PhilUps, his
betrothed, is broken-hearted. In bitter disillusionment, he goes to sea,
and all unknown finds himself on a
convict ship, with Bess Morgan also
a passenger. She kills herself to
escape the captain, and as she dies in
Alison's arms he receives the call
to become an evangelist.
The acting in every case is very
fine indeed, and Lars Hanson, as
Anson, reaches heights of magnificent fervor, while Pauline .Starke

to His

Screen

in

Review

gives her most graphic performance
in years as Bess. Ernest Torrence
also scores as the villainous captain,
and every member of the cast strikes
a vital note.

nail to do it, in the manner customary with stars when they want to
put something over.
It's all about a young man afraid
of automobiles who is forced into a
race, thereby winning it and the girl,
A Timid Dare-devil.
who is conveniently hovering in the
Agreeable as Reginald Denny is, offing. She is an appealing girl, by
and popular, it is impossible to wax name Barbara Worth, but leading
enthusiastic over his latest contribu- ladies in pictures of this kind are
tion to the gayety of his fans, yclept rarely required to be anvthing more
"Fast and Furious," because it is cut than a symbol of love. However, as
close to the pattern of all his other I said. Miss Worth is appealing, and
pictures, with the exception of that's a great deal. The star has
"Skinner's Dress Suit," which to me
becometoo.less portly, and that's a great
remains his best. He is credited deal,
with the authorship of the new comEducational.
edy, so it wasn't foisted upon him
by a cruel management deaf to his
"The First Auto" is a picturization
ambition to do "better things." Doc- of the development
of motor
vehiContinued on page
104
tor Denny probably fought tooth and
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Watch
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You

Save

30%

to

50%!

Just $1*00 down
offer!
^ y/N amazing
\..>^jL brings you the famous 21 Jewel Studebaker Watch
direct from factory. Balance in easy monthly payments. You save
fully 30^ to 50^. Lowest prices ever named for equal quality. Send
coupon below for catalog of Advance Watch Styles and full particulars.
This amaziing offer enables you to pay for your watch
while wearing it. Your credit is good. Studebaker Watches are
equipped with 11 Jewels, genuine rubies and sapphires. 8 Adjust'
ments — for heat, cold, isochronism and five positions. The Studebaker Watch
Company is directed by the famous Studebaker Family — known throughout the
world for threcquarters of a century of fair dealing. 100,000 satisfied customers.
We ship anywhere in the United States and Canada. We give you an Insurance
Policy free insuring your Studebaker Watch for your lifetime. Ladies' Bracelet
Watches, Men's Strap Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry also sold direct to you
at lowest prices and on easy monthly payments. Open a charge account with us.

12 1
STVOEBAKEft

Send Coupon for Catalog and Full Particulars.!
The coupon below will bring you a copy of our beautiful, new six'color catalog
'showing
Art Exquisite
Beauty Cases
and Dials.
Latest
green gold80andmagnificent,
white goldnew
effects.
thin models.
12 size
and designs
16 size. in
Thisyellow
book gold,
tells
you how to judge a Watch. Shows you how you can buy a 21 jewel Studebaker Insured
Watch direct from the maker — save big money and pay for it in easy monthly payments.
SPECIAL
OFFER! Watch Chain FREE!
For a limited time we are offering a magnificent Watch Chain free. To all who
write immediately we will include particulars of this astounding special offer. This offer
is limited. Send the coupon at once before it expires.
Studebaker ^
Watch Company^ ^
South Bend, Indiana
□ catalog
Please send
me yourWatch
free ^
of Advance
stylesanddetailsof your$ldown offer.
□ Jewelry
Please send
free Catalog of ^ _
and meDiamonds.
Name.,
Street or R.F.D
City or Post Office

State..

Studebaker
Watch
Company
{Directed by the Studebaker family — three-quarters of a Century of fair dealing
WATCHES
•
DIAMONDS
«
JEWELRY
Department
7 69 South
Bend,
Indiana
Canadian W'Address,
Windsor,
Ontario
Read What a Few of Our 100,000
Say:AnderCAPT. Customers
WILLIAM J.TAYLOR,
ALBERT
J.
REICHERT,
HENRY
TUCKER.WasKington.
"
Indiana, towrites
took my Stude^
Bosler,
Wyoming, writes:
D.C.,writes:"Received
my'Presi- baker son,Watch
a local: "Iwatchmaker.
He
StudebakerWatch
sure dent'
Studebaker
isMyafine
timekeeper. I would
I set itModel
with Western
UnionWatch.
and said it should retail at not less than
not take $100.00 for it. No it has not lost ten seconds in $100.00. The watch cost me only a fraction of that. The jeweler could hardly
other watch compares nearly three months. It is the best
N
believe it when I told him that."
with
Studebaker."
timekeeper
I
ever
owned."
N
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LJAZEL W. — So you really believe I
should be rewarded with a big gold
medal ? Well, I think thait's a good idea ;
whywould
doesn't
somebody
startit aa movement?
It
be nice
to make
gold medal
that I could use as an ash traj- — for usually
m.edals are so useless. Wallace Reid was
thirty-one when he died. Colleen Aloore's
real name is Kathleen Morrison. Betty
Broiison and Mary Brian each weigh one
hundred pounds, Lois Moran one hundred
and fourteen. Shirley Mason works mos't
of the time at the Columbia Studio, 1438
Gower Street, Hollywood. Cullen Landis
free-lances; he recently played in a Tom
Meighan
picture, Pla\ers
"We're Studio.
All Gamblers,"
at
the Famous
Harry
Langdon
doesn't
give Norma
his age. Shearer
I think that
is his real
name.
has
brown hair and blue eyes.
Miss Kitty Vaughn. — I've always wondered what you people who live in funnysounding places in Wales do when some
one asks you where you live, and you
happen to stutter. Now I could never
say "Gwaelodygarth" in a tongue-tied
moment. It is true that J. Warren Kerrigan has retired from pictures, though
I have heard nothing of his having married. The last home address I have for
him — several years old — is 1743 Cahuenga
Boulevard, Holly wood.
Ger.^ldine. — The tallest popular actress Ican think of is Alma Rubens, who
is five feet seven inches. William Haines
is twenty-seven ; Elinor Fair and William
Boyd do not give their ages. All the addresses you want are in the list at the
end of this department.
M. .AND M. — Now you shouldn't be shy
when writing to me — haven't scratched
yet. Camilla Horn is a Ufa player. That
company and Paramount are affiliated in
business. I understand that Miss Horn is
to play in ''From Nine to Nine," to be
made in Berlin for Metro-Gokhv.vn release in this country. Yes, I think Dorothy Seastrom must have retired from the
screen, as I don't know of her having
played in anything since "It Must Be Love."
ExGLiSH Rose. — There is very little demand for interviews with "old-timers"
of the screen. Most of the fans want to
see and read about the popular newcomers.
Yes, "The Flame of the Yukon" was first
made years ago by Dorothy Dalton. Seena
Owen was born in Spokane, Washington,

ion.

and educated there and in Copenhagen.
Her real name is Signe Auen. She was
divorced a few years ago from George
Walsh. She has a daughter named Patricia. Earle Foxe was born in Oxford,
Ohio, in 1888. He attended the Ohio State
University. He played in a Chicago stock
company before appearing on the screen.
He has been married a year or so to the
former Mrs. Chester Bennett.
\'iRCi\'i.\ LuKEXBELL. — Undoubtedly the
reason you have not seen the answers
tj your questions is that you expected
ihem too soon. It takes at least three
r.ionths for a reply to appear in a film
magazine — sometimes longer, if there is
a long wailing list. I'.m afraid there is
no
chanceitsof having
a star's been
receiving
a fanfirst
letter
without
opened
by
her secretary, as it is a full-time job to
take care of the mail of such a public person. But exceptional letters, of course, are
usually
secretary.- turned over to the star by her
Yes, but
it's somebody
too bad,
theEvewayJ. I RoBiNso.x.
have to —work,
has to answer questions, as long as people
zi'ill ask them. And I'd rather .be an answer man than, say, a deep-sea diver.
Elinor Fair's real name is Elinor Crowe,
and she is also, of course, Mrs. William
Boyd. She was born in Richmond, Virginia, and educated in New York, Seattle,
and Los Angeles — just had to try all the
schools, it seems. She was in musical
comedy and vaudeville before entering the
movies. Arthur Rankin's newest films include "Marriage License," "The Hidden
Way," and "Modern Madness." "An
American Tragedy" has not been filmed,
as the censorship problem is too difficult.
John's Sixcerest Fax. — You have a
lot of competition for that honor. Yes,
Doris Rankin was married to Lionel
Barrymore until about six years ago— I
don't know the exact date of "their divorce.
Lionel doesn't give his exact age, but he is
in his forties. Ethel Barrymore made several pictures years ago, but my files do
not date back that far, so I can't tell you
vyhat their titles were. For a photo of Wallie Reid, I can only suggest that you write
to Dorothy Davenport Reid, in Hollywood.
I don't know whether or not she still sends
out photos of Wallic. When an actress
gives her birth year — as, for instance, 1893
— it would not be gallant of me to correct
her right out in public, would it'

Please

A Prevost Fan. — I'm sorry not to
be obliging, but I honestly don't know
A'larie Provost's home address — only her
studio address, De Mille Studio, Culver
City, California. Most stars have a purpose in having their mail sent to the studio— sometimes the studio answers it for
them.tion ofyMso,
a star's mail
is an
indicahis popularity,
so he
wants
his
company
to
know
just
how
many
letters
he receives.
Teddy. — I do enjoy getting nice letters
like yours. Thanks for the good wdshes — •
yes, I'ln saving wishes as well as cheers,
and when I get enough of them, I'm going
to dig a wishing well. Richard Barthelmess has dark
eyes.
decided
brunette.
He was
bornHe's
}ilaya 9,very
1895.
You
must have been quite inspired to think of
Renee Adoree for the leading role in
''Rose Marie, ' for AIetro-Goldw\n has the
same idea. AUene Ray is very blonde and
has hazel c\ es ; her height is five feet two
and
a. half.
Walter
is in
the list
at the
end Miller's
of this address
department.
Greta Garbo is five feet six, and is a
blonde.
Louis G. — You must be compiling one
of those little tables showing how much
one
weigh ; for
height.
Bankyshould
is a blonde
she his
is five
feet six,\'ilma
and
weighs one hundred and twenty. The same
for Greta Garbo, onlv she weighs one
hundred and twenty-five. Alary Astor has
red hair and brown eyes ; she is five feet
five, and w-eighs one hundred and twenty.
Constance Talmadge — same weight and
height ; brown eyes and blond hair. Clara
Bow is five feet three, weighs one hundred
and nine, and has auburn hair and brown
eyes. Dolores Costello is a blue-eyed
blonde, five feet four; she weighs one hundred and eight. Esther Ralston is also a
blue-eyed blonde ; she is five feet five, and
weighs one hundred and twenty-five.
Anna Q. Nilsson — another blonde — weighs
one hundred and thirty-two, and is five feet
seven. Lya de Putti has black hair and
eyes, dred
is andfive
feet two, and we:g".:s one huneight.
Miss X. — Sorry ; again I have to announce thatKathleen
I know fewCollins
of theisstars'
home
addresses.
not under
contract, but frequently plays opposite Ken
Maynard in First National pictures. Try
her
at the First National Studio. Burbank,
California.
Continued on page 120
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KAUFMANN & FABRY CO.
Commercial Photographers
425 South Wabash Avenue. CHICAGO
Jfaison do Beaute, Chicago. Illinni^.
I, . Edward- Co&k. hereljy tertify that tlrese arc actual photographswithtakenMaiion
by me Mareelleis.
while Miss Evelyn
hairshows
was marcelled
The oneAnderson's
at the left
mis?
Anderson
s
hair
as
she
entered
my
studio.
That
at
the
right
shows
the
:\Iaison
Marcellers
in
place.
The
center
photograph
^,how3
A1133 Anderson s hair as it appeared :;u minutes later.
(Signed) Edward J. Cook.

MISS ANDERSON'S STATEMENT
at the
Kaufmaim
myWhen
hair 1wasarrived
straight
as you
may see& in.Fal)ry
tlie Studio,
picture
below. I had very little faith in any of the
so-called
hair-wavers
and expected
visit my hair
dresser before
keeping Imywould
other have
posingto
appointments
in
the
afternoon.
To
my
deliglit,
you will see from the center photograph, it was notas
necessary. My hair was perfectly waved. I have
proved
my time,
own satisfaction
that bother
Mai^onof Marcellers willto save
money and the
waiting
to have one's hair(Signed)
marcelled,Miss Evelyn Anderson.

toSubscribed
before meandtliissworn
2i\.h
day of \V.
Marcii.
102fj.
Eiiiiua
Stolzenbach,
Notary Public.

Have

Gloriously
All

Amazing
Just

30

New

The

Method

Minutes—

Whenever

at

Waved

Hair

Time

Makes

Perfect

Home-

Convenient

IF youanyone
that
know, each single hair is a
could told
have you
the lovetiny
hollow
Every
liest marcelled hair you
time
the
hot tube.
iron touches
Ail Your Questions
ever saw. every day in the
it each fragile tube is bent
year, without another trip
and twisted, first one way,
Answered in Advance
to the beauty shop, without
then another. This conanother ruinous touch of
To anticipate the questions which
stant bending back and
the hot iron or other torforth soon breaks the hair
come
up
in
many
women's
minds
we
offer
the
following
answers
t u r o u s methods y o u
off. and leaves you with a
which
are
vouched
for
by
any
wouldn't
believe true.
it. You
woman who has used Maison ]\Iarhead tleofhair.uneven length, britYet.
it is literally
cellers.
can have the most beautiWill
the
hair
be
entirely
dry
at
the
You hair
won'twillbelieve
end of thirty minutes ?
fully groomed, gloriously
your
regain how
all thequickly
soft,
Answer: Tes. In using the Maison
waved head of hair imagsilky lustre
that
Nature
has free
beMarcellers, you merely dampen it.
inable, all the time. And
stowed
on
it,
once
you
are
Is all ofMarcellers
the hair? waved by the
you
needn't
step
outside
from
the
tyranny
of
hot
irons,
the
Maison
your home to get it.
Answer: Tes. The hair is wared
Just .U) m in Htcs u-ith the
hot fewblastmonths'
of water-wave
"setting."
right
down
to
the
end.
A
use
of
the
liaison
Ma is 0)1 Ma rceUe rs, once a
Istime?all the hair marcelled at one
Marcellers
and yourAndhairafter
willthat,
reveeJc—rigJi / at home — and
cover its beauty.
marcels, as perfect and
Answer:
are ten
you will never go back again to
lovely as the most skilled
cel ers inYes.
the set.There
sufficient
to doMar-the
hair-ruining irons. Jlaybe you
hair in one operation.
specialist in waving can
have let your hair go completely,
Is more than one set needed in a
give, on.will be yours from
worried along with straight, stragnow
home
?
unkemptnolocks,
your
Answer: Xo. One set of ^Taison
hair gly,
could
longerbecause
stantl
Maroeliers
A $1.50 Marcel Saved Every
ruinous
waving
methods.
This theis
the family. will do very nicely f:jr
Time You Use Them
your
chance
to
have
again
all
How Ions
does the hair retain its
the
softening,
becoming
beauty of
No one kn^ws better than
waved
condition?
naturally
waved
locks.
you how those trips to the
Answer:
Xot ten
lessdaysthanto one
week,
bpanty
mount up. Your
in most cases
two weeks.
MaisonshopMarcellers
will
How
long
do
the
Marcellers
last?
ForFor Any
of Hair—
Any Kind
Arrangement
save all this expense. Think
Answer: They last indefinitely.
of it : In no time at all. you
The
photographs
reproduced
above
We've
never
known
a
set
to
v^-ear
out in service.
have saved the price of a
tell
more
plainly wave
than the
wordsliaison
just
what
a
wonderful
I>rarcellers
have a permanent,
can
I
use
these
new frock. And the in?
itial cost is practically
^Marcellers
achieve.
The
promiAnswer: Tes, you can use them.
nent photographer who took these
nothing— just the price of
Ilegardless
of canliowhe fuzzy
theintoper-a
pictures
has given
affidavit
a marcel or two — and you
m
a
n
e
n
t
i
s
it
shaped
testifying
facts.anThewith
niodel
are free
from! waving experfect marcel by these Marcellers.
herself wasto sothedelighted
the
pense forever
'lesults of the Maison Marceller
ivave that
she
also
added
her
statement to that of the photographer.
It
Waves
While You
AVhat
if someone
does Dress
i)hone a dinner invita- " For no matter whether your hair is soft and fluffy,
straight,
long
or
the Maisonbeauty.
Martion just at the last minute — you can be coarse and
cellers will give you a wave short,
of unbelievable
ready in no time at all. \Vhat if you do
matter
how you
wearor itpompadour,
— in a shingle
bob.
Ina
roturn from a blowy motor ride or a wave- No
Claire,
horseshoe
wave
center
or
side
ruining round of golf to find that the crowd part— j'ou will have a perfect marcel, perfectly suited
is planning to leave in thirty minutps for a to the stj-le you prefer.
dance in a nearby town? You can be ready. It is the simplest thing in the world to do. .lust place
Avith hair beautifully groomed and smoothly the liaison Marcellers on your hair and catch the
wavt'd.
locks in place. The !>Iaison Marcellers adapt themselves
All yoti do is slip the Maison Marcellers on comfortable
to any styleon— any
They ofaresoftamazingly
the requirement.
head, too. Made
rubber,
slightly
dampened
lock.-^
—
and
while
you
and flexible, scientifically designed. If you have
freshen up and change your frock, your liair light
a you
"permanent,"
the !Maison
Marcellers
are just
the
is waving. At the fnd i>f thirty minutes you had
thing
need
to
change
its
kink
into
a
lovely,
natural
slip the liaison Marcfdlors off — and your hair wave or tliey will replace its disappearing curl witli a
li^'S
in
smooth,
soft,
loose
waves
about
vour
smooth,
even
marrel.
Of
course,
if
you
haven't
had
permanent, there is no need ever to have one. ^Maisona
face :
Marcellers make otiier waving absolutely unnecessary.
Restores Your Hair's Natural Beauty
Before
putting this Marcelling Outfit on the market, we
Consider what happens to your hair when it asked fifty
wnnicnexception,
to try it tliey
nut and
their opinion. Witliout
were givemostus enthusiastic
is continuously waved with "hot irons. As you

Marcel

Notice to Readers
A Chicago representative of this magazine and
representatives
of over one
hundred
otherwitnessed
nationally known magazines
andwavers
newspapers
ato demonstration
of
these
and
found
them
be successful and very satisfactory.
about it. Here are part of some of the letters we
received.
Missput'SI.in S.,my Chicago
: Isince
recently
a permanent
wave
hairhair
and
then had
have
trouble
making uiy
look right.
But hadwithlotsyourof
Maison
no longer
have beautifully
to bother with
water
combs and^larcellers
now my I hair
is always
marcelled.
Memphis:hardI am
cursed Iwithhavethin,
iiairilrs.thatA. isK.,unusually
to wave.
triedstraight
many
home marcelling
tit s, Init
have always
pointed until your outMaison
^Marcellers
came. been
Now disapI can
easily keep my hair in a dandy marcel, just the way
I want it. I can't say too uiuch for your new invention.
Buy Now While the Special Price Prevails
Just
new whose
invention
— justof
to putto itestablish
into the this
handsrevolutionary
of the women
words
praise will
the ^Maison
^larcellers
the
country,
we sweep
are making
this special
offer.throughout
To safeguard
purchasers who order immediately we guarantee to honor
orders
from tiiis
priiishown inreceived
the coupon.
You getadvertisement
a complete at
set oftheMaison
Marcellers, including a veiv and authentic marcel fashion
chart, forcovers
only the
$2.98,costplus
a fetr cents
postage—
a price that
scarcely
of making,
packing
and advertising.
Send No Money- Just Mail the Coupon
Even sign
at this
price,coupon.
you need
a penny,
.lust
and special
mail the
In anotfewriskdays,
when
the postman brings jTiur outfit, just deposit S2.98 with
him (plus a few cents' postages And when you put inyour ever
firstmade
marcel,
you'lllife,
say forit ywur
was the
you
in your
hair best
wavingpurchase
troubles
are
ended.
Every
time
you
use
this
outfit.havej-ou'Uto
get
and you'll
never
spendbetter
your andgoodl)etter
time results
and money
for marcels
again.
After you have tried this marvelous new marcelling outfit for 5 days, if you are not delighted with results — if
ithaddoesn't
give you the mostin beautiful
marcel
ever
and improve
every
— siuu>lyy(juquickly
return
the outfit
to us andyouryourhairmoney
will bewayrefunded
and
cheerfully.
put it ofT.
Be amongoffer.
the first
toin take
advantage
of don't
this today!
special
introductory
Fill
and
mail
the Butcoupon
Maison de Beaute
124 W. Illinois St., Chicago, Illinois
I Maison de Beaute,
a 324 W. Illinois .St., Dept. 141, Chicago. Illinois.
I Please send me your newlv inventCil marcellin? outfit,
I^ including
Stvle "Chart,
Gentlemen: set of ifaison :Marceller;. :\rarrel
n~I~with
I and complete
for§2.98.
waving,
whifh
will "
folo"
p plus
low. Iagree directions
tocdeposit
postage
th^'
oTu
I
I■ postman
when
he
make?
delivery.
If
tlie
>rarcellers
do not put a well define<I wave in my hair T wiU
I■ return
the outfitpricewithin
~> daysargument
and you oraredelay.
to refund
the purchase
without
I N'a me
i Address
^ City
I XOTE— If you e.vpect to he out when (be postman
■ ing
coma's,
your order and tlie ifarcelloutfitenclose
will be$oA0
sent with
postpaid.
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Only

Human

After

All

Continued from page 73

the part of Clyde Griffiths in the
"Not at all," Gilbert calmly re- stage version of "An American Tragedy," he rushed in a tremendous big
plied. "I admire the picture for its
novelty and coloring, that's why I hurry to our place to tell my mother
keep it. You might also have men- and me the good news. That is the
tioned the other pictures — that sun- Leslie I like to write about — the enthusiastic youth who gets a thrill out
set, for instance !"
Of the young bloods I know, of any achievement — not the bored
though I like them all, I admire Gil- would-be man of the world who
bert Roland the most for many rea- annoys himself as much as others.
Barry Norton is a mere boy in
sons— one being that he has the
mind. I showed him a review of
Latin's simplicity of faith in beautiful things. But, like Leslie Fenton, "The Lily" in which the critic stated
George O'Hara, and Barry Norton, "Barry Norton alone escapes rouGilbert carries his supposed sorrows
tine.'' Barry stared.
on his sleeve.
"What — how — does it
Oh,
The majority of youths in the that means I was good, doesn't it?"
film colony smatter their conversa- he asked. When I told him it meant
tion with Freudian stuff when in- just that, Barry swept the place like
tervie'wers call. To me they seem a cyclone. "I must send it to my
more frightened than convinced. In dad ! He'll like to read it !"
After I luiderlined and marked the
reality, all are sophists of the kindergarten, little boys awed by advanced critique, the magazine was tied up
thought, deeming themselves univer- and addressed to Barry's father in
sal problems, when, underneath their the Argentine. So much for bored
superficial mundanity, they are ns youth ! Barry proved his sentikiddish as sweet sixteen ! Their
mentality in the splendid portrayal
worldly knowledge is up-to-date ; but he gave of the pathetic young artist
their inner minds reflect bewilder- in "What Price Glory." Parts like
that offer him the best scope for his
ment at everything about them.
Any display of enthusiasm is re- ability, for he understands them.
Of the reluctant ones, Raymond
garded as bad taste to these sophisticates. When Leslie Fenton gained Grifiith could say the most but reThe
Continued from page 100
cles, but instead of being a farce it
is a melodrama. The period is 1895,
with leg-o'-mutton sleeves, sweeping
skirts, and the appearance of the
first horseless carriage. On this
foundation is built a story of a
father who is rabidly devoted to
horses, and a young son who naturally inclines to-ward the gasoline
buggies. They become estranged
because of this difference of taste,
and when the boy enters an automobile race, the old man is tricked into
tampering with the -car so that it explodes and nearly kills his son.
They are, of course, reconciled, and
the father is resigned to the inevitability of progress.
There are many amusing scenes
which show in graphic fashion the
swiftness with which the automobile captured public fancy, and Patsy
Ruth Miller furnishes the love interest as a quaintly amusing belle
of the period. The late Charles
Emmet Mack is the son, this being
his last picture. "The First Auto"
is a curiosity, and of its kind unique,
but it is only moderately entertaining.
When Dancing is a Sin.
A story as old as the sands of time
has been given the title of "Dance

Screen

in

fuses to say a word ! What Ray
doesn't know about movies and other
things is not worth knowing. He
has by far one of the most intellectual minds in the movie world.
Interviews with Ray are not ridiculed, but he does not gush about
them. While writing a story on him
I went on the Griffith set every day.
Ray would never give out any information, but would say "Just hang
around." ]\Iake yourself at home!"
Rav
self. will talk of anvthing but himHarrison Ford is a pleasant, interesting talker except when cornered.
Then he gets frightened.
Ronald Colman is as reticent as
Ford, only he has succeeded in making interviewers, especially lady
scribes, believe that he could say a
lot, but won't. In reality, Colman
has not a lot to tell ; he is an interesting average man when removed
from his screen self. What is more,
in spite ofterviews, believe
of inI Ronnie'she opinions
enjoys them.
Show me the human being in the
movies who doesn't get a thrill when
he is told "Sir, the interviewer is
I'llShow
doubt!me that individual and still
without I"

Review

Magic," for reasons best known to
the producer. They are quite obscure to me. So is the picture.
Judge for yourself from the following charitable account of it : A girl
from the countr}^ in a Sis Hopkins
make-up, comes to Broadway with
the ambition to be a dancing star.
She miraculously achieves her goal
for one night only, and then goes
back to the village and confesses her
"sin" before the congregation. A
murder occurs somewhere in the
proceedings, but yon are made to
feel that it doesn't matter who kills
who, so long as the picture ends
some time.
The direction is antique, the manner of telling the story is archaic,
and the characterizations belong to
the dark ages of the movies. Pauline Starke and Ben Lyon are the
principals — ithe same Miss Starke
who distinguished herself in "Captain Salvation," and the same Mr.
Lyon.
Cute, But Hardly Cosmic.
Translating musical comedies into
motion pictures is a forlorn task, but
producers continue to do it. The
latest is "The
Girl,"vi^ritten
as innocuous ataleGingham
as was ever
to excuse a collection of pretty tunes.
And with the music lacking, it has

become that kind of a picture — innocuous, but not exactly annoying.
It's all about cookies — Mary's cookies— heart-shaped, of course — and
how the simple country lass, with
her hair in braids down her back,
a la musical comedy but nowhere
else, reaps a fortune from the sale
of her cookies in the glittering city.
There's a polite villain, too, in spats,
and a check for one hundred thousand dollars that blows out of the
window and precipitates a chase to
recover it on the stroke of twelve.
Yes, "The Gingham Girl" is a clean
picture — as clean as starch.
For all of this, however, it has
amusing moments. There's a travesty on an artist's studio in Greenwich Village, in which Maude Fulton parodies a celebrated authoress
who shall be nameless, and the cubistic craze is cleverly held up to
ridicule. Lois Wilson, whose fight
for freedom from stifling roles is
history, plays Mary so sweetly that
you do not know whether she has
won her emancipation or not, and
George K. Arthur for once is not at
all amusing as her country sweetheart. Except for the moment when
Mary stares at a cooky and a view
of New York harbor fades into ii.
"The Gingham Girl" will not arouse
one's baser passions.
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Everyday Comedian
Continued from page 71

he gained invaluable experience, for
besides stage managing he played
nine different parts in the two productions they performed all over the
country.
After a thorough training with
Mann, Horton decided he might now
cut loose and go out on his own with
a little more safety. In Philadelphia he progressed to leading man,
and in this capacity the Keith interests sent him to Portland, Maine.
He became one of the best-known
stock players in the country. If you
live in Brooklyn, in Pittsburgh, in
Albany, in Scranton, in Wilkesbarre,
or in Portland, Oregon — you doubtless remember him.
He went to Los Angeles for a sixweeks" engagement, and stayed six
years, playing at the Majestic Theater, to an audience who adored him
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and wouldn't let him go. He has an
intangibly lovable stage presence,
human, whimsical, not too sure of
himself, with a talent for quiet drollery. Small wonder that "To the
Ladies," "Clarence," "The First
Year," "The Nervous Wreck," et
cetera, ran — and ran — to packed
houses.
Pictures were inevitable. His second one, "Ruggles of Red Gap,"
placed him on the cinema map. For
a time he combined screen and stage,
alternating between the two, and
finally devoting himself undividedly
to the movies.
Harold Lloyd, who of all people
knows his comedy, signed Horton on
a five-year contract. He begins, for
the first year, on two-reelers. Not
slap-stick, nothing broad. Only human little stories in which amusing
things happen to everyday characters. The second year will see him
in features — carefully chosen and
well produced.
Naturally, he has a sternly suppressed yen for drama.
"All I need to squelch it," he says,
"is to see this strange face in the
rushes every night. Then I'm glad
I have a job at all."
Its owner to the contrary, it is a
delightful face, with an irresistible
personality behind it. There is more
charm in his wry, diffident little smile
than in the vaunted physiognomies
of several sheiks I could mention.
You may leave the theater after their
pictures feeling satisfied, but in my
opinion you leave a Horton picture
wishing there had been a little more.
And to anticipate your questions
to the Answer Man — he is witty, unmarried, intelligent, with brown eyes,
an adoring mother, and a great future.
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Once you try it, you will never again
use towels, cloths or paper makeshift
methods for this purpose. It ends their
dangers to the skin. It is cheaper to
use than soiling and laundering towels.
Skin experts widely urge it.
To use cold cream effectively, you
must remove it all from the skin.
Towels, cloths, paper substitutes, etc.,
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Let us send you a 7-day supply to
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the adulation of the movie world. she acted or not, it did make a difference to Marion. She gritted her
They had worshiped at his shrine
and called him king. They had vowed, teeth and took hold of things and
via fan letters, that no other could begged for an opportunity to do comever take his place. For several
edy. Just to what degree she tri\ ears he had reigned in undisputed
umphed is well known. She is now
gIoi"y, and then — they had forgotten one of the screen's foremost comediennes, so give the little girl a hand,
him. The perfumed notes were now
directed elsewhere — also the adula- because she didn't have to do it.
Bankruptcy almost licked Charlie
tion. The ''king" was dethroned. He
slood inconspicuously in theater lob- Ray. A lesser actor, a lesser man, a
bies and heard his former worshipers lesser spirit, might have given up. It
acclaim other actors.
takes tremendous courage to go into
All
this
may,
or
may
not,
have
supporting roles after having stood
Learn Piano Jjft.^s'K
Quickly by Ear amused him. Anyway, he didn't give on the heights of stardom. But
Beginners and advanced students learn up the ship — he came back. If it Charlie pocketed his pride and took
quickly at home — in spare time. Wonderful wasn't a come-back to his former po- what roles came his way, so that his
Niagara Method clearly shows you how.
sition, at least it was a return to his debts might be paid off. He carried
Complete course 20 lessons. 10 years
chosen
work and the respect of his on when things looked blackest, and
I
successful teaching.
now he bids fair to come back to his
By R. C. JAMES
fellowback men.
than that? What greater comeHow I used to wish that I could sit down at the piano
and pour out the golden syncopation of American
melody, like the jazz piano players I had heard. How I
Several years ago, when people old place in the hearts of fans. "The
used to wish that I could be the popular one in every
Brigade" was Charlie's reward
said that Marion Davies was an or- Fire
crowd. But I could not play a note.
for having been a worth-while lad in
the face of adversity.
Niagara Method Showed Me The Way
star,learn
who couldn't
and
somewhere—
just aswhich
you aremakes
readingpiano
this—playing
I read grnization
never could
to act, act,
Marion
Where are greater triumphs than
of Then
the Niagara
Method
wonderfully simple. I sent for Director Wright's book might have taken them at their word these? There is heartache and soul"Theright.
Niagara Secret." I read the book, and I knew it
was
and settled down to prosperous medi- ache behind each one, but what these
1
followed
Director
time I had caught
on toWright's
his ideas. principles, and in no
ocrity. Her company needed a beau- pla)-ers who just wouldn't say die
So Simple — So Easy — So Delightful
have got out of their experiences has
tiful
star
its program.
It didn't
And the best part of it all is that there is nothing hard make muchon difference
whether
she been worth all they have endured.
about the Niagara Method. - In a short time, by followacted or not. Her place was secure.
and application
by devoting ofa part
It's no disgrace to be out. It's only
of mying Director
spare Wright's
time to principles
the practical
his
But though it may not have made the staying out that counts against
course, I soon learned to play.
No tiresome scales— no arpeggios to learn— no weary much difference to others whether
hours of ercipractice
— no.thedo-re-mi
no meaningless
ses. Ifyou know
Niagara— Method,
you can ex-sit
down and reel off any popular song which the highpriced o chestra leaders play in cabarets, clubs, hotels,
dance halls, or theaters.
The Vitaphone
in Hollywood
Clip Coupon Now — Play In Few Months
Continued from page 48
If you have never played a note, or if you do play —
no matter
how wellby— you
too maythe become
master of
you.
jaz3
and melody
learning
simple, a wonderful
troduced the singers and entertainers
was for a ten-minute screen pro____ ■% Jk^i^ Niagara Method,
who did their numbers. Then there
f
BOOK coupon
Don't wait
another
day.
Send
the
nowbookfor istheyours"Niagara
Selogue, not connected with "The Jazz
absolutely
was another general ensemble with
FREE. cret.'*IfThis 10c
(coin or stamps)
is
enclosed you also receive wonderful
William Demarest, a regular War- some gags thrown in. A moment of
silence followed to allow the record
booklet"How to Entertain atPiano"
Singer."
ner pla3'er, recruited from the vaudeRonald G. Wright, Director
Niagara School of Music
ville stage, was master of cere- to run out, and the scene was fin210 Cleveland Ave., Niagara Falls, N.Y.
monies, and called out the various
ished. The record was played back
CLIP THIS COUPON NOW!
immediately
from a duplicate wax
performers from the cafe tables in
NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC. 210 Cleveland Avenue
an easygoing way. One of the girls impression, and everybody had .\
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
who sang, Nita Martan, had played chance to judge the performance beWithout
obligation formailbook'
me your
Secret."IencloselOc
How book"The
to E ntertainNiagara
at Piano"
fore the retake.
leads in one or two small pictures,
Wame ,
.
When something goes wrong
and Bryan Foy, son of the famous
Street
Eddie Foy, was director.
everything has to be done over from
The stage was small in comparison the beginning. The act is routined
City
to the big movie stages of to-day, to last a certain length of time, and
and covered on the inside with heavy is all rehearsed in advance, while the
felt paper. Vitaphone is so sensitive timing has to be perfect.
However, there will be no limits
that even the slightest whisper is recorded, and a hammer sounding ever to the flexibility of the device as it
so dimly on an adjoining stage might
according to those identidevelops,
be heard as an uproar.
fied with it. "We are held down to
There was a call for absolute si- a more or less strict routine now, but
lence. The extras who numbered it must be remembered that the films
LEARN
CARTOONING
about thirty or forty, were tense in suffered limitations too in the begintheir stillness.
ning of their career," saidforJack
At last everj^hing was set and the
At Home -Simple Method
the
manager
Just think— $50 to over $250 a week paid to good orchestra started up at a silent sig- Warner, production
cartoonists for work that's fun! And YOU can learn
studio. "Wait unBrothers
Warner
nal. Everybody relaxed and comtil a few years from now and we
cartooning
at home—
no matter
if you've
never
touched a drawing
pencil.
Send postcard
for FHEE
menced beating time with little will be producing grand opera for
Book describing our simplified method and offer to
new students. Write name plainly. State agre and wooden mallets on the cafe tables.
whether Mr., Mrs., or Miss, (No salesman will call).
When this was over Demarest in- the screen, musical shows, and ever}-Room 2310-E. 1113— ISlh Street. N. W., Washington, D. C.
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Love, Honor
and
Continued from page 84

When she is doing any woii< at tlie
studio which might jeopardize its
safety, she removes it from her finger for the time being and places it
in a safety-deposit box in a bank.
If all the rumored engagements of
cinema players blossom into weddings, the jewelry business should
pick up considerably this coming fall.
But when I mentioned this to Director Bob Vignola not long ago, that
proverbial bachelor, sitting on the
veranda of his beautiful home in
Whitley Heights, remarked cynically,
"Why buy new ones? There are
enough unemployed wedding rings —
slightly used — round about Holl)^wood to supply all the ceremonies
for the next year."
There is a legend in Hollywood
that an}' young woman who gets a
divorce must lose her wedding ring
before she can marry again. She
must not give it away, throw it away,
or have any knowledge of how it

The

Obey

disappears. It must just naturally
be lost before Dan Cupid will call on
her a second time.
Which legend has given rise to a
number of amusing stories. The
tale is told that one little divorcee
dropped her ring on the sidewalk in
front of her home one day. Five
minutes later, her maid, returning
from a near-by store, rushed in and
exclaimed, "Here is your wedding
ring ! You must have dropped it
when you took your key from your
"Thank you, Alice!" the, young
grass widow replied, but there was
acid in her voice.
purse."
Another young divorcee lost her
wedding ring in her swimming pool,
but when the pool was drained, the
gardener found it glistening contentedly on the bottom. It had just
refused to go down the drain.
Those are the stories, at any rate.
You can take them or leave them.

Kid Goes
to School
Continued from page 25
Mr. McDonnell comes over for a cars remain. The bus back to the
moment.
school has left. Mrs. Coogan asks
me
if I had a good interview. I lie
"Ah,able
dearto lady!
glad have
you
were
be with I'm
us.so And
like a gentleman.
"All right, Jackie dear — hop in.
you enjoyed yourself?"
He leaves, and Jackie returns — an We'll drop you at the school."
improvement.
"I wish you'd take me home, in"But, darling! There's still some
"But, darling, you know I can't
on you-r hands."
Jackie examines his hands guiltily, do that — you're expected back at
stead."
and looks as though he would like to
suspend existence for an indefinite
"I
knows— but"
"What'
school."
the matter,
dearest?
period.
He rubs his hands vigorously.
Don't you feel well ? Are you sick ?"
The gods are kind, and h'- is let
"No, I'm awright. It's just that
off this once. But only to find more I'd rather go home."
trouble looming up ahead ! For it is
"But you are so fond of the
at this point that I have my inter- school. Don't you want to go back
view. We go off into the tall grass
to "I'thec'dboys?'
"
together.
go back
to-morrow mornWe are both thoroughly ill at ease.
"Go back to the school now, and
What can I ask him except banalities? "Do you like your school?" you can come home for a visit in a
Of course, he will say yes, for he is
day or so. There's a dear."
ing."
"Couldn't I go home now ?"
a gentleman. "What do you intend
sweetest! Whenever you're
to do when you grow up?"' I doubt at "But,
home you want to be at school.
if any one could get the inmost
Jackie Coogan, except through a You're always talking about it."
lucky break or two during a long
"I know.
But — just this once?"
period of acquaintanceship. It would
"What is the matter, darling? Are
be interesting, though — very !
you sure you're feeling all right ?"
Jackie himself is on pins and
"Yes, I'm awright. It's just "
needles all the time. If only he
"Tell mother, dear."
could take to his heels and run ! But
I"Nothing
doubt if he" cried that night,
he is a movie star being interviewed !
I cut it as short as possible, and for that would have been unmanly- —
we return.
but T don't doubt that he would have
All is over, and onlv a verv few liked to.

tfiat retai/is a soft
ftvsli appea/mce
under all conditions
You can dance, motor or indulge in vigorous sports
fully confident your complexion will alv^ays retain a
soft, velvety freshness.
"Touching up" is unnecessary as there is no need to
worry over streaking, spotting, rubbing off or the effects of perspiration.
OOURAUDS

"Beauty's Master Touch"
renders a fascinating, youthful
appearance to the skin and
complexion that lasts. It also
exerts an astringent and antiseptic action which proves highly beneficial in correcting blemishes, wrinkles, freckles, tan,
muddy skins, redness, oiliness
and similar conditions. Made in
white, flesh and rachel.
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Movies
frequently strain Eyes.
Use Murine for relief
When you return from a picture show
with strained, tired eyes, apply a few
drops of harmless Murine. Almost instantly they will feel strong and rested
. . . ready for anything!
Also use Murine after reading, sewing or office work to brighten and refresh your eyes . And after motoring or
outdoor sports to cleanse and soothe
them. A month's supply costs but 6oc.
Write
Chicago,
for
FREE 'Murine
Books onCo.,
Eye "Dept.
Beauty28,and
Eye Care

to beautiful
proportions
—
■while
you sleep!
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results
_
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for FREE
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fpiMPLES-'lBUCKHEADsl FR.ECKL^S GONE!
TViis New Way
GERMAN DISCOVERY
Works Wonders in 3 Days!
READ
FKKKblackheads,
OFFER! large
V.'orry
no shiny
more nose,
ovev your
pimples,
pores,
oily
skin,thatfreckles,
blemishes
wrinkles
ruin yourunsightly
complexion!
Learn ant!
FREEsurface
how
toclear,
makesmooth
tlisflgurin!!
"fallarms,
off" hands
and have
new
skin on blotches
face, neck,
or anya part
ofyearsbody.
Makes
you
look
more
youthful
and
beautiful
younger! New skin comes — old skin falls off!—
Blemishes
positively
because they're OFF!you Simple,
harmless,
easy!GONE,
ever
tried! All
explained
inDifferent
wonderfulfromnewanything
liook in English
language entitled —
"Beautiful
in 3 Days"
Send no money
— just nameNewandSkmaddress.
Get it by return
mail, postpaid— FREE!
Address MARVO LAB., Dept. 81-E
No. 1700 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Landis Comes
Back
Continued from page 21
and a rather sensitive mouth. But
This, then,
Landis' Row
ob- it bespoke honesty and candor to
scurity. Thewas
fate Cullen
of Poverty
pictures — "quickies," they call them a nice degree. His black hair was
— is mysterious. It is claimed th;it slicked down in a perceptible attempt
to conceal the wave. A brown suit
they play in the "sticks." Perhaps
they do ; at any rate, the submerging was reflected again in the beachof a player in them seems complete. acquired tan above it.
From one to another of these pro'T surely am surprised," the soft,
ductions went young Landis, far slow voice came from behind a protective cloud of cigarette smoke,
from happy, but secretly determined
that this would not be the end
"that view
anybody
to interme. Been should
such a want
long time,
you
The clouds began to break when,
a few months ago, he was cast for know, since my pictures played anythe hero in a Pathe serial. It was a
where but in poolrooms and backmilitary chapter epic called "On
"Howshows."
do you account for the sudGuard." The government was in- street
terested in the production and ofden drop in vour career, INIr. Lanfered the use of army camps and
military experts. Cullen went East
"Well — only way I could figure it
for the making of the picture and, out was — partly jinx. And parti v
when it was finished, was enlisted that I never was a straight leading
in the reserve corps of the regular man, you know. Stars like big, tall,
army. He and Lewis Stone being, handsome chaps to play opposite
to common knowledge, the only ac- them, and for a while the public pretors in the army, Cullen is boyishly
ferred that kind, too. So I was out.
dis?"
I'm
sort
of hoping that my kind of
impressed by it, with a serious respect for the trade of a soldier.
stuff is coming into favor again.
This was immediately followed b\'
another serial in New York, after What I'm doing in this picture with
Mr. Meighan is something I like —
which he returned to Holh'wood.
iust a human, real boy, pretty cockHe had only been in town a few
sure of himself, but with feeling undays when he was cast for the role
derneath. I'm mighty happy to be
of Thomas Meighan's young brother
in "We're All Gamblers." It is his
Looking at him I had a sudden
For the first time since
first good picture in over three years, brainstorm.
doing
and it seems as though he had just readingit."the book I had found a
emerged from darkest Africa.
Clyde Griffiths to my entire satisfacJust before the Lasky engagement tion.
was announced in the local papers, it
"Wouldn't you," I asked, "like to
became incumbent upon some one to
American
at meTraged}-?'
solemnly. "
satisfy the demands for Cullen Lan- do He'Anlooked
dis information that was crowding
"More than anything in the world.
the Picture Play letter box. And
Ever since I read it, and saw it in
I was "it." (No Glyn implied.)
New York, and then out here. I
Where to begin the search, I had
think I'd be perfectly happy for the
no idea. A lengthy canvas of ob- rest of my life if I could just have a
scure studios where he had, at some
chance at it. I ma}' be wrong, but I
time or other, worked, led finally to think
I understand Clyde awfully
his sister, Margaret Landis. She well, and I sort of think I could play
seemed a bit startled when I inquired
as to the whereabouts of her brother.
"Why don't you speak to SchulAt the other end of the wire I heard
a whispered conference in feminine
"Oh, no !it?"
I couldn't do that ! He
tones, consternation sifting through berg
about
the Tennessee drawl. Finally a soft might think me too conceited."
I hope the jinx has forsaken this
voice referred me to her brother's
attorney.
boyish young man. His place on the
screen should be a definite one. With
By the time I arrived at the atand individuality and talent
torney's Landis had begun the charmhim."'
Meighan picture, and it was at he can make the tall, handsome chaps
Lasky's that I discovered him, at look sick. Whatever he does it will
last.
be well and sincerely done. The
I sat with my back to the window
in the office some one had obligingly rest depends upon luck — which is so
deserted for our benefit. The sun large a deciding factor in this business. It has eluded him for three
streamed in full on the boyish face
across the desk from me. It wasn't years, but it rather looks now as
a handsome countenance but notable though luck were beginning to walk
for a pair of blue, black-lashed eyes tractably along at his side.
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A Good Trouper
Continued from page 70
Fancy that! Not a wail about
long hours, cruel disappointments,
exhausting emotional scenes or any
of the exactions of her professions.
The answer is, I think, that Julia
loves her work. She would rather
do what she is doing than anything
else in the world. She is a good
trouper with a lot of common sense,
and she knows that 3-ou do not get
anything you want without paying
something for it. She makes no pretensions togenius, and will be content
to be known as a very capable actress
who can be depended upon to give
an adequate performance in a diversity of roles. And that is what
she is.
For the rest, she is a nice girl, a
friendly, entertaining hostess and is
gifted with unusual intelligence. As
for her knack of upsetting traditions
and puncturing myths, I think it is
a jolly trait and I hope she will
keep it up.
How

I Spent My

IT'S THE

YOUNGER

CROWD

THAT

SETS

THE

STANDARD!

O to the younger
crowd

if you

want

the

right word on what to wear
or drive or smoke. And
notice, please, that the
particular cigarette they
call their own today is one
that you've known very
well for a very long time.

FAT

First Big

Pay Check.
Dorothy Mackaill.
I had always wanted a certain
kind of automobile — one of those
long, sleek cars that look like a million dollars — but couldn't afford it,
not even by trading in my old one,
tmtil my initial First ^Fational check
enabled me to buy one.
1 believe it was the most thrilling
moment of my life when I handed
the salesman my personal check as
though it were a mere trifle.
Dorothy Devore.
Does your mother love to shop for
the house ? Mine does, and there always used to be so many little things
she needed. I indorsed m}^ first big
salary check over to her, and she
spent the whole day in the department stores. She came home witn
everything from paring knives to
sofa cushions, and had a grand time.
Don Alvarado.
Home! To visit the family and,
yes, to swagger a bit. For was I not
a contract player, after a year and a
half of weary extra work?
Handed a check the figures of
which almost staggered me, and also
given a month's vacation, with pay,
I was almost overcome. When I recovered from the shock I took the
first train to Albuquerque. I had
not seen my father for four years.
My first two weeks were occupied
with talking and eating; then there
was an exciting week as vaqiiero on
my father's ranch, taming bronchos.

What

a whale

of a difference just a few cents make!

DARKENS
EYELASHESandandBEAUTIFIES
BROWS
INSTANTLY,inakeg them appear
naturally
dark,
long
End
luxuriant. Adds wocderl'ul
charm,Perfectly
beauty
and expression
to hyanymilHons
face.
harmless.
Used
of
lovely
women.uid. Solid
form
or
water-proof
liqBLACK
or BROWN.
75c at youT
dealer's
or
direct
postpaidMAYEELLINE CO., CniCAGO

AILIL-IIN-ONIE
Ciqarette
and Tflatch
Case of
ALL-IN-ONE
holds a package
cigarettes and a box of safety
marches,
always handy
- - ready
for use.
flexible case.Beautiful,
Keen andcompact,
convenient.
This is easily a dollar value that
we arc offering you by mail for
75c
Send stamps
or money
AlMn-One
will come
to youorder.
prepaid. Gift suggestion: Send $2
FAiLMLu
for three All-In-One
cases.
A^cuu ivrttc
ALL-IN-ONE SALFS COMPANY
^810 Pooland Ave. De[H.610 Minncapolii. Minn.

NEW WAY
TO END
GRAY
HAIR
that storedhair
can shade.
befinds
reto natural
SCIENCE
now
No tell-tale, crude dyes
that endanger
health.
No mess . . hair
. but
insteadless a100%clear,
safe colorliquid
is used that gives the
hair its youthful shade
and
sparkles with g-irlhood
color.lustre.
Gray Faded
streaks hair
disappear
entirely
Make this free test
offered below. Or go
It's called
bottle.
a
get
and
store
drug:
any
to
Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer.
If it
■~you" pay nothing-.
delay.
Don't
fails
"Test Free
.
Mary
T.
Goldman,
1337-MGoldmanBldg.,
St.
Paul
Minn
•
Send
Outfit. Black
brown
medium. . I'
brown.Free...auburn...
light brown.dark. .light
red. . .bionde.
City.
Name
'
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You

One

of

These

3,000,000?
You
may
be onealways
of tlieweak,
."J, 000. 000
this country,
sickly,in
ailing, depressed, gloomy; with no
real zest in life, no desire for action,
love for
society—men,in ;i.vtimid
lie a
reclusemeeting
— noafraid
of strong
about
women; afraid,
perhaps, to takehealthy
the marriage
vows ;
jealous
of men who
admiraliiin wherever
theycommand
go
llicir
fine physique,
theirbecause
muscularof
i>rnwess and manly vigor.
It this man,
is yoursnappicture,
sake,
out offor itheaven's
! You
can't afford
to— notgo when
on injoyous
such health
a deplni'ahle
state
and
manly
strength
are
readily
within
your power to possess.
STRONGFORTISM
Will Pep You Up
You
can't
get onalert
yourandfeetpepi)y
and be-by
cume
vigorous,
any other
method
soT have
certainly
llnough
the
methods
evcdvedas
and .perfected through the building
up and
of thousands of
STRONGFORT uien
all re-making
over the world.
BuilderofMen I l)anish constipation, indigestion,
dyspepsia, iicrvmisnc-js, lassitude,
distressing
ailmentsa that
unht fuurageuus,
yuu Un- joyousmanly
Tuarried
life
— low,
^making
vigorous,
felunafraid you
of anything
or anybody.
Let me tell you how this can be done in the privacy
of your own home — without dope, drugs or apparatus.
Send for My Free Book
— 'Miany pages
illustrations. Sofend tliestartling
coupon facts
l)elow.and Dostriking
it TODAY.
""C/ip 77lI5 Coupon^ ^ mm wm ^
' LIONEL STRONGFORT. DIRECTOR.^
UEPT, "3t!7 ^NEWARK. NEW JERSEY. US.^
Please
send me freeof copy
of your
book, and
"Pramotion
and Conservation
Health.
Strength
Mental
Energy."
Naime.
Age
Occupation
Street
City
State
ni£h School Course
can complete
in 2 Years this simplified
High
School
(-curse
at home
inatde
of
two
yeare.
Meets
all
requirements
for
entrance
to
college
and
professions.
Ihis Bulletin.
and thirtv-eix
otherit TODAY.
practical
coursesthe areleadinj?
described
in our Free
Send for
AMERICAN SCHOOL
Oeot. H-776 Drexel Ave. & 58th St. ©A. S. 1923 CHICAGO

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 33
like a polite drawing-room comedy,
but the title is deceptive. She has
had to go to the most outlandish,
out-of-the-way places to make scenes
for it. Her scenes in the studio start
to-morrow, and then you will see me
no more. I want to hear her acid
comments
controversy.on the recent ten-per-cent
"A picture called 'Pajamas'
tainly sounds as though it would
for bedroom sets in the studio,
Olive Borden has gone off to
Canadian Rockies to film it.

cercall
but
the

"I had hoped that Marie Prevost
and Norma Shearer would be here,
but they are both running in circles
getting costumes for their next pictures. Marie's is 'The Girl in the
Pullman.' You'd think costumes for
that would be a simple matter.
Norma's is a story of modern Scotland, 'The Love Web.' Just what do
girls in modern Scotland wear, anyhow? Just what girls anywhere
else wear, I suspect.
"I suppose
you've heard
that from
May
Allison
has decided
to retire
the sci-een. I don't take those resolutions seriously. I really believed
that Ethel Shannon meant it when
she said that she wouldn't go back
to work after she was married, but
now I hear she has signed for a
series of Christie comedies. And
speaking of Christie comedies, evgr

Ann
oughtbuttoafter
play.all,
Ann's
a patient
listener,
people
ought
to take their suggestions to the
Christies. Ann just has to do as she
is told. In a way it is flattering that
every one takes such an interest in
her. It shows that they think a lot
of her ability. Now, if / were ofiferAnd Fanny undoubtedly has.
advice
her beg
ing"I'd
her to" do the sort of
comedies Dorothy Gish used to make
years ago. Ann is such a cunning,
pert, and quick little individual.
They ought to capitalize on her size
— or lack of it— by surrounding
her with big people."
Fanny's voice rambled on and on,
until suddenly the waiter confronted
us with a newspaper. "Charles
Farrell To Marry Greta Nissen Tonight," announced the headlines.
Hollywood hates to be surprised,
and so it is no wonder that every one
was staring, speechless. Even Fanny,
the ever garrulous, had no comment
to make. For once, news of a romance was not shared by all the film
colony. But it turned out to be no
news
at all — just somebody's idea
of
a joke.

The
Stroller
Continued from page 57
returning triumphant, a success, to
the home town.
first picture
was in"His
andHiswhen
it played
SanPeople,"
Diego,
California. George wenf down 'o
make a personal appearance at the
theater showing it.
Something like a year before he
had graduated from high school
there, captain of the football team,
president of the school's student orerally.
ganization, and a popular lad gen-
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.
S3.
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Ring
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Gems
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Hand
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and
Engraved
rings
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in exact and Platinum
.faithful detail
the most
modern
high priced
and fashionable
Diamond
Creations.
SEND
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Keep
your money
right atstating
home. which
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dLIIU
I1W
lliunti
send
name
and
address
ring
you wantfingerand joint
size and
as shown
by slip
ofcome
paperby fitting
endmail.to
end
around
your
ring
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risk price
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yourEst.You
money
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since Ann Cornwall started making
them, she has been deluged with advice. Everybody is just full of
bright ideas about the sort of parts

And the way the home town turned
out for that boy ! He was introduced from the stage by the principal of the high school, with his relatives, the facult}-, and all his old
friends in the theater. He tried to
make a speech, but found it was beyond him.
After the show they gave a banquetiest
in hisdining
honorroom
at thewhere
town's trickmore
speeches were made. The movie expression of "taking it big" fits
George's reaction nicely. He was in

a complete daze for a week thereafter, his feet just barely touching
ground.
Ten college boys, winners in a
"beauty contest" among collegiates
of the land, spent their summer vacations in Hollywood and worked
harder in a week than they did previously during an entire semester.
The collegians were offered eight
weeks' work and transportation to
and from Hollywood, the winners
being selected from film tests made
of several hundred students.
The day they arrived at the First
National studio Richard Barthelmess
had started a football picture. The
thermometer hovered around the
102 mark and the ambitious studenis
were hustled into heavy football
suits. All day long they ran up and
down
spiring. the field, steaming and perTheir reactions toward working
in the movies might have been interesting at quitting time that night.
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Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 94
type,nutwith
hair. dark-blue eyes and chestWe have known Shirley for more
than a year, and have observed her
steady struggle for recognition. The
role with Menjou will probably lead
to a contract.
"Uncle Tom" At Last!
Whatever woes and griefs "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" underwent are now
forgotten, for Universal thinks that
they have in this version of Harriett Beecher Stowe's novel a great
box-ofnce winner. We have heard,
too, from outside sources that there
is a great desire on the part of theater owners to book this picture.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" was nearly
two years in the making, and cost
more than one million five hundred
thousand dollars. It was made
partly on location in the South and
the East, though most of the \vork
was done in the studio. There was
such a huge cast that we cannot begin to tell all of them, and we surmise that this film will prove one of
the season's great novelties.
Parent Is Overruled.
Add another to the list of children of celebrated stars, who develop an ambition to follow in their
elders' footsteps.
This, time it is Dorothy Sills,
daughter of Milton.
Father, it is said, had long opposed Miss Dorothy's impliecl and
expressed hope of having a try at
acting, but latelv she overcame this
opposition. Doris Kenvon, to whom
Sills was married about a 3'ear ago,
is understood to have helped convert daddy.
Dorothy was on a visit to Mr. Sills
when all this happened, as she
spends m_ost of her time with her
own mother.

Shampoo

Only
Blondes

THEdarkens
loveliest
hair *
with blonde
age — unless
givennewspecial
care. forButblondes
Blondex,
the
shampoo
only,
lisht hair
attractive
and bright
—keeiJS
always!
Prevents
darkening
and s.,,.,.
fading. Brings back the true golden
.uleam and sparkle to the most discolored
and lifeless blonde hair. Wonderful for scalp.
No dyes. No harmful chemicals. Leaves hair
soft, silky, easy to dress. Fine for children's hair.
No need now to lose the charming beauty of
your light hair. Try Blondex today! See for
yourself wdiy over a million blondes are already enthusiastic users! Sold and recommended by all good drug and department stores.
BLON
9>^e Blonde
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HAIRS
Gone
Forever!
of hairsin removed
withlundreds
their roots
less than
a minute! NU-ART, the new
scientific
preparation,
far in
advance of temporary issurface
hair
removers.
Permanently
destroys the growth by gently
lifting out the roots until they
cannot return.
Safe.ofRapid.
less. Thousands
womenHarmare
using it. Formulated by a physician.
Guaranteed, Only Si. 00. Ask your
dealer or send coupon for free offer.
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derJer can'tINC..
supplyDept.
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DELFIN.
117 coupon
FREE
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Divorce Rumors Denied.
Various prominent people in the
films have been kept busy denying
that divorces were impending in
their households — among them Joseph Schenck and Norma Talmadge,
and the Marquis de la Falaise de la
Coudray and Gloria Swanson. Also
H. R. Warner, of "The King of

PIMPLES
Cleared Up — often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions enlarged
on the face
or body,
itch,
eczema,
pores,
oily orbarbers"
shiny skin,
simply
sentj
me
yoiiv
name
and
atitjress
toiJay—
no
—no iiljligution. CLEAR-TONE trierl aiicl tested in cost
over
100.
Ono cases
— usedYoulikecantoilet
is simply
magiealyourin
prompt
risults.
repaywater—
the favor
liy tellinir
friends: if not, the loss is mine. W K 1 'i' E TODAY
E. S. GIVENS,
chemical BIdg., Kansas City. Mo.

Kings."
The rumor affecting Mr. Schenck
and Miss Talmadge arose recentl}when Norma set forth for Europe,
and it was told around that she
would obtain in Paris a separation
from her husband. The rumor about
Gloria was less international, since
both she and her husband are together in Hollywood.
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Skin

Like

Ivor^j

Now a New Kind of Facial
Creme Brings Amazing New
Results, or Your Noney Back.

Wbitens Smoothes Banishes Reduces
your skin out lines freckles pores
Skin like ivory! No freckles ... no
blackheads ... no more fine lines . . .
cleared of every tiny imperfection and
smoothed to flawless texture . . . soft,
supple, creamy-white! Do you want such
suberb skin beauty? Then try one jar of
new-type facial creme. . . ,
Gervaise GmhmBemtySemt
A Complete Skin Treatment
Not a cold cream . . . not a bleach cream
. . . not a skin food, you may expect Beauty
Secret to surpass them all. In this one creme
I have succeeded in blending the best beauty
helps ever known . . . and I have multiplied
their benefits.
facial
creme! Now expect new things from your
Beauty Secret has the power to whiten the
skin a new. safe way, and nothing is more
wonderful than a milky white complexion.
This is but one benefit. Freckles steadily fade
out. Blackheads dissolve completely. Another
amazing
tendency
Beauty Secret
to reduce coarse
pores toof smoothest,
finestistexture.
Beauty Secret not only cleanses the skin . . .
it stimulates, tones, firms. Tonic oils impart
asmooths
supple out
elasticity
greatest degree
fine that
lines inandthe crowsfeet.
Now,;
for the first time, a complete facial cream.
Now results that you can really see!
POSITIVE GUARANTEE
This six-fold creme costs very little mors
than the most ordinary cleansing cream. I
am introducing Beauty Secret in double size
Jars
at only
$1.50 — notvalue
only asan well.
amazing
but an
exceptional
Use creme
It as
you would any cream for one or two weeks.
Then, if not more than delighted, I will refund
full price for the asking. Send no money.
Simplyage mail
below, andonlywhen$1.50.
the packarrives coupon
pay postman
Mail
coupon todav to (Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept.lO PM, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago, Illinois.
{Canadian address: 61 College St., Toronto)
— MAIL NOW —
— — — (Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept. 10-P M, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago.
Send me, postage prepaid, a double size jar
fcf your new Beauty Secret. On arrival, I will
pay postman only $1.50. If not delighted I
understand you guarantee to refund my money.
Name
Address

Is a Star Made?
Continued from page 23

The answer is perfectly plain.
Clara now is one of the very biggest
names, in pictures. Why ? Well,
just because the fans loved her. She
stood so strong with them that they
didn't seem to mind whether she
played in scenics, news reels, illustrated songs, or features.
Among the comedians, Harry Langdon comes to mind as one who was
so darned good, and such a hit with
everybody, that he plainly outgrew
two-reel comedies and became a big
star. And the very same is true,
in a sense, of Johnny Hines. For
many years Johnny worked for a
very small company until the demand
for his pictures grew to proportions
which only a big distributing organization could handle.
Doug Fairbanks, Mary Pickford,
Charlie Chaplin, and Harold Lloyd,
incline to the opinion that they are
so firmly entrenched with the public
that nothing can influence their
standing one way or the other. The
bespectacled Harold is nice to interviewers, Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks are
indifferent, while Chaplin is openly
antagonistic to them. It remains an
open question whether or not these
players are taking a chance to disregard the value of publicity. For no
matter how strong their devotion,
the fans' interest is unquestionably
whetted by a certain amount of news
of their favorites. It will be worth
watching the outcome, which may
possibly be forecast by the fact that
Mary Pickford's fan mail has declined in recent years from 5,000 to
2,000 letters a week.
Sometimes the fans prove themselves to be a fickle lot. They will
adopt certain players as wonder-children and then throw them over entirely. The minute they do, the way
of the victim is hard. Often a run
of bad stories will decrease the popularity of even the greatest star.
Thomas Meighan is in that position
at present. Gloria Swanson's career
is at a critical point for the same
reason. Charles Ray fell from a
high place to oblivion in short order,
throughcause ofthe
loss of public
unsuitable
roles. favor beThe public also makes a. to-do
about certain actors and actresses
who score in one picture. Betty
Compson did so in "The Mii'acle
Man," but she never lived up to the
promise she held out in this production. Lya de Putti seems to be a
one-picture star, for she has not duher work
through a plicated
whole
series inof "Variety"
roles that
followed her characterization of the

fascinating trapeze performer. Belle
Bennett has never repeated her
success in "Stella Dallas," nor has
Renee Adoi"ee done much of note
after her conspicuous performance
in "The Big Parade."
Stardom on the screen goes beyond success in one picture. It consists of the attribute of public appeal that is capable of long wear.
The real makers of stars — the twenty
million people who go to the movies
every day — are sometimes prone to
change their minds after a brief infatuation with certain personalities.
There are but two reliable gauges
on who are the big stars to-day — not
the printed space they grab, but the
amount they earn at the box office
and the number of fan letters they
receive.
On this basis Colleen Moore is the
most popular player working before
the camera to-day. In a recent vote
taken by a trade paper among exhibitors all over the country, ]\Iiss Moore
was unanimously chosen as the biggest box-office bet, the star whom the
fans had paid the most money to
see. Her standing was confirmed
bv another recent investigation which
revealed that she received more fan
mail than an}^ one else on the screen.
Her average receipt of correspondence per month averages over
15,000 letters. Clara Bow was second with 11,000 letters, and Norma
Shearer stood third.
Among the masculine stars the results showed that not John Gilbert
but Lon Chaney received the most
notes from admirers. The man with
the thousand faces gets 14,000 letters every thirty days. Richard Dix
is runner-up with Ronald Colman
third, and John Gilbert fourth.
So the impartial evidence shows
that Colleen is Queen of the Movies.
She wasn't made overnight, but built
her fan following through nearly
nine 3'ears of consistently good work.
Her real stride was struck four seasons ago as the star of "Flaming
Youth," and her popular favor since
that time has increased rather than
decreased.
There has been no extravagant
publicity campaign behind her, yet
she has not underrated its place.
She got there, because she was a
good actress who tried to make each
performance a little better than the
one before.
But the thing that really put her
there, and kept her there, was her
appeal to the picture goer who makes
or breaks the player in shorter order
than all the other forces combined.
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Agents and Help Wanted

Agents and Help Wanted

Help Wanted — Female

AGENTS — $()0-$125 A WEEK. Free samGold lettersLetter
tor stores
-wiuUows. ples.Metallic
Co., and
428 office
N. Clark,
Chicago.
BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. Write for particulars and free samples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 170,
East Orange, N. J.
EARN $10 DAILY silvering mirrors, plating, refinishing
metalware,
headlights, Decie
chandeliers, bedsteads.
Outfits furnished.
Laboratories, 1135 Broadway, New York.
$14. .50 DAILY EASY— Pay in Advance, Introducing Chieftain Guaranteed Sliirts 3 for
$4.95. No experience or capital needed. .Tust
write orders. We deliver and collect. Full
working outfit free. Cincinnati Shirt Company, Lane, 1920, Cincinnati, Ohio.
WB START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2860, St. Louis, Mo.
IF YOU ARE A MAN WORTHY OF THE
name and not afraid to work I'll bet you
$50.00 you can't work for us thirty days and
earn
thanthis$200.00.
Then less
answer
ad and Think
show meI'mup.bluffing?
Openings for managers. Wonder Box sells on
sight. The best selling proposition in America to-day.Pa.Write Tom Walker, Dept. 143,
Pittsburgh,

AGENTS — If you Avrite at once we can
place you as our local Kepresentalive. $15
a day for full time ; $2.00 an lioiir spare
time. Exclusive territory ; aut()niol)ii(' furAn exceptional
opportunity
— investigatenished.iinniediately.
American
Products
Co.,
9262 Monmoutli, Cincinnati, O.
MAN BETWEEN 25 AND 65 TO ACT AS
manufacturer's
agent.
No experience
investment ornecesA man who
with
selling
ing tosary.learn,
can
command
respect willand
who is willing
to
work,
will
find
a per-of
manent business, with a steady this
income
from $175 to $425 a month. Write to Thomas
P. .Tudy, Box 96G, Dayton, Oliio.
WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything : men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Factories" anywhere.
W. N.Hill-J.
yer Ragsdale,
Drawer Booklet
29, Eastfree.
Orange,

$6 — $18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tops
at home, experience uinieci'ssary ; particulars
for
stamp.
Grange,
Ind. Tapestry Paint Co., 110, La-

AGENTS: $13.80 Daily (In Advance)
Spare time will do. Introduce 12 months'
Guaranteed Hosiery. 57 styles, 39 colons for
Men. Women, Children ; including latest
"Silk to the Top" Ladies' Hose. No capital
or
needed.
furnishNewsamples.
Silkexperience
hose for your
own We
use free.
Plan.
Milton Mathews, Road 45010, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
AGENTS
— New weekly,
Plan, makes it shirts
easy to' earn
$oO,00
to $100.00
direct
to wearer. No capital or selling
experience
Represent a real manufacturer. Writeneeded.
now
tor
Samples.
Madison Manufacturers,
564 Free
Broadway,
New York.

AMERICA'S
ST TAILORING
Line Free. 130GREATE
large Swatch
Samples.
— All Wool — Tailored-to-Order
Union Made
—sensational low price. Get —outfit
at once.
Address
Chicago. Dept. 194, Goodwear, 844 Adams,

Help Wanted — Male
MEN, GET FOREST RANGER JOB ;
$125-$200 mo. and home furnished ; permanent ;hunt, fish, trap. For details write Norton, 268 McMann Bldg., Denver, Colo.
EARN $120 to $250 monthly, expenses paid
as Railway Traffic Inspector. We secur(>
position
for you
afteror completion
of 3 months'
home-study
course
money refunded.
Excellent opportunities. Wrire for Free Booklet, CM-28,
Stand. Business Training Inst.,
Bnffalo.
N. Y.
MEN
WANTING
ify for forest
rangerOUTDOOR
position.WORK,
Start qual$125
month ; cabin and vacation ; patrol the forests,
protect
the
game
;
give
tourists
informaColo.
tion. Write Mokane, Dept. M-10, Denver,
$158-$225
Railway
Clerks.
Men 18MONTH.
up. 25 coached
Free. Postal
Write
immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. P2,
Rochester,
N. Y.
WANT GOVERNMENT SPECIAL AGENT
(Investigator) Position, commence .$200 to
$250 month?
to Louis,
Qualifv"Mo. mailed free.
Write,
Ozment, "How
308, St.
Farm Lands
$10 IS ALL I ASK DOWN ON 20 ACRES
in Mich. Potato Belt. Very easy terms.
Near markets, lakes, and streams. Write for
particulars
now.Bldg.,
G. Chicago.
W. Swigart, S-1276
First
Natl. Bank

Salesmen Wanted
$40.00 SUITS FOR $23.50 ! All one price.
Union made of finest quality Virgin Wool.
Y u ing
don't
liave Weto guarantee
know anything
clothing.
your about
successsell-if
you once.
are honest
and C.willing
to work.
Write
at
William
Bartlett,
850 Adams,
Dept. 574, Chicago.
Patents and Lawyers
PATENTS.
Send sketch
or model
preliminary examination.
Booklet
free. for
Highest
references.
Best
results.
Promptness
assured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
INVENTIONS
COMMERCIALIZED.
Patented or unpatented.
Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
PATENTS — Write for Guide Books- and
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing inventions.
Send model
or sketch ofFree.
invention for Inspection
and Instructions
Terms reasonable. Victor J. Evans Co., 767
Ninth, Washington, D. C.
INVENTORS — Write for our guide book,
"How to Get
Your Send
Patent,"
invention
blank.
modelandor evidence
sketch forof
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms reasonable. Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.
Detectives Wanted
MEN — Experience unnecessary ; travel ;
make secret investigations ; reports : salaries ;
expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner, 2190 Broadway, New York.

plillllH^^

I Sell

Spare

Time

Right now you probably can think of a score of
things for which you would like to have extra
money — a home of your own, a car, a college educa- •
tion. Any of these is within your grasp if you
simply, follow the successful course of thousands
of men and women, boys and girls, who are turning spare time into cash-taking orders for Sport
Story, Picture Play, Far West Illustrated, and
Complete Stories.
EASY

TO

START

No experience, no capital is necessary. Whether
you have but a few spare moments at 3/our disposal,
or can devote full time to acting as our representative you are assured a handsome re-ward for every
hour you give us.

for

Cash

j

It costs only a 2c. stamp, or a penny post card to
get full details and a complete money-making outfit
FREE.
You have nothing: to lose and may gain
hundreds of dollars. So, as the first step toward
your extra income

|
1
|
1
•

CLIP AND

I

MAIL

THIS COUPON

TO-DAY

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79-89 Seventh Ave., Ne'w York, N. Y.
Please send me full details of your easy money-making
plan, without obligation to me.
NAME
STREET
CITY

STATE.
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Her girl friends were
Engaged'
amazed. She never had
been popular — in fact the
boys
until had
her "passed
friends her
had up"
her
maid"
—slated
and for
now anshe "old
had landed
the big catch of the
season. Of course they
wanted to know all about
it. "You know I'm not
beautiful," she continued,
"and Iappealed
always toseemed
lack that I'something'
which
men — topersonality,
guess you
would call it. But here's the secret. I sent
for
a
book
called
'Fascinating
Womanhood'
which opened up a new world to me. I
learned the psychology of the male mind as
it reacts toward a girl. The rest was easy.
You
knowamazing
the man how
I've been
It is
simply
sooncrazy
his about.
indifference
changed to keen interest and then quickly into
ardent love. I never could have won him without the helpful knowledge I gained from this
marvelous book. It is wonderful and any young
woman, single or married, can read it with great
interest
this adand; write
your
nameandandprofit."
address Cut
on theoutmargin
mail
to us with 10 cents and a little booklet entitled
"Secrets
Fascinating
Womanhood,"
an
interestingof synopsis
of the
revelations giving
disclosed
in "Fascinating
Womanhood,"
will
be
sent
postpaid. No embarrassment — the plain wrapper
keeps your secret. Send your dime today.
THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
3906 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Dept. 16 K
*J^s. Im

Kill The Hair Root
My method
is the painless,
only wayharmless.
to preventNo thescars.
hair Booklet
from growing again. Easy,
free.
Write today enelosini; 3 red stamps. We teach beauty culture
D. J. IMahler.
90-A Mulder Park,
Hrovidence, R. I.
TINY
NAME
CARDS
THE LATEST THING. Handy card case and your
name on 50 perfect little De Luxe name cards 50c.
Size 1 X 1% inches. Your address printed also, 15c
extra. Send stamps, coin or money
order. AGENTS WANTED. The
De Luxe Company, 236 West 55th
St.. Dept. 703, New York, N. Y,
Diabetes Discovery
The
European,
Stein-Callenfel's
diabeticnoted
treatment,
which Dr.
allows
you to gradually eat what you need, is now available in
this country. A book describing this wonderful treatment will be sent FREE OF
CHARGE to any diabetic sufferer. Write
NOW to M. Richartz, DeiJt. 728, 220 W. 42nd
St., New York.
Is Life Passing You By ?
Are you dissatisfied?
AreSOUTH
you discontented?
Are Land
you
If so. then
AMERICA,
ofUNHAPPY?
Golden Opportunity
is Callinp;
You!
Live in The
The Land
of Romance porand
Adventure!Paid!
Big Our
Salaries!
Trans-on
tation! AW Expenses
Circular,Freehased
.vears of experience in Central and South America, gives
you
the inside
story ofyouthehaveSouth
American
and other
information
so long
wanted Oilto Fields,
obtain,
.'^ent upon receipt of one dollar. Address :
E. P, Gardner, Station A, Beaumont, Texas, U. S. A.
How to Obtain
A Perfect Looking Nose
My latest improved Model 25 corrects now ill-shaped noses Quiclciy.
painlessly, permanently and comfortably at houie. It is the only noseshapingment appliance
of and
precise
adjustand athatsafe
guaranteed
patent
device
willWrite
actually
jarivebooklet
you a
perfect
looking:
nose.
for
free
which tella you how to obtain a perfect lookSpecialist. M.Dept.
2SJ22,PioneeiBingh Noseshaping
Trilety^
one
Drawing

Learn

to Utavi

at Home
"Idohave—writes
received
$100 torKenta single
whichBecome
only took
a day
tothrough
graduate
of Newatdrawing
Jersey.
artist
this Designing.
amazing
method—
right
home
inartists
spare earn
time.anfromLearn
Illustratjng,
Cartooning.
Trained
$50
toot over
$250 toa draw
week.andFREE
BOOK tells
all about this simple method
learning
gives
Mail
Spstcard
NOW. Write
name details
plainly.of Offer
State toageNewandStudents.
whether Mr.,
[rs. or Mies.
_ WASHINGTON
Inc.
Room 2310-E,
ItlS-lSthSCHOOL
St., N.OFW.,ART,Washineton,
D. C

A

Physically Perfect Young
Continued from page 74

two suits alike ! Vy vould you vant
two suits chust alike ?" He shrugged ;
he waved his arms. "A gray one —
all pulled
right ; down
a black
one,andalla right."
He
a gray
black,

Man

how word does get about down
there. The casting department selected one man from the ghetto for
the picture, and early the next day
the office was swarmed with bearded
old men and work-hardened East
Side women wanting to play in the

then a dark blue one. "But alike !"
He shrugged again, quite perplexed
by a crazy man who would want two
There were a half dozen of them
Sunday suits just alike. There were
arguments ; the salesman was really picture.
around the studio when I was there.
distressed.
A man with a long red beard ; another old man with a straggly goatee
George finally indicated the friend
who was with him.
who \^"as a ghetto tailor in real life.
"My brother," he explained, "says He had, of course, never played in a
that both suits have to be alike, so movie before, and he was restless,
they'll wear better. And he's got the sitting around the studio all day with
onh' a few minutes' work before the
"Oh — and he von't let you have camera now and then. That's the
money."
worst of studio work — that sitting
any money?" More shrugs, more around
for hours and hours.
gesturings, and at last George purHe was distressed. He was being
chased the two suits, just alike, for
fifteen dollars apiece.
and he "vasn't
paid for "voiking,"
"Who's the proprietor here?" voiking."
He paced up and down.
George asked ; the young lad who Finally, he heated the iron that was
waited on him obviously was not.
part of the tailor's equipment in the
He was, as it happened, the proprie- picture, and he set to work. He
tor's son. The old man would be pressed and pressed. He pressed
back very soon, so George decided the wardrobe of every one in the
to wait to see if the clothing pro- place. The regular players entered
prietor in the picture had been cast into the spirit of it and brought him
realistically. Dore Davidson has that all the clothes they had around.
role.
When he ran out of those, he pressed
"What's your name?" he asked all the clothes in the Lipvitch cloththe son.
ing store on the set — some of which
"And you won't believe me," were supposed to be rumpled.
And there was the sweet, mothGeorge told me, "but it's the honesterly old woman who played ]\Irs.
to-goodness truth — the proprietor's
name was Lipvitch, just as in our Lipvitch in the picture. She -and
George had taken quite a liking to
George wandered about the ghetto, each other. She had had seven or
and
he got
!" two pairs of secondhand eight sons born all over the world.
picture
Dore Davidson, who plays Lipoveralls for a quarter — oh ! they
were sterilized, he assured me, when vitch, cannot get used to the silent
I gasped a little — and a pair of drama after his many years on the
heavy, round-toed shoes from an stage. He speaks all his lines as he
old woman, for five dollars. The plays, loudly and with great gusto.
old woman had tears in her eyes.
Many film actors speak lines, of
course,
but Mr. Davidson does it
"She put on a big act!" said with much
more vehemence, and he
George, laughing.
keeps
on
speaking,
after they are
He hadn't the heart to haggle with
her. And they discussed shoes, and ready to go on with another scene,
George told me all these things,
how you could wear a pair all week
and then have them shined on Sun- with a chuckle, or with sympathy, as
the occasion demanded. Frankly, I
day so they look like new.
All this had obviously been a great didn't expect to like George so much.
Frequently those whose physical
lark to George, this going around inventing stories, piling it on thicker perfections are stressed so heavily
and thicker. He chuckled gleefully are a little dull mentally. "George is
as he pointed to his shoes, his gray was told.
trousers — he wore no coat over the shy and doesn't like girls much," I
yellow shirt — which looks white, of
course, on the screen. And he wore
much less make-up than most film
actors do before the camera.
But — to go back to the filming of
"East Side, West Side." Most of
the ghetto types were real, not actors
at all. It's surprising, I was told,

But I saw no trace of shyness. He
talked easily, and his talk was always
amusing. And if he happens to be
the "most physically perfect young
man in movies"- — that's something
for the Fox publicity department to
gloat
over.ice Iwith
assure
you it doesn't
cut much
George!
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Good

Idea Gone
Continued from page 46

asm for Alan Forrest when he appeared, by screeching that he was
our favorite actor and that we
thought he looked even more grand
in person than on the screen. As I
recall, we made our escape back to
the train in Albuquerque with the
announcement that we were going to
force our way to him and ask for a
lock of his hair. I bitterly regret
that we didn't enlist followers. The
crowd was merely shocked at our
boldness.
Marie, Madeline, and Julanne
would never have taken that trip had
they known about the stops for personal appearances. All three realize
that the public loves the glamour
with which the camera endows them.
And try as you will to look your
best, it can't be done when you are
traveling and dragged out on a few
minutes' notice five or even more
times a day.
One member of the troupe never
kicked about appearing. Always in
the front row, smiling and ready to
burst into a speech was John Bowers. And wherever there was a
camera, t<here was he, his body bent
over in a courtly bow, bringing his
face a full eighteen inches nearer
the camera than any one else's.
But for the most part it was a
weary crowd, annoyed at these surprise appearances. Many of them
had worked day and night the preceding week, so as to be able to go,
and they had looked forward to four
days' rest to recuperate before facing the crowds at Atlantic City.
The reigning favorite of crowds
everywhere was Ben Turpin. Dear
old Ben, so eager to please that he
got into comedy make-up at every
stop, got out and played the comic
on the station platforms. Of him
at least the people could not say that
he was not at all what they had expected.
From random remarks made on
the train it dawned on us eventually
that we were not guests of the
Shriners ; we were 'being taken to
Atlantic City at the behest of one
Harry Brown, director of an electrical pageant, who had been requested to put on 'his show for the
Shriners. It was all a commercial
enterprise — or would have been had
sufficient people bought tickets to
the parade and ball to make it so.
But there was a factional row
among the instigators of the af¥air,
and many of Brown's plans were
blocked. Atlantic City and the
Shriners got their show all right,
even if it was not all that had been
promised, but Brown never got the

Wrong

proceeds he had expected from the
Harry Brown used to be head
parade.
electrician at Universal City. He
started out with an interesting idea
and a generous impulse. He wanted
to put on a tremendous electrical
display that would show the public
the magnitude and importance of the
technical side of making motion pictures. This was done by a parade
of display floats representing various studios, cleverly contrived and
tremendously effective. The players merely rode in the parade in illuminated cars — they gave it human
interest
and
the prestige of an allstar cast.
Harry Brown had put on a similar
show for the Shriners two years before, when they met in Los Angeles.
They wanted one in Atlantic Citv,
but were aghast at the cost of transporting the electrical equipment necessary. So Harry Brown offered
to bear the expense, hoping to recoup through the sale of tickets to
the parade. But it could easily be
seen from hotel windows, and the
public was disdainful about meeting
"more stars than there are in
heaven" face to face, having read
the list of arrivals in the newspapers.
A good crowd greeted the parade— but you should have seen the
ball afterward ! All the pomp of an
escort composed of the mayor and
stalwart, handsome policemen could
not make up for the shock of a ballroom designed to hold thousands
which held only hundreds.
Rumors of a financial crash— and
we were no longer the spoiled darlings who rode in with a police escort, sirens screeching, to be greeted
by a welcoming throng. Service at
the hotel, which at best was terrible,
became nonexistent for us. Though
the organization was responsible for
our bills, some of our bags were
seized while we were confronted individually with bills.
Quietly we drifted away, compassion in our hearts for Harry Brown,
who had bet a fortune on an idea
and lost it : rancor for his assistants
who had misled him about the promotion work they were doing, eternal gratitude to one Jimmy Wade,
an affable and ingenious property
man who elected himself our courier,
secretary, sergeant-at-arms, and general news service.
The show was a flop — ^but don't
blame the players. Thev were as
much shocked as any one at finding
that much of the promised all-star
cast had been supplanted by extras.

lOc
will make

your hair

brilliantly c^strous
SEND COUPON BELOW
JUST
IOC
will prove
you that ofyouyourcan hair
revealin
all the richest
naturalto radiance
the simple operation of a shampoo at home. Send
the coupon and loc. A little bottle of clear liquid
will come to you post haste! It is a marvelously
beautifying shampoo ! It contains just the right
touch of henna, to bring out the supreme natural
brilliance of the hair without affecting its color.
This shampoo will not destroy the permanent
wave. It cleanses and invigorates the hair as no
cake of soap can! It creates a dazzling effect of
brilliant charm that no hairdresser can achieve!
Send for it now! Your money back if you are
not delighted.

Hennafoam Coip., 5 1 1 W. 42d St., New York, N. Y.
Enclosed find soc for which send me a
trial bottle of Hennafoam Shampoo,
Name.

Develop Your Bust!
LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement
arms ofandbust,
legs neck, face,
Used with preat
success
by
thousanda.
expensive, harmleaa,
pleasant.
SuccessfulInresults
or money
refunded.
Full particulars
and
ptooF
'sealed)
free.
Write
for
olYer TODAY.
LA REAUTE STUDIOS special
857 PQ Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.
lU
MAGAZINES
in BIG
WEEKLY vJ
Most
unusual
offer!magazine
Ten weekly
issuesHighest
of America's
liveliest
illustrated
for 10c.
quality
t
fiction; unusual articles; sparkling wit and humor;
special
departments
for
every
member
of
the
Send
name, address
cents without family.
delay.
108 N.
The your
Pathfinder.
Dept. andC7810 Washington.D.C.
StateIII.St.
Chicago.
Dept.
E-927
The
Old
Raliable
lOFTIS
Credit
■■BR0S.&C0.fr5i
Jewelers
Very

Ideal
Diamond Gifts
Special
Values
erade
blue white,
amazOur Diamonds are finest
ingly
beautiful
gems,
set
in
finest
qua)
pierced
and
enjtraved
mountins:3,
all
18_
Buy fromandLoftis,
Importer, Credit
on Easy Terms:
Credit
Terms
be surethe ofDirect
satisfaction.
one tenth
balance weekly,
semi-monthly
orPaymonthly
at yourdown,convenience.
All anoi*s
delivAreri
onWritefirstnow!payment.
BIG DIAMOND
CATALOG
FREE.
Full
helpful
sufcrgestions
on giftWatches.
making.
Lists
overSilverware,
20UUof bargains
in Diamonds,
Jewelry,
etc.
Goods svnt for Free Ezami7iatL07i on Request.
17-Jewd;
ELGIN
Green No.
gold,15 kQ
Elginity Watch:
25-year
case;qual_ 12
No.
8S6-Splid
White
|!fo'.ii"j|
Bhape.
S22-60.
$2.25
down GoldC. case.
mO. _S<,„J'
. ,■'l^,,.
,, - •
15 Jewels.
faDcy 14-k
rectengnlar$p25«
Our References: Any Bbi.h ur Banker In M 5. A.
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Manhattan
Medley
Continued from page 52

YOUR
TWO $£98
Get This CHOICE
Wonderful OF
RINGANY
COMBINATION!
Weddineul Rins
with choice
of other,
onl? Pterlinff.
S5.98 — Thiok
of itifamous
Most
beautil
1925
Basket
Designs
in
geDUioe
t-etwith
Elite Diamonds
Itnown for
brilliance.
them
with the genuine.
If youtheir
can lasting
tell the fie>-y
difference.
send themComDara
back.
Money Back
Guaranteed
8S^l'in?tto'?donW°IenV
PENNY!
name,
address.
of Rings wanted
fingera
eize.
Pay Just
oostman
shownNumber
or if combination
$5.98 onwitharrival.
If notdeiiglited.
MoneypriceRefunded.
Elite Jewelry House, Dept. 1548, 609 S. Paulina St., Chicago
Hottest Uke you
- Iev
saw xi7l%i
Uke!er
Topay
l
I face
in Latest
8 brigrhthit.lifeLaughing
colors. Profesj sionalsize
banjo
style
Uke.
Deep
sweetwhere.
tone!Be popTake 1Topsy every^ ular, new
^ Clip Ad ^^^^^ friends. 1
Fiayon heacb
^LAVATONCE— Playsonganddance music very first day. Everybody plays.
''^' ^-s
Mnn^v^^^po^*^™^"
Send .Nn "'""''ycain
3?oJ
price and
of only ^ «a.98,
postage, when
Uke, Music
Omve. plus
Satisfaction
guaranteed
or money Pick
back.
rERRY & CO., Dept. 1753, Chicago, U. S. A.
GET RID
OF YOUR FAT
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on retiuest.
Ask
for sucros.sfiilly
luy "im.vU'lien-rediiced"
offer.
I li;ive
reduced
thousands
of persons
without often
staivation diet
(tv Ixirdensome
exercise,
iit ;i rapid rate. Lot me send you i>roof at
my expense.
Dr. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician
State of .Slew Vorlc, 286 Fifth Avenue. N. Y., Desk M
Chew and Grow Thin
NO D.IETING Oit
EXERCISING
Remarkable discovery — chew
*'Reduso Gum"
everyResults
meal.
Delicious
mint after
flavor.
338ured. Contains no harmful inpredienta. No thyroidor drugs.
Month's
supply
sent
for
SI.
00
on
receipt
of
money
order
or
check.
CO.
Dept. 60 ALVANITE
201 W.PRODUCTS
49th St.
N. Y, 0.
star
pictures
aremake
so larse
The WORLD'SOur
and Favorite
lifelike,
theySTARS
you
feel
as
though
the
actors
were
really
there
in
the
flesh.
An
enviable possession. 50 cents
each; 12rency,for
$5.
Semi
curmoney order or U. S.
2c stamps.
of famous fllra starsPictures
of the present
and
the
past
may
be
obtained
from this GUAKAXTEED.
studio. SATISFAOTIOX
Free list on request.
S. BRAM STUDIOS
729 Seventh
Studio 225
New Ave.
York City
Gloria SwanSOn Dealers Ttwitrd

'

sence. After all, he's only a younger
brother and with his good* looks and
fine physique, Colleen feels he has
more than a sporting chance to win
laurels on the screen for himself.
"You see, he loves it, and that is
more than half the battle," said Colleen with the indulgent smile of a
doting sister, though she's scarcely
more than twenty-five herself. "And
he's getting a fine chance, and Uncle
Walter is keen about it, too, and
what with ambition and a united
family spirit, he is starting oft' pretty
well
in life,
isn't happens
he?"
Uncle
Walter
to be one
of the cleverest men in the country,
and Colleen happens to be the apple
of his eye. It was Uncle Walter
Howie who helped Colleen get her
chance in the movies. She v\"as a
mere wisp of a girl at the time, but
her heart was set on being an actress. Howie told D. W. Griftith
about this little niece of his, and
Griffith said, "If she'll come out to
California I'll give her a six months'
She's been acting ever since. She
played many character parts, roles
trial." her individuality bit by bit
where
made friends for her. There was a
freshness and a spontaneity and a
simplicity of heart which no amount
of antics and capeus could disguise.
Often as not, she wore pigtails, gingham frocks, and hobnailed boots, but
as a gawky, lovable girl she forged
her way from a player of bits.

Julanne Seeks the Stage.
Julanne Johnston arrived for a
*>
brief holiday, and between matinees
J and beach parties she decided to
?
JK look for a job. She began by haunt^
ing the managers' offices, for Julanne
has decided to go on the stage. Life
PRICES
has not been going any too well on
CUT
the screen for the tall and willowy
Julanne. The breaks have been
against her, and like the determined
little soldier that she is, she has deand completely
it's rebuilt
yours
All2late models,
and recided to turn her histrionic ability to
finlshedbrandnew.GUARANTEEDforten
''^**ftate^S^^*'
FreO
YEARS. Send no money— big FREE catalog Trial good use and try the stage. It is not
Bhowa mentactual
our"direct-to-youwriteeasytoday.
payplan andmachines
JO-day infreefullEx..
trialcolors.
offer.GetLimited
International
Typewriter
186W.
Lake St.time,Dept.so 1073.
Chicago particularly that she wants to do it.
All girls love the screen, but she is
GROW TALLER
just a good sport, and believes in the
Science has found the way to
saying "Never Saj' Die." For, after
add inches to your height. No
all, why should you die a celluloid
need to envy and look up to the big
fellows.
haveman.
the disaddeath while you are young and
vaiTtages Noof need
the tolittle
This
courseon makes
for you
beautiful and full of joic de vivre?
be
a levelit possible
with your
fellowto
men.
Course
is
easy,
inexpensive
Julanne feels that all things being
and results
sure.today!
Mail coupon for
free
information
equal, she will get her chance again,
I.. GLOVER.
and in the meantime she is going
rtoom A 9,Calif.
70 Bulkley Ave.,
Saiisalito,
seriously to the Broadway managers
Without
any oblisation
to me,to grow
send
me
full information
on how
trying to convince them they are lostaller.
Name
ing a good bet if they don't have her
in the cast of a pla}' due to reach
. I Street
Broadway in the early fall.
-I City.

Equal to Any Emergency.
Dorothy Phillips came to town
with the ill-fated revelers bound for
Atlantic City and the Shi4ners' Convention.
In Baltimore — she is a Baltimore
girl, 30U know — she was met at the
station by the mayor, some leading
citizens, and her father and sister.
Dorothy tresses
toldwho me
wasn't
only for
achaveit to
sacrifice
their art. Her father, who is one
of Baltimore's politicians and a
democrat, had to forget party quarrels and pose in a group picture with
Dorothy and the republican mayor,
much to the amusement of those who
had heard his vehement political
arguments,
who the
couldn't
resist
merry
quip and
when
picture
wasa
published in the papers next mornAs it was a long time since Dorothy had been in New York, there
ing"- a great deal to talk about. She
was
has gone through the most difficult
period of her career in the last three
years, for she has had to go on
alone since the death of her husband, Alan Holubar.
But Dorothy Phillips is a good
trouper, who has been able to hold
her own through a succession of inadequate roles and petty annoyances
that would have sent a less capable
actress into oblivion.
She is such a "homey"' person that
one longs to bring in all the platitudes and shop-worn expressions,
such as "the girl next door," for they
describe her so convincingly. To
see her is to talk about ways of
making over last year's dress, and
a new recipe for chocolate cake.
The fact that she is wearing a Paris
frock so recently imported that the
salt of the Atlantic still clings to it.
doesn't make conversation like this
seem incongruous.
The Passing of June Mathis.
The film world was shocked and
saddened by the sudden death from
heart failure of June Mathis, one of
its most loved figures, during the
performance of a play which she was
attending with her grandmother.
Although she won her spurs as a
writer, she was famous in the eyes
of the fans as the discoverer of Rudolph Valentino. When "The Four
Horsemen" was in process of preparation. Miss Mathis insisted, in the
face of the strongest opposition, that
the then unknown Rud}' play Julio.
Her wish was received with incredulous amazement at first, until finally
the producers gave in, and the whole
world knows the result.
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years and a greater number uf crow's-feet,
and has obviousl}'- passed the age for romantic love-making.
Aline Miller.
Cihevy Ohase, Maryland.
In Memoriam.
"The year is going, letTennyson.
him go."
Yes, the year is going, the darkest and
saddest year. He is gone who was young,
romance and chivalry itself, he who had
the most tender smile and the most wonderful eyes of all. Rudolph Valentino has
gone forever. And now a year is going,
the first year since his death.
But we here in Sweden — and I am sure,
everywhere on earth people think as we
do — all loved and love him more than any
other star, and we shall never forget him.
We saw only his shadow on the screen, the
shadow of a noble, fine personalit)', and
now the shadow has gone, too. But though
a year is going he is in my heart as much
as he was when he lived.
He was with us only a little time, but
we did not make his lifetime happy. Most
critics considered him a bad — listen, fans —
actor, and if any one wished to tell the
truth people laughed at them. But he gave
us the most beautiful impersonations we
have ever seen, or shall see on the screen.
We will never see more beauty than in
"Monsieur Beaucaire," no actor could have
been able to portra}^ J nan Gallardo and
Julio Desnoyers better than our Rudy did.
And not to forget his two sheik pictures !
Immortal Rudy !
No one can take his place either in our
hearts or on the screen. So let us be
faithful to him ! Remember him, and revere his memory ! The year is going,
others will come and go, but he will always
be our own beloved RudJ^
Gull Mellin.
S. Espl. 4, Lund, Sweden.
Up Stage?
I want to say first of all, that I got a
bitter disappointment recently in meeting
Eleanor Boardman, who was always one
of my favorites, but now ranks least of all,
because in my opinion and estimation, she
is a snob. While I was in Chicago recently, Imet her face to face at the New
Stevens Hotel, and I remarked to one of
my girl ifriends, "Why there is Eleanor
Boardman." Of course Eleanor had heard
the remark and she gave me a very snobbish gesture, as though she were some
queen. When they get so hoity-toity, I am
throughseewith
and I don't
carescreen
if I
never
Missthem,
Boardman
on the
again.
Eva M. Butterfield.
218 Third Street, Fond du Lac, Wis.
A Tribute to Harry Langdon.
Not so long ago, I was taken into the
town of Wistfulness, near the Valley of
Tears.
Soon after that, I was ushered into the
little village of Joyful Laughter, near the
Road to Happiness.
Both of these towns are ruled by the
same man, and a finer Sovereign could
never be found the world over.
This ruler understands his people. In
either place, he rules supreme. His government is original, and all his ideas of
improvement are his own.
He is loved by all who have met, and
know him, distantly or otherwise, and is
looked upon as the best of his kind.
He goes about his governing patiently
and cautiously, appearing to sense trouble,
and looking for it not.

When things go wrong, he smiles pathetical y, to offer silent cheer for those
who are affected most by it. He wants to
see he is happy, although seemingly miserable.
His followers fairly worship him.
Everywhere, one may hear the hearty
cry, "Long Live Ludicrous Langdon!
many makes
hundredsyouofthink
extra that
dollars
WHAT
you yearly
can't playearn
Honorable Hilarious Harry!"
ing a King Band Instrument? You like music!
Now, you know I've been speaking of
You
envy
the
person
who
plays
well.
Then
the King of Comedy, none other than
make up your mind that you, toOjWiUleam.
that moon-faced, sad-cj'ed, heart-appealing
For more
a quarter-century
we've
and inimitable Harry Langdon !
helped
youngLetthan
people
achieve
greateasysuccess
in
music.
us
show
you
the
way
At the sight of him, one offers mento greater popularity and profits.
tally, "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, here comes
But, first investigate our claim that any persoa
will learn to play quicker with a King. These perthe Strong Man, in Long Pants!"
fect Instruments of the Masters are sold on terms
So,cess King
as easy as those offered by
to you !of Combined Sentiment, sucmakers
of the cheaply built kind.
Long Live Ludicrous Langdon !
Mail the coupon below and
Hylda G. Armstrong.
we'll send you booklets that may prove the begin
1723 Polymnia Street, New Orleans, La.
ning of the happiest days of your h£e. Don't delay
THE H. N. WHITE CO.
Welcome !
.
5223-92 SuperiorAve.,Cleveland,0.
Here's another bouquet for a newcomer
Please
sendReference
me free Catalog.
copy of The
"Whitebelow,Way"instruand
your
Handy
(Check,
ment preferred.)
— Nancy Nash, one of the cutest little
newcomers we've had in a long time. I
Name
Age . . . .
Address
saw her for the first time in "The City"
and,
although role
she inwasn't
featured,
she had
City
state
the choicest
it. And
she certainly
□ Saxophone □ Trumpet □ Trombone □ Alto
did run away with the picture !
□ French Horn □ Baritone □ Bass □ Bugle
She bears a very strong resemblance to
Dorothy Mackaill, but she has an individuality all her own. She's as cute as they
come, with
her little
wistful
banking
on this
girl charm.
to come Here's
to the
front
before
very
long.
She's
got
it in
her, I know.
Una S. Adler.
Qmm
335 Grant Street, Buffalo, New York.
BANISHED
FOREVER
A Protest to the Fans.
A. R. must be a first-class grouch or
<7^HIS
tested and
approved
developed,
banisfies
gray, coIoring,scientifically
streaked orfaded hair
permanently in fifteen minutes. Your family or
he couldn't say Rin-Tin-Tin and Tom Mix
closest
friend
cannot
detect
its use and people will
are the "worst ever," not in those very
wonder
at your
appearance.
same words but it means the same. Rinbrings back
the youthful
original color,
lustre andRap-I-Dol
beauty.
Tin-Tin is a wonderful dog and I have
Ithairdressers
is used by here
the highest
class andIn most
and abroad.
Paris, exclusive
London
seen many of his pictures and there wasn't
and all other European Capitals Rap-I-Dol is inone of them that I couldn't have seen and
iably the choice.
no coloring
"dye" or isother
enjoyed the second time. As for Tom
coloring varand
no "dye"It isorlikeother
like
Mix and Hoot Gibson — what's the matter
with
like themthat
both!
admit
there them?
are someI pictures
do notI'llexactly
radhe'M
pij:
aster
/idir do
Coloring
pleasewhyeverx'body
they throw
couldn'tso— much
but I can't
see
the fans— will
dirt
at the film folks. The stars were probf
ablj^ just as displeased with some of the
Hair colored with Rap-I-DoI is not affeaed
pictures as the fans, because of direction or
by waving, shampooing, sun-shine, salt water,
something, and the way they are "hamperspiration or any form of hair treatment.
mered" makes me good and sore.
It is really permanent and keeps its true
I am sure the stars must feel resentful
color in all of the eighteen shades. Rap-Itoward some of these fans if they read the
Dol is sold and applied by the better class of
letters,
but
then
they
are
probably
so
broadhairdressers
throughout the country. Take
minded that the more the fans rave the
advantage
of
our free "no
obligation"
offer
more fun they get out of it. I'm for the
and we can determine
the shade
best suited
film folk, and I'm here to s:iy, "If you cr.n't
to your individuality.
boost don't knock." They earn their money
and it probably isn't their fault if some of
the pictures don't please. Some of these
so-called fans, if they had a chance to meet
DEMONSTRATION
Send no money. Just fill
the stars they are forever running down,
out the couponyoubelow
and
would be in line two days ahead of time
wewillsend
in plain
and be the biggest gushers there.
envelopeyour
"Personality
Chart" which will enable
I don'tbecause
know why
thosea .
our expert to select the
letters,
everyI read
time some
I do ofI get
exact
shade we should send
wrinkle on my nose that takes weeks to
you in your free trialoutfit
get out. Then it's time for another issue
so I practically have a wrinkle "four
Rap-I-Dol Distrib
TESTED
ANDuting Fulton
Rap-I-DolSt..Distributing
Corp. '
Corp.,
weeks out of a month," caused by some old
_*A^PPR.OytD^
Newarfc,N.J.
grouch trying to see how much mud he can
Newark, N. J. 4-10-7
throw at some particular actor or actress.
AttentionFulton
YvonneStreet,
Rebeaux
For every one that doesn't like them there
sendno meobligation
"Personali
N
mePlease
under
. ty Chart." This places
a
m
e
are a hundred that d'o, so why should they
worry
you think?
Address
few digswhatmyself
for this I'll
but probablyi
then the get
filma
folks
will
have
a
rest.
I
agree
with
'Vivian
about Cullen Landis. Eloise Holland.
2913 Springle Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.
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"Kiss in a Taxi, A" — Paramount.
Bebe Daniels excellent in lively farce
of a hot-tempered waitress in a Paris
cafe, who rebuffs all comers until
Douglas Gilmore steps onto the scene.
"Knock=out Reilly" — Paramount.
Richard Dix in an exciting fight film —
his best picture in years. Cast includes Jack Renault, the professional
heavyweight, and Mary Brian.
"Let It Rain" — Paramount. Douglas
MacLean in good-humored comedy
built on the prankish rivalry between
the sailors and marines aboard a battleship. Shirley Mason is the girl.
"Long Pants" — First National. Harry
Langdon both funny and pathetic in
tale of a country boy in his first long
pants who comes under the spell of a
city vamp.
"Love of Sunya, The"— United ArtGloria Swanson's
firstbut
independentists.venture.
Glittering,
vmreal.
Skilled performance by Miss Swanson
in four distinct characterizations.
"Love Thrill, The" — Universal. Laura
La Plante in diverting farce of a girl
who poses as the widow of a man
falsely reported dead, and then is confronted by him. Tom Moore is the
man.
"Lunatic
at Errol
Large,in The"
— First
National. Leon
highly
amusing
picture of a hobo who is mistaken for
a millionaire and accidentally put into
an insane asylum. Dorothy Mackaill
and Kenneth McKenna.
"Madame Wants No Children" — Fox.
Foreign film. Sophisticated tale of a
wealthy
wife whose
quest forman's
excitement
leaves feverish
her no
time for domesticity.
"McFadden's Flats" — First National.
Charlie Murray and Chester Conklin in
a brick-and-mortar comedy of a hodcarrier who becomes a contractor and
is forced into "society" by his wife and
daughter.
"Metropolis" — Paramount. Fantastic
German film of what life in a big city
may be a hundred years from now,
with the laboring classes living far below ground, and only the capitalists
above.
"Monkey Talks, The" — Fox. Unusual
film
of a inman
who poses
as a his
talkingmonkey
a circus,
and loses
life
saving the girl he loves from a real
monkey. Jacques Lerner and Olive
Borden.
"Mr. Wu" — Metro-Goldwyn. Lon
Chancy in gruesome, slow-moving film
of
old Chinaman's
revengebyfora
thea baleful
seduction
of his daughter
young Englishman. Renee Adoree and
Ralph Forbes.
"Music Master, The" — Fox. Fine
adaptation of the famous stage play.
Alec Francis appealing as the old piano
teacher who has spent his life seeking
his
long-lost
daughter.
Moran
and wife
Neil and"
Hamilton
are Lois
the
young people.
"Night of Love, The"— United Artists.
Beauty and romance. Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky in a stormy tale of a
kidnaped princess who falls in love
with her gypsy abductor.
"Nobody's Widow" — Producers Distributing. Leatrice Joy and Charles
Ray in a vivacious farce of a bride who

Releases

deserts her faithless new husband,
forcing him to pursue her and woo her
back.
"Paradise for Two" — Paramount.
Richard Dix and Betty Bronson in film
of mantune,who,
employstoan inherit
actresshisto uncle's
pretendforto
be his wife, and of course falls in love
with her.
"Potters, The"— Paramount. W. C.
Fields and Mary Alden in a mildly
amusing comedy of a typical middleclass
in which becomes
Pa doesn'trich.count
until family,
he accidentally
"Red Mill, The"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Marion Davies delightful as a rollicking Dutch girl who, after many and
devious complications, ends in the arms
of a visiting American, Owen Moore.
"Resurrection" — United Artists.
Faithful
film Dolores
version del
of Tolstoy's
famous novel.
Rio and Rod
La Rocque both excellent in poignant
story of a Russian peasant girl whose
love for a thoughtless young prince
leads to her downfall.
"Rookies" — Metro-Goldwyn. Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur immensely
funny as two bitter enemies in a military training camp. Marceline Day is
the girl.
"See You in Jail" — First National.
Moderate!}^ amusing farce of a millionaire's son who goes to jail and,
while there, devises an invention which
revolutionizes his father's business.
Jack Mulhall and Alice Day.
"Sensation Seekers" — Universal. Billie Dove in film of willful, fast-living
society girl who high-hats a handsome
young clergyiiian until heroically rescued by him from the villain's yacht.
"Show, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. John
Gilbert and Renee Adoree in meloacting. drama of a Budapest side show. Moves
a little slowly despite Gilbert's vivid
"Special
— Paramount.
die Cantor Delivery"
proves himself
one of Edthe
foremost comedians of the screen in
highly entertaining film of a nervous
mailman. Jobyna Ralston and William
Powell.
"Taxi Dancer, The" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Agreeably entertaining. Joan Crawford
alluring as dance-hall girl who gets in
with a bad crowd, but finally lands
safely back in Old Virginny.
"Tell It to the Marines"— MetroGoldwyn. Lon Chaney, William
Haines, and Eleanor Boardman in entertaining picture of flippant youth who
joins the marines just to play the races
and gets
put in his place by a hardboiled
sergeant.
"Three Hours" — First National. Corinne Griffith in tale of a mother who
steals for the sake of her child. Lots
of plot
and sympathetic
"high society."
ers is the
friend.John Bow"Venus of Venice" — First National.
Constance Talmadge in gay yarn of
picturesque Venetian beggar maid who
is also a thief, eventually reformed by
the rich Antonio Moreno.
"White Gold"- Producers Distributing. Jetta Goudal gives fine performance as Spanish girl in this exceptional
film of the West, full of sinister moments and grim situations.
"Wolf's Clothing"— Warner. Lively,
entertaining picture of subway guard
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who
comes' into
fortuneof
and accidentally
is swirled through
all asorts
thrilling adventures. Monte Blue and
Patsy Ruth Miller.
"Yankee Clipper, The" — Producers
Distributing. William Boyd and Elinor
Fair in beautifully filmed but trivial
sea picture, based on the maritime rivalry between the United States and
England in the middle of the nineteenth cetury.

heavily dramatic film of an alluring
European adventuress who helps a
wicked baron in his nefarious operations, until reformed at last by an athletic young American. Alma Rubens
and Walter Pidgeon.
"Heart Thief, The"— Producers Distributing. Dull film of a Hungarian
peasant girl who marries a rich old
landowner, is almost compromised by
his scheming relatives, but is saved in
time by the handsome hero. Lya de
Putti and Joseph Schildkraut.

RECOMMENDED— WITH
RESERVATIONS.
"High Hat"— First National. Foolish
"Afraid to Love" — Paramount. Po- satire on the motion-picture world,
with Ben Lyon and Mary Brian cast to
lite but tepid comedy of titled Eng- disadvantage
in a silly plot.
lishman who marries a girl just to inherit some money and of course falls
"Lovers"
—
Metro-Goldwyn.
Ramon
in love with her. Clive Brook and
Novarro and Alice Terry in disappointFlorence Vidor.
ing picture showing the damage done
"Ankles Preferred" — Fox. Trivial by malicious gossip.
hodge-podge featuring Madg Bellamy
"Love's Greatest Mistake" — Paraas a pert shopgirl who means by hook
mount. Old story of country girl who
or crook to get on in the world. Law- comes to the city, is pursued by a
rence Gray is the "nice young man." wealthy villain, and saved by the noble
"Beloved Rogue, The"— United Art- hero. Eveb'n Brent, James Hall, and
ists. John Barrymore in an undignified, clownish portrayal of Frangois Josephine Dunn.
Villon, vagabond French poet of the
"Man Bait" — Producers Distributing.
fifteenth century. Marceline Day is Marie Prevost in a theatrical but unthe lady.
interesting film setting forth the preposterous adventures and unlikely tri"Bitter Apples" — Warner. Meaningumphs
of
a
shopgirl.
less picture of a girl who marries a
man out of revenge and then falls in
"Matinee Ladies" — W^arner. May
love with him. Monte Blue and Myrna McAvoy and Malcolm McGregor in
Loy.
slow, dull film about a cigarette girl
and a law student who hires himself
"Blind Alleys" — Paramount. Thomas
Meighan and Greta Nissen in slow film out as a professional dancing partner.
of army officer and his bride who are
"Michael Strogoff" — Universal. An
accidentally separated in the big city, importation from France, being a meloand go through all kinds of adventures
dramatic story of Russia.
At times
before being reunited.
very dramatic, but inclined to be slow.
"Mother"— F. B. O. Belle Bennett
"Broadway Nights" — First National.
Lois Wilson miscast as gawky, igno- in another tale of a suft'ering mother,
rant girl who marries a vaudeville ac- who, after she has raised her husband
tor, becomes a big success, and is and son from poverty to luxury, is betempted by a rich producer, with hustrayed by both.
band rushing to the rescue.
"New York" — Paramount. Conven"Brute, The"— Warner. Monte Blue
tional melodrama. A writer of popular
in implausible picture of genial, sim- songs falls in love with a society girl
ple-souled cowboy who kisses a girl, and is accused of murdering the girl he
then makes the horrible discovery that spurned. Ricardo Cortez, Lois Wilson,
she works in a dance hall!
Estelle Taylor, and William Povv'ell.
"Butterfli'^s in the Rain" — Universal.
"Night Bride, The"— Producers DisLong-drawn-out film of modern miss
tributing. Marie Prevost and Harriwho marries a staid middle-aged man
son Ford in mediocre farce of a sociand leads him a merry dance. Laura
ety tomboy and a 3'oung author, who
La Plante and Jam.es Kirkwood.
start off by hating each other.
"Climbers, The" — Warner. Irene Rich
in dull, meandering tale of innocent
"Notorious Lady, The" — First National. Conventional society meloSpanish duchess who is maliciously
drama ueginning in London and ending
compromised, then banished to Porto
Rico, where she falls in love with a in South Africa. Lewis Stone and Barbara Bedford are the husband and wife
sneering bandit.
eventually reconciled.
"Demi=Bride,
— Metro-Goldwyn.
Norma
Shearer The"
miscast
in role of a
"Orchids and Ermine" — First National. Colleen Moore wasted in thin,
mincing young French girl who steals
unamusing tale of a switcliboard operher
stepmother's
beau.
Lew
Cody
ator who marries a rich young man
and Carmel Myers.
"Don't Tell the Wife"— Warner. An- posing as a valet. Jack Mulhall is the
other sophisticated comedy of entan- young man.
gled husbands and wives. Not particu"Rubber Tires" — Producers Distriblarly good. Irene Rich, Lilyan Tashuting. Boring picture of the frantic efman, and Huntly Gordon.
forts of a family to recover a discarded car whose value has suddenly
"Gay Old Bird, The"— Warner. Lou- risen to ten thousand dollars. Bessie
ise Fazenda in dull, dreary comedy of Love and Harrison Ford.
pi cook who is persuaded to pose temporarily as hera employer's
wife,
that he
"Sea Tiger, The" — First National.
may receive
large sum of
money.
Silly film, laid in the Canary Islands,
of
two brothers, a girl they both love,
"General, The"— United Artists. Not
at all worthy of Buster Keaton. Long, and a trouble-making vamp from
Broadway. Alilton Sills, Mary Astor,
dull comedy of an engineer whose loco- and
Larry Kent.
motive,
"The
General,"
play:
a
heroic
part in the Civil War.
"Taxi, Taxi" — Universal. Edward
"Heart of Salome, The"— Fox. Gaudy, Everett Horton miscast in comedy of
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quickly
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Stillman's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
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natural coloring.with new beauty o£
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yiiur personal . appearance
1(K) will
^ler improve
cent. Write
today for copy- ^
riglilcdence of Pliysiolojrica
I andobligation.
Anat&miciilKnclosc
book and
experi-for
others wiLiiuut
a dime
postage.
M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST Dept. 1544L, BrngliEmlon, N. Y.

. a Sf&v
\
Girls learn to play theBuescher Saxophone and go on
thestagewithbigpay .Travel.
Workispiay.AIwaysa
Hit.Anyone
can mastera simplified,
easy
blowingBuescher. 3 lessons given on request with eacliinanhour.
new True
ToneSax.teachscales
Play tunes in a week. Try any
Buescher Instrument in your
homefor 6 days.Pay by month. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Beautiful Free Book explains
everything Jobswaiting. Send postal today.
Buescher<-Band Instrument Co.
20e8 Buescher Block, (14) Elkhart, Ind.

FREE
BOOK
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young draftsman who takes his employer's niece,
Nixon,up out
the evening
andMarian
gets mixed
withfora
crook.
The Brand of |
a Good Book |
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Chelsea

Popular

House

Copyrights

The biggest and fastest selling
line of cloth-covered books. Ask
your druggist — your bookseller to
show you any of these latest titles.
There's something doing all the
while in a "CH" book. These
books which have never before
been published were written for
men who love the sweep of the
great West, the mysteries of big
cities, the conquest of man over
his environment.
RONICKY DOONE'S TREASURE David Manning
FAST MONEY
Eugene A. Clancy
THE GREEN BAG
John Paul Seabrooke
LENNISTER OF BLUE DOME James Roberts
TWO-GUN GERTA
C. C. Waddell and Carroll John Daly
Frank Lillie Pollock
RAINBOW LANDING
THE PHANTOM ALIBI
Henry Leverage
MARK TURNS WEST
Mary Inilay Taylor
David Manning
ON THE TRAIL OF FOUR
Howard Fielding
STRAIGHT CROOKS
POISONOUS MIST
Gordon MacCreagh
THE LOOTED BONANZA
E. Whitman Chambers
Robert Ormond Case
JUST BUCKAROOS
THE PURPLE LIMITED
Henry Leverage
William Morton
MASQUERADE
Emart
Kinsburn
SPANISH NUGGETS
THE AWAKENING OF ROMOLA
Anne
O'Hagan
MARCIA
Anne O'Hagan
COWGI RLS— PLUS
George Gilbert
Gordon MacCreagh
THE INCA'S RANSOM
THE CRIMSON BLADE Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE AMATEUR DETECTIVES Christopher B. Booth
THE GLACIER GATE
Frank Lillie Pollock
WILD BILL
Joseph Montague
RIM 0' THE RANGE
Ethel Smith Dorrance and James French Dorrance

75c

Per

HELSEA

Copy

HOUSE

79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY

"When a Man Loves" — Warner. John
Barrymore in stagy artificial screen
version
of "Manon
Lescaut,"cavalier
the taleandof
the
troubles
of a French
his flirtatious mistress. Dolores Costello miscast as Manon.
"White
Flannels" — Warner. Louise

Dresser in tale of a poor, drudging
miner's widow who makes a "gentleman" of her son only to be humiliated
by his high-class sweetheart.
"Wrong
Mr. Wright,
The" — Universal. Mirthless
farce featuring
Jean
Hersholt as the sappy son of a corset
manufacturer who is mistaken for the
cashier who has absconded with the
funds. Enid Bennett is a lady detective.

Information, Please
Continued from page 102
Marie of St. Paul. — How you do
like to make me work, asking me the adplayers! who
don't
stay putdressesatof free-lance
any one studio
Constance
Bennett retired from the screen upon her
m.arriage two years ago to Philip Plant.
I've no idea what her address is. For
Anita Stewart, just Hollywood, California,
is all I can suggest. That address should
reach almost any well-known player. Try
Johnnie Walker at the Columbia Studio,
1438 Cower Street, Hollywood. If Lon
Chancy and Jack Holt did not send their
pictures when you wrote, that apparently
means that they do not answer their fan
mail. Harrison Ford was born in Kansas
City, Missouri, and is in his late thirties.
He was once on the stage, and in his early
screen career was leading man for the Talmadges. He is married to Beatrice Prentice. Eugene
O'Brien
never told
answers
fan mail,
so his
fans have
me. his
Miss 1927. — Just a modern girl ! Owen
Aloore, after his divorce from Mary Pickford, married Kathryn Pcrrw Clara Bow
uses her real name, I think, and I believe
IMarceline Day does, also. Alarceline is
not married. Her next picture is "Romance," in which Ramon Novarro is
starred. Colleen Moore's new one is
"Nau,ght_\- But Nice."
Beryl. — You'll be glad to know that
your favorite, Cullen Landis, appears in
Tom Meighan's new picture, "We're All
LiGHTXiXG. — -You won't have to strike
Gamblers."
in the same place — I'll answer your
questions the first time. The principals in "Forbidden Cargo" were Evelyn
Brent, Robert Ellis, and Boris Karlofi^.
In "Broken Laws," the players were Mrs.
Wallace Reid, Percy Alarmont, Ramsaye
^^'allace.
Saunders,
Lee Corbin,Jacqueline
Arthur Rankin,
and \'irginia
the two
children, Pat Moore, and Jane Wray.
Daddy's Girl. — To think of anybody keeping a file of information about
screen players when he doesn't have to !
You do like to work, don't you? Victor
\"arconi
was Windsor
born in Hungary,
31,
1896. Claire
was born March
in Cawker
Citv, Kansas, in 1897 ; Conrad Nasel, Keokuk, Iowa, March 16, 1897; Douglas Fairbanks in Denver, May 22, 1883 ; George
O'Brien in San Francisco, in 1900. Evelyn
Brent is married to B. P. Fineman, but at
this writing, has just begun suit for divorce. Sorry, I don't know the name of
Lillian Rich's husband, nor of Malcolm
McGregor's wife. Malcolm has a six}'ear-old daughter named Joan. The part
of Willozvdean in "Summer Bachelors"
was pla3-ed by Leila Hyams.
.Audrey. — In answer to your very interesting letter, I'll gladden your heart by
telling you that William Haines is not
married. Joan Crawford is a brunette,
five feet four in height. Her first screen
role then
was known
in "I'll
Tell the
she
was
as Lucille
Le World"
Seuer. —Since

then she has played in "Sally, Irene and
Mary," "Old Clothes," "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp, "Paris," "The Taxi Dancer," "The
Understanding Heart," "The Unknown,"
"Spring Fever," and ''Twelve Allies Out,"
John Gilbert's new picture. I don't know
how many Charleston steps she knows —
the Charleston is somewhat pa.ssc here in
America. Helene Costello is rising steadih' to screen prominence ; her forte is
light comed)-, which doesn't give her the
opportunity
for Helene
big specials
such as
lores has had.
has played
quiteDo-a
few leads — in "Ranger of the Big Pines,"
"Wet Paint," opposite Raymond Griffith,
"The Broncho Twister," opposite Tom
Mix, and film.
in "While
London
Sleeps," a RinTin-Tin
Do write
again.
A F.\N" OF .\ll the Stars. — It must
keep you busy, doing all that fanning!
Donald Keith was born in Boston twent.vfivc years ago ; he is five feet ten inches
tall. James Hall was born October 22,
1900, in Dallas, Texas. He is five feet
eleven, and weighs one hundred and fiftysix pounds. George Lewis was born in
Mexico City about twenty-four years ago.
I don't doubt that you will get your wish
of seeing Raymond Keane grow more and
more popular. He worked for months in
Emor)film.Texas,
Joan
CrawfordJohnson's
was hornnewin aviation
San Antonio,
and is in her early twenties. She is five
feet four, and weighs one hundred and
ten.
S. A. J.— It is customary to inclose a
quarter with
a request
a star's at
photograph. Write
Claire for
Windsor
the
Aletro-Goldwyn Studio — address at the end
of this department. She has left M.-G.M. but
they will
doubtborn
forward
ter to her.
Claireno was
in 1897the; letshe
is five feet six and one half in height.
Valaria. — The troubles a poor answer man does have, trying to keep track
of the addresses of free-lance players! At
last accounts Betty Compson was working at the Metro-Goldvvyn Studio in John
Gilbert's "Twelve Miles Out," but by the
time
this gets
print isshe'll
probably
somewhere
else,into
so what
the poor
Oraclebe
to do? A letter addressed to Hollywood,
California, would probably reach her,
however. Betty is five feet two, and is in
her late twenties. Just address your "What
the Fans onThink"
letter
to Picture Play —
address
Contents
page.
Marglterite Mitchell. — Much as I like
to see newcomers succeed in the movies,
the}' do make things hard for an answer
man. For instance — Ruth Handforth. You
know more aibout her than I do, because I
had never even heard of her. Oscar Shaw
is a musical-comedy player, and appears on
the screen only occasionally. He is a tail
brunet. You can reach him in care of
Charles Dillingham, Gaiety Theater, New
York City. Jacqueline Logan has signed
with Cecil De Mille. I suppose you read of
Einar Hanson's death several months ago.
Anna Q. Nilsson doesn't give a home ad-

Advertising Section
dress. I've lost my records about Wallace
Reid, but I believe he was born in MisPatsy Ruthto Miller
her
birthday.souri. Write
Myrtle doesn't
Gebhart give
in care
of Picture Play.
Oliver Twist. — ^F. B. O. is one of the
smaller companies and docs not produce
first-run pictures. That is, its films are
shown in the small "daily change" theaters.
The Swiss leaflet 'was very amusing, though
I couldn't read much of it. Nazimova's
most recent films were not very successful
financially,
I doubtin whether
she 'will
play
on
the screenso much
the future.
Kenneth
Thomson is comparatively new to the
screen. He's a De Mille discovery. He
played in "M'an Bait" and "Corporal
Kate," as well as in ''White Gold." "Paris
at
Midnight" never
and "If
Gods Laugh"Thanks
have
apparently
beenthe released.
for the bouquets for Picture Play.
Barrymore. — It isn't just a few answers
thaties!you
want,of but
a hook
'about and
the movA list
all the
directors
their
films would take up countless pages. There
are three or four thousand players in Hollywo d. Itis out of the question for me to
describe the hundred or so ^players you ask
about. Their addresses are given in the
list at the end of this department.
E. V. B. — ^RockclifTe Fellowes is another
of those players whose address flits about
from studio to studio. As this goes to
press he is 'working in Mrs. Wallace Reid's
new 'film, "The Satin Woman," at the Fine
Arts Studio, 4500 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood. RockcIifTe is forty-two years old,
and was married years ago to Lucille Watson, the well-known stage actress. Tom
Mix
owns
his birthday.Tony, I think. Tom doesn't give
Pam-Pam. — ^So you think I'm a young
"kid?" And here I thought I had you all
fooled
I'll be Gray
five onwhomy played
next birthday.
It
was 1 Larry
opposite
Dorothy Mackaill in "Convoy." He was
born July 27, 1898. He is a brunet and
unmarried. Theodor von Eltz doesn't give
his age ; his eyes are gray. At this writing, he is working in "No Man's .Law,"
which sounds like a Western to me. 'Billie
Dove is. soon to be starred in "An American Beauty."
Bow haswasbeenbornmaking
July
29, 1905.
CharlesClara
Delaney
"Finnegan's Ball."
Addresses of Players.
Richard Arlen, Raymond Hatton, Theodore
Roberts, Lawrence Gray, Betty Bronson, Pola
Negri, Esther Ralston, Mary Brian, Neil
Hamilton, Richard Dix, Adolphe Menjou,
Raymond Griffith, Kathryn Hill, Wallace
Beery, Florence Vidor, Donald Keith, Clara
Bow, Chester Conklin, Clive Brook, Arlette
JIarchal, Ivathlyn Williams, Charles ("BuditoKers,Cooper,
Fred James
Thomson,
Quimby,dy")Gary
Hall, Margaret
Douglas
MacLean, William Powell, Bebe Daniels,
Louise Brooks, Noah Beery, Emil Jannings,
Evelyn Brent, and Margaret Morris, at the
Famous
Players Studio, Hollywood, California.
Rex tonio
Ingram,
RoyTerry,
d'Arcy,
AnMoreno, LewGwen
Cody,Lee,Alice
Ramon
Novarro. Norma Shearer, John Gilbert, Zasu
Pitts, William Haines, Lon Chaney, Sally
O'Neil, Helena
Marion
Davles,
Conrad d'Algy,
Nagel, Renee
LillianAdoree,
Gish, Eleanor
Boardman, Paulette Duval, Karl Dane, Dorothy Sebastian, Lionel Barrymore, Tim McCoy, George K. Arthur, Lars Hanson, Joan
Crawford, Ralph Forbes, at the MetroGoldwyn Studio, Culver City, California.
Vilma Banky, Ronald Colman, Douglas
Fairlianks. Jack Pickford, Mary Pickford,
Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge,
Buster Keaton. Corinne Griffith, and John
Barrymore, at the United Artists Studio, 7100
Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Lewis Stone. Colleen Moore, Jack Mulhall,
Myrtle Stedman, Natalie K^ingston, Joyce
rompton, Doris Kenyon, Milton SilTs, Billie
Dove, Ken ^Inynnrd, Richard Bartlielmess,
Ben
DorothyLarry
Mackaill,
don, Lyon,
Mary Aslor,
Kent, Harry
at the LangFirst
National Studio, Burbank, California.

Reginald Demiy^ Hoot Gibson, Mary Philbin, Laura
i'laiitr,Xiiia
.Marian
Nixon, Josie
Ijola
Todd.
Art LaAcord,
lioinauo,
Sedgwick,
Norman
Kci-i-y,
William
Desmond,
Edmund Cobb, Jack Daugherty, George Lewis,
Raymondversal Keaue,
at the Universal Studio, UniCity, California.
William Boyd, Rod La Rocque, Leatrice
Joy, Edmund Burns, Itita Carita, Vera
Reynolds, Jetta Goudal, Majel Coleman, H.
B. Warner,
nor Fair, and^'ictor
JoscijliVarconi,
Striker, Sally
at theRand,
Cecil EliDe
Mille
Studio, Culver City, California. Also
Julia Faye.
Lou Tellegen, Buck Jones, George O'Brien,
Tom
Edmund
EarleWalling,
Fox<', Barry
Janet
Gaynor,Mix,Olive
Borden,Lowe,
Richard
Norton, at the Fox Studio, Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Irene Rich, Dolores Costello. Louise Fazenda, Monte Blue, Sydney ('liapliii, John
Patrick,
McAvoy,
ner Oland,Dorothy
at the Devor'e,
Warner May
Studios,
Sunset Warand
Bronson, Los Angeles, California.
Marie Prevost,
John Bowers,
Hoxi(>,
Harrison
Ford, Phyllis
Haver, atJack
Producers
Distributing
Corporation,
Culver
City,
California.
Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann Jackson, at the Mack
Sennett Studio, 1712 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Viola Withers,
Dana, George
Grant
Edna O'Hara,
Murphy, Gertrude
at the F. Short,
B. O.
Studio, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Buddy Roosevelt,
Walter Miller,
at Bill
theCody,
Associated
Studios, Mission
Road,
Hollywood, California.
George Hackathorne, care of Hal Howe, 7
East Forty-second Street, New York City.
Allene Ray, 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Robert Frazer, lOO.j Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Patsy Ruth Miller, 808 Crescent Drive,
Beverly Hills, California.
Robert Agnew, 63.57 La Mirada, Hollywood,
California.
Dorothy Revier, 1307 North Wilton Place,
Los Angeles, California.
Betty Francisco,
lywood, California. 117 '/2 Gower Street, HolJulanne
Johnston,
Garden Court Apartments, HollyAvood,
California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Ruth Clifford, 7627 Emelita Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Rosemary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,
England.
Mabel Julienne Scott, Yucca Apartments,
Los Angeles, California.
Ethel Gray Terry, 1318 Fuller Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Harold
Lloyd, 6040
Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood,
California.
Anna May Wong, 241 N. Figuera Street,
Los Angeles, California.
Eileen Percy, 154 Beechwood Drive, Los
Angeles, Californl...
Buddy Messinger, 1131 N. Bronson Avenue,
Hollj'wood, California.
Nazimova,
8080 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Creighton
Hale,
Selig Studio, Hollywood,
California.
Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,
Los Angeles. California.
Forrest
erly Hills, Stanley,
California.604 Crescent Drive, BevGertrude
1421 Queen's Way, HollyHollywood, Astor,
California.
Lloydwood,Hughes,
California. 016 Tnft Building, HollyVirginia Brown Faire, 1212 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Johnny Hines, care of B. & H. Enterprises, 135 West Forty-fourth Street, New
York City.
Theodorlywood,vonCalifornia.
Eltz, 17221;. Las Palmas, HolHenry
Walthall,
erly Hills, California.618 Beverly Drive, BevWilliam S. Hart, 6404 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Vivian Rich, Laurel Canon, Box 799, R.
F. D. 10, Hollywood, California.
George Fawcett, care of The Lambs Club,
West Forty-fourth Street, New York City.
Bettywood,Blythe,
California. 1361 Laurel Avenue, HollyEstelle Taylor, Barbara Hotel, Los Angeles,
California.
Pat O'SIalley, 1832 Taft Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
Sally Long, 261 Crescent Drive, Beverly
Hills, California.
Gordon Griffith, 1523 Western Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Ruth Roland, 3828 Wilshire Boulevard, Los
An.geles. California.
Wallace MacDonald, 405 Laurel Lane, Hollywood, California.
Marceline Day, 1337 North Sycamore Avenue, Hollywood, California.

carit
untilget married
"We
can't ofget young
marriedmenuntilareI earn
Thousands
sayingmorethatmoney."
today.
Thousands of girls are giving that as the reason the
marriage date is being put off and off. Sometimes
it gets a little embarrassing, too, to have to keep on
gi\'ing that excuse. For no girl likes to admit that
the man she is going to marry is a jailurel
It takes money to support a home these days.
And you're right in waiting. But don't wait too long,
■fhe
never years
return.of youth are precious years. They will
Thousands
of tlie
raen foresiEiit
have happy
prosperous
homes because they had
to - prepare
themselves
for
advancement
through
the
home-study
courses
ot
thethem
InCorrespondence
Schools.
report salaryternational
increases
ot $10,
$1.5 Hundreds
and $25 ofa week.
Many
are earning
and their
$150 salaries.
a week. Soma
Some
have doubled
and $75,
even$100
tripled
are
earning
and $15,000
become
owners$10,000
of businesses
of theira year.
own. Others have
If the itI. can
C. help
S. canyou.helpAtother
salaries,
least men
find tooutraise
how.theirIt
won'toneobligate
you
to aslc
for your
our Free
Booklets,
that
simple
act
may
change
entire
life.
Do butit
now. Do it for HEKl
Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTER NATIONaT CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
*'Tlie XJniverml Vnlversity'^
Box 4578-D, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
your booklet,
Winswhich
and IWhy,"
and fullX;particulars
about
the course"Whobefore
have marked
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
EBusiness
Salesmanship
□ Industrial Management
Management □□Advertising
□ Personnel Organization □Better Letters
□□ Traffic
QShow Card Lettering
BusinessManagement
Law
□Stenography
and Typing
□ Banking and Finance □English
Management □Civil Service
□ Accountancy(includlneC.P.A.)nEailway Mail Clerk
□ Cost Accounting □Common
SchoolSubjects
Subjects
School
□□ Bookkeeping
Private Secretary □DHigh
Illustrating
□ Spanish □ French □Cartooning
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
□ Electrical Engineer □ Architect
Lighting QContractor
Q Architects' and
Blueprints
□□□ Electric
Mechanical
Builder
MechanicalShopEngineer
Draftsman
□Architectural
Draftsmaa
□ Machine
Practice □Concrete
Builder
□ Railroad Positions □Structural Engineer
□□ Civil
Gas Engine
Operating □□Chemistry
□Pharmacy
Engineer
Automobile Work
□ Surveying and Mapping □Airplane Engines
□□ Metallurgy
□ Mining
□Agriculture and Poultry
steam Engineering
□ Badio □Mathematics
Name
Street Address
City.,,
State
Occupation
vou Correspondence
reside in Canada,ScJiools
send Canadian,
tliis couponLimited,
to the Montreal
Interna^
tional

FREE BOO
Ynu
can nuickly
nualifyCommercial
for big-paying
positionsPhntograpby.
in !Motion
Portrait,
or News
orPicture.
start your
own business.
r rt El NoBexperience
g^g^j n?eded.
New York
CAMg'RA
PRPP Learn
attoday
homefor orFreein
Studios.
Writeoffer.
Book,
,Tob Earn
Chart while
and learning.
Free Camera
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept, 3, 10 West 33rd St. New York
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The

Best Fiction in Cloth Binding

at 75 Cents a Volume

HOUSE

CHELSEA

Popular
Copyrights
Go with These Chelsea House Books to the Far West, the South
Seas, the North Seas, All Around the World.
These latest titles from Chelsea House transport you to lands of mystery, romance and adventure, along the great fiction trail. Ask your dealer to-day for these popular-priced novels.
FLUID of
THE
HOUSE

THE

of CARSON
By Arthur Mallory
A Mystery Story
As gripping a mystery
story as has appeared betvreen book covers for many
a day is this tale of a man
ridden by a strange fear
What yfas it that haunted
him? Why should he scream aloud at the sight
of an abandoned car by the roadside? If you like
to use your visits as you read, here is a beautifully
baffling novel.

By Clair Lombard
A Story of the Big Timber
The struggle of a young
engineer against the forces
of nature and the stubbornness of man. A breathtaking novel of the new
"super-power" that comes
from falling water out in the great timber country.
Areadstory
that youtowon't
put down until you have
it through
the end.
THE

THE

MOUNTAIN FUGITIVE
By David Manning
A Western Story
The author takes you far a-way into the primitive
desert country of the Southwrest where you meet
up
with ana good
"bad man"
in theinperson
Leon
Porfilo,
outstanding
character
modern offiction,
a man whose adventures you will follow with
breathless interest.
SILVER

Publishers

PRINT

BANDITS
MNDIT^ HONOR
HONOR
DaVid Manning
By David Manning
A Western Story
Here is a man fighting his
way back to an honorable
position in society. Most
men's hands are against him;
he has a few loyal friends.
His heroic struggle against
odds will win you over to hi
all set against a real Western background.

SPURS

HOUSE,

TELLTALE

By Christopher B. Booth
A Detective Story
One of I he most enthralling stories to come
from the pen of this master of mystery, wherein
is introduced the novelty of an ordinary police
detective who is not dumb. His solution of a
murder makes a quick-paced narrative that takes
the reader off his feet.

ShverSpurs
By Joseph Montague
A Western Story
From the moment that
"Dixie" Tyler rides nonchalantly into a red-hot shooting
fray, things happen with a
rush. Here is an epic of a man
who loved the old riding,
roving life of the ranges, a
crackajack yarn of the cattle country of the great
Southwest.
CHELSEA

SUN

::

79 Seventh

Avenue,

New

York

H

On

the
MODERN

heights

of

smokers have in Camel such

tobaccos and blending as were never offered in cigarettes before, regardless of
price. Camels may be had everywhere —
because they please the taste of smokers
everywhere. Money cannot buy choicer
tobaccos than you get in this famous cigarette, and the blend is so mellow and
smooth that there is never a tired taste, no
matter how many you may choose to light.
The producers of Camel, the country's
largest tobacco organization, concentrate
R.. J.

© 1927

REYNOLDS

TOBACCO

contentment

.

all their purchasing and manufacturing
resources in this one brand of cigarettes.
Into it goes their undivided pride and skill
to produce such a smoke as the world has
never known before.
The result of Camel's quality is its leadership among cigarettes. Modern smokers,
won by its choice tobaccos, by its everdependable taste and fragrance, have
awarded it first place. You're invited to
modern smoking enjoyment.
''Have a Camel!"

COMPANY,

WINSTON

- SALEM,

N.

C,

.

Fashions

in Etiquette Change

Good Form To-day is Different from
the Good Form of a Few Years Ago
The V ery Last Word on the Subject of
By
Correct Behavior
is
The
It Was Mary's First Dance
at a Fashionable Restaurant
She was distinctly ill at ease. She
didn't know just what to do. For
one
she wasn't
certain
whetherthing,
she should
have kept
her
hat on. Other women were dancing-dered
withoutwhether
hats,sheandwere
Marymaking
wona All
"badthebreak"
by wearing
time, little
doubts ashers.
to the
correctness of her behavior kept
cropping up in her mind, so that,
on the whole, she spent a most uncomfortable evening.
Now if Mary had only been one
of the cured"wise
virgins" and had sea copy of
The

By
Book

of

ETIQUETTE
Laura Alston Brown
before going out that night, and
had read up the section devoted to
"Restaurant Dancing," she would
have enjoyed herself every moment
of the time, instead of being
harassed by a series of annoying
perplexities. She would have
known just how to proceed, what
to do regarding her hat, wrap,
gloves, and other belongings, what
to order at table — everything, in
fact, that would tend to make the
evening
pass smoothly and pleasantly.
The dollar spent for THE
BOOK OF ETIQUETTE would
have been one of the best investments of her career.
No one can afford to be
without this book

Book

of

ETIQUETTE
LAURA

ALSTON

BROWN

Every Possible Topic
dealing with the social relationships in which
human heings participate is covered in this
comprehensive volume of 244 pages. In
all. 176 topics are treated. These include:
TheChristenings
Etiquette of
Conduct of the Engaged
Girl
Conduct of the Engaged
Man
Entertaining Guests
Table Manners
Calling Customs
Letters of Intioduction
Wording of Invitations

Accepting or Declining Invitations
Funeral Etiquette
Courtesy to Servants
The Woman who
Travels
Automobile Etiquette
Public Dances
Street-car Etiquette
The Etiquette of Sport

OTHER \'OLUMES OF ETIOUETTE
—MANY OF THEM NOTHING LIIvE
AS COMPREHENSR'E AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50 TO $5
"The Book of Etiquette," by Laura .Alston
Brown, the most complete, up-to-date and
authoritative work of the kind ever issued,
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HICO, worker in the Paris sewers,
and DIANE, broken-spirited waif
of Montmartre — these are the
lowly characters whose shining romance
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provides the theme of "Seventh Heaven,"
adapted for the screen from Austin Strong's brilliant
stage success! The tale of how, through high courage
and a sublime faith, Chico leads his Diane from
the depths of despair to the very "seventh heaven"
of happiness is one of the loveliest and most touching stories ever filmed!
The fame of the two young players who are featured
in this picture has spread comet-like t iruout the Nation
and has placed them in the front rank among screen stars
through the sheer genius of their performance. The wistful, appealing beauty of Janet Gaynor will haunt you like
a pleasant dream. She has won all hearts by her tender,
deeply emotional portrayal of Dzane; Charles Farrell gains
new heights in his impersonation of Chko, that "very remarkable fellow" v/ho always looks up, never down.
Don't miss "7th Heaven"! It is the kind of picture you
will want to see over and over again ! It is one of a succession ofgreat pictures — memorable pictures — which Fox
Film Corporation is now presenting at leading theatres.
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The world's greatest actor in his greatest picture !
"THE WAY OF ALL FLESH"
Starring EMIL JANNINGS. With Belle Bennett,
Phyllis Haver. Victor Fleming Production.

The story of a boy, a regiment, and a nation.
''THE ROUGH
RIDERS"
Victor Fleming Production. With Noah Beery,
Mary Astor, Charles Farrell and George Bancroft.

The empress of emotions in her greatest role
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A new comedy team— a rollicking railroad roar!
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BANCROFT. Gregory La Cava Production.
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Should

a Star Retire?

Never, say those who hate to think of that dread day. Bui
there is one star who says she will have the good taste to know
when she is no longer wanted — and will be the first to discern the
signs. Can you guess who she is? You won't be surprised, because good taste has characterized her entire career, but you "ivill
be interested in her frank discussion of the subject.
December Picture Play will also have an article on the newcomers who have made such headway of late, and the probable
progress — or decline — of some of thein will be prophesied, according to the laws of astrology.
These are but three striking items in the next issue ; there will
be thirty more. Count 'em !
■IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
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Temperament

\\/HAT causes friction and outbursts among the stars? At one
time or another, nearly all of them have had trouble with
the studios employing them, or with the directors assigned to their
pictures. Whose fault is it, and what is behind these bold displays of insubordination?
Next month, Picture Play will publish a story which will
throw considerable light upon this interesting subject. The
reasons behind some of the more conspicuous flare-ups will be
described, as well as the measures which are being taken to discipline the self-willed stars and make them good little boys and girls.
When

90
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Thank Heaven for Poverty Row !
PICTURE PLAY has published two articles about
Poverty Row in a space of less than two years.
I must commend this magazine for bringing the
small, independent studios to the attention of the picturegoer. Other publications have always ignored them.
However, there is one weak point in the article that
was published not long ago in Picture Play. The
author stated that Poverty Row will soon pass out of
existence. Any writer who makes that statement
simply doesn't know his onions.
Horse operas are made by these "quickie" companies
— not only because they are inexpensive to make, but
because there is a steady demand for pictures of this
type.
The more serious pictures produced by these independent companies are, as a general rule, very interesting affairs. Of course, there are a few flivvers
among them, but did you ever see any film company
that had a 100-per-cent perfect program? When I get
tired of seeing Lewis Stone making love to some girl
young enough to be his daughter, or seeing ballroom
sets as big as battleships, I grab my coat and go away
to see a "quickie" picture, I am very rarely disappointed. They are such a wholesome relief from glittering, dazzling super-specials. The settings in these
pictures are sensible and homelike, and because of this,
they take on a human note. The settings are just as
human as the story and actors.
Another thing about these small, independent concerns. They give the down-and-outers a chance. Any
person who wants to see his old favorites had better
hustle along and look up a "quickie" production. I have
witnessed Alice Lake, Wanda Hawley, Gaston Glass,
and Ralph Lewis to my heart's content in these "quickie"
pictures. So thank heaven there is a Poverty Row
that gives the old-timers a helping hand, and thus gives
us a chance to keep on seeing them.
No, my dear fan friends, the independents will never
pass out of existence. Al Hoxie, Bob Reeves, Ben Wilson, and Jack Perrin may not be known to the discriminating movie patrons, but they are dear to the hearts
of the Western fan. And for the more discriminating,
there are the artistic independent productions made expressly for them.
Martin Boyer.
80 Hemlock Street,
St. Thomas, Ontario. Canada.

Fans

Think

The Stars Are Too Aloof, She Says.
To some of us it seems time to call a halt on the
aloofness of our entertainers, the motion-picture stars.
We have read at various times that the Fairbankses,
Ronald Colman, Lon Chaney, and others always avoid
the mob. Didn't the mob "make" them? Are they
not successful because of the admiration of the "vulgar
We are told that this .self -absorption of the stars
is necessary — that we reap the benefit on those rare
occasions
herd ?" when we see a good picture. That may be
true, but if the stars want us to continue to like them,
they will do well to hide their disdain for their "dear
If I have misunderstood, I am sorry. But it seems
our "dear favorites" are pushing us away with both
hands, and we like it not.
Marian Jacobs.
public."
Los Angeles, California.
Knocked from Their Pedestals.
We fans, blinded by the glamour and dazzling adornments of the cinema people, sometimes fail to see and
realize that they are mere persons like us, made to appear glorified. We are led and made to believe all the
things written about them. Whenever a director backs
up an unknown and puts her on a pedestal, we are more
than read}- to accept his word and worship her, whether
she be beautiful or homely, talented or not. Why can't
we see and have our own independent ideas? I guess
we are just carried by too strong a current.
All of the movie stars live in a world of hypocrisy.
They are told everything except the truth. Extravagant praises and flatteries are showered upon them
continually, thus spoiling their work and themselves.
Why can't they be told the real truth once in a while?
It won't do them any harm — it would do them a great
deal of good. By this, I do not mean all of them. Ah,
no ! Why not tell them they are beautiful if they
really are?
There are several players in particular that prompted
me to write this letter. Allow me to mention these :
Olive Borden — I don't see any reason for the ardent
praises and eulogies showered upon this woman. Her
hobby of extravagant poses sets forth her fault}- features, such as too long a face and prominent teeth.
Continued on pnge 10
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What the Fans Think
Are Movie Fans Morons?
Continued from page 8
After
reading the inane ravings and
Dorothy Mackaill — I can't, for the life of
demands of the fans in these
me, understand how she ever g^ot into pic- preposterous
tures with that scanty hair and those pallid columns, it is an obvious fact that there
are more morons outside the films than
eyes.
Greta Garbo — with her beady eyes and there are in them. Some of our talented,
unattractive foreign look, I wonder why intelligent stars cannot make good pictures because the morons and the semithe Sweden.
producers don't hurry and deport her morons are too near-sighted to see them.
to
John Gilbert and Gloria Swanson have
Maria Corda — another foreigner, reveal- done
more to humanize their profession
ing nothing, who is being starred in "Helen than any otlier two people. Gilbert is deof Troy." Why, oh, why?
termined not to pose. His sincerity
Renee Adoree — just a plump French flashes from his eyes. He is one star
peasant girl. Alon Dieu!
a human being. Gloria
I hope this letter will not arouse any who behaves like
Her evolution has been reanger in my fellow fans, but impressions is another. markable.
And because she never ceases
are impressions, and they Pacita
can't be Lerma.
changed. to grow, she evokes eternal interest. She
is a lady who is beautiful because she is
Manila, Philippine Islands.
charming, and her charm lies in her sincerity'.
What More Could Any One Want?
Here I insert a prayer that either Laura
The lamentations of the Novarro fans La Plante or Dorothy Mackaill may play
puzzle me. They cry continually that he Lorelei
covery. Lee, and not some unknown disnever has a chance, that he is not getting
Lastly, I laud that diminutive writer for
a square deal. Why, Ramon has had nothing but big parts from the start. He Picture Play, Myrtle Gebhart, who has
played the lead in "Where the Pavement a strange, uncommonly fine flair for the
interest" element in her articles.
Ends," "The Arab," "Scaramouche," and "human
I must add that she writes for a magazine
"The Midshipman" — all big pictures. He that
asks
for popularity on its merit and
won the coveted role of Ben-Hnr, the biggest acting opportunity in years, eagerly not on the basis of ingenious contests that
desired by many prominent screen actors. fire the thousands and reward the few.
Paradise for the stars must be, as long
Now he is starred in "Old Heidelberg,"
another feature picture. Sundry fans as the public is mainly moronic, a paradise under the shadow of the swords of
think he should have been given roles intrusted toJohn Gilbert. Never ! They are publicity. Virginia Ferguson.
entirely different types.
Fontana,
fornia.San Bernardino County, CaliOne of the movie magazines prints pages
and pages about Novarro every month.
She Thinks the Fans Are Funny.
Intimate details are given about his character, habits, virtues, talents, clothes, diet,
Were I the editor of Picture Play, I
and so forth. Every movie magazine con- should call the "What the Fans Think"
tains one or more pictures of him. What
department "Rave On." I am very much
other player gets all this attention?
afraid that my good friends the fans are
Novarro is an exceptionally handsome, snatching their only opportunity to try to
lovable young man, and a fine actor, and
he is being given every chance in the world make the world believe they arc critics, seasoned and unafraid.
It's funny.
to make good. It is ridiculous to infer that
I should
like to suggest
to some of
he has ever been treated unfairly.
these
critics
that
merely
staying at home
Gertrude Westenberg.
when a player they do not like is shown
334 Randolph
Avenue, Seattle, Washing- at the local theaters, is a much surer way
ton.
of squelching him than writing a dozen
burning paragraphs.
Two Stars Who Talk Too Much.
My premier favorite is Ronald Colman.
I heartily agree with Irene Hart about I never miss a film of his. I go early and
John Gilbert, and would like to add the stay late. If he ever thinks about marryname of Pola Negri, who appears to have
ing again, I hope I fail to hear of it— I
shall probably shoot up the country if that
babbled
tinents. to every press man in the five con- happens. I believe the reason I liked "Beau
There is still a certain not-inconsider- Geste" was because Bean died a bachelor.
able section of the public which, without I really prefer Ronald, however, in happy
knowing anything about them, looks down comedy roles, such as he played in "Her
Night ofto Romance,"
they smile,
give him
on all film people as a weird and wonder- chance
show that since
priceless
quitea
ful collection of people wtio ought to have
the
nicest
in
all
moviedom.
a zoo to themselves. Such critics are to
If his is frosty lovemaking, as one fan
be strongly condemned, but people like Gilbert, who informs the world with great said, then that is the kind that I believe
gusto that Greta Garbo is the most won- most women prefer. Passionate . lovederful girl on earth, or like Negri, who making may be very interesting to watch
announces that she has — for the fourth or on the screen, but who in real life wants
fifth time — found the greatest love of to be pawed over in the Jack Gilbert fashher life, do more than anything else toward ion?
Three cheers for William Haines, the
increasing criticism of the movie people.
There are two little proverbs which the real American boy — mistakes, ego and all !
two stars mentioned might bear in mind.
Jamesina Brooks.
Walla Walla, Washington.
One is that still waters run deep, and the
other, that empty pictures make most noise.
With reference to Miss C. Dawson's re- In Defense of the Much-abused Fans.
cent letter to this department, may I add
Robert Livingston says he has missed a
a word of defense for England. It is not
lot
fun by failing to read "What the
so much defense as a statement of fact. FansofThink"
all these years, and wonders
An English critic condemned "The Big why we fans enjoy the movies, since we
either
idolize
or criticize to excess. Are
Parade." This was entirely ignored by
we, not all human — susceptible to excess
the
British
public,
for
"The
Big
Parade"
ran for months at the Tivoli in London. enthusiasm, with more or less argumentaThat was one man, not the public.
tive dispositions, and extremely loyal?
Constance K. Ridley.
These are the qualities which keep up such
2 Braham Gardens, Earls Court, London,
departments
as "What
Fans Think,"
S. W. 5, England.
and
to me they
need n-othe
defense.

Mr. Livingston was so struck with mirth
when he accidentally read this departnient
that he had to write and tell us how funny
he thought we were. But, after all, where
would the picture industry be, should the
fans cease to write what they think?
That's a question, Mr. Livingston 1 Possibly we fans do overdo things a bit, but it
is done in all walks of life, by all manner
of men, so do not be too harsli with the
much-abused fan.
I think the fan is necessary to the movies— as he is to baseball, for instance.
Babe Ruth may become tired of autographing baseballs for his fans, Ben Lyon may
be amazed at the bill for hundreds of dollars' worth of stamps used to mail his photographs to his fans, but they would both
groan, were there no fans to be interested
in them at all !
So, as long as we have movies, we shall
have the fan with us. In closing, I might
add that, if the fans never accomplish any
other good, they have at least given the
worthy Mr. Livingston a mirthful few minutes, and made it possible for him to break
into print throug'h the columns of what he
calls
the pesky department
the Fans
Think!"
Mrs. Olive"What
Thompson.
Los Angeles, California.
A Few Objections.
I was delighted with the note recently
written to this department by Bernyce
Brett, for, like 'her, I am tired of reading
the same old interviews with the same stars
month after month. Rather I enjoy letter,like "The Extra Boy's," irom which one
gets impressions
"the stars
somebody who has seenof therii
and isfrom
not afraid
to say exactly what he thinks. Along with
Miss Brett I hope that more of the fans
who have been fortunate enough to set
some of the stars in person will write their
impressions
to "What
Fans Think."
Another letter
which the
I enjoyed
was written by Elinor Garrison. I too am sick
of reading all the foolish poems and letters about Valentino's death. As Miss
Garrison says, it was sad he had to die.
but filling the magazines with_ grief stricken
letters and poems won't bring him
back
again.
One letter I did not like, however, was
John Leo's. Imagine calling an actress of
Norma Shearer's ability a "mere clothes
rack." One of the most delightful actresses
on the screen is lovely Norma, and never
has she failed to give a delightful performance in any of her pictures. Perhaps when
Mr. Leo has seen Norma's work in "Old
Heidelberg," he will change his opinion
and perhaps apologize for calling her a
"meie clothes rack."
Not only was Miss Shearer so rudely
insulted, but such players as Betty Bronson, Esther Ralston, May McAvoy.
and Claire Windsor. I wonder if Mr.
Leo saw Betty in "Ritzy," Esther in
"Children of Divorce," May in "The Fire
Madness"
in "Dance
Brigade,"
and
"The and
LittleClaire
Journey."
If not,
I recommend all these films and perhaps he will
his mind. As to Claire Windsor's
change "pained
being
and pale looking," only a
abilWindsor's
of Miss
ignorant
person
ity could
thing.
Always
included as say
one such
of thea true
beauties
of the
holding the title of the bestscreen, besides
dressed
woman in pictures, this charming
star makes each picture she plays in a memorable one, yet Mr. Leo finds her "pale
andBefore
painedclosing,
lookingI !"should like to tell Miss
Vera Parsons that she can still hope to receive Dolores Costello's photo, for eight
months after I had given up all hopes of
ever getting one myself, I was delightfully
surprised. I waited patiently all those
Continupd on page 12
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Voice

Read how to do it in "PHYSICAL
VOICE CULTURE", the greatest book
ever written on voice building. It will
show you the one scientific, tested way
to build a powerful singing or speaking
voice. Send coupon

Glad to Tell Everybody What
Your Course Did
I shall certainly be delighted to tell anyone
what your course did for me. In fact, I have
been telling people for the last three years and
started several people in the work in Japan.
When one lives in New York, as I do now,
and sees the number of wholly unqualified
people who are teaching singing, it seems as
if there ought to be some test for teachers. I
think that learning ten operatic roles, one
after another, is a pretty good test of the condition of a person's throat, don't you? My
voice from
doesn't
least
it. seem to have suffered in the
Florence Mendelson,
New York City.
Wouldn't Part With Course
for $1,000.00
I have
a great
deal toyou sayto about
this wonderful course,
and want
know that
I am
a happy man since taking it up. I needed
your course badly, very badly. Being a
teacher, I have to speak, at times, quite loud,
and the strain on my throat was acutely felt,
and hoarseness
My invoice
lutely clear and followed.
resonant now,
fact,isI absohave
no words to thank you enough.
I wouldn't
thousand
dollars.part with my Course for a
Julio C. De Vosconcellos,
New Bedford, Mass.
Realizes the Dream of Her Life
A feeling of thankfulness comes over me to
think I have found such an opportunity to
cultivate my voice. It is the one great thing in
my life to develop a beautif ulvoice, and to think
that it is daily improving through your wonderful method brought right to my own door.
I will now make you happy by saying it
is certainly the best investment I ever made.
Florence M. Clarke,
1488 11th Ave., Vancouver. B. C.
Lost Voice Restored — Sings
Better Than Ever
I am very glad to be able to inform you
that the study and practice of your exercises
is making a great change in my voice.
You may appreciate what this means to
me when I tell you that an illness while in
France, weakened my throat to such an extent
that I feared I would never sing again. However, after studying your lessons, I find that
I can sing better than ever, in fact, I was told
by a friend
heardbeenmein sing
a rethatwho
I hadhadnever
betterat voice
than I amception now.
J. Ralph
Bartlett,
Newton,
N. H.

below for —

JreeVookl
was almost destroyed by catarrh and
THE four letters on this page tell asthma. An impediment in his speech
amazing stories of vocal development. They are from men and caused him untold embarrassment and
women who have learned that Physical suffering. Now he is singing in Grand
Voice-Culture is the one, infallible^ tested, Opera in California. "An unusual case,"
you say. Not at all. He merely took
scientific method of voice building. They
advantage of the opportunity you are
are just a few of the thousands telling
given here.
the same stories of success, in many
cases, after all other methods of voice Build up your voice the simple, easy, natbuilding had failed.
ural way by silent physical exercises in
the privacy ot your own home. The
Your voice has fascinating dormant pos- Physical Voice-Culture method is ideally
sibilities that you may not even realize.
adapted to home study. It is being taught
The new book. Physical Voice-Culture will as successfully by correspondence as by
show you how to build up a superb voice personal instruction. No one need know
by the development of muscles whose
that you are studying until you have
existence you never suspected. No matdeveloped a strong, beautiful voice.
ter what condition your voice is in now,
When you are constantly urged to sing
it can be improved at least 100% or
or speak at your church, at private reevery cent of tuition will be cheerfully
ceptions or public functions — when you
refunded without question when you
are the most popular person in your cirhave finished the course.
cle of acquaintances, then you will know
Just a few years ago, Bert Langtre's voice the rich rewards of Physical Voice-Culture.
If You Can Pass These Tests You Can
Develop

a

Superb Singing Voice
1. Can you open your mouth wide enough to insert
two fingers between your teeth?
2. Can you swallow five times in succession?
3. Holding your hand to your throat, can you
feel
the cords vibrate when you sing
"e-e-e-e?"
4. seconds?
Can you hold your breath for 30
5. Are you determined to sing or
speak well?
If you answer
to these questions, you have"yes"
a potentially
fine
voice that can be developed amazingly by PHYSICAL VOICE CULTURE.
Mail This Coupon
Find out at once about the wonderful possibilities of your voice — possibilities that you
have never realized! Simply send coupon for
FREE book. Read the astounding true stories
of what others have done. This may be the
turning point in your life. Mail coupon today.
Perfect Voice Institute
1922 Sunnyside Ave. Studio 12-88 Chicago, 111.

Now
FREE
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 12-88
1922 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: Send at once, free and without obligayour beautifully
"Physical
Voice tion,
Culture"
and full illustrated
information book
regarding
your
home stood
study
of voice
i3 underthat I domethod
not have
to paybuilding.
a cent forIt this
book,
either now or later, and that I do not have to return it.
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eight months, but when I finally did get the
photo, I found it was well worth the wait.
G. W. L.
Montreal, Canada.
Why Rudy Should Be Remembered.
May I answer Elinor Garrison's question,
"Why should Rudy be remembered?"
Rudolph Valentino may be said to have
been the reincarnation in the modern world
of an ideal hero of olden times. The
charm which attracted people to him in life,
the fame he left behind him, are not to be
explained simply by his accomplishments
as an artist, an athlete, and a gallant fellow. Above all, there was in him something that others did not have — a wonderful blending of these high qualities, which
gave a fire of its own to his acting,
a sweetness of its own to his courtesy.
The world's admiration of that bright but
short career cannot be anything but strong
and lasting, for to many he was the symbol
of their ideals. In portraying the struggle
and atonement of Julio, the chivalry and
courtesy of Beaucaire, and the bravery of
Gallardo, he was verification of all they
aspired to and imagined. Surely, "he has
made us rarer gifts
than gold."
Florence
C. Gwyther.
72 Lorrimer Square, London S. W. 1,
England.
Leave Their Private Lives Alone.
Irene Hart's letter in a recent Picture
Play so annoyed me that I feel I must
really protest against this type of fan letter being written. Supposing John Gillittle ofoverzealous bert's
on presshisagent
behalfhasof been
late. a What
it?
Does this make Mr. Gilbert one jot less
fine as an actor?
What concern is it of the public how
he chooses to behave or not behave off the
screen? The married life of John Gilbert
and Leatrice Joy — and the reasons for its
dissolution— concern only two people in the
•world— themselves. It is the greatest irnpertinence to write about the stars in this
fashion. Let us, on the contrary, cooperate with them by giving them thoughtful, helpful criticisms of their work, and
have the good taste and good breeding
to leave their private concerns alone.
Instead of considering a star as either
an "idol" or a "sap," let us think of him
as a hard-working individual, a human being with feelings like our own, and hesitate before flinging rude remarks on paper
about him.
Let there be a little more dignity, a little
more charity, and a great deal less brickthrowing, in return for the infinite amount
of pleasure the movies give us.
Dorothy Grace Shore.
11 Drayton Gardens, London, S. W. 10,
England.
Irene Hart asks, "How much longer are
they going to allow that woman chaser,
John asGilbert,
the screen?"
Just
long as totheappear
public on
applaud
him, my
dear.
She said that he mistreated his wife,
Leatrice Joy. I wonder if she has ever
read the true story of his life. She would
know then that most of the charges made
against him are false. He loved Leatrice
Joy too much to contest them. Leatrice
Joy chose a career instead of a home.
She also accuses him of telling "his
every
He isn't
the
one whofeeling
does to
it. the
Hisworld."
press agents
publish
this to give him publicity. She also asks
if we ever hear liim mention his love for
his child. He doesn't have to shout it from
the house tops, for he proved it when he
gave her up to Leatrice Joy. He knew he

What

the Fans

Thmk

in making others happy, she will
could
never give her a mother's love and delights
understanding.
always be happy.
Harry M. Cohen.
4 Burnside
As for his affair with Greta Garbo, that
Island. Avenue, Newport, Rhode
is John Gilbert's own personal affair.
When we go to a movie, we don't think of There's None to Compare with Her.
acharacter
star's personal
life. We As
thinklongof asthea
he is portraying.
I have been reading "What the Fans
star gives us a good portrayal, what else Think,"
and I want to say that the best
matters.
Let's
forget
about
the
stars'
perthing
about
it is that I don't have to turn
sonal lives and be grateful for the hours over a hundred
pages to follow the seof romance which they give us.
It's always "continued on page
I wish for the best that there is for all 12," when quence.
I've just finished 11,
the stars, for I love them all. But my very
Favorites? Yes, sure !
best wishes go to Picture Play. Long
Florence Lawrence — she gave me a real
may it live !
E. M. Kartye.
thrill.
I'll never forget
San Antonio, Texas.
still comparatively
young. her. Yet I am
Then, there's Norma Talmadge. Boy !
Addressed to Donald Keith.
I have loved her from the first flash, and
If Donald Keith ever had any little I still look upon other stars as mere imposbrothers or sisters to take care of, he must tors^ — unfortunately, I possess a singlehave forgotten all about it, judging from track mind, and narrow gauge at that, I
guess. Norma seems to lift my very soul,
his
in "The
of Youth."
He actions
should have
had Whirlwind
a man who has
walked
that's nothing. The whole world has
a baby up and down every other night for but
beenwomanat she
her isfeet,
and iswhat
a wona year to coach him as to how to carry always derful
! She
the greatest
children.
influence for good the movies have.
The manner in which Mr. Keith picked
No one knows how deeply I respect her.
up the child during the last scenes and nor how tremendously she has moved me.
carried her down the aisle of the train
brought many snickers from the audience.
J. H. A.
Box 337 Houston, Texas.
He carried her as though she were a piece
of wood that had some insect on it. He put
The Best of the Younger Players.
his arm under her head and back as if
A few words and a big boucjuet in apthey would come unjointed. Now, no one
preciation of Richard Arlen. Of the
carries a child of her age — about two years
old — horizontally as he did. Even if he younger and not-so-well-known players, he
me the best. His acting is so rehad been away to war and had just re- seems to freshing
and genuine that you cannot help
cently been introduced to the offspring, it
but
feel
the
charm of it, and he has proved
seems that he should have had her in his
in his recent pictures that he is made of
arms enougli to know how to hold her.
good material. His face instantly attracted
But wiseI wasthought
Mr. Keith'sNelle
actingPrice.
other- me because of the set of that determined
fine.
chin and the boyish, appealing eyes. Just
4929 Bryan Street, Dallas, Texas.
give him a big chance, producers and fans,
Take Care, Miss Costello.
and I'm sure he'll make good
!
Dorothy
B.
If Miss Parsons, of Cheshire, England,
Delaware, Ohio.
would go to the company that distributes
Dolores Costello's pictures in her city, I'm Calling Attention to Martha Sleeper.
sure she could get a much better photoAt Lucille Carlson's suggestion, I am
graph than those sent by the stars them- writing
to tell the fans a little about Marselves. Dolores Costello is as fine an acYou mny, or may not, have
tress as she is beautiful, but she should heardthaofSleeper.
her. She is doing comedies now.
answer her fan mail. I know several people who have never received answers from and doesn't get a chance to do much except
her. Miss Costello should be careful not act silly, but once she gets a real chance
I'm sure she'll make good. She is darling
to offend her fans. Jack Bennett.
looking, and quite young. She was made
5547 Etze Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri.
a Wampas Baby Star this year, and though
One Star Who Answers Her Fan Mail. that doesn't mean much, I think she's a
Having noticed how many fans have good
She bet.
used to go to my school before she
been complaining lately in "What the Fans moved out West, and went to my dancing
Think" about the stars' growing indiffer- school, also. She was the star dancer, and
ence to their fan mail, I feel they will be
interested in what I have to tell them about used to perform at Carnegie Hall.
Jeanne Gidding.
one star who never forgets. I refer to that
21 North Twenty-first Avenue, East,
incomparable comedienne. Miss Louise FaDuluth,
Minnesota.
zenda.
Ever since her old Sennett days she has
A Welcome to Newcomers.
been one of my favorites, but only about
I hail the advent of two newcomers untwo years ago did I write her telling her
der theandFox
to wit,
Mr. Nick Stuof my admiration for her work, at the
art
Missbanner,
Marjorie
Beebe.
same time sending her some poor little
verses of my own composition. A few
Nick, as the lesson-to-husbands in
"Cradle
Snatchers,"
the believe
jack rabbit's
days afterward, I received a letter, writ- cuff
buttons
and thenwassome,
it or
.ten in her own hand, and two large autonot.
If
Elinor
Glyn
doesn't
label
him
with
graphed photos. In her letter she expres ed awish to hear more about myself. the fatal "It," he is in for a brilliant future. Isn't it funny that all the folks Mrs.
I answered her letter and ever since then
she has always remembered to send a card Glyn has called "Ittish" have died misermovies are conto me at Christmas or a new photo for
as the all.
far nearly
able deaths,
cerned? soThat is,
my birthday. Is it a wonder, then, that
I want to let all the fans know that not
As to Marjorie, she is the best comedienne to appear for a long time. And she
all the
mail
? stars are indifferent to their fan
has looks, too, when she isn't made up for
To me, Miss Fazenda is not only one a character part. In Buck Jones' "Hills
Peril," she ran away with the picture.
of the best actresses on the screen, but of
D.^n Rohrig.
one of -the most wonderful and charming
Harmony,
Indiana.
women I have ever had the happiness of
Continued on page 115
knowing. With such a beautiful soul that
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MILLIONS of fans who follow the Pathe
trade-mark as a guide to the best in
motion picture entertainment now look forward with new eagerness to the Greater Pathe
deluxe feature^ photoplays for 1927-28 in which
these players appear.
This is the great entertainment ideal made
possible by the affiliation of the Cecil B.
DeMille Studios with the Pathe organization.
What an incomparable array of screen talent
— Rod La Rocque, Jetta Goudal, Leatrice Joy,
William Boyd, Marie Prevost and Vera Reynolds— ^vivid, glowing personalities who represent every phase of histrionic ability.
And the famous DeMille Stock Company,
including such celebrated players as Virginia
Bradford, Clarence Burton, Junior . Coghlan,
Robert Edeson, Elinor Fair, Julia Faye, Harrison Ford, Phyllis Haver, Jacqueline Logan,
Frank Marion, Louis Natheaux, Seena Owen,
Franklin Pangborn, Sally Rand, May Robson,
Joseph Schildkraut, Rudolph Schildkraut, Kenneth Thomson, Victor Varconi, Ethel Wales,
H. B. Warner and a score of others comprising the greatest artistic and dramatic talent of
the stage and screen.

ROD LA ROCQUE

LEATRICE JOY

Superb casts in unusual stories is the entertainment goal for ^1927-28. Bafflitig mystery,
flaming romance, high adventure and sparkling comedy are all embraced in the great
stories and plays selected from the works of
the world's best authors, writers and dramatists
to be produced at the vast Pathe-DeMille
Studios, under the skilled guidance of Cecil
B. DeMille, master producer, and his corps of
screen craftsmen.

MARIE PREVOST

Watch

for these great Stars andPlayers

favorite theatre

in Pathe

Feature

JETTA GOUDAL

1J
WILLIAM BOYD

VERA REYNOLDS

at your

Productions

Pafhe
Excdian^e.
Inc.
DeMille Studio pictures - pathe' news 7 CT"^ \ pathe' westerns - patheserials - Patmecomeoies
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America
Foreign Distributors: Producers Internationat Corporation
WILL H. HAYS, President
WILLIAM M. VOGEL, President
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Greatest
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Hear

Her

-how
had
she
found
time
during his spare time without a
WELL, Jim — I told you I had a sur- piano
teacher. I found that thousands of others
prise for you !"
She beamed at her husband, de- had learned to- play their 'favorite musical
in this same delightful, eas}lie was. lighted tO' see how siirprised — and pleased — instruments
wa3', and so I decided to enroll for a course
And I was astonished, too. Quite casuall.v in piano playing."
she had gone to the piano, 'sat down — and
"But you didn't tell me anything about
plaj'ed ! Played beautifully — though I had it," Jim said.
never seen her touch a piano before. I
"Well, you see, that was my big surprise.
didn't even know that she could read notes. Ever
since I received my first lesson I've
Neither of us could conceal our curiosity.
been practicing by myself — during the day
"How did you ever do it?" her hus.band wihile you've been away at business. I
asked. "When did you find time to prac- turned my spare moments between housekeeping and shopping into
tice r"
something pleasant and
"And
who
is
your
teacher
?"
I added.
Which Do You Want
"If j-ou planned to surprise
to Master in a
"Wait, wait !" she laughed.
profitable."
me
— you've certainly sucFew Months?
"One question at a time. I
ceeded," said Jim.
Hawaiian Guitar
have no teacher, that i's, no
Piano
J Drums and Traps
private teacher, and I do my
Organ
Mandolin
Violin
Harmony and
Learn to Play at Home
Piccolo
practicing between dishes."
•Cello
Clarinet
Composition
"No teacher?"
Harp
Flute
Sight Singing
This story is typical. There
Ulculele
are thousands of men and
"No — I learned to play the
Trombone
women
who have turned their
piano an entirely nczv way
Cornet
Guitar
Saxophone
— without .a teacher. You see,
spare
moments
into valuable
Voice and Speech Culture
time. In hours that would
all my life I -wanted to play
Automatic Finger Control
otherwise
be
wasted,
thsy
some musical instrument, and
Piano Accordion
have learned to play their
Banjo (Plectrum,
5-string
the piano appealed tO' me most.
or
Tenor)
favorite musical instruments
I thought Fd never learn how
through
to play it, though — for I
Music. the U, S. School of
haven't
much time
to spare,take long, long
and
I thought
it would
Are yoit letting priceless moments slip by
hours of hard, work and study. And I when you could be learning to play some
musical instrument — easily, quickly?
thought it would be expensive, too."
can not go wrong. First
"Well, it is hard work, and it is expen- youYouare simply
iold how a thing is done, then by
sive," Isaid. "Why, I have a sister . . . ." illustration
and diagram you are shozvii
"I know," she laughed, "but / learned to
play the piano through the new simplified how, and when you play — you hear it.
method. Some tirtie ago I saw an announceThus you actually leach yourself to bement of the U. S. School of Music. It told
come an accomplished musician right in
how a young man had learned to play the vour own home. Without anv long hours

Shock

Play

to practice?
of tedious
iiractiee.
pstiug
scales
,vi)u learuWitliout
how to dull
play orrealuiiiutermusic
from
real
notes.
Here is your chance to become a good player
— quickly — witliout a teacher. The V. S.
School of Music will make you o caiinhh: and
cfficirnt plaijir. Many of our pupils now have
positions with professional bands ami orchestras.
Demonstration Lesson FREE
Half a million people have already taught
<hemselvps to play their favorite iustrnnicnts
right in their own home. To prove that you,
too. can learu music this faseinuting way, let
us send you our free book, "Music liCssons lu
Tour Own markable
Home"
fully include
explains also
this our
remethod.which
WeLesson.
will
Free Demonstration
Mail Coupon Today
Remember
— itaie'is innot earnest
too latealiout
to become
musician. If .voii
wantinga capal'le
to play your
favorite instrument — if you really wanfc to gain new liappiness and inri'ease your popularity — send off this cnupon
at once.everyfliing.
Forget the old-fashioned
that "talent"
means
list ofandidea
instruments
the
left, decide which youRead
want theto play,
the V. S. toSchool
ofa few
■Jlusicpennies
will doa day!
ihe rest.
At
the
average
cost
of
only
Act KQW. Clip and mail this
couiMin
today,
andwillthebe fas;cina'.ing
freeat once.
book an(l
stration tion.
Lesson
sent
to you5311
Xo DcnonobligaS. School of aiusic,
Brunswick
Bldg..
New York U. City,
U. S. School of Music
5311 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
Please
yourintroduction
free book by"Music
Lessons
Your
Own send
Home"me with
Dr. Frank
Crane.in
Demonstration
and 'Particulars
am interested inLeisson
the following
course: of your otter. I

Have you above Instrument?.
Name
(I'lease \VriIc Plainly)
.\d.ht
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Is

a

Star

Worth?

ary, and how much longer will he be able
by the recent vigorous campaign to make
carefully considered in the article below,
salaries of the most outstanding players.
Schallert

that the player holds for the public — on
the number of shekels he can bring in at
the box office. And the law of supply and
demand in relation to movie salaries is carried out much more accurately than you
might suppose.
Take, for instance, Tom Mix, who has
a higher weekly salary than any other
player. He is said to receive $17,000
weekly, for which he now produces seven
pictures annually. Seventeen thousand a
week is a lot of money !
Mix is a striking example, because he
is a true small-town favorite, and has been
a clean-up in the smaller communities for
years. He is called a quantity producer.
He takes few vacations, and his pictures
can be counted on to arrive on schedule.
That is one reason why he is valuable,
plus the fact that the
Photo by Apeiiii
cost of his productions, outside of his
own salary, is low.
Lately, Mix has indicated wish
a
to make
fewer pictures annually, and there has
been some talk, incidentally, of a break
between him and the
Fox organization.
Whether or not this
means that Fox disapproves of his proposal of fewer pictures per year, I do
not know, but I can
well imagine that such
a suggestion is not
welcome to the Fox
officials. For the frequency of Mix's appearances has had
much to do with the
income he has brought
his organization.
Mix, like many important stars, not only
possesses a contract
but also shares in the
profits on his productions. This means that
the returns he obtains
Newcomers are cheap.
James Murray was paid
only $60 a week to play
the lead in "The Crowd."

Photo by G. L. Ma
Madge Bellamy is among the
highest-paid of the free-lance
players, averaging $2,000 a
week.
are somewhat variable,
but they always maintain
athehigh
because of
size average
of his salary.
Douglas Fairbanks, like
Mix, is a hero with the
youth of the country, but
his following is chiefly in
the large towns. While a
Mix picture may run only
a week in the majority of
theaters, a popular Fairbanks picture is sure of a
run of several months to
a year in big cities like
New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, and other leading centers. He is also a
big leader in the market
in foreign countries.
From the amount that
Doug paid in income taxes
a few years ago, it was
judged
that him
his $500,000
productions yielded
anniiallv. More recently
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Just How

Much

Is a Star Worth?
with that company. The one risk that
runs is a decline in her audiences, but
is thought to be safe in this regard if
forthcoming films show improvement.
Established stars can usually count

shf
sh«
her
on

a loyal public. Mary Pickford encountered some disapproval from her public
in her several transitions through "Ro- j
sita," "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Kail," j
"Little
Rooney," sure
and of"Sparrow.-,"
but she Annie
is nevertheless
a tried and
true following, which means money.
In actual returns from his pictures,
Harold Lloyd continues to surpass everybody. He has been variously rated as
making $20,000 to $40,000 weekly, but
$25,000 is probably close to the correct
figure. Lloyd averaged two pictures a
year for quite a while. He has been going a little slower lately, but this has not
materially lessened his returns, because his
income from individual productions has
been greater since he aligned himself with
Paramount's powerful distributing system.
Recently, Fred Thomson created a sensation bysigning a releasing contract with
Paramount that, it was reported, would
bring him $10,000 weekly. Actually he is
paid by the production, and the value to
him personally is supposed to be something like $500,000 annually on this basis.
This means that he will have to make
five or six pictures yearly.
Most players work under contracts of
one sort or another, and in most instances

Photo by Ruth lluneti L..i,i5,
Lillian Gish draws the imposing sum of $8,000 a week.
he has probably surpassed that figure by
$200,000 or more. For
his later productions
have not involved so
great an investment as
"The Thief of Bagdad,"
for instance,, and have
made quite as much, if
not more money.
Gloria Swanson is potentially the greatest
feminine money-maker
in the business. From
all accounts her association with United Artists
might possibly bring her
as much as $750,000 annually.
Paramount was reported to be willing to
give Gloria a salary
equal to $17,000 weekly,
but she enjoys more
freedom with United
Artists, and that was
(jne reason why, she decided to associate herself

these are "straight-salary" contracts. This
means that a player is
guaranteed a steady
job, and a regular
weekly wage or sometimes so much a production. Contracts are
written in various
forms, some of them
guaranteeing a salar}'
for only forty weeks of
the year, and others for
fifty-two weeks. They
contain all manner of
provisions, and though
apparently
devised on
the
most amicable
terms, are referred to
by the blemscynical
emof all the assuspicion and distrust that
can exist between a
player
and producer.
And oftentimes
this is
considerable !
Nearly all contracts
are made on a "sliding
basis," so-called. This
means that, when a
player signs with an
organization, he or she
Harold Lloyd, who is his own
boss, still makes more money
than any other star, averaging about $25,000 a week.
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receives a certain specified sum to start
with, and that this is gradually increased
for the life of the contract, which runs
three to five years as a rule. These advancers take place at intervals of six
mol usually, and at the end of any sixmoiiEH period the company can, if it
chooses, tell a player that it no longer desires his or her services.
Certain of the larger companies have a
custom of starting newcomers at $50 or
$75, which is a very large salary in comparison with the average beginner's wage
in civil employment. The first raise after
six months is to $100 or $125, or even
$150. The next advance is to $250 or
$300, and so on, until at the end of the
second year the player is usually I'eceiving about $500 a week.
One thousand dollars per week is the
goal of most players who start out to get
anywhere. I recall that a few years ago
Colleen Moore felt that she had achieved
a great result when she first received a
check for this amount. If I am not mistaken, she saved it for a few weeks as a
souvenir. Colleen is now said to receive
$12,500, her returns being based partly on
a percentage of the profits. It is interesting to note in Colleen's instance that she
never once took a cut in salary during all
the time that she was slowly fighting her
way upward ; in fact, she made practically
every new engagement count for a little
increase in salary.
Many people contend
that screen newcomers
are pushed ahead too
rapidly in their salaries.
The film companies answer that argument this
way. They say that, if a
player is not worth $150
to them at the end of the
first six months, he isn't
worth anything. They
argue that if popularity
isn't built up quickly in
pictures, it won't be built
up at all. Either a personality "clicks," or it
doesn't.
But though there are
a number of cases that
p-iight seem to prove this,
there are just as many
to prove the contrary.
The names of those who
have struggled and foundered for years before
they at last got just the
role to put them across
are so numerous that
they can scarcely be
counted.
Some of the leading
stars, in the order of
their drawing power in
Ernest Torrence, a free-lancer ,
earns about $3,000 a week
when u'or'king. -- p^owbysbeiy

Much

Is a Star Worth?

Colleencess inMoore,
recent whose
years suchas
been tremendous , makes
about $12,500 weekly.
this country, might be
catalogued
as follows
Harold Lloyd,
big:
everywhere; Gloria
Swanson,
vorite with athegreat
womenfa-;
Tom Mix, king of the
small -town trade;
Douglas Fairbanks, an
almost universal hit ;
Colleen Moore, tremendous success of late;
Charlie Chaplin, always
sure of a big audience.
Then, in the order of
their box-office popularity, there are Mary
Pickford, Norma Talmadge,
Corinne
Griffith, Pola
Negri, Clara
Bow, Wahace Beery,
Lon Chaney, Lillian
Gish,aldJack
Gilbert,
RonColman,
Constance
Talmadge, Richard
Barthelmess, Ramon
Novarro,
Onntinued' John
oii pajreBarry94
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is the cit}- of extremes. Fortunes
D
YWOO
HOLLare
Failures are made every
made overnight.
day. Stars enjoy life. Extras just live.
People are wealthy, or they are poor. There isn't
much middle ground in the picture colony. As a result,
the tempo is at racing speed all the time.
The golden chance lies just round the corner. It
may take years to get it. The golden promise is so
readily given that in nine cases out of ten it is dross.
To-day the girl who was the prize beauty in last
year's "Follies" is signed on a "long-term" contract.
Next week she will be looking for a job as atmosphere.
Hollywood, for a whirl, is a great spot. Pack a few
bags and join me. But be sure you have your return
ticket in your pocket before you start !
I found the film belt in the throes of economy and
Cupid. The producers had decided that a ten per cent
cut would be good for the industry, by way of economy. And Sam Goldwyn chaperoned Cupid.
You suppose, in your knowing way, that Mr.
Goldwyn produces pictures. If you were in Hollywood you would know that he also specializes in
staging fancy weddings, impressive, popular, and
guaranteed to hit the front
There are two bookshops and
page. His Banky-La
Rocque production was
eighteen
"shoppes"
on thebeauty
main street.
nothing short of a nuptial
classic. Thousands attended, Cecil B. DeMille
served as best man, personally supervising the
groom, Mr. Goldwyn himself gave the bride away
with a lavish gesture, and
the stars. Rod La Rocque
and Vilma Banky, appeared in the flesh, as advertised.
Every one agreed that
it was the beginning of a
Goldwyn year. As a result of the huge success
of this orange-blossom
idyl, three other cinema

r

Quote

Me

soubrettes hurried out to enter the bonds, as they are
called, of wedlock.
Renee Adoree chose a business man, Helen Lee
Worthing promised to honor and obey a physician, and
Jane Winton annexed a playwright, one Charles KenSo it went. Confusion was everywhere apparent.
Actors, loath to accept the proposed ten per cent cut,
held mass meetings. Stars had visions of their diayon. monds being traded for groceries, their limousines
dwindling to Fords.
More mass meetings were held. The scenarists, the
scene shifters, the directors, and the electricians all met
indignantly. What with all the studios suggesting that
all loyal workers accept the cut, and what with all unattached males shaking for fear they might fall victims
to the matrimonial epidemic, Hollywood was in a state
approaching
Turmoil, ofturmoil.
course, describes
the cinema capital. It is a beautiful little city, fringed with
palms and eucalyptus trees,
elegantly boulevarded, surrounded by yes men and bootleggers. There are wise men,
too, and beautiful women in
abundance, and efficiency experts, and private secretaries,
and just people.
There are more high-powered motors per capita than in
any other community extant.
There are two bookstores on
the main street and eighteen
beauty
There"shoppes."
are wiggeries where
young men may grow old, and
bald men hirsute. There is a
pet exchange where one may
lease Pomeranians, spitzes,
leopards,
or even rarer fourfooted playmates.
There is a tony-looking riding academy specializing in trick
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across the street there
^^S^'
f^iis, accoV^^
Sid Gr*'^'^ latest amazing contribution to the
^orld of rtecture, a theater designed to make the
hangiijp^ Jns of Babylon look like a Universal backdrop. 1
flowing over with milk and
^
Hollyv^
^onej a»-iokum.
Thir are done because they should be done, and
thirig-cj e done for effect. Picture people go places to
u, n. Other people go there to see them. It is a
vicious circle. When you serve the public you have
little time for yourself.
Much has been written of the beauties one sees in
Hollywood dotting the cigar counters, cloakrooms and
cafeterias — beauties alleged to surpass the stars, but
unable to break into the charmed ranks.
I found none of these occasional pippins half so
lovely as the stellar bodies themselves. There were no
blond manicurists to compare with Claire Windsor, or
Greta Nissen, or the breath-taking Garbo, none to outshine Phyllis Haver, Esther Ralston, or Dorothy
Mackaill.
And among the brunettes the following sights were
unparalleled in barber shop, beanery, or bathing-beauty
contest : Florence Vidor, Kathleen Key, Billie Dove,
Gloria Swanson, Dorothy Sebastian, Dolores del Rio.
It is such scenery that the Chamber of Commerce
should use to popularize Hollywood as a vacation i^esort, scenery to be found nowhere else on earth.
Bunk is glorified in the film belt. Aware of how far
hokum goes toward making a picture a success, the
natives apply it to their business as well as their pleasures. Lemonade stands become icy igloos, and ice-cream
cones are dispensed from giant freezers, stationed along
the principal boulevards. Each freezer is fully fifty
feet high, with a handle automatically revolving at its
side.
Even advertising is picturesque. Statues at every
other corner announce the perfection of some one's
milk — statues of three happy-looking cows. At different vantage points Janet Gaynor, in bronze, calls your
attention to "Seventh Heaven."
At one of the grander cafeterias you are saluted as
you enter by a major-domo in braided regalia, suggesting a cross between Emil Jannings of "The Last Laugh"
and DeMille in a thoughtful moment. At a pseudobohemian retreat well out Socially, Hollywood puts its
best foot forward.
toward Beverly Hills, an
artist will ask your permission to sketch the beautiful
lady with you. Close your
eyes and you are at a histro
on the left bank of the
Seine. Is not the Califilmia
version christened La Boheme? I should say so!
The town peddles beauty,
commercializes charm, bottles personality. In one
shop window sits a pretty
creature, reading. The window sign notes that her
hair has been treated to a
De Luxe Shampoo.
Even the public dancehalls advertise contests that
bring the winners facial
massages and henna transfonnations, whatever they
are. Women in Hollywood
concentrate on beauty.

Quote Me
One blond star, rapidly sliding into oblivion, wears a
fixed, ghastly smile whenever
she is in public. Why? To
hide the sagging corners of
her mouth in repose. Another
fading favorite has gone
through the mill with a set of
false teeth.
In addition to the matrimonial wave and the economical streak, I found Hollywood
undergoing a face-lifting such
as it has never experienced
before.
New faces are being lifted
into places hitherto occupied
by old favorites. Unheard-of
young beauties and handsome
crowding
youths
are
their way
into leads on
every lot.
All the
Mexico, by
way from
way of Hal
Tlie threatened salary cut put many a star in
Roach edies,
comcomes
a flutter.
Lupe Velez,
who will startle \ ou with her vigor and flashing vitality
when she appears opposite Fairbanks in "The Gaucho."
Another leading role in that picture has fallen to the
lot of Eve Southern, a promising belle sponsored by
the astute Edwin Carewe, Columbus of Dolores del Rio.
There is Mary Byron, an extra girl deployed to
provide the heart interest in the next Buster Keaton
comedy, an ambitious affair drafting the talents of
Ernest Torrence, no less. And Shirley O'Hara is another extra tasting the sweets of success, doing a lead
opposite
Menjou in "A Gentleman of Paris."
Of ShirleyAdolphe
more anon.
High-salaried people are being eased down the chutes
in favor of promising unknowns — new faces commanding modest remuneration.
This policy, in addition to
bringing forward the new
faces mentioned above, has
served to advance Clara
Bow, Billy Haines, Gary
Cooper, ford.and
Joan CrawIt is giving
Alice
White her chance to flap,
and it is inspiring all of the
boys and girls on the waiting lists. These are restless
dries.
days in the picture founIt did not surprise me to
find sex having its fling. It
usually
does.her Gilda
Gra}'
was tossing
hips about
in a little thing called "The
Devil Dancer," Gloria was
temporarily Miss Sadie
Thompson,
looking as and
seductive as necessary,
Maria Corda was appearing in public without stockContinued
on page
98
ings, preparatory
to becom-
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Failures are made every
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day. Stars enjoy life. Extras just live.
People are wealthy, or they are poor. There isn't
much middle ground in the picture colony. As a result,
the tempo is at racing speed all the time.
The golden chance lies just round the corner. It
may take years to get it. The golden promise is so
readily given that in nine cases out of ten it is dross.
To-day the girl who was the prize beauty in last
year's "Follies" is signed on a "long-term" contract.
Next week she will be looking for a job as atmosphere.
Hollywood, for a whirl, is a great spot. Pack a few
bags and join me. But be sure you have your return
ticket in your pocket before you start!
I found the film belt in the throes of economy and
Cupid. The producers had decided that a ten per cent
cut would be good for the industry, by way of economy. And Sam Goldwyn chaperoned Cupid.
You suppose, in your knowing wa}', that Mr.
Goldw)^ produces pictures. If you were in Hollywood you would know that he also specializes in
staging fancy weddings, impressive, popular, and
guaranteed to hit the front
page.
His B a n k y- L a There are two bookshops and
Rocque production was
eighteen
"shoppes"
on thebeauty
main street.
nothing short of a nuptial
classic.
Thousands attended, Cecil B. DeMille
served as best man, personally supervising the
groom, Mr. Goldwyn himself gave the bride away
with a lavish gesture, and
the stars, Rod La Rocque
and Vilma
Banky, appeared in the flesh, as advertised.
Every one agreed that
it was the beginning of a
Goldwyn year. As a result of the huge success
of this orange-blossom
idvl, three other cinema

Quote

Me

Picture Play'S roving corresp^'ident
reveals some piquant facts about Hollywood and its denizens, with the request
that the information be regardea as
strictly confidential.

soubrettes hurried out to enter the bonds, as they are
called, of wedlock.
Renee Adoree chose a business man, Helen Lee
Worthing promised to honor and obey a physician, and
Jane Winton annexed a playwright, one Charles KenSo it went. Confusion was everywhere apparent.
Actors, loath to accept the proposed ten per cent cut,
held mass meetings. Stars had visions of their diayon. monds being traded for groceries, their limousines
dwindling to Fords.
More mass meetings were held. The scenarists, the
scene shifters, the directors, and the electricians all met
indignantly. What with all the studios suggesting that
all loyal workers accept the cut, and what with all unattached males shaking for fear they might fall victims
to the matrimonial epidemic, Holl3'wood was in a state
approaching turmoil.
Turmoil, of course, describes
the cinema capital. It is a beautiful little city, fringed with
palms and eucalyptus trees,
elegantly boulevarded, surrounded by yes men and bootleggers. There are wise men,
too, and beautiful women in
abundance, and efficiency experts, and private secretaries,
and just people.
There are more high-powered motors per capita than in
any other community extant.
There are two bookstores on
the main street and eighteen
beauty
There"shoppes."
are wiggeries where
young men may grow old, and
bald men hirsute. There is a
pet exchange where one may
lease Pomeranians, spitzes,
leopards,
or even rarer fourfooted playmates.
There is a tony-looking riding academy specializing in trick
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fais, acGordiag ^ ^he sign, and across the street there
is Sid Graumf i's latest amazing contribution to the
/ «"Orld of arch--^*^ture, a theater designed to make the
( 'langing gardens of Babylon look like a Universal backY%op.
" Holly woor is a land flowing over with milk and
honey ancj >okum.
Thing? are done because they should be done, and
things a/e done for effect. Picture people go places to
L, n. Other people go there to see them. It is a
vicious circle. When you serve the public you have
little time for yourself.
Much has been written of the beauties one sees in
Hollywood dotting the cigar counters, cloakrooms and
cafeterias — beauties alleged to surpass the stars, but
unable to break into the charmed ranks.
I found none of these occasional pippins half so
lovely as the stellar bodies themselves. There were no
blond manicurists to compare with Claire Windsor, or
Greta Nissen, or the breath-taking Garbo, none to outshine Phyllis Haver, Esther Ralston, or Dorothy
Mackaill.
And among the brunettes the following sights were
unparalleled in barber shop, beanery, or bathing-beauty
contest : Florence Vidor, Kathleen Key, Billie Dove,
Gloria Swanson, Dorothy Sebastian, Dolores del Rio.
It is such scenery that the Chamber of Commerce
should use to popularize Hollywood as a vacation resort, scenery to be found nowhere else on earth.
Bunk is glorified in the film belt. Aware of how far
hokum goes toward making a picture a success, the
natives apply it to their business as well as their pleasures. Lemonade stands become icy igloos, and ice-cream
cones are dispensed from giant freezers, stationed along
the principal boulevards. Each freezer is fully fifty
feet high,, with a handle automatically revolving at its
side.
Even advertising is picturesque. Statues at every
other corner announce the perfection of some one's
milk — statues of three happy-looking cows. At different vantage points Janet Gaynor, in bronze, calls your
attention to "Seventh Heaven."
At one of the grander cafeterias you are saluted as
you enter by a major-domo in braided regalia, suggesting a cross between Emil Jannings of "The Last Laugh"
and DeMille in a thoughtful moment. At a pseudobohemian retreat well out Socially, Hollywood puts its
best foot forward.
toward Beverly Hills, an
artist will ask your permission to sketch the beautiful
lady with you. Close your
eyes and you are at a bistro
on the left bank of the
Seine. Is not the Califilmia
version christened La Boheme ? I should say so !
The town peddles beauty,
commercializes charm, bottles personality. In one
shop window sits a pretty
creature, reading. The window sign notes that her
hair has been treated to a
De Luxe Shampoo.
Even the public dancehalls advertise contests that
bring the winners facial
massages and henna transformations, whatever they
are. Women in Hollywood
concentrate on beauty.

Quote Me
One blond star, rapidly sliding into oblivion, wears a
fixed, ghastly smile whenever
she is in public. Why? To
hide the sagging corners of
her mouth in repose. Another
fading favorite has gone
through the mill with a set of
false teeth.
In addition to the matrimonial wave and the economical streak, I found Hollywood
undergoing a face-lifting such
as it has never experienced
before.
New faces are being lifted
into places hitherto occupied
by old favorites. Unheard-of
young beauties and handsome
crowding
youths
are
their way
into leads on
every lot.
All the
Mexico, by
way from
way of Hal
The threatened salary cut put many a star in
Roach edies,
comcomes
Lupe Velez,
a flutter.
who will startle you with her vigor and flashing vitality
when she appears opposite Fairbanks in "The Gaucho."
Another leading role in that picture has fallen to the
lot of Eve Southern, a promising belle sponsored by
the astute Edwin Carewe, Columbus of Dolores del Rio.
There is Mary Byron, an extra girl deployed to
provide the heart interest in the next Buster Keaton
comedy, an ambitious affair drafting the talents of
Ernest Torrence, no less. And Shirley O'Hara is another extra tasting the sweets of success, doing a lead
opposite
Menjou in "A Gentleman of Paris."
Of ShirleyAdolphe
more anon.
High-salaried people are being eased down the chutes
in favor of promising unknowns — new faces commanding modest remuneration.
This policy, in addition to
bringing forward the new
faces mentioned above, has
served to advance Clara
Bow, Billy Haines, Gary
Cooper, ford.and
Joan CrawIt is giving
Alice
White her chance to flap,
and it is inspiring all of the
boys and girls on the waiting lists. These are restless
days in the picture foundries.
It did not surprise me to
find sex having its fling. It
usually does. Gilda Gray
was tossing her hips about
in a little thing called "The
Devil Dancer," Gloria was
temporarily Miss Sadie
Thompson,
looking as and
seductive as necessary,
Maria Corda was appearing in public without stockContinued
on page
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ings, preparatory
to becom-
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That remains open tO: question, bul-ggjie Benne*.
in her own defense, telling her sid in her late

By Margaret
draws a knife and strikes back, if one would protect
one's prosperity from movie politics. A knife would
probabl}' frighten the gentle Belle Bennett into tears,
but she is now using a weapon against those who have
attacked her.

"Ti^uth is my weapon," she said to me. "The time
has come for me to speak. I had intended not to mention the subject again, but here I find myself telling
gone up
it." to see her in her little stucco home on
all about
youI had
a quiet hillside. Her two sons — one adopted, and the
other her own — sat with me in the living room while I
waited for Miss Bennett. A tidy, usual sort of room,
furnished and arranged like any comfortable living
room in your own town. A marble cherub on a pedestal, holdingof aloft
a lamp
the center
the rack
on ;the"Just
pianoa ;Cottage
several Small"'
portfoliosin
of stills and photographs on the table.
The boj's, both somewhere near twenty, with nice,
shy manners, made conversation to fill the interval.
Miss Bennett, they explained, was with her father,
who had been in an automobile accident some weeks
before. They led me out and showed me the little
terraced garden. All the plants and shrubs, they said,
had been given to the star by friends. They were
going to tie a label on the stalk of each plant with the
Miss Bennett claims that Mother Machree is the only role worthy
of her talents that has been given to her since "Stella Dallas."

cations depubli
vario
IN the voted
s, there was
to theusmovie
given, some time ago, a brief
account of Belle lBennett'syn disagreement with Samue Goldw
and the
subsequent severing of her contract
with him. The piece de resistance
of the story, as reported, was that,
during the final interview between
the actress and the producer, Mr.
Goldwyn was alleged to have called
Miss Bennett names and Miss Benface. nett to have slapped Mr. Goldwyn's
All of which made a fine story,
but remember that Belle Bennett
gave us SicUa Dallas, proclaimed
as one of the finest pieces of acting
seen in recent yeai's on screen or
stage. An actress of such caliber
is certainly not to be lightly dismissed, nor badly misreported and
maligned.
At first. Miss Bennett made no
attempt to defend herself against
the story published. She turned the
other cheek and accepted her persecution silently. But motion-picture careers cannot be defended so
passively. Protecting the other
cheek with a gloved hand, one

name of the giver printed on it, the boys said. Wasn't
it hot, and had I enjoyed "The King of Kings," and
would I like to see some of Miss Bennett's photoTheregraphs ? was a picture of the young son whose death
had so tragically ocjust as Miss
Bennett curred
was about
to begin
work onwere
"Stella countless
Dallas.",
There
photographs
of from
Miss
Bennett, scenes
"Stella" and other productions, informal snaps
of the star.
I looked up from the
golden-haii^ed pictures as
the original quietly entered the room. Her
hair is a dark, ruddy .
brown, parted in the
middle and knotted low
in the back. A simple
house dress, embroidered
in wool, gave her a competent, housewifely ap"I am sorry you have
pearance.
been waiting so long, but
m}^ father needed me.
As long as I am there to
hold his hand, everything

As Emil Jannings' wife in " Tlie Way of All Flesh,"
says Mi'ss Bennett, she is just part of the background.

Her voice is beautiful
is all right."
— perfectly modulated,
low-pitched, and gentle.
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Goldwyn's
does,
in the inteiview below, Face?
take up the cudgels
disagreement with the Samuel Goldwyn company.
Reid

A sad voice — the voice of a person who has suffererl
acutely.
-- We sat at lunch on the balcony of¥ the living room,
with Hollywood shimmering in the heat beneath us.
Miss Bennett's manner is mild, almost benign. It is
impossible to imagine any one wanting to persecute
this epitome of gentleness. With as much tact as possible, Ibroached the subject of her trouble with the
Goldwyn company.
She says what she has to say very well, talking in
completely formulated ideas and sentences, defending
herself from untruths and injustices.
"One thing," she said, "has always annoyed me.
That is, for people to say that I was 'made overnight,'
that I sprang from nowhere into the fame that 'Stella
Dallas' brought me. Why, I was a star with Essanay
when Gloria Swanson hadn't yet been heard of. I
starred in four stage plays on Broadway. For years
I worked in stock. To get the part of Stella, I waited
eleven months. I took thirteen tests. I refused other
engagements while waiting. And then, finally, started
to work at exactly half the salary I had been getting
on the stage.
"No, my success in that film was no
'lucky break.' To give a fine performance, an actress must have either unbounded experience, technique, or inspiration. It so happened that I had ^
all three. That is why I could give
Stella Dallas to the world as I did."
Her voice did not veer from the
smooth, soft tone in which she had
greeted me. She is tranquil even in indignation.
"Of course, I have had only that one
good picture. All the others since have
been made without much consideration
for me — with the exception of 'Mother
Machree.' But I notice now that for
that they are hilling three names instead
of just mine, which means they are
building up the other parts of the film
in the cutting."
I believe, by the way, that the basis
of Miss Bennett's trouble with Mr.
Goldwyn was a dispute over how she
was to be billed for her films.
"The last two weeks of '.Stella Dallas,' "she continued, "were made miserable for me, because of a misunderstanding with Mr. Goldwyn's partner.
Ah, they were unkind to me, but m}'
heart forgave them readily. I have
been hurt so much, yet when people
injure me, I want only to show them
their' error, as one does with children.
I used to go in to see that man and be
faced with his deliberate injustice, yet
I always felt like taking him by the
hand, as I would a child, and showing
himHer
the black
way."
. the
^
eyebrows arched in

But she bears no malice, she says, a'^ainst
any who have been unjust to her.
center, accentuating the sadness of her
face.
"At eight o'clock on the first day of
'Stella,' I had buried my son. The day
before, I had been in the hospital, singing
him to what I thought was sleep, but what
was really his passing. In the morning,
I placed him to rest, and that evening I
was in make-up, at work.
"Unkind stories were printed saying
that I had kept my boy hidden, or that I
had introduced him as my brother, so that
people might think me younger. Untruths
— all untruths ! Why, every one in Hollywood knew my son — as my son, too. I
took him everywhere with me. Every one
loved him. I was very proud of him."
Her green eyes clouded and darkened
and, for the only time during the interview, her voice faintly broke. She paused
a moment, looking out over the valley, and
then continued.
"You know what happened when 'Stella
Dallas' was released. The world proclaimed me. And yet Mr. Goldwyn contended later that my name did not rate
major tress
billing,
I wasWhat,
an excellent
acbut not that
a star
I ask you,
makes a star but an excellent actress?
"They apparently thought they must
discipline me.
Discipline me, who had
never had anything from
She feels that she should have
been made a star after the producers and directors
,p'.o\rld-wide acclaim she re- and actors — from anv
Continued on page 96
ceived in "Stella Dallas."
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Fred Thomson, whoBy
has always
carefully
star, releasing through Paramount, simply and
for his films that was sweeping over the

By Myrtle

of their best drawing cards, the producers
began to sit up and take notice and, with the
termination of his F. B. O. contract, the bidding for his services became brisk, resulting in
his alignment with Paramount.
The stor}- of Thomson's former activities as
a minister and his entry into the movies because he felt that through the screen he could
reach a broader congregation than through the
pulpit, has been told before. A brief reference to this, however, is necessary, because in
it lies the secret of his appeal to the public.
His program Westerns have taught lessons of
chivalry, truthfulness and honesty to numberless boys. That basic thought of teaching
something to the boys of the country will be
continued, under various guises, in his specials. Indeed, except for it Fred Thomson
would not be acting. He is in the movies for
two reasons — because he wants to give the
youth of the country a form of wholesome
entertainment that will have a good influence
on them, and also because he gets a great kick
Though Thomson, a former minister, is not in
the movies to make money, his contract with
Paramount should bring him something like
$10,000 a week.

GET Fred Thomson on our program !" demanded Paramount
salesmen, with their fingers on
the national pulse.
So that quiet Western star, known
chiefly in the small towns of the
country, was signed by Paramount to
produce four specials a year, on a
profit-sharing basis that should net
him approximately ten thousand a
week, at the most conservative estimate.
His pictures had only rarely been
shown in the big cities. But the outlying districts had spoken. This is
just another instance of the power
and influence over the movies of the
small-town audiences.
Will Main Street's idol now also become a Broadway favorite. That
question is not bothering Fred Thomson. He signed with Paramount because that company offered the greatest number of small houses through
It was in the small
which to release his films. The metropolitan movie palaces are only in- famous horse, Silver
cidental in his consideration.
Neither pull nor favoritism had anything to do with
making a big-league star of Fred Thomson. Public demand alone has put him where he is. When nine or
t-^n thousand exhibitors had announced that he was one

- .^

outHad
of the
he M'Oi'k.
been less
inclined to be stubbornly idealistic, he
would have been on
Broadway before
now. In one of his
Westerns there was
a bit of business in
which Silver King,
his horse,
Indians as the}-shot
popped
over a hill by pulling
with his teeth a twig
which Thomson had
arranged in the triga gun.
He
knewger of that
scene

towns that the Western star and his
King, built up their great popularity.

would delight the
kids. A wire from
New York informed
him that the picture
would be booked for
an indefinite run at
the Capitol if he
would "cut out that
silly business where
the horse shoots the
Indians." Thomson
refused.
tive of F. B.AnO.execucame
West for the sole

purpose of persuadto agree, so that he might "make" the big
town.
But
Thomson
only
smiled
and
said. "I made that
.g, him
scene for the kids. I won't sacrifice it just to please
a few city folks." And he remained firm in his stand. -

Demand
shunned publicity, is now a big-league
solely because the immense demand
country could no longer be ignored.
Geblnart

I have heard it said that Thomson
is difficult to interview. But I have
never found him so. Though resolute
in his refusal to talk much about himself, he will talk for hours, with boyish enthusiasm, about the ideals that
he tries to implant in young minds
through his movie characters. He
has humor, and a personal magnetism
that catches you up on the wave of his
own zeal. He believes in what he is
doing with a fervor that is contagious.
Hollywood
Fred
Thomson atcouldn't
first. He understand
was called
successively a poseur and a nut. Wise,
shrewd men, in the business to make
money, smiled at his nonsensical altruism. That he has now, despite his
indifiference to the financial end of the
game, been shoved up into the bigmoney class, is the wonder of all
Hollywood.
He has consistently shunned the
spotlight and has never employed a
press agent, yet is now one of the
most widely known of the stars. His
contention has always been that a good
picture speaks for itself. However,
now, with his new contract, he must
accept the services of a publicity man
whether he likes it or not.
Luncheons, premieres and parties
bore him. He does
not dance, not because
\\t disapproves of
dancing, but simply
because
he And
doesn't
care
for it.
for
the sake of his health,
he neither smokes nor
drinks.
Once a year, sighing, he dons his tuxedo and dines at the
Ambassador, to please
his wife, Frances
Marion.
Making additions to his home
and grounds, training
his horses, conversing
with cowboys
and sportsmen,
books and music
— these are his
interests. He is
a Princeton man,
and comes of a
line of scientists
and preachers.
His choice of

In his first film for Paramount, "Jesse James," Thomson seeks to prove that the
notorious bandit was really a hero. He is shown here in a scene with Florence
Dudley and Nora Lane.
the life of Jesse James for his first big-time
wrong.
movie grew partly out of a desire to right a
"The popular conception of Jesse James
as a desperado should be corrected," he insists. "James was a hero. Through research
work in collaboration with his son, a Los Angeles lawyer, we have dug up the real facts
of his life. After the Civil War, he joined a
band engaged in guerrilla warfare in Missouri.
When the carpet-baggers and usurers invaded
the South, instituting a regime
Fred Thomson
of cruel authority, this band
was called in to take the oath
hates the spotlight, but finds of allegiance. Some refused,
it rather hard to and under James' leadership
avoid nowadays.
vowed revenge.
He led the
last stand of the South, going
down
proudly,
in tattered
glory.
"He was a Robin Hood of
his day, a vital personality, a
dashing, picturesque, and lovable man, with chivalrous
ideals. And what a marvelous
i

he
endurance
physique
had!
Shot and
fourteen
times, his
body punctured with wounds,
he crawled off into the woods
like a dog, and let nature cure
him. Think of the drama in
a character like that !
'Tt has never been proved
that James killed a single man.
Continued on page 108
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Bits of information about the

By Aileen

Costumes were the next consideration and they presented more of a
problem than the framing of the act.
Talent they undoubtedly had, while
ducats they decidedly had not. However, they sought one Madame Keeler,
and told her their story. While she
was fitting them with pink frocks and
white pinafores, as if with one voice
they
chirped,
never headliners
forget it,
and when
we "We'll
are famous
costumes."
make all
shall giggles
youThose
andourcoos which had
won the heart of the manager and the
costumer, and the singing of merry
airs in unspoiled, high-pitched voices,
touched the hearts of the audience. Instead of playing one week in the local
even
thoush
married
to
Lucila Mendez has found it hard to get started in pictures,
theater, the sisters remained a second
Director Ralph Ince.
and a third, finally going on tour. The
Duncan
Sisters, as they called themJUST before Christmas, about ten
selves, became one of the biggest drawyears ago, three little maids from
ing cards in vaudeville.
Evelyn left in the early days to marr};
school — with apologies to Gilbert
and Sullivan — trouped into a vaudeville
Stewart INIcClelland, but Vivian and Rotheater in Los Angeles and asked the
setta carried on together. The)' never
manager for a try-out.
forsook their baby-doll dresses, sunbon"All right," he said casually, "come
nets, white
sock's,
and patent-leather
back in half an hour and I'll take a
pumps.
During
the years
they trouped
look at your act." Before they had
the country, true to their promise, Matime to say Jack Robinson, they were
dame Keeler always made their frocks.
outside again, gazing in wonderment at
All of which goes to show that the
one another.
Duncans are staunch young souls not
It was all very well to be given a
given to idle promises. Keen, far-seeing,
chance to show their act, but the pity
indefatigable workers, obstacles had no
terrors for them. When music was
of it was they didn't have an act.
scarce they M^rote their own songs ; when
Quick, however, to seize an opportunity, and determined to earn some
humor Avas lacking they made their own
Christmas money, they hit upon a plan.
gags ; and when they felt the time had
come to star in a musical comedy, they
They
scurried
to
the
ladies'
lounge
and
took their friend Catherine Chisholm
devoted the next thirty minutes to the
concoction of an act.
Cushing by the hand and persuaded her
to make a play out of an idea they had.
^^ivian, the angelic-looking girl with
the baby face, had a gift of harmony,
"Topsy and Eva" was the result. Joseph
and many a summer evening had been
Schenck, alwaA^s on the quivive for fresh
talent, converted the play into celluloid,
spent by the sisters singing her versions
with Vivian as Little Eva, and Rosetta
of songs of the day on the back stoop.
the
incorrigible Topsy who confessed,
Rosetta, the comedienne, had long be'T'se bad, I is." By way of adding to
fore developed a "line" of her own, and
Evelyn, a motherly little soul, brought
their labors, the}^ decided to tour the
an organizing force to the ambitious
country in a prologue to this picture.
It was while in New York for the
group.
opening of the film that Rosetta failed
They were graceful little things with
Vivian, and Vivian with a couple of
flaxen hair and blue eyes, and being
practical as weU, before the half hour
hours' notice had to do their act alone.
was up they had manipulated songs,
It wasn't Rosetta who failed exactly, but
her voice refused to make itself heard.
dances, and stunts into fifteen minutes
of entertainment, suited to their childNothing daunted, "N^ivian took her baby
stare, flaxen hair, and ruffled frock .to the
like personalities. Nowise abashed,
they did their stufif for the amiable
Rivoli Theater, alone. To all appearmanager who, struck by their naivete
Lya de Putti frequents Coney Island, because there .
and charm, booked the act for the following week.
ww^ World studio she finds real people.
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ever-changing film world in New York.
St. John-Brenon
ances, it was Eva herself who trotted
about, but in reaHty it was an experienced
trouper who, twenty minutes before the
curtain rose, marched downstairs from
her dressing room and took command
backstage. She called in a dancer or so,
summoned Uncle Tom to do his bit, ordered apiano here, a spotlight there, all
in a tiny, piping voice, as she darted about
till the curtain rose, and Eva, demure and
shy, was revealed to an admiring audience,
while the stage crew marveled.
Next morning a big limousine drew up
to a steamship pier, and a diminutive
girl in Alice blue emerged to be seized in
the arms of Nils Asther.

Rosetta and Vivian Duncan recount the interesting story of their early
stage career.
"I'm going to marry Nils," admitted
is bringing
Vivian. "He doesn't speak English and
I don't speak Swedish, but I'm learning and so is he.'
one friend to dinner, or twenty, it's all the
Rosetta heartily approves of Vivsame to me. If the tablecloth isn't big
enough, I can get a sheet to help out. But
ian's choice of a husband, so, as is
not so Natalie. Her home is perfect.
to be expected of these gifted coworkers, allis harmony in the DunWhy, I buy things for my home I
can menage.
wouldn't dream of getting for Natalie.
She wouldn't have them. Everything has
There is a camaraderie about the
to be perfect and correct. She knows how
Talmadge clan that is infectious.
things should be and sees that they are so.
They call their mother Peg, which
"One night I gave a dinner party for a
in itself is indicative, and their
crowd, and Natalie and Buster were
father, who died two years ago,
among the guests. They were seated at
the far end of the table.
was just plain Fred.
Norma herself, who has inherited
"I had ordered flowers from the garden
common sense and humor from her
instead of from the florist, as I learned
afterward was the thing to do, and before
mother, says, "I'll tell you what
long little ants made their unexpected apwe're li k e — Sanger's Circus 1
pearance on the table and began to crawl
That's the Talmadge family." If
about. I suppose there were dozens of
you've read "The Constant Nymph"
such errors to be detected by an exacting
you'll
catchso the
allusionto; know
if not, that
you
must do
in order
hostess. However, it seemed unavoidable
to me, and I felt secure in my ignorance
Sanger's Circus was composed of
until a note was handed to me by the butler.
a family group in which the indiIt read, 'You may have more money, but I
vidual was supreme, and keepingfaith law.
with one's self was the home's
set Norma,
a better who
table.'
was returned
from Natalie.'"
first
hadIt just
from
In the Talmadge family we have
Paris,latedlaughed
good-naturedly
rethe incident.
And went onas tosherecall
Constance, frothy, gay, arid irrethe
virtues
of
her
friend,
Fanny
Brice,
the
sponsible; Norma, who is moody,
concentrated, and reliable ; and Nastage comedienne, who accompanied her
talie, whose home and family are
to Europe. They took an apartment in
Paris and later Miss Brice went to Italy,
the vital factors of her life, instead
while
Miss Talmadge visited the Riviera.
of Norma's acting, and Constance's
While abroad she saw a great deal of Rex
beaux. Yet none would go so far
Ingram and Alice Terry, and came back on
as to say, "I have chosen the better
~ the same steamer with Elsie Ferguson.
part." There is no interference,
But her happiest remembrance is of
no comparisons — just the good-humored byplay of pals.
som.e orphans who were being taken to the
seashore. Funds were scarce and some of
"I'm a terrible housekeeper," says
Norma. "If Joe"— that's Joe
the expectant group were destined for disSchenck, her husband, as all the
appointment. Norma says a lump came
into her throat when she heard some of
world knows — "calls up to say he
When Norma Talmadge makes "The Darling
of the Gods" she will be a japanese.

the children ask the priest, "Am I to go or
shall I be left behind ?" The result wa!>.
that after a consultation she found it was
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a simple matter
to finance a bus
for all, with no
broken hearts
left behind. "I
got a bigger kick
out of being able
to do that little
thing for those
kids," she said,
"than anything
that happened to
me abroad."
West Point has
seized upon the
imagination of
the film writers
and directors.
They are raising
their boy stars to
be soldiers. Or
rather, two army
men wrote a

Bessie
Love came
East to play
in "The West
Pointer."

story which appealed to Cecil
DeMille as a
happy
tale and
for
Bessie Love
William Boyd, so
Donald Crisp
chaperoned a
whole carload of

players from the Coast to Uncle Sam's school on the
Hudson. Douglas Doty put into workable form
a scenario embodying the spirit of West Point,
its customs, traditions, and aspirations. Bessie
Love portrays the daughter of the commandant
and William Boyd the roughneck wooer whose
conceit battles with the ideals of the training
school. It is called "The West Pointer" and
eight or ten upperclassmen have leading roles.
It was while the company was taking scenes
at West Point — for the entire picture, with ihe
exception of a short prologue, was filmed there
— that William Haines put in an appearance.
"What are you doing here?" asked Bessie
Love.
"I've come to imbue myself with the spirit
of West Point for a picture of that name
which I will make shortly with Edward
Sedgwick," answered Bill politely.
Raymond Shrock wrote it, ignorant of
the plans of Donald Crisp and his players,
who had already taken possession of the
fort. However, the producers of the two
pictures reached a gentlemen's agreement
not to interfere with each other's plans
and proceeded without enmity or rivalry
to work out their respective plots.
Haines went into training without further ado while awaiting the arrival of Joan
Crawford, who was to play opposite him.
Sedgwick and Haines worked together on
the production of "Slide, Kellv, Slide,"
it will be remembered, and in "West
Point" Haines has another of those smartaleck roles like the one he played in the
baseball story.
William Haines also sojourned at the military
academy to film "West Point." R^sditefl

Medley
Lucila Mendez and Ralph Ince are doubling in brass.
In private life — if there is such a thing among movie
folk — they are Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ince, but in "Coney,
Island" they are Ralph Ince, director, and proprietor of
a hot-dog stand, and Lucila Mendez the wise-cracking
girl of a cheap show.
"Easy enough to be a leading" lady when your husband is a director," you mumble. But ask Miss Mendez.
!■■
"If you want to Jse an actress, don't marry a director," advises the vivacious South American. "It makes
it a hundred times harder to get along. In the first
place, your husband usually wants you to remain at
home and sew a fine seam^ and frowns upon your
aspirations to act. And when you finally do sell him
the idea, you will find that nine times out of ten, studio
officials think the director recommends you merely because you are his wife. So there you are. Of course,
if you stick long enough, you will win out ; but don't
think that just because you are a director's wife it
makes it easier to get a job.''
While Gloria Swanson has been busy converting
Sadie Thompson into a celluloid character, Jeanne
Eagels, who portrayed that colorful lady on the stage
for several seasons, has become John Gilbert's leading
woman — or to be more precise, she is being costarred
with that volatile gentleman, in "Fii^es of Youth," a
newspaper story developed by one of
the clan, INIonta Bell. Bell is also directing the picture. It is based, in
some respects, on the career of a public figure in Washington, where m-ost
of the picture is being filmed.
When "The Patent Leather
Kid" came to Broadway, all
New York was expectant, particularly because it was promthat Rupert
story ised
would
restore Hughes'
Richard
Barthelmess
to
histrionic glory. his traditional
For man}' moons, Barthelmess, one of our finest actors,
has been struggling with poor
roles, inept stories, and routine direction, while man}^ of
the celluloid plums have been
plucked
by secondraters. Barthelmess
and First National
banked their hopes
on Alfred Santell's
production
of the
story of the pugilist,
who preferred to do
his fighting in the
ring, instead of at
the front, when all
young
heedingAmerica
the callwasto
arms.
Barthelmess was at
the opening, and the
welcome he received
left no doubt of the
effect h i s sincere
acting had upon
ence. first-night audithe
Continued on page 110
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A
Whole
Succession
of
Silver
Linings
When Don Alvarado meant to go to Spain, he found himself in Los Angeles; when he meant to
go into business, he found himself in the movies; and when he meant to get a small role in one
film, he discovered he had a big role in quite a different one. Who says there's no Santa Claus?
By William H. McKegg

ONE finds in this v/orld, particularly in the picture
world, that though you may lose one thing you have
set your heart on, you often get something else even
better. Strange forces lead
us here, push us there, shaping our lives in unexpected
ways. This has been particularly true in the case of
Don Alvarado.
Six years ago Don came
to California from New
Mexico. He had wanted
to go to Spain, to spend a
few years in study there,
but various obstacles had
prevented. Thus, the unknown forces had urged
him toward the great film
mecca.
He was seventeen when
he arrived in Los Angeles.
He had come presumably to
go into business, but he
kept his eyes on the movie
studios. They were, he
discovered, difficult to enter. So he went to workin an office. A couple of
years rolled by. He was
still earning only a small
salary.

"Something urged me to
hunt for a bigger job," Don
explained. "I figured that
if I could get a good position at a good wage, I could
save up and try for the
movies without fear of

Wa rner s I could get nothing to do. My clothes were
going ; my money was nearly gone.
"Then T heard of a certain small part in a MetroGoldwyn film that T thought
I should like to have. I
decided to go after it. To
suit the character I cut my
hair very short — so short
that it stood up on end all
over my head. I looked a
sight, but I had been out of
work for over six months,
and was ready to go to any

a bit."
even to
to getfailed
extremes
But — Don
get
the part. However, it was
just at that time that he
received a call to report at
the Fox studio for a test
for the leading male role
in "My Wife's Honor,"
featuring Dolores del Rio.
Fantastic hair-cut and all,
Don reported, somewhat
nervously, and to his surwas given
I'ole.
He wasprise told
that the
his hair,
with a few days' growth,
would be just right for the
character he was to play.
What had urged him to
go after that small part?
What had urged him to cut
his hair all out of shape in
an attempt to get it ? That
rash act, which would probably have ruined his chances
of getting
anywhere else, anything
just happened

starving."
So he gave up the job he
to gain him the role of
had and went after a bigleading
lores delman
Rio. opposite Doger one that had been parily
promised to him, only to
Who shall deny that unfind that it had been given
known forces were workto some one else. Now he
ing
for
him
?
had no job at all! What
After that,
on the
to do? Might as well try
strength of his success,
Don returned home to see
the studios, he thought —
Don insists that strange unknown forces have been working in
for he couldn't be in a
his parents, his two sisters
his behalf, shaping his life in quite unexpected ways.
worse plight.
and his brother in New
Mexico.
Don went out to the
Metro-Goldwyn studio in Culver City. It just hap"I had not been home for six years," he said. "Then,
when I did at last get home, I was with my people
pened that a young man of his type was needed at that
only a week when a call came again from the Fox
particular moment for a Mae Murray film. Thus,
studio asking me to return at once and take a test for
through losing a good business job that he had banked
on, Don suddenly found himself in the movies — in Mae
'The Monkey Talks.' T hesitated, for a test is not a
Murray's "Mile. Midnight."
guarantee
of have
a part."
Don could
refused but, instead, feeling the urge
Don's first big break came when he won a contract
within
him,
he
returned to Hollywood, and for thus
with Warner Brothers. But except for a few incondragging himself away from his people after only a
spicuous parts, he wasn't given much to do by that
organization. So at the end of a year he obtained a
few days' visit with them, he was repaid. For, after
release from his contract.
taking the test, he was given the romantic lead in "The
"After that," he told me, "I practically had to start
Continued on page 111
all over again.
For about six months after leaving
Monkey Talks."
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Houses

of

the

Great

Views of the homes of some of the film celebrities.

One reason why Dorothy Sebastian bought the
Spanish bungalow above is that it is so close to
the beach, and Dorothy can skip down to the ocean
for a swim in no time at all.
Below is the neat little home of Owen Moore in
Santa Monica.

"T.he Chimneys" is the name that Leatrice Joy has given her
new dw'elling in Beverly Hills, a view of which is shown in
the picture above.
Below, King Vidor's rambling home, with a winding roadway leading up to it, is perched .on a hillside overlooking
Hollywood.
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"Not

for

Keep it under your hat, but there are here
of the movie world that are from time to
for publication," as well as the reasons why

By Ann
he had practiced worked as a boomerang
against,
Again,him.
it almost turned out unhappily when
Gloria Swanson refused to allow her baby to
be photographed for the world at large. The
public is inclined to be suspicious of something withheld,
andthewhen
Gloria
determined head at
camera
men shook
who acame
to publicize her infant daughter, absurd reports flew around. Gloria heard the silly rumoi's, but heeded them not. Instead of dashing out to the nearest expensive photographer
and posing for a series of maternal studies,
she still held her ground and her baby's privacy. As it happened, the world eventually
began to respect her for it, but the result
might hSve been just the opposite.
"I don't want my little girl flaunted before
the world until she is old enough to decide
for herself whether she wants to be exploited
in the newspapers," Gloria said. "I want her
to feel that she is an individual — not merely
the daughter of a well-known actress. Her
life is her own, and I don't want
it to be shaped for her before she
herself has a chance to know
Photo by ApediL
Too much secrecy sometimes hurts an actor. Francis X.
Bushman refused for years to admit that he was a married
man with children, with the result that the deception, when finally
discovered by tlie fans, reacted against him.

is just between you and me.
Confidentially, I wouldn't want it to go any
further than the half million of us, for these are
studio secrets more or less. I don't mean the scandals,
divorces and other local difficulties. The morning papers usually cover those pretty thoroughly. But there
are certain other things which, for various good reasons,
it is thought best not to tell to the world at large. For
one thing, the producers like to preserve an illusion in
the public mind concerning certain players or pictures.
Or perhaps a player, for his own reasons, wants to keep
some phase of his off-screen life out of the public
prints. Whatever the case may be, the secret or secrets
that are to be guarded are labeled, "Not for publicaTHIS

tion."
What is gained or lost by such a publicity barrier depends on how the particular case in question happens
to work out. Holding out on the public is sometimes
beneficial, but it can also prove to be very dangerous.
Do )'0U remember, for instance, way back in the
ver}.' beginning of movie publicity, when Francis X.
Bushman refused to admit he was a married man with
a brood of children? The matinee idol was laboring
under the impression that domesticity would cramp his
style with the little flapper fans. Time proved his fears
to be groundless, silly, and really cjuite dangerous, for
when the truth finally came out in print, the deception

what she wants to do with it."
The sincerity of her motives finally won the world over to the
fact that Gloria's baby was not for
publication — an}' more than was
LonGloria
Chaney's
real face.
was fighting
for
personal privacy, Lon
for professional privacy.
He wanted to maintain
an illusion about himself ,
and for that reason, did
not want out-of-character pictures of himself to
be seen in the prints. He
wanted to be known, not
as Lon Chaney, but as
The Hujichbock of Notre
Dame and The Spider
and The Blackbird and
TJic Monster. Forvears
Metro-Goldwyn decided tliat
too many dancing- pictures
offoan
Crawford
were
creating
tlie wrong
impression, so
now there are
only a few for
publication.
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Publicatio
discussed some of those deep, dark secrets
time hidden behind that pat phrase, "Not
they really ought not to be told to you.
Sylvester
he refused to pose for a picture of himself because he feared it would be published without
his permission. Lately, however, he has rather
relaxed his vigilance, and a few photos of him
as himself have found their way into papers
and magazines. But Chaney doesn't like it
ver)^ much.
"I want to be known for the woi"k I do on
the screen," he has been heard to protest on
numerous occasions, "not for my personal
likes and dislikes, or for what I eat for breakfast. I shouldn't care if the world never
heard of the real Lon Chaney, so long as they
kept on being interested in the actor, Lon
Chaney."
Louis Ik Mayer had the
same idea of protecting a
player's standing when he
called Joan Crawford into his
office one sunny California
morning for a little chat about
her dancing activities. Particularly about the number of items that were
being printed about her
terpsichorean talents. He
tapped a little bundle of
clippings that told all
about what
a good
dancer the young lady
was. He also indicated
a raft of pictures showing her doing the Black
Bottom and the Charleston and receiving dance
trophies and other testimonials to her toes.
Then he asked her if she
wanted to be known as a
(lancer or as an actress? \
He told her that she had
an interesting future as a
dramatic player but that she
was jeopardizing it with
frivolous publicity. A little
of such publicity, he said,
was all right. Too much of
it would be detrimental. He
said that from that time on
he wanted to see less jazz
notices about her, and that
he would notify the publicity
department to that effect.
And that is how it came
about that you don't now see
so many pictures as you used
to of Joan Crawford kicking
her feet in the air. They're
no longer for publication.
An insurance company

For a long time Lon Chaney kept the fans in tlie dark as to what he
really looked like, for he allowed no pictures of himself to be published
unless they were in character.
thought it best to put a stop to the numerous stories and
pictures of Mrs. Tom Mix's jewels. The rich cowboy's
wife has probably the most costly collection of gems of
any one in the film colony. Her jewelry is so magnificent
that a popular magazine had it all photographed several
years ago with the idea of giving their readers a thrill.
The idea was all right, and probably did give the readers
a thrill, but the insurance company felt that the risk was
too great. Unfortunately, they pointed out, the world is
full of crooks as well as sunshine. So now, though it is
of course impossible to keep people from mentioning Mrs.
Mix's jewels, bold publicity about them has been eliminated.
Cecil DeMille, for a very novel reason, objects to having his personal charities written up. It isn't that he
thinks
thatwasthe kind
publicto wouldn't
so much
they
knew he
the blind,like
thehim
lame,
and theif halt.
DeMille has never been afraid of the public. It is just
that stories of this kind-heartedness interfere with the idea
of himself that he likes to build up. His close friends
have told me that he resents being caught in a S3?mpathetic
mood.
He once sent a ten-dollar bill to a beggar by way
of a prop boy while he sat
A stop has been put to the numerous back in his canvas-backed
stories and pictures thatwere for awhile throne and pretended to be
published about Mrs. Tom Mix's costly annoyed that the man had
collection of jewels— it was considered found his way onto the lot.
Continued on page 100
too risky to publicize them so much.
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Virginia

Got

the

Job

She was listed as sweet and girlish, but Virginia Valli suddenly flashed her
s, a. and showed the startled movie world that she too could radiate "it."
By Malcolm
FOR a conservative number of years, Virginia Valli
played the part of the engineer's daughter or the
fireman's niece or the professor's ward; always
she was pure and sweet and crinoline. Although she
was rewarded at the end of each picture with a church
wedding, or at least a peach-blossoming love scene, she
was not satisfied. Being good had its drawbacks —
every one of her heroines was the same.
Then people began talking about sex appeal, and the
speaker began broadcasting about "It." And
Glyn loudpricked
Virginia
up her ears, winked a saucy eye, bought
a beauty spot, and displayed the Valli s. a. It is not too
soon to add that she got the job. She was
awarded the role of Gahy Deslys, Parisian
madcap,
dinary. toast of kings, Fox feature extraor-

H.
nas:e,Oettinger

from the H. G. Wells novel, and the picture
based upon the life of Gaby Deslys. This is flickering
nationally under the title of "Paid to Love." Whoever
thought of that received a raise, I have no doubt.
"In spite of the title, I think it's good," said Virginia,
when I saw her in New York. "And really, the title is
jtistified. Gaby, you know, was quite a gay girl. The
role offered me escape from a long line of ingenuous
heroines.
"I had been doing them so long that I felt colorless
and matter-of-fact.
I was by way of becoming stereotyped. All my pictures were so similar — girl, boy,
heart interest, obstacle, success! The same old
thing over and over began to wear on me. So
I swore I'd escape.
"Then I heard of the film about Gaby that Fox
was planning to do. I heard that Howard Hawks
was to direct it, and that he was entirely undecided as to a lead. I said to myself, 'There would
be a slick chance to snap out of it! The smart
Parisian atmosphere, the naughty Gaby, the allure of the theme, the dramatic possibilities.' So
I set
out to
part."'
There
wasget athelarge
paity being given at the
Virginia knew that
Ambassador.
Hawks would be there. And so.
believe it or not, she arrayed herself as she thought the dazzling
Gaby should look, swept into the
ballroom in an imported creation
that was the last gasp, and played
up the idea so. successfully
that, before the evening
was half over, the amazed
Hawks had made an apGaby.
pointment with her to have
tests made for the role of

Virginia is Irish, quietly beautiful, gently
poised. When she was seeking a screen name,
she called herself Virginia because that had
always been one of her favorite
States, and her last name she selected, whimsically enough, from
a billboard on Michigan Boulevard announcing Valli Valli in
"The Purple Road," a comic
opera. Thus was born Virginia
yalli.
Her Chicago home was not too
far from the Essanay studio, and
there she received her first experience before the camera.
Then,, when • Universal offered
her a two-year contract, she
seized it gladly. She had no
idea what a care it was going to
be. There were railroad pictures
and W esterns, romances and
melodramas. In all of them A^ir"1 had the tests two days
ginia was beset and persecuted —
later and, happily enough,
an innocent among wolves. Just
one thing distinguished all of
got
the part,"
said Virginia.
"Poor
Mr. Hawks
had a
them — they were all commonhard time persuading
place.
the Fox people to let
"And the sad part of it is,"
me do it. I was
she pointed out wistfully, "you
listed as sweet and
spend just as much time and just
as much effort on a mediocre
Photo by W. F. Seely
girlish.
But he fipicture
as
you
do
on
a
good
one."
The
trick by which the gentle Virginia won the dazzlin° role o/Gabv
nally convinced evOnce the Laemmle forces
ery one in the office,
Deslys in "Paid to Love" is still being talked about in Holhnvood.
and we went ahead
loaned Miss Valli to Goldwyn
. and made the picfor "Wild Oranges," which, under the direction of King Vidor, proved to be one of the
ture. It was great fun. And I hope that I'll get by
finest picture plays ever wrapped in tins. In it Virin it. Such a new thing for me, you know."
ginia showed what she could do. There was depth to
She interrupted herself. "But don't misunderstand
her characterization, understanding, and a fine subtlety.
me, please. I'm not ambitious to do tragedy, or things
beyond me. But I do want to get a sufficient variety ot
Under Vidor's artistic guidance, she achieved new
heights.
roles to keep a fresh viewpoint. Oh. I know actresses
Once through with the Universal contract, which at aren't supposed to have viewpoints, but they do. And
last worked its way to a laborious conclusion, Virginia
they do get fed up when they're called upon to do just
decided to free-lance. There was a Fox picture, and
another. Then a Fox contract.
oneVirginia
thing over
Valliandis over.''
proof that Hollywood is not just a
Now she is a Fox feature, so to speak. She has
hotbed of types. For she is neither stiff-necked nor simpering. She is quite herself. She does not gush on the
promised to do four super-superbas annually. Thus
Continued on page 112
far, two have been given to the waiting world — "Mar-

WITH

Diane, in "Seventh Heaven," proclaiming her the greatest discovery of the season, little Janet Gaynor faces the
task of proving that she is not a one-part actress. We wager
she will succeed gloriously in "Two Girls Wanted."
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Pfanto by Hotfa Harriet LotUM

BEAUTY and a Book, or a
Girl in a Garden — whichever title you choose, the answer
is Norma Shearer. Perhaps she
is reading the play of "Trelawny
of the Wells," her next picture,
or maybe her mind strays from
the printed romance to dwell
upon her own rtmiance with
Irving Thalberg. Their approaching marriage is announced
by Norma's mother.
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WALTER
PIDGEON'S
thattoothere
enough
of his films
and that fans
thereprotest
are all
fpw aren't
photographs
of him. We cannot remedy the former complaint, but we can
urge his admirers to watch for "The Thirteenth Juror."

TE proves
ALICE WHIidual
ity and
■ that indiv
the ability to act are
sometimes found in unexpected places. She used
to be a script clerk before
she got her chance in
front of the camera, and
now there's no telling
how far she'll go. Can't
you see her as Adrasle,
the Greek equivalent of a
flapper, in "The Private
Life of Helen of Tmy?"

DOES
Clive
which he
story, you

the actor lead aii easy life? Speaking tor himself,
Brook says yes, but there is one surprising hardship
describes on the opposite page. After reading the
might not care to change places with him even for a day.
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When
It's
Painful
to
Those sumptuous
feasts in the movies
may Really
look very appetizing
from out front, but
just Eat
let Clive Brook tell you
how the poor actor feels toward food after he has had to eat before the camera all day long for days and days on end.
By Helen Louise Walker

ng- salad with exappetizi
BROOK
treme distaste. eyed
We his
were
lunching at Madame
Helene's, and the food seemed to me to be especially nice.
"Why are you so blase about the salad?" I inquired,
digging into mine with relish.
"I've been eating Hawaiian food all morning on the
set," Mr. Brook explained, with a grimace, "and moreover, I've been doing it all day every day for nearly a
week ! Result is I can't muster up any interest in any
kind of food at all."
"But," I asked, "do you really have to eat the movie
food? Can't you just sort of pretend to nibble?"
"You can not!" he returned, emphatically. "You
have to eat it, and you go on eating it, and you have
to pretend to enjoy it! You eat it in the long shots
and then you eat it in the medium shots and then you
eat it again in the close-iips. You eat and eat! Heaven
help the actor who gets an eating sequence to do ! I'd
rather jump off a cliff."
His plight seemed so depressing that I began to lose
interest in my own food.
■'You'd be surprised how much eating we players
strongI
"It takes a when
went !on.I remember
to do onto the
have
in thehemovies
act sets,"
constitution
made my first American picture, I had to drink wdiat
was supposed to be wine, but it was really only grape
juice. I had just come from England and had never
before tasted grape juice. I thought the first two
glasses were very nice, but when I had drunk nine large
tumblers of it inside half an hour, I was so ill I
CLIVE

tato cakes at every performance. The consequence was
that I scarcely dared eat at all at my regular meals and
for weeks I practically lived on the potatoes that I ate
on the stage. I got fatter and fatter. I prayed that the
show would fail, but it had a very good run, and we
went on and on until I thought I should die of potatoes.
"Drinking sequences in the movies are just as bad
as the eating ones, because they usually give you ginger
ale — than which there is no more insipid drink — in lieu
of wine. And they expect you to wave your glass aloft
and look jovial and festive over it !
"Mai St. Clair played a little joke on some of us
once. The scene was a banquet and we were to drink
a toast. Our glasses were filled and we raised them,
looking as enthusiastic as we could over the prospect
of the warm, sticky drink we expected to get. But when
we sipped it, it turned out to be real champagne of priceless vintage. The surprised delight which every one of
us inadvertently registered was just the expression St.
Clair wanted to get.
"But that trick has been played in the reverse, too.
One time not long ago a rumor got about that there was
to be realh^ good wine on the set in a certain scene.
With zestful expectancy, we players held out our glasses
to be filled and raised them to our lips with all the
eagerness in the world. Our deflated expression of disappointment when we found that it was the same old
ginger ale was very funny. But it happened to be exactly what the director wanted.
"And then there's smoking. To smoke when you
don't want to, or when you don't like it is sometimes a
real hardship. I have seen a girl who had never smoked
in her life have to go on the set and light a cigarette
and try to look as if she liked it when in reality she
was miserable.

been able to bear the sight
couldn't
It was awful.
since. I haven't
juice And
of grape see.
"Then, another time, for the greater part of two
days I had to eat cold boiled potatoes —
without butter — and drink strong, black, By the time Clive Brook had "Jnst after I had my tonsils out, I had to
cold tea. They took close-ups — lots of reached his fiftieth bowl of smoke long, heavy Egyptian cigarettes
close-ups — and the property men kept poi during the making of steadily for days, with the result that I lost
bringing on more potatoes and more tea. "Hula," a permanent grim- my voice completely for some weeks.
"But, dear me!" he broke ofif, with his
I just managed to live through it," he ace had ■ settled on his face. whimsical smile.
"I am sounding very
sighed, "but only just. Potatoes are
plaintive and abused. You will be thinking
deadly things, too, when you are afraid of
that I don't like my job. And I do, most
taking on weight. If I gain a pound or
decidedly. This is an easy business, you
two, it all goes to mv face, and that is
bad.
know, after you have been on the stage —
the i-oad sometimes for months at a
"And it's not only in the movies that
time,
you suffer. There
always pla}-ing at night, living in howas a time when I
never having a home!
Here in Holwas on the stage in England when I was
lywood Ihave a comfortable home
supposed to eat two cutlets at
and a nice contract.
I come to
each performance of the play I
work
at
nine
and
am
usually
was appearing in. That meant
through soon after five. It is the
every evening and twice on
exception when we have to work at
matinee days.
The managenight. everyth
Easy life
— easy climate —
ment didn't furnish me with
easy
ing !
real cutlets but gave me
"I am really getting soft, I think.
browned
potato-cake affairs
You don't accomplish
lich looked like
much in an artistic
llets from the
front.
way,
know, tooif
things you
are made
"I was getting
heavy and wanted
easy. True accomplishment isthe fruit
to lose weight, and
of struggle and pain. I
there I was having
Continued on page 107
to eat those big po-
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Fanny the Fan discourses on the blond
films, and recent occurrences pleasant

By The
letter, telegram, telephone, and in person the
demands come. Players don't ask for the
part ; they demand it, insisting that at heart
they are the real Lorelei.
"Ediaa Murphy and Josephine Dunn seem
to be leading candidates for the part at the
moment, but I shouldn't be surprised if Clara
Bow played it. Why she should I don't
know, because Clara is a riot at the boxoffice in almost anything, and 'Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes' needs no such attraction.''
"I don't care who plays the part, so long
as it is
somebeen
one some
reasonably
There
may
have
slightyoung."
rancor in
my
voice, a hang-over of the depression suffered
at seeing a college picture wherein the supposed students looked like the oldest alumni
back for a reunion.
"Mar}^ Brian is the latest to announce that
she wants the part," Fanny went on undavmted.
"Imagine sweet little Mary ''
"Little Mary," I expostulated. "Have you
lost your eyesight, or didn't you see the preview of 'Shanghai Bound?' Little beside
Richard Dix, possibly, but he is hardly the
standard of a svelte, girlish figure.
"When she and Jocelyn Lee walked away
from the camera, the organist must have been
I'hoto by Melbourne Spurr
Alberta Vaughn, lost in obscurity since her F. B. O. contract expired, plays
a small role in "The Drop Kick."
one could blame her.
of course, if she picked
out a nice, quiet insane asylum to go to for a
rest," Fanny announcededquite
me
as though she expect
to know whom she was talking about.
"Who? Anita Loos, of
course. She cut short her
summer wanderings through
Europe to come over here and
finish the scenario of 'Gentlemen Prefer Blondes' in peace
and quiet. Recalling the Hollywood Hotel as a quiet haven
where she used to work hard,
she went there, but after a
few days she fled to Del
Monte, and for all I know she
may have left there for parts
unknown.
NO

sorely tempted to play the Elephants' March.''
Fanny's eyes blazed with anger. It ans her catty.
to have any one
else no}get
"Remember you were
sitting almost in the front
row, where you got a distorted view of the pic"All right," I granted.
"Allowing six inches ofif
for the point of view, a
strenuous course of bending exercises would still
ture."
be good for her. And a.-^
"Say no more," Fanny
for Jocel}!! Lee "
ordered in a positiveh^ reme of . Nita
gal minded
"SheNaldi
remanner
in that picture, and any
one who bears even the
faintest resemblance to
Nita is simply gorgeous.
"But speaking of reducing, every one has gone
back to dieting, because
Hugh Anderson,
sided at the T uwhor k preis h

"Wherever she goes she is
besieged by blondes determined to get the role of
Lorelei. The poor girl hasn't
had
a moment's
peace since
Paramount
announced
that
the choice of a girl to play the
lieroine was up to her. By

Baths, has gone and eloped.
Photo by

The final indignity has been
heaped on Betty Bronson—she
is playing in a Western.
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Teacups

invasion, dear old college days in the
and unpleasant in the film capital.
Bystander

'The newest diet is spinach and prunes —
nothing else. Prunes for breakfast, spinach
for luncheon, and prunes and spinach for
dinner. Of course, after two days of it, you
don't care whether you go on living or not.
After all, perhaps the most effective treatment for staying thin is, as Corinne Griffith
says, to get a motion-picture company of
your
bilities.own and start worr}-ing about responsi"I am so glad that after all her troubles
■with her first picture for United Artists, Corinne is to have Lewis Milestone direct her.
He is wonderfully clever, and should ihake
a big thing of 'The Garden of Eden.'
''Everybody has been having troubles lately
— or imagining they have. Just about the
time that the late-summer reports of bad
slumps at the box-office come in, the producers all get panicky and an atmosphere of
depression sweeps through the studios like a
visitation of seven-year locusts.
"The only recent pictures that have made
really startling records, locally, are John Gilbert's 'Twelve Miles Out' and Norma Shearer's 'After Midnight.' And, of course, Emil
Tannings in 'The Way of All Flesh.'
"Xo one even mentions picture criticisms in
friendly circles, almost ever}- one has been so
viciously slammed recently — and not without
some reason, I'll grant. The two girls who
are riding on the crest of
a wave of commendation
are Phyllis Haver and
Gwen Lee. All over the
country reviewers have
simply raved about them, .
/
lately!
"Do you remember
when Phyllis used to be
dismissed as beautiful but
dumb ? Without losing
any of her beauty, she has
slowly but surely developed into an amazingly
adroit player. Phyllis
never works up to a big
scene the way so many
people do, with that selfconscious air of going into it as though it were a
football scrimmage. She
is subtle and adroit and
wonderfully poised. If
enthusiasm on the set
means anything, and
sometimes it actually does,
she ought to be a sensation in 'The Wise Wife.'

Critics everywhere are praising
Gwen Lee nowadays.

Photo by Edwin Bower He
Dorothy Revier, borrowed from
Poverty Row by First National for
one picture, made such a hit that
she is staying for two more.
It is one of those things in
which a drab creature in the
middle thirties suddenly transforms herself, with a Paris
frock and a trip to a beaut)'
parlor, into a ravishing beaut}'.
I am still waiting for a picture with that plot, in which
the wife puts forth a great
effort and her husband doesn't
notice
change."
"Oh,anywell,,
realism is too
much to ask," I remarked
cynically.
"Gwen Lee is awfullv pretty,
and it always delights me to
see the way she screws up
her face into the craziest expressions, just for a laugh.
Remember the scene where
she used the nose molder and
the eyelash curler in 'After
Midnight?'
vehicles
she With
couldthebe right
the
farceuse on the screen,
Igreatest
am convinced.
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"She's
picture.
Pomona
for any
and had

working
at Pomona,
in Marion
Davies'to
And I doup hope
you realize
that going
on location is quite different for Marion than
one else. She commandeered the entire inn
it all redecorated, just to live in for a few

"What picture is Marion making?" I had a feeling
that Fanny was trying to conceal something from me.
"It's 'The Fair Co-ed,' " Fanny admitted, with unusual meekness.
days."
"I was afraid so. Is no star going to spare me the
spectacle of one who is old enough to know better
romping around in a college film?
"Let's see. There's Dick Barthelmess : he's made
The Drop Kick;' Dolores Costello is making 'The
College Widow." That's really not so bad, if they
don't change it to make her a student. In the old play
she was the college president's daughter, and the hero
was not a student, but the athletic coach. Bill Boyd
and Bill Haines are both at West Point making pic"Rod La Rocque is going to make 'Hold 'Em,
Yale,' " Fanny offered b}' way of showing how widetures." spread the disease is. "And Universal has bought the
screen rights to a college story called 'The Worm
Turns.' They are going to make it with an all-star
"Norman Kerry, I suppose. Well, until Paramount
puts Emil Tannings and Thomas Meighan in college
films I suppose the siege won't be ovei-."
"You're always thinking of audiences," Fanny protested.
cast."
■'And why not?" I maintained. "When they pay
rh&t3 by Hotnmel

Kleig eyes, spider bite, and the heat of the desert made the
"Beau Sabreiir" location trip one that Evelyn Brent will not
soon forget.
"I am glad Gwen has been getting such a good break.
She needs encouragement right now. She is in the
hospital parting with her appendix and her tonsils. AVho
was it said that when she saw
a turkey coming to the table to
be carved, she treated it as an
ingenue
It was?" pureh a rhetorical
question.
"More people have had serious accidents out on location
lately. Evelyn Brent got a spider bite on her foot. Sounds
trivial, I know, and she thought
it was until it started to swell
up and the poison spread. Just
to make matters worse, she got
a bad case of Kleig eyes. Patsy
Ruth Miller sprained her ankle
in one picture and nearly
drowned in the next. Not that
she isn't an expert swimmer,
but it seems she was frolicking
about in a scene with a hydroplane propeller ithat rather complicated matters. Norman
Kerry cut his foot while working over at Catalina, disregarded it, of course, and got
blood poisoning. And poor
Tane Winton was thrown from
a motorcycle.

their good money to see pictures."
"You shouldn't resent the players having a little
fun," Fanny insisted. "Lots of the poor darlings went
into pictures as children and never had the fun of going
to school. So why shouldn't they make up for it now ?"
There is really nothing to do about a point of view
like that,
luckily
Fanny's
never
stays but
on any
subject
for"Isn't
anywill-o'-the-wisp
great
lengtheristic
of mind
time.
it charact
of
. Constance Talmadge to dye
her hair dark just when all
the rest of the 'film world is
going blond? Never mind,
she will be blonde again before she makes another picture. She dyed it just before she went abroad. Probably wanted to avoid being
recognized. After she did
it, she spent a day running
around in circles trying to
avoid her brother-in-law. As
the producer of her pictures,
he might have objected strenuously. Imagine if she had
had to make retakes at the
last minute.
"Constance and her mother
started for Europe just about
the time that Norma started
back. Ben Lyon is over
there, supposedly on a vacation, butmaking
he just
couldn'tcalled
resist
a picture
'Dancing Vienna.'
He is
F. B. 0. , the favorite ha ven for freelance players, has claimed Jobyn a
Ralston f6r"Uttle Mickey Grogan:

Over

the

supposed to have got the highest salary ever paid a
visiting player, but that is just one of those newspaper cliches Hke 'long-term contract.' It is a rubberstamp expression used for every engagement.
"I suppose you have heard that the Garden of Alia,
where so many film people live, has been renamed
'The Garden of Alimony?' It's the official refuge of
fleeing wives and husbands. Sometimes husbands
and wives live there together, and considerately hold
their family arguments out in the arena between the
bungalows. Just ask any one who lives there about
the separation of Lowell Sherman and Pauline Garon.
The place has its young romantics, though. Norma
Shearer lives there, and she just got her engagement
ring from Irving Thalberg.
"Some of the players who live in and near Beverl}'
have had an amusing experience lately A man who
says he is Clara Bow's father has been going around
soliciting business for a new cleaning-and-pressing
establishment. Maybe it is her father. I am alway s
dubious about those things; I'll tell you why later.
Anyway, this man went to the home of a star who
was very popular when Clara Bow was nobody. He
asked if she didn't know Clara and was terribly surprised that she had never met her. 'She'd be a great
friend of yours,' he assured her. 'Clara's very democratic'
''But I must tell you why I am suspicious of impostors. A )-oung chap came to see me the other
morning — woke me up, in fact, at the crack of dawn
— it couldn't have been later than nine thirty — and
told me he w-as Charles Ray's cousin, Albert Ray, the
Fox director. He had official-looking documents from
the commander of the American Legion, a letter from
General Pershing, and medals and citations from practically every country that ever fought in a first-run
war.

■'He said that he was donating an hour a day to getting magazine subscriptions to send American Legion
boys to Paris. I was a little suspicious — I happened
to know that Albert Ray was busy starting a new production out at Fox's that day. I questioned him about
Albert
picturesalland
he
seemed Ray's
to know
about
them, told him I knew Charlie,
and he roasted him horribly.
So, he got no subscriptions
from me. And then he went
to the homes of some friends
of mine and told them that I
was an old friend of his and
had sent him.
He was arrested aday or so later on a
complaint from Charlie. It
seems that his real name is
Terry Grady, and that he has
been masquerading in several
States as Charlie's brother — ■
has even made personal appearances and speeches with
Charlie's pictures.
"But speaking of Clara Bow
— as every one almost always
is— I am so glad she persists
in being just herself and not
like every one else. Did you
see the last picture of the
Phyllis Haver is no longer dismissed
as a mere beauty — she has developed
into, an amazingly clever actress.
Photo by rn-ing CbidnofF
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Photo by Irving ChidnoH
Dolores Costello has been engulfed by the wave of college pictures— she is making "The College Widow."

Girls' Club? They all looked just alike. Well, anyway,
Clara was called to the studio the other day for a solShe arrived clad in a bright
emn business conference.
orange bathing suit. Xo beacli
robe or anything — just a brilliant splash of color. Hollywood needs people like that :
it
is
getting
so genteel and
subdued.
"She and Ruth j\Iix, Tom's
daughter, have become great
friends. As a matter of fact,
every one is devoted to Ruth.
She is practically a newcomer
in the film colony, as she has
been out in vaudeville, but
now she is in pictures. She
appeared in her father's last
production and is now worktion. ing under John Ford's direc"Incidentally, the Archduke
Leopold is playing a small
part in the new Ford picture.
The production crew showed
some concern at first, wondering what they should call him,
but after they got to know
him, with characteristic disreLjard for titles, they decided to
call"Byhim the
'Archie.'
way, have you
Continued on page 112
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Neil Hamilton, below, is due to
give another outstanding performance,
scope.according to his lioro-

The

Future

The coming year is expected to bring
careers of many stars, as well as radi
of motion pictures. Read these predic
By Sidney

Carmel Myers will have much profitable activity in April, 1 928, and should
consider no vacation then.
ET us look over the cornyear and by
o f astrology determine
jj^J ismg
year
who
going
to beana
who Dyin means
the movies.
The year 1928 will be a profitable
one for many well-known members
of the film colony who have recently
had difficulty in keeping the pot sufficiently warm, and also for quite a
few who have not 3'et aroused deafening applause.
The movements of the planets
through the signs of the zodiac affect
nations, organizations, and individuals as they click off certain relationships that are measured by angles.
Of these, there are three which
are verj' pleasant and expansive for
those who feel them, especially when
the planet involved is the benefic
Jupiter. This body will move rather
rapidly during the first seven months
of 1928, but it will nevertheless give
opportunity for many to profit and make
substantial advances.
When Jupiter slows
down during August, September and October, there will be a select few who will
be able to leap ahead of the crowd and
make exceptional progress.
If you want to see the best pictures of
the year, go to those in wdiich yon will find
actors and actresses who are under favorable planetary vibrations at the time, as
well as of those who were pleasantly stimulated by good conditions when tlie}' were
working in them.
The director can profitably employ astrology by selecting his cast from among
those whose planetary indications are good
at the time of casting, for that is when
any one will do his or her best Avork.
Producers should consider the feasibility
of beginning a picture when the actors are
indicated by astrology as being in condition to render their top performances, as
well as the proper time for the first shot,
which is always the horoscope of the picture.

January, 1928, will be a favorable month
for Charles Ray, George Walsh, Henry R.
U'althall, Harrison Ford, Conrad Nagel.
Ken Maynard, Florence Vidor, Donald
Reed, Helen Ferguson, Ethel Clayton, Reginald Denny, and Job3-na Ralston. Syd
Chaplin and Betty Compson should also be
considered in this group, but their affairs
are to be complicated by important changes
— which may be unfavorable to their private
concerns at the time, but which will turn
out for the best in the long run. A good
■deal of moving about and changing of
plans will be done by all these stars in January and February, but the period will be
• profitable for most of them.
Important
ments
seem shifts
to beandthereadju.stlot of
Gloria .Swanson, James Cruze,
and Warner Baxter in Februai^,
for each will
considerableprobably
difficulty in have
managing
private affairs at that time. Yet
there are distinct evidences in
their horoscopes that they will
be able to register steady progress in their profession.
There will be as many changes,
but not \ery uncomfortable ones,
in the affairs of Lila Lee, Arthur
Jacqueline Logan
should find next
March a successful
month ill her professionalaffairs.
and personal

Lubin, Johnny H i n e s ,
Philippe de
rence Gray,
Lacy, Law-

William PowPola Negri's stars promise a remarkable role for her in the autumn
of next year.

Donald Reed will find the fates
favorably inclined toward him in
January, 1928.
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startling changes in the lives and
cal readjustments in the entire field
tions of an astrologer for future reference.

William Powell, below, should
prepare for changes, though
not uncomfortable
February. ones, i n

K. Bennett
ell, Kenneth Harlan, Corinne Griffith, and
Helene Chadwick, all of whom will find
February a profitable month in which to
sign contracts and start new undertakings.
Those born between March 20th and 28th
will experience the movements of a tennis
ball that is ibeing batted all over the place,
during most of 1928. They will be on the
scenic railway and will find very little level
track. This applies, of course, to all persons born between these dates, whether they
are stars or not, and the problem they will
be called upon to solve next year will
be how to hold on to the gains and avoid
the losses which are predicted for them.
Among those who will have opportunity for gain in financial and personal
affairs during March, 1928, are Anna O.
Nilsson, Victor Varconi, Lon Chaney,
Wallace Beery, Ethel Wales, Myrna Loy,
Dolores del Rio, Clara Bow, Rod La
Rocque, Yakima Canutt, Jacqueline Logan, Alec B. Francis, Virginia Lee Corbin, and Kathryn McGuire. This will
be welcome news to many of them, for
Saturn, the planetary wet blanket, Avill
have been bothering them considerably
before February, 1928, is torn off the
calendar.
April will be no time to indulge in a
vacation for Gertrude Short, Yola
Myrna Loy must wait
d'Avril, Mary Pickfor March—
ford, Carmel My- patiently
it will be a time of
ers, Thomas Meighan, Hobart Bos- financial gain for her.
Renee Adoree may equal her remarkable acting in "The Big Parade" when
her great chance comes next year.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is advised to
be careful in dealing with situations
that may prove difficult.

Helene Chadwick's lucky month wiil
be February — the best time to stait
new undertakings.
worth, or Pauline Frederick, for
this will be a month during
which they can work hard, with
the assurance that it will mean
real money in the bank later on.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is to be
included in this list, although
1928 is a rather negative year for
him, and he must exercise much
care in handling situations which
are indicated as full of friction
for him.
The group that looks best for
May, 1928, artistically as, well as
at the dear old box-office, includes Claire Windsor, Charlie
Chaplin, Constance Talmadge,
Colleen Moore, and Eleanor
Boardman. December, 1928,
will also be good for them, and
their sincere efforts will pay big"
dividends at that time.
When June arrives, opportunities for advancement in public
esteem, as well as collecting its somewhat
transitory cash value, will be surrounding
Harold Lloyd, Belle Bennett, George Fawcett, Ruth Roland, and Alice White. This
group will also experience a pleasant and
fruitful month in November, 1928.
Between July 1st and November 1st,
1928, the heavens will smile on the sons
and daughters of April 25th to 28th, inclusive; August 28th to 31st, inclusive; and
also those born on or between December
26th and 29th.
We shall see many new faces appearing
at the cinema banquet table during the coming summer and autumn, and the largest
proportion will belong to those who first
saw the light of day on the birthdays just
mentioned.
Tip to casting directors : Look out for
this bit of information, for there will be
enterprising youths and maidens who may
give you one of these birthdays just to get
a chance. If you can verify the dates of
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Eleanor Boardman, below, will
rise artistically and in box-office
value next May.

steal a picture from him. What he needs
for 1928 is a very strong comedienne opposite him.
he shouldn't
economical
in And
purchasing
stories, be
for too
he
will need the best on the market.
James Hall, whose rapid rise to prominence has surprised many, will continue
his success, but will not be paid anything
ike what he is worth until after his

Warner Baxter's planets foretell sliifts
and readjustments which he must be
prepared for in February.
their births, they are the ones you
should favor with your good roles
at the time. Among those already wellknown in this group are John T. Murray
and John Bowers.
August, September, and October of
next year will yield some wonderful performances bythose born April 29th to
to 5th, and^beer 1st
Septemb
May 3rd,
r 30th
tween
Decembe
and January 3rd.
These dates hold the nativities of Mary
Astor, Renee Adoree, Neil Hamilton,
Doris Kenyon, Jason Robards, Marion
Davies. Snitz Edwards, William Haines.
Pola Negri, and Barbara Worth.
If I were the casting director, with the
job of selecting people for an important
• as
picture
nextfrom
summer,
many
othersas whose
this listI'dandchoose
I could

birthday in 1928. The motion-picture industry has seen many shake-ups, but the
tremors of the past will be like mere
petty adjustments compared with the
complete rearrangements, forming of
new policies and changing of personnel,
whicli it is due to experience next year.
This applies particularly to one of the
largest organizations. The agitation will
be most strongly felt during March and
April, 1928, at which time matters are
apt to become so strained among those
who manage this concern that one or
more important men at the head may be
forced out of control.
The planets give the old type of producer alittle more than a year to remain
in power, after which we shall
see fourteen years of exceedingly different methods in the
making and merchandising of
motion pictures, as more fully
described
by Picture
me in the Play.
September issue of
The last gasp of the old
guard is already apparent in
their effort to cut down the importance ofindividual names in
the selling of pictures to the
people. They are just as
wrong as they could possibly
be, for more and more names
Raymond Griffith are eoing: to
needs a stellar become well
comedienne oppoout lessening
site him 10 insure known, withthe prestige
of
his greater
on page 10-5
in 1928.success Con'd

birthdays occur in the periods mentioned.
On the'
other
hand,
were an
actor
and
could
claim
one ifofI these
dates
as
mine, I'd raise my own salary if I
weren't on contract, for I'd be worth it to
any concern for whom I worked.
Rod La Rocque and Vilma Banky seem
to the astrologer a strangely assorted
couple, but here's hoping they know more
about it than I do. If they can safely
weather the storm which is threatening
their domestic happiness in October and
November of this year, there is no reason
to think they will not live contentedly together forever after.
Ra3'mond Griffith's horoscope indicates
that he has made some errors in the past,
which it is hoped will be corrected when
lie leaves Paramount.
Raymond's ability is what might be
termed that of reaction, for he never suffers by being surrounded with a strong
cast. The better his associate actors, the
better is Raymond. He feels the stimulation of working with players of the first
rank and can usually surpass them, so he
has nothing to fear — no one could ever

James Hall will eventually be paid
what his popularity is ivorth — but
not until after his next birthday.

Kathiyn McGuire will have cause to
thank her lucky stars for what
March will bring her.
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Edmund

Lowe, whose sudden transformation from polished- gentleman to
roughneck roles took every one so
completely by surprise, discusses the
new type of hero that has swaggered
onto the screen and expresses it as
his opinion that the dress-suit actor
is a back number.
By Myrtle Gebhart

suit make
NO anlonge
actorr. will a dress
This is the opinion of Edmund Lowe, who prior to introducing
a new type of hero in "What Price
Glory" wore out innumerable dress
suits doing innocuous roles amiably.
The hero whom we may expect to
see more frequently from now on will
devote more time to business and less
to love ; he will be human, with faults,
and he will usually be drawn from
the middle classes. He won't be an
illusion or an ideal. He will annoy
and irritate us, but he will amuse us,
and we shall like him.
"Step up and meet the new guy,"
Ed greeted me, with a wide grin.
"But watch out, baby. Got your
roller-skates? I'm liable to throw you
into a car and kidnap you. I'm a
tough bird now. Grab what I want."
A burlesque of Sergeant Quirt. A
snap and a wink and a swagger.
Shoulders back. Elbows shoving aside
imaginary crowds.
Those who could
not see Sergeant
Quirt in the welltailored Edmund
Lowe until he had
dir.tied his face and
let flow a lava of
highly colored language, could not
'have known him
ver}- well. Ed never
has been the sap that
he played on the
screen up to a year
ago. He has always
had a physical vigor
and a running fire
of smart humor that
his pale shadow self
had not caught until
he made the great
change in "What
Price
Over Glory."
the luncheon
table he gave me his
reactions to his new
His next tough role was the prize-fight
promoter in "Is Zat So?"

ip„„ Lowe's hard-boiled Sergeant?
Quirt in "What Price Glory" set the new
style in heroes.
type of role. Questions were unnecessary, so exuberant was he
over his release from his rut.
"The old type of hero,'' he said,
"was just a well-dressed dud. The
new hero is a regular guy, a hustler
who knows what he's after and
gets it. He controls the plot — he
isn't just a puppet. He is given a
background now ; he has a definite
place in the world, something to do
besides pop into dramatic situations
at the prescribed moment. Making
love and being- heroic are secondary
matters to him. He has business to
attend to now. In 'Glory' it was
war. That was his first consideration. In 'Is Zat So ?' it was prizefighting. In 'Publicity
INIadness,'
is salesmanship.
The new
films areit
being so constructed that the dramatic elements grow out of this
idea, that romance should be subservient to accomplishment. That
makes a film more real. In life,
romance isBy secondary
a man's
business.
highlightingto romance,
the screen has become artificial.
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made as much mone\- at anything else, or if I hadn't
loved acting as much as I do, I'd have quit.
"Then, when 'What Price Glory' came along, I convinced Fox that I could be as tough an egg as any
hard-boiled sergeant, and I cut loose. I was everything Ihad wanted to be for years. But I was afraid
I might not get over, and might have to drop back
into the parlor again. You know, I'm a lucky dog.
Lots of actors wanted to do Sergeant Quirt, and now,
because
with he
me,.satI'mbacka creator."
Thumbsluckin was
his vest,
and permitted me to
gaze upon the genius.
"A creator in this sense, that I was given the chance
to bring a new character to the screen that has been
of wide influence in changing the type of the movie
hero. Watch the trend, child. We're getting away
from the sleek, oveistuited hero. There's a quotation, 'For their sins you love them.' Don't their little
faults make your friends the more human? We admire Galahad, but who'd want him for a daily com"Nowpanion ? I have something I can get my teeth into. I
don't mean to do another Quirt in every picture I
make from now on. But his basic characteristics —
his roughness
lease
on life. and humanness — have given me a new
"Besides,
characterizations
thatusual
bringmovie
new contacts that take
an actor out like
of the
rut.

Noel"

l^'oiv he is portraying a sniart-aleck, wise-cracking
salesman in ^'Publicity Madness."

"But the public is tiring of trash. There's
evident a groping toward primitive elementals
All the recent big successes,
from 'The Big Parade' to
'Chang,' from 'Seventh Heaven' to 'Resurrection,' have been
based on something actual,
however diversely it may be
expressed.
"Man battles for life — he
must work. Those are his
primitive instincts. When he
has time for it, and gets around
to it. he loves. The screen has
overplayed love. We need love,
but first we must live and work
and fight our way to our goals.
That is the first principle.
"Never in all the years I have
been acting have I been so
keyed up over my job. I always knew before just what to
expect, knew that I'd get a
stereotyped
plot placing the
hero in situations obviously constructed.
Now there's zest to my Avork. I never
know just what I'm going to do in my
next part.
"Life,"' he went on, with enthusiasm,
"has some spice to it now. I used to get
so tired of posing that I was on the point
many times of giving up the screen. I
strained at the leash, and if I could have

WHien I was doing 'Is Zat .So?' I met
a lot of prize-fighters. Tough sports
on top, and gentle as lambs at heart.
Now I'm getting acquainted with
snappy salesmen, and they're reguNor is this desirable trend in the
lar guys."
movies
applicable only to the hero.
The heroine, too, seems slated for
renovation.
Signs point to the
happy day when she will no longer
ljust smile and simper, or flip and flap.
"The sentiment and idealism of
womanhood always will
be a motif in picture
is toman's
idealize
stories, stinctfor
inwoman,"
Ed said
thoughtfully.
the
screen heroine "But
is likely
to become more human.
If Gloria Swanson siicceeds in putting over
SadieoutThompson
whitewashingwithher
too much, that will be
a forward step toward
ine.
humanizing
the hero"Characters are becoming people. Real
life, instead of glamour, is going to be reproduced on the screen.
The screen in the past
year has already progressed far in realism,
and
it should go even
further.
Continued on page 105
Lowe in a typical, wellgroomed role such as he was
formerly identified with.

Hollywood
High
Lights
Pertinent paragraphs of news from the movie center.
By Edwin

and Elza Schallert

HA.ROLD LLOYD is building his new home in
Italian-renaissance style, and it is fashioned after
the Villa Gambiera, near Florence, Italy. It is
taking almost as much time to build as is required for
one of Erich von Stroheim's pictures, and should be
the new show place of Beverly Hills.
it film
one day
prior comedy.
to Harold's
departure
forWethe'visited
East to
his new
Located
next
to the famous Ince estate, his new domain is laid out
with a golf course, canoe course, and beautiful gardens.
It has taken two years to finish the grounds, and the
house itself will take fully a year to construct.
In the elaborate plans for the dwelling, Harold's
daughter Gloria was not forgotten. Her own private
nursery is going to be such as every little girl in the
world has dreamed of. But best of all. a miniature
playhouse, standing in the center of a lovely miniature
garden, with a duck pond, awaits its dainty little mistress. It has a living room, dining room and boudoir,
and a kitchen with gay china and shiny little pots and
pans.
Even better than the playhouse are the pony stables,
with frisky Shetlands waiting to be ridden by smart
young sons and daughters of motion-picture stars, or
to be driven by them in saucy pony carts.
Some of the Beverly Hills mansions are really comparable to the dwellings of princes and dukes. The
home of Fred Thomson and Frances Marion is one of
the most remarkable in its beauty and its setting, but
Lloyd's new home promises to surpass even that.
Harold,
way, is onevery
of sincere
Hollywood's
sons.
He isbyantheunassuming,
young favorite
fellow,
and possesses a simplicity of manner that is quite captivating. The film colony has always pointed to him
with a certain pride, and it regards the building of his
magnificent new estate not as the reckless gesture of a
Big traffic jam at the First National studio ! LucienPriral
and Arthur Stone fight over who has the right of way,
while Alice White and Donald Reed keep a discreet silence.

young man gone crazy with money, but rather as a
monument to his fine achievements.
About Harold's New Picture.
Harold told us something about his new picture. He
said that in it he is going in for a broader humor than
in any of his recent comedies. He considers this advisable since such films as "The Callahans and the
Murphys,*' ''Behind the Front." and "We're in the
Xavy Now," have proved so popular with the public.
He has gone to Xew York to take scenes at the Yankee
Stadium and at Conev Island.
Harold's "The Kid Brother" wasn't quite so strong
an attraction at the box-office as "The Freshman."
though it ran it a close second. His comedies nowadays
bring in nearly twice as much money as in the days
when he filmed "Grandma's Boy," which shows how he
has climbed during the past few years. "The Freshman" was his topnotcher.
Mythology a la Mode.
Ancient Greek mythology^ will have to be studied up
by the boys and girls appearing in "The Private Life
of Helen of Troy," so that they may appreciate the
full significance of the roles that they are playing.
Though in lieu of this, they can, to be sure, read John
Erskine's book, from which the production is adapted.
That charming satire may make a very clever picture. We say "may" because there's never any telling
what may happen, even with such a nice classical lady
as Helen of Troy, before the producer, scenarist, and
director get through with her. However, hope runs
high at First National that a very successful feature
will come out of the popular novel.
The title role is played by ]\Iaria Corda. Her husband, Alexander Corda, is directing, and Ricardo Cortez
has been assigned to the role of Paris, the gentleman who started all the trouble by giving Helen
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the pretty golden apple. Lewis Stone is King Mcnelaus; Alice White, Adrastc ; Lucien Prival, Poiros; and
Virginia Lee Corbin, Hermionc.
They won't modernize their clothes, either, but will
be seen in the classical costumes of the Trojan Wnr
period.
A Fascinator from Mexico.
Until she ran into a streak of bad luck, Lupe Velez.
the little Carmen from Mexico, proved the life of the
party at the United Artists studio, where she was playing opposite Doug Fairbanks in "The Gaucho." Then
Lupe was taken sick with peritonitis, and was in bed
for several weeks just toward the close of the picture,
it is her first big film, and everybody is saying that she
will make a big hit in it.
Lupe has a strange personality — the
most unusual since Barbara La Marr
originally flashed on the horizon. She
isn't known to the fans yet, because prior
to
she had
done only
little"The
work Gaucho,"
in Hal Roach
comedies.
Oncea
she is seen, though, she will be rememberer.
Incidentally, she has a captivating accent, and a delightful way of twisting
words around. She wanted to tell some
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Attaboy, Ben!

Just about as clever as Grauman's betting was the
feat recently achieved b\" Ben Lyon — that of drawing
salaries from two different organizations at the same
time. Ben managed this Vviiile on a trip abroad. It
was his vacation and he was being paid by First National. But while on the other side, he was offered a
job in a German production and, securing the permission of his company to go into this for the sake of the
experience of working in a foreign studio, he accepted
the job and a very fat salar}- in addition.
Immediately after the German film. Ben started on
a film in Paris for his own compan}. It is called
"French Dressing."' The German film is "Dancing
\"ienna.'' and Ben is featured in it with the new
European star, L} a Mara.
Extra ! Man on Fire !
There have been many daring stunts in
the movies, but Metro-Goldwyn caps them
all with the showing of a "burning man"'
in "The Trail of "98."
Tliis "burning-man" episode occurs during a fight between Ralph Forbes and
Harry Carey in an Alaskan dance hall.
The battle waives furiously for a while,
and then Forbes is seen to hurl a lamp at
Carey which smashes over his head and
sets him afire. Carev appears to dash
d(jwn the hall with his clothes and hair
ablaze, and finally sets the building itself
on fire by igniting curtains and hangings
in his wild flight.
The double who performed this feat
wore asbestos clothing, which was sprayed
with gasoline, and also a plaster-cast face
that served as a protecting mask during
the harrowing episode.

one recently that she was "no mind
reader," but instead made it ''no read
m.inder."
Marred by the Jinx.
The Dempsey-Sharkey fight is ancient
history now, and by the time this appears
in print Dempsey will probabl}' have met
his more famous opponent, Gene Timney,
but Hollywood had a great time feting
Jack upon his return from the first-named
bout.
The only damper to the occasion was
Another Team of Comics.
Yet another comedy team will make its
the illness of Jack's wife, Estelle Taylor,
who suffered a nervous breakdown just
appearance on the screen when Charles
about the time that Jack won his famous
J\lurrav and Fred Kelsey are shown in
victory. The jinx that has followed Es"The Gorilla" as the two detectives. Multelle during the past year seems bent on
ligan and Garrity. The comedy-team idea
is becoming so prevalent that some day
persisting. Everybody hoped that Jack's
success might mean a turn in the tide for
soon we may see Gloria Swanson and
her also, but actually it didn't. Estelle
Negri in a slapstick film together.
Pola
now, by the way, has finally freed herself
Maybe !
from her United Artists contract, under
The film. "The Gorilla," is adapted from
which she had been kept idle for about a
the popular stage play, and there was
much competition for the title role.
year.
He Can't Lose.
Conrad, the Man of the Hour.
We heard the Dempsey-Sharkey fight reIf we were to pick the man of the hour
turns on Gloria Swanson's set, and when
in the studio world, our choice would fall
Dorothy Mackaill mast be
Jack's victory was announced the place was
irrevocably upon Conrad Nagel. This
like a madhouse. The little portable radio
one of these "new women"
in
"The
Crystal
Cup."
seem surprising to the fans, as Conmav
was nearly torn to pieces by those who atrad's recent efforts on the screen have not
Anyway, the up-to-date
tempted to get final details in the midst
heroine in that film has a
been particularly outstanding. But Xaof the general uproar over the outcome of
s-own.
quaint idea
of a dinner
the fight.
'
at the
colonv nts
importance
gel's
on
achieveme
is- due, notin tothehisfilm
moment
Gloria's husband, the marquis — by
the screen, but to the valuable aid he rendered recently in the matter of ironing out
which title, by the way, he doesn't like to
the difficulties that arose between actors and producers
be called — won several large bets. The man who did
the cleverest betting, however, was Sid Grauman, the
over the proposed cut in all salaries. At a meeting of
theater owner. Grauman bet $L000 to $4,000 that
the Academy of Alotion Picture Arts and Sciences, he
received a thunderous ovation when he rose to speak.
Dempsey would win both fights. Then he turned round
and bet $2,000 even that he would lose the Tunney
It far surpassed. that given to any of the other speakers.
fight. As a result, he will clear $LOO0 if Dempsey loses
The meeting itself was a pretty tame affair, the proin this latter battle, and $2,000 if he wins. Something
ducers agreeing that they vrciuiu make no cut. provided
like that, ^m^vay.
tliat the players, directors, and scenarists would co-
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operate in every other way possible to bring down the
cost of pictures, and provided that the actors in particular would make no naughty displays of temperament.
Erich von Stroheim, at a table toward the rear, was
an interested spectator at the meeting, and must have
smiled inwardly and sardonically at the proposals of
economy, though he maintained a consummately suave
exterior. He has been trying to cut his picture, "The
Wedding March," down to footage, and it will probably
be released in two parts of about twelve reels each.
We
care it,how
longmore
it is,
norcurious
how long
taken don't
to make
we are
than
to seeheit. has
Those Talented Families.
Those two little Irish girls, Sally O'Xeil and INIolly
O'Day, are together in Cosmopolitan's production, "The
Lovelorn." They're sisters, you know, iMolly having
changed
name from Sue O'Neil when she signed
with FirstherNational.
Molly bids fair to outrun Sally as a result of her
performance in "The Patent Leather Kid," starring
Dick Barthelmess. In our opinion, she has a more
palpable appeal than her sister, though we thought that
in "The Callahans and the Murphys" Sally seemed exceptionally sympathetic.
It's amazing the way whole families of sisters are
getting into the movies nowadays.
Sally Blane and her
sisters offer the most striking example.
There are
three of them working in films, and their brother Jackie
took part, when he was a youngster, in some Wally
Reid films.
The family name is Young.
Loretta Young, the only one to keep her
own surname, is with First National. She
has a type of beauty resembling Corinne
Griffith's, and perhaps First National signed
her up with the remote idea of some day
using her to replace that favored star, who
went over to United Artists recently.
Loretta is the youngest of the three sisters, and Polly Ann the oldest, with Sally
between
them. Polly
Ann has been doing small Barbara Worth
doesn't do tilings by
parts with First National,
Universal, and other orhalves — when she
ganizations. The girls' assumes the role of
mother, Gladys Young,
village blacksmith,
also used to be in pic- she goes at it with
tures, inthe earlier davs.
hammer and tons:s.
The Old, Old Story.
There have been rumors of differences between George O'Brien
and the Fox organization, with
which he has been associated
ever since he came into the
movies.
It's the old, old
trouble over roles, a dispute
that seems to go on eternally
between the actors and the
studios.
^We can somewhat understand George's feelings, as he
hasn't had any opportunities
worth chronicling since "The
Iron Horse," unless one excepts "Three Bad Men."
George has been in Europe
visiting F. W. Murnau, the
German director. He worked
under Murnau's direction i.
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".Sunrise," and his role in that film should attract much
attention, and possibly make George feel better.
A Real Rest for Janet Gaynor.
We saw little Janet Gaynor at a studio party at
Fox's just after she had finished work on "Two Girls
Wanted." She was looking forward to her first rest
in months, and she and her mother had taken a house
at the beach. She did take a trip through the East and
to Florida a while ago, but was on the go all the time,
so didn't get much rest. The vacation she was planning
when we saw her was to be a "really quiet one."
Al Jolson Breaks Into the Movies.
Predictions are that Al Jolson's performance in "The
Jazz Singer" will be one of the pleasant surprises of
the season. Certainly if enthusiasm and hard work
contribute anything toward success, Al has delivered
these in abundance. He has entered on his career as a
movie
songs. star with the same pep that he puts into his
We saw him on the set while he was doing some
black-face scenes, and we talked with him another day
just after he had finished singing before a crowd of
supers on a theater set. He told us that he had wept
while he was singing, as the episode had been the climax where he gives up his musical-comedy career in
order to assume the duties of his dying father as the
cantor in a Jewish synagogue.
"I'm all in; I'm all in," Al kept repeating. "They
made me take that scene a dozen times, and then the\said, 'W^ell, we'll have to have
one more retake.' 'My Gosh !'
I said. T can't go on crying
forever.' Then the director
bawled me out, and that made
me
mad aand
cried
again." eyes
He
offered
pairI of
reddened
in evidence.
There is considerable of Jolson's own life in "The Jazz
Singer," as his own father was
a cantor, and he himself started
his career singing in cafes in
San Francisco, )just as is shown
in the picture.
Nothing that Jolson has ever
done on the stage has such an
aspect of seriousness as this
picture, because "The lazz
Singer" in its bigger moments
is far removed from comedy.
Just One Grief After Another.
This year will go down in
movie history as a banner one
for mishaps. Nearly everyone
seems to have some battle scars
to show.
George Bancroft, Patsy Ruth
Miller, and Pola Negri all have
badly bruised shin bones acquired during combats on the
set.
ing.
■ Evelyn Brent and Pola Negri
were both recently bitten by
spiders, with infections result]\Ionte Blue dislocated his
wrist while punching a dummy
in a gymnasium scene in a
prize-fight picture.
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Patsy Ruth Miller nearly drowned while working on
location.
Jane Winton dislocated a vertebra falling from a
motorcycle.
Irene Rich was very much under the weather following a trip to a torrid Arizona location.
Mabel Normand, Gwen Lee, and Diana Kane have
all been on the sick list. Miss Normand had a bad attack of summer influenza. Miss Lee had her appendix
and tonsils removed, and Miss Kane, her appendix.
We really think that if this sort of thing keeps up
we shall have to start a special department in these
columns under the title, "The Hospital Register."
A Thrill for Thirteen Girls.
Mary Pickford was hostess extraordinary recently to
thirteen "best girls" from as many dififerent cities.
They had been selected through a letter-writing contest
and given trips to California as part of a publicity stunt
forAlary
Mary's
picture, "My
Best Girl."
entertained
the thirteen
girls at tea at her home
on Sunday afternoon, and during the afrair they vied
with the thirteen Wampas Baby Stars in a swimmingcontest in the Fairbanks' pool. The Wampas Stars got
the worst of the battle, and their honor was barely saved
by Sally Rand, who won second prize. A San Francisco girl, Gabrielle du Chesne, among the visitors, was
the winner, and received a Paris vanity case from Miss
Pickford. Sally's prize was a pair of shoe buckles from
Czecho-Slovakia, selected from the star's personal
wardrobe. Another visiting girl, Mildred Lindquist,
from Chicago, won a linen handkerchief as third prize.
The film girls at the party included Patricia Avery,
Rita Carewe, Helene Costello, Barbara Kent, Natalie
Kingston, Frances Lee, Gladys McConnell, Martha
Sleeper, and Sally Phipps.
Mary put in her appearance a little late. And what
do you suppose was the reason? She had been cutting
Doug's hair! He wore it in a very special way in "The
Gaucho," and only Mary could perform the feat of
clipping it correctly. Doug had felt it needed some
trimming before he could attend the tea — not as host,
hwt merely as one of the guests.

High

Lights
The Latest Engagements.
It is satisfying to learn that the engagement of Robert
Agnew and Ann Rork is on again.
We don't know whether or not to believe that young
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will wed Helene Costello, but
he is certainly attentive and, among other things, met
her at the railroad station when she returned fi-om the
East.
Rumor is also linking the names of Mary Astor and
Howard Hawks, the director. And Helen Lynch
and Carroll Nye will probably be married by the time
this is in print. And, oh, yes, we almost forgot that
Dorothy Revier, under contract to Columbia, and recently leading woman to Dick Barthelmess, is going to
marry Charles Schoen Johnson. Mr. Johnson was
formerly the husband of Katherine MacDonald, whikMiss Revier was previousl}- the wife of a film director.
She is one of the Wampas thirteen.
It gives us great pleasure definitely to announce thai
Raymond Griffith and Bertha Mann, stage actress, will
probably be wed before this item appears. Miss Mann
is a very charming woman and enjoyed a great vogue
in Los Angeles theaters a few years ago. She and Ra)"
have been friends for a long while, and have been engaged for nearly seven years.
Griffith severed his connection with Paramount recenth' and expects soon to make pictures in London for
the British National Film Company.
A Blow to Elopers.
There can't be any more hurried weddings in California, because a new law has been passed making it
necessary for every couple to obtain their license at
least three days before the ceremony is performed.
This will prove inconvenient to those folks in films, as
well as those in other walks of life, who like the dramatic effect of an elopement.
Carroll Nye and Helen Lynch had planned a surprise
wedding, and went to Riverside to have the knot tied,
but they had to return home again, still single and
rather out of countenance.
What About It, Norma?

Norma Shearer's mother recently conceded the probability that her daughter and Irving Thalberg would
eventually wed. This is the first partial confirmation of
thoughit John
isn't very
wellfansknown
3'et
on Even
the screen,
may beBoles
interesting
to the
to know
the many rumors that the}- were engaged which have
resulted from their constant companionship and apparthat he recently became the father of a bab}- girl, his
ent devotion to each other. The young couple consecond. Boles was Gloria Swanson's leading man in
tinue, however, to deny their troth, but we're convinced
"The the
LoveSwanson
of Sunya,"
Then he came to California
when
unit
that this is merely the con\entional expedient of two
Polly Moran and Marie Dressier, the hilarious comedy team of
moved out from New
York.
"The Callahans and the Murphy s," are paired off again in
people
who hope to surprise
their friends.
"■Bringing Up Father."
The stork, by the
Rumors of an estrangeway, is reported hoverment between ^Norma and
ing over the home of
her mother were afloat for a
Ricardo Cortez and
Alma Rubens.
while, because Miss Shearer
was living away from her
mother in an apartment in
A Bad Year for Marthe Garden of Alia. But
riages.
Mrs. Shearer averred that
We are really getting
this was only due to the
weary of recording docrowded conditions that ocmestic troubles in Holcurred at home when her
lywood, this has been
married daughter was taken
a year of such devastaill and several nurses had to
tion. Jason Robards,
Montagu Love, and
be engaged. Mrs. Shearer
Pauline Garon are the
and NoiTna plan to move
soon into the new home
latest involved in sepNorma has been building,
arations— Miss Garon
rontinned on page 108
from Lowell Sherman.
Activities of the Stork.
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In Mary Pickford's new film,
"My Best Girl," the harumscarum child that the movie
public has so long adored
subtly passes into young
womanhood.
By Caroline Bell

iressd
denm-hadre
golgha
LIlTTinLEa gin
gir
and apron, darned
stockings and scuffed slippers,
darts down the aisle of a
crowded 5-and-lO-cent store.
She is laden with shiny aluminum ware, pots and pans that
clatter to the floor when a
stout lady bent on bargains
bears down upon her. Or she
bears bolts of ribbons. She
has a smile of cheer for the
'Buddy" Rogers plays the role of the boy who walks into the 5-and-lO and steals
tired old lady in the notions
away Our Mary's heart.
department, a sharp tongue
for a fresh boy. So she scurries, at the beck and call early, without smothering her childlike love of fun, her
Irish impetuosity and temper. She is the moral as well
of all. Oh, a busy little person is Maggie.
Again, she is in the stock room. The fresh boy has
as financial support of one of those 'dependent' families. The mother is morose and domineering, the father
cat his finger. She must bandage it for him, practical
a weakling, the sister going wild. Maggie, an errand
little nurse that she is. The spark of love springs up
between them, shining
girl in the 5-and-lO, gets a job there
through their joyous
for an apparently seedy young man
fun.
who turns out to be the son of the
owner. They have fallen in love, but
In "My Best Girl,"
Mar)^ Pickford atwhen the boy's father discovers the
tempts to combine the
situation, there is a break.
riotous element of her
"Her romance shattered, Maggie
to forget the hurt in her heart
tries
"Little Annie Rooney"
with the maturity
by turning her whole attention to
which she feels she
pulling her family through their diffimust now essay, not
culties. She saves them from disso much because of
grace, generally straightens things
advancing years as for
out at home, and eventually wins
over the rich owner of the store and,
its dramatic purposes.
of course, the boy.
Playing child roles has
been very, very real
"There are many Maggies in real
to Mary. It has been
life,"
Mary went on. "She has
a precious experience,
countless
counterparts.
and loath she is to let
idea how many
girls like You've
Maggie, noat
it go. To grow up
once young" and mature, are the
gracefully, without too
mainstays
of their families."
abrupt a transition, is
Though the incidents and the characters are totally different, in a way
her problem. Kathleen Norris' story,
the story of the film bears some resupplemented by gags
semblance to Mary's own life. She
furnished by Mary
herself as a child was the provider,
and Director Sam
rebuker, and comfort of her familv.
Taylor, promises to
Except that her shrewdness and her
bridge the gap.
practical, executive ability have
"Maggie, curiously,
grown wdth the years, I imagine that
is both a child
Mary was in her childhood very
But though she has
and a wommuch as she is now — a small, erect
had to assume the
Mary exfigure, with her sharply cut chin a
responsibilities of a
little defiant, with pathos and trust
lined. "Circumstances
woman, Maggie the
in her blue eyes, but with a mannei
have caused
little errand girl is
of calm precision.
her to mature
still a child in spirit.
Beneath her tranquillity there are
A
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in the 5-and-lO
with a great wisdom at the same time.

Al AGGIE and her boy friend sit in a packing
box and build castles in the air.
little worries— her brotlie
her mother's ill- health, various family problems brought
to her to be solved. '
Her husband, Doug
Fairbanks, once said,
"The secret of Mary's
appeal is her natural
.sympathy. It is instinctive wi t h . her.
From her infancy she
has had calamity
thrown in her face.
People have groped
their way to her with
their troubles. Instead
of bringing their gayeties to share with
her, they have brought
problems and grief.
The instinct to ease
suffering early became her dominant
force."
Maggie's age is indeterminate. She hovers between fifteen
and twenty-five — she
is both, and all the
ages in between. And
so is Mar)\
It seems strange
that Mary, a wife, an
executive of responsibility, can maintain
on the screen that illusion of childhood.
The only answer is
that she will be a
child at heart as long
as she lives — vet, old

Her characterization in "My Best Girl"
requires delicac}', and of that Mary is
fully a\vare, approaching each sequence
with hesitancy, which grows into surety
as she feels her way.
You see her under the lights, their
rays picking out the gold in the curls
massed atop her little head. She is so
tiny, yet somehow her very bearing" suggests responsibility. She notices you
outside the camera range, walks over
to you with quick steps, and seizes your
hand. Her words dispel the illusion of
childhood. In a voice not without
musical cadences, but calm and decisive,
she outlines her story, her future plans.
A gesture or two, a judicious choice
of words, showing unusual clarity and
continuity of thought — a way of sighting her objective and heading for it by
the shortest route. That has characterized ]\Iary always.
When you look at her, she is a child.
When she talks, she is a woman — a
woman who knows thoroughly every
branch of her work and also is well
versed in many other subjects. Her
mind is not absorbed with only one idea
— it has a diversity of interests.
I tr}' to write of Mary without letContinued on page 104
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Latin

Hero

When you have a name like Ernesto Avila Guillen, yet don't
want to be a Latin hero, what are you going to do about it?
That was the fix that Donald Reed was in, and he had to
change his name twice before he could persuade the producers
to consider him 100 per cent American.
By William

H. McKegg

DONALD REED had to be three different people, and make
three separate attacks on the movies, before he became what
he is to-day in the great motion-picture industry.
He was christened Ernesto Avila Guillen. And as such, he came
with his parents twelve years ago from Mexico City, his birtliplace,
to live in El Paso, Texas.
"You may not believe me," Donald insists, sounding inordinately
proud of his English, which bears not even a suggestion of a
foreign accent, "but I did not speak a word' of English then."
After staying three years at El Paso, the Guillen family moved
to Pasadena, California. Ernesto went to school. Then, four
years later, he sallied forth to conquer the movies or die in the
attempt. In time he managed to convince the right people that he
really could put across something worth while.
■
But he rebelled when they insisted on regarding him as a Latin
type. "But you're Mexican, aren't you?" he was asked. "Your
name's Mexican.
Why not be cast as such?"
It wasn't that Donald wanted to hide his real nationality.
"The fact is," he points out, "I do not look foreign at all on the
screen. You would take me for an average
American.
Now if I did photograph as the
typical Latin is supposed to look, I should not
have objected so much.
But if I had allowed
myself to be cast only in that one type, I should
never have got any
other type of role."
To get rid of this
Latin jinx, our hero
resorted to strategy.
Americanizing his
name, he next appeared
at the casting offices as
Ernest Gillen. Eventually,tract
he gained
a conwith Universal,
but that was about all
he did gain from them.
He was loaned out

Don,
with a
plants under
potted
liisfewarm, prepares to do a
little garden
work.

for a part in Alice Terry's "Any Woman,"
which gave him a chance to be noticed
by much
the fans,
but aside from that, didn't
do
for him.
After several months of doing almost
nothing, Ernest became impatient. He
had changed his name to escape from its
Spanish association, had gained a contract,
and was receiving a regular pay check,
but — he was getting no roles to speak of.
Freeing himself at last from Universal,
he trekked over to Metro-Goldwyn, and
was eventually signed up by that company.
"At last ! Here is my chance !" the 370ung
man thought, but again he was wrong.
And again he was kept practically idle.
"Do I you
know, I few
believe meto
when
tell them
was people
under contract
Metro-Goldwyn," he says, "for I did
little for them. So I once again asked
to be released.
M.-G.-M., T figured,
wouldn't miss me any m.ore than ITni-

Donald, who culled himself Ernest Gillen for a while, is
a Mexican by birth, so no wonder he had a hard time
. escaping the Latin jinx.
versal. . I had done nothing of consequence for
either compan}'."
"You should go in for Latin types — there's a
demand
them," 'he was
told, but he was
firm
in hisfordetermination
not to.
For the third time he collected himself for an
attack on the casting offices. The chance came
to him to sign up with First National. Anotlter
contract! Would it be like the other two?
"I knew it would be very good for me to be
with First National," he rela'tes. "A contract is a
very pleasing thing to have, but to have one and
yet not be given any worth-while parts, or else
ofifered just the type of parts you are trying to
avoid, helps no newcomer to establish himself."
Not to be caught a third time, Ernest took a
dangerous chance.
"Have
a good
Oontinuer)
on page
112
part for me
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Random observations of an itinerant humorist in the film colony.
By Carroll Graham

ing interview with GwendoTHElynnefollow
Goldfish is ofifered with whatever
apologies may be due to contemporary
contributors to fan magazines :
I have just interviewed dainty little Gwendolynne Goldfish, and I am so thrilled !
You know Gwendolynne, as I shall call her
from now on. No one
could possibly refer to
such a charming little
dear as "Miss Goldfish." Gwendolynne has
just played a role in
"Flames of Desire."

We sat on the veranda of her gorgeous Hollywood
home, with its magnificent view of the majestic gas tank
that towers over the Pickford-Fairbanks studio. Gwendolynne has been in pictures only a few months but
she has the darlingest estate and three cars, which, you
must admit, is not bad for a girl who was never even
in the "Follies."
"My art," she murmured dreamily, "is all I live for."
I was? too surprised to reply. Who wouldn't have
been

"Tell me," I asked breathlessly, "of your life."
"Well, I was born in " A far-away, thoughtful
look came into her eyes. "Just a minute," she said, and
dashed into the house. She came out a few minutes
later and went on glibly. "I was born in Deauville, but
my family had very little money, and I had to work for
a living. I had always wanted to act and I was educated ina convent. Then my music — it was my passion
— and I studied in Paris and Rome for seven years.
After that I studied dancing in Vienna. What a city !
I shall never forget the five years I was there. Then
to Berlin to study the drama for three years with Max
Reinhardt. And then my career in the movies." Then,
as an afterthought, "I am just seventeen."
I felt myself in the presence of sheer genius and
hardly knew how to act. There was a silence. The
charming
interview. voice of Gwendolynne's mother ended the

"Darling," she called, in her delightful Parisian
brogue, "the man from the automobile finance company
is Ihere
left again."
in a daze. Do
you wonder?
With Will Rogers
functioning as mayor
of Beverly Hills, the
The fantastic earrings
favored by all the girls
nowadays lead one to wonder just what they) will
dangle from their ears next.

Illustrations

by Lui Tru

deplorable absence of a civic executive in Hollywood deserves some
thought.
There is no lack of ma}-oralty
ber in the movie colony. The
duty of all the mayors I have
seen seems to be to

timchief
ever
wear

a plug hat
public
functions.at Adolphe
Menjou
or Raymond
ably.
Griffith would
serve admirNorman
Kerry proposes

to run for the office on a platform advocating the installation of safety nets around all Hollywood apartment houses.
Jesse Lasky would be a formidable candidate if he
would promise to cut taxes as he does salaries.
If Clara Bow could get votes from all her former
fiances, her election would be assured.
Cecil DeMille would have little dissension in his
administration if he chose his aldermen from among his
assistant directors.
In any event, interest in the selection of a mayor for
Hollywood is keen, and it is reported that Will Hays
is all ears to hear of the outcome.
The large number of recent movies with famous
athletes in the starring roles raises a rather puzzling
For years, movie interviewers, press agents, and the
question.
stars themselves have been exploiting the theory that
heaven-born inspiration is necessary for any one to become amovie actor.
Then, along came "Red" Grange, chiefly noted as a
dodger of football tacklers, and performed so well in
his first picture that he was signed for a series of
others. And there is Gertrude Ederle, who on the
strength (7f having navigated the English Channel did a
picture with Bebe Daniels. There is "Babe" Ruth, baseball swatter, who turned out to be a pretty fair comedian
on the screen. And Gene Tunney, the big sock and belt
man, as one sporting writer has described him, made a
successful movie
serialforeeven
behe became
the heavyweight
champion.
Now does all
this prove that
the stories about
the difficulties of
screen acting are
do these athletes,
applesauce?
Or
bv some miracu-
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inspected for your benefit.
Lusk
shown in order to achieve completeness of the subject. This makes for
impressiveness, but not for emotional
response, unless you are more interested in the performances of airplanes
than in human beings.
The players are earnest and their
appeal in other pictures is Avell known.
Clara Bow, however, is scarcely credible as the lone driver of an ambulance
—our irresponsible, adolescent Clara !
The driver of an ambulance of rag
dolls, perhaps, but not of wounded
men. Nor is it possible to believe that
l^uddy won the war.
Pursuit of Napoleon's Papers.
Not in months has Rod La Rocque
story of
had so congenial a role as comes his Richard Barthelmess
way in "The Fighting Eagle." With
the exception of "Resurrection," he
has never had so good a picture. It
should not be missed, particularly if you like gay and
fairly plausible romance in a Napoleonic setting — a
period infrequently seen on the screen, though every
actor yearns to play Bonaparte in one phase or another
of the Corsican's career. However, Mr. La Rocque
does not attempt that. He is Eticnne Gerard, a patriotic country youth whose eagerness to serve the emperor intrigues the fancy of the Countess de Laiinay.
1^ apolcon's spy, who obtains for him a commission in a
crack regiment and uses him to assist her in circumventing the enemy. During this association they fall in
love, and in the end, after Eticnne has incurred the displeasure of the emperor and is about to be shot, all
ends in bliss.
The story is not the most intricate ever seen, but
there's enough of it, and it's not M'ithout suspense,
either. Rut what counts for more is Mr. La Rocque's
brilliant characterization, beginning with the awkwardness of Eticnne, his development into a swaggering
braggart, and the courage underlying his boastfulness.
You accept him as a human being, to laugh at, to like in
.spite of his failings, to admire and to forgive. He is a
real creation of which any actor might be proud, but
somehow he is not to foe thought of apart from Mr.
La Rocque. The latter's lightness of mood, as well as
sound skill, seem to have been maturing for this role.
For that matter, the entire cast is excellent. It is a
novelty to find Phyllis Haver in the furbelows of a
French countess embroiled in plot and counterplot, but
she acquits herself well, even though the character
makes slight demands on her ability as a comedienne.
A Grateful Bootlegger.
John Gilbert makes a hero of a bootlegger in "Twelve
Miles
Out," aAdmirers
free and ofeasy
of the find
playhim
of
that name.
Mr.adaptation
Gilbert would
heroic if he played Nero, so the success of this picture
is assured because he is in it.
He is Jerry Fay, who trafficks in liquor on the high
seas, with a sweetheart in every port, and all the rest
of it The early part of the picture is given over to his
various water-front exploits. Not until he invades a

regains his old form in "The Patent Leather Kid," a finely directed
a conceited prize fighter who is ennobled by the war.
Long Island home and abducts Joan Crawford, a society girl, and her weak-kneed fiance, Edward Earle,
does the picture become tense. The majority of the
action occurs aboard Jerry's schooner. He repels and
fascinates the girl by his ruthlessness and braggadocio,
and incidentally shows up her craven fiance. The
appearance of his old enemy and rival. Red McCuc,
considerably quickens interest at this point, for Red
discovers the girl and determines to take her awa}'
from Jerry. The bootlegger banters and temporizes to
save her until at a critical tnoment revenue officers
appear, fire on the boat, and in the melee Jerry is mortally wounded. He dies in the girl's arms, with an
ultra-sentimental caption telling us how happy he is to
have known a noble w oman, or words to that effect.
"Twelve Miles Out" is not an important contribution
to the artistry of the silent drama, but it is racy, at
times gripping, and Ernest Torrence, as Red, is magnificently capable of his difficult role. As before mentioned, Mr. Gilbert will please his admirers, who will
find no cause for complaint in his conscious picturesqueness, his tense poses, and his standardized stares.
Amusing Troubles of Twins.
It is doubtful if twin brothers ever caused complications to equal those in "Adam and Evil," but twins
have ever been active in fiction and on the stage and
screen, so who is to object to them now? Rarely has
the physical resemblance of brothers been employed to
greater advantage than in the new farce. It is quickwitted comedy, deft, rather daring at times, and always
amusing. Without the polish of the Lubitsch farces,
which it somehow recalls, it is speedier and more direct
in its attack upon one's susceptibility to laughter.
Instead of bewailing thinness of plot, here is a case
where it is too complicated to recount ! Enough to say
that Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle are a typical married couple from whose love time has rubbed oft' tlie
bloom. She nags and is suspicious, he is selfish and —
but every wife will recognize his failings. He is spiel
b}^ a gold digger who insists that he is his twin, and will
not take no for an answer.
Tlie twin arrives in town
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and the climax comes when Lew sends him to make love to the
gold digger, not knowing that his wife is occupying the hotel
room assigned to the girl.
Lew Cody plays both roles, of course, and plays them with all
the resources of the supreme farceur, while Miss Pringle shines
with especial luster in the scenes where, piqued and jealous, she
assumes the airs of the vampire but finds her husband's twin too
ardent a lover. Gwen Lee is amusingly convincing as the gold
digger, and the whole picture bristles with clever points and sallies.
Something New About the War.

"The Stolen Bride."

A new note in war dramas is struck by "Barbed Wire," based
on Hall Caine's novel "The Woman of Knockaloe,'" with Pola
Negri the star. A French peasant girl falls in love with a German
prisoner interned in her village, and at a court-martial testifies
against one of her countrymen to save Oskar. For this she is
reviled by the townspeople, and when peace is declared and she is
about to leave with Oskar, her brother returns, blinded. His
calmness in the face of great affliction softens the hearts of those
who would have none of his sister, and eventually quiet is restored.
All this is superbly pictured and is a new side light on the war.
Clive Brook, as Oskar, surpasses all his previous roles in this
grimly tragic portrayal of a man who is as much distraught by
the love that comes to him, as Mona is when she realizes she loves
a man she should hate. The late Einar Hansen, whose last picture
this is, found his best opportunity as The Brother, and his performance will not be forgotten. Pola Negri's commanding presence dominates, because she is scarcely ever off the screen, but
she does not suggest the emotional peasant. She is more the
calculating actress — as well as an accomplished one, particularly
in a gripping scene where she is cheered and acclaimed by the
German soldiers for saving one of their number from death.
Mother Wakes Up.
In "The Satin Woman" Mrs. Wallace Reid makes another of
her intermittent appearances. The picture is her best in a long*
long time. It is one of those independent productions the fans
hear a great deal about, meaning that it is not sponsored by one of
the larger companies, and therefore will probably not be seen at
the most glittering "palaces." Oddly enough, it is far more entertaining than many of these, and has a first-rate cast which includes
Rockclift'e Fellowes, Alice White, John Miljan, Laska Winter,
Buddy Post, Gladys Brockwell, and Ethel Wales.
Mrs. Reid has the role of a wife and mother who neglects her
family for the social whirl. Her awakening comes when her husband strays — and settles a generous income upon her. Some
years later she is seen with her daughter, now grown, at a Florida
resort. The girl is a self-willed flapper — Alice White — who
flaunts her infatuation for a dancer at the hotel, whom she expects
to marry. So mother steps in, arrays herself seductively, and
becomes daughter's rival.
This has been done before on the screen — oh, many, many
times. But it is done well, with the maximum of suspense, good
acting, and handsome settings and gowns. The end comes too
suddenly and it is rather machine-made, but it doesn't lessen the
moviesque entertainment of "The Satin Woman." Mrs. Reid's
performance is notable for restraint and good taste, and her cosare gorgeous.
hooed, tumes
this
will surpriseForyou.a picture that isn't likely to be ballyA Comedian Runs Wild.

"Painting the Town."

In "Painting the Town" is seen the irritating spectacle of a
3'oung, energetic and talented comedian overflowing the entire
picture. The effect makes you think that the director so enjoyed
the antics of the young man that he stood by, let him do as he
pleased, and left the other players to fare as best they might. The
comedian is Glenn Trvon, who is not without his good points, but
they do not include restraint or the least inkling of when to lay
off. He simply got his chance after years of waiting and decided
not to let a foot of film get by without stamping his impress
upon it. When he released a mechanical mouse in an office and
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the girls leaped onto the desks while he guffawed at his cleverness,
it was enough for me. But devotion to duty kept me to the end.
Now, my feeling is that I have seen more of Glenn Tryon than
any other person on the screen.
There is no story to excuse the picture, but the characters are
given names, as usual, so all that remains is to explain them.
Hector Whit more is a smart-aleck inventor whose tricks have
never found a market Some won't wonder why ! He meets Patsy
dc Vcau, of the "Follies," pursues her to the city, appears in every
scene thereafter, and through a ruse on her part sells an invention
to the fire commissioner. Though Patsy is on the crest of the
wave, professionally speaking, she resides in a hotel with but one
bath to a floor, which she visits in a garment of ostrich feathers.
After, shedding her robe, she finds Hector under the shower.
"Painting the Town" is that kind of a picture ; and Patsy Ruth
Miller,
what sheambitious
means. for "colorful" roles, draws this one to show us
If You Believe It, It's So.
A beautiful lady is paid to snare the crown prince If you can't
guess what happens, then you may as well go to the foot of cinema
class. On the other hand, if you are just becoming aware of the
great world of make-believe found in the movies, it is possible
that you don't know what happens — what always does happen:
beautiful lady can't go through with her bargain, because beautiful lady falls in love with crown prince. And you see her crush
her pearls to symbolize the meaningless of everything less than
true love. This, then, is the picture entitled "Paid to Love." It is
rather entertaining for one reason or another. To some it will
be a riot of enjoyment; others will perchance sob when Crozvn
Prince Michael upbraids poor Gabv for her seeming deception,
and a smaller group will just shake their heads.
Savonia, another mythical kingdom run on the lines of comic
opera, is the scene of the story, which has Michael a prince indif erent tothe love he might easily have, whereas Eric, his cousin,
cannot get enough. The ancient expedient of having the latter's
eyelids flutter at the passing ankles of a maid is used to make this
clear. Gahy, the dancer, promises to coquette with Michael for
a price, but some one is careless and she mistakes Eric for her
man.
All this is nothing to think about after you have seen it, but it
will not prove dull to the majority, especially because of the favorites in the cast, of whom William Powell, as the villainous
Eric, is easily the best. George O'Brien, the Crown Prince beloved
of Gaby, depicts a wdiolesome young American unaccustomed to
fancy uniforms. Virginia Valli's well-bred distinction is not that
of a lady who is probably described somewhere in the subtitles
as "the the
toastrequirements
of Europe."'of But
cannot
be denied that the players
satisfy
this itsort
of fiction.
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'Adam and Evil.

"Twelve Miles Out.

Juvenilia.
Richard Dix has a pretty juvenile story in "Man Power," which
no one outside a lunatic asylum could believe, but which is made
interesting by good direction and the work of Dix. As Tom
Roberts, he makes his first appearance in a small town as a
tramp — that is, he arrives in a box car, with one suit, no shave,
and a war record. At the exit of the picture he has won the
adolescent heiress, conquered a tractor owned by her father,
and saved the town from a bursting dam. All of which is nonsense, but which by the rules of the movies will bring pleasure to
many. Mary Brian is the girl, much too youthful to be paired off
with a husky like Dix, and by many she is thought to act well.

"'Tlie Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary."

More Sinned Against Than Sinning.
dame Pompadour" is a British National picture, which
means that it was filmed abroad with an unfamiliar cast save for
Dorothy Gish, in the title role, and Antonio Moreno. It is colorful, handsomely costumed, and admirably acted. Purporting to
tell the story of Madame Pompadour, an ornamental if not quite
ioral lady attached to the court of King Louis XV, it succeeds
presenting a fictitious version of her career. No one will mind
Continued on page 100

' ' Madame Pompadour. "
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The players are glimpsed by the camera

The two bathing beauties below
are Gertrude Ederle and Bebe
Daniel-3. The girl who swam the
English Channel simply couldn't
resist the title of Bebe's picture,
"Swim, Girl, Swim," so she accepted arole in that film.

Dorothy Sebastian,
above, takes her grandmother's patchwork
quilt and converts it
into a snappy little vest
as gayly colored as Joseph's coat.

The Spanish schorila above may be recognized as
Gertrude Olmsted in her role for "Buttons," and if
you look closely, you will discover that the tame
rooster is none other than Roy d'Arcy.

Lane Chandler, below,
one of Paramount's new
Western stars, improves
the shining hour with a
little lariat practice at
home.

Marjorie
Mar-is
lowe, right,
the latest lively recruit to
Christieedies, andcomhas
already w o n
a personality
contest in that
town where
person
a 1 it y
counts nothing
else but.

Camera's
here
and there about the movie town.Eye

Ill case you're going
to Iceland, here's a
chic little all-fur
bathing suit to take
along with you, but
June Marlowe must
really find it a bit
warm for California.
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The 5'outhful
mariner
above onis Lake
Sally Arrowhead.
O'Neil, out for
an afternoon
of boating

One, two, three, point! Polly Moran and
Jackie Coogan, above, take a few nimble
steps between scenes of "Buttons."

Right, Louise Brooks and her kid sister
have tea together on the shady lawn of
Louise's Hollywood home.

Eye
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Releases
to Current
Guide
Confidential
A
"Chang"
—
Paramount.
Thrilling aniWHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.
"Slide, Kelly, Slide"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Corking
baseball
picture,
featuring
mal
picture
photographed
in the jun"Beau Geste" — Paramount. A grip- William Haines as a wise-cracking
gles of Siam and showing the actual
ping film production of this unusual
struggle of a native family against the
recruit, with Sally O'Neil as onslaughts
French For- Yankee
mystery melodrama of theColman,
of the wilderness.
girl pegs.
who helps to take him down
Neil the
eign Legion. Ronald
several
"Children of Divorce" — Paramount
Ralph Forbes score inandhits as
Hamilton, dividual
the three devoted
"Stark Love" — Paramount. Unusual A high-society film dealing with the
brothers. Entire cast excellent.
film that was produced in the moun- unhappy lives of three children of divorced couples. Lots of plot and extains of North Carolina, with the moun"Ben=Hur" — Metro-Goldwyn. A beaucellent cast, headed by Esther Ralston,
taineers themselves enacting the sim- Clara Bow.
tiful and inspiring picture, directed
and Gary Cooper.
ple but intensely interesting story.
with skill and originality. Ramon No"Convoy"
—
First National. Dorothy
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
"Variety"— Paramount. The muchspirited performance ; Francis X. Bush- heralded German picture dealing with Mackaill in secret-service melodrama
man excellent as Messala; May Mc- the triangular relations between three of a society girl who sacrifices herself
Avoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key, trapeze performers — a girl and two to save the United States navy, only
be spurned by every one and clapped
and Carmel Myers all handle their men. Terrifically gripping. Emil Jan- to
Collier, Jr.
roles well.
nings, Lya de Putti and Warwick Ward into jail. Lawrence Gray and William
"Big Parade, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. give inspired performances.
"Cradle Snatchers" — Fox. Louise FaGrippingly realistic war picture. Story
"Way of AH Flesh, The"— Paramount.
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of Emil Jannings' first American film. zenda is the ringleader in boisterous
whom is John Gilbert, who falls in Simple, human story revealing the star farce of three neglected middle-aged
wives who hire three college boys to
love with a French girl, played remark- at his best in a tragically pathetic role. make
their husljands jealous.
ably well by Renee Adoree.
Belleald Bennett,
Phyllis
Haver,
and
DonKeith.
"Dearie"
— Warner. Tale of a mother
"Don Juan" — Warner. Beauty, action, and excitement are combined to
"What Price Glory"— Fox. Swift, en- who secretly sings in a night club in
put her snobbish son through
make a splendid film version of this
grossing film version of the unusual order lier,to
Jr. Irene Rich and William Colold tale. John Barrymore gives skilled war play. Racy story of the rivalry colleg-e.
performance. Mary Astor, Estelle between a captain and a sergeant over
a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor
Taylor, and entire cast well chosen.
"Easy Pickings" — First National.
McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.
Mystery film, with Anna Q. Nilsson in
"Faust"— Metro-Goldwyn. Beautiful
role of a "boy" crook who turns out to
film. Superbly directed and convincbe a long-missing heiress. Kenneth
ingly acted. Well-chosen cast, with
FOR SECOND CHOICE.
Harlan is the gentleman hero.
Emil Jannings making a robust but
"Alias the Deacon" — Universal. Jean
malignant Mephisto.
"Evening Clothes" — Paramount.
Hersholt in role of lovable . crook who
poses as a deacon and is instrumental Adolphe Menjou in mildly diverting"Firewyn. A real
Brigade,
The"—
Metro-Goldthriller about firemen and in bringing together the two young story of a bankrupt Parisian boulewho, when his creditors perfires.
Don't
miss
Ray is hisin people of the film — June Marlowe and vardier
mit him to keep one suit of clothes,
old, lovable self it.
as Charlie
a boy fireman
Ralph Graves.
evening dress. Virginia Valli
"All Aboard" — First National. Fast chooses
love
with a millionaire's daughter — May
and Louise Brooks.
McAvoy.
Johnny Hines comedy of an acrobatic
"Fashions for Women" — Paramount:
"Kid Brother, The"— Paramount. shoe clerk who somehow lands in the Ga3'- Parisian farce revealing Esther,
Another big hit for Harold Lloyd. In- Arabian desert and saves the heroine, Ralston
in a dual role and an array of
genius coniedy of browbeaten younger Edna Murphy, from a sheik.
beautiful clothes. Einar Hansen and
brother who turns out to be the hero
"Annie Laurie" — Metro-Goldwyn.
of the village, and wins the girl, Jobyna Lillian Gish in mildly interesting pic- Raymond Hatton.
Ralston.
"First Auto, The" — Warner. Meloture based on the ancient feud between
two
Scotch
clans.
Norman
Kerry
drama, laid infrom
the his
'90s,sonof because
a father'sof
"Old Ironsides" — Paramount. Mag- is the l)lustering hero.
estrangement
nificent historical film featuring the
the
son's
ardor
for
the
newly
frigate Constitution and man> sea bat"Cabaret" — Paramount. Gilda Gray horseless carriage. Charles invented
Emmett
tles. Esther Ralston and Charles Far- in sure-fire film of a dancer who foils
rell furnish the love interest, Wallace the villain, saves her erring brother Mack and Patsy Ruth Miller. '
"Frisco Sally Levy" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Beery and George Bancroft the com- from jail, and captures the heart of the
edy.
Sally O'Neil in amusing comedy feadetective — Tom Moore.
turing the intimate home life of a family headed by an Irish mother and a
"Callahans and the Murphys, The" —
"Rough Riders, The" — Paramount.
Interesting picture built round Theo- Metro-Goldwyri. Entertaining sure-fire Jewish father.
film of Irish brawls and reconciliations,
dore Roosevelt's
part interwoven
in the Spanish"Hills of Kentucky" — Warner. RinAmerican
War, and
with notable chiefly for the coniedy of Marie Tin-Tin
again in a film well worth seethe simple, human love story of a girl Dressier and Polly Moran.
ing. Tale of wild dog tamed by a
and two soldiers — Mary Astor, Charles
"Camille"— First National. Norma child's kindness. Dorothy Dwan and
Emmett Mack, and Charles Farrell.
Talmadge lovely in unconvincing mod- Jason Robards.
ern version
of Dumas'
tale.
"Is Zat So?"— Fox. Featuring the
"Scarlet Letter, The"— Metro-Gold- Gilbert
Roland
shinestragic
in love
romantic
wyn. Outstanding for the surprisingly
comic results when a down-and-out
fine performance of Lillian Gish and role of Armand.
prize fighter and his manager — George
the magnetism of Lars Hanson. A
O'Brien and Edmund Lowe — tempo"Captain
Salvation"
— Metro-Goldrarily act as butler and second man in
wyn.
Somber
film
of
religious
bigotry
sympathetic
and digni'fied,
not
entirely
faithful,
treatmentthough
of Hawa Fifth Avenue mansion.
in
New
England
of
the
'40s,
and
subthorne's novel.
sequent sinister happenings on board
"King of Kings, The" — Producers Disconvict ship. Lars Hanson, Pauline
tributing. Sincere and reverent visual"Seventh Heaven"— Fox. Tale of a aStarke,
and
Marceline Day.
ization of tlie last three years in the
Parisian waif whose first taste of happiness is snatched from her when her
Christ. H. B. Warner digni"Casey at the Bat" — Paramount. life of
fied and restrained in central role.
hero,_ a sewer worker, is swept off to Wallace Beery in amusing film of baseCast
includes
Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
war just as they are about to be marball in the '90s, with Zasu Pitts as the
ried. Admirable performances by Janet home-town milliner who wins the heart Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Ruof our hero.
dolph Schildkraut. (Continued on page 117)
G.-iyni.r and Charles Farrell.
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In

Wally's
Memory
Wallace Reid's fans did not rest until they
had organized their enthusiasm and justified their loyalty by planning a permanent memorial to him in a great cathedral.

lasco, Thomas A. Edison, E. F. Albee, Cecil DeMille,
Daniel Frohman, Jesse L. Lasky, Carl Laemmle, S. L.
Rothafel, Mrs. Wallace Reid, Elsie Janis, Alice Brady,
and Mrs. Bertha Westbrook Reid.
The actual work in connection with the drive is
being handled b}- a committee at the cathedral, with
the contributions in the custody of the president of a
leading trust company in New York.
The total cost of the bay is estimated at one hundred
and fifty thousand dollars, but this large amount does
not lessen the hopes of those
whose enthusiasm is responsible for the most concrete plan
3"et formed to perpetuate the
memory of a screen star.
The determination, executive
ability, and sound judgment
displa}-ed
by memorial
Ray E. no
Harris
will make the
less
a tribute to Wallace Reid than
to the finest qualities of American youth, and the enthusiasm
which unites fans the world
over.

Photo by Brooks
Ray E. Harris directed the activities of the club
from the start and conceived the idea of a memorial.

Already this enthusiasm has
extended beyond the membership of the association, and
voluntar}" contributions have
begun mirers
to whocome
adhave in
not from
forgotten
Wallace Reid and are eager to
add their bit.

THOSE who decry the enthusiasm
of fans, or question the practicality of fan clubs, need only hear
the story of the Wallace Reid Memorial
Association to reverse their opinion and
to admire the enthusiasm back of its inception, as well as the ambitious form
that enthusiasm has lately taken.
They will learn that through the earnest efforts of a single fan, a far-reaching club was formed, with headquarters
at 3625 R Street, Washington, D. C, and
through the further efforts of this fan,
a movement has been started to erect a
bay in the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine, in New York, in memory of Wallace Reid.
The fan is Ra}^ E. Harris, a college
student, who started the club shortly
after the actor's death, with only a fewmembers, hardly any funds and scarcely
any channels of publicity. To-day there
are more than two thousand members
scattered throughowt the world.
Once the decision was made to erect
a permanent memorial to the club's
namesake, the project was put on a practical basis. Bishop Manning consented
to the erection of a bay in the great nave
of the cathedral, and the next step confronting the youthful president of the
association was to enlist the support of a
committee to supervise the campaign to
raise funds.
His success is best judged 'by the names
of those who have given their support to
the movement.
They include David Be-

Benefit performances are expected to be held in various
cities this fall, under the auspices of city officials.
All this indicates the successful functioning of a carefully
built sults
planmerelyrather
the reof fanthan
ardor.

The proposed bay in the Cathedral
of St. John the Divine.
Wallace Reid.
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It is in these little houses that Doug and Mary, the Talmadge sisters, John Barrymore, Gloria Swanson and Corinnc
Griffith apply their make-up and spend their spare moments on the days when they are working.

Where

the

Aristocrats

Powder

their

Noses

The little row of bungalows on the United Artists lot where the elite of filmdom dress and make up for their pictures
are the most de luxe studio quarters in Hollywood, being almost as luxuriously equipped as the stars' own homes.
By Dorothy

Wooldridge

The Talmadge bungalow is furnished in tones of
Street of the Stars. ' It consists
it "Thebungalows,
call three
THEY
amber and jade, with touches of pale lavender, giving
with a fourth in the
of only
making, and is on the United xA.rtists lot. It is the general impression of springtime. It consists of a
one of the most exclusive spots
reception hall, lounge, dressin Hollywood. Its population
The comfortably furnished living room in John Barrymore's
ing room, dining alcove, and
kitchen. In the lounge is a
consists of five celebrated young studio bungalow offers him a pleasant retreat from the Kleigs.
women, two celebrated men.
deep fireplace, before which
three dogs, an equal number of
sits a huge, angular, crackledcats, a monkey, a parrot, and a
china cat. Arnber satin preflock of canary birds. In addivails in the lounge furnishtion, there are secretaries and
ings, including a restful
couch, chairs and a writing
a retinue of soft-treading servdesk.
There
are a few choice
ants. And quiet !
Bungalow No. 1 is the studio
books and some current magazines. There is a look of
quarters of Norma and Constance Talmadge ; bungalow
comfortable disarray such as
one finds in a room that is
No. 2, of ]\Iary Pickford and
used.
Douglas Fairbanks. Bungalow
No. 3 is a duplex, housing John
In the dressing room there
Barrymore in one apartment
are many windows, with the
chintz curtains of delicate
and Corinne Griffith in the
other. Bungalow No. 4 is at
green
yellow ofcarrj'ing
out the and
impression
spring.
this writing in course of construction for Gloria Swanson.
There are two dressing tables
At the end of the street is a
and two
chests of facing
drawers, one high
for. Norma,
building containing. Doug's private quarters.
west, and the other, for ConHow are they furnished?
stance, facing south. There
are innumerable bottles of
How do they look on the inside? Are they workshops or
imported perfumes and alrest rooms? Do these great
luring cosmetics, a phonoactors and actresses reflect their
graph, a chaise longue,
artistic tastes and ideas in the
chairs, and a deep wardrobe
filled with gowns, wraps,
finishings of their studio quarcostumes, and rows and
ters? What does one find inrows of shoes.
side— an atmosphere of concenThe kitchen is completely
tration, or of jovful relaxation?
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Here is where Mary Pickford rests between scenes, and beyond is a glimpse of the dining room where the star has her lunch.
Outside a window of this room is a large cage where
Clementina, Mr. Barrymore's monkey, lives. Clementina chatters excitedly when her adored master enters
the room, and usually shows a fine disregard for her
figure, eating large bananas about a third the size of
herself. In this respect she does not follow the example
of her illustrious owner, who eats sparingly.
The dressing room also contains a very interesting
And John Barrymore's bungalow? It reminds one of
map made by Mr. Barrymore when he was spending a
old Florence — time-stained woods, somber tones, revacation in the Bermudas. It imitates the antique
lieved by deep rich crimsons and the indescribable blue
that spells Italy, tarnished gilt picture frames, and bits
mariners' maps depicting all the flora, fauna, reefs, and
of priceless tapestr3^ There are three rare old Hogarth
shoals. A cherished possession of Mr. Barrymore's is
prints ; a wall bookcase, in Avhich are glimpsed several
a cop}- of the Boston Livcstigator, dated October 26,
first editions; a sketch of
1832, with an advertisement
Norma Talmadge before her mirror in the gay dressing
Barrymore by James Montin
it of the play, "Trial by
room of the bungalow that she and Constance share.
gomeiy Flagg; gilded angels
Battle," in which his mother,
from some Florentine shrine ;
Mrs. Maurice Barrymore, was
a picturesquely scarred and
I j
'^
■ 1s playing the leading role.
jagged portion of an Old
The kitchen of the Bariymore bungalow is fully
World choir window ; a Venetian mirror, blurred and
equipped for the light lunches
he eats — if he eats at all. As
stained, and lavishly decorated
with glass leaves and flowers ;
a rule, two meals a day are
all he indulges in.
an original painting by Robert Reid ; photographs of BarCorinne
apartrymore as Richard III. and
ment consistsGriffith's
of a large recepHamlet; a handsome old suit
tion room, a dressing room
with bath and shower, and a
of armor, headpiece and all ; a
kitchen. The reception room
quaint old example of chenille
is simply furnished in tones
woi^k, representing an English
rural scene ; a photograph of
of soft gra)', rose, and dull
Mr. Barrymore with his baby
gold, and contains a deep
Diana in his arms ; and Mr.
chaise longue, a comfortable
couch, and inviting chairs.
Barrymore's illustration for a
There are books, magazines,
poem written by his wife,
and bowls of flowers. And
Michael Strange.
His dressing room contains
on the day I was there, I saw
an electric phonograph, a desk,
two tiny, snow-white kittens
where his secretary attends to
curled up in a bassinet.
the innumerable afifairs of a
The dressing room is of the
same color scheme as the
world-famous man, and a
large dressing table. The
lounge. In addition to a
phonograph records show a
dressing table, there is a fullvaried taste, ranging from
lengthtrictriple
with elecbulbs upmirror
and down
the
\\'agner and DeBussy to the
Continued
on
page
96
most recent jazz.
equipped, from the typical California cooler and gas
range to the crisp, ruffled Swiss curtains. Here luncheon is prepared for the Talmadge sisters whenever they
are at work at the studio. Adroit questioning brought
forth the information that Norma's favorite lunch consists of avocado salad and spinach, while Constance takes
whatever is ready, provided there is plenty of it.
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Richard Arlen begs to differ with the man who
said there was nothing in a name, for no sooner
had Dick changed his cognomen from Van
Mattimore to Arlen than his luck changed also.
By Ann

Sylvester

I DON'T know whether or not there is anything in
numerology, but 1 do believe there is something in
names.
A rose by another name might smell just as
sweet, but it certainly wouldn't sound so pretty.
This is the story of a name — a couple of names, to be
exact — and a young m.an who belonged to both of them.
How he came to change from one to the other, and what
the change resulted in, comprises the lesson for to-day.
Seven years ago, a young man named Richard van Mattimore landed in Hollywood with plenty of money and no
desire to go into the movies. Recently, you probably saw
him on the screen opposite Louise Brooks in "Rolled
Stockings'' as Richard Arlen. Pretty soon, if not already,
you are going to see him in "Wings" under the same name.
We get to all that in time.
Mr. van Mattimore came to Los Angeles from Texas on
his way to the Orient. He
Photo by Richee
was the son of a rich St. Paul
Dick's change of name brought him luck in
family, and having delved
love as well as on the screen, and he is
into every fad that happened
now happily married to Jobyna Ralston.
to catch his fancy — from
way up in the sky in the aviation corps to "way down in
rive in style at the studio in a sw-anky
the oil wells in Texas — he
car that Dick had rented for the duhad decided to travel. It
ration of his stay, and they always
was his plan to make leilunched at the best restaurants at
surely stop-overs at interestDick's expense. His salary for the
ing places en route, and Los
flay
didn't
half cover what he spent
Angeles was the first stop.
on his
friends.
After the Texas heat that he
He had been working in pictures
almost no time at all when he was
had been enduring, Los Angeles was to Mr. van Mattioffered the male lead in an indemore not only cool but interesting. He rented himself a
called "VengeproductionCan
ance of thependent
Deep."
you imagine
little bungalow in the Hollysuch luck ? His back-slapping friends
wood hills for a month or
simply
couldn't
overit.such
a break.
two, and settled dowai to enDick never
gotgetover
either.
He
joy the life of the city.
sailed away with the company to
Honolulu, where the exteriors were
He was young and handto be shot, and it is unfortunate to
some. He enjoyed a prosperous bank account. Was
record that when thev reached Honthere any reason why such a
olulu, a most embarrassing situation
young man should not make
developed.
It seemed that the proHis role in "Wings" is the best lie has had thus
friends quickly in The City
ducer of the romance was just out
far, and should do a lot toward putting him over.
of money. He had a story, a staff, a
of the Angels? His hospitality was unlimited, and he
cast, and a deep love of art in his
soul, but no cash in his pockets. He came to Diclc.
was a great fellow, so the hangers-on at the various
movie studios made friends with him.
spreading
his hands
do cost
? What
to
do? Dick
reachedandforweeping.
his check \\''hat
book. to It
him
Why didn't he go into pictures, they asked, time
after time, as they sat about drinking his refreshments
$12,000 to get the company out of Honolulu and back to
and eating his food. He shrugged his shoulders at the
Hollywood.
The picture had been well named.
The sudden output of so much money left Dick low
idea. But da}' after day and night after night, all he
heard was movie talk from his new friends. In time he
when he g'ot back to Los Angeles, and then everything
began to be interested. A few of the boys who dropped
seemed to go wrong. Some investments he had counted
up to see him did extra work and, more for the laugh
on turned out badly — his people were not in sympath}with his movie career — and the bottom all at once
of it than anything else, he let them get him a couple
Continued on pagp 104
of jobs in the movies. He and his friends used to ar-
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An illusion is shattered — Anna May Wong, favorite Chinese film star, is discovered to be a native American, but
after a delightful interview with her, you find you don't mind, after all. And besides, her parents are Chinese.
By Virginia Morris
T T T E realize that you may not like it, but we're goy/V
ing to tell the truth about Anna May Wong.
You may expect us to say that we found her
burning incense before a fat Buddha, or doing an
Oriental turn in two strings of beads and a veil. Or
you may expect us to announce that we wormed from
her the secret that she was a real Chinese princess.
Well, we're not going to tell you any such thing.
Anna 'May Wong has never even been to China, and
you might just as well know it right now. Moreover,
she has seen New York's Chinatown only from a taxicab, and she doesn't wear a mandarin coat. If you
met her on the street you'd never take her for a Hollywood star — she's more like a college student, with her
severely tailored black suit, her mannish shirtwaist, and
her floppy black felt hat.
Her English is faultless. Her conversation consists
of scintillating chatter that any flapper might envy.
Her sense of humor is thoroughly American. She didn't
eat rice when she and I lunched together, and she distinctly impressed it upon the waiter to bring her coffee,
;/of tea.
We were lunching in her suite in a New York hotel.
Gaping wardrobe trunks and traveling bags were receiving wearing apparel from her deft hands in a frenzy
of last-minute packing.
"I decided only an hour ago to take this afternoon's
train back West," she announced. "You see, a wire
came confirming my selection for the role of the Indian
girl in 'Rose Marie,' and I must rush back for the start
of the film."
The possibility of arranging for a stage debut under
the management of Gilbert Miller had brought her to
New York a week before — that and the New York
premiere of "Old San Francisco," at which she made a
personal appearance. During that w-eek she had done
all the things that first visitors to New York are expected to do — she had visited the Woolworth Tower,
Chinatown, Greenwich Village, a Harlem night club
and a few theaters.
In spite of her apparently thorough Americanization,
Anna May was raised to respect the rigid conventionalities of the Chinese and she loves their traditions. Her
father is a native of China, but he migrated to Los Angeles when he was a boy. Since then he has been in
business in that city.
"Does he live with you?" we asked.
"I live with him!" she corrected.
My inquiry as to whether there were any other chilbrought theallresponse,
"A whole
of them.
Three dren
brothers,
in business.
Three dj'nasty
sisters who
work
on the screen. All my sisters did bits in 'Old San Francisco.' "
The full-fledged star of the house of Wong went
into pictures when she was little over fifteen. Ever
since she had been old enough to sneak away from home
for afternoons at the movies she had been an ardent
fan. Then the proximity of the studios lured her and
she hung around casting offices until one day Marshall
Neilan looked at her long enough to decide that he
wanted her to do a small part in "Dinty." A few
months later came her "big chance." That was the lead
in "The Toll of the Sea," an adaptation of the "Madame
Butterfly" story.

'"That was my favorite part," said Anna. 'T doubt
if I'll ever have another as nice. Like most people, I
guess, I like roles that win sympathy. So-called 'sinister' roles — and I get plenty of them — I don't like so
It was one of these sinister characterizations, she reminded me, that had brought her in contact with the
man
she
much." considers the cleverest person in pictures, not
only as an interpretive actor but also as a creative producer— Douglas Fairbanks. Fairbanks has been her
friend and adviser ever since she appeared with him in
"The Thief of Bagdad" as the Oriental slave girl.
May self.
Wong Inoft'celluloid
screen looks
quite she
dift'erent
from
herAnna
screen
reflection
is a petite
person, fragile, tiny. In reality she appears amazingly
tall, and this appearance of height adds dignity to the
very definite sense of self-assurance that surrounds
her. Exactly the opposite is the case with most film
pla}-ers.
the screen. Most of them are smaller than they seem on
"Many people are surprised at my height when they
first see me," she said. "My only explanation of the
impression I give on the screen is that I wear low heels
—or no shoes at all — before the camera. Also, nearly
every one has a preconceived notion that Chinese women
are small, and so unconsciously expect me to be so."
As she went on with her packing, my eyes wandered
about the room. I wondered as to the source of an
exquisite cluster of delicate orchids, but was too polite
to ask. And there was a bottle of Parisian perfume
from which she had taken a gentleman's card when she
had opened the box brought by the bell boy.
We noticed other things, too — that there was no
leather edition of the "Songs of Li Po" in evidence, but
that there *ivas a well-worn copy of Milt Gross. And
another interesting detail — though her clothes were
American, most of the things that she was arranging in
her wardrobe trunk had a Chinese touch to them. There
were tulle evening dresses ingeniously ornamented with
Oriental embroidery, sport frocks cleverlv adorned with
a touch of the East, afternoon gowns with a bit of Asia
on them somewhere.
"I love American clothes," she confessed, "but I
realize that I look better if my gowns have a suggestion
of China about them. And it's good business, too!"
No one can doubt that Anna May has been an efficient manager for herself. She's very young — not far
over twenty — and she has the unique record of being
the only actress in Hollywood who hasn't a rival in her
particular line. If there's an Oriental part to be played.
Anna May gets it every time. That's why she can well
afford to free-lance, going from company to company,
busy from one end of the year to the other. Her most
recent pictures include "Mr. Wu,'" "Old San Francisco," and "The Chinese Parrot."
To my question" of whether she longed to play in an
all-Chinese production she quickly gave a negative answer.
"Surrounded by Occidentals^ I attract attention," she
said. "Surrounded by my own people, my work might
not stand out. I've had an offer to go to Peking to
work as the star of a specially organized Chinese company, but I've refused. That would be fatal to my
career in this countrv."
[Continued on page 114]

Anna May Wong has
Ijeen described as a Chinese goddess who is a
darned good scont — another way of saying that
she combines the appeal
expected of her Oriental
parentage with the
straightforwardness and.
comnum sense of her
American education. She
has won for herself a
unique position on the
screen, and the impressions of her on the opposite page reveal her odd
fascination.

FhotD br Intac CWaMff
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Corinne Griffith, in the garden
of her home in Hollywood, finds
an appropriate background for
her cool, unruffled loveliness, as
well as certain relaxation and
refreshment after a long siege
before the Kleigs. Just now
her responsibilities are doubled,
for she is producing her own
pictures, the first of which is
"The Garden of Eden.".

Indian

Summer

Days

d'Avril,
left, prepares
tor the snddeD
changes expected at this
season with a
flannel coat of
futuristic p a t (ern and simple
design.

Dorothy Mackaill, left, introduces amilitary coat of
white, ornamented with buttons of yellow bone and pipings of yellow twill.

If you have an
extra fox fur
lying idie around
d'Avril,
ihe house, right,
Miss
suggests that
you
combine
two of
them as
she does.

Miss Mackaill displays,
right, a smartly novel combination of black, white, and
red, which may be duplicated in any materials.

Photo br Milton Browne

RaljA Forbes and Lillian Gish are first
sweethearts and then husband and wife
in "The Enemy," a picture that purports to show the futility as well as
the inevitability of war, with the scene
laid in Austria, and, in particular, in
Vienna — not gay, waltzing Vienna, but
a city of poverty and tears.

4

Unimaginative indeed is the star without a polo outfit in his
wardirobe! Not to be caught napping between scenes of "Man
Crazy," Jack Mulhall oblig.es with this nonchalant study of how
the really well-dressed polo hero should look.
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A straight step to fame is via the route of leading
lady for Harold Lloyd. Ann Christy is the newest
ornament to grace that pedestal, with emulation of
Bebe Daniels and Job>Tia Ralstcm no doubt erer
before her.
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Recommended

by

His

Wives
Huntly Gordon's numerous screen wives tell what
sort of husband they think he would make in real
life, and all agree in highly recommending him.
Compiled

by Dorothy Wooldridge

"Huntly Gordon is very unsays Irenemake
Rich,him"and
that aloneselfish,"
should
an
ideal husband."

Huntly could be depended
on, says Alma Rubens, to
be able to deal with tire
most trying situations.
He is really just a kid in

husbands
SCREEN
" usually seem so
charming, so gentle,
so perfectly delightful. I
en wonder if they don't
oftme
so times want to go
way off in the woods
Betty Compson thinks he
somewhere and just cut
would need to be given a
loose for a change.
gentle scolding every now and
Take Huntly Gordon,
then.
for
instance, widel}'
known portrayer of husband roles. Huntly recently discarded his fifty-second
screen wife. Yet he enthusiastically declared to me

not long ago that he "still believes in women." After
fifty-two experiences ! It doesn't seem natural.
But what do his women think about hinti' Is he, with
all the gentleness and deference he shows in films, the
type that would really and truly make an adorable, delightful husband?. Is the real Huntly Gordon as charming as he appears in the movies ? I decided to make a
few inquiries among his many screen wives to see what
they think of him 9s a possible husband, and how they
would handle him in case they were really married to him.
Here is what thev told me :
GLORIA SWANSON.— I think Mr. Gordon would
think long before marrying, for he is a careful man.
But after he was certain, I believe nothing would ever
shake his belief in his wife.
Mr. Gordon, when I worked with him, was alwaj^s
in such wonderful humor on
Pola Negri fears that if he the set. One couldn't help
is as trusting in real life as picturing what a merry comhe usually is on the screen,
panion he would be as husband. He is the sort who
he might be easily imposed
would
make
of his home a
on by a wife.
place to stay in and be happy
in — not the sort who would
use his house just as a place
in which to eat and sleep.
He would probably demand
of his wife, in return, that
she too make their dwelling
place seem homelike.
BETTY COMPSON.—
Huntly Gordon is the sort of
man who would have to be
given a good-natured scolding by his wife now and
then — a scolding such as one
would give a naughty child.

many
ways — mischievous
to an extreme.
I believe you see a man
at his very worst in the
studio, for there you see
him under the most trying
conditions, with his nerves
He ivould tolerate no foolishbeing constantly tested. I
ness in his wife, according to
have seen Huntly in those
Viola Dana, yet would always
surroundings for several
be quick to forgive.
weeks, on end, when we
^
were working together,
and I have this to say of him : I recommend him to any
girl for a dependable, safe, and sane husband.
IRENE RICH.— One of the first things I look for in
a man is unselfishness — a trait that is rare in men. Mr.
Gordon is very unselfish, and that alone should make
him a thoughtful, lovable husband. He has been my
screen husband many times, so I ought to be able to
VIOLA DANA. — Huntly Gordon
judge.
ular he-man, cave-man husband who
foolishness on the part of his wife but
theless, be forgiving in nature. I
ever being cruel.
A man with such a sense of humor
even temper, as Huntly has should

would make a regwould tolerate no
who would, nevercan't imagine him
and with such an
certainly make a

good husband.
MARY ALDEN. — I have reached an age where I
look for moi'e than just physical handsomeness in a
man. No doubt Huntly has his faults, but I should
say that his good points far overbalance any bad ones
he may have, and I think he
He would be tender, thoughtmight safely
be recommended as a husband.
ful andone
unselfish
— what more
could
Prwant,
ingle. asks Aileen
AILEEN PRINGLE.—
How- should I know what
sort of husband Huntly Gordon would make ? I believe,
though, that he would be
good to his wife. I think he
would be tender, thoughtful,
and unselfish. After all, if
a man can be that — and can
make love wonderfully in
addition — isn't he rather
ideal ?
ALMA RUBENS.— Mr.
Gordon is always so thoughtful about little things. Then,
Continued on page 107
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In "Betty's a Lady," right,
Cliarks Ray enters tlie prize
ring and has a terrific battle
with George jMagrill.

Below, the fight in
"Knock-out Rcilly"
between Richard Dix
and Jack Renault,
professional heavyweight, was one of the
best ever seen on the
screen.

No wonder he's called "The
Patent Leather Kid !" Richard
Barthelmcss in the film of that
name faces his opponent as
sleekly combed and brushed as
though at the opera.

Everybody

Loves

Or, at least, they seem to, for
past year or so, one of the most
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Wallace Beery as a pugilist in
"We're in the Navj' Now" was
not what 3-ou might call a success.
He is shown, left, about to be
knocked cold by Tom Kennedy.

a

Prize

Fighter

he has become, during the
popular heroes of the movies.

Below, Reed Howes as
the prize-fighter hero of
"Rough
Rosie"
discusses House
an impending
bout with his manager,
pla3-ed hy Arthur Housman.

Kenneth Harlan in ''Twinkletoes" claimed the proud title of
middleweight champion of London's Limehouse district, and
you may be sure he was treated
with wholesome respect by his
neighbors.

Rex Ingram's "Tlie Magician" is one uj ihe few films about Monte Carlo that has gii'en a true picture of the gambling at that
famous resort. Alice Terry nuiy be picked out in the uroup at the gaming table above.
SCOTT TLTvXER is a gambler — and a good one,
too, the}- say. Back in the old days when gambling
halls were open forums in the ^^^est, he gained the
What
ng
Two 's
experts onWro
gambling
and thewith
customs
sobriquet "The Cherokee Kid," but there is nothing
about him now to merit such a flippant title. Immacuglaring mistakes commonly made in the
late in his dress, courteous — almost polished in manner
— his face absolutely immobile save when he smiles, he
looks like a popular man-about-town, a middle-aged,
By A. L;
well-to-do clubman. Yet at one time he was the gambling partner of Tex Rickard in Goldfield, Nevada, and
stakes." said Turner, "no one outside the game is permitted to come close to the table. It is roped of¥, and
again at Nome, Alaska, and was associated with Dick
the spectators must stay back. In the second place, no
Canfield in gambling enterprises in New York. He
probably knows every gambling game there is.
player holds his hand high enough in the air to be
With the idea of asking Turner how true to life are
photographed by a camera. Of course, I understand
this is all for picture purposes, and essential to the
the gambling scenes that one sees in the movies, I asked
him to my office not long ago to look over some stills
story. But it's unreal. And that tense look on the
that I had. He sat
gamblers' faces is as
much out of place as
down and began runTlie Monte Carlo scenes in "'The Magician" were accurate because they were
ning through the little filmed on the spot. This picture shoivs Ivan Petrovich, hero of the film, in
Al Jolson's make-up
the gardens before the Casino.
pile of pictures, smilwould
be in parlor.
a Broadwa\' beauty
ing now and then as
"Did you ever see
some impossible situation caught his eye.
a real poker player at
Presently he paused
work ? Under an}- and
every circumstance,
and handed me a picture.
his face is as blank as
".Such a thing as
what folks usual 1}'
that," he said, "would
draw in a Chinese lotterv. And if he did
never be allowed."
The still showed a
register anything in
his face during the
]i.'jker gam.e in progress, with a crowd of
onlookers pressing
you wouldn't
against the backs of
game,
He handed over another picture.
the players' chairs,
believe
"Look him."'
dt this," he
awaiting the showdown.
continued.
"The faro.
fellow's dealing
"In a poker game
The hero is apparwhere* there are l)i:^

The croupier's rake used by Priscilla Dean in this scene in '"The Dice U'unuin" was out of place — rakes are not used in dice games,
according to Scott Turner, gambling expert.

These
Gambling
Scenes?
of gambling halls point out some of the
filming of gambling scenes for the movies.
Wooldridge
ently putting all he has on his last bet. He's leaning
over
his facehasnotstarted
two feet
fromthethenext
dealer's
box. the
Andtable,
the dealer
to turn
card
before the chips are down. You know what would
happen
to out
thatondealer,
don't
throw him
his neck
! you? The boss would
"Then, look at this.
pair of aces. He never
could get away with
that in a real gambling hall. A trained
dealer can tell even
(>vhen only one card is
[missing from the deck.
"You can tell a
gambler the inoment
he picks up a deck of
cards. The very movement of his fingers,
this wrists, his arms,
"the posture of his
body, give him away.
A rather a m u s i n g
^thing happened wlien
'The Spoilers," featuring Milton Sills, was
filmed. Wallace ATacDonald played tlie
part of The Broncho
Kid, but I was called

in to double, for him at faro. They took long shots of
Wallace and then close-ups of niy hands with the cards.
After the picture was released, Wallace got a letter
from a fellow in Texas, congratulating him on his work.
'It's the first time I ever saw faro dealt correctly b}^ a
movie
saw. actor,' the man wrote. But it was my hands he
"You never see the dealer in a gambling game sitting
with one e^'e cocked on a player, as he is so often
shown in the movies. That's the job of the 'observer,'
who has a high chair from which he can watch everything that continued
goes on about
the table."
Turner
running
through the stills.

"Here's a dealer using a croupier's rake in a dice
game," he said. "Rakes aren't used in dice games. A
Here's a fellow holding out a dice table is small enough for the banker to reach every
part of it with his
hand. Wonder where
The dealer in this faro game in "The Flame of the Yukon" is starting to turn
the next card before the chips are down — an error for which a professional
dealer might be fired. Left to right,
Mathew
Betz,
Winifred
Greenwood
and
rake ?got the idea of a
they
Arnold Gray.
"And here's a picture of a fellow holdroyaloneflush
nevering ahad
in —all/
my life. Never had
a straight flush that I
can recall, unless
there was some card
running wild. And I
haven"t seen a man
hold four aces more
than four or fi\e
times in all my gamTurner has acted as
bling experience."
technical
adviser for
numerous gambling
scenes in the movies,
Continued on pase 106
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Reflected

Glory

Every one knows the stars, but few know their relatives.
Here are five who are proud of their famous sisters.

Richard Crawford, upper
left, is so proud of his sister
Joan that he too is making
a name for himself on the
screen.
Claire Windsor and her
sister, Mrs. John Huck,
upper right, are enough alike
to be mistaken for each
other.
Renee Adoree, below on the
right, and her sister Mira
are so congenial that they
live together.

Marion Davies and her sister
Rosemary, above, show a
marked contrast to each other,
for one is as light as the other
is dark.

Dorothy Sebastian
and Mary Helen,
above, leave no doubt
of their relationship.
Mary Helen also
plays intures.
motion pic-
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Including
Ward

Crane

That suave, dapper gentleman, whose name is
included in the cast of a surprising number of
films, has done so much toward making screen
wickedness attractive that he deserves the attention of the fans — though Mr. Crane himself
is sublimely indifferent to whether he receives
any attention or not.
By Ann

Sylvester

write the reviewers
cast
THEwhene
ver includ
the es,"
occasion presents itself,
"Ward Crane and others."
"And when I die," says ^Ir. Crane himself,
"they'll probably put on my tombstone, 'Here
lies Ward Crane — and others.' "
You might think from that that IMr. Crane
cares what the reviewers sa}-. You might think
that their reviews upset him a lot and that,
whenever they give him adverse criticism, he
has to take to his bed with hot-water bottles.
But if!\Ir.
youCrane
think atthat,
you don't
know
all — it's
not because
at all.
Of all the people in the world who "don't
care," IMr. Crane is the most careless. Not even
Eva Tanguay can touch him. When it comes
to letting the world run its course without any
interference, A\'ard Crane stands in a class by
himself. And because he is so elaborately indifferent, and so handsome, and so sort of "ItWard
ish," and because he has done so much toward
making screen wickedness attractive, I thought
you might like to know about him, for there
are all too few people like him in the world.
He has many claims to distinction. For one, he is the
only man who could invite a young lady to the Orpheum
on Sunday night, bu}- her a bag of chocolate drops and
help lier eat them, without giving the impression of a
small-town frolic for very simple people.
He is the only movie actor I know of who hasn't a
press agent.
He is also the only sportsman I have so far run across
who can lose $5,000 in a "gentleman's proposition"
without batting an eyelash.
Ward and Jack jPickford live together in a delightfully comfortable and thoroughly bachelorlike establishment at the beach. Although they kid each other about
every conceivable thing, a warm friendship exists between them. Ward can talk for an hour about the
performance Jack gave in "Brown of Harvard" — when
Jack isn't around. When he is on hand, he asks him
if hecast.paid the Metro-Goldwyn people to put him in
the
Of his own work he has little to say, but that little
he says well. He prefers to play suave, dapper gentlemen of the rounder type.
He is one of those persons behind whom it is practically impossible to sketch a background. I dare say
that, after he left his boyhood home in Albany to tackle
a stage career in New York, he spent many months
hanging around casting offices and interviewing hardboiled directors about small parts. I believe that is
what happened.
But Itoo
can't
it. He
is alto-a
gether too nonchalant,
sureimagine
of himself
to make
convincing Merton.

Crane reminds one of a ten. p. in. demi-tasse in the drawing room,
to the tune of dinner jackets and slender cigarettes.
He appeared in a few plays of comparatively little
importance and then sauntered into pictures — sauntered
in so successfully that he now stands more or less alone
in his type, being more enthusiastic than Menjou, less
buoyant than Cody, and more subtle than D'Arc}'.
AVard stands as an "eligible bachelor" on the dinner
list of practically every hostess in Hollywood. He is
the man wdiom visiting ladies simply must meet — old
enough for flapper attention, young enough to charm
those who are no longer flappers, witty enough for the
sophisticates, balanced enough to discuss welfare work
— if by some horrible fluke that subject should come
up. Ward reminds one of a ten p. m. demi-tasi*c
in the drawing-room, to the tune of dinner jackets and
slender cigarettes.
.Strictly speaking, he doesn't "go" with anybody.
That is, he "goes" with no lady in particular. At various times in his life, he has "gone with" stunningh"
smart women like Irene Castle and Constance Talmadge. Though he firmly refuses to comment about
women, I imagine he still prefers that type— -.dini, tali,
French-heeled exponents of femininity whose repartee
is as smart as their chain anklets.
He confesses to a high admiration of Corinne Griffith on the screen.
"I love playing with Corinne," he said to me. "She
has a certain charm no one else can quite equal. Slie
is Then,
a lovely
person."we got on the subject of New York.
somehow,
"Fm crazy aboutCoiitinued
tliat town,"
said, "particuon page Ward
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Ease,
May McAvoy

But

Not

Idleness

enjoys luxury, but you will never find her idling — no, not even in her home.

Nestling in the depths of a chaise longue might mean laziness to
some, but May's practical training has taught her to combine rest
with work. She is reading a scenario.

May's eagerness to get her mail sends her out
to the letter box bright and early every morning. No dawdling with it over the grape fruit
for her!

Her living room, right, is conventionally comfortable and very practical.
She avo'ds
superfluous
ornamentation and meaningless
fripperies in her home.

Camels— so

mellow ^ mild

Modern, particular smokers, it is
your insistence upon the best that
makes Camel lead all other cigarettes.
You are hard to please. In the true
spirit of the modern age, you look for
until you find value supreme in a cigarette. And it is this unremitting search
for quality that puts Camel overwhelmingly first.
For Camel combines all those virtues
so indispensable to the cool, satisfying
smoke.
The choicest Turkish and
R.

& 1927

J.

REYNOLDS

TOBACCO

and

unfailingly

good

Domestic tobaccos that Nature's sunny
fields produce. And a blending that
brings these inimitable flavors and fragrances to the delighted taste of the
smoker. Really, there is no other
smoke like Camel. No other can be
so everlastingly good.
If your taste calls for the enchantment of the finest, just try Camels.
Always tasteful and smooth. Always
so mellow and mild.
"Hare a Camel!"

COM PANY,

WINSTON

- SALEM,

N.

C.

Could

Why

You

not win

this

$50*00
Prize
Contest?
SYD

CHAPLIN
now with

M^G-M
"Asks You Another"
I'LL
you later
of my
new seepictures.
The with
first some
one will
be
"Fluffy." In the meantime, I've
heard that M-G-M fans have such a
mean vision that it's almost second
sight. So come on. Prove it to me
now. Here's a real test for the keenest eyes and the longest memories.
To the writer of the best set of answers from a man we will send a
check for $50 and the whip used by
Ramon Novarro in the chariot
race in Ben Hur. To the writer of
the best set of answers from a
woman we will send a check for
$50 and the bracelet worn by Joan
Crawford in her forthcoming success, "West Point." The next 50 best
writers among women will receive
an autographed portrait photograph of Ramon Novarro. The next
50 best writers among men will
receive an autographed copy of
Greta Garbo's latest photograph.
So come, you boys and girls who
look, see and Sincerely
remember.yours,
SYD CHAPLIN

theatre
lyVt your
/m
after
a year of
special
BENHUR
from the story by
General Lew Wallace
Directed by
Fred Niblo
with
^amon Novarro

runs

on

Broadways

of

world

a

at ^222

the
the
seat

USfour platfln^
popular

Producers

of

The

Big

prices

Parade

Six Questions!
pliisn's
Chastar
Syd
1 What
M-G-M
known as
the best -dressed woman on the
screen ?
9 What noted character in history
"The picture
Manof deals
Destiny^"
and was
whatcalled
M-G-M
with
his life?
"2 How does Karl Dane put out the
candle M-G-M
in "The star
Big hasParade"?
A What
been called

of the north" —
and "the
why flaming
is she star
so named?
^ What is the secret of Norma
Shearer's acknowledged success?
(Answer in not more than 50 words. )
< What M-G-M star owes his ability to pantomime to the fact that
he is the child of deaf-mute parents?
Write your answers on one side of a
single sheet of paper and mail to
Question Contest, 3rd Floor,
1540 Broadway, New York.
All answers must be received by
November 15th. Winners' names
willthisbe magazine.
published in a later issue
of
Note: If you do not attend pictures
yourself you may question your
friends or consult motion picture
magazines. In event of ties, each ty^
ing contestant will be awarded a
prize
identical
that tied
for. in character with
Winner of the Lon Chanev Contest of
September The Press
PAUL PACKARD,
Cleveland. O.
Autographed pictures have been
sent to the next 50 prize winners.
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An

American

at

Last!

Those fans who complain because the foreign stars do not adopt this country as their own should
read this story about Antonio Moreno, who has been trying ever since he was twenty-one to become
a citizen of the United States and has only just succeeded in getting his final naturalization papers.
By Alma Talley
found that he really had been born all right, and proved
TONY MORENO has been trying for years to be
it. He wrote to old friends who
come an American. He
had known him Avhen. They
thought he should pledge
proved that he was really here,
allegiance to our flag, since he
and that he had come over on the
had made this country his home,
German line that he had menbut the flag kept waving just out
of his grasp.
though vessel.
they couldn't
name the tioned,
specific
But in
He was only fourteen when he
view of the fact that the steamwas brought from Spain to this
ship records had been destroyed,
country by a friend of the famthe United States officials agreed
ily's, and he has lived here ever
since. When he was twenty-one
to
his friends'
and accept
to let Tony
become affidavits
a citizen.
he thought he might as well
So at last he took out his first
make a good job of living in the
naturalization papers. That was
United States, so decided to
in about 1921 or 1922. In two
swear allegiance to Uncle Sam.
years he would be eligible for his
"What boat did you come over
final papers.
on ?■' was one of the questions
Then he was engaged to play
put to him. He couldn't rememin "Mare Nostrum.'" He and
ber— it had been so long ago and
Rex Ingram and Alice Terry and
he had been so young. Besides,
others went to Spain to film that
he had been in the charge of an
Ibafiez story on its native heath.
older man, who naturally had
They
stayed there nine months.
been the one to engage the pasWhen Tony returned to th.is
sage. And he had been seasick
all the way over.
country, he aoplied for his final
'When you're seasick for seven
"You can't get them now," he
days," said Tony to me, "3-ou
was
told. "You've been out of
don't care what boat you're on.
papers.country more than six
the
After a while you'd just as soon
months." So there he was, just
not be on any boat at all."
where he had started, and he had
Anyhow, what with one thing
and another, seven years after
to
overbegin
agamhis two-year period all
his arrival he couldn't remember
the name of the boat. He could
Last January he went abroad
again, to play opposite Dorothy
have had it looked up, of course,
but you know how it is— careGish in "Madame Pompadour,"
which was made in England. He
less youth and all that. He just
had some qualms as to whether
didn't bother.
he'd have to start counting up
Later, though, when he was a
another two-year period on his
little older, it really seemed the
return, but this time everything
thing to do. America was quite
came out all right. He got back
itely his home, and America
just in time, five months after
paying him his salary. Besides, the war had come on and
the day he had left.
So, in your diatribes against
he wanted to enlist, but it would
foreign stars, just realize all the
be impossible, he found, to get a
commission unless he was a citieffort that is involved in becoming an American citizen. And
zen. So he applied again for his
leave out Antonio Moreno in
first naturalization papers.
Again he was asked on what
your reproaches. For at last,
boat he had come over. He reafter a long", long struggle, he
has become one of us.
membered now that it had been a
And we should be proud to
German steamship, and this time
he really took steps to have his
have him. A thoroughly charmpassage looked up. But as a reingbinedgentleman
is Tony.
witli his native
Latin Comtraits
The chief difficulty was that Tony was only fourteen
sult of the war, all the German
shipping records on this side of when he came to this country, so coiildn 't remember are his acquired Americanisms.
the name of the boat that had brought him.
He has the chivalrous courtesy
the water had been destroyed.
of the Latins without their sentiSo a few more years slipped
by. Then Tony determined that he was going to be
mentality, and the practical traits of the Americans withnaturalized if he had to put everybody in the country
out our Anglo-Saxon brusqueness.
to work looking up records ! He wrote to the Spanish
He still speaks with a slight accent — though it's not
consul in Washington, who wrote to Madrid. Tony
sufficient to qualify as "broken English" — which betrays
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An

American

at Last!
athem
pair that
of cuff
day.links, he said, though he was not wearing
So, despite his eagerness to become an American
citizen, Tony still loves his native Spain. Spaniards,
he said, have a particularly strong national feeling; in
fact, he thinks that perhaps some of his countrymen
in this country may resent his change of allegiance.
Over the luncheon table we talked of Spain, which
he had recently visited on his trip abroad. He had
attended some of the bull fights, but he says he has
lost his Latin fondness for them because he likes
horses too well to enjoy seeing them m.utilated.
And while in Spain, he went to see the village
baker for whom he had worked as a boy. Tony is that
kind of person — the kind that, for all his fame, would
still look up an obscure baker whom he had known
when he w^as a child. He has no desire to forget the
humble days of his youth.
The baker asked .several friends in to meet the
movie star, including a rather shabby professor and a
strange young man who sat back and peered through
his glasses, saying nothing. The professor kept plying Tony with questions about himself and others in
the
osity.movie colony. His inquiries grew more and more
personal, until at last Tony began to resent his curi"Are you by any chance a newspaper man?" he
asked warily. "You ask questions exactly like a re-

Though the Moreno home is considered one of tlie show places
of the film colony, Tony has never learned how to put on airs
and is still just his simple, friendly self.
his foreign origin, and of course he looks like a Latin,
with his ver}-' dark hair and eyes and heavy eyebrows.
But the final proof of his southern European nativit}',
if more proof were needed, are the two rings he wears
on the little finger of his right hand. 1 stared, fascinated, atthese rings as Tony and I lunched together.
Imagine a man wearing, not one ring, but two^ on his
little finger ! All aglitter with red and yellow stones —
rubies and canary diamonds. The two rings were just
alike in their workmanship, but one of them had two
diamonds and one rub}', the other two red stones and
one yellow.
"The colors of the Spanish flag," he explained, when
I commented on the unusual adornment. "The flag may
either have one red stripe and two yellow ones, or the
other way around. So my rings are copied after it. Besides. love
I
rubies." He has the same idea carried out in

"Oh, no, indeed," said the professor suavely. "I
used to be one. but not any longer."
Tony glanced at the silent young man, who was
peering
porter."with great interest through his glasses but saying nothing.
"And how about youT friend? Is he a reporter?"
It turned out that he was. The professor had been
asking questions for the young man's benefit, tr^-ing.
under the guise of a friendly chat, to get all sorts of
gossip about other screen stars ; trying, like reporters
throughout Europe, to get details, for example, about
the Chaplin divorce suit.
"That's all they were talking about over there," said
Tony. "The first question reporters asked me was,
'How about the Chaplin case?' Why, even if I had
known any of the details, I certainly shouldn't have
gone about talking about them. Fortunately, in the professor's case, I became suspicious of his curiosity, and
evaded most of his questions. But I was very angry.
I had paid a friendly call on the baker, and he had
betrayed my friendship by trying to trap me into a
personal discussion, without telling me that everything
I might say in the intimacy of his little parlor was
likeh'to be quoted. That is not my idea of courtesy or
hospitality.
"I suppose that Spanish newspaper probabl}' published aterrible story about me, about how rude I was
— just because I refused to talk about my friends' afand left ofwhen
I saw the trap I was in."
We fairs,
talked
England.
"The English have a quarter now on American pictures," said?"Tonv.
"A what
"A quarter. You know — like the immigration."
"Oh," said I, "you mean quota!"
"That's it— quarter. I can't say that word — I'm
sorry. I say 'quarter,' and some one always says, 'Raise
Anyhow, he explained the new English quota law.
" number of American films shown in
which
a half.'the
you to limits
England to something like seven per cent. Tony thinks
it tends to make English pictures even worse than they
were, instead of helping the industry.
[Cont'd on page 103]

Gladj's McConnell, above, is getting the real low-down
(in how to be funny from Harry Langdon, whose heroine
she is in "Three's a Crowd."
Ga\le Lloyd, right, brightens Christie comedies with her
beauty, pep, and sense
of fun.

A n n Christy,
right, began as
an extra and is
now a f u 1 1 fledged lead for

after p^
given the n_<»^
Marjorie Beebe is a rt.,
can see, below, and furthei pi
leen," as she did in "Ankles

Worth?
hatand Strange conditions also arise in
"ned
the lending of players from company
her to company. There is one player
who receives $50,000 a year for
his services, that is, about $1,000 a
week. He is lent to other companies
at two and three times that figure.
.laking.
length If the total income gained in this
'ul free- fashion by his company exceeds
$30,000, the actor shares in the prof,r himself
its, but if it doesn't, he doesn't get
ae amounts sal-anything. Consequently he never
paid
e is bound to knows quite where he's at.
Independence is the goal of most
engagements,
actors. It is the bright land of promee-lance player's
picise. A star enjoys great satisfaction
oes itself to an in-eek, if not less,
in being able to feel that he is master
recently suffered of his own destiny. But there are
incident to indeUfficulty,
and fi- plenty of worries
'.rn to England,
pendence, and there is always the
"tably on what
dangerposition,
that if one
topples
one's
things
may from
not move
mring the life high
so
blithely
as
before.
But the lure
There are few of the bigger stars
.itly proved too
he has now re- in pictures who haven't accumulated
fortunes on which to live in comparafavored by the
tive comfort. Charlie Ray is almost
the )'outhful play- the only exception, though rumors of
nearly so costly as financial difficulties have occasionally
^re ones. During the hovered about other stars.
■'Seventh Heaven" and
Still, the successful film players
for instance, Janet Gay- are nearly all good investors. RealaS receiving only $300 weekly, estate investments, and other remunerative enterprises, have brought
-le Charlie Farrell's salary is still
some of them as much money as
111
the
"early
hundreds."
James
out Murray, so recently an extra, was their film work. That is one reason
Atow their paid only $60 a week to play the why a large number of players can
. each other. If male lead in "The Crowd." Other
afford to be particular about contracts and roles, and why opposition
- cxiiy wide differences be- newcomers used in featured roles get
tween the importance of a player and less than $100 in man}^ instances, to a general cut in salaries could so
what he or she is receiving, this is though when they are considered safely be raised in the film colony.
usually due to the fact that that promising, they are soon raised to a The amazing thing is that stars keep
on working despite the fortunes they
player has only recently come to the higher figure.
Because these newcomers can be have stowed away. Were it not for
fore. Players who have been popular for a long time naturally have obtained at such low salaries, there the glamour of pictures, a number of
built up their salaries much more is much talk of using them to re- them would probably retire.
There is a chance that the present
place some of the older stars whose
than those who have gained prominence only recently.
popularity shows signs of being on contract system may be altered. One
Those who receive more than the wane.
company has now adopted the policy
Featured players were very scarce with several players of pa}'ing them
$2,000 weekly are exceptional,
though there are any number of fea- a few years ago, and were signed up moderate salaries and giving them a
tured players whose salaries run be- in large numbers by the bigger com- bonus over that amount when anytween $1,000 and $2,000. And
panies. But now, as a result of the
thing that they do seems to warrant
influx
of
new talent, many of these it. This has worked out very sucneai'ly all full-fledged stars of presumably strong box-office appeal re- players are not being used anA'thing cessfulh". and it's interesting to note
ceive more than $2,000 if they are like enough to justify their high cost that a bonus is paid quite frequently.
to their various companies.
under contract to big companies.
It seems likely that the scaling of
There are often very peculiar contracts in the future will be differSome free-lance plaj'ers also get
wrinkles
in
contracts.
Some
of
large salaries during the periods
ent. Instead of a newcomer being
when they are working. Among them are worded in such a way that raised, say, to $150 a week at the end
them is Ernest Torrence, who re- the star stands a chance of owing of the first six months, and to $250
ceives $2,500 to $3,000 weekly. Con- himself or the company money be- at the end of the first year, and $500
way Tearle used to receive $3,000
fore the contract is completed. This at the end of the second, increase^
and even $3,500 per week, but pro- occurs particularl}^ when a star is will probably be more gradual.
ducers are no longer so keen to pay allotted a certain sum of money to
Has the salary peak been reached?
him such a figure. When he appears make a production. There is one No one knows. The best statement
in "quickies," he still demands this star, a comedian, who was allowed
salary, and has refused to make any a certain amount for each produc- of the case I have heard is that "a
tion but whose costs so far exceeded star is worth all the money he can
concessions. His firm stand has limited the amount of work he has done it that he is now getting only a very get, if he is worth it, and if he can
in the past year, and cut down his moderate salary until he makes up get it." This seems to be the answer
the deficit.
income considerably.
to the salary question in the movies.
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The

Princess

Pola's

Chateau
La

Negri

finds
oldworld pomp
and charm in
her French
estate at
Reuil Seraincourt.

Pola Negri chose her French estate as
the setting for her marriage to Prince
Serge Mdivani, with a critical eye for
the romantic beauty of the old chateau.
Stars do get so fed up on screen weddings that they want something unusual
for their own.
Pola and her Russian wolfhound, above,
survey the landscape with the proud feeling of ownership.

The famous statue of the lion, left,
that guards the chateau garden.
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Did She Slap Mr. Goldwyn's Face?
Continued from page 23
Yet I was forced to accept that part such conditions. It wouldn't matter'
to me if I were billed as Mary Jane
one, down to the last electrician — in 'The Way of All Flesh.' ,
but the utmost love and respect and
"Europe has her wonderful dra- Doe, if 3'ou know what I mean. But
consideration. I was farmed out,
matic artists, and they are treated as the characters I give to the world
given parts which should have been such. Picture me going to Germany must be big- things like Stella Dallas.
left to lesser actresses, made to do to work and having Emil Jannings I want to pla}'- characters who are
pictures that were rushed through in in my supporting cast ! It would be misunderstood and misjudged, so
three weeks* All because I couldn't absurd, wouldn't it?
that instood real
they to
mayteach
'be people,
underat last.lifeI want
"Not, you understand, that I blame
andThewouldn't
play
their
politics."
pictures she made during this Mr. Jannings or any of his company. be an example. I have my ideals.
period met with lukewarm enthusi"Why, you should have heard Mr. They are high and I cannot change
asm from the critics. Could it be
I'd rather stay of¥ the screen
Jannings talk to me about 'Stella them.
than continue in worthless pictures.
possible, they wondered, that the Dallas
!' And you and
shouldMorris
have heard
Max
Reinhardt
Gest.
Stella Dallas type of part was all
"I am free now. But please unBelle Bennett could do. Tearful They were discussing me at a big
derstand, have
I
only the very kindest thoughts for Mr. Goldwyn. What
role succeeded tearful role — all, in- banquet. 'She is a great actress,'
ferior shadows of Stella.
I shall do next is not definite. Gene
they agreed. 'The gi^eatest actress in
"Picture after picture I made," America,' Mr. Gest said. 'No,' re- in-law
Stratton-Porter's
sonwant me todaughter
do one and
of Mrs.
said Miss Bennett, "knowing I
plied Mr. Reinhardt. 'What!' cried
should not be playing such parts, yet Gest. 'Why not ?' 'The greatest ac- Porter's works. It is a wonderful
giving my best to each of them. I
tress in the world,' Mr. Reinhardt
story, and I may do it."
worked hard, as I have always done. corrected him.
Her pretty mouth parted timorously over her even, white teeth at
"Yet
that
actress
was
playing
what
I didn't run round to parties. I
didn't become careless with my cos- was virtually a bit in Mr. Jannings' the "thought of the vague possibility
tumes nor neglectful of my make-up, picture. After one scene that I of further attempts to retard her
even though I knew I should be do- played Mr. Jannings fell on his knees
ing better things. Everything I do and kissed my hand, he was so moved progress.
"But they can't do that," she said.
by
ing. my work. But that scene was "America wouldn't have it. America
is done earnestly."
Her small, feminine chin rose al- cut out! My part was cut to nothmost spiritedly.
Life is real, life is earnest, to Belle
Bennett.
me." The tuture of her career is
loves
"You can imagine how I feel.
"The final indignity came when I
was loaned to Famous Players for People seeing the announcement of a matter for conjecture, depending
on whether or not chance sends her
the part of Emil Jannings' wife in the film in the paper saj', 'Oh, Belle
more
pictures to equal, but not — oh.
'The Way of All Flesh' — a role in Bennett is on to-night." They gather
support of a famous star, which their families and go. They come
by
no
means — to duplicate "Stella
meant that / should be only a part out of the theater afterward, puzof the background. You wouldn't
zled and disappointed. 'But we
That she regards her career with '
ask a great painter to do an adver- hardly saw her,' they say.
consummate seriousness is the strongtisement, would you, or a great judge
"I should have been breaking faith
Dallas."
est weapon in Miss Bennett's good
to try a case of petty shoplifting? with the public to continue under right
hand.
Where

the

Continued from page 72
sides. One entire side of the room
consists of wardrobes, hat and shoe
closets.
The kitchen, though completely
equipped, is seldom used. The fragile Miss Griffith eats little and infrequently.
Mary Pickford's bungalow is a delightful riot of flowers, sunshine and
song birds. It is furnished entirely
in the Colonial period. Everything
from the Chippendale dining-room
chairs — formerly owned by Queen
Mary's aunt, the Duchess of Albany
— to the delightful old pieces of silver and Revolutionary pewter denotes meticulous care in selection.
The dining room, which is full
of the song of canaries, contains the
Chippendale chairs, a handsome dining table, and a lowboy whose polished surface reflects the silver and
china. And there are flowers, and
more flowers. Above the table is a
magnificent crystal chandelier, which
came from a famous London drawing-room.

Aristocrats

Powder

The dressing room is in delicate
shell pink and blue The dressing
table, which Miss Pickford brought
back with her on her last trip to
England, occupies the extreme end
of the long room, with windows on
either side. The commodious wardrobe is filled with frocks, wraps, and
accessories for every occasion.
The kitchen is as elaborately
equipped as that of a large town
house. A chef, parlor maid, personal maid, and secretary comprise
the bungalow menage, with a butler
and footman pressed into service
from "Pickfair" when needed for
special dinners.
A rest room is just now in the
process of being furnished. This
opens onto the quiet street and will
be Colonial like the rest of the house.
On the walls will hang photographs
inscribed to "America's Sweetheart"
from the great Duse, from Mussolini, from Gabriel d'Annunzio, Marconi, Thomas Edison, the King and
Queen of .Siam, and other celebrities.

their

Noses

private
the end
of Doug's
the street
are quarters
done inatmodified
Chinese, black and gold. He has a
private office, dressing room, and a
sunken bath with connecting shower
and steam room. Outside, is a playground. Rosita, the parrot which
sat on the shoulder of one of the
pirates in Doug's picture, "The Black
Pirate," shares honoi^s with Robin
Hood, a huge St. Bernard, and
Rooner, a plebeian pup who made his
first appearance on a studio set when
Miss Pickford was making "Little
Annie Rooney."
Just how Gloria Swanson will furnish and fit her bungalow is exciting
much attention as its construction
will be "differThat it conclusion,
progresses.
ent" is a foregone
but
just how dififerent Miss Swanson has
not yet disclosed.
Along "The Street of the Stars"
some of the world's greatest motion
pictures are discussed and devised, in
an atmosphere of quiet luxury. It is
a unique spot.
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Pass

the

Paprika!

The Hungarian
stars are supplying their own
spice to American pictures.

As far as Hollywood is concerned, Hungary is
bounded on the south by romance, on the north by
plaintive gypsy melodies, on the east by moonlight,
and on the west by Vilma Banky.
The conquest of Hollywood by Budapest would 'be
pretty much of an international problem if the
conquerors weren't so charming, and Hollywood
such a willing victim.
In Hungary, even insurance solicitors are surefire movie heroes, as witness the Case of Victor
\'arconi, above, a former Budapest business man.
Even the coveted role of the Trojan charmer was
captured by a Hungarian, for Maria Corda, below,
will play the title role in "The Private Life of
Helen of Troy," that sparkling satire.

Paul Vincenti, above, another central European
idol, who is playing in "The Stolen Bride."
Lya de Putti, below, was a tempestuous siren in
her foreign pictures, but her American interpretations have been a little too colorless.

When Vilma Banky, left, arrived in Hollywood and immortalized Hungarian loveliness in Anglo-Saxon heroines, the producers began to chant, "Tell me, pretty
maiden, arc there any more at home like
>ou?" And if Vilma answered, "There
are a few, a very few," she was underestimating Hungary's capacity for stardom.
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Continued from page 21
ing Helen The
of Troy
cinematic.
censorsforwillpui^poses
not be
altogether without sleepless nights
during the coming winter.
Socially, Hollywood puts its best
foot forward, whether in the intricacies ofthe Black Bottom or the
soothing waltz. The place is crowded
with interesting people, charming
hosts. A visit to Blanche vSweet and
Marshall Neilan is always entertaining. Across the street you may drop
in to see Mabel Normand, or rather
Mrs. Lew Cody.
Irving Thalberg and Norma
Shearer are likely to be dancing at
the Coconut Grove any Tuesday evening. The movie folk flock there.
An even more metropolitan atmosphere obtains at the Biltmore, but it
is more sedate. The amazing number of mineral-water and ginger-ale
bottles on different tables is understood when one is shown that all is
not soda that sparkles, and that ginger ale by any other name would
look as amber.
The Vignola castle high up in the
hills is a beautiful pile, and the
Pringle casa hard by the beach at
Santa Monica is one of the rarest
spots in the film belt.
For the athletic there is a pingpong court. A bowling alley adjoins
the living room, and a squash court
abuts the patio. There is always
something doing at Santa Monica.

Please Don't Quote Me
So vigorously does Aileen indulge
in sports, she has found it expedient
to equip her limousine with percolator and electric grill, enabling her
to design breakfast as she is driven
from her home to the studio at flush

the broken spirits. That is not designed as a sob touch. That is recorded as a sound fact; Not only
extras suffer. Well-known players
share disappointments as well. If
you have done good work in a dozen
pictures, in prominent roles, that is
of daw-n.
Most entertaining is done at the no guarantee of steady employment.
homes of the stars, but they enjoy Casting director, producer, and director all must agree that you are
their golf at Rancho and Hillcrest,
where Owen Moore is acknowledged the type. Then perhaps the picture
chanTpion, and their tennis at Palo- is postponed for a month, and you
mar, the picturesquely situated club wait and wait, just as the extras wait.
Hollywood, when all is said and
boasting a dozen courts.
Night clubbing is difficult in the done, is Heartbreak House. How can
West. The natives will not stay up it well be otherwise with twentymucli later than midnight As a re- five thousand people waiting for extra work, which in the past six
sult, the two or three clubs are dull
months
has averaged less than a
spots. The most pretentious, perhaps, is the Cotton Club, at Culver thousand jobs a day? If you are
City, a barnlike, gloomy place not quick at figures you have already
vastly enlivened by a group of col- gathered that twenty-four thousand
men, women, and children turn
ored entertainers-.
home tired and disappointed,
every day.
If you go to Hollywood to look it toward
over quite casually, in the tourist
If am- ambitious small-town beauty
manner, you will find it all very de- fancies
herself in films, she has only
lightful, peopled with agreeable gen- to reconsider the appalling figures I
tlemen, exquisite ladies, upstanding
youths, and radiant maidens. You have just quoted, figures obtained at
will gasp at the schoolgirl complex- the Central Casting Bureau, through
ions. You will marvel at the special which all of the studios employ their
bodies most of the cars boast, to say extra people.
nothing of the stellar bodies gracing
the tonneaus.
Come to Hollywood. It's a great
eyeful.
But don't give up the job
And if you are lucky you will back home.
overlook or fail to notice the rapidly
flowing undercurrent of despair, the
Put it this way — but please don't
disappointments and monotonous quote me !— Hollywood is a great
routine, the forgotten promises, and place to visit.
The

Stroller

Continued from page 61
annoyance, as it was calculated to do,
Every once in a while, a movie and effectually jinxed the balloting.
Mr. Reeve, addicted to a great
producer gets a bright idea for holding a contest to determine who shall deal of worrying even at best, is conplay some particular screen role. In
stantly being given new things to
most cases the player has already worry about by his friends.
been privately determined, but in any
event the contest gets some publicity
A stray dog — a typical mutt — wandered onto the set where Richard
for the picture.
Such a contest was conducted by Barthelmess was making "The Drop
Paramount to select Lorelei Lee for
An inspiration — directors con"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"' but you
can bet that some actress under constantly have them — landed like a
tract to that studio will "win." The thunderbolt
Kick."
on Millard Webb. "A
contest was conducted by Arch
Reeve, rotund and serious-minded college boy should have a dog," he
"Let's use it in the picture."
publicist of the Lasky company, by cried.
The mutt was very tractable durthe method of maihng post cards to
ing the first day, and every one was
all directors and producers, asking sure it would add a splendid touch
to the film. An assistant assistant
- them each to suggest their choice.
Harry Wilson, another press director was assigned to care for the
agent, who publicizes Rita Carewe dog and to see that he arrived made
among other folk, had several hun- up for work promptly every morndred duplicate post cards printed and
ing. He became a pet of the troupe.
mailed them all into Mr. Reeve sug- Dollars and dollars worth of chocolates were bought for him. Things
gesting Miss Carewe, signing the
names of everybody in the business, thus went on serenely for three days.
from Will Hays down. All this, of
Then the mutt became temperacourse, caused Arch Reeve no small
mental, as many another actor has

done when too well treated. He
wouldn't act. He ceased to obey orders and devoted most of his. time to
biting the star during the filming.
Finalh-, as a dramatic climax to his
film career, the dog ran away.
By this time he had been definitely
registered in man)' hundreds of feet
of film.
another dogMoreover,
like him. there
So the wasn't
company,
with an overhead expense of many
thousands of dollars a day, quit work
in a body and chased the dog. He
hid under buildings and stages. He
clashed across roadways, perilously
close to speeding automobiles, while
the director and the business manager gasped. He at last headed for
the hills, with the whole troupe in
full cr}' at his heels.
A trained dog that would have
followed his trainer's directions could
have been rented for seventy-five
dollars a week. The mutt — with no
salary attached — cost the company a
sum considerably more than that.
At last reports, the new dog star,
to use an expression familiar in
movie circles, was still "at liberty."
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What

Does

My

Fortune

Say?

Some of the Hollywood ladies play at being soothsayers.

Below, Dolores del Rio practices on Claire
Windsor's palm and discovers all sorts of
amazing things about her sister star's future.

"Ah-h, the nine of hearts — 3-ou will have wealth and
esteem," says Gertrude Orr, the scenarist, reading
Dorothy Dwan's future, above. "And the Jack of
hearts — a good friend is about to come into your
life." Altogether, if the cards speak the truth,
things look very rosy for Dorothy.

Right, Lois 'Wilson plays
McAvoy's band. She has a
her face — she must have
momentous in store

gypsy with May
very wise look on
found somethingfor Mav.

"There's a hot time ahead
of you," said Evelyn
Brent to Noah Beery, solemnly reading his future
in the crystal. Whereupon Noah threw back
his head and uttered a
hollow laugh, for had he
not just been making
sweltering desert scenes
for "Beau Sabreur?"
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"Not for Publication"
cal workings of the magic carpet, the to shoot the re-takes or added scenes.
flying horse and the hundred and one This in no way reflects on the origiother tricks that were used.
nal director of the picture.
Paramount is so secretive about a
When Ernst Lubitsch completed
certain tricky camera effect in "Old Heidelberg" for M.-G.^M., he
"Wings" that every one involved in departed for Germany to shoot certain atmospheric exteriors. During
the shooting of the scene was sworn
to secrecy. It pictures an airplane his absence the executives decided
to add a few more scenes to the
Occasionally, a star's romances falling to earth, and the spectator —
are carefully kept dark, but this which means the camera — seemingly film, and John Stahl was called in to
practice isn't as prevalent as it used falls with the plane, at the same time shoot them. There was no particular reason for not mentioning this
to be in the days when a sweetheart getting a close-up of Dick Arlen as
or a wife was considered a liability the pilot. The question is, where fact, yet neither was there any parwas the camera and the camera man,
ticular reason for mentioning it. So
to a male star's popularity, simply and nobody will tell you.
because it was thought that she dethey
didn't.
The world might never
Business secrets in the movie have known of
it if a certain newstracted from her boy friend's voltage
with the lady fans. However, I un- world are also closely guarded from
paperinrepresentative
derstand that even in this advanced the public. For instance, though the Mr. Stahl
the act andhadn't
printedcaught
what
age, the Fox people are anxious that fact that Harold Lloyd is backing really was not at all for publication.
their handsome hero, Charlie Farrell, Edward Everett Horton's comedies
From now on, whenever you hear
should not marry or even become for Paramount is as well known in
that something is "not for publicaengaged for some time to come.
tion," remember that nine times out
Hollywood
as
Greta
Garbo's
latest
of ten this results from a desire to
The secrets of trick photography
show
of
temperament,
still
Harold's
are guarded as rigidly as possible, publicity department objects to hav- preserve an illusion and not from a
malicious intention to deceive.
and the studios have repeatedly reing it published.
quested reporters not to divulge the
Metro-Goldwyn likes to keep it There's an old adage that "What you
tricks to the world. Douglas Fair- from the world when it retakes don't
know won't hurt you" — and
banks was particularly cagey during scenes for any of its pictures. This sometimes it helps.
the making of the fantastic scenes of studio has a reputation for remaking
Anyway, the movies have found
"The Thief of Bagdad," and though as many pictures as it makes, and it to be that way, and if there is
he could not prevent a certain few the general excellence of its releases anything in this article that you feel
technicalities from being described in certainly justifies the practice. Some- I shouldn't have mentioned, just keep
times the M.-G.-M. officials even go it to yourself and remember that it
the press, he did all he could to discourage an expose of the mechani- so far as to appoint another director wasn't for publication, anyway !

Continued I'luin page 33
Every man in the publicity department would have been fired if the real
truth had reached the prints. Mr.
DeMille's "The King of Kings," his
magnificent home, his rages and tantrums may be publicized, but not his
charities.

The
Continued from page 65
this so long as the picture entertains,
and it does. The true story of Pompadour's escapades would never pass
the censors anyhow, so it is just as
well that a denatured version be provided. Miss Gish and Mr. Moreno
are expert, the latter finding himself
in the romantic role of a radical poet
who captures the fancy of La Pompadour and becomes her bodyguard,
until the king discovers they are in
love with each other.
Another Crook Sees the Light.
There may be a thrill for some in
the mere sight of Norma Shearer.
If so, her presence in "After Midnight" will atone for the picture.
Otherwise it is uninspii'ed, inexcusable, and to the critic Miss Shearer
is listless. Her role is Mary, a prim
and proper cigarette girl in a night
club, who lives with her sister who
is neither prim nor proper. But as
played by Gwen Lee she is human,
which Mary is not. Wending her
way home after midnight, Mary is
accosted by a crook who holds her
up for ten dollars. When his back
is turned, Mary whacks him with a
lead pipe, is overcome by remorse and
takes him home with her to bathe
his head. It's that kind of a storv.

Screen

in

Review

There's a lot more to it— an endless lot before the crook is finally
reformed, Mary has donned spana "wild"
down gles,
theattended
banisters,
and party,
Sisterslidis
killed in an automobile accident for
the sake of wringing a possible sob
from the gullible. Mary is in the
car, too, with not an eyelash disarranged bythe crash, and emotionally
as placid as peaches and cream.
Lawrence Gray is vital and sincere
as The Crook — hi3 best dramatic
role so far — and Gwen Lee is the
show girl to the life.

but she does nothing to stop the
preparations for her wedding. FiFranz. nally, however, she elopes with
The production is exceedingly
handsome — much too rich for the
thinness of the story — and detail is
pictured ad infinitum.' Billie Dove
wears all the jewels, satins, and furs
in Hollywood, apparently, and Lloyd
Hughes is nobly American as the
Hungarian hero.

Topsy Has Her Fun.
"Topsy and Eva" is a burlesque
of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," done in
Gorgeous Goulash.
the style of the musical comedy
The familiar princess-and-peasant which inspired it. The Duncan Sisters, who adorned the stage version,
theme, a favorite of fairy lore, is
used to excuse the gorgeous settings do likewise on the screen, Rosetta
of "The Stolen Bride." Though the playing Topsy and Vivian Eva. The
rough-and-ready comediperiod is the present, the thought be- formerenneisanda the
latter makes Eva a
hind it is Hans Christian Andei'sen.
Sari, Countess Thurso, as a little blond doll, generously allowing her
sister all the honors. The picture
girl
Franz
the gardener's
son.loves
Fate,
or Pless,
whatever
it is that has hilarious mom.ents through the
prolongs pictures, separates them sheer madness of the comic treatment given the old story, but its
and the usual twenty years pass.
Sari is about to marry Baron von length is too grea.t.
Heiniherg against her will, and
Those Emotional Mountaineers.
Franz
is
employed
as
the
Baron's
orderly so that he can be near the
Simplicity and unpretentiousness
scene of anguish. There is a great often yield a picture more worthy,
deal of the latter on the part of Sari,
Continued on page 109

Heroines

of

the

Plains

But these cowgirls of the movies come from almost every place except the plains.

5v

Lucille Irwin, above, came
all the way from Honolulu to be a sombrero girl
before the camera, and
Marietta Milner, in the
upper left-hand
corner, is a Viennese maiden.

, <;

Barbara Worth,
the horse above, who
playsas rough-riding
roles
though born
Columto them, is a bus,
Ohio,
girl.

Sally Blane,
left, can really
claim the West,
having been- born in
Leila Hyams,
Salida,
Colorado,right,
but '
straight from
New York City,
where she played on
the stage before she
came to Hollywood
to be the Western
heroine in "The
Brute,"

Thelma Todd,
right, the girl
vada," is in inprivate
the plains
"Nelife a stanch New
E n g 1 a n d e r from
Lawrence,
chusetts. Massa-
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Information,

\JICKY.
— I'm
of contrilion
— which, !
I assure
you,full
is bad
for the digestion
— that you had to wait so long for your
answer, but there is a waiting list, and letters are answered in the order of their
arrival. Ramon Novarro is twenty-eight.
No, I'm afraid he doesn't answer his own
fan mail. Taking charge of a star's correspondence isa full-time job in itself.
Rod La Rocque is twenty-eight. He has
been featured in films for years, but has
been starred only about two years. Stars
under contract seldom select their own
films, though sometimes they are allowed
some choice in the matter. All this depends on individual contracts. There are
at present no stars between fourteen and
sixteen years of age.

them ! The girl who played Dale Ogden in
"The
know Bat"
where was
she Jewel
can beCarmen.
reached, Iasdon't
she
seems to have retired from the screen — I
believe she had some lawsuit over a contract. Phyllis Haver was born in Douglas,
Kansas, January 6, 1899. Doris Kenyon
was born in Syracuse, New York, SeptemRence Adoree's
realBushman,
name is
Reneeber 5, 1897.
de la Fento.
Francis X.
Jr., is working, at this writing, at the Fox
studio. He is six feet two inches, and has
brown hair and dark-blue eyes. He is
twenty-four years old.
I can three
see you're
kind
of Edna
personBlack.
that — gives
cheersthe every
time }'ou see a sombrero. The addresses
j'ou ask for are given in the list at the end
of this department.
Miss Blue Evf;s. — Indeed your questions
don't
make does
me dizzy;
onh- the
bootleg
stuff that
that it's
A large
picture
of
Valentino and an interview with him was
published in Picture Pl.\y for the issue of
November, 1926. Write to the Circulation
Department for a copy, inclosing twentyfive cents. Rod La Rocque was born
twenty-eight
ago — get
I .don't
know theI
exact
date. years
If I ever
to Florida,
shall certainly look you up in Marianna.
Shall I ju^t ask the postmaster there where
I can find Miss Blue Eyes?

_ J. L. S. — Where liave you been, that you
didn't
diedin aCastellaneta,
year ago?
Or did know
you? Valentino
He was born
Italy, May 6, 1895. He had been twice
married and divorced — from Jean Acker,
and Winifred Hudnut, professionally
known as Natacha Rambova. He was five
feet eleven inches, weig'hed one hundred and
fifty-four pounds, and had black hair and
dark-brown eyes. His real name was Rodolfo Guglielmi. Adolphe jMenjou was
born in Pittsburgh, February 18, 1891. He
is divorced from Katherine Conn Tinsley.
He is five feet ten and a half inches, weighs
one hundred and fifty-five pounds, and has
dark hair and dark-blue eyes. That is his
real name. Richard Dix was born in St.
Bright-brown Eyes. — You can be assured that your favorite, Lillian Gish, is as
Paul, July 18, 1894; height, six feet, weighs
sweet as th.ty come. She spends all her
one
hundred
and
eig'hty-five
pounds
;
brown
hair and eyes. He is unmarried and his leisure time at the bedside of her invalid
real name is Peter Brimmer. Ricardo Cor- mother. Lillian is thirty-one, weighs one
tez was _born in Vienna, September 19, hundred and twelve pounds, and is five feet
1899 ; height, six feet one inch ; weight, four inches. Her new picture is "The
one hundred and seventy-five pounds ; black
hair, brown eyes. He is married to Alma
An Ardent
I can't unRubens.
Lewis Stone
was born15,in1878.
M''orcesderstand why itMovie
should Fan.
take— courage
for
ter,
Massachusetts,
November
He
you
to
write
to
me.
Is
it
because
my
Wind."
is five feet ten and three-quarter inches, whiskers, or has the story leaked outof that
weighs one hundred and seventv-four
pounds, and has gray hair and hazel eyes. once, at the age of eleven, I scared a horse
much he ran awa}- — with me on him !
He is married to Florence Oakley. Ray- so
mond Griffith was born in Boston in 1890. I believe William Boyd and Elinor Fair
have
no child. Lawrence Gray was the
Height, five feet five and a half inches;
hero
in
"Ankles Preferred;" Allan Forweight, one hundred and thirty-nine
rest was the villain. Ramon Novarro's "A
pounds ; black hair, hazel eyes. He is a
bachelor.
Certain Young
was never
released,
believe.
Clara Man"
Bow made
her first
screen I
May McC. — So you think I am not ain liit in "Down to the Sea in Ships," when, in
Ilid man with a beard? Surelv you a secondary role, she walked away with
wouldn't take
mc, the picture. She also played opposite Glenn
after
fhe my
vearswhiskers
it lookaway
me from
fo arrow
Hunter in "Grit ;" and she plax ed in "The

Please

Boomerang," "My Lady's Lips,'' "The
Scarlet West," "Capital Punishment," "The
the films
Law,"youand mentioned.
"Two Can Play"
—Shadow
besidesofthe
Jane ^MacD. — Aren't you lucky to have
passed a screen test ! I do wish you luck
if you go on with a film career. In "Sorrell and
the players
are Norman
Trevor, H. B.Son,"
Warner,
Nils Aster,
Alice Joyce,
Carmel Myers, and Louis Wolheim. Lupe
Velez
is playing
Doug new
Fairbank's
Gaucho.''
Harold inLloyd's
leading "The
lady
is Ann Christ}', till recently an extra.
Barry Norton is a Fox player. Rex Lease
recently completed his F. B. O. contract,
and hasn't, at this writing, made a new
connection, so I don't know where to suggest that you write to him.
J. P. Ramsey.
have no
official Pl.a.y
connection with fan— Iclubs.
Picture
formerly announced new ones when so requested, but that was all. I understand that
such a club is formed by a group of
friends, who, through the film magazines,
invite others to join them.
Russell Horency. — So all the athletes
in your town arc Richard Talmadge fans?
And quite right, too ; Richard is a real
athlete.
in pictures,
and
three Before'
or fourheofplayed
his brothers
used heto
have
one ofRichard
those "Allay-oop"
vaudeville.
was born inactsNewin
York of Italian parents ; his real name is
Metzetti. His new picture is "The Road
to Monterey."
Miss
— Now
calling yourSaucy.
questions
silly,I won't
becausehavethatyouwould
make the answers silly, too, and I must try
to take my work seriously. Lya de Putti
was born in Hungar}-, and is in her early
twenties ; she is five feet tall and weighs
one hundred and five pounds. Ralph
Graves is six feet one inch, and weigh.^
one hundred and seventy pounds. He wa^
born in Cleveland, but doesn't say when.
Alice
Joycein doesn't
either ; She
she
was born
Kansas say
City,when,
Missouri.
weighs one hundred and twenty pounds, and
is five feet seven inches. Grant Withers
is a Kentuckian ; he is six feet two inches,
and weighs about one hundred and eighty
pounds. He is twenty-three. Doug Fairbanks, Jr., is about six feet tall. So you
looka blue
well Monday?
in blue? Do you ever get out
on
Continued on page 120

Censoring

the

Censor

The average censor, according to the arguments presented below, doesn't know a harmful film when he
sees one — he bans really fine pictures for bigoted reasons, yet passes by others which are truly injurious.
By Madeline Glass
lO any intelligent citizen who
I
attends
the
movies, the
thought
must
often occur,
Where is the dividing line between a
moral and an immoral show ?
In view of the fact that conscientious leaders in many of the most
important professions — writers, educators, ministers, judges — have been
unable to agree upon this question,
it is not surprising that the general
public is at a loss to sift the grain
from the chafif.
And the average hired censor is
no more capable of recognizing a
truly immoral picture than a longshoreman iscapable of passing judgment on a collection of rare ceramics.
It is a perpetual source of irritation
to a self-respecting movie patron
that his or her film fare must first
pass the inspection of a salaried moralist whose judgment is bounded on
the north by the seventh commandment, on the east by prohibition, on
the south by politics, and on the west
by his own personal inhibitions. On
the other hand, the movie patron
himself is not blameless. Producers
would not continue to put out trashy
pictures that whet the censorial appetite if they did not receive ample
encouragement from the public.
My chief quarrel with the professional moralists is that the}' seem utterly unable to distinguish between
true morality and immorality, coarseness and refinement, intelligence
and stupidity, realism and hokum.
To my mind, deliberate distortion of
facts or inexcusably bad taste is as
deplorable in a film as moral defection. D. W. Griffith, gifted as he is,
has spoiled a number of his pictures
by errors in taste. "Way Down
East" caused the censors to have
puritanical fits because the heroine
was an unmarried mother. Yet, actually, the real and only offense in
the picture lay in the scene where the

"bridegroom'' pulled the reluctant
"bride" into the bedroom. The incident, which was totally unnecessary
to the advancement of the story, was
in atrociously bad taste.
Charlie Chaplin played a mean
trick on the censors when he made
"A Woman of Paris." It didn't offend them— it stumped them. Here
was patent immorality, yet so tastefully and exquisitely was it presented
that they didn't know just where to
clamp their shears into it.
I consider a number of Colleen
Moore's apparently innocent pictures
as being more or less injurious. I
can fairly hear the angry protests at
this seemingly absui"d statement.
Nevertheless, I do not retract a syllable. The typical Moore picture,
based on the Cinderella theme, presents afalse view of life and instills,
consciously or unconsciously, fantastic ambitions in the minds of
young girls. The percentage of
working girls who marry handsome,
charming young millionaires is so infinitesimal as to be unworthy of consideration, yetMiss Moore's pictures
give the impression that this is the
rule rather than the rare exception.
Because of this distortion of facts, I
regard many of her pictures as pernicious, in spite of the heroine's impeccable character.
If "The Big Parade" had been
produced as Laurence Stallings wrote
it, it might have been less popular,
but it would certainly have been
more ethical. Originally it was an
uncompromising argument against
war. In its present form, it undertakes to prove, in its own fallacious
way, that a baptism of shell fii^e and
blood develops character and
strengthens the spiritual nature of a
man. War does nothing of the sort.
War is inherentl}' destructive and
degrading, and should be so presented in a medium of such vast inAn

"Now," he pointed out, "since exhibitors have to show English productions, English producers are turning out any old thing. Pictures are
sold merely on their titles sometimes,
even before they are made. The producers just slap together any old
thing, because under the government's protection, they know the exhibitors have to take their films."
Mr. Moreno thinks that as a result

fluence as the motion picture. Because of its false slant on a great,
vital issue, I consider "The Big Parade," despite its technical and histrionic virtues, an injurious picture.
"The Covered Wagon" was an excellent example of pictorial honesty.
Except for a few 'regrettable errors,
such as the arrangement of the
wagon train and the breed of cattle
used, the production was entirely
true. In it high courage and hard
labor received a commensurate reward. Adventure was qualified by
hardships. The beauty of loyalty
and the homely gospel of the plowwere both carefully emphasized.
"The Covered Wagon" was a credit
to the industry and to the nation,
yet the censors objected to the very
logical and realistic drinking scenes.
How idiotic to try to pretend that
those rough frontiersmen drank
nothing but water!.
By deleting two - reels from the
beginning
of "Variety,"
the Instead
censors
defeated their
own purpose.
of purifying the film for the innocent
public, they ruined the moral of the
stor}-. Originally the picture proved
the law of compensation — a man deserted his wife for another woman,
then the woman deserted him. After
the pernicious purifying had been
accomplished, however, the absconding pair were introduced as husband
and wife. As their life together was
not all that it might have been, the
picture
appeared to be a reflection
on
matrimony.
If we must have professional censors to protect the public, they should
at least be wise and just. The office
of passing on the merits of a movie
that may influence the opinions of
thousands is so delicate and important a task that it should be approached with sympathy and an impartial mind rather than with belligerent prejudice.

American
at Last!
Continued from page 92

American producers will send more His accent consists mostly of a bit
and more companies to England to of confusion over the pronunciation
make pictures, so that their films may of some words, and a mild distortion
be shown in that country as British of the meaning of others.
His demeanor is simple and
productions.
You'd like Antonio Moreno. He friendly, despite his fame and his
has just enough of the foreigner wealth, and the fact that he and Mrs.
about him to make him unusual and Moreno live in one of the most elabinteresting. His dark skin, his courorate "show places" in Los Angeles.
teous manner, his slight accent — all
Here's to one of our foreign stars
these things make him distinctive. who's a foreigner no longer!
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Begging Shakespeare's Pardonl
Continued from page 73
greatest actor, but they did
fairy king. "All set — camera!' world's
believe he had a striking personality
dropped out of his finances. The yelled
Cruze.
movies had been merely a plaything
But instead of the king of the fai- and a more than pleasing presence
ries bursting onto the set in an before the camera. So they put him
at first, but now they became a necessity to him. He had to give up the ccsthetic dance, a highly irate young under contract. That contract didn't
gay little house on the hill and most man came thundering in with his mean stardom, nor even featured
of his fair-weather friends. Things lovely wig knocked to one side and, roles. He worked up gradually, doing as he was told to do and biding
waving his broom insanely at Mr.
weren't so hot.
He did extra work for a year or Cruze, screamed, "I'll be darned if his time until his opportunity came
so. His experiences were drastic,
T'll go hopping around in tights look- along. In "Wings" he has the best
though later quite amusing to look
role he has had thus far, and it is exHeing for
wasratsfired
pected to do an awful lot for Dick.
back on. His previous financial in!" immediately, with a
"Last 3-ear was the luckiest of my
dependence had spoiled him for tak- handshake from Jim Cruze.
ing orders from assistant directors,
But in spite of his independence life," he told me. "It not only
and he was fired more than once for he got plenty of work of one sort or brought me a break on the screen but
insubordination.
another.
Jobyna."
He of
reached
over and
patted the hand
the lovely
Jobyna
Once he was called to the Lasky
"It was round about that time that
lot for a small part in James Cruze's I decided to change my name," Dick Ralston, who was formerly Harold
told me. "Because if you have a Lloyd's leading
"BeggarintoontheHorseback."
He was
Arlen. lady and is now Mrs.
taken
wardrobe room
and 'Van' in your name, people naturally Richard
Their romance is too well known
rigged up in a lovely curly white wig suspect you have money. Besides, I
and pale pink tights and told that he hadn't had any luck with the name I to need to be rehearsed here, but if
was to play a fantastic king of the had and it was too long, anyway, for two people were ever madly, crazily,
fairies who was to come dancing in practical use. I don't know how I wondrously happy and in love, it is
on a broom and sweep under Ed- happened to pick 'Aden.' It was these two. They don't play round
short, for one thing, and seemed to much with the other young couples
ward Everett
bed looking
for rats.
Dick Horton's
fortified himself
with
of Hollywood, and many a first night
fit in with the 'Richard.' "
aspirin, said a silent prayer that none
Enter the new man — Richard Ar- has got along without their presence.
of his friends would see the picture, len. Mr. van Mattimore was no They spend their time between picand went down to the set. He had more.
tures golfing and horseback riding
a fiendish time while waiting. The
I suppose numerologists would and motoring. You're likely to find
white curls kept falling down in his credit his advancement from then on them any afternoon headed in the
eyes and he nearly burned the whole to the influence of the new vibrations. dii"ection of the State Highway,
wig trying to light a cigarette. Fi- But whatever it was Dick did much where they can "open up" their highnally they reached his scene.
better. He got small parts in sev- powered roadster to its top notch.
eral pictures with Colleen Moore,
.Shakespeare may be right, and
"Now you come dancing in like
and
more
work
with
James
Cruze,
there
may be nothing in a name, but
spring," explained the dry-witted
all the good things that
Jimmy Cruze, "and start sweeping and quite a nice role in support of considering
have
come
to
Dick Arlen since he
Gloria
Swanson
in
"The
Coast
of
around
for rats."
By this
time
the looking
whole studio
had wandered
changed his,with
you the
can'tfamous
blame bard.
him for
over to see Dick do the dance of the
Paramount didn't think he was the disagreeing
Folly."
Mary
in the 5-and-lO
Continued from page 58
jaunts to Europe for the time being.
ting any sentiment creep in, but I Steady work for a year or so at least.
cannot. Perhaps it is because she story.
She is already considering her next
was my first idol and, though many
illusions have been shattered behind
Mary and Doug continue to work
and
to play together. Picturesque
the scenes of Hollywood's glamour,
I love Mary still. Her sweetness,
sets for
Doug's where
"The Gaucho"'
tenement
Maggie nudge
lives.
which is not mere saccharine senti- the
mentality, her unfailing graciousness
They still talk of making a picture
and gentleness, the breadth of her together. It is one of those dreams
understanding and the largeness of that they take out, fondle, and tuck
her heart, strike me ever anew.
away again. But such a move would
There is sunshine around Mary. be foolish financially. A film of the
You feel it radiating from her. Not two would bring little more into the
gladsome, jo3'ous sunshine, not friv- box-office than one starring either of
olous rays darting here and there, but them. Besides, the difficulty of finda calm, warm glow that highlights
ing a stoiy that would give the inthe shadows that cling to her. You
dividual talents- of both full scope is
could not see the sunshine were it easily seen.
not for the shadows that throw it
"How could we?" Mary asked. "It
into relief ; so you would not have would be like trjang to combine the
Mary, the child of brightness, had work of an artist who paints in bold,
you not also the Mary who is remi- sweeping strokes with that of a miniature painter. Douglas pictures life
niscent of a play-starved, toil-weary
childhood.
as we dream of it through rose-tinted
Mary is back in harness to stay for glasses — glamorous, thrilling, lovely.
a while.
There will be nn more I film little segments of it as it really

is. w ith only slim threads of beauty
running through its ugliness."
for "My
are
fewTheandsetssimple,
the Best
only Girl"
elaborate
one being the home of the wealthy
father of the boy Most of the action
transpires in the 5-and-lO-cent store
and in the tenement where Maggie
bosses, looks after, cries over and
laughs with her family. Disguised
in old clothes and dark glasses, Mary
spent days in a real 5-and-lO-cent
store seeking little incidents both humorous and pathetic to incorporate
in her stor3^
Though I admit a little temerity in
regard to her present effort, though
I would wish her to remain forever
the child, I have great faith in
Mary's astuteness, in her artistry. I
believe that somehow, perhaps so
subtly that we shall scarcely be aware
of the change, she will create a
grown-up counterpart of the child
that has for so long been "America's
.'sweetheart."
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Future of the Stars
Continued from page 50

|
j

the best among those who are favor- j WATCH
THE
YOUNGER
CROWD
PICK THE WINNERS!
ites now.
The latter part of 1928 will be the j
battlefield of a tremendous motion- |
picture war between the intrenched
financial interests and the unorganized, individual artists and writers
who understand the technique of the
screen and the desires of the public.
The old-timers have been those
whose characters and talents corresponded with the Golden Age of the
movies and its type of showmanship.
The present wielders of power and
strength will not change their viewpoint as fast as will the public. The
3ear 1928 is indicated by astrology
as the most important yet known in
motion pictures, for it will mark the
progress from merely bigger pictures
to actually better ones. And the
rebels will be responsible ! New men
and women will take their places as
lOOK around you at the big game
leaders in entertaining the picturegoer. These new men and women
will never organize as our present
— and see the Fatima packages pop out ! No gathering of
celluloid rulers have done, but they
will nevertheless dominate the industhe younger set, large or small, fails to extend this extry as countless small units, like
traordinary record. Unquestionably, Fatima has pleased
snowflakes that pile up and stop the
great locomotive.
m.ore smokers for more years than any other cigarette.
I can hear the hoarse guffaws of
many who will read this, for most
people think the golden millions of
the ruling moguls cannot be scattered
or dissolved. But there was a time
I MA
AT
when, nobody thought Rome could
fall, and the Romans would have
summarily clipped off the head of
the astrologer who dared predict it.
Exit the Well-dressed
Continued from page 52

Hero

" 'Publicity Madness,' my new
film, is going to be a walk-away.
Wait and see. I'm a smart-talk salesman. The soap I sell is no good,
but m}^ line is, and I get away with
it— high, wide, and handsome."
Ed's new screen humanness has
won him a new Fox contract, to
make four pictures a year, two of
which are to be specials.
"Joker, that word," he grinned.
"There's no such thing as making a
special. The much-advertised specials usually turn out to be duds.
The simple little 'quickies' sneak up
on you and turn out to be specials."
Out in Hollywood, they never
would have believed, a year or
ago, that Ed Lowe, the matinee idol,
could muss his hair, dirty his face,
and kick into the tussle of the roughand-tumble. But then, who would
have thought that Lindbergh could
get to Paris?
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coursesthe areleading
described
in our Free
Send other
for it TODAY.
AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. H-87e Drexel Ave. &S8th St. ©A.S. 19211 CHICAGO

ple
SamCOST
FOR MAILING
EE
FR
A regular 50 cents purse bottle of captivatintr
SWEET
MARCIA
perfume—
tvncereceipt
the size
of illustration—
sentent-losfree
onintr
of name
and address,
ten
cents
for
packing
and
pnstnge,
ONLY ONE BOTTLE TO A PERSON.
LAWRENCE,
DEPT. 3-G
State Street
andINC.,
Powelton
Philadelphia,
Pa. Ave,,

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
IMercolized Wax gently, gradually, absorbs muddy, freckled, pimply, faded or aged surface skin;
reveals fresh, young, white beautiful skin beneath.
Have girlish beauty; look 10 to 20 years younger.
Greatest bcautifier and face rejuvenator known.
Any drug store. Dearborn Supply Co., Chicago, III.
Mercolized
Wax

e
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Gambling

Continued from page 87
and his small hands and slender fingers have often been photographed
bling.
dealing cards in close-ups of gamWhen
Why

Don

Earn $50
as

t You

to $200

a Weeh

a Stag^e Dancer?
I^earn at Home
Ia'I
witli Yi-roniiic
ravlowa. TeslofT.
train you former
in yoursolosparedanseur
time
at home for a glorious career itr classic
Dancing.
Wouldn't
YOU
like
to
be
a
star
stage — ofor Dancing?
earn a liandsoine
ason atileteacher
In just income
a few
short weeks
you can learn
Ballet. ClassiEccentric,
OriiMitalcal.,anil
Toe Greek.
DancinE.Interpretative,
Most delightful
way ingtohealth
gainandslender,
graceful
lines, glowvitality.
Vestoif

Students

MaKe Big MoneyLeading cessful
stagedan{-ing
dancers
and sucteacliers
owe
their suicess
to
Vestoff's
exclusive
metliod
—
among
them
Betsy Eecs. ijrcmiere danseuse
of llic Kcith-Alliee Orpheum
Circuit. Dolores Gardner, mootiiers. tion picture star, and many
You toosionalcantechni(iueai-(Hiire
throughprofesthe
wonderftd
A'estograph
tliat
brings
your home the actual luoveiuents
of theto
dance in motion jiicliires.
Send for Information
Just send couiion or write for details
Vestoff's
Course in dancing.
Kight
now irew
aHome
wonderful
open
to
few
students.offer
Rushis name
and aaddress.
v. Vestoff Academie de Danse,
100 West 72nil St., Dept. 811, New York, N. Y.
Veronine Vestoff Academic de Danse
"
100 W. 72nd St., Dept. 811, New York. N. Y. '
"Vestoft":
infm-ma-of .|
tionDearon Jf.Classic
and Please
Stage send
Dancingme FllBlO
witll details
Special Offer to a few new students. I
Nawe .
Address.
City
'one
— GUGLY
i
HAIRS

'or ever!
Hundreds of hairs removed
their roots in less than
a minute! preparation,
NU-ART, the
scientific
is farnewin
advance of temporary surface
hair removers. Permanently
destroys the growth by gently
lifting out the roots until they
cannot return.
Safe.ofRapid.
less. Thousands
womenHarmare
using it. Formulated by a physician.
Guaranteed. Only Si. 00. Ask your
dealer or send coupon fer fret offer.

The /Vi-n- Art of Dtttroyiii^ Emb^rraiiini Hair, ■Cflet
// )oi/r (ferr/er cirii'l Mipply yon, mail foiipfiii
DELPIN, INC.. Dept. 118 FKEE
South Orange, New Jersey OFFER
Send
'WITHOUT tubeCHARGE,
as a
epecialme offer,
Massage
Creama $.50
; a $.23 tubeof DELFIN
DELFXN
Deodorant;
and
a
six
months
supply
Skin Tonic. Also the dollar paciiage
ofName
NU-ART for which 1 enclose $1.00.
Address
■prttUliftnonetl City i State

Erich von Stroheim was

filming "Foolish Wives" several
years ago, there were several scenes,
as )^ou know, depicting the gambling
at Monte Carlo.
"Send for Edward Reinach," he
ordered. "I want these scenes to be
When Reinach arrived, Von Strocorrect."
heim said to him, "I want to picture
these games just as they are played
in Monte Carlo."
"Then you'll have to build some
roulette tables," Reinach replied.
"There are none in America just like
those in Monte Carlo."
Accordingly, the tables were constructed, with only one zero on each
wheel. Those in America have two
zeros.
"The Casino," sa3S Reinach,
"is rarely patronized by young girls
— most of tlie women at the tables
are between thii'ty and forty-five
years old. Yet in films featuring
Monte Carlo, you'll find that pretty
faces and youth predominate.
"And in the Casino, there is no
boisterous laughter, no exultation
over winnings. Instead, a subdued
tone, a quiet atmosphere, prevails.
There is no smoking or drinking at
the tables. A bar is in another room,
to which persons may go for drinks.
If a player drew out a pocket flask
and took a swig at one of the tables,
he would be politely requested not to
do it again. But not long ago, I saw
a picture, supposedl}' of Monte Carlo,
in which a woman sat at one of the
tables with her arm about a man's
neck. She handed him a cigar which
he lit. He then proceeded to blow
clouds of smoke into the air all
around the table !
"No persons in military uniform
are permitted in the Casino, nor per-

sons in clerical garb. No French
banker, bank employee, or other person who is a French subject handling other people's money, is knowing!}" permitted to gamble there.
"But American films do not adhere to these facts. The film producers present what the American
people tliiiik Monte Carlo is like.
They make it appear to be a feverish, excitement-swept place where
traged}' is written in the faces of the
gamblers and where the play is in
confusion. That is not Monte
Carlo.
"One time at Monte Carlo, I won
a bet of 250 francs at the i-oulette
table, and a woman standing behind
ine reached for the money.
" 'Pardon, niadame," I said, 'but
that" 'No,
is myno,money.'
no!' she exclaimed. It
"It nettled me a little, but 1 did
not know just what to do. I kept on
is mine !'
playing, watching her from the corner of my
and adebating
situation.eye
Presently,
croupier thequietly
pushed 250 francs to me and said
nothing. Rather than permit an
loss.
argument to start, the house paid the
"That shows one difference between American gambling houses
and the Casino. Over here, if one
person
for another's
monej',
it wouldreached
be deemed
justification
for
a fight. It at least would cause a
red-hot ai-gunient. But Monte Carlo
doesn't permit loud arguments."
Edward Reinach, like Scott Turner, is a gambling expert. He specializes in the technical direction of
movie scenes portraying Monte
Carlo. He knows everything there is
to know about that famous resort.
"America thinks of Monte Carlo
as a wild and hectic place," Mr.
Reinach says, "and motion pictures
too often encourage that idea. But
it isn't a wild and hectic place.
Nothing could be more dignified."

Including W ard Crane
Continued from page 89
larly in the fall. Morning in Central Park on the bridle path — noon
at the Algonquin with all those fellows who are the real civic officials
of the town, ruling it with their witty
opinions— tea time on Fifth Avenue
— night on Broadway, with its lights
in.

".Shows and supper clubs," I put
and "

"Yes," said Ward, "and Childs' at
"The New York Times the morntwo a. m."
ing after,"
"You
saidquoth
it !" I.
said Ward.
Can you blame him for being enthusiastic? Ward and New York
— New York and Ward — they somehow go together.
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It's Continued
Really
Painful
from page
43

haven't struggled for so long that I'm
afraid I'm beginning to atrophy.
"Come and have a look at our Hawaiian banquet," he invited, as we
left Madame Helena's.
I did, and was lost in admiration
when we stepped into the tropical
fairyland which was the set for some
of the scenes in "Hula."'
A long tablecloth was stretched on
the grass, laden with interesting-looking dishes. Mr. Brook insisted that
I sample some of these, thereby winning still more sympathy from me
for the poor, harassed actor who is
faced with the necessity of devouring
weird and arbitrarily selected foods
in the interests of his profession.
There was chicken cooked in coconut milk, which wasn't so bad. There
was fish wrapped in banana leaves
and boiled in tea. There was raw
salmon, looking like discouraged
strips of pimento, with a sour sort of
sauce over it. There were other raw
fishes with amazing sauces. There
were little side dishes of sea-weed,
which looked like tobacco and tasted
like shredded coconut gone wrong.
There were whole, roasted piglings,
and there were gorgeous tropical
fruits in profusion.

screen, and I'll wager that more than
one wife has held him up as an example of what the ideal husband
should be.
POLA NEGRI.— The perfect husband for a woman with a past —
such was the Huntly Gordon whom
T married in "Shadows of Paris," in
which I was a girl of the Pai'isian
underworld, an apache queen who
climbed from her criminal haunts to
the glittering salons of Europe's
most magnificent city. Huntly was
Raoul, minister of the interior, a
man who completely believed in and
worshiped his treacherous wife.

Eat

And there was poi. I declined,
however, to taste that concoction,
though I was assured that it was the
choicest viand of the lot. All of
these things are supposed to be
eaten with the fingers but poi seemed
to me the least enticing of them all
to be taken in that manner. It looked
something like soiled marshmallow
whip and something like modeling
clay that had been treated with too
much oil. And you are supposed
to scoop it in drippy gobs out of a
little bowl with two fingers, and lick
it off. I was firm in declining poi.
As I left, the company was just
lining up at the feast for the afternoon's work. Two propeily men
passed me, one with a platter of raw
fish, the other with more dishes of
the dreadful sea-weed.
"How much longer they gonna be
eatin' this stufif?" asked one of the
other.
'T dunno. Two more days, anyhow," replied his companion.
"Goshulated !the first.
Those poor actors !" ejacAnd I, hurrying away, feeling already that I should not enjoy that
night's
was inclined to agree
with hisdinner,
sentiments.

Recommended
by His
Continued from page 83
too, he is always so dependable. He
gives a definite impression in all his
screen work that whoever married
him could depend upon him in any
sort of an emergency — that he would
understand and deal diplomatically
with the most trying situations.
Even as the villain in "The Gilded
Butterfly," he was a very likable
sort of villain, and captured the sympathy of the audience, for all his villainies, because of his kindly consideration and innate chivalry.
Yes, I think Mr. Gordon makes
one of the best husbands on the

to

Wives

As a screen husband, he left nothing to be desired. He married me
under the impression that I was a
fascinating Polish widow. I did not
love him at first. My heart was
with an apache leader. My husband
did not have the fire, the daring and
adventurousness of the apache and,
therefore, in the beginning, I looked
upon him as a dupe. For I could
twist him round my finger. I could
whisk myself from his sight to seek
the gay, reckless life of the apache
cellars, without his ever suspecting.
Gordon was the loving, generous,
unsuspecting husband who showers
everything upon his undeserving
wife. It is well for the woman with
a past to have a husband who never
thinks to pry into her former life,
nor thinks to doubt her present one.
It is fortunate for any woman to
possess a man of such complete
faith.
So that's what Huntly Gordon's
screen wives have to say about him,
and the consensus of opinion seems
to be that he would make a perfectly
wonderful
husband, and a very jolly
one.

Discover

the

DAZING
WHITENESS
of Your Own
Skin/
I beg to present one of the great
beauty discoveries of all time . . .
a three-fold skin-whitener. Expect results that will amaze you.
For now, in just three to six days,
you can triple the whiteness of your skin
. . . smooth it to soft, creamy texture . , .
and clear it of every blemish.
New Natural Method
Whitens Skin in 3 days
Your skin is far whiter than you imagine, but
its whiteness is masked beneath years of ex.posure
to sun,it wind,
dust, etc.it.MyIn new-type
lotion unveils
and multiplies
six days
this lotion undoes the havoc of years of exposure.
In a perfectly natural way, amazing whiteness
and smoothness are brought up from underneath
the darkened, v/eather-roughened surface.
Freckles, Blackheads Vanish
Blemishes,
tiny imperfections
erased fromroughness
the skinandsurface.
All trace areof
freckles, tan, blackheads and roughness disappear almost as if you had wished thera away.
You actually see your skin grow clear, fresh,
ivory-white. . . and this beauty is in the skin
itself — smooth, delicate, flawless beauty that
powder can never givel
Now Used in 28 Countries
Never before have women had such a cosmetic.
In a few short months its fame has spread to
three continents and 28 countries. Now, in just
three to six days, you can have the glory of a
clear, milk-white slcin.
Positive Guarantee
Will you try this amazing treatment? Test it
to whiten hands, face or neck. Apply in three
minutes at bedtime. See what a remarkable
improvement just three days make.
Send no money — simply mail coupon. When
package arrives pay postman only $1.50 for the
regular large-size
Use simply
this wonderful
cosmetic
six days. bottle.
Then, if not
delighted,
returnoutit,comment.
and I Mail
will refund
your
withcoupon todaymoney
to (Mrs.)
GERVAISE GRAHAM. 25 W. Illinois St.,
Chicago. (Canadian address: 61 College St , Toronto)
GERVAISE
GRAHAM
FACE BLEACH
>••.•■•■••»•»■«•>■■■ MAIL NOW>a>i>aaaiciaas»aa....
(Mrs.) GERVAISE
GRAHAM,St., Chicago
Oept.PM.11,25
W. Illinois
Send me, postage paid, one Lotion Face Bleach.
On_ arrival, I will pay postman only $1.50. If not
delighted
days' use
will return it and
you will atafteroncesixrefund
ray Imoney.
Name
Address
•
City and State
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He wounded mam-. And they were
either ofhcials out to get him, or ricn
usurers and misers who were bleed-

Stars

of the screen use this
trusted eye heautifier
80% of movie stars questioned say
that they use Murine to keep their
eyes always dear and luminous, and
to relieve eye strain caused by working under glaring studio lights and the
brilliant California sun.
Used night and morning, Murmewill
free of irritating parkeep your eyes
ticles, relieve strain and prortiote a
clear, bright, attractive condition.
Contains nothing harmful. Try it!
Write Murine Co., Dept. 28, Chicago, for
FREE Books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care

Pn
gaged!
^^^^ ^^^B^ the world
^° that ^B.n
in all
she really
wanted ! It had been love
at first sight with her,
but "see"
he justhercouldn't
to
at all,anseem
that
is until she
read
advertisement, just like you
are now reading this one,
which told her that she
could win the man she
loved by simply understanding certain little peculiarities of man's
psychology. She had sent for "Fascinating
Womanhood,"
that tellssimple
you
how to win the that
man amazing
you love book
by applying
psychological principles. It is written in language
that anybody can understand. You, too, can
attract and win the man of your choice with the
help of this wonderful book. Cut out this ad ;
write your name and address on the margin and
mail to us with 10 cents and a little booklet
entitled
of Fascinating
Womanhood,"
giving an"Secrets
interesting
synopsis of the
revelations
disclosed
in
"Fascinating
Womanhood,"
be
sent postpaid. No embarrassment — thewillplain
wrapper keeps your secret. Send your dime today.
THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
3906 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Dept. I6-L

Ci(jarette and TRaich Case
ALL-IN-ONE holds a package of
cigarettes and a box of safety
matches, always handy --ready
for use.
flexible case.Beautiful,
Keen andcompact,
convenient.
This is easily a dollar value that
we arc offering you by mail for
\ 75c. Send stamps or money order.
All-In-One will come to you prepaid. Gift suggestion: Send $2
pailntlo
for three All-In-One cases.
ALL-IN-ONE SALES COMPANY
2810 Portland Ave. Dcpt.6tt Minnc.ipolii, Minn.

South sentences,
that he loved.''
Ining thequick
with a few
shai'p, emphatic gestures, Thomson
outlined the story of his fihn. It's
perfect movie material,
vy "For seventeen years James was
an outlaw." said Thomson, "leading
a band that roved through the hills
and woods, living precarious!)-, raiding towns, where they demanded toll
of the scheming rascals wlio had the
South under their thumbs.
"At first, the danger and zest of
the adventure appealed to the restless James as much as his high purpose of righting wrongs. Then he
grew graver and less impetuous.
When Zerelda ]\Iimms admitted her
love for him, he wanted to give her
up, knowing that he could never escape the shadow that hung over him.
He pictured their uncertain life together and his inevitable end. But
she insisted upon sharing his troublous life.
"Good movie plot, isn't it ?" Thomson grinned. "And a perfect coincidence, bythe wav, is that his favorite
King.
horse was very similar to Silver

films, Westerns were thought to have
had their day. Thomson explained
what he thought to be the reason for
the renewed interest in them that has
now developed.
"This country is still vitally young,"
he said. "Our ancestors migrated
and founded settlements. Their sons
conquered the wilderness and the Indians, pushed on across the Alleghanies across the Mississippi, out
the Oregon trail. We are still not
very far removed from this pioneer
urge. And that urge must have
action to satisfy it— action against
the elemental forces of nature."
From his childhood Fred Thomson has watched desert spaces reclaimed and converted into miniature
paradises. He knows the West that
he loves, and he plans in time to film
a story of the West and its six-shooter. "The .Six-Gun" will be the title.
There will be a fade-in of a British
judge in black gown and white wig,
seated behind a massive desk — the
spirit of Blackstone. That will dissolve into the six-gun — the West's
emblem of authorit}'.
"The silly notion that guns meant
bandits should be corrected," said
Thomson.
the primitive West "The
meant gun
lawin and
order,

"Will Hays banned 'Jesse James'
at first. 'Why,' he said, 'you're crazy !
James
was him
an outlaw."
when ofI
had given
the true But
version
James' life, he approved my idea of
filming it in order to correct the libelous legends about one of our most

peace, protection for the weak. But
for the six-gun we would not now
have all this beauty of California. I
want to do a saga of the gun, a real
story of how
the todesert
reclaimed. Iwant
catch -was
on the

romantic figures."
Westerns are enjo3-ing a revival
of popularity. A couple of years
ago, w-ith the influx of sophisticated

He will do it. The public has
made him
a popular hero for just
that — doing what he wanted to do.

screen the actual spirit of the old

Hollywood
High Lights
Continued from page
56
West."'
Wesley Barry's Return.
Wesley Barry has emerged from
obscurity. He has been playing a
jocke}' role in the Metro-Goldwyn
production, "In Old Kentucky."
Wesley has grown up and lost most
of his freckles, but he isn't a tall
boy, at that.

returned from a triumphal tour of
Italy and was met at the railway station by "Spike" Robinson, "Brokennose" Murphy, "Pig-iron" Dalton,
the "Battling Savage," and a Jot of
other little playmates.
Marie Prevost quit playing in
Universal feature comedies and was

Looking Backward.
Bits of news culled from the issue
of Picture Play for November,
1922:
With 20.000 persons present at the
Hollywood Bowl to hear Will Hays
define movie policies, Bill Hart got
the biggest ovation. Harold LI03TI
and Rudolph Valentino tied for second place.
"Bull" Montana, the comedv star,

engaged for the lead in "The Beautiful and Damned,"' with Kennetli
Harlan as leading man. They were
reported engaged to marry.
Gloria Swanson lost a limousine.
Alice Terry and Ramon Novarro
were cast for "The Passion Vine."
The release title was "Where the
A reconcilia:tion
Pavement
Ends." between Bill Hart
and his wife was forecast as a result
of an expected visit from the stork.
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Screen in Review
Continued from page 100

because more honest, than a million BLONDE
dollars'
of Such
fashiona parades
and war worth
scenes.
film is
''Judgment of the Hills," as simple
as the Kentucky mountaineers it portrays and as strong and primitive as
their emotions often are.
The stoiy deals with the reaction
of the mountaineers to the war and
conscription. Brant Dennison, a
hard-drinking fellow, the hero of
countless feuds and fights, is frightened by the scarred face of a returned soldier and hides when the
call comes for him to go to camp.
His little brother turns him over to
the sheriff, he is taken unwillingly
away, eventually distinguishes himself in action, and returns a hero —
to find the school-teacher waiting.
Not much of a plot, to be sure, but
it has good intentions and, barring
lethargic action, is interesting. Orville Caldwell, as Brant, is excellent,
and Frankie Darro, the child actor,
is a fine artist. Virginia Valli, the
Teacher, deserves credit for looking
like one.
The Dangerous Age.
"Lonesome Ladies" is respectable
and harmless, though it tries hard to
imply otherwise. Lewis Stone and
Anna Q. Nilsson are married, probably for ages, but all does not go
well. This is indicated by having
Polly seated at one end of the living
room, while John buries his nose in
a newspaper at the other. He eventually meets a former flame, who has
remained strangely youthful, and
there is an attempted flirtation on
her part. Polly flounces off to a
women's club where the members
foolishly overplay the rights of their
sex. At the moment when Polly is
being chased around a table by a villain, John reappears and "rescues"
her. A slow, silly picture.
A Museum Piece.
Old-fashioned farce finds outlet in
"The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,"
a picture unworthy of its cast — May
Robson, who played it on the stage
for years ; Harrison Ford, Phyllis
Haver, Arthur Hoyt, and Franklin
Pangborn. Jack Watkins, a speed
demon, deceives his aunt into believing that he is a doctor with a sanatorium. Aunt Mary comes for a
visit, with her pretty nurse, and frantic efforts are made by Jack and his
chum to improvise a sanatorium.
The results are as expected. Aunt
Mary meets an ancient sweetheart
with whom she once quarreled, and
Jack pairs off with nursie.
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HAIR

^s.silh chemisesi

— both need special care in
washing!
"DLONDES! You woiiUln't tliiuk of washing a laundry
costly and
-witll
ordinary
soap.delicate
Then silk
why chemise
use ordinary
shampoo methods for your hair, which is far
more fragile, more delicate in texture and finer
in quality than brunette hair?
Thousands of blondes whose once glorious
hair has become dull and faded know that ordinary shampoos, while excellent for brunette
hair,
do nothing
of blonde
hair. to pi'otect the golden loveliness
Blonde hair must have a shampoo especially
suited to its sensitive texture to keep it beautifully golden, always. And that is the purpose
of BLONDEX.
BLONDEX corrects the natural tendency of
blonde hair to darken. Brings back original
beauty and silky sheen to darkened, faded hair
— in a safe, natural way. No dyes or harmful
chemicals. Beneficial to hair and scalp. Over
a million users. Buy BLONDEX today at any
good drug or department store.
Develop Your Bust!
LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement
arms ofandbust,
legs neck* face*
Used with great
success
by
thousands.
expensive, harmless, pleasant.
SuccessfulInresultsproofor money
Full for
particulars
and
(sealed)refunded.
free. Write
special
otfer
TODAY.
LA BEAUTETerr.,STUDIOS
857 PR Hamilton
Baltimore, Md.
BIG WEEKLY ISSUTIS
The Pathfinder,
Amer-^^
^entertaining"
ica*s ofliveliest,
unique,
most
weeklymostmagazine.
FuUoi^
it, humor, information, news events, pic'^tures, special features, best fiction. Once yc
never do with-"^
, __t eadit. THE
Send PATHFINDER
your name and 10youcentswillTMMEDTATELYI^
THE PATHFINDER. Dept. G-78 WASHINGTON, D. C.
Spare
Timepen orHomework
.\ddressing Envelopes,
typewriter, good pay.
Inclose tising
stamped
addressedCalifornia
envelope.St., National
AdverService, I27I-A
San Francisco
BOYS &
GIRLS Earn Xmas Money
No Work— Just Fun. We Trust You UntU XMAS
Write for 50 Sets St. Tsicliolas Christmas Seals. Sell
for 10c a set. When sold send us $3.00 and keep $3.00.
St. Nicholas Seal Co. Dept. 190 P. Brooklyn, N. Y.
THICK

LIPS REDUCED!
FREE TO WOMEN
Tlie alipsbeautiful
nialto ormouth,
mar thelet face.
you
value
us tellIf you
ahout "Cloree"
for
reducing
thiol;,
protruding lips, making them shapely and
adding beauty to the mouth. No plasters,
roIlcL-s or cutting: just a harmless, painless
creine.
Begin using
"Cloree"
today and
watch results.
Send for
Free Folt!er.
CLOREE of NEW YORK
59 W. 42nd Street, New York
YOUR
NEWS
DEALER
maintains his store at cim.sidt'rable expense. He must
pay for help, rent and liirhting. He carries many
articles that you would never drea.tn of ordering direct
from manufacturers, and is, therefore, of great service
when you need a newspaper, a cigar, or a box of stationery. Then why not give him all of your custom
and so help imake his business profitable? Tell him to
show you samples of The Popular Stories, Love Story,
Complete Stories. Western Stnry, Top-Notch, Detective
Sjtory,andandhe Picliire
Play deliver
in;irj,iizinc.>.
you
want
will gladly
IIumu toSelect
your those
residence
rcjruJarly.
STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
Pul>li$tiers
New York

How to Obtain
A Perfect Looking Nose
My latest
improved Model
25 corrects now ill-shaped
noses quickly,
painlessly,
permanently
and
comfortably at home. It is the only noseshapingment appliance
of and
precise
adjustand athatsafe
guaranteed
patent device
will actually
give you a
perfect
lookingnose.
Write
for
free
booklet
which
tells M.Trilety,
you how to obtain
a perfect
looking- nose.
Noaeshaping:
Specialiat.
Dept. 2922.I'ioneer
Binghamton,
N. Y.
GET RID
FAT
OF YOUR
Free Trial Treatment
Sent
on request.
for succcssfidlv
my "pa.vwlien-reduced"
offer. Ask
I have
reduced vationthousands
of persons exercise,
without often
stardiet or burdeiisouie
at a rapid rate. Let me send you proof at
my Dr.expense.
R. NEWMAN,
Licensed
Physician
State of New York,
286
Fifth Avenue,
N, Y..
Desk M
almost OVEItNIGHT t
ME A MOVIE STAR
RECACulture
landed irae
J Physical
into hiff money quick.
Let inme^heopenmovies
your— Got
donr meof
upportunilv to movieland and possible screen test.
MVrite
TODAY
for
BOOK— "Hollywood
Beckons
you ——A Box
Tripmy
by FREIi
Bonomo."
BONOMO
M-9.
Hollywood, California
NEW BEAUTY-ORANGE LAVA PACK
FREE TREATMENT!
Wonderful
New
Discovery;
vastlybarlora,
different. Forobtainable
sold
directlines.
tomerly onlywomen
forcomplexion;
homein beauty
use. builda
Removesand now
wrinkles
and
Clears
restores
facial cells. Send for FREE treatment, enclosing
only 10c.
for packioe
and mailing.
NEWto pay
BEAUTY
LABORATORIES,
P. O. Box 1117, Los Angeles. Calif.
Musical Comedies and
Revues,
full in_MINSTRELS
_
structionswith
for staffing.
can staee your
show with
our boolss.afterpieces,
Fun line
ofYouDiays.etage
songs,owncrossfire,
monologues,
vaudeville acts and make-up. CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S. DENISON & CO., 623 So. Wabash. Dept. 67 Chicago
PIMPLES
Cleared Up— often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions enlarged
on the face
or body,
itch,
eczema,
pores,
oily orbarbers'
shiny skin,
simply
send
me
your
name
and
address
today—
no
-no
triedis and
m cost
overm
100. OOnobligation.
cases— usedCLEAR-TONE
lil;e toilet water—
simplytested
magical
prompt
results.
You
can
repay
the
favor
by
telling
your
friends; if not, the loss is mine, WRITE TODA\.
E. S. GIVENS, 437 Chemical BIdg., Kansas Citv.Mo.
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"Make a,
SixPoint

edSt^
Just
Draw
Six
Straight
With Four Dots on Each Lines
Line
Iother
will give
away four
sedaDsa total
and 28
bie
prizes
makinK
$5,000.00
prizes. We inhaveprizes
alreadyofto
giadvertise
/en overIDour$42,000.00
basiness — iDcludingr
9
Buicks
YOU conandeetinmany
YOURotherGET
Buickcars.
SedanNowor
$1,600.00
cash.
BUSY
NEW 1928 BUIOC
o»-a8002S
IN CASH
Ist prize, Buick Sedan,
2nd
Prize,Essex
NashSedan,
Sedan,
3rd Prize,
4th
prize,
ClievTolet
Sedan.
other valuable prizes, total28
$5,000.00.
Send No Money
Just
answereach— line
it costs
yoa
nothingryourI Draw
makinsr
a Bix-pcinted star with the Buick
!n
the
center.
Draw
the
lines
cut out the ad, send your name—
and
address;
all and ItI'llmay
tell
you all
about that's
this offer.
5"»®r«nean your winning a Buick Sedan or
Vou Can Win
$1800.00 Cash
Any winner can have cash Instead of
prize won.
prize $1295.00
winner and
can have
Buick
SedanFirstworth
$505
incentcash,now total
$1,800.
You
do
not
or later, or ever! Leolarisk L.a
Markus
of check.
Virginia,H.Minn.,
received
$2,500.00
A. Andrews,
Horse Creek,
Wyo. , received
Buick
Sedan. Big list of former prize
winners
sent
you.
Everyone
doing good work is rewarded. Actl
T. W. Kelly,
50O North Dearborn Street,
Dept. 16
Chicago, Illinois

' Pair
s special Rub__.
very
quickly.
. . Can be worn _..
at night^ _
and reduce whilehe arms
you sleep;
orelbowduring- .the $4.7S
day. Send for ToArmwrist,
reducers,
cream
color,
to
per
pair
.
$6.50
Send arm and wrist measure
ChinPayreducers
$2.50
by check or money
(no cash) or pay postman
Write forder
or literature
DR. JEANNE G. A.WALTER, 389 Fifth Ave,, New York

No

more

DULL

HAIR

-^or popularity's
Why mar your charm sake/
withto this
when it'sradiant?
so simple
keep neglect,
hair lustrous;
IT'S
easy now
say, banish
"Good-bye,
dull inhair."
Golden
Glintto will
dullness
one
shampooing ! Like a touch of rouge on the cheek
those lovely golden lights will be revealed ; a
gleam to catch the light on a smooth sleek surface; a
ripple of gold on a marcelled sea to entrance the admiriiig eye! Golden Glint is just the finest of shampoos,
plus 3. magic lustre; the faintest suggestion of those lovely
golden lights that mark the well-kept youthful coiffure.
Millions use it regularly. Beauty specialists will tell you
of its benefits to hair and scalp. 25c a package, at drug
or toilet goods counters or, if not obtainable, write us
diredt Money hack if not delighted, r r r ]. W. Kobi
Co., Dept. J,648 Rainier Avenue, Seattle, Washington.
Golden
Glint
SHAMPOO
Gives the hair a" tiny tint"

Manhattan
Medley
Continued from page 28
The story is stereotyped, for while
there is drama and action in the
study of a pair of young toughs who
find their souls in the war, never
once does the story penetrate beneath
the surface nor trace the spiritual
struggle beneath the chaos of these
stirring events However, Barthelmess is provided with a character
role that is worthy of him, and the
realism of his portrayal is responsible
for the best performance he has
given in years.
A youngster named Molly O'Day
plays opposite him, and w'hile she is
promised stardom for her performance of the dance-hall girl who becomes a nurse at the front, she fails,
so far as we are concerned, to show
any attributes that infer her possession of stellar material. She is
a comely person who looks more
than her reputed eighteen years, and
while there is no mistaking her earnestness, that is a quality common to
most girls in pictures who are eager
to get to the top.

imported to these shores. Her fatal
charm, more potent than the Lorelei,
lured a strong man to his doom.
Her performance was compelling,
because it was sincere and unadorned. There was no attempt to
whitewash the career of a wanton.
American producers felt they had
found the vamp par excellence.
They bought sequin gowns for her
with very little back to them. They
posed sisted
herthaton
she tiger
emoteskins.
to theThey
tune inof
a megaphone, and Lya rebelled. If
bad she must be, she wanted to be
bad as people really are to-day, not
as the ten-twenty-thirty drama portrayed lack of virtue twenty-five
years ago.
When she last returned to New
York, she gave a tea party to celebrate her release, and all the critics
and
the newspapermen
and w'omen
clustered
about her to hear
if her
new lot were a happier one. Lya
was dressed all in black, and her hair
was brushed up into a peak all over
her head. She was full of life and
enthusiasm, a contrast to the disheartened, dejected Lya who had
gone to Hollywood some months before seeking her real personality.
"Yes," she cried, "I have been bad
in my new picture for Universal, but
bad as people
reallyare.are, not as convention says they

Thomas Meighan decided that
New York and points East were the
only places to spend a holiday —
points East being his home at Great
Neck, where the Meighans have a
place near the water, and entertain
the world at large over the w^eekend.
There is a belief that is more than
"I want to be real, alwa3's real. I
a rumcK" that Meighan will not go like and want real things. I enjoy
back to the Coast. He has always myself among people who are real.
preferred making pictures in the That is why I like to go to Coney
East, but when Paramount closed Island. There you see life and
the Long Island studio, Meighan people as they really are.
"I have been home a week, but I
perforce moved his make-up box and
eyebrow pencil to the Coast.
have been to Coney Island three
Richard Dix, too, is agitating for times. I go whenever I have an
New York as the place to make pic- opportunity, because I love it. I
tui-es. With these powerful allies love not only to pla}^ myself, but to
using their influence, as it were, to see other people play. There they
revive interest in Astoria, it is more enjoy themselves, with no attempt
than probable that before long the to conceal their jo}'. They just let
studio there will be more than a
go. Whole families enwarehouse,
and will again hum with themselves
joy themselves together. They
activity.
laugh, they are thrilled. The children
cry.frantic.
They get They
lost. wail,
Their they
parents are
For several months Lya de Putti
was cheated out of a holiday. Every weep. They are in agony till they
time she got to New York a tele- find Hansy or Gretchen again. And
gram would summon her back to the then once more all is meriy. Hansy
Coast, and she would have to punch stops howling. He is given much to
the clock and go back to work. The eat. They all eat more than they
luring Lj^a has had such a poor deal should, more than they want. They
in pictures since she came to Amer- walk along the street eating hot dogs
ica that, much as she longed to play and sauerkraut, candy, popcorn, just
about New York, she would hotfoot
to. They
care if itthey
is badwant
for them.
Thevdon't
are
it back to Hollywood in an effort to because
capture a good role before a scenario all enjoying life. Life as it really is.
writer ruined it.
are the people I know, and
You remember Miss de Putti first an "Those
actress should portray the people
You see human nature
came into fame when "Varietv" v*^as she knows.

Advertising Section
as it is, unvarnished, at Coney Island. Tliat is why I spend as much
time as possible there."
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The Broadway theaters are happy
in the belief that they, in the natural course of events, capture all the
available talent, and display it with
remarkable expediency to an admir- I
ing and voracious public. But every
once in a while a player comes into
prominence who has long had prestige in that vast region known as
"the sticks."
Take, for example, Jean Arthur, I
who for many moons supported
hokum stars in the highways and by- I
ways of comedy. Westerns, too,
were her lot.
But along came Jess Smith, a young
producer with a discerning eye, who
felt that she would more than fill
the bill in "The Poor Nut."
In the parlance of the studio, he
took a chance and Broadwa)- felt
something new had arrived, little
dreaming that in this gentle maiden
they were merely adding the laurel
leaf to one who had, as the saying
goes, already received the approbation of the masses. Her charm and
beauty have attracted the attention
of First National, by whom she has
been signed, and she is considered
by that august institution as a
"comer" with more than considerable
ability.
A Whole

Succession of Silver
Linings
Continued from page 29
Following that, Don played the
role of Don Jose in "The Loves of
Carmen," in which he believes he has
done some good work.
On Don's first appearance in pictures, he was compared to Ramon
Novarro in appearance. There was
a likeness. To-day, since he has
grown a narrow strip of mustache,
he is said to resemble Ronald Colman. And indeed, on the screen, he
does resemble him somewhat. But
in real life, Don is like neither Novarro nor Colman. He is tall, very
dark, and — in spite of having been
born in New Mexico — distinctly
Spanish in type. He is of Spanish
descent, of course.
Don is now under contract to
United Artists. His first picture for
them is a comedy called "Breakfast
at Sunrise," with Connie Talmadge.
"T feel sure I can do that comedy
part quite well," Don prophesied,
without vanity, but with quiet confidence. And from all reports, he
has done it well.
Thus you have Don Alvarado.
Alay the unknown forces continue to
urjfe him onward and upward !
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WHOA,

You

Mustn't

YouM

Be

THERE!

Pass

This

Missing
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Something

|

Well, now that you've stopped to read this, a'ou expect something unusual, even w"hile you secretly know it's only an advertisement. Well, so it is; it's an advertisement intended to tell
you about another magazine that is also worthy of your attention.
I'ut it's something more than that, too. Ever stop to- think what
a magazme means to you? Do you fully realize that there are
live, human people behind a magazine, who are spending their
lives opening doors upon new worlds for you to see? These
people — authors, editors- — hold the magic keys to those doors —
doors opening upon the most colorful nooks of the world, the
most interesting dramas. There's no limit to the number of doors
and each new one shows you fresh charms, new impressions,
2)laces, and happenings and people — and when 3'ou've finished
gazing, and the doors close slowlv, what stores of rich memories
3'ou have gained !

The

THE

magic

doors

POPULAR
open

of

STORIES

onto every kind of storyland.

In the next issue — October 8th — there are stories of the
Sierras, of Hollywood, of the Southwest, and all sort of places,
and the authors are those who assuredly have that great power
to bring them within your own horizon — —
DANE

COOLIDGE

FRED

MacISAAC

WILLIAM

MARK

W. B. M. FERGUSON

REED
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WEST

WINTER

ROY

NORTON

HOWARD

and others

\

R. MARSH
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Virginia Got the
Continued from page 34

Of Course, You Can Play
EVEN the greatest of musicians had to
begin to learn how to play. Many
started late in life. Surely, then, YOU can
learn. But— make sure that you start with
a reallyquicker
good and
instrument.
learn
play better. Then you'll
King Band Instruments are known the
world over for their superiority. We know
you'd prefer a King if you could compare
it with other makes. That's why we offer
to send you any one you select for a tenday free trial. That's fair enough, isn't it?
Send in the coupon, now, and let us
show you a short way to greater happiness
and success.

CO. Cleveland.O.
WHITE Ave.,
X^TIVG '''"^
Jl\.'4i—
5223-93 ^-Superior
Please and
sendyour
me Handy
free copy
of "The
White (Check,
Way"
Magazine
Reference
Catalogr.
below, instrument preferred.)
Kame
Age ....
Address
City
State
□ Saxophone □ Trumpet □ Trombone □ Alto
□ French Horn □ Baritone □ Bass □ Bugle

one hand, nor does she project the
formal touch. She is intelligent beyond the average, decidedly, but she
does not go out of her way to impress you with her opinions. Should
you evince curiosity, she will enlighten you.
Unlike many of her cinema sisters, Virginia knows what is going
on in the world beyond Hollywood.
Her interests are varied and genuine.
We talked about socialism and Carl

Byrne romance, and a copy of "East
Side, West Side," the novel about
New York by Felix Reisenberg which
is being translated into celluloid as
these lines are being written.
"George O'Brien and I are doing

van Vechten's recent Western trip,
the Jim Crow law and Lindbergh's
great reception in New York, Barrymore's profile and Irish freedom,
American trappers, and F. W. Murnau. With all of these subjects she
was familiar; at no time did she redence. treat behind giggles of girlish diffi-

over the East Side getting local color."
There is in prospect for her a picture version of Donn Byrne's "Hangman's- House." And following that.
I should not be surprised to see Virginiaticated
flaming
films.forth
For in
in various
the newsophisValli

She had round about her books
that spoke well for her taste— a
couple of James Stevens' Irish novOne

els, Ludwig's "Napoleon,'' Sinclair
Lewis' "Elmer Gantry," a new Donn

it," said Virginia, "and so far it's
simply marvelous. It's a stoiy startingingin the
and* we've
down ghetto,
to Hester
Street been
and goall

revealed in "Paid to Love," according to all accounts, a new exponent
of s. a. has flashed meteorlike across
the silver sheet.

Less Latin Hero
Continued from page 59

first, and then I'll sign up," wa:.
what he told the First National officials. Certainl}^ a daring stand for
LEARN
CARTOONING
a comparatively unknown player to
take. However, it worked.
M, Home -Simple Method
"You can pla}^ the lead in Colleen
Just think— $50 to over $250 a week paid to good
cartoonists for work that's fun! And YOU can learn Moore's next picture, 'Naughty but
cartooning
at home—
no matter
if you've
never Nice,' " was the answer.
touched a drawing
pencil.
Send postcard
for PKEE
Book describing our simplified method and offer to
"Then I explained." says Donald,
new stud Mr.,
ents.Mrs.,Write
name (No
plainly.
Statewillagecall).
and
whether
or
Miss.
salesman
"that
I had intended taking a new
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
Room 2311-E, 1113-15th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. name. They gave me a long list of
foreign names to choose from ! I insisted that 'Donald Reed' was as foreign a name as I wished to pick.
Seeing that I was determined about
it, they finally agreed. And that settled the Latin-type question.
"Now don't be misled by what I
have said. I do not mean that I refuse ever to play a Latin role. Far
from it. I object, however, to the
Latin type that is usually represented
on the screen. I have an ambition,
A 0miii!e^ piamond w
//^SENO'lTBACk^
These the
Amazingly
Beautiful
Blue
White CORODTTE
Getna
match
scintillatinpr
beauty
of GENUINE
They
have
therainbow
eame
gorgeous
blazing
and DIAMONDS.
dazzling
play
livingrect
fire.Lifetime
Standing
theflashterrific
Acid
Test
of di-of
comparison.
experts
need
all
their
exDerienco
to see any difference. PROVE THIS YOURSELF.
MflKFTHI^l
TF^T Wear
a CORODSTE sideandon a thegenuine
iiiniiK.foriiiio
finger
seven iLUi
days. Diamond
If you andsideyourby friends
can tellsamethe
dittrence
send
it
bark,
you
won'tthe beringout thea single
penny.
That's
fair
enough.
If
you
keep
price
printed
here iahave
all youthepay.
No facet
installments.
Remember
CORODITBS
alone
same
cutting
as
Genuine
Stones.
A.B. Ladies
Ct. Pierced
Carved Basket
Rini?.
effecteffect- $3.36
11 Ct.
FiiipreeBlue
4 PostPlatinum
Ring.
Plat,
S3. 9464
C.D. Ladies
Ladies
Ct. Bridal
Basket Blossom
Rint;,
Sapphire
sides S3.
Ladies 3^1 Ct.
HandSyn.Chased
Solitaire
S2.48
E. Mens
Mens I1 CCt.. Massive
Heavy Belcher
14KHexapron
Gold Shell
RimjRmg- $3.48
F.Corodite
Carved
Gypsy
$4. 16
C.^ms arein exact
mounted infaithful
Hand Chased
Engraved
rines
reproducing:
detail
theandmost
modern
hiKD priced
and fashionableandPlatinum
Diamond
Creations.
^FNn
Nn MONFVI^ecp
right atstating
home. which
Just
OcnunUinUnCi
nameby"1°"^^
andslip addr'-ss
ring
you wantfingerand joint
size send
as Bbown
ofcome
paperby fitting
endmail.to
end
around
and
your
ring
will
return
Deposit
plus aasfewourcents
postage withrefund
postman.
do
risk price
a topenny
yourEst.You
money
isnotattached
every ring weguarantee
sell. SENDto TODAY.
1918,
E.RICHWINEGO.,Dept.34. 19W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

Job

sometime to make a picture revealing
Mexican- rural life as it really is— the
true, simple life of the Mexican
vaquero. There would be a Latin
roleTo-day,
worth Donald
while !"Reed is pretty well
fixed. He has been most economical,
and has saved his money, so that
now he owns a picturesque Spanish
hillside home. He has a beautiful
young wife who,
riage also worked
tures, being
cal name
of known
Fania

before her marfor a time in picby her own poetiRalsea.

The third attack made on the great
motion-picture industry by Donald
Reed, lately Ernest Gillen, originally
Ernesto Avila Guillen, seems to have
been successful, if the fan letters that
have been pouring in since the release of "Naughty but Nice" mean
anything at all.

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 47
heard of the new form of entertainment at buffet suppers? Just as the
guests make a dive for the baked
beans, sauerkraut, et cetera, the
hostess brings out a file of magazines
that publish favorite recipes of the
stars, and reads them aloud. In
print, none of them admits a liking
for anything that starts out with ingredients more commonplace than
caviar or pate de foic gras. When
they get around to Jo'byna Ralston,

I'm sure she will profess a liking for
corned beef and cabbage, or someequally prosaic.
Thatnatural.
girl insiststhing
on being
disarmingly
"Jobyna is making a picture out
at F. B. O. called 'Little Mickey
Grogan.' Sooner or later all the
good ones go there. It is the paradise of the free-lances.
"Have you heard .of the sudden
coming to life of the Sennett studio?
Continued on page 114
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CLASSIFIED
Agents and Help Wanted
AGENTS— $60-$125 A WEEK. Free samples.dows.
Gold Metallic
lettersLetter
for stores
winCo., and
428 office
N. Clark,
Chicago.
BIG MONEY AND PAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. ples.
WriteAmerican
for Monogram
particulars Co.,
and Dept.
free sam170,
East Orange, N. J.
EARN $10 DAILY silvering mirrors, plating, refinishing
metalware,
headlights, Decie
chandeliers, bedsteads.
Outfits furnished.
Laboratories, 1135 Broadway, New York.
WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2860, St. Louis, Mo.
IF YOU ARE A MAN WORTHY OP THE
name and not afraid to work I'll bet you
$50.00 you can't work for us thirty days and
earn less than $200.00. Think I'm bluffing?
Then answer this ad and show me up. Openings for managers. Wonder Box sells on
sight. The best selling proposition in America to-day. Write Tom Walker, Dept. 143,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
AGENTS — New Plan, makes it easy to earn
$50.00 to $100.00 weekly, selling shirts direct
to wearer. No capital or experience needed.
Represent a real manufacturer. Write now
for
Samples.
Madison Manufacturers,
564 Free
Broadway,
New York.

AMERICA'S GREATEST TAILORING
Free. 130 large Swatch Samples.
—Line
All Wool — Tailored-to
— Union Made
-—sensational low price.-Order
Get outfit at once.
-Address
Dept.
237,
Goodwear.
844 Adams,
Chicago.
AGENTS WANTED TO ADVERTISE OUR
Goods and distribute free samples to consumers ;90c. an hour; write for full particulars.
American
Co., 0333 Monmouth, Cincinnati,Products
Ohio.

ADVERTISING

Agents and Help Wanted
WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything ; men and women $30 to .$100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Factories" anywhere. Booklet free. W. Hillyer Ragsdale, Drawer 29, East Orange, N. J.
$75.00 WEEKLY TO INTRODUCE "Chieftain" 3for $4.95
Guaranteed
Tailored
Full working
outfit
Free. Your
own Shirts.
shirts
Free. Cincinnati Shirt Company, Lane 19210,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
i
Help Wanted— Male
MEN 18 UP. $1900-$2700 year. Railway
Postal Clerks. 25 coached Free. Write imRochester, N.mediately.
Y. Franklin Institute, Dept. R-2,
MEN. GET FOREST RANGER JOB;
$125-$200 mo. and home furnished ; permanent :hunt, fish, trap. For details write Norton, 268 McMann Bldg., Denver, Colo.
EARN $120 to $250 monthly, expenses paid
as Railway Traffic Inspector. We secure
position
for you
afteror completion
of 3 months'
home-study
course
money refunded.
Excellent opportunities. Write for Free Booklet, CM-28,
Buffalo,
N. Y.Stand. Business Training Inst.,
MEN
WANTING
ify for forest
rangerOUTDOOR
position.WORK,
Start qual$125
month : cabin and vacation ; patrol the forests, protect the game ; give tourists informaColo.
tion. Write Mokane, Dept. M-10, Denver,
WANT GOVERNMENT SPECIAL AGENT
(Investigator) Position, commence $200 to
$250
Qualify"Mo. mailed free.
Write. month?
Ozment. "How
308, St.to Louis,
Help Wanted — Female
$6 — $18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tops
at home, experience unnecessary ; particulars
Grange.
for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaInd.

AGENTS— $13.80
(In 12Advance)
Spare time will do. Daily
Introduce
months
Guaranteed Hosiery — not sold in stores. 47
styles, 39 colors for Men, Women. Children.
Latest "Silk to the Top" Ladies' Hose ;
Business Opportunities
Misses' Sport;
Men's Fancies.
experience, unnecessary.
You take Capital,
orders.
We
deliver and collect. Samples furnished.
CUT LOOSE FROM OLD IDEAS ; Learn
Your own silk hose Free. New Plan. Milton Privilege Trading. Small capital. Free inforMathews, Road 45011, Cincinnati, Ohio.
mation. Paul Kaye, 149 Broadway, New York.

I Read
NO

About

OUTLAY—

this Pleasant
ALL

INCOME

Here's the one real money-making line which involves no
delay,_ino risk, no deliveries, no stock on hand to go bad or
out of date — just immediate spot-cash profits.
Hundreds of men and women — office workers, school
teachers, business men, housewives, stay-at-homes, factory
ernployees, high school and college students (both boys and
girls) have found our spare-time money-making plan a splendid source of extra funds or a second income. These people
are all prosperous and ihappy because their spare-time incomes provide an extra margin of funds above their expenses— funds they can easily use to buy the luxuries they've
always wanted but couldn't quite afford.
SELL US YOUR
SPARE
TIME
We offer you the same money-making opportunity that is
bringing such splendid prosperity to these people. Right in
your own neighborhood there is a ready-made business waiting for you simply by forwarding to us the renewal and new
subscriptions for Sport .Story, Picture Play, Far 'West Illustrated,^ and Complete Stories, which you can easily pick up.
We will pay you liberally in both commissions and bonus for
IIIIHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

Way

Farm Lands
$10 IS ALL I ASK DOWN ON 20 ACRES
in Mich. Potato Belt. Very easy terms.
Near markets, lakes, and streams. Write for
particulars
now.Bldg.,
G. Chicago.
W. Swigart, S-127C
First
Natl. Bank
How to Entertain
PLAY.S, Musical comedies and revues, minstrel music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts,
monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments,
musical reading, stage handbooks, make-up
goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison &
Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 132, Chicago.
Patents and Lawyers
PATENTS.
Send sketch
or model
preliminary examination.
Booklet
free. for
Highest
references.
BestE. results.
assured. Watson
Coleman, Promptness
Patent Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
INVENTIONS
COMMERCIALIZED.
Patented or unpatented.
Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
PATENTS — Write for Guide Books and
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing inventions. Send model or sketch of invention for Inspection
and J.Instructions
Terms reasonable.
Victor
Evans Co.,Free.
767
Ninth, Wa.shington, D. C.
INVENTORS — Write for our guide book.
"How to Get
Your Send
Patent,"
invention
blank.
modelandor evidence
sketch forof
Inspection sonable.
and Randolph
Instructions
Free.
Terms
rea& Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.
Detectives Wanted
MEN — Experience unnecessary ; travel ;
make secret investigations ; reports ; salaries ;
expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner, 2i90 Broadway, New York.

of Making

Money

\

the pleasant work of looking after this business for us during your spare hours.
Our plan in no way interferes witli your regular business.
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Over the Teacups
Continued from page 112
Mack Sennett has signed a whole
flock of bathing girls, as well as
Daphne Pollard and Carmelita Geraghty. Madeline Hurlock has come
back from her vacation in New York
and has been put to work. The place
is fairly humming with activity.
"Alice Day isn't at Sennett's any
more — unless their troubles have recently been patched up, and I doubt
it. For eight months Alice was on
salary without making a single picture. She was lent to First National
for one, and to an independent company for another. And when finally
she was called for work at Sennett's,
she kicked at wearing an abbreviated
costume. Unfortunately, her contract called for her to wear the costumes provided by the producer, so
she lost her argument.
"A lot of people are working, now,
that
youofhaven't
in ages.
matter
fact, Iseen
have
never As
seena
Dorothy Revier in any of her Columbia pictures, but every one tells
me she is most attractive. First
National borrowed her to play opposite Dick Barthelmess in 'The
Drop Kick.' and they liked her so
well they insisted on keeping her for
'The Gorilla,' and for Dick's next,
'The Noose.'
"Alberta Vaughn, who has been
out of sight ever since she completed
her F. B. O. contract, plays a small

part in 'The Drop Kick ;' Alice Calhoun is returning in 'Forgotten
Women,' and you can attach such
significance as you like to the title.
But the girl I am sorry for is Betty
Bronson. The final indignity has
been heaped on her head. She is
playing in a Western. And not even
opposite a recognized star, but a
newcomer. He is Lane Chandler,
the new Paramount star. He used to
be a guide in Yellowstone Park,
which sounds rather promising But
poor little Betty in a Western!"
"Dry your tears," I requested a
little
sharply.
solemn
promise
to me "You
weeks made
ago athat
you
wouldn't feel sorry for any one
whose salary was moxe than two
hundred dollars a week."
"So I did," Fann\- admitted sadl)-.
"In which case Fll go off and cry
alone. Because I can't expect you
to mourn over the economy wave
that has inspired M.-G.-M. to fit their
loveliest stars out in the most awful
dresses
youFanny
have tripped
ever seen."
And as
away with
anything but dirgelike tread, I reflected that, after all, Mack Sennett
is the master mind of the movies.
With the economy wave curtailing
expenses in all the studios, he isn't
getting
cheaper
doing away
withcostumes
them as— he's
much just
as
possible.

Nothing
But the Truth
Continued from page 74
She feels that because her work is
"What would you like for me to
specialized it behooves her to pro- write?"' she asked.
ceed very cautiously. Her business
He stuttered, "Wudja mind putacumen thus far has rewarded her
tin', 'To my pal, Al?'"
"Sure thing! Why not?" said
both artistically and financially. She
says that she will probably continue Anna. And she scribbled the elaborate salutation, signed it in English,
to work on the screen for many years
more.
then gave it an extra flourish b}^ adding her autograph in Chinese.
Oriental women do not age as
"So long, Al — don't forget your
quickly as women of the Western
world," she said. "That is a distinct
A Chinese
who's a good
!" goddess
— that's
Anna May Wong.
advantage that we have. Conse- scout
umbrella
quently, Ido not have to crowd a Physically she is beautiful. She has
lifetime
of work
into' pass
a few quickly
years. a slim, graceful body, delicate hands
Occidental
actresses
with tapering fingers, great dark eyes
from the ingenue phase. And yet it and glossy black hair, creating a
is regrettable that there should have gorgeous contrast with a skin that is
to be an age limit for really fine ar- like clear amber.
tists. Ibelieve that such players as
No, she's not quite what one exMary Pickford and Norma Talpects. Chop sticks and jade aren't
madge prove that there need not be.
in her toline.
may think
A capable actress is as talented at going
see aYou
diminutive
Mingyou're
Toy
or
a
tiny
Golden
Bells,
but
actually
thirty as she is at sixteen — much
you find a very fascinating American
more
really."
Our so,talk
was interrupted by the girl whose parents were Chinese.
arrival of a small bell boy to whom But you're not disappointed, for
she had promised a photograph. He Anna May makes disillusionment a
timidly asked her to autograph it.
pleasant surpi'ise.
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What

the Fans Think
Continued from page 12
no powder on my nose to the theater to
Are the Movies Going Backward?
see Richard
and I the
found
in town Dix,
had done
same.most ever}Are the movies slowly retrograding to oneLittle
Janet
Gaynor
is
certainly
coming
the old furious-action mark of a decade
ago? Are modern films not, after all, forward, and I'm certainly glad of that.
pushing up the art path, but turning the Ever since "The Johnstown Flood,'' she
cycle that will eventually take them back has showed us "how."
I don't believe Miss Garon has made a
to the crude beginning? No longer is this picture
since she has become Mrs. Lowell
the day of the star system — the thrill of Sherman, has she? We want a good picidolizing has been succeeded by the thrill
of highly wrought, overdone climaxes.
ture with her, Mrs. or no Mrs., don't we?
Won't some one page Pearl White's old
120 Broadway, Alton, Illinois.R. D. M.
serial self, Theda Bara's obvious screen
What Is the Reason?
vampire,
Broncho
chapsscreen
and
guns,
and and
inform
them Billy's
that great
fame awaits them in the new palaces of
Just a little voice of protest from a fan
pictures? For, do we not see to-day their who appreciates good acting and wonders
very prototypes flashed upon the so ultra- why her two favorites aren't on the same
modern screen— the screen which makes its footing as Lloyd Hughes and Richard Dix.
snatch at realism and its ballyl oo for art? To my mind, my two favorites are splenDid pictures reach their (pinnacle of
did "nice-boy" types just like Mr. Hughes
greatness with the inimitable "Four Horse- and Mr. Dix, but they seem never to get
They are Malcolm Mcmen" and DeMille's
masterpieces, and
are prominentGregorroles.
and Cullen Landis.
they now
steadily deteriorating?
Is our
present film fare that of 1927— or 1907?
Don't they both impress you as "niceTrix Mackenzie.
boy"
ty/pes
like the
abovementioned?
I'm
always
reading
something
about Dix and
441 Clifton Road, Atlanta, Georgia.
Hughes, who are both wonderful actors,
England Does Appreciate American but I seldom see anything about Mr.
McGregor or Mr. Landis. What is the
Films.
reason, if I may ask?
Josephine Brenner.
On tackreading
Miss
Ryan's
acrimonious
atagainst English film critics in a recent
176 North Main Street, Freeport, Long
Picture Play, I was quite at a loss to
, Island.
understand her prejudiced attitude. Some
To Harrison Ford.
of her accusations were really amazing.
In the first place, she declared that "it Those of you who of the stars have raved.
is common knowledge that English crit- Have some of you by any chance saved
ics know nothing about pictures I" Now,
what reason has Miss Ryan for making Praise due to leading ladies and men?
such a nonsensical statement? And just If so, you'll agree with me then.
because a few adverse criticisms were made
by the English critics against one Amer- I haven't often seen him out here —
Maybe
you're
over afford
there—
ican film — and one only — she declared them So
I think
you luckier
can all well
10 have been actuated by "mean, cheap A word of praise for Harrison Ford.
jealousy."
Is Miss Ryan aware that "The Big Pa- It has been ages since I've seen him,
rade" ran for nearly six months at one of But my mem'ry has never grown dim !
London's leading
cinemas?about
Thisthedoesn't
substantiate
her statements
bitter And it was in "Little Old New York"
attack launched against it in England, That I first admired his good work.
does it?
No, Aliss Ryan, we know enough over I know I'm a poor hand at this game,
here to be able to appreciate such excellent That all this I've written sounds lame,
your attention
—
films as "Beau Geste," "Ben-Hur," "What But
And I've
that brought
was my himonlyto intention
I
Ella M. Robertson.
Price
Glory,"
and
"The
Big
Parade."
Just
because a few critics happen to differ from
36 Rue de Verdun, Tientsin, China.
the opinion of the majority, it doesn't follow that all of England is making an attack
A Few Opinions.
against
films as a whole, as you
seem to American
think.
Having read the many diverse opinions
I am sure that my opinion coincides with expressed in these columns, may I offer
that of many others over here. We are not mine ?
1. Where is Bertram Grassby?
all mean, jealous critics. H. J. Wride.
2. I hope no one will ever make WilBirmingham, England.
liam Powell a star or a leading man.
3. Although I have never seen Greta
All Is Explained.
Garbo, her photographs fascinate me as
Fans, I am so happy to-day. I have just much as she is said to fascinate men.
been advised by Pauline Garon herself that
4. A most delightful little actress, who
she did not refuse to see me recently in ne\'er seems. to be in the films I go to see,
Chicago — you may remember that I wrote is Louise LaGrange. I am not the only
to these columns saying that she had. It one who has written about her, so I hope
seems that she was ill, but, of course, I s(jme kind person will be good enough to
wasn't told that by the man who asked me exploit her a little more.
5. There is nothing to be said about
to call again at one o'clock— and when I
did call again, the lady who told me "Miss John Barrymore except that he is my favorite actor.
Garon does not care to speak" was not
authorized to say so, and I know Miss
6.
T
am very glad Lars Hanson is beGaron will never guess just how brutally
ing given a prominent place on the Amerthat lady did speak.
ican screen, for his foreign films were the
I wonder, do any of you fans, when a first I went to see and, though I have not
certain player or players arc in town, have the faintest idea now what they were
to do without dinner and rush pell-mell about, I still remember how much I ento the theater iii order to get there before
them. grateful thanks to Mr. Herbert
7. I joyed
offer
eyen the
"standing
room"
is taken?
night,
I surely
rushed
without
rliimcr Last
and l-in non .ind all concerned in the niakina nf
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"Beau
rector. Geste," especially the casting diIn closing, may I sa}- it pains me to see
how carelessly the fans tting prejudiced
criticism about. I should not like to be
raved over in such a senseless manner,
and I should be very much discouraged if
people wrote the things about me that they
do about some of the stars.
Eileen Griffiths.
25 Thorndale Road, Waterloo, Lancashire, England.

ture. Ithink no country has a more fascinating historical past than France, .and
for me Veidt has made history live again.
His very appearance on the screen was
sufficient to transport me into those Dark
Ages in which occurred so much that was
infinitely more dramatic and moving than
the best made-to-order "thriller." 1 wish
some of the big. motion-picture companies
would bring to life more of these great
stories of the past. What a story would
be that of Marie Antoinette, for the right
type of actress. Though I imagine its
It's Not the Star's Fault.
tragic
Having been a reader of Picture Play ences. ending wouldn't appeal to most audifor the past three years and more, and a
Well, here's hoping that we see Mr.
many
characterizations,
now
follower of "What the Fans Think," I V^eidt
that
heinhas
comemore
to our
shores.
have often wondered just why the fans
I also wish they wouldn't spoil good
always blame
the them.
star ifDoes
a picture
happen
to please
it everdoesn't
occur stories by putting in Lillian Gish to flutter
to them that there are very few of the stars palely through some part that should be
to live and to appeal.
who are in a position to sa}-, for instance, niade
There is one little actress whom I would
"I want this part for my next picture," or like
to sec get ahead. She is ^Martha
"That part isn't suitable for me — I don't
want it." There arc very few who have Sleeper. Only not as a poured-in-thc-mold
any say as to their roles; most of them ingenue, but more as a character actress.
have to take whatever is assigned to I think her eyes are marvelously expresthem and do the best they can.
sive. A F.^N FROM Maine.
For the past few months I have been
Two Bones to Pick.
reading a film trade paper. The paper
has a department to which the exhibitors
Permit me to kill two birds with one
throughout the country write their opin- stone — figuratively speaking, of course !
ions of the various pictures they have
feathered creatures, in this case, are
shown, telling also how their patrons liked The
them, and in very few instances can one Mr. Robert R. Livingston of Indiana and
find a criticism of the star of a picture. Miss Joan Perula of California — San
Francisco, at tliat ! And the stone is this
Most of the blame for a bad picture is letter.
laid at the door of the producer or the
A few words, Mr. Livingston. Yes, indirector,
where I think it rightfully belongs.
deed, you have been missing lots of fun by
not
reading the illuminating letters written
I wonder how many of the fans can
guess the star who is a universal favorite in the "What the Fans Think" department.
with the exhibitors all over the country. Perhaps that is why you are so dense. You
That star is Colleen Moore. In all the do not seem to realize that public opinion
comments from exhibitors on her pictures, may interest the movie folk or that they
I have found only one adverse criticism, from constructive
possibly get acriticism
bit of "enlightenment"
; you do not
and the exhibitor who wrote it said that might
though the picture did not draw so well seem to realize that the letters written in
as her others, he thought she handled her this department are written with sincerity
and good will, although there are a few
part in a very able manner.
which are a bit prejudiced; and you do
A couple of months ago, I noticed in not
seem to realize how the perusing of
"Information, Please," that some fan had
wits ! take the
written to ask about one Paddy O'Flynn, these
The letters
fans sharpens
do, most one's
assuredly,
and that The Oracle said he couldn't find
anything about him. For the information movies for what the}- are intended — entertainment ! That is, when they arc enterof fans all over the country, I would like
taining. There are some pictures that the
to
say
that
Paddy
O'Flynn
is
a
young
Irishman out in Hollywood trying to get producers could set a match to and cheera start in the movies. I have had the
fully say "Here
goeslikenothing;"
then,among
there
others
that are
rare jewels
pleasure of having several letters from are
hundreds of imitations. And these ardent
him. He has played in some of the "New- fans to whom you are so opposed, are
lywed'' comedies and in Lloyd Hamilton
to discern the true from the false.
comedies, and, at present, I believe he is quick
They all are in earnest, discussing this
in the series, "Keeping Up with the
or that actress. They "brag" about
Joneses," being cast as the daughter's beau. actor
Just a word in regard to the foreign in- their particular favorites ; and they ridivasion. Suppose we drive the foreign
cule other players. If they didn't do all
players back to their own countries? In that, if they were so spineless as to accept
some of the trash intended for enterthat case, wouldn't the other countries be
tainment, if they were so stupid as to
justified in driving all Americans back to
America? After all the harsh things that accept
some ofactors
the g>-rations
of somethey
of
our
so-called
— well, perhaps
have been said about the foreign players, would be of the same
opinion as you.
one wouldn't
them ofverythemuch
they
did shakeblame
the dust
Unitedif Yes, perhaps like you, they zvould get a
States from their feet, but here is one laugh out of "the rantings of the Geralds,
American who hopes that they will stay Lilicas, Jackies, and Dorotheas, and others
— the longer the better — and keep on giv- whose letters appear in these columns" —
to do a little thinking, dising us as good pictures in the future as who happen
cerning, and choosing for themselves.
they have in the past.
To Miss Joan Perula. You wonder if
Percy E. Morse.
there are others who will dare to agree
Box 381, Neligh, Nebraska.
with you ! Perhaps I am a bit perverse,
but I wish to disagree witu you. You
More Historical Pictures.!
can't "see" Mr. Novarro, either as an actor
My immediate reason for writing is to or as a personal it\'? I am sorry for you.
express my admiration for Conrad Veidt's Perhaps Mr. Gilbert is more to your taste,
portrayal of Louis XL in "The Beloved
Novarro fans, can you possibly ally
Rogue." I sat through this picture twice
to enjoy that part of it— for I must con- yourselves to one who is unluckily a genius,
fess Ididn't derive equal enjoyment from to one who has given to the screen one of
some of the other portrayals in the pic- its finest characterizations, to one who has
yes?
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become a star with but about eight pic-,
turcs to his credit? How could you do
iitherwisc! Can you possibly give praise'
to one who can portray subtle, satiric comedy as easily as tense, dramatic characterizations or to one whose performances,
despite the inferiority of the story in w"hich
he is cast, always dominate and captivate ?
Can you boost an actor who in one picture
can make you experience every emotion of
which the human heart is capable, who can
portray an unharried, carefree youth swept
through poignant situations, who can touch
the depths of despair, then rise to magnificent triumph?
Is there anything to please you in a
young man who has never had a scandal
attached to his name or who doesn't flaunt
his interest in a young lady before the
eyes of the world? Do you delight in
seeing a young man who is one of the
most refined and handsome in the movie
colony? Or, are you prone to deny all
this just to try to make others believe that
you are ultrasophisticated and consider
such ideals as belonging to past ages?
After such a bit of enlightenment as
Miss
Perula
you
convinced
thathas
it isgiven
just you,
cleveraren't
publicity
that is keeping Mr. Novarro on the screen?
No ? Ah, neither am I !
May Ramon Novarro be able to prove
soon his right to tihe 'title "idol of the
Screen !"
Consuelo Marsh.
677 Sixth
Avenue,
San Francisco, California.

As a last word, I would like to say it
really is "funny reading some of these
letters." One espcciall}', amused inc ! What
about "the rantings"
of Robert?
Co.XSTANCE
O. SUDDARDS.
Derby House, Blackpool Road, .A.nsdell,
Lytham, Lancashire, England.
And Still They Defend Ramon.
How unutterably beastly it is for fans
to "run down" stars they dislike. Do they
get any pleasure out of it? I used to be
awfully amused when I read rotten things
about John Gilbert, whom I loathe, but
when I read such things about my own star
— then it hurts!
Alissvarro inFerula's
letter about
a recent Picture
Pl.A-YRamon
was oneNo-of
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Every
only quicker
and
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you make
hunter and approves of hysterical and exthe 'Weil
travagant effusions — ye gods ! Ramon has causes to gently
masalways shunned publicity. Out of the six Belt sage
abdomen.
Results yourare
rapid
film magazines I buy monthly, only one has because
had much about Ramon in it for ages. 10 o r 1: s this
for belt
you
As for saying he's no actor and he has every second.
no personality — oh ! But why try to de- Fat Replaced by
fend him to one who is so obviously prejuNormal Tissue
diced? I never was very fluent in ex- From I to 6 inches of flabby
f.it
usually Tanish in just a
pressing my ideas, and I can only say that
few malweeks.
Only solid,
norRamon mean's everything to me. His Beducing
tissue remains.
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is endorsed
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acting is superb and natural, and he him- physicians Belt
because it not only
self is so boyish, so unsophisticated, so takes o£E fat,
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breath and puts sagdifferent from other stars, that he stands
ging internal
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Miss Perula is so sure that Ramon's in- New
Haven,
Connecticut.
creasing popularity is due to his publicit}^
After reading Robert R. Livingston's let- department?
The Weil Company,
How on earth can she know?
ter in a recent Picture Play, I feel proRene Wallixgtox.
4911 Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.
voked to criticize it. What is "What the
Gentlemen; Please send me complete description
3, Wakeman Road, Kensal Rise, London,
Fans Think" for? He says he has "missed
of.Special
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lots of fun"
reading gets
this a section
Xame
before.
Yes, byhe not
evidently
great
I
Poor Jack and Greta!
deal of pleasure out of it now, mostly, I
I Address
should think, by ridiculing the contents.
About a year ago, a Greta Garbo Club
I suppose, Mr. Livingston, you are above was formed in Oakland, and, as far as we
taking an interest in the stars themselves, knew, it was the first of its kind in the j City
State.
like a number of other narrow-minded United States. As soon as we had fortypeople who just go to the movies to be six members our secretary wrote a lovely
"entertained." There is a great deal more letter to Miss Garbo, inclosing a quarter
in motion pictures than just entertain- for a picture. That was about eight months
ment.
ago. Well, we never received an answer!
That, combined with her altogether dis•You are entirely wrong when you say,
gusting affair with that altogether disgust"the producer's real aim is, not to exploit
ing John Gilbert, was enough to disband
any particular star, but to provide enterour
club
— or at least change our name.
tainment."toWhy get
thenpeople
are neiv
boosted if not
to seeplayers
them And now I am entirely anti-Garbo and
on the screen? And why, if they do not
CHOICE OF ANY TWO
Gilbert, particularly the latter. Can't any YOUR
appeal to the public, are they rarely seen one
see that he can't act any more than a Get This Wonderful RING COMBINATION!
again? The producers, so it seems to me, lamp-post
WeddiDs
R'ms
witb choice
of o+her,
only Sterling,
$5.93 — Think
of it!famona
Most
can? In "Bardelys the Magnifi- Elite
beaatiful 1925 Basket
in g-enuioe
tetwith
known Designs
for
brilliance.
do not care about a picture being good,
them Diamonds
with the genoine.
If youtheir
can lasting
tell the fie'-y
difference,
send themCompare
back.
cent"
all
the
acting
he
did
was
a
take-off
if the star in it is a favorite, for they are on Doug Fairbankse.
Jast
name,
address.
of Rings wanted
finger
sure to know fans will go to see the star,
MoneyPay Back
Guaranteed
What the public wants is good, clean pic- PENNY!
postman
price
shownNumber
or ?„^b''iJt'"iL?-"D'}?N5V°lE°NV'"l
if combination
§5.98 onwitharrival.
Ifsize.
notdelignted.
Money
Refunded.
regardless of the picture. And all the
tures, not any of these lovesick dramas — Elite
Jewelry House, Dept. 1549, 609 S. Paulina St., Chicago
■producers
want of a " picture is a good "Flesh and the Devil," for instance. Wilbox-office attraction.
liam Bo3'd, Bebe Daniels, Harold Lloyd,
Kill The Hair Root
Also, when you say "let the ardent fans, and Elinor Fair are among the stars who
or rather fanatics, leave the criticism to would refuse to act in such senseless picMy
method
is the painless,
ooly way to preventNo thescars.
hair Booklet
from growtures.
I
hope
to
goodness
that
Greta
ing again.
free.
the
experts," you are for
mostwhere
certainly
todayEasy,
enclosings redharmless.
stamps. We teach beautv
culture
a misapprehension,
wouldunder
the Garbo realizes that her reputation for good Write
D.
J.
Mahler.
191-A
Mahler
Park.
Providence,
R. I.
stars be without their fans? The fans acting — if there is such a thing — is at stake
help the producers to find out which play- when she will consent to play with such a
ers and pictures appeal most to the general moon face as John Gilbert, and the same
public, and when the fans stop liking a cer- to him.
tain star, there is little hope for him or
Extremely Axti-Garbo and Gilbert.
her reigning much longer.
Oakland, California-.
A
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Continued from page 69

"Kiss in a Taxi, A" — Paramount.
Bebe Daniels excellent in lively farce
of a hot-tempered waitress in a Paris
cafe, who rebuffs all comers until
Douglas Gilmore steps onto the scene.
'
"Knock=oiJt
Reilly" — Paramount.

Releases

Richard Dix in an exciting fight film —
his best picture in years.
Cast ineludes Jack Renault, the professional
heavyweight, and Mary Brian.
..i .i tx r. • »
^ t~. i
Let It Rain — Paramount. Douglas
MacLean
in good-humored couTedy

UMfoPlay
Like music? Learn
to play a Sax teach scales in an hour.
i
p
Buescher
Saxophone.
Play tunes
'week. Manyin
Sweetest
music. OnlyEasy.
the join
Band first
or Orchestra
Buescher ( original Ameri- 90 days. Make real money,
can Sa,xophone)has simpli- Travel. Work is all play. 6
fied
keys, perfect
tone,given
easy postal
days' trialfor. Easy
terms. Send
blowing.
3 lessons
Beautiful
Free
on request -with each new Book. E.xplains everything.
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2069 Buescher Block. Elkhart, Ind. (16)
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There is a recipe to suit every
one for every occasion in this remarkable book. The favorite recipes of the leading stars of the
stage and screen are included.
There are
28 recipes for
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ndy and cookies
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"
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ats cookery
one-dish dinners
" oyster
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soups
" vegetables
vegetarian dishes
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This Volume Should be in
Every Home
Price,

$1.00
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New York

built on the prankisli rivalry between
the sailors and marines aboard a battleship. Shirley Mason is the girl.
"Long Pants" — First National. Harry
Langdon both funny and pathetic in
tale of a country boy in his first long
pants who comes under the spell of a
city vamp.
"Love of Sunya, The"— United Artists.venture.
Gloria Swanson's
firstbut
independent
Glittering,
unreal.
Skilled performance by Miss Swanson
in four distinct characterizations.
"Love Thrill, The" — Universal. Laura
La Plante in diverting farce of a girl
who poses as the widow of a man
falsely reported dead, and then is confronted by him. Tom Moore is the
man.
"Madame Wants No Children"— Fox.
Foreign film. Sophisticated tale of a
wealthy man's wife whose feverish
quest for excitement leaves her no
time for domesticity.
"Monkey Talks, The" — Fox. Unusual
film
of a inman
who poses
as a his
talkingmonkey
a circus,
and loses
life
saving the girl he loves from a real
monkey.
Jacques Lerner and Olive
Borden.
"Mr. Wu" — Metro-Goldwyn. Lon
Chaney in gruesome, slow-moving film
of
old Chinaman's
revengebyfora
thea baleful
seduction
of his daughter
young Englishman. Renee Adoree and
Ralph Forbes.
"Old San Francisco" — Warner. Oldfashioned melodrama of girl who is
kidnaped by the Chinese, being saved
just in time by the San Francisco earthquake. Dolores Costello and Charles
Emmett Mack.
"Poor Nut, The"— First National.
Jack Mulhall in consistently amusing
college film of shy botany student who
pretends
that time
he isliving
an athletic herotoandhishasgirla bad
up
to it when she unexpectedly comes to
visit him.
"Prince of Head Waiters, The"—
First National. Interesting though unbelievable film of glorified head waiter
with a son in high society who does
not know his father. Lewis Stone,
Robert Agnew, Lilyan Tashman, and
Ann Rork.
"Resurrection" — United Artists.
Faithful
film Dolores
version del
of Rio
Tolstoy's
famous novel.
and Rod
La Rocque both excellent in poignant
story of a Russian peasant girl whose
love for a thoughtless young prince
leads to her downfall.
"Rolled . . Stockings" — Paramount.
Lively college picture of the conventional type, pleasingly played by James
Hall, Louise Brooks, Richard Arlen,
and Nancy Phillips.
"Rookies" — Metro-Goldwyn. Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur immensely
funny as two bitter enemies in a military training camp. Marceline Day is
the girl.
"Rough
— Paramount.
Clara
Bow House
romps Rosie"
amusingly
through
foolish, far-fetched story of a Tenth
Avenue
society. hoyden who breaks into high
"Running
— Paramount.
W. of
C.
Fields
in his Wild"
element
in clever farce
downtrodden husband and father who
eventually comes into his own. Mary
Brian is the heroine.
"See You in Jail" — First National.
Moderately amusing farce of a milson who angoes
to jailwhich
and,
while there,lionaire's
devises
invention

revolutionizes
his Alice
father's
Jack
Mulhall and
Day. business.
"Show, The" — Metro-Goldwyn. John
Gilbert and Renee Adoree in meloacting. drama of a Budapest side show. Moves
a little slowly despite Gilbert's vivid
"Singed" — Fox. Blanche Sweet and
Warner Baxter both capital in picture
of a mining-town girl's desperate struggle to keep her ne'er-do-well wealthy
sweetheart from jilting her for a society debutante.
"Slaves of Beauty"— Fox. Full of
laughs. Story of a beauty shop that
starts in the slums and ends on Fifth
Avenue, with the usual triangle developing. Margaret Livingston, Olive Tell,
Richard Walling, and Holmes Herbert.
"Special Delivery"— Paramount. Eddie Cantor proves himself one of the
foremost comedians of the screen in
highly entertaining film of a nervous
mailman.
Jobyna Ralston and William
Powell.
"Taxi Dancer, The"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Agreeably entertaining. Joan Crawford
alluring as dance-hall girl who gets in
with a bad crowd, but finally lands
safely back in Old Virginny.
"Ten
Modern
—
Paramount.
Esther Commandments"
Ralston and Neil
Hamiltonatrical in
verj^ good
picture
of thelife based
on the
romance
of
a chorus girl and a young composer.
"Three Hours"— First National. Corinne Griffith in tale of a mother who
steals for the sake of her child. Lots
of plot
and sympathetic
"high societJ^"
ers is the
friend.John Bow"Tillie the Toiler" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Flimsy film based on the comic strip.
Marion Davies excellent as the giddy,
gum-chewing office girl who takes her
choice between a millionaire and a
more lowly suitor.
"Unknown, The" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Lon Chaney in melodrama of the supposedl}'' armless man in a circus who,
to winhisthearms
girl amputated,
he loves, actuall}"
have
only to doas
find
her about to marry his rival. Joan
Crawford and Norman Kerry.
"Venus of Venice" — First National.
Constance Talmadge in gay yarn of
picturesque Venetian beggar maid who
is also a thief, eventually reformed by
the rich Antonio Moreno.
"Yankee Clipper, The" — Producers
Distributing. William Boyd and Elinor
Fair in beautifully filmed but trivial
sea picture, based on the maritime rivalry between the United States and
Englandteenthincentury.
the middle of the nineRECOMMENDED— WITH
RESERVATIONS.
"Afraid to Love" — Paramount. Polite but tepid comedy of titled Englishman who marries a girl just to inherit some money and of course falls
in love with her. Clive Brook and
Florence Vidor.
"Ankles Preferred" — Fox. Trivial
hodge-podge featuring Madge Bellamy
as a pert shopgirl who means by hook
or crook to get on in the world. Lawrence Gray is the "nice young man."
"Bitter Apples" — Warner. Meaningpicture of a girl who marries a
Loy. less
man
out of revenge and then falls in
love with him. Monte Blue and Myrna
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"Blood Ship, The"— Columbia. Sinister sea story full of bloodshed and revenge. Not very skillfully done. Hobart
Bosworth,
ard Arlen. Jacqueline Logan, and Rich"Broadway Nights" — First National.
Lois Wilson miscast as gawky, ignorant girl who marries a vaudeville actor, becomes a big success, and is
tempted by a rich producer, with husband rushing to the rescue.
"Brute, The"— Warner. Monte Blue
in implausible picture of genial, simple-souled cowboy who kisses a girl,
then makes the horrible discovery that
she works in a dance hall !
"Climbers, The" — Warner. Irene Rich
in dull, meandering tale of innocent
Spanish duchess who is maliciously
compromised, then banished to Porto
Rico, where she falls in love with a
sneering bandit.
"Dance Magic" — First National. Obscure, archaic film of country girl who
comes to the big city to be an actress,
with the usual dire results. Pauline
Starke and Ben Lyon.
"Demi=Bride,
— Metro-Goldwyn.
Norma
Shearer The"
miscast
in role of a
mincing young French girl who steals
her
stepmother's
and Carmel
Myers. beau. Lew Cody
"Don't Tell the Wife"— Warner. Another sophisticated comedy of entangled husbands and wives. Not particularly good. Irene Rich, Lilyan Tashman, and Huntly Gordon.
"Fast and Furious" — Universal. Typical Reginald Denny film, but not up to
his usual mark. Story of a young man
afraid of automobiles who is forced
into a race in order to win his girl.
"Fighting Love" — Producers Distributing. Slow-moving film involving the
amorous mix-up in the middle of the
desert of an Italian princess and three
men. Jetta Goudal, Victor Varconi, and
Henry B. Walthall.
"Gay Old Bird, The"— Warner. Louise Fazenda in dull, dreary comedy of
a cook who is persuaded to pose temporarily as her employer's wife, that he
may receive a large sum of money.
"Gingharrt Girl, The"— F. B. O. Lois
Wilson in innocuous film of sweet country lass who sells homemade cookies in
the city and attracts the eye of a villain in spats.
"Heart of Salome, The"— Fox. Gaudy,
heavily dramatic film of an alluring
European adventuress who helps a
wicked baron in his nefarious operations, until reformed at last by an athletic young American. Alma Rubens
and Walter Pidgeon.
"Heart Thief, The"— Producers Distributing. Dull film of a Hungarian
peasant girl who marries a rich old
landowner, is almost compromised by
his scheming relatives, but is saved in
time_ by the handsome hero. Lya de
Putti and Joseph Schildkraut.
"High Hat"— First National. Foolish
satire on the motion-picture world,
with Ben Lyon and Mary Brian cast to
disadvantage in a silly plot.
"Lovers"— Metro-Goldwyn. Ramon
Novarro and Alice Terry in disappoint
ing picture showing the damage done
by malicious gossip.
"Love's Greatest Mistake"— Paramount. Old story of country girl who
comes to the city, is pursued by a
wealthy villain, and saved by the noble
hero. Evelyn Brent and James Hall.
"Matinee Ladies"— Warner. May
McAvoy and Malcolm McGreg
or in

D8pt.FJ
108
State St.
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'Credit
Reliable
slow, dull film about a cigarette girl
and a law student who hires himself
Jewelers
out as a professional dancing partner.
I BROS.&CO.ll£» Chicago, III
"Michael Strogoff" — Universal. An
Diamonds For Christmas
importation from France, being a meloGenuine
Diamonds
dramatic story of Russia. At times
For 69 Christmases
Loftis Guaranteed
has served the SpfEDrf^
American
public with better gifts at lower prices. Let us help
very dramatic, but inclined to be slow.
you make some loved one happy, OurDiamonds are
exquisitely beautiful gems set in solid IS-k white gold
"Moon of Israel"— F. B. O. Heavy,
hand-engraved
house of established reputationrings.
— our Buy
prices from
defy acompetition.
spectacular
German
film,
laid
in
biblical times and based on the love story of
Diamonds
...,mi,,_ ■ Win Her
an Egyptian
CastMarincludes Maria Pharaoh's
Corda and son.
Arlette
chal.
^Diamond
"Mother"— F. B. O. Belle Bennett
in another tale of a suffering mother,
who, after she has raised her husband
Satisfaction guaranteed or
and son from poverty to luxury, is betrayed by both.
inoney back. Goodsrequest.
sent'forCredit
your
ffreeexaminatSonon
.terms: Payono'tenthdown;
balance
weeklyt se"'*>-niont[ily,
or
monthly
at
your
conven!ence>
Goods
"Night Bride, The" — Producers Disdelivered on first payment.
tributing. Marie Prevost and Harrison Ford in mediocre farce of a society tomboy and a young author, who
start off by hating each other.
"Notorious Lady, The"— First NaWrist Watch No. 866
Solid 14-k white gold. High
tional. Conventional society meloKrade
15 - Jewel
movement.
drama beginning in London and ending
WEDDING RBNG8 down
Fancy andcorners;
$1.50
50 $15.00.
a month.
Men's SI.
Diamond
Ring
in South Africa. Lewis Stone and BarNo.
824—
The
"Elite"
$^SO
No.
860
bara Bedford are the husband and wife
solid
18-k
white
gold
.
'
Set with S Diamonds, $22.S0f
eventually reconciled.
5 Diamonds,
$32.50;
7 Dia- Solid 18-lK
monds, $42.50;
9 Diamonds,
$52.50!l2DiamoDd3,$67.50.
ther$g50 fine
blue
"Orchids and Ermine" — First Nawhite goldMen's strap watch, Dichel, white
tional. Colleen Moore wasted in thin,
DIa«
cushion
hiffb -_grade mond.cial bargain!
SpeBtrap
i.,..shape,
movement,
fine leathe
unamusing tale of a switchboard oper$75.
$1.75
a
week.
ator who marries a rich young man
posing as a valet. Jack Mulhall is the
young man.
to pass
"Rubber Tires"— Producers Distribep ecttPrices
o na
Credit
Cash
uting. Boring picture of the frantic efAH
Standard
Makes
Thin
Model
Watches.
forts of a family to recover a disWhite Gold to suit your needs, $10.00 Green
and up.or
carded car whose value has suddenly
CHRISTMAS CATALOG FREE!
risen to ten thousand dollars. Bessie
Big
132 -Silverware,
page book,andiliustratins^
our forDiamonds.
Watches*
Love and Harrison Ford.
Jewelry,
gilt Onarticles
all will
occasions,
absolutely
free. WriteDOWN)
today.
ship
any sent
article (NO MONEY
subjectrequest,
to vourwe free
examination
and
approvals
"Sea Tiger, The" — First National.
Silly film, laid in the Canary Islands,
of two brothers, a girl they both love,
DARKENS
and a trouble-making vamp from
EYELASHESand
andBEAUTIFIES
BROWS
Broadway. Milton Sills, Mary Aster,
INSTANTLY,
makes
them
appear
and Larry Kent.
naturally
long charm,
and luxuriant. Adds dark,
wonderful
beauty
and expression
to byanymillions
face. Perfectly
"Secret Studio, The"— Fox. Crude,
harmless.
Used
of
lovely
women.uid. Solid
or water-proof
liqold-fashioned attempt at the risque.
BLACK
orformBROWN,
75c at your
dealer's
or
direct
postpaid.
An innocent country girl comes to the
MAYBELLINE CO.. CHICAGO
city and is duped by a wicked artist.
Olive Borden, Ben Bard, and Clifford
Holland.
"Taxi, Taxi" — Universal. Edward
Everett Horton miscast in comedy of
young draftsman who takes his employer's niece,
Nixon,up out
Sf^to be
the evening
andMarian
gets mixed
withfora
crook.
to beautiful
"Tender Hour, The" — First National.
while
you sleep!
Silly film of American girl who is
proportions
—
tricked into marriage to a dissolute
Russian prince, though in love with a '^^^flniTR nOSE flPJUSTER
young American. Billie Dove, Ben
is SAFE, painless, comforcoble.
Lyon, and Montagu Love.
Speedy, permanent
resultsit.guaranteed.
Doctors praise
No j|
"Vanity" — ■ Producers Distributing. GoldMedal metal to harm you . Small cost.
Won 1923
, Write iVI-90,
for FREE
Sefore^after
Leatrice Joy in absurd film of high-hat ANITA
CO., Dept.
ANITABOOKLET
BIdg., NEWARK,
N, J.
society girl who snulis a sailor and suffers for it by being kidnaped by him on
the eve of her marriage. Charles Ray
and Alan Hale.
"When a Man Loves" — Warner. John
Barrymore in stagy artificial screen
version
of "Manon
Lescaut,"cavalier
the taleandof
the
troubles
of a French
his flirtatious mistress. Dolores Costello miscast as Manon.
"Whirlwind of Youth, The"— ParaBUNIONSSfs
mount. Uninteresting picture of a
I
end bunions forever with my new Pedodyne Solvent
young patched
English up
girl's
shattered
romance,
treatment. Pain stops almost instantly. Actual reduction
later
during
the war.
Lois
of the enlarged growth starts so fast that your next pair of
Moran and Dondld Keith.
shoes can be a size smaller— often two sizes smaller.
rOI/e 11. r ree dress, no money, and the foil
"White Flannels" — Warner. Louise
Dresser in tale of a poor, drudging
naine and
yo"' results
J"5f s*"<l
It Pfooto bring
Fvrttio guaranteed
treatment
complete
may ad-be
miner's widow who makes a "gentleyoursKAY
to try.LABORATORIES,
No obligations — Address Dept. C304
man" of her son only to be humiliated
1 80 North Wacker Drive Chicago, Illinois
by his high-class sweetheart.
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Popular

Copyrights

Tales of the West, of Love and
Mystery and Adventures on sea
and land — you can have them now,
fresh from the pens of your favorite authors. They are real
books, too — no reprints of oldtimers but new books bound in
cloth, with handsome stamping and
jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask
your bookseller to show you some
of the books listed below —

The Brand of

Good Books

THE SUNSET TRAIL
Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY
Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. OLACKWORTHY, CON MAN
Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER
David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY
Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK
Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID
Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY
Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT
Johnston McCulley
Joseph Montague
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
Frank Lillie Pollock
MIRADOR TREASURE
David Manning
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
Mary Imlay Taylor
Emart Kinsburn
THE CARVED TRAIL
William Morton
THE EDGED TOOL
E. Whitman Chambers
ARIZONA GOLD
Johnston McCulley
THE AVENGING TWINS
Joseph Montague
HAWKS OF HAZARD
Frank Lillie Pollock
HONEY OF DANGER
David Manning
BANDIT'S HONOR
Arthur Mallory
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
Joseph Montague
SILVER SPURS

tmzA

mm

itth^J-L |79-89
NEW SEVENTH
YORK CITYAVE-,

75c

75c

Henrietta Rawlins. — Josephine Dunn
and James Hall are under contract to Famous Pla)'ers ; write to them care of the
Famous Players studio. Joan Crawford,
Gertrude Olmsted, and James Murray, are
Metro-Goldwyn
works
for F. B. O.players. Mary McAlister

the address list at the end of this department is that he is not permanently located
at any one studio. He has been working
lately at the Warner Studio, with Irene
Rich in "Dearie." Cullen Landis used to
be featured in Goldwyn pictures, but his
popularity has fallen off considerably.
Some One in Somerset Some Time. — Since his recent serial, he has played in
Wherever you are, you demand accuracy, the Thomas Aleighan picture, "We're All
five isfeet
six inches,
IwascanLouise
see that.
You're
quite Santschi,
right, it Gamblers."
and is in his Cullen
thirties.is He
divorced
from
Dresser,
not Tom
Mignon
Le
Brun.
Clara
Bow
is
very
much
who killed the villain in "The Third De- a brunette. She has been working in
gree." The article in the March Picture
Play about Tim McCoy was probably "Hula." Ronald Colman's new picture is
written before "Winners of the Wilder- "The Magic Flame." Greta Garbo and
ness" wastime
made,ofandtheit story
was nowasdoubt
later John
Gilbert are
"teamed"
in John
"Love."in
loan Crawford
appears
opposite
that the
changed
"Twelve Miles Out." Olive Borden is
from the Civil War period to that of the under
contract to Fox.
Revolution. All sorts of changes are made
in scenarios, of course, before pictures are
Argie. — You just love statistics, don't
completed. Milton Sills is in his forties;
you? William. Collier, Jr., was born Febhis new picture is "Hard Boiled Hagruary 12, 1902. Height, five feet ten inches.
gerty."
Thereof.is Ano Mary
MiltonandSills
fan Club
club Doug Fairbanks, Jr., is about six feet tall.
that
I know
Doug
Born December 9, 1910. Virginia Lee Corhas headquarters with Margaret Lewis, 328 bin
gives her birth year as 1912. She is
East Eightieth Street, Los Angeles, Cali- about five feet tall, and so is Lois Moran.
fornia. No, Doug has not released a new
Pauline Goodwin. — Peggy Montgomery
film since "The Black Pirate." "The
worth watching, but one selGaucho," his latest, is now being made. is probably
dom gets the chance to watch her in New
To become a member of a fan club, write
to the club for further particulars. The York, as she rarely appears on any of the
Broadway screens. She was born in Rock
part
Philipby Schuyler
in "Obey the Law" Island, Illinois, and was graduated from
was of
played
Larry Kent.
the high school there. She studied to be
Questions. — I don't know whether to a musician, but finally went to Hollywood
answer your questions or not. You for- to play in pictures. She is a Universal
got to sign a name to your letter, and T
her atbeen
thatplaying
studio.opposite
Howshe has lately
don't know how you'll know your answers player —ever,write
when you see them. Mar\- Brian is nineteen I; am told that her real name is Mary Tom Tyler in an F. B. O. picture, "SplitLouise Dantzler. Leatrice Joy's name is
ting the Lee
Breeze."
Mary
Sears. — Jane Novak is hard
Leatrice Joy Zeidler. She is about twentyfive. James Hall was born James Hamil- to keep track of these days, as she doesn't
ton. Gloria's name is Gloria Ma>- Swan- play in pictures ver}- often. She is five
son. She is about twenty-eight. The oth- feet seven inches — age not given. She was
ers you ask about, so far as I know, use born in St. Louis. Jane is divorced from
their real names. Bebe Daniels and Renee Frank Newberg and has a daughter, Virginia, about nine years old.
Adoree are both twenty-six, Betty Bronson twenty, Lawrence Gray twenty-nine,
V. L. Harker. — Monte Blue and Rod
Neil Hamilton twenty-eight, and George La Rocque might just as well be twin
O'Brien twenty-seven. Charles Rogers is brothers — they look so much alike. But as
twenty-three. Bobby Doyle is so new to it happens, they are not related. Baby
the screen that I have no information
Peggy has been touring in vaudeville.
about him. Jackie Coogan is making "ButNeil Wright. — I don't kneel vtry often,
tons" following "The Bugle Call." He is
under contract to Metro-Goldwyn.
but ise
when
I do,was
I always
kneel
LouLorraine
born in
Sanright.
Francisco,
Brunette. — All three of your film October 1, 1901. She is under contract to
favorites are also brunettes. Lya de Putti Metro-Goldwyn, but seems not to have
was bom in Hungary, and is in her middle been
cast in any current films.
twenties. Write to her in care of Hal
Ding
Dong. — Thanks for those kind
Howe, 7 East Forty-second Street, New
York City. Oh, no, Clara Bow is not words — that I have "any amount of_ wisdom." But sometimes when fans write to
Colleen Moore's sister ; they're not even
twenty-fifth cousins. They are both Amer- ask about obscure players who have popped
ican girls. Clara is twenty-two, Colleen
amount"
that "any
I realizeGeorge
is
nearly enough.
Hackathorne
overnight,
up not
twenty-five.
was ill for about a year, and that is why
Kathryn Donovan. — You've been see- you have been missing him on the screen
ing "Love's Greatest Mistake." I can
however,
guess that because you ask about Josephine lately.turn to Ithethink,
movies
shortly.that he will reDunn and James Hall. Jo was born 'in
M. E. B. — For your benefit, D. Eccles
New York City twenty years ago. She is
five feet five inches and a half in height, Havens writes me that Erik Arnold is the
weighs one hundred and nineteen pounds, j-oung Norwegian actor who played the
and is a blue-eyed blonde. Her newest dying German soldier in "The Big PaHis latest
picture
is "Sunrise."of
film is "Firemen, Save My Child." James Picture rade."
published
a photograph
Hall plays opposite Bebe Daniels in her him in thePlay
issue for January. 1927.
new
film, in"Swim,
Swim."
was born
Dallas,Girl,
Texas,
OctoberJames
22,
F. C. G. — It was thoughtful of you to
1900. He is five feet eleven inches, weighs write, and I thank you for the informaone hundred and fifty-six pounds, and has tion.
brown hair and blue eyes. Joan CrawArlette Jean. — F. C. G. writes that
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Red Rob. — Your questions really are not
hard, Red Rob, since you ask abou such a
well-known actor as Lowell Sherman. He
is about forty years old. I think that is
his real name. He married Pauline Garon
on February IS, 1926, after his divorce from
Evelyn Booth, but ht and Pauline are nowseparated. A complete list of his films
is too long to publish here. His later ones
include "Way Down East," "What No
Man Knows," "Molly-0," "Grand Larceny," "The Face in the Fog," "Satan in
Sables," "The Reckless Lady," and "'Convoy." Lowell is not making films just now.
At last accounts, he was touring in vaudeville. Write to him at the B. F. Keith
office, Palace Theater, New York City. I
have seen him on the stage, and he is an
excellent actor.
H. W. — You are eager to know all about
Ramon Novarro, aren't you? He was born
in Durango, Mexico, February 6, 1899. His
real name is Jose Ramon Sameniegos. He
is one of eight children; two of his sisters
are nuns. He was formerly a dancer with
the Marion Morgan troupe, with which he
toured in vaudeville. Ramon is also a talented musician ; he plays the- violin beautifully, and once taught music. He also
studied for grand opera. He likes all outdoor sports and is fond ol dogs. He is seldom seen in public, and spends most of his
time with his family in Hollywood. I don't
know whether both his parents are living.
I doubt if Ramon has time to read all his
fan mail.
A Devoted Fax.— If you have sent
Buster Collier two quarters for a photograph and haven't heard from him, the answer must be that he doesn't take care of
his fan
mail. Buster was born in New
York, February 12, 1902, and was formerly on the stage with his father, William
Collier, Sr. His latest films include "Convoy," "The Sunset Derby," "The Broken
Gate," "Backstage," and "A Sailor's
Sweetheart."
Jeaxxe axd Chaddy. — I'm sorry, but I
honestly don't know Lois Moran's home address. Write
Fox studio. to her for her picture at the
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novel
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victim of a conspiracy, and then mystery and
more mystery until
But you must find out for yourself how it
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By REGINALD C. BARKER
It was a job and a tough one at that to
make a man out of young, red-headed Ted
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old-type mountaineers. But Grizzly (jallagher
tackled it and the adventures of the two in
the rugged Idaho wilderness makes the sort of
reading that takes you clean out of 30urself.
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pocket, an altogether dif¥erent and most baf- big financial magnates who ruined their uncle.
fling character and one of the most fascinating A fast-stepping novel of intrigue and ingenuity
of the sort that only Mr. McCulley can write.
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When Anne married John, she had
had little experience in household management. At first everything went
smoothly, and John did not notice the
sameness of Anne's menus. Then, one
evening, as he got up from the table,
he asked in a slightly petulant tone :
"Couldn't we have a little more variety
in our meals?"
It was the first suggestion of a harsh
word he had ever spoken to her, and
Anne felt terribly hurt, the more so
because she had practically exhausted
her limited knowledge of the culinary
art. A'l she could do was to look embarrassed and- murmur : "I'll try,

Georgette

MacMillan

There is a recipe to suit every one for every occasion in this remarkable book. The favorite recipes
of the leading stars of the stage ^id screen are included. There are "" breads
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28 recipes for beverages
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The next day she consulted a neighdear."
bor. On hearing Anne's story, the
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COOK BOOK home, studied its
recipes, and practiced all the rest of
the morning, experimenting with this
and that.
That evening John ate a dinner
which
madeis him
exclaim
Anne, this
wonderful
! :How"Why,
did
you ever learn to cook such dishes?
I never tasted anything like this be-
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" vegetables
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Butfore !"Anne, being a wise little girl,
did not
tell him her secret. A clever
woman never does. THE MARVEL
COOK BOOK is now an indispensable
article in her household.
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DoloresDelRio^//// VictorMcIaglen
****** The devil was bored and he summoned his henchman, "l^ourfor me," he
said, "into one mold, the heart of a child, the' *body
wantonwasandCARME
the sotil
* "* of
Thea result
N.of
a woman. Let us see what will happefi. '

"Loves of Carmen," a screen adaptation
based upon the celebrated novel and opera
known to the world as "Carmen," has
been pronounced one of the finest photoplays ever produced. Abounding in humor,
it is a gripping story of a woman's passion,
elemental, all-conquering, vividly set Upon
the screen and superbly mounted with
authentic old world costumes and
furnishings assembled in Spain by Fox
representatives.
Dolores Del Rio is the raven-haired,
olive-skinned sinuous-limbed
Carmen, the girl who barters her soul
on the altar of love. She is the foil

J
J
Kinill MICU7
imUaiOtl
ImFU L mLjn

of the amorous wooing of the toreador
Sscamillo, portrayed by Victor McLaglen,
a bronzed giant with an infectious smile
and devil-may-care spirit. In their respective roles, these two great stars surpass
their brilliant performances in the renowned Fox Picture "What Price Glory."
"Loves of Carmen" is another high-water
mark in artistic achievement in motion pictures and is well worthy of its place alongside other recent Fox supreme
achievements, such as "7th Heaven"
and "What Price Glory." All leading theatres are presenting William
Fox pictures this year.
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PoLA Negri in "THE WOMAN
ON TRIAL." With Einar Hanson and Arnold Kent. A Mauritz Stiller Production. -

George Bancroft in "UNDERWORLD." With Clive Brook,
Evelyn Brent and Larry Semon.
Directed by Josef Vou Sternberg,

Adoiphe Menjou in "A
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With Shirley O'Hara and
Arlette Marchal. Directed by
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BOUND." With Mary Brian,
Jocelyn Lee and George Irving.
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A S crammed as Santa Claus' traditional pack will be the pages
of next month's Picture Play. First, there will be an answer
to the question often asked: What is the ancestry of the stars?
Not that it matters where they got their ability to act, yet an exhaustive survey of the antecedents of several hundred plaj-ers has
brought forth soine surprising facts, which will be revealed to you
in a most original article by Myrtle Gebhart.
"They Aren't All Rich" is an informative story by the lively
Ann Sylvester. She points out innumerable instances of players
you all know living as modestly as perhaps you do yourself, simply
because
fame has not brought them sufficient shekels to do otherwise.
He Has 150 Suits— and a Bed 9 Feet Wide
Who? One of the best-known stars, with the home of a multimillionaire whose imagination has run riot. A visit to this palace
of wonders will be meticulously described in the next issue in a
way that will leave vou gasping. You wouldn't have suspected so
much magnificence of this rough-and-ready star.
An intimate impression of William Haines, a denial on the part
of Joseph Schildkraut that he has fits of teinperament, a revealing
visit with ]\Iarion Davies, a wealth of new pictures of the stars,
both at the studios and away from them — these are but random
cullings from the contents of Picture Play for January. Below
the surface there are more !
jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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What

the

Are You, Too. Tired of the Old Stars?
J HEARTILY agree with Donald H. McCampbell,
who stated in the September Picture Play that
there was "something wrong somewhere."
I, hke many other fans, am getting bored with seeing
the same faces over and over again on the screen.
When one visuahzes a story and has in his mind the
picture of the hero or heroine, it is most annoying to
see the faces of the same old stars trying hard to
portray our ideals. It just seems to take the joy out
of life to see the older stars trying unsuccessful!}^ to
act young. It's a pity that the casting offices turn away
good, new talent every day just because the old talent
selfishly clings to the hope that they are not passe.
I have seen and met many of the old stars of the
silver sheet, and have also seen their wonderful homes,
and I cannot say enough for them that is beautiful and
true. They have become famous and wealthy through
hard endeavor, and should be given credit for the wonderful work they have done. But just one word to
these wealthy screen idols — why not give a few others
a chance to find the pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow?
C. L. S.
Los Angeles, California.
Read This and Cease Quarreling.
May I add my unimportant opinion to this battle of
comparisons of the screen heroes ? Because I am
neutral I am writing this in the hope of being a peacemaker.
John Barrymore, John Gilbert, and Ronald Colman
seem to be causing the greatest furore. If their various
supporters would only realize that the only similarity
between these players is that they all play romantic
heroes, they might manage to love all three of them,
instead of loving only one and hating the other two.
Barrymore is cynical and cold. His lovemaking is
cruel. Underneath his tender manner is a derisive
mockery that cuts to the heart like a blade. Unquestionably he is an excellent actor, both as a lover and as
a character. But it takes a worldly woman or an extremely young girl, carried away hy his looks, to dare
to love him.
Gilbert is passionate. He has a small-boy quality
about him that makes most women forgive his transgressions and want to pet him. He likes to be babied,
and women love to baby him — very different from Bar-

Fans

Think

rymore, who looks as if he would detest being mauled.
Addedlenttocharacterization.
Gilbert's undeniable
is excelThere wasphysical
distinctcharm
differentiation
between his portrayals in "The Snob," "The Big
Parade," and "F'lesh and the Devil."
Ronald Colman is the gentlemanly lover, suppressed
and reserved. The woman he loves is always kept
guessing. He is best cast in a man's picture like "Beau
Geste." He needs to be surrounded by an excellent
cast; for though he is a good actor, he cannot carry
acan.
picture by sheer personality, as Banymore or Gilbert
Three distinct types of men, each appealing to a
dififerent type of woman. Personally, I believe that
if Gilbert could be depended upon to be faithful, he
would make his ladylove the happiest.
Ramon Novarro is spiritual, aloof and tender. He
appeals in the main to the type of woman who worships
from afar, or to the very young girls with rosy dreams
of romance. He is so extremely youthful in appearance
that it seems wrong for him to play sophisticated roles.
Bcn-Hiir was ideally suited to him. He fills the place
among the men stars that Lillian Gish does among the
women.
It is extremely foolish, though very loyal, of Conrad
Nagel's fans to compare him with the great stars. He
is a satisfactory leading man and a good actor, but
he is far removed from the great-lover class, principally
because he does not look romantic.
William Haines has not been brought into these discussions. Is it because every one agrees that he is
good? Has it ever occurred to any of you that he is
like a sophisticated, naughty Charles Ray?
I am surprised that Lars Hanson has not been mentioned in these comparisons. It is a case of not needing any defense, I guess ; but every actor needs his
supporters, so rally round, ye Lars Hanson fans !
Hanson ought to have a broad appeal, for he looks
somewhat like Barrymore, is spiritual like Novarro,
and very human, too.
It is a peculiar attitude that so many fans have,
that to praise their favorite they must pull down all
possible rivals. Frankly, I think it is an inferiority
complex — they don't actually believe that their heroes
have all the virtues with which they endow them, and
fear the competition of other stars playing similar roles.
New York City.
A Fan.
[Continued on page lOj
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SITS IN HOTEL LOBBY FACING
EVENING. WISHLONELY BACK
A LONG.
ES HE WERE
HOME.

DECIDES
CROWDED
LONELIER.
HE'LL GO

COMES TO ANOTHER THEATRE.
SAW THIS PICTURE BACK
HOME LAST MONTH. FAMILY
WAS WITH HIM.TOO.

PLODS ON, FINDING TWO
MORE PICTURES HE HAS SEEN.
FEELS HOMESICKNESS GEniNG
WORSE.

TOTAKE A WALK.
STREET MAKES HIM
STILL. GUESSES
TO A MOVIE.

FINDS THEATRE. PICTURE
LOOKS
TOO GLOOMY.
BLUE ENOUGH
AS ITHE'S
IS.

GETS DESPERATE AND GOES
INTO NE/T THEATRE WITHOUT
EVEN LOOKING AT BILL.

9

WANDERS ON. V/ONDERS
V\/H AT THE FAMILY'S DOING
RIGHT NOW. WISHES HE HAD
SOMEONE TO TALK TO.

..LUCK OF lucks: THERE'S AN
WHEN
EVERYONE'S
LAUGHING
WHO CAN
FEEL LONELY
OR
HOMESICK?

auvAs
TAKING
THE
I EXT time he'll look for a
Educational' s comedies inMIRTH
stantly turn the worst grumps
theatre featuring one of Eduinto the best grins. They simply
cational'scomedies.
can't help it. Like the stars they
The blues are not confined to
traveling men and hotel lobbies.
feature, they're built that way.
And the other Educational
Like the gum-shoe artists they
are, they sneak into the most sheltered homes and
Short Features are not a whit behind. Teeming
the most cheerful offices.
with human interest, thrilling novelty and spicy
entertainment, they are the happy outcome of
So it's wise to keep in mind the handiest theatres
seven years of specializing in the briefer comedies,
which habitually offer Educational' s comedies.
novelties and news reels.
Then when you feel the doldrums coming on, you
Take the mirth cure. Go see an Educational
will know a place to go where old Mr. Blue-Jowled
Picture.
Funk simply won't be admitted.
LUPINO LANE COMEDIES
HAMILTON COMEDIES
BIG-BOY JUVENILE
COMEDIES
DOROTHY DEVORE
COMEDIES
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
TUXEDO COMEDIES
with Johnny Arthur
MERMAID COMEDIES
(Jack White Productions)
CAMEO COMEDIES

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
E. W. Hammons, President
Executive Offices: 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Copyright 1927, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

LYMAN
H. HOWE'S
HODGE-PODGE
OUTDOOR SKETCHES
by Robert C. Bruce
FELIX THE CAT
Cartoons
by Pat Sullivan
CURIOSITIES— THE MOVIE
SIDE-SHOW
Produced by Walter Futter
KINOGRAMS
The News Reel Built Like a
Newspaper
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broad-minded than to allow Mr. Gilbert's
private affairs to interfere with her enjoyment of him as an actor. His very fine
acting has not changed, regardless of what
he personally may or may not have done.
I believe that one should "live and let
live." There is plenty of room on the
screen for John Gilbert, Leatrice Joy and —
Greta Garbo.
Virginia Hope Jeffery.
611 14th Street, Santa Monica, California.

Here's a Challenge
Fans. to John Gilbert's
I would like to say that I full.v indorse
the opinion of L. J. S. concerning Conrad
Nagel, and completely disagree with Lillian
Partos in her contention that John Gilbert
is the better actor of the two. I cannot
iindersland why some people consider that
good acting consis'j mainly in leaping and
rushing wildly about, accompanied by violent gesticulations and grimacings. That's
I've been reading for some time the varioveracling, not acting. Mr. Nagel's sincere
ous criticisms of the .many loyal and deand finished interpretations are a joy to
voted fans in Picture Play. One says
watch, and give an impression of life that
this,
another
that. I am "fed up"
is far more convincing than all Mr. Gil- with the way says
these self-appointed critics
find fault with our dearly beloved stars,
bert's gyrations.
To take just one picture, "The Snob," and I'm going to say right now what I've
wanted to say for a long time, so please
Mr. Nagel's
range
expression
velous. As he
sat of
quietly
in his was
chair marand excuse me while I tell these fault-finders
listened to Gilbert's boasting, he conveyed my criticisms of them.
so perfectly by the varying expressions on
Irene Hart, in her letter to this departhis face the thoughts tha. were passing in
ment, said she was through with John Gilhis mind, ranging from amazement and inbert simply because he deserted Leatrice
credulity toamused toleration and finally to Joy and their little baby. Now, Irene, is it
opui contempt, that the subtitles were quite any of your business how John lives his
unneedcd. Yet he merely sat still and let his life? We all live our own lives, and who
face speak his thoughts.
wants his life tampered with by pesky peoThat is what / call fine acting, for it reple telling us how to live? Nobody! Not
qun-€s far more intelligence and knowledge even you. Let Jack Gilbert have his own
of technique to .get over one's thoughts to affairs without criticisms from us fans, for
an audience by facial expression alone, as
if Jack w;;nts
to desert
that's -his
and not
ours.Leatrice,
If he .wants
to
Mr. Nagel does, than to portray an idea business
by violent facial contortions and gesticula- fall in love with Greta Garbo, that's his
tions, as does Mr. Gilbert in most of his business, not ours.
roles.
Another thing, Irene — Jack is not a sap,
I am tired of hearing of John Gilbert's as you termed him. He's an artist, and
' vivid and sparkling genius," for in every simply because his married life with Leapicture
of his that I have seen, the only
trice didn't fare well, that ought not to
things that sparkled were his teeth
and make our appreciation of his superb acteyes, which glittered with such a hard and
ing vanish. fan found fault with the way
determine<l glare throughout the entire acAnother
iKMi that it gave one eye strain to watch Clara Bow wore her dresses and hair. If
them. Personally, I find a great sameness Clara wants to wear ruffled hair and shabby
m all of Mr. Gilbert's interpretations, for dresses, that's her business, not ours. I
ihis mannerisms are so pronounced that you cast my vote to her as a living symbol
can never for a moment lose the actor's or goddess of love, eternal youth, art and
identity in the character he is portraying. beauty.
So let's forget, dear fans, how the stars
In "The
Big Parade,"
'Gilbert was better
than in however,
anything Mr. his
I we
live,should
for the'r
waysthem
are how
theirtoways,
have seen, for he used one or twoof extra
not tell
live. and
So
expressions and was sometimes serious, long as they give us good, wholesome picwhich was a great relief.
tures, we should be very happy.
Some one else said Ramon Novarro
But in whatever he does, one is always
conscious that he is John Gilbert acting a lacked personality. In my estimation, Rapart, whereas Conrad Nagel is so real and
mon Novarro has the greatest personality
so natural in his playing that he completely of any movie star except -Richard Dix.
in the character o"f Richard is my favorite. He's typical of
submerge
s his
the
story.
Whoidentity
oif us ^vho sympathized American youth, and we should feel highly
with the anxious young husband in "Mem- honored and thankful that we have a star
as great as he. Elmer Walkenhorst.
Lane"that
evertheremember
till roL
the picture
was ory
over
creator edof the
Concordia, Missouri.
was in
real life one of the happiest young men in
Hollywood? In
Flirts," he was
entirely diflferent — Married
After
reading Miss
a real cave-man lover—
this department,
I feelIrene
that Hart's
I must letter
offer
and in his recent comedies he is a new per- ato few
words in defense of John Gilbert.
son altogether. But in all he does, he is
Will some one explain to me what the
true to life.
stars'
personal affairs have to do with their
Compare the two :,ctors withou' prejudice, and see which comes nearer to real many
popularity?
It's are
nobody's
how
times they
married business
or divorced.
life. That is all I ask.
All
we
care
about
is
the
kind
of
pictures
Maeve Crofton.
they
out. stated that Mr. Gilbert was
Manchester, England.
MissturnHart
a "woman chaser," and wanted to know
In Defense of Mr. Gilbert's Private Life. how
long they were going to let him apFor some time I have felt that the prac- 'pear on the screen. The screen would certice of revealing the private life of a star
tainly lose a good artist if he was to retire.
to the public, through interviews and vari- 'I can't see how he is a "woman chaser,"
ous other forms of publicity, is all wron^;-. just because he happens to admire a beautiful woman. Personally, I think he was
Irene
scathing
Gilbert Hart's
has made
me theletter
more about
firm inJohn
my quite justified in stating that he admired
opinion.
such a glorious creature as Greta Garbo.
As there are plenty of others on the
Air. Gilbert did not "desert his lovely
wife and child," as Miss Hart contended, screen to-day who have been divorced, I
and most likely it is the press agents and don't see why Miss Hart is prejudiced
interviewers who are "playing on the sym- against John Gilbert in particular.
oalhy of the public," and not Mr. Gilbert.
Before I close, I'd like to say a few
If he was formerly one of Miss H.irt's words in praise of young Danny O'Shea.
prime favorite?, ihc .should b;- mure He i- handsome and lalented and, in my

opinion, has most of the iounger featured
placers beat a mile.
Hazel Weatherston.
210 Wellington Street, N., Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada.
To the Rescue of Mr. Oettinger.
Good heavens, why does every one pan
poor Mr.
Oettinger?
stand Toit any
more,
so must
come to Ihiscan't
rescue.
my
mind, he is one
Play'she best
interviewers,ofbecausePicture
he tells what
thinks,
and do.esn't merely repeat some one else's
opinion
! Istand
admire
him his
because
he's brave
enough to
up for
convictions,
and
does not think that, just because some one
is an idol, he has to throw bouquets at him.
What if you don't agree with him? Often,
one doesn't. But docs that make him all
wrong and you all right? Heavens, how I
hate this eternal squabbling over petty
things ! Sometimes I wonder how old all
these fan writers are.
I agree with Dorothy Hamilton that Fox
deserves some praise. That company's pictures certainly are improving. Who wasn't
thrilledcharacter
over "Seventh
Heaven?" I thought
every
was splendid.
I adore everything in Picture Play, especially Malcolm Oettinger.
Jeanne Gidding.
21 N. 21st Avenue, E.. Duluth, Minnesota.
Einar Hansen's Death.
The news of Einar Hansen's death made
me very sad. What an abrupt and tragic
end to a career that was so promising!
He was one oif the few foreigners w'ho
came to America without scads of publicity. When I went to see "Her Big
Night," I came in during the middle of the
picture and kept wondering who this new
find was, not realizing that he was another
foreigner. After that, he became one of
my few favorites, along with Ben Lyon,
Richard iDix, William Eoyd and William
Haines. I was terribly shocked hy his
death.
Perhaps now those very intolerant fans
will feel sorry for the unjust and unkind
things they have said of the "foreign invasion." Rudy is gone, and now Einar. Let's
hope that will put an end to their ill feeling toward the foreigners.
Mary Frances Cooney.
Chicago, Illinois.
What If the Foreigners Should Suddenly Quit?
It tickles me to read the bowlings of
American fans against stars whc are other
than American. It would be rather a joke
if the foreigners took them at their word,
and suddenly dropped out of the movies. I
wonder where the American output of films
would be then ! Somewhere around zero, I
think. About two thirds oif the film, stars
would be missing from the billboards, including many who are the backbone of the
industry. Surely you would hate to lose
Mary Pickford, Ramon Novarro, Syd
Chaplin, John Barrymore — he is English
by birth— Clive Brook, Antonio Moreno,
Ronald Colman, Vilma Banky, Renee
Adoree, Pola Negri, Victor Varconi and
Dorothy Mackaill. Why, just think, Rudolph Valentino would have been turned
away from the film world's gates if all forh.'id been
But ifeignersyou
are banned.
so averse to foreigners,
why allow foreign musicians to come to
your shores? Why buy foreign masterWhy let yourWhymenbuycopy
English cut inpieces?
clothes?
yourtheclothes
in Paris when you get the chance? Why
make such a (fuss about foreign royalty
Continued on page 12
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Thrills

Jetta Goiidnl in "The Forhidaen
Woman"; Remember "White Gold"?
Here's tional,
a picture
eventhemore
sensablazing with
fire of
the
most
exotic persoHality
of the
screen. Directed by Paul Stein.

Rod Iia Rocque in "Tlie
Fig'htingproduction.
Eagle"; a Donald
Crisp
Conan
Doyle's immortal "BrigaGerard''andbrought
life indiertears
lausbter.to

A''era Reynolds in "The
Main thrills
Event";in love,
laughsof
and
a story
flying fists and throbbing
hearts. Directed by William K. Howard.

nVarie Prevost in ''0?i to
Reno''; directed by James
C'ruze.
very modern
question A handled
in a
masterly and very modern
manner. A laughable satire
on legal polygamy.

Leatrice Joy in "Tlie Angel
of Broadway"; directed by
I.,ois AVeber. The real New
York, but a side that does
not ghow on the surface.

"Dre.ss Parade'';
aWilliam
Donald Boyd
Crisp in
production.
A West
Point story, made in West Point, at
last! A story by a West Pointer, a
brilliant
colorful
picture,
made at'
WestU. I'oint.
with the
cooperation
of
the
S. Military
Academy,
the first
feature so made. All the romance of
the most romantic spot in America.
Even
the titles are alturing:
Take the tropic fire of Jetta Goudal; the romantic
With the supervision of Cecil B. De Mille, the man whopersonality of Rod La Rocqus; the magnetic modernism
has personally directed fifty great pictures' without one
of Marie Prevost; the lovely lure of Leatrice Joy; the
masculine strength and charm of William Boyd and the
failure —
dainty winscmeness of Vera Reynolds —
And you know that these pictures — not just "to be
produced," but actually mnde right now, and tested —
Add the amazing power of a staff of directors, whish
are the very cream of your motion picture entertainment
includes James Cruze, Lois Weber, Donald Crisp, Wm. .for this season!
de Mille, William K. Howard, Frank Urson, Paul Sloane,
— And these are only a few of the fine pictures that
Paul Stein, Rupert Julian, Elmer Clifton, Erie Kenton
are being made in the De Mille Studios!
and E. Mason Hopper —
See them and be convinced. Watch for the Pathe Rooster.
PATHS

EXCHANGE,
INC.
35 West 45th Street, New York
De Mille Studio Pictures — Pathe News — Patlie Westerns — Patheserials — Pathecomedies
Member Motion Picture Producprs and Distributors of America — Will H. Hays. President.
Foreign Distributor.s: I'loducers International Corporation — Wm. M. A'ogel, President,
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reached the four corners of the world,
I should like to Ihear all there is to know
whereas Valentino's work extended itself about her, and if "all there is" has already
wherever movies exist. He was, in short,
printed, I'm sorry to have missed it.
an international figure whose influence and been
I should like to know whether she is entirely new or has played extra parts,
personality penetrated all races. By his
superb acting he gave hours of delight to whether she is a free lance or has a conmillions scattered around the globe. We
tract, and when she is gong to be featured.
know of many whose lives were made hap- Not starred — that might spoil her — but featured. Some director should see a "find"
pier by Rudy'swonworkuniversal
on the screen.
Valentino
fame and ad- in her. And then, if my prediction comes
miration to such a degree as to make a true, I'll shout, "I told you so !"
Jean La Roe, Acting Manager.
unique .place for himself. Such a colosJames State Theater, Columbus, Ohio.
sal achievement, so rarely found, is worthy
of remembrance.
How Could Any One Hate Him?
Carmencita and Lolita.
Manila, Philippine Islands.
One night, when I was at my local movie
theater, there was flashed on the screen the
Since When Can't Vilma Act?
coming attractions, among which was an
In reply
Fulk's letter
about Adolphe Menjou film. Immediately, from
keeping
a listto ofVernon
all the movies
he attended,
a seat behind me, there came a snort — "Oh,
I would like to' say that I too keep a list I hate that ifellow." I looked behind. No
of the movies I attend. I started doing so need for worry, Adolphe — she was only a
of thirty, drab, uninteresting.
two years ago, and have seen one hundred woman
Louise's hair is slicked or frizzed,
The reason I mention this incident is
and eighteen movies since then. I find it
And her eyes are gray, not blue —
very interesting and would advise others to because I wonder how many more movie
Oh, she can't look like fair Corinne,
fans take the attitude of this woman, and
keep lists, too.
And I don't zvant her to!Mary Ann.
Now I would like to tell Harry Pfeiffer believe that what they witness on the
Fort Worth, Texas.
a thing or two. In his predictions for the screen is indicative of the players' private
stars, he said Vilma Banky would confirm lives. Ye gods ! Pity poor Greta Garbo,
In Justice to William Boyd.
his idea that she can't act. Since when Lon Chaney and all the horrible villains !
How any one can dislike the suave, subIn the September issue of Picture Play, can't Vilma act? I should like to know
polished Menjou is beyond me. There
I noticed a remark about William Boyd what she was doing in "The Dark Angel," is a tle,
of feeling in his acting, a pathos
Eagle," "The Son of the Sheik," and that depth
which was unjust. The writer, "A Fan "The
asserts
itself in his few emotional
other films? Just decorating the screen, I
fromhostess,
Texas," Pola
said Negri,
that William
his
that heBoyd
did told
not suppose? Furthermore, I should like to scenes. This was finely demonstrated in
of Cads," in which, in my opinthink her beautiful nor a good actress. know why Rudolph Valentino twice chose "The ion,Ace
he did his best work so far.
Well! I think that fan had better read Vilma as his leading lady if she can't act?
More
power
to Picture Play for its
the interview over again. The interview
Mr. Pfeiffer went on to say, "Florence
and originality, and may it asstated that Pola Negri was amused about Vidor will take Gloria Swanson's place, impartiality
cend to the top in popularity !
and no one will miss Gloria." How can
Florence Owens.
it. What's
more, was
Mr. not
Boydbeautiful.
did not say
that
Miss Negri
He he say such a thing — 'no one will miss
San Francisco, California.
said he did not think she was so beautiful. Gloria" — when he knows very well that almost all the fans would miss her? FlorGive These Two Girls a Chance.
That's a
saying
not
beautiful atlotall.different
Also, if from
Pola was
amused
ence
Vidor takeis Gloria's
place?
How take
absurd
!
There
no
one
who
could
Carmelita
Gcraghty and Julanne Johnand did not care about it, why docs this
ston are two beautiful girls trying hard to
fan have a fit about it?
Gloria's place, just as there is no one to get ahead
in pictures, and I cannot see why
I think Mr. Boyd is a very good actor. take Rudy's or Wally's place.
Elfrieda Erik.
people have to complain about the space
Much, much better than some of the -sillygiven, them in Picture Play.
477 Eaton Street, Hammond, Indiana.
looking foreigners. Because he is a good
As for their going to parties, I think
American, I like Mr. Boyd and his acting.
Who is Flobelle? What is She?
that any one who works hard at the studio
I also think his wife, Elinor Fair, is a very
Some interesting predictions in a recent all day has a right to look for some ensweetblame
woman,
think anybody
tertainment. And, furthermore, while atcan
Bill and
BoydI don't
for falling
in love Picture Play enlivened these columns for
tending these parties, a girl might meet
with her.
me, and now give me an excuse to make seme director
who might think her just
predictions of my own.
the
type
for
his
picture and might give
W'hy don't we hear more about Viola a few
First, Florence Vidor will not take her a chance to next
become famous.
Dana and Shirley Mason? Every month
I get all five movie magazines, but not very Gloria Swanson's place, as one fan preEvidenth^ the two particular persons who
dicted. Miss Swanson will retain 'her high complain — namely, George Patterson and
often is there anything to speak of about
these two very cute, pretty girls. They
Dolores Costcllo will indeed play in a Harry M. Smythe — didn't see Miss Gerposition.
seem to me very good actresses.
aghty in "The Last Trail" and "The Great
Good luck to Bill Boyd, Viola Dana and big picture in the near future.
All of our girls greatly admire
Shirley Mason !
Myrtle.
Greta Garbo will not "follow," but will Gatsby."
the bewitching Carmelita, and the fact that
set the pace, or at least finish even in the she
is one of the best tennis players on the
915 Messlewood Avenue, Toledc, Ohio.
race for honors.
West coast makes us even stronger for her,
William Boyd will rank among the idols because we all love sports. I should like
Why We Mourn Over Our Rudy.
of the hour a year hence, and with good to present Picture Play with a bouquet
Here we are again ! And the cause of
pictures should be the idol.
our
protest is Elinor Garrison's letter to
Perhaps some one else has noticed the for writing about Aliss Geraghty and printthis department.
ing pictures
her. to Martin Boyer, who
fragile
beauty of little Flobelle Fairbanks
Just
a few ofwords
Miss Garrison dubbed the letters and
have been writ- in a letter to this department stated
letters
fan
many
perhaps
—
poems written about Valentino's death as
ten about her — ^perhaps she has been inter"silly and sickening." We wrote one of
Madge Bellamy had fallen "into a rut"
viewed repeatedly and has signed a five- that
those letters about his death, and therefore year contract.
instead of has
out greatly
of one.
Miss Bellamy's
nothing about her popularity
increased
since she
protest against such epithets. Miss Garri- — have read onlyI aknow
brief paragraph, which bobbed and bleached
her
hair.
She is a
son should understand that differei.t peo- mentioned her as a relative of the nimble
great favorite in our town, because she alple have different temperaments. Judging
gives an excellent performance no
from her letter, she seems to have a pretty Doug. But having seen her in just two pic- matter wayshow
bad the story may be, and I
Ishouldn't be surprised to find her
lukewarm disposition, but not all of us are on the tures,cover
of
every
film
magazine
in
the
like her. Wc are not lukewarm, and country in less than a year, and nothing doubt if she will ever "pass through the
therefore find it natural to express our would please me more than to have this back door of a studio with a lily in her
hand,"
as Mr. Boyer saidMiss
she had
already
ifeelings in our letters.
come true.
done.
Pauline.
Little Miss Fairbanks is reminiscent of
Again,
Miss
Garrison
could
not
"see
why
Phoenixville,
Pennsylvania.
Rudolph should be remembered while there Lillian Gish in the days when the Gish
are others who devote their lives to huA Warning to Screen Aspirants.
were more frequent. In "The
manity— missionaries, government officials, releases
Climbers,"
as theto daughter
ofwasIrene
Rich,
May
I relate an experience which I think
her
resemblance
Miss
Gish
startling.
philanthropists
and try
yet are
may interest some of the fans, and perhaps
Indeed? Wc —will
our not
veryheard
bestof."to
Again,
in
"The
Love
of
Sunya,"
Miss
Fairmake Miss Garrison see. The work of
some?
banks stood out, first for her gamin clfish- help
Over a year ago, I was sitting pretty back
missionaries, government officials and ness, and
then for the bedraggled woe she
Continued on page 114
philanthropists, however great, has not personified.

Continued from page 10
when they visit you? Seriously, I really
don't think it's quite "cricket" for fans to
be
ers. so antagonistic to foreign movie playI am going to finish wth a toast to
our sad-eyed Victor Varconi, and may he
have more boosting than he's had up to
now. And here's a special toast to Louise
Fazenda.
nicest girl in the
movies
— andShe's
the just
best the
actress.
BiBi-Ri.
Torquay, Devon, England.
To Louise,
(With apologies to Marion Strobe!)
Corinne Griffith has hair as soft
As a morning-glory vine.
And eyes as still as summer seas —
But Louise Fazenda's mine !

Advertising Section

Never has the good, old-fashioned American dollar bought so
much in fine f urnitiire. This suite alone would cost you $90 anywhere else, and theonly reason we can offer you this suite actually
below factory cost is because we took over the entire output of
a manufacturer in urgent need of cash. Our good fortune is your
good fortune. You know the increasing popularity of velour living room fiimiture — everyone demands velour suites nowadays.
This one is not only an exquisitely beautiful suite for the living
room, but a full-size comfortable double bed is embodied in the
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davenport, which is concealed and out of way when not in use.
A living room and bedroom suite combined. Just like having
another room — a spare bed room for unexpected guests.
You can actually own this suite and the lamp, have them
right in your own home, in use, in no time— just send $1 with
order today. And better still: you can have them on 30 days
FREE trial. You are sole judge of the value. If you do not believe this the greatest bargain ever, return suite and lamp and
we will refund your $1 and transportation charges both ways.

BUILT TO LAST
FOR YEARS
Construction of this suite throughout is Size of bed section 72 inches by 48 inches
especially
attrac- open. Width of davenport overall 54 inches.
tive framessturdy.
are of Strongly
selected made,
and seasoned
Eocker and arm chair 28 inches wide overhardwood, finely finished in rich brown
all, height of backs from seat 20 inches.
mahogany. Covering is an excellent grade Just the right proportions to insure comof figured velour in a beautiful blue and
plete comfort and restfulness.
taupe pattern that will harmonize with
Take a Year to Pay
any furnishings. Suite is upholstered
the coupon with $1 today. We will send
throughout with an abundance of finest, Mail
this 3-piece Velour Bed Davenport Suite and
sanitary materials, overlaid with pure cot- give
you asthisif itartistic
lamp.own.
Use Then
every ifthingfor
ton batts. Strong, helical coil springs, in 30 days
were your
you are
the seat of each piece, prevent sagging not convinced of their worth, return these articles.
We
will
refund
your
first
payment
and
and add to the comfort. Davenport has 18
transportation charges both ways. You risk
springs in seat while rocker and arm chair nothing.
hiave 9 each. All in all, this suite is built Order No. BA 4ZIS, 3-Piece Brown
to last many years.
Mabogany Suite, Blue and Taupe
The davenport opens with a single easy Velour co-v ering, and Gift Lamp, Sale
motion into a restful, full-size bed for two Price only $59-95>Ternis $1 with order,
people. You do not sleep on the upholstery, $4>7S montbly.
the bed compartment has its own link fabric spring. During the day bedding is out
of sight — concealed in davenport interior.
President
Home Furnishers to
PITTSBURGH,
PA.
the People of America
Dept. S-260
for 33 Years
♦SpearfrCo.*

Send for Big Free Book
Tliisbookis filled from cover to cover
with household treasures — bargains all
of them — sold on easy payments — sent
on 20 days' FREE trial — every purchase
backed by a gold bond guarantee. There
are wonderful bargains in furniture,
rugs, curtains, stoves and everything
for the home. Sent to you without obligation tobuy. Mail coupon today.
SPEAR &. CO., Dept. S-260, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Send meat
once the Velour above.
Bed-Davenport
Suiteis SIand first
the Gift
Floor Lamp
extra
charge
Enclosed
payment.
Jt iswithout
understood that.No.If atasBAthedescribed
end ofbale30 Prioo
days' 559.95.
trial.
lamTitlesatisfied.
yoii S4.75
ly. Order
421o.
remains I will
with send
you until
paid month
in fall.
Name
R.BoxF.No.D..
.
Street andorNo. /\
Post Office
State
If your shipping point is different from your post office till in line below
Send shipment to
bATALUG
ppEp iI( the
want lines.
tfie FREE
only. Sendaddress
no money,
— ATAi
anIF youXabove
liere
and
write Catalog
yourname.and
plainly puton II— I1

Advertising Section
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Christmas

Just answer
GRETA

GARBO'S

five
questions)
"T AM
always
amazed to find how
J- much the public knows about
pictures and picture people. Sometimes itseems that the public knows
more about what is going on in the
studios than those of us who work
here in every
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios
day.
"If you arc one of those with sharp
eyes and retentive memories, try
your hand at these five questions.
To the writer of the best set of
answers from a woman, I will send
a check for $50.00 and a fan I carry
in my forthcoming
production
Divine
Woman". The
writer of"The
the
best set of answers from a man will
receive sl check for $50.00 and the
cane used by Lars Hansen in the
same picture. For the fifty next best
answers, I have autographed copies
of my favorite photograph.
Cordially yours,

Grefa Garho"
Five Qmestioims!
1 Of which M-G-M star is' it said
"He rides like the wind and ropes
News
reel? Name three points of
like
a fool?"
^superiority
What
do (inyounotthink
over of100M-G-M
words}.'s
■2 From what sign of the Zodiac
does M-G-M's trade mark derive
its
name? five mechanical tricks ia.
A Name
picture making — for instance
by
THE

GARDEN

OFm

Iworld gasped when Robert Hichens'
FAiySOUS novel first appeared.
THIS daring love story is
^80W on the screen, filmed by
THE master director Rex Ingram
IN the dreamlands of the East.
IT comes to you direct from its
SENSATIONAL
Broadway run at
THE Embassy Theatre, New_York.

Production, with
REX INGRAM'S
ALICE TERRY and
IVAN PETROVICH
Rohert
Hichens
Scenario
by
Willis Gold beck
Pirecud by
REX INGRAM

"The
'
C WhatClose-Up'
is M-G-M's
"Screen Forecast"? (Your local Theatre manager can help you answer this.)
Write your answers on one side of a
single sheet of paper and mail to
Question Contest, 3rd Floor,
1540 Broadway, New York. All
answers must be received by December 15th. Winners' names will be
published in a later issue of this
magazine.
Note:
If you do not attend pictures
yourself you may question your
friends or consult motion picture
magazines. In event of ties, each
tying contestant will be awarded a
prize identical in character with
that tied for.
Winner of Slogan Contest
for September
PAUL PACKARD
The Press
Cleveland, Ohio
Autopaphtd pictures hare been sent toihc next '
fo priie winners.
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PICTURE

Photo by Rittaae
West Point

PLAV,

December,

1927,

VOLUME XXVII
NUMBER 4

and William Haines ! The combination suggests Strict discipline, of course, and Bill's way of
evading it by means of ridicule and characteristic uppishness — all pointing to his ultimate development into a good soldier. Almost all the picture, which is entitled "West Point," was filmed
in and around the famous academy.
The scene above, in which Joan Crawford is
Bill's vis-a-vis, has for its background a glorious view of the lordly Hudson.
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Admit
On a tour through Para
covers many contrasting per
traveling contributor, who
By Malcolm
directing a big picture, and
incidentally, Dix owes his
biggest comedy successes to
La Cava. Both have a buxom sense of humor.
"Come on, Greg, look DeMille,
said Dix.
La please,"
Cava struck
a pose,
cigar
hand. at an angle, chin in
"Howzat?" he demanded.
pipe would be better,"
Dix"A decided.
A pipe was produced, a
baby spotlight played on the
director's head, and before
he knew it, his picture had
been taken in one of those
despised
poses that
he
had been"arty"
burlesquing.
He
siglied.
"People will see
thing and think I
self seriously,"
he
While
Dix was

the damn
take mylamented.
getting a

light off
a hundred an
yardsextra,
away notAdolphe
Menjou Vv'as summoning his
valet to flick a bit of imagiTlie imposing fagade of the studio, says our frank scribe, seems to be a cross between a
nary dust from his shiny
Moorish castle and a shooting galleiy.
patent leathers. Adolphe
assumes the stellar manner.
He and Dix may be considTHE
brothers Warner have a studio that looks
ered drawing cards of approximately equal importance,
surprisingly like an elongated edition of the
but they are totally opposite types. To watch them,
White House. William Fox brushed up his old
one would suppose that Dix was merely a friendly
extra, and Menjou a director general.
place until it seems practically new, with hedges ramThere was a spirit of opera bouffe pervading the
pant. But Paramount's reincarnation on Marathon
Street is the pride of Hollywood.
]\Ienjou set. A tidy little orchestra played waltzes
that sounded Viennese, while the South American
This new demesne of Zukor and Lasky serves admirably to represent the picture plants of the town. Its D'Abbade d'Arrast beamed on the ladies clustered about
him for instructions, and Adolphe, very dapper, very
imposing fagade, rearing impressively toward the heavens, is a cross between a Moorish castle and a Luna
debonair, very bored, smiled wearily as he concentrated
Park shooting gallery. Inside its walls, however, the
upon his chewing gum. His next picture was most
tourist is enchanted by the charm of formal gardens,
promising, he confided. His last had been very nice.
splashing fountains, and executive buildings done in the
This one, "A Gentleman of Paris," was going to be a
English manner.
sensation. He buffed his nails thoughtfully. Good
Probably no studio anywhere offers such extravastories are so hard to get, he said, forgetting»apparently
gant contrasts. Paramount is the home of paradox.
that he simply does the same story over and over, with
There is the dizzy Clara Bow on the one hand and the
different leading ladies and" fresh subtitles.
charmingly dignified Florence Vidor on the other, the
It was on Menjou's set that I encountered the most
glowing blonde in Hollywood, always excepting Claire
fastest director (Cruze) and the slowest (Von StroWindsor and Helen Lee Worthing. A French parley
heim). There is the serious, swarthy, pretentious Von
Sternberg, with megaphone and cane, yes-men and
between Menjou and D'Arrast was interrupted as this
hushed onlookers, while just behind his set, Gregory
tall, dazzling blonde undulated toward them. With a
smile, she pirouetted before them for approval.
La Cava good-naturedly lets the camera shoot its stuff
while a little old organ wheezes "Yes, Sir, That's My
"Magnifiqiic !" said Adolphe, blowing a kiss, and adjusting his impeccable cravat.
Baby." On the Paramount lot, there is something to
suit ever}^ taste.
''Parfait, chcrie," said D'Arrast.
Her name is Lorraine Eddy, and you can see her in
On the day of my visit, Richard Dix was having fun
persuading La Cava to pose for a publicity portrait. It "A Gentleman of Paris," as a French maid in a frock
was through Dix that La Cava got his first chance at that graciously defers to a pair of decorative limbs.

Bearer
mount's extensive new West-coast studio, one dissonalities and much to intrigue one. Thus writes our
only recently returned from a visit to the film capital.
H. Oettinger
Beauty is common on the Paramount lot. In a
single eye-filling phaeton, Josephine Dunn, Sally
Blane, Thelma Todd, and Doris Hill passed by.
Emerging from a projection room came Louise
Brooks with a sister alumna of the "Scandals," one

"B," for Bebe, marks the door ofBebe Daniels' bungalo w dressing room.
all give the sight-seeing home folk what is known in
Camden, N. J., as a thrill. They are upstanding lads
who may become actors.
One never knows.
At high noon. Paramount repairs to Madame Helene's tea room
across the street. Madame is massive, picturesque, dominant, filling thenously,
doorway
but giving omiway
Beauty, says Mr. Oettinger, is rampant
on the Paramount lot, and he offers
Lorraine Eddy as a striking example.
Shirley Dorman, roommate of
Joan Crawford, and very soothing sired
optically.
defeminineLending
touch the
to the
Menjou picture were Arlette
Marchal, French and fetching,
and the sprightly Shirley
O'Hara, newly discovered ingenue.
In addition to the beautiful
ladies on this lot, you find many
handsome youths cluttering
your path. Lane Chandler,
Jack Luden, Dick Arlen, Gary
Cooper, and "Buddy" Rogers
The exteriors of many of the buildings
are done in the English manner, so
that thev may be used.as movie sets.

to
greet and
you towith
a "Bon
jour!"
usher
you
to a table. This is the
Paramount cafe — unofficial, to be sure, but unchallenged. Tourists
haunt it in the hope of
seeing Tom Meighan or
a left-over wheel from
"The Covered Wagon."
They
stand
the
entrance
all about
day long,
mistaking Thelma Todd
for Betty Bronson, and
supposing that Julie
Lang is Evelyn Brent.
And they pa)'' well at
Madame Helene's for
their sight-seeing. On
the menu )'ou find this
recollection
of quality
significant legend
: "The
remains long after price
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Admit

Bearer

The avenues are attractively lined xvith trees and shrubbery.
is forgotten." After scanning that ominous line, you
proceed to order at your own peril.
With me were the lovely Florence Vidor, Arch Reeve,
affable Falstaffian major-domo of Paramount publicity,
and Margaret Ettinger, at once tlie most widely, known
girl in Hollywood and the most sought-after press
representative, as well as having once been a contributor
to these pages.
At the next table were
..
.
Raymond Hatton and
Wallace Beery, bold evidence that diplomatic oil
had been poured on temperamental waters, reuniting the uproarious comedians. Beery's attempt
to go it alone was only
mildly successful in
"Caseyshort
at the
Bat" and
little
of disastrous
in "The Big Sneeze,"
which has been retaken,
retitled and revamped to
permit the insertion of
Hatton. It is now called
"Now We're in Dutch."
The towering Beery is a
merry, boisterous soul.
Hatton is as quiet as he is
diminutive.
Further contrasts are
found in Pola Negri,
hrnne, aloof, intense,
affected, and Esther
Ralston, fair, friendly,
smiling and natural.
And watch the assistant directors go
dashing about commanding silence while
Emil Jannings acts,
Chester Conklin was found placidly enacting- comedy scenes ivith as
little fuss and ostentation as though he were still making iivo-reelers.

then step over to the stage where Chester Conklin is working. Watch him — hammers pound, electricians shout to
one another across the set, but Conklin, quite undisturbed,
proceeds placidly ahead with the work at hand. His
method is free and easy, almost careless, but his effects
are sure and unfailing. Jannings, on the other hand,
studies a scene for hours before he will act it. In fact,
most of the foreign actors
take their work methodically, weightily.
Not many camera men
laugh as they work, but
Conklin's camera men
seemed to find business a
pleasure. The scene
shifters, prop men, and
carpenters also gave vent
to loud laughs as the grotesque little comedian
went through a scene
with a parrot. When he
came off the set, he was
tucking his beloved mustache into a cigar box.
That serves as his makeup box. However his
.weekly wage may have
soared, Conklin is still the
same trouper who used to
caper about Professor
Sennett's giggle academ}-.
Success never spoils a
regular.
That the movies appreciate genius was manifested by the air of tension hovering over the
barroom set on which
J a n n i n g s was acting.
Signs impressively marked
"Quiet" were conspicuously posted, suggesting a
Pullman
Continuedcaron after
pageJlOOmid-
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Are

All

Stars

Movie

High

Hat?

That's what lots of people think, but
are they right? The truth of the matter
is that some of the players are ritzy and
upstage, and some are not. But you'll
usually find that those who are have
some very good reason for being so.
By Ann

Sylvester

high ?hat, aren't
pretty ritzy
THEY'R
they —Epretty
Always
putting on the dog — talking
with accents they weren't born with
•— thinking they're a little better than
any one else.
That, in a few words, is the opinion of a great part of the unprofessional world concerning actors
and actresses, movie or otherwise. That the . whole tribe, of
Thespians are aloof and "airy,"
is the layman's pet superstition.
The everyday world labors under the impression that, if it
went up to shake hands with
Su sie Snuffits, she'd turn up her
little million-dollar nose,
spin on her satin heel, and
walk away. You yourself
may have had a sneaking
hunch to that effect.
Just to be perfectly
frank, I'm not here to tell
you that there is no truth
in the idea.
Some are
ritzy, and some aren't.
Mary
Pickford
is not.
Bebe Daniels is not.
rion Davies is not.
Richard Dix is not.
Oh, a lot of them
aren't.
But let's
discuss those who
are — or are supposed to be — and
why.
Has it ever occurred to you that
wearing a high hat
might be a player's
line of defense.
Movie plavers may
not be any
than
anybody
else,hcti'cr
but
they're pestered a lot more
than other people, and a
cool manner has more than
once saved them from a lot
of boredom and waste of
time.
Take the case of Clara
Bow.
When
Clara first
Bebe Daniels is another who has always been considered a good fellow.

/

Photo by Melbourne SpunRichard Dix is one star who could certainly never, under any circumstances, be accused of being high hat.
started in the movies, she was as friendly and effusive as
a little bear cub. She thought that the world was her
friend and would play no dirty tricks on her. She even
liked newspaper reporters and confided some of her secrets
to them. Maybe, you. read som.e of those early articles
about Clara, and maybe you missed them, but anyway,
they weren't any too flattering. They made her out to
be a cross between a hoodlum child and a young lady who
discussed
her private'
that
it verged
on bad affairs
taste. with such startling frankness
Among others who read these stories was Clara. She
decided, after that, that it was much better to be cautious
than confidential. She now regards things with a stillfriendly, but much more careful, eye. She speaks vviien
she is spoken to, and doe's not tell everything that she is
asked. You can't blame her for that, can you, after the
experience she had ? And yet her new decorum has
earned her in certain charters the epithet of "high hat."
It just goesi to show that you can't please everybody, and
it's a wise movie star who minds her own business, even
though she has to be aloof to do it.
The case of Pola Negri is quite different. Pola is
no longer ritzy, hut when the flaming Polish star first
struck Hollywood phe ^vas about the snobbiest lady
who had ever turnerl up her nose in the little suburb.
It really \\;\sn't Pnla's fault. Mabel Normand had
told her to — or so the story goes.
It seems that
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All Movie

Stars High

Hat?
to the dress rehearsal of the performance to find out what she was expected to do.
You might not think that film players would get very much excited over
seeing another of their kind. You
might think that the native talent
might even resent an imported actress.
But never in my experience have I
seen a group of people so excited as
were those players in the benefit when
they received word that Pola was to
appear among them. She was a great
artist, and Hollywood had fallen in
love with her in "Passion." I remember that,
nine o'clock
on
the evening
of about
the rehearsal,
a prop
boy came running onto the stage, interrupting the proceedings with a
shout — "Here she comes!" Ever}-thing stopped. You could have
dropped a pin and heard it. The
players drew to either side of the
stage, making a pathway for Pola.
Every man, woman, and child in that
auditorium got to his or her feet to
welcome the artist who had captured
their hearts. And when actors get
to their feet for another player, it is
a real tribute. They will do it for
Mary Pickford and for a few others,
but not for many.
Enter madame !
Upon that group of smiling, welcoming, upturned faces, Pola turned
the haughtiest mien it has ever been
my misfortune to witness.
Without glancing either to
right or left, she received
her instructions, gave a
curt nod, and disappeared
from the scene.
Well, everybody had a lot
of fun after
that panning

Norma Talmadge high-hats people she doesn't
like, and it makes no difference to her whether
they are princes or paupers.

her, and it was
that little stunt
more than anything else she
did that earned

Mabel
and Pola had crossed from
Europe on the same boat and, just for
the devilment of it, Mabel had told her
she would get along better if she didn't
speak to any one but Jesse Lasky, and
not too often to him. Pola was new to
the American
studios. She
thought Mabel ought to know.
So when she reached Hollywood, she put on one of the
prettiest acts in making herself
disagreeable that you ever saw.
I remember one occasion in
particular. It was on the second
night after Pola's arrival. In
the interests of charity, the
movie players were giving a
performance in the Bowl of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream."
Shirley Mason, Viola
Dana, Conrad Nagel, Bill Russell, William
Farnum, Mary Miles Minter, and a whole
host of others, were in the cast. Other illustrious stars were
asked to be present and make appearances on the stage between the acts. Among those asked to do this was Pola.
Yes, she said, she would do it. Yes, she would even come

her the reputation she long enjoyed of being
bad-tempered
When Pola Negri
Hrst came to
Hollywood, she
was about the
most ritzy person the film colony had ever
seen, butvelopeditthat she
dethought
that
was
what she ivas

and temperamental. But
Pola is naturally
a friendly, impulsive sort of
person,
and herit
didn't take
long
to learn
her mistake.
At

the present writshe's one apof
the ing,
most
expected to be.
proachable stars.
Irving Thalberg, to whom
Norma Shearer recently announced her engagement, has
Continued on page 98

Miss Vidor says slie has seen too many actresses outstay their ivelcoine in the movies to want to be guilty of the same mistake.

An

Actress
Who
Knows
When
to
Florence Vidor, convinced that it is a great mistake for any feminine star to
fight to keep her place on the screen after her youth has begun to fade, calmly prepares to retire in a few years and turn her attention to other interests.

Quit

By Myrtle Gebhart
definite time limit on her career. The dread day usually
IT'S a wise actress who knows when to retire."
dawns with catastrophic suddenness and finds the player
Florence Vidor sat with her patrician brown
head against the gold pillow, her black slipper gently
quite unprepared for it.
tapping the green rug. Her eyes rested upon the euca"You cannot continue indefinitely," said Miss Vidor.
lyptus trees stirring softly outside her open French
"It is pitiful to see those whose luster is dimming makwindow.
ing frantic efforts to hold onto their vanishing youth.
On the stage, one's age can be successfully disguised,
"I shall not give the public an opportunity to evict
but the camera is merciless. Nor, when once she is
me," she continued. "In two, possibly three, years I
finished, can an actress return to the screen with any
shall retire from the screen."
Every actress talks now and then of that future day measure of success. Consider Alice Joyce. A brilliant
when her screen career will have come to an end, but
woman, with undeniable gifts. The public loves her
still. But she usually plays only supporting roles, often
it's usually
in very does
vague anterms
as something quitespoken
remote. of Seldom
actress
set a mediocre.
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An

Actress

Who

Knows

"No, time is one game that you cannot beat. I shall
not waste my energy trying to. When I reach an age
when I am too mature for screen stardom, I shall retire. But I shall still be young enough to feel that I
have my best years ahead of me, and I am planning to
fill my life with interests far removed from pictures."
On a recent trip to Honolulu, Miss Vidor arranged
for the purchase of a house near Waikiki beach, where
she hopes eventualh' to make her home.
"Forlife,a to
partme,ofwould
the year,
at least,"
said. of"The
ideal
be Paris
for sixshemonths
the
year, with the other six months divided between travel,
Honolulu, and visits to friends in Hollywood. I should
want, however, to maintain a home in Paris, as I dislilce
hotel life."
No, Florence Vidor does not belong in hotels. Despite the chic cut of her hair, the smartness of her
g.own, the sophisticated lightness of her conversation,
she has a homy air about her, the attribute of a wellbred Southern w^oman.
"Why pick Honolulu?" I asked. "Why not your native South? Surel}- you must have many old friends
there."
"Indeed, I have. But their attitude toward me would
have changed. You cannot escape the movies in this
country. The fact that you have once been connected
with them sets you a little apart, as a kind of curiosity.
In Honolulu, I should be judged for myself alone,
rather than for m}- movie reputation.
"I do not mean to be idle after I retire. I think I
shall study sculpture. No particular talent for it has
evidenced itself as yet, but I enjoy it, and often one
has latent talents. All arts are allied, and if one has a
feeling for one of them, one can adapt that feeling to
others. I shall alwa3'S be studying something.
"And there will be tennis every day, and reading. And
Suzanne will require more of my time as she grows
older. A small child may be safely left to the care of a
nurse, with only general supervision from her mother.

When

to Quit

But a girl growing into }-oung ladyhood needs her
mother in a more personal way. She needs her
companionship and constant interest. I am sure that
simply guiding Suzanne's development Avill occupy
much
my time."
She of
turned
again to Honolulu.
"There is a set of young people there, mostly English,
whom I found delightful. We used to play tennis and
bridge together, and swim and dance. It was some time
before they even knew of my picture connection. They
had thought me just a yoiJng mother on a holiday with
her child. Then, when my profession was discovered, it
was relegated to its proper place in the scheme of things
with the casual remark, 'Oh, you are an actress? How
interesting!' And the talk turned into other channels.
"One gets into an awful rut in Hollywood. You
hear nothing but pictures, pictures, pictures. Perhaps
it's just as well, while you are engaged in the work,
though I believe that a broader outlook among the players would add both versatility and realism to the screen.
Yet it is intolerable to live in this picture world and
not be of it. I have seen that look of loneliness in the
eyes of young wdves who gave up acting w'hen they
married. They feel completely out of it when they
see their chums all working, absorbed in the busy, selfsufficient world of picture-making. It is difficult to
keep one's balance here in Hollywood, to realize that
there is a world outside where pictures mean little or
nothing, that there are many people wdio don't like us.
The atmosphere here is too artificial, too unreal."
"Will you marry again?" I asked ]\Iiss Vidor. I was
wondering about her oft-rumored engagement to George
Fitzmaurice, which was recently reported broken.
She shrugged. "How can I say? If I do, I assure
you of one thing — he must be a playmate. I have
learned
to play, certain
and I love
it." who had recentlv marI mentioned
actresses
ried men considerably younger than themselves, men
Continued on page 108

She bv no means intends to remain idle after slie retires, and has already made many interesting plans for the fntiire.
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Poor
Little
Rich
Boy!
Another millionaire, with everything in the world he could want, has been lured from his opulence
to struggle side by side with the thousands of starving extras for a place in the movies. His name
is Sylvanus Stokes, Jr., but that means just nothing at all in the life of a hard-boiled casting director.
By Helen Klumph
HE goals for which others are willing to struggle
T and suffer and make sacrifices are all his. Leisure and money — freedom to do as he likes. He
is footloose and prosperous, young and strong, mentally alert and personally ingratiating. And he has that
quality that is so hard to define and impossible to counterfeit, the poise inherited from a family of power, of
fastidious tastes and cultural achievements.
He is a sought-after guest in the homes of the socially
elect, not only in America, but in Europe. He can rove
wherever fancy calls — on a yacht of his own, if he likes.
The doors to adventure. are open to him.
But — he wants to go into the movies. And the motion-picture producers don't care particularly whether
Sylvanus Stokes, Jr., wants to work for them or not.
In fact, he hasn't been able to get any of the important
ones
give be
himmatching
even a moment's
thought.others out on a
He tomight
his skill against
polo field, or idling down the Riviera with pleasant companions. But— he sits with twent\'-three other extras on
a bench in the broiling sun, his six feet one of sleek
muscle clad in an ill-fitting suit of pink cotton tights,
and awaits the summons of a harassed director tr}-ing to
make a quick and cheap one that will get by the exhibitors. And Sylvanus Stokes, Ji"., is happy doing this
— happy as he has never been before, except when he
was peeling potatoes and heaving coal in the navy.
He would like to ask the director why he tells the
actors to do this or that ; he wants to know the reason
why the camera man shoots from one angle rather than
from another; and he wants to knovv' what all the mysterious juggling of lights is for. But he dares not interrupt to ask. The casting director might get an order
not to hire him again. "Keep that pest Stokes off my
set
always asking questions!" would undoubtedly
be —thehe's
result.
If he were so foolish — and I assure you he is not —
as to go up to the exotic-looking leading lady and announce, ''My name's Sylvanus Stokes,
Jr.," she would probabl}- say — if, indeed, she took any notice of him at
all — "Look here. Baby, why don't you
pick a short and snappy one? You'll
never get that one in electric lights.
Oh, well, you haven't much chance.
^■
anyway."
What is this lure of the movies that
gets the rich and the poor alike ? With
most people I have thought it was the
promise of fantastically big salaries,
or the chance to gratify their
vanity. With Stokes it is
neither, and he himself cannot

tell you precisely what it is about the studios and their
people that gets him. Perhaps it is merely that the
movies are a game to him, with new and unfamiliar
rules. Perhaps difficulties are glamorous to one to
whom everything has come easily.
I have met a thousand and one screen-struck people
and heard at least as many stories of how they broke
into the movies, but I have never heard a story like
Stokes'. He told it to me one afternoon recently as
we sat in the garden behind his charming home in
Beverly Hills. The setting was that of a magnate ;
the talk, that of a struggling young newcomer who
gloated over having got six whole days of work in one
The lure of the movies, he told me, had first got him
picture.
when he took a hungry youngster into a restaurant
where he saw people in make-up rushing in for bites to
eat, exchanging banter about their work, and hurrying
cur
story.
eagerly
away again.- But we are getting far ahead of
After two years in the nav}- — part of which was
spent as a third-class seaman on his own father's yacht,
which had been loaned to the government — and after
twenty trips to Europe, young Stokes decided to get a
boat of his Own and go adventuring. He bought the
schooner Genesee, which had formerly been owned by
William K. Vanderbilt, and set out for the South Sea
Islands. But the expedition was rudely halted when a
storm off the coast of Florida wrecked his boat.
He then spent months searching for another. You
can't, you know, just order an ocean-going yacht over
the teleplione, or pick one up in a day. While Mr.
Stokes was still lookAt
he's the
just studios
one of
ing for one, he happened to go into a
the extras, but
in his off how s
tlieater where "Old
Mr. Stokes still
Ironsides"' was showallows himself a
Continued "on page 112
uries of life.
few of the lux-
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A large expanse of sand by the sea was effectively used for the desert
scenes in "Beau Sabreur," thus making it unnecessary for the company
to endure the terrific heat of the real desert

And

Sabreur"
"Beau
—
Now
Inspired by the success of "Beau Geste," Paramount produces
a sequel to that exciting film of the French Foreign Legion.
By Edwin

Schallert

tie had been won, and another day's work done for the
r\OUR France!"
Paramount production of "Beau Sabreur."
/"^ A throng of soldiers clad in blue top coats and
A cheer that was proof of the enthusiasm of the
white trousers had drawn themselves up, fixing
crowd went up from the congregated extras. It had
bayonets and setting themselves nervously and tensely
been hot, fighting in the summer sun, even on a location
for action. In the walled court of a huge, gray-green
so close to Hollywood as the Lasky ranch, and it wa?
fortification, they had formed themselves into a hollow
good to look forward now to shower baths and dinner.
square, an intense stillness gripping them. Their
muscles were taut.
"Beau Sabreur" is supposedly a sequel to "Beau
Suddenly a shot snapped from beyond the wall.
Geste," and like the latter, deals with the warThere was a rush of feet.
fare of the French Foreign Legion against the
Love interest plays a much more important part in "Beau Sabreur"
and a flying melee of ondesert tribes. The stucoming white robes and
than in "Beau Geste." Gary Cooper, as Major de Beaujolais,
dio predictions are that
turbans. With shouts from
succumbs to the charms of Evelyn Brent.
it will be even more of
hundreds of throats, a mob
of warriors clad in flaring
abuthit that
than remains
"Beau Geste,"
to be
desert garments dashed
seen. It is a production
into the court and flung
of a different sort,
themselves toward the hudw-elling
more upon a
man square. Guns banged
love romance, and less
and chattered. Men
dropped right and left.
upon the thrill of mysHolding close together,
tery and action. Femthe blue-and-white solinine appeal plays a bigdiers wavered and topger
in itinthan
"Beau part
Geste,"
whichin
pled. By degrees they
the love interest was
became a mass of tangled, motionless bodies.
secondar)- to the theme
of the devotion between
Man after man fell, and
the three brothers.
as the white-clad inPercival Christopher
vaders, gaining courage,
Wren, author of both
made a final lunge,^ there
stories, has retained in
was naught left but a pile
"Beau Sabreur" several
of twisted figures.
of the characters who
"Zaguig
is taken were
!"
The words
shouted in English, not in
Arabic, as they should
have been, but the effect
was none the less momentous. Another movie bat-

Geste."
A in
prominent
"Beau
appeared
part -in the plot is played
by Hank and Buddy, t^'it
two Americans who furnished comedv in the

And Now — "Beau
earlier film. Major de Bcaujolais, the leader
of theweird
reliefoccurrences
part in "Beauat Geste"
that witnessed
the
the isolated
fortress
of Zinderneuf, is the hero of "Beau Sabreur."
The name, "Beau Sabreur," meaning "beautiful saber," is given him in token of his amazing
swordsmanship.
There ,will probably be as many different
pronunciations for this French name as there
were for "apocalypse" in "The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse." So it might be mentioned
that the accent is on the last syllable, and that
this syllable sounds something like "br-r-r-r."
The matter of pronunciation is purely incidental, anyway. The movie fan will be much
more interested iin whether the film is a rousing
good romantic thriller. And though some may
find "Beau Sabreur" unadulterated hoktim
compared with "Beau Gcste," there is no doubt
that it contains excitement aplenty.
Also, it suggests something of the fidelity of
the French Foreign Legion to France. The
scene of the taking of Zaguig exemplifies this.
The entire garrison is supposed to be wiped out
in this portion of the .narrative. The legionnaires fight valiantly and to the last man against
the onslaught of the
nomads of the Sahara.
Evelyn Brent, on location
At the close of the bat- for the picture near GuadaCalifornia, gets a pail
tle, they are naught but of hotlupe,
water straight from
the boiler.
a pile of inert bodies,
with even the wounded
scarcely moving. As
some of the principals
in the combat expire,
they murmur the
words of their fealty,
"Pour France" — "For
France." These two
syllables are the main
theme of the production.
Major de Bcaujolais,
played by Gary Cooper,
particularly dedicates
himself to the fulfillment of this idealistic
sentiment. He takes a
vow never to look upon
a woman, for fear that
she may deflect him
from his duty. He
holds to the vow until
he meets the American
girl, Mary Vanhrugh,
played by Evelyn
Brent.
Their first encounter
is just before the siege
of Zaguig; and during
the conflict with the
Arabs, he is under the
necessity of rescuing
her, as she is the niece
of the commander. He
himself is on a mission
for the secret service
that he cannot disclose.
He has to relinquish
his place in the battle
in_ order to carry out
this obligation, and in

Sabreur"
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Hank and Buddy, the comedy pair of "Beau
Geste," appear again in the new film, being played
this time by Roscoe Karns and Noah Beery.
the mind of the girl this casts suspicion
upon his courage. Her distrust is the cause
of the various differences that arise between them, until he proves his bravery in
a subsequent episode showing the defense
of the oasis.
This battle at the oasis provides a spectacular finish for "Beau Sabreur." It was
photographed on the same location that
Cecil B. DeMille used for the biblical prologue to "The Ten Commandments" several years ago — a huge stretch of sand by
the seaside at a place called Guadalupe,
about
wood. two hundred miles north of HollyHere a thousand or more men were assembled in a camp that was as pleasant,
up-to-date, and comfortable as that for
''Beau Geste," in torrid Arizona, was hot
and disagreeable. The makers of the picture did, however, have to contend with
overhanging fogs, waiting sometimes days
for the proper amount of sunlight
" 'Beau Sabreur' was a much more difin many ways
'Beau Geste,'
Miltonficult jobHoffman,
the than
supervisor
of the"
production told me. "We ran into many
more technical obstacles than the 'Beau
Geste' compan}'' did. It would have been
impossible, though, to go to the Arizona
desert at the time we filmed the picture, because of the intense heat.
"Under proper light, the sand on the
edge of the ocean at Guadalupe doubled
Continued on page 98
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My

Simply
Dear,

But who started it, anyway
teams that has swept over the
of them now, and they have
whole films are being written

Rajmond Hatton and Wallace Beery,
left, were the ones who really started
the fashion. Their hilarious antics in
"Behind the Front" made such a hit
with the fans that they were immediately cofeatured again in "We're in the
Navy Now." And now they are a pair
of comic firemen in "Fireman, Save

My Child."
The combination of Ted McNamara and Sammy Cohen, below,
as the Irish and Jewish doughboys in "What Price Glory" was
a riot. So they were paired off again as the comedy relief in
"Sunrise." and arc now being featured as rival taxi drivers in
"The Gav Retreat."'

The fans first discovered in "Rookies" how funny Karl Dane
and George K. Arthur could be together. The big Dane and
the little Englishman make their second joint appearance in
"Babv Mine," above.
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They're
Screaming!
— this mad rage for comedy
movies? There are so many
become so important, that
for these pairs of comedians.

Ever since George Sidney and Charlie
Murray headed the rival factions in
"The. Cohens and the Kellys," the Jew
and the Irishman have been teamed in
one comedy after another. Recently,
they were seen in "Lost at the Front,"
and now they appear in "The Life Oif
Riley," right, as a Jewish chief of police
and an Irish chief
ment.of the fire depart-

With all the men cutting up such capers, the ladies decided it
was time ihcy produced a comedy team, too, so Polly Moran and
Marie Dressier got together and had an uproarious time in "The
Callahans and the Murphys," below. Now they are combining
their talents once more in "Bringing Up Father."

"But just wait till they see us!" whispers Chester Conklin to
W. C. Fields. "Then they'll see some real fun!" These two
veterans of comcdv are being cofeatured in "The Side Show."
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Phoj. by Harry Merland
Clara to-day is making seven thousand a week, but she hasn't forgotten the time when a "fifty-cent feed" was lier idea of a feast.

A

Flash-back

on

Clara

Bow

Her first press agent looks back on the time, four years ago, when Clara Bow was just a gum-chewing kid from
Brooklyn who nearly died of excitement when a producer decided to send her to Hollywood for a try-out.
By Virginia Morris
of those journalistic detectives who trails
ONE
Hollywood rumors down to their very source
revealed in the newspapers not long ago that
Clara Bow, alias Rough-hoiisc Rosie,
the red-haired hula girl with "It,"
draws a weekly pay check for seven
thousand dollars.
When I read that, I uttered a little cr}^ of delight
and clapped my hands together. Clara's a great kid.
She deserves ever}' nickel of
it. And looking at it from a
cold business standpoint, if
Clara's boss persuades her
to work for that, it's the biggest bargain since somebody
bought Manhattan
Island from an Indian
chief for a string of
beads — or was it a box
of gumdrops? Why,
there are several stars
not half so popular as
Clara who are knocking
down twice as much.

When I think of that, the
seven thousand makes me
mad, and I decide that
Clara's underpaid.
Still, seven thousand is
quite a little change to have
to carry around with you
on Saturda}' morning. A
studio pay day is something
I'd like to be in on some time, if only
as a spectator.
I've often wondered
whether film bosses pa}' off the hired
help in thousand-dollar bills and whether
the stars gaze a little wistfully at them
and figure out "so much this week for
rent, so much for ice, so much toward
paying for my new fur coat, and an extra dollar left over to go to the movies
on There
if I want
are to."
times when I'm a very
The "It" girl at the time of her
discovery looked like a school
kid — she used no make-up at all,
and her hair, still long, hadn't
even thought of turning red.

A

Flash-back

on

Clara

Bow

pensive person. And seven thousand dollars a
week can make me think quite a lot. Somehow,
I associate such a sum only with movie folks and
the crowned ' heads of Europe. I imagine the
Kaiser's weekly pocket money, in the good old
days of prosperity before the war, must have been
something like that.
Maybe you recall that, a few years ago, Wilhelm's dentist wrote an interesting book to prove
that the emperor could have a toothache just like
any of us. It gave me the idea that- maybe Clara
Bow fans might get a kick out of hearing something about the real off-screen aspects of their
favorite.
Now I'm not going to tell you that I'm a dentist's assistant who once saw Clara with a swollen
jaw. Nor am I going to give you the usual picture of a star that results from eating iced melon
with her during a half-hour interview. I'm going
to cut back to four years ago and tell you about
a kid named Clara Bow who lived in Brooklyn
and wanted like heck to be a movie actress.
I was a member of the obscure profession called
press-agentry and was working with a company —
Preferred Pictures — that has since passed into the
limbo of forgotten things. One morning my boss,
J. G. Bachmann, sat in his office and rang a bell
twice. That meant me. When I answered the
summons, the gist of what he told me was to oil
up my typewriter and let the world know that he
had signed up a kid who he thought had a lot of
ability. He was going to send her out to Hollywood to see if his partner, B. P.
Schulberg, approved of his choice and,
if so, they'd perhaps let her play a
little part in "Maytime."
Note, please, that it was Mr. Bachmann who was responsible for the
discovery of the Bow treasure, and
not Mr. Schulberg, as is generally believed. Mr. Bachmann, as the New
York representative of the partnership, had gone out on a scouting tour
for likely talent and had seen Clara
working in a tumble-down shack
over at Astoria, Long- Island. A producing tmit, organized in the name of
art, was starring Glenn Hunter in a
picture called "Grit." Like most
artists, the group had lots of zeal but
no money. That's why Clara had got
her job — because she was unknown
and would work for almost nothing.
She had played in one picture before
that — "Down to the Sea in Ships"- —
another privately financed venture that
had been strapped for cash. In spite
of the fact that she had stolen the picture from the leading lady by her portrayal of a hoydenish stowaway on a
whaling vessel, she had found the
pursuit of further work a discouraging process.
My first sight of Clara was when
Mr. Bachmann brought her into the
publicity department and turned her
over to me. Though
I'm relieved now
Her performance in
of the duties of
"Black Oxen" settled i—t she was on
press-agenting her,
I can frankly say
the screen to stay.
that I thought she

Photo by Harold Dean Caraey
Though she arrived in Hollywood a wide-eyed child, it
didn't take our Clara long to develop "allure."
was one of the most vivid little girls I had ever .
seen. She wasn't pretty, she wasn't dressed
well, but there was the spontaneity of youth
about her. Her face had a way of lighting up
when she smiled. Her teeth were very white,
and her dark eyes sparkled as she talked. But
when her face was in repose, there crept into
those eyes
a softness that suggested great emotional feeling.
Then, and every time thereafter that I saw
her, she was chewing gum. She asked me to
go to lunch with her, and we ate among hostile
elbows at a chain drug store.
During the next week, I got to know Clara
rather well. She came into the office every day
with her funny little father, who reached only to
her shoulder — and Clara never was a giantess
herself. He had given up his job in a Coney
Island restaurant when her contract was signed
and he was prepared to help her in her climb.
Clara's mother had died about six months before this.
The "It" girl in those days looked like any
school kid. Her hair was not carrot-colored as
it is now. It was very dark brown and, what's
more, it was long. She used no make-up at all,
except a dash of powder on the end of her nose.
One morning she came into my office, with
her lips quivering
and ontwo
Continued
page big
96 tears running
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Fanny the Fan marvels over the
several obscure young players,
pictures, and picks up bits of gossip

By The
I had once met with Madeline Hurlock.
I rushed to the telephone and Madeline
assured me it was the same girl.
"She played in Sennett comedies for a
while; then, when her contract with Sennett expired, she set bravely out as a freelance. Her only engagement in months
was in a Reginald Denny picture. When
she got the job as Lorelei she had been
out of work for ages, and was about to
give up in despair.
"If she is one half as good in the role
as every one thinks she will be, a longterm contract is sure to be the reward.
And if Providence is kind, Anita Loos
should be retained to write stories for her,
for I am sure Ruth would be delightful in
the type of comedies Constance Talmadge
used
to make."
Fanny
spoke with such vehemence that
T knew she was sincere and not merely
tr\-ing to climb onto the band wagon. But
I couldn't resist reminding her that she
had never even thought of Ruth Taylor \
for the part. With her usual blithe, casual
manner, she ignored me.
"I don't wonder that hope never dies in
the hearts of players, no matter how long
they are out of v.'ork," she rambled on
idly. There are so many flagrant examples of big success coming suddenly
after long discouragement. Look at Rose-

Pnoty by Homm;l
Lorelei Lee is chosen at last! She's Ruth Taylor,
former Mack Sennett girl, and now, laments Fanny,
there's nothing more to argue about.

an at
Fanny,
said manne
r inth
WELL,"
imperious
suggested that big things
had been settled in a big Avay, "it
is all over now."
I didn't have even a chance to
ask her what was all over — she
was determined to speak her piece
without any interruptions from
me.
"The girl to play Lorelei Lee in
'Gentlemen Prefer Blondes' has
been selected, and the biggest
argument since the disputes over
who should play Peter Pan and
Ben-Hur is ended. And the funny
part of it is that the selection is
absolutely right. Ruth Taylor is
the perfect choice for the part.
''At first, when I heard that a
girl by that name was to play the
most famous heroine in modern
literature, I was puzzled. I
couldn't place her. Then suddenly Iremembered a bland, trustful, and altogether delightful
young person by that name whom

^

I am always permar}' Cooper."
willing look
— evenat
anxious fectly
— to
Rosemary Cooper, and
have found the chances
all too rare.
But I
couldn't quite see what
she had to do with this

']i
;
'
i
,.i

argument, if 3-ou can
call one of Fanny's
ment.
monologues an argu"Nobod}' ever had a
worse streak of bad
luck than Rosemary

i

I
f

had," Fanny went on.
"She photographs
divinely, is a very good
trouper, and seems to
have every requisite of
a successful player.
Yet she got stranded in
serials and small-time

Rosemary Cooper's streak of bad luck
had a happy ending when she was picked
from a lot of other girls to play a dominant role in D. W. Griffith's next picture.
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Teacups
sudden success that has come to
changes her mind about college
at numerous Hollywood parties.
Bystander
Westerns and, for a while, during the
late slump, had no engagements even in
those. Then, when her luck did take a
turn for the better and two good parts
were offered her, she slipped on some
stairs and sprained her ankle. Finally,
though, she got on her feet gain — literall}'
first, and then professionally. Along with
a lot of other girls she was suggested for
a dominant dramatic role in D. W. Griffith's first picture for United Artists. He
tried each girl out with the other applicants as audience. That seems intolerabl}'
cruel to me, but I suppose that sort of
thing is just part of the necessary trials
of an actress. - Anyway, all is well now for
Ro semary. Without the aid of costume,
scenery, props, or even a friendly maid
on the side lines, she got the part. And
you know how much it means to a young
player to get a chance to work with Griffith."
"Yes," I granted. "Legends never die,
not even in the picture business. Griffith hasn't made a good picture in the
memory of any but veteran fans, and yet
people still look on him with awe."
Fanny was frankly annoyed — she always
is when I get literal. But I have defied
her for many years to take me to see a
good Griffith picture, and all she has been
able to do is look up a
reissue of "The Birth of
a Nation."
"Oh, well," she went
on, undaunted, "there
are a lot of old-time directors whose productions don't inspire any
new adjectives but who
attract attention to any /
young players they bring
out. Look at Allan j
Dwan, for instance.
After he gave Leila Hyams her chance in 'Summer Bachelors,' she was
signed up by Warner
Brothers. She has now
just finished her third
consecutive lead opposite
Monte Blue, in 'One
Round Hogan,' and later
on she is to be featured.
And June Collyer, who
got her start in Dwan's
'East Side, West Side,'
has been signed by Fox.
Marion
Da vies emerged
bruised, but victorious from a rnugh-and-liiinble haskct-ball game in "The Fair Co-ed. "

"One Round Hogan" is the third consecutive picture in ii'liich Leila Hyams has played opposite
Monte Blue.
"I haven't seen Miss Collyer
yet, but Holmes Herbert, who
worked with her, says she is a
charming girl. The newspapers
call her a society girl, but that
doesn't necessarily mean anything. It is just a convenient
handle to attach to any one who
hasn't worked at anything before. Don't get a grudge against
.~ the
girl,
assuming
thatLeague
she is
one of bythose
Junior

/
/

Duses, until you learn the worst.
"Speaking of premature opin' ions, Fve had a grudge against
any one who perpetrated another
college picture. And now, just
by way of being changeable, I
am so enthusiastic over Marion
Davies' 'The Fair Co-ed' I can
hardly wait to see it. I went
down to watch Marion work one
da}' when she was in the midst
of a basket-ball game, and I got
so excited I found myself rooting for old Bingham just as
though my sorority pin was bet
on the game. Marion and Jane
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at Marion's beach house on Sunday, when the
company gather together and make merry, belying
any suspicion that they might be a little fed up
with each other after working together all week.
"The calendar says that fall and winter are hard
upon us, but California will be in a summer daze
for some time to come. It really is funny to sit
on the beach in a scorching sun and watch Sally
O'Neil, Marie Prevost, and a lot of others frolicking around in abbreviated costumes while they
talk about their winter wardrobes.
"So far as I am concerned, all honors for the
most piquant and becoming beach costume of the
season go to Viola Dana. Over a brightly striped
suit she wears an oilskin windbreaker and a tiny
sou'wester hat.
"Viola and her sister, Shirley Mason, are going
to make a picture together soon. It's to be called
'So This Is Love.' It's high time some one gave
them a chance to appear together in a film — they
are so cunning together.
"As a result of her late matrimonial difficulties,
Viola might have some invaluable comments to
make on the subject of 'So This Is Love' but unfortunately the story is not hers, but a scenarist's.
However, if you must delve into the private lives
of your friends, let me assure )-ou that Vi is the
most loyal and devoted young person I've ever
known, and I'm sure her troubles with 'Lefty'
Flvnn will all be forgiven and forgotten."
I could hardly resist the temptation to ciy
"Hear, hear!" when Fann}^ suddenly shed her
urally.
speech-making manner and rambled on more nat-

Photo by Ho33er
Shirley Mason is being co-featured ivitli
her sister, Viola Dana, in "So This Is
"
Winton haveLove.become expert
players, so expert that instead
of using the college players who
had been hired as their doubles,
Sam Wood made them play in
the big scene against a crack
professional team. Nothing in
pictures will ever seem strenuous
to Marion after that, unless som.e
one has the idea of putting her
into a prize-fight picture.
"Marion has a delightful sense
of comedy, and it is working at
its best in this picture. She
even sacrifices her chance to
look smart and trim by wearing
a big, bulky sweat shirt. Jane
Winton wears a very tight-fitting
suit for contrast and — well, I
don't need to remind }-ou that
Jane's figure is something to
send all well-fed women to a diet
of lamb chops and pineapple.
"Jane hates to think of this
engagement ever coming to an
end. It is so much fun to work
in Marion's company, and then
there are always the big parties

"You know, Vi has changed less than any other
star in pictures. She was such a kid when she
started, and she still seems like just a pert little
girl. I wonder if
there aren't a lot of
fans who have the
same tmdying devotion to Y\ that I've alI thought that by
whistling"Should auld
ways had." be foracquaintance
got," Imight be able
to snap Fanny out of
her saccharine mood,
but it had no effect.
Not Dana.
that I I don't
Vi
do, butlikeI
didn't see the need of
growing maudlin on
the subject. Then, I
thought that perhaps
mention of parties
might switch the trend
of Fanny's
tion. It did.conversa"Louis B. Mayer

gave the loveliest
party invinghonor
IrThalbergof and
Norma Shearer," she
exclaimed. "Chinese
lanternstoonedm"on the
e r ebeach
fes-,
Jane Winton's figure m
"The Fair Co-ed" is somefed
ivomenthing toinspire
to i?o all
on wella diet.

Over
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the Teacups

with a barbecue supper spread out under their
grotesque light. There was dancing on the terrace and bridge in the hbrary. And all the really
nice people you like to see were there. It was
perfect.
"Of course, every one had known for ages that
Norma and Irving were engaged, so the party was
really given in honor of her receiving her engagement ring.
"Incidentally, I suppose you have heard that
they don't need to buy any more giant reflectors
down at the M.-G.-M. studio since Norma and
Dorothy Sebastian got their rings. Dorothy is enengaged to Clarence Brown, as you must know if
you read the papers. Though I believe that the
accepted rules of etiquette demand that an engagement should not be announced before an intervening divorce is final.
"I love the Metro-Goldwyn lot — there is always
so much humor there. Only the other day I was
down there, and when I exclaimed over a huge
vaultlike set that was under construction, some
one told me that it was an annex to the shelves
where tures they
keep Ramon Novarro's unreleased pic!
"Every one must admit that the Metro-Goldwyn
company is supremely gracious. When they make
bad pictures, they do have the sense to shelve them
■— that is, most of them. But First National has
no shame at all. They go right on releasing one
Milton Sills picture after another.
"Colleen Moore gave the loveliest party for
Kathryn McGuire the other night," Fanny remarked, apropos of nothing at all. "Kathryn is
going to marry George Landy, the publicity director of First National, as soon as she finishes her
current picture with Marie Prevost. Harrison
Fisher says that she
is the most beautiful
blonde in Hollywood,
and if she is always as
radiant as she was the
other night, it must be
true.
"Colleen had little
heart-shaped pictures
of George and Kathryn for place cards,
and a band of itinerant musician s —
slightly off key, I'll
admit — stopped outside the door and
played the wedding
march. But the surprise of the evening
v/as a cake that was
iced to resemble a
Western Union telegram. The message,
addressed to Lover's
Lane, was to Kathryn
from Colleen and her
husband, John McCormick, and counseled her that the first
fifty years are the
hardest !
Patsy Ruth Miller was
called upon to milk a cow
in "Once and Forever" and
came home utterly exhausted. Photo by Nic'kolaa Muray

Photo by Ruth Harriet Loois
Gertrude Olmsted left Metro-Goldwyn
to free-lance, but her very first job was
back on the old home lot, in "Bringing
"The hard-times party that
"
Father.
Billy Sunday,Up Jr.,
gave convinced
me that players are just like the
famous busman on a holiday.
Marie Prevost and Phyllis Haver, not content with contriving
one elaborate pair of costumes,
went home twice during the evening and changed. First they
came as bedraggled and wilted
'Floradora'-sextette girls. Their
long trailing skirts were a great
blow to several of us, for we had
wanted to wear short-skirted
costumes and hadn't dared because we didn't want to try to
compete with Phyllis' legs, and
then, she didn't even show
"Where on earth is Patsy
Ruth Miller?" I asked, a little
bored, I'll admit, by all this talk
of parties.
"Where isn't she !" Fanny an!"' despairingly. "Never has
them swered
a free-lance
had so little freeContinued on page 108

Can

This

Be
Conrad
Nagel?
The meek and mild Mr. Nagel— or is he so meek and mild, after all?— gave Hollywood a jolt when he suddenly arose,
in the recent crisis overthe wage cut, and started roaring like araging lion — and made people listen tohim, what's more'
By Helen Louise Walker
HOLLYWOOD
has had another surprise. Hollywood, you know, is really just a village at heart.
It teems with gossip and speculation and vague
rumors quite as much as Gopher Prairie ever did.
More, perhaps, because its gossip concerns i:)eop]e who
are known the world over, whose faces and the details of whose lives are familiar to millions. Hollywood's gossip smacks of international affairs. And
Hollywood enjoys it.
Conrad Nagel supplied the colony with one of its
latest sensations. Conrad leaped into the liinelight with
startling abruptness. He had been leading his usual
calm, quiet life. One saw him here and there, the
same handsome, kindly chap one had known for a
long time. But he was not causing any particular excitement.
Then, last summer, the picture industr}^ suddenly began cutting capers. The rumpus started with the announcement on the part of certain large pi-oducers that
there would be a ten-per-cent wage cut affecting the
entire personnel of the big studios. Business, they
wailed, was bad. Something had to be done. Immediately, fireworks started among the actors and studio
employees. Meetings wdre held. Meetings and more
meetings. Things were discussed and re-discussed.
Grievances which had been nursed in silence for months
were trotted out and aired Speeches were made — lots
of speeches. Everybody began to organize. There was
a perfect orgy of organizing and a veritable epidemic
of loud talking. Nobody, apparently, knew just what
to do about it, but everybody had something to say
about it. It was quite a merry little hubbub.
It was just at this point that Conrad plunged out of
semiobscurity. He was chairman of the Actors' Equity
Association in Southern California, and this organization, which had been more or less quiescent, suddenly
awoke and began to function. Mr. Nagel began to
make speeches. This, in itself, was not remarkable,
since every one in the business was doing tlie same
thing. But Conrad's speeches were remarkable The
film folk discovered that the mild, good-looking actor
was possessed of a fire and a verve which they had not
suspected. He orated to some purpose, and the things
he said meant something.
"Did you hear Conrad speak at the Writers' Club?"
you were asked liourly, as you wended your way about
the studios. "Wasn't he superb?"
"Conrad — the sweet and gentle Conrad — has turned
into -a raging lion !" cried Blanche .Sweet. "I was
amazed. I didn't know he had it in him !"
That was just the point. No one had known he had
it in him.
"Conrad Nagel is my hero — absolutely!" enthused
Billy Haines. "What a regular he-guy he is ! I admire
him more than any actor I know."
This was a natural reaction, perliaps, on the part of
the players. For it was the actors" battle which Conrad was fighting. He was championing the cause of
his kind.
But this was only the beginning. Executives, directors, writers, newspaper men, awoke to the realization that Conrad Nagel was a power in the community
and in the picture industry. People consulted him on
any question that happened to arise, and went awav to

quote his opinions with tremendous respect. Folks
with pet projects for the improvement of the picture
business, the community, art, or the world in general,
took them to Conrad and received courteous and grave
consideration of their problems.
I hastened out to see him on his set at the M.-G.-M.
studio. He seemed as mild as ever. I observed no
outward difference.
"Please roar for me!" I begged. "I came out to
hear
roar !" "One doesn't roar just to be roaring,"
He you
laughed.
he reminded me. "But when one is convinced of the
righteousness of a cause — well — one speaks out."
"You've been speaking out with some vehemence," I
returned. "We are all aghast and agog."
He laughed again. He was patently enjoying, in his
quiet way, the sensation he had caused.
"People are so surprised to find that an actor can
think!" he said. "We have been considered just puppets who do nothing but go before the camera and do
as we are told to do. Nobody ever gives us credit, as
a class, for being able to think, for having ideas which
might benefit production and the industry as a whole.
"It is our own fault, realh'. We haven't tried much.
We have accepted the popular idea of an actor and
have lived up to it.
"And it has been the general belief that an actor in
pictures has just so long to go — five or six or ten years
of fleeting popularity — and then he is through. No one
has ever looked at acting as a business in which a man
can go on learning and learning, increasing his capacity,
just as he can in any other walk of life. He has had
to stop just when he was beginning to learn how to do
Work on the set ceased for the noon hour, and Conrad and I strolled over to the commissary for lunch.
his job."
He ordered a "fireman's sandwich,"' which is about the
most stupendous thing in the way of a sandwich I have
ever seen. Rye bread, great slices of Swiss cheese,
divers kinds of cold meats, tomatoes, lettuce, olives,
pickles, and numbers of other things, all piled on an
enormous platter. Conrad is no ascetic when it comes
to food !
He went on in his smooth, rich voice to tell me of the
great things that would be accomplished when people
in the picture industry awoke to the realization that
teamwork is the thing that counts in any business.
"Actors are going- to find that they must study production," he pronounced, "Producers are going to
study the intricacies of acting. Technicians, directors,
writers, are going to familigirize themselves with other
phases of the business besides their own.
"I have a plan, which is to be tried out on this lot,
for establishing contact between the various departments. We are going to have a committee, composed
of representatives from each department of the studio.
They will have lunch together once a month and talk
things over — try to understand the problems of each
other"s departments and to work tog"ether for their
solution. I hope other studios will try the plan, too."
I mentioned to him that it was generally understood
that he was to be cast in future in roles of a dilferent
type from those he had had — more energetic, aggressive parts than he had been doing.
[Continued on page 100
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/^ONRAD NAGEL is a changed man since his blazing defense
^ of the actors against the threatened salary cut. Now Hollywood expects him to show that positive side of himself on the
screen, according to the entertaining story on the opposite page.
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1

KATHLEEN KEY'S beauty is that of medieval Italy, and her
conversation is that of the day after to-morrow. Hollywood
s>-mpathizes with her, as she hasn't had a good role since "BenHur," and she can't resign herself to wait until it is filmed again.
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Pboto b7 Irvins Chidootf
THE luck of the Irish is nothing to
that of the Swedish, so far as 'the
movies go. Nils Asther had no sooner
made his debut in "Topsy and Eva"
than he was given the big role of Kit
in "Sorrel! and Son."

seem only
T itthat
SN'rday
DOEyeste
Mary
Brian was Wendy in "Peter
Pan?" All of a sudden she
has grown up, and the critics say she acts as a capable
leading woman should. So
she is now filling that place
in "The Side Show."

Photo by HoDiitMl
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Th*Ao ns M^tKmn* Spun

WITHERS nsed to menace the happiness of Alberta
Vaughn and Larry Kent in "The Adventures of Maizie," but he has since
reformed into a handsome leading
man, as you'll see at the first glimpse
of him in "Bringing Up Father."
GRANT

ANN RORK is strong-minded enough not to care to have the
>• silhouette of a conventional Hollywood ingenue. She believes
it is more important to be one's self than one of tlie crowd. Better look out for her in "A Texas Steer."

SHIRLEY O'HARA is found by Malcolm H. Oettinger, whose
impressions of her appear on the opposite page, to be as lovely
as Florence Vidor and as brilliant as Aileen Pringle, than which
nothing more encouraging could 'be said of any newcomer.

A

Lucky

Break

for

Adolphe

t is as much a lucky break for Menjou to play opposite Shirley O'Hara in "A Gentleman of Paris," as
it is for her, an unknown, to get a role that any recognized beauty would give a week's salary to play.
By Malcolm

an in evening dress flicked an invisgentlem
THE
ible speck from his immaculate coat sleeve.
Wearily he turned again to contemplate the girl
on the screen. She was in Spanish costume, somber,
tragic looking.
"No," said the tired watcher. "She won't do."
He climbed from the depths of the lounge chair in
the projection room.
"All right," he called. "Let's
"
not
He interrupted himself abruptly. There was a new
girl on the screen — fresh, demure, roguish, inviting.
No, it was the same one. But how different she
looked in smart clothes — how piquant, how beguiling,
how fetching !
He resumed his seat, watching the test with renewed
interest. He smiled to himself. This was something
like it. Here was a girl who could convey the atmosphere of Long Island perfectly. The quest was at an
end.
When the reel was unwound, Adolphe Menjou
strolled to the front office and requested that the girl
be signed forthwith for his next picture. Her name?
He frowned, hesitated, smoothed his mustache impatiently. The projection room reported : Shirlev
O'Hara.
No one had ever heard of her, no one vouched for
her, but in her various tests— -standing, sitting, smiling,
coquetting — one had caught Menjou's eye, and that was
enough. Shirley O'Hara had a job — a job that any
leading woman in Califilmia would have given her first
week's salary to get.
Sometimes that is how things happen in Hollywood,
where romance is supposed to flourish, but where you
are far more likely to come upon despair.
That is how one unheard-of girl, who had been haunting the studios for a year, finally came upon her chance.
That, as a matter of fact, is how Shirley O'Hara happened to be on the Menjou set when cameras began
grinding on "A Gentleman of Paris."
Pert, pretty, Park Avenue in a genuine way, smart
looking, she attracts the eye. Intelligent, witty, impudent, original, she holds the ear. The combination
is rare in fabulous, gossiping Hollywood.
There aren't many conversationalists there to take
you beyond the confines of the lot, the director's temper, the next still, the last retake.
There are inordinately beautiful dummies, lovely
hatracks, shapely cloak models, but there are precious
few who hold up their end of the incidental chatter.
Shirley O'Hara Nolan is her real name, and why she
ever decided to chop off the Nolan is a mystery. ' She
said that she felt it was open season for O'Neils and
O'Days and O'Dawns, so O'Hara it was. It doesn't fit
her. It doesn't suggest her.
She resembles* Florence Vidor; she might
her
younger sister. She is a sophisticated version ofbeBetty
Bronson, with a trim, perfect little figure, wide eyes
that are not too ingenuous, and crisp brown hair. She
is a distinctly aristocratic child, possibly eighteen, perhaps all of twenty.
Asked how she broke into pictures, she replied, "By
yessing people, lying profusely, and listening to poor
jokes with a polite smile."
When asked what pictures she had played in, she

H. Oettinger
said, "Hoss opera. Rancher's daughter, bandit, hero,
kidnaping, race, rescue, clinch. We made the same
picture over and over, using the same Mexican-village
set. In each picture we'd change the locale in the subtitles. One story would use it as a Cuban rancho, an- •
other as a Philippine village, another as a Mexican
town. The hero always managed to rescue me from a
fate worse than death, and we usually worked day and
night. Sometimes we received seventy-five a week.
Sometimes. I think the pictures were shown somewhere, but I've never heard of any one actually seeing
And if you think that is an exaggerated exposition of
how quickies are made, you are vastly mistaken.
Sometimes
they do a five-reel feature, so-called, in
them."
five
days and nights. When they decide to splurge,
they take as long as a week, occasionally ten days.
Considering the O'Hara beauty and charm, it seemed
strange that it had required over a "year for the more
regal potentates of picturedom to discover her. Why
had she not walked up to the casting office and into a
"That," said Shirley, "is one of those quirks of fate.
Casting men and directors and scouts would see me,
job? all
strike
theirI would
thighs ever
and hear
say, 'Egad,
about
of them.a find !' and that's
"They would take the well-known test, of course.
Which meant nothing. If we wanted statistics to enter
this quiet conversation I would tell you that I have
probably had more tests taken than any one in Hollywood. Not that I think that any one ever bothered
looking them over. Most of them are on some one's
desk
the unopened
mail."
Thewith
Nolans
came to Hollywood
from Mexico City
where Nolan, pere, was a doctor with a large following
in diplomatic circles. This background went far, no
doubt, in equipping Shirley with poise. She is as completely possessed as any one in Hollywood. Yet not
at any time does she give the impression of affectation
or polite ennui. Looking like the lovely Vidor, she
sounds like the brilliant Pringle. Little more could be
said of any child.
She is one of those keen-witted moderns who allows
you to start talking along the lines that please you, immediately after which she picks up the cue and becomes
mistress of the situation. You are flippant? She
matches quip with quip. You are cynical? She is as
steely as a Damascus blade. You are critical? She
takes up the cudgels without ado.
We lunched at Madame Helene's, hard by the gleaming towers of Paramount. As we left the room, madame herself stopped me with a regal gesture. "Your
pardon, m'sieu, but the little lady? Who is she, please?
Ah, Shirley O'Hara, I did not know. But many of the
patrons here to-day have asked me her identit}^ She
is an extraordinarily fine-looking young lady."
And madame is accustomed to gazing upon Greta
Nissen and Evelyn Brent and Pola Negri and Esther
Ralston and Louise Brooks and Florence Vidor — rich
diet for any eyes.
"Pictures are fine," said Shirley, as we walked toward
the lot,
"if too
you seriously.
don't lose You
all' sense
take
them
knowof asperspective
well as I and
do
Continued on page 111
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The

Stroller

THE
best way to retain one's optimism about the
movies — if that must be done — is to avoid seeing
them. If one attends, say, only five pictures a
year, choosing them carefully from the advice of intelligent and unbiased friends, one may still retain the
faith.
And I 'have come to the conclusion that one should
never drop in on a movie without careful investigation
beforehand. 1 did that recently, so I know. It wasn't
that the picture wasn't entertaining. I laughed, but it
was only to hide tears of despair.
The picture was "The Heart of Maryland." It is a
gaudy costume production, all about the North and
the South, and a girl who has relatives on both sides.
General Lee is in the picture, crape whiskers and all,
and whenever General Lee or General Grant appears
on the screen, I know I am in for a bad evening.
The picture lays full responsibility for the failure of
General
at the
of DoloresLee's
Costello.Maryland
As soon ascampaign
the Union
and door
Confederate
armies arrive at Dolores' home, they forget all about
the war — and small wonder. For Dolores manages to
be beautiful even in the costumes of that period.
The manner in which the military maneuvers are
conducted seems hard to believe, even for those who
witnessed the management of the armies during the
World War.

David Belasco's soupiest melodramas of a good many
years ago, and the story has not improved with age.
Cobwebs on the bottle are not enough in this case.
Hollywood recently celebrated its fortieth anniversary
as an incorporated community.
The early residents little suspected what was going to
happen to their village later in its life. The city in the
early days had a dozen houses, a constable, a volunteer
fire department, and an insane asylum that has since
turned into the Writers' Club. Nobody in town had a
five-year contract, and the first editorial denouncing
Hollywood's wickedness had not yet been written.
There wasn't a Rolls-Royce nor a Grauman prologue
in the vicinity. Virtually no one had a press agent, and
fan mail was non-existent. Carl Laemmle had not
started to import his relatives, and almost every one in
town spoke English.
Tom Mix had only three automobiles, Charlie and Mae
Murray were doing a brother-and-sister act in vaudeville, the Cronk family of Kansas didn't know that its
favorite daughter was destined to adopt the name of
Windsor, nothing but tea was served at afternoon teas,
high
and the first $l,000-a-week salary check had not yet
been cashed.
The Hollywood High School was still just a
school and not a preparatory academy for an acting
career, the leading figures in the cloak-and-suit business
had not begun to turn their eyes toward art, and no
one knew what a gag man was — if one had wandered
into town, he would probably have been arrested.

■ The actor who plays the villainous Captain Thorpe
is the heaviest heavy I've seen in years. His misdeeds
are far too many for enumeration here, but it is sufficient to say that he betrays two armies and at least
one woman. His only redeeming act is when he shoots
Now that formal church weddings have become the
a fellow actor who speaks the title, "We of the South
thing in Hollywood, it is high time for Will Hays or
do not make war upon women."
some one in authority to take charge of them and put
Jason Robards presents a rather plaintive figure as
the hero. Helene, sister of Dolores, is also in the pic- them on an efficient and businesslike basis.
mam
ture, but wisely leaps into
Since the main purthe river in about the
pose of these weddings
The new archery school in the colony would get lots of publicity if only
third reel.
seems to be to get as
a Hollywood wife would kill tier next husband with a bow and arrow.
An indication of the
much publicity as possible fgr the aggrieved
film's
tenorDolores
is the
climaxgeneral
wherein
parties, they should be
hangs onto a bell clapper
carefully staged. Sam
Goldwyn had a great
to prevent its ringing out
the signal to execute Jadeal of success in putson.
ting over the Vilma
Banky-Rod La Rocque
Lloyd Bacon directed
wedding. He probably
the film, but should not be
received valuable a i d
condemned too severel}'.
from Cecil DeMille. who
For it is based on one of

The

Stroller

acted as a sort of cinematic parent, inasmuch as the
bridegroom was under contract to him.
The importance of having box-office names in tlie
supporting cast is obvious. At the Banky-La Rocque
ceremony, Ronald Colman, Mr. DeMille, George Fitzmaurice, and others were present as drawing cards.
The scarcity of churches large enough for the pomp
and majesty necessary for these weddings presents
something of a problem. The
use of Aimee Semple McPherson's Temple might be a solution. This is equipped with
radio broadcasting apparatus,
which would open up an avenue
of publicity heretofore overlooked infilm weddings. A running chronicle of the event, like
that broadcast at a heavyweightchampionship prize fight, might
be interesting.
The installation of press boxes,
with typewriters, telephones, and
telegraph instruments, would be
only a natural courtesy to the
journalists assigned to cover the
event. Another innovation might
be a special section reserved for
the former wives and husbands
of the combatants.
The size of the church might be
improved, so far as photographic needs are
concerned, by the use of a miniature or glass
shot, a favorite artifice of movie directors
for building up the size of their sets at little
expense.
Two gag men were discussing a comedy star.
"You know," said one, "that guy actually
hires a lot of people to go to the theater and
applaud his pictures when they open."
"Oh, well," said the other, "that sort of
evens things up. He keeps a lot of people
away, too."

ers may interview the stars, the implication being that
the Thespians in such a surrounding will not weave
romantic fiction around their past lives. This is a
laudable idea, but hardly the best of business judgment
if the actors take it too seriously.
now that
the thing
has to
been
started, I don't
seeHowever,
why it should
be limited
solely
interviews.
Why
not use it for actors when they talk about their salaries,
and for gag men when the}' tell where
they got their gags ? Or a conversation
wherein rectors
one would
of tell
Mr. hisDeMille's
assistant
diboss what
he really
th of
hearing.
thinks
"The King of Kings" might be
When I first began to annoy readers of
Picture Play with my contributions, I
wrote an item concerning
Glenn Tryon, who happens tovorite
be one
faactors. ofI my
quoted
him as saying, in regard
to his fan mail, that he
didn't bother to
answer
it, but
made personal
calls on the fans
instead.
I am
n o w informed
by Mr. Tryon
that heceivedhas
fifteen reor

The hard-hearted Stroller was moved
only to laughter when the heroine of a
current film hung wildly onto a bell
clapper to prevent its ringing out the
signal to execute her lover.

Hollywood intellectual note, from the columns of a widely read film publication :
"The other day, Al Jolson and George Jessel was
^ walking arm in arm on the Warner Brothers' lot,
ihink that Al was given 'The Jazz Singer' to do,
which George was supposed to do, and still find 'em
regular good fellows that they are is something worth
commenting upon."
Parse that sentence !

twenty letters from fans
asking cluded
that
be list.
inon thethey
calling
This is flattering to me
in a way, but in another
way it is
It demonstrates tonot.
my satisfaction
that a few people do read
these articles, after all.
But on the other hand, it
shows that I am not so

funny — though I am intended to be — or the point
of m}- first paragraph would not have been so obscure. V'
So I suppose I should explain here — possibly I should
supply an explanatory index with each article — that
Glenn doesn't really drop in on every one who writes
him a fan letter. That was just my way of indicating
that he didn't get very many !
He receives, however, a great d'eal more now than he
did then, having advanced somewhat in the movie world.

And here is another intellectual note from the film
It doesn't take long for
Hollywood
into one's
colony. A bookstore on
blood.
Of the totengetcollege
men
Now
that
weddings
in
Hollywood
are
being
staged
on
such
Cahuenga Avenue, half a
brought by First National from
block from the heart of a grand scale, it is suggested that a special section in the various universities to Hollythe city, is advertising a church should be reserved for the ex-husbands and ex-wives
wood for try-outs in the movies,
of the participants.
bankruptcy sale. The
only two have been picked to
automobile agencies and
stay. Four of the other eight,
clothing stores are still
however, have decided to have
doing a big business.
a try own.
at the picture business on
their
The William Fox studio
John Westwood, dapper sheik
from Princeton, and John
now has a . "Garden of
Stambaugh, handsome Harold
Truth" within its walls.
Teen from the University of
According to Winfield
Sheehan, official of the
Chicago, have both been given
company, it was built as
five-year contracts by First
a place in which newsNational. Westwood is adContinued on page 104
paper and magazine writ-
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A

Picture

of

Contentment

Jack Mulhall, in his preferred role of a Beverly Hills homesteader, realizes the dream of a lifetime.
FROM

Wappingers Falls, New York, to Beverly Hills, California, isa far cry — especially if you know these extremes of
the continent. But the cry in Jack Mulhall's soul for a home,
a "dream home,'"' has sounded with such insistence since he left
the family fireside in the quaintly named town to seek his fortune inof the
that he couldn't rest until he had built a fireside
his movies,
own.
the than
home that.
pictured
a fireside.
It You
is a wouldn't
great dealcallmore
The above
desire exactly
for a fireside
of
one's own may inspire a dream, but the dream becomes a mansion or a palace. So it is with the realization of Jack Mulhall's
dream — a California Spanish mansion of ivory-white stucco, with
brown trimmings and a roof of red tiles.
Inside the house the dream becomes more manifest, beginning
with the reception hall. Rising from a delicately hued tile flooring
is a circular stairway of ornamental ironwork, touched with gold.
The living room is one and a half stories high, with a beamed
ceiling colored in soft tones of red and blue. At the windows
are hangings of red brocatelle, and an elaborately-carved chest

conceals a radio. The dining room is of the Spanish Renaissance period, the chairs upholstered in red satin damask, heavily
embroidered in gold. The color scheme of the library is blue,
green, and orange, and the bookcases, set in the wall, have
iron gate-doors with elaborate grilling.
Jack Mulhall's bedroom, dressing room, and bath likewise carry
out the dream. Spanish furniture predominates, the bed being a
carved antique procured in Mexico City. Curtains of henna
damask and a Spanish rug of green furnish lively color. The
bath is of imported tile, the colors green and black, with a border
of variegated Moorish tile. Mrs. Mulhall's bedroom is Venetian,
with hangings of jonquil-yellow tafifeta, and cornices of green,
heavily ornamented with gold, while her bath is a delicate combination of rose and green.
Color and comfort do not end when you pass out of the house.
A patio, garden, tennis court, lily pond, kennel, and a tower lend
atmo.^phcre to this unique establishment, and a fanciful weather
vane adds n filial touch to the home that grew from the dreams
of a .star who was once an extra.
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Interesting paragraphs of news and gossip from the movie colony.
By Edwin

and Elza Schallert

ALL the votes of fans, critics, press agents, and
others, for the various candidates for the role of
Lorelei Lee in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" came
to naught. The girl chosen, Ruth Taylor, erstwhile
Sennett bathing beauty, was a dark horse. At least, we
presume it is all right to refer to her as a dark horse,
even though the description seems not quite appropriate
in this particular case.
Paramount went to no end of trouble to obtain advice

The Rising Cost of Divorce.
If the Chaplin case is a fair example, the cost of
divorce has gone up fully as much as the expense of making super-film productions. Contrast the fact that Charlie
paid out $1,000,000 and more to cover the expense of
his recent divorce with the circumstance that his legal
separation from jNIildred Harris cost him onh- $150,000.
Seven years have elapsed since that first marital difficulty and Charlie, much grayer and more worn, has
now set out again on a lonely course. We wonder
whether he will be lured into an}- further matrimonial
adventures.

and opinions as to who should play Anita Loos' famous
heroine, and then proceeded to pick this girl that no one
had even thought of — and that most people hadn't even
heard of. Phyllis Haver, Clara Bow, Esther Ralston,
•'Rose-Marie," Where Art Thou?
and Josephine Dunn were among the high favorites for
'■Rose-Marie," which Metro-Goldwyn started to make
the role, while Edna Murphy, Dorothy J\lackaill, Marwith Renee Adoree
ion Davies, Conin the title role,
stance Talmadge,
fovmdered early in
and others were conits career. And
sidered. Itwas even
we're not surreported, at one
time, that Lillian
prised. We never
Gish was in the ofsaw amthing parfing.
ticularly filmable in
the comic opera,
But the final decision fell upon the
brave
unknown Miss Tayexcept some
theand handlor. And who are
Northwest
we to say that the
iNIounted Police.
choice was an antiWhile m.-g.-:m.
climax ?
has been very for]\Iiss Taylor is a
tunate in its sucblonde — which is the
cesses during the
most essential point.
She is also said to
past few years, that
company has also
have a blond pers h o \^" n a most
sonality— whatever
amazing
talent for
that may mean. She
attempting some
is best known for
utterlyexceedingly
fantastic
some comedy leads
and
''The jMysterious
Here is the first picture of Doris Kenyan and Milton Sills with their tiny son
that she played opcostly enterprises.
posite Harry LangClarence Kenyan Sills. Doris and Milton are to be reunited on the screen in "The
don and Ben Turpin.
Island," stopped
Valley of the Giants."
only after several
All's Well That Ends Well.
hundred thousand dollars' worth of underseas scenes
Filmdom may be unconventional in many respects,
had been shot in the Bahamas, was a fair instance, and
but there is one engagement that has run true to social
certainly the best that could have been hoped for in the
case of "Rose-Marie" was a routine film of the cold
form in every- way. We refer to the romance between
North where men are seemingly all mounted police.
Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg, production exThese silent lads, who never stop riding until they get
ecutive of Metro-Goldwyn-j\Iayer.
It had been tacitly and also conversationally agreed
their man," have for so long been galloping about on
by everybody for more than a year that these two were
the screen entertaining the public that almost the only
way left of showing them is in burlesque.
sure to get married eventually. Rumors about them
frequently found their way into print, and Miss ShearLawsuits Over "The King of Kings."
er's mother finally admitted the probability of an ear!}'
wedding.
We always thought that the authorship of the Bible
Meanwhile, however, both the principals continued
was well established, but it now appears that we have
to make denials of the report, until they were at last
been badly mistaken. Five suits against Cecil B. Deforced to admit that it was true, And just about the
Alille have been filed charging plagiarism in connection
time that you read this, the wedding bells should be with "The King of Kings." Though this picture is an
ringing.
accurate transcription of a portion of the life of the
Christ as revealed in the gospels, it would appear that
All we can say is — thank goodness, it's settled ! They
prior
rights do not, after all, belong to Matthew, ]Mark,
certainly make a most attractive couple, and we sinLuke, and John.
cerely hope they will give the lie to the oft-reiterated
statement that all Hollywood marriages are unhappy.
As a matter of fact, though, it isn't the storv of
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Christ that is the subject of litigation, but the Mary
Magdalene episode in the film. One suit brought against
DeMille by Valeska Suratt asks for $1,000,000 because
of alleged infringement on a book called "Mary Magdalene" to which she owns the movie rights, while another
suit was brought by the author of a book called "The
Wooing of Mary Magdalene."
Somewhat similar legal suits developed over DeMille's "The Ten Commandments," but nothing was
gained by them.
A False Alarm.
"Pretty movie star attempts suicide because of fuheadline. turistic settings !" That would make a nice newspaper
For a day or so there was a report that seemed to involve Vera
Reynolds in some such sensational
disaster, but there was nothing to it.
The futuristic sets were used in "The
Main Event," and after looking at
them we don't blame Vera for getting into a nervous state during
which she was thought to have taken
poison by mistake.
The police were called and reported an "attempted suicide." But
Vera subsequently denied the implication vehemently, and said that
she had merely been suffering from
ptomaine. This was borne out by
the medical examination that was
given her.
They Believe in Looking Before They
Leap.
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Mrs. Ona Brown, former wife of the director, returned temporarily to Hollywood, following a trip to
Paris. She means from now on to make her permanent
home in the gay French capital. While in Hollywood
she stayed on the ranch where, as she told us, "Clarence and I lived before he gained fame and fortune."
Recent Weddings.
Arthur Stone, the comedian, who appears in a prominent part in "The Patent Leather Kid," has married
Dorothy Westmore, of the costume department of the
First National studio. 'And Cullen Landis has married Loca Hearne, a childhood sweetheart.
Landis, by the way, has been having all sorts of
tribulations over alimony payments to his first wife, Mignon
le Brun Landis, from whom he
was divorced about a year ago.
He was hailed into court not long
The Troubles of Von Stroheim.
ago.
From Von Stroheim to Von
Sternberg — that is the progress of
"The Wedding March." In
other words, Josef von Sternberg,
who directed "The Salvation
Hunters," has been cutting the
cinema opus
which the
doubtablean
Erich worked
for reso
many months.
There was a row, of course,
incidenteranceto
Stroheim's
of hisVon
connection
with sevthe

picture. P. A. Powers, its producer, is said to have quarreled
Can it be that long engagements
with the director over the excesare to become the vogue in the film
sive cost of the production.
colony ?
Von Stroheim has not brought
Consider Pauline Starke and Jack
to full completion any picture that
White, who were intermittently enhe has made since "Foolish
gaged for fully five 3'ears before
Wives." The final work on both
their recent marriage.
And Anna
"Greed" and "The Merry Widow"
Q. Nilsson, in making known that
was done by other people.
she would wed E. G. Krause, declared that the event would not ocIt may be said that Von Sterncur for a long while, because neither
berg was able to approach "The
Wedding March" with a more
she nor Krause believes in a hasty
svmpathetic viewpoint than nearly
plunge into matrimony — which
any other person who might
seems discreet, considering that
have been employed to reduce
Anna has experienced two unthe film to the necessary footsuccessful matrimonial ventures.
age. There is a chance, thereMiss Starke and Jack White
fore, that it will not turn out
Yes, we are collegiate! These are the only two
broke off their first engagement
was. be the flop that "Greed"
college boys that First National decided to keep,
several years ago, and later,
to
out of the ten to whom they recently gave a
Pauline was reported engaged to
chance
in
the
movies.
Thev
are
John
Westwood
A Possible Plum for Blanche
Donald Freeman, a magazine
of Princeton, and John Stambaugh of the University
editor, but she evidently decided
Sweetthat the old love was best. She
of Chicago.
How do you like the thought
of Blanche Sweet as Iris
and Jack were married very
quietly in San Francisco, which was the scene of their
March in "The Green Hat?" It has been forecast_ that
first meeting.
she may get this role, and thus become almost as highly
envied as she was when she won the part of Anna
Anna Q.'s fiance is an investment broker in Beverly
Christie.
Hills, and that's not just a polite name for real-estate
Blanche seems to obtain a really big opportunity
agent, either. The pair have been going together for
nearly a year.
about every four years, and at that, she may be considered lucky. There are comparatively few screen
Another Romance.
players who can claim a better average of really good
roles. And Blanche always makes the very most of
In case you haven't heard about it, Clarence Brown,
her infrequent chances.
the director, and Dorothy Sebastian have announced
their engagement. It had already been rumored for
She was, by the way, operated on for some minor
some time.
ailment not long ago, but her health outside of that
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has been splendid, and she seems ever to grow more
attractive. She has taken excellent care of herself
since the serious setbacks in health that she suffered
some years ago.
All a Mistake.
Just a slight misunderstanding over a story. That's
all there was to a recent squabble between Richard Dix
and Paramount.
We had never before known Dix to give an exhibition of temperament, but he walked off the set on this
occasion. He was working on a picture built round the
life and adventures of Joaquin Murietta, the California
bandit. It seems that the fuss arose from the circumstance that Dix was presented with the wrong sort of
script, and got a false notion that he was being cast as a
conventional sheikish Latin type, when actually he was
to play a rip-roaring swashbuckler of early California.
A New Beach Colony.
The stars' determination to colonize goes merrily on.
Especially on the beach.
There is a brand new cluster of homes arising on the
sands near Santa Monica, but owing to the fact that
some of the land can be retained for only ten years,
some of the stars have been thinking of building their
homes on wheels. This new locale is called the Malibu.
It is nicely isolated and very pretty. Gloria Swanson
has built a twenty-five-thousand-dollar home there, despite the restrictions of ownership, while other colonizers include Ronald Colman, Louise Fazenda, Dick
Barthelmess, and Marie Prevost.
Just the Thing for Dolores.
In "Glorious Betsy," Dolores Costello is given
just the kind of chance she should have. Since
we first saw her in "The Sea Beast," she has
always seemed to us to be suited to costume
roles. She is a lovely Old World type. "Glorious Betsy" is laid in the Napoleonic court, and is
an adaptation of a romantic play by
Rida Johnson Young. It should be
ideal for Dolores.
Much Ado About Dorothy.
Paramount had almost as much
trouble deciding who should play Dorothy in "Gentlemen
PreferLouise
Blondes"
who should
be Lorelei.
Brooksas
was cast for this role, and then the
studio people changed their minds and
concluded that she wasn't the t)^pe.
After some debate they reinstated her.
Now they have changed their minds
again, and have given the role to Alice
White. We hope that settles it for
good and all.
Trixi Friganza has been cast for the
role of Henry Spofford's mother, and
Ford Sterling will be Gus Eisman.
The Screen Reunion of a Popular Pair.
The professional reunion of Milton
Sills and Doris Kenyon has taken
place. They are to be seen together
in "The Valley of the Giants," which
is the refilming of a pi-oduction that
Wallace Reid made some time before
his death. The giants in question are
the huge primeval forests of the
West which tower proudly into the
skits.
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The picture is a melodrama, as might be expected,
because lately Sills' pictures have all veered that way.
One wonders why, because in mind and talent he seems
fitted for something more psychological than roughand-tumble fights and other such muscle-exercising situations.
As' Doris Kenyon has been off the screen for more
than a year, her return will be a pleasing note in the
new production.
Yes, We Have No Armadillos.
The snakes spoiled the party, but they very nearly
gave Lon Chaney a chance to do a new sort of impersonation. We don't know how true the story maybe,
but it's worth repeating.
It seems that two armadillos were to be used in "The
Hypnotist," in which Chaney is starred — an armadillo
being something distantly related to a hedgehog on the
one hand and an armored tank on the other. But by
mistake, so it is told, the armadillos were packed in the
same compartment with some rattlesnakes, so that,
when they arrived in Hollywood, they had long since
gone to the armadillo heaven.
Tod Browning, the director of the film, took occasion
to inquire
of the
versatile Chaney
think
he could
appropriately
disguise whether
himself he
and didn't
play
the roles of the two defunct little animals. Chaney,
however, demurred.
A Social Disaster.
Are Dolores del Rio and Molly O'Day going to be
lifelong enemies? And, incidentally, what is to be
done when a petite but very new charmer of the screen
inflicts a social snub on
Guess whoUf sour
a more widely known acold friend Warner
tress ?
Baxter as the InThese perplexing quesdian in"Ramona,"
tions have arisen as a
Dolores del Rio's . result of a row that renext picture.
cently took place between two picture comUtah location.panies Theon acompanies
in
question were those
making "The Shepherd
of the Hills" and "Ramona."
Miss O'Day
appears in the former
film. Miss del Rio in the
latter.
It seems
that both
companies laid claim to
a particularly scenic spot
amid the West's natural
wonders, and the argument led to fisticuffs between
the rival directors. Then Miss
O'Day bulent
tried
calm the turtide oftodisagreement
by
inviting everybody to a peace
dinner. But — she excluded Miss
del Rio, asserting that Dolores
had done much to foment the
trouble by urging her director
not to give up his rights. Miss
del Rio, who has an exceptional amount
of savoir-faire, is said merely to have
laughed very airily when told that she
. was not among those invited. Which
was very graceful, considering that her
company was the one that eventually
had to give way in the battle.
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What, No Kiddies?

Strange to say, there are no kiddies in Mary Pickford's new picture, "My Best Girl." This is very
unusual for Mary, but
she has mothered such large
flocks of children so often on the screen that it is really
quite a relief, for a change, to see her without a ragtag gang of youngsters swarming around her. Not that
we have any prejudice against the youngsters. We
love 'em.
We really think that Mary's new film is ever so good.
For one thing, it is excruciatingly
funny at times, and
Lucien Littlefield, in the role of Mary's entirely futile
father, does a wonderful characterization. And of all
the new juveniles on the screen, we like young "Buddy"
Rogers the best. He plays Mary's lead.
"My Best Girl" is just another Cinderella story, and
about as preposter
ous in plot as all other Cinderella
stories — perhaps even a little more so — but it is as enjoyable an entertainment as you could ask for.
Tiie Quarrel Between Jetta and Cecil.
Perhaps, the recent fuss between Jetta Goudal and
Cecil B. DeMille will be patched up. That's the last
report we've had
on the trouble between the so-called
"temperame
famous
star and the ntal"

producer who has
been successfully
guiding her destiny
for more than two
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ing pool at Miss Janis' home in Beverly Hills. We
didn't hear of any Carnegie medal being awarded to
him, but he undoubtedly deserved one.
Larry, by the way, was recently assigned the lead in
Colleen Moore's picture, "Lll Tell the World."
In Rudy's Memory.
Anniversary services in commemoration of the death
of Valentino were held at two different churches in
Hollywood, and vi^ere both hugely attended. At a service held in Beverly Hills, a life-size statue of the late
star was unveiled as part of the ceremony. Rudy's
own string quartet that used to play for him while he
was acting before the camera provided the music.
At the mausoleum where Valentino's body rests, one
seldom finds flowers wanting. They are brought there
daily by his admirers.
■ Screen fame may not be so short-lived, after all.
D. W.'s New Film.
Just as delicate as Dresden china. That is the only
way we can describe Mary Philbin in her role in D. W.
Griffith's first picture for United Artists. We have
often thought of
Mary
as the
Griffith type
of
heroine.
D. W. is at last
at work again,
and he has the
same calm, quiet,
forceful way of

years.
guiding
the playWe
haven't
ers through
their
learned all the descenes as in the
tails, but underold days. Until
stand that the row
he started this
developed over
new picture, we
some matter of
hadn't seen him
on the set since
contract or produche went to New
tion. Jetta was reYork seven
placed- in "The
years
ago.
Leopard
on
which Woman,''
she was
Mr. Volstead means nothing in Johnny Mines' young life. He invites one and all to
The Griffith
installed
in
his
new
home.
film is a costume
working
at the
the private bar that is
time, by Jacqueline
drama, laid in
Logan.
She herself asked for her release from her role.
Spain in the early part of the past century. In the
Jetta has become a very popular favorite during
scene that we saw being filmed, Mary Philbin was
her association with the DeMille organization, but
busily engaged in trying to stop the advance of an
some of her more recent opportunities have not been
army, and was doing very well at it.
so brilliant as her earlier ones.
A Great Stage Favorite.
Do you know Charlotte Greenwood, of stage fame?
Why, It's Our Old Friend, the Giant!
Do you remember the giant who appeared in Harold
If not, you soon will, for she is the featured comedienne
in the screen version of Margaret Mayo's well-nigh classic
Lloyd's "Why Worry?"
We had almost forgotten about him until we saw
farce, "Baby Mine,'' recently made by Metro-Goldwyn.
Some _years ago, Charlotte helped to make the song
his huge stature — eight feet ten, to be exact — loom up
recently on the Paramount lot. He had been engaged
"So Long, Letty," a great hit. With her gangling legs,
very blond 'hair, and self-conscious manner, she has
to play in "The Side Show," the comedy featuring
W. C. Fields and Chester Conklin. His name is John
long been one of the stage's best eccentric comediennes.
Charlotte hasn't ever had much to do with pictures,
Assan, and since "Why Worry?" he has been working
but if the camera can catch her personality, she should
in circuses, county fairs, and so forth.
undoubtedly score a huge success on the screen. HowIn "The Side Show," there appear various freaks, such
as a fat lady, tattooed man, and snake charmer. A boxever, with Beatrice Lillie's somewhat sad movie experience in mind, we wonder if there is really a niche in
ing kangaroo was also hired for the picture, and, during
filmdom for the clever footligfit comediennes.
the filming of one of the scenes, punched Conklin in the
nose, with disconcerting, though not serious, results.
A Surprise Engagement.
A Real Hero.
After many rumors that she was engaged to Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Helene Costello took everybody by
Larry Kent now enjoys the distinction of being a
hero in real life, as well as in the films. He recently
surprise by announcing not long ago that she would
Continued on page 111
saved Elsie Tanis' mother from drowning in the swim-

Girls,

Pick

Your

Chiselers

Have you met the new gallant — the chiseler? He's successor
to the sheik, only where the sheik made ardent, passionate love,
the chiseler is much lighter, gayer and more casual in his attentions to the ladies — never really serious, but quite irresistible.

the chiseler, successor to the sheik.
The chiseler is the new gallant. His forte is light — very light
- — but complimentary attention to ladies. He makes love lightly,
charmingly, and with engaging humor. He has a glib tongue, and is
sufficiently well versed in all subjects to converse brilliantly, but makes
a hobby of no single one. Never is the chiseler monotonous !
Soon a girl will be speaking of her latest chiseler as, a few years ago,
she boasted of the acquisition of a new sheik. Already, Hollywood girls
are mad about the chiselers.
The chiseler is an amiable fellow whose aim is to flatter all women.
His mission, he claims, is to make women happy. He is a man about
town, suave, alert, witty. He pays those graceful, airy tributes which
women love.
MEET

"The chiseler is not a philanderer," says Bryant Washburn,
ringleader of the club of Hollywood chiselers. "He never becomes serious enough to break a
woman's heart. His intention is
only to please and flatter her.
He avoids entanglements.
'"The chiseler is less serious

Bryant Washburn
is {ringleader of
.the chiselers of
the film colony.

Fre^i^h

Here are four of the most engaging of Hollywood's chiselers. Above, Norman Kerry.

than the sheik. He corresponds to the flapper. And
he and the flapper almost always war. A chiseler who
can conquer the spirit of a flapper is indeed worthy of
the admiration of all other chiselers."
Down at the Swimming Club, the chiselers compete
with each other in being attentive to the girls. At dinners and parties, they pay court to the ladies with deft
compliments, cleverly phrased to suit each individual
personalit}'.
Washburn got the idea for the
chiseler from a comment that he
overheard a girl make about him.
"He won't even flint !" The goodygoody roles he had played ever
Continued on page 106

A man can be a devoted husband and
still qualify as a
charming chiseler —
as, witness
Lowe. Edmund
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with the matter of temperament, its manifestations and
causes, if not its cure, let us
cut back to a case that evoked
considerable
months ago. gossip a few
The Duncan sisters, Rosetta and Vivian, were making "Topsy
and studio.
Eva" at The
the
United
Artists
entire company was at loggerheads. The Duncans insisted
on putting slapstick comedy
into their scenes, and the director, Del Lord, ordered them
out.
"But we*used these gags on
the stage and they 'went over
with a bang!" first one then
the
tested.other comedienne pro"I don't care what you did
on the stage," Lord retorted.
"This is a motion picture and
they don't go here. Just stop
The scene was retaken, the
will you?''
that stuff,
stars
disgruntled
and playing

I hoto by Rutb Harriec Ijouise
Molly O'Day suddenly developed temperament, but her sister, Sally O'Neil, told
her where to get off, as sisters will.

their parts perfunctorilv. Production was almost at a standstill. Presently, while the tension was still taut, another
clash came, verbal shots %vere
ey Rosetta and
exchanged,Thand
V'ivian reached for their
make-up kits and
walked off the set.
They were through.
would not
come back.
4
dressing
In their
rooms they

~
Will

the

Stars

Behave?

Temper or temperament — whichever it is — has become such a big \_
expense in Hollywood, that stern efforts are being made to curb
it. Some of the stars have pledged themselves to be "good" — but
will they ? Read this story of certain famous outbursts — and learn
what caused them.
By A. L. Wooldridge
THE

sudden manifestation of temper, temperament, insubordination— whatever opposition to the wishes of the employer may be
termed at the moment — is being stippressed. That is, efforts are
being made to suppress it and transform stars and players into docile,
obedient boys and girls whose motto shall be, "All is harmony," and
whose first thought shall be of the producer, and whose last thought
shall be of themselves.
Cecil DeMille is using a form of contract which stipulates that the
player who retards production by arbitrary conduct may be summarily
discharged and his or her contract canceled.
At the recent settlement of the wage dispute between producers and
actors, the latter pledged themselves to the Motion Picture Academy of
Art and Sciences as follows :

''To refrain from any display of
>
f. . i
or unnecessary type of temperament that
that unreasonable
makes only
^mm ,
r
J J f andjj-^j-,^
11
J "
to playi; a role, cost
for delay, expense,
discomfort to all
concerned.
^ her
For the purpose of more fully acquainting ourselves

On theand
sat
set

the director
; glowered.
and forth,
andk
pacwor
ed n bac
miserable. Members
of the cast, camera
men, carpenters, and
electricians stood in
awed silence or
strolled outside discussing the situation
among themselves,
smoking cigarettes.
JosoephwaM.
Schanc
encing
k,
wh
s fin
the production, was
in New York.
"For the love of
some
Mike, one
wh}^ start
doesn'ta
fight an claimed.
extra
"A bit exof
rough-house would
be a relief. Fll be
goofy before this is
The fight started,

Will

the Stars Behave?

all right, but it was over the
long-distance telephone from
New York. Mr. Schenck
fairly burned up the wire as
he told Vivian and Rosetta to
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"go back on that set, and get
to work, and take orders from
the
be and
out
theredirector,
on the or
firstI'll
train
things will pop when I arrive !
What do you mean, anyway?
Think the picture is backed
the mint?"
by That
was not the exact
language, but it was what he
meant. And the stars returned to complete their picture.
"Temperament,"
exclaimed
their
friends.
"Temperament, nothing!"
said others. "Temper!"
It was neither, but difference of opinion, honestly expressed. The Duncans had
made a big success of "Topsy
and Eva" on the stage and
knew what would get over.
The director had made many
successful pictures and knew
what would not get over. And
they did not agree.
Not many persons realize
the tremendous strain stars
are under 'when absorbed in
production.
Few outsiders
know the driving effort beThough Jetta Goudal denies that she is temperamental,
hind their work —
effort which taxes
their strength, puts
their nerves on edge,
and sometimes
causes hysteria.
When little Betty
Bronson, one of the
'■
most placid and
gentle actresses, was
making "A Kiss for
Cinderella" two
years ago, she
worked continuously
from nine o'clock
one morning till two
the next. At midnight she was so
tired she swayed on
her feet. At one
o'clock she was able
to stand, but that
was about all.
"We must finish
this," said Herbert
Brenon, the director.
"Steady, now !"
At two o'clock
Betty stopped dead
still, stared through
glassy eyes and suddenly emitted a
.scream which was
heard from one end
Betty Bronson's most startling outburst n'as caused by
of the studio to the
nervous exhaustion.

she has liad many differences with licr
employers.
other. This was followed by
another and another as she ran
from the set screaming, to topple on the couch in her dressing
room, in hysteria. It took hours
to quiet her
pacitated for and
work she
nextwasday.incaVirtually the same thing happened with Esther Ralston
more recently, during the making of "Ten Modern Commandments." She had done one scene
seventeen times and still it was
not satisfactory to the director.
Weary, on the verge of tears,
nerves at the breaking point, she
suddenly turned to her director
like a raging tigress. Her voice,
loud with recrimination, rent the
air. She staggered to the door,
fell, then crawled on her hands
and knees to 'her dressing room.
There she lapsed into unconsciousness, and thus members
of the company found her.
"I eventually bad a good cry,"
Miss Ralston said, "and felt better. Tears are the safety valve to
a girl's pent-up emotion in a studio
just
the same
These
were as
notelsewhere."
cases of temperament, but of physical exhaustion and nerves.
[Cont'd on page 94]

/
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Manhattan
A potpourri of news and
ers while they tarry in New
By Aileen St.

Nature gave Edna Murphy everything to make her success
fill in a series of comedies in colors.
ISTINGUISHED
fathers beget oafish offspring," wrote the
chroniclers of old, pointing to
brilliant kings of England and their
futile sons as horrible examples.
The old superstition prevailed for
Britain's monarchs, but in the second
generation of the nobility of Hollywood, the charm and talent of the
sires has extended in full measure to
the scions.
Your
youthful
Costellos, Bushmans, Fairbankses, and the like, show
no sign of withering on their stalks
and no desire to bask in the light of
reflected glory.
They are girding
their loins, sallying forth in search
of happy, histrionic hunting-grounds of their
own selection, without even so much as a
backward
glance at the paternal make-up
box.
D

As a matter of fact, the fathers are prone
to frown upon the enthusiasm and energy
with which their offspring embark upon
careers, and it is in spite of their parents,
rather than because of them, that the young
people are forging ahead in the profession
of their parents.
Which brings us to the subject of Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and his cousin, Flobelle Fairbanks, awinsome girl with all the enthusiasms of an unspoiled subdeb and the bright
countenance of a girl eager to do things.

Flobelle, if you remember, made so favorable
an impression when she appeared for the first
time on the screen — so you could see her, that
is — in "The Love of Sunya," that she has determined tomake screen acting her career. Young
Fairbanks of course is now almost a veteran, having appeared in innumerable films, while harboring an ambition to create the role of L'Aiglon,
Napoleon's son, on the screen.
with
Flobelle's
still enrolled
at Together
the convent
where
Flobellesister,
was educated,
the
young cousins made a short visit in New York,
and the trio were more like a joyous group of
college students than potential leading lights of
the cinema.
Douglas, Jr., came East to take part in Will
Rogers" new opus, "A Texas Steer," which was
photographed in Washington,
Richard Bcirthelmess and Flobelle accompanied her
and Kathcrine Wilson, mother from Hollywood for
his bride-elect, who an automobile tour of France.
will retire from the On the eve- of her sailing, Flobelle received a cable sumstage after her marmoning her to England to
riage. ';t.':-k''^ make a picture. So, after
touring France, the family
will settle down for six weeks
or so in London.
With big, expressive eyes
set in a sensitive face topped
with flaming red -hair, Dorothy Farnur.i might well have
been an actress had she not
heen such an excellent scenarist. Her adaptation of more
than one serious novel has
been evidence of her understanding, good judgment and
sense of characterization. Despite the fact that she has
been banished to Europe, she
is one of the most valuable
scribes possessed by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.
Ethel Watts Mumford, the
novelist, will tell 3^ou that Dorothy Farnum has never committed the unforgivable sin of
being a bore — not even in
ihose moments of doldrums
when
to
be. most of us are permitted
"And I know," says Mrs.
Mumford, "for Fve voyaged
at least half way round the
world with her, yet never felt
an impulse to pitch her overboard. That's a test, I can
tellBefore
you, ansheacid
test." off for
hopped
New York — everybody hops
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Medley
gossip gleaned from the playYork for work or pleasure.
John-Brenon

off now, you know — Miss Farnum sent a sheaf
of telegrams bidding her friends meet her round
the festive board at the Ritz-Carlton.
Over the lapis-blue glasses provided for liquid
refreshment of one sort or another, Miss Farnum
confided that her mission to France was half
business and half pleasure, the business consisting
of taking shots of the American Legion during
the convention in Paris, later to be incorporated
into a picture, and the pleasure being a tenweek holiday, subject to call from the studio.
Being an energetic young woman with as much
vitality as brains, she has a notion tucked away
in her busy mind
that during her holi- Margaret Livingston is undisday she will journey couraged by the slowness of the
down to Spain in right role in coming her way.
search of a stor}^ for
Phf'to by Melbourne Spurr
Ramon Novarro.
But in the meantime her quest for
legionaries and their
doings worthy of reproduction in celluloid, will be the subject of first importance, ^s the Leviathan slipped down
the Hudson and out
to sea with the last
contingent of Parisbound legionaries.
Miss Farnum waved
farewell from the
deck, while a broad,
gray-suited figure
stood at attention on
the bridge. It was
General Pershing.
The waters surrounding the vessel
were alive with craft
whistling a salute,
and high above
floated the airship
Los Angeles. An escort of airplanes circled between the dirigible and the vessel, and the bands
plaved "Hinky Dinkv
Parley Voo" and
other tunes reminiscent of the late unpleasantness.
Noise and good
humor marked the
departure of the legionaries off to join
some sixteen thousand of their comrades already on

Photo by Ruth Harriet Louise
Dorothy Farnum might have been a star had
she not chosen to be a star scenarist.
French soil. Their joyous uproar
was a vivid contrast to the silent
departure of the self-same ship ten
years ago, when outside the harbor
warships waited, and a glance at the
skyline was the last glimpse many
a soldier had of his native land.
"Who is Dulcy Jayne?"
Wherever film folk gather within
the confines of jNIanhattan for teatime chitchat that question is sure to
be asked. It is usually followed by
"Daniel K. Leland is certainly Griffith, and don't you think Heniy
Horney is the image of Charles
In case all this is cryptic, as it is
sure to be, let it be known that the
conversation is about a book, the
latest novel of the movies, called
"Starring
Dulcy Jayne." Whenever
Ray?"about
fiction
the movies is published,
those in the know invariably jump
to the conclusion that it is more truth
than fiction. Usually they are right.
Whether "Dulcy Jayne" was inspired by facts or not, it is a delightful novel and out of the ordinary, because it is not about Hollywood and the flitter of the Boule-
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'Tt isn't only the money in pictures, you know. It
is a matter of pride, too. You see girls who started
with you forging ahead, and you want to do the same
not. whether you are collecting a regular salary or
thing

"It has been my idea to play the sophisticated vamp,
not the obvious variety we are familiar with in pictures, but the peppy, lively girl who lives by her wits
and relies on them to get her out of tight places.
Girls of this kind do not hurl things in wives' faces
or leer at gentlemen. They try to avoid scenes instead
of causing them. Their methods of attracting masculine attention are far more subtle than the crude devices which many films illustrate.
"I have been drawing my pay check regularly, but
I want more than that. I want to get my chance, my
real chance. I suppose, after all the time I have been
in pictures, I should be discouraged, but I am not.
I can never rid myself of the conviction that the
real break is just around the corner. That is the true
trouper's spirit. It is the spirit of pictures, too.
Every one has faith that his turn will come to play a
congenial role in a really good picture.
"Something Thomas Ince told me has stuck in my
mind. I was fooling on the lot. I always do. 'When
you are yourself,' said Mr. Ince, you are great. But
why on earth don't you put that individuality and personality into your work?'
"I explained
that directors
wouldn't let me, that they had
their own ideas and always insisted on utilizing them.
" 'Don't wait for the direcPhoto by Melbourne Spuir
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. , has the exuberant
spirits of his father.
vard, but Fort Lee in the days when
the trip across the prehistoric ferry was
as much a problem to the impecunious
extra in search, of a job, as it was a
hardship to at least half of the stars
who are on the Coast to-day.
The book is a dramatic and humorous picture of that less opulent period,
and for this reason is perhaps more intimate and revealing than the movie
stories that have preceded it. Best of
all, it neither satii"izes nor patronizes
the screen, but acknowledges its dignity
and ideals. Virginia Tracy, who is
known to readers of Picture Play, is
the author.

tor,' said Mr. Ince. 'Think
up your own business. Put
it in, and. you'll find that the
director will be gi^atly relieved to discover that he has
an individuality and riot an

automaton to work with.'
"Man}^ directors, of course,
will not permit this. This is
one reason that I have so
much enjoyed playing in
quickies. They conform to
no rules or regulations. One
works about eighteen hours a
day, but the funny part of it
is you like it. The director is
so rushed that he doesn't care
what you do. You are not
even given time to arrange
your hair, or powder your
make-up. The picture is made
like a flash. The director is
Margaret Livingston came to New
York for a holiday, and thus we met
delighted if you have ideas,
the little Mormon actress with the hazel
and far from curbing you, he
eyes and mop of brilliant red hair.
encourages you to do your
stuff. That means he can give
She has that abundant enthusiasm,
his mind to something else,
energy, and freshness which we assophoto by Florence Vandamm
and attend to the hundred and
ciate with the Western girl, and posone details that he has to
Flobelle Fairbanks sailed away to make a
sesses as well a keen, well-balanced
picture in England.
cover in a few days, in order
brain and plenty of pluck.
to finish on schedule and not
Just after the war she ran away from
home and started a career on the screen
There were
exceed his budget. That is the one object — to keep
within the budget.
lots of hard times, she will tell you, but the difficulties
were not so much in getting started, as getting what she
"I enjoyed tremendously playing the little part I
really wanted after she got started.
have in 'Sunrise,' because Mr. Murnau is such a wonderful director. He gets the maximum from even a
"Somehow or other — good luck mostly — I always
managed to get a contract. It seems wonderful, but it tiny role such as mine. I don't mind small roles, if they
have character. I have taken everything that came
doesn't mean much if you fail to get the roles best
Continued on page 114
suited to you.
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Life is so short," says Connie.

"We must all dance and Laugh while ive can, because presently we shan't be able to do it any more."

For

To-morrow

We

Die

Constance Talmadge, gay and laughing, lives life to its very fullest, squeezing all the
joy she can out of each fleeting moment, for she realizes in her heart of hearts how
quickly youth and romance pass, and looks almost with fear into the uncertain future.
By Helen Louise Walker

was a
'S andapartment
TALMADGE
CONSTA
boxes. Fluffy
and bags
of trunks
litter NCE
dresses, sheer lingerie, little satin shoes, were
For Connie was
piled and scattered about the room.
going to Europe.
T stepped over things and around things and arrived
at a large chair in the exact center of the confusion. I

sat down. There was a startled, plaintive wail from
underneath, and I got up hastily to discover that I
had plumped myself on one of those weird, twisted
dolls, all gold lace and taffeta, with long, sinuous legs
and a knowing smile. She — or it— had voiced annoyance in a most human-sounding squeak.
Connie came in as I picked up the gangling, absurd
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For

To-morrow

thing and deposited it in sprawling humiliation on a
pile of boxes. She was dressed in a wisp of a pink
chiffon negligee, her ankles were bare, her feet in
tiny, blue satin mules. A blue ribbon was tied about
her head, with a wee bow on top. She swept piles of
frivolous underwear off the divan and sat down.

We

Die

unthinkable to him for his wife to come home to him
instead of his coming home to her.
"He wants her to be free when he is free — to be
willing and ready to play when he wants to play. And
if she comes home from the studio tired, when he has
plans for the evening and wants her to be fresh and
merry, he cannot bring himself to think that it is
right.
"And then," she Vv-ent on, "men are jealous of your
outside interests. They just are. Perhaps if you are
both interested in the same line of endeavor — if you
can work together — it's different. But even then,
sometimes, professional jealousy comes in and wrecks
things.

"Oh, dear!" she fluttered. "I'm not half ready to
go, and I have to go to a luncheon and a tea and a
dinner and a preview and a supper party, and between
times I have to run out to see my nephews and sister
and other relatives and do a lot of errands — and the
train goes at noon to-morrow ! Isn't it awful!"
She clasped her hands about one knee, her brown
eyes wide with amusement.
"It's the idea of marriage that is so deadly, I guess —
"I love going places — that is, I mean, I love being
places, after I get there. But the process of getting
the idea of being tied down to one person — tied by law.
ready and making the trip just slays me !
Divorce is a great safety device. It is like the emergency exit in a theater. You don't think much about
• "I suppose you want to know if it is to be a divorce
in Paris. Everybody keeps asking me that. I really it when you go in, but you wouldn't think of entering
if it were not there !
can't tell, yet. I shall see my attorneys, of course.
"People should have families, I think. I do so enjoy
And it rhay be that they will meet Captain Macintosh's
attorneys somewhere and that someNatalie's and Buster's babies ! They
thing will be done. It is to be divorce
are the happiest things ! Natalie
Connie
does
not
regret
her
two
unsuceventually, of course. We have been
was always the domestic member
cessful marriages, and thinks she will
separated for over a year. But I
of our family. Always, when we
probably marry again.
were youngsters, she was the one
don't see any need to hurry."
wdio fluttered about, learning how
"Will
you
marry
again?"
I
wanted
to know.
to cook and all that sort of thing.
She never had any real aspirations
"Well — I hope so — frankly. One
for a career.
hates to look forward to old age
alone. It seems a bit early, however,
"//' she ended with a sigh, "was
to discuss the probability of acquiring
another husband when I still have
Theredomestic."
was a little pause as she
never
this one. But loneliness — and age
reflected, presumably, upon her
lack of domestic instincts. Then
Time does go so fast. One is old
she burst into conversation again,
before one knows it !"
She gazed into the distance. Neat
passionately proclaiming herself a
hedonist.
maids threaded their way through the
litter of the room with garments in
"Life is so short," she reiterated.
their arms.
"Before you know it, you are old
and your time for fun is past !
"What is the matter with marriage,
"I go, every four days, to put
anyhov/?" she demanded of me.
fiercely. "Why can't people make it
flowers on my father's grave. He
go ? Especially people in my prodied tw^o years ago when he was
fession? Every day we hear of a
fifty-six. Fifty-six! A young
man still. For some time before
new separation.
"Now and then a couple live tohe died, he wasn't supposed to eat
gether for a long time, apparently
any meats or any sweets at all. I
used to see him sneaking pieces of
very happy. We begin to point to
pie
— which he loved. And now,
them with pride and to say, 'Now
whenever I £,tand beside his grave,
there are two people who love each
I am so glad he did. I am glad he
other and who are going to stick tohad
those tiny things he wanted.
gether !' The whole colony takes a
sort of possessive pride in the ac"That poor boy there" — she
complishment, asif it were something
pointed to a beautiful framed picvery wonderful that reflected credit
ture of Valentino — "what a short
upon us all. Then, one morning, we
time he lived ! I am glad for all
wake up and read in the papers that
the joy he had while he was here.
they are getting a divorce. It is sad.
We must all dance and laugh while
It is heartbreaking!"
we can, because presently we shan't
She got up and moved about restbe able to do it any more."
lessly.
She shook her head, throwing
"Professional women, I suppose,
back the soft waves of her hair
should not marry. At least, they
from her face.
should not marry men outside their
"I want fun — fun!" she said,
profession. I have demonstrated that
"I want
with vivid toearnestness.
— twice! A man can't help resenting
ever3^bodv
have the things they
the claims of a woman's work. He
want — life, laughter, color, romance— all the fleeting, beautiful,
can't help feeling that she should not
youthful things !
allow anything to interfere with her
duties as a wife. It is the age-old
"I haveContinued
loved every
of
on p;ip;e moment
100
tradition that makes it irritating and
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A
Confidential
Guide
to
Current
Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.
"Captain
— Metro-Gold"Slide, Kelly, Slide"— Metro-Goldwyn.
wyn. SomberSalvation"
film of religious
bigotry
Corking baseball picture, featuring
"Beau Qeste" — Paramount. A grip- William
Haines as a wise-cracking in New England of the '40s, and subping film production of this unusual
sinister happenings on board
recruit,
withto Sally
O'Neil
as a convict sequent
mystery melodrama of the French For- Yankee
ship. Lars Hanson, Pauline
girl
who
helps
take
him
down
eign Legion. Ronald Colman, Neil the
several pegs.
Starke, and Marceline Day.
Hamilton, dividual
andhits as
Ralph
intheForbes
three score
devoted
"Stark
Love"
—
Paramount.
Unusual
"Casey at the Bat" — Paramount.
brothers. Entire cast excellent.
film that was produced in the moun- Wallace Beery in amusing film of baseball in the '90s, with Zasu Pitts as the
tains of North Carolina, with the moun- home-town
"Ben=Hur" — Metro-Goldwyn. A beautiful and inspiring picture, directed
taineers themselves enacting the sim- of our hero.milliner who wins the heart
ple but intensely interesting story.
w^ith skill and originality. Ramon No"Chang" — Paramount. Thrilling anivarro, in title role, gives earnest and
"Variety" — Paramount. The muchmal picture photographed in the junspirited performance ; Francii X. Bush- heralded German picture dealing with
gles of Siam and showing the actual
man excellent as Messala; May Mc- the triangular relations between three
Avoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key, trapeze performers — a girl and two struggle of a native family against the
and Carmel Myers all handle their men. Terrifically gripping. Emil Jan- onslaughts of the wilderness.
roles well.
"Children of Divorce" — Paramount.
nings, Lya de Putti and Warwick V^ard
A high-society film dealing with the
"Big Parade, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. give inspired performances.
Grippingly realistic war picture. Story
"Way of All Flesh, The"— Paramount. unhappy lives of three children of diof three tired, dirty doughboys, one of Emil
vorced couples. Lots of plot and exfirst American film.
cellent cast, headed by Esther Ralston,
whom is John Gilbert, who falls in Simple,Jannings'
human story revealing the star Clara Bow,
and Gary Cooper.
love with a French girl, played remark- at his best in a tragically pathetic role.
ably well by Renee Adoree.
"Convoy" — First National. Dorothy
Belleald Bennett,
Phyllis
Haver,
and
DonKeith.
Mackaill in secret-service melodrama
"Don Juan" — Warner. Beauty, action, and excitement are combined to
of a society girl who sacrifices herself
"What Price Glory" — Fox. Swift, en- to
save the United States navy, only
make a splendid film version of this
grossing film version of the unusual
be spurned by every one and clapped
did tale. John Barrymore gives skilled war play. Racy story of the rivalry to
Collier,
performance. Mary Astor, Estelle between a captain and a sergeant over into jail.Jr. Lawrence Gray and William
Taylor, and entire cast well chosen.
a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor
McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.
"Cradle Snatchers" — Fox. Louise Fa"Faust" — Metro-Goldwyn. Beautiful
zenda is the ringleader in boisterous
film. Superbly directed and convincfarce of three neglected middle-aged
ingly acted. Well-chosen cast, with
FOR SECOND CHOICE.
wives who hire three college boys to
Emil Jannings making a robust but
make
their husbands jealous.
"Adam and Evil" — Metro-Goldwyn.
malignant Mephisto.
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle in amus"Dearie" — Warner. Tale of a mother
"Firewyn. A real
Brigade,
ing domestic farce of the" complications who secretly sings in a night club in
thriller The"—
about Metro-Goldfiremen and stirred
up between a bored married order to put her snobbish son through
couple by the unexpected arrival of the college.
fires.
Don't miss
Ray is his
lier, Jr. Irene Rich and William Colold, lovable
self it.
as Charlie
a boy fireman
in husband's twin brother.
love
with a millionaire's daughter — May
"Alias the Deacon" — Universal. Jean
McAvoy.
"Evening Clothes" — Paramount.
Hersholt in role of lovable crook who Adolphe
Menjou in mildly diverting
"Kid Brother, The"— Paramount. poses as a deacon and is instrumental story of a bankrupt Parisian bouleAnother big hit for Harold Lloyd. In- in bringing together the two young vardier who, when his creditors pergenius comedy of browbeaten younger people of the film — June Marlowe and
mit him to keep one suit of clothes,
brother who turns out to be the hero Ralph Graves.
chooses evening dress. Virginia Valli
of the village, and wins the girl, Jobyna
and
Louise Brooks.
"All
Aboard"First
National.
Fast
Ralston.
Johnny Hines comedy of an acrobatic
"Fashions
for Women" — Paramount.
shoe clerk who somehow lands in the
"Old Ironsides" — Paramount. Mag- Arabian
Gay
Parisian
farce revealing Esther
desert
and
saves
the
heroine,
nificent historical film featuring the
Ralston
in
a
dual
role and an array of
frigate Constitution and manj sea bat- Edna Murphy, from a sheik.
beautiful clothes. Einar Hansen and
tles. Esther Ralston and Charles Far"Annie Laurie" — Metro-Goldwyn. Raymond Hatton.
rell furnish the love interest, Wallace Lillian Gish in mildly interesting picBeery and George Bancroft the com"Fighting
Pathe-Deture based on the ancient feud be- Mille.
edy.
Rod LaEagle,
Roque The"—
in excellent
role
tween two Scotch clans. Norman Kerry of patriotic
French
country
youth in
is the blustering hero.
the service of Napoleon whose affair
"Rough Riders, The"— Paramount.
"Barbed Wire" — Paramount. Pola with the emperor's spy, Phyllis Haver,
Interesting picture built round TheoNegri
and
Clive
Brook
in
unique
war
gets him into trouble.
dore Roosevelt's
part interwoven
in the SpanishAmerican
War, and
with drama of French peasant girl who falls
"First Auto, The" — Warner. Meloin
love
with
a
Gerrnan
prisoner
and
is
the sirnple, human love story of a girl
drama, laid infrom
the his
'90s,sonof because
a father'sof
and two soldiers — Mary Astor, Charles shunned by her fellow townsmen.
estrangement
Emmett Mack, and Charles Farrell.
"Cabaret" — Paramount. Gilda Gray the son's ardor for the newly invented
in sure-fire film of a dancer who foils
"Scarlet Letter, The"— Metro-Gold- the villain, saves her erring brother horseless carriage. Charles Emmett
wyn. Outstanding for the surprisingly from jail, and captures the heart of the Mack and Patsy Ruth Miller.
fine performance of Lillian Gish and
"Frisco Sally Levy" — Metro-Goldwyn.
the magnetism of Lars Hanson. A detective — Tom Moore.
Sally
O'Neil in amusing comedy feasympathetic and dignified, though not
"Callahans and the Murphys, The" —
turing the intimate home life of a famentirely faithful, treatment of Haw- Metro-Goldwyn. Entertaining sure-fire
ily headed by an Irish mother and a
film of Irish brawls and reconciliations,
thorne's novel.
father.
notable chiefly for the comedy of Marie Jewish
"Is Zat So?" — Fox. Featuring the
"Seventh Heaven"— Fox. Tale of a Dressier and Polly Moran.
Parisian waif whose first taste of hapcomic results when a down-and-out
"Camille" — First National. Norma prize fighter and his manager — George
piness is snatched from her when her
hero,_ a sewer worker, is swept off to Talmadge lovely in unconvincing mod- O'Brien and Edmund Lowe — tempo\var just as they are about to be marrarily act as butler and second man in
ern version of Dumas' tragic love tale.
mansion.
ried. Admirable performances by Janet Gilbert Roland shine§ in romantic a Fifth Avenue
Coiilinued
on page 117
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.
role of Armand.
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'The Cat and the Canary," best of all mystery films, is guaranteed to absorb and thrill the most jaded fan.
The

Screen

in

Review

The latest films are scrutinized with a critical, though impartial, eye.
By Norbert Lusk

THE most successful mystery stor}' the screen has
yet offered is "The Cat and the Canary." It is
also one of the most distinctive pictures in
months, because of the treatment given it by the director, Paul Leni, a German.
Master of scenic design, he also knows the full significance of light in creating atmosphere and mood.
The result is a veritable orgy of spooky mystery, v^ith
sliding panels, clutching hands, slamming doors and
other manifestations of the weird, all making for suspense and terror.
This is achieved vi^ith vivid originalit}', thanks to the
remarkable work of the camera in seeking out arresting angles and strange distortions, in keeping with the
eerie subject. The spectator is made to feel that he is
actually in the musty home of the dead millionaire —
Avhose relatives have assembled twenty years after his
demise to hear his will read — because the camera moves
as the eye of the beholder would move were he suddenly to find himself on the scene.
Yet, curiously enough, the proceedings seem real,
probably because interest is kept at such a high pitch
that there is scant opportunity to sink back and analyze
the rather conventional labyrinth of the story.
It begins when the six expectant heirs come to the
house at midnight to learn what the reading of Cyrus
West's will has in store for them. When it develops
that the entire fortune, including the usual jewels, is
left to Annahcllc W est, the title of the picture is ex]jlained. She becomes a canar}' ingenue in the midst of
catlike kin. Once the eccentric conditions by which she
will come into the fortune have been set forth by the

attorney, things begin to happen. The unwritten law
against divulging the ins and outs of a mystery story
will not be broken in this case, especially as there is
every good reason for you to see the picture.
Laura La Plante is, of course, Annahcllc, for who
else could' better qualif}' as a canary ingenue? Incidentally, she gives an excellent performance. So does
every member of the cast, although the comic relief
of Creighton Hale and Flora Finch is carried to extremes. Arthur Edmund Carew, Martha Mattox, and
Tully Marshall are particularly successful in conveying
the right degree of mystery and impending disaster.
To my way of thinking, Gertrude Astor's role is not
nearly important enough, but Forrest Stanley's is.
However, you can't get away from the fact that the
director — and his camera — are really the stars.
A Torrent of Money Spent.
"The Mag^ic Flame" is another name for love, in case
you are dramathinking
it is circus
a firemen's
It iskingdom,
a meloof an Italian
and a epic.
mythical
this time called "Illyria," just as Shakespeare did in
"Twelfth Night." However, there is nothing Shakespearean in the
manifold
"The MagicMoreover,
Flame."
It is strictly
modern
and plot
very ofmoviesque.
there is so much of it, after all the knots are tied and
the complications are planted, that a great deal of time
is necessarily needed to straighten them out. Too much
time, if you ask me.
Just when Bianca, the fearless, peerless queen of the
trapeze, has entered the royal palace and discovered the
king to be none other than Tito, her clown sweetheart
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— and you think they are ready to flee back to
Baretti's circus — Tito suspects her purity.. So
there has to be a tiff and a reconcihation before they finally escape. Even though Gustav
von Seyffertitz is hopefully waiting, on the
other side of the door, for Bianco to assassinate the king.
It all begins back in the circus, where
Bianca'sa villain
beautyas attracts
Count
wicked
ever leered
from Casati,
the screen.as
Lured to his hotel by a fake note, she plunges
from a window to escape him. When Tito
goes to see what is detaining her, he fares not
so well. There is a vicious fight with the
Count, who falls out of the same window, but
lands less happily. Instead of catching onto
the branches of a tree, as the agile trapezist
did, he goes straight down to the sea — and is
never again heard from. Tito must suffer the
consequences, which in this case are novel
indeed. Mistaken for Casati, he is told that
he has succeeded his father to the throne and
must depart at once to Illyria. Stammered
protests avail him not. He is bundled off as if
he were so much luggage.
From there on the picture becomes strictly
mythical kingdom. Bianca appears, with a
revolver in her bouquet, bent on avenging the
disappearance of her Tito. Her motive is
approved by the Councillor who, providing
her with black velvet, jewels, and a stiletto,
ushers her into the presence of the king as a
siren eager to give her all. Ultimately recognition comes, but very slowly. The way of
escape having been made clear for Bianca,
following her expected murder of the king,
she and Tito take advantage of it.
Now, all this is set forth with every technical excellence expected of a first-class picture— unusual camera angles, picturesque
backgrounds, baffling double exposures, intelligent acting. But it remains in the realm of
fantasy, because of the utter preposterousness
Photo by Samuel Goldwyn Production.^
of the plot. You have the spectacle of much
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky go through the mazes of a checkered love
skill, but little genuineness. Vilma Banky is
story, in "The Magic Flame."
lovely to behold, as usual, and Ronald Colman,
as Tito and Casati, plays the latter role with such specthe sympathies of average audiences. Yet Ingram has
tacular villainy that you feel his true metier lies there
told the story simply, sincerely, and with complete
rather than in noble heroes.
avoidance of meretricious detail.
Ivan Petrovich, the Serbian who was first seen in
The Spell of the Sahara.
"The Magician," is Boris. His performance is notable
for its sincerity, but the nature of the story precludes
There is only one Rex Ingram. His individuality
any outstanding moments. Alice Terry, as Domini, is
permeates every scene of his pictures, every subtitle,
aloof, cold. The remaining players are foreigners, all
and even the musical score. It is individuality that
of whom are well cast.
places beauty above everything else. But sometimes
pictorial beauty demands too great a sacrifice of drama
Crooks Have Hearts.
for an altogether satisfying picture.
"Underworld" misses being the greatest of its kind,
So it is with his latest, ''The Garden of Allah," a
poem of the desert, but not a drama of the screen. It but its faults will not stand in the way of its being
might almost be called a magnificent travelogue, so
acclaimed by the majority. At this writing it is breaking records wherever it is shown, and George Bancroft
fully pictured that you feel you are under the spell
has been rewarded with stardom on the strength of
of the Sahara as you never have been before, rather
than under the spell of the emotions and the soul strughis
performance
of "Bull" Weed. Its merits, then, far
exceed
its weaknesses.
gles of Domini Enfildcn and Boris Androvsky.
It is the powerful acting of Bancroft that gives the
You give them time to tell their unhappy but leisurely
love story, only to find yourself more interested in the
punch to "Underworld." When all is said and done,
scenic backgrounds, because you are more conscious
the story is true to t3^pe — rival gunmen, the murder of
of them.
one for making love to the other's girl, the death sentence, the escape, the discoverv that his girl loves the
The tale of the young Trappist monk who forsakes
the monastery for worldly life, and marries an Engman he had sworn to "get," and his sentimental forgivelish girl without telling her of this, his eventual conness of the pair. The moral is that a lawbreaker can't
fession and return to the monastery, is removed from
win because a soft heart won't let him.
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This is not true to criminal psychology or statistics, but it fits
into movie fiction. A great deal of talent and skill have been
used to make it seem plausible. More important still, the proceedings have the ring of authenticity, which isn't surprising when
you are told that Ben Hecht based his story on a gang shooting
that took place when he was a reporter in the city where machine
guns are used to combat criminals.
Clive Brook plays a role that one doesn't associate with his
usual suavity — that of a derelict porter in a saloon, who becomes
the protege of Bull Weed and is nicknamed "Rolls Royce." Next
to Bancroft in toughness and sincerity is Fred Kohler, as his rival,
"Buck" Mulligan. Evelyn Brent is Feathers, the girl who causes
most of the gun play. The picture is splendidly lighted, suspense
is prolonged to the nth degree, and altogether it is far above the
average — if you don't look below the surface.
"Soft Cushions.

Mocking the Conventional.
Either you will like Lon Chaney's "Mockery" very much, or not
at all. To me it is one of the best pictures of the new season.
A storjr of the revolution in Russia, it has neither top-heavy sets
nor huge, surging crowds. It shows instead the effect of the
revolution upon an isolated group. Credit for the unusual story
and its thoughtful development belongs to Benjamin Christianson,
who wrote as well as directed it. You feel that he firmly insisted
on honesty of treatment, and perhaps savagel}^ fought to keep
hokum out of it. The result is that "Mockery" is brilliantly acted,
and the atmosphere is more Russian than if a million tons of snow
had been used. But there isn't a flake — or a sleigh — in the entire

"The Drop Kick. "

Lon Chaney is Sergei, a dull-witted, plodding peasant, who is
picture.
persuaded by a lady to escort her to a distant town. Reaching
safet}', she rewards Sergei with the job of servant in her household— and promptly forgets him, for she is Countess Tatiana.
Sergei cannot comprehend the situation that makes it impossible
for her to notice him. His slow, sodden mind even fails to grasp
the significance of the love scene he witnesses between Tatiana
and a cavalry officer. Then a more intelligent servant pours into
his ear the doctrine of revolution. The peasant is made to believe
that he and the countess are equals. He tries to force himself
upon her when the Bolsheviks are ransacking the house, and
Tatiana lies to save his life. Then he is left as her special guard.
While performing his duty with doglike devotion he is shot by the
revolutionaries. Dying, he sees Tatiana and her officer embrace.
Again it is unrequited love for poor Mr. Chaney.
All this is set forth with perfect credibility 'by Mr. Chaney,
Barbara Bedford, and Ricardo Cortez, Miss Bedford in especial
succeeding in portraying an aristocratic girl without recourse to
ermine or glittering tiaras. Mack Swain and Emily Fitzroy are
convincing as Russian profiteers, and Charles Puffy equally so as
the plotting servant.
Unpretentious, But Good.

"For the Love of Mike."

"We're All Gamblers."

This month's surprise picture is "Shanghaied," with Ralph
Ince, Patsy Ruth Miller, Gertrude Astor, and Alan Brooks. It
comes as a surprise because it is a program film, yet is honest,
straightforwai'd, fairly innocent of hokum, and downright good.
Many a feature picture, played up to the skies by false advertising, hasn't the pull of this one. One of the reasons is that
"Shanghaied" was written for the screen and therefore does not
represent the misguided labors of a scenarist trying to fit a novel
into a place where it doesn't belong.
"Hurricane" Haley strolls into a water-front dive intent on
amusing himself. Polly catches his fancy and Crawley, the boss,
uses this circumstance to drug Hurricane's drink and rob him.
The seaman hates Polly for the decoy he thinks she is. He
abducts her, dancing dress and all, and throws her to his crew.
Out of this situation — not extraordinary enough to blaze a
trail on the screen — comes a closely knit yarn in which suspense,
the development of character, and the stead)' progress of a stor}'
take their rightful places in achieving an interesting picture.
The acting is excellent. Ralph Ince is Hurrica)ic to the life. As
for Patsy Ruth Miller, she has never had a role more effective
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than Polly, nor one pulsing more fully with life and reality, every
heartbeat of which you feel is sincere Gertrude Aster, as a hardboiled dancer in the dive, balances comedy with iniquity in her
usual competent fashion. "Shanghaied"' has got "It" — if you
don't demand a society background and prettiness in the pictures
you prefer.
Meighan Fans, Take Notice.
Thomas Meighan has a substantial picture in "We're All Gamblers," thanks to a credible story and good acting, both better than
in "Tin Gods" and "Blind Alleys." The vitality and swiftness of
the proceedings are easily traceable to the direction of James
Cruze, as well as numerous deft touches of characterization.
Meighan is "Lucky" Sam McCarver, a contender for the heavyweight championship, who is run down by a society girl's car and
incapacitated for further work in the ring. However, he is fully
able to operate a night club and continues to meet Carlotta AscJie,
of Park Avenue, and regard her as unattainable. A New Year's
Eve shooting brings the picture to a climax and opens the way
to mutual understanding between Sam and Carlotta.
This bare outline of the story naturally gives no idea of the
excellent detail which enlivens the picture, nor of the spirited acting of Cullen Landis, as Sam's brother, and no hint of the wellbred distinction of Marietta Millner, as Carlotta. Meighan fans
will not be disappointed in this.
A Naughty Little Girl.
Something new in mother love is seen in "The Joy Girl." Mary
Alden polishes the toenails of Olive Borden, who is Jewel Courage— get the name, please — her daughter. It wouldn't be polite
to comment on the strange state of affairs which makes it necessary for one of the finest artists on the screen to render this
service
to one of
least. out
It isofjust
of life'stoo.
little Jewel,
ironies.who
The picture
is the
otherwise
theone
ordinary,
lives on the fringe of Palm Beach, is a shining example of how a
girl on little or nothing a year can wear the latest styles, mingle
with the rich and marry a millionaire — without displaying a single
redeeming quality. But for that matter the villain of the film,
who is also out to better himself financially through marriage,
succeeds in doing so after he has committed bigamy without being
punished for it. All in all, "The Joy Girl" is an eye opener.
Incidental to these twisted ethics. Jewel is attracted to a chauffeur who is not reall}' a chaufifeur, but a millionaire trying to
escape mercenary ladies. .So our practical little Jewel refrains
from throwing herself away upon a man who merely loves her.
But she lends an eager ear to the next man she meets, whom she
believes to be a millionaire, but who is really a chauffeur. When
Jewel marries him you cannot but think it serves her right, especially as she went to great lengths to make him think her
wealthy. However, she is put to no noticeable inconvenience and
is finally rewarded by the willingness of the millionaire to lead
her to the altar.
"The Joy Girl" is brazenly immoral and Jewel the most unsympathetic heroine ever seen, though handsome dresses, spacious
rooms, and glittering motor cars do their best to veneer the sordid
story.
Neil Hamilton is the young man of fortune who chooses to
become a chaufifeur for a lark. His ingratiating manner and
underlying humor succeed in capturing all the sympathy and most
of the interest.
Fun in the Orient.
Quite the most diverting comedy Douglas MacLean has had in
a long time is offered in "Soft Cushions," an intelligent satire on
the Oriental spectacle. It is gay, original, colorful, with no straining after gags and horseplay, and its titles are brilliant examples
of how to be amusing without resorting to the easy impudence of
wise-cracks. Furthermore, it has a lovely girl named Sue Carol
for the heroine, whose fresh beauty and winsomeness indicate tliat
she will be heard from in large measure from now on. Her
career will, in a manner of speaking, surely rest on soft cushions
hereafter.
[Continued on page 92]

"The Garden of Allah."

"Mockery."

"Hula."
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What the camera sees on its

The damsel in distress, below, is Evelyn
Brent, isand
coe Karns
the Rosgallant gentleman who
is rushing to her rescue. But why is she
wearing snowshoes in
the middle of the
desert? The better to
walk with, my dear.
All the players wore
them in the sand on
location with "Beau
Sabreur."

Oh, who threw Farina in the ash
can? Did you throw Farina in
the ash can? Anyway, it's high
time Our Gang got him out — the
ash can is no place for a popular
idol like Farina !
There's nothing stunted about the
giant box of matches, below, that
Corinne Griffith uses for lighting
her fire. She certainly runs no
risk of burning her fingers !

Above, the well-known Siamese twins,
Daisy and Violet Hilton, pay a visit to
Ruth Roland in Hollywood. The
twins, who have made themselves famous in vaudeville, were playing Los
Angeles when Ruth invited them to
see the studios.
Necessity is the mother of invention, so
when Ford Sterling and Richard
Arlen, below, were just dying for a
game of checkers between scenes, they
snatched Esther Ralston's purse and
used its large, checked pattern for a
battleground.

the

Studios

rambles round the movie world.

Above, Lupino Lane, Petey, and Wallace Lupino
try to break the camera in "Hello, Sailor."
Below, Leatrice Joy impersonates Eve and the serpent in a glorified tableau in "The Angel of
Broadway."

Up in the corner,
Irene Rich frolics at
the studio with her
two daughters,
Frances and Jane.
Right, Chester
Conklin contributes
his version of the
role of Lorelei Lee
in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
Which is which?
No one knows, so
the twins below are
both playing opposite Lupino Lane in
a new comedy.
They are Charlenc
and Minniela Aber.

Left, Margaret Livingston
and Jobyna Ralston — no kiddin' — do a Topsy and Eva
act in "Lightning," one of
those Zane Grty films.
Down in the left-hand corner, Jackie Coogan proudly
^hows his little brother,
Uobert, the sights of the
M.-G. M. studio
Relow, Lucien Littlefield,
who is famous for his character portrayals, does an impersonation o—f well, guess
who?

Well, if it isn't Wesley Barry !
Shown above with James Mur' ray, the kid with the freckles
has grown
up and
turned to the
screenhasin re-a
jockey role in "In Old KenBelow, Lillian Gish, between
scenes of "The Enemy," takes
a lesson in rug making ifrom Fritzi
Ridgeway, who tucky."
has taught more
than one star how it's done.
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Yes, it was about time, the critics
agreed, that some one discovered
Gertrude Astor. For twelve years
she had been struggling for recognition, giving consistently good performances inunimportant parts, before
it dawned on the producers that here
was an actress of exceptional talent.
Now, at last, they are vying for her
services.
By A. L. Wooldridge

WAS elunching with the blond
I Gertrud
Astor in a cafe on the
rd.
Bouleva
I was intensely interested in the story she was telling me
— the story of her experiences in the
drab, lean years during which she had
fought single-handed for a foothold in
the movies.
Thousands of beautiful blondes
have arrived in Hollywood hoping to
lend their charms to the screen, onhto depart without ever having faced
the camera. But this one had stuck
aiad strived and emerged, her soul a
trifle battle-scarred but happily triumphant.
Twelve long, harrowing
years Gertrude Astor struggled with the vicissitudes
of cinema life before she
drove producers to the
point of acknowledging her
to be a talented actress.
And now, they are literally
falling over themselves to
obtain her services. I
wanted to know how she
had brought it about.
"It is the result," she
said, "of a dozen years of
hard, unrelenting, heartbreaking effort. You know,
I don't believe in this thing
of making a star overnight.
Time and again, producing
companies have suddenly
announced a 'great find,' a
beautiful girl to be starred
immediately, even though
she has had no training.
Comedy has
Run back over the list of
always been
her forte, and
such sudden 'finds,' and
her role in
name me one who did not
" The Sman
glimmer only momentarily
and then slowlv slide from
B achelorher"
offers
view. It can't be done, I
some wontell you. The really sucderful opportunities to
cessful motion-picture acmake
the
fans
tresses have all, almost
laugh.
without exception, started
at the bottom and fought
their way up, step by step. Marv
Pickford
did it.Swanson
Norma Talmadg'e
did
it. Gloria
did it. I
did it, and I'm very glad I had the
e.xperience."

Photo by Freulich
Miss Astor, who once had to fight just to get inside the gate of
the Universal studio, dictated her own terms to that company ivhen
they sought her for the role of Mrs. St. Clare //z "Uncle Tom's
There was a grim set to her jaw, a trace of fire
in her eyes, and a hint of that pugnacity which
had helped her over Cathe
spots in her career.
"
bin.rough
But this attitude was fleeting. In a moment she
was a smiling, lovely, soft-eyed girl.
I asked, seeking to draw
her"Discouragements?"
out.
She chortled. "Discouragements! Say, if there
are any I missed, I'd like to know them. Let's
see. Have 3'ou ever gone to your room at night
hungry, with not a cent to buy food? Well, I
have, lots of times. Then, other times, I tried
to heat a little food over the gas log in my room
when I couldn't afford to buy a meal at a restaurant. Oh, those were trying days ! It all
seems funny to me now, but it was tragedy then.
People don't come to your aid, it seems, when
vou most need them..
"But one time, some years ago, when I was utterly
broke — not a nickel, not a little old red penny — nothing —
I went to a garage man who had worked on my tiny car
and said, 'I'm broke — I'm hungry — I want to borrow five
dollars. I'll pav it back when I can.' And he let me have
it. Before I stopped borrowing from him. I had one hundred and eighty-five dollars of his money. When I at last
got work, I paid it back.
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In "Ginsberg the Great," Miss Astor plays the part of a liard-boiled dancing girl in a traveling carnival troupe.
"Then, what do you suppose happened? My benefactor came to me one day and borrowed one hundred
and twenty-five dollars and skipped tozvii ! I've not
seen him since. But I don't care, because that one
hundred and eighty-five dollars he loaned me Avas worth
the one hundred and twenty-five dollars interest. He's
welcome to it."
vShe looked dreamily into space as she went back in
her memory over those early years. The experiences
had left her somewhat cynical, but had not dulled her
remarkable sense of humor.
"I was born," she told me, "in Cleveland, Ohio, and
when I was four years old, we moved to Lima. There,
when I grew up I learned to play a slide trombone —
became a member of a women's band. We were good,
too — so good that we went into vaudeville and played
all over the United States.
"Then the movie bee bit me, or stung me. I chucked
the old trombone into my trunk and set out for a visit
to the New York studios. Got a job, too — at three
dollars a day. The next year, I trekked to HollyAvood.
I knew nothing then about the griefs of the movie
world. But I learned !
"Myget first
came when
I couldn't
even
into jolt
the casting
offices Ito found
ask forthat
work.
I used
to reason, plead, beg, cajole, and browbeat the gatemen
for permission to get inside, but it did no good.
"After arguing with every last one of them, I finally
decided that the gateman at Universal seemed the most
amenable to reason. So I began a siege on him in
particulai". Every day I went to that studio. We became quite friendly, that gateman and T. I called him
'Argus,' because, I told him, he seemed to have eyes
in the back of his head, and he called me 'that tormenting little devil,' and other endearing terms.
"Every day we. used to go through the same procedure. First, I approached him with my sweetest smile,

and told him how kind he looked, and sympathized
with him over all the trials and annoyances he must
have to endure. After flattering and cajoling him, I
finally popped the question, 'Do I get in to-day?' His
answer, of course, was always, 'No.' Then I used to
try to dodge around him, and we romped merrily back
and forth like a couple of kids. When we were quite
exhausted, I used to start pleading and begging again.
But his heart was as hard as a bride's biscuit.
"One day, as we were going ever the usual ground,
a kindly looking man inside the gate beckoned to me.
Whereat old Argus, completely nonplused, touched his
cap and I walked in. After questioning me, the man
said he thought he might be able to find a part for
me, and told me to call at his office at ten the next
morning. I backed out through the gate so amazed
that I forgot to ask his name.
" 'Why, that's Mr. Laemmle, president of the company!' said Argus, horror-stricken at my ignorance.
"Well, that was the begiiining of Gertrude's little
score. I was given a bit in a picture — oh, ever so tiny
a bit. But I guess I made good in it, because soon
after that I was given another. I acquired a reputation
for being able to wear clothes. And heaven help the
girl who gets that wished on her ! It means that she
will be used to walk through pictures instead of being
given parts in which she can act.
"And I wanted to act. I wanted to emote all over
the place. I still want to. They insist on my being a
comedienne, but I'm determined to do something tragic
The old, old story — comediennes always want to do
eventuall}'."
serious
and dramatic actresses always want to do
comedy roles
!
The beautiful Gertrude had one big handicap that
cheated her out of many engagem.ents.
She was too
Continued on page 110
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Glenn Tryon at last, after many years of having
been miscast in rough-and-tumble two-reelers, is
being given an opportunity in feature films to
prove that he really was out of place in slapstick.
By Carroll Graham
I'VE been intending to write this story about
Glenn Tryon for some time. I talked it over
with Glenn some months ago. But my habit
of procrastination successfully downed my faltering sense of industr\-. Now I am glad I waited,
for
there is more
saythan
about
Glenn's
screenI
achievements
at this totime
there
was when
first began to contemplate writing this story.
It is a very difficult thing, however, to write an
interview about a friend. Either you become too
ruthlessly analytical, with a resultant cooling of
the friendship, or you become overadulatory, in
which case you are likely to make no great impression on the editor with whom you are dealing.
After four or five years in the movies, marked
chiefly by bad breaks and lost opportunities, Glenn
seem.s at last to be safely on the highroad to success. He has made a marked impression in the
few feature pictures in which he has appeared and
he has recently signed a very remunerative contract with Universal w^hich may make him one of
the outstanding screen stars.
I have known Glenn since he was playing
juveniles with the stock company at the Majestic Theater in Los Angeles. We saw each
other casually for a very brief period. Two
years later I met him again, just as he was
going into the movies.
Glenn is a difficult person to
analyze. Still in his twenties, he
has had a varied experience in
vaudeville,
musical comedies,
tent shows, and now the movies.
He is an unusual mixture of
maturity and youth, of gravity
and humor.
His youthful, sometimes exuberant, enthusiasm is
counterbalanced by mature judgment born of many none-tootender experiences and setbacks.
During his comparatively brief residence upon this illogical planet, he has
been liberally battle-scarred, but still
retains a boyishness which will stay
with him until he is gray.
He can do a great many things.
Born on a Montana ranch, he can ride
a horse with any of the Tom Mixes.
He can sing a cracked tenor or a
moderately successful bass, to suit the
needs of parlor or kitchen harmony. He plays a ukelele indifferently and a one-stringed
violin — which he made himself
— badly but enthusiastically. At
the age of twenty-two, he was
general manager of an Eastern
film company, which performed
something of a feat by remainmg in existence for six weeks

His work in the leading role in "Painting the Town" has
brought him a long-term contract with Universal,
after he was engaged. He was leading man with
a road
playing
He
once company
ran a garage
in "Maytime."
partnership
with his brother. Some years ago, he
worked as an extra in the New York
movie studios by day, and flipped eggs
at a lunch counter by night. He met
his wife when both were youngsters
trying to get by on the stage, and married her when they again met in Hollywood three years ago. He reads the
best of literature without ostentation,
and as far as I can observe, is entirely
without pose of any kind.
Now, He
aboutbecame
Glenn'san acting
career.
actor
at sixteen, and in the next few
years played in every possible
sort of production except a circus. Four j-ears ago, he unobtrusively entered the movies
through the back door by play"The
ing the lead in a Hal Roach picture featuring Rex, justly renowned king of wild horses.
in
a
Glenn
didn't
steal the picture
Glenn
from Rex, but he did attract
comedy
minor
the attention of Mr. Roach,
who thought he was funny despite the fact that his role was
serious, and who therefore
Poor
offered him a contract. Glenn,
part in
who was broke, caught a ride
Continued on page 104
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Sally O'Neil will
go
the far
nextduring
year
and a half.
Photo by Ijooise
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Future

An astrologer examines the horoscopes of
what the coming years hold for certain lesser
By Sidney

Jack Laden
should prepare
for a negative
year in 1928.

actors
good
many
areesse
E actr
THER
s whos
e names
and
have but lately struggled into
billboard positions, who have been
working hard for years. Can they
hold onto their somewhat precarious
perches ?
Looking backward, we note few
who have lasted. Fame is a fickle
vixen; the majority of players are
here to-day and gone to-morrow,
with competition what it is. Who
among the recent newcomers will
equal the long terms of popularity
enjoyed by Douglas Fairbanks,
Mary Pickford, Tom Mix, Gloria
Swanson, and Thomas Meighan?
Frankly, the chances are not strong
that there will be many.
Passing recognition comes to a
small number, but those who attain
lasting positions in the get-rich
quiclcsands of Hollywood form an
even smaller group.
Let us glance over the horoscopes
of some who are now making bids
for the laurel wreath of fame, but
let us not hold them up to the standard of too long a period in the
fans' shifting favor. Any present
favorite who is still in a top position
five years from now may be considered highly fortunate and exceptional. In making a long-range prediction such as this, it is best to have
it understood at the beginning that I am not taking
into consideration the matter of life and death.
Clara Bow can continue her tremendously hard work
until the summer of 1932, with only an occasional
lay-up for repairs, due to taking too many risks. The
twelve months immediately ahead hold some confidential arrangement which will be very profitable to
her. She should stick contentedly to her present employers, for they will do more for her best interests
in the long run than anybody else.
It is an emotional year which Phyllis Haver is facing, with no marked luck and a great deal of hard
work. She will get through with advancement of her
reputation, if she will avoid travel and emotional up-

sets during June and the last five months of 1928. She
should also be on the alert for errors of judgment during the first half of March. Although Miss Haver did
some of the best work seen on the screen in "The Way
of All Flesh," this Avill count for
very little in her immediate future, strange as it may seem.
Her success, however, will not
be seriously threatened until the
beginning of 1931, at which
time she will need all her resources in order to avoid disaster to her film career.
Along about March, 1930,
according to the testimonies of
the planets, our newly found
friend, William Haines, will
leave pictures for about two
years. This will, be a most difficult stretch for him, unless he
has saved his pennies and
doesn't have to fight the adverse
vibrations which will be surrounding him in 1930 and 1931.
The remarkable thing about his
particular case, however, is that
he is one of the very few who
will be able to come back after
such a detour in his career, for
at the end of 1932 he will have
the opportunity to step back into
the old shoes he used to wear
and will go better than ever as a
screen hero.
Externally, 1928 will smile on
Bill, but in his soul all will not
be going well, especially during
May, ber.
June,
August,
and NovemThe last
two weeks
of each
of these months are the bad

Photo by Archer
Ivan Lebedejf is
advised to exercise car e and
caution.

Dolores Costello
must endure a
dull year before
she shines again.

of

the

Stars

some of the stars, with especial emphasis on
players who are just now attracting attention.

Dorothy Sebastian's stars predict sensational
success in 1940!
Photo by Bull
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K. Bennett
spots for him. He must be on guard against the unexpected, particularly from those of the fair sex who
will try to be unfair to him.
Vilma Banky will remain in her present enviable
position as a favorite for at least
another three and a half years,
during which time she will add
to her laurels, in spite of competition and some adverse gossip.
Greta Garbo is going to have a
pretty tough time, especially in
money matters and in relationships with superiors, from August, 1928,tintil March, 1929 ; but
after this characteristic upheaval
she will get everything adjusted
and come back strong. She will
then pile up success on top of
success until the spring of 1932.
Ronald Colman will continue
excellent work for at least five
years more, for not until the
middle of 1933 will he suffer
any serious setback. During the
year to come, however, he
should look out for November
12th and 13th, and also the first
weeks of February and May in
1929, taking no chances of any
kind at those times.
■ James Murray is one of the
screen's recent additions, and
why wouldn't he be? He has
his birthday party on the same
day as Ronald. It will be rather
difficult for him to get into his
proper place, but after a year
more of trying to find roles fitted
to him, he will go ahead fast and
will maintain his success for
over four A^ears thereafter.

Tim McCoy must
be ready to make
a big decision
next year.

Vilma Banky
will rise above
competition and
Photu bygossip.
Sporr

Victor Varconi's
planets warn
against quarrels
and accidents.
Photo by Spun-

Priscilla Bonner would do well
to attempt but little film work for
at least two more years, I am sorry
to say, for everything is against her
success in pictures right now.
Lois Moran has a negative winter
immediately ahead of her, but when
she comes out of it she will do betftr
work and raise her already fine reputation to even greater heights. The
planets give her until the end of
1932 before they attempt to interfere with her picture career. The
months of June and August, and
the first week of December, 1928,
are very difficult for her. She should
not accept an engagement or start
a picture at anv of these periods,
for she will regret it.
Joan Crawford will be tempted
to make a serious mistake during
the first half of July, 1928, but she
can avoid the consequences by resisting. From the beginning, of
November, 1928, until February,
1929, she will be in an emotionally
dangerous state. If this emotion
can be transferred to the screen it
will produce some great acting, but
she should strive for complete control of her inner self. The middle
of 1929 and the beginning of 1930
threaten Miss Crawford with at
least a temporary^ cessation of movie
work.
If I were George Jessel, I would take advantage of
the third week of August, 1928, and sign a five-year
contract or an extension of his present one, for at
that time he will be in a position to do this and it will
carr}- him over the poor period due to overtake him in
the middle of 1931. Otherwise, anything can, and
probably will, happen.
The same applies to Gertrude Short, except that her
best week in 1928 will be the one just preceding
September 1st.
Yola d'Avril is due for considerable improvement
in her affairs, but public recognition is not quite read}'
to break for her; however, she can do a great deal for
the future by acting positively in personal and business
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Photo by Ball
Joan Crawford will 'next
be tempted
July. to make a mistake
matters during the first half of November, 1928.
Tim McCoy has a rather precarious year ahead of him, with reasonable doubt as to ultimate recognition by
the public ; but he can
nevertheless progress
if he will work hard
and apply himself
diligently. The end
of 1928 will bring
some big advantage to
him. If he takes it, it
will be the tide that
leads to fortune. If
he doesn't— I am compelled to say it— he
will become one of

Future

of the Stars

through the inaccuracies and misstatements of others.
Cooper has a long, uphill climb ahead of him, but nerve
and tenacity will cause him to win out in the next six
3-ears. After that, life will be easier for him.
A good year would seem to be dawning for Ivan
Lebedeff, once a Griffith discovei-}- and now with DeMille,
Certain months in 1928 hold
if it weren't for the detail of
difficulties for Lois Moran.
an eclipse falling very close to
Photo by Wide World Studio
his natal sun position on June
17, 1928. The stationary position of Mars during January
and February, 1929, on this
same spot in the heavens causes
his affairs to appear very chaotic and not conducive to complete success. Much care and
caution will help a good deal
and are earnestly advised.
The top is not for Sally
Blane until after 1931, but she
can do much that is worth while
before that time, especially if
she realizes that she cannot possibly jump into immediate
glory
and
Ken IMaynardwealth.
is rather apt to get
hurt around the last half of October
or the first half of November, unless he is more careful than I have
seen him in some of his dare-devil
stunts. If he can get accident insurance, he should do so before that
time.
Barring the difficulty just
mentioned, this actor cow-punclief
can continue his success for at least
fiveFrank
}"earsjMarion
more. is in one of those

our
ries. pleasant memoIf Marceline Day
was born on the date
I believe to be correct
for her, she is about
to have the best year
of her career. We
shall watch and see.
If she does, then I am
right about her birthday; if not, the birthWilliam Haines' horoscope says he will leave
day is probably
the screen, but will return.
Avrong.
The high spot for
Dolores
Josephine Dunn in 1928 will be during August, Sepdel
Rio
tember, and October. One thing I want to tell her is,
must
that no matter what happens between now and then,
workhard
she must be sure to remain in the movies from 1930
next
year
to 1935, for she will make a big name for herself at
to hold
that time if she does remain.
the place
Gary Cooper is in for a hectic year, during which he
she noiv
should depend upon no one but himself if he wants to
get the best results, for he is threatened with trouble
occupies.

in-between spells, when a fellow gets
a lot of bad breaks, and will so continue for a little over a year. It
doesn't look like a total loss, however, for
there are some results to be gained through
hard work and regular hours, even if they
can't be measured in money.
Continued on page ]00
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See

What

Lindy

Did

Lindbergh started something when he flew across the Atlantic.
The folks out in Hollywood have been up in the air ever since.

Right, Natalie Kingston takes a lesson in
flying from Art Goebel, noted stunt aviator, who recently won
the Dole cup in the
race to Hawaii.
And who is that behind
the goggles, in the
oval? Unless those
dimples deceive us, it
is none other than
Laura La Plante peeking from the cockpit.

The fair aviatrix above is Dorothy
Sebastian, who is eagerly learning
how to fly, and thinks that aviation
is just grand !
Below, Edmund Lowe tunes up his
engine preparatory to hopping off for
a little spin in the air.

'"See you in the
clouds," says Richard
Walling, as he climbs
into his airship, which
is one of his pet playthings off the set.

Georgia Hale has
bought a little plane
all her own, and is
shown, right, learning
all about how it
works.
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What

America

Has

Done

for Ralph
Forbes
Mr. Forbes, who came from the British to the American stage four years ago, and has for
the past year been playing leading roles in the movies, frankly likes America and its ways,
and reveals to our interviewer the broadening effect that this country has had upon him.
By Myrtle Gebhart

IF this interview seems disjointed, it's because I'm
neither a merry-go-round nor a tornado, both of
which Ralph Forbes was impersonating when I
snatched a few words with him between bites at the
M.-G.-M. studio cafe.
He had just that morning returned from a hasty
vacation at Lake Arrowhead, and had been ordered almost immediately to report for retakes of ''The Trail
of '98." We had only fifteen minutes in which to talk.
Just as we had got more or less settled — if you could
call it that — some one popped in with the announcement
that, as soon as the retakes on "The Trail of '98" were
completed, Forbes was to start on "a wonderful film —
going to be a knock-out, boy!" Mr. Forbes was inclined to be skeptical.
"What animal do I support ?"' he asked cynically.
Then, "Aha, I thought so!" he chuckled, when the
name of a dog star was mentioned. "That's what I
get for acting so interested in the Malemutes in 'The
Trail of '98.'"
His informant continued to orate. "You'll look swell
in the uniforms — oh, no, no, not much war stuif; nice,
clean trenches, no mud — you're a swank}- hero, boy!
Oh, not much night work, but — well, ^ve -ix'ill have to
hurry the film a little — we're allowed eighteen days
it." Forbes groaned, and called to another actor
onMr.
across the room, "He}-, you've got nothing on me.
Fm to be in a 'quicky,' too !
"Fll see somebody," he said to me, with a wink,
"and somebody else, and go to the boss, and then" —
meekly — "I'll chase the dog." There was no malice
in his tone ; rather, a good-humored spirit of fun, as
he pretended
to be staging
a bit remarks.
of temperament.
"I've
become
too American
to make
But I like
to
getThe'emAmericanization
going."
of the British Mr. Forbes was
the topic of a story that I wrote for Picture Play
when he was at Paramount sweltering through "Beau
Geste." As I had seen him only intermittently since,
I was interested to note progress. He had developed
a genial camaraderie, easy and spontaneous, a more
American point of view and, as he pointed out, a less
broad "a." Only a lingering trace of an English aczen. cent betrays him at times. He plans to become a citi"I've learned to trot around,"' he said. "You hustle
in this country. In England, one takes life in more
leisurely fashion. What has America done to me?"
Mr. Forbes considered. "Well, first, it has given me a
different sense of distances. Abroad, you prepare as
much or more for a journey of a hundred miles as you
would here for a trip across the continent. And what
amounts to a mere week-end jaunt in this country
would be a big event over there.
"One's social outlook over here is also wider. In
England, one goes more or less in one small circle.
One meets people of one's own type, but that's about
all. It is so narrowing. Here, one's contacts are much
more varied. From the very first, I got a great kick
out of meeting so many dii¥erent kinds of people.
Then I began to realize the value of these contacts, the

broadening effect of so many friendships. I have
learned far more about mankind during my few years
in America than I had in all my life before.
"There has been a broadening in ni}' work, too. The
American movies have given me more varied roles."
I recalled to him his having told me in our first interview of how, with the small English film companies, he
and the other actors had often had to help the camera
men and the prop men, so that he was astonished to
find that over here he had only to act.
"Well, reall}-," he said, "I'd much rather be shoving
props about than just sitting in a canvas-backed chair.
We all had to pitch in and help when we were on location with 'The Trail of '98.' Snow plows cleared the
way ahead for the cars bearing our equipment to the
location, but when we got there we all had to pile out
andThat
helpthat
get picture
the things
drifts."
will through
establish the
Forbes
as a favorite,
there is no doubt in Hollywood. His role is that of a
regular boy, with human weaknesses as well as virtues,
and I hear that he gives a remarkable performance.
After I had left him, I sought Clarence Brown, the
director of the film. He expressed complete satisfaction
with the English actor's work. "He has a keen sense
of humor," he said, "and excelled in the comedy scenes
as well as in the more dramatic episodes. He has
physique, strength, and the other hero qualities, but
with them a youthfulness and tenderness capable of
portraying
weakness. that,
Andtechnically,
he is a good
Forbes believes
ourscout."
movies lead
the field, but that in acting the Germans far surpass us.
"They have behind them," he said, "generations of
the theatei^, and there is a deeper feeling for it among
the people than over here. Drama, to the German
people, is the very breath of life — it is not merely an
entertainment. The humblest peasant is attuned to it.
Then, too, the Germans have a more tragic background
— they have behind them centuries of sufl:ering. America is a Pollyanna country.
"The stage to Americans means merely a surcease
from care, a gay good time, frivolity. And the fact
that I have grown to like the American theater as much
as I do shows what a change has taken place in me.
When I first landed, four years ago, I went to see a
light extravaganza based on a very modern and risque
theme, and was shocked. Now, I like your American
musical comedy, and though I do not thoroughly approve of some of the sex questions being so intimately
discussed, I'm afraid I'm not as properly shocked as I
Mr. Forbes
hopes that some day groups, such as the
be."
should Theaters
Little
in the field of the drama, will be formed
for producing artistic films and that a school may be
founded, such as the Harvard Workshop, for training
movie dramatists and directors,
"There is too much talk," he said, "of psychology in
pictures. It's much better to forget highbrow ideas
and put real folks on the screen. The average man
isn't interested in complexes. You don't find around
you in everyday life people like some of the half-mad
characters you see on the screen. The movies are be[Continued on page 111]
coming too Freudian.

Ever since Ralph Forbes made his screen
debut ui '"Beau Geste" a year ago, he has
been absent from the stage, where he had
made a name for himself. In the story
opposite he frankly tells what the year has
meant to him.
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Sadie

Thompson

Causes

Trouble
the

Gloria Swanson elects to
play '"Rain" to the
bring
screen,thewith the support of
Raoul Walsh as the understanding Sergeant of Marines, and Lionel Barrymore
as the middle-aged man who
damns Sadie — and then loves
her. The film version has been
entitled "Sadie Thompson."

South

in
Seas

79

Beware

of

Lon Chaney, in "The Hypnotist," is a Scotland
Yard detective with a mystery to solve by means
of mesmerism and a terrifying disguise. Conrad
Nagel, Marceline Day, Henry B. Walthall, and
Polly Moran have important roles in what bids
fair to equal in thrills "The Unholy Three." aiul
again Tod Browning is the author and director.

Every one who saw "Flesh and the Devil"
remembers Barbara Kent's sweetness and
charm as John Gilbert's faithful little sweetheart who forgave his peccadillos — for tht
sake of a happy ending. She will next bring
happiness to "The Small Bachelor."
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Make

Way

for

the

Ladies!
Slowly, but surely, women are making a
place for themselves in the studios, and are
now holding important positions that were
long considered the exclusive property of men.
By Ann

Sylvester

THERE was a time when girls who came
to Hollywood with movie ambitions
landed in one of several niches. They
either became rich stars, poor stenographers,
clever scenarists, or dull waitresses.
No other studio jobs were open to them.
Executive positions that called for brains
and special ability, the creative work of directing, and the purely artistic jobs, such as
set dressing, costume designing, and camera
work, were held almost exclusively by men.
The movies were a man's world.
Until quite recently no woman had held a
responsible supervisory position, and only a
scattered few had ever been trusted with a
megaphone.
Frances Marion and Lois Weber
were the only women who had registered any
degree of success behind the camera, and both
remained idle for years — at least from a director's chair.
Women directors were looked upon as an
-experimental novelty, and never as a factor
to be reckoned with, until Paramount took a
radical step and appointed a film cutter, Dorothy Arzner, to be the power behind Esther
Ralston's
starring vehicles.
Miss Arzner's first
two pictures were more
than successful, and
her appointment drew
attention to other
phases of important
work done by women
in the studios.
No longer are they
limited to acting or
writing. A survey of
the Hollywood plants
finds the feminine influence in many of the
departments that were
formerly No Woman's
Land.
Consider for a moment this young
woman who holds the
only feminine director's
contract ever tendered
b}- Paramount — Dorothy Arzner.
She is slim and blueeyed and black-haired.
That hair is cropped as
close as a boy's. There
Ruth Harriet Louise, a
cousin of Carmel Myers,
photographs all the M.-G.-M.
stars.

i . -t^ by Ruth Harriet Louise
Katherine Albert, who was once an actress,
is now a studio press agent.
is an amazingly level gaze under her
unplucked eyebrows. Her voice is
soft and gentle — an excellent thing
in woman, even a woman director.
Sometimes, during the direction of
a scene, she speaks so softly that it
is necessary for her assistant to
echo her orders in his chesty baritone. For the most part, she
dresses in sport clothes and fiat
heels and eye-shading felt hats.
There is something about her that
commands immediate attention —
and respect.
It is an open secret on the Paramount lot that Miss Arzner's company is the best disciplined in the
studio — and that it is self-disciplined. There is quiet attention
from all her coworkers that one
doesn't find in the usual boisterous
movie unit. Everybody, from the
pi'operty
boy to the
seems anxious to relieve
her star,
of unnecessary
labor. As a matter of truth, she is
capable of doing the work of six
men without showing the slightest
signs of fatigue.
I used to see Dorothy Arzner
when she was a cutter. She cut all
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Make

Way

for the Ladies!
It is a long step from editing pictures to
directing them — especially for a woman — but
she has not only made the grade, but has
blazed tlie trail lor her sex in a field that had
heretofore been virtually closed to them.
And that brings us to Ruth Harriet Louise,
another woman who has blazed a trail for her
sex. The name ought to be familiar, even
it. You've
owner ofphotographs
placethethebeautiful
thoughher you
seen
namecan'tunder
of i\I.-G.-M. stars in Picture Play.
Here, indeed, is a new field for women in
the studios. Their inherent sense of beauty
makes them keenly suited to photographic
limwork,itedbut,
almost strangely
entirely toenough,
men. it has been

Julie Lang's position as a studio stenographer led to
her promotion to publicity writing.
James Cruze's pictures — her last being "Old Ironsides." As a sample
of her endurance, she cut thirty-six
pictures in one year. Alost of the
directors had more respect for her
O. K. or N. G. on a scene than the
production manager's. She saved
more than one bad picture by careful editing, and good pictures came
away from her a lot better.
Where did ' she come from, and
how did she get there, with her sure
knowledge of separating the gold
from the dross? Dorothy came from
New York to Hollywood at a very
early age. She attended school in
Los Angeles and specialized in the
study of medicine. But a couple cf
yearseralinmonths
a physician's
office, and unit
sevwith an ambulance

didn't
g, INIiss
beginnin
In the the
aphy.evenIt
on ofLouise
photogr
professi
consider
was thrust upon her. She had been an art
student and designer in New York. The instructors, looking on her work, pronounced it
good. The girf herself looked on the same
work and found it not so good. She realized
that she could be a fairly good artist, but not
a great one. She was not willing to be satisfied with mediocrity, and knew there must be
some line of endeavor in which her a:rtistic
perceptions could be employed to advantage.
So she apprenticed herself to a portrait photographer, tolearn the business.
Soon the fascination of light and shadow
supplanted her love of color, and she became
so adept that sht felt confident enough to
open a studio of her own. Society flocked to
this girl whose work could be so subtly flatretain aInresemyetsubject.
tering
time,
blance toandthe
le came to Hollywood, as most
clever people do.
Carmel ]Myers is
cousin,Harriet
and one
day
Ruth
Louise's
she showed a mogul
of the M.-G.-M. studio some art studies
of herself that had
been posed and photographed by Miss
Louise. The
mogul
said. "Get that girl!
• She came, and she
need her !"
We
stayed. She has a
funny little skylight
studiolot.
on the
M.-G.M.
Here
she
photographs
ladies like Abeautiful
i1e e n
Pringle and Eleanor
P>oardman and Norma
.Shearer and Lillian
Gish, and handsome
men like Conrad Na-

during the war rather took off the
sharp edges of her enthusiasm to be
an M. D.
She returned to Los Angeles with
no particular plans. That is, they
gel and Ramon Noweren't formed until some one took
varro bert.
andTheyJack
Gilher on a visit to a studio. Like most
Dorothy Arzner holds the only director's contract ev.
all adore
given
by
Paramount
to
a
woman.
visitors, she was fascinated by the
posing"
for this
dark, little
girl,clever,
who
sight of the cameras, but she didn't
let it end with the fascination — as most visitors do. She
is young and attractive enough to be a fellow plaver.
applied for a job as a typist with William de Mille, and
Having 3'our picture taken by Ruth Harriet Louise is
got it. In due time she was promoted to the story deeven less than painless.
Lewon Cody
told me so. L'suallv.
Continued
page 107
partment and, eventually, to cutting.
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Charlie
Chaplin's
Side-kick

Harry Crocker, Chaplin's young assistant director, is also his close friend and adviser, and
is not afraid to say "No!" to the great comedian when he disapproves of any of his ideas
By Margaret Reid

OUTSIDE of being Chaplin himself, just about
the nicest thing in Hollywood for an ambitious
young man to be is Chaplin's assistant director.
That he is the person who takes and ihiterprets orders
from Mr. Chaplin on the set is only incidental. He
is also Charlie's social companion, his mental stimulant, his protecting dragon, his safety valve in moments of distress. The position demands versatility,
to say nothing of diplomacy and a sense of humor.
And only the brightest gentlemen need apply.
To be Charlie's assistant is a great stepping-stone to
success. It may be that the close association with
Chaplin does something remarkable to men. But I
think it is that the requirements of Charlie's assistant
are so stringent that any one who could get the job
in the first place is too talented to fail when he lights
out on his own.
Monta Bell was once Chaplin's assistant. So was Edward Sutherland. Bell is
now well to the head of the
moderns among directors.
Sutherland also. Hany
d'Arrast is another who once
assisted Chaplin. He is now
one of Paramount's most
valued directors.
The latest young man to
fill the enviable office of
assistant director to Chaplin is Harry Crocker. Harry,
as has often been mentioned
before, is a scion of the famous and aristocratic
Crocker banking family of
San Francisco. What is
more relevant is that he is
■ clever, and probably one of
the most popular young men
in Hollywood. This popularity is a manifestation of
genuine affection for him,
and has nothing to do with
Harry's position is an enviable
his being a millionaire, since successful
director started his
assistant.
Harr}' is his own man, driving a not-very-new roadster
and having only a little of his salary put by in the bank
for a foggy day. He is tall, he is dark, he is handsome.
He has a grand sense of humor, and a fine mind, with
a gift for ttnerring logic.
Chaplin first met Harry Crocker at Montmartre, in
the usual casual fashion that one does meet people
there. A short time later, they met again at a party.
The game of charades brought the two together. Harry's
wit and keen sense of comedy caused Chaplin to notice
him. Almost immediately thereafter, however, Charlie
left for New York, and Harry continued to be Hollywood's favorite extra man.
As an extra, Harry was unique. It was as such that
I first knew him — we worked in the same pictures at

In addition to his numerous other duties,
in "-The
the juvenile
young
Circus."Crocker
He is played
shown here
in a scene
with
Chaplin and Merna Kennedy.

one — more than one
career as Chaplin's

various times. I particularly remember along stretch of night work
in a Metro-Goldwyn film. Thenighis
were cold, our costumes designed for
California sunshine only, and the
work hard. The concentrated mood
of the whole company — except for
Harry — would have sunk a battleship to the bottom of the ocean. But
Harry's wit and good humor revived
the tired, disgruntled extras as they
warmed themselves at the stoves that
lined the outskirts of the set.
He has a gift for utterly foolish
comed_ that springs, I think, from a
verv genuine enjoyment of life. His
imitations of celebrities — or nonentities, either — are telling, though never
too unkind.
Harry and I were both acting as

merry
masquersreturned
in "La from
Boheme"
when Chaplin
New
York. Harry came onto the set one
morning simply brimming with excitement. He had
run into Charlie at luncheon the day before, and out of
a clear sky, the comedian had asked, "Do you want a
job as my assistant?" Harry had tried to reply "Yes!"
without appearing too dumfounded and Charlie had told
him to come over to his studio the following week.
On the next Monday, Harry got an hour off and
raced over to the Chaplin studio. Charlie, in his vague
fashion, had not told any one he was expecting him.
The studio manager was therefore a bit startled by
this strange young man who calmly announced that he
was Mr. Chaplin's new assistant. Charlie, sought out in
the depths of the studio,
said,on "Oh,
Cimtinued
pagd yes,
106 yes — surely "
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His mother, of course.
Every

Ralph Forbes, above, inherited
his love of the theater from his
talented mother, Mary Forbes,
who is a well-known English
actress.

Some proud
Boy's

Harold Llo3d, right, is still just
a "baby boy" to his mother, and
always finds alap.welcome on her

No one was more pleased than
Kenneth Thomson's mother when
every one started asking, several
monthssome ago,
who was
handnew leading
man that
appearing
in De Mille films. For it was
none other than Kenneth. His
mother is shown with him above.

Rod La Rocque's mother, below,
thinks her tall son is just about it,
and why shouldn't she — he is.

Raymond
Keane'sbut mother,
lives
in Denver,
Raymondbelow,
sees
to it that she spends much of her
time visiting him in Hollywood.
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Best

Friend

mothers pose with their movie-actor sons.

One has only to meet William
Haines' mother, above, to realize
where Bill gets all his charm and
Airs. Schildkraut, above, was already quite accustomed to having
an actor in the family and would
really have been sadly disappointed if Joseph had not followed in the footsteps of his
famous father.
Richard Barthelmess, below, sits
at the knee of his mother just as
any other boy would do and tell:
her everything that has happened
to him during the day.

good looks.
George Lewis, left, who has made
a home for his mother in Hollywood, is the idol of her eye.

Warner Baxter's most ardent fan
is his mother, pictured with her
handsome son below.
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Did

You

Ever

See

the

John Barrymore's fifty-nine osculations, in "Don
comment amusingly on the lack of affection
Bv A. L.

Noah Beery.

very poor at making love and extremely awkward besides.
Finally he agreed, provided the set be cleared of all persons
save the necessary electricians, camera men, Miss Talmadge,
and m3'self.
"The temptation to kid Beery at his own expense was too
great, and I told Joseph Schenck, ]\Iiss Talmadge's husband,
of the incident. He immediate!}- came storming in and demanded to know the reason wh}- Beery would not kiss his
wife! Wasn't she good enough for him?
"After some embarrassed stuttering, Wall\- finallj'- said he
had never kissed a woman in public.
"Just to rub it in, I called for about a dozen retakes. Miss
Talmadge just couldn't keep
from laughing at the big fellow's discomfiture, and spoiled
half the shots in trying to sup-

IN his role of Don Juan,
John Barrymore reaped
a harvest of fiftA'-nine
kisses from beautiful women.
He played no favorites. Estelle Taylor, Mary Astor,
Ph3'llis Haver, Jane Winton,
Hedda Hopper, and heaven
only knows how many more
came in for their share. And
when they locked John in a
prison cell, he crawled out
into the adjacent river and
started after more. Blonde or
brunette, married or unmarried, they all were the same
to him.
He established a record
which never has been equaled.
Fif tj'-nine kisses on the screen,
and there were as many reLouis Natheaux.
takes when the picture was in
production ! He still lives.
Now, there are a score or more of wideh' known masculine
players in Hollywood, who have lost faith in the law of averages since they saw Barrymore at his worst — or best — whichever it was. They feel they've been cheated.
"Some people have all the luck," says Wahace Beery. "I've
been playing in pictures for twelve years and in that time I've
had the opportunity to kiss only one leading lady. It seems
that every time I've worked the situation up to the point where
a kiss is coming, the hero steps in at the last moment and
knoJcs me for a loop."
That kiss of Beer3''s went to Norma Talmadge, in "The
Eternal Flame," and they're still kidding him about it. Frank
Lloyd,
the director,
fairly howled the other day when the in- ■
cident was
mentioned.
"As Wally was the heavy in the production," Llo3-d said,
"I told him that in one scene it would be necessary for him
to seize Miss Talmadge, and kiss her passionately and violently. He balked — said he never had kissed a woman in front
of a camera, and never would. I remained firm, and he
pleaded, and threatened to do everything from quitting to
murdering me. Getting me in a corner, he confessed he was

press her amusement."
Wally's
brother, Noah, has
not fared much better. In
sixteen A-ears of screen work,
he
has One
garnered
onl}- Pola
two
kisses.
came from
Negri,
"Lil3" of
the it
Dust."
Noah's intalking
about
3'et !
The other was offered b}'
Josephinelocked,"Crowell,
and she leftinthe"Padimprint of her rouged lips on his
cheek.
"A screen villain must take
his hugs where he finds them,"
Noah explains, "knowing that
the heroine will usualh' be
snatched from his arms beGustav von Seyffertitz.
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Villain

Get

Kissed?

Juan," have stirred the bad men of the movies to
shown them in all the films they have ever made.
Wooldridge

fore he can snatch a kiss. I guess I've been cheated out of
as many kisses as any one on the screen."
Gustav von Seyffertitz, wh-o has the heavy nMe in Pola's
■'Barbed AVire," is another who has shared none of the good
fortune of Barrymore. Not once in eight years of screen
work has he felt 'the palpitation of a feminine heart against his
manly bosom, and never has he been privileged to kiss the
lips of the beautiful Aoung women who are the lifeblood and
backbone of the picture world.
"My work has brought me only a succession of hisses,
curses, and dirty looks," he says. "While these handsome
heroinesor to their breasts, I've got to stand
on folding
heroes
at
one goside
and whistle
twiddle my thumbs.
It's the
villain."
a
being
of
penalty
Ned Sparks grins good
naturedly when liis kissless
career is mentioned. Ned is a
bachelor who lives in a bachelor apartment house. Even
his servants are masculine.
No woman ever has crossed
the threshold of his home. He
says none ever will. But a
host of good fellows come and
go, and Ned is quite happ)'.
"Never a- screen kiss," he
sa3's. "I never have approached little Eunice in tlie
ivy-covered bower whither
she ptirposely has gone, knowing it to be shady and believing that I will stalk her. Those
great, modern institutions —

Photo by Thomas

Walter Long.

flirting,
kissing,
and petting
—
will have
to struggle
along
without any uplift movement
Then there's George Bancroft. Listen to his sad lafrom ment :me."
"I was on the stage for
vears, and went through role
after role with nary a kiss.
Hardly even a tender look. I
have never had a chance to
ptit m}^ arms around a woman,
either on the stage or screen.
Kissless chai"acterizations were
mine through 'The Pony Express, 'Sea Horses,' 'The Endtanted Hill,' 'Old Ironsides,'
and 'The Rough Riders.' But
I have not given up. Some

George Bancroft.

Photo by Freulich
George Siegmann.

the cinematic
da}^ perhaps,
gods
of love will arrange a
role for me with a kiss that
will last through two reels.
And it will be just my luck to be completely out of practice! '
Always it is the villain who has the kissless i-61e. He it is
who never gets the opportunity to embrace a pair of powdered
shoulders, and implant a kiss on the cupid's bow which has
been so artistically applied with a lipstick. Some of them say
they don't mind. Some of them mean it. George Siegniann
is one. "I don't care," he growls. "If I insisted on having
kissing parts, I probably should miss my pay check."
Lon Chaney got a little, pecky kiss, in "The Blackbird," and
Joan Crawford rested her cheek against his, in "The L^nknown," and so far as I can learn that constitutes the gross
of affection in all his years of acting. He will not talk about
it. A leading lady, signed to play opposite him, would never
know beforehand whether she would have to kiss him as a
giant tarantula, a hunchback, a phantom, or a gorilla, his characterizations are so startling.
Walter Long has placed screen roles for twelve years, and
the most he has ever got from a leading lady was a dirty look.
Yet, off the screen, Walter is one of the most companionable
Continued on page 105
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Traffic

Cops

Foiled!

The stars sacrifice all for safety
in their choice of odd vehicles.

Alan Hale, above, makes sure of life and limb by mounting
a soap-box car and protecting his complexion. But who
wouldn't act silly to win a smile from Leatrice Joy, who
is pulling him?

Hoot Gibson, above, is fortunate
in being able to indulge an expensive hobby such as having
had this baby racing-car built
for him.

Leila Hyams, right,
places
a director's
chair
on a property
platform
and tries to sight motive power.

Louise Lorraine, above, uses a tiny automobile
at an amusement park, and decides it would be
just the thing to rile the policemen on Hollywood Boulevard.
George
K. inAr-a
ful
thur, even
left, cheergardener's
cart,
finds
Dorothy
Sebastian a-nd
Louise
willing Lorraine
to play
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Do

They

Remind

Whom

You

?

ofThese young players
have been said
to look like various well-known stars.
See if you can find the resemblance.

Some say that Nancy Phillips resembles
Esther Ralston on the screen. What do
you think?

And Raymond Keane has more than
once been taken on the street for Ramon
Novarro.

Louise Lorraine has been compared with
Norma Talmadge. Dones ? you see any like-

Nora Lane, the girl who is playing with
Fred
"Jesse James,",
said
to lookThomson
like Loisin Wilson.
There isseems
also to be a mild resemblance to IS'Iary
Astor.

They say that Loretta Young, left, faintly
suggests Corinne Griffith in her appearance, but the suggestion certainly seems
to be very faint.

Shirley Dorman, right, has been called a
second — or perhaps it's a third or fourth
— Gloria Swanson. Look for her in
"The City Gone Wild" or "One Woman
to Another," and see if you agree.

There's
Gilbert
hair
and something
eves that about
reminds
one Roland's
of John
Gilbert.

Tile Screen
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Mr. MacLean, as a street thief,
wily, agile, ingratiating, steals a
purse and embarks on an adventure
which takes him to the house of a
slave dealer, whose most beautiful
girl is ambitious to become the favorite of the sultan. But Douglas
decides otherwise and resolves that
such a fate is not for her. Saving
the girl from the sultan, and tweaking vince
the sublime
beardis the
to conher of his one's
prowess,
rest
of the story.
Campus Capers.
"College," the title of Buster Keaton's new picture, plainly tells what
it is about, so one finds what one expects, especially if one has discerned
comic possibilities in the sight of
Mr. Keaton as an athlete. First the
comedian is a bookish student who
attempts to excel in every form of
athletics in order to live down the
stigma snapped at him by his sweetheart, who calls him a weak-kneed
weakling. Thus Mr. Keaton is
shown awkwardly attempting to
sprint, to play baseball, to hurdle,
and so on, retiring from each effort
a failure. But when the girl telephones him that she is held prisoner
in her dormitory b}^ the campus cad,
Mr. Keaton dashes to her and surmounts obstacles in a way to leave
no doubt of his success as an athlete.
Anne Cornwall is the girl. The picture is tolerably amusing, depending
on how much former Keaton comedies have pleased you.
High Blood Pressure.
"The Desired Woman" is w^anted
by no less than four gentlemen, excluding the police. She is Irene
Rich, as Lady Diana, whose martyr
complex is given full pla\- in her
best picture in many months. It is
a story of the desert, with shots of
sand-blown wastes as striking and
atmospheric as those in "Beau
Geste." Otherwise it is quite different.
Lady Diana comes to a British
utpost in the Sudan with her husoand, Captain Maxwell, and soon
becomes disgusted and disillusioned.
Lieutenant Kellogg incurs the enmity of Maxwell, because of his
kindness to Diana, and is sent on a
perilous mission by way of discipline. The same punishment is dealt
to Lieutenant Trent, because of
Diana's courtesy to him in her husband's absence. Trent finds Kellogg, crazed by the heat, and recognizes his best friend. Later he is
forced to kill him in self-defense —
and to save the good name of Diana.
But it all ends pleasantly enough,
with Diana married to an erstwhile
beau in London.

in Review

This is not the most original story
ever screened, but the film has an
arresting quality, due to authoritative direction and fine acting by William Russell, John Mil jan, and especially by William Collier, Jr.,
whose Lieutenant Trent combines
that engaging boyishness admired by
the fans, with poignant emotional
outbursts.

Over all this is the gloss of trivi
ality, in keeping with the fiction that
is relished by the majority.
From the Slums to Yale.
Once more Yale defeats Harvard

in the boat race as pictured in "For
the Love of Mike," with slim Ben
Lyon as the captain of the winning
crew. He comes from that malodorous district in New York called
Hell's Kitchen, and is shown to have
A College Education in Melodrama.
begun life as a foundling in the hallCollege is no safe place for a wa}' of a tenement occupied by three
bachelors, who forthwith adopted the
young man, if the doings in "The baby. So strictly does the picture
Drop Kick" mean anything. Mostly follow the laws of cinematics, that
they don't, except to provide just
another movie, with Richard Bar- it is hardly necessary to add that
thelmess as a student mixed up with the bachelors are a Jew, a Germ.an,
a vamp whose husband, the football and an Irishman, each of whom
coach, commits suicide. Suspicion scrupulously embodies the characteristics of his respective nationality as
fastens upon Mr. Barthelmess. He
chivalrously consents to marry the they have always been depicted on
widow when she tells him he is the screen. These roles are competently played by George Sidney,
responsible for the tragedy, but his
Ford Sterling, and Hugh Cameron.
mother
saves him
from
the asiren's
machinations.
It is
indeed
full Claudette Colbert, recruited from
semester for the boys and girls. Life the stage, makes her screen debut in
is so crammed with melodramatics the role of Mike's sweetheart, to
in their supposedly carefree, rah- whom he returns after his escapades
rah days that not much could pos- at college. The stamp of the commonplace is heavily impressed on
sibly happen after graduation.
this picture.
Ten bona-fide college bo3-s, chosen
for their good looks, appear somewhere in the picture, but at such
Unusual, But
"Hard-Boiled Haggerty" presents
distant range that only eager mothers
Milton
Sills
in his most unusual
can recognize them.
With Hedda Hopper miscast as role to date — that of a roguish, frolicsome and romantic ace of the air,
the mother of the star, it will be
seen that the picture is handicapped with the accent on Haggerty's roby the undue and unconvincing guishness. He chases J\4olly O'Day
means taken to emphasize the youth through a leafy glade and round and
of Mr. Barthelmess. However, Bar- round a tree, in the manner made
bara Kent, as the heroine, is as fra- famous by Lillian Gish, and sa5^s,
"I'm just a great big bear that's gograntly lovely as lilac time.
ing to eat you." After that, little
A Child of Nature.
remains to be said of the picture except that enough skill has gone into
People
will for
flockClara
to see
They
should,
Bow"Hula."
is the it to hold the interest of Mr. Sills'
admirers. But it is doubtful if even
star and she is better than the picture. Exquisite views of Hawaiian his most loyal fan can sit through
surf and woodland, and a first-rate some of Hard-Boiled Haggerty's
cast, do not atone for a thin story. heavy boyishness without a grin of
However, the director and Clara amazement.
have seen to it that the formula of
her recent pictures has been closely • The Shipping Clerk Makes Good,
followed. The result is that Clara is
For some obscure reason, the travcoy, roguish, and a go-getter when
salesman is "glorified" in
her object is a cold, reticent man "Smile,eling
Brother, Smile," a t3'pical
who is older than herself.
"success" story of a mild-mannered
Hula is the daughter of a rich
to -begoaded
clerk, whoby ishis
come a salesman
sweetheart,
planter who is more, interested in shipping
girl. Through her clevdrinking parties than in the girl's a telephone
erness, he swings the proverbial big
welfare, spiritual or otherwise. Consequently, she is what is commonly deal which brings the picture to a
called a child of nature. With Clara happ3' conclusion. It also leaves
him with the idea that it was his own
that, you know how she will behave. Clive Brook appears in the keenness that brought him success.
role of an irrigation expert from
Jack Mulhall is the hero and DorSan Francisco. Despite the opposiothy Mackaill the girl. They distion of Arlette Marchal and Miss
pose of their roles competently, ii
without distinction.
Dupont, Hula annexes him.
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Monkeyshines
An army of simians has invaded the film colony.

"I — yi ! Leggo !" Richard
Arlen's pet monkey, above,
gets a death grip on him that
makes Dick yell for mercy.

The handsome young camera
man at the left, who is taking
a shot of John Gilbert, gained
his experience at the crank as
an
grinder's
assistant,
but organ
he finds
he can
make
more pennies
behind
the
camera.

I

Josephine, below, bashfully
.turns her face from the camera and hides her head on
Marceline Day's shoulder.
But she can't be really camera shy, for Josephine has
had long experience in the
movies, and is at present supporting Marceline in "The
Road to Romance."

Jocko, below, is a privileged
star on the Metro-Goldwyn
lot, and proves it by sitting
on Jackie Coogan's head.

Director Jack Conway, above, took one look
at the simian before him, scratched his head,
and remarked, "They ought to name you Lou
Chanev."

Will
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Jetta Goudal has been called "a
cocktail of temperament." She was
summarily discharged by Paramount in 1925 because "she was unable to control her temper, and on
many occasions lost her self-control
and thereby unfitted herself for the
proper acting of her part."
That's what officials of the company said in defending a suit brought
by Miss Goudal for $23,250. The
officials further alleged that she "did
willfully, intentionally and wrongfully act and conduct herself and
portray her said parts in disregard
and violation of the direction given
her." Miss Goudal denied that she
lost her temper or self-control. She
was awarded judgment against the
company, but she retained the reputation of being hard to manage.
Nils Olaf Chrisander, who directed
her in "Fighting Love," is said
to have left the DeMille studio because he found her unmanageable.
On the other hand, William K. Howard, who directed her in "White
Gold," is credited with bluntly, almost brutally, advising her at the
outset that he was making the picture, and that she was hired to act
in it, and the sooner she made up
her mind to take direction and get
down to work, the better off she
would be. Miss Jetta promptly disappeared for two days, but soon let
it be known that she had merely
gone home "with a bad cold" and
presently would be back. That
ended any temperamental carryingson with Howard. Since then she
has disagreed with DeMille over a
scene in "The Leopard Woman"
and has relinquished her contract.
At the present moment, Greta
Garbo is the most widely discussed
feminine player in Hollywood.
"Terribly temperamental!" say
some.
others. "Absolutely dumb !" exclaim
But is she dumb? Not by a long
shot ! She is smart enough to have
been able through a seven-month
strike to get her salary raised from
the hundred-dollar class to the thousand-dollar class, and to be assured
of roles that are to her liking.
Through her indolent, tired-of-everything attitude, she has let her employers understand she wouldn't
care a rap if she had to go back to
Sweden. In fact, near the end of
her long holdout for a bigger salary,
there was talk of deporting her in
compliance with the immigration
laws, because she was not working.
But was this attitude of hers temperamental or dumb ? Not exactly !
Two days before her permit to remain in this country would have expired, the company offered her a

the Stars Behave?

new contract, and her pay check rose
from four hundred dollars a week
to five thousand. They knew what
her pictures were grossing at the
box office. Whereupon, Greta took
slightly more interest in life.
She saw other stars coming to
the studio, each accompanied by a
maid. So she arrived one day with
two — the trio moving in stately procession. She learned that another
star arrived at noon. So she started
coming at one o'clock.
"You not like me to be late?" she
said languidly. "I think one o'clock
is early enough. Maybe I better go
back to Sveden where people not
hurry
time Garbo
so." goes about her
ThusallMiss
work. Not long ago she issued a
request that no one except members of the cast and the necessary
craftsmen should come on the set
while she was acting. A watchman
is stationed at the entrance, who
courteously, yet firmly, blocks the
way. John Gilbert once made a similar request, but with embarrassing
results. Preparing to go into action,
he noticed a well-dressed stranger intently watching the proceedings.
Gilbert stepped up to him and as
pleasantly as possible said, "Pardon
me, please, but no one is allowed on
Theset."visitor smiled broadly and
this
started for the door. Just a few
moments later the star learned his
identity. It was the late Marcus
Loew, president of Metro-GoldwynMayer. Mr. Loew took the rebuff
good-naturedly.
Mae Murray in high dudgeon
stormed into the office of Louis B.
Mayer last November, hurled the
script
of "Women
Diamonds"
to the floor
or table —Love
it is not
definite
which — and after delivering an ultimatum to the effect that she Avould
not appear in any such picture,
flounced out, gathered up her new
husband, and started for Europe.
She walked out of her job as well
as out of her role. M.-G.-M. declared her contract voided and the
actress frankly told the officials what
she thought of them. Later, Greta
Garbo was assigned to the role and
she too refused it. Eventually the
part went to Pauline Starke. The
picture was a flop.
Not temperament on the part of
the first two actresses — just business acumen !
Nervous strain no doubt is responsible for many temperamental
flare-ups. Actors give the best of
their ability, and the nature of their
work keeps them at high tension.
Consider the case of Emil Jannings. When he was playing the
role of the hunted and haunted bank

cashier in "The Way of All Flesh,"
he figuratively lived the part. He
ceased to be the Emil Jannings whom
his associates knew and loved. His
place was taken by one August
Schilling^ a derelict drifting toward
the sunset of life. He seldom spoke.
He ate scanty meals. He avoided
companionship. He spent hours by
himself in deep reflection. He received no visitors. Mrs. Jannings,
fearing her presence would annoy
him, left town to remain till the
picture was finished. Koenig, his
valet,
said before.
: "We went
all
this once
It wasthrough
the same
way when we made 'The Last
Laugh!' Mein Gott! how I hated
that old hotel porter! Mrs. Jannings left him then, too.
"When we played 'Faust,' my life
was miserable. Always he made
jokes ; diabolic things came to his
mind ; I never knew what he would
do next. When we played Nero, I
feared that Mr. Jannings would die
a gourmand. He gained fifteen
pounds just because he thought he
was the greedy old Roman. When
we played Henry VIII., Mr. Jannings was impossible. It was then
that his wife decided to leave home
whenever he was playing a part she
could not endure.
"And so you can see why we
prayed for the finish of 'The Wav
of All Flesh.' We hated that old
And yet many persons say that
Emil Jannings is temperamental ! If
that is so, it is because he absorbs
and lives his roles. Perhaps those
close to Bernhardt suffered with her
when
she played Camille. They say
man."
that David Warfield carried the
sweet, sacrificing nature of The Music Master into his home when he
was winning fame in that touching
role, so that he became, in fact, the
old musician to all who knew him. So
Mrs. Jannings, rather than disturb
the creative mood by her presence,
elects to efface herself until Emil
Jannings, the husband, replaces Emil
Jannings, the artist.
A marked contrast between temperament and temper may be seen in
numerous incidents which have occured in the studios. Belle Bennett,
for instance, seeking release from
her contract with Samuel Goldwyn,
bore no semblance to a sweet
mother when she engaged in a heated
discussion with her employer. Miss
Bennett lost her self-control, her
temper, and presently her contract.
Margaret Livingston, seekitig . release from her contract with
got mad and threatened to v
the office Continued
unless they
let96her ' '
on page

Far

from

the

Blinding

Kleigs
Up in his mountain top cabin, Reginald
Denny finds peace and relaxation between
his strenuous film comedies.
Denny has named his cabin "The Barbarine" —
a combination of his daughter's name, Barbara,
and his wife's name, Rene. Located high up
in the San Bernardino mountains, a mile above
sea level, it commands a gorgeous view.
Above, Denn}- and his wife are about to set off
on a morning canter over rocks and rills.

Before the big log fire in the living room, the
Dennys toast their toes on chilly nights, with
nary a thought of the Montmartre or the
Cocoanut Grove, or any of the other giddy
haunts of Hollywood far helow.
The furnishings of the cabin are properly rustic, Jjf^n'n lots of tiger skins and leopard skins
m^Bkher ferocious animals lying about on the
^^^Hbut there's solid comfort in the wellpadded chairs and couches.
^^^^B
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Continued from page 94
roles offered by other companies.
She gained her point.
"You can just bet I gained my
point!" she exclaimed. "I'm going
to eat raw meat from now on."
When Pola Negri is angry she has
it out right on the set. But she
never has walked off and refused to
inake the picture.
Molly O'Day was given an important part with her sister, Sally
O'Neil, in "Lovelorn." Molly had
just finished "The Patent Leather
A

the Stars Behave?

Kid" with Richard Barthelmess,
and she had been so praised by the
critics that it went to her head. She
began up-staging other members of
the company, trying to monopolize
close-ups, and reluctantly taking direction. Sally stood it as long as
any sister could, then turned on her.
"Look here, kid!" she said. "I
tried to pull that stuff myself when
I was first breaking into the game.
Now snap out of it ! Be yourself, or
you won't be among those present
when this picture is finished."
Flash-back

Continued from page 29
down her cheeks. I thought she had
swallowed her gum.
But it developed that she was afraid that she
wasn't going to Hollywood after all.
"As I got off the elevator," she
explained, "I met Mr. Bachmann,
What do you think he said?"
I confessed that I couldn't imagine.
"He took hold of my arm and
said, 'Clara, if you don't take that
gum out of your mouth, I'm going
to cancel your contract ! Don't you
know you're going to eat lunch with
one of the most important motionpicture editors in the business? If I
ever see you chewing that stuff
again, I won't send you to Holl}^"
wood.'
Clara believed him and she didn't
repeat the offense — at least not until we got downstairs.
The lady I had dated up to meet
Clara at lunch that day was one
whose judgment on pictures and
players was, and still is, highly respected. She has analyzed the personalities of hundreds of motionpicture players. I will venture to
say that she has eaten at every exclusive hotel in New York and Hollywood during the course of her
hundreds of chats with the stars. I
knew she liked the environment of
the Japanese room at the Ritz and
I thought we might lunch there.
When we met, however, I asked her
where she would prefer to go.
"As long as Miss Bow is the current attraction," she smiled, "why
not let her choose?"
Clara became enthusiastic. "I
know the most adorable Chinese restaurant down Broadway a couple of
blocks," she beamed. "A marvelous
feed for fifty cents — and you can
dance at noon !"
The lady journalist was a sport
and smiled. It must have been in
the nature of a slumming party for
her to eat a fifty-cent lunch. But
off we went, and she had so much
fun that she still mentions it whenever I see her.

on

Clara

It was Clara's first interview.
"When will it be in the paper?" she
inquired eagerly. I gave her the
regulation kick that a press agent
reserves for her client when she
says something wrong.
The editress laughed. "Buy the
swered.
paper Saturday, Clara," she anI wonder if Clara ever gets out of
any write-up now one tenth of the
kick that she did out of that first interview. She bought ten copies of
the paper in which it appeared and
sent them to her relatives and chums.
Any sort of notice at that time
thrilled her. With great excitement
she showed me one day a little poem
written to her by Frank Tuttle, who
had directed "Grit." I don't remember much about it except that the
first line was, "Baby Peggy masas Salome," which
one
of the best querading
impressions
of Clarais that
has ever been set on paper.
For three weeks before she finally
set out for the Coast, the kid was in
a high fever of ecstasy and exaltation. She couldn't get over the fact
that, only a month before, she had
been glad to get three dollars a day
to act as a commercial model and
that now, beginning right away, she
was to get something like a hundred
dollars every week. (To-day, she
can be seventy times as happy as
that.) And the prospect of actually
seeing her movie favorites face to
face terrorized her. She kept asking
me anxiously if I thought she would
be any good out there where there
was real competition.
"You know, some people say that
I do look something like Colleen
Moore, and others say it's Madge
Bellamy,
bad,"
she so
said.maybe I M'^on't be so
"I'll bet you'll go over big, Clara,"
I replied. "But if ever you come
back to New York wearing a high

Right before the entire cast Molly
got it! And as Sally is a good Httle
trouper, firmly entrenched with M.G.-M., the rebuke went home. There
was no more display of temperaby Molly
But mentdoes
it O'Day.
mean that she will
never again give way to temperament ? Will the signing of a pledge
inculcate self-control and steadiness
in those who promise to behave?
The producers say yes, but Hollywood at large is skeptical.

Bow
So Clara went to Hollywood. She
played
a bit into"Maytime,"
and then
was loaned
Frank Lloyd
for
"Black Oxen." From then on, it
was allwoodvery
simple
her, Hollyknew she
was for
there.
I've seen her on several occasions
since. She kept her promise. She
has never pulled the ritz. She has
changed — sure. Any one does in
four years. There's her red hair,
for instance. And her make-up now
for the street is almost as thick as it
is for camera work. And there are
her expensive clothes, that obviously
come from exclusive shops rather
than from department-store bargain
sales. And her manner and her
conversation are more sophisticated
than they were but, in the last analysis, she's much the same as she was
— just a good kid with a large
amount of natural talent.
Clara has made about fifty pictures altogether.
I'veof seen
all,
so I have
a fair idea
what them
she can
do. aPeople
think
thatflapper,
she's
just
symbol who
of the
dizzy
and will lose her popularity as soon
as the vogue for that type fades, are
all wrong. She's a marvelous actress who is going to go forward as
long as the public appreciates good
performances.
I've often watched her at v/ork on
the set. She doesn't need direction.
She to
usually
like
show tells
him the
herdirector
idea ofshe'd
the
scene. And he seldom makes alterations in it. She has a tremendous
capacity for emotion that is entirely
lost on the superficial sort of story
with which she has lately been afflicted. When the fad for flapping
does
that's towhen
career evaporate,
is really going
start. Clara's
Meanwhile, seven thousand a
week isn't so bad. Right now, in

my opinion, Clara Bow is the by^-gest
hat, I'll spank )^ou !"
bet ininthe
"You can murder me if I ever outfit
the biggest
world. movie-proc^/O'
They ou ,/ ^ , ^
pull the ritz, no matter how far I appreciate that, and they ov.
give her a raise !
/
go," she assured me solemnly.
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Watch

Us

Tip

the

Scales

A few of the little boys and girls
who lend weight to the screen.

Bert Roach,
right, plays a
hig
part infilms.
M.G. -M.
His 215 pounds
have recently
added ballast to
"Tillie the Toiler," "T w e 1 V e;
Miles Out" and
"The Crowd.'"

L i11ia n n e
Leighton,
below,
has played
rotund roles in
"Annie Laurie,"
"C a 1 i f o r nia"
and "The Frontiersman."

Scotty
M a 11r a w ,
above, is a shy little
thing of only 250
pounds.

And you all know the
slim and slender figure
of Charles Puffy, who
has tried in vain to
make himself scarce in
Universal comedies.
He is now appearing
in "A Man's Past,"
with Conrad Veidt.

Sunshine Hart, below, has lately made
her presence felt in
"Old Heidelberg" and
"My Best Girl."

The buxom form and merry personality
of Mathilde Comont, above, are familiar
to all fans who know their movies at all
Her latest
appearance
is in "The
Loves
of

^

~

—

Carmen."

And we ask
you, need we introduce that
moonlike face
on the right?
Could it belong
to any one but
Waher Hiers?
No, it could not.

The bouncing
maiden on the
right is Babe
London, the
perfect 36 of
the Christie
Comedy girls.
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And Now — "Beau Sabreur"
Under the leadership of a French
perfectly for a real desert, and con- scoundrel, Becque, played by Wilditions there were certainly more
liam Powell, the Ai-abs on horseback, to the number of six or seven
comfortable than they would have
been in Arizona. The going to and hundred, start their furious dash
fro across the sand was difficult, to toward the oasis, which is guarded
be sure, and we had to devise all by only a tiny handful of men. The
sorts of odd contraptions, such as first charge of dynamite explodes as
sleds and snowshoes, for doing this. the Arabs come over a ridge of sand
We also had many preliminaries to hills in the distance. Many of the
arrange, like the construction of the riders are swept off their horses,
oasis, bringing our trees along with while others, mystified and dazed, retreat. Only the more daring persist
us from Hollywood. On the whole,
though, the location was much more in their advance.
Then the second dynamite charge
satisfactory than a tour to the real
desert would have been for this par- goes off, and more of the marauders
are eliminated, to the great glee of
ticular picture." event in the film is Hank and Buddy. Still another
The climaxing
the dynamiting of the sand dunes. charge is set off and then the remainder of the desert tribe, pretty
This incident is a departure from
the original novel, and is instigated well damaged, come to a hand-toin the movie plot by Hank and hand combat with the oasis force.
In the filming of this episode, the
Buddy. The purpose is to break up
the advance of the huge army of no- movements of the troops and the
mads who are bent on destroying the firing of the dynamite were elaborately regulated by radio. The first
oasis, and capturing the two Americans, as well as De Beaujolais, who charges of dynamite were planted
has come there to fulfill his mission. in a straight line across the sand at
He has brought Mary Vanbrugh and intervals of about two hundred feet
her maid with him, because after for a distance of nearly a mile. The
the fall of Zaguig there was no other horses and men of the advancing
force were brought into as close
means to secui^e their protection.
Hank and Buddy hit upon the proximity as possible to the charges
scheme of planting dynamite charges before they were fired, in order that
in the ground over which the no- they might ride through the clouds
mads are expected to ride in their of smoke and dust before they had
attack upon the oasis. These charges settled.
are controlled by an electric switch
Immediately following each exin the old ruined temple in which
plosion, the extras playing the nomads lashed their steeds and rode
they have made their quarters.
Continued from page 25
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Continued from page 20
_
the reputation of being a rather aloof
young executive. He holds down
one of the biggest jobs in filmdom,
that of general manager of MetroGoldwyn, and a lot of people think
he is a high-hat young man. And
he is. He admits it. But he has
the best reason for being high hat of
anybody you ever knew.
Holding the authority he does, he
has to be aloof in order to protect
himself, for the "boy wonder," as he
has been called, is barely twentyeight years old and he's the boss of
men ranging anywhere from thirty
to sixty. If he permitted himself to
be back-slapped all over the lot, and
allowed his opinions to be kidded, he
could not hold his position five minutes. It is because he has handled
his job with dignity that his word
is authoritative. Who wouldn't be
high hat under the circumstances?
Elinor Glyn has had the high hat
wished on her. In the first place,
she is English and talks with a very
broad "a."
Yankees have always

Stars

forward, some falling from their
horses as though dead or wounded,
others continuing on at a wild pace
until
director shouted
"Cut!"
Thethe impression
of the
spectral
figures in white against the gray terrain, with here and there a colored
turban, or a red, green, or blue sash,
and the mounting clouds of sand and
smoke from the explosions, proved
very picturesque, and undoubtedly
will be ver}^ effective on the screen.
Hank and Buddy, it should be
mentioned, are played by Noah
Beery and Roscoe Karns, and everybody prophesies that, after this film
is released, Noah's will be a new
name in comedy. Gary Cooper, as
mentioned before, is Major de Beaujolais, or "Beau Sabreur." This is a
younger Major de Beaujolais than
appeared
even
though the innew"Beau
pictureGeste,"
is supposed
to be a sequel to that. However, the
relation between the two films is not
made too definite.
"Really 'Beau Sabreur' should be
considered as having an entirely separate identity
fromthe 'Beau
said John
Waters,
directorGeste,'
of the"
new picture. "In the final treatment
of the story, we are going to make
no reference to the previous production. Hank and Buddy are not
being pla^^ed by the same people as
in 'Beau Geste,' nor is De Beaujolais. Nor are they being characterized the same. 'Beau Sabreur' will
really be an entirely separate fea-

High

believed
that a good,
broadyou
"a" were
was
an affectation,
whether
born with it or not. If madame
could just learn to say "Sure !" and
"You bet !" things might be different. But she doesn't want to.
Hence, her reputation of being a
ritzy lady.
Sometimes reserve is mistaken for
snobbery, as in the cases of Norma
Shearer and Betty Bronson. It is
not natural for either Norma or
Betty to make friends easily. The
fact that they are successful actresses has little or nothing to do
with it. They would be just as unap roachable ifthey were ribbon
clerks. They choose their friends
carefully and are not tricked by flattery and fawning. Some people
think they are ritzy — others think
they are very wise.
Norma Talmadge practices a certain form of ritziness. She highhats people she doesn't like — and
that goes for kings and princes, too.
She will spend hours talking with
a reporter for a third-rate newspaper

and
forget the name of a big critic.
ture."
Hat.?
Position means nothing to her, personality everything. If she happens
to like you,
makeare.
any And
difference whatit ordoesn't
who you
if she happens not to like you, it
doesn't make* any difference, either,
who you are. Her closest friends
are not the big people of the motionpicture industry, nor of any other
industry.
are she
actors
actresses andThey
directors
has and
known
and liked for, years. Sometimes
they are bit players. To her friends
there is not a warmer heart in Hollywood than Norma's. But for
many others, there is not a colder
shoulder.
You'll find, as a rule, that whenever the high hat is worn just for
the sake of snobbishness, it is usually
the little people of the business who
are guilty — bathing beautes, sTmallsalary players, and such. When yorn
run across it in a real sar, look for
a
reason. It's prett-/ sure to be
there.
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Wuff!

WufF!

Have you a little bow-wow
in your home? If not, get
one immediately. He's the
latest toy in the film colony.
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The

Future

oi the Stars

Continued from paye 72

their birthdays fall into a group that
Arthur Lubin's birthday falls in just naturally is going up and will
the same group as that of Frank stay up for a number of happy and
Marion, and much the same advice prosperous years.
Don Alvarado is in for an excitapplies to him.
Myrna Loy seems to be a comet
ing j^ear in 1928 and will probably
rather than a star. You know how create an entirely new character.
a comet acts : it flashes across the
Josephine Normans career runs
sky for a while, fades away, and along uneventfully until November,
then shines out again. She will be 1928, and then gets uncomfortable
with us off and on for some time to before it improves ; 1929 will be a
come.
negative year for her, partly because
The path of Johnny Mack Brown of personal sorrow and also on account of difficulty with employers.
is like the highway to Dublin —
Gwen Lee is also due for some of
strewn with rocks and other obstacles to a smooth and comfortable the November discomforts, I regret
journey. But listen to me, Johnny : to state, but will emerge — probably
stick and keep on sticking at any about the spring of 1930 — better
price until the end of 1932 — five than ever because of what she will
have gone through.
years more — and you will arrive.
Jack Luden, Dolores Costello, and
Louise Brooks will have some narRalph Forbes are going through a
row escapes from trouble, and 1928
negative period for most of 1928, and 1929 will show her popularity
more assured than ever.
but they vv-ill be later heard from.
Jeanette Loff has a rather long
After this coming spring, Marietta
apprenticeship to serve, I am sorry Millner will have great difficulty in
to say, with many disillusionments ; properly expressing her talents and
but all this will be material with is apt to continue in the same way
which to capitalize her ability later. for the remainder of the year. However, character parts will offer her
Jane Winton, Fay Webb, James
Hall, and Sally O'Neil can go far a better chance than any other department of acting.
during the next year and a half, for

Louis Natheaux is in very much
the same boat and will have to wait
until after 1929 has made its exit,
before he can expect all that is rightfully coming to him.
Dolores del Rio will have to work
hard for the results she gets in 1928,
but I predict she will come dangerously close to walking away with
the acting honors of the year if she
is given half a chance. And in 1929
she will take everybody who goes
to the movies by storm — completely.
November, 1928, suggests care
against accident and quarrels for
Victor Varconi ; but after that he
will be fairly well out of danger and
able to make steady and profitable
progress until the spring of 1930.
This period will bring a setback, but
he will not be eliminated from his
chosen profession. If he weathers
the storm around the beginning of
1931, he will have until 1937 to continue his triumphal march.
Dorothy Sebastian is one who will
be very favorably heard from during 1928. If I were she, -I'd hang on
through thick and thin until — believe
it or not— the middle of 1940 ! She
will be a big winner in the cinema
sweepstakes, then.

For To-morrow
We
Die
Continued from page 58
way?" She turned her lovely head awful f When I think of the things
living. I have made two mistakes in this way and that, considering. 'T
Snatches of her" busy chatter folmarriage, but I do not regret one wonder if it wouldn't be nice to have
I have lowedtome todo
the elevator, punctuated
moment of either experience. It's mine that way on the trip."
a great experiment — marriage. An
She babbled on, flitting to the in- by the ringing of the eternal phone.
experience that should not be missed
Gay, inconsequential Constance.
cessantly ringing telephone now and
by any one. I shall do it again — again to have explosive, gay conver- A butterfly of a girl. In love with
sations, then flitting back to the the glitter of life, but gazing, a little
probably — but not for a long time." divan.
frightened, into a future where that
She suddenly interrupted herself,
I rose to leave.
glitter will be dulled. Questing for
gazing at me with speculative eyes.
something. Questing for what?
"How do you wear your hair?"
"Oh, must you go? Is it late?"
She has tasted fame, adulation, love
"Quite
late
—
if
you
are
going
out
she asked, unexpectedly. "Would
— she is surrounded with the frivolyou mind taking off your hat?"
ity she adores. What is it that
lunch." ! I forgot! I'm so
I did, slightly dazed by the ab- to "Omigosh
sorry to have had all this confusion. Constance wants? She does not
rupt change of subject.
"H'm ! Back off of your ears! Maybe when I get back we can have know. Nor do I. But I hope she
Do you think I should like mine that
a quieter talk some time. Isn't this
gets it !
Can
Continued from page 34
"It is a funny thing," he said, "but
it is always true, that people identify
you with the last role you have
played. I have played innocuous
roles for so long that the world has
forgotten that I ever did anything
else. People have begun to endow
me personally with the attributes of
the parts I have played in pictures.
They forget that I ever did anything
with a punch. Perhaps now I shall
have a chance to do something better
— more vivid — than I have been doing. Ihope so.

This

Be

Conrad

Nagel?

"I want aggressive parts, yes, but
I want more than that. I want to
count for something in the industry
as a whole. I want to be valuable
to my company for more than just
the ability to walk through the leading part in a picture. I want to be
a person — not a puppet !"
He is by way of becoming a person— and a personage — is Conrad
Nagel. An accident of circumstance
has lifted him out of his rut, has
given him a chance to show his mettle. He is a man of visions — big
visions. And we shall never be de-

ceived again by his outward gentleness and poise. We know now the
force that is in him.
I have a private little hunch of my
own that when Conrad has learned
all he can about the picture business
from the actor's angle, he will turn
into a director. He did not say so —
I just guessed it.
Anyhow, he has hopped out of his
little groove and it will be interesting
to watch his progress from this point
on. With such earnestness, such a
capacity to dream and see and do,
he should go far.
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'Do
Come
In!,"
Five stars extend an invitation to an invisible guest
who might as well be you.
May McAvoy, above, strikes an argumentative pose, as if she mean^ to make
you enter in spite of 3'ourself.
Billie Dove, left, knows that a smile, and
a hand on the latch, will bring }-ou in
without a minute's hesitation.
While Louise Fazenda, right, knows that
you know her invitation is sincere, and
therefore sees no reason to repeat it.

Mary Brian, right,
heard you driving
up and has come out
to greet you.

bantering
smile,
Helene Chadwick's
left, shows that she
doubts whether you
will come in, after
all.
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Information,

KAY OF CANADA.— So you get cold
feet every time you try to write to
me? Something will have to be done about
that. Have you tried a hot-water bottle?
Norma Shearer comes from Montreal, but
from what part of Montreal, I can't say.
James Hall is twenty-seven, Doug" Fairbanks, Jr., about twenty, Raymond Keane
twenty-one, Barry Norton twenty-three,
Richard Walling about the same. I don't
know Lairy Kent's age. Since "McFadden's Flats," the latter has appeared in
^'The Whirlwind of Youth," "The Sea
Tiger," a Pathe serial called "The Masked
Menace," and "The Lovelorn." Gardner
James was under a starring contract to Inspiration but, like many players under contract, was given nothing to do. So, recently, he signed with Chadwick for three
films, costarring with Pauline Garon.
"Eager Lips" is the first of these.
Florence Kody. — Fm afraid your correspondence with a movie star would be
rather one-sided. Stars receive several
hundred letters each week, and if thej'
attempted to write their own replies, they
would
have no time left to make any movies.
A William Boyd, Viola Dana, ShirMason Fan.
— Don't being
you have
at itleyrather
strenuously,
a fanto work
to so
many stars? William Boyd is in his late
twenties, is six 'feet one inch in height,
weighs one hundred and seventj' pounds.
He has brown hair and blue eyes. No, I
don't know William or his wife personally, but I understand they are delightful
people. Viola Dana is twenty-nine, Shirley
Mason twenty-six. Shirley has been playing in pictures for Columbia, one of the
smaller companies — "The Wreck" and
"Rich Men's Sons." Viola's recent films
were made by F. B, O. — "Naughty Nanette" and "Salvation Jane." Tom TN-ler
is twenty-four and unmarried. Buck Jones
is thiirty-eight.
M. C. — I don't think I shall die from
your questions — I have nine lives, like a
cat, and
nine questions.
Viola
Dana you
was didn't
born inask
Brooklyn.
Ronald
Colman is in his thirties, but doesn't say
when
was born.
The hereason
don'tin
see himhe oftcncr
is tliat
playsyouonly
"specials," which require months to make.
"Red" Grange has made only two films —
"One Minule tri Play" and "The Motor
Maniac." Whether he will continue his

Pleas

screen career depends on how well the she doesn't give her age. Edna isn't marpublic likes him. Edmund Burns played op- ried.
Nobody's Pal. — I'm very sorry you have
posite Vera Reynolds in "Sunny Side Up."
Esther Ralston's latest picture is "Figures to wait so long for your answers, but it
can't be helped. For a quick reply, send a
Don't
Lie."
Norma's
Admirer. — Miss Baldwin self-addressed stamped envelope. .The leadwrites me that Norma Shearer and James . ing roles in "On Thin Ice" were played by
Kirkwood played together in "Broken Bar- Tom Moore and Edith Roberts; in "Exriers." Thank you. Miss Baldwin.
cuse Me," by Norma Shearer, Conrad
Nage'l, and Renee Adorec. Gary Cooper
An Inquiring Reader. — Of course I'll is twenty-six, John Gilbert thirty-two, and
answer your questions, though I have noth- John Barrymore forty-five.
ing to do with putting pictures in the magaFelicitas. — My ifavorite nightmare is
zine. Joan Crawford was born in San Antonio in 1905, and was educated in Kan- one in which I run around chasing the adsas City. She ran away from home to
dresses of free-lance players, or of players
go on the stage and joined a revue in Chi- who no longer appear on the screen at
cago, then pla\-ed in New York at the all. Mae Murray, for instance. Perhaps
Winter Garden, where Harry Rapf oi
California,"
Metro-Goldwyn saw her and signed her to just
her. "Hollywood,
Susan Fleming
is a Newwould
York reach
girl
a contract. Her real name is Lucille Le
who played in the "Follies" for a while,
Seuer. Vilma Banky was born in Buda- then flickered across the screen in "The
pest, January 9, 1903. Samuel Goldwyn Ace of Cads." Myrna Loy was born in
discovered her there while he was in Eu- Helena, Montana, and educated at the
rope, and brought her to America. She Westlake School for Girfs in Los Angeles.
first appeared over here in "The Dark She studied dancing under Ruth St. Denis,
Angel." She was married last June to intending to mak; that her profession. She
Rod La Rocque. Lois Moran is eighteen. was dancing in a film prologue at GrauEsther Ralston is twenty-five. See M. C. man's
Egyptian Theater in Hollywood
Avalon. — You seem to be interested in when Henry Waxnian, a well-known photographer out there, saw her. He was so
just everybodv! James Hall was born in impressed with
her screen possibilities that
Dallas, Texas; October 22, 1900. I believe be introduced her
to Mrs. Valentino, who
he did not go to college. He was playing
engaged
her
for
"What
Price Beauty." A
on the Lasky
stage saw
in "The
Girl"himwhen
Jesse
him Matinee
and signed
up role in "Pretty Ladies" followed, and
for pictures. He isn't married. Dorothy Myrna's screen career has been progressing
Gish is vacationing just now. Her hus- ever since. Sue Carol recently played opband, James Rennie, is appearing on the
Cush-is
in "Soft
MacLean
posite
ions."Douglas
Alice Joyce,
at this
writing,
stage
in
"The
^dulberry
Bush."
Alice
working
at
the
United
Artists
studio
in
Calhoun is scheduled to play opposite
Charles Hutchinson in four films for "Sorrell and Son."
Pathe. She was married last December to
Bernie. — Such an interesting letter cerMax Chotiner. Bebe Daniels was born
tainly deserves
never
cheat any
one anoutanswer.
of his And
just I'ddeserts!
January 14, 1901 ; she isn't married. Bebe's Allene and Charles Ray are not related.
new picture is "She's a Sheik." Charles
are Walter and Patsy Ruth MilPaddock played in her picture, "The Neither
ler. It was Einar Hansen, not Lars, who
Campus Flirt." Jack Mulhall is married
to Eveh-'U Winans, who is his third wife. was killed in a motor accident last June.
"Buddy" Rogers, having completed work Dick Talmadge hasn't appeared on the
in Mary Pickford's "My Best Girl," is screen lately, because of some legal tan.gle.
playing opposite Clara Bow in "Red Hair." Dannv O'Shea wr.o born in Boston, OctoJohn Gilbert's new film is "Fires of
ber 8,"1901.
Write toto him
at the F. B. O.
See answer
Avalon.
Youth." Ramon Novarro, I believe, has a studio.
very slight accent.
Mi.ss Bea Spilleke. — So you heard that
H. R. — You're just not wasting anv pa- I answer questions well ! Well, I suspect
per, are you, H. R.? As the Germans said >-ou thought you'd ask me enough to keep
in the late
war, "It's
just feet
a scraptwoof inches;
paper." me busy for li/fe. Richard Dix was born
Edna
Murphy
is five
Continued on pag-e 319
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SHmERED

For one year Manhattan Audiences sat thrillbonnd
while THE. GORILLA stalked Broadway Sending records scattering .... They'd never seen anything like it.— NEITHER HAVE YOU. we'll bet!
Uust wait till yon get a look at this creepiest of all
crime plays. — (It will reach your theatre soon.) —
The Lights go Out bat the Thrills go On, without a
let-up. And just when your spine's doing a double
shimm> — and you've got enough gooseflesh to grate
a nutmeg on — in come those Two Dumb Detectives! , . .
And then, oh, man !— what LAUGHS !

Presented by
Asher, Small &.
Rogers
ivithDay
Alice
Tully Marshall
Claude
From Gillingwater
the play by
Ralph
Spence
Production^ianagementof
Edward Small

^CWMll
ALFRED
^
1

MURRAY^Fred

ikHJlllp.o^-'Di-eM/^MfMD

Kel/ey
$ANTELL
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Continued from page 69
on a gravel truck to Culver City to
sign that contract, but he swept into
Mr. Roach's office with the air of a
United States senator.
Harold Lloyd, ■ at that time, had
jubt severed his connection with the
Roach company, and the producer
was desirous of finding another comedian to more or less take Lloyd's
place. Glenn was picked for this
ambitious job, and might easily have
done it if he hadn't been given indifferent material and unsympathetic
handling. He was starred in two
features which might better have
been left on the shelves of the film
exchanges, where they now repose.
Following this, he was shifted to
two-reel comedies, with the idea of
building him up gradually to features. The building-up process,
however, never took place, for the
very same
reason
features had not
been that
hits.Glenn's
He never
was and never will be a slap-stick
comedian, and he looked and felt out
of place in such comedies.
Three years of this went on. The
comedies
good, and
no
one
knew weren't
it better very
than Glenn.
When
he was at last released from his contract, both he and Roach were happy,
with Glenn's happiness exceeding
the latter's by several degrees. All
of his friends predicted an instantaneous success for him in features.

So

Long,

Slapstick!

He had everything — good looks, personality, and a great deal of acting
experience. But the hideous brand
of the two-reelers remained on his
brow for many a day. Producers
wouldn't take a chance with him. He
was too short or he was too dark,
he was too young or he was too old,
he wanted too much money or he
wasn't anybody's cousin.
He at last got r tiny little toehold
— not in the movies, but on the Los
Angeles stage, as the juvenile lead
in "The Son-Daughter." It was not
a conspicuously successful production but at least it was an oasis to
Glenn. After that came a comedy
role in a Western film starring Hoot
Gibson. There followed a lead in a
"quicky," which was made in seven
days, with three fights, a shipwreck,
a forest fire, and divers other things
to relieve the tedium.
Another long, yawning gap followed. Then, as our friends the title
writers
would
say, for
"came
the dawn."
Glenn was
picked
a comedy
part
in "The Poor Nut," a First National
picture in which Jack Mulhall and
Charlie Murray were featured. He
faced tough competition in his fellow
players, and his role was only a minor one, but he stood out so clearly
that Jess Smith, the producer,
signed an option on him for a lead
in another picture.
On the heels of this came the

The

know why
wasn't up
under
tract. HeGlenn
was signed
for confive
years, with a nice salary, and the
stipulation that he be featured. A
banner, "Welcome Glenn Tryon to
Universal City," was put up ©n the
Universal lot. It must have given
him immense satisfaction, for just
a few months earlier, he had been
unable even to get a hearing at that
studio.
That's all there is to his screen
history just now, except that between
making "Painting the Town" and
signing the Universal contract, he
played the lead opposite Janet Gaynor in Fox's "Two Girls Wanted."
Glenn has played only comedy on
the screen. He should go much
further in dramatic roles. There is
too much depth to his nature for
shallow screen farce; there is too
much wit to his humor to endure
cheap gags forever.

Stroller

Continued from page 45
ness, pointed out in her speech that
vancing with rapidity. For one her work and that of her hosts are
thing, he has been rumored engaged not so very dissimilar in nature. She
did not elaborate, however, on the
to a movie actress, which is a big idea.
step toward either business or social
success in the film colony. The acIn my more youthful and exubertress is Joan Crawford, but both she
ant days, I was once press agent for
and Westwood deny the rumor. Elinor Glyn for several months. I
Westwood is playing a fairly good have since been struck quite forcibly
part in "The Private Life of Helen with the similarity between Elinor
of Troy," and also has been picked and Aimee, despite the seeming disparity between their ideas and profor a role in "The Shepherd of the
fessions. Even though Mrs. Gl)'n
Hills."
The other four college lads, who writes pink novels, she is an idealistic
are staying on their own, are Stuart person who believes in a strict moral
I<jiox, of Yale, who has a five-year code and does not smoke or drink,
medical course facing him if he re- or even countenance smoking or
turns to New Haven, Thomas Den- drinking in other women. And alton, of Michigan, Edward Kargess,
though Mrs. McPherson is an evanof Northwestern University, and
gelist, she seems to be an excellent
Richard Clendennin, of the Univer- business woman with a thorough resity of California.
spect for the value of publicity.
Speaking of Greek meeting Greek,
Aimee Semple McPherson, evangelist extraordinary, who is Lindbergh's only rival at staying in the
headlines, was guest of honor at a
dinner given 'by the Wampas, the
organization of movie press agents.
Miss McPherson, with some frank-

lead in a light comedy, "Painting the
Town," produced by Universal.
Here, at last, was the chance Glenn
had needed. With sympathetic direction and a characterization that
was suited to him, he was enabled to
give the sort of performance he
could have given a long time before
if he hadn't lacked the opportunity.
"Painting the Town" turned out to
be a riot.
Carl Laemmle, genial head of
Universal, saw it and demanded to

Naming the characters in a movie
provides a lot of innocent fun for
the title writers.
Malcolm Stuart Boylan, Falstaffian
title wag of the Fox studio, loves to
drag his personal friends into his
pictures,
naming the villains aftergenerally
them.

One title writer, having been refused aloan at his bank, took great
delight in naming the meanest villain
in his next film after the president
of the institution.
An archery school has been started
in Hollywood, with expert instructors, a shooting range, and high
hopes of getting some movie stars
among its clientele.
A novel manner of exploiting the
school would be to arrange with
some Hollywood wife to bump her
next husband off with a bow and
arrow. The attendant publicity, incidentally, would proba'bly get the wife
a m.ovie contract.
According to reports, Erich von
Stroheim's "The Wedding March" is
to be cut up into two different films.
I have always contended that some
scheme like this should be the solution of Von's difficulties as a director. When some wise producer hires
him to direct a two-reeler and then
cuts the completed product down to
ordinary feature length. Von Stroheim will take his place as one of the
screen's greatest directors.
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Ever See the Villain
Get Kissed?
Continued from page 89

LEAVE

IT TO THE

YOUNGER

CROWD

TO KNOW

and attractive men in the colony. He
w as an army captain during the war,
and for a time was commander of
the Hollywood post of the American
Legion.
"I'm thought to be such a mean
and dirty villain," he declared, "I
have never even been given the opportunity tokiss the heroine's hand."
One of the oddest experiences to
befall any screen villain came to
Louis Natheaux who, out of makeup, is one of the handsomest men in
pictures. Natheaux plays the heavy
in Marie Prevost's "Mar. Bait," and
has an interesting role in "Fighting
Love," with Jetta Goudal. He was
at the DeMille studio when stars galore were making tests for the role
of Mary Magdalene, in "The King
of Kings."' Being a good actor, not
hard on the eyes, and probably a
master of the technique of kissing,
DeMille called him in.

"I've got a job for you," he said.
"That so? What is it?" Natheaux
replied.
"Kissing about every widely
known actress in Hollywood."
Natheaux stared. It didn't sound
bad. He did not start running away.
He did not even begin backing
toward the door. He did not look as
if he wanted to, either.
"We are making tests," DeMille
continued, "and one of the requirements isthat the young woman must
know how to kiss nicely, properly,
and convincingly. Naturally, she
must have some one to kiss. So, will
you stay around for the next dav or
?" it is not so recorded, it is
twoWhile
just possible that he had lunch served
on the studio steps and slept there
at night. He struggled through his
part without a murmur, never grumbling over retakes or direction.
And so it goes. Consider all the
villains on the screen, and you will
recall that few if any of them have
ever been kissed by the beauteous
heroine. The few kisses they have
pressed upon unwilling lips have
been forced, mostly at the cost of a
struggle. It seems that the struggle
has the psychological effect of raising the value of the kiss the heroine
so willingly returns to the hero.
The villains never get any of the
love that surges through the majority
of pictures. But they are the menace
that makes love worth watching on
the screen. And often the villain
gets more salary for his frustrated
love than the hero does for his easily
won kisses. That is the villain's
compensation for being unkissed.
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He's

Charlie
Chaplin's
Continued
from page 85

Side-kick

The business of being a no man
requires great diplomacy. But frank,
intelligent criticism of his ideas is
just as welcome to Chaplin as the
encouragement he needs when he is
working an idea out.
love interest of the picture. It was
Harry, from his position of vanhe who erected the sets, he who hired
tage behind the camera, can now" and
then make suggestions that are of
the extras and bit players. It's he practical value. They have to be
who keeps nuisances out of the stuor Chaplin will not consider
dio, and sees to it that visiting celeb- good
rities are properly received. He is them. But when they are good, they
are considered, and often used. It
also one of Chaplin's best friends.
He accompanies Charlie on his takes a genius to admit his own fallibility. And Chaplin is such.
jaunts, poking through funny little
streets in Chinatown, patronizing the
One of his methods cf courting inconcessions at the beach, walking
spiration isparticularly interesting.
restlessly with him along the Boule- With Harry, and Henry Bergman —
vard at night. At the studio he who has been in his pictures for ten
handles the mechanics of a scene
when Charlie himself is before the years, and is unofficially a very imthe studio — Charlie
camera. If a clown or a hunchback repairs toportanta person
quietin corner. There they
or any other unusual character Is try to solve a problem that has arisen.
needed unexpectedly, Harry does a
"Now," Charlie says, "let's think
Lon Chanc}' and fills the void. And,
if the occasion arises, he makes no aloud
for ata bit."
Quite
random, they all give
voice
to
whatever may enter their
bones about saying "No" to Mr.
heads.
Chaplin.
Being a yes man is quite simple,
"The most amazing things come to
and probably very comfortable for
persons of a timid turn of mind, yet you," Harry told me. "Half the
being a no man does not necessarily time, quite irrelevant things, but alstartling.
Charlie's
mindactivity
is in
imply an habitual state of argument a statewaysof
intense
nervous
with one's employer.
every moment. Remarkable fancies
"There are times," Harry says,
and ideas pop out of it. And even"when the yes man is essential to the
tually, out of the chaos, will evolve a
working out of an idea — that is, the solution of whatever problem we are
ideas of a genius like Charlie. An
idea comes vaguely and inarticulately
on."embryo isn't
There for
probably
anotheras such
at first. No matter how much you school
working
directors
the
might, in your heart, disapprove of Chaplin studio. Nor another such
it, it would be fatal to say so to its tutor as Chaplin. He is generous
originator during that formative pe- with his wealth of knowledge. And
riod. It would stem the flow of
Harry Crocker is an apt pupil. He
thought. One must just sit by and
hasn't quite made up his mind yet
be encouraging and say, 'Yes, yes — - whether to devote himself to acting
that's great !' until the idea is com- or directing. But whatever he
pletel}^ formed. Then you can voice chooses, he is sure to be a credit to
Charlie.
your criticisms."
Whereupon Harry automatically became his assistant.
His duties, he was told, would be
— well, general. And general they
proved, beyond a doubt ! He played
the juvenile
in "The to
Circus,"
ing Merna Kennedy
supplyhelpthe

Girls,

Pick Your
Chiselers
Continued from page 51

since his Essanay stardom had
stamped him as a sap. This realization caused him to set out to prove
that he had a way with women.
Does chiseling pay? Well, chiseling got Bryant his role in Constance
Talmadge's
in which he "Breakfast
introduces at
theSunrise,"
chiseler
to the screen.
One of the rules of the chiselers
is, "Thou shalt not use baby talk
except where the lady is proven to
be over thirty ; and any member who
can prove a lady to be over thirty

shall be awarded the club's medal of
bravery." Another: "Thou shalt not
tell a girl what a heartbreaker you
are — don't tell her, show her."
Again : "Remember that it is quality
andTheir
not emblem
quantity isthat
the counts."
chisel. The
hammer is used, by gesture, when
one wishes to convey that he is wise
to a chiseler's game.
Among the chiselers of Hollywood
are Bryant Washburn, Norman
Kerry,
Lowe, Buster Collier, andEdmund
Sam Wood.
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Ladies!

her room is a mass of flowers — gifts
from tlie stars, who appreciate the
value of what she does for them. If

paper. One day she and the management of the paper had a slight
disagreement. Even journalists have
she "misses" a personaHty — as she streaks of temperament, and Kathcalls it when she does a picture which
erine felt pretty much put out about
she considers not so good — she per- something. A publicity man from
severes until she "gets" it. She is M.-G.-M. was in the office at tlie
her own judge, and will not allow an time. He said, "H you don't like it
indifferent photograph to leave her
down here, why don't you come out
studio.
with us?" That's all there was to
Yes, photography is a great job
easy when
and It's
Katherine
does.you know how —
for women. But so is publicity work. it.
About twelve years ago a girl
Julie Lang and Katherine Albert
might speak up on that subject. named Henrietta Cohn was secretary
They should know their facts, as in the office of Adolph Zukor, when
Paramount was a comparatively
they are both press agents.
young enterprise. Now she holds
They're pretty girls v/hose job it one of the biggest jobs in that studio,
is to sing the charms of other pretty being assistant production manager,
girls. Julie, as fan-magazine repre- a title that many men would give
sentative at the Paramount studio,
their eyeteeth to claim. The positells the world all about Bebe Dantion carries responsibility and digiels, Pola Negri, Neil Hamilton,
The production
department
on all studio
activities.^'s
Florence Vidor, Wallace Beery, and the lastnity.word
all the other Paramount people you It purchases stories, estimates costs,
can think of. Katherine does the supervises shooting, and approves
the final film. A big job in the prosame for the M.-G.-M. stars.
duction department can be held onl}'
These girls arrange interviews,
coax special pictures, write stories, by one who knows the picture business from A to Z, w4th his — or her —
and do all the hundred and one other
eyes
closed.
tasks that spell publicity for their reHenrietta Cohn knows your faspective broods. As most of their
vorite stars as you will never know
work brings them in close contact them — as debits and credits — Pola's
with the stars, a diplomatic person- temperament causing just so much
ality does much toward smoothing delay on one picture, and Clara
the way. Both are brunettes of the Bow's illness so much on another.
She knows what Bebe Daniels is to
vivacious type, and have the gift of star in next before Bebe herself
doing a lot of work without seeming
does, and she knows who is to write
to do any.
next film
Julie came into her job through Thomas
the authorMeighan's
himself hears
of it.before
Any
the usual method of promotion from way you take it, hers is a whale of
one clerical berth to another. She a job, and if there is ariy doubt about
came to Hollywood "with malice the success of women in executive
aforethought," as she puts it, with positions. Paramount would advise
the deliberate intention of getting a }'ou to see Miss Cohn before drawing any adverse conclusions.
studio job. She was willing to do
While these women whom I have
anything but act — which is strange mentioned are the most outstanding
philosophy for a pretty girl. She ap- in important positions, they are not
plied to every studio in Hollywood, the only ones who are doing things
and one day got a "temporary relief" in the studios. There is a girl named
job with Paramount during a rush. Minna Wallis in the man-size job
The temporary^ relief developed into of "selling" actors, which means that
a permanent desk, and Julie went she negotiates engagements for freelance players. Minna does all the
from the estimating department tj
the executive department, and then work of getting them boosts in salto the publicity sanctum, where she
ary', and of signing contracts for
them. It keeps her pretty busy. And
has been ever since.
Isabelle Johnstone, who casts
Katherine didn't follow the accus- there's
Fox pictures.
tomed schedule so closely as her sisI haven't the slightest doubt of
ter press agent. Katherine was an there
being some women property
actress at first, but finally decided boys around somewhere, and nothing
that on the screen she wasn't so po- would surprise me less than to run
tent. So she bade the studios fare- into a bobbed-haired camera man.
well and got herself a job on a newsWho said it was a man's world?

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
The Muscle Builder
Author
of
"Muscle
" SHevre"Enduran
nf Wrpstlme."
Secrets of Strength,"Bmldinij,"
"Here's Health."

If Yon Were Dying Might
and I offered snmethin? that woulrl give vou ten years
more to live, wouM ynu fake it? Ynii'd errnh it. Well,
fellou's.
it. but
dnn't wait
till vnu're
won
t doI've
you gota bit
of good,
it will
thenanyhedvin^
too orsome
late.it
Right
To-morrow
day.
disease nmv
will iso:et the
you time.
and if you
have not oreonipned
yourself
to fight it off, you're gone. I don't claim to r-'re disease.
I am notdition thata the
mediral
doctor,
but I'll
put yonwaiting
in suchfor condoctor
will imagine
starve
to death
you
to
sick.wall?
Pan Ayou
bitetake
a brick
fine chance. a mosquito trying to
A RE-BUILT MAN
weak"turned
ones.down
I delight
in getting
hold
of Ia like
man towhogethasthebeen
as hopeless
by others.
It's
easy
enough
to
finish
a
task
that's
more
than
(lone. But give me the weak, sickly chap and watch half
him
grow stronger.
That's
me felbecause I know r can
do itwhat
and II like.
like to It's
give funthe toother
low
the
laugh.
I
don't
just
give
you
a
veneer
of
muscle
that looks good to others. I work on you both inside and
out. I I build
not only
put big,
legs on your
yon,
but
up those
innermassive
musclesarmsthstandsurround
vital organs. The kind that give yon red! pep and enthe kindanything
that firesetyoubefore
withyou.ambition and the courage toergy,tackle
ALL I ASK IS NINETY DAYS
Who says it takes years to get in shape? fshow me the
man
who makes
I'll arm
makein him
his words.
I'll putany onesuchfullclaims
inch onandyour
just eat30
days. Yes, and two full inchps on your f-hest in the same
length of time. Meanwhile, I'm putting life and pep into
your old back-bone. And from then on, just watch 'em
grow. whole
At the body
end ofwill
thirtytake
daysonyouanwon't
know yourself.
Your
entirely
different
appearance,
l-tut only
you'vebuiltnnlymy -started.
Now I comes
the
real
works. I've
foundation.
want just
60 days more (00 in all) and you'll make those friends of
yours
who think
cat dragged
in. they're strong look like something the
A REAL MAN
Whenthat I'm
through
you you're
The
kind
can
prove
it.withYou
ablea oftorealitdo isman.
things
you
had thought impossible.
And will
the bebeauty
you keep
on going. Your deep full chest breathes in rich, pure air,
stimulating
blood and
you justshoulders
bubble over
with
vim andyourvitality.
Yourmaking
huge sfiuare
and
your
massive
muscular
arms
have
that
craving
the
exercise of a regular he man. You have the fla>h for
to your
eye
and
the
pep
to
your
step
that
will
make
you
admired
and sought alter in both the business and social world.
This is no idle prattle, fellows. If you doubt me, make
me prove it. Go ahead, I like it. I have already done
this for thousands
of others
my records
are forunchallenged. What I have
done forandthem,
I will do
you.
Come daythen,be for
fiics and
co-mts. Let this
very
the time
beginning
of neweverylifedayto you.
Send for My New 64-Page Book
"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It contains forty-eight full-page photographs of myself
and
of thecame
many prize-winning
pupils I haveimploring
trained.
Some tosome
ofhelp
these
me asthempitiful
me
them. toLook
overweaklings,
now and you will
marvel
at their
physiques. toThis
an impetus
and present
a real inspiration
you.bookIt will
will prove
thrill
you
through
and
through.
This
will
not
obligate
you at
all. but for the sake of your future health and happiness
do notpage.
put it off. Send to-day — right now before you turn
this
EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1412.
305 Broadway, N. Y.

Dept. 1412, 305 Broadway, New York City
— on
Deir Sir:
Please sendDER
me, without
any obligation
MAN
E. LIE
EARLE
my
part whatever,
a ropywrite
of your
latestplainly.)
book. "Muscular
Development."
(Please
or print
Name
Address
City
State
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Naturally

An

Actress

Who
Knows
When
Continued from page 22

to

Quit

with no visible means of livelihood.
I commented on the change in her,
She considered this.
approving
of the new Florence who,
Alluring—
"I do not condemn those actresses without sacrificing her perfect deHave you that certain
portment, has acquired a Hght joystrongly," she said thoughtfully.
something which is more so
ousness.
than mere beauty? Ap- ".I could not respect a man who was
"Wasn't I impossible before?" she
pealing charm is the not self-supporting. However, I can
lowing health, without which understand, while not thoroughly mused. "I had a pet theory for evreal beauty is impossible. Science's substitute
reasonsa suddenly turned
erything. Then, upside
my littledown,
woi'ldandveryin
for sunlight — the radiant light and heat of approving,
for marryingthose
such women's
men. Suppose
Vim-Ray — will give you the natural glow of great emotional actress marries an
youthful health. Endorsed by beauty specialtheFar
shuffle,
I lost
my theories."
better
so.allAnd
if this new
ists and used by them infacial treatments and important business man. Two strong
for the care of the hair and scalp, it stimulates wills and personalities clash. One lady, who says she. likes to play,
the blood, wakes up the glands and forces must be the victor, and most likely poses a little, as I suspected the lady
them to function — and throw off the impurities which cause that sallow, lifeless appear- it's the man. The actress is crushed. of theories did, it is artfully done.
ance. Daily applications create new vitality She ceases to give freshness and in- She speaks slowly and carefully, and
and vigor, smooth away the wrinkles and the
terest to her work But if she mar- you wonder sometimes if this painscrow's-feet, act as a tonic for the entire system.
taking speech is spontaneous, or if
ries^
instead, a play-boy who amiably
You can't be alluring if
adapts his moods to hers, he buoys she is conscientiously acting a part.
you are run down and
tired. A few minutes use
her up, pampers her, makes her feel
Her library, where we talked, rea day will astound you.
flected taste. The green walls, henna
the center of attention. This conBeauty is the Result
stant
catering
to
her
emotions
keeps
drapes
and gold satin pillows were
of Health. STAR-Rite
light
and
colorful, but with no touch
her
in
tune
with
her
work."
Vim-Ray gives you
both.
Within the past year or so, Flor- of gaudiness, and made a perfect setence has undergone a distinct change.
ting for the slim, poised figure of
I recall talking with her about four Miss Vidor in a chic silk frock. Her
lady.
ORDER .
TODAY
years ago when she thought she had voice had just the right pitch, her
$5 50
weighty problems to solve. She was gestures that ease which bespeaks the
taking life far too seriously. Since
I am sure that when she retires,
her divorce, however, she has shaken
/"STAR-Rite
1
off that sedate air of responsibility. Florence Vidor will conduct that
With a new sparkle and lightness of other life she plans for herself as
she has become very popu- pleasantly and as tactfully as she has
Fitzgerald
Manufacturing
Co., Torrington, Conn. attitude,
m-i
t
lar in Hollywood.
v
guided her screen career.
Please
send
me
one
New
STAR-Rite
Vim-Ray
for
which I enclose $6.50. I understand I can use it for
ten days free and have my money back if I am not
satisfied.
I>lc P.-12
Name
Over the Teacups
Street .
Continued from page 33
City...
state..
dom
as
Pat.
Ever
since
she left
TRIAL
) o DAY
gagement Avas back at the old homeFREE
Warner Brothers, she has simply
stead.
She is playing in M.-G.-M.'s
rushed from picture to picture. She 'Bringing Up
Father.'
DEVELOP
BUST
"But
now
that Gertrude is a freeis leaving in a day or two for the
i(m^ 14 Day Treatment FREE
lance, Iwish some one would make
My oldof original
Three
ParthasTreatment,
standby
women
21 years,
made FULL
thou- wilds to make 'Red Riders of Can- a gorgeous costume picture and put
sands happy.
Only fortested
one that
ffives
ada,'
one
of
those
get-your-man
DEVELOPMENT
maasage. exercises, pumps or without
dangreroQBbathing,
appliances.
dresses. Pro10c for 14-Day
— Ro3-al Mounted films. She has just her in early-Empire
to Send
coyer postaffe.
Why pay Demonslratlon
more when I giy*
ductions really should be planned so
finished
an
independent
production
biff
proof
treatment
FREE
to
all
except
mer*
curiosity seekers. Dime back if not sati»6ed
to dress my friends the way I
^^^i^' Madame Williams, Dk 13, Buffalo, N. Y. called 'Once and Forever,' during as
like to see them.
the
course
of
which
she
proved
that
THICK LIPS REDUCED!
she is a most unreasonable human
FREE TO WOMEN
"Costume pictures are not comThe lips make nr mar the face. Tf you being. Pat can work all day making pletel}- passe, exhibitors' wails to the
value a beautiful mouth, let us tell you water scenes, going up in stunt contrary. Richard Dix is making an
about "Cloree"
for reducing
thick, protruding lips, making
them shapely
and
adding orbeauty
No plasters,
taking thirty-foot dives and early-California story, 'The Gay Derollers
cutting;to the
just mouth.
a harmless,
painless planes,
fender,' with Thelma Todd.
creme.
Begin using
"Cloree"
today and so forth and feel in the evening like
vva-tch results.
Send for
Free Folder.
"Eve seen Thelma only once, and
putting on a vaudeville show. But in
CLOREE of NEW YORK
New York 'Once and Forever" she was called I believe she has never had much of
59 W. 42nd Street,
upon to milk a cow and she came a chance on the screen, but ParaKill The Hair Root
mount thinks she has a great future.
home utterly exhausted !
My method is the only way to prevent the hair from prowWouldn't
it be nice if Ave knew
"There
is
talk
of
her
going
to
irif?
painless,
miess. WeNo teacti
Pcars. be:iiit\
Bookletcultfree.re
Writeagain.
todayEasy,
enclosincr
3 red ha-stamps.
whether she really is magnetic and
England
soon
to
make
a
picture.
.0. J. Mahler.
292-A Mahler Park,
i 'rovi.lence. R. I.
There is also talk of Bett}' Bronson talented or whether they just have
her under contract at a small salaiy
going over to make 'The Constant
PIMPLES
Nymph.' I hope it is all talk about andSometimes
I think
Fanny is catty,
want to put
her over?"
Cleared Up — often in 24 hours. To prove Pat — what would Hollywood be but after all, she is not so cattv as
you can be rid of pimples, blacl^heads, acne without her?
eruptions on tlie face or body, barbers' itcti,
"Speaking of free-lances, when the girl who suggested that Claire
eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin, Gertrude
Olmsted finished her con- Windsor's next picture, "Blondes by
simply
smA
me
your
name
and
address
today—
no
cost
—no obligation. CLEAR-TONE tried and tested in over
tract
with Metro-Goldwyn and Choice," should be dedicated to the
100,
OOn
cases
-used
like
toilet
watei
—
is
simply
ma(?ical
in
prompt r'ifsuits.
reoay theWRITE
favor by TODAY.
tellinE vour
friends;
noi, theYoulo^scnnis mine.
started adventurously out on an in- persuasive but often inexpert hairdressers of Hollvwood.
E. S. GIVENS, 437 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
dependent career, her very first en-
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/

w

/
night. A ten-piece orchestra wis
■
■n
L
blaring an English tune, and three
wild-eyed assistants scurried hither
i
^ r
/i
-^llMliHl/
and thither carrying out Director
/ \
1. 1
Mauritz Stiller's orders.
i /
\
Stiller is a tall, commanding individual, Swedish and distinguisiied,
i
with a forbidding face, heavy jowls,
\
and compelling eyes fringed with
I f)
1
bushy brows. His hands are amaz\ i 1
\
ing. If 3'ou have ever seen Rodin's
Free
Proof
That
masterly "Hand of God," you can
get an idea of Stiller's powerful,
hypnotic hands. As he directs, he
uses them as much as an ordinary
WAISTLINE
FAT
man would use his voice — uses them
terrifyingly, dramatically, cunningly.
Can
Be
\/ Quickly Reduced
He played upon Fay Wray's emotions in working out a scene just as
— without drugs, diets or exercises
a musician draws melody from his
INSTEAD
of wasting
time — instead
Coupon Brings Free Details
instrument.
He is extraordinary.
risking your
liealth byyour
weakening
diets, ex-of
Write us at once and you will receive our
liausting exercises and pill-taking, in an
Jannings came over to our group, effort
Special
10-Day
— a detailed
deto get rid of bulging waistline fat — try
scription of thisTrial
mostOffer
successful
reducing
popular
Weil Reducing Belt for 10 days — method, the
walking heavily, majestically. He the
principles of which are highly
at our
expense.
leading
physicians
profes-of
Made of scientifically treated rubber, it endorsedsionalby
smiled stolidly. I know little Gereverywhere.
For and
the sake
a gentle, unnoticed massage action as your healthathletes
man but managed to convey to him causes
and appearance take advantage
it comes in contact with flabby flesh. So that of
this offer at once. Send no money. Write
my opinion that he is one of the with every move you make unwanted fat is now.
The Weil Company, 4!J12 Hill Street,
moulded away — and kept away for good New Haven,
Conn.
great actors of the screen. He —being
and at a fraction of the price charged by
expert
masseurs.
THE
WEIL
COMPANY,
grinned. "I sank you," he said sim4912 Hil! Strecil, Now Haven, Conn.
Look Thinner Instantly!
ply, and bowed with dignity.
Gentlemen:
send meBeltcomplete
description
of the
Take your waist measurement before and Weil
ycientificPlease
Reducing
and also
your Special
He is absorbed in his work. His
lO-Day Trial Offer.
after thisference inFree
10-Day
Trial.
Note
the
difinches. Feel the improvement in
characterizations are all-important.
general condition. According to the Kame
Apparently he does not find it easy your
terms of our absolute guarantee, you must be .Address
satisfied with the results secured
to slip into a role at will. Once —thoroughly
City ...
or you pay nothing.
started, however, he is the character
in the film for the entire day. We
were fortunate enough to reach his
DARKENS
EYELASHESandandBEAUTIFIES
BROWS
INSTANTLY,make3thera
appear
set in time to watch him act, but late
eautiful
t«
to
be
'naturally
dark,
long charm,
and luxurienough to meet him out of character.
\J ant.
Adds
wonderful
beauty
expression
to byanymillions
f?ce. Perfectly
while
you sleep!
I: and
harmless.
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of
loyely
In a corner, smoking a brown
proportions-*
Solid orformBROWN,
or water-proof
liq: women.
uid. BLACK
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s or direct
postpaid.
cigarette, sat a vivid brunette with a
! dealer'
M AYBELUNB
CO . , CH ICAGO
er
k nosE
is SAFE,
painless,awust
comfortable.
i/qniTP
face tragically brooding. A scar exSpeedy,
resultsit.guartended from eye to ear. Her lips
anceed. permanent
Doctors praise
No i
were a scarlet blotch. There were GoWMedal metal to harm you. Small cost.
Won 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET BEfORt-AFTtR
deep rings under her eyes. "That," ANITA CO., Dept. N-90, ANITA BIdg., NEWARK, N. J.
said Stiller, "is the great Baklanova."
for bald-headed and thin-haired
Well I remembered the great Bak- A REWARD
Of 1000 Dollars
lanova, star of the Moscow troupe
An elegant growth of beard and hair can be produced when usins Comes Hair
BiUsiim durin? 3 weeks. This tialsam causes hair and l>eard to grow on all bald-headed
that presented "Carmen" so coloror personsbeing
with thethinonly
hair.balsam
"Comos"
the best
producthairof and
the modern
scienceon
ofpersons
tills domain,
which isreally
produces
beard even
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hair
to
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will true,
have wea again
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ago. Then she had appeared flashvigorous
growthbeenof used
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pay
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for
without
she was buried beneath a grim makeOne parcel of "Comos" costs $6. — , two parcels cost $10. — .
"Comos" gives to the hair and beard a becoming wave, as well as a soft and delicate
up. They had taken away her youth
texture. "Comos" is sent in a registered package against prepayment — money order,
and beauty. But whatever her role,
chequeTHEor COMOS
bank-notesMAGAZINE
(C. 0. D.CO..impossible).
COPENHAGEN V. DENMARK. 15. (Europe).
I venture to predict that hers will be
an arre.sting performance.
The crowning contrast came as we
GROW
TALLER
were leaving the gardens of the
IT CAN BE DONE-READ HERE
studio for the asphalts of Hollywood. Bill Powell and Noah Beery,
"T have
gained
5months
1-2 inches
"I started ayour
your
Course
(two
ago). since
I am takias
a real Increasing
monthcourse
ago, inandScientific
I can sayHeight
that
arch villains, apostles of darkness,
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now andIt iscan'tjust recommend
your
course
itstruction.?
is wonderful.
I havethe followed
all according
.vour intoo
wonderful.
My
age
is
and
made
exercises
were arranging a handball match
22 years, I the
am today
onehutof the
greatestof size
hall to the 10same.pounds./ havePleaso
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and
players
the
my next
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past years,
but lack
your Course gained
lesson. H. B.. send
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enough
Louis, give
Mo.
L. GLOVER, Depl. A43, 70 Balkley Ave., Saosalilo, Calif.
tue and righteousness, Percy MarScience
has
found
the
way
to
add
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to | ^yKhni.t any obligation to me, send me
mont and Tom Meighan. Then Bill
your height ^o need to enp^ and look up , f„,j information on how to grow taller.
and Noah rode off in a Ford, while
to the big fellows.
No needman.to have
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Tom wheeled Percy away in his
makesyourit possible
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and results
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It Was
About
Time!
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Like music? Learn to play a Buescher Saxophone. Easy. Sweetest music. Only the Buescher (original American Saxophone) has simplified
tone, with
easy each
blowing.
lessons givenkeys,onperfect
request
new 3Sax.
teach scales in an hour. Play tunes first week.
Many joinBand orOrchestra in90 days.Make
real
Travel. Work is all play. 6 days'
trial.money.
Easy terms.SendpostalforBeautifulFree
Book. Explains everything. Write Today.
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2070Buescher Block (17) Elkhart. Ind. Free Book
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for staging.
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engravedbe manufactured
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No Money.
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" FEDCO"
U, S. Swiss
Agents,PayS61on delivery
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L37
BOYS &
GIRLS Earn Xmas Money
No Work-Just Fun. We Trust You Until XMAS
Write for 50 Sets St. Nicliolas Christmas Seals. Sell
for 10c a set. When sold send us $3.00 and keep $2.00.
St. Nicholas Seal Co. Dept. 190 P, Brooklyn, N. Y.
FOTOSo/FILM FAVORITES
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and best poses.
All
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star. Send
Size
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50c.portraits.
each. 12 Any
for $5.00.
tiirrency.
money
order
or U. Free
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delay inSatisfaction
filling orders.
with
Guaranteed.list
S. BRAM STUDIOS
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729-7th Avenue, New York City.
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wome
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cut
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inpostman
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design.
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PlayPianoi^
-IN 90 DAYS!
Piay
anything—
jazz about
to classical!
Even if
know
nothing
piano over
music-*
'11ou have
your
fingers
dancing
the
11/
»
i
Keyboard
with
confidence
in
90
If you it!canMyhumstudents
or whistle
abroadcasting;-tune you daya,
can
-X>7^ ' play
are
makingWithout
money. puzzlirij
MAKE notes!
ME PROVE
it!
V/ithout
practicing
tedious
scales!
I've
found
the
way
to
bring
out
your
musical
and years
originalof
system instinct.
dnea WANT
awayNewwith
work.
I'll sendYOUit. Write
meTHEnow.PROOF!
. O. M. SUTTLE, Director
ILLINOIS
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l^OHunter SCHOOL
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SendNOW^PROOFI

she was called by Norma Talmadge
to play a role in "Kiki." There
followed a part in "The Taxi
"I did everything possible," she Dancer." Recently, she has played
exclaimed, "to take away from my important roles in "The Cat and the
height. First I wore my hair low Canary" and "The Small Bachelor."
Was it any wonder that producers
— slicked back, with a roll at the
back of my neck. Then I put on began taking notice of that "long and
low-heel shoes and cultivated the de- limber lady," whose beauty and talent were bringing her such high
butante slouch. My spinal column
took on the shape of a question praise and coveted roles ? Universal
mark. But the strategy worked. I drew up a contract and offered it for
her signature.
believe it wasn't the reduction in my
height so much as the general change
"We have some good pictures in
in my appearance. I was taken for view, with some splendid roles for
a vamp. Those were the days when you," they explained.
Then Miss Astor took one look at
directors thought that a screen siren
had to be a spineless, slinking crea- the short row ' of figures written
ture with her hair pulled down above the dotted line, and pulled
her silver-fox fur a bit more closely
tight against her head. An erect pos- about
her neck.
ture was too suggestive of virtue."
"Thanks !" she drawled ironically,
But to a girl who had the courage
to fight on and on and on for a "but I can't write my name there
period of twelve years, who used to
go to bed hungry and walk day after
No amount of urging would inday to the studio because i: cost too just to-day!
duce her to " change her mind unless
much to ride, a mere physical handi- the salary was raised to a higher
cap such as overheight was not figure. Universal wanted her badly
enough to stop her progress. She •— they wanted her for the role of
demanded real, acting parts. And
St. Clare in "Uncle Tom's
after a while, they began to come. Mrs.
Cabin." So at last, an agreement
Miss Astor realh^ emerged from was reached, and she played the
obscurity when she played opposite
part, though
she did not sign a contract with Universal.
Reginald Denny in "The Cheerful
Fraud." A New York dramatic
One of the greatest attributes an
critic, reviewing the picture, said :
actress can have is versatility. The
We confess ... we should like to see a fans soon tire of any one who conlittle more of Gertrude Astor. To our
tinuously plays the same type of
mind, this long and limber lady is one of role in the same type of film. Gerthe few really bright comediennes on the
trude Astor was one who had not
screen. We see her this week in the role
been
allowed
variety in her
of a lady blackmailer in which she panto- roles. But whenmuch
George Jessel came
mimes the reasons for her gilded shame —
quite the outstanding sequence of the pic- from New York to make "Ginsberg
ture. ItMiss
is Astor.
about time somebody "discov- the Great'' for Warner Brothers, she
ered"
given a part considerabh' differAnother New York critic said of was ent
from an}' she had done before —
the same production :
the role of a hard-boiled dancing
in a traveling carnival troupe.
The best bit of cinema last week was the girl
And how Gertrude went to it !
scene in w ich Gertrude Astor, as a black"I'm not signing any long-term
mailing gold-digger, told Reginald Denny
the sad, old
sadBythczvay.
tale of her
by contracts now," Miss Astor says.
naughty
Here"betrayal"
was almost
perfect pantomime. The story was entirely "It seems I have earned the right
comprehensible, step by step, as Miss Astor to select the roles I play. The prorevealed the action. She used simple and
ducers seem quite willing to keep me
elementary gestures and facial expressions.
Some of the credit, of course, belongs to busy — first it's one studio, then anDennj'. His reflections of surprise, inother. So I don't worry any more."
credulity and indignation helped put the
Calm, level-headed, Gertrude Asspectators in a receptive mood. I have
tor makes you feel that she is a real
seen many similar scenes largely in. subtitles. Miss Astor and Denny revealed the student of pictures. Her brain
better way. As a matter of fact. Miss
Astor came as close to stealing the picture works with feverish rapidity, yet
as is possible with the capable Mr. IDenn3^. is always Aveighing, assaying, apWith this performance, added to the
praising. She is a paradox of ice
sparkling support Miss Astor gave to
and gentleness, as occasion requires.
Harry
Langdon
in
"The
Strong
Man,"
it
looks as though 1927 ought to be bright But above all, she is an actress whose
with promise for this young lady.
energy knows no bounds. The world
When the blond actress finished will hear a lot more of her in the
her role opposite Harry Langdon, next few years.
tall — five feet nine inches. Most
feminine stars are nearer the fivefoot mark than the six.
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Hollywood
High
Lights
Coniiiiued from page 50
Doug is highly enthusiastic about
"West of the Andes,"' his new film
that was made under the title of
"The Gaucho." He told us that it
is very different in its romantic
A Sequel to "The Three Musketeers." theme from anything else that he has
In view of the fact that "The
Three Musketeers" was one of appeared in. The picture also has a
spiritual note, and in one of the
Douglas Fairbanks' greatest suc- scenes, a miracle is performed and a
cesses, itis good to learn that he is
going to do the sequel thereto, statue of the Madonna comes to life.
"Twenty Years After." This isn't Doug, seeking for some one to enact
just a studio sequel, thought up by this brief bit, had camera tests made
some imaginative scenario writer, of many Hollywood actresses, and
but was written by Alexandre Du- then decided that the only person
mas himself. The story, however, who would satisfy his conception of
is much less widely known than the part was Mary Pickford. So he
prevailed on her to undertake it.
"The Three Musketeers."
marry Jack Reagan, member of a
prominent New York family. It was
also made known that they had been
friends since childhood.
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Adolphe

She was enthusiastic over her
role opposite Adolphe.
Her contract was for the one picture, but she was fully aware of the
great opportunity it presented.
Moreover she was farsighted enough
to realize that playing with Menjou
is excellent training for any actress.
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"BUNN SPECIAL."
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And asof I her
tookface,
a final
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ventory
her fleeting
figure, her
GET RID
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wit, and her manner, it seemed to
OF YOUR
me that it was a lucky break for
Free Trial Treatment
Adolphe, too.
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of persons exercise,
without often
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my Dr.exiieiise.
R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician
What
America
Has Done for Ralph Forbes
state of New York, 280 Fiftli Avenue, N. Y., Desk M
Continued from page 74
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UGtY
He used to tell me amusedly of
"I like to play simple, abo/eboard,
perfectly human characters, fellows how his wife, Ruth Chatterton,
with weaknesses as well as good through association with his English
/orof hairs
evremoved
er!
qualities — and not given to too much friends, was acquiring a foreign
■ttHundreds
ith their roois
in less than
viewpoint and an English accent,
a minute! NU-ART, the new
self-analysis!"
4r
( scientific
far in
Good looking, with blue eyes, whereas he was bending every effort
advance ofpreparation,
temporary issurface
Forbes in person reminds one a bit to become Americanized. He has
^
hair
removers.
Permanentiy
— destroys the growth by gently
of Reginald Denny, though not so undoubtedly succeeded. There wasn't
lifting out the roots until they
cannot
return. Safe. Rapid. Harmmuch on the screen. Intended by
less. Thousands of women are
a single "jolly," "by Jove!" or "old
using it. Formulated by a physician.
his conservative family for business, top" in our whole conversation.
Guaranieed. Only Si. 00. Ask your
he of course became an actor. After
dealer or send coupon for free offer.
If Iorieshaven't
given
pet that
theor hobbies,
bearyouinhismind
making a name for himself on the
English stage, he came to America. even the most inquisitive human
It was while he was appearing in can't find out everything in fifteen
Tl:c AVa Art of Dtilroyiiig Embarraiting Hair.
the New York stage production of minutes, especially when at least ten
of
those
minutes
are
taken
up
with
"Havoc" that he was lured into the
DELFIN. INC., Depi. 119 FREE
movies. He made his debut as John interruptions. Anyway, maybe Mr.
South Orange, New Jersey OFFER
Send
'WITHOUT
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specialme offer,
a $.50 tubeCHARGE,
in "Beau Geste."
Forbes hasn't any pet theories. He
Massage
tubeof DELFIN
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supply
He is keenly athletic, devoting his is too soundly an American!
Skin Tonic. Also the dollar parkase
spare hours to golf, swimming, and
ofName
NU-ART for which 1 enclose $1.00.
And
why
shouldn't
he
be?
He
Address
.....
tennis. He is enthusiastic and has Scotch, French, and Italian
wholesome, with no tragedies or blood. Doesn't that make him about
II City It. Statu
as American as the rest of us?
gloomy moods.

that there are people in the industry
who go round shouting about their
forthcoming epics, when as a matter
of fact they wouldn't be able to distinguish between epic and ipecac."
Her scornful tone was a delight.
"But there is something about this
that does fascinate," she went on.
"Much as a snake fascinates a bird,
you know. I fancy myself as the
bird. Rather a pretty thought. And
the great god cinema is the snake.
A nice snake, of course, if you're
working. But such a mean reptile if
you're broke and hungry and looking
for a part. Don't I know !"
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Poor

Little Rich
Continued from page 23

ing. Among the ships in that film,
he saw the boat he wanted.
He came to California to see if the
Paramount company would sell it to
him, only to find that it had been
sunk ol¥ Catalina. And then, while
looking around Hollywood, quite as
any tourist would, the desire to visit
a studio hit him. He tried to get
CORONA
m
COLORS

Now— -Utility,
Good

plus

Taste

The Corona store in your town
is now displaying the new Duco
finished machines — the very latest
in Personal Writing Machines.
These Rainbow models are finished in softly blending shades of
lavendei", cream, blue, green, scarlet and maroon, with texture panels, to harmonize with the fittings
of your writing desk or with the
color scheme of your library or
living room. Smooth Duco finish, satiny nickel trimmings and
artistic lines now make Corona a
worthy ornament to have in any
home.
Meanwhile, no item of utility
has been left out. Corona is still the
same convenient, durable, trustworthy machine you have always
known and liked, plus added refinements of greater speed, lighter
touch and smoother operation.
Mail the coupon for latest folder
showing actual colors for the new
machines.
L. C. Smith & Corona Typewriters, Inc.
411 E. Washington St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Please send me your latest literature showing the new Duco finished Coronas in actual colors.
Name
Address

into several as a visitor, but couldn't.
So then, he applied at the Fox studio
for a job as day laborer and was
turned down. The giteman there
advised hirh: to go to Universal.
"They'll take almost anybody," he
said.
So our hero started for Universal
City. It was near there that he gave
the aforementioned young man a lift
and took him to luncheon. And
through this young man, he met
Gladden James, whose tales of the
studios and their people fired him
with the determination to break into
the movies.
During the next three months he
had sixty days of work — really a
ver}' high average for an extra. He
worked in "Sorrell and Son," "The
Wise
'"Dearie,"
others.Wife,"
He even
worked and
for several
a few
days derinthe "We're
undirectionAllof Gamblers,"
James Cruze,
who made "Old Ironsides." But to
Cruze he was just one more extra,
and Stokes didn't bother him with
the story of how "Old Ironsides" had
been indirectly responsible for luring
one more young hopeful into the
movies.
Ultimately, Sylvanus Stokes, Jr.,
wants to learn a lot about the technical side of motion pictures, so that
he can buy a boat and go ofif to the
far corners of the world to make
pictures of his own. But first he
wants to succeed as a player.
"I've met a lot of people in pictures," he told
like much
off me,
the "who
screen don't
but look
who

Boy!

years, only to be taken up frantically
later, and featured.
Unlike the average extra, he has
a charming home and is in a position
to entertain people of prominence.
Dolores del Rio and her husband, Edwin Carewe and his wife, Claire
Windsor, Lois Moran, Johnny Hines
—tend
innumerable
picture
celebrities
at-'
his parties.
But that
does not
mean the\' will give him a chance in
their pictures.
As for his movie qualifications,
you never can tell without an exhaustive film test. And you sometimes can't tell even then, as proved,
for instance, by the well-known story
of Charlie Farrell's being turned
down by Paramount just one week
before the}' hired him for "Old IronBreaking into the movies is all a
gamble, regardless of qualifications.
Here is a chap who is young and
sides."
good
looking, but it is going to be a
lot of trouble for some one to find
out whether he can act or not. The
econom}^ wave is on. and one of the
easiest ways of rolling up overhead
is to waste time coaching a beginner
in the tricky essentials of acting before the camera.
Besides, most of the casting agents
in Hollywood would rather give the
available jobs to those who really
need the money. However, there
are also directors with social aspirations who might favor young Stokes,
so he gets about an even break.
If he does get a chance, and should
happen to make a tremendous hit,

you needn't congratulate me on being one of those who was always
sure the bo}' would make good. I
am not. All I know is that he is
nice looking, charming in manner,
certainly photograph well. Maybe I and ambitious — and I've seen people
am one of those lucky ones that the getBut
by with
even less.
if he should step into
camera will endow with qualities I
a place that rightfully belongs to
don't actually possess. I want to
find out. It's worth trying, any- some poor straggler to whom it
means bread and butter, I should
And later, to m)^ inevitable ques- like to see Stokes succeed. Not so
tion of how long he meant to stick much for his sake as for that of
itway."
out, he answered, "A year. That others. For if Stokes' interest in
ought to be long enough. If, at the films is nurtured, some day an expeend of a year of extra work, no didition will go off to make pictures
rector in the whole business has seen
unhampered by studio restrictions,
fit to give me even a bit, I'll give it and we might have a fair chance of
as hopeless."
up But
I don't believe he really will. gaining another "Nanook," or another "Chang." And to promote any
The movies have got him. And the
longer he stays in Hollywood, the circumstance that might bring that
more tales he will hear of people who about, I'm willing to let a few actors
were turned down on all sides for
go hungry.
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CLASSIFIED
Agents and Help Wanted
AGENTS — $60-$125 A WEEK. Free samples.dows.
Gold Metallic
lettersLetter
for stores
winCo., and
428 office
N. Clark,
Chicago.
BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. Every
owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. ples.
WriteAmerican
for Monogram
particulars Co.,
and Dept.
free sam170,
East Orange, N. J.
EARN $10 DAILY silvering mirrors, plating, refinishing
metalware,
headlights, chandeliers, bedsteads.
Outfits furnished.
Decie
Laboratories, 225 Varick St., New York.
WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
/OOO, bt. JLOUIS, Mo.
$75.00 WEEKLY TO INTRODUCE "Chieftain" 3for .$4.95
Guaranteed
Tailored
Full working
outfit
Free Your
own Shirts.
shirts
Free. Cincinnati Shirt Company, Lane 19210,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
i
AGENTS — We start you in business and
help you succeed. No capital or experience
needed. Spare or full time. You can earn
$50-$100turers,weekly.
WriteNewMadison
564 Broadway,
York. Manufac-

ADVERTISING

How to Entertain
Help Wanted— Male
MEN, GET FOREST RANGER JOB ;
PLAYS,
comedies
revues, acts,
min$125-$200 mo. and home furnished ; permastrel music,Musical
blackface
skits, and
vaudeville
nent ;hunt, fish, trap. For details write Nor- monologs,
dialogs,
recitations,
entertainments,
ton, 208 Temple Court, Denver, Colo.
musical reading, stage handbooks, make-up
goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison &
EARN $120 to $250 monthly, expenses paid Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 132, Chicago.
as Railway Traffic Inspector. We secure
position for you
afteror completion
of 3 months'
home-study
course
money refunded.
ExPatents and Lawyers
cellent opportunities. Write for Free Booklet,
CM-28,
Stand.
Business
Training
Inst.,
Buffalo. N. Y.
MEN W.ANTING OUTDOOR WORK, qualify for forest ranger position. Start $125
month : cabin and vacation ; patrol the forests,tion.
protectWritetheMokane,
game ; give
Dept.tourists
M-10, informaDenver,
Colo.
ALL MEN-WOMEN, 18-55, wanting Government positions, commence $110-$250
month,
write Bureau,
for Frev,308,
copySt."How
Qualify."
Instruction
Louis,to Mo.
Help Wanted — Female
$6 — $18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tops
at home, experience unnecessary , particulars
for
stamp.
Grange,
Ind. Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaCoins, Stamps, Etc.

REPRESENT auto seat cover manufacturers ;make $125 weekly ; biggest commissions paid daily ; lowest prices, highest quality ; elaborate outfit free. Marvelo Co., 330
S. Paulina St., Chicago.

OLD MONEY WANTED — Do you know
that Coin Collectors pay up to $100.00 for
certain U. S. Cents? And high premiums for
all rare coins? We buy all kinds. Send 4c
for Large Coin Folder. May mean much
SEND NAME, ADDRESS ON POSTCARD. profit
to you. Numismatic Co., Dept. 440,
Free introductory copy Salesology Magazine : Ft. Worth,
Tex.
contains 1000 money making opportunities
offered by big reliable firms ; no obligation.
Salesology Magazine, Desk B236, 500 No. Dearborn, Chicago.
Farm Lands
YOU ARE WANTED TO RESILVER
Mirrors at Home. Immense profits plating
auto parts, tableware, etc. Write for information. Sprinkle, Plater, 333, Marion, Indiana.

You
Own

Ir.;!. J. Jlji> x o — \v n re lor ijuiuc isuuKa u.iiu
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing inventions.
Send model
or sketch ofFree.
invention for Inspection
and J.Instructions
Terms reasonable.
Victor
Evans Co., 767
Ninth, Washington, D C.
INVENTORS — Write for our guide book,
"How to Get
Your Send
Patent,"
of
invention
blank.
modelandor evidence
sketch for
Inspection sonable.
and Randolph
Instructions
Free.
Terms
rea& Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.
Detectives Wanted
MEN — Experience unnecessary ; travel ;
make secret investigations ; reports ; salaries ;
expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner, 2190 Broadway, New York.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDill^

Like

to

Have

Your

Business?

TO HAVE an extra, independent income? To work whenever it suits your convenience? Make a host of new friends
and gain valuable experience from contact with other
people? Have money to buy the 101 things you've alwaj's
wanted
but from
felt you
af¥ord?
happiness
that
comes
doingcouldn't
something
really Know
worth the
while?
Then our easy money-making plan offers a splendid opportunity to gratify your desires. Hundreds of men and
women, young and old, 95% of whom were inexperienced
beginners when they started, are earning substantial profits. You can also. All you need is a few spare hours to
take care of the new and renewal subscriptions for Sport
Story, Picture Play, Far West Illustrated, and Complete
Stories.
IMMEDIATE

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

$10 IS ALL I ASK DOWN ON 20 ACRES
in Mich. Potato Belt. Very easy terms.
Near markets, lakes, and streams. Write for
particulars
now.Bldg.,
G. Chicago.
W. Swigart, S-1276
First Natl. Bank
Illlllllilll

Wouldn't

PATENTS.
Send sketch
or model
preliminary examination.
Booklet
free. for
Hi^^hest
references.
Best
results.
Promptness
assured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.

PROFITS

You begin earning money at once — the very first hour 3'ou
start. Besides liberal cash commissions, you also receive
monthly bonus checks.
H you feel at all interested send the coupon below. It

costs only a two-cent stamp, but may lead to a substantial
income. We're
so sure
will succeed
everything
you need
free you
of charge.
Every that
day we
you supply
delay
is a money-making opportunity lost, so
MAIL

THIS

COUPON

NOW!

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79-89 Seventh Ave.. New York, N. Y.
1
obligation to me, please send me full details of
I Without
your easy money-making plan.
1
[ NAME . .
I STREET
OITY

STATE
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House

Copyrights

The biggest and fastest selling
line of cloth-covered books. Ask
your druggist — your bookseller to
show you any of these latest titles.
There's something doing all the
while in a "CH" book. These
books which have never before
been published were written for
men who love the sweep of the
great West, the mysteries of big
cities, the conquest of man over
his environment.
THE SUNSET TRAIL
Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY
Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY, CON MAN
Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER
David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY
Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK
Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID
Robert J. Norton
SUCKER MONEY
Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT
Johnston McCulley
Joseph Montague
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
Frank Lillie Pollock
MIRADOR TREASURE
David Manning
WESTERN TOMMY
Mary Imlay Taylor
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
Emart Kinsburn
THE CARVED TRAIL
William Morton
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
E. Whitman Chambers
Johnston
McCulley
THE AVENGING TWINS
Joseph Montague
HAWKS OF HAZARD
Frank Lillie Pollock
HONEY OF DANGER
David Manning
BANDIT'S HONOR
Arthur Mallory
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
Joseph Montague
SILVER SPURS

along, but I do hope the part, the
real part I have been longing for,
comes soon."
There are advantages in being a
blonde. Not only do gentlemen prefer them, we hear, but to colored
photography they are well-nigh indispensable. At least, whenever a
producer decides to make a film
reflecting the various hues of nature rather than the black-and-white
images we are familiar with, he
summons a flaxen-haired, pinkcheeked damozel to be his leading
lady.
When Lars Moen heard that Robert Kane had broken his vows to
remain in New York, perjured his
press agent, and gone West to produce pictures, he forthwith took possession of the Cosmopolitan studio,
and Edna Murphy in all . her blond
comeliness traipsed from the Coast
to take part in a series of two-reelers
in color;
Miss Murphy, like many a girl of
to-day, wears a slender chain around
her ankle. Attached to the chain is
a monogrammed silver disk, and for
a time every one at the studio gazed
upon it and wondered. Then one of
those little birds who haunts studios
and most places where there is something to talk about, divulged the fact
that Mervyn LeRoy is her fiance,
which accounted both for the anklet
and the telephone calls from Hollywood between scenes.

rnCLSEA
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^^PUBLISIIER?
79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY

say, when love beckons to the fireside, careers fly out of the window.
All unexpectedly Lya de Putti
packed her steamer trunk and went
back to Europe whence she came a
little over two years ago. Miss de
Putti's Oriental beauty is highly
prized in Germany, and for months
foreign producers have been holding
out inducements for her to return to
the scene of her former triumphs.
The Phoebus company won, and obtaining a two-month leave of absence from Universal, who made
her most recent films, "Midnight
Rose"
and "Buck
sailed merrily
away. Privates," Lya

Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis, not forgetting Baby Gloria,
spent a busy six weeks in Father
Knickerbocker's territory. What
with leisure moments spent at Long
Beach on the sands, evenings at the
theaters, and taking scenes for Harold's new picture, the Lloyds had
few inactive moments while in the
East. He and his camera were to
be found at the Battery, in Lincoln
Romance stalked into the life of Square, Sutton Place, at the Hotel
Richard Barthelmess just at the time Plaza, or among the pleasure seekers at Coney Island, whither every
he was being acclaimed for his splendid work in "The Patent Leather visiting director has turned his
Kid." Romance appeared in the camera during the last few months.
form of a charming, well-bred girl
Once the rain cleared awa)^ — New
who had first won Broadway's at- York's floodgates were wide open
tention in "Love 'Em and Leave
comedian's
— even and
the
'Em" and who afterward earned during
Sabbaththewas
devoted visit
to work,
critical plaudits in the stage pro- early each Sunday morning Lloyd,
his prop taxi and his technical staff
duction of "An isAmerican
Her name
KatherineTragedy."
Wilson. were to be found working away at
One of the most talented of the Pennsylvania Station.

What

Per

younger girls of the stage, an interesting career was predicted for her,
when all of a sudden her mother announced the engagement. Miss Wilson said that her coming marriage
had caused her to give up all thought
of continuing her career, in spite of
the encouragemeiit she had received
— which just goes to show you that
no matter what the feminists may

the Fans Think
Continued from page 12

East dreaming of becoming a great movie
star with producers clamoring for my services, and all that sort of thing.
To-day, I'm working in Hollywood, but
not in the movies — no, in a restaurant,
washing dishes. If I had only listened to
advice, but I wouldn't. Hence, my present
predicament.
But I still love the movies, and I have
met some fine people who are on the screen.
Warner
for films.
instance.
He'salso
as
real and Baxter,
fine as 'he
I have
shaken hands with Richard Dix. He's

qaite as likable as he seems on the screen.
I have met Richard Walling and Marjorie
Beebe. Miss Beebe isn't prominent yet,
but I predict that she will be. She played
a small
in "Ankles
have
had part
a glimpse
of OlivePreferred."
Borden, andI
she is as magnificent and alluring as the
parts she portrays. I have also had
glimpses of Buck Jones, Tom Mix,
Sammy Cohen, Pola Negri, Buddy Rogers
and Charles Farrell. Not one of the stars
I've met has been upstage.
How did I meet them all? Well, I
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merely went up and introduced myself as
being an admirer of their work, which I
am. And I didn't tell them how bad life
seems to me, or what bad breaks I am reThat's my
sown, so ceiving.
I must
reap,ownand lookout.
not kick. I have
Edwin Xobs.
323 West 54th Street, Los Angeles, California.
A Tribute to Myrtle Gebhart.
This is a heartfelt tribute to one of Picture Pl.w's writers — Myrtle Gebhart.
The sincerity of her work is unmistakable and has struck a responsive note in
the
appreciation
of alladore
of the
followers.
The fans
her.magazine's
It is as
one of these that I crave the space publicly to thank her ifor the happiness she
has given me in the past few months.
Myrtle iherself is as sweet and sincere
as her writings. The latter have achieved
their great popularity through their personal appeal — readers alwa3-s feel they
know the interviewer as well as the interviewed. Consequently, her mail bag rivals
in bulk that of any movie star. Fans write
her in appreciation of her work, as well as
for personal advice and assistance; not a
few send her their autograph albums to be
written in. And the marvelous part of all
this is that Myrtle actually does her best
to answer this avalanche of mail. Perhaps she was a fan herself once, or perhaps at 'heart she still is one.
I believe that every fan who has the good
fortune to reach Hollywood looks up ilyrtle Gebhart — and no wonder. The fame
of her sweetness has spread ifar. We have
in Myrtle not the sophisticated publicist
v.-ith jears of hard-boiled newspaper experience behind her, but a very young woman
who gets a thrill out of helping with the
housework when her maid is away, and
devotes much of her time to charity work.
She weaves and auctions beautiful rugs for
the benefit of a convent here.
Congratulations to Picture Play for
the good fortune of having this splendid
writer on its staff, and to all fans who
have built illusions about her, because they
will never be destroyed.
COXSTAXCE RlQUER.
1636 X. Alariposa Avenue, Hollywood,
California.
A New Game for the Fans.
If Tom and Monte Blue in and caught
Mabel Ballin because some one had Ben
Lyon about her, would Tom Meighan it
if he said she was ifoolish?
If Walter Hiers a cab and has Alan Hale
it, and there is just room enough for two,
will Walter and Phyllis Haver ride and
leave Alan and Wyndham Standing?
If Clara Bow got temperamental, would
Garv Cooper up? If not, perhaps James
Kirkwood!
If Gloria gave a party, would she have
Harry Carey in the chairs, Tom Mix the
drinks and Ch'de Cook the food because
Edmund Burns everything? If she had
Louise Dresser, and Norma Shearer hair,
would Sally Long to help?
If some one asked Alary to name a wellknown man, would Mary Pickford?
If Mary Astor, would Bessie Love to let
Lloyd
Hughes racket
her tennis
racket?
Glenn Hunter
if Lloyd
lost W^ould
it? If
she lent it to him again, would she have Kit
Guard
than oneit because
racket? she doesn't Owen Moore
If she saw a hat she wanted, would
Kate Price it? If Seena wanted it too and
they tossed a coin to settle the dispute,
would Seena Owen it?
■
If he took us up in an airplane, would
Cullen Landis safely?
If he wanted to get on the other side of
the river, would Harrison Ford it?

If they were attacked by a bear, would
Joseph Striker and Lewis Leox.\
Stone Weber.
her?
6306 souri.
San Bonita Avenue, St. Louis, MisKing and Queen of Them AIL
This is the first lime that I have written
to "What the Fans Think," though I have
been^a reader of the department for some
time. The purpose of this letter is to boost
Ben Lyon and Colleen Moore, who I think
are by far the best performers on the
screen.
Can any one ever forget Colleen's vivid
Big"- — a
in "So
Peakcwith
portrayal of Sclina
performance
that ranks
the greatest
— or her Sally in "Sally," or her Irene in
"Irene,"
or her
It is not her
faultPatthatinshe"Flaming
was castYouth?"
in such
trivial things as "It Must Be Love,"
"Twinkletoes," "Flirting with Love" and
"Xaughty But Xice." Rather blame it on
the near-sighted .producer "who doesn't
know
stuff."
And hispoor
Ben Lyon ! How I pity hirn.
Very seldom does he get a role that is
suited to him. First X'ational constantly
buries him in such trash as "The New
Comandmment," "The Great Deception,"
"The Tender Hour" and "Winds of
Chance." But then, when he does get a
half-decent
plays as
it ifor
all he's
worth. He role,
was charming
the amateur
detective in "The Perfect Sap ;" he was incomparable in"The Prince of Tempters ;"
■he was wonderful in "Lily of the Dust,"
and he was superb in "The Wages of VirLong may he and Colleen reign as king
and queen of them all !
Elizabeth Gilm.\rtix.
239 vania.
Walnut Street, Dunmore, Pennsyltue."Shakespeare and the Stars.
I have compiled a list of quotations from
Shakespeare to fit the various stars.
The beat
one-and-only
Valentino
"Sweet
chucks,
not the bones
of the— buried;
when he breathed 'he was a man."
Charles
" ...must
the play
world's
stage,
whereChaplin
every — man
a parta
a sad— "one.''
. . . one who loved not
mineX'egri
andPola
wisely,
but too
well." — " . . . and many
Constance
Talmadge
Jasons
came
in
quest
Lillian Gish — " . . .offorher."
the poor rude
world hath not her .fellow."
Douglas Fairbanks — "You have that in
your countenance that I would fain call
■ Greta Garbo — "What's in a name ? That
which we call a rose, by any other name
master."
smell as —sweet."
would
John
" . feed,
. . upon
what
meat
doth
this Gilbert
our Czesar
that he
is grown

Learn

Piano Jlh'Z^H
by Ear
Beginners and Quickly
advanced students
learn
quickly at home — in spare time. Wonderful
Niagara Method clearly shows you how.
Complete course 20 lessons. 10 ye&rs
successful teaching.
R. C.I could
JAMESsit down at the piano
How I used to wishBy that
and pour out the golden syncopation of American
melody,
like thethatjaz2I could
piano beplayers-I
had heard.
used to wish
the popular
one in How
everyI
crowd. But I could not play a note.
Niagara Method Showed Me The Way
somewhereMethod
— just aswhich
you are
readingpiano
this —playing
I read
of TTien
the Niagara
makes
wonderfully
for the
Director
bookit
was
"The right.
Niagarasimple.
Secret."I sentI read
book, Wright's
and I knew
Director
timeI followed
I had caught
on toWright's
his ideas. principles, and in no
So Simple — So Easy — So Delightful
And the best part of it all is that there is nothing hard
about the Niagara Method. In a short time, by followWright'sto principles
and appUcation
by devoting ofa part
of
mying Director
spare
practical
his
course,
I soon time
learned the
to play.
No tiresome scales — no arpeggios to learn — no weary
hours of ercipractice
— nothedo-re-mi
no meaningless
ses. Ifyou know
Niagara— Method,
you can ex-sit
down and reel off any popular song which the highpriced o chestra leaders play in cabarets, clubs, hotels,
dance halls, or theaters.
Clip Coupon Now — Play In Few Months
If you have never played a note, or if you do play —
no matter how well — you too may become a master of
jazz
learning
the simple, wonderful
__ and
__ _melody
_ - _ byNiagara
Method.
f
BOUK coupon
Don'tcret."wait
another
day.
Send the
now
for istheyours
"Niagara
SeThis book
absolutely
FREE, If 10c (coin or stamps) is
enclosed you also receive wonderfial
booklet"HowtoEntertain
atPiano"
Ronald G. Wright, Director
Niagara
School
of
Music
210 Cleveland Ave., Niagara Falls, N.Y.
CLIP THIS COUPON NOWl
NIAGARA SCHOOL Niagara
OF MUSIC,
Falls,210
N. Y.Cleveland Avenue
Without obligation mail me 'your
'The Niagrara SeHow book*
to Entertain
cret."enclose
I
10c for book' Howl
" ' ' at' Piano"
Street _
City

-Staze^

Adolphe Menjou — " ... the glass of
so great?"
form."
mold of
fashion
Mary and
Astorthe— "Get
thee to a nunnery,
X'^oah Beery — . . . men . . . become
much more the better for being a little
Ealite and Four
Greta Xissen — "W^hat stars do spangle
Sapphires
heaven with such beauty, as those two
If You Can Tell it
eyes
Roybecome
d'Arcy that
— " heavenly
. . . that face?"
one may smile From a diamond!
—Send It Backij
andHollywood
smile, and
bad."
— "be. .a . villain."
more sinned against Startling' introductory offer on brilliant RallteOrange
b I o:
Have all theof dazzling
sparkle, living Deceive
ra:tU'ow Diamonds
hues, dia*
peV'i,
than sinning." Lea BonixE Drake.
feci
genuine
mond cutexperts.
Your f diamonds.
riend9 will believe tbem even
penaine. 1
^bnui w
Southern Hotel, Brownwood, Texas.
Set Idsheenbeautiful
Feralovplatinum,
mountingaand bavins
Tety
of genuine
pierced eoft,
in Send
veryvellatest^■"'^••w
desl^tia.
yotir
name
and
About Sheiks and Such Things.
SEND NO MONEY! address,
ring fsead
number and size
of paper only
fitting
to end around(t^ofinger).
deposit
with pogtman
£1.98.endorder
plusposUge.
for S3.OnWear
SO) arrival
Orringsendfor
$1.93
Why, oh why don't we hear more about strip
cash,
check
ordelighted
money
and
we paySatisfaction
postage.
five
Walter Pidgeon? Here is a perfectly fas- days.
If
not
send
It
back.
guaranteed
cinating, unusually handsome young man deposit refunded* Make test at oar risk. Send for ring todav.or
FERRY
&
CO.
Dept.
1
750
Chicago*
IIU
who, to my mind, is the most interesting
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Tales of the West, of Love and
Mystery and Adventures on sea
and land — you can have them now,
fresh from the pens of your favorite authors. They are real
books, too — no reprints of oldtimers but new books bound in
cloth, with handsome stamping and
jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask
your bookseller to show you some
of the books Hsted below —

The Brand of

Good Books

THE SUNSET TRAIL
Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY
Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY, CON MAN
Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER
David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FftOM SHANTY CREEK
Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID
Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY
Robert
Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C.H. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT
Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
Joseph Montague
MIRADOR TREASURE
Frank Lillie Pollock
David Manning
WESTERN TOMMY
Mary Imlay Taylor
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
Emart Kinsburn
THE CARVED TRAIL
William Morton
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
E. Whitman Chambers
Johnston McCulley
THE AVENGING TWINS
Joseph Montague
HAWKS OF HAZARD
Frank
Lillie Pollock
HONEY OF DANGER
David Manning
BANDIT'S HONOR
Arthur Maliory
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
Joseph Montague
SILVER SPURS
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personality since Valentino, and yet never
a word do we read about him. Something
really ought to be done about it.
Ronald Colman is very popular here in
Australia as are also Richard Dix and
Ramon Novarro, but as none of John
Gilbert's later and most popular pictures
have
been chance
shown 'Tiere
yet we
not
had much
of seeing
and have
judging
the dashing John for ourselves.
Before I close I would like to hand
bouquets to Doug Fairbanks, especially for
his "Black Pirate," and Richard Talmadge,
who though not generally appreciated, is
an extremely charming and amusing actor,
and finally an extra large bouquet to Picture Play for being the most interesting
movie magazine in the world.
Miss Nobody.
23 Knutsford Street, North Perth, West
Australia.

Another Scotch Joke?
I really cannot decide whether "Annie
Laurie" was a joke, or an insult to poor
old Scotland. Annie Laurie lived years
after the Glencoe Massacre and in another
part of the country. To quote one of the
Glasgow
papers,
"Thecompared
Massacreto
of
Glencoemorning
was a mild
affair
the massacre of Scottish history in this

Hollywood
You shouldpicture."
just have heai"d the yells of
laughter of the people around me. Don't
j'ou picture people ez'cr try to be like the
people you are impersonating? Pip.
Glasgow, Scotland.
The Battle is Still On!
This is in answer to Irene Hart. You
poor thing ! Any one who cannot appreciate John Gilbert's acting needs great
sympathy. Of course, he is not a saint!
From One Who Really Knows.
We grant you that. But when viewing
Believe- it or not, 'girls, but Roy d'Arcy, perfect acting, do we need to go into
that villain of the screen, is quite a hand- the private affairs of a perfect actor to
some chap, and his much-talked-of cynical
We, too, art?
love Miss Joy, and should be
smile is a friendly one ofT screen. He has appreciate
a dandy voice and sings joyously when he sincerely happy were there to be reconciliation there. But we are not positive it was
is at leisure.
Roy d'Arcy is a classy
dresser
and a gentleman.
entirely
Mr. Gilbert's fault. Do you know
Between you and me, hardly any girl that it was? About two years ago we
read
where
Gilbert spoke affectionately
with a severe boyish boib is really attrac- of the dear Mr.
little girl. Since that time he
tive, but gay, friendly Leatrice Joy stands
the test. While just pretty with her slick has been quoted as having been to see her
haircomb, I am sure that she would be a often. Do j'ou know that he has not?
We are holding our breath to see how
beauty with more hair on her head.
A beauty among beauties is Vilma Banky, badly hurt Mr. Gilbert is by "all this crazy
stuff."work
We wasdo not
agree
his
and I don't mean maybe. Of a sweet and finest
donewith
with you
Missthat
Garbo,
shy disposition, Vilma is in every sense an but have
never
seen
him
do
anything
we
ideal woman. There is nothing actressy
could call crazy or stuff!
about her appearance.
A Southern Girl.
Charles Delaney — you saw him in "Frisco
Sally Levy" — is a brick of a fellow. His
A Defense of American Stars.
smile is an "ever-ready" one, his personality is most pleasing — good looking,
I have stood it long enough, hearing our
manly, and he has a splendid physique. I
American actresses called "mere clothes
can'twillsaybecome
enough famous
about him.
I'm sure
that racks." When I saw John Leo's letter in
he
and that
the male
this department in a recent issue I could
as well as the female fans are going to not
hold it in any longer. The idea of
enjoy this chap on the screen. Nothing even comparing Pola Negri with Nortna
high hat about Charles, and always in a Shearer and Esther Ralston gets me.
good humor on the set.
Laura La Plante is one of the reasons Norma and Esther are two of our best
actresses. I don't care what any one says
why
preferandblondes."
hair about them that is not in their favor — it is
is as ''gentlemen
yellow as corn,
she sure isHerpretty.
not so.
I was spellbound as I gazed at this little
So Olive Borden is insipid, is she? Well,
lady.
She certainly
has "It." Gloria Swan- that's the first I have ever heard about it.
I thought
I was admiring
son, but soon found out that it was none She has nev-r appeared in any pictures
other than Pauline Starke. The resem- which were insipid. I like all of the American actresses that he likes and dislikes, exblance isstartling. She is a niftj- dresser,
Lois Moran. She is a poor example
and while Miss Starke is very good to look of anceptAmerican
actress.
at, she impresses me off screen as more of
a business woman than an actress — yet
Yes,
here's
to
the
and
a few foreign stars, American
like Vilmaactresses
Banky and
look what a splendid actress she is !
Renee Adoree ; they tresses.
are Frank
trueM. foreign
"The Extra Boy."
Letton. ac3725^ Clarington Avenue, Palms Sta1217
College
Street,
Columbia,
S. C.
tion, Los Angeles, California.
The Infinite Charm of Dolores.
I've been hoping for some time to see
Dolores Costello get a better chance. Ap, Ishall continue
hoping!
you agree,parentlyCostello
fans, that
she is Don't
being
zvasted? I think she is about perfect, and
the screen's best bet just now, and look
at the kind of parts she is getting! They
are the sort that make yon wonder what
good the movies are, anyway — and if you
wouldn't be better off in bed !
There is one young actor whom I have
not seen mentioned here, though he deserves a great big hand. This is Don Alvarado! Watch for him, fans; he's 'going
to make a big hit "right soon!" Some of
the big screen lovers had better watch out,
or they'll
lost Mae
their places
overnightfind! they've
Marrilyn
Edgelow.
Lowther Lodge, Gerrard's Cross, Bucks,
England.

Alas, Poor Ramon!
I should like to thank Miss Joan Perula,
of San Francisco, for her recent letter in
Picture Play. I, too, am growing very
tired of Ramon Novarro. The sickly
piffle now appearing in one magazine has
caused me to cancel my subscription to
that publication. We all know every star
must have a certain amount of publicity —
what are press agents for? — and they must
earn their salaries, poor dears. But
"enough is as good as a feast," and I, for
one, like to choose my own favorites and
strongly resent being bullied into admiring
any one.
thetreacle
articles
views are soAlso,
full of
and and
soft intersoap
and Novarro is made such an impossibly
perfect person, that only very simple souls
can possibly believe them. My advice to
his press
: "Go
slow
for aagent
bit. and
Let his
jourmanager
infant isprodigy
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selves, why, I ask, does she deny them the
same high feeling for their mother country,
that she bears for hers?
Meanwhile, my thanks, Miss Perula. I
Film producers do not make film stars :
again."
am glad to find one fan who has brains the film public does that, through the box
to think for herself.
office.
Elfreda Peel.
H. Margatroyd Farrar.
St. John's Wood, London, England.
Regent Theater, Brighton, Sussex, England.
Another Organist is Heard From.
Gilbert is Shorn of His Crovs^n.
I was very interested in the letter from
a movie organist, published in a recent
What is there to rave over in Jack Gilissue, and I thought that perhaps you
bert, Ishould like to know, to launch such
would care to hear from an organist in
bitter fights between the fans? He is just
England also.
man and actor, and as for all
Having seen so many pictures — it must an ordinary
dramatic love stuff, it is just bunk.
be thousands — no doubt I am hyper- Ithatmuch
prefer seeing Dick Dix in any
critical, but where the average movie fan
sees a certain picture only once, or per- picture. And I would advise those fans
haps twice, I see the same picture three who are always raving about the foreigners
to go see Dick, the most American hero
times a day, and if the picture is showing on
the screen.
all the week, this means eighteen times !
Just think what purgatory this can mean
Also,
those who don't like the foreign
to a poor unfortunate cinema organist, or players had better stop hitting at them all
the
time.
What is the good of saying all
on the other hand, if the film is a good
one, what joy.
sorts of mean things a'bout them when you
I have often been filled with genuine don't have to see them? If a star is playregret on the last screening of a real good
ing whom I don't like, I stay away from
the theater,
but I don't
all my because
friends
film, but what I've said about the rubbish that
particular
star tell
is rotten,
that is sometimes shown — well ! it's a good they that
have
a
right
to
like
them
if
they
job I timescan
"tread on everything" some- want to.
and make
a noise to cover up my
thoughts.
I like Vilma Banky immensely, also
And now just a word or two regarding Greta Nissen .and Renec Adoree. Renee
had better take a few reducing exercises,
Mrs. Olive Thompson's letter in the same though.
issue.
The only foreign player I have
no i:se for is Greta Garbo. She is only a
- It is quite plain for any one to see that vamp
and man chaser. But then the fans
this lady is, above all else, a zealous American patriot, and all honor to her for be^ will rave over anything.
ing so.
I like Connie and Norma Talmadge best,
No\y, we are all victims of circumstance, and I see from some of the letters in recent issues that Connie is quite a favorite
and circumstance has brought these people
to her country, and they have prospered, among the fans. I belong to the Movie
but, in the name of freedom, and the right Fans Friendship Club and have many pen
M. L. H.
of every man or woman, no matter what pals.
Elizabeth, N. J.
their nationality, to think and act for themtry standing on his own legs for a time.
Then if he flops, you can boost him up
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Continued from page 59

"Judgment of the Hills"— F. B. O.
Strong, simple tale of a hard-fisted
mountaineer who is afraid to go to war,
but eventually becomes a hero. Orville
Caldwell and Virginia Valli.
"King of Kings, The"— Producers Distributing. Sincere and reverent visualization of the last three years in the
life of Christ. H. B. Warner dignified and restrained in central role.
Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
Schildkraut, Victor Varcom, and Rudolph Schildkraut.
"Knock=out Reilly" — Paramount.
Richard Dix in an exciting fight film —
his best picture in years. Cast includes Jack Renault, the professional
heavyweight, and Mary Brian.
"Long Pants"— First National. Harry
Langdon both funny and pathetic in
tale of a country boy in his first long
pants who comes under the spell of a
city vamp.
"Love Thrill, The"— Universal. Laura
La Plante in diverting farce of a girl
who poses as the widow of a man
falsely reported dead, and then is confronted by him. Tom Moore is the
man.
"Madame Pompadour" — Paramount.
Colorful film based on the story of Madame Pompadour, favorite of Louis
XV., with Dorothy Gish in the title role,
and Antonio Moreno as a radical poet
who captures her fancy.
"Madame Wants No Children"— Fox.

Grey

the story of mistaken identity and a great love
m
LOVE

STORY

Magazine
NOW

ON

SALE

Ask your news dealer
15c

A

Heart

per

copy

Releases

Foreign film. Sophisticated tale of a
wealthy man's wife whose feverish
quest for excitement leaves her no
time for domesticity.
"Man Power"— Paramount. Richard
Dix in implausible but interesting tale
of a tramp who arrives in a small town,
wins an heiress — Mary Brian — and
saves the town from a bursting dam.
"Monkey Talks, The"— Fox. Unusual
film of a man who poses as a talking
monkey in a circus, and loses his life
saving the girl he loves from a real
monkey. Jacques Lerner and Olive
Borden.
"Mr. Wu" — Metro-Goldwyn. Lon
Chaney in gruesome, slow-moving film
old Chinaman'
of
s revengebyfora
of his daughter
seduction
thea baleful
young Englishman. Renee Adoree and
Ralph Forbes.
"Old San Francisco" — Warner. Oldfashioned melodrama of girl who is
kidnaped by the Chinese, being seved
just in time by the San Francisco earthquake. Dolores Costello and Charles
Emmett Mack.
"Paid to Love" — Fox. Fairly entertaining film of beautiful dancer who is
paid to snare a crown prince, but falls
in love with him. Virginia Valli and
George O'Brien.
"Patenttional.Leather
Kid, The"— in
First
NaRichard Barthelmess
unusually good film of conceited little prize

"Lashray" — a marvelous, new,
dellshtful
preparatloa
scant, thin laslies
actually miUes
grow
to a Ions, sweepini?, curlin??. dense
fringe
otloveliness.
Colorlessand
invisible whenapplied, Perfectly
harmless. No one will know you
use it. Everyone will be attracted to the wonderlul, newj
alluring beauty and soulluldepth ol your eyes.
X iVJ-T^l-*
your is'lashes
■B•■- Hl-VA^J^
> I 1 n I rs-i"r\
T A T make
"Lashray"
positively
long
It must
1 , —guaranteed.
I K I Aquickly
Kr.-' luxuriant
r Kbeautifully
and
or it won't cost you a
single Eyes,"
penny.andWrite
today for freeGUARANTEE.
beauty booklet. "AllurJEER
Ray ing
Laboratories,
€48 N. TRIAL
ryiichigan Ave., Suite C OFFER.
Chicago
BeautifuB Complexion
IN 15 DAYS
Clear
your complexion
whiteheads,
red spots, ofenlaipimples,
ged pores,blackheads,
oily skin
and other blemishes. I can give you a complexion soft, rosy,Av.ldo
clear, itinajew
velvety beyond
yuur
fondest
dream.
days.
My
method is different. No cosmetics, lotions,
salves,
soaps,
ointments,
plasters,
bandages,
> / masks,
vapor sprays,
rollerfiNothing
cr otherto
Implements.
Noinjure
oiet, massapc,
no fasting.
take.
the
mostYou delicate
skin.
rSend forCannot
m'/ Free
Booklet.
obli.- ..gated.
Sc/id
?io money.
Just getare thenot facts.
Dorolliy Ray 646 N. Michigan Blvd. Suite 69, Chicago
ASHFUy
"Shame on you!" Are you nervous,
embarrassed in company of the other
sex? Stop bein^ s/iy of strangers. Conof vour superiors.
Bequertheterrible
cheerful and/^tarconfident
of your
future! Your faults easily overcome
soSendyou25c.
can forenjoythislifeamazing
to the fullest.
booK*
G12RfCHARO
Flatiron BLACKSTONE
Bldg, New York ,
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Play Tune in 10 Minutes
New Amazing
i SO
DAT
INSTRUMENTS
TRIAL
New Kind of E-Z Playing
Tenor
MandolinBanjo,
and Ukulele,
Guitar
©quipped
with
esclusiveyoupatented
invention
that
enables
to play
tunes in a few minutes. Simple
as
A.at B.once.
C. PreeB'keye
and
play
tuneS
No ioug
knowledge
ofot musio
required.
No
montha
tire*
eorae practice.
No expenaive
IeB»
Bons.
Pltiy by bynambera
at firstlearn
note
ically towhileplaypUvme
tunes.automat*
Popularaty!
Money
Aetonish
friends.Big
Be center
at all parties. Produce
tarmony, youreyncopated
jazz.
Loadsof attraction
of funl Money-makine
chancea.rich
10
DAY
TRIAL—
EASY
TERMS
^^l^«uS
«nnothing.
SpecialIf10-Day
tunescen'<:s
at oncea orday.trialSend
costsforyou
eatiefied,FreepayTrialat Offer.
rate -Play
ofof E-Zfew
Playing InstrumentB.
Contains
^ biginstrument,
money-Baving
values.
(If
have
Free
CatalogI
can secureSendE-Zyoutodays
Playins Method eeparately.) You riek r othing. No youobligation.
FERRY Si CO., Pept. 9750, Chicago, U. S. A.

Tonr choice ofUnderwood,
the World's Rembeet
typewritersloBlOD. Oliver — fullrebuilt
eize, late
iDodet
end
refinienedcompletely
brand Dew. Pricea
■maabed dowa to hall. Act-Quick,

'2
and
it'sand your
3a3t
send
your CATALOG
name
address sand deBcribinfir
we will mail
oor
complete
FREE
and yoQ
ebowin^
actual pbotoKraphs
of each prepaid,
beautiful fully
machine in full colors
Tells
•very
detail
of
our
direct-ro~you
small-payment
plan.
Write
now
tremendoua savinff. No obligation whatever. Still time if you act now.fo9
International Typewriter Exchange.
186-188 W. Lake Street. Department 1273, CUcago. HI.
A PERFECT

LOOKING NOSE
Can Easily be Yours
Trades Model No. 25
corrects quickly,
now all painlessly,
ill-shaped
noses
permanently,
and
comfortably at home. Itappliance
is the
only nnseshaping
of precise adjustment and
a safe
and that
guaranteed
patent device
will actually
give youOvera 90,000
perfect satisfied
looking
nose.
users. mended
Forby physicians.
years recom-16
years of experience
in manu-Is
facturing Nose Shapers
at your service.
Model 25 jr. for children.
Awarded Prize Hedal by
Exposition^
London,
Enpland,
Write a forperfect
testimonind\oBe.freeM.booklet,
which
tells
you
how to obtain
TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist lookt. 2921
BInghamton, N. Y,

Hi^ Schoo] Course
You can complete
in 2 Years this
simplified High
School
insthe
ide of twoleading
years.profesaiona.
Meeta all reanlrements
forCourse
entranceat home
topractical
college
and
This
and
thirty-eix
courses are described in our Free Bulletin. Send other
for it TODAY,
AMERICAN SCHOOL
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smartestMagazinein
mostinteresting-,
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10 weeks and
for
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Special
introductory
offer.
No magalike
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Full
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pictures
and
the best most popular fiction for all members of
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hose without
You
can
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thedifference
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then sleep,
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389 Fifth Avenue New Yo

fighter who tries to evade the war, is
drafted, proved a coward, but finalljredeemed by a heroic act.
"Poor Nut, The"— First National.
Jack Mulhall in consistently amusing
college film of shy botany student who
pretends to his girl that he is an athletic hero and has a bad time living up
■.'isit
to it him.
when she unexpectedly comes to
"Prince of Head Waiters, The"—
First National. Interesting though unbelievable film of glorified head waiter
with a son in high societj' who does
not know his father. Lewii Stone,
Robert
Agnew, Lil3-an Tashman, and
Ann Rork.
"Resurrection" — United Artists.
Faithful
film Dolores
version del
of Rio
Tolstoy's
famous novel.
and Rod
La Rocque both excellent in poignant
story of a Russian peasant girl whose
love for a thoughtless young prince
leads to her downfall.
"Rolled Stockings" — Paramount.
Lively college picture of the conventional type, pleasingly played by James
Hall, Louise Brooks, Richard Arlen,
and Nancy Phillips.
"Rookies" — Metro-Goldwyn. Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur immensely
funny as two bitter enemies in a military training camp. Marceline Day is
the girl.
"Rough House Rosie" — Paramount.
Clara Bow romps amusingly through
foolish, far-fetched story of a Tenth
Avenue
society. hoyden who breaks into high
"Running
W. of
C.
Fields
in his Wild"—
element Paramount.
in clever farce
downtrodden husband and father who
eventualh'
into his own. Mary
Brian is thecomes
heroine.
"Satin Woman, The"^ — Lumas. Mrs.
Wallace Reid in well-acted film of
mother who, to save her flapper daughter from a foolish marriage, steps in
and vamps the daughter's beau.
"See You in Jail" — First National.
Moderately amusing farce of a millionaire's son who goes to jail and,
while there, devises an invention which
revolutionizes his father's business.
Jack Mulhall and Alice Day.
"Singed" — Fox. Blanche Sweet and
Warner Baxter both capital in picture
of a mining-town girl's desperate struggle to keep from
her ne'er-do-well
sweetheart
jilting her forwealthy
a society debutante.
"Slaves of Beauty"— Fox. Full of
laughs. Story of a beautj^ shop that
starts in the slums and ends on Fifth
Avenue, with the usual triangle developing. Margaret Livingston, Olive Tell,
Richard Walling, and Holmes Herbert.
"Special Delivery" — Paramount. Eddie Cantor proves himself one of the
foremost comedians of the screen in
highly entertaining film of a nervous
mailman. Jobyna Ralston and William
Powell.
"Stolen Bride, The"— First National.
Gorgeous film of a bejeweled princess
who remains true to her childhood love
for a gardener's son. Billie Dove and
Lloyd Hughes.
"Ten
Modern
—
Paramount.
Esther Commandments"
Ralston and Neil
Hamilton in very good picture of theatrical life, ,based on the romance of
a chorus girl and a young composer.
"Tillie the Toiler" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Flimsy film based on the comic strip.

Marion Davies excellent as the giddy,
gum-chewing office girl who takes her
choice between a millionaire and a
more lowly suitor.
"Topsy and Eva" — United Artists.
Hilarious but too long. The wellknown Duncan sisters in a film version
of their musical-comedy burlesque of
"Uncle Tom's Cabin."
"Twelve Miles Out" — Metro-Go'.dwyn.
John Gilbert in tale of what happens
when a swaggering, ruthless bootlegger
and a haughty society girl, Joan Crawford, are thrown together on the
former's rum-running sloop.
"Unknown, The" — Aletro-Goldwyn.
Lon Chaney in melodrama of the supposedlj' annless man in a circus who,
to win the girl he loves, actually does
have his arms amputated, only to find
her about to marry his rival. Joan
Crawford and Norman Kerry.
"Venus of Venice" — First National.
Con-stance Talmadge in gay yarn of
picturesque Venetian beggar maid who
is also a thief, eventually reformed by
the rich Antonio Moreno.
"Wings" — Paramount. Spectacular
picture of the heroism of the aviators
in the World War. Marred only by a
weak
Clara
Bow, story.
Richard"Buddy"
Arlen, Rogers,
and Jobyna
Ralston.
"Yankee Clipper, The" — Producers
Distributing. William Boj^d and Elinor
Fair in beautifully filmed but trivial
sea picture, based on the maritime rivalry between the United States and
England in the middle of the nineteenth century.
RECOMMENDED— WITH
RESERVATIONS.
"Afraid to Love" — Paramount. Polite but tepid comedj'' of titled Englishman who marries a girl just to inherit some money and of course falls
in love with her. Clive Brook and
Florence Vidor.
"After Midnight"— AIetrb-Goldw)-n.
Uninspired picture of a prim and proper
cigarette
her who
wild isshow-girl
ter, and agirl,
crook
reformed sisby
the heroine. Norma Shearer, Lawrence
Gray, and Owen Lee.
"Bitter Apples" — Warner. Meaningless picture of a girl who marries a
Loy. out of revenge and then falls in
man
love with him. Monte Blue and Myrna
"Blood Ship, The" — Columbia. Sinister sea story full of bloodshed and revenge. Not very skillftiUy done. Hobart
Bosworth,
ard Arlen. Jacqueline Logan, and Rich"Broadway Nights" — First National.
Lois Wilson miscast as gawky, ignorant girl who marries a vaudeville actor, becomes a big success, and is
temptedband by
richtheproducer,
rushinga to
rescue. with hus"Brute, The"— Warner. Monte Blue
in implausible picture of genial, simple-souled cowboy who kisses a girl,
then makes the horrible discovery that
she works in a dance hall!
"Climbers, The"— Warner. Irene Rich
in dull, meandering tale of innocent
Spanish duchess who is maliciously
compromised, then banished to Porto
Rico, where she falls in love with a
sneering bandit.
"Dance Magic" — First National. Obscure, archaic film of country girl who
comes to the big city to be an actress,
with
dire results. Pauline
Starketheandusual
Ben Lyon.
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"Demi=Bride,
Nonna
Shearer The"—
miscastMetro-Goldwyn.
in role of a
mincing young French girl who steals
her Carmel
stepmother's
and
Myers. beau. Lew Cody
"Fast and Furious" — Universal. Typical Reginald Denny film, but not up to
his usual mark. Story of a young man
afraid of automobiles who is forced
into a race in order to win his girl.
"Fighting Love" — Producers Distributing. Slow-moving film involving the
amorous mix-up in the middle of the
desert of an Italian princess and three
men. Jetta Goudal, Victor Varconi, and
Henry B. Walthall.
"Gingham Girl, The" — F. B. O. Lois
Wilson in innocuous film of sweet country lass who sells homemade cookies in
the city and attracts the eye of a villain in spats.

son Ford in mediocre farce of a society tomboy and a young author, who
start off by hating each other.
"Notorious Lady, The"— First National. Conventional society melodrama beginning in London and ending
in South Africa. Lewis Stone and Barbara Bedford are the husband and wife
eventually reconciled.
"Orchids and Ermine" — First National. Colleen Moore wasted in thin,
unamusing tale of a switchboard operator who marries a rich young man
posing as a valet. Jack Mulhall is the
young man.
"Painting the Town" — Universal.
Glenn Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller in
an energetic but tiresome comedy of a
smart-aleck
lies" girl. young inventor and a "Fol-

"Lovers"— Metro-Goldwyn. Ramon
Novarro and Alice Terry in disappointing picture showing the damage done
by malicious gossip.
"Matinee Ladies"— Warner.
McAvoy and Malcolm McGregorMayin
slow, dull film about a cigarette girl
and a law student who hires himself
out as a professional dancing partner.
"Moon of Israel"— F. B. O. Heavy,
spectacular German film,
laid in biblical times and based on the love story of
an Egyptian Pharaoh's son. Cast inchal. cludes Maria Corda and Arlette Mar-

"Rejuvenation Old-fashioned
of Aunt Mary, farce
The" —of
Pathe-DeMille.
speed demon who deceives his aunt into
believing he's a doctor, and has to
hastily improvise a sanitarium when
she suddenly pays him a visit. May
Robson, Harrison Ford, and Phyllis
Haver.
"Sea Tiger, The" — First National.
Silly film, laid in the Canary Islands,
of two brothers, a girl they both love,
and a trouble-making vamp from
Broadway. Milton Sills, Mary Astor,
and Larry Kent.
"Secret Studio, The"^ — Fox. Crude,
old-fashioned attempt at the risque.
An innocent country girl comes to the
city and is duped by a wicked artist.
Olive Borden, Ben Bard, and Clifford
Holland.
"Tender Hour, The"— First National.
Silly film of American girl who is
tricked into marriage to a dissolute
Russian prince, though in love with a
young American. Billie Dove, Ben
Lyon, and Montagu Love.
"Vanity" — Producers Distributing.
Leatrice Joy in absurd film of high-hat
society girl who snubs a sailor and suffers for it by being kidnaped by him on
the eve of her marriage. Charles Ray
and Alan Hale.
"When a Man Loves" — Warner. John
Barrymore in a stagy, artificial screen
version
of "Manon
Lescaut,"cavalier
the taleandof
the troubles
of a French
his flirtatious mistress. Dolores Costello miscast as Manon.
"Whirlwind
of Youth,picture
The"— Paramount. Uninteresting
of a

"Night Bride, The"— Producers Distributing. Marie Prevost and Harri-

young
English up
girl's
shattered
romance,
later patched
during
the war.
Lois
Moran and Donald Keith.

"Heart of Salome, The"— Fox. Gaudy,
heavily dramatic film of an alluring
European adventuress who helps a
vv^icked baron in his nefarious operations, until reformed at last by an athletic young American. Alma Rubens
and- Walter Pidgeon.
"Heart Thief, The"— Producers Distributing. Dull film of a Hungarian
peasant girl who marries a rich old
landowner, is almost compromised by
his scheming relatives, but is saved in
time by the handsome hero. Lya de
Putti and Joseph Schildkraut.
"High Hat"— First National. Foolish
satire on the motion-picture world,
with Ben Lyon and Mary Brian cast to
disadvantage , in a silly plot.
"Lonesome Ladies" — First National.
Slow, silly picture of a wife who, to
spite her husband, flounces off with a
villain, but is rescued at the critical moment. Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis
Stone.

Information, Please
Continued from page 102
m St. Paul thirty-two years ago, and is a will find most of these given in this debachelor. He is a brunette, six feet tall, and
partment from time to time.
weighs one hundred and eighty-five pounds.
Smiles.
—
You do like to collect pictures
His new pictures include "Paradise for
Two," "Knock-out Reilly," "Man Power," of the less prominemt ones oif the screen,
and
His real name is don't you? Fancy even wanting one of me,
Pete "Shanghai
Brimmer. Bound."
Marie Prevost
was born when I haven't had one taken since those
in Sarnia, Canada, twenty-nine years ago. snapshots
Cousin Rupert and 'I took leanShe is five feet four inches tall, weighs
ing against the barn at the age of eleven.
one hundred and twenty-three pounds, and Virginia Gray is the child who plays Little
has dark hair and blue eyes. Her recent Eva in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Pete Morrison, Lotus Thompson, Fred Humes, and
films include "For Wives Only," "Man
Edna Marian are all working at UniverBait,"
and
"The
Night
Bride."
"
Write
to
the stars themselves for their photographs
sal. Baby Peggy is touring in vaudeville.
— addresses are given in the list at the Rin-Tin-Tin works at the Warner studio,
"Our Gang" at the Hal Rnach studio, Culend
of this
department.
I haven't ofspace
for the
descriptions
and) histories
the
ver City, California. I believe there are no
.sixteen plr.yers you ask about. But you Finnish movie stars in this country.

mm
Sedan

Someone free,
who answers
ad willDereceive,
absolutely
a fully ttils
equipped
Luxe 14
Model Nash
Sedan,
or
full
value
preferred ($1,085.00). In addition into cash
this ifNash
Sedan
we
give
away,
'absolutely
free,
a
latest
model Chevrolet Coach or its cash valtie
($595,00),
Phono- 19
graph, aSisa Brunswick
Tube, SinglePanatropo
Dial Freshman
Radio,
a Corona
Portable
Typewriter
—of
many
other
valuable
prizes
and
Hundreds
Dollars in Cash.
8
Solve This Puzzle
The numbers in the squares to the right spell
two words. The alphabet ia numbered. A ia 1,
Btwois 2,words
C is 3,are?etc.Wlien
Can youyou make
out what
send tho
me 19
your
answerSedan
rightoraway.
It maydoin this,
mean
the Nash
$1,400.00
cash. winning
$315.00 Cash For Promptness
In addition
to theprizes
two automobiles,
theof
many
other
valuable
and Hundreds
Dollars
in
Cash,
we
are
also
offering
a
Special
Prize of $315.00 in Cash for Promptness. First
prize
winnerSedan
will and
receive
$1,400.00
ia cash,
or o£ ties
the Nash
$315.00
in cash.
In case
duplicate prizes will be awarded each one tying. Get
busy
away.withSolve
puzzleandandaddress
send mewritten
your
answerright
together
yourthename
plainly. EVERYBODY
REWARDED.
Address
L. BOEING, Dept. 3339GhScago, III.
323 So. PeoriaM. St.,

Write quick for new proposition.
We
offer $8.00
and a new
Chevrolet
Coach afordaydemonstrating
and taking orders for Comer All'
Weather coats.Topcoats
and
RainSpare time.Sample
No experioutfit
free. ence
Writerequired.
now.
Comer Mfg. Co., Dept. 62-G, Dayton, OChew and Grow Thin
NO EXERCISING
DIETING OR.
Remarkable
— chew
*'Reduso
Gum" discovery
after every
meal.
Delicious mint flavor. Results
asBured. Contains no harmful ingrretiients. No thyroid or drugs.
Month's supply ALVANETE
sent for SI. PRODUCTS
00 on receipt CO-of money order or
check.
Dept. 65
201 W, 49th St.
N. Y. C,
Develop Your Bust!
LA BEAUTE CREME
for improvement
arms ofandbust,
legs neck, face,
Used ivilb ;rveat
success
by
thousands.
expensive, harmlesii, pleasant.
SuccessfulInresulLB
or money
Fuii particulars
and pioof
(sealed)refunded.
free. Write
for special
offer
TODAY.
LA BEAUTETei r.,
STUDIOS
S57 PS Hamilton
Bcltimore, Md

ing
GJ^ascinat
This is the title of a book
that will teach you how
to gain the interest and
make yourself
attractive
to
man the
of your
choice.
It the
explains
psychology
of the male mind by showhow need
it works.
You ingdoyou not
to be
lonely
any longer.
You
can
win
home
and
husband and be nappy,
once you are master of
this book teaches. Cut outthethispsychology
ad; write which
your
name and address on the margin and mail to us
with 10 cents and a little booklet entitled "Secrets
of Fascinating
givingdisclosed
an inter-in
esting synopsis Womanhood,"
of the revelations
"Fascinating
Womanhood,"
will bewrapper
sent postpaid.
No embarrassment
— the plain
keeps
your secret. Send your dime today.
THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
3906 Eaaton Ave., St. Louis, Ma.
Dept. 16-M
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Fashions in Etiquette Gliange
Good Form To=day is Different from
the flood Form of a Few Years Ago
The Very Last Word on the
Subject of Correct Behavior is

The

Book

of

By
ETIQUEHE

Laura

Alston

Brown

Every Possible Topic
dealing with the social relationships in which human beings participate iscovered in this comprehensive volume of 244 pages. In
all, 176 topics are treated. These
include :
The Etiquette of Accepting or Decline
Christenings
ing Invitations
Conduct of the
Funeral Etiquette
Engaged Girl
Conduct of the
Courtesy to Servants
The
Woman who
Engaged Man
Entertaining
Travels
Guests
Automobile Etiquette
Table Manners
Calling Customs Public Dances
Letters of lntro= Street=car Etiquette
duction
Wording of Invi= The Etiquette of
tations
Sport
OTHER VOLUMES OF ETIQUETTE—MANY OF THEM
NOTHING LIKE AS COMPREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50
TO $5.

"The Book of Etiquette," by
Laura Alston Brown, the most
complete, up-to-date and authoritative work of the kind ever issued,
is priced at
ONE

DOLLAR

In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding
Order from Your Bookseller or from
CHELSEA
HOUSE
Publishers
79 Seventh Avenue, New York

W. G. K. — You must be a statistics compiler by profession ! Alice Lake is five feet
two inches, and weighs one hundred and
fourteen pounds ; Marguerite Clayon, five
feet six inches, weight one hundred and
eighteen pounds ; Juanita Hansen, five feet,
weight, one hundred and fifteen pounds;
Elaine Hammerstein, five feet four inches,
weight one hundred and fifteen pounds;
Sigrid Holmquist, five feet five and a half
inches, w^eight one hundred and four
pounds. I haven't any descriptions of Dot
Farley,
stone. Louise Dresser, or Justine JohnShen. — Jackie Coogan lives at 673 South
Oxford Avenue, Los , Angeles, but you
would have a better chance .of securing his
photo bj^ writing to him at the MetroGoldwyn studio. There is no Jackie
Coogan
club that
I know
of. Novello
Aren't
you
luckyfan
to have
a picture
of Ivor
autographed for you at the stage door?
Mary MacDonald. — Ah, you give rne
three cheers ! My collection of cheers is
growing. I'm going to use therh on Christmas cards next December — "Be of good
cheer," or something like that. 'I don't
know why your letters to Lloyd Whitlock were returned from the First National and Fox studios, as he has made
films recently for both those companies.
At this writing, he is working at Universal. I can give you only a home
address of his which is several j-ears
old — ^2114 Highland Avenue, Los Angeles. Bebe Daniels was born January
14, 190L William Boyd doesn't give his
birthday. He pla^'ed in pictures for several years before he was featured by DeMille. He appeared in "Rlichael O'Halloran," "Exit the Vamp," "Moonlight and
Honeysuckle," "The Young Rajah," "The
Money Master," and others. He will soon
be seen in "The West Pointer" and "Power." Elinor Fair's name has not been mentioned in his future casts, but she will undoubtedly appear with him again some
time.

them unloading a carload of It— not the
kind Clara Bow has. Living in Windsor,
Canada,
advantages,
hasn't Joy
it? Leatrice
Jo}^
was haschristened
Leatrice
Zeidler.
Baby Leatrice was born in September, 1924.
Yes, it was sweet of Miss Joy to send you
her photograph in answer to your letter of
praise. I believe the ground for divorce
in the Joy-Gilbert family was desertion.
BiLLiE Daniel.- — See above.
The Motion Picture Players' Club,
of which Sarabelle Reizner, 2900 M^est
Thirty-eighth Street, Chicago, is president,
asks all its members please to write. The
books of the club were destroyed by fire,
and
the membership
list and addresses were
therefore
lost.
A Fan. — Thanks for the information
that Sally O'Neil was christened Virginia
Noonan. It didn't seem reasonable that
she was christened Chotsy, but I think she
is called that by some of her friends. Richard Dix is thirty-three; he is six feet tall,
and has brown hair and eyes. Buddy
Rogers is twenty-three, Gary Cooper
twenty-six.
■ ToRiA M. Palmer. — I can't give you all
the addresses you wish, as my list does not
include stage players, nor can I keep track
of actors who have retired from the screen.
As to Pearl White, I know only that she
is living in Paris. Irene Castle can be
reached in care of the Corticelli Silk Company, 136 Aladison Avenue, New York
City. The last home address I have for
Elmo Lincoln— several years old — is 2719
Sunset
Angeles.
Mason— Boulevard,
Columbia Los
Studio,
1438 ShirleyGower

Street, Hollywood; Red Grange — F. B. O.
Studio, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood. I
haven't the casts for short subjects.
Ronald Barry. — I'm afraid your club
will keep right on arguing if a complete
list
Dougquestion.
Fairbanks'
is needed
settleof the
He films
has been
makingto
films for about fifteen years ! He is five
Tiger Eyes. — I think you're a very feet ten inches, and has dark-brown hair
bright thirteen-year-old, judging from the and eyes. I don't know his present weight.
Yvonne. — If only all my questions were
letter you write. Gloria Swanson's leading man in "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" was as easily cleared up as the one you ask
Huntly Gordon. The heroine in "The Bad about Constance Talmadge ! Her hair is
Man" was Enid Bennett. Larry Kent is in
his early twenties. He has played in quite very blond, but she has dark-brown eyes.
a few pictures besides several comedy Buddy Rogers is twenty-three ; he worked
about a year on "Wings," and is now
series — -"Obey the Law," "McFadden's for "My
Best Girl" with Mary Pickford.
Flats," "The Whirlwind of Youth," and in
Richard
Dix's
real name is Pete Brimmer.
"The Sea Tiger." He has been working Philippe de Lacy
is blond, but blond hair
in a PatheCollier,
serial, Jr.,
"ThewasMasked
Menace." frequently looks dark in a photograph —
William
born February
12, 1902 ; he has black hair and dark-brown depending somewhat on the lighting.
eyes. John Bowers has brown hair and Loretta Young did not have a sufficiently
"Naughty, but Nice" to
be listed inpart
the incast.
eyes
and'been
is inworking
his lateregularly
twenties.lately;
No.' he
he important
has not
Virgil Cramblit. — Ohio seems to be a
has been playing in a few pictures for
smaller companies. The same is true of favorite birthplace for film stars. DoroJohnny Walker, who plays for Columbia, tliy and Lillian Gish were both born thwe,
and also worked recently in a film for also William Boyd, Warner Baxter, Hobart Bosworth, Earle Foxe, Ralph Graves,
Pathe, "A Princess on Broadway."
Gertrude Astor, and Edward Martindel.
Margaret E. M.- — You're way ofif, Mar- Is it easy for a young man with unusual
gare't. Clara Bow is not in the least re- physique to get into the movies? Easy!
lated to Elinor Glyn. Clara is five feet
two and a half inches, weighs one hundred Hah ! It's terrible ! Why don't you try
and nine pounds, and has auburn hair. going onto the stage first? That's the easiest way of getting "discovered" for the
Colleen Moore is twenty-five 3-ears old ; she screen.
is five feet three inches, and weighs one
Anxious. — Must you do that — dig out
hundred' and ten pounds. Her next picture,
questions about old, old pictures, just to
according to present plans, will be "Lilac make me work? If Wallace Reid and LilTime." Mae Murray is no longer on the
screen ; she is five feet three inches, and
lian Gish played together in any film beweighs one hundred and fifteen pounds.
sides "The Birth of a Nation," I have no
Marie Prevost is twenty-nine ; she is five record of it. In "Lhtle Women," lleg. Jo.
feet four inches, and vi'eighs one hundred Beth and Amy were p'ayed respectively by
and twenty-three pounds. Her new film is Isabel Lamon, Dorothy Bernard, Lillian
Hall and Florence Flinn. Claire McDow"The Girl in the Pullman."
ell doesn't give her age. I don't know who
Canuck. — Indeed I was envious when
I saw that picture you sent me showing produced the old film, "The Broken But-

Advertising Section
Adilressc
< layers.
Richard Arlen, Raymond Hatton, Theodore
Roberts, Lawrence Gray, Betty Bronson, Pola
Negri, Esther Ralston, Mary Brian, Neil
Hamilton, Richard Dix, Adolphe Menjou,
Ra.\znond Griffith, Kathryn Hill, Wallace
Beery, Florence Vidor, Donald Keith, Clara
Bow, Chester Couklin. Clive Brook, Arlette
Marchal, Kathlyn Williams, Charles ("BudRogers,Cooper,
Fred James
Thomson,
Quimby,dy")Gary
Hall, !Margaret
Douglas
JJacLcan, William Powell, Bebe Daniels,
Louise Brooks, Noah Beery, Emil Tannings,
Evelyn Brent, and ilargaret Morris, at the
Famous
Players Studio, Hollywood, California.
Res tonioIngram,
RoyTerry,
d'Arcy,
AnMoreno, LewOwen
Cody,Lee,Alice
Ramon
Novarro. Norma Shearer, John Gilbert, Zasu
Pitts, William Haines, Lon Chaney, Sally
O'Neil,
Marion
Davies, Helena
Conrad d'Algy,
Nrgel, Renee
LillianAdoree,
Gish, Eleanor
Boardman, Paulette Duval, Karl Dane, Dorothy Sebastian, Lionel Barrymore, Tim McCoy, George K. Arthur, Lars Hanson, Joan
Crawford, Ralph Forbes, at the MetroGoldwyn Studio, Culver City, California.
Vilma Banky, Ronald Colman, Douglas
Fairbanks. Jack Pickford, Mary Pickford,
Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge,
Buster Keaton, Corinne Griffith, and John
Barrymore, at the United Artists Studio, 7100
Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Lewis Stone, Colleen Moore, Jack Mulhall,
Myrtle Stedman, Natalie Kingston, Joyce
Compton, Doris Kenyon, Milton Sills, Billie
Dove, Ken Maynard, Richard Barthelmess,
Ben
DorothyLarry
Mackaill,
don, Lyon,
Mary Astor,
Kent, Harry
at the LangFirst
National Studio, Burbank, California.
Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson. Mary Philbin, Laura La Plante, Marian Nixon, Lola
Todd, Art Acord, Nina Romano, Josie
Sedgwick, Norman Kerry, William Desmond,
Edmund Cobb, Jack Daugherty, George Lewis,
Raymond Keane, at the Universal Studio, Universal City, California.
William Boyd, Rod La Rocque, Leatrice
Joy, Edmund Burns, Rita Carita, Vera
Reynolds, Jetta Goudal, Majel Coleman, H.
B. Warner,
nor Fair, andVictor
JosephVarconi,
Striker, Sally
at theRand,
Cecil EliDe
Mille Studio, Culver City, California. Also
Julia Faye.
Tellegen,
Jones,Earle
George
TomLou Mix,
EdmundBuckLowe,
Foxe,O'Brien,
Janet
Gaynor, Olive Borden, Richard Walling, Barry
Norton, at the Fox Studio, Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Irene Monte
Rich, Dolores
Costello,
Louise John
Fazenda,
Blue. Sydney
Chaplin.
Patrick,
Dorothy
Devore,
May
McAvoy,
Warner Oland, at the Warner Studios, Sunset and
Bronson, Los Angeles, California.
Marie Prevost, John Bowers, Jack Hoxie,
Harrison Ford, Phyllis Haver, at Producers
Distributing Corporation, Culver City, California.
Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann Jackson, at the Mack
Sennett Studio, 1712 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Viola Withers,
Dana, George
Grant
Edna O'Hara,
Murphv, Gertrude
at the F. Short,
B. O.
Studio, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Bill Cody, Buddy Roosevelt, Walter Miller,
at the Associated Studios, Mission Road,
Hollywood, California.
Ge(.rge Hackathorne, care of Hal Howe, 7
East
Forty-second
Street,
New TorkBoulevard,
City.
AUene
Ray, 6912
Hollywood
Hollywood, California.
Robert Frazer, 1905 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Patsy Ruth Miller, SOS Crescent Drive,
Beverly Hills, California.
Robert Agnew, 6357 La Mirada, Hollywood,
California.
Dorothy Revier, 1367 North Wilton Place,
Los Angeles, California.
Betty Francisco,
lywood. California. 117^.4 Gower Street, HolJulanne
Garden Court Apartments. Johnston,
Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Ruth Clifford, 7627 Emelita Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Rosemary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,
England.
Mal)el Julienne Scott, Yucca Apartments,
Los Angeles. California.
Ethel Gray Terry, 1318 Fuller Avenue,
Los Anireles, California.
Harold Lloyd. 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard. Hollywood, California.
Anna .May Wong, 241 N. Figuera Street,
Los .Angeles, California.
Eilet-n Californi-.
Percy, 1.54 Beechwood Drive, Los
Angeles,
Buddy
Messinger,
Hollywood, California.1131 N. Bronson Avenue,

Nazimova, 8080 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood. California.
Creighton
Hale, Selig Studio, Hollywood,
California.
Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,
Los Angeles, California.
Forrest
erly Hills, Stanley,
California.604 Crescent Drive, BevGertrude
Astor, 1421 Queen's Way, Hollywood. California.
Lloydwood,Hughes,
California. 616 Taft Building, HollyVirginia Brown Faire, 1212 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Johnny Hines, care of B. & H. Enterprises, 135 West Forty-fourth Street, New
York Citv.
Theodorlywood,vonCalifornia.
Eltz, 17221,2 Las Palmas, HolHenry
Walthall.
erly Hills, California.618 Beverly Drive, BevWilliam S. Hart, 6404 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Vivian Ricli, Laurel Caiion, Box 799, R.
F. D. 10, Hollywood, California.
George Fawcett, care of The Lambs Club,
West Fortv-fourth Street, New York City.
Bettywood,BIythe,
California. 1361 Laurel Avenue, HollyEstelle
Taylor,
Barbara Hotel, Los Angeles,
California.
Pat geles,
O'Malley,
California. 1882 Taft Avenue, Los An-
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Go

to High School
at Home
You can secure a high school education right at home
by studying
splendid new
courses recently
pared by the the
International
Correspondence
Schools.preThese courses are equivalent to the courses given
in resident high schools. They have been specially
arranged for men and women who wish to meet
college entrance examinations, to qualify for a busiposition, forced
or to tomake
the education
missednesswhen
leaveup school
too soon.theyA
diploma is awarded at graduation.
Mail Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Boxor4554-E,
Scranton, Penna.
Withoutticularscost
obligation,
-parabout the
course heforeplease
whichsendI me
havefullmarked
an X; □ College Preparatory Course
□ High School Commercial Course
O High School English Course
O High School Vocational Course
Name
t;..*^

Statement of the Ownership, Manage=
ment, etc., required by the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of
the PICTURE PLAY MAGAZINE,
published monthij', at New York,
N. Y., for October 1, 1927.
State of New York, County of New York (.s.s.)
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared George C. Smith, who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is Treasurer of Street & Smith
Corporation, publishers of Picture Pl.^y
M.AGAZiXE, and that the following is, to the mmv,
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date shown
BANISHED
FOREVER
in the above caption required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, embodied in section 411,
CPiO
not
trifle
with
such
a priceless possession
Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit :
as your hair. If you wish the original or
1. That the names and addresses of the
color use this tested and apeven moreprovedbecoming
publisher,
editor,
busicoloring— Rap-I-Dol. It banishes gray,
ness managers
are managing
: PubliisJierSjeditor,
Street and
& Smith
streaked or faded hair in fifteen minutes and the
Corporation, 79-S9 Seventh Avenue, New
use. Rap-I-Dol
cannot detenits
observer
closest back
brings
the original
color, lustre and beauty.
Y'ork, enth
N. Avenue,
Y. ; editor,
Norbert
79 SevNew York,
N. Lusk,
Y. ; managing
exclusive
and
class
the highest
is used by here
Ithairdressers
and abroad. In NewmostYork,
Pans,
editors. Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y. : business
London
and
all
European
Capitals
Rap-I-Doi
is
invariably
the
choice.
managers.
Street New
& Smith
79-89
Seventh Avenue,
York, Corporation,
N. Y.
2. That the owners are : Street & Smith
Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New
RAP-l-DO<C
York,
a corporation
composed
Ordhe'iMasiefJiair Coloring
mond N.
G. Y.,
Smith,
89 .Seventh
Avenue,of New
York, N. Y. : George C. Smith, 89 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y. : Annie K. Smith,
89 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y. ; George
C. Smith. Jr., 89 Seventh Avenue, New York,
Hair colored with Rap-I-Dol is not affected
N. Y. ; Cora A. Gould, 89 Seventh Avenue,
by waving, shampo
saltwater,
New York, N. Y. : Ormond V. Gould, 89 Sevperspiration
or anyoing,
formsim-shine,
of hair treatment.
enth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
It is really permanent and keeps its true
3. That the known bondholders, mortgacolor isinsoldall and
of the
eighteen
Rap-I-of
Dol
applied
by theshades.
better class
gees, and other security holders owning or
hairdressers throughout the country. Take
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are :
advantage
our free "no
obligation"
offer
and
we canofdeterrnine
the shade
best suited
None.
to your individuality. Rap-l-Dol is the dis4. That the two paragraphs next above
c
o
v
e
r
y
o
f
the
eminent
French
Chemist
—
^Jean
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
Dursent.
and security holders, if any, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
T€ST€D AND
as they appear upon the books of the com- APPROVED BY
pany, but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of
DEMONSTRATION
Send no money. Just fill
the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
out the couponyoubelow
and
wewillsend
in plain
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given ; also that the said two paragraphs
envelopeyour
"Personality
Chart" which will enable
contain statements
affiant's full
our expert to select the
knowledge
and belief embracing
as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
exact shade we should send
security holders who do not appear upon the
you
in yourDistributing
free trial outfit.
Rap-I-Dol
Corp.
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
Fulton St.. Newarfc,N.J.
of a bona fide owner, and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest diStreet,
Newark,
N. J.
Rap-l-Dol
Distributing
Corp.,
4-12-2.
rect or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
AttentionFulton
Yvonne
Rebeaux
other securities than as so stated by him.
Pleasesen
d
me
"Personah
ty
Chart."
This
places
GEORGE C. SMITH, Treasurer,
me under no obhgation.
Name
Of .Street & Smith Corporation, publishers.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
Address _
21st day of September. 1927. Francis S,
Duff, Notary Public No. 197, New York
County. (My commission expires March 30,
1029.^
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My

Con

ct

tra

J -DON'T .

>vr
" cost of

ne4*- -^^^^
' offer ,1,

°"' *TOufih

""""^^

.s the h "
'f baJdnes
naost case,
dead,
bu7 °f
it

i

tj-eafn!"'^°esbenea?J\*"
^"^^ f^eat on/,-' u Ordinary
bungs nourish!
^^^ace
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Copyrights
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These popular-priced novels appear between book covers for
the first time.
They are not reprints.
Mirador

Treasure

An Adventure Story
By FRANK LILLIE POLLOCK
One of the most stirring chapters in modern
fiction is the description in this exciting novel
of the thundering call of the Speaking Stone
that sent the natives of a South American
peninsula in wild revolt against their oppressors.
An adventure story in a thousand — one you
won't forget.
The

Man Who Awoke
A Detective Story

By MARY IMLAY TAYLOR
He awoke to find himself in a strange house,
surrounded by strangers, transferred from a
hard-working salesman into the heir of a great
fortune. It soon developed that he was the
victim of a conspiracy, and then mystery and
more mystery until
But you must find out for yourself how it
all works out.

Western
Tommy
A Western Story

Beyond the Frontier
A Western Story
By JOSEPH MONTAGUE
A tale of the heroic, pioneer days of Fremont and Kit Carson, and how a Louisiana
dandy took the long and perilous trail that
teemed with adventure all the way out to the
California gold fields. Plenty of red-blooded
action — and a girl at the end of the trail worth
all the struggle.
Grizzly Gallagher
A Western Story
By REGINALD C. BARKER
It was a job and a tough one at that to
make a man out of young, red-headed Ted
Blaine, the son of the partner of one of the
old-type mountaineers. But Grizzly Gallagher
tackled it and the adventures of the two in
the rugged Idaho wilderness makes the sort of
reading that takes you clean out of yourself.
The Avenging Twins Collect
A Detective Story

By DAVID MANNING
By JOHNSTON McCULLEY
Slouching, sleepy, good-for-nothing Tommy
to his family, but once mounted on the most
Another
bang-up novel about the two rebeautiful of horses with gun in hand and fife in
sourceful youngsters who started out after the
pocket, an altogether different and most baf- big financial magnates who ruined their uncle.
fling character and one of the most fascinating A fast-stepping novel of intrigue and ingenuity
of the sort that only Mr. McCulley can write.
you've ever met.
75
Cents
a Volume
Ask your dealer for these cloth-bound novels

CHELSEA

HOUSE,

Publishers
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New
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Here's to Camel. How much added
pleasure it brings to the world. Wherever
congenial friends gather, or in the solitary
hours of work or travel, Camel insures the
enviable mood of enjoyment.

tobacco organization concentrates its abilities in Camel. Into this one brand goes all
of its power to select and buy and blend
for taste satisfaction. There simply are no
better cigarettes made at any price.

All ojf; the mysterious powers to please
of the choicest Turkish and Domestic to-

Camel's mildness and mellowness are
the favorites of particular modem

baccos grown are brought to fulfillment
in Camel. This is done through a smooth
and mellow blend that cannot be found

ers. So much so that Camel's popularity is
greater than any other cigarette ever had.
For your enjoyment of the smoothest

anywhere else. For
R. J. REYNOLDS
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America's largest
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Pajamas is the intimate story
of a modern girl who was never
tamed until love burned into
her heart — a scintillating
comedy-drama with the ravishing Olive Borden in the featured role. From the home of a
member of a millionaire colony
on Long Island to the wilds
-of Canada is a long jump, but
Olive Borden and Lawrence
Gray make it via aeroplane,
finishing their thrilling journey
with a parachute drop into the
tops of the trees. Miss Borden,
best remembered for her exceptional work in "3 Bad Men"
and "The Joy Girl," gives the
most convincing performance
of her career in this picture.

jacent to Lake Louise and at j
MoraineLake in the Canadian
Rockies near the Sovereign of
the Selkirks, Sir Donald, a

Dramatic sequences were photographed inthe country ad-

successes

Cyclopean pyramid of rock]
and ice nearly eleven thousand
feet high. Glaciers, towering
peaks and entrancing valleys
provide a setting of unequalled
natural beauty.
PAJAMAS was directed by J.G.
Blystone, the comedy genius
responsible for "Ankles Preferred" and "The Family Upstairs." Itis based upon the
story by William Conselman,
noted cartoonist, and is a
worthy picture to follow such
recent William Fox sensational
as "What

Price

Glory" and "7th Heaven."
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pictures

in

^ There was a time when all anyone asked
of a motion

picture was that it provide a

reasonable amount
<<i<^
^

of entertainment

for

an odd hour or two. And in this, as most
of you know, Paramount
always excelled. ^ Now

Pictures have

we live in a new

world, a world of breathless happenings,
intense excitement, overnight changes.
Life takes on a new
tempo.

aspect, a speedier

Entertainment

alone

is not

enough. A new, eager public cries out
for the daring, the different — for new
ideas, colorful themes, fast moving stories.
Paramount
in motion

is ready, with the new idea

pictures.

With stories drawn

from the crucible of Zi/ie, inspired by an
age that knows
color, drama,

no

equal for beauty,

See thetn you must, if

you would keep pace with life.
If it's a Paramount
^

^

^

^

Picture it's the best

show in town."

^Pictures
Paramoant Famons Lasky Corp., Adolph Zukor, Pres.,
Paramount Bldg., ISew York City
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PicturenpHEPlay"
Starts
the
New
February number,
which willreach your
hands Year
just as the
New Year is opening, will start the ball rolling toward bigger
and better things in a manner that will leave no doubt in the
minds of readers that Picture Play is the best magazine of the
screen and will continue to hold- that high place. All the regular
contributors are primed to do their best work, and certain new
ones are eager to vie with the old for the favor of the fans,
exactly as new faces on the screen are keen to compete with the
more familiar ones. All Hollywood will be combed for unusual
stories and pictures, no screen .personality worthy of the fans'
attention will be overlooked, and- Picture Play pledges itself to
retain that friendly interest in all the stars and their activities that
has won for the magazine its enviable reputation with its readers.
To Begin With, Why Aren't the Stars Happy?
With everything to make them joyful, contented, and thankful
— as the fans see them — they are far from that. The really happy
star is a rarity, despite all that has been written to the contrary.
The stars are worried and discontented most of the time, even
though they ride in expensive cars and live in luxury. Just what
causes this state of mind will be described in the next number by
Helen Louise AValker, whose canvas of Hollywood reveals not a
single genuinely happy star. Read her story — it will open your
eyes to the truth about the movie players' lives. And so will Ann
Sylvester's story about Charles Rogers, Margaret Reid's talk with
P>uster Keaton, and Malcolm Oettinger's impressions of Maria
Corda, to mention but a few of the illuminating shafts of light
that are ready to break next month.
Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^^
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FUNMAKERS
When the words "A Paramount-Christie Comedy" flash on the screen — get set for a laugh.
For a lot of laughs — and big hearty ones.

Every Paramount-Christie Comedy is a pack of
fun because Paramount-Christie comedians and
players are the best in the field.

The grandpop with young ideas. They
get
intofora lot
trouble,
it's ina
lot him
of fun
you.of See
Jack but
Duffy
"Hot Papa" supported by Babe London,
Jimmie Harrison and Gail Lloyd and in
"Nifty Nags," coming soon.

.V

' ' Give this little girl a hand. ' ' Just half-pint
size but she delivers a lot of big laughs.
See Anne in "Scared Pink" with Jack
Duffy, Jimmie Harrison and Cissy Fitz, gerald and in "Fighting Fanny."

The fast stepping farce comedian of the
Christie family with more surprises up
his sleeve than a master magician. Laugh
with Neal in "French Fried" and "Mad
Scrambles" with Gail Lloyd and Will H.
Armstrong.

And last, but very far from least, the ParamountChristie girls — Vera Steadman, Frances Lee,
Lorraine Eddy, Doris Dawson, Gail Lloyd —
a bevy of beauties that Ziegfeld would be

proud of. Paramount- Christie Comedies are
produced by Al Christie, for ten years the
leading producer of two reel comedies. See
them at the best theatres everywhere.

aram(mnt-(jhrtsUc
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What

the

A Fierce Attack on Several Recent Letters.
HAVING just arrived at the convalescent stage
following a violent attack of teeth-gnashing,
I find myself suffering a distressing relapse —
the direct result of a worse-than-usual assortment of
fan foolishness in a recent issue.
I don't take kindly to saccharine eulogies, commonly
known as gush. Neither do I see any excuse for some
of the letters written w^ith the sole object of creating
dissension. Some of the statements made in these fan
letters are worthy of third-grade school children !
A pointed example of such infantile and deplorable
waste of ink and paper was contained in a letter captioned "A Defender of Gilbert." To quote: "To be
sure, I don't admire his latest choice, for from the
articles I have read about Greta Garbo, both in connection with her affair with John Gilbert and her actions in the studio, I have long since drawn the conclusion that she is not all there." A girl's name was
signed to this letter, yet I can't believe that a girl could
have written it. My guess is that the writer is about
fifteen years old — and what is commonly known as
spoiled.
Besides, what any one thinks of Greta Garbo personally cannot alter the fact that she is a remarkable
actress. And if the writer of the letter were capable
of earning fifty dollars a week and was receiving but
ten,
should what
she be
"not all
if she
demanded
shedescribed
knew sheas could
earnthere,"
?
The "affair" mentioned I know nothing about —
neither does the writer of what I can't help terming the
offensive letter — therefore I shan't bother to discuss it.
Hearsay is not evidence.
Regarding the other letters in the same issue, the
least useful was the one entitled "Blondes, More or
Less." It reminded me of a small boy of my acquaintance who divides the human race into two classes —
"squareheads" and "roundheads." I don't know what
he means. Maybe the fan who described Esther Ralston, and others, as "gritty" may have an idea. That
particular letter was a good one gone wrong.
The opinion that John Barrymore's days of romancing are over is ridiculous. As for Eleanor Boardman's reaction to being pointed out on the street, it's
just possible that the occurrence is so frequent that
her smile is overworked and hence has ceased to
function.

Fans

Think

Useless — and what is worse, senseless — fan letters
seem to be a necessary evil. If the majority of fans
would think twice before expressing their opinions, the
letters would carry more weight.
1316 N. High Street,
Columbus, Ohio.

Jean La Roe.

Forget the Ages of the Stars.
This is the first time I have broadcast, but I have
long suffered in silence, so 'tis about time I had my say.
I have never read a more intelligent article than the
one entitled "Is Youth Everything?" which appeared
in the October issue of Picture Play. If only people
would forget the ages of their favorites, forget their
own ages and the ages of those about them, they would
gain from life more happiness and joyous freedom than
they ever dreamed could be theirs. If we would cease
to ask the information department just how old our
various idols are, and instead, would accept these actors
and actresses for the ages that they seem, everybody
would be far happier. For, if the players seem young,
if they look young and act young, why in the name of
all that's fair aren't they young? Some people have
youth at fifty; others are old at thirty.
A few months ago, a friend of mine was buying
every movie magazine she could lay her hands on, to
find news about her favorite — one of the screen's leading
actors. But, recently, when I saw her and asked her
if she had seen his latest picture, she replied, "No, I
haven't, and I don't intend to — I found out his. age,
and would you believe it, he's almost fifty !" As long
as she hadn't known this, she had been childishly happy
in her admiration of this pla3^er. He had seemed to
her to be young and handsome and fascinating, until
she discovered the number of years he was able to
check up for himself. He hadn't changed any : if she
hadn't found out his age, he would have continued to
possess the fascination and charm she had attributed to
him. And now, simply because he has been on earth
a few years longer than she had supposed, she
likeA him
any authority
more!
Silly,
famous
once isn't
said it?
that women are
interesting nor beautiful until thev have reached
and that the most interesting period of a man's
after he has passedContinued
forty. onMany
^age 10of the screen

doesn't
neither
thirty,
life is
actors
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To you who know the singularly vivid Rod LaRocqiie—
pr^e winsomeness of the lovely Leatrice Joy —
The orchid-like Jetta Goudal —
The brave masculinity of William BoydThe lithe and alluring Vera Reynolds —
The blonde beauty of Phvllis Haver —
The perfect poise of the ultra-modern Marie Prevost —
They, the stars that shine in the PATHE-DeMILLE
features, are more than names. They are your highly
valued friends, bringing the romance of their roles into
your life. Laughter and tears, thrills and heart throbs^ — under
the supervision of Cecil B. DeMille, the man who has personally
directed fifty ^reat pictures without one failure, they have
been magically invoked .to make you happier!
You May See Nou^
HOI> LAROCai B

LEATRICE JOY
••The in
Ansel of

The S^i«hti3iR EaKle"
Donald Crisp, Director

hoisBrosirfway"
Weber. Director

JETTA GOUDAI,
"The ill
Furiiidden
Paul ^\'oiiiJin"
Stem, Director

MARIE PKEVOST
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VERA REYVOLDS

"On To Reno." "Dres.s Parade" "The Ms^in Even*"
.lames Cruze, Director
Donald Crisp, Director
W in. K Howard, Director
Watch For
■"Chfonicro," with Phylli.s Haver and Yietor Varconi; YVilliam Boyd
in "The IVIsiit Flyer"; Beatrice .loy in "The Blue Danube"; Marie
Prevost
to
see. in "A Blonde For a Nisht"; and many others you'll want
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Continued from page 8
are handsomer to-day than they were ten
years ago ; in their maturity they possess
something finer, something more compelling, than they did in their early youth.
We ;may take John Barrymore as an
example, since he, along with Milton Sills,
Thomas Meighan, Adolplie Menjou and
others, is one of the most maligned because of his years. I have two photographs of him — one as he appeared twelve
or fifteen years ago, and one as he is today. The years have enriched him rather
than detracted, for he is far handsomer
to-day.
Barrymore is the same age . as Douglas
Fsirbanks, in whom small boys and
grown-ups, too, still delight as a hero of
swashbuckling adventure. But Doug is
not considered old. And neither is Barrymore, except by those who feel antagonistic toward him. Then they take a
whack at his age in an effort to even
things up. But his fans, and they are
legion, know that he is still young, gloriously so, and will remain for many years
the personification of romance. A few
shadows may come into his iface, but its
beauty cannot fade so long as the spirit
within stays forever young.
C. C. B.
265 fornia.
E. Bellevue Drive, Pasadena, CaliBarrymore Old ? Nonsense !
"Barrymore's Days of Romancing
Over?"
I should
say not!
I think thatin
Aline Miller
was rather
contradictory
her letter in the October issue. Does she
realize that "Beau Brummel" was released
only
two years
before
Juan?"
Barrymore
pleased
her"Don
in the
former,If
surely a lapse of two years should not
make much difference in him. Although
Barrymore is not to enact Ccllhii, I think
it would be entirely fitting for him to do
so. Recently, I have seen reissues of
"Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" and of
"Beau Brummel," and it seems to me he
appears younger in his latest films than
in those.
Barrymore is not the only actor that I
like to see. I like any good picture, no
matter who is starred, if the acting is good
and sincere. But I place Barrymore in a
place by himself. Margaret F. Burton.
8926 N. Ashland Boulevard, Chicago,
Illinois.
The Question of Fan Clubs — Are They
Honest }
In a recent issue of Picture Play, Miss
Loudance brought up a subject that is
causing a lot of discussion. I quite agree
with her — why should fan clubs conducted
in the right spirit and in all sincerity be
cheapened by a few operated under false
pretenses, merely as a means of extorting
money from unsuspecting fans?
As president of The Claire Windsor
Club, I received numerous complaints from
prospective members who had been disappointed in"certain fan clubs, and were so
disillusioned that they almost hated to try
■another — they wondered if all were the
same. Naturally I am very much interested in fan clubs, so decided to do a little
investigating of my own. I wrote to various clubs for _ information about joining.
I found that clubs charging the highest
for dues, and offering everything, are the
least reliable; for after they receive your
money,charged
they don't
even one
bother
Dues
are from
dollarto towrite.
two
dollars. On the other hand, clubs that
charge a nominal sum of twenty-five or
fifty
cents,that,
and aredon't
maketherash
Ibis and
really
mostoffers
sincereof
in flieir efforts.
Afany fans wonder why they are charged

What

the Fans

Think

membership
dues. Theythatdon't
seem to should we not form guilds and clubs to
take
into consideration
no authentic
uphold him?" There is no reason, but if
club or organization cjn be operate ! with- you do it, for heaven's sake, cut out the
out some financial backing.
Helen Bennett.
I would like to quote a paragraph from
8008 Rawlings Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. another letter in the same issue — from
Genevieve
A. Loudance.
!
we
organize
a club in She
the said,
name "When
of a
I fully agree with Genevieve Loudance gush
in regard to fan clubs, and I should like screen celebrity, we should remember that
to say a few words for and about an
that person'sofname
and popu-as
as a fundamental
our success
excellent club that I joined a few months we are larityusing
a club. We should at least respect the
ago.The Movie Fans Friendship Club, of name of the celebrity, in whose honor we
226 East Mill Street, Staunton, Illinois, is have organized, as we would like to have
a club that is honest in every sense of the our own name honored under similar circumstances." JoY Douglas.
word, and little
the AIgvic
is an
1 Trafalgar Square, London,
S. W. 3,
interesting
paper Fans'
that Ncvl's
is published
for and by the fans evcrjr two months.
England.
Each issue is dedicated to two or three
stars, with brief sketches of their careers
Why Not Forget Him.^
and current films. If a member becomes
In a recent Picture Play, Mercia Stanill, his or her name is listed in the "Shut
hope stood her ground for Valentino. I
Ins" department, and the other members admire her spunk in doing so, but why
trj^ to make the unfortunate ones happy should she waste her time arguing? True,
by sending them little remembrances and he was a great lover, but that was all.
writing them cheerful letters.
There can never be any one to take his
We have a long list of honorary presi- place, but more than one star can act as
dents, which includes Patsy Ruth Miller,
Colleen Moore, Olive Borden, Gloria well as he did. Besides, why rave over a
foreigner? Girls go crazy over the darkSwanson, Norma Shearer, Janet Gaynor, skinned
foreigners, when there are millions
Richard Dix, Richard Barthelmess, Ben of sunburned
Americans who are a whole
lot
better.
I
make
a move to forget ValLyon,
George
O'Brien
and
Carl
Laemmle,
and just recently, Ruth Roland was added
entino and fight over the American boys
to the list.
for a change.
Sometimes it is not the fault of the club
I think Ben Lyon's fans have completely
if the fans who join do not get as much
from the club as they expected. They forgotten him. He is my favorite. The
actresses.
have a promise to fulfill as well as the rest of them are just actors
HopeandBarahm.
club. They must boost their club, answer
3214 Plymouth Court, Tampa, Florida.
all letters received, and do other little
things that would make it a success. OthMiss Garrison Sticks to Her Guns.
erwise, they have no right to complain.
Mary Louise Zebroe.
Just a short reply to Miss Alercia StanY. W. C. A., Tulsa, Oklahoma.
hope's protest about my Valentino letter,
which appeared in these columns some
In answer to the letter ifrom Genevieve time ago.
Loudance, I wish to say that as a rule,
My letter brought many answ^ers, and
fan clubs are honestly run. As president perhaps Miss Stanhope will be surprised
of the Helen Ferguson Friendship Club, to know that more than half of them
which has over seven hundred members, I agreed with me, and these letters came
from all parts of the world.
feel I am privileged to have my say.
But most of all, I want to emphasize
Most clubs charge only twent)'-five cents
a year, aiid twenty-five cents is a mere the fact that it was not Valentino himself
trifle in running a club, when you con- I was protesting against, but the fans —
sider the expenses of stamps, stationery those who are carrying to extremes the
and printing. The trouble is that most methods in which they are advertising
fans pay their dues, then sit back, fold their mourning for him.
their hands, and demand action. What we
I'm glad Picture Play printed my letter, for through it I have found out that
must have is cooperation from each member. Claire J. D.wid.
there are many others who feel as I do,
62 W.
Dedham Street, Boston, Massa- and I want to thank all those who anchusetts,
swered me. Elinor Garrison.
Seattle, Washington.
Commemorate Gushing!
Rudy, Yes ^But Stop
Another Voice from the Other Faction.
Aliss Elinor Garrison can know nothing
Can one be said to know a man personally when one has seen him for only one of that finest of human instincts — to crown
short afternoon? The answer is obviously, with immortal praise all those who, in a
"No!" In Miss Stanhope's letter in a world that is perishable, serve imperishable beauty. "There is no nobler service
recent entino
issue,personally,
she said,
knew Mr. Valand I"Iunhesitatingly
say than to relieve the sadness of the world,
that he had the most beautiful nature I and the comfort and hope Valentino
millions were every bit as subhave
known
a man." letters about brought to
stantial a form of philanthropy as the
Oneever
of the
few inreasonable
Valentino that has appeared in Picture giving of large sums of money.
Valentino's brave life and death, his
Play in months — that from Miss Elinor
Garrison — o.f course had to be answered rising to fame and success after poverty
by letters overflowing with sentimental and failure, the immense hold he had on
gnsli! Aliss Stanhope is the president of the affections of the world because of the
pleasure he gave it, are to be forgotten
"the
Memorial
once Valentino
said that one
of the Guild
things and
that she
the as soon as possible because Elinor Garrison is insensible to a noble memory! She
guild is supposed to oppose is "gushing
the natural desire of the fans to
sentimentality !" One of the things that grudges
A^alentino most disliked was hysterical manifest gratitude, and does not hesitate
sentimentality and female gush, and yet to sneer at letters which have been especially remarkable for their beauty and
this guild, which has set itself to uphold
him, seems to have few other qualities ! sincerity-, as real grief is not easily exIs it fair to Rudy?
What a pitifull)' sour outlook and so
Miss he
Stanhope
in her letter,? "Why
Continued on page 12
should
not besaid
commemorated
Why pressed.
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Copyrights
Go with These Chelsea House Books to the Far West, the South
Seas, the North Seas, All Around the World.
These latest titles from Chelsea House transport you to lands of mystery, romance and adventure, along the great fiction trail. Ask your dealer to-day for these popular-priced novels.
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HOUSE
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of CARSON
By Arthur Mallory
A Mystery Story
As gripping a mystery
story as has appeared between book covers for many
a day is this tale of a man
ridden by a strange fear.
What was it that haunted
him? Why should he scream aloud at the sight
of an abandoned car by the roadside? If you like
to use your wits as you read, here is a beautifully
baffling novel.

By Clair Lombard
A Story of the Big Timber
The struggle of a young
engineer against the forces
of nature and the stubbornness of man. A breathtaking novel of the new
"super-power" that comes
from falling water out in the great timber country.
A story
that youtowon't
put down until you have
read
it through
the end.
THE

THE

MOUNTAIN FUGITIVE
By David Manning
A Western Story
The author takes you far away into the primitive
desert country of the Southwest where you meet
up with ana good
"bad man"
in theinperson
Leon
Porfilo,
outstanding
character
modern offiction,
a man whose adventures you will follow with
breathless interest.
SILVER

SPURS

HOUSE,

Publishers

TELLTALE

PRINT

By Christopher B. Booth
A Detective Story
One of the most enthralling stories to come
from the pen of this master of mystery, wherein
' 1
is introduced the novelty of an ordinary police
detective who is not dumb. His solution of a
murder makes a quick-paced narrative that takes
the reader off his feet.
BANDITS HONm
'S
BANDITHONOR
By David Manning
A IVestern Story
David Mannins"
Here is a man fighting his
way back to an honorable
position in society. Most
men's hands are against him;
he has a few loyal friends.
His heroic struggle against
odds will win you over to hirh, heart and
all set against a real Western background.

By Joseph Montague
A Western Story
From the moment that
"Dixie" Tyler rides nonchalantly into a red-hot shooting
fray, things happen with a
rush. Here is an epic of a man
who loved the old riding,
roving life of the ranges, a
crackajack yarn of the cattle country of the great
Southwest.
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Continued from page 10
totally different from that we are accustomed to, from generous, warm-hearted
Americans.
A. E. Patten.
2 Audley
Square,
LiOndon,
W. 1, England.

What

the Fans

Think

ent, Ido think we are getting a grasp on
dragged up at this rather late moment, as
analyzed by Miss Stanhope, are the things what is the correct manner of producing
a
film.
However, I do not think even the
which made Rudy likable, and a person
worth erecting a memorial for. A person worst of British films are quite as bad ss
faultless and perfect is a person unnoticed some of the poorer American films. Some
by the multitudes. Rudolph certainly put American films are just too bad for words.
up a wonderful fight against embarrassing
eagerly
awaiting
William
films,
as none
have been
shownHaines'
here
And Another Protest Against Gush. odds, and deserves every good and lasting newI am
comment
showered
upon
him.
since "Browm of Harvard."
I wish to make a loud protest against
the letters from Valentino admirers.
I have seen "Ben-Hur" twice, but am
And still the war rages over John Gilbert ! Miss Dorothy Kendall seems to be rather disappointed in it, as I am a very
These fervent epistles do not convince
keen
Novarro fan and I do think the story
rather
hurt
about
the
things
said
about
her
anybody of his virtues and charms — rather
they tend to make one dislike Valentino favorite, but it seems to me that Leatrice and the spectacular way it has been produced rather dwarfs the personal element.
more than ever. I could see some reason Joy and Greta Garbo must have had burning ears after the paragraphs she wrote However, I am looking forward to his
for these letters right after he died, but
now I find them most annoying. If his about them. It doesn't hurt much to say new films and think that "Old Heidelberg"
admirers are still so grief-stricken, more you don't care for a person, but to go and is a very good story for him.
than a year after his death, they ought to say "she is not all there," is not exactly
W. G. T.
30 Maida Hill West, Paddington, Lonform a club, and correspond among them- the most polite or the most pleasant thing
don, England.
selves, and not bother others with their to sa}'. Hard feelings are so easy to
get, and hard words are so easy to say,
gushy letters.
What
Do
They See in Novarro?
but
one
little
word
of
encouragement
Next, I wish to know why Claire WindWe ask the Ramon Novarro fans what
sor is on the screen. She is supposed to seems to stretch a very long wa}'. Think
be very beautiful, but I find her listless it over. Miss Kendall.
they see in their idol? We have read with
and dull. Dolores del Rio, Norma
great amusement the many letters which
I
personally
haven't
any
real
favorites.
I
like
every
actress
and
actor
on
the
screen.
Shearer, and Greta Nissen are all just as
Some
seem
a
little
nearer
and
dearer
at
have
appeared
in "What We
the used
Fans toThink"
in defense
of Novarro.
think
beautiful and certainly much more anitimes, but all in all, I cannot name one that that the general opinion of Novarro was
mated. Claire cannot act at all.
I also wish to protest against a remark I could say anything against that I
made in these columns in a recent issue to couldn't blot out with something nice. that he was a perfectly ordinary, nondeyoung man.
what he seems
the effect that Renee Adoree had done Perhaps some of them are growing old — to us. script
Then,
AlalcolmThat's
H. Oettinger
dared
little of note since her performance in and so will all of us — but are there not to criticize him, and ever since Picture
newcomers
to
be
encouraged
?
And
we
Pl.\y has been swamped with indignant
"The Big Parade." True, she has done
nothing sensational or startling, but she can like the old players just the same, pro- letters.
We should like to ask ivhat Novarro has
has done consistent!}- good things, which like tovided they
roles.
I wouldn't
seeplaythesuitable
beautiful
Alice
Terry, done
is more than many actresses can say.
to deserve such extravagant praise?
stately
and
wonderful
as
she
is,
adopt
the
An article in a recent Picture Play
childish features and the frisky ways of He is fairly good looking, but he lacks
asks if youth is everything. 'I don't think
magnetism. He has played in two imporit is. My favorites include such -people our young flappers. And I wouldn't want
tant films, "Scaramouche"
"Ben-Hur."
as Lillian Gish, Emil Jannings, Florence to see dear little Clara Bow; the life of "Scaramouche"
was good, and
but surely
.\lice ■
Vidor and Ronald Colman, none of whom the party, turn old-maidish and prudish. Terry and Lewis
Stone contributed just
is very youthful. I like mature actors Don't you see how they all fit in? Some as much, or more, to it than Novarro. As
and actresses, if they play parts in keep- day Alice will leave us nothing but beau- for "Ben-Hur," we did not consider that
tiful memories ; some day Clara will play
ing with their maturity. It is when they
stately, adorable roles, but just now, we consisted
such a great
Novarro's
acting
play youthful roles that I get mad.
of film.
throwing
his arms
aboutin that
and
have the cplayers
as they are — why be dis- looking fierce. In our opinion, Carmel
Now
for
some
compliments.
I'm
sure
o
n
t
e
n
t
e
d
?
Alice Joyce must have a beautiful charMyers was the only one in the film who
acter, ifher face is any index to her naI don't see why you all fight over favor- was convincing.
ture. It is more than mere physical beauty
ites— ^I can't understand it at all — so won't
May we not suggest that a certain youngthat animates her face. It is more aii you please explain it to me? These letactortimes
whombetter
the t'ans
inner poise and calm, I would hesitate to
ters monthly don't do it, 'for they merely ten
than persistently
Novarro? ignore
We re-is
call her an inspired actress, but her love- present an everlasting flow of abuse or
fer to Joseph Schildkraut. He impressed
mon-sense letters. with only occasional com- us so much in "The Road to Yesterday"
while. liness makes any role she plays worth flowery speeches,
that we immediately acclaimed him our
I agree with Eloise Holland, "If you favorite, and yet we seem to be the only
My
biggest
compliment
to
"Beau
Geste,"
and everybody in it. I think Ronald Col- can't boost, don't knock."
fans who have noticed him. Why docs
Pearl McLaughlin.
man and Noah Beerv gave the best pereverybody seem to think that he is of no
formances, with Neif Plamilton and Wil137 Wilson Street, Hamilton, Ontario. importance? He must be worthy of
liam Powell not far behind. I think that
higher attention from the fans or Cecil
Some Fans Are Too Rude.
is the t.vpe of thing Ronald is best suited
DeAIille would have chosen somebody else
I have always been very much inter- for the role of Judos Iscariot in "The
to, and not gypsy lovers, as in "The Night
of Love." And Neil Hamilton is so bovested in "What
the Fans
ish and altogether nice; I hope he gets fact, turn
to it first
of allThink"
when and,
I openin
of Kings."
Aren't
there any Joseph Schildkraut
some more good breaks. I like Ralph Picture Play, but I do think that some King
fans in the world? If some of you do like
Forbes awfully well, too, except for one of the writers are much too rude in their him, please speak up.
thmg, and he can't help that— his eves. letters, and I sincerely trust that some of
Joseph Road,
Schildkraut
96 Two
Endlesham
Balham, Fans.*
London,
They are such a light color that thev don't the actors who are so badly insulted do
seem to register on the screen at all, and not read these letters. My policy, if I
England.
It gives him a most odd appearance. Oth- do not like an actor or actress, is to sta}erwise Ilike him very much.
away from their pictures and not let them A Case of Comparisons Being Odious.
Lillian Gish I consider to be the actress worry me, which I am sure is by far the
May I take exception to the letter of
of the screen, without a single rival. Do- best idea.
L. B. D. in a recent Picture Play? Has
lores del Rio might be a possible rival if
the writer never heard the trite but parthe upway,Leslie
why Fenton
don't theandpowers
her work was not marred by many movie be Bytake
give that
him
mannerisms.
ticularly appropriate saying, "Compariof Clyde Griffiths in "An Amerare odious?"
fansdecrylaud
Last but not least, I want to say a kind the role
their sons
own
favorites Why
withoutcan't
flatly
ican
Tragedy?"
I
have
read
the
book
and
think
he
would
be
splendid
in
the
role.
I
word for Lars Hanson. He isn't very
ing all the others? Each one of us is engood looking, but I think he is fine look- think his is one of the most criminally
opinion, and it's fortunate they
allto ancoincide.
mg, for he has character in his face. And neglected talents there is. Here is an ex- don't titled
he can act.
Alice L. King
cellent young actor who at the best gets
L. B. D. wrote, of blondes, enumerat536 nia.
Lowell Avenue, Palo Alto, Califor- but small character roles which usually
ing several very charming and lovely ones,
kill him off in the first reel. Why?
but
concluding by naming several "excepI went recently to see the premiere of
tions"— one of whom v.-as Anna Q. NilsWhy Be So Belligerent?
"College," Buster Keaton's new picture, son — ^adding, "I can't see any beauty in
and thought it was one of the best he has them; they remind me of a stretch of
I wish to compliment Mercia
on the splendid letter she wrote inStanhope
answer ever turned out.
sandy road, dry and hard and very gritty."
I see about four to six pictures a week,
It's a very- stupid simile, and one that
to Miss Garrison's rather one-sided opin]on regarding the late Rudolph Valentino. most of which are American, but when- hardly holds, certainly not in Anna Q.'s
case.
I have long been an admirer of her
ever Ican I see a British film, and while
Miss Stanhope left practically nothing unContinued on page 112
said, and the faults which Miss Garrison they have been pretty weak up to the pres-
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THE

DIVINE

Th© M^G^M
"Look, See Contest
and Remember"
Win Norma Shearer's
$50.00 This Month!
IFeyesyououtdon't
the millions
there think
in the darkened
houseof
see things, you ought to read our mail
here in the M-G-M Studios. If our
stage director uses a new kind of
telephone cover, appearing for only a
few feet of film, some woman will
write in to find out where she can get
one. If our costume director creates a
new negligee, a dozen women will
write in and ask where it may be obtained. Indeed there are seeing and remembering eyes out there in the seats.
Come now, you folks who see below
the surface, and have a try at answering these questions. To the writer
of the best set of answers from a
v/oman I will send a check for $50.00
and the tiara head-dress worn by
Gretathe Garbo
Divine
To
writer inof "The
the best
set ofWoman."
answers
from a man I will send a check for
$50.00 and the beret cap worn by
Lars Hanson in the same picture.
To the writers of the fifty next best
answers, whether from men or women,
I will send an autographed copy of
my latest photograph.
Yours sincerely,
NORMA SHEARER

WOMAN

THE flaming star of the North!
SOON she will appear
IN a brilliant, new screen play.
MORE
MORE
MORE

exciting than "Ibanez' Torrent."
seductive than "The Temptress."
romantic than even

"FLESH and the Devil"
'xith
GRETA Garbo is indeed
"THE

Divine Woman."
GRETA GARBO in "The Divine Woman"
LARS HANSON and LOWELL SHERMAN
Adapted by Dorothy Farnum from Gladys
Unger's
play, "Starlight"
A VICTOR
SEASTROM
PRODUCTION
Directed by Victor Seastrom

METRO

M
AYE
R
"More stars than there are in Heaven"

Norma's Five Questions
1 Which do you consider Greta
Garbo's
greatest M-G-M picture to
date,
and why?
(Please answer in not over 150 words.)
furnish
the
2 which
Give book
title the
and theme
author'sforname
forthcoming
M-G-M
picture,
"Love,"
with John Gilbert and Greta Garbo.
3 What member of a famous stage
family appears in M-G-M's "The
Thirteenth
Hour".''
4 names
Name the
M-G-M
whose
are
commonlystars
associated
with these slogans: "The Smart
Aleck," "The Prince of Romance,"
"The Man of 1000 Faces."
5 Nametion offour
the received
producwhichpictures
M-G-Min has
cooperation of the U. S. Government.
Write your answers on one side of a singie sheet
of paper and mail to Question Contest, 3rd
floor, 1540 Broadway, N.Y. All answers muse
be received
by January
names
will
be published
in later 15th.
issue ofWinners'
this magazine.
Note: If you do not attend pictures yourself
you
question
your friends
motionmaypicture
magazines,
in eventor ofconsult
ties,
each
tying
contestant
will
be
identical in character with that awarded
tied for. a prize
Winners of "The
Big Parade" Contest
of October
WILLIAM H. DILLARD
U. S, Coast Guard Cutter Tallapoosa
Mobile, Alabama
ELIZABETH COLLIER
Wills Point, Texas
AuitJgrapked pictures have been sent to the next
50 }ri~c winners

Photo by Eugene Hubert Richee
Esther Ralston and Neil Hamilton in a tender moment from "The Spotlight," in which the beautiful star plays
a plain girl from the country, who makes a sensational success on the New York stage as a temperamental Russian importation.
All goes smoothly until she finds herself in love with Brett Page, but dares
not tell him of the deception, because she fears he will turn away from the girl she really is.
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Up
the
Family
What do we find there? Were their fathers and mothers, grand
them that they have inherited their acting talents? Strange
families, and if we delve into their genealogies, we discover that

By Myrtle
daughters seem to make the most successful movie stars. The
arm\', too, may well be proud of the number of players it has given
to the screen. And the
ministry is a profession
that was followed by
many
of theI was
players'
forefathers.
surtoo, at the number ofprised,engineers
and
lawyers among the parents of the film stars.
From where, then,
one may well ask, have
the players inherited
tlieir dramatic instincts? Yes, there is
drama in business,

Fred Thomson is descended from an illustrious line
of scientists and ministers.

striking sionally
drama
occain the army,
and in the ministry one
meets tragedy on every
hand. But none of
these occupations suggests the dramatic
background which one

were the ancestors of the stars?
Who are or were their fathers,
mothers, grandfathers, and greatgrandfathers? What were the professions
and nationalities, of their ancestors ? In short,
what forbears produced the beauty, talent,
and personalit}' that flash across the screen ?
WHO

actress' in
genealogy.
expects
an actor's or
Buster Keaton was bom a son of vaudeville

Frankly, one is disappointed. One does
not like to picture the.

players.
blond, pig-tailed Vilma running along by her father's plow, Lillian
stopping in at the office to visit her father on his high stool, or Marv
running down to "the yards" to see if dad's train is late. Where,
in the stars' genealogies, is there anytliing to account for their dra^
matic gifts? Let's climb
Florence Vidor is the descendant of an aristo- up the family trees of
some of them, and see
cratic English family.
what Ave find.
Bebe Daniels' ancestry
is colorful and interesting.
Her maternal grandmother, daughter of an
Argentine family, married, after a whirhvind
courtship, an American in
the diplomatic service. On

Many of Lilyan Tashman's ancestors were Polish
army officers.
Strange to say, few of the film players
have sprung from theatrical families. Most
of them are sons and daughters of business men, lawyers, engineers, ministers, or
army officers.
The business man progresses deliberately, as a rule. He lacks the fire and the
impetuosity of the artist. Yet his sons and

the
paternal
side engineers
of Bebe's
family
tree are
and diplomats. Both her
parents, however, were on
the stage when she arl ived in this world.
In flows
Pola the
Negri's
veins
there
fused blood
of Hungarian and Polish
patriots.
Herwasfather,
she
has
told me,
a gypsy
violinist who became involved in a political uprising and was exiled.
Mary
ancestry is notPickford's
without interest.

Trees

of

the

Stars
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fathers and grandmothers also actors and actresses? Is it from
to say, very few of the players have sprung from theatrical
their ancestors have done almost everything else except act.
Gebhart
Her mother's people migrated from Ireland to Canada, engaging
there in trading and business. Her father, John Smith, was
purser on a lake
steamer plying between Toronto and
Ontario.
Gloria Swanson inherits her pride and
fighting spirit from
her father, an army
officer.
Florence Vidor's
maternal grandfather
AA'as a gentleman
rancher. His father,
of the English nobility, married an Irish
peasant girl, was disowned, came over to
America and settled
in Louisiana, built up
a fortune which the
Civil War swept
away, and died penniless and broken. Miss
Vidor's exquisite deportment suggests her
aristocratic English
Jacqueline Logan's
father vas a noted
architect.
ancestry, but who
can see any trace
of the Irish peasant maid in the poised and flawless Florence?
Though Jetta Goudal has been rumored to be partly Chinese,
partly Hawaiian, and partly a dozen other nationalities, only this
much is definitely known
Edmund Lowe, who is a mixture of English,
of her a n c e s t r y — her
Irish, Spanish and Scotch, has a picturesque
father was a lawver in
famiiv history.
Paris.
That such a lovely
flower as Vilma Banky
sprang from a farm in
Hungary is surprising,
but none 'the less true.
One of Esther Ralston's
grandfathers was a clergyman, the other a doctor.
Colleen Moore's father
chose engineering as a
profession. The father of
the Talmadge girls was
an advertising man, and
Mary Philbin's dad is a
Chicago railroad man.
Lilliaii, Gish was born in
the little town of Massillon, Ohio, where for three
generations the family
had lived, and where her
father was an office clerk.
The men of Norma
Shearer's family have for
some generations been engaged in business pursuits

Janet Gaynor's father ivas a business man.
in England and Canada. Janet Gaynor's
father was a business man, Corinne Griffith's
a Texas railroad official. Olive Borden's ancestry combines Irish and English blood, and
both Virginia and Massachusetts are represented in her parentage. Her father was a
civil engineer.

Ramon Novarro's father was a Mexican 'business man.
Doug ,Fairbanks inherits his restless
virility and pioneer spirit from the early
days of colonization. His ancestors were
among the many who vo3"aged over to
this countr)'- on the Mayflozvcr. And
fr.om the moment his forefathers stepped
down the gangplank, they started doing
things.
Thev settled down in Massa-
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Up

the Family Trees of the Stars
eco e' Pasada,
chusetts and
commanded
helped to
one of the
build up New
E n gland.
ships of the
Eacla succeedmada,Arsunk
Spanish
ing generation
of¥
the coast
has
been
of Scotland.
prominent
business andin
One of the
civic ties.activimost ousillustrifamily
The old
family home
is located near
Boston, and
there the present generation
holds union
a reeach
From h i s
Aztec
ancesyear.
tors, Ramon
Novarro
inherits his love

Lillian Gisli's
was town.
an office clerk
in a father
small Ohio

trees in Hollywood isthat
of Fred
Thomson,
whose forbears were
scientists and
ministers.
and his
JamessonThombrother. Lord
Kelvin, were
noted scien-

Virginia Lee Corbin is descended from a
princess.
tists.tors was
And
one of Fred's ancesan archbishop.
Ronald Colman is of conservative English stock. His ancestors
include soldiers, barristers, and
ministers.
The Barrymore brothers spring
from a brilliant line of theati'ical
folk, who have written many triumphs into the history of the theater. The father of John and
Lionel Barrymore was Maurice
Barrymore, their mother Georgia
Drew. The late John Drew was
their tmcle.

of color and his dramatic instinct,
and from one of Cortez's conquistadors he no doubt gets his
restlessness. Ramon's father was
aico.business man in Durango, MexEdmund Lowe's family history
is picturesque. He is English,
Spanish, and Irish, with a dash of
Scotch. On his father's side is a
long line of stanch, adventurous
English forefathers. His father's
great-grandmother, Mary Tuckwell, came over on the Mayflozvcr. His grandfather, James
R. Lowe, the first landscape
gardener in California, came
around the Horn in 1852 from

Jack Gilbert's grandparents
were stage people, and his mother
was Ida Adair, actress.
H. B. Warner's father was
Charles Warner, the English actor.

MaryCanada
Pickford's
Irish ancestors
and settled
down in migrated
business. to

Rod La Rocque springs from an old French
family boasting many soldiers.
A civil engineer was Olive Borden's
father.
N e w b u r yJoseph
Schildkraut
chusetts.
combines four
port, Massaracial strains.
mother
was
From his
Edmund's
father he gets
born
in
Rumanian
County
Antrim, Ireland.
and Turkish
blood, from
Her father's
his mother
people
ere
all Irish.w Her
Hunga r i a n
mother was
and
Spanish
blood.
Scotch and
Rod La
Spanish.
R
o
cq u e is
Eel's greatEnglish and
great- greatFrench. His
grandfather,
father, w h o
Don Luis Orwas a hotel
tega Tristan
Alhelm Pachman in Chi-
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Lois Wilson counts among her ancestors
numerous English squires and clergymen.

Trees of the Stars
farmers in the

cago, wasscendeddefrom
an olddeauxBorfamily,
whose men

hills of Scotland and
Wales. Since

had been
diers solsince
the sixteenth
century.
I could not
learn the prof e s s i o n of
Richard Barthelmess'
father, but his
mother was
formerly an
actress.
It's quite

emigration
the
family'sto
this
country,
the men have

appropriate
that Tim McCoy should
play army

been townsmallbankers,
business men,
and localticianspoliof the
Middle West.
One

distinber ofguished
the
memfamily was

James whoG.
Blaine,
was adatecandifor the
presidency.
John Gilbert's grandparents rvere stage people,
likewise his mother.

heroes,- for his ancestors, for
many generations, have been army
officers, including" his father.
For twofathershunch-ed
years
foreof AVallace
andthe Noah
Beery were sons of the soil, farming in Kansas, whither they had
migrated from New York.
One of Adolphe Menjou's
grandfathers was a lawyer. His
grandfather on his maternal side
was a landowner. One of Emil

Harry Langdon is descended
from the John Langdon who was
a delegate to the Continental Congress and to the convention which
framed the Constitution. History
records this distinguished statesman's career. Harry's greatgrandfather and grandfather were
scenic artists His father specialized in painting theatrical curtains
and back-drops and was also an
orator in a small way. You find
in Harry his father's artistic gifts
but none of his loquaciousness.
Behind Reginald Denny are
generations of theatrical ancestors. His grandmother was Mrs.
Henry Leigh, famous English actress, and his father, H. W.

Jannings'
grandfathers
was His
an
artist, the other
a musician.
father manufactured harvesting
machines.
William Boyd is the son of a
Cambridge, Ohio, civil engineer.
Charlie Farrell's father, of old
New England stock, is a movie
Renec Adoree, from France, is one of the few
players who comes of a theatrical family.

Nonn.m Kerry's father ivas a
we.-.Uhy man ufacturer.
exhibitor in
Massachusetts. Tom
Mix's father
was a Texas
rancher. And
with his Irish
ancestry, of
course George
O'Brien's father is a chief
of police — in
San Francisco.
Charlie
ther wasfa-a
Chaplin's
performer.
Harold
Lloyd's forefathers wei'e

Denny, a Gilbertlivanandactor.
SulBuster
Keaton'sentsparwere
vaudevilleans.
father was an
Banks'
oMonty
rchestra
leader, and his
m other a
dancer.
Virginia
Lee Corbin is
descended
from a princess. The
storv is this :
In 1015, John
Cont'd on pat;x' 94

One of Esther Ralston's grandfathers was a
minister, the other' a doctor.
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Let

the

Lion

Roar!

Metro-Goldwyn's king of beasts is fairly bellowing over his triumphs these days, and a visit to
his domain out in Hollywood leaves our contributor with the impression that it is just about
the most fascinating studio in the film colony.
B V

S w e go
A wheeling to
.press, Metro-Gold wy n- M a }■ e r
is dominating the
celluloid industry.
The educated lion
is kinging it out in
the jungle of overnight stars, efficiency experts, imported playwrights,
and high-powered
cars. The monarch
of the forest seems
to be a successful
mascot for picturemakers. For during the past year,
M.-G.-M.
has 'produced the most
important array of
films, and the most
satisfactory from
every viewpoint.
One of the Hollywood Cassandra s
breaks a brittle
spear in behalf of
Fox. "Seventh
Heaven" and
"What Price
Glory," coupled
with "Sunrise" and
"Lovesof Carmen,"
have made this a
Fox year, she avers
stoutly. But though
Fox has Del Rio,
McLaglen, Gaynor,
Farrell, and Mix,
M e t r o-Gol d wyn
has Garbo, Chaney,
Shearer, Gilbert,
Gish, and Novarro.
It is an uneven
battle.

Malcolm

H .

O e t t in h e r

And in addition to these proven box-office stars, the
Metro lot boasts a collection of rapidly rising youngsters, including the sure-fire Mister Haines, the vivfd
Joan Crawford, the steadily growing Eleanor Boardman, and the potentially brilliant Dorothy Sebastian,
who was handicapped originally by one of those illadvised flying starts. These Metro-Goldwyn has, as
well as two of the most indisputably dynamic personalities in captivity —
Aileen Pringle and
Renee Adoree.
Paramount puts
up a better argument
than any of the other
contenders, but on
the basis of the
leases, INIetro-Goldpast year's
rewyn retains supremacy. At the rislv of
losing
welcome
at manym}'a glittering
ate— inI must
front reiterof all
gate,
these
— t hat
the lionpeople
is roaring.
Once
past the
mon doorman
of dethe
M.-G.-M. studio,
Avho is a combination customs inspector and Cerebus.yoti
stumble upon interesting people in
every corner of the
spacious lot, with its
proud, white facades
and vast stages. You
come to regard the
confines of IMetro as
an active museum of
famous artists. Here
is Greta Garbo
climbing the stairs
to her dressing room
to eat her lunch in
solitude: there is
[Marion Davies lending herself to the
arms of Conrad NaDorothy Sebastian and
Aileen Pringle, says Mr.
Oettinger, are tn'o good
reasonsM.-G.-M.
for visiting
lot. the

Let

A sunny porch off the studio cafe is reserved for the
leading players. In the picture above, may be piclced out
Dorotliy Sebastian, Polly Moran, Gertrude Olmsted,
Jackie Coogan, Karl Dane, Lew Cody, James Murray
and Aileen Pringle.
gel as the cameras click ; Ramon Novarro contributes to film history by carrying Marceline
Day into a darksome cave; just round the
corner, Norma Shearer submits to close-ups.
You permit yourself a rousing glimpse
of Jeanne Eagels in the fervid embrace
of John Gilbert. You gaze in awe at
Lillian Gish rocking a cradle that has no
bab\^ in it. You tell yourself that you
must be dreaming as you see a flock of
Alaskan dogs trotting across a snowy
mountain that ends as abruptly as it begins— half a mountain, in fact.
Easily the most colorful studio on the
Coast, is Metro-Goldwyn. And efficiency
is also present without persistently rearing its dragonlike head. Things run
smoothly, yet you never hear the creaking
of the machinery. During my stay in
HoIl3/wood, I was at the M.-G.-M. studio
on several different, highly informal occasions, and at all times the atmosphere
was as calm as a cooling zephyr. If you
think this might be written of any movie
lot, you are greatly mistaken.
As many as ten film dramas were being
made ready to be put into tins when I
peered about under the stimulating guidance
of Howard Strickling, the studio's minister extraordinary tovisiting potentates. Mr. Strickling is a model combination of humor and
tact, blending a pretty cynicism with a mellow
philosophy — in all, an ideal companion to take
one through the studio labyrinths.
We saw Karl Dane and the little Arthur
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fellow indulging in some of the slapstick destined to rock audiences with mirth from coast —
geographically speaking — to coast. Gwen Lee,
looking calmly beautiful, was standing in front
of an arc light permitting Ruth Harriet Louise
to photograph her. Miss Louise, by
the way, proved to be an attractive
brunette. Metro-Goldwyn specializes
in beauty. Wasn't there that blonde
— those blondes — in Hunt Stromberg's office? Wasn't there Miss Pilkington, with her warming smile, in
the
there Strickling
Pringle, in sanctum?
person, and Weren't
Adoree,
herself, and Garbo and Crawford and
Shearer and Boardman ? But don't
let me go berserk, all for a melting
smile. This story must be coherent or nothing.
"You should see Dorothy Sebastian," said
Howard. "You knew her when. You will
find her a leading lady now, and quite a big
girl.
Just Step
then,thisa way."
limousine swept up, and we
appropriated it— after Roy d'Arcy had alighted
with a smile and a cane and a flourish. Discovering Renee Adorge on a near-by set, we
tucked her in with us and set out for the
Tourjansky location. This was not a new
game, I was assured. Tourjansky was simply
a new director. Some one had seen a Russian
picture and had cabled an ofifer to the director.
He had come to America and waited for a
year before being assigned a film. It was his
hard luck, I thought, to
draw a Tim McCoy epic,
Belty Sanford is the but if there Jiave to be
studio manicurist,
but she also plays
McCo)^ pictures, of course
some one must direct them.
small partssionalinfilms.occaIt's the law of the desert,
or something like that.
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Arriving at our destination, we found a Mexican village blooming. Peons and senoritas and palmettos and
stilettos were scattered 'lavis'hly about, and swarthy
faces fringed in beard were the general rule. In the
middle of the village square, Tim McCoy was nobly
tossing bouquets of cactus and chili con carne to Dorothy Sebastian, vivacious and Spanish in a shawl and
a comb that was even higher than the heels of her
slippers.
McCoy is a tall, well-planned actor who looks exactly
like that — a well-planned actor. He was immaculate
as to boots, silken shirt, twelve-inch belt, breeches, and
sombrero. He entirely filled the role of a great outdoor hero of the silver sheet. I didn't speak to him for
fear of having my illusions shattered.
"We have fun, just acting all day," said Miss Sebastian, joining us. "Don't we, Renee?"
La Belle Adoree beamed affirmatively. "Everv day
is a laugh !'' she said. ,
It was high noon, and at the stroke of twelve, M.G.-M. indulges in a quaint custom locally known as
putting on the feed bag. We all climbed aboard the
limousine and trundled back to the commissary.
This is a sublimated cafeteria, with a sunny porch
reserved for stars, executives, and Kiwanis Club presidents. Howard Strickling craftily commandeered a
table abutting that occupied by Laurence Stallings,
Irving Thalberg, Jack Gilbert, Joe Farnham, and Joan
Crawford. At another table, Bill Haines and Ed Sedgwick planned gags for "West Point." Beyond them,
sat King Vidor and Eleanor Boardman. At our table
were Sebastian, Adoree, and Pringle, three good reasons
for any one to visit Louis B. Mayer's camera gardens.

Roar!

Hunt Stromberg, one of the youngest and most successful of film supervisors, came over to welcome me.
"What you don't see, ask for," he advised. "The West
greets
yourselfRenee
a piece
cake." to the fitting
Afteryou.our Cut
luncheon,
wasof called
room, and soon afterward Sebastian departed for the
great open spaces — a slave to her art. Then Pringle
was carried ofif b}' Lew Cody. So there Ave were, quite
desolate, until whom did we spy but Kathleen Key,
looking dark and lovel}'. Hollywood is like that. You
never know what bit of luck is lurking round the
corner.
"I've been
recreation.
"Give was
up
motion

tested to a crisp," said Kate, "and I crave
What do you suggest ?"
testing and
for we
jesting,"
said Howard. The
carried,
were off.

As we left the commissary, we passed the most ferocious set of whiskers that ever frightened a barber.
"Don't shoot," said Kate, "it might be. Lon Chaney."
And it was Lon Chaney !
Meandering on our way, we came upon the Coogan
family busy on a sunlit platform. Jackie and his little
brother were patiently posing for pictures that were
eventually to appear in the magazines. Coogan per _
was directing the ordeal, with Coogan mere at his side
to coach.
"Make brother smile, Jackie,"' called Mrs. Coogan
peremptorily.
Jackie obediently tickled the child's ribs. A grin
resulted.
"Fine!" shouted Mr. Coogan.
"Shoot it, Joe."
They were an odd
group on— page
the father
tall, gangling,
Continued
100
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Interesting items of news from the world of the picture players.
By Edwin

and Elza Schallert

FRANZISKAname PFEFFER— that is the highly seathat some one recently tried to wish
soned
on Gloria .Swanson. A gentleman living in Jugoslavia wrote to her claiming her as his niece, and pleading with her to return to the homeland. Gloria has
suffered many things, but this was about the strangest
thing that had ever happened to her.
The return of Gloria's husband from his trip to
France doubtless served to resuscitate her spirits after
the experience of being mistaken for Miss Pfeffer. The
joyful reunion of the marquis and Gloria' set aside the
rumors of a separation that arose when he went abroad.
The marquis will be able to remain in Hollywood for
six months before returning again to his native land to
have his passport renewed.

landed in siderably
the shaken
sand,
up. so wasn't hurt, but she was conAs the horse did not stop to wait for her, Bebe was
offered the use of a camel on which to continue her
journey, but she decided that that means of transportation might prove even more precarious than the first,
so she trekked some two miles over the sand to her
destination.
"And that's the first time," she says, "that I've ever
walked home from a ride."
A Satire on Murder Trials.
It has been done with much secrecy, but the facts
will out. Cecil B. DeMille is directing "Chicago," the
film based on the famous stage satire on
the farcical ■ way in
which murder trials are
sometimes conducted.

How to Become a
Flapper.
Little Alice White
DeMille's name, howgives us a lot of trouble
mentioned
on thewon't
screen
ever, probably
be
trying to determine just
v/hat will be the next
w^hen the picture is recolor of her hair. At
leased, except as general supervisor.
present, it is a fiery
auburn, but when we
He became so interfirst saw her, it was a
ested in the story durdeep brown ; then later,
ing its preparation that
he couldn't resist the
as we remember, became blond.
temptation to m.ake it
himself.
So, when
If she is try"Chicago" comes
ing to emulate
to the screen, you
Clara Bow, it
will know the
v.'ould seem that
reason
if it
Alice has gone
through the necseems to be reessary three
with the
stages to become
famous pleteDeMille
touches.
the ideal flapper.
Clara also was
The Reunion of
successively bruTwo Geniuses.
Baby
Gloria,
with
mother
and
daddy
to
Ixelp
her,
digs
the
first
spadeful
of
earth
net. blond, and
While we are
titian. She has
for the foundation of the grand new home tliat the Harold Lloyds are going to
have.
remained the
on the subject of
directors, we
At
last-named shade
must
also
tell
the
news
about
Ernst
Lubitsch.
It looked
for some time, so perhaps it is the correct one.
for
a
while
as
though
he
would
never
make
a
picture
least, it has been a lucky shade for her.
for
Paramount,
to
which
company
he
has
been
under
Alice's future seems well assured, as she is playing
contract for over a year, but at last he is about to make
the role of Dorothy in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
a Paramount film called "The Patriarch."
We hear, too, that she is to be specially billed in "Helen
At one time, the company wanted him to direct a film
of Troy."
version of "Abie's Irish Rose," but nothing more ridicuBebe Bites the Dust.
lous could be imagined. Fortunateh\ Lubitsch's contract allows him complete freedom in the selection of
That near-classic ditty, "Thanks for the Buggy Ride,"
his
stories.
has a new adaptation, and Bebe Daniels is its heroine.
"The Patriarch," based on a well-known novel, is
This version should be entitled, "Thanks for the Horsean historical romance about- Paul I. of Russia. Ernil
back Ride," and
the deep-dyed villain in the case is a
rambunctious
horse.
Jannings has the leading role. Tie and Lubitsch should
make
a great combination. They formerly worked toBebe, on location at Guadalupe for "She's a Sheik,"
set out one day to return to camp. She went alone,
gether in Germany.
and on horseback. On the way, the horse encountered
They Gave Their Lives for Art.
a troupe of camels used in the picture, and as there is
The extremes to which publicitv agents will go in
a certain natural antipathy between horses and camels,
their efforts to urge along the fame of a star are exBebe's mount shied violently and threw her. She
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emplified in the instance of Lane Chandler, whom
Paramount is boosting as a Westei-n star. Consider,
for instance, this item of high tragedy and sacrificial
drama, taken from one of the press sheets issued by
the publicity department of the studio:
One rattlesnak-c, Iwo elks, one cow and ninety Belgian hares
gave their lives that Lane Chandler might be clothed in true
cowboy style for the screen version of Zanc (jre}'s novel, "Open
Range."
The same sheet, further along, refers to Fred Kohler,
the new heavy, as the "wolf of the screen." That probably means that he gobbles up scenes with a vengeance.
How to Invite Your Friends to a Party.
Carmelita Geraghty recently gave an afternoon reception that was very enjoyable, but the cleverest thing
about it was the way in which she worded her invitations. Describing the location of her home, and the
way to get there, Carmelita wrote:
The street is so quiet and exclusive that the Chinese Theater
uses it for free parking space, and the comedy companies use
it for a studio. Often our front yard is filled with dummies,
reflectors and props, and once I was late for work because a
camel was lying down in the driveway.
Across the street from our home lives Jimmy Young, the
director, and also Rod La Rocque and his bride, Vilma Banky.
Mary O'Connor, the scenario writer, lives behind us and raises
pigeons. It will be difficult to miss the place.
The occasion of this gathering is a celebration of the first
quarter of my contract with the Sennett Studio ; also to promote good fellowship and dignified publicity.
We can only add, Carmelita deserves it— the publicitv, w-e mean.
Introducing Mrs. Sojin.
If you know Mr. Sojin, the Japanese actor, who has
played numerous parts in the movies, including the
insidious Chinese prince in Douglas Fairbanks' "The
Thief of Bagdad," and a big part with Lon Chaney in
"The Road to ]Mandalav." vou will doubtless be inter-
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ested in knowing that Mrs. Sojin is also to make an
appearance in pictures. She has an important characpart in isGilda
''The Devil Dancer," in which
Mr. terSojin
also Gray's
cast.
Mrs. Sojin was at one tiine leading woman of the
Modern Players Society at the Imperial Theater in
Tokio, but since coming to America, has been content
merely to be an oirlooker wdiile her husband went ahead
with his career. She probably would not have returned
to dramatic work, had not Al Raboch, the director of
"The Devil Dancer," prevailed on her to do so.
The Sojins were quite famous on the stage in their
native land.
Eddie Lowe's .Deep Dark Past.
It takes one's old-time teachers to tell the terrible
this. about one's youth. Edmund Lowe can vouch for
truth
While he was working on "Balaoo," which sounds
like something about the Fiji Islands, but is really a
mystery story, he was visited at the studio by a professor who had taught him dramatics at college. His
ex-mentor looked him over while he was playing before
the camera.
"Eddie," he said, "you're doing splendidly, and I always knew you would. When I used to hear you speak
the speech of Spariacus to the gladiators, I was sure
that you would be a great hit in the silent drama !"
A Happy Change for Madge Bellamy.
Madge Bellamy has good reason to be cheerful these
days, and she is. A star is always cheerful when he or
she is nicely catalogued, but between cataloguings life
is more or less miserable. We mean by this that, to be
really happy in
the movies,
change
typeit
occasionally,
remaining
any one
one has
typeto only
so one's
long as
is popular.
Madge's misfortune w^as that she remained an ingenue for too long, but she achieved a happy transition

about
a 3^ear
agobroke
when away
she played
in "Sandy." In that
film, she
at last
from demureness.
Her next Fox picture, we are told, is an hilarious
affair called "Very Confidential," and she is finishing up
another amusing production
Wallace Reid's widow and son Billy contribute to the
nowThough
called the
"Free
and Easy."
recognition
may
fund for his memorial. In Mrs. Reid's liand is a
seem
somewhat
belated,
picture of the proposed window in Wally's memory
in the Cathedral of St. John the Divine.
Madge is now looked upon at
the studio as a very clever
comedienne. And as there
are, after all, few real comediennes in pictures, her future
looks nice and rosv.
Not So Happy for Lois
Wilson.
The status of Lois Wilson's
hair is attracting much interest these days. She bobbed
it,
you
at the sappy
time
of her remember,
revolt against
parts about a year ago. But
now, Lois is letting it grow
" again, and we wonder whether
this means that she is reverting to her original type.
Whenever she is asked about
it. she smiles and says the reason she is letting her hair
grow is merelv to fill the reciuirements of her changing
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career, and to please her fan following. We're more
than glad if it means that Lois will be her natural self
again. Her gesture of sophistication did not become
her.
Her sister, Constance Wilson Lewis, who was married three or four years ago, has been playing with
Lois in "Coney Island." And as you know, Diana
Kane, her other sister, is soon to be married to George
Fitzmaurice, the director.
A Thrifty Divorce.
"I see," said Jack Mulhall to Charlie Murray, "that
Connie Talmadge obtained her divorce from Captain
Macintosh in Scotland."
"Yes," responded Charlie. "It must be the result of
the economy wave."
Jack Gilbert and Baby Leatrice.
Are Jack Gilbert and Leatrice Joy going to be reconciled?
The only indication of any such thing that we have
been able to discover was Jack's
presence at the
third birthday party
of Leatrice II. His
arrival was a complete surprise, occurring toward the
end of the celebration. Leatrice was
quite overwhelmed
by his sudden appearance, and Jack
himself was obviously agitated.
Out in the garden, he affection'ately embraced his
little daughter, and
tenderly placed a
strand of real
pearls round her
throat. Tears came
into his eyes at his
first greeting, but
these soon turned
into the characteristic Gi 1 b e r t i a n
smile. He then
James Cruze tries to cut tlie "telegram
to
on Iiis first day at tlie DeMilleo-ood
studio
posed for a picture
with mother and
daughter.
Little Leatrice was dressed in a miniature replica of
her mother's gown, which was a full-length, pale-pink
bouffant organdie, trimmed in blue. Many famous
cinema children were guests, and went into ecstasies
over a donkey and cart, in which they drove themselves,
and over an organ-grinder and monkey, not to mention
the ice cream and huge birthday cake.
Corinne Sells Her Home.
It is said that Corinne Griffith doubled her money
when she recently sold her home in Beverly Hills, and
we don't doubt it, in view of the business acumen that
this serene and lovely star has already evinced on numerous previous occasions. Her English manse, with
its picturesc]ue, roaming gardens, was purchased by Mrs.
Thomas H. Ince for $186,000. Corinne isn't leaving
Beverly, but is planning to build on another piece of
property that she owns there — probably an Italian
renaissance villa.

Lights
Another Broken Engagement.

"We're both young and so we've decided to wait."
Thus Janet Gaynor made known the breaking off of
her engagement to Herbert Moulton, former newspaper
man, now a movie actor.
"We think just as much of each other as we ever
did," she went on, "but it's too soon for us to talk about
marriage. So we have decided not to be bound by an
engagement for the time being, anyway."
Her rising film fortunes undoubtedly had something
to do with this change in Janet's romantic plans, and
she is probably quite right to choose to fulfill her career
before entering into matrimony. She is just a youngster, enjoying her first flush of fame, and when has the
debutante not had the right to remain fancy free, either
in the social whirl or the film whirligig?
Herbert Moulton has played in several pictures, including "The Trail of '98."
That Long Count.
Speaking of marriages, there is one bit of patter
going
the rounds
in
Hollywood
that
was inspired by the
Dempsey-Tunnev
"When
you think
fight
:
of Mae Murray,
you think of her
prince ; when you
think of Gloria
Swanson, you think
of the marquis ; but
\A-hen you
think you
of
Estelle
Taylor,
think of the count."
Happily
Ever pays.
After.
Devotion

cake'' sent to him by Cecil DeMdle
,ruin.
but Marie Prevost thinks it's too

This is proven in
the instance of
Louise Fazenda
and Hal Wallis,
who were recently
married. Hal, who
is chief of the publicity department of
the Warner
ers studio, Brothpaid
court faithfully to
Louise over a period of several

cured adivorce from her former husband,
as soon
years. and
Louise
seas the interlocutory decree expired, she and Harold
obtained their license to wed.
There was no flub-dub of sentiment about their attitude toward each other in public during the time that
their romance was developing, but there was every evidence of congenial companionship. And this makes us
think that their marriage should turn out very happily.
Two Say Yes, Two Say No.
If you know Neal Burns — and you must if you are
in the hahit of seeing Christie comedies — you will be
glad to learn of his recently announced engagement to
a very pretty girl, Joan Marquise, who has done work
on both the screen and the stage.
Marian Nixon, who was formerly married to Joe
Benjamin, the prize fighter, recently denied a rumor
that she was engaged to \A/esley Ruggles, the director.
"We are just good friends," she said.
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Then, in tactful style, Miss Nixon praised Mr. Ruggles' directorial ability, while he in turn lavished adjectives on the star's beauty and charm,
that
he would consider himself most fortunateandif said
he were
her hance. A duly dignified and complete carrying out
of the social graces!
The Troubles of Francis X. Bushman.
How the fortunes of an idol decline after he has
passed the peak of success, may make interesting reading, but it also has its depressing side.
Francis X. Bushman's recent vicissitudes are a case
in point. Bushman was sued by his first wife, Josephine
Fladuene Bushman, for some $50,000 in back alimony
payments, but contested the suit. He 'made known,
among other things, that though, in his heyday as a
star, he had received as much as $10,000 a week, he was
now_ satisfied to get $500 a week when he was working.
He indicated by this that his former wife would have
to alter her demands as a result of the changed conditions. At the time of his divorce, he had agreed to
make a cash settlement, he said, of $40,000 on his wife,
and pay her $500 a week, in addition to buying and
furnishing a home for her.
Since that time, Bushman has also been divorced
from Beverly Bayne.
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Hughie Mack, the stout comedian, recently died of
heart disease. He also was an old-timer, though a
much younger man than Nichols. Mack won his first
part in the movies because he looked so funny that he
made the late John Bunny laugh. An undertaker by
profession, he was one day drawn by curiosity into the
old Vitagraph studio in Brooklyn. That's when Bunny
saw him, and laughed. The Vitagraph people decided
that, if he was funny enough to amuse their star, he
could also entertain the public. So he was hired.
The death of Sam Warner, one of the family group
heading the Warner Brothers organization, moved the
colony very deeply. Warner had been a kind friend to
many players during his lifetime.
•His principal duty lately at the Warner studio had
been to supervise the Vitaphone productions, and because of his intricate experience in this pioneering
work, his passing has been a distinct loss to the organization.
Weighed by the Court.
Southern California judges are going to have a lot to
do in the near future, if they don't watch out. For,
under a newly passed law, they have to sponsor the
contracts of minors in the movies.
The newest wrinkle is that some of the youngsters, in
their contracts, have signed pledges to keep thin, as, for
instance, Sally Phipps of Fox, and Lucille Miller of
Sennett's.
wouldn't
it be and
funny
if trouble
over
one of Sothese
contracts,
a set
of scalescame
had up
to
be moved into court while a solemn arbiter went
through the process of weighing his charges to see
whether they were in the right or in the wrong?

At the Opera.
Among llie ;irdent opera fans in Los Angeles this
season, have been Julia Faye and Myrna Loy. ]\Ivrna's
devotion to the opera is new so far as we know, but
Julia has been a devotee for several years. During the
past few seasons, she has missed only two or three
performances.
Up to Expectations.
Some of the stars M'ho have been good attendants in
the past have not been so much in evidence this season,
Little Sue Cai^ol quite came up to our expectations
but the reason is easy to discover in the fact that everywhen we saw her in Douglas MacLean's "Soft Cushbody has been so exceptionally busy at the studios. The
ions." She is one of the prettiest ingenues we have
movie companies have been allowinsr very little time glimpsed in ages, and is already in great demand.
off, and pictures this
fall have been made Do they think they're being cesthetic? George K. Arthur, Charlotte Greenwood and
Old newed.
Thrills Revery quickly, with Karl Dane act foolish between scenes of "Baby !\^ine. "
extra demands on
Fans can rest assured that they will
the players' time.
Jimmy Cruze, by
soon see "Uncle
the Avay, can again
Tom's
Cabin."
boast of a record for
This long-awaited
fast shooting. He
picture has almost
become another
recently made a pic"Ben-Hur,"
in the
ture in eleven days.
This M'as "On to
delays that attended
its filming, but at
Reno,"
starring IN'Iarie Prevost.
last it is all shot,
Obituary.
cut, titled, and
down to footage,
Death continues to
take its toll in the
and we have even
film colony. George
seen it at a preview.
Nichols, the wellknown character acUniversal has
tor, recently passed
high
for theanticipations
success of
away at the age of
"Uncle Tom," and
sixty-two. He was
a veteran of the old
their hopes seem
justified. They
Biograph days, and
had made his last
have made a someappearance on the
what epochal picture of the old
screen in "White
Gold,"tered as
the embitSouth and of the
old father.
He
slave trade, with a
had been in pictures
almost since their
interest.of hugreat mandeal
beginning.
Continued on page 96
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Are

Actors
in

Unlucky

Love?

Adolphe Menjou and Aileen Pringle brilliantly discuss the failure of marriage in
Hollywood and point out some of the causes.
By Esther Carples

wanted to know why love dies amon^ movie
folk. Why does it die? Adolphe Menjou
gave us a cigarette. Aileen Pringle served us
a luncheon of calf's head vinaigrette. Why does love
die? ?Wouldn't Monsieur Menjou and Aileen Pringle
know
You can imagine these two at a Ritz tea, and belonging- there, or at the Savoy or the Carlton in London, or at the Crillon in Paris, commenting on human
frailty and doing it to perfection.
You could probably match them against Margot,
Countess of Oxford and Asquith, and the patricians
who sign their names to cold-cream ads. You would
choose Menjou and Pringle, wouldn't you?
Monsieur Menjou did have a diagnosis, but he
wanted to leave out names. If the reader wants to
supply them, he may. We carried a load of memories
_ ourself .
Not long ago, in a blur of lights after the theater on
Broadway, we saw one
"Privileged people have always
of the principals in a retaken love lightly and always
cent divorce waiting in
will. " — Aileen Pringle.
the wet fog for a taxi.
She was so beautiful
and frosted — like the
princess a little boy
would dream of. She
looked as if there were
nothing left for her.
Malcolm St. Clair spoke
to her, but she did not
seem to hear. Does love
hurt in the movies ?
Menjou smiled.
"Well," said he luxuriantly, "actors are paid to
make love. We make love
every day. No, we are
not in love, but a fragrance of hair, a smile
— we play with all the
chemicals of attraction.
We deal with human beings, lovely women — we
wouldn't be human if
we pretended not to notice them. A million
women in the world for
a man to make love to,
but how
can one be
sure :
WE

"Why doesn't love last
in the movies?" sighed
Pringle, echoing us.
"Why doesn't it last
among millionaires and
society people? Privileged people have always
taken love lightly and always will.

"/ play love as if it were amusing, but love is
tragic." — Adolphe Menjou.
"When I was a little girl it all seemed
different. You never questioned whether
papa and mamma loved each other.
Mamma and papa were supposed to love
each other. It would have been treason
to think such things, much less to talk
about them. But times have progressed,
have they not ? Plollywood is Hollywood
and the times are with it. There are fashions in morals as there are fashions in
religion and doctoring. We don't dramamoralities
at thetize thebottom
of it.any more — that's really
"When Richard Wagner left Minna it
was a world case and volumes were written about it. Now, I suppose there are
more cases of abandonment in Hollywood
than
but weanyjust
don't Instead,
like to
think anywhere,
about the losers
more.
we announce the future marriage of the
defaulting party before the divorce papers
are signed — and we call it beautiful rolove
is "Seriously,"
wonderful. said
WhenMenjou,
I hear "Ithethink
whistles
blow,
mance."the trains speeding, I say to myself, 'That is for love.' What is every one
workingcier? for,
to the love
finanTo lovefrom
some theoneclerk
or make
to
some one. Take love away and what
is life all about?
[Continued on page 107]

Kathleen Key's little duplex bungalow. She saves money by living in one side and
renting the olher.

They
Aren't
All
Rich
Not all the movie players live in magnificent mansions with troops of
servants and dozens of high-powered cars. There are lots of them who
have to pinch and save just as much as any of us. This story tells you
how some of your favorites figure and scheme to make ends meet.
By Ann

Sylvester

NOT

Kathleen Key.

Alyce Mills makes
most of her clothes
and does all of her
housework.

all movie players are millionaires, and it can be proved even in
the face of Tom Mix's $17,000 a week and Colleen Moore's
$12,500 — not to mention the numerous other enormous salaries
scattered through the film colony. Neither do all the players live in Beverly Hills in magnificent mansions surrounded by swimming pools. And
maybe you have been led to believe that they all shop in Paris, or New
York at least, but there are plenty of them who admit that they buy
nothing outside the Hollywood department stores.
Of these we speak !
In spite of the sensational disclosures about to follow, this is not an
expose. It is a perfectly frank admission, on the part of some plavers
you all know, that they live even as you and I. And they practice
economy not just for the love of it, but because they can't ver}^ well
afi:"ord to do otherwise.
"Say," says Charlie Farrell, who begins everything with that word,
"do you think I would be traveling around in a flivver roadster if I
could afl:ord another kind? Not that I want to knock Henry's little
machine, y'understand.
It's a great little piece of mechanism and can
take more punishment than an unluck}' prize fighter. But
they tell me other cars have prettier upholstery, and I have an

\

Charliesoul."
has been running round Hollywood in a Ford roadartistic
ster for two
or three
years
now.it inIteach
isn'tyear
always
same
roadster,
for he
trades
for athefresher
model, but the brand
never changes. Due to
the uncontrollable tendency of his car to backfire, Ch a rl i e makes
rather flashy en-
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They Aren't
trances and exits at the studio. Of an evening, he calls
for Hollywood debutantes, who have chauffeured motors
of their own, and escorts them to local festivities in his
uncovered wagon.
. Now, you may be asking yourself why the young hero
of "Seventh Heaven" does not buy. himself a more elaborate motor? And the answer to that one is the same

All Rich

reason that you didn't buy a new car this season. Despite
his success, Charlie doesn't make an enormous salary, because, ifyou remember, he was put under contract before
he knew how good he was going to be — if at all. It costs
a successful young movie actor quite a good deal to live
in Hollywood. Clothes, to an actor, are just a little bit
higher than to any one else, apartment rents are also
higher, and corsages for the girl friends are dearer. Even
food is no cinch for the pocketbook, and after you subtract these items from Charlie's salary, it doesn't leave a
startling surplus for the maintenance of a motor car.
Hence the Henry.
It's much the same story with Buddy Rogers. The
world at large has a pretty well-planted idea that all actors
who aren't married and living in Beverly Hills keep up
expensive bachelor quarters in the Wilshire district. Maybe
some of them do — but with Buddy it's dififerent ! Much
after the fashion of a conservative young bank clerk.
Buddy rents a room with a private family and takes his
meals with them.
"It's nice in a lot of ways," he explains. "I'm out here
all alone and I'd hate to come home to an empty place
— even if it were an expensive one. I don't like to eat
alone, and I don't like tO' be alone. This way, I have a
home with a family that has sort of adopted me. I go
home in the evening and tell them my good or bad news
just as I would to my own family. It's mighty nice, and
besides," he added, with his own particular brand of shy
smile, "it's less expensive."
It must work out pretty nicely all round. It must be
pretty nice to have Buddy as a boarder.
It also must be interesting to have a girl as pretty as
Kathleen Key for a landlady. When Kathleen bought her
home, she evolved a money-saving scheme that should be
an example to the wise young bride and groom just startin thethat
world.
Kathleen
ownssidea and
duplex
house,
v/hichling outmeans
she lives
in one
rents
the
other. The rented side makes the monthly payment on
the house, and all Katie has to worry about are the taxes
and street-paving assessments. And then they say beautiladies don't know how to economize ! They've never
met fulKathleen.
Gwen Lee, 'Metro-Goldwyn's blond young siren,
is another beautiful lady who knows how to economize. To look at her in pictures, you might think
that Gwen was a silken lady who lounged around an
expensive apartment with a couple of slaves at her
beck and call. But
you'd be wrong. o Gwen
does nothing
sort. She lives
in Culver City
in a little cottage with her
family, and
she's raising
chickens as a
little side-line
investment. If
Gwen gets
home from the
studio in time,
she feeds the
chicks herself.
Cont'd on page 111

Gwen Lee lives in a little cottage in Culver City, and helps
mother with the dishes.
Charlie Farrell runs round
Hollywood in a Ford roadster
simply because he can't afford
any other kind.
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Manhattan
Uncensored and in
the stars as they flit

By Alma

Photo by Rnth Harriet Louise
Lew Cody, as a vaudeville headliner, makes the welkin
ring with a dramatic recitation.

AIAR^IONT returned to this country after three months in Ens^land, his
native land. He stopped only three days
in New York on his way to Hollywood and a
new contract for a series of pictures witli
Gotham. The first of these films is to be called,
unless some bright mind thinks of a better title,
"Fruits of Divorce." (What are the movies
going to do when every combination that includes the words "marriage," "divorce," "wives,"
and "youth," has been used up?)
But after that picture, Mr. Marmont hopes
to return to his real love, light comedy. You
didn't suspect that, perhaps — that Percy ^ilarmont is essentially a light comedian? Yet all
his years of stage training with Sir Herbert
Tree, Ethel Barrymore, Cyril Maude, and
others, made him primarily an actor of gay,
sophisticated roles, until he played in the
screen version of "If Winter Comes," and his
type suddenly changed.
Of course yon remember the hero of "If
Winter Comes." The sensitive, rather neurotic
Mark Sabre, whose life was restless and poignant and flowed into channels of tragedy. Well,
Percy Marmont was selected to play the role
because he was English like the hero, and sensitive and fine and thoroughly appropriate for
the part.
He did an excellent job of it. But it changed
his whole career. He has been a screen figure
of woe ever since. He and Lon Chaney and
George Hackathorne make up the tragic trio,
who are crippled, consumptive, or in some way
forlorn.
PERCY

"I've died a hundred deaths on the screen,"
Mr. Marmont said. His voice is deep, beautifully controlled, and his words are spoken with
a perfect accent. The stage lost something
when he turned silent. "I've had ever}^ conceivable disease, in films ; cancer, consumption,
paralysis, every dire thing you can think of."

Yet one look at the man and
all this seems ludicrously inappropriate. He is very jolly,
and there are little crinkles of
laughter at the corners of his
blue eyes. His gayety, his
sense of humor, are altogether
delightful.
But we'll soon have a chance
to see him on the screen again
as he really is, in a comedy
that is being written especially
for him. Then, in February,
he returns to London to make
a picture there ; in fact, from
now on Mr. Marmont expects
to be almost a commuter between Hollywood and his other
home in Sussex, England. Of course, most
of his relatives are in
England ; he has a
brother who is a brilliant pianist, well
known in Europe.
Among other things,
Mr. M tioneda a rvery
m o n amusing
t menminor ambition of his.
For years, he says, he
has wanted to get out,
of the train on his way
East and explore Albuquerque, where the
train stops for half an
hour. But expediency
forbids. It seems the .
citizens of this New
Mexico city
enthusiasticare
movie fans.
They read the papers
carefully to learn what
film stars are passing
through, and when.
And they line up at the
station to pounce upon
am- actor who gives
way to
hisa natural
sire for
breath deof
fresh air and a stroll.
They mob him, they
maul him, in their enthusiasm.
Once, ]\Ir. i\Iarmont
confessed, he timidly
ventured forth to the
Hope Hampton reveals a
beautiful voice in the operPhoto br Whiteetta,
Studio"My Princess."
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through New York.
Talley

station platform. Oh, they
were charming, these fans, he
declare d — he had at least
forty cigars pressed upon
him. Even so, the boldest and
vainest of men would find
himself embarrassed and selfconscious with hordes of excited people crowding about
and overwhelming him. So
Percy has never dared to venture beyond that platform.
"Albuquerque looks like
such an interesting place," Mr.
Marmont
"but somehov/
I feellaughed,
that I shall
never
get a chance to see it."
It is hard to convey in cold print how very
charming and amusing Percy Marmont is. Suffice it to say he has the most delightful personality of any actor this reporter has met in
some half dozen years of interviewing. And,
since Mr. Marmont is not AmerihaveKlan
to bear
up while
the can,
KuI'll just
Klux
comes
and
burns a cross on my doorstep.
Lillian Gish has tried hard to
hide in Nev/
York and would
have succeeded
but for her love
of the theater
and her frequent
attendance, with
George Jean
Nathan, at the
openings of the
new plays.
Lillian being a
most m.ysterious
person, no one
knows whether
her rumored engagement to the
critic is true or
not ; it may be
surmised, however, that her
devotion to her
invalid mother
prevents any
thought of marriage in the near
Photo by Wide World S'.udio
future.
The theater is
almost her only Natacha Rambova
recreation, as was a figure of
nearly all h e r grace and charm
time is passed at in the play, "Creher mother's
bedside. Her
oles. "

Photo by Ruth Harriet Louise
Lillian Gish plans a long rest after several years of
constant work.
New York apartment, with a trained nurse in
constant attendance on Mrs. Gish, has been
rather like a hospital, and of
course Lillian receives no one
there.
As for that report that she is
to join Lillian.
United Artists,
asked
"Tell me "Really?"
all about
■ it." She declared
that she had been
working hard — exhaustingly
—
for several hard
years,
and now all she
wanted was a good
rest ; she was making no plans
for the
future.at all
Miss Gish made
a rather interesting
criticism of current film
tions.producThey are
she declared,
and
becoming
"arty,"
directors are obsessed with the
subject of camera
angles. Having
found something
new to plav with,
American producers are almost
forgetting, in their
enthusiasm for
striking
efl:'ects, that
haveis aa
story to photographic
tell in a photoplay.
The they
result
picture that is consciously artistic.
The eventual result will, of course, be a
higher quality of films than we used to have,
with artistic efl'ects woven more closely into
the storv, but without being so obstrusive.
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critics,
a film
efforts
on the

always somewhat "snooty" about the talents of
star, are only too eager to pounce upon the
of
a little movie actress trying to make good
stage.

Dorothy is also attending a stage training school
this winter — and you'd never guess why. It's to satisfy ayearning that she has kept buried for years — to
be able to do a clog dance !
George O'Brien's vacation in Europe was cruelly
cut short by a cable message demanding his presence
in Hollywood immediately — or as immediately as any
presence could be transferred from Germany to
one's
California.
George "rubbernecked" all through Berlin, Paris,
Budapest, Vienna, doing all the tourist things, with
F. W. Murnau as his unofficial guide. They went
from Paris to Berlin bv air — no wonder Fox sent that
cablegram ! They visited Potsdam, the former
Kaiser's palace, took a trip down the Rhine and
through the lakes. And George gleefully got even
with Murnau.
"When Fred came out to California," George said,
"he was always asking me;' 'What's that building?"
And I'd look — never having noticed it before — and of
course I wouldn't know. 'You're a fine one,' Fred
would say, 'you don't even know your own country.'
"But when we got to Germany I had the laugh on
him. 'What's that?' I'd ask. And he wouldn't know.
He kept getting more and more annoyed until finally
he said, 'Do you have to keep asking questions all the

Percy Marmont has the most delightful
personality of any star Alma Talley has
met.
In the meanwhile, one wonders if
the foreign directors, seeing what
they started, are saying to one another ala Moran and Mack, "Perhaps we shouldn't have mentioned

George was quite pleased with the way his performance in "Sunrise" was received. For once he
had played in a film which wasn't a boxing bout, and
in which he didn't have to
be the big strong chap who
time?'"
carries the heroine upstairs. He hoped to play
in more films like "Sunrise," though he didn't
knowwere.
what There
Fox's was
planssome
for
him
talk of his playing in a
speaking film, using the
Movietone throughout for
dialogue.

it."
Above all, he wanted to
Dorothy Gish has also been what
work again with Murnau,
is known on Broadway as "at leiwhose players are devoted
sure." Her London film contract
concluded, Dorothy characteristicto
him. won
In "Sunrise"
the
director
all their hearts
ally does not spring that line about
all the offers she is considering.
by his thoughtfulness and
consideration.
She is not considering any offers,
"That lake scene," said
she admits, because she hasn't had
any — except to play in a quickie,
George, "w^as frightfully
one of those overnight film concoccold. Janet and I were
tions.
just frozen and exhausted.
So Murnau sent Janet
But she does want to go on the
stage. For years she has wanted
home, then ordered his
to, and several times she almost did.
valet to bring me some hot
This time she feels that she realh';
milk. Imagine" — George
means it, but she is a little frightpounded his massive chest
ened. Her last stage apfjearance
— "hot milk, for rnc!"
George 0 'Brien was recalled by Fox from his
holiday abroad.
took place when she was ten — except one night several years ago,
HopeBroadway
Hampton has
has come
been
when she w^alked on in an emergency and played a role into her own at last. For years
in a play in which her husband, James Rennie, was
hearing of her beautiful voice, but through a series of
featured.
mishaps, in no way her fault, her musical-comed}' career
Dorothy is really stage-struck. H she could only seemed destined to end before it had begun.
appear, she says, as Mamie Google, without being recTwo 3'ears ago she opened in Philadelphia in "Maognized, itwould be easy. But she knows that dramatic
dame Pompadour" and received wonderful notices.
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Then, mysteriously, before the operetta came to New
York and a quick death, Miss Hampton left the cast.
The real reason was never made public; however, it
was not to her discredit.
Undiscouraged, Miss Hampton kept right on, seeking a new vehicle for her talents. And now, in "My
Princess," she proves to a skeptical Broadway that she
really can sing. Without exception, the critics acclaimed her voice as really beautiful, and Lee Shubert,
the producer — who ought to know— pronounced her
the best light-opera prima donna on Broadway.
"My Princess" is also a triumph for its scenic
and costume designers. Never was a show more exquisitely mounted and dressed. Hope's gowns are
incredibly beautiful; her wedding gown is said to
have cost ten thousand dollars.
As for the operetta itself — it was written by Dorothy Donnelly and composed by Sigmund Romberg,
but perhaps one had better not mention them.
Buck Jones, his Fox contract over, came to New
York for the second time in his life. Released from
a constant grind of picture making, he was having
what he called his first vacation in eight years. He
didn't count his trip to Europe last year, because it
was cut short by business in Hollywood.
First he went to the fight in Chicago. He went to
the fight, but he didn't see it. He sat in the eighteenth
row, as Tunney's guest, but he had to read the papers
to find out what happened.
And movie star or not, he had no royal suite in
the crowded hotels of the city. He was glad not to
have to use a park bench for a bed ; he did manage to
get a hotel room, so small, according
to Buck, that you had to go outside to
change your mind. And it was a choice
between himself and his trtmk, so his
trunk stood out in the hall.
After the fight, he came to New
York and took a star's vacation seeing
all the shows. At "Padlocks of 1927,"
starring Texas Guinan, Broadway's
most famous night-club hostess, Texas
both pleased and embarrassed him by
insisting that he come up on the stage
and say hello.
"I wouldn't get up on that stage for
a million dollars," said Buck, who is so
shy that he blushes. "Besides," he
added — still blushing — "she chased all
off."
girls New
theThe
York visit over,
Buck was going on a fishing trip
in Canada with his wife. A real
rest. Buck belongs in the coun-'
try. He is a typical cowboy,
even in his city clothes ; big and
brown, good looking in a stolid
fashion, extremely diffident, hard
to talk to.
As to his future film plans.
Buck said little — he always says
little. In fact, almost nothing.
But his friend who was with
him, as a sort of double in the
conversational role, said that
Buck has lots and lots of offers.

Photo by Witzel
Buck Jones proved extremely diffident and hard
to talk to.
course, a New Orleans setting, and Natacha was a figure of grace throughout.
In a black, very decollete gown — the oldfashioned off-the-shoulders costume — and
long red beads, she looked very Spanish
and quite enchanting.
She had a lot to do and did it well.
In fact, she and Helen Chandler — the
same Helen Chandler who appeared on
the screen in "The Music Master" and
"The Joy Girl" and is one of Broadway's leading actresses — these .two
were the only bright spots in a play
so dull that it wasn't play at all.
Some things are just hard work.

Excited and enthusiastic over his
first movie venture, Al Jolson returned to New York for the premiere
of "The Jazz Singer." It was not
only his first film appearance — except for role
a short
Vitaphone
— but
his first
in white
face. act
That
in
itself, he claimed, put him in a panic.
He described his impressions of himself as a film actor.
Al Jolson illustrated his remarks with
"Full face before the camera, what
bursts of song.
a pan I've got ! The old kisser looks
terrible ! But three quarters or,side
On the screen her career was brief, but on the stage
view — well. Old Joley is Profile Charlie."
You almost need an interpreter to know what Jolson
Natacha Rambova is beautiful, glamorous, altogether
lovely. She had a scorned-woman role in one of this
is talking about, unless you are accustomed to BroadContinued on page 104
season's stage productions, "Creoles."
There was, of
t
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Complexes

Here!

Evelyn Brent is a refreshing relief to the interviewer — she is one player who is perfectly satisfied
with whatever roles fall to her lot. Not a single wail of discontent could be coaxed out of her.
By Helen Louise Walker
NINETY-NINE out of a hundred picture players
cherish secret ambitions.
The comedian is always yearning to play Hamlet, the tragedian to
caper in comedy, the vampire to blush and dimple and
skip in the role of an ingenue. And so on.
In my work as a screen scribe, I had been confronted on all sides with downtrodden players crying
their desires to play any roles in the world except the
partictilar type they happened to be playing. I was
getting awfully depressed over the whole situation.
Actors and actresses all seemed to be so unhappy!
Climbing the stairs to the Montmartre to meet Evelyn
Brent, I reflected sadly upon these things. Having enjoyed her dynamic performance in "Underworld," I
hoped that she might be just a bit different from other
players, that I might have one interview in which there
would be no w^ails. Reaching the top of the stairs, I
surveyed the mob which seethed, as it always seethes on
a Saturday, before the doorway of the dining room. I
took a deep breath and plunged in.
A fat lady with French heels trod upon my instep.
An elbow hit me in the eye. I heard a disheartening
rip and wondered if it had anything to do witli me.
At last, I was inside, and found Evelyn sitting at the
table that had been reserved for us.
The sight of her was encouraging. Cool, poised,
lovely, in a black, long-sleeved frock and a rose-colored
hat, she did not look as though she v.-ere going to wail.
But you never can tell.
Our luncheon was constantly interrupted by friends
of Evelyn's who paused at our table long enough to
laugh. They always laughed. She seemed to have
little mutual jokes with everybody . in the room.
We might as well get it over with, I thought. I
leaned forward. "What particular role are you just
pining to play?" I asked.
Miss Brent .gave me a sidelong, whimsical look.
"Juliet!" she replied, with a mocking grimace.
"Wouldn't I be dandy!"
I could have hugged her.
She had joked about it!
"And there really isn't anything that you're simply
dying to do?"
I was still skeptical.
"No, not a thing. I onlv hope they'll let me go on
doing what I am doing!"
"Lady crooks ?"
"I don't mind."
And she didn't!"You see," she explained, "I have already played almost every kind of role you can imagine. I started by
doing ingenues, and I went on to do almost everything
else, before I finally settled down to the habitual portrayal of lady crooks.
■
- "Groolc parts are interesting," she continued. "I
am always interested in just wdiat sort of person a girl
crook is— how she happened to become one. There can
be so many reasons fr.i -; r-oii's turning to crime."
- "Making a. girl . crouk sympathetic character and
still pointfrig out. the error, of her; ways — as one must
do in the movies — rrtiusv- .bc^^difiicult," I remarked.
; "Not so difficult as it seems, ''''^e told me. "Because,
first and foremost, she is a human being. She has
had her reasons for 'gomg bad.
"Some of- the girl crooks I have played had become
criminals because of environment. They had been
born into an atmosphere of crime.

"Others had become criminals because of some bitter
experience. This is a rarer type.
"Most women crooks live dishonestly because it seems
easier than to work for a living. These are the petty
thieves. A woman steals something once and gets away
with it. She tries it again and succeeds. Gradually
her fears lessen and she becomes bolder, until she makes
a misstep, and is caught. Such women steal because. of
avarice.
"But your beautiful girl crook who is a power in a
circle of powerful tinderworld characters — who participates in intricate plots and counterplots, helps to plan
and
put
thrill of over
it. big jobs — she leads a life of crime for the
"She is the most interesting type to me. The fascination of crime gets hold of her. She goes on and
on, staking her freedom against the 'hauls' s'he makes,
enjoying the danger, ignoring the consequences, making
a tremendous game of outwitting the authorities. It
isn't the money or the jewels she wants so much as-the
thrill of 'putting over a job.' The admiration of her
companions in crime when she displays unusual ingenuity, her reputation for cleverness — these are the
things which are meat and drink to her.
"It must be horrible, really, to live like that. Always
in danger. Never a moment of security. Haunted
forever by that fear of an authoritative tap on the
shoulder
and we
a brusque
Presently,
rose to 'Come
leave. along, now !^ "

"I must stop and buy a lamp I saw on my way here,"
she said. "I'm just furnishing an apartment, and every
time I go home I go loaded with bundles. It's such
I went with her while she bought the lamp and a pair
of sofa cushions, and then we got into her creamcolored roadster and drove to her apartment. She explained that it was "very bare — just in the throes of
fun !"furnished."
being
But it looked very charming to me.
"I played a straight lead in 'Beau Sabreur,' " Evelyn
remarked, as we settled ourselves in big, squashy chairs
and closed the windows against the sound of a steam
shovel across the street. "The role is that of an English
girl, very sweet and innocent. She has never even met
!"
"Whatcrook
a change
— after 'Uiiderworld !" " I remarked.
a lady
"Mmm-hm," she said absently. "Do you think that
lamp
look not
nicerto over
here?" into even a vestige
No,would
she was
be trapped
of a wail. But, as she had said, she has already done
almost everything. She cannot have any suppressed
wishes in regard to picture roles because she has plaved
nearly every kind of role there is to pla}-.
Her father died when she was in high school and she
entered pictures because, she told me, "It seemed to be
the only thing a young girl could do without any particular preparation
She played
extra !"parts and bits at the studios in Nevv^
York until finally, one day. Matt Moore saw her standing at the
entrance to the casting office of the old Universal studio.
"He told me to come on in and go to work," she said.
"He didn't even give me a test. The picture was a
two-reeler, and he directed it and acted in it. There
Continued on page 106

EVELYN BRENT stands apart from most players, because she
does not yearn to play roles other than those which naturally
come her way. She surveys the world shrewdly, amusedly, and
without sorprise, as you will learn from the story opposite.

THOUGH Carmelita Geraghty is under contract to Mack Sennett, that doesn't mean that her beauty and talent are confined
to comedy. She plays a dramatic role in Mary Pickford's "My
Best Girl," and no one else could do it better.

EDMUND BURNS went all the way to Samoa to play in a
picture, but he denies that he will play South Sea Island roles
hereafter, .even though he brought back to Hollywow] enough
native costumes to outfit an entire company.
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Pfcoto by Melboarae Spnrr
HOLDING his own against the army of new faces on the screen,
Johnny Hines is truly a hardy perennial in the garden of
stars. His next bid for your favor will be in "Home Made," in
which picture Johnny will be — himself.
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Who
Says
He's
Temperamental?
Joseph Schildkraut surprises PICTURE PLAY'S interviewer by being not
at all the haughty, temperamental person that she had been led to expect.
By Madeline
IT was about six years ago that Joseph Schildkraut
landed on American soil — or, to be more exact,
landed on New York pavements.
And shortly
afterward, things began ro happen.
Fresh from stage triumphs on the Continent, where
he had appeared in "Liliom.," which made him famous, "The Prodigal Son," produced by Max Reinhardt, and a wide variety of other dramatic productions,
including Shakespeare, Goethe, and modern French
plays, it is not surprising if the twenty-four-year-old
actor arrived in this country with a fairly good opinion
of his abilities. But unfortunately for him, the American press likes nothing better than an opportunity to
chastise .egotism, and the newspapers did full justice —
or injustice — to the occasion of Joseph's entry into the
American theater. One account, I remember, quoted
him as saying that he considered himself the finest actor
in America. Other items, here and there, mentioned
his temper, his temperament, and his haughty manner.
Turning later from the stage to the screen, he did
not,
in his commendation
first picture, "The
of the
win much
from Orphans
the critics.
One Storm,"
writer,

Glass

I had come to see. A bow, a hand clasp, and we were
escorted to a vacant office by a member of the publicity
staff who instantly and unceremoniously abandoned us
to each other.

Seated about three feet apart, Joseph and I sized eac'.i
other up. Moderately tall, very brunet, and looking
quite like his screen self, Mr. Schildkraut presented a
decidedly striking appearance. He seems very active,
both mentally and physically. He gestures freely,
though not excessively.
After a preliminary exchange of unimportant remarks, Iasked about a matter that had perplexed me.
"How was it," I asked, "that as Judas, an orthodox
Jew, you were clean-shaven and dressed like a Roman?"
"Judas," he explained, in his rich, foreign voice, "was
from southern Galilee. The Jews of that region, for
political reasons, aped the Romans in everything. They
shaved their beards and adopted the Roman dress."
Character roles, interesting and dramatic, but not
grotesque, are what Mr. Schildkraut prefers to do.
After finishing Judas, he donned a blond wig and
assumed the character of a Swedish farm hand in "His
who had visited the set while the picture was in Dog," playing the part with great sympathy and conviction.
the making, announced that the irrepressible star acted
over a great deal of territory instead of confining
"In my next picture, "The Blue Danube,' " he told
his histrionic demonstrations to the space within the
me, "T play the part of a hunchback. He is human and
camera lines. But if Mr. Schildkraut read the rather
interesting. I'd much rather play interesting parts than
uncomplimentary things that were written
so-called good parts."
about him, he gave no sign of repentance
All I can sa}- is that
when a handsome
or even interest.
Joseph does not like
About three years ago, he signed with
young man deliberately
parties. He much preCecil R. DeMille.
There followed a series
chooses to portra}^ a
ers to spend a quiet
of mediocre pictures with Joseph repeatedly
evening at home with
charactererencepart
in prefto prancing
miscast in conventional roles. How gall- his wife, Elise Bartlett.
ing it must have been to this ambitious and
about in the accouterments of a hero, he
capable star to see other film
actors scale the dramatic
proves
vanity. very completely
his lack of personal
heights while he remained
behind ! Then, at last, came
I suggested a certain
Judas in "The
King of
novel by Tarkington as
Kings."
It is a great part,
and Joseph gives a great pera possible
stellar
formance.
cle for him,
andvehihe
When word came that I
seemed much interested. Getting up, he
was to call on Mr. Schildwent
to
the phone,
kraut and get a story for
Picture
Play readers, I
called the scenario dewas
at
first extremely
partment, and inquired
about the story.
pleased. Then, remem"After I have read it.
bering the stories of his
alleged haughtiness, I
may I call 3'ou on the
grew apprehensive.
phone and tell you how
I like it?'' he asked.
Sitting in the publicity office at the DeAnd
you don't
think I
said "No,"
do you?
Mille studio, I tapped
a toe nervously on the
By
that
time,
I had
bare floor while doors
decided that Mr.
Schildkraut had been
opened and shut, and
"'Wha
people passed in and
t is this I hear
sadly
misrepresented.
out. Five or ten minutes elapsed. Then the
about your being temhall door swung open,
and there was the man
peramental?"frankl
I
y
inquired .[Cont'd on pagel04]
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Night clubs have become so usual on the
excel each other in portraying cabaret

Below,
Irene Rich,
in "Dearie,"
tooksona
fling at dignified
cabaret dancing
in order
to send her
to college.

Molly O'Da}-, above, as Ciirtey O'CaUahan, the
role in "The Patent Leather Kid" that made her
an overnight success, appears in a Bowery cabaret
in a military turn.
At the top of the page, Clara' Bow had no trouble
in putting on a snappy cabaret number in "Rough
House Rosie."

Gilda Gray, above, was
once a star in Broadway night clubs, so
knew just what to do
in her film "Cabaret."
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Cabaret

screen that the stars are hard put to
entertainers — the snappier the better.

Jetta Goudal, below, strummed a guitar in a
cautiiia — the Spanish name for cabaret — in
"White Gold."

01i\e Borden, above, captivated her audience at
the artists' ball in "The Secret Studio."

Sally disported
O'Neil, herself
above,
thus
At the top of the page, Anna May Wong lends
in an all-night resort in her exotic personality to a sordid Oriental dive
"Frisco Sally Levy."
in "The Chinese Parrot."
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Fanny the Fan reviews the
colony, ballyhoos
two films,

Mary Nolan, who makes lier American
debut in "SorrelL and Son," used to
be known in Englisli films as Imogene
Robertson.

IT has been a bad week for
every one who has had to
work," Fanny announced
blandly, as she maneuvered her
way between the almost-overlapping tables at Montmartre,
and sat down beside me.
"Really, the studios should
have shut down. Such distractions !"
I knew,
of course, that in
time she would get round to
telling me what she was talking
about, so meanwhile I enjoyed
myself looking at the stunning
array of autumn ensembles
parading in to Shirley Dorman's birthday luncheon. After
a late summer, that had threatened to prolong itself until
Christmas, Hollywood had suddenly cast aside its bright-colored sweaters and plain felt
hats, ,and had blossomed out in
a fashion parade of velvets and
furs and feathered toques.
The guests at Shirley's lunch-

By The
eon looked like the winners of a de-luxe
beauty contest.
Joan Crawford was there in a graceful
gown of flowered chiffon and a huge black
hat. Shirley was wearing golden-brown velvet and red-fox furs. Dorothy Dwan's outfit
almost matched Shirley's. Billie Dove was in
black and white, Sally O'Neil in demure black.
At a near-by table, Norma Shearer was
entertaining a few friends. Her coloring is
so exquisite that her simple black dress made
her look dazzling. And Dorothy IMackaill
was looking stunning in a dress and hat of
soft, rose-colored velvet. Altogether, it was
a great day at INIontmartre for tourist visitors.
"As I was saying" — Fanny abruptly commanded my attention — "Fve never known such
activity in Hollywood, as has been going on
all week. In the mornings there have been
Milton Work's lectures on bridge, in the afternoons the Pacific-Southwest championship
tennis matches, at night the opera, and on Saturday the football game.
"The sensation of Milton Woidc's visit here
was that Ann Rork played against him and
won two dollars. And she claims that she
did not hold all the high cards in the deck.
We won't even mention who lier partner was,
because why divide the glor}-? Louis Wolheim and his wife, who are supposed to be the
bridge experts of the nobly.
colom-, also played with
Mr. Work and distinguished themselves
"But the tennis matches
attracted even more picture people than the
bridgeence sessions.
FlorVidor and Norma
Talmadge each had a
box for the whole week
and were present for all
the important games.
]Marjorie Daw was the
honored guest of the
players and sat right
down beside the courts.
She once made a picture
with William Tilden, you
know. Eileen Percy was
there every day, always
rooting for the under
dog. And Enid Bennett,
Gloria Swanson, Aileen
Pringle, Ronald Colman,
and lots of the directors
were regular attendants.
William de ]\'Iille was
a linesman — he ranks
with the best players in
Louise Fazenda will be thenexi
5-and - 1 0-ccnt-store heroine.
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passing show of the picture
and gossips of this and that.
Bystander
the country, incidentally. Rod La Rocque had
charge of presenting the cups to the winners,
and made a speech that was a model of brevity. Oh, yes, and Jetta Goudal was there one
afternoon, and when the matches grew dull,
one could always stir up a little excitement by
laying bets on how many more times she
would get up and change her seat.
"Every time that Kea Boumann, the girl
champion of the Netherlands, played, there
were directors hanging about trying to get
her interested in taking a film test. She has
an utterly' charming personality — and you
knozv that any one who can appear charming
and magnetic in the midst of a swift tennis
match that is going against her must have the
disposition of an angel. Most people playing
in tennis matches give the impression of being
mean aiid spiteful and ill-tempered. I shouldn't
be at all surprised if some one induced Miss
Boumann to work in one picture, at least, and
I hope they do. I'd like to see if the camera
would catch her fascinating smile.
"After the matches were over, a groirp of
us went over and played some tennis ourselves
at Florence Vidor's.
Florence plays a very
good game when she
keeps her mind on it,
but every once in a
while her thoughts wander to clothes, parties,
new things for the
house, or somebody she
forgot to call up, and
then she hits the ball so
gently over the net that
it is all too easy for her
opponents.
"Norma Talmadge
isn't going to start her
next picture for several
weeks, so she is getting
very ambitious, takingtennis lessons every

Photo by Hommel
Louise Brooks rushed to finish "Now We're in the Air" so that she could
dash off to New York.
gray Rolls-Royce with an aluminum hood that is quite
the most stunning equipage you ever saw.
"Her last picture, 'Camille,' has been pla3'ing to
crowded houses. I think Norma has held
her place in the hearts of the public better than any of the other stars of the
There
doesn't seem to be any particuearly
days."
larly good reason why she should ever
lose it, either. No one else has ever had
that same c[uality of earnestness and
breath-taking loveliness that Norma has
on the screen. Fanny can't outdo me in
abject
Norma. admiration when it comes to

day. But she won't
pla}' with any of us yet.
She has one of those
teachers who is particular about having her
develop perfect form.
Of course, if Norma
weren't utterly satiated
with luxury, she would
do nothing but ride up
and down the Boulevard all day in her new
car. She has a French-

"As though the tennis matches and
bridge sessions weren't efioiigli excitement for one week," Fanny rambled on,,
"there were two gorgeous movie openings. I didn't care for 'Loves of Carmen,' but then Fve never seen anything
^
in Dolores del Rio but cold beauty, an}way. When she acts, she always seems to
be leading the chorus in a specialty
number in a revue.

Vera Voronina, after months
of idleness, has been given
the lead opposite John Barrymore in "Tempest."

"But what the picture lacked in appeal, the audience
had. Simply every one was at the opening, and I am
glad to announce that the epidemic of white ermine
coats with fox collars has abated. It looks much more
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It was all too apparent that Fann}- had gone
clothes mad with the rest of Hollywood.
"Just once," she continued vehement!}', "I'd like
to meet a girl in pictures who is frank enough to
admit that she doesn't care what her films are so
long as she can wear stunning clothes in them.
I'm sure that, down in their hearts, lots of the
stars feel that way. And, by the way, it seems to
me that the very least Norma Shearer can do for
her public is to make a fashion picture and display
her own trousseau. I've never seen so many excjuisite things.
"Lilyan Tashman, by the way, who has just
finished working in 'A Texas Steer' out at the
First National studio, has been engaged for 'French
Dressing.' And iMadeline Hurlock has at last finished her contract with Sennett and is going to be
in 'The Noose' with Dick Rarthelmess. They
were in a great hurry to start the picture and were
all upset over wdiere to get stunning clothes for
IMadeline. Rut one look at her own wardrobe
solvedto the
So, for
shedesigner.
doesn't
have
wearproblem.
the creations
of aonce,
studio

iicit^" Esther Ralston has won a new contract
with Paramount.
colorful and interesting to see the girls
arriving in velvet wraps that harmonize with their dresses.
"The other opening was more thrilling, because the picture was a knockout. It was 'Two Arabian Knights,' and
any one who misses that one deserves
both pity and scorn. The premiere
was one of those friendl}^ home-townboy-makes-good occasions, as every one
had known and plugged for Lewis
Milestone, the director, ever since he
was a cutter years ago. Of course, he
isn't reallv a local product — he's Russian— but he has been around the studios for so long that every one looks
upon sons.
him as one of the film colony's
own
"You should have seen the clothes
that night ! Claire Windsor wore
a cream-colored lace frock under a
brilliant-green velvet wrap that had ^
a perfect shower of ostrich feathers
for a collar. Gloria Swanson wore
a dull-gold sequin gown and wrap,
and the wrap was trimmed in sable.
Janet Gaynor, as usual, looked
adorable — like a little girl at her
first party. Her dress was pale
green and silver, and her wrap was
Camilla Horn, the herosilver, with a peach-colored fox collar. Rillie Dove was a vision in red
ineingofover
"Faust,"
is comfrom Germany
— a dress of tulle and velvet, and a
to join United Artists.
brocade wrap trimmed with ostrich."

"There are just two girls I know of who aren't
thinking about clothes and running round shopping— Patsy Ruth j\Iiller and Marie Prevost, who
are both in the hospital recovering from a late
separation from their appendices.
"You can't down them for long, though. A few
days after Pat's operation, when she was looking
Cjuite wan and pale, she was already planning to
join a dancing class as soon as she was up and
around. I was trying to amuse her by an imitation of our newest .dancing group. Hedda Hopper, Ann Rork, and I are studying with ]\Iarshall
Hall, who used to be
with the Rolm ballet.
While
we don't quite
go
in for interpreting
spring
and all that sort of thing,
we do run around leaping over imaginary
brooks, and it is a ^ood
thing we are all too busy
to watch each other, or
we might have hysterics.
Hedda is marvelously
limber — she is one of
those strong-minded
people who always keeps
up their morning exercises.
"Speaking of Ann
Rork, she feels that she
has reached the pinnacle
of success, for the sightseeing buses that run
through Beverly Hills
now pause in front of
her house and announce
that Ann Rork lives
there. She is no longer
just the daughter of Sam
Rork, the eminent producer, which was the label formerh- attached to
her. She has now risen
to the dignity of being a
personage
in her own
right.
"There was weep'ng
and lamentation when
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the 'A Texas Steer' troupe finished the picture
and went their various ways. Ann, Lilyan Tashman, Louise Fazenda, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Sam Hardy and Will Rogers had grown so attached to each other that they were all for having
the picture prolonged into a serial. It isn't often
that you find as congenial a troupe as that. There
is usually at least one disagreeable person to make
trouble in a company.
"The 'Texas Steer' cast were united in admiration of Louise Fazenda. There is something about
that girl that makes every one just crazy about
her. She is quite indescribable. No one ever
merely likes Louise — they are always quite maudlin about her. She is a great combination of raucous humor and ready sympathy.
"Louise is getting married to Hal Wallis, the
publicity director for Warner Brothers. And
right away, she is to start work on another picture, in which she is to pla}^ a 5-and-lO-cent-store
heroine."
"Bv way of rivaling Mary Pickford?" I asked.
"It always seems a tough break for one actress to
follow the 'big special production of another with
a program picture that has the same setting."
"•Oh, well," said Fanny, "I suppose I shouldn't
have mentioned it, but if it will make yoM feel any
happier for Louise, I've heard that Mary Pickford's 5-and-lO picture isn't so good.
"Except for 'Two Arabian Knights,'" she continued, "I've seen only one picture lately over
which I could be wildly enthusiastic. That's King
Vidor's latest, 'The Crowd.' But I doubt whether
it will make much money, because in motion-picture audiences there are too many poor saps just
like the one in the picture.
Watching his troubles unfold may not exactly appeal
to them as entertainment.
"But it is a great picture
— there's no doubt about
that. And Eleanor Boardman gives a performance
such as you have never
seen. The deftness, the
sympathy, with which she
invests her part is amazing.
You know, I've always admired Eleanor personally,
but I had never considered
her a great trouper until I
saw this picture. Her performance isone that makes
you want to rush out and
shout to passers-by, 'Here
is something fine and human ! Don't let it go unap reciated !"'
Fanny
may
not have
done it on coming out of
the theater, but she was
certainly ballyhooing now for
hear.
' "Of course, the movie business
must go on, and a few poor benighted souls did have to work last
week and miss all the gayety. Doris
Lloyd was working in a Fox picture
during the day and rehearsing with
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., at night for the
stage production of 'Young Woodley.' Zasu Pitts was
hard at work on '13 Washington Square.' And Louise

Zasn Pitts was too busy making '"13
Washington Square" to have time to see
the championship tennis matches.
Brooks
was rushing to
finish
'Now W'^e're in the Air,' so that
she could go to New York.
And Hedda Hopper — w ell,
Hedda hasn't had any gap between pictures for so long that
she has forgotten what a rest is
like. Last spring, she bought a
ranch up near Pomona, thinking
that she would spend week-ends
and vacations there. The only
difficulty with that plan has been
that tioshe
hasn't iiad any vacans !
"Julanne
Johnston
is onebeen
of the
few
visitors
who has
to
Hedda's ranch. I appealed to her
to tell me what Hedda raised
there.
couldn't
bear the
to
think of Iherjust
as the
girl behind
plow or anything to that effect.
But it appears that Hedda grows
Besides working in nothing but oak trees on her
ranch, so we can rest assured that
pictures , Doris
Lloyd has been she hasn't been killing herself
rehearsing for a doing strenuous gardening.
"Another hard-working girl is
stage production of
Mar}'
Philbin.
She has been
"Young Woodley."
working day and night on the
D. \N . Griffith picture, so as to
be through in time to start 'Show Boat' at the Universal studio."
[Continued on page 108]

Tom 's wealtliy mansion in Beverly Hills is the climax of a career that has fairly teemed with dramatic adventure.

Hollywood's
Cow-puncher
strange trophies, Tom Mix proves
Even
in his home, with its elaborateMillionaire
trimmings and large collection of
himself a born showman. But all this grand display is not a pose with Tom — it's just his natural love for
a gay, colorful background.
Africa during the Boer War ; as sheriff
in Oklahoma chasing outlaws ; as a
By Mayme Ober Peak
stunt man in a ^^'ild West show; and
finallyhisin daily
the movies.
Dramatics have
been
job.
preall mymovie
MIX lives
TOM
notionstoabout
conceivedup
stars. The streets of cinemaland
Which accounts for Tom's being
would be drab indeed M^ithout Tom. All
what he is, and for the tremendous salary he is paid. He brings the great
tricked out on Tony, or driving one of
open
spaces to the screen, preserves the
his tan-and-green cars, with the T. M.
traditions of the cowboy and the cattle
bar cattle brand on the windshield, Tom
ranges.
is a sight for tired tourists' eyes.
His home in Beverly Hills is redolent
No matter where he goes, nor what his
of the atmosphere of the plains. And
attire, he wears one of the Mix sombreros, of light-tan felt, with wide brim
this in spite
swimming
poolof attheone"Cleopatra
end of hisBath"'
spaand high, pointed crown. Of his one
cious grounds, the Roman-colonnade
hundred and fifty suits of clothes, none
tennis court at the other, the Moorish
is made like those of other men. His cuffs
architecture of the house, and its Veneare trimmed with silk braid, his pockets
tian furnishings.
slashed sidewise, his vests doiible-breasted and
When
I went for an interview with
cut low, with broad lapels
Tom Mix, I was ushered b)^ a Swiss
In the evening, one is apt to see Tom in a
butler into a room filled with trophies
dress suit of burgandy-colored, brown, or
of the hunt, and with marvelously
white broadcloth, with a long cape to match.
It is a long, narrow
wrought saddles
"Why should men go to parties looking like
room, with high ceiling and walls of
pallbearers?" he ..asks.
white stucco, overhung by a balcony ocOn the street, pedestrians wave to him, and
cupied by a motion-picture machine.
newsboys yell, "Hello, Tom!" Typifyng the
Gothic Avindows, hung with rubv-red
hero of their dreams, the hard-riding, sharpvelvet, overlook the canyons and surrounding
shooting movie star is a master showman.
hills. Underneath one of these windows is a
And he achieves this by just being himself.
box inclosing a screen, which rolls up over
His rise from cow-puncher to one of the
the curtains, and presto ! the room becomes a
highest-salaried men in the world has made
motion-picture theater.
little difference in his make-up. His backOn either side of this same window, racks
ground has been colorful, with never a drab
of
guns line the wall, while near by, mounted
■day in it, ever since the time when, as a boy,
in a half circle over a lengthy pair of steer
he inherited his father's chaps and lariat. With
horns, are fifteen revolvers,
a combination of Irish, Scotch, and Cherokee
Tom and his little Avhich I later learned had
blood in his veins, adventure has been his
middle name. He sought it on his native
been taken from the holdaughter, Thomassters of famous outlaws,
ina, who inherits
plains of Texas; as a member of the Rough
her daddy's love for both dead and alive. TomaRiders; in the Aguinaldo insurrection; in
color and activity.
China during the Boxer uprising; in South
hawks, cartridge belts,
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Thomasina's nursery is an adorable pink-and-white room, with an ivory bed hung with a gray-and-rose canopy.
knives, whips, and spurs are much,
in evidence. The dress of an Indian squaw does duty as a table
cover.
Thrown over the red rug are
skins, including a magnificent gra}'
''bear. The heads of bison, Martin
lions, wolves, and elks are
mounted on the walls. On the
mantel of the huge stone fireplace
is a petrified log, across which
stride seven onyx elephants. Iron
racks holding saddles and bridles
stand in every corner. I learned
that one of these saddles, with a
bridle made entirely of tiny silver
sombreros, was given to Brigham
Young by President Diaz of Mexico. Another is the saddle on
which President Madero was shot.
While examining all these interesting objects, I heard a motor
roaring up the hill, and in a few
moments Mr. Mix strode into the
room, threw his sombrero on one
of the black velvet couches, and
gave me a regular Western welcome. The muscular strength and
dynamic vitality of the man seemed
to be literally bursting from his
blue serge suit, which closely fitted
the curves of his figure. His face
was as ruddy as the red-striped
tie he wore, and his brown eyes
sparkled like the big square diamond on his little finger.
Tom Mix is a good-looking
man. And when he smiles, he
gives himself away as having a
The Mix living room is filled with trophies
of the hunt, saddles, bridles, guns, and
numerous other treasures of an outdoor
man.
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When one peeps into Mrs. Mix's richly decorated French room,
realises that much lias happened to Tom Mix since he punclied
cows one
in Texas.
large amount of tenderness in addition to his great
physical strength. One has only to see him with his
wife and child to realize this. Little Thomasina came
bounding downstairs as soon as she heard her daddy's
voice, and ran straight into his arms.
A lovely, brown-haired, blue-eyed child, with the grace
and ease derived from riding a horse before she could
w^alk, "Tommy," as her father calls her, is a chip off the
old block. She showed me all five of her saddles, beginning with the wee one on which she rode at the
age of one, and told me about her pony, Tony, jr. She
counted up to ten for me, and recited the alphabet in
Italian, while her Italian nurse, who has been wath her
since birth, stood by and beamed. I heard about her
doll's wardrobe, about daddy's being her sweetheart,
and about how she liked his Palm Springs pictures best
because they were "the nicest and wildest!"
Promising to play circus with her later, Mr. Mix
then sent Tommy off with the nurse, and turned his
attention to showing me over the house. After this
personally conducted tour, I decided that a good deal
had
since ishethehadhome
punched
cows happened
in Texas to
! Tommy's
The Mix dad
mansion
of a
multimillionaire who has let his imagination run riot.
The former cowboy sleeps in a bed in which kings
have died. This historic piece of furniture was brought
from Europe and sold to Mrs. Mix at one of those'
fabulous prices you read about. Tom said he didn't
usually care about antiques, but that this bed had intrigued him, so he had set his cabinetmaker to work,
and had had it enlarged and repainted. The bed is now
one of the curios of California. Of Venetian design,
it is nine feet wide, and is painted green, with a pattern of flowers. Instead of a canopy, it has a wonderfully embroidered curtain which was formerly the
backdrop in a Chinese theater. A bedspread of deepcream satin, embroidered in chenillie flowers and edged
with puffs of rose velvet, completes the ensemble.

Mr. Mix has a suite of dressing rooms with several
enormous closets. One hundred and fifty street and
lounging suits hang in one, twelve evening suits in another, and his colorful riding togs and hats fill two
more. The main dressing room is painted pea green,
and contains green furniture, upholstered in black
patent leather. The walls of one of the other dressing
rooms are plastered with pictures of Mix in all his stunt
poses, which he says he studies as he dresses, trying to
improve on them. Also on the wall, by the side of a
picture of a group of the Rough Riders, hangs a copy
of the Declaration of Independence. "I read that every
holiday, before I go to breakfast," Tom said. 'T always learn something from it."
With the exception of Thomasina's nursery — an adorable pink-and-white room, with an ivory bed hung with
an exquisite canopy of gray-and-rose taffeta with lace
flounces — all the upstairs rooms are done in the Venetian stjde. Mrs. Mix's boudoir, with drapes of raspberry taffeta striped in gold, is an exotic mixture of
Venetian and French. The twin beds in this room are
a work of art. Mounted on platforms covered with
olive velvet, the beds are an odd shape, long and narrow, and are painted green, with garlands of roses.
The canopies are of Chinese red, and the spreads of
green silk, veiled in black chiffon, with insets and deep
borders of gold lace. A gilt Louis Ouinze dressing
table, hung with gold taffeta, is tucked snugly into one
corner of the room. By a chaise longue in rose velvet
is a small glass stand, on Avhich, on the day I was there,
there was an open glass jewel box From this spilled
strings of semiprecious stones.
I was curious to see the creator of this exotic setting,
and when Mrs. Mix finalh^ arrived home from a shopping tour, I was surprised to fimd her extremely girlish,
in appearance. She is Tom's second wife and was, bofore her marriage, Continued
Victoria onFord,
actress
page motion-picture
100
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Mr.^iValsh jhqws Don Alvarado just hoiv to make love to Dolores del Rio in a romantic scene in "Loves of Carmen."
A

Director

Who

Defies

the

Censors

Since Raoul Walsh took the daring tale of "What Price Glory" and made of it such a powerful
film that the censors could not ban its honest realism, he has won the reputation of being a
director unafraid to tackle dangerously frank stories that most directors couldn't be induced to touch.
By William

a lot of trouble here."
causing
are man
YOU The
followed Sadie TJiompson across the
room and stood facing her like a prophet of
doom. A rocking chair Avas between them. Miss
Thompson calmly removed the chewing gum from her
mouth and stuck it under a near-by table. Derisively,
she leaned on the back of the chair and rocked slowly
to and fro. flinging brazen defiance at her accuser, who
shook with suppressed rage.
"You are a bad woman!" he blurted. Sadie Thompson flared up like a torch. She now rocked the chair
violently — sneering, brazen, defiant. Her would-be reformer suddenly snatched the chair from her hold. He
looked ready to tear her to pieces. Sadie smiled knowingl}-. She sauntered awav toward the door.
"Well," she asked tauntingly, ''and what are you going to do about it?"
The religious reformer stumbled after her to the
door and watched her go down the rain-beaten pathway
outside the hotel.
The scene — part of Gloria Swanson's "Sadie Thompson"— was brief. Raoul Walsh, the director, had it retaken two or three times, until the mental conflict between the two players vibrated powerfulh^ bitterly.
Walsh is at present one of the few directors able to
depict mental conflict on the screen in an intelligent
manner.
"This is the type of picture T like best to do," he told
me, speaking of "Sadie Thompson."
Direct and hon-

H. McKegg
est, he knows his path and is not afraid to walk it,
"Keep 3'Our audience pepped up all the time, feeling
the conflict between your characters." he stressed.
'T don't care for too much plot in a stor}-. If there
are two or three strong characterizations in it, they
alone should supply all the action that is necessary.
The public can follow their minds more easily than if
dozens of complicating situations are inserted. I doubt
whether any audience cares for a picture with too much
plot.
too confusing.
vivid, It's
is more
attractive. A simple story, forceful and
"Take 'White Gold' and 'Seventh Heaven," for instance. Both pictures Avere successes, and they had,
from beginning to end, only one or two characters
around which the story revolved."
The phenomenal
"What
Glory"
brought
Raoul Walsh success
into the of
front
ranks Price
as a director.
For the first time, he had a stoiy suited to his particular
talents. It dealt with the mental, as well as physical,
conflict between two soldiers in a manner rarely seen
before on the screen. A simple plot, but most powerful.
Walsh personally strikes one as a rough-and-ready
worker, with a good sense of humor. He is not the
suave, sophisticated type of director. Nor does he
pretend to be. With him. a spade is a spade, and not
a beautiful shovel. In brief, he is honest and sincere,
and reveals this in his directing.
On the set, you see him sometimes wearing a rough
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He began at the old Biograph studio under D. W.
Griffith. He played anything from comedy roles to
heroes or heavies. He played' the part of John Wilkes
Booth in "The Birth of a Nation." Later -he branched
out into the technical end of the business, becoming
for a time Griffith's assistant. That was with the old
Triangle company. At that time, Gloria Swanson —
who is now playing Sadie Thompson under his direction— was an extra at the same studio.
Walsh directed* "The Honor System" for Fox ten
years ago, starring George Walsh, his brother, and
Miriam Cooper. This picture was deemed the best
of its kind at that time, and was one of the big boxoffice attractions. It afforded Walsh his first directorial success.
For several years, however, his name was one of
the many that meant little or nothing to the public.
Not until the showing of his "The Thief of Bagdad," did the people see his name in the foreground
On the strength of that picture, Paramount decided
again.
that massive spectacles were what Raoul Walsh could
do
So he v/as given
Wanderer"
to simple
direct.
Butbest;
the tremendous
sets "The
swallowed
up the
story. Then, later, his "The Lady of the Harem"
turned out to be a sickly ghost of Flecker's gorgeous
poetic romance, "The Golden Journey to Samarkand."
With the expiration of his contract with Paramount,
Walsh went to the William Fox abode. When "What
Price Glory" was to be made many were the grave
doubts as to the wisdom of filming such a frank story.
But under Raoul Walsh's direction, it became one of
the greatest successes of the year. It was just the
type of story that he needed, the type in which he
could inject honest
Walsh and Gloria Swanson in one of reality.
their many scenes together in "Sadie
Then
"Loves of
^
Thompson."
^
'„
,
Carmen
came along.
Though it seemed
rather ridiculous to

Few other directors would have undertaken
the filming of the realistic story of "Sadie
Thompson. " In addition to directing it, Walsh
played the role ofheart.
Sadie's marine sweetblue wool jersey with a pair of white
trousers. He seems less a director
than a stage hand. No display whatever. Yet if a stranger were brought
on the set, he would undoubtedly pick
Walsh out as the director. He is unpretentious, but dominating.
"Yes," he told me, "I started on the
legitimate stage, but did nothing to
speak of. Oh, I played all kinds of
parts
For— mostly
a time, small
he wasones."
a sailor. He
has sailed around the world three
times, and has many interesting tales
to tell. He has seen much and, with
the eye of an artist, has picked u])
vivid impressions in foreign lands.
"I started in pictures some fifteen
or sixteen years ago," he said. "At
the old Biograph I did all sorts of jobs.
In those days, you had to do everything from acting to dressing the sets."

men" after "CarPola
essay another
Negri's dynamic portrayal, Fox saw fit to
present Dolores del
Rio and Victor McLaglen as the wild
g}'psy
and the
dashinggirl
toreador.
And the film was
rect. to Walsh to digiven
But Walsh does
not handle love, in
any of its grades, so
well as he handles
tense conflict. "What
Price Glory"
had and
the
rancorous
conflict
hate between the two
soldiers as its central
theme. "Sadie
Thompson"
the
bitter
mental has
conflict
betv\'een Sadie and the
fanatical reformer,
and ought to be as
great in appeal and
popularity as "What
Walsh
is not one to
Price
Glory."
Continued
on page 98

speedy

Visits

New

York

Harold Lloyd had the town in roars of laughter during
the filming of these scenes for "Speedy," his new comedy.

Harold and his new leading lady, Ann Christ}-, below, staged many
amusing pranks at Coney Island, and proved to be the greatest attraction of the season there.

All the catchpenny devices were
visited, including the funny
mirror, above, which creates
laughable results in the film.

"Speedy" is the story of a
breezy youth and his troubles
in saving for the father of his
girl the franchise of the last
Iwrse-drawn York.
car line in New
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A leisurely humorist's
keen-witted observa<^ions on life in the
movie colony.

I WAS lunching with a young movie actor not long
ago — I have spells of being democratic like that. A
venerable and dignified picture producer walked by
us and the actor said, "That, man doesn't like me very
much, and I can't figure out just why he doesn't."
I said nothing and he went on to explain.
"I had an engagement with his daughter the other
evening, but for the life of me, I can't make out why I
didn't make a better impression on him."
''Well," I responded, "he has been in the theatrical
business a very long time. So he naturally regards all
young actors with a certain amount of justifiable suspicion." may be true," the actor agreed. "And corfie
to "That
think of it, there were also a few little incidents which
occurred that evening which may have had a tendency
to Iput
me him
in histo disfavor."
asked
elucidate.
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Carroll Graham
Illustrations by
Lui Trugo

On our wa}' home, I telephoned a cab company to have
aforgot
car meet
at the
to tellmethem
not girl's
to lookhouse.
for me Ininmy
the confusion,
house, withI
the result that, when we arrived, the old gentleman had
just been aroused from a deep sleep to inform the driver
with some violence that he had not ordered a cab."
There was an extended silence. At length I tried to
reassure my A'oung friend.
"I'm sure," I said, "that you have an excellent chance
of playing the juvenile lead in his next picture."
A well-known movie actress had a luncheon appointment with a writer who was to do an interview with her
for a fan magazine. In return for the incalculable value
of the interview, the actress was, of course, to observe
the customary courtesy of being the hostess.
Shortly before the appointed time for their meeting,
the actress telephoned the publicity agent of her studio
and dumfounded him thus:
"I have an appointment for lunch with Miss McGizzle, you know. Now I don't eat very much lunch,
and in case she eats a lot, can't I have it charged to the

said, "we
shall one
regard
of "Well,"
actors ashe reason
number
for his
his natural
dislike.suspicion
Then it
happened that he was taking an after-dinner nap on the
davenport when I arrived, and my entr}- aroused him."
"That may well be counted as reason number two," I
put in. "I've noticed that men of his age are apt to take
publicity
Urchins office?"
of Beverly Hills have found a new way to
their napping seriously."
make easy money. Lining up on prominent boulevards
"And now that I think of it," my young friend went
leading into this residential district of the movie city,
on, "we — or rather his daughter — decided to take his
new car and go for a ride, and being somewhat nervthey hail passing cars and offer personally conducted
ous, Iscraped the fender on the door of the garage as I tours for varying sums.
An acquaintance of mine, being mistaken for a tourist
backed out. That didn't bend the fender to any great
extent, but it scraped off considerable paint."
by one of these would-be guides, accepted his offer just
to see what would happen. The -boy pointed out the
"And did the old gentleman witness this?" I asked.
Beverly Hills Hotel as the residence of JNIary and Doug,
"Oh, yes," the boy hurried on. "He had come out to
tell his daughter to be sure to be home early. And I and bestowed the Thomas H. Ince estate, now owned by
forgot to mention that this mishap to the fender, toCarl Laemmle, upon Tom Mix. Norman Kerry was
gether with his obvious hostility, had so unnerved me
credited with a home far from his realButhabitat.
the voung
that I had asked the
A strange assorlment of characters would turn up at the studio if a certain
girl to take the wheel
when he singled
and finish backing out.
director's call list vere taken too seriously.
guidemaxcapped
the cliout an imposing new
She did, with the result
mansion as the home
that we ran across a
of Gloria Swanson.
flower bed and slightly
A prominent sign in
nudged an evergreen
tree. We caused no
front of the house
damage, however, exread, "For Sale.
cept to the producer's
Open for Inspecapproaching apoplexy."
"Was that all that
happened
The movie celebriconically. ?" I asked, laties continue to dabble in commercial
"Well, yes," he said,
"with one exception.
pursuits.
tion."

The

Stroller

William Beaudine, lately director for Mary Pickford,
and William Russell, the he-man actor, have opened an
"auto laundry'" on Vine Street, near the center of Hollywood. Its formal opening was patterned after the introduction ofa new picture into a Grauman theater.
Michael Dark, former movie actor and one-time editor, has purchased an interest in Unity Pegeus' bookstore and helps serve the customers therein His new
occupation is not only more in his line, Mr. Dark says,
but it is somewhat more dependable, as a means of living, than acting.
Mr. Dark, a distinguished-looking gent, came to Hollywood with the idea that acting was what the sporting
folk call a "soft touch." He meant to use it as a means
of living while he wrote a novel. His work was mainly
in the pictures of directors who knew and appreciated
his literarj- background,
such as Monta Bell and
Paul Bern.
Notes on the experiences of Minnie Ginch.
beauty-contest winner,
when she visited Hollywood as her reward
for being Pancake
City's fairest.
No. 1— Documentaiy
evidence, being a letter
written by Miss Ginch
to her chum in Pancake
Citv :

There are a number of things extremely annoying
to film producers and others in the movie business, not
the least of which are those persons in whose breasts
57
is a burning desire to visit a studio.
Every so often, the studio chiefs agree that no more
visitors will be admitted, but this state of affairs doesn't
last long, for the rule is virtually impossible to enforce.
Those strangers who have just the desire to visit, and
nothing else, are not so bad, because they never get
past the gateman, but those bearing letters from theater
owners, newspaper men, or friends of the boss' cousin,
constitute a problem, because it is unwise to risk offending any of these persons.
A scene on any set where visitors are present might
serve to illustrate. A harassed office boy who can't
get out of it leads ]Mr. and ^Irs. Joe Zilch and family,
friends of the owner of the
Bijou Theater, of Cedar Hills,
Iowa, to a position behind the
cameras. The director, let us
imagine,them
is toooffkind-hearted
throw
the set. Theto
children create a great deal of
disturbance and annoy the
workers. The entire part}'
gets in tricians
the and way
of the men.
electhe property

The visitors see the leadingman rehearse a scene. Perhaps he doesn't at first get it
just the way the director
wants it, and so is corrected.
A bewildered young actor makes a poor impression on his
"Ain't he dumb!" the visDear Dorothea :
ther.
itors snicker.
I have been in Holhladylove's fa
wood a week now, and I
The star arrives. Perhaps
am so thrilled I haven't been able to write you a letter to tell she is in character make-up, and perhaps her part calls
for shoddy clothes.
}'ou about all the wonderful things that have happened. But
after this continuous round of pleasure, I insisted on having an
"A million years old," they agree, "and awfully tacky
evening to mj self and am sitting down to write 3-ou this.
My trip on the train was perfectly lovely. I met an awfully
nice man who said he was a big official of some shoe company
By this time, no doubt, more visitors have arrived,
rather effectually filling the set. Their presence inakes
in San Francisco. But I don't think it is wise to keep up with
train
so I by
haven't
him since.
the
actors self-conscious and they bungle a few scenes.
I wasacquaintances,
met at the train
all theseenofficials
of the Finkelstein
looking."'
The
director thinks of mounting production costs and
Pictures Corporation, which held the contest I won. And
Cecil De^Mille, Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson, James Cruze.
the row he'll have with the producer. He calls the assistant director — official goat of the outfit — who at last
Douglas Fairbanks and a lot of other stars met me, too. I'll bet
a beauty-contest winner doesn't arrive in Hollywood every day I tosses the unbidden guests off the set as tactfully as
At the studio they gava me a beautiful bungalow dressing
room, and I had a luncheon with the general manager, and all
The tourists leave in high dudgeon, not the least bit
the stars have invited me to their homes, and I had a lot of test?
possible.
made for big parts which Fm going to play in the near future.
grateful for what they have seen — instead, very disIt hasn't been decided yet whether I'll play a lead with Reginald
gruntled because
theyandhaven't
seenthemore.
Theyas return
Denny or Jack Mulhall, but I'll know very soon. !Must close
to their home
town
describe
director
a fatnow, as I am invited to go to the Biltmore to dance to-morrow
head, the leading man as a complete washout, the star
night.
Love,
.
MixxrE Gixch.
as an old hag, and the entire city of Hollywood as a
very wicked place.
No. 2 — Disinterested testimony of Pete Larkin. a
press agent for the Finkelstein Pictures Corporation,
It was a great idea when somebody at ]\Ietro-Goldcorroborating in part the evidence introduced
wyn thought of sending a lion on a nonstop
in Miss Ginch's letter :
airplane flight Continued
from Hollywood
on page 96 toNew \^ork.
(a) So far as I know, Miss Ginch had a very
nice trip. On the train she met a Moe Shadur, salesThings might hai'e taken a very odd turn on the
man for the Cant-Hurt Shoe Company.
(b) She was met at the train by myself and a
proposed
nonstop flight woodofto Neiv
M. G. York.
M. 's lion from Hollyphotographer.
(c) At the studio, she was assigned to dressing
room Xo. 187, introduced to the third assistant gendidn'tby know
she
was, eral
and manager,
taken who
to lunch
myself who
because
there was no way out of it.
(d) After a great deal of unwarranted
trouble, I succeeded in having a film test
made of her which no official of importance
has yet seen. She has done extra work in
five pictures.
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The new films are examined by a critic
By Norbert
into the house, this time racked by grief.
He hears the siren call of the vampire. It
stirs him to fury and he nearly chokes her to
death. Then the tide brings in The Wife,
clinging to a sheaf of bulrushes, alive.
A bare synopsis of the story can give no
idea of its symbolic narration on the screen.
Murnau's technique is clearly shown in the
first scene, when the vampire, lying in The
Man's arms under a misty moon, enthralls
him with her stories of the cit}^. The city is
visualized as it might exist in the imagination of the simple farmer: a fantastic hodgepodge of glitter and activity. This extraordinary capacity for photographing the workings of a mind is repeatedh'' employed in the
picture.
George O'Brien pla3'S The Man simply and
sincerely, though he hunches and shambles a
great deal in the early sequences — but not too
much to mar the most important role of his
career and his best acting yet seen. Janet
Gaynor, The Wife, is exquisitely perfect,
though her appearance is handicapped by a
weird wig, supposed to make her a blonde, I
suppose, but only succeeding in giving her
artificial grayness. Margaret Livingston is,
as you might suppose. The Woman. She is
Janet Gaynor and George O'Brien Imfe the good forliine to add g uly to
evil incarnate, and gives the best performance
the beauty of "Sunrise," irhioh will prohablv be rated the most distin, suished
. . picture of the year.
of her career. Bodil Rosing, J. Farrell A-IacDonald, Ralph Sipperly, Jane Winton, Arthur
lessly.
Housman,
and Eddie Boland play minor roles flawSUNRISE" is a striking picture, a real achievement
which will not soon be equaled.
There hasn"t
been any picture quite like it, not even "The Last
Sweet and Sad.
Laugh" or "Faust," both of which were directed by
Admirers
of
Ramon
Novarro have a treat in store
F. W. Murnau, the German who was brought to this
country
Every
this new
sharply

by William Fox for "Sunrise."
one who takes the screen seriously should see
manifestation of its great scope, and study the
individual technique of the director. Those

who
don'tofcare
to do either,
the standardized
product
Hollywood,
willbut
notprefer
find much
cause for
enthusiasm. "Sunrise" is a tour dc force of directorial
skill, not a riot of the emotions. It is a photograph of
the minds of the characters rather than their hearts'
Would you prefer to think than to weep? Then see
"Sunrise," for it bears every sign of being the most
important picture of the year.
The story is no world beater of originality, but Murnau's method of telling it— oh, my ! The characters are
TJic Man, The Wife, The Woman from the City, and
the countryside and a metropolis. TJie Man, a farmer,
falls under the spell of The Woman, who tempts him
to drown his wife and go with her to the city. At the
moment when he is about to capsize -the rowboat, his
wife's trust and devotion disarm him. and he stumbles
away, agonized by conscience. In fear The Wife flees
to the city, where he follows her and wins back her
confidence. They enter into the gayeties of the night
in celebration of their new understanding and the end
of the vampire's spell. On their way home they are
overtaken by a storm and The Wife is swept from the
boat by the waves. Once mor^ The Husband staggers

when they see him in "The Student Prince," the picture
that was first called "Old Heidelberg."
They will say their idol has come into his own and,
Iandho^De,
the bliss.
fates for delax'ing his good fortune
theirforgive
state of
"The Student Prince" is an important, if not a perfect, picture, and the role of Prince Karl Heinrich is
ideally suited to Novarro's temperament and histrionic
equipment,
my criticism
can't make re-a
German out barring
of a Latin.
Lest thatthat
mildyouobservation
duce me to ashes under the fire of Novarro's upholders,
I will admit that the portrayal of youth is not a matter
of race or climate. Novarro drives that fact home with
a tender, true portrait of youth untouched by the world,
in
the flush
of first love For
and the
in purposes
the throesof oftheyouth's
ardors
and diffidences.
story
he is a prince, but he would be equall}' believable if he
were a peasant.
He is the central figure in a sweetly mournful romance which Ernst Lubitsch has embellished with a
wealth of ironic and always relevant detail, a great deal
of beauty, and atmosphere which you feel is authentic.
It is a gentle story, this tale of a prince who finds escape
from a formal court in the gay student life of the
German university, there to encounter love in the person of Kathi, a maid at an inn. All unmindful of the
responsibilities ahead of him, Karl Heinrich - is on the
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whose notes are offered for your guidance,
Lusk

point of marrying Kaflii, when he is notified of
his succession to the throne. Even though he is
king, he longs for Kathi and Heidelberg and
eventually returns in a forlorn attempt to recapture the joys of his student days. But everything
is changed — everybody is conscious that he is a
sovereign — all but Kathi. They meet for the
last time, and Karl Heinrich returns to the capital to fulfill his destiny. Last scene of all finds
him riding to his wedding with a princess.
Norma Shearer is Kathi, pleasing hut not at
her best in a role unsuited to her calm temperament. Jean Hersholt's Doctor Jiittner, the prince's
tutor, is further evidence of his right to a place
among the elect, and Philippe de Lacy, as the
boy Karl Heinrich, is a picture of what little
princes should look like but rarely do.
Beauty Is Its Own Reward.
For sheer beauty "Rose of the Golden West"
has not been equaled in some months.
It is a romantic story of California in 1846,
when that State belonged to Mexico and was
coveted by Russia, with heavy political intrigue
the order of the day. Juan, an impetuous young
caballero, is chosen by the patriots to kill the
dictator before the latter can sell California to
the representative of the czar. At the moment
Juan is about to fire, he discovers the dictator to
be the father of the girl he loves. In saving her
father, Rosita causes Juan to be condemned to
Norma Shearer and Ramon Novarro give their sympatiielic talents to the
death. . Whereupon she consents to marry the
portrayal of love's young dreams with such emotional effect that there
Russian diplomat and insists that the cathedral
won't be a dry eye in any theater where "The Student Prince" is
shown.
bells ring out the news. This prearranged signal
brings L^nited States marines from a waiting
warship, prevents the marriage, and saves Juan from
demption is brought about when he takes his father's
the fatal bullet.
place and chants "Kol Nidre" to the Hebrew congregation. The incidental love interest is supplied by a
Yes, this sounds like a machine-made plot, but you
will believe it is real while you are under the spell of musical-comedy actress whose faith in Jack Robin is
responsible for his appearance on Broadway where, of
Mary Astor, as Rosita, Gilbert Roland, as Juan, and
course, he is an instantaneous hit.
Montagu Love, as the dictator. Never has Miss Astor
looked more beautiful. She is ravishing in her bridal
All this is perfectly fitted to Al Jolson's songs, of
which there are six in the course of the picture, and
finery and acts with poignant prettiness. Gilbert Rohe sings them as only Jolson can. It is too bad that
land is becoming so romantic that other screen lovers
he does nothing else to make his role real. Instead
will lapse into prosy Babbitts if they don't look out.
George Fitzmaurice, the director, has captured all the
of being a wise-cracking youth, as the character was
mellow loveliness of the old missions and once again
played comesona veteran
the stage.
Jack Robin
Jolson's
performer,
who in
knows
that hands
he is bethe
has demonstrated his belief in the paramount imstar of the picture and takes that fact with gravity.
portance of pictorial beauty.
Thus it becomes no characterization at all, but simply
Mammy's Boy Makes Good.
an opportunity to see Jolson on the screen and hear his
inimitable art.
"The Jazz Singer" is important because of Al Jolson
and the Vitaphone. As a^picture it is second-rate, but
May McAvoy's appearance as the actress is charmwith the comedian actually heard singing some of his
ing. She is properly sprightly, too. Bobbie Gordon
pla3'S Jakie at thirteen. The boy makes you wish that
famous numbers in conjunction with the story, "The
Jakie hadn't
stopped being such a good actor when he
Jazz Singer" offers genuine entertainment. As almost
became
Mr. Jolson.
every one knows, the comedy depicts the conflict between Jewish traditions and the glamour of theatrical
The Wild Cat of Seville.
life. Jakie Rahinowitz, son of a cantor in a S3'nagogue,
as a boy is driven from home by his father because he
If Carmen is an old friend of yours you won't recprefers songs of the day instead of hymns of the faith.
ognize her in "Loves of Carmen." But if 3^ou want to
Jakie is drawn to the stage, where he becomes famous
see a Spanish storv, with a ragamuffin heroine named
Carmen, you will find the new picture robust and quite
as Jack Robin, a singer of popular melodies.
His re-
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entertaining. You will also find in Escamillo not the flamingtoreador of yesteryear, but a comedian given to stuffing food into
his mouth and playing rough practical jokes on Carmen, when he ib
not wearing a fur-trimmed dressing gown. Don Jose you will
recognize at once, because he is Carmen's soldier-lover of old, and
also because he is played 'by Don Alvarado with striking sincerity,
sympathy, and torrential passion. If you have seen many Dot
Joses, you will find him the most picturesque of ah. And if Don
Alvarado continues to make himiself felt on the screen, you will
one day be glad to recall having seen him as Jose.
For that matter, you won't forget Dolores del Rio as Carmen.
True, she is not the Spanish gypsy of tradition — elemental, by
turns brooding and fiery — but an outrageous, vulgar gamin given
to the practice of brazen wiles. Yet she is magnetic, at times
lovely to look upon, and always interesting. Xo one can deny
that Victor McLaglen is an excellent actor. It is all a question
of whether a comic Escamillo is more to your liking than the true
conception of a toreador who is, first of all, .never a trifler, and
whose imitation of good manners to match his exalted position in
Spain, would never permit him to make low comedy out of cramming bread into his mouth.
The Face at the Windowpane.

'The Road to Romance.

"The Woman on Trial" presents Pola Negri accused of murder.
Seated on the witness stand, she-tells her story of the eyents that
preceded her shooting of Gaston Napier. As Julie, she loved
Pierre, a poor artist of the Latin Quarter. When he is sent to
Switzerland in the hope of curing his tuberculosis, she sells his
paintings and in this way attracts the attention oit John Morland,
rich and sinister. Julie marries him for Pierre's sake, only to
discover that he is intensely jealous. He foHows her to Switzerland, and though successful in divorcing her, he cannot obtain
possession of their child. When by a trick he succeeds, Julie kills
the man responsible for the treachery. Julie is acquitted, her
child is restored to her, and Pierre is cured in time for a happy
ending on the beach.
|
This will be thought one of Miss Negri's best pictures. It has'
been carefully directed, and its manner of telling bears a semblancel
of novelty, even though ]Mauritz Stiller, the eminent Swedish di-j
rector, is not easily forgiven for permitting Julie and her child
to act a long, tearful scene with a windowpane between them.
Even so, IMiss Negri has fine moments, the late Einar Hansen is
extremely effective as Pierre, and Andre Sarti and Arnold Kent
play, respectively, the husband and the false friend capably.
Can You Resist Him?

"Rose of the Golden West."

Norman Kerry plays the title role in "The Irresistible Lover."
It is a farce, of course — all about a rich philanderer with a comic
lawyer to settle his numerous breach-of-promise suits and other
embarrassments of a like nature. /. Harrison Gray, the heartbreaker,
in her
he
finds finally
his truemeets
love.a policeman's
She is Lois daughter.
Moran, whoApparently
in a succession
of conventional roles of this sort which require no particular
ability, will become a conventional actress and be rated as such,
if she doesn't watch out.
This picture is filled with scenes which scenario writers call
"cute" — such as the intentionally clumsy efforts of Mr. Kerry to
peel potatoes, and his success in carving them into the shape of
hearts. Also Mr. Kerry in a bungalow apron. Somehow he
seems too big a boy to go in for these cute tricks. Arthur Lake
is fine as a genuine juvenile.
The Real Thing.

'Surrender! ' '

In some respects "Spring Fever" is William Haines' best picture. It shows him to be more than a brash youth, an irrepressible wisecracker, though he does enough of this to show that he
hasn't lost his inimitable form. But he is a comedian of finesse
and charm and, incidentally, makes a better appearance than in a
baseball suit or a marine's uniform.
"Spring Fever" is a frail farce about people who take golf
seriously, beginning when Jack Kelly, a clerk, thinks he is about
to be fired for skylarking, but is taken by his employer out to the
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country club, where he defeats the champion golfer. Carried away
by the weaUh and leisure of his new companions, Jack refuses to
go back to work. He decides to marry money and con.tinue as an
elegant idler. Of course he does nothing of the kind. Joan Crawford is delightful as the rich heroine who loses her money, and
Eileen Percy is highly effective as the heiress who buys twelve
cars just to encourage the automobile salesmen. The titles are
deft, amusing, and in perfect taste. The same is true of the entire
picture. Mr. Haines is there — and will be for a long time.
Mr. Novarro as a Comedian.
"The Road to Romance" is only important because it permits
Ramon Novarro to give a capital performance — better, really,
than in the more pretentious "Student Prince." He is spirited and
gay, agile, and deft. His role is that of a Spanish courtier, Jose
Armando, disguised as a pirate for the purpose of rescuing a fair
heroine, Scrafina, from the clutches of a smirking villain, Don
Balthasar, on a lonely isle in the vicinity of the West Indies. The
time, early in the nineteenth century, permits latitude in costuming, the result being that every character is so picturesque that it
is impossible to believe their motives or actions. However, the
picture has been beautifully produced, with the maximum care
given to lighting and grouping, and it is infinitely soothing to the
optic nerves. Ramon Novarro is something more than that — he
achieves a real characterization, even though it is strictly of the
story-book genus. Played entirely in the vein of light comedy,
this new hero should vastly interest Novarro's fans. Marceline
•Day is the heroine and Roy d'Arcy is, as usual, a dental villain.
Calories Minus.
Obviously a weakling among films, "Publicity Madness" contrives to be intermittently diverting with the aid of amusing titles.
Otherwise there's little to it, excepting the presence of Edmund
Lowe and Lois Moran in the cast. But scarcely any story is discernible. Pete, an aggressive young man, forces himself into the
job of reorganizing the company which manufactures "LTncle
Elmer's Saturday Night Soap." Needless to say he enlivens the
fossilized firm by means of various stunts, not the least of these
being the transformation of Violet from a frump into a wisecracking beauty. Lois Moran is Violet, a role which should have
been beneath her contempt. She plays it well, of course, but it is
utterly trivial. Edmund Lowe^ as Pete, further evidences his
striking ability to make one forget his long service in conventional
heroics and admire his skill as a delineator of character.

"A Man's Past."

"The Crystal Cup. "

Slow Motion.
"Surrender!" is a synon3'm for boredom. The only point of
exclamation is in the title. The picture is a tedious exposition of
an incident on the Russian-Galician border early in the war. Constantin, a Russian prince, comes to take possession of the town
but, as usual, decides to take possession of Lea, the rabbi's
daughter, instead. She remains cold to his persuasions, but finally, after many close-ups of the cast, she goes to Constantin in,
order to save her people. Whereupon the prince becomes sentimentally noble, declares his love, and gives her a ring as a pledge
of his intention to return and marry her. Instead of being grateful, the tow'nspeople stone Lea and kill her father, but eventually
Lea and Constantin are united in an appropriately pretty setting.
All this is unreeled slowly, to the accompaniment of rabbinical
ritual, a great many beards and an atm.osphere of gloom. Mary
Philbin is finely emotional and intense as Lea, but Ivan Mosjukine
doesn't butesfit
all as the
semihero.
givenscreen,
him the
of a atvillain,
as we
recognizeNature
them has
on the
andattrihis

"American Bcauiy."

ability in such a role as Constantin isn't strong enough to make one
forget his appearance.
Don't Wear Borrowed Finery.
"American Beauty" is the name of a gown, not a girl, as you
think. It is one of those silver-lacy affairs, bought by Mrs. Gillespie and sent, oddly enoMgh, to the cleaner by the modiste before
delivery to the customer. Continued
But don't
mind
on page
92 this inconsistency — vou

"'Loi'i's (if Cannen." ■
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Who

Is

the

Greatest

Man

Come, fans, cast your votes ! And whomever you choose,
movies, for it's generally agreed that it's the directors
By Virginia
Nlonta Bell is one of the best of thing is that' he must know how to fashion
a picture that will entertain the multitudes
the new school of directon ■
without being below the casual approval of
the intelligent. Art is art, and all that, but
after a hard day's work, how many people
are going to find fun in paying money to see
a deep, psychological study of a man who
murders his wife and six children because
his mother let him swat mosquitoes when he
was a little boy? Most fans are willing to
leave high art to the critics, who get into the
show for nothing and receive a salary, besides, for sitting through it.
On
the
other hand, certain forms of hoThe writer casts her vote for James Criize.
kum eventually cease to be funny or even
entertaining. For instance, nobody clamors
any more for pictures like those Emory
is the maestro of the
WHO
megaphone — the cleverest
Johnson used to direct in such profusion.
director in the movies?
People have ceased clamoring for them beName him, and you name the clevercause the}- realize that not every mother
tucks her twenty-five-year-old boy into
est person in pictures.
For that's one
thing upon which nearly every one is
bed every night, and that not every wanagreed — that the director is the bo}" who
dering prodigal gets home in time to save
the old homestead from the hammer of
does it. If a picture's good, thank the
the auctioneer.
director. If it's rotten, blame him. Now
put your finger to your forehead and conThe greatest pictures are those in which
centrate. Who's the greatest guy in moviepopular appeal is carefully mixed with
dom ? Name your man.
honesty of treatment. Molding an impressive screen play is like molding an
While you're thinking it over, I'll make
my own nomination. Not that it will
enduring novel — its creator must have a
mean anything to the powers-that-be in
complete understanding of his subject,
and if he has this, sincerity will follow.
the film industry. It's not likely that anything of great moment will result from
Progress of one kind or another in the
making of films, as well
my choice — the gentleman I select probas improvement in the
ably won't even get a raise. So '^•■'pn if
Rex Ingram's
picpublic taste, has gradually
you don't agree with me, dun'c bother to recent
tures have
send me poisoned candy.
tended to make the work
of certain directors outNow, men
let's have
see. been
Approximately
six been disaphundred
directors in their
of-date and to throw into
pointing.
prominence the films of a
time, but I doubt whether W^iil Hays himself knows who they all are. At a moFor aschool.
while, D. W.
younger
ment like this, the first thing to do is to throw five
Griffith was almost as
hundred and eighty of them away. The twenty that
much a national tradition
we can't do without are D. W. Griffith, Cecil DeMille,
as George Washington.
Rex Ingram, Erich von Stroheim, Charles Spencer
Chaplin, James Cruze, Herbert Brenon, King Vidor,
Frank Borzage, E. A. Dupont, Ernst Lubitsch, F. W.
Murnau, Fred Niblo, Clarence Brown, Malcolm St.
Clair, Raoul Walsh, Victor Fleming, Sidney Franklin,
Monta Bell, and Victor Seastrom.
If you're still speaking to me, I'll go ahead. On
Von Stroheim is a forcethe other hand, if your own favorite director is Seyful creative artist, but his
more Zelifif or F. Herrick-Herrick, read no further.
aims lose money.
In the first place, for just how much of a picture
is the director responsible? Well, he is responsible
Herbert
nearly
for pretty nearly the whole thing. He's fairly certain to have something to say about the choice of the story, or at least, about its assignment to his care ; next, he okays the script, often contributing many
Brenon' sbe
of the ideas for the adaptation ; and in most cases, he has a free
always
films
can
hand in casting. He's lord of the lot while the cameras are grinding,
depended
upon for
he's czar of the cutting room, and finally, he's supreme judge at
the preview.
ment.
entertainAnd now — just what goes to make a great director? The main
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Behind
the
Megaphone?
put him down as also being the greatest person in the
to whom we owe the masterpieces of the screen.
Morris
For many years, he was the axis of advancement for the whole movie world. He invented the close-up, he devised the cutback,
he developed scores of unknown players into
.s^reat stars. His pictures presented a magnificent record of achievement — "Intolerance," "Broken Blossoms," and most immortal of them all, "The Birth of a Nation."
But unhappily, Griffith failed to keep up with
the advance that he himself had started.
And many people are unkind enough to forget his early masterpieces and to remember,
instead, "Sally of the Sawdust," "That Royle
Girl," and "The Sorrows of Satan."
Griffith's decline was also brought about
by his inability to cope with the sad but inescapable reality that pictures are a business,
in which ledgers must be balanced and investors rewarded. When "Broken Blossoms" struck the fancy only of the few
instead of the four million, and the books
consequently showed a loss, Griffith, in
disgust, went to the other extreme but,
in bitterly attempting to please the mob,
he only succeeded' in displeasing them,
and the intelligentzia as well.
Perhaps Griffith will come back. Perhaps he will grasp again the vanishing
light of inspiration. But it seems doubtful. His name has taken its place in history, and a new generation of directors
has supplanted him.
Cecil DeMille belongs to the old school,
'too, but when he sets out
to film a picture designed
to make the public gasp, he
does it. "The Ten Commandments" was magnificent. "The King of Kings"
lis superb. Those two films
entitle DeMille to immortality beyond any argument. But his chances for
election as the maestro of
films dwindle when you

King Vidorhas made only one really great picture,"' The Big Parade."

D. W. Griffith was once the most outstanding figure in the industry, but he
has lost his position.
think of "The Volga Boatman,"
"The a Golden
Rib,"
,and
few moreBed,"
like "Adam's
those.
Fred Niblo, too, is identified with big
ipictures.
His films are, however, big
rather than enduring. People cheerfully

Victor Seastrom's dreary pictures
areimpressivebutnotentertaining.
Cecil
poorer
De
detract
the

films
Mine's
from
glory

of his
greatest
achievements.

(pay two-twenty to see one of them, enjoy the evening immensely, and then
proceed to forget it. "Ben-Hur" is, of
course, Niblo's greatest monument. And
in his proud past, are "The Three Musketeers" and "Blood and Sand." But
ihis latest, "Camille," will hardly live beyond the current season.
Rex Ingram is very much in the same
category as Niblo. Six long years have
passed since he made the world stand
Ernst
still with "The Four Horsemen." In
the
past three seasons, he has offered
Lubitsch
is a genius,
only
"The Arab," "Mare Nostrum," and
but does
"The Magician," none of which did much
not know
ibeyond disappointing the public.
The name of Clarence Brown on a
film fills most of us with confidence that
his boxwe won't waste our time if we see it.
Brown goes in for making good small pictures instead
office.
of spineless
specials. He has never made any of
these superproductions that are unreeled only twice
a day. Yet his last five pictures, made during the
past two years, have every one of them clicked —
"Flesh and the Devil," "Kiki," "The Goose Woman,"
"The Eagle," and "Smoldering Fires."
Another man who strikes a dependable average is
Herbert Brenon.
The high light of his achievements
is the finely
"Beau
thrilling as
a combination oforiginal
adventure
andGeste,"
humanas interest
any
screen ever held. He has also made such worthv

films as "Dancing Mothers," "The Street of Forgotten Men," and
"Peter Pan," with only an occasional lapse like "The Telephone Girl"
and "God Gave Me Twenty Cents." Brenon is not the maestro, but
he's anvides
excellent
director,
entertainment
for the who
fans. makes money for his boss and proA pair of war pictures that came along recently arrived with a
ibang that gave their directors an emphatic shove into the limelight.
The first was "The Big Continued
Parade,"on directed
page 110 by King Vidor, he v/ho
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Random

There's Tiothing those movie stars don't tryto do ! Marian Nixon, above, was recenth'
discovered at work on a piece of tapestry —
and now, all the rest of the girls in the colony
are following her example.
Right, Joe Cobb, heavyweight
champion of "Our Gang," prepares for a high dive into something or other — perhaps the Pacific. Or ma3'be this is just a
pose on Joe's part.
Below, Lupino Lane -does his
famous act with the dog — the
dog being a midget in disguise.

and
glimpses

Out
of

the

If youaskthink
an actor's
life Above,
is an easy
one,
just
Charles
Delaney.
he goes
into training for his role in "The Main
Event," while Director William K. Howard sees that there's no slackening to it.

Right, Ann
R o r k , between scenes
of "A Texas
Steer," tests her
lasso on Louise
Fazenda,
Lou-as
ise wouldbutjust
soon she tried it
on some one else.

6S

of

the

players

in

Studios
their

informal

Above, Lewis Stone reluctantly dons curls
for the role of Menelaus in "The Private
Life of Helen of Troy."
Below, Leatricc Joy gets along swimmingly in
her plans for her next film. She discusses
them with John Farrow while taking ~ a
plunge in the pool at the DeMille studio.

moments

Yuletide greetings from Johnny Hines !
He does his Christmas shopping early
and broadcasts good wishes to all his
fan friends.
Left, Mary Philbin shows how the
scared heroine should act at the witching hour of twelve.

"Action !" yells
the boy director
through his megaphone. Frankie
Darro and Beans
play movies
gether— just toas
though
didn't
get
enough
of
them
allthey
long
!day
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In and

Out

of the Studios

If you can 'find the girl iinder the hat, it's Jewel Cournier,
who is lending her charm to Hal Roach comedies.

Above, Mrs. Anna Magruder compares her 395
pounds with Mary Brian's 105, and wonders whether
she should start reducing.
Mrs. Magruder and
Mary both appear in "Two Flaming Youths."

Above, Suookums Nezulyivcd
gives some
Snookimis dolls
to j\Iary J cine:
Jane La Verne
and Busier
Broivn.

Below, Gloria
Swanson, be - If
tween scenes of
"Sadie Thomphas her
fortune son,"told
by
Chief Tui Poi
of Samoa.

Above, Al Joy mipersonates an orchestra in "Show Night."
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A
Confidential
Guide
to
Current
Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.
"Children of Divorce" — Paramount.
"Slide, Kelly, Slide"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Corking baseball picture, featuring
"Beau Geste" — Paramount. A grip- William Haines as a wise-cracking A high-society film dealing with the
unhappy lives of three children of diping film production of this unusual
vorced couples. Lots of plot and exrecruit,
withto Sally
O'Neil
as
mystery melodrama of the French For- Yankee
the
girl
who
helps
take
him
down
cellent cast, headed by Esther Ralston,
eign Legion. Ronald Colman, Neil several pegs.
Clara Bow, and Gary Cooper.
Hamilton, dividual
andhits as
Ralph
intheForbes
three score
devoted
"College"— United Artists. Buster
"Stark Love" — Paramount. Unusual
brothers. Entire cast excellent.
film that was produced in the moun- Keaton in amusing college comedy of
tains of North Carolina, with the moun- awkward bookworm who, to impress
"Ben=Hur" — Metro-Goldwyn. A beauhis girl, strives vainly to become an
taineers themselves enacting the sim- athlete.
tiful and inspiring picture, directed
ple but intensely interesting story.
with skill and originality. Ramon No"Convoy" — First National. Dorothy
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
"Variety" — Paramount. The muchspirited performance; Francis X. Bush- heralded German picture dealing with Mackaill in secret-service melodrama
man excellent as Messala; May Mc- the triangular relations between three of a society girl who sacrifices herself
Avoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key, trapeze performers — a girl and two to save the United States navy, only
and Carmel Myers all handle their men. Terrifically gripping. Emil Jan- to be spurned by every one and clapped
Collier,
roles well.
jail.Jr. Lawrence Gray and William
nings, Lya de Putti and Warwick VVard into
give
inspired
performances.
"Big Parade,_
The"—
"Cradle Snatchers" — Fox. Louise FaGrippingly
realistic
war Metro-Goldwyn.
picture. Story
"Way of All Flesh, The"— Paramount.
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of Emil Jannings' first American film. zenda is the ringleader in boisterous
whom is John Gilbert, who falls in Simple, human story revealing the star farce of three neglected middle-aged
who hire three college boys to
love with a French girl, played remark- at his best in a tragically pathetic role. wives
make their husbands jealous.
ably well by Renee Adoree.
Belleald Bennett,
Phyllis
Haver,
and
DonKeith.
"Dearie" — Warner. Tale of a mother
"Cat and the Canary, The" — Universecretly sings in a night club in
sal. One of the best mystery stories
"What Price Glory" — Fox. Swift, en- who
grossing film version of the unusual order to put her snobbish son through
yet filmed. Very spooky and exciting.
lier, Jr. Irene Rich and William ColExcellent cast, including Laura La war play. Racy story of the rivalry college.
between a captain and a sergeant over
Plante and Creighton Hale.
a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor
"Desired
Woman,
— Warner.
Another
of those
desertThe"
films.
Irene
"Dontion, andJuan"
—
Warner.
Beauty,
acexcitement are combined to McLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.
Rich in role of titled Englishwoman
make a splendid film version of this
at British army post whose cruel, jealFOR SECOND CHOICE.
old tale. John Barrymore gives skilled
ous husband sends on a. perilous misperformance. Mary Aster, Estelle
"Adam and Evil" — Metro-Goldwyn.
sion any man who dares look at her.
Taylor, and entire cast well chosen.
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle in amusing domestic farce of the complications Richard
"Drop
Kick, The"-yFirst
National.
Barthelmess
in melodramatic
"Garden of Allah, The"— Metroup between a bored married
Goldwyn. Alice Terry and Ivan Petro- stirred
film of young student who bevich in poetic film version of this fa- couple by the unexpected arrival of the college comes
dangerously mixed up with a
scheming vamp.
mous story of Trappist monk who for- husband's twin brother.
sakes his monastery, meets a young Hersholt
"Alias the
Deacon"
—
Universal.
Jean
in role of lovable crook who
Englishwoman in the desert, and mar"Fighting
Pathe-DeRod LaEagle,
Roque The"—
in excellent
role
ries her without revealing his identity. poses as a deacon and is instrumental Mille.
of
patriotic
French
country
youth in
in bringing together the two young
"Kid Brother, The"— Paramount.
of the film — June Marlowe and the service of Napoleon whose affair
Another big hit for Harold Lloyd. In- people
with the emperor's spy, Phyllis Haver,
Ralph
Graves.
genius comedy of browbeaten younger
"Annie Laurie" — Metro-Goldwyn. gets him into trouble.
brother who turns out to be the hero
"First Auto, The" — Warner. Meloof the village, and wins the girl, Jobyna Lillian Gish in mildly interesting picture based on the ancient feud be- estrangement
Ralston.
drama, laid infrom
the his
'90s,sonof because
a father'sof
tween two Scotch clans. Norman Kerry
the son's ardor for the newly invented
"Old Ironsides" — Paramount. Mag- is the blustering hero.
horseless carriage. Charles Emmett
nificent historical film featuring the
"Barbed Wire" — Paramount. Pola Mack and Patsy Ruth Miller.
frigate Constitution and many sea bat- Negri
and Clive Brook in unique war
tles. Esther Ralston and Charles Far"Hula" — Paramount. Clara Bow, in
drama of French peasant girl who falls
rell furnish the love interest, Wallace in
thin
story of Hawaii, is the wild daughlove
with
a
German
prisoner
and
is
Beery and George Bancroft the com- shunned by her fellow townsmen.
ter of a rich planter who sets her cap
edy.
for a cold, reticent irrigation expert —
"Callahans and the Murphys, The" — Clive Brook — and gets him.
"Rough Riders, The"— Paramount. Metro-Goldwyn.
sure-fire
Interesting picture built round Theo- film of Irish brawlsEntertaining
"Is Zat So?" — Fox. Featuring the
and reconciliations,
dore
Roosevelt's
part
in
the
Spanishnotable
chiefly
for
the
comedy
of
Marie comic results when a down-and-out
American War, and interwoven with Dressier and Polly Moran.
prize fighter and his manager — George
the simple, human love story of a girl
O'Brien and Edmund Lowe — tempo"Camille"—
First
National.
Norma
and two soldiers — Mary Astor, Charles
rarily act as butler and second man in
Emmett Mack, and Charles Farrell.
a
Fifth Avenue mansion.
Talmadge lovely in unconvincing modern version
of Dumas'
tale.
"Scarlet Letter, The"— Metro-Gold- Gilbert
"Judgment of the Hills"— F. B. O.
Roland
shinestragic
in love
romantic
wyn. Outstanding for the surprisingly
Strong, simple
of ato hard-fisted
.mountaineer
who tale
is afraid
go to war,
fine performance of Lillian Gish and role of Armand.
the magnetism of Lars Hanson. A
but
eventually
becomes
a hero. Orville
"Captain
Salvation"
—
Metro-Goldsympathetic and dignified, though not
wyn. Somber film of religious bigotry Caldwell and Virginia Valli.
entirely faithful, treatment of Haw- in New England of the '40s, and sub"King of Kings, The"— Producers Disthorne's novel.
sequent sinister happenings on board
tributing. Sincere and reverent visuala
convict
ship.
Lars
Hanson,
Pauline
ization of the last three years in the
"Seventh Heaven"— Fox. Tale of a Starke, and Marceline Day.
Parisian waif whose first taste of haplife of Christ. H. B. Warner dignipiness is snatched from her when her
fied and restrained in central role.
"Chang" — Paramount. Thrilling anihero,_ a sewer worker, is swept off to
mal picture photographed in the jun- Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
war just as they are about to be margles of Siam and showing the actual Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Ruried. Admirable performances by Janet struggle of a native family against the
dolph Schildkraut.
Continued on Dace 116
onslaughts of the wilderness.
'iaynor and Charles Farrell.
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Bessie is not much bigger tlian a minute, and looks exactly like a schoolgirl.

One

Good

Thing

the

Charleston

Did

Bessie Love might never have come back into the limelight if it hadn't been for the
Charleston, So here are three long cheers for the dance that brought our Bessie back to us!
By Alma
IT might almost be said that the ridiculous dance
known as the Charleston gave Bessie Love her
chance to "come back" on the screen. As every
one knows, screen "come-backs" are hard to achieve.
Ask any of the stars who have tried it— Theda Bara,
Lillian Walker, Beverly Bayne — ask tliciii about it.
Dozens of stars have attempted, after an interval of
retirement, to regain their film popularit}', and almost
always they have failed.
But not Bessie Love !
Remember Bessie about twelve years ago? She was
just a kid then, a tiny slip of a girl, who was featured
in the old Fine Arts and Triangle pictures, in the days of
Frank Keenan and Enid Markey, in the he3'day of
Charles Ray. You couldn't possibly remember the
names of Bessie's films of those days — and neither can
I. They have long since been forgotten, and so have
most of her fellow players of those days.
And Bessie might easily have let herself be forgotten,
too. It was only about four 3^ears ago that people were
asking, "Whatever became of little Bessie Love ?" And
reports came out of Hollywood that she had left the

Talley
screen in order to continue her studies. Yes, indeed,
she was going to finish high school ! But of course
3-ou couldn't expect any one to believe tJiat — stars don't
just give up like that in order to go back to school !
But the funny thing about it was that that was exactly what Bessie had done. And sure enough, after
her graduation, she drifted back onto the screen for
occasional pictures — "Forget-Me-Not," "Human Wreckage," "The Eternal Three." Bessie was again among
those present, but in a very desultory way. Oh, yes,
she was playing in pictures again, but somehow she
was seldom mentioned in fan-magazine stories. And
no news is never good news to a film star.
And then came the Charleston, that amazing, ridiculous dance that caused such a national sensation. Then,
"You ought to see Bessie Love do the Charleston !" every
one was saying. And the first thing you knew, there
was Bessie's name again, in all the movie magazines,
as Hollywood's champion Charlestonei\ She had become 'famous all over again. At every party where
screen people gathered, Bessie was called upon to "do
her stuff." Her dancing was the hit of Hollywood.
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One

Good

Thing

the Charleston

Did

Miss Love made a great hit with the cadets at West Point when she went there to make "Dress Parade."
Yes, Bessie was back again, making pictures on the
Paramount lot; but she was mentioned in the studio
gossip columns not so much for the films she was making as for her dancing. And when Paraniount decided
to make "The Song and Dance Man," no conference
was needed to decide on who the song-and-dance girl
should be ! Why, Bessie Love, of course. Her Charleston was famous.
And Bessie has remained before the public ever since.
"I do hope you've kept up with your dancing in a
big way," I suggested to her, "now that the Charleston is out of date. Do you dance the Black Bottom?"
Bessie giggled a little. She giggles quite often, like
the little schoolgirl she looks.
"I don't, but I could!" she answered. "I had my
maid give me some lessons, and you should see the
steps she taught me! They would certainly help Hollywood to live up to its reputation for being jazzy."
Of course, the thought of Bessie being jazzy is altogether absurd. She is most demure-looking, undoubtedly one of the three tiniest girls in the world — five
feet tall and practically nothing in width. She has a
tiny face, light-brown hair and eyes, and a nose that
is scarcely big enough to see. I kept looking again and
again at that nose to make sure that she really had one.
When I saw Bessie, she had just been playing the
role of a cadet's sweetheart. She and William Boyd
and Hugh Allan and Donald Crisp, the director, had just
been at West Point, where they had been making "Dress
Parade." They were stopping for a while in New
York on their way back to Hollywood.
Bessie told me she had a new house, of which she
was very proud.

"It's on the side of a hill," she said. "That is, if it
hasn't ! been washed down to the bottom while I've been
away
"Mother and I had always lived at a hotel before.
All my friends told me I was crazy. It costs so much
to live in a hotel, they said — just as though you kept a
house going on kind words or something. An3-how, I
said
I wasn't She
going
a house
; because
— look to
at
Bebe no,
Daniels.
hadto a get
house,
which
she decided
rent whenever she was away for any length of time.
And it's Hollywood history that every time Bebe was
away in New York paying rent for an apartment, the
house was vacant, and every time she succeeded in leasing it for a year, immediately her plans were changed
and she was called back to Hollywood. Bebe and her
house took years to get together.
"So I said, 'No, sir; no house for me!' But finally,
when practically all film production was moved to the
Coast, it seemed fairly certain that my work would
keep me there most of the time, so I got a house !
"I always used to laugh at m}^ friends for moving
into their new homes first and then collecting furniture
later. That was nonsense, I thought, moving into a
bare house ! I wasn't going to do any such thing as
that, thought I. My place was to be all furnished —
every rug down, every curtain and picture up — before
I left the hotel. No eating off the mantel or sitting on
a soap box for me! That was what I thoiic/lit.
"Well, our house was completed. 'Let's move in,'
said mother. 'Not on your life!' said L 'Not until it's
furnished.' Mother insisted — she couldn't wait to get
into the place. So I told her sJie could go right ahead
Continued on page 109
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Interesting bits of information about
ambition to become as famous a screen comedienne as
her brother is a stage comedian.
In pursuance of this ambition, she came to Hollywood about a year ago, bringing with her quite a little
acting experience. For she had played on the legitimate stage in a number of productions, including
"Lightnin'," and had appeared very successfully in
vaudeville — in some sketches written by herself.
The types .Miss Sale had played in her vaudeville
sketches had been grotesque character roles — roles in
which her youth and beauty had been- completely concealed. 5he had done this by preference, and it is as
a character woman that 'Miss Sale hopes* to win her
screen spurs.
She played a bit in Syd Chaplin's last picture for
Warner Brothers ; she appears in 'INIetro-Goldwyn's
"The Crowd," and she has worked in Hal Roach comedies. She recenth- enacted the role of an eccentric
middle-aged widow in a two-reel .Christie comedy with
Jack Duffy. All the producers for whom she has
worked speak very highly of her screen possibilities.
A Dream Hero.
Every girl between the
ages of six and sixty has a
Ethlyne Clair.
A Southern Beauty.

beauty and charm of Southern
THE
girls are traditional, and Ethlyne
Clair is no exception. A society
a, it wasn't
long,
Atlant
from
belle
, before
was
she after
the movies
she broke into
attracting attention.
Ethlyne first planned to be an artist.
On her graduation from school in Atlanta, she entered the National Academ}'
of Fine Arts in Washington, where she
studied painting and drawing for a year.
ButNew.
the York.
"lure of There
the screen"
to
she wasbrought her
soon working regularlj' in pictures. Then, Universal placed
her under contract and sent her
to the Coast to play the part of
Mrs. Newlyzvcd. After that,
she graduated into Westerns.
Her latest role is opposite William Desmond in "The Vanishing Rider."
She's Chic's Sister.
■ "She is the sister of 'Chic'
That is the way she is usually
Sale."
introduced, and Virginia Sale
is very proud to be thus designated. But, proud as she is of
her brother, the well-known
stage comedian, Miss Sale is
not content merely to stand in
his reflected glory. She wants
her own name to mean something to the public. It is her

Virginia
Sale.

dream
— tall
hand-'
some, hero
strong
andandathletic,
the idol of his college
mates, yet very modest
withal. "Try and find
him !" go up several million
sighs at once. But Universal did' find him, and so
it is that Ted Wells may
now be seen tearing across
the studio lot on a spirited
horse, or sitting absorbed
in a book of science while
waiting for his call.
AA'ells made a remarkable record at the University of celled
thein baseball,
South. He
exbasket
ball, track, and boxing. In
his senior year, he was
chosen all-Southern half
Ted Wells.
back and was awarded a
as
the best all-round athlete
special
medal of the
University.
Not only
in
the historv
that, but his scholastic standing was high.
He was graduated second high man in his
class and was given an appointment to West
Point. But love of the outdoors caused him
to refuse it and to spend the three succeedyears Hugh
on his R.father's
in Montana.
His ing
dad,
Wells, ranch
an executive
in a
California oil company, soon put him in
complete charge of the ranch.
A visit to his father in California led Wells
to take a try at the movies. His expert riding ability got him plenty of work, but his
unassuming nature in a town where nerve is
essential retarded his progress to bigger
parts. However, that time is now past, and
Universal has rewarded him with a five-A^ear
contract for a series of Westerns.
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some of the less-prominent movie people.
He Writes Your Movies for You.
Jack Cunningham is one of the best Hsteners in Hollywood.
You could have got a good clue to his personality if 3-ou had
slipped into the Pickford-Fairbanks studio at the time "The
Black Pirate" was in the making. You could have beheld two
men walking quickly to and fro across the lot, one talking
energetically and excitedly- while the other gave rapt attention, breaking in only occasionally with a few words. That's
the way Doug Fairbanks and Jack Cunningham worked together— the listener, of course, being Jack.
He was Doug's scenarist for ''The Black Pirate," and previous to that, for "Don O." He has even greater claim to
prominence in the fact that he wrote the script for '"The Covered Wagon."
Cunningham is a real American, tracing his ancestry, on
both sides of the family, back to the Colonial days. He started
his career as a newspaper man, serving in various capacities
in the newspaper game for eighteen years. He even knows the
printing trade, having worked his way through Cornell as a
practical printer.
Some years ago, he turned
Jack Cunningham.
from the press to the movies,
and has been writing for
them ever since. He has
been under contract to various companies, and has also
worked a great deal as a
free lance. His association
with Fairbanks was perhaps
one of the most satisfactory
he has enjoyed.
Born With Distinction.
!Maude George distinguished herself at the ver\'
outset of life by being born
with twa teeth. She has
been doing distinctive things
ever since.
!Miss George, who was
formerly on the stage, is
hest 'known for the numerous sophisticated roles she
has played in Von Stroheim
pictures. She was especially
notable in "Foolish Wives."
She also appeared in "The
Devil's Pass-key," and recently, has
played in "The Wedding ]March."
Her theatrical career 'began in Los
Angeles. She used to play child
parts with the stock company at -the
old Burbank Theater. Later, she
went into vaudeville, and subsequently onto the legitimate stage.
Her first picture work was done
in 1915. She used to play leads opposite William S. Hart.
In Von Stroheim's "Foolish Wives"
she really had her best opportunity,
playing one of the jealous favorites
of the decadent Russian nobleman
portrayed by Von Stroheim. In
"The Wedding j\Iarch," she plays a
distinguished Austrian princess, and
Von Stroheim appears as her son.

Myrna Loy.
A Treal to Jaded Fans.
If you are weary of the usual stereotyped movie beauties, turn to Myrna Loy.
She is regarded in film circles as a treat
for those picture-goers who are becoming
jaded from beholding too much similarity
among the dazzling screen stars. Myrna
is truly different and exotic, for the suggestion of the Orient that lies in her name
also seems to hover over her
George
film personality.
Maude
I\Iiss Loy took part in prologues at movie theaters in Los
Angeles before entering upon
her screen career. She was
discovered by Warner Brothers
and put under contract by them.
After playing small parts in
"The Love Toy." "The Gilded
Highway" and "The Cave
]Man," she was given her first
important chance in "Don
Juan," appearing as Liicrezia
Borgia's maid. Playing a maid,
in this instance, had its compensations, for the role was one
of subtle intrigue, and ]\Iyrna
made it stand out.
Shortly after that, she played
the part of the vamp in "Across
the Pacific," and then the lead
opposite Monte Blue in "Bitter
Apples." Her latest film is
"The Girl from Chicago," with
Conrad Nagel.
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Lorraine Easoii

Those

Present
Just Count the Things He Has Done!
Two men were watching a movie together. The credit line
flashed across the screen, "Directed by E. Mason Hopper."
"I used to know a fellow named E. Mason Hopper," said
one man to the other. ''But he was a ball player. Wonder
if this is the same one?"
Yes, it is the same one. And not only did E. Mason Hopper,
who now directs many of the films that you see on the screen,
used to be a ball player, but he has also, at various times in
his career, been all sorts of other surprising things. After
playing ball at college and then with a minor-league team,
Hopper decided to turn his attention to art. He had always
had a knack for drawing cartoons, so now began selling his
stufif to the newspapers. Later, he carried his talent into
vaudeville, where his lightning crayon drawings, done with the
audience looking on, became famous.
Meantime, he was studying chemistry and physics, and incidentally gotinto the habit of inventing things. He invented
a trick paint brush, a windproof match box, and all kinds of
useful kitchen articles.
Next, he became, for a while, an interior decorator and a
student of architecture. Then he turned to writing vaudeville
sketches, presently began to do some acting, and eventually
landed in the movies.
There, fortunately for the screen, he
decided to remain.
E. Mason Hopper
Hopper has
'beenfora
successful
dii'ector
many years now, and
has contributed to the
public such productions
"Brothers
the
as
"JaniceLender
Meredith."
Skin," "Dangerous

From Disappointment to Success.
Lorraine Eason is the pretty little co-ed who
didn't graduate. In other words, she quit the
Paramount School. But the day came when
she made good just the same.
Whoever saw "We're in the Navy Now"
doubtless remembers Lorraine as the prett}^
feminine lead in that picture. Following that,
she
"The
Wisecrackers,"
seriesdidof very
F. B.well
O. in
films
based
on the H. C.a
Witwer stories. But Miss Eason is best known

Curve Ahead," and
Paris
Comedy at
has ^Midnight."
been his
specialty.
He
directs for Cecil now
DeMille
and has recentlv made
"The Rush Houn" "The
Wise Wife," and "My
Friend from India."
He Looks Life in the
Face.

for her appearance in ''A\'e're in the Navy
Now," because that happened to be such a
widely popular picture.
She secured that role partly as
the result of a disappointment suffered earlier in her career. She
had been slated for an important
part in "The King on Main
Street,"and
but another
some difficulty
had
arisen
actress had
been chosen in her place. But the
director was kind enough to remember how broken-hearted she
had been, and when Paramount
needed a girl to play in the BeeryHatton comedy, he recommended
her.

He writes about the

I\'Iiss Eason is a Virginia girl,
but most of her early years were
spent in South America, as her
father was a mining engineer
down there. She came to New
York to study dancing and singing, then went West and appeared
for a while in Sennett comedies.
Subsequently, she returned to
New York to go to the Paramount School.

things he knows — that's
Laurence
Stallings.
the man. you
know, He's
who
wrote the original script
for "The Big Parade,"
and was co-author of
'■What
Price Glory,"
which made such a tremendous impression both
on the stage and the screen. His latest contribution to the movies was "Old Ironwent tothrough
war.about
That's
howStallings
he happens
knoAV sothemuch
it.
He was with the marines, and lost a leg in
the combat.
He goes in for no fine literarv flourishes
in the stories he writes. He presents life
with intense realism and humanness. He
was one of the first war writers to get beneath the superficial gloss of patriotism
and reveal the European conflict in all its
ies.''
bitter sordidness.
Laurence Stallings may be counted among
those who have added considerably +o the
progress of the movies in recent yeavs.
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Watch for Him in the Serials.
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J. Anthony Hughes, though only twenty-three, lias found the opportunity to do what every actor would like to do — he combines acting on
the stage with frequent appearances on the screen. Playing in a
Brooklyn stock company, he was thrilled one night when an executive
o"f Pathe came backstage to inquire if "Tony" would like to play the
juvenile heavy in "The Crimson Flash," a serial featuring Cullen Landis and Eugenia Gilbert. He would and he did ! And he played his
role with such satisfaction to the
producers that he was engaged for
/. Anthony Hughes.
their next serial, "The Fellowship
of theishedFrog,"
the first. before he had finHe played his first screen role
some years ago, when Frank Tuttle,
now one of Paramount's leading
directors, was producing "Peter
Stuyvesant" for a group of earnest
young idealists known as the Film
Guild, of which Glenn Hunter was
the star player. Tony, an extra,
was asked to climb a pole and tear
down the
He performed thisenemy's
bit with flag.
such vim
and
gusto that he was promoted to a
real role then and there — that of
Peter Stuyvesant' s son.
Tony Hughes was born in Brooklyn and educated there. He wants
to play what he calls "sensitive"
roles, and he probably will.
Spec's Freckles.
"Spec" O'Donnell
is the Irish kid who
plays Jewish parts.
Spec's freckles
dawned notably upon
the screen in Mary
Pickford's "Little
Annie Rooney." Who
can forget his portrayal of little Ahie
its combiLevy, with
nation of humor and
pathos ?
Following "Annie
Rooney," he played a
boy heavy in "Sparrows"— the mean boy
of the baby farm. He
has played Jewish
boys in " H a r d 'Spec" O'Donnell.
Boiled," starring Tom
Mix, and "Don't Tell
Everything." And he appeared briefly in the
sea-battle scenes in "Old Ironsides."
Spec is just fourteen years old. He was
brought to Hollywood several years ago for
the express purpose of being put into pictures.
His first work was in "Main Street." After
that, he was kept pretty busy.
When lie was suggested .for the part of
Abie in "Little Annie Rooney," grave doubts
were expressed as to his suitability. His
freckles were too prominent. There was considerable arguing_ among the various persons
engaged on the picture. But finally. Spec's
face was liberally smeared with grease paint,
partially to hide the freckles, and his portrayal of the role turned out to be one of the
outstanding features of the picture.

Doris Hill.
Luck Was With Her,
The West has given another
beauty to pictures. Or is it the
South? For New Mexico, where
Doris Hill was born, belongs to
both.
Roswell w4s the town
day.
where she first saw the light of

It was just the circumstance
that her parents decided to move
to California that led Miss Hill
mto pictures. She was truly "led," because she
had had absolutely no intention of making them
her goal. The stage lured her more, and after
she came to the Coast, she did a lot of dancing
in prologues in Los Angeles movie theaters before Warner Brothers discovered her and signed
her to a film contract. It just happened that they
were looking for new talent, and were attracted
by Miss Hill's appearance.
_ Fate played in her favor from the very beginning. She was soon given the lead opposite Sydney Chaplin in "The Better 'Ole." Following that,
she pla3-ed in a number
other, Warner pictures.
Then she was signed byof Paramount.
Her most
recent appearance was in "Figures Don't Lie."
The Arrow-Collar Kid.
Matty Kemp.
^ Matty
Kemp a ismovie
anothercareer.
who
did
not seek
It sought him. The nineteenyear old juvenile has no tale
of hardships to tell — of weary
trudging from studio to studio, nor of starving in a
barely furnished room.
"It would sound more interesting," he says, "to say that
I was about to be evicted by
my landlady, and had only
half a can of beans in the
closet, when my big chance
came. But the truth is that
I was living at home, and was
earning a good living as a
model for commercial photogContinued on page 98
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The

Queen

Receives

Our interviewer finds in Pola Negri's regal presence a reminder of the olden days when
movie stars were aloof, mysterious beings, super people set apart in a world all their own.
Bv Malcolm

ACCORDING
philosopher,
even if one
reigns, and showxrs

to some ancient but canny Chinese
into each life some rain must fall,
is in Hollywood, where sunshine
are practically unknown. It is not

my plan to shatter California's bright boasts about its
one-hundred-per-cent weather. The weather is fine.
But I am on the verge of reporting a formal session
with the pioneer importation, the Paramount empress
of stormy emotions — Pola Negri.
Allowing each reader time to derive his own meaning
from the above cryptic paragraph, let us to work. In
the old days, sometimes known, for no particularly
valid reason, as the good old days, stars in the movies
believed in being aloof and mysterious, as cag}' as a
bird in a gilded. The more unapproachable they were,
the better. Francis X. Bushman and his amethyst ring,
Theda Bara and her Egyptian aura, and the married
players who refused to be photographed with their children, were all typical of styles of the period. To-day,
of course, naturalness has supplanted that school of
bunk. To-day, the big stars are pretty much themselves, in public as well as in the privacy of their
boudoirs.
Pola Negri, however, belongs to those old days, those
days that held the stars up as immortals,
that protected them from, prying eyes, that
veiled them in elaborate secrecy, that enshrined them as super people in a superior
world all their own.
Pola lets you feel,
though graciously
to be sure, that you
are lucky to be
standing, hat in
hand,
ence. in the PresThe ballyhoo of
publicity that at.4s part of the supreme
publicity that attended
Pola's grand arrival
in this country
some years ago,
numerous pictures were published of the
star in aristocratic poses.

H. Oettinger
tended Pola's entry into American pictures some years
ago was so prolonged, so deafening, and so thorough
in every way that Pola still hears it echoing in her ears.
She forgets that this is 1928 — or almost — that Garbo is
here, Del Rio approaching, and Joan Crawford knocking at the gate. She is living in a haze of old press
clippings, clippings that announced her as the Bernhardt of the silver sheet, the Modjeska of the movies,
the star of stars. Pola, unaccustomed to such supreme
publicity, took it seriously instead of laughing it off.
Her grand manner of to-day is the result.
Before meeting her, I saw her plying her trade beneath the mercilessly glaring lights of the studio. She
is dark and cold, and pictorially effective in an artificial
way. Her hair is' black, her face a mask of white
enamel, her lips a glowing gash of scarlet. ^ Purple
about her eyes lends an interesting touch. While the
cameras, lights, and so forth, were being made ready
for the scene in hand, she sat on the set contemplating
the table in front of her. She seemed indifferent to
every one about her — a trifle contemptuous, infinitely
bored.

Later, we found her enthroned in a wicker chair in
the projection room, waiting to see some rushes of the
previous day's work. She was very picturesque, very
weary, the artiste at rest, the star in repose. She sat
majestically in a flowing negligee, her arnts on the arms
of her chair, her head poised to let her eyes catch the
light from the best angle.
Some say that she is beautiful. There is a magnificent vitality about her, a certain magnetism, but it can
hardly be called beauty. She is shoit and slender
and affected and theis artificial
and dynamic.
name for pose.
another
atrical. Pola isShe
with ges\\\\tn she talks, she is like Nance O'Neil,
tures. She has a throaty, impressive contralto, which
she uses to effect.
"We work so hard," she said somberly. "Always Ave
work, work, work. And how do we know if, after all
be worth
ourA work,
gesture.it will
A smile.,
sad while?"
but brave. . . .
Her eyes brooded.
Her chin rested on her hand.
She was thoughtful, I gathered. These foreign Stellas
but they do put on an act. "Be yourmay be affected,
self" has yet to be translated into Polish.
In the course of mv hour's conversation with her,
Pola -was not herself for an instant. Her speeches were
stiffed, measured, sonorous. They sounded memorized.
Her opinions were cameos of tact, her reasoning stereo-

Once I attempted to blast her into a spontaneous outtyped.
burst. "Of course," I remarked, "you consider your
far superior to those you have made
German pictures
in America?"
^
"No, I would not say that." she said slowly. ' In
Germany, I made dozens and dozens of pictures with
Lubitsch and Jannings. Some of them were good,
some fair, some ven* bad. INIany were poor, but
they were all released. In America, only the four
or five best pictures from all of the dozens I at
It was these masterfirst made were shown.
pieces that made mv reputation as an artiste. _ And
by them onentirely.
I am judged Continued
page 98 Every picture
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Our

Boy

Reporter

John Gilbert begins as a pressman and becomes a reporter.
He is shown above with Hayden Stevenson at the beginning
of his newspaper career. Left, Jeanne Eagels.
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For

Love

of a

Glamorous scenes from

Above, Victor , Varconi, as Colonel Gauiier of the
French army, falls in love with Jetta Goudal, as Zita, a
spy of his marries
country'shimenemy,
the military
Sultcm ofsecrets.
Morocco. She
to learn

Above, Zifa's husband introduces
Joseph Schildkraut as Jean, his
brother, but the woman gives no
sign of having already met and
fallen in love with the violinist,
whose professional name had
given no clew to his identity.

Jean is punished and humiliated by
his brother when the latter discovers his infatuation for Zita. Left,
the spy throws herself in his way
to tempt him further.

79

Woman

Spy

'The Forbidden Woman"

Above, Zita's mysterious beauty, enhanced by veils and
the glamour of the night, weaves a spell around Jean
when they first encounter each other aboard a ship
bound for Marseilles, and there is no escape for him.

Incensed when Jean avoids her,
Zita, above, enters his room as
part of a plot to trick him into betraying his country. She succeeds,
but at the moment that Jean is
about to be executed, the tables
are turned.

Ivan Lebedeflf, right, as the Sultan, receives his spy and plans to
overthrow the French, but Zita
cautions him not to strike until she
gives the word.
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In

Old

New

Orleans

"Louisiana" will bring to the screen a romantic story of the most
pictqresque city in the country, as it existed in 1808, when yoimg
gallants and fair maids wrote a glowing page in the history of love.

At the top of the page, Armand
Kaliz, BilHe Dove, and Gilbert
Roland. Above, Gilbert Roland, as Victor Jallot, a penniless gentleman, invades a slave
ship. Right, he turns barber to
eke out a precarious living.
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Speaking

of

Chic-

Tangerine - colored
taffeta, bordered with
gold lace, is Miss Aster's formal evening
gown above.

Mary Astor, above,
wears an afternoon
frock of heavy, black,
figured satin, embellished with a creamcolored jabot.

Her dinner dress, left, is of
white georgette and rhincstones and, right, she wears
a street costume of metal
brocade in henna and gold.

The wedding gown
worn by Miss Astor,
above,
is fashion's
est decree,
and islatas
patrician as the beauty
' of its wearer.
J
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Marietta Millner refutes the belief that all Viennese actresses are
either sultry vamps or incorrigible cut-ups, by being neither. Instead, she offers refreshment to the eye in her beauty, poise and
distinction, in "A City Gone Wild."
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A

Short
Cut
Beauty

to

A keen observer of the stars points out the hidden
loveliness many of them have revealed by lifting
their hair — and urges others to do likewise.
By Vera Standing
shone on the screen, and
ever since, she has kept
s
l
ar
and yeye
no
gir
s
ar
ye
d
that same line practically
FOR
had ar
eas rsan. Ears
were the sign of the hidden, with the whole
contour of the face, and
backwoods, the mark
Billie Dove's present style of
Greta Garbo knows the immense
hairdressing beauty.
has enhanced her
ol the old maid, the in- the outline of the jaw,
rnuch heavier in appearsignia of the dub. Locks
effectiveness of hair. "
ance than they really are.
were curled and looped
took at the difference, for instance, between even
and draped over these mistakes of nature. Even bobbed
hair kept right on hiding the ears
the heavenly beautiful Norma
Shearer with her hair pulled
for a long, long time, s and when afew reckless creature copied the
down, as she usually wears it,
latest oddity evolved by Paris; barand lifted up, as in part of "The
bers, they looked positively indecent.
Demi-Bride." If you are as
e
in
s,
u
re
ag
n
Ba
ear ca yo im
f
beautiful as that, you can of
course do anything. But just
Gradually the idea caught on, and
the hair level grew higher. One
the same, the lovely, long line
day a rash broke out all over the
-gives lightness, dignity, and
country of girls who had acquired
grace unobtainable in any other
the boyish bob, and with it a pair
of ears. Some of them ought cerConsider Billie Dove, in "The
tainly to have been kept in solitary
' ■ she was
Black
Pirate," where
way.
confinement. The ears, I mean.
conventionally beautiful, and in
Since then both girls and barbers
"The Stolen Bride," where she
have grown freer in their interprewas quite breath-taking. Contation— more artistic, if you like —
trast Esther Ralston, in "Fashand now you can have your ears or
ions for Women," as the cigleave them off, as you please.
arette girl, with the same Esther
Perhaps the best way of picturing
Ralston, in the same picture, as
Madame.
just what a difference this makes in
That does certainly not mean,
the individual appearance, is to recall certain movie stars in different
however,
as many misguided
types of hairdressing. The effect
girls seem to think, that the more
has often been startling. The only
hair you cut off, the better you
reason why bobbed hair has made
look. Oh, my, no ! The more
Lois Moran never obscures her fine forehead.
this more evident is because short
you cut off, the lovelier the outhair usually means bare ears.
lines of your head and face must
be to stand it. It is far better to create good lines by .
Years ago, when the bob was still new, and ears were
an artful arrangement of the hair, than to expose heavy
still indecent, an adorable little figure gleamed on the
or awkward forms to view. And if a screen characterscreen, her long hair
ization demands less
parted and pulled back
Norma Shearer reveals a beautiful
May McAvoy has never since
tight
on
either
side
with
line from the tip of her ear to the
dignity and more fluffitwo
combs,
and
left
ness,
that
is
a
different
equalled her beauty in ''Sentitip of her chin.
flowing behind. Just like matter, too.
mental Tommv."
Then there is the bang,
Alice in Wonderland.
This was May McAvoy,
straight or curled. It is
in "Sentimental Tompretty much out of style
right now. But you
The gay, free lift of surely remember the day
that determined little
when iMae Busch and
Clara Bow wore their
chin, the exquisite line
hair in wild, wild curls
from the tip of the chin
my."the jawbone and
along
that hung in poodle-dog
up behind the ear, was
style over their noses.
worth living to see, after
Compare their beauty, as
far as it was visible
ages of heavy, padded
hairdressing. Of course,
then, with the appearGrisel was only a poor
ance the}' have since
achieved by letting their
little Scotch girl, so when
Continued on page 1C6
INlav McAvov again
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The

Perils

of

Being

Life is not all cream and honey out in Hollywood
burglars are a constant menace to the lives and

By A. L.

girl was arrested by detectives to whom she confessed
she had posed in a series of compromising pictures.
These, she said, were to be used in blackmailing Pola
Negri. Joseph Block, watchman at the Jackie Coogan
home, was shot by a man who later committed suicide
on a ranch near the Mexican border.
Press dispatches carried accounts of the foregoing
but little has been told of robberies of the players'
homes and threats made against them by cranks and
plotters. One night last fall, Theda Bara and Charles
Brabm, her husband, returned to their bungalow after
having dined out. As Miss Bara entered her bedroom,
she saw somebody standing by the dresser and grabbed
the intruder by the arm.
"You can imagine my surprise," Miss Bara said,
"when I found my burglar was a girl. I switched
on the lights and there she stood with her loot— my
furs, an evening dress, and some of mv finest lingerie.
I learned that she had just escaped from a reformatory. She was young and little and cried so piteously
Photo by K. O. Rahmn
that thereafter she would 'go straight' — well, what
When kidnapers planned to capture "Our Mary," Douglas Fairbanks
went armed until the danger was over.
Agnes
returning to her home on Martel Ave?"
I doAyres,
could
nue,
Hollywood,
several months ago, found the place
UNEASY lies the head that sleeps in Hollywood
m disorder and ransacked from top to bottom. Locked
for burglars, blackmailers, gun toters, forgers,
in a closet on the second floor was Hassie Cowan, her
kidnapers, and cranks have made the picture folk
personal
maid, who was very much frightened.
their targets and the Hollywood police are constantly
'T was in the garden about
pouncing upon suspicious characters. Despite the presence of
one thirty this afternoon,"
the maid said, "when a very
watchmen, burglar alarms, poshabbily dressed man came
lice dogs, and surveillance by
through the driveway and
blue-coated officers, night raidasked if the lady of the
ers prey upon the colony.
house had left some clothes
The higher courts in Califorto go to the cleaners. When
nia recently sustained the conI went back to look, the man
viction of two men who plotted
followed me in, drew a rethe kidnaping of Mary Pickvolver, ordered me into the
ford and the holding of her
closet
and
locked the door.
for a $200,000 ransom. , Mary
knew when the plan w,as afoot
Then he searched the place."
Miss Ayres lost approxa little more than a year ago
imately $10,000 worth of
and Douglas Fairbanks, her
husband, went about for ten
jewelry and furs and clothes
to the prowler.
days with a .45-caliber sixPola Negri heard mysterichooter— the "hog leg" of the
ous sounds in the shrubbery
old West— strapped to his body.
beneath her window and
When detectives finally trapped
the intended kidnapers. Miss
peering out, saw a man slinkPickford was in an extremely
ing from place to place. She
nervous condition because of
slowly raised tlie sash, stuck
a little blue-steel automatic
the suspense.
out and held the trigger till
A handsome, well-dressed
the weapon was emptied.
3'oung man succeeded in gainErnst Lubitsch, who lived
ing entrance to the home of
Gloria Swanson where he annear by, heard the fusillade :
"That's only leetle Pola!"
nounced that he was "King of
he said. "Pretty soon she
the League of Nations" and
wanted Gloria for his queen.
Burglars waited until Jack had
He was sent to a psychopathic
ward for observation. In the
gone East before attempting to loot
lobby of a downtown hotel in
the Dempsey home, but Estelle Taylor proved equal to the occasion.
Los Angeles
a little ."'
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a

Star

where gunmen, kidnapers and
property
of movie folks.
Wooldridge

A young man appeared at
the studio gate and asked to
see Charles Ray, explaining
to the guard :
"In my possession is the
secret of great wealth in the
of the desvast open
ert. Iwantspaces
to develop
this
source of boundless riches
for the benefit of all humanity. Icannot reveal this
secret to any one but Mr.

get tired and go back to
•
sleep."
Which Pola did, but she established a reputation as a
Ray or Tommy Meighan."
He got a nice, comfortable
gun wielder which has kept
ride to police headquarters.
burglars away for two years.
ey vv-as
Demps
Probably the most optimisJackhome
Whilefrom
ing
prepar
away
tic burglar who has operated
Tunwith
fight
first
his
for
in Hollywood recently went
ney, Estelle Taylor heard a
to the home of Madeline Hurnoise in a tree outside of her
lock on Ivar Avenue Avith the
bedroom window. She
view of stealing jewels and
flashed on the light, saw a;
clothing. And Madeline had
man in the branches and
but recently graduated from
screamed. The fellow let go
the Mack Sennett bevy of
all holds, crashed to the
bathing beauties ! But then,
he might have expected little
ran. A teleand
ground,phone call
brought the police.
save a series of exotic batli"The way he covered the
Photo by Talbot
ing suits. However, accordhedge,"
Miss Taylor
Thieves left Virginia Lee Corbin only a sport frock when
ing to an inventory presented
"would indicate
he wassaid,
in
they paid her an unexpected call.
to the police, he got awa}^ with
Mexico or Utah by the time
jewelry, dresses, furs, and lingerie valued at two thousand six hundred and eight-one
ease, seems to
luxury,arrived."
the officers
The appearance of prosperity,
dollars.
motion-picthe
of
homes
that
raiders
say to the night
It makes the stars pretty mad when raids on their
wonderful opportunities. The enorotter
ture
stars
wearing apparel are chronicled. They are so disconmous salaries earned, the stories of $3,000 or $4,000 or
certing. Just a few weeks ago one sport suit apiece
a week among the elite, indicate that as far as
$5,000
constituted the entire wardrobe of Virginia Lee Corbin
money is concerned they have nothing else but.
and her sister, Ruth. Everything else — fur coats, eveJust a few months ago, a lad in Fresno, California,
ning gowns, street frocks, hats, shoes, lingerie and even
sen! letters to Lew Cody, Douglas Fairbanks, and E. L.
toilet articles were stripped from their home on North
Doheny directing them to forward him at once $3,000
Plymouth Boulevard in Hollywood. The loot consisted
because he was out of a job. Doheny, the oil magnate,
of virtually everything they owned in the way of wearand Fairbanks ignored the letters. But Cody turned
ing apparel. Some of it was recovered when the police
his copy over to the post-office inspectors and the lad
nailed the raiders.
[Continued on page 105]
was arrested. He pleaded guilty.
IVhen Lew Cody comes home at night he forgets all his troubles — even the boy who wrote him asking for a mere
three thousand dollars.
Photo by William A. Prakei
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thing!
their necks for your entertainment.
It takes courage deliberately to have a smash-up
in a runaway buggy, all for the sake of a movie.
That's what Hazel Keener, above, was called upon
to do in "The Scarlet Arrow," and she came
through without a scratch.
Below, Fred Humes just doesn't know how to
cUuib onto a horse — he always makes it in one
jump, preferably from about ten feet away.

Above, Tom Mix and Natalie Joyce, in "The
Circus Ace," take off from
chute. Tony's back to a paraLeft, Fred Humes, in a fight with the villain in
"Pet 'Em Up," is knocked over the side of a cliff.
Below, Edna Murpihy, in a breath-taking scene in
"The Black Diamond Express," had to crash her
car into a train.
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Wil
Boysjuveniles
Ten more or less well-known
prove
as much in raising one from obscurity in the
Dick Folkens.

girls, take
forward,
STEP
comfortable
the most
chairs, and meet the boys.
One or two may already be
known to you. It will do no
harm to meet them again. Most
of them are newcomers within
the last three years to Hollywood. Know
them now, before the world at large hears
of their fame !
All right, Mr. Kelly. Step forward, please.
Smile and bow.
New Jersey, where he was born in 1902,
may one day build a monument to Leo Kelly
if he continues to jump ahead in pictures as
he has done since coming to Hollj'wood a
year and a half ago. His first bit came in
"Paris at Midnight." On this set, in a slight
accident, Leo had the front of his silk shirt
ripped open. Frances Marion, coming upon
the scene, saw the young man's distress. Impressed Avith his personality, she ordered a
test taken.

By William
we get annoyed at his delay let us be pleasant in
meeting Carlo Schipa.
From Lecce, Italy, came Carlo five years ago.
Not one word of English did he speak then. Now
he tosses the language about like, an American. Possibl}' you saw him in "Sally," with Colleen Moore.
Without doubt you saw him as Tony in "Little Annie
Rooney," with our Mary. If you haven't, you can
see Carlo in "The Fighting Hombre," a Chadwick
production. He has been playing on the stage in
Los Angeles, with IMarjorie Rambeau, in "They
Knew What They AVanted." Just now, what Carlo
wants more than anything, is to become famous.
What, Mabel — you'd like to hear him sing "O
Sole Mio" in the moonlight? I doubt if Carlo could
oblige. His elder brother,
family. Tito, of operatic fame.
does all the singing in the Schipa
Leo Kelly.

That was our hero's start. Roles in pictures made by some of the minor independent concerns gave Leo more experience.
Now he does juvenile leads. Most recently
he played in "The Rejuvenation of Aunt
Mary." Not a bad year's work, is it? Next
year ought to see him well ahead. Yes,
Mabel, dear, he is Irish.
Another young fellow soon to gain attention is Paul Power. He came from Chicago
six years ago — he was seventeen then — to
attend school in Los Angeles and later to try
for the movies. His mother and sister back
East are waiting for the day when Paul will
write, "Come to Hollywood. Am building a
home in Beverly Hills. You can take care
of my fan mail."
•This should not be far away, as Paul has
already played leads in Pathe comedies, and
small parts in various pictures at the more
pretentious studios— the result of two years'
perseverance.
What was that, Mabel? Is he very big.
George Lewis.
blond, and good looking? Well, would he
be out here otherwise ?
Earle Hughes should appear here, but as he is noChester Hughes.
where in sight we shall have to wait until later. Befor^;

Ah, pause — here is Earle
Hughes. Never mind, Mr.
Hughes. No need to apologize.
AA'e know that a young fellow
gaining such notice as you are
cannot always appear at appointed places on the dot. If
you turn
up the next day it is
time
enough.
Last spring Earle attracted attention at the Belmont Theater
in Los Angeles. He started picture work in 1920, but decided
that he needed stage experience
to help him. He has been touring the country for the last six
years. Now he is once more on
the battlefield of Hollywood.
Undoubtedly this time he will
win. Since his return he has
played the juvenile lead with
Edna Murphy in "Rose of the
Bowery,"
chef-d'cciivre
one
David aHartford
at the from
Fine
Arts studio. Look out for Earle !

Be
Boys
that pluck and persistence count for just
movies as in any other line of endeavor.
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H.' McKegg

What, Mabel? You're just crazy about Lloyd
Hughes? Well, he and Earle are brothers. So
you can divide your adoration without wandering from the family.
Here is one who is no relation — Chester
Hughes. Step up on the platform, Chester!
Born in Columbus, Ohio, twenty-five years ago,
Chester did nothing extraordinary, he says, until
he gave his relatives and friends a shock by going on the stage. From New York he toured out
to the Coast in vaudeville. And then the movies.
Extra work. Plenty of it. His first bit came
in "Stella Dallas." He was one of those society
youths with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who ridiculed poor Stella when she appeared on the
lawn of the fashionable hotel. Chester gained
He now hopes
a bigger bit in "The Freshman "
he will keep on getting bigger bits until they are so big
Earle Hughes.
that, nO' matter how much
gets cut out, plenty will be
left in.
Stay in your places, girls !
Don't crowd around ! This
young chap is Redman Finlay, a double in physique for
his friend, George O'Brien.
Two years ago Redman came
from New York to display
his bulging muscles and
athletic prowess on the
screen. He has done so in
many pictures, such as several of "The Collegians" series, and in "The King of
Kings," if you can find him.
To-day Redman drives
around in his three-thousand-dollar car and can eat,
when he wishes to, at HenBoys, develop your
muscles ry's.
now.
If you

saw "Brown

of

Harvard," you saw
Dick Folkens in that
free-for-all fight waged on
the campus by the gay college
bloods.
After the fight Dick
saw stars when a flower pot fell
,
on his head. This plump little boy
was born twenty years ago in Lorain,
Ohio. Three years ago found him with his
mother and sister in Hollywood.
To-day finds
him doing comedy relief. His latest essay was
in "The Prince of Head Waiters."
Graduating from the bit class is Malcolm
Letts. Three years ago he came from New
Jersey to the studio gates. He started where
many of the big names have started — with the
small companies in Poverty Row. Malcolm is
now doing bits in some of "The Collegians"
series, where many of the promising juveniles
are showing what art really is, and how.
To prove that a youth is not without honor
in his own home town makes it essential that
Carroll Nye be called upon. A native of Los
Angeles, he has, within the last two years, done
the most work of all these presented. After
■

a long engagement in "White Collars," he
was signed for Corinne Griffith's "Classified." Since then Carroll has played in
some fifteen pictures, either as a falsely
accused son, a guilty brother, 'or an average
Of the juveniles to gain the best notice
within the last year George Lewis stands
youth.
in the front. His work in "His People"
jj got
over.one "The
Soak"
nothing him
for any
in it.OldJust
beingwashimself
; in "The Collegians" is gaining for George
all the success he needs at present. He is
considered one of the best box-office attractions of the many other precious box-office
jewels
Carl Laemmle's domain beyond
Cahuengain Pass.

Carroll Nye.
Carlo Scliipa.

Yes, Mabel dear. This is George steppingforward now. Good loolnng, yes. A little
self-conscious, yes. But a very decent chap.
You are right. Taken altogether, they
are a likely group, any one of whom may
have bis name in electric lights before long. If you
can tell him how soon, you will earn his undying thanks.
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At

Your

Service

They say the best way
to a man's heart is
through his stomach, so
perhaps that's why all
the movie heroines have
betaken themselves to
the kitchen — seeking romance in the roles of
maids and waitresses.

Janet Gaj^inor, as one of the
"Two Girls Wanted," found domestic service very profitable in
a romantic way.

Even tlie comedy girls have responded to the call of the scullery, and Anne Cornwall, above,
becomes a lady chef in a Christie two-reeler.

What cou'ld be more prosaic
than spaghetti? But it led the
wiay to love for Pola Negri in
"Beggars of Love," in which she
pilayed the role, above, of a
waitress in an
rant.Italian restauLouise Fazenda, as the maid of
all woi^k in "The Gay Old
Bird," is shown, left, serving
pancakes to her policeman
sweetheart in the kitchen. But
this cook was meant for hiigiher
things and soon found herself
the wife of a millionaire.
Right,
May McAvoy
made a dainty little waitress in "Irish Hearts."

The

cigarette

you

can

Seek and search wherever you will, you'll
never find a smoke like Camel. So loyal
and so fine. Camels reveal the delicate
tastes and fragrances of the choicest tobaccos grown. That is why they never
tire. Why each succeeding Camel tastes
more smooth and mellowy mild.
Millions upon millions of smokers have
learned to rely upon this supreme tobacco
quality.
R. J.

!Q 1927

They are modern
REYNOLDS

smokers in

TOBACCO

be

fond

of

.

the most particular sense and they place
Camels first. They demand goodness and
enjoyment. They have elevated Camels
to the highest popularity ever known.
If you smoke for pleasure Camels will
prove the cigarette that you can really
enjoy, you can like Camels so much, because they're always so satisfyingly mellow.
So smooth and mild.
"Hare a Camel!"
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These popular-priced novels appear between book covers for
the first time.
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Mirador
Treasure
An Adventure Story
By FRANK LILLIE POLLOCK
One of the most stirring chapters in modern
fiction is the description in this exciting novel
of the thundering call of the Speaking Stone
that sent the natives of a South American
peninsula in wild revolt against their oppressors.
An adventure story in ^ithousand — one you
*
won't forget.
The

Beyond the Frontier
A Western Story
By JOSEPH MONTAGUE
A tale of the heroic, pioneer days of Fremont and Kit Carson, and how a Louisiana
dandy took the long and perilous trail that
teemed with adventure all the way out to the
California gold fields. Plenty of red-blooded
action
a girl at the end of the trail worth
all the— and
struggle.

Man Who Awoke
A Detective Story

Grizzly Gallagher
A Western Story

By MARY IMLAY TAYLOR
He awoke to find himself in a strange house,
surrounded by strangers, transferred from a
hard-working salesman into the heir of a great
fortune. It soon developed that he was the
victim of a conspiracy, and then mystery and
more mystery until
But you must find out for yourself how it
all works out.

By REGINALD C. BARKER
It was a job and a tough one at that to
make a man out of young, red-headed Ted
Blaine, the son of the partner of one of the
old-type mountaineers. But Grizzly Gallagher
tackled it and the adventures of the two in
the rugged Idaho wilderness makes the sort of
reading that takes you clean out of yourself.

Western
Tommy
A Western Story

The Avenging Twins Collect
A Detective Story

By DAVID MANNING
By JOHNSTON McCULLEY
Slouching, sleepy, good-for-nothing Tommy
lo his family, but once mounted on the most
Another bang-up novel about the two rebeautiful of horses with gun in hand and fife in
sourceful youngsters who started out after the
pocket, an altogether different and most baf- big financial magnates who ruined their uncle.
fling character and one of the most fascinating A fast-stepping novel of intrigue and ingenuity
of the sort that only Mr. McCulley can write.
you've ever met.
75
Cents
a Volume
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The

Carefree

Mr.

Kerry

But beneath Norman Kerry's gay exterior, one catches
a suggestion of the grim experiences in his past which
taught him how useless it is to take life too seriously.
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By Margaret Ettinger

is a dashing cavaHer, captivating and romantic,
whose swaying swagger is known to the Boulevard,
to the cafes, to all of Hollywood. He is the playbo}' supreme, whose amusing pranks have caught the breath
and captured the heart of the film metropolis.
Norman Kerry has reigned as a prince of good fellows
for many. years. Ever since the night he and IMickey
Neilan shaved their heads and eyebrows and Avent to the
most fashionable soiree of the year, sending the guests
into peals of laughter, ever since he risked his life to save
two unknown persons trapped in a burning building, ever
since he won honors in the World War, he has been the
adored Kerry. His pranks are sometimes called foolish,
his recklessness appalls the colony, but his courage is so
definite a thing, his personality so engaging, that one soon
forgives his dare-deviltry. .
It was only recently that I had my first close-up of
this screen Adonis. I had seen him dashing down
HE

the Boulevard at break-neck speed in his high-powr '
ered motor car, or enacting a hei-o role in some production in the making, or dancing at the Maj-fair
Club, or lunching at the Montmartre, but those had
been only quick flashes of Kerry. Enough, however,
to make me form a very definite impression of what
he must be like. Rather an amusing person, I wagered, but he had been so much publicized by his
friends and acquaintances that I thought he would
probably be disappointing to meet.
had Universal
an appointment
at Ithe
studio. for an interview with him"
His portrayal of the dude
In less than ten minutes
cowboy in "Under Western
after his arrival, his spaSkies" typified Kerry's
cious bungalow was
jesting attitude
life. toward
crowded with his studio
confreres, while several
others paused in passing
to greet him or grouped
themselves on the porch.
I looked on in awe, I must
confess, at one whose poptdarity carried so heavily
He is highly popular at the
studio, aud even the wild
animals eat from his hand.

French'
was Kerry
a fter he threw
had been
the warIt that
carethrough
to the
winds and set out to get as much fun
out of life as he could.
right into the midst of the
studio, and in a profession,
too, which is reputed to be
full of petty jealousies.
Kerr}' sat on the arm of
a chair, looking as unlike
an immaculate matinee idol
as one can imagine. He
wore white duck trousers
and a white polo shirt.
Dilapidated
tennis shoes
were given prominence by
a heavy bandage on his right
ankle. But even in such regalia,
nue.
he was jaunty, almost Park AveIn answer to a round of queries
about his ankle, he said, "Honestly, just a lot of tomfoolery. I
took a spill the other afternoon
oft' mythatpolo pony. This is the
ankle
always gets it. It has
been broken three times, and
sprained three hundred. I have
about decided to act my age and
takeSome
to a one
wheelturned
chair."on a radio.
There was a deadly din of chatter
and music. Through the ensuing
minutes, Kerry was the life of the
party. Not serious, at all. I reasoned. A playboy, all right, but
nothing else.
Now he limped across the room
to get a cigarette, now he anContinued on page 105

The
Continued from page 61
will have to put up with many more
in the course of the picture. From
the cleaner's it is purloined by Millicent, a food checker in a hotel, who
wants to look swell at a party. She
is unmasked by Mrs. Gillespie,
whereupon prideful Millie unclothes
herself
and flingsLikewise
"AmericansheBeauty"
at
its owner.
wisely
decides the society racket doesn't
pay, so scampers off to the station to
overtake the poor suitor she had previously scorned. Her shawl blows
away and Millie runs through the
station and onto the train in trim
underclothes, for an embrace on the
platform of the observation car.
All this makes for a fluffy, superficial picture, neither comedy nor
drama, and dull up to the unbelievable finale. Billie Dove, Lloyd
Hughes, Margaret Livingston, Walter McGrail, and Alice White are in
the cast.

Screen

in Review

seen in public. ■ Eventually she attracts two men — one a novelist, the
other a physician. She marries the
novelist to put an end to the gossip
aroused by their platonic association
and finds herself interested in his
friend, the doctor. The solution
comes when she shoots her husband as he comes upon her in the
darkness, because she fears a repetition of what happened to her as
a child. Big hearted and literary,
he doesn't mind. He even sanctions
her marriage to his friend, and Gita
isn't bothered with an accusation of
murder, let alone a twinge of conscience for having taken a life. Yes,
it's passed by the censors. Jack
Mulhall, Rockcliffe Fellowes, Clarissa Selwynne, Jane Winton, and
Edythe Chapman are in the cast —
more sinned against than sinning.
Short Measure.

Harry Langdon is the same plaintive little fellow and adept comedian
Can This Be Miss Ralston?
in "Three's a Crowd" as he always
Both Esther Ralston and Edward has been, but the sutji total of his
Sutherland, the director, touch the efforts is not altogether satisfactory.
The picture is monotonous in spite
low-water mark in "Figures Don't of some clever gags, because no one
Lie."
Or rather
pictureever
does.
Miss Ralston
is tootheir
beautiful
to else is allowed to do anything, and
be blamed for anything — not even a there is little variety in the sets. The
trivial, uninteresting picture — but story is no story at all, but an incident merely. A boy rescues a runthe memory of her verve and charm
away wife in a snowstorm and takes
in "Fashions for Women" and "Ten
her to his squalid lodgings, where
'Modern Commandments" only makes her baby is born. He adores her
me resent the new picture more. She
is Janet Wells, stenographer to a with dumb and futile devotion, living in a dream until her unworthy
man with a jealous wife. The hero
husband
finds her. At first sight of
is Boh Blewe, a go-getter salesman,
him,
she
deserts
the bo}^ forever. All
who is jealous of Janet's employer,
acrossmanner.
in Langdon's
even as the employer's wife is jeal- this is put acteristic
Unique as charthat
ous of Janet. There you have the
brawn and sinew of the plot, such is, it hasn't succeeded in saving
as it is. Gags are injected in lieu of "Three's a Crowd" from slowness.
story, and Miss Ralston appears in a
Without Benefit of a Smile.
scant bathing costume instead of the
A
heavy, somber melodrama called
lovely gowns which set off her beauty
to more striking advantage. How- "A Man's Past" brings forth the
ever, every cloud has a silver lining. noted German actor, Conrad Veidt,
Richard Arlen proves it with a pleas- as a LTniversal star. Remarkable as
ant performance, as Bob, which con- his talents are in character roles, he
vinces me that his forte is light com- is unsuited to the requirements — as
edy rather than dramatics.
I see them — of a sympathetic hero.
It is in this guise that he appears as
Who Emptied It?
an escaped convict who goes to Algiers, impersonates a friend whose
In the bottom of "The Crystal
sight
is
failing, and resumes his pracCup" are the dregs of a good story;
tice of surgery. Eventually he is
otherwise it is empty and pretty
much of a bore. Purporting to be a recognized by a prison officer who attempts blackmail through the girl
serious study of a girl's antipathy to
men, it is exaggerated to the point thev both love, and so on — and so
on.
of caricature, ytt is played heavily.
Gita Carteret, as a child, has a
All this is set forth with grim
terrifying experience which causes earnestness, recalling a foreign picture of the old school, and while it is
her to loathe men when she grows
up. In order to make h^r state of acted well enough, it has nothing to
mind clear to the audience, Dorothy distinguish it from other program
Mackaill, who plays Gita, strides pictures. Barbara Bedford, Ian
about in a mannish costume that Keith, and Arthur Edmund Carew
would stop a fire engine if she were are the principals.

Not 2l Hero to His Valet.
Adolphe Menjou is at his best in
"A Gentleman of Paris." Though
falling a bit short of the pace set by
"Service for Ladies," this one is
thoroughly worth seeing, if you like
French farce delicately acted and
produced.
The Marquis de Marignan is a
philanderer, who is aided and abetted
by Joseph, his valet, without whom
he says he could not get along. Even
when Joseph discovers the Marquis
is indulging in an affaire du caur
with his wife, the valet does not desert him. But he does stage an elaborate revenge. After which the
clouds roll by and all is serene.
A Slave to Duty.
Florence Vidor is a lady and can
be absolutely depended upon never
to falter in her perfect deportment,
but that isn't enough to make six
reels of moving pictures interesting.
"One Woman to Another" is an example of the futility of trying to do
without a story. Rita Farrcll, a novelist, has every intention of marrj'ing John Bruce, when her brother
leaves his two children in her care.
Whereupon Rita devotes all her
time to their welfare and ultimately
takes them to the country. John
falls into the toils of a scheming
blonde, but Rita, warned by a loyal
friend, succeeds in extricating him
from his difficulty and marrying him.
This tepid tale is illustrated with
the maximum of good taste in settings, direction, and acting. A dash
of bad taste might have given the
picture the requisite vitality.
Playing Down, Not Up.
"The Gay Retreat" is another comedy of the war — if you can stand
another. In its way it is funny — rough, vulgur fun, to be sure, but
its speed and carefree atmosphere
are in its favor. The stars are
Sammy Cohen and Ted McNamara,
who played with conspicuous success in "What Price Glory." In the
new picture again they are doughboys, who go through all manner of
idiotic nonsense while presumably
remaining good soldiers, and apparently win the war by pelting the
enemy with canned goods. Mr.
Cohen's character name is Sam Nosenblimi. This should give you a
fairly accurate idea of the level of
inspiration reached by the picture.
The Sidewalks of New York.
Trust Allan Dwan to catch the
spirit of New York and put it on the
screen. He has done it times without number, 'but never with more
success than in "East Side, West
Continued on page 94
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How

to

Wear

a

Title

With all the lords and ladies and kings and queens on the screen, it is every
star's business to know just how to put on the regal manner at a minute's notice.

Julia Faye and Max Barwyn, left, studied many
paintings of Empress Josephine and Napoleon,
which explains their success in these roles in "The
Fighting Eagle."

The beauty of Claire
Windsor, below, is enhanced by the aristocratic
bearing of Lady Patricia
R u 1 1 c d g e in "Foreign

Devils."

Phyllis
Haver,
the comedienne,
above, surprised everybody with the
dignity of her Comtesse de Lauiiay
in "The Fighting Eagle."

Myrna Ley, left, as
Countess Vcya in
"The Climbers," gave
her fans a glimpse of
the grand manner of
old Spain.
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Continued from page 92

Side," a most excellent picture.
Neither subtle nor symbolic, it nevertheless tells a story replete with
plot and character development in
an understandable manner. It has
movement, variety, suspense, as well
as the best acting Virginia Valli has
ever done, and a real characterization by George O'Brien.
O'Brien is JoJin Breen, a boy who
has spent his life on a brick barge in
the harbor of New York. When
the barge is run down by a steamer,
lie is washed ashore and befriended
b}- the Lipvitches, of the lower East
Side, with special attention from
Becka, their daughter. John's physical prowess forces him into the prize
ring, but the interest of Gilbert Van
Horn takes him out of it and educates him to be an engineer — with

Screen

in Review

special attention from Josephine, the
rich man's ward. Thus there is a
conflict between the two girls of optypes John
for him,
as well as turmoilposite
within
himself.
This hint of the story indicates the
absence of any highbrow pretensions, but the fullest synopsis never
conveyed the quality of any picture.
So there's nothing to do but see
"East Side, West Side" and agree
that its rating is A 1.
Every Inch a Hero.
The character of Jesse James, long
regarded as a bandit and outlaw, a
sort of American Robin Hood, has
been glorified and romanticized by
Fred Thomson in a picture called
"Jesse James." It has been done
with whether
such success
that oryou
mind
it is true
not, don't
iust

so long as Mr. Thomson and Silver
King continue to act as they have
done in countless less pretentious
films. To give the happy ending
necessary to a picture of this kind,
the inglorious death of Jesse James
is not pictured in the last scene of
the film, but is shown in a brief
fade-in as what Zerelda Minims, the
heroine, must expect if she marries
Jesse. Notwithstanding this, the
picture has speed and beauty, suspense and thrills in greater measure
than Mr. Thomson's program films,
because it is longer. Otherwise it
fails to throw a great white light
on the life of Jesse James, but falls
into the safe and profitable category
of excellent Western pictures. Mr.
Thomson is magnificently capable in
all he does.

Up the Family Trees of the Stars
Continued from page 19
section of the country. Virginia
Huntly Gordon gets his canny business instinct from his father, who
C. Corbin, her ancestor, financed a Bradford is from Tennessee, where
war of conquest for the French, be- her father was a civil engineer. is a wholesale sugar distributor in
ing knighted as a reward. His son Vera Reynolds is another South- Canada. Bill Haines' great-grandwent to Holland, where he married
erner. Her grandfather, a colonel
father owned a plantation in VirPrincess von Vorhees. Virginia is in the Civil War, moved afterward
ginia.
James Hall comes from prosa direct descendant of this union. from his plantation to Richmond.
perous small-town stock. His paternal grandfather owned a grocery
Her great-great-great-grandfather, Her father is a newspaper man.
in
New
England ; his maternal
on her mother's side, was Colonel Jobyna
Ralston's parents had a large
grandfather was a lawyer in a small
Garrett, and his daughter, Ann Gar- and successful farm in Tennessee.
New York town.
rett, was one of the first woman atMary Brian's grandparents Avere
An illustrious line of British naval
torneys inthe United States.
respectively in the banking and mediNo one would suspect, despite her
cal professions. Her father was a officers, lawyers, and bankers, preceded Ralph Forbes. His mother,
high cheek bones, that Lilyan Tash- wholesale jewelry merchant in
man is of Polish descent. The blood
Mars'Forbes,
is a well-known EngRand's father, a Kenof a line of aristocratic Polish army Texas.tuckySally
man, was a lieutenant colonel.
lish actress. Clive Brook's grandofficers flows in her veins. Her Elinor Fair, daughter of a buildingfather, on his mother's side, was an
mother, as a sturdy, flaxen-haired supply dealer, is also from the balmy English landowner, and on his faGerman fraiilein, lived a tranquil life South.
ther's side, a barrister. Richard Arin a little border town until a handlen's forefathers were attorneys in
Jacqueline
Logan's
architect
in thefather
LonewasStara Minnesota. Gary Cooper's father is
some officer galloped in, courted her, noted
and whisked her away to America, State.
a judge in Montana, and behind him
where eventually Lilyan, the seventh
May McAvoy is Irish and Scotch. is a long line of English barristers.
child, was born.
Her father was a railroad auditor,
Raymond Hatton's father was a
Lya de Putti also has a military and her grandfather an engineer.
physician.
mother's
of
the family On
tree,histhere
are side
several
background. Her father, of Italian
For
twenty-five
years
Alice
Joyce's
descent, was a staff officer in the father has been in the Bureau of
ther is a bishop.
Austrian army, while her mother Engraving and Printing at Wash- preachers. Victor McLaglen's fawas a Hungarian countess.
Victor Varconi's father was a
ington. Julia Faye's father was a
Lois Wilson's ancestors, back in promoter. Aileen Pringle's parent farmer near Budapest. Don Alvathe tenth century, were English war- was president of a large fruit com- rado spent his boyhood on his father's New Mexico cattle ranch.
riors, but with succeeding generapany, and Ena Gregory's father was
Gilbert Roland is the son of a
tions, they became squires and an Australian
importer. Betty BronSpanish bullfighter. For generations
preachers.
son's
paternal
owned an
For four generations Renee iron foundry, grandfather
while her maternal his forefathers have been matadors.
Very few of the players can boast
Adoree's people were traveling play- grandparent was a gentleman farmer
ers, circus performers, pantomimists,
of New England.
a theatrical ancestry. Robert Edeand dancers, in France.
son is the son of a noted actor, and
Lew Cody's forefathers were
The influence of very staid pro- small-town
merchants, bankers, and Franklin Pangborn's grandmother
fessions may be found in demure
lawyers. His ancestry is French, was a famous English actress. ConMary Astor, whose father taught
rad Nagel is the son of a composer.
the
name originally being Cote.
school, and in Madge Bellamy, whose
So those are the varied genealofather v/as a professor before he Norman Kerry's father was owner
gies of the stars. Figure out for
of a large silk-lingerie and hosiery yourself whether heredity has had
took up agriculture.
More players come from the pic- company. Norman belongs to a well- anything to do with putting them
turesque South than from any other known, wealthy Long Island family. where they are to-day on the screen;

That

Little

Glass
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Eye

Did you ever notice what a sinister touch a mere monocle gives to a man's face?
Andre Sarte, below, as Pola
Negri's cruel husband in "The
Woman
on Trial,"
uses a monocle to denote
cynicism
rather
than frank villainy.

Lucien Prival, below, finds liis
wicked leer is wickeder if he adds
a monocle to his make-up.

Below, Earle Foxe will make his debut
as a monocled villain in "Grandma
Bernle Learns Her Letters."

Below, Erich von Stroheim introduced
the monocle to the screen and is rarely
seen without one.

At the top of the
Gerpage, inDouglas
rard,
"The Desired
Woman," finds that a
monocle adds what
might be called comic
relief to his usual
lainy.
dyed-in-the-wool vil-

Lane Chandler, the
new Western star,
above, fixes a monocle
in his eye just to
show how incongruous
it is with a sombrero.
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High

Lights

Continued from page 26
The theater at the preview was a
house of unrestrained sniffles, following Little Eva's death, and there
is one scene in the picture that is
worthy to be compared with the
parting of Jack Gilbert and Renee
Adoree in "The Big Parade," when
Jack goes to the front. This is the
ruthless tearing of Eliza's child from
her when he is sold into slavery.
It is a tragic and heartbreaking sequence that all but caused the audience to shout in their excitement,
every time the youngster was about
to get away from his owner and return to his mother, as she ran frantically after the wagon that bore him
down the road.

Already he has an amazingly interesting repertoire of Spanish ballads and some primitive Mexican
folk songs, which he himself collected. He has, you know, studied
with Louis Graveure, and is a devoted follower of musical events.
We heard Ramon go through quite
a large repertoire of ballads and
songs one evening not long ago, at
Ernst Lubitsch's. He has a remarkably easy way of dashing off the
familiar "Clavelitos," and he also
sang a strangely pensive folk song.
Lubitsch, himself, performed with
a great deal of zest on the piano,
ending with a rousing rendition of
the inevitable "My Hero." There
is no more striking picture than
Altogether, we liked "Uncle Tom" Ernst with a huge black cigar in his
immensely and we can see where it mouth, energetically cajoling the
will hold great popular appeal, es- ivories.
pecially for those who know the old
Charlie Seeks New Fields.
melodrama, or who have read the
The same evening we talked to
book. Incidentally, the picture will
probably mean considerable for Mar- Charles Ray, and thought him a bit
sad and embittered. This was on
garita Fischer, who hasn't done
any work on the screen to amount the eve of his departure for New
to anything for several years. Miss York, whither he went probably
more than anything else to get away
Fischer plays Eliza.
from Hollywood for a while.
A Novarro Musicale.
The Rays gave up their home in
Before any one knows it, Ramon
Beverly Hills and moved to the Garden of Alia apartments prior to their
Novarro will be quitting the screen
and entering upon a musical" career. departure.
Now that they are in the East,
There isn't any immediate prospect
of this as yet, of course, but every the time of their return is indefinite,
time we get a chance to talk to Ra- as they may go to Europe.
mon we find him more and more
Charlie has enjoyed much success
engrossed with voice culture.
of late in comedy, but we do not beThe
Continued from page 57
But it wasn't quite so hot when the
expensive plane, purchased for the
flight, broke down in Arizona and the
pilot was obliged to walk many miles
across the desert in search of meat
for his hungry and irate lion.
Hollywood amused itself before
and during the flight speculating on
the odd turns the trip might take.
Suppose, some said, the plane should
be wrecked and the lion's cage shattered. Imagine the reaction of the
pilot on scrambling out of the wreckconfrontinglion been
indignant
at theage and
liberties
which ahad
taken
with his equilibrium !
This lion, incidentally, is said by
some to be the real M.-G.-M. lion,
which roars in the trade-mark of pictures made by that company. I am
informed from other sources, however, that the original M.-G.-M. lion
passed peacefully to his fathers some
months ago, and that the lion of
airplane fame is a rank outsider.
Whether this new king of beasts will
be able to roar out an introduction

lieve that his heart is as much in this
as in more serious acting. The years
following his venture as an independent producer have been rather
disappointing ones for him.
Certainly, though, he holds one
of the highest places as an actor of
exceptional ability, and we have always felt that some day he would
get a big opportunity in a picture
made
by a director
of Lubitsch's
temperament,
who could
bring out
the best of Charles Ray's talent.
Another Reunion.
Years and years, it would appear,
have elapsed since Lon Chaney and
Betty Compson have been in a picture together. The only time that
comes to mind was in "The Miracle
Man," in which Betty was the girl
crook, and Chaney did his famous
The Frog.
impersonation
of the cripple, called
It is curious that they are again
in a crook story — this time "The
Big City," which Tod Browning is
directing. Chaney portrays a gangster chief and Miss Compson is one
of the members of his band.
Mix Does Heavy Duty.
Tom Mix had to pay a bet recently
by carrying Tom Kennedy, the 22>Spound prize fighter, on his back from
Grauman's Eg}'ptian Theater across
Hollywood Boulevard to the Montsay !
martre. Was there a crowd ? We'll

Stroller

to M.-G.-M. pictures as impressively
as
his predecessor has not been determined.
With European actors, directors,
writers, and producers dominating
Hollywood films, it is only logical
that the influence should extend to
other circles within the city. John's
Cafe, for years the hang-out of motion-picture cowboys, has now passed
into foreign hands and become an
Hungarian restaurant.
Other changes have taken place
on the same famous corner of Hollywood and Cahuenga. Kress' Drug
Store, diagonally across from John's,
was once a favorite hang-out for
curbstone actors, writers, land directors. Rather famous folk used to
be seen there, buying ginger ale on
Saturda}^ night, or coming in in carpet slippers for the Sunday-morning
papers. But now, with the spreading of the just
business
Kress'
has become
a unitdistrict,
in an entirely
impersonal chain of drug stores.
And the row of offices immedi-

atel}' above that same corner have
also lost their old individuality.
Formerly occupying those offices were
Wid Gunning, then an editor, now a
producer ; H. H. van Loan, scenario
writer; Mike Boylan, then a press
agent without portfolio, now a title
writer; Eddie McRae, promoter of
fundless film companies ; and numerous other merry brigands, all of
whom have since departed, died, or
reformed.
Yes, the corner of Hollywood and
Cahuenga, which used to be the village post office of the community,
has taken on big-city airs.
At the First National studio, there
is daily posted a call sheet of the
actors needed for each troupe. Marshall Neilan, the director, has been
having a lot of fun with it. His
daily call list includes such fantastic
requests as this : "One Italian driver
of Chevrolet lunch wagon. Three
fat Spanish women. One sad-eyed
bromo-seltzer fiend. One wicked

The

Colonel

at

Home

To Colonel Tim McCoy, "home" is his
ranch up in Wyoming, where he spends
all the time he can steal from the studio.
Above, the Western
hero and his wife
sit in the sun on the
porch of their cabin
and allow themselves to be snapped
by the visiting
era man. cam-

Next, the camera
followed the colonel
down to the corral
while he roped one
of his pcmies.

When he goes for a long ride out
)ver his land, he carries provisions
with him and stops at noon to
cook his lunch over a twig fire.

Right, he makes the camera man
green with envy as he sits and
survey's with pride his acres and
acres of rolling plains.
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Continued from page 74
I have made in America is immediately compared witli 'Passion' or
'One Arabian Night.' It is not possible to achieve greatness always."
"But don't you think that nothing
you have made in this country approaches 'Passion?'" I asked.
She eyed me sternly for a moment, but diplomacy triumphed. She
was apparently determined to stick
to her role.
"I have made several pictures that
I consider on a par with those finest
German pictures," she answered.
"Of course, no great artiste can make
nothing but masterpieces. " It is not
to be expected. 'Forbidden Paradise' Iliked immensely. That was
a great picture. Also 'Hotel Imperial.' 'Barbed Wire,' too, I believe was as fine as any of my foreign films."
She paused to give me a challenging look. Was I believing her ?
"To make pictures great is a life
work," she said. "In every picture

The

Queen

Receives

I put my heart and soul. I give
myself completely to the role I interpret. Never am I satisfied. Always Iwish to do finer things."
Looking back upon Count Dombska. Rod La Rocque, Chaplin, Valentino, and others less celebrated, not
to mention her current husband, one
may assume that Pola is incorrigibly
romantic, but an audience with the
lady brings forth no sign of this romantic streak. She seem.s to have
few enthusiasms. She dedicates her
days to Art, as she calls it.
She is regal in her formality, glacial, stylized in her gestures. After
fifteen minutes it was a comparatively simple matter to anticipate the
arching of the brow that was to accompany the remark about being
tired of it all, the hand to the chin
that emphasized her loyalty to her
Art, the arms outflung to climax the
statement about owing everything to
Mr. Zukor and Mr. Lasky.
"At first it was difficult," she explained. "No one understood m}^

temperament. I was the very first
of the foreign stars, and I suffered
the taunts and jealousies of the studio until they came to know me better. Ihad a hard time, indeed. Now
the way is smoothed, and foreigners
areThere
all welcome."
was more talk of the great
artiste, her Art. and her Public. I
have never heard Nazimova mention
her art, nor Lillian Gish, nor Louise
Dresser, nor Greta Garbo — all finer
actresses than La Negri. But Pola
was going according to formula, it
seemed, and she did roll out the
words impressively — "Study is necessary for each characterization
. . . living the part ... so
tired, I read a little and drop off to
sleep . . . best for my public
. happy to be working under
such fine conditions . . ." and so
on. ad infiiiitiini.
According to some ancient but
canny Chinese philosopher, into each
life some rain must fall — even if one
is in Hollywood.

Defies the Censors
A Direi tor Who
Continued from page 54
those who might have fitted in were troversy. Many people said that it
hesitate about screening a story few engaged elsewhere. And then, when would be impossible to film, that it
we at last did select a man for the would have to be ruined to suit the
others would care to tackle.
"I think," he said, "that when a role, he came to the studio the next censors. But people said that when
director makes a hit with one picture morning with a black eye. We let Walsh started on "What Price
of risque plot, and puts it over in an him out, and I took the role."
Glor3^" And behold the result.
Walsh does not believe in propaAs the young marine, Walsh gives
honest, sincere way, the public expects that kind from him. He can a good performance. He is not one
ganda in any form.
get away with it. Von Stroheim, for of your soft lovers. When he ap"Make your characters true to life
instance, can present pictures to the
proaches Sadie, you cannot tell and keep j-our story as direct and
public that they would not take from whether he will chuck her under the
simple as possible," is his rule.
chin or under the table.
"Many screen writers believe that a
other directors."
Gloria
Swanson
puts
plenty
of
fire
play or a took, if simple in plot,
Walsh not only directed "Sadie
racy humor into the role of should be elaborated for the screen.
Thompson," but also played the part and
of the young marine who falls in Sadie. The screen treatment is
That islong
not as
necessary."
love with the girl.
Raoul Walsh retains
taken from Somerset Maugham's hisSohonesty,
his
sincerity and his
"It was only by accident," he ex- short story, "Miss Thompson," from
good sense of humor, his work will
plained, "that I jumped in to play built.
which
the
stage
play,
"Rain,"
was
the role. It is only a small one, and
be well worth watching. "Sadie
not so very important. We had tried
The adaptation of this famous Thompson" should mark another triout several actors for the part, but storv to the screen caused much conumph for him.
Among
Those
Present
Y ork to attend a conference, he
When young Mr. Kemp arrived in
sought out young Kemp, and after the glamorous film capital, he was
giving him a screen test, offered him immediately handed a make-up box,
a contract with Universal, plus his and put to work in Westerns out at
fare to Hollywood.
been out of school only eight months."
Universal City. It wasn't exactly
It was really a collar ad that gave
"My familjf were living at Rock- the sort of thing that the young man
Matty his start in pictures. The ad ville Centre, Long Island, at the had wanted to do, but it was a beshowed a young, clean-cut, hand- time," says Matty, "and weren't
ginning. Next, he was given work
some American lad who was very very anxious for me to go to Holly- in Reginald Denny pictures, and so
pleasing to look at. Matty had
wood. In fact, they weren't anxious pleased were the powers-that-be with
posed for that ad. One day Carl
his performances in these that he
to have me try the movies at all."
Matty's father is vice president of was assigned a role in "Uncle Tom's
Laemmle saw it. He couldn't very
well have missed it, for it was pasted a big corporation and wanted his
on signboards and station walls all son to enter business. But when he
He is now working for Mack Senover the country. And the inevitable saw that Matty was really keen to go
nett,
having
tract with thesigned
comedya five-vear
producer. conhappened.
When he came to New into pictures, he told him to go to it.
Continued from pnge 73
raphers in New York, when Mr.
Laemmle offered me a contract. I was
seventeen and a half then, and had

Cabin."
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Rah!

Rah!

Ziss — boom — bah! These
fair maids and handsome
youths deserted the college
campus to act before the
camera.

Shirley O'Hara, right, from
the Universit\- of California,
discarded her cap and gown to
play the lead opposite Adolphe
Menjou in "A Gentleman of

Paris."
Nancy Nash, left, forsook
Ward-Belmont College in
Nashville, Tennessee, to take the
lead in "The City," and has
been on the screen ever since.

Above, on the left, Jack Stambaugh, of the University of
Chicago, was one of the college
boys given a try-out by First
National in "The Drop Kick."
He is now in "The Shepherd of
the Hills."
Charles Morton, above, on the
right, hails from the University
of Wisconsin. He has played
in "Rich But Honest," "Colleen" and "Grandma Bernle
Learns Her Letters."
Johnny Mack Brown, left, was
an athletic hero at the University of Alabama, and is now in
the same role on the screen in
"The Fair Co-ed."
Buddy Rogers, right, made a
lucky move when he decided to
leave the LTniversity of Kansas
to go to the Paramount School.
He has been climbing to fame
ever since.
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Hollywood's iVIillioiiaire Cow-puncher
'Coutinufd IVuin page 52
ra}' life," he told me, as we sat down action" of his films is up to him, that
and daughter of his former leading for a moment in his den — a sensible, the studio merely gives him a skeleton of a plot to work on. He has
lady. She is a tiny, fragile little businesslike room, with a flat-top
desk and a brass-studded safe. The never received a mash note, but rething, with blue eyes like Tommy's,
ceives thousands of letters from such
and golden braids of hair which she first thing he pointed out was his
wears in little knots over her ears. best friend, the dictionary.
men as lawyers and doctors, telling
Tom treats her much as he does
Occasionally, he slips up on a him that they drop in to see his pictheir child — with a fatherly tender- word. But he doesn't pretend to be
tures "to get a breath of fresh air."
In recent years. Uncle Sam has
ness. When I jokingly asked her what he is not. "Be yourself," ought
how he stood as a husband, she gave to be his family crest. That is, by cooperated with Mix in letting him.
him a high recommendation : "He is the way, the slogan that is engraved use the national parks as locales for
a combination knife-and-fork his pictures. Thus, millions of
a dear," she said, "and so generous. on
Nothing is too much trouble, too salad fork which he carries with him people who might never otherwise
see these spots of beauty see them on
difficult for him." .
to dinner parties and which he de- the
silver sheet
As we passed through the formal
signed for himself because of a oncedining room, furnished in mahogany broken arm that doesn't take kindly
'Pictures really mean something,
of Sheraton design, I was given a to ordinary forks. When he finishes now," said j\Ir. Mix, "with their increased educational value. The
glimpse of the Mix generosity. A his salad, he hands this fork gravely
table as long as that used at White to the butler, ana asks him to wash it American film is the greatest of all
House state dinners was being elab- and return it to its velvet-lined box. ambassadors. England claims that
In the vernacular of the press, pictures are Americanizing the world
orately set for a big dinner party.
Mrs. Mix told me that on her birthMix is "good copy." He is a fluent so far as dress is concerned. Ultiday, she had found a check for talker, a man who thinks.
mately, thev should remove race ha$100,000 under her plate.
"Young America has put me on a
tred by making the various nationaliTom told me about his gifts to his pedestal," he said, "and I dare not
other." his
Astiesa acquainted
diplomat.with
Mixeach
is playing
wife, as a boy would boast of treat- fall off. I never took pictures seriously until I found what a serious part. Archduke Leopold of Ausing his pals to ice-cream cones:
"Wealth," he said, "means nothing effect they have on the youth of the
tria, one of the screen's latest acquisitions, was the guest of honor
at all to me except to make my fam- country. .Since then, I have tried to
one
night
at a dinner party given by
put
nothing
in
my
pictures
that
ily comfortable and happy."
On the Mix pay roll are sixty-five would have a bad effect on young- Elinor Glyn. Before his arrival,
sters. I try to present wholesome Madame Glyn instructed the rest of
men, including fifteen cowbo3^s to
look after his seventy-five horses at films, <in which the hero battles for her> guests as to the proper bows and
the Westwood ranch. All these men something worth while, never for a scrapes. But the program was shot
have their own homes, many paid monev reward. And I never marrj^ entirely to pieces when Tom Mix
for with money loaned to them by a princess in my films. That is out was introduced to the royal guest.
Mix without interest.
of my sphere. All I win is a pi^omo- For just as he was getting his heels
Mix attends to all his business, tion,
or a new job, or something that together for the proper click, the
with the help only of a secretary, is within the reach of any one in archduke ran to him with open arms,
who has been with him nine years.
crying,can!"'"Oh,
Mix,histhe
Ameriand threw
armsgreat
about
him.
"I have never employed a lawyer in everyday
Mix toldlife."
me that all the "physical
Let
t
Continued from page 22
and boisterously dressed ; the mother
ample, complacent, and also regally
bedecked ; the bread-winning Jackie
sophisticated but comparatively unspoiled, polite, upstanding, a trifle
disillusioned perhaps.
We stopped to see John Gilbert,
we chatted with John Robertson —
one of the best directors that ever
lifted a megaphone — then continued
on our rounds.
"I smell something burning," said
Howard.
"We must be near the Garbo set,"
said Kate. And the little sister to
Lucrezia Borgia was right.
Passing six "No Trespassing"
signs and three German police dogs,
we came upon "The Divine Wom.an," starring Greta Garbo, a slender,
magnetic figure, all ice and fire, all
woman, all allure. "It is too hot,"
she was complaining somberly. "Give
me a place where autumn is fall.
Here," sheandshrugged
alabaster
shoulders
flicked her
an ash
from

the

Lion

Roar!

her cigarette, "here every single day
summer
is If
there !"
is a more compelling creature dedicating her talents to the
great god Cinema, I have yet to find
her. Garbo is all of the seven wonders of the world.
The gayest corner of the MetroGoldwyn domain was the PringleCody set, where that indefatigably
merry team was engaged in a little
thing called "Be Yourself" or "Act
Your Age," title subject to change
on an instant's notice.
"We're m_al:ing this one backward," said Aileen, "in order to surprise ourselves, or something like
that.
It's partforoftea.
the new
efficiency.
Stick around
We must
have
tea — it's quite the thing."
Bob Leonard was excitedly directing Lew Cody and a dem.urely pretty
brunette. There was no cause for
excitement, but he trumpeted his
orders through a giant megaphone
and
rector.managed to lock just like a di-

"The decorative touch," said Howard, "is Betty Sanford. Studio
manicurist. Occasionally acts. Smart
Like Ruby, the cigarette girl at
Montmartre, Betty believes in treating pictures casually. She prefers
being a good manicurist to being a
poor actress. So she continues to
loeautify hands for all and sundry,
only now and then accepting a small
role in a film. She was in and out
of "Spring Fever" and "Tea for
girl."
Presently, Kate Key became homesick for her pets, Heustis and Minnie, so there was nothing for it but
Three."
to strike out for Hollywood in the
Key cabriolet.
Leaving the great iron gates and
the demon doorman of the studio behind us, we could fairly hear the
Hon triumphantly roaring. For
i\Ietro-Goldwyn lias the stars, the
starlets, and the personalities that
nant.
go to make an organization domi-
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Pretty

Poll!

She cheers the poor movie stars up
whenever they grow despondent
over the hardness of their lot.
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Information,

Yakima Canutt was born Enos Edwards
Canutt, November 29, 1896. Tom Mix is
in his forties; that is his real name.
Florence McCloskey. — What an interesting letter you write ! You would, indeed, be a good person to take charge of
a correspondence club. Yes, George Lewis
was born in Mexico City, and educated
in the United States. At Coronado High
School he won honors in football and basket ball, and was president of the student
body. He played in a stock company in
Southern California for a brief time, and
got his first movie job with Douglas Fairbanks in "The Thief of Bagdad." He
also played in "Captain Blood," "The
Lady Who Lied," and "What Price
Beauty." His real chance came when he
obtained the juvenile lead in "His People." On the strength of that he was
given a contract with Universal, which
company, as you know, has been featurhim in has
"Thebecome
Collegians."
know ingwhat
of RamonI don't
Novarro's brother, Mario — I suppose his
screen venture didn't work out. Tom
Meighan's brother. King, was going to
play in "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" for Columbia, but the .film was made with CulFreckles. — I do hope you don't lie len Landis,
awake nights worrying because Lon Cha- was not in it.instead, and King !Meighan
ncy doesn't
moreas credit
! He actor
receives
as much
fangetmail
any other
on ' An Ardent Admirer of James Hall. —
the screen, and any one who distresses It's astonishing, the number of ardent admirers that young man has, considering
himself about Lon is just looking for
worry. Colleen Moore has one brown what a short time he has been on the screen.
eye and one blue eye ; she is five feet It was only two years ago, while he was
three inches tall, and weighs one hundred playing on Broadway in a musical comand ten pounds. There are quite a few
edy, "The Matinee Girl," that he was
stars with hazel eyes — Mary Pickford, called to Jesse Lasky's attention and given
Dorothy Mackaill, Marie Mosquini, Eileen a film contract. His first picture was
Percy, Vera Reynolds, Pauline Starke, "The Campus Flirt," in which he played
and Allene Ray. I know of no star whose the lead opposite Bebe Daniels. He has
birthday is August 23rd.
light-brown hair and blue eyes. He was
born in Dallas, Texas, October 22, 1900.
Shorty. — If you have managed to se- His real name is James Hamilton. His
cure Antonio Moreno's cooperation for a new film is "Grandma Bernle Learns Her
fan club in his honor, another of his ad- Letters," for. Fox, but he is under conmirers would like to hear from you.
tract to Paramount.
Please write to Miss Isabel Rogers, 20
Patsy. — O^f course I like to do favors
Ebner Street, Wandsworth, London, S.
W. 18, England.
for you — so long as it's only answering
questions. But please don't ever ask me
Hampton Rice.' — I'm afraid you're ra- to match silk for that dress you're makther impatient, Hampton, wanting your
ing, or to help you buy a hat ! John
answers in the "next" issue. Do you think Boles played opposite Gloria Swanson in
a magazine can be put into print over- "The Love of Sunya ;" Flobelle Fairbanks
night? Jack Hoxie was born in your played her sister. William Haines is
and unmarried. I think that
own
Oklahoma,
but hishe doesn't
say twenty-eight
when. State,
I think
that is
real name.
is his real name, and I believe William

L\ GRANDE QUESTIONNAIRE.— Is
' it unladylike for young girls to "neck,"
you ask. Why ask me? Consult the
"Book of Etiquette." As to why William
Boyd resembles Francis X, Bushman — does
he? If so, I'm sure he doesn't do it on
purpose. Francis X. was born January 10,
1885. Eugene O'Brien is a bachelor. His
permanent address is the Players' Club,
But it's
City. plaintive
York— many
Park,
Gramercy
writeNewto him
no use to
of
fans have wailed to that effect. Rod La
Rocque was born in Chicago; he is of
French descent. Theda Bara was the oldfashioned type of vamp on the screen, and
her type went out of favor — so Theda retired. Antonio Moreno was born in Madrid, Spain, in 1888. I still insist that
Greta Garbo is a blonde, though her hair
does photograph dark. John Bowers and
Marguerite de la Motte have been married for some time. William Austin played
Monty in "It." I don't know whether he
is married. Greta Nissen's address is not
included in our standing list because she
has no permanent studio connection. She
has been vi'orking recently at the Fox
studio.

Please

Boyd uses his real name, also. Sally
O'Neil is nineteen and single. Lois Wildoesn't give
her age.
answer
An sonArdent
Admirer
of See
James
Hall,to
above.
Boo. — Are you trying to scare me? It
takes
to do3, 1898;
that!
Alarion more
Daviesthan
was "Boo!"
born January
Ramon Novarro, February 6, 1899 ; May
McAvoy, in 1901 ; William Haines, January 1, 1900; Lloyd Hughes, October 21,
1897; Clara Bow, July 29, 1905; Norma
Shearer, August 10, 1904.
M. B. — You certainly are a Thomas
newcomyou?
aren'tm.ost
Meighan
ers seem fan,
to get
of The
tue attention
these days ; you are the first fan in months
who has asked me about Tommy, which
is why his name happens not to be in the
address list. He is, of course, at the
Paramount
I don't
know
how
much
longer studio.
his contract
is due
to_ run;
you can readily understand that, with so
many hundreds of contract players in pictures, itis impossible for me to keep a
record of how long their contracts run. I
don't know why there is no Tom Meighan
fan club— I suppose no one has thought of
starting
one. I with
have, fan
of course,
cial connection
clubs. no
It offiwas
merely
Picture
Play's
custom
formerh%
to announce new ones in these columns,
until they became too numerous for the
limited space of this department. See
answer to Florence McCloskey.
Margie. — So you're Margie? And how
are you, Margie? A little breathless from
asking questions? Charles Farrell was
born in East Walpole, Massachusetts, about
twenty-four
years Arizona,
ago. L!o3-d
Hughes
was
born in Bisbee,
in 1897.
He
is married to Gloria Hope. Their little
son, Donald, was born in December, 1926.
Neil Hamilton's wife's name is Elsa. She
is
a nonprofessional.
Neilinis Boston
twenty-eight.
Donald
Keith was born
about
twenty-three years ago. He is not married. Mary Brian is nineteen, Lois Moran
eighteen, Marie Prevost twenty-nine, and
Betty Bronson twenty-one. Helene Costello is about twenty-one, also.
Andy. — Am I tired of all the eye and
hair questions? Now, that makes me feel
like some one working in a beauty parlor.
Vilma Banky was born on January 9, 1903.
She is a blonde, and so is Greta Nissen.
Continued on page 118
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Manhattan
Continued from page 33

way lingo. His conversation is quite
as funny and amusing as his stage
lines. Even on the stage he is given
to impromptu witticisms, to the consternation of his fellow players in a
frenzy of lost cues. But, though you
laugh and laugh at everything Jolson says, you find, on trying to repeat his comments, that they aren't
funny at all. It's Jolson himself and
his manner of saying things.
He often illustrates his remarks
with an appropriate burst of song,
done in his Broadway manner. In
discussing the Vitaphone, he spoke
of how useful that accompaniment
would prove to the small theaters
that cannot afiford orchestras. To
illustrate he described a little theater in San Bernardino, California,
where
shown. "Resurrection" was being
"In that scene where Dolores del
Rio leans over the cradle of her dead

Medley

wonder what's become of Sally,' "
and again he burst into song.
And so it is. The most typically
Broadway person in the world. He
does like the movies, however, and a
chance at a film career. It is now
his greatest ambition to do "Pagliacci" on the screen, with, of course,
a Vitaphone accompaniment.
Jolson talks so much and so fast
it's impossible to remember everything he says. But finally, when his
guests rose to go, he stuck out his
right hand
hand.that
"Here,"
said,hand
"touch
the
shookhe the
of
President Coolidge."
Estelle Taylor and Jack Dempsey
came to New York after the fight,
Jack with a bit of adhesive still over
his eye — several weeks after the big
bout. Estelle had been buying
clothes and — Estelle being a modern
woman — when she shops she considers price tags in relation to her

own earnings, not her husband's.
baby," said Al, "the orchestra played She considers herself self-supporting, even though Jack does make
'Ain't She Sweet ?' " He sang the
money, one might say, hand over
first few phrases in the well-known fist.
blues manner. "And when the prisBut Estelle finds her independence
oners were trudging through the
snovv to Siberia" — Al stamped across hard to maintain. .She is recognized
the thick velvet carpet by way of il- in all the shops, and in the small
lustration— "the orchestra played, 'I
places up go the prices ! "But I can't

Who
Continued from page 43
says I'm temperamental?"
he "Who
demanded.

"Oh

" I parried, gesturing expansively, asthough to indicate that
his reputation was too well known to
need description.
He took the issue firmly in hand.
"When a person tortures every
other player on the lot with his or her
actions, that is temperament," he said.
"I know an actress who does that. But
that isn't my nature. I try not to
offend others. Perhaps people get the
wrong impression because I am not
as sociable as the average person. I
have only a few real friends. Perhaps Iam a bit exclusive, a bit of a
recluse, but I am not the haughty
person some people may say I am.
"I don't dance, I don't drink, I
don't go to parties. Parties bore me.
Going into a crowd and spending a
few hours in meaningless talk and
back-slapping doesn't interest me.
But no, my dear, I don't consider
myself temperamental."
I commented upon the fact that
he
doesn't
dance, with
a social
which
he shares
fewirregularity
men save
Charles Lindbergh.
"No, I don't care for dancing,"
said he. "Whenever I try to learn,

aft'ord four hundred dollars for a
plain little velvet sport suit," Estelle
protested in one shop.
The salesgirl looked incredulous, a
little supercilious. What was four
hundred dollars to Mrs. Jack Dempsey! Not afford that? Ha-ha!
So Estelle, if she would be independent, has to do her shopping
in the big stores where prices are
plainly marked. And if any girls in
the small shops where Estelle almost
bought gowns chance to read this
item, they will know why they lost
a sale.
Lew Cody took a whirl at vaudeville at the termination of his M.G.-M. contract. His engagement began at the Palace Theater in New
York and is continuing for twelve
weeks
cities. in some of the large Eastern
His act is a monologue ; he tells
of his screen experiences and recites
poetry. How he does recite ! No
one could ever say that this screen
actor is wooden, that he is unable to
show emotion.
There was a full-page advertisement in a theatrical
"Mabelto
Normand
presents paper:
Lew Cody
vaudeville." Well, puzzles have a
great popularity these days.

Says He's Temperamental?
I become self-conscious and awk- they are charming, quite charming.
When people see me, they size me
Mr. Schildkraut is familiar with up as a man who looks as though he
three languages- — English, French, must 'know all about women.' But
ward."
and
German. His library contains
over seventeen thousand books. He it It
isn't
true."
is impossible
to say how much
is a skilled performer on the piano of his florid manner is assumed and
and the violin. With his beautiful how much is natural. Probably he
home, his colorful profession, and himself does not know. When one
stops to consider his amazing racial
his dogs, which he "loves very
much," it is small wonder that he combination — Hungarian, Roumadoes not care for foolish, timenian, Spanish, and Turkish — nothing
he might do or say would seem unwasting parties. Wh}' should he ? usual.
He has that blessed talent for entertaining himself, which few people
People usually speak of men of
Schildkraut's type as being "dangerI found nothing in his manner or
possess.
ous" where women are concei'ned.
conversation to confirm the stories Actually the type is the least dangerous of all. Here is no insidious fasof his upstageness. His mode of
cination, no subtle allure. Mr.
life recalls an Emersonian aphorism :
Schildkraut
is entirely open in his
"The great man is he who in the
midst of the crowd keeps with per- light, inconsequential flirtations, so
fect sweetness the independence of open that one could never attach
danger to them.
He has a challenging, stimulating
The telephone tinkled insistent^.
solitude."
"I will answer it to keep it from personality, but is far from being the
ringing," said Joseph, springing up. temperamental, arrogant person that
I had been led to expect.
"Hello! . . . yes! . . . no!"
When he had taken me back to
When he returned to his chair, I
steered the conversation around to the publicity office and departed, I
the subject of people, particularly was asked how I liked him.
women.
"I expected to need nine lives to
"I don't know much about interview that man," I replied, "but
women," he declared, "except that he turned out to be perfectly lovely!"
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Perils of Being
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a Star

The police, grateful for the tip,
sent plain-clothes men to lurk in the
shrubbery. The home was guarded
from every angle. All night through
they watched and waited. And the
next night — and the next. The officers found footprints on the lawn
beneath the shrubbery but the burglars never appeared. Whether they
had sighted the hidden police or
whether there was some other
"Norma" with a sick sister, never
was learned. But Norma Shearer
was not robbed.
Thieves stole the automobile belonging to "Bull" Montana and anm."
a. "Yes
other from Jobyna Ralston. They
"Nor ! Or two. Kid's sick in the
tried to enter the home of Phyllis
house."
Haver but were frightened away. A
ma working?"
man Vi^aited in the shadows of Bebe
"Yes. Hard.
They've got a nurse
Daniels' home to kill her — for no
who sleeps after midnight."
■ particular
him.
reason. The officers got
"Looks easy !"
"It is easy !"
After a few minutes had elapsed,
It's just one melodramatic story
they arose and left. And the gid after another. The movie stars
rushed to a telephone.
who live in luxury and grandeur in
"I just overheard two men plan- Hollywood don't always live in
ning to rob the home of Norma peace. They are besieged by burglars, kidnapers, yeggmen, forgers,
Shearer to-night !" she exclaimed.
"They'll be there between one and gun toters, and crooks. This is a
little bit of the inside, intimate part
two o'clock. They will wait till the
nurse attending Norma's sister, has of their lives which isn't told ordinarily, but it is life in Hollywood.
gone to sleep."
"I just wanted to see v/hat kind of
answers I would get," he said.
The suit against him was not
pressed and as the lad's mother was
gravely ill, the court set him free
on probation.
In a restaurant on Hollywood
Boulevard some time ago, two men
sat talking in subdued voices. They
were roughly dressed — not the kind
of patrons usually seen in the establishment, so naturally, their appearance attracted attention. A young
woman overheard fragments of their
conversation.
"Better hit the brakes about one

The

Carefree Mr. Kerry
Continued fi'om page 91
swered the telephone, now he bade a headed our way. Maybe another
friend good-by or greeted a new ar- war or a great flood or the ending
rival. It was easy to grasp the tre- of the world. The present and bemendousness of his popularity. He
ing happy is all that matters, so why
dominated the group with his bright plan for that dim, dismal future that
personality.
may never come
Then, suddenly, every one was
"Do you think social gayeties and
gone. Kerry sat on a wicker divan,
parties make for real happiness ?" I
asked.
flicking ashes from his cigarette.
"Are you ever serious?" I asked,
just by way of saying something.
"Never," he came back positively.
"I gave up being serious years and
years ago."
"Woman or women ?" I persisted.
"No." Again positively. And
then, after a slight pause, "The war.
I was terribly serious until I went
to France and into the firing line. I
took myself seriously, my work seriously, and all of life seriously. In
less" than two years, six months and
eight days — the time I was away
from Hollywood — T learned that life
is of little consequence.
"Our own individual problems are
petty. They are a form of selfishness. I concluded I must get as
much real fun out of life as possible,
because
heaven
knows
what is

"Not parties themselves," he answered, "but people. People and
parties are somehow synonymous."
"But your work, of course, demands' acertain amount of seriousness?" Iquestioned.
"Only enough to make me concentrate on what I am doing," he said.
"Not enough to make me worry over
whether the story of a film is good
Kerry believes that any story will
or bad."
do.
He accepts every assignment
given him. Not because he is namby-pamby, but because experience
has taught him, he says, that there is
no use in fussing. The story that
looks good on paper oftentimes turns
out to be poor on the screen, and
vice versa.
Continued on page 112
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Short Cut to Beauty
Continued from page 83

ringlets straighten out, and pushing
some of them off their faces.
They have bared fine foreheads,
given length to their faces, and best
of all, have uncovered that other
line of loveliness that begins at the
hairline, above the temple, runs
down to the outside corner of the
eye, and then follows the curve of
the cheek to the tip of the chin.
Lois Moran and Norma Shearer
never, never hide that line completely on both sides. They know
better. Bebe Daniels usually keeps
it free. Louise Brooks, who has
cultivated a Chinese bang, and
achieved just as much expression
under it as a Chinese doll, in spite
of her fine features, discloses in a
recent photograph of her natural
self, with her forehead brushed
clear, a stunning, intellectual loveliness.
The only star who can wear that
stiff bang and continue to look adorably vivacious and alluring is Colleen Moore. Perhaps this is because
she has such soft, dimpled features
and such a lively, ever-changing expression that the stiffness of the haii^dress only serves to bring them out
the more by contrast. Besides, her
face is really very long, and that
hard, straight line cuts it off at just

RVOUST
EXCITED? FATIGUED? ALWAYS WORRYING?
No wonder you're indigestion,
irritablecoldand sweats,
gloomy. dizzy
ConBpells and Sexstipation,Drugs,
weaknesstonics
arc caused
by nerve
exhaustion.
and medicines
cannot
help weak, sick
nerves.
Send 25c. for Richard Blackstone's (famoas
author)
wonder
— how
*'Newto
Nerves
Old."bookTells
regain lostfor nervous
energy
p.r [/, aTid
youthful
vitality.
Edition Limited. TVritc (oday.
the right
dangerous style, place.
for it isBut
sure it's
to amake
any
►J^ Dept.321
Rij:hard Blackstone
plain feature stand out much more
plainly than before.

Some of the stars still cling to the
"drapy" styles. There is no telling
how they would look with a diiferent
hairdress, but it is interesting to
imagine. Alice Terry, for instance.
She has such a lovely cheek outline
that it would surely do her no harm.
It would probably alter her whole
personality. And that, too, might do
no harm, just for a change! And
Pola Negri, who sticks to those
draped side-curtains over the temples. And Renee Adoree, who does
more or less the same. Not that
they have not spent endless hours
trying every kind of coiffure — that
stands to reason — or that friends
and directors have not told them
how they look best.
Just one actress knows the immense effectiveness of variety in
hairdressing and uses it to alter her
entire appearance, even in a single
picture. That is Greta Garbo. She
is wise enough not to cut her hair
really short, but to leave it just long
enough to hold a comb, if necessary,
and still hang loose below. And
what she does with it is a marvel.
Of course, you have to have just
such an ever-changing expression,
just such camera-proof features as
hers, to get away with it. And then
maybe not. The changes she rings
in this way may have a good deal to
do with her apparent infinite variety.
It would be interesting to see
others try it.
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Desk M time, and worked up to supporting time. One wonders what the versatile Evelyn will do next.
roles with Olga Petrova. Now and
then, she took a fling at the stage,
She has apparentl}^ obeyed her
f
JOSEPHINE
pla}'ing leads with Lionel and John impulses upon all occasions. And
IS MARRIED
•
psycho-analysts tell us that that
Yes, and to the new resident manager of one of Barrymore. Then, just as she be- the
gan to be firmh^ established in pic- is the way to get along and to avoid
New
York's
big
corporations.
Josephine
fascinated
him at their very first meeting. There was an
com.plexes.
tures, she went to England.
irresistible charm in her manner, an intelligent
She has an Oriental sort of beauty.
In London, Maurice, the dancer,
understanding of his every mood, and he afterwards admitted he knew that very first night asked her to come to see a man who Her voice is husky, and she is direct
that he was hers if she would have him ! But the
whple community was mystified. Why was she was looking for a girl to play a tough almost to the point of abruptness.
It is difficult to make her be serious
the bride ? Certainly she wasn't the prettiest girl,
nor
her orfolks
money.girlWhy
chosendid this,
thathave
beautiful
whosehadn't
fathershe American chorus girl in "The Ruined about herself. Her eyes twinkle
a stage play. He offered constantly, and her laugh is always
were rich ? Josephine knew — but she wasn't tell- Lady,"
ing. She had read "Fascinating Womanhood" Evelyn the part and she took it.
She
stayed
in London two years, threatening to well up and brim over.
which taught
her many
things
about him
a man's
innermost thoughts.
She has
attracted
because
I fancy she has few^ illusions about
wdiich time she made a numshe had
the simple
of man's
ogy andlearned
the subtle
art of laws
revealing
her psycholnatural during
ber of English pictures. She played life or people or her job — or her
charms
to
the
man
of
her
choice.
Don't
you
want
to know these things? Then, cut out this ad ; write opposite Clive Brook in some of own importance in the scheme of
your name and address on the margin and mail
to us with 10 cents and a little booklet entitled these. . She went to Italy and made things. She surveys the world
"Secrets of synopsis
Fascinating
giving anin one picture there. She made two shrewdl}', amusedly and without
interesting
of theWomanhood,"
revelations disclosed
"Fascinating
Womanhood,"
will
be
sent
postpaid. pictures in Holland. And she went surprise. And I doubt whether she
No
embarrassment
^the plain
secret.
Send your — dime
today.wrapper keeps your to Spain to work in a picture di- has a single inhibition, or will ever
THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
rected byJohn Robertson. Then she in all the world develop a sign of a
complex !
486S Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Deptrl6-A returned to New York.
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Actors Unlucky
Continued from page 27

in Love?

"I play love as if it were amusing, Hollywood," said Pringle. "The
but love is tragic. It is tragic, be- Hattons, the Nagels, the Holts, the
cause few have- any capacity for it. Chaneys. They are lucky, solid
No use thinking of love as anything
They haven't trafficked with
absolute. There are as many kinds people.
their emotions. But don't forget that
of love as there are people. The actors like to act. Acting is a habit,
smash-ups are simple enough — one and it is difficult to know when actof the two parties is unequal, has
ing stops and real life begins. A
failed in character.
quarrel starts in a home — well, why
not make a big scene of it? One
a capacity
for"Marry
rich anda woman
beautifulwith
emotion
to a person dramatizes himself, then the
man who doesn't know what it other. Half the time the two are
means, or vice versa, and inevitably still in love with each other. But
you have a blow-out. Motion-pic- Hollywood is a gossipy town. Before you know it, everybody lives up
ture people have more temptations
and they are more hipped on an to the scene. It is everybody's busiidealization of love than the maness. The stage is set, and the parade to the divorce court follows.
jority, Ithink. In the movies they
do only the prelude stuff — kisses and
"Still, I think most of the women
fade-outs. When they meet the ed- do get hurt. Women are primitive
dies of real life, they refuse to navi- creatures. They wouldn't believe
they had been in love if they did not
gate, and smash the boat.
allow it to hurt. There are several
"Now your shoe clerk, Johnny,
thinks he may never get as wonder- stars who are keeping husbands for
ful a girl as Mary again. And Mary no apparent reason than the exquisite torture it gives them.
isn't so sure if she lets Johnny go
she may not forfeit her chance for
"Comparing society divorces with
the one destiny she wants. But movie divorces, I think the movies'
when you've got money and fame shattered rom.ances hurt the principals more. Temperamentally, actors
you take chances. Any rich man
suffer more than society people,
who isn't held down by character whose standards or morals they may
knows he can get away with murder
be said to copy. I have more feeling
in the love game if he wants to."
for a shattered romance in the movWe ate calf's head vinaigrette with
ies than for a society romance. In
Pringle and got into a pensive mood.
society,
the man drifts off to some
"My heart aches sometimes," she
one else, and the wife at her clubs
said. "Honestly it aches." We and on the links has a new friend
questioned how much does it hurt
before anything comes to a head. It
them? "Not long," answered Prin- never
mattered much, so it does not
gle, "except when they are losing
other things as well — losing their
There are more serious reasons
following or their looks. Oh, there
why
love does not last in the movies
are a few real, beautiful people even
in Hollywood who allow it to hurt — hurt."
nerves, dissipation, dishonesty.
Menjou skirted the subject.
and linger just because it's love."
"All artists and would-be artists
"But is it real with most of them
are unhappy. There may be perfecwhile it lasts?"
tion in this world and there ma}' not,
"Yes," said Pringle. "I think it
but artists are the only fools who
is very real for a while."
We had a picture in mind of Pola seriously go after it in life and wreck
Negri in a scene we saw filmed in themselves for it.
"Forbidden Paradise." There was
a story relating to Lubitsch going the
rounds of the studios then. Lubitsch
wanted emotion. "Come out," he
said, or is reported to have said,
"come out, bringing your eyes out
before you." We never saw such
torrential passion as when Pola
groveled on the palace floor begging
Rod La Rocque not to forsake her.
We got the notion from seeing
emotion cruel as wounds before us,
that there must be a lot unsaid between newspaper headlines, because
if people can bring forth such passion in play, they can hardly shelve
it in life relationships.
"There are happy marriages in
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As Fanny paused, I started to gasp
a question, but she guessed what it
HAIR
was to be and forestalled me.
"No, she has not bleached her
rehairhful
grayits yout
TODAY gains
color ksovernight. d Faded
hair
— she's wearing a blond wig.
strea are ende in 10
But Helene Costello has bleached
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to nearest
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Name
Kathr}n in the Warner picture. I
I Street
1 think it is the first time they have
I City
I ■ — — — — Please print your name and address — — — — —' I appeared in a picture together since
their marriage."
Eventually, any one — even Fann}— is bound to get out of breath. And
Fanny had now at last reached that
to beautiful
point.
But before I could ask her
proportions
—
while you sleep!
any of the thousand and one cjuestions that had accumulated in my
STER
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I'hone jN'o. 1;jc. extra. .\dditlfinal lines Douglas — the combination of her
l')C.
Send \\ stann's,
money favorite stars — and her reward was
order.extra.
AGEXT.s
AXTED. coinTheor DeLuse
Co., 2.36 W. J5th St., Dept. HZi. K"ew York.
ALWAYS Ask For DENaSON'S-52 Years of Hits a big part in 'Shepherd of the Hills.'
" ■Mary Nolan, the beautiful girl in
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Farces, Musical
I O §B ^3 Entertainments,
Monologs, Dialogs,
'Sorrell and Son,' who is now plavComedies,
Revues, 'r ■■■■
Chalk-Talk, Amateur Circug and Magic Books.
Black-faceSkits,MBM»Tppj O Snappy Posters, ing opposite Norman Kerry in 'The
Opening Choruses.'" w ' OtLU WindowCards,
Foreign Legion,' used to be known
Complete First-Parts, with Song Programs.
films as Imogene RobertNew CleverCOWlEDY SONGS for your show. in English
son. When she was brought over to
Make-up Goods, Wigs. CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S. DENISON & CO., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 52 Chicago this country under contract to United Artists, they picked the shortest
name for her they could think of, so
Big
Only 50c
as to make it easy for those small[Special week.
theater exhibitors who are short on
electric lights. For no one doubts that
she is destined for the electric lights.
rectangular
"In his wildest flights of imaginawrist watch.
tion, Horatio Alger never wrote a
Ladies*
I white rolled-gold,
do-or-die success story to compare
beautifully engraved case. Highgrade sapphire jewelled m.ovement.
with hers. Her parents died when
Written guarantee. No references; prompt
delivery. Send 50c with order. Price only $13.50.
she was a baby, and she was put into
REGENT WATCH CO., 95 Nassau St., N. Y. C, Dept. E-5
a convent, where at the prattling age
she stood up on a soap box in order
to reach tlie w^ashtub where she
weekly washed out stockings for
fifty children, at so much per pair.
B}' the time she had reached the maAttractive
money
iiiakins:Comopj)orlunit!es
inNewsPortrait,
ture age of ten, she was asking for
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Photography,
or C!ct Into Motion Picture
a little extra work to do evenings,
Photography.
Camera
Men
Earn $50 to $250 a Week.
so as to earn money for music lesl'\isclnatinfi Work; in big deat Home
sons. She has been struggling upor in ourmand. Y'ouX.canY.learn
Studios.
ward ever since.
FREE BOOK Tells How—
II u
ala10 ■d prepare
position, for Hifih
"She ha'; been doing pretty well
lart your own Inisiness.
since she ianded in Hollywood, so
tl luak'e money In spare
I suppose that, encouraged by her
Wrile f(ir ihis hig illustrated
Book .and Job Chart today — FREE.
success, a lot of other girls in British
N. y. 10INSTITUTE
OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Wast 33ril Street. New York. N.
will come over.
film companies

Some one Ought to warn the foreigners that Hollywood is a cruel,
unfeeling place, and that not even a
contract is an assurance that one
will get work in- pictures over here.
Look at the way Paramount has ignored Arlette Marchal all the time
she has been under contract to them !
She is going back to France soon, a
little bewildered by these strange
Americans. And Natli Barr has
alread}' gone. During her contract
with First National, she worked in
just one picture, and her entire part
was cut out of that !
"Vera A'eronina hung around Hollywood for months with nothing to
do. Finally, she went to England,
made a picture v. ith Harry Lauder,
and now that she haa returned, she
has landed the lead opposite John

Barrymore in 'Tempest.'
'The next importation, little Camilla Horn, who played the lead in
'Faust,' is assured of at least one
picture, because she is going to play
opposite Barrymore in- his next. But
you know how long it takes him to
get started on a production, so she
may be fit for dowager parts by the
time he starts work again."
"But she has a contract with
United Artists," I protested.
"Which doesn't mean a thing,"
Fanny
retorted.to "Maiy
Nolan
was
under contract
them for
months
before she worked in 'Sorrell and
Son,' and now they've sold the balance of her contract to LTniversal.
And look at Estelle Taylor! She
was under contract to them for a
year, and never worked for them.
"Incidentally, Estelle is on herwaA"
home. And if anv one tells you that
Estelle stopped oft' to visit friends,
don't believe it. She went wherever
they had the gaudiest picture post
cards, in order to add to m}' collection. Nothing so upsets mv habitual
poise as the receipt of picture post
cards. So Estelle amused herself,
while Husband Jack was training for
his fight with Tunney, by getting
the worst pictures of the gaudiest
hotel lobbies she could find, and
sending
me sit
!" talking," she
Then, them
"Hereto we
remarked indignantly, "when a'OU
know perfectly well that Alma Rubens is leaving for Europe in a day
or two. And it should take at least
a week to find a. farewell present for
her. As for me, you can get mc a
dozen handkerchiefs, extra size.
And please notifv the casting agents
that if they need a tear-stained face
within the next few days, mine is
available."
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Thing the Charleston Did
Continued from page 69

and move, but that / was staying
right where 1 was until it was all
fixed up. Then I'd come along, but
not a minute sooner. But one afternoon, when I came home to the hotel, there were my trunks all packed
and locked and ready to go, and the
first thing I knew, tlicre I was in the
empty house, just as I'd said I
wouldn't be ! There wasn't a thing
in the place, except iron beds to
sleep on. My room was to be fixed
up French style, with the bed — very
grand and elaborate — on a dais. The
dais was there, all right, but perched
foolishly on top of it was a plain
little iron cot.
"When we were trying to decide
what kind of draperies and curtains
to order, we had the whole house
full of samples of material, which
we used to hang up at the windows
for days on end, to decide which
looked best. Purple, green, pink,
blue, yellow — all the colors imaginable dangling from the windows.
"Finally, we decided which to use,
and sent the samples back. But it
took six weeks to get those drapes
made, so in the meanwhile, we put
Turkish towels • up at the windows.
"Oneto day,
an Eastern
came
town.
I knew polo
mostteam
of
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one could remember. "The Big Parade" is Vidor's only real special.
His "La Boheme" followed that, but
most
with it.people were slightly bored

His foreign pictures — "The Last
Laugh," "Faust," and others — were
notable for their originality rather
than for their power to entertain.
Seastrom is another whose rather
dreary outlook on life has impressed
audiences, but has not usually intrigued them. His greatest accomplishment and his best, if we are to
believe the box-office, is "The Scarlet
Letter." "The Tower of Lies" and
"He Who Gets Slapped," which preceded that film, were praised as art
ment.
but rebuked as popular entertain-

the
stands

NOW

made a big impression was "The
Thief of Bagdad," though this
proved to be more of an artistic triumph than a box-office success. He
made a number of indifferent pictures between that and "What Price
Glory." Since completing that war
epic, he has made "The Monkey
Talks," "Loves of Carmen" and
now, "Sadie Thompson."
zvliy I've
you dwonder
suppose
Von Stroheim.
mentione
notI yet

Pve been saving him. He's probably the most forceful creative artist
he's
but avIio
world,
in the
anybody
asset to
of anpicture
muchwhole
not
doesn't like gambling.
The greatest eulog)^ that am" one
could chant about him is the remarkable fact that though he has for
years been considered a genius, he
has made only six pictures in his entire career. But what pictures they

MAGAZINE

The

Murnau's fate in this country is
still hanging in the balance. . His
first American film, "Sunrise," was
only recently offered to the public.

The second outstanding war picture was "What Price Glory," for
which Raoul Walsh was heaped with
laurels. Walsh has been- hard at
work in Hollywood for eight or nine
years. The first thing he did that

M.

Ay
newest

made "Wild Oranges," "Peg o'
Heart," and "Three Wise Fools."
for every one of these films, he
made at least two others that no

had
My
But
had

in

have been! "Blind Hus.bands,'" "The
Devil's Pass-kev," "Foolish Wives,"
"The Merry Widow," "Greed," and
the recently completed "Wedding
He commands the respect of every
one — even the producers who hate so
March."
to lose money. And every Von Stroheim picture except "The Merry
Widow" has lost money. But is
Erich
everto out
a job? No.
He's
still able
pickof whatever
employer
he wants. And he goes resolutely
ahead hiring good players instead
of pretty dolls.
Speaking of foreigners, Hollywood acquired a clever quartet in
Lubitsch, Dupont, Murnau, and
Seastrom. Lubitsch is the critics'
pet, but his American pictures have
not made the profits that are the literal translation of popular appeal.
Dupont,
sending
over to us after
and hearing
our "Variety"
applause
ring round the world, packed his
trunks and came over himself. He
made a production called "Love Me
and __the
went
homeWorld
again. Is Mine" and then

Returning to our native talent,
there are waiting for us those two
clever young men, Mai St. Clair and
Monta Bell, who have adopted the
Continental manner in its lighter
form, which they acquired, perhaps,
from Lubitsch when they were working at the same studio with the German genius. St. Clair was making
dog films at the time, and Bell fashioning bits of Broadway drama.
Xow they are both distinctly of the
new school at its best, but neither
has, as yet, turned out anything that
will stand the test of time.
Bell worked as assistant director
on that one masterly film achievement for which Charles Spencer
Chaplin dropped his cane to pick up
the megaphone — "A Woman of
Paris." As a result of that picture,
Chaplin, in addition to the reputation
he already had as a genius interpreter of comedy, became known as
a great director of realistic drama.
But "A Woman of Paris" was all
red ink on the ledger, so we know its
appeal was limited.
And nowFrank
we take
a lookandat Sidney
\'ictor
Fleming,
Borzage,
Franklin. Fleming is coming along
right smartl}- these days, with a spectacle like "The Rough Riders" galloping in front of that simple tale
of human suft'ering, "The Way of
As for the other two directors,
All
)-ou'llFlesh."
remember that both achieved
success telling Norma Talmadge
what to do. It was Borzage who
made "Secrets," and Franklin who
made "Smilin' Through." Borzage
also did "Humoresque," and has now
crashed through with "Seventh
.Heaven." Franklin has kept up his
reputation with comedies like "Her
Sister from Paris" and "The Duch-
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ess of Buffalo." Both men are good,
but neither has accomplished anything of epic proportions.
And now, my children, hold on
tight Vi hile I tell 3-011 who I think is
the world's greatest film director. If
you
don'tchosen
agree him
withbecause
me, allheright.
I have
has
done things of epic quality more than
once. And between times, he has
not made a single stupid picture. All
of his films have been money getters
— pictures that every one could understand and enjoy, and that people
with two hundred per cent intellects
have never dared to ridicule.
Ladies and gentlemen, be pleased
to meet Mr. James Cruze. He made

They

"The Covered Wagon," "The Pony
Express," and "Old Ironsides." He
sees life honestl}' — sometimes in big
panoramas like the above-mentioned
films, sometimes from small, interesting and often humorous angles, as
in "The Goose Hangs High," "Hollywood," and "Merton of the Movies." Once or twice, he has looked
at life from the fantastic angle, as in
"Beggar on Horseback" and "One
Glorious Day." But he always makes
us see it, one way or another. And
we like it. At least I do !
And so, I hereby nominate, as my
choice for maestro of the megaphone,
Mr. James
rector in the Cruze,
movies the
! cleverest di-

Aren't
All
Continued
from pngo
20

Rich

"No, I haven't a maid," she'll tell I was a kid," he says, "by watching
)-ou. "It would bother me to death my mother, and I get a great kick
to have some one following me out of it— not to mention some extra money that I can use. The movaround picking up after me, or tryies may mean a million to Tom Mix,
ing to find my things. Besides, there
isn't a maid on earth who can cook a but they're just room rent to me !"
meal like my mother can. Anyway,
Though you couldn't exactly call
with the salary I would pay a maid, ■Joan Crawford an economical girl,
she
has periodic streaks of money
I can invest in more chickens !"
That's the wa}^ Gwen feels about saving. Every now and then, for' a
luxury.
couple of days, she goes into solitary confinement, while she cuts, fits
Alyce Mills has the same idea.
When you can do something well and makes an evening gown for herself. Pleased with the idea that she
yourself, why pay some one else to
has
made
it for practically nothing,
do it, she asks. Alyce does practically everything in her home. To and thus been very economical, she
be invited there to dinner is a treat, then calls up a florist and orders a
and she prepares it all herself. Like twelve-dollar corsage of orchids to
hundreds of other girls all over the wear with it. But she does save
country, she likes to sew, and she money, at that. For she might have
makes all of her own lingerie and paid a Lanvin price for the gown
and ordered the orchids as well.
most of her dresses.

"I can't sew well enough to make
my own things and save money that
way," Priscilla Bonner once told me,
"but I'm
the greatest
littlethatbargain
there
If I read
in town.
hunter
is a sale on, I'm downtown before
the doors open, and I haven't any
shyness at all about pushing through
the mobs. Unless you are making
an enormous salary, I think it is
foolish to spend all you do make on
clothes. My pet money-saving
scheme is to watch the papers for
the 'marked-in-half ' ads. Working
in pictures is hard on your clothes,
anywa}% so why spend a fortune on
them ? / can't afiford to !"
Maybe he wouldn't like it if I
mentioned his name, so I won't, but
there is one clever young actor who
preserves fruit so well that he makes
a business of it between pictures,
and picks up quite a good deal of
loney by letting a certain grocerytore chain in Los Angeles handle
is products.
"] learned to make preserves when

Jobyna Ralston and Richard Arlen are very practical economists.
Between the two of them, they make
quite a tidy weekly sum, but they
put it to the best permanent use
rather than throwing it away on
flashy cars and jewels.
When Dick and Jobyna became
engaged, Dick gave her a cameo
ring, an heirloom of his family, instead of buying an engagement ring
of the customary carats.
"Joby and I talked it over." Dick
says, "and we decided that with the
money it would take to buy an engagement ring, we could furnish our
dining room. Jobyna doesn't care
anything about diamonds anywa}', so
we compromised on the cameo ring
and the dining-room furniture."
Now, what all this goes to prove
is what I hinted at in the beginning
— that not all movie players are millionaires, and that there are a great
many of them who live very much in
the manner of you and me — maybe
not you, but certainly me !
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Carefree Mr.
Continued from pyge 105

Kerry has been in the movies for
something more than ten years and
during that time lias kept a high
and secure place in a profession that
is frequently changing, and bringing
in new talents and faces. By the law
of averages, he should have been
through long ago. Most leading men
of his type pass on into oblivion
after a success of comparatively
short duration.
Temperament is entirely foreign to
his nature.

to know him, he is a person of character as well as a playboy.
He is veryicmotional, and balances
quickly from one side of the scale to
the other, now playing a practical
joke, now holding out a helping hand
to one who is in need. One afternoon, he phoned his friend Ford
Sterling and said he was going to
drop in for a chat. Instead, he sent
twenty scend
giggling
gildsSterling,
to deupon the chorus
surprised

and "tipped off" all of Hollywood to
the situation. Another day, a studio
carpenter was suddenly killed, leaving a wife and baby son destitute.
Kerry learned of it, dispatched a
thousand dollars in cash to the
widow, and- was later instrumental in
getting her a position which enabled
her to support herself and child.
man or woman."
Kerry came into pictures easily
"Not
at
all,"
he
said
definitely.
"A
hod carrier or street cleaner has as and without a struggle. He and
much right to be temperamental as Art Acord had been stock-and-bond
our greatest star. j\Iore right, as a salesmen with the same company in
matter of fact, because his work is New York. Then, Acord struck
less pleasant, he is not so well paid, out for the \\^est to try pictures.
and his life is a humdrum one. No !
Kerry soon followed. Twent}- hours
after reaching Hollywood, he was
Temperament
is
inexcusable."
That attitude is not a pose with
plaving a leading role in an important film. That was about eleven
Kerry.
tation. He is quite devoid of afifecrears ago. The intervening interim
I have never seen any characteri- has been filled with bright splashes
zation of his that I thought should be of success.
listed among the ten, twelve, or
This, then, is the young man who
twenty-five greatest in screen his- has held fame so securely in the
tory, but he is always charming in palm of his hand for such a long
whatever role he plays.
period of time. This is the charming, insouciant fellow who seems to
It doesn't take long, if you talk
with Kerry, to get his slant on things. become more enthusiastic about a
He is quite frank in admitting that good part}' than about a good part.
he is not practical, that he is not sav- This is the playbo}- of Hollywood.
ing for to-morrow, and that he loves
"Why settle down?" he asks.
having a good time. But it is said "Life may last a minute, a day, or
that his war experiences were
takea itmixture
as it comes,"
There sowas
of laughter
ghastly, and that the only way he a year,
could get a grip on himself, once he and deep traged}- in his eyes.
To-morrow, to him, is very far
was out of it, was to plunge headlong into a whirl of gayeties, withover beyond the horiout giving much thought to anything away.zon, andItisisladen
with mystery that
else. Now his gayeties have become he has not the slightest desire to
a habit with him, part of him.
To one who merely brushes by fathom. He is content to go on enjoying life as it comes, easily and
him in passing, he is just amusing cheerily, as any good playboy
and clever. But to one who learns should.
"Temperament is inexcusable," he
told me. "Those who indulge in it
are like spoiled children."
"But with actors and actresses it
is different," I suggested. "Their
work is nerve-racking, and they are
more highly strung than the average
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Kerry

the Fans Think
Continuetl from page 12

screen work and, since coming to Hollywood, have often seen her personally, and
I can assure the fans that there is nothing hard or gritty about her. She is decidedly feminine, possessing charm, loveliness, poise, and is without question an artiste. That, in spite of having been handicapped with extremely poor pictures for
at least two years. From a mutual friend
I have heard much of her graciousness
and sweetness, of her great loyalty to

her friends and associates, of her refreshing frankness.
Surely,Noall doubt
these some
things ofbelie
B_. D.'s
simile.
the L.attributes
he enumerated are applicable to any of
the other stars the writer disparages. But
being an enthusiastic fan of Anna Q.'s, I
rise particularly in her defense. But perhaps L. B. D. is a criterion on the subject
of blondes. I wonder !
Kay Hunt.
2133 Fairfield Avenue, Hollywood, California. Continued on page 114
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winCo., and
428 office
N. Clark,
Chicago.
BIG MONET AND FAST SALES. Every
owner l)uvs gold initials for his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy. ples.
WriteAmerican
for Monogram
particulars Co.,
and Dept.
free sam170,
East Orange, N. J.
EARN $10 DAILY silvering mirrors, plating, refinishiiig
raetalware,
headlights, chandeliers, bedsteads.
Outfits furnished.
Decie
Laboratories, 225 Varick St., New York.
WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts, Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
2860, St. Louis, Mo.
$75.00 WEEKLY TO INTRODUCE "Chieftain" 3for .$4.05
Guaranteed
Tailored
Full working
outfit
Free. Your
own Shirts.
shirts
Free. Cincinnati Shirt Company, Lane 1921,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
,
AGENTS — WE START YOU IN BUSINESS
and help
you succeed.
ence needed.
Spare or Nofullcapital
time. orYouexperican
earn .$150-.$100 weekly. Write Madison Manufacturers, 564 Broadway, New York.
REPRESENT auto seat cover manufacturers ;make $125 weekly ; biggest commissions paid daily : lowest prices, highest quality ; elaborate outfit free. Marvelo Co., 330
S. Paulina St., Chicago.
SEND NAME, ADDRESS ON POSTCARD.
Free introductory copy Salesology JIagazine ;
contains 1000 money making opportunities
offered by big reliable firms ; no obligation.
Salesology Magazine, Desk B23n, 500 No. Dearborn, Chicago.
YOU ARE WANTED TO RESILVER
Mirrors at Home. Immense profits plating
auto parts, tableware, etc. Write for information. Sprinkle, Piater, 333, Marion, Indiana.
WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our •'Specialty Candv Factories" anywhere.
W." N.Hill-J
yer Ragsdale,
Drawer Booklet
29, Eastfree.
Orange,
Business Opportunities
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS ; remunerative, interesting ; little capital. Learn
privilege trading. Paul Kaye, 149 Broadway, N. Y.

ADVERTISING
How to Entertain

Agents and Help Wanted— Continued
AMAZING NEW GLASS CLEANER
offers you $15 a day sure ! Cleans windows, windshields, show cases, etc., without
water, soap or chamois. No muss. Easily
demonstrated. Housewives, motorists, garages, stores, institutions buy on sight.
Write for Special Introductory Offer. Jiffy
Glass Cleaner Company, 1672 Monmouth,
Cincinnati, O.

PLAYS,
comedies
revues, acts,
minstrel music,Musical
blackface
skits, and
vaudeville
mouologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments,
musical readings, stage handbooks, make-up
goods. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison &
Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 132, Chicago.
Patents and Lawyers

AGENTS: ,$13.80 DAILY (In Advance)
Spare time will do. Introduce 12 months
Guaranteed Hosiery. 57 styles, 39 colors,
for Men, Women, Children, including latest
"Silk to the Top" Ladies' Hose. No capital or experience needed. We furnish samples. Silk hose for your own use free. New
Plan. Milton Mathews, Park 4501, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PATENTS.
Send sketch
or model
preliminary examination.
Booklet
free. for
HiglLest
references.
Best
results.
Promptness
assured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
724 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or unpatented. Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Help Wanted — Male

PATENTS — Write for Guide Books and
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing inventions.
Send model
or sketch ofFree.
invention for Inspection
and J.Instructions
Terms reasonable.
Victor
Evans Co., 767
Ninth, Washington, D. C.

MEN, GET FOREST RANGER JOB;
$125-$200 mo. and home furnished ; permanent ;hunt, fish, trap. For details write Norton, 268 Temple Court, Denver, Colo.

INVENTORS — Write for our guide book,
"How to Get
Your Send
Patent,"
invention
blank.
modelandor evidence
sketch forof
Inspection sonable.
and Randolph
Instructions
Free.
Terms
rea& Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.

Help Wanted, Instructions
MEN
WANTING
ify for forest
rangerOUTDOOR
position.WORK,
Start qual$125
month ; cabin and vacation ; patrol the forests, protect the game ; give tourists informaColo. tion. Write Mokane, Dept. M-10, Denver,

PATENTS, trademarks here and abroad.
George C. Heinicke, 32 Union Square, New
York, Moderate rates, 24 years experience.

ALL MEN-WOMEN, 18-55, wanting Governnitnt positions, commence $110-$250
month,
write Bureau,
for Free308,
copySt."How
Qualify."
Instruction
Louis,to Mo.
RAILWAY POSTAL CLERKS. Men 18
up. $158.00-$225.00 Month. 25 coached
Free. Write immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. S2, Rochester, N. Y.
Coins, Stamps, Etc.
OLD MONEY WANTED. Will pay $100.00
for 1894 Dime, S. Mint., $50.00 for 1913
Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo). Big
premiums paid for all rare coins. Send 4c
for Large Coin Folder. May mean much
profit to j'ou. Numismatic Co., Dept. 440,
Ft. Worth, Tex.

Detectives Wanted
MEN — Experience unnecessary; travel;
make secret investigations ; reports ; salaries ;
expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner, 2i90 Broadway, New York.
Help Wanted — Female
$6 — $18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tops
at home, experience unnecessary ; particulars
for
stamp.
Grange,
Ind. Tapestry Paint Co., 110, La-
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Wouldn't
You
Like to Have
Your
Own
Business?
costs only a two-cent stamp, but may lead to a substantial
TO HAVE an extra, independent income? To work whenever it suits your convenience? Make a host of new friends
income. We're
so sure
will succeed
everything
you need
free you
of charge.
Every that
day we
you supply
delay
and gain valuable experience from contact with other
is
a
money-making
opportunity
lost,
so
people? Have money to buy the 101 things you've always
wanted
but from
felt you
afford?
happiness
MAIL THIS COUPON
NOW!
that
comes
doingcouldn't
something
really Know
worth the
while?
Then our easy money-making plan offers a splendid opportunity to gratify your desires. Hundreds of men and
STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
women, young and old, 95% of whom were inexperienced
beginners when they started, are earning substantial prof79-89 Seventh Ave., TSiew York, N. Y.
its. You can also. All you need is a few spare hours to
Without obligation to me, please send me full details of
take care of the new and renewal subscriptions for Sport
Story, Picture Play, Far West Illustrated, and Complete
your
easy money-making plan.
Stories.
NAME
IMMEDIATE
PROFITS
You begin earning money at once — the very first hour you
start. Besides liberal cash commissions, you also receive
monthly bonus checks.
If you feel at all interested send the coupon below. It
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What

the Fans Think
Continued from page 112

He's Tempted to Join the Fray.
Have aiii" of the fans noticed a charming young man named Eddie Phillips? He
can act. He was the reason I went to see
all of "The Collegians" series. Why
doesn't somebody grab him and give him
alooking,
really good
far actor,
more good
and arole?
muchHe's
better
than
numerous
leading
men
I've
seen
recently.
Picture Play is the best magazine in

WeeKly
The Popular magazine has
sei'ved fiction readers of America for over twenty years. It
has had a mighty useful career.
It has afforded mental relaxation and hours and hours of
quiet pleasure and contentment
to those who are fond of reading decent, clean, interesting
fiction, in which worth-while
characters have worth-while
adventures.
In The Popular magazine a
story means something. It has
a plot; it is workmanlike from
a standpoint of literary merit;
and it has interest, which, after
all, is the biggest thing in the
eyes of the fiction reader.
There are lots of imitations
of The Popular magazine,
but none of them can boast of
the material b}^ the authors that
The Popular is now running.
Here are a few writers, who
will give the readers of this
well-built magazine stories with
a kick in them :
B. M. Bower
Bertrand Sinclair
W. B. M. Ferguson
Holman Day
Edison Marshall
Howard R. Marsh
J. H. Greene
Fred Maclsaac
Henry Herbert Knibbs
Francis Lynde
Dane Coolidge
H. C. Rowland
Charles Neville Buck
Raymond Spears
H. de Vere Stacpoole
Ask your news dealer
for THE POPULAR, the
big fiction magazine

some of the other actors a little credit.
Gilbert has made some wonderful pictures. But he has also made some that
were not so wonderful.
I would like to say a good word for
Clive Brook, who makes every picture
better by
in it. He's
natural
and being
unassuming.
Vidaalways
Dodd. so
420 Eleventh Avenue, N. E., Seattle,
Washington.

From a Real Admirer of Leatrice.
Why rave about Leatrice Joy? I am
one of those fans who has always done
just that thing, and I plead guilty before
Judge Dorothy Kendall.
In a recent issue, Dorothy wrote that
Leatrice had gained her popularity through
her marriage to John Gilbert. That is
unjust and decidedly untrue. Magazines
of several years ago praised Leatrice in
glowing terms when Jack was still only
a handsome player, "buried," as he has
since termed it, "in mediocre pictures."
As the heroine of "Manslaughter,"
"Saturday Night," "Triumph," and
The Stars Should Beware of Scandals. "Changing Husbands," Leatrice arrived — a
new idol for fans to worship. But before lavishing their devotion on her, did
In a recent issue a fan asks if the stars
are as bad as they are painted. I do not the public ascertain that she was Mrs.
John Gilbert? Indeed not. They saw
know whether they are or not. Prob- only
a winsome, graceful star who laughed
ably we hear more about the stars who are
involved in scandals than we do about her way to their hearts and claimed them
those who lead everyday, ordinary lives. for her own.
So here's to Leatrice, now and forever !
Nevertheless, I think that some stars
risk their popularity for a wild party or In spite of shaky plots, she brings sunshine
two. After I had read that Jack Gilbert and romance with her flashing smile.
had been locked up in the Beverly Hills
But I'mby not
going toher"come
back"Johnat
Dorothy
criticizing
favorite,
jail on a charge of disorderly conduct, I Gilbert,
because
I
like
him,
too,
and
there
had no desire to see him in any more pictures.
isn't an artist on the screen who is his
Vera E. Howard.
On the other hand, some stars seem equal.
Orchard, Nebraska.
never to become the subject of gossip or
newspaper criticism. In this class I place
A Star Has to Be Aloof.
Norma Shearer, Ramon Novarro, Vilma
Banky, Rod La Rocque, Harold Lloyd,
This is an answer to Miss Butterfield's
Reginald Denny and Janet Gaynor. These letter, which stated that Eleanor Boardman
stars have not as yet been touched by the was upstage. I wish to ask her how she
breath of scandal, and my enjoyment of knows that Miss Boardman is a snob,
wjien she has never had the honor of
their pictures is heightenedM.\RiE
by that
Price.fact. meeting her? And I know, moreover,
from the tone of her letter, that she would
San Pedro, California.
consider it a great honor to meet Miss
In Fairness to Leatrice Joy.
Boardman, and would talk about it for
months afterward.
I read
Dorothy
Kendall's
letter
Just because Miss Boardman holds herrecent
Picture
Pl-w,
and wish
to in
takea
self aloof from the general public is no
exception to one statement. I, too, think
John Gilbert is a fine actor, and I do not one
reason
at her.
No
with for
the getting
least bit "miffed"
of intelligence
would.
care for Leatrice Joy on the screen, but
I think that, in fairness to the latter, it Could lic?sheNo! afford to associate with the pubshould be stated that she was a more or
Miss Butterfield said she intended to
less important star for Paramount around
1922-1923, while Gilbert was hardly quit going to see her pictures. Does she
suppose Miss Boardman will ever find
known at that time.
this out? And if she did, I doubt whether
So I think that Miss Kendall's state- ery.
she would lose any sleep over the discov"whatever
she enjoys
is due ment,
tothatthe
fact thatprestige
she married
John
I should like to hear from some fans
Gilbert," is not exactly true. I'm writ- who can discuss the stars without using
ing this in fairness to Miss Joy, not be- such antagonistic expressions.
Dewey J. Gilmore.
cause I likething
her,— Iforthink
I don't.
Another
that when fans
Ranlo Station, Gastonia, North Carolina.
criticize stars or other fans, they should
have the courage to sign their full names,
instead of initials. V. Keith Sutton.
She's Disgusted with Miss Boardman.
Bethany, Pennsylvania.
Eva made
M. Butterfield's
a recent
issue
me feel veryletter
muchin disgusted
with
Eleanor
Boardman.
Dorothy
Kendall's
praise
for Jack
bert is exactly
my own.
Leatrice
Joy Gilwas
After all, who makes the stars, but the
never a favorite of mine. Nevertheless, fans? Doesn't it pay then, for the playI think Miss Kendall was quite unfair
ers to be gracious to their admirers? I
when she said that the only prestige that think it does.
Leatrice gained was due to the fact that
Now, I have a lovely bouquet for Marshe was Mrs. John Gilbert. And the least
tha Sleeper for her pleasing work in short
we can say for Leatrice is that she has comedies, and a big brickbat for Olive
more
style than the average woman on Borden for daring to twist her face up
the screen.
into an artificial, mocking grimace which
I do not see why the fans do not give she evidently thinks is a smile. Di.\ne.

the world ! It's, like a chum, and "What
the Fans Think" is one of the nicest parts
of it. You can almost see the flashing
eyes and clenched fists in some of the
pen-and-ink arguments. You can feel the
adoration of some fans for their idols and
the dislike of others for their pet aversions. It's such an alive department. I
want to get pen and ink and join right in
the fray when some one starts knocking
John Gilbert ; but my motto is "Let them
rave," sey.
and John's Freddie
acting needs
defense!
Lee noMerrick.
201 Summer Avenue, Newark, New Jer-
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The Ruination of a Fine Actress.
If M.-G.-M. and Paramount can produce
pictures like "The Big Parade," "Beau
Geste" and "The Way of All Flesh," I
see no reason why Warner Brothers
should have to clutter up the market with
the flood of movie hokum which they call
"Classics of the Screen." They rarely, if
ever, give the public anything above the
mediocre — the few exceptions that I remember beingtheErnst
Lubitsch's
As a result,
players
presentedeiTorts.
in their_
atrocities have literally been 'forced into
ruts, and as these stars are tied to Warner Brothers by long-term contracts, the
prospect of escaping from their ruts before they are utterly ruined with the fans
is rather slim.
JOAN CRAWFORD— Metro-Qoldwyn
Among these unfortunate stars is the
Star says:"I believe the STAR-Rite Vimscreen's loveliest personality, whose charm
Ray is beneficial to health and beauty."
and ability 'have been half buried beneath
complexion troubles are due to clogged pores.
Interviewers Don't Tell the Truth.
hackneyed plots and stereotyped roles. I Most
If you keep them clear and healthy, so that the
mean the one and only Irene Rich. In natural oils may do their work, it will be fine and
Surely the
movie
stars'
lives
and
personalities are glamorous and interesting Miss Rich the Warners have an actress velvety in texture. The new, scientific way is Vim^
artificial sunlight. Vim-Ray stimenough without manufacturing -false and who could be the most glorious figure on Ray ...virtually
ulates the pores to expel all impurities andstrenghsilly things about them,
ens the delicate tissues. It leaves a natural, healthy
the
screen
were
it
not
for
their
nearsightI had been told that the stuf¥ printed in
andafeelingof
edness, which makes them present her in glowontheskin
refreshment and rejuvenation.
interviews was, to put it mildly, "a lot of silly, maudlin parts instead of in the big, You will find new uses for
hay wire,"
but until
I readI adidrecent
inter- beautiful things of which she is capable. Vim-Ray every day . . . with
view with Janet
Gaynor,
not agree.
your face creams. ..with your
hair tonic to make your hair
Thebe theory
a "type" that
is seen
a myththat
whenIrene
one isconsiders
she thick
However, now I am forced to, and I'll tell to
and glossy ... as a hair
why.
dryer and waver. Easy to use
I went to high school with Janet here so successfully portra^-ed the delicacy and . . . and imparts a sense of
sweet beauty of Mamnia G. in "Brass" and soothing comfortthattsworth
in Sanmure little
Francisco,
anda if
"de- then
just as successfully pictured the se- a hundred times the price.
thing with
knotsheof was
hair a down
ductive charm of the coldly calculating
ORDER TODAY
the back of her little neck," then Clara
$
Bow is the image of Lillian Gish ! As a Mrs. Erlynuc in "Lady Windermere's
Fan." Any one who could do both must STAR-Rite
matter of fact, she was a typical little be
6
versatile, and therefore great.
NEW HOME
flapper just as the rest of us were at the
Rita Dillon.
BEAUTY SERVICE
time — this was four years ago. She had
1244 Grand Concourse, Care of Siewert,
bobbed hair and she wore it in a bushy bob
New York City.
fluffed out all over her head. The interview I speak of went on to tell how shy Something the American Fans Missed. | '■■■■■miliinniMiBaiBumwimimminummi
mi M niiiiiiiiiiu
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■—■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I
she was and how her sister and a friend
im-ran
I feel I must correct a statement made Fitzgerald Manufacturing
Co., Torrington, Conn.
finally had to find her a beau to take her
Please send me
one New STAR-Rite Vim-Ray for
out. Shades of those days at Poly, when by Miss Virginia Morris in her article, which
i
IV
enclose
$5.50. I understand I can use it for
the boys considered 'her one of the most "How Is a Star Made?" in the October ten days free and have my money back if I am not
pic p.x
Picture -Play. She said, "Lya de Putti satisfied.
popular girls in our crowd !
to
be
a
one-picture
star."
And "I knew her when" experience has seems
iVame
^
It is a great misfortune for American
added to the horde one more —
Street
Disillusioned Fan.
fans that Lya's wonderful film interpreta- City
tion of "Manon Lescaut" was never shown
San Francisco, California.
State..
there, except for one week in New York. Dealer's Name
Why, Oh, Why, Pick Such a Name? In Manon Lescaut, Lya found her great- 1 0 • D A Y
FREE
TRIAL
role. Herbutperformance
in "Variety"
If I live to be a thousand, I'll never be was estclever,
as the ill-fated
Manon
able to see why Luis Alonso chose "Gilbert she lived and breathed — she was the charare Time Homework
Roland" for a name. He looks and is
acter Manon ; the mischievous, the viva- Addressing Envelopes, pen or typcnvriier, gnod pay.
Spanish, so why not have his name match
cious, who died so tragically in the end. Inclose ••stamped iiddressed envelope. National Adverhis personality? Can you imagine Ru- Also, Lya looked as -Old World and extising Service, 1271 -A California St., San Francisco
Valentino
quisite as '3 cameo — a Watteau figure come
for a dolph
name,
or with
Ramon"Wallace
NovarroRandal"
called
— Gone
to life.
UGLY
"Harry Ward?"
This was one of the most artistic films
HAIRS
The same applies to Barry Norton and I have ever seen. Lapis Lazuli.
Donald Reed. Their names sound too
The Green, Fairfield, Buxton, Derby"made up," But Don Alvarado has a name
shire, England.
or ever!
that
his personality, whether it's his
own fits
or not.
Hundreds
of hairsin removed
•wuh
their
roots
less than
What's
the
Matter
with
D.
W.
Griffith?
Recently, I saw Gilbert Roland for the
a
minute!
NU-ART,
the new
Recently
I
stumbled
on
a
little
movie
first time — in "Camille." I'll bet that, theater, scarcely worthy of the name,
( scientific
far in
advance ofpreparation,
temporary issurface
hair removers. Permanently
within two years, he'll be as popular as which seemed, however, to hold out a lure
destroys
the
growth
by
gently
John
everfirst.
was, but I wish
he'd of amusement, or at least novelty. The
change Gilbert
his name
J. G.
.iftmg out the roots until they
hall was a tiny basement, seating between
cannot return.
Safe.ofRapid.
Denver, Colorado.
less. Thousands
womenHarmare
fifty and sixty people. There was one
using it. Formulated by a physician.
A Fan with Photos to Exchange.
Guaranteed. Only $1.00. Ask your
standard price of sixpence — about twelve
dealer or send coupon for free offer.
I have about five thousand pictures of cents — which entitled one either to a seat
motion-picture stars that I have cut from under the screen or to the royal box. The
magazines. Any one wishing to exchange musical accompaniment came from a piano
pictures would receive a reply if they which had certainly seen better days. The
would write to me. I especially would audience was that "push-and-s'hove" kind
The Nt** Art of Dfttioytng Embarraning Hair.
like photos of Laura La Plante, Ricardo which belongs exclusively to the East End
// yourDELFIN.
dealer can'tINC..
supplyDepMU
you, tnatf coupon
Cortcz, Clara Bow, Rudolph Valentino, of London, where, indeed, the cinema was.
ffiEE
Phyllis Haver and Olive Borden.
The program, however, was my object.
Souch Orange, New Jersey OFFER
Send
WITHOUT
CHAHGE
a
tube
of
After
a
news
reel
and
a
rusty
travelogue,
I wonder
Malcolm
McGregor
hasn't
DELFINlarly at 50c.);
Maesagea Cream
regubeen
given why
better
pictures.
He is
the we were given a Sennett comedy with
tube ofut(sold
DELFJN
Deodorant
(sold
regularly
S^c.
)
;
und
handsomest of the younger stars.
Charlie Chaplin and Mabel Normand, and
6KKEii.
months Also
supplytheof dollar
Skin Tonic,
ALL
Buddy Rogers and Donald Reed arc I descried Chester Conklin playing a bit.
NU-AKT
lor which
I enclosepackage
tl.OO. of
Name
promising newcomers.
I dated it as 1911 — maybe it was later.
Address
Calest.'V Yeager.
But it was funny. The inimitable Chaplin,
t>restol it's gone!/ city & State .
703 Magnolia Street, New Smyrna, and the elfin Mabel, though they employed
Florida.
tricks and slapstick now universal, still by
Coming Back?

He Has Never Been
Away !
I want to thank Margaret Reid for her
recent interview with Cullen Landis.
"It has been such a long time," said Mr.
Landis, "since my pictures played anywhere but in poolrooms and back-street
shows." I have never been to a poolroom,
but I have been to many a "back-street
show" to see 'his pictures. It was not easy
to keep track of where and when they
were being shown, but I managed somehow to see them all. And it was worth
the effort.
Cullen Landis coming back? Why,
bless his heart, 'he has never been away !
Louise Troy.
223 City.
West Fifteenth ,Street, -New York
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The Brand of |
a Good Book |
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IJT

Chelsea

Popular

House

Copyrights

The biggest and fastest selling
line of cloth-covered books. Ask
your druggist — your bookseller to
show you any of these latest titles.
There's something doing all the
while in a "CH" book. These
books which have never before
been published were written for
men who love the sweep of the
great West, the mysteries of big
cities, the conquest of man over
his environment.
THE SUNSET TRAIL
Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY
Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
iMR. CLACKWORTHY, CON MAN
Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER
David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY
Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM SHANTY CREEK
Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID
Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY
Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT
Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER Joseph Montague
MIRADOR TREASURE Frank Lillie Pollock
WESTERN TOMMY
David Manning
THE MAN WHO AWOKE Mary Imlay Taylor
THE CARVED TRAIL
Emart Kinsburn
THE EDGED TOOL
William Morton
ARIZONA GOLD
E. Whitman Chambers
THE AVENGING TWINS Johnston McCulley
HAWKS OF HAZARD
Joseph Montague
HONEY OF DANGER Frank Lillie Pollock
BANDIT'S HONOR
David Manning
THE HOUSE OF CARSON Arthur Mallory
SILVER SPURS
Joseph Montague

nCLSEA

HOUSE

PUBLISnEg
79-89
AVE..
NEW SEVENTH
YORK CITY

their own peculiar genius they made them
seem novel.
The main item followed. It was a D.
W. Griffith picture of 1919— "The Girl
Who Stayed at Home." The cast included Carol Dempster, Richard Barthelmess, Robert Harron, Clarine Seymour,
David Butler, Tully Marshall, George
Fawcett and Kate Bruce. Some time ago,
a letter of mine appeared in these pages
bemoaning the passing of the artist
Griffith. More than ever do I deplore it,
now that I have had m}^ memories revived
by a glimpse of his -former uncanny genius,
force, personality. The picture appeared a
lumbering affair to my modern UFA-nized .
mind, the situations were hackneyed, the
subtitles sententious and wordy, but yet it
contained some spark, some issue of brilliance, which overrode all the rest. The
audience w^as held absorbed, despite the
continual
breakdown of the projection machine.
Then, as now, Carol Dempster showed
her blatant inability to act ; then, as now,
she employed her windmill actions to indicate youth, pathos or love.
But there was Barthelmess — delightful,
tender, very handsome and most radiantly
young. Why has he allowed himself to
fall so far from the high place he held?
Why has Griffith become obscure? Why
does not Mabel Normand come back?
There is room^for them. They iiiiisf come
back.
'
Bethe G. Edw.vrds.
7 Belmont House, Candovcr Street, London, W. 1, England.
Have You Noticed Her?

only regret is that all the fans have not
been fortunate enough — as I was — to hear
her delightful English accent.
AdELE L. SiMOXDi.
Boston, Massachusetts.
His Soul Goes Marching On.
After reading
Miss
"Matter-of-fact"
Garrison's
letter in
Picture
Pl.w, my
first feeling was one of anger — against
any
could write
coid-bloodedl\'
aboutoneourwhobeloved
Rudy,so but
on second
thought my anger quickly gave way to
pity, and deep, heartfelt sorrow that any
one who had ever seen Rudy act, could
write such things.
We write our poems and grief-stricken
letters because our idol is gone, although,
as a believer in reincarnation — as Rudy also
believed — I feel that we shall all see and
know him on the screen in another earth
life.
We know Rudy was human — that is one
of the reasons we loved him so. He had
his faults — who hasn't? — but what lovable
faults they were !
" As for being at the height of his career
— that is not so. He had not attained the
heights, at least not so far as it was in his
power to do so. Other and far greater
roles would have been plaj-ed by Valento be. tino, had he only lived. But it was not

The reason there should be guilds, memorials, clubs, and so forth, is that we
human beings are human, and being so,
we love when we love, and wish to place
our idol on a pedestal and worship him
there. Thank God, we can do this for our
Rudy, for he is worthy of all our
Fans, do you reinember Lon Chaney's beloved
wife in "The Blackbird?" Of course you love and adoration ! I hope soon to see
do ! And more recently, do you remem- the day when there shall be memorials all
ber the kind, as well as beautiful, sister over the land to him.
in "Is Zat So?" And lately, you have
Rudolph A'alcntino lives enshrined in the
hearts of thousands, imperishable, deathprobably
seen
"Lonesome
Ladies."
Did
you notice the girl who plotted and
less, growing in beauty and grace and
plotted, yet strangely held your sympathy charm with the years.
Like a wonderful poem, like a haunting
straightDoris
to theLloyd,
end?ourWell,
'twasluminary
titian- strain
haired
British
of music, like the waves breaking
from across the seas. When her name is
against
the shore, like a glorious moonmentioned in mimosa-scented Hollywood,
light
suiumer,
flower-scented,
orous :night
all inthese
things
and many glammore,
it opens up a whole army of complimentary adjectives, all of which are richly was ^^alentino the jMagnificent. Long may
deserved.
friends adore him ; and ma}' they ever
She is a versatile actress, and a clever his
resent the slightest imputation cast at him,
one. She always looks to me as though for ^^alentino lives and knows and undershe had just stepped out of a Parisian
stands. Mary Howard Gwynne.
1740 Clay Avenue, Waco, Texas.
shop or the proverbial "bandbox." My
A

Confidential

Guide to Current
Continued from page 67

"Love Thrill, The" — Universal. Laura
La Plante in diverting farce of a girl
who poses as the widow of a man
falsely reported dead, and then is confronted by him. Tom Moore is the
man.

Releases

Russian
devotion to apeasant
countesswhose
leads doglike
to his death
at the hands of the bolsheviks. Barbara Bedford and Ricardo Cortez.
"Mr. Wu" — Metro-Goldw-jm. Lon
Chancy in gruesome, slow-moving film
"Madame Pompadour" — Paramount.
old Chinaman's
revengebyfora
thea baleful
seduction
of his daughter
Colorful film based on the story of Ma- of
dame Pompadour, favorite of Louis young Englishman. Renee Adoree and
XV., with Dorothy Gish in the title role, Ralph Forbes.
and Antonio Moreno as a radical poet
"Old San Francisco" — Warner. Oldwho captures her fancy.
fashioned melodrama of girl wdio is
"Magic Flame, The"— United Artists. kidnaped by the Chinese, being srved
Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman in
bj' the San Francisco earthskillful but unreal melodrama of Ital- just in time
Dolores Costello and Charles
ian circus queen, her clown sweetheart, Emmett quake.
Mack.
and the villainous prince of a mythical
kingdom.
"Paid to Love" — Fox. Fairly enter"Man Power" — Paramount. Richard
taining film of beautiful dancer who is
Dix in implausible but interesting tale paid to snare a crown prince, but falls
of a tramp who arrives in a small town, in love with him. Virginia Valli and
wins an heiress — Mary Brian — and George O'Brien.
saves the town from a bursting dam.
"Patent Leather Kid, The"— First Na"Mockery" — Metro- Gold wyn. Lon
tional. Richard Barthelmess in unusuChancy in realistic film of dull-witted
ally good film of conceited little prize
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fighter who tries to evade the war, is
drafted, proved a coward, but finally
redeemed by a heroic act.
"Poor Nut, The"--First National.
Jack Mulhall in consistently amusing
college film of shy botany student who
pretends to his girl that he is an athletic hero and has a bad time living up
to it when she imexpectedly comes to
visit liim.
"Prince of Head Waiters, The"—
First National. Interesting though unbelievable film of glorified head waiter
with a son in high society who does
not know his father. Lewi-; Stone,
Robert Agnew, Lilyan Tashman, and
Ann Rork.
"Resurrection" — United Artists.
Faithful
film Dolores
version del
of Rio
Tolstoy's
famous novel.
and Rod
La Rocque both excellent in poignant
story of a Russian peasant girl whose
love for a thoughtless young prince
leads to her downfall.

who remains true to her childhood love
for a gardener's son. Billie Dove and
Lloyd Hughes.
"Ten
Modern
—
Paramount.
Esther Commandments"
Ralston and Neil
Hamilton in very good picture of theatrical life, based on the romance of
a chorus girl and a young composer.
"Tillie the Toiler" — Aletro-Goldwyn.
Flimsy film based on the comic strip.
Marion Davies excellent as the giddy,
gum-chewing
office
who takes
choice between
a girl
millionaire
andhera
more lowly suitor.
"Topsy and Eva"— United Artists.
Hilarious but too long. The wellknown Duncan sisters in a film version
of theirTom's
musical-comedy'
burlesque of
"Uncle
Cabin."

"Twelve Miles Out" — Metro-Goldwyn.
John Gilbert in tale of what happens
when a swaggering, ruthless bootlegger
and a haughty society girl, Joan Crawford, are thrown together on the
"Rolled Stockings" — Paramount. former's rum-running sloop.
Lively college picture of the conven"Underworld" — Paramount. Exciting
tional type, pleasingly played by James
of master crook who kills
Hall, Louise Brooks, Richard Arlen, melodrama
for the sake of his girl, is sentenced
and Nancy Phillips.
to death, and makes a thrilling escape
"Rookies" — Metro-Goldwyn. Karl
find ithe girl in love with anDane and George K. Arthur immensely only to other.
George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent
and
Clive
Brook.
funny as two bitter enemies in a military training camp. Marceline Day is
"Unknown, The" — Metro-Goldwyn.
the girl.
Lon Chaney in melodrama of the supposedly armless man in a circus who,
"Rough House Rosie" — Paramount.
Clara Bow romps amusingly through to win the girl he loves, actually does
foolish, far-fetched story of a Tenth have his arms amputated,- only to find
Avenue hoyden who breaks into high her about to marry his rival. Joan
society.
Crawford and Norman Kerry.
"Venus of Venice" — First National.
"Running
Wild"
—
Paramount.
W.
C.
Fields in his element in clever farce of Constance
Talmadge in gay yarn of
downtrodden husband and father who picturesque Venetian beggar inaid who
eventually comes into his own. Mary is also a thief, eventually reformed by
Brian is the heroine.
the rich Antonio Moreno.
"Satin Woman, The" — Lumas. Mrs.
"We're All Gamblers" — Paramount.
Wallace Reid in well-acted film of Thomas
Meighan in swift film of prize
mother who, to save her flapper daugh- fighter who, after being incapacitated
ter from a foolish marriage, steps in in an automobile accident, opens a
and vamps the daughter's beau.
night club, with romantic results.
"Shanghaied" — F. B. O. Surprisingly
"Wings"— Paramount. Spectacular
good. Tale of the water front and a picture
of the heroism of the aviators
seaman who abducts a dancing girl be- in the World War. Marred only by a
cause he thinks she has double crossed
weak story.
Clara
him.
Richard"Buddy"
Arlen, Rogers,
and Jobyna
ler. Ralph Ince and Patsy Ruth Mil- Bow,
Ralston.
"Singed" — Fox. Blanche Sweet and
Warner Baxter both capital in picture
RECOMMENDED— WITH
of a mining-town girl's desperate strugRESERVATIONS.
gle to keep her ne'er-do-well wealthy
sweetheart from jilting her for a so"After
Midnight" — Metro-Goldwyn.
ciety debutante.
Uninspired picture of a prim and proper
girl, her wild show-girl sis"Slaves of Beauty" — Fox. Full of cigarette
ter, and a crook who is reformed by
laughs.
of a and
'ueauty
that the heroine. Norma Shearer, Lawrence
starts in Story
the slums
ends shop
on Fifth
Avenue, with the usual triangle devel- Gray, and Gwen Lee.
oping. Margaret Livingston, Olive Tell,
"Bitter Apples" — Warner. MeaningRichard Walling, and Holmes Herbert.
less picture of a girl who marries a
man
out of revenge and then falls in
"Smile, Brother, Smiie" — First Na- Loy.
love with him. Monte Blue and Myrna
tional.
Typical
"success"
story
of
mildmannered shipping clerk goaded to
higher things by his telephone-girl
"Blood Ship, The" — Columbia. Sinissweetheart. Jack Mulhall and Doroter sea story full of bloods,hed and rethy Mackaill.
venge. Not very skillfully done. Hobart
"Soft Cushions" — Paramount. Doug- Bosworth,
ard Arlen. Jacqueline Logan, and Richlas MacLean in gay, diverting satire on
Oriental spectacles. Comedy of agile
"Broadway Nights" — First National.
street thief who saves a beautiful slave Lois
Wilson miscast as gawky, ignogirl from the sultan.
rant girl who marries a vaudeville actor,
becomes a big success, and is
"Special
— Paramount.
die Cantor Delivery"
proves himself
one of Edthe tempted by a rich producer, with husforemost comedians of the screen in
band rushing to the rescue.
highly entertaining film of a nervous
"Brute,
The"— Warner. Monte Blue
mailman. Jobyna Ralston and William in implausible
picture of genial, simPowell.
ple-souled cowboy who kisses a girl,
"Stolen Bride, The"--First National. tlien makes the horrible discovery that
Gorgeous film of a bejeweled princess she works in a dance hall!

Complete

Stories

A

Magazine

for

Yes! we mean just that!
Take the January issue, for
instance. It leads off with a
corking good Western novel,
by G. W. Barrington, familiar
to all regular readers of Complete. Then there's "The
Breaking Point" — the unmasking of "Cold Deck" Jefferson,
the most romantic gambler in
fiction. Then, for those who
like a potpourri of reading
matter, you will find a racetrack story, a detective story, a
boxing story, a humorous cowboy yarn, a North Woods tale,
and others, including a story
of an Indian tiger. And then
— and you'll agree when j'-ou've
read it that this story is worth
the price of the magazine alone
—"The Ninth Posada," by
Wright
Mexican van
tale Deusen.
that we It's
thinka
will surpass any story of its
kind you have ever read, in
the fascinating way it is written, in the thrilling drama of
the situations, and in the romantic picture of Old Mexico
which the author gives you in
a convincing
manner.
miss
this number
!

20c

Ask
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Don't

copy
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Wonders

Marvel

by
Cook

Book

Georgette

MacMillan

There is a recipe to suit every
one for every occasion in this remarkable book. The favorite recipes of the leading stars of the
stage and screen are included.
There are
beverages
28 recipes for
" br
eads
*•
"
candy and cookies
" cakes
57
3171 "
57
canning and preserving
" cer
eals
11
10
cliafing
"" des
serts dishes
3176 "
" eggs and omelettes
" famous people's dishes
20 "
" cooking fowl
2617 "
frozen
"" fr
uits desserts
19
icings and fillings
10 9 ''■ "" me
invalid
ats cookery
1239
18
41
10
28

"

3228

"

79
9

one-dish dinners
" oysters
" salads
salad dressings
" sandwiches
"" sea
soupsfoods

" vegetables
"
" vegetarian dishes
"
AND MANY OTHERS

"Climbers, The" — Warner. Irene Rich
in dull, meandering tale of innocent
Spanish duchess who is maliciously
compromised, then banished to Porto
Rico, where she falls in love with a
sneering bandit.
"Dance Magic" — First National. Obscure, archaic film of country girl who
comes to the big city to be an actress,
with the usual dire results. Pauline
Starke and Ben Lyon.
"Fast and Furious" — Universal. Typical Reginald Denny film, but not up to
his usual inark. Story of a young man
afraid of automobiles who is forced
into a race in order to win his girl.
"Fighting Love" — Producers Distributing. Slow-moving film involving the
amorous mix-up in the middle of the
desert of an Italian princess and three
men. Jetta Goudal, Victor Varconi. and
Plenry B. Walthall.
"For the Love of Mike" — First National. Ben Lyon in commonplace film
of boy from the slums of New York
who goes to Yale, becomes captain of
the
vard.crew, and wins the race with Har"Gingham Girl, The" — F. B. O. Lois
Wilson in innocuous film of sweet country lass who sells homemade cookies in
the city and attracts the e}'e of a villain in spats.
"Hard=boiled
— FirstasNa-a
tional. MiltonHaggerty"
Sills miscast
roguish, frolicsome ace of the air who
chases his ladylove through leafy
glades.
"Heart of Salome, The" — Fox. Gaudy,
heavily dramatic film of an alluring
European adventuress who helps a
wicked baron in his nefarious operations, until reformed at last by an athletic young American. Alma Rtibens
and Walter Pidgeon.
"Heart Thief, The" — Producers Distributing. Dull film of a Hungarian
peasant girl who marries a rich old
landowner, is almost compromised by
his scheming relatives, but is saved in
time by the handsome hero. Lya de
Putti and Joseph Schildkraut.
"High Hat"— First National. Foolish
satire on the motion-picture world,
with Ben Lyon and Mary Brian cast to
disadvantage in a silly plot.
"Joy Girl, The" — Fox. SiWy picture
of mercenary young girl in Palm Beach
who goes out to get a millionaire who
is really a chauffeur, and ignores a
chauffeur who is really a millionaire.
Olive Borden and Neil Hamilton.
"Lonesorne Ladies" — First National.
Slow, silly picture of a wife who, to
spite her husband, flounces off with a
villain, but is rescued at the critical moment. Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis
Stone.
"Lovers" — Metro-Goldwyn. Ramon
Novarro and Alice Terry in disappointing picture showing the damage done
by malicious gossip.

This Volume Should be in
Every Home
Price,

$1.00

CHELSEA
HOUSE
Publishers
79 Seventh Ave.
New York

"Matinee Ladies" — Warner. May
McAvoy and Malcolm McGregor in
slow, dull film about a cigarette girl
and a law student who hires himself
out as a professional dancing partner.
"Moon of Israel"— F. B. O. Heavy,
spectacular German film, laid in biblical times and based on the love story of
an Egyptian
CastMarincludes Maria Pharaoh's
Corda and son.
Arlette
chal.
"Notorious Lady, The"— First National. Conventional society melodrama beginning in London and ending
in South Africa. Lewis Stone and Barbara Bedford are the husband and wife
eventually reconciled.
"Orchids and Ermine" — First National. Colleen Aioore wasted in thin,
unamusing tale of a switchboard operator who marries a rich young man
posing as a valet. Jack Mulhall is the
young man.
"Painting the Town" — Universal.
Glenn Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller in
an energetic but tiresome comedy of a
smart-aleck
lies" girl. young inventor and a "Fol"Rejuvenation Old-fashioned
of Aunt Mary, farce
The" —of
Pathe-DeMille.
speed demon who deceives his aunt into
believing he's a doctor, and has to
hastily improvise a sanitarium when
she suddenly pays him a visit. May
Robson, Harrison Ford, and Phyllis
Haver.
"Sea Tiger, The"— First National.
Silly film, laid in the Canary Islands,
of two brothers, a girl they both love,
and a trouble-making vamp from
Broadway. Milton Sills, Mary Astor,
and Larry Kent.
"Secret Studio, The"— Fox. Crude,
old-fashioned attempt at the risque.
An innocent country girl comes to the
city and is duped by a wicked artist.
Olive Borden, Ben Bard, and Clifford
Holland.
"Tender Hour, The"— First National.
Silly film of American girl who is
tricked in,to marriage to a dissolute
Russian prince, though in love with a
young American. Billie Dove, Ben
Lyon, and Montagu Love.
"Vanity" — Producers Distributing.
Leatrice Joy in absurd film of high-hat
society girl who snubs a sailor and suffers for- it by being kidnaped by him on
the eve of her marriage. Charles Ray
and Alan Hale.
"When a Man Loves" — Warner. John
Barrymore in a stagy, artificial screen
version
of "Manon
Lescaut,"cavalier
the taleandof
the
troubles
of a French
his flirtatious mistress. Dolores Costello miscast as Manon.
"Whirlwind
of Youth,picture
The"— Paramount. Uninteresting
of a
young
English
girl's
shattered
romance,
later patched up during the war. Lois
Moran and Donald Keith.

Information, Please
Continued from page 102
I don't know Greta's age. Norma Shearer
has dark hair and blue eyes, and so has
Corinne Griffith. Like many others, they
are neither blondes nor brunettes, but rather in between. Billie Dove is quite definitely a brunette. Donald Reed is married, and is in his early twenties. Ramon
Novarro's current picture is "The Road to
Romance."

Brunette. — Now, I shouldn't be so distressed over not having seen Gilbert Roland before; few people had heard rnuch
about him
he played
in "Camille."
Write
to himuntil
in care
of United
Artists —
address at the end of this department.
Barry inNorton
isAires.
twenty-three.
He was
born
Buenos
Alfredo
de Biraben,
Jr. His real name is

fr
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A Fan of All the Stars. — That must
keep you rather busy — have you made it
your
life work?
Sally O'Neil
Bayonnc,
New Jersey,
Octoberwas23,born1908.in
She is five feet one and one half inches
tall, and weighs one hundred and four
pounds. Renee Adoree is five feet two
inches tall, and weighs one hundred and
Her new picture is "The Divine Woman." five.
She was born in Lille, France, about
An Australian Booster of Picture 1901. I don't know her birthday. John
.Play. — I was delighted to hear all the Roche began life in Penn Yan, New York
^'studio
from Australia.
where gossip
Eva Novak
has been So
all that's
these — he doesn't say when. He is six feet
in height, and weighs one hunmonths — ma-king pictures there! Yes, one inch
dred and seventy-five pounds. Clive Brook
was
born
in London, June 1, 1891. He
Kathleen Key played opposite Ramon Novarro in "A Lover's Oath." That film weighs one hundred and fifty pounds, and
was rriade even before Rex Ingram pre- is five feet eleven inches in height.
sented Ramon to the public, but it was
Miss Enthusiasm. — So your friends
not released until some years later, because of some legal entanglement. As to would tease you if they knew about your
whether Ramon will really give up the crush on Edouard Raquello? I think that
screen and enter a monastery, naturally I would be quite annoying of them. My
is, "Let a girl have her crush in
can't
prophesy. toI know
one motto
time threatened
do so.that
He hehasatthree
peace" — there are so few things we can
sisters who are nuns, and the family is enjoy in peace these days! Edouard was
in Warsaw, Poland, in 1901, and was
quite devout. It is possible that Ramon's born
brother, Mario, played a tiny part in either educated there and in France and GerHe played on the stage in various
"The Red Lily" or "Thy Name Is Wom- Europeanmany. cities,
and was starred in films
an,"
but
he
is
not
mentioned
in
the
casts
for several Polish movie companies.
of either of those films.
These pictures have never been shown in
Helen Johnston.
December, 1925, he was apAustralian
Booster. — See answer to An America.pearing In
on the stage in Paris when Carl
Laemmle met him and made arrangements
Carol L.iDeau. — Always glad to answer
him to this country. He arquestions, particularly when they are as to bring
rived here in March, 1926, and is under
easy as yours ! William Boyd and Elinor contract to Universal, at which studio you
Fair were married in Santa Ana, Cali- can reach him.
fornia, January 12, 1926. Elinor was born
in Richmond, Virginia, and William in
Sheila Duncan. — No, I don't expect to
Cambridge, Ohio. Neither says when.
die
for Tashman
some time,is but
can't She
be sure.
Lilyan
a freeyoulance.
has
Jean, the Movie Fan of Moline. — I'm been playing lately in First National picglad to say you were right. Lieutenant
tures. Mrs. Warner Baxter is Winifred
Kiss in "The Stolen Bride" was played Bryson. She still appears on the screen
by Cleve Moore, Colleen's brother. Write occasionally. Carmelita Geraghty has reto_ him at the First National studio. As
cently been put under contract to Mack
this department is part of Picture Play, Sennett. She has played lately in "The
naturally it has the same address.
Small Bachelor," for Universal, and in
Best Girl," .for United Artists. Sally
SuNXY.— Well, I don't know how good "My
Blanc's sister, Polly Ann, has done small
my rnemory is, but it certainly works hard, parts
in films for First National, Univerand in this country hard workers are ususal, and other companies.
ally considered good. Most of the players who used to be prominent but are now
Clayton H. Albers. — Every now and
no longer seen on the screen, have married then, a newcomer on the screen makes
and retired, or perhaps are now too old every one sit up and take notice. And
to get screen work. Bessie Barriscale has Sue Carol has apparently made one of
been playing in vaudeville, oS and on. for these overnight hits. She is an Eastern
years. Peggy Hyland married Fred Gran- girl, still in her teens, who went to Hollyville years ago, but is now divorced and
wood on a visit and happened to meet
is living in England. Marguerite Courtot Douglas MacLean. He was impressed
IS now "just a wife"— .Mrs. Raymond Mc- with her beauty, so engaged her as his
Kee. Alice
Howell dropped out of the leading lady in "Soft Cushions." I don't
where you can reach her, as her
public eye after a career lasting about fif- know
teen years or so. May Allison recently future screen connections have not, at this
announced her retirement. She was mar- writing, been announced. Louise Brooks
ried a year ago to James Quirk; she has is under contract to Paramount.
played m several films since then, however
CuLLEN Landis Fan. — No, I suppose it
—"The City," "The Silent Lover," "One
won't
you much good that Cullen hasn't
Increasing Purpose," and "The Telephone a wife do— that
is, he is no longer married
Girl" Screen stars, like every one else, to her. Mignon Le Brun is his former
get tired of working, and sometimes, wheri
name. Cullen is five feet six inches,
they have saved enough to live on, they wife's
and has brown curly hair and blue eyes.
are glad to retire.
He is in his thirties. Recently he worked
Babe.— Ah, maybe
Babe Ruth! in a Thomas Meighan film at the ParaOr are you one of the you're
babes in the woods? ir.ount studio. Mae Murray's birthday,
Yes, Mack Sennett is a producer, with according to my records, is April 10th.
offices at 1712_ Glendale Boulevard, HollyMarian Jones. — I can easily "say somewood. Lon Chaney uses his real name I
thing nice" about Montagu Love ; I have
believe. ^ He was born April 1, 1883. Rin- met him
and he is charming. He is EngTin-Tm'scoveredowner
lish—
born
in Calcutta, India, and educated
is
Lee Duncan,
who dishim and trained
him.
in England. He was once on the stage in
Viator. — Dolores del Rio is under con- England and in America. I have never
of his being married, and I think
tract to Edwin Carewe, and may be heard
that is his real name.
reached
at hisHollywood
headquarte
at 5360
Mae Paskay. — The Paramount School
rose Avenue,
Joyce"Melhas
. rsAlice
recently been playing at the United Art- graduated sixteen pupils — Buddy Rogers,
ists studio. Jacqueline Logan is under Josephine Dunn, Ivy Harris, Walter Goss,
contract to DeMille ; Barbara Bedford to Mona Palma, Jack Luden, Thelma Todd,
First National.
Jeanne Morgan, Iris Gray, Claude BuchanBeverly. — Well, I thought strawberries
were out of season, but along comes your
letter on stationery that looks just like
strawberry ice cream. So now _ I wish
spring were here. Greta Garbo is under
isn't
No, she
Metro-Goldwyn.
contract toShe
married.
speaks very broken
English.
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an, Robert Andrews, Greg Blackton,
Charles Brokaw, Irving Hartley, Thelda
Kenvin, and Dorothy Nourse. The assistant director ofin "The
not mentioned
the cast.Merry Widow" is
CHELSEA

HOUSE

Popular

Copyrights

Tales of the West, of Love and
Mystery and Adventures on sea
and land — you can have them now,
fresh from the pens of your favorite authors. They are real
books, too — no reprints of oldtimers but new books bound in
cloth, with handsome stamping and
jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask
your bookseller to show you some
of the books listed below —

The Brand of

Good Books

THE SUNSET TRAIL
Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY
Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWORTHY. CON MAN
Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER
David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM
SHANTY CREEK
Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID
Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY
Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT
Johnston McCulley
Joseph Montague
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
MIRADOR TREASURE
Frank Lillie Pollock
David Manning
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
Mary Imlay Taylor
Emart
Kinsburn
THE CARVED TRAIL
William Morton
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
;. Whitman Chambers
Johnston McCulley
THE AVENGING TWINS
Joseph Montague
HAWKS OF HAZARD
Frank Lillie Pollock
HONEY OF DANGER
David Manning
BANDIT'S HONOR
Arthur Mallory
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
SILVER SPURS
Joseph Montague

tlELSEA HOUSE
t|^-14, |79-89
NEW SEVENTH
YORK CITYAV£.

7Sc

75c

HossFACE. — Whose hoss — Bill Hart's or
Tom
Mix's?
Eugene
are not
related.
Rod andLa George
RocqueO'Brien
is six
feet three inches, and weighs one hundred
and eighty-one pounds ; Ralph Forbes, six
feet ; weight one hundred and sixty-five
pounds. Francis X. Bushman weighs one
hundred and eighty-six pounds, James Hall
one hundred and fifty-six pounds, and Ronald Colman about one hundred and seventy
pounds. All three are five feet eleven
inches.
Jack Kale. — Neither Ramon Novarro
nor James Hall gives his home address.
No star can possibly open all his fan mail
himself, as a popular player receives hundreds of letters a week. I don't know any
other name for jNIyrna Loy except the one
she uses.
A Charles Farrell Fan. — I predict
that by next year every moviegoer will be
a Charles Farrell fan ! He is about
twcnly-two years old, six feet tall, and is
a brunette. He was born in East Walpole,
Massachusetts. I think that is his real
name. He is unmarried. Write him at
the Fox studio. His forthcoming films are
"The Escape" and "Luna Park." Neil
Hamilton is twenty-eight, ,a brunette, and
is five feet eleven inches. He was born it
Lynn, Massachusetts. His newest film is a
Paramount
"The Spotlight."
Florence
Vidor,picture,
at this writing,
is making
"A Celebrated Woman." Tim McCoy's
newest is "Foreign Devils."
Mary Brian Always. — You certainly
are a fan ! You know almost every film
Mary has appeared in — except "The Air
Mail," "Running Wild," and her recent
one, "Alan Power." "Peter Pan" was
Mary's very first film. She was discovered
taking part in a prologue at a movie theater in Los Angeles, and was given a screen
test. I believe she has no brothers or sisters.
Alfred Lunt plays on the stage, and was
selected last season by New York critics
as the best actor then playing. His movie
appearances have been only incidental in
his career. Yes, Stanley Price played on
the screen with Vera Gordon in "Your
Best Friend." I haven't the casts for some
of those old Vera Gordon films, so cannot
find anything else in which he played.
Johnny Hines was the hero in "Little
Johnny Jones," J. Warren Kerrigan in
"The Covered Wagon." Ethel Shannon
was
heroineScott
in "Charley's
Aunt."in
Mabel theJulienne
was the wife
"Times Have Changed;" the young girl
was played by Allene Ray. Sorry, I
haven't a record of the Wampas Baby
Stars for 1925. _ Clara Bow has played in
about thirty pictures — too many to list
here. Lawrence Gray's new pictures are
"After Midnight" (Metro-Goldwj'n) and
"Pajamas" (Fox). Thanks for the home
addresses
of Camilla Horn and Gosta Ekman.
May White. — I'm glad you received the
photograph of Norman Kerry. He was
born in New York, and is in his late thirties. He has been married thirteen years,
and has a ten-year-old daughter. He is
six feet two inches, and has dark hair and
hazel eyes. I don't know of any fan club
in his honor. His real name is Kayser.
Sylvia Smith. — It takes more than your
few questions to drive me to a rest cure.
I don't like rest cures ! Stars almost
never sign their o\/n letters to fans. It
is customary to send a quarter with a request for a photograph. Charles Farrell's

address is the Fox studio. Einar Hansen
was killed in an automobile accident last
Miss Phillis Ensign. — Now, Miss
Phillis,
don't you know that if I started
June.
sending out stars' photos to fans, I'd have
to give -up answering questions, because I
wouldn't have time for 'both? Write to
the stars themselves for their photographs.
Billie Dove has dark-brown hair. Laura
La Plante is a Monde. Blanche Sweet has
gra\- eyes.
Kathleen Collins, Tom Tyler Fan. —
Well, Tom is certainly getting along these
davs — in movies, not years. He was born
in 1903leeninCollins
Portis Henry,
marriedNewto York.
Guinn "Kath("Big
Boy") Williams. She has played recently
in "Satan Town," "The Border Patrol,"
opposite
Harry
"The
Overland
Stage," "The
Devil'sCarey,
Saddle,"
opposite
Ken
Maynard, and in "Temptation Isle" with
Conway
Tearle.
"The Ridin'
old
Richard
Talmadge
film. Streak" is an
QuedA. — Of course you like Dolores del
Rio ! So do we all ! Fox liked her so
much after the hit she made in "What
Price Glory" and "Resurrection" that they
have added new sequences to several unreleased films in which she appears, in order
to give her more footage and to star her.
Dolores was born in Durango, Mexico,
August 3, 1905 ; her maiden name was
Asunzolo. Prince Yucca Troubctzkoy had
a very brief screen career and then disappeared from the
so I don't
know where
youmovie
can horizon,
reach him.
Lois
Moran was 'born in Pittsburgh. Victor
Varconi was born in Hungary, Alarch 31,
1896. He is six feet tall and is a brunet.
Marceline Dav was born in Colorado
Springs, April 24, 1906.
June Bug. — Just a little out of season
by now, aren't 3"0u? Nothing happenef to
Theda Bara except that, cinematically
speaking, her type went out of vogue. She
played in several two-reelers for Hal
Roach last year. Wasn't Jackie Coogan
the star jockey in "Johnny, Get Your Hair
Cut?" Clara Bow has played in about
thirty pictures — too many to list here.
Long Distance Inquirer. — Will I send
you my picture ? Rat poison is really more
effective, I think. Leatrice Joy doesn't give
her
homewith
address;
you'll just
haveaddress.
to be
satisfied
her DeMille
Studio
Leatricethewasexact
born date.
in NewHerOrleans
; I don'tis
know
real name
Leatrice Joy Zeidler. She is divorced from
John Gilbert. Her latest picture is "The
Angel of Broadway." Ramon Novarro
was born February
6, 1899 ;was
no, born
he isn't
married.
Corinne Griffith
in
Texarkana, Texas, in 1898 ; I believe that
is her real name. Her next picture is
"The Garden of Eden."
A Clam Digger. — I should say you are
a "smart lady" — much too smart to 'be digging clams
! I think ofit'sinformation
an excellent about
idea
to keep
a notebook
the stars, and to copy bits of information
from this department each month. If every
one
would the
do that,
shouldn't
tell
all about
same I actor
overhave
and toover.
Lon Chaney was born April 1, 1883. Buck
Jonesday
was ofborntheinmonth.
1889, butCulleu
I don't Landis
know
the
seems to be engaged on serials most of
the time ; write to him at the Associated
Studios, Mission Road, Hollywood.
Rowena AIolling. — You must be that
(friend of Addison Sims of Seattle who
never forgets a name ! No screen star is
going to disappear from your horizon, is
he? Hope Hampton is appearing on
the stage in New York this winter ; she
has a beautiful singing voice. Her only
films in the past few years have been two-

Advertising Section
reel fashion pictures, done in color. Sigrid
Holmquist also made a colored two-reeler,
"Clothes
she has
not
been Alake
active the
on Woman,"
the screenbutotherwise.
lita Naldi has been living in Pari.s. Jewel
sCarmen is a former film favorite who
ihasn'thaspla\'ed
in anything
-She
had legal
difficultiessince
with"The
Fox Bat."
over
' a contract.
Ann films
Pennington's
profession is dancing;
are just real
a side
line
for her. Clara Horton has been .vorking
in Syd Chaplin's new picture, "The Fortune Hunter." Blanche Sweet has been
making two or three pictures a 3-ear. Her
most recent ones were "Diplomacy" and
"Singed." Helen Ferguson plays now and
then in films made by the smaller companies. The other players you ask about
are none of them active on the screen at
present. Jackie Coogan's supporting cast
in "Long Live the King," included Rosemary Theby, Ruth Renick, Vera Lewis,
Alan Hale, Allan Forrest, Walt Whitman,
Robert Brower and Raymond Lee. Stamps
are quite satisfactory in payment for a
star's photo. Jean Novelle was never featured in films. Henry in "Cradle Snatchers" was played by Nick Stuart.
John- E. Thayer, 18 Creighton Street.
Cambridge, Alassachusetts, would like to
have a picture of Cleo Madison, the iformer Universal star. He has been unable
to get one and would appreciate it very
much if any fan who has a photograph of
Miss Madison that he no longer wants
would pass it along.
Addresses of Players.
Richard Arlen, Raymond Hatton, Theodore
RohtTts. I>awrence Gray, Pola Negri. E.'Jther
Ralston.
NeilRaymond
Hamiltou.Griffith,
Ricliaril
Dix. Mary
AiloiplieBrian.
Mcnjou,
Katlirvn Cnrvi'r, Wallace Beery, Florence
A'idor. Donald
Keith,Arlette
Clara Marchal,
Bow, Chester
Conklin,
Olive Brook,
Kathlyn
Williams,
Charles
("Buddy")
Fred Thoinson, Margaret Quimby,Rogers,
Gary
Cooper.liamJames
Hall, Daniels.
Douglas Louise
MacLean,Brooks,
WilPowell, Bebe
Noah Beery, Emil .Tannings, Evelyn Brent,
and Margaret Morris, at the Paraniount Studio. Hollywood, California.
Rex tonio
Ingram,
RoyTerry,
d'Arcy,
AnMoreno, LewGwen
Cody,Lee,Alice
Ramon
Novarro. Norma Shearer, .John Gilbert, Zasu
Pitts, William Haines, Lon Chaney, Sally
O'Neil, Helena
Marion
Davies,
Conrad d'Algy,
N;^gel, Renee
LillianAdoree,"
Gish, Eleanor
Boardman. Paulette Duval, Karl Dane, Dorothy Sebastian, Lionel Barrymore, Tim McCoy, George K. Arthur, Lars Hanson. Joan
Crawford, Ralph Forbes, at the MetroGoldwyn Studio, Culver City, California.
Viliiia Baiiky. Ronald Colman, Douglas
Fairbanks. Jack Pickford, Mary Pickford,
Norma Talniadge, Constance Talmadge,
Buster Keaton, Corinne Griffith, and John
Barrymore. at the United Artists Studio, 7100
Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Lewis Stone, Colleen Moore, .Tack Mulhall,
Myrtle Stedman, Natalie Kingston, Joyce
Compton. Doris Kenyon, Jlilton Sills, Billie
Dove, Ken JIaynard, Richard Barthelmess,
Ben Lyon. Dorothy Mackaill, Harry Langdon, Mary Astor, Larry Kent, at the First
National Studio, Burbank, California.
Reginald Denny. Hoot Gibson, Mary Philbin. Laura La Plante. Marian Nixon, Lola
Todd. Art Aeord, Nina Romano, Josie
Sedgwick, Norman Kerry, William Desmond,
Kdimind CobI), .Tack Daugherty, George Lewis.
li:iyiiioiid Keane, at the Universal Studio, Univej-sal City, California.
William
Boyd.Burns,
Rod Lallira
Rocque.
Li^atrici'
Joy,
Ellin mid
Carita.
V( r;i
Reynolds.Varconi.
Ma id Sally
(•oh-nian,
B. Warnoy,
Victor
Rand,H. Elinor
Fair.
Jai-iiiii-line Lng.iii. K^'iinctli Thoinson. and
Joseph Striker, at tlu' Cecil DcMilli- Studio,
Culver Cily. California. Also Julia I-"aye.
Telie^'en.
BuckLowe,
Jones,Earle
George
TomLou Mix.
Eflniund
Foxe,0"Brien,
Janel:
Gaynor, Olive Borden. Richard Walling, Barry
Norton, Charles Farrell, Madge Bellamy, al
the Fox Studio, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
California.
Irene Rich. Dolores Costello, Louise Fazenda, Monte Blue, Sydney Chaplin. John
Patrick, Dorothy Devore, May McAvoy, Warner Oland, at the Warner Studios, Sunset and
■onson,
Los Angeles,
Marie Prevost.
John California.
Bowers, Jack Hoxie,
arrison Ford, Phyllis Haver, at Producers

Distrihiiting Corporation, Culver City, Californiii.
Ruth ITiatl . Mary Ann Jackson, at the Mack
Sennelt Sliiilio, 1712 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles. California.
Tom Tvler, Bolj Sti'ele, Frankie Da rro,
P.iizz r.arioii, Kit (;ii.ir(l, .\] Cooke-, al tlie
F. I',. wood.
(1. California.
Studio, 7.SO (iower Street, HollyBill
Coily.
Buddy Roosevelt,
Walter Miller,
at the Associated
Studios, Mission
Road,
Holh w.ioil. California.
Ijeor-e Ilaelcathorne, care of Hal Howe, 7
East I c,i-i\ see.iiid Street. New York City.
Allini' Bay. Gfll2 Hollywood Boulevard,
Holly waioil, California.
Robert Frazer, IDO.j Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles,
Patsy California.
Ruth Miller, 808 Crescent Drive,
Beverly Hills, California.
Robert Aguew, G357 La Mirada, Hollywood,
California.
Dorothy Revier, 1307 North Wilton Place,
Los Angeles, California.
Betty Francisco,
lywood, California. 117',{. Gower Street, HolJulanne
Garden Court Apartments, Johnston,
Hollywood. California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Ruth Clifford, 7G27 Emelita Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Rosemary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 073 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,
England.
JIabel Julienne Scott, Yucca Apartments,
Los Angeles, California.
Ethel Gray Terry, 1318 Fuller Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Harold
Lloyd. 6G40
Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood,
California.
Anna May Wong, 241 N. Figuera Street,
LosEileen
Angeles",
California.
Percy.
154 Beechwood Drive, Los
Angeles, Californi...
Buddy Jlessinger. 1131 N. Bronson Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Nazimova,
8080 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,
California.
Creighton
Hale,
Selig Studio, Hollywood.
California.
Herbert Rawlinson. 173.5 Highland Street,
Los Angeles. California.
604 Crescent Drive, BeverlyForrest
Hills, Stanley,
California.
Gertrude
Astor,
1421
Queen's Way, Hollywood. California.
Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Building, Hollywood,
California.
Virginia
Brown Faire, 1212 Gower Street,
Hollywood, California.
Johnny Hines, care of B. & H. EnterYork Citv. prises. West Forty-fourth Street, New
Theodor von EUz, 1722 Las Palmas, Hollywood, California.
erlvHenry
Hills, Walthall.
California.618 Beverly Drive, BevWilliam S. Hart. 6404 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Vivian Rich. Laurel Caiion, Box 799, R.
F. D. 10, Hollywood, California.
George Fawcett. care of The Lambs Club,
West Fortv-fourth Street, New York City.
Betty Blythe,
Laurel Avenue, HollyCalifornia. 1301
Estellewood, Taylor,
Barbara Hotel, Los Angeles,
California.
Pat O'Malley, 1832 Taft Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
Sally Long, 2G1 Crescent Drive, Beverly
Hills, California.
Gordon California.
Griffith. l.")23 Western Avenue, Los
Angeles,
Ruth Roland. 3828 Wilshire Boulevard, Los
Angeles. California.
Wallace MacDonald, 40.j Laurel Lane, Hollywood. California.
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untilget married
"We
can't ofget young
marriedmenuntilareI earn
Thousands
sayingmorethatmoney."
today.
Thousands of girls are giving that as the reason the
marriage date is being put off and off. Sometimes
it gets a little embarrassing, too, to have to keep on
giving that excuse. For no girl likes to admit that
the man she is going to marry is a jaihiref
It takes money to support a home these days.
And
you're of
right in 'waiting. But don't wait too long.
The
never years
return. youth are precious years. They will
Thousands
men foresight
have happy
prosperous
homes because ttiey hadof the
to prepare
themselves
for
throughCorrespondence
the home-study
courses
of
thethem
In1 advancement ternational
Schools.
Hundreds
of
j
salary
increases
of SIO,and$1.5$150anda S2.5
; report
Many
are
earning
week.a week.
Some
have doubled
and $75,
even$100
triplerl their salaries.
Some
'i are
earning
$10,000
and
$1-3,000
a
year.
Others
have
become
owners
of
businesses
of
their
own.
;i If the I. C. S. can help other men to raise their
salaries, it can help you. At least find out how. It
I won't
you to ask for our Free Booklets, but
; that
oneobligate
now.
Do simple
it for actHEK!may change your entire life. Do it
;1
Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
[ INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
i
"Tlie L'niver.^nl Vu'xersity"
Scranton,
Without costBoxor4578-D,
obligatinn.
please Penna.
send ine a copy of
your
booklet,
"Who
Wins
and
Why,"
and fullX;particulars
about the course before which I have marked
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
□□ Business
Industrial Management
Management nSalesmanship
□Advertising
□ Personnel Organization nBetter Letters
□□ Business
Traffic Management
nshow
Card Lettering
Law
□Stenography
and Typing
□ Banking and Finance □ English
Management □Civil Service
□ Accountancy(incIu<UngC.P.A.)^RaiIway Mail Clerk
Cost Accounting □ CommonSchool
School Subjects
□□□ iSookkeeping
Private Secretary GHigh
□Illustrating Subjects
□ Spanish □ French □Cartooning
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
□ Electrical Engineer Q. Architect
□•Architects' and
Blueprints
□□□ Electric
MechanicalLighting
Engineer □.Architectural
QContractor
Builder
Mechanical
Draftsman
Draftsman
□□ Machine
Shop
Practice
□Concrete
Builder
Eailroad Positions □Structural Engineer
□□ Gas
Operating □□Automobile
Chemistry □Pharmacy
Civil Engine
Engineer
Work
□ Surveying and Mapping □Airiilane Engines LI
□□ Metallurgy
□
Mining
□Agriculture
steam Engineering □ Kadio □Mathematics and Poultry
Name
Street Address
City
State
Occupation
FRENCH
// uon tional
resideCorrespondence
in CmGda,Srhools
send Canadian,
this rr^iiprmLimited,
to the Mfjntredl
InternaLOVE
DROPS
-nr-hanting
exotic elin^in^
perfume Learn
resistible ehnrm.
lours like luvers liijith to To i
.Just :i tiny drop is
of25 Hypnotism,
Mind Reading
Maglu-h. Full
98.- Complete
S1.2.J
<:. O.sizeD.lioule
Pecreii
netic rourse
Healing.
fascinalins
How toand
an exjjert.
hypnotize
at a glance,les-^uns.
make others
obeybecome
your
D ORO CO.
wishes,
in yourself
and others.
Invalualile overcome
to every badmanhabits
and woman,
executives,
salesmen,
Box 90, Vanck
Sta..
New
York
doctors, mothers, etc. Simple easy system. Learn at
Dept. P. P. I
hoijic.
Equals
$20 course ; only $1. Send stamps, cash
or money
order.
Educator
Press,Guaranteed.
Fuller BIdg., Jersey City. N. J.
Dept. H-5H.
T
CU
MrOGET
Trade ilirkNAME
V.ks. U S. Pat. CARDS
Off.
THE
LATEST
NOVELTY
50c. Per Book
best
makes—
UnderWorld's
wood, Remington.
Each book contains 50 perfect littie name ■ ardsprices smashed
to almostOliver
baif.—
size I Vx' V,black,
in genuine
lea hercase.
of
tan, Name
green
AChoice
perfect
nanne
card.
inorSend
Oldred. l-stamps,
ngli?h
type.
and completely
it's rebailt
yours
S
E
All«2late models,
and re- i
Price
complete
oOc,
coin
C
I
finishedbrandnew.GUARANTEEDforten
^^tS^SSB?^**
Free
» PR Trial
or money
Satisfaction
YEARS.Hctuai
Send machines
no money-in biK
FREE
catalog
te d or moneyorder.
refunded.
Ao€n(s guaranWanted,
Bhowa
fulltrial
colors.
GetLimited
our direct-toyouwriteeasytr,iin>/
pay.
MIDGET CARD SHOP
ment
plan
and
10-day
free
offer.
time,
so
International Typewriter Ex.. 186 W. Lake St. i:>t;pt. 173. Chicago
5q.
Harrisburg. Pa.
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Allied Merke
Institutes, Inc.
Dept. .3512, 512 Fifth Ave.,
New York City
f/
JfPlease
lease sena
send me —in _a ,
plain wrap-,
per —per— without cost or obligation—
obligation„ copy
of your
New
to Make
Hair book,
Grow," "The
describing
theWayMerke
System.
Name
,
iState whether Mr., Mrs., or Miss)

Address
City.

.State.

Fashions

in Etiquette Change

Good Form To-day is Different from
the Good Form of a Few Years Ago
The Very Last Word on the Subject of
By is
Correct Behavior
The
It Was Mary's First Dance
at a Fashionable Restaurant
Slie was distinctly ill at ease. She
didn't 'know just what to do. For
one thing,
she wasn't
certain
whether
she should
have kept
her
hat on. Other women were dancing without hats, and Mary wondered whether she were making
a All
"badthebreak"
by wearing
time, little
doubts ashers.
to the
correctness of her behavior kept
cropping up in her mind, so that,
on the whole, she spent a most uncomfortable evening.
Now if Mary had only been one
of the cured"wise
virgins" and had sea copy of
The

Book
By

of

ETIQUETTE
Laura Alston Brown
before going out that night, and
had read up the section devoted to
"Restaurant Dancing," she would
have enjoyed herself every moment
of the time, instead of being
harassed by a series of annoying
perplexities. She would have
known just how to proceed, what
to do regarding her hat, wrap,
gloves, and other belongings, what
to order at table — everything, in
fact, that would tend to make the
evening pass smoothly and pleasantly.
The dollar spent for THE
BOOK OF ETIQUETTE would
have been one of the best investments of her career.
No one can afford to be
without this book

Book

of

ETIQUETTE
LAURA

ALSTON

BROWN

Every Possible Topic
dealing vuith the social relationships in which
human beings participate is covered in this
comprehensive volume of 244 pages. In
all, 176 topics are treated. These include:
The Etiquette of
Accepting or DeclinChristenings
ing Invitations
Conduct of the Engaged
Funeral Etiquette
Girl
Courtesy to Servants
Conduct of the Engaged
The Woman who
Man
Travels
Entertaining Guests
Automobile Etiquette
Table Manners
Public Dances
Calling Customs
Letters of Intioduction
Street-car Etiquette
The Etiquette of Sport
Wording of Invitations
OTHER VOLUMES OF ETIQUETTE
— MAXY OF THEM NOTHING LIKE
AS COMPREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50 TO $5
■'The Book of Etiquette," by Laura Alston
Brown, the most complete, up-to-date and
authoritative work of the kind ever issued,
is priced at
ONE
DOLLAR
In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding
Order from Your Bookseller or from
CHELSEA
HOUSE, Publishers
79 Seventh Avenue, New York

Sentimentally
Correct

Gift

Package

of DMndion

\H RisTMAS gifts to sweetheatts,
whether they are mothers,
wives or just the best girl on earth,
are never considered complete
without the added gift of the
famous Mi Choice Gift Package.
Mi Choice — the perfection of all
box chocolates — is sentimentally
correct, no matter to whom it is
presented or what the occasion.
Each exquisite tidbit is a dainty
surprise. An assortment of centers and coatings never equaled.
Creamy, true fruit fillings— crispy
nuts and a dozen other delights.
Antl over all superb chocolate
coatings possible only by the fourteen day process of preparation
employed by Bunte Brothers.
Whether it is mother, wife or
sweetheart confirm her impression
of your faultless taste by giving
the perfect gift — Mi Choice— the
perfection of all box chocolates.
If your dealer cannot supply you,
send us |1.50 and we will mail
the one pound Mi Choice Package, postage prepaid. Also in two,
three and five pound packages.
BUNTE
BROTHERS
Est. 1876 • CHICAGO
Makers of Diana "Stuft^' Confections

Candy — The Unmersal Gift — appropriate and appreciated
alnvays. Fary your gifts of candy ivith these three packages of
distinction — '•'■Home Made Suoeets" "Tri Assortment" and
Bunte Milk Chocolates. Bunte quality in both candy and package.
1200 KINDS FROM WHICH
TO CHOOSE

CANDIES
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Rising

Stars

Pictures
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Already these brilliant young stars
have won the plaudits of screen
critics all over the world for their
impressive performances in one or
another of the outstanding pidtures
of the year — ^"What Price Glory,"
" Seventh Heaven", "Sunrise", "Loves
of Carmen" or other recent Fox releases.
But watch them in their coming pictures! Their rise toward the heights
of artistic accomplishment is scarcely
begun! For youth is still theirs — and
all their splendid achievement thus
far is but a brilliant promise of the
finer artistry still to come with the
maturing of their genius.
When other present-day favorites of
the screen have passed into oblivion,
these youthful Fox stars will be at
the very 2,enith of their triumphant
careers !

lois Moran

Olive Borden
Thus has William Fox not only assured the present preeminence of Fox
Pidures, but also provided for the
future so that Fox Pidtures may continue to be outstanding artistic and
dramatic successes.
JnmeCollyer
<r*^ MORENO iji
OLIVE(^ure
BORDENandand S^e
ANTONIO
*'Come andTo CHARLES
My House'*FARRELL hi
JANET GAYNOR
DOLORES DEL "jth
RIO andHeaven"
VICTOR McLAGLEN hi
GEORGE "Loves
O'BRIENof andCarmen"
LOIS MORAN hi
"Sharpshooters"
MADGE
BELLAMY in
Legs"
JUNE COLLYER "Silk
and WILLIAM
RUSSELL hi
"Womanand Wise"
MADGE BELLAMY
MARY DUNCAN hi
"Very Confidential"

William

Fox

Pictur
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the Fans Think
.
.
An open forum of discussion by our readers.

^'Stand and Deliver''
.
A photo of Rod La Rocquc and Lupe Velez in a scene from that fibn.

.

.

15
\6

,

Here To-day, Gone To-morrow
.
,
.
. Malcolm H. Oettinger
Luncheon at Montmartre on \\'ednesday offers one food for thought.
Never an Emerald without a Flaw
.
.
. Myrtle Gebhart .
Reveabng the ph}sical imperfections of some of our most popular stars.

J8

Why

20

Are the Stars So Unhappy?
Various answers to that queition.

.

.

.

Yet Another Boy Wonder
.....
His name is Freddie Fredericks, and he's only five years old.
A Twinkling, Twinkling Little Star
.
.
.
Dorothy Devore has no desire to be tragic.
The

Helen Louise Walker

Alma

Talley

Child Who Was
Abused"
....
Margaret Reid
Buster Keaton smilingly looks back on his rough-and-tumble childhood.

'*The Ghost Walks''
Mignon
In other words, it"s pay day — and that's no joke on the movie lots.
No Temperament Here!
Photos of some of the most popular of the dog stars.
Manhattan Medley
News and impressions of film folk visiting in New York.

22
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Alma

25
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27

Rittenhouse
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30

Talley

That Rata Avis — a ^*Nice" Boy
....
Ann Sylvester
Buddy Rogers is one of the few.
_^
Favorite Picture Players .
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.
,
Rotogravure photos of several favorites.
What Is a Year Worth to a Star?
.
.
. Elizabeth Petersen
Estelle Taylor mourns over her j-ear of high-salaried idleness.
The Stroller ........
Carroll Graham
A roving humorist's comments on life in Hollywood.
William H. McKegg
The Word '^Star"— What Does It Mean? .
Very, very few players have a real right to that title.
Wuxtra! .
The cub reporter does his stuff.
The

Face on the Cutting-room Floor
But Eve Southern has at last retrieved it.

»

Hollywood High Lights ......
Paragraphs of news from the movie town.

•

34
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43
44
46
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Dorothy Wooldridge

49

Edwin and Elza Schallert
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Ann Sylvester
Good-by Ena!
Hello, Marian! ....
It was a lucky day when Ena Gregory became Marian Douglas.
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Gone are the days! Gone are the days when the sweet, simpering doll-faced
heroine ruled the world of shadows! Gone are the days of too-heroic
heroes, of bushy-browed "heavies" and their deep, dark villainies.
It's a new world! A new public, impatient of the old, eager
>r the new, is demanding new screen personalities attuned to these changing times. And Paramount
has them! Here they are, all your favorites,
all united in one common cause —
keeping the name

Paramount

supreme

in motion pictures as it has been
for fifteen
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next picture,
* Clara Bow shows
/ Man".
you howAdolphe
to '^'Get Meiijou
\ our
plays the part of
strugglins^ violinist in ''Serenade".

^

son" is
/fi*!/ FredCarThomson's
next, the thrilling
andromantic story of one
of the most pictur
esque characters
in American, „

Paramount
Picture it's the
best show in town!"

^ Flaming V
Youths" arc these
two hoys, W. C. Fields
and Chester Conklin
You've no idea what
great comedy team
they make
gether!
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FAVORITES?

PT-VERY fan asks himself that question as he considers the
many new faces on the screen and the claims made for these
newcomers by their recently won admirers. But what of the
stars who have held- their own year after year? Are they being
dimmed' by the brightness of the youthful contenders for their
places ? Will they soon step down into supporting roles, or retire
altogether?
Edwin Schallert, in Picture Play for March, will cover this
subject thoroughly and impartially, giving you his analysis of this
extremely interesting situation. Don't miss it.
There is Much You Shouldn't Miss
in the next number. For example. Myrtle Gebhart will give you
her impressions of ''Ramona," formed during her visits with
Dolores del Rio and Warner Baxter during their work in this
important picture. Gilbert Roland, Phyllis Haver, and Alice
White are only a few of the players who will be represented by
interviews. All the regular departments will be unusually informative and sparkling, and such a timel)^ question as "Do the , ,^
Stars Answer Fan Letters ?" will be answered conclusively by a \^
fan whose experiences as a collector of letters and photographs
will bring hope to those who from time to time complain that
the stars ignore their fans. Every page of the next Picture
Play will rate one hundred per cent.
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"The Blue Danube"
Starring Leatrice Joy, with Joseph Schildkraut and Nils Asther. Directed by Paul
Sloane. Associate Producer, Ralph Block.
A
witching title for a . rarely_ beautiful
romance.

See
Youth —
Beauty —
Imagination —
Burning
Romance

«The Red Mark"
iWith Nena Quartaro, Gaston Glass, Rose
Dione and Gustav Von Seyfferthz. Personally directed by James Cruze. Remember the famous "Ticket of Leave Man"?
iThis is that sort of a gripping drama and
.presents
Nena picture.
Quartaro, a real "find," in
her very first

«The
Night
Starring
William Flyer"
Boyd and featuring
Jobyna Ralston. Directed by Walter Lang
under the supervision of James Cruze. A
railroad drama as powerful and fast moving as the "20th Century Limited."

"Hold 'Em, Yale"
Starring Rod La Rocque. Directed by E.
H. Griffith. Produced by Hector TurnbuU.
is
The title tells the story, but it can't tell
how fascinating this gem of college stories
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Producers International Corporation,
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Cured of Blindness, She Sees Her First Movie.

my first movie to-day, and it was "Ben-Hur."
I ISAW
am thirty-one years old and, until recently, had
been blind all my life. So movies were not for me.
But now, thank Heaven, I can enjoy them. I think
Ramon Novarro is the handsomest man I ever saw, and
he can act !
I was particularly pleased with a letter in this department from Consuelo Marsh, for she is for Novarro, as
I am. Long live Novarro, and all those who had anything to do with the making of "Ben-Hur!" Oh, it's
just wonderful to be able now to see movies and everything.
Everything is so wonderful. I just want to sing
praises all day. This is a very incoherent missive, but it
comes
a full heart. If I see it in print, I'll believe
in Santafrom
Claus.
"Happy" Louise Bayes.
Why Are the Stars Such Cradle Snatchers?
With such fine leading men to choose from as Varconi, Brook, Nagel, Kerry, and a dozen more, why do
the producers permit some of the women stars to pick
leading men who are from five to ten years younger
than themselves ? It makes the star look ridiculous and
cramps the man's st^-le. Consider, for instance, Lillian
Gish with Ralph Forbes, Mary Pickford with Buddy
Rogers, Norma Talmadge with Gilbert Roland, Pola
Negri with Nils Asther, and Pauline Starke with Ben
Lyon. It's ridiculous. Leave youth to youth. The
same holds for some of the male stars, who have leading women from ten to twenty years younger than
themselves.
If Mae Murray returns to the screen, I suggest that
little Philippe de Lacy be put under lock and key.
She will be looking for a new leading man and Philippe
won't be safe.
Steve R. Dorgan.
2209 Telegraph Avenue,
Oakland, California.
He'd Spend It All Again — and on the Movies.
I wonder if, to the movie-going public, the movies
ever mean more than entertainment. Do they ever
stop to think how much they have gained?
Before a serious illness, over five years ago, I was
an enthusiastic movie fan, averaging from four to six

Fans

Think

movies a week. Then sickness came, with almost three
years of hospital life. In the hospital, practically penniless, Iwas asked, "Don't you wish now that you had
the money that you have spent on movies?" My
answer was then, as it is to-day, "If in order to get
that money, I had to give up the memory of pleasant
hours at the movies and the great part they played in
building
my character,
I would has
not, been
and do
not, while.
want it."I
All I have
spent on movies
worth
am fighting my way back to health after all those years
of sickness. It is hard sometimes, but the things the
movies taught me make it easier. I love beauty — it is
in the movies. I love life — it is in the movies. I can't
at present afford many movies or many magazines, but
hope to soon.
I have gained much and lost nothing by attending
movies. And my gratitude and good wishes go to all
who have made this gain possible.
Laurence R. Bender.
Lafayette, Indiana.
The Death of June Mathis.
Once again, the life of a film celebrity has been
snuffed out. I am referring to that queen of scenario
writers, June Mathis. She should never be forgotten,
for she gave great things to the world — especially her
discovery of Rudolph Valentino. I have not yet seen
"Ben-Hur," but I venture, to say it will always stand
out as her greatest scenario contribution to the movingpicture industry.
And her death was so tragic. She .was just at the
theater for an enjoyable evening when suddenly she
threw her arms about her mother's neck and cried,
"Oh, mother! I'm dying! I'm dying!" Those were
her last, sobbing words.
It is a consolation, however, to think of June Mathis
meeting on the other side othei-s of the film world who
have passed on — Rudolph Valentino. Barbara La Marr,
our laughing, sm.iling Wallace Reid, and Earle Williams. And there are so many others who were cut
off in the midst of their glory — Lucille Ricksen, Olive
Thomas, Florence La Badie, Marv Thurman, Bobby
Harron, Harold Lockwood, Martha Mansfield, and that
first funster of the screen, John Bunny. And last, but
not least, our beloved Charles Emmett Mack, w4th his
ambitiously boyish face.
Continued on page 10
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May June i/Tathis never be forgotten !
She may have made the crossing, but let
us keep her always in our minds and hearts
— keep her there because of the many
happy hours she has given us.
Maktin Boyer.
80 Hemlock Street, St. Thomas, Ontario,
Canada.
A Bone to Pick with Novarro.
Consuelo Marsh picked on the right
bone when she picked on Joan Perula.
Novarro is everything Miss Marsh said he
was, and more. He ought to be called
"The Spirit of the Movies."
But ! I have a bone to pick with him.
A brand-new one. Is he trying to break
'his noble record of being his own noble
self by letting rumors become public that
he is leaving- the screen to enter a monastery_ or to become a singer? If these
stories are false, he ought to put a stop to
them right now. If they are true, he is
like the faithful animal who suddenly
turns upon its master — he will desert the
people he has taught to admire him.
He has built for himself a very high
standard, through his quiet disposition, reserved manner and respectability. I have
never read anything harmful about him.
Those who have criticized him have yet to
give a real reason for doing so.
Because he does not give us the acting
that John Gilbert does, is not saving that
he cannot. He probably knows better
than to act so foolishly to please his fans.
Novarro fans, if you admire him as you
say you do, don"t ever insult him again by
saying he should have played m pictures
which were given to John Gilbert.
M. W. N.
New York City.
What Silly Nonsense About Valentino !
_ It gave me excrucia Jng pain to read the
silly drivel which was incorporated in a
letter from one Mercia Stanhope relating
to Rudolph Valentino.
Valentino was a fine actor, and, as such,
deserves a certain amount of praise. However, Ican only remonstrate with a fewsobs when any one who lays claim to even
a feeble intelligence makes the statement
that "Rudolph Valentino did more toward
making this gray old world
endurable to
countless thousands than all the philanthropists, government officials and missionaries^ that ever lived."
Might I point out to this ladv that svf.h a
statement reveals a surprising lack of emotional control, as well as a surprising
Ignorance of the subject in hand? Rather
than waste my time further, I will refer
the lady to the lives of such men as Abraham Lincoln and Andrew Carnegie, whose
contributions to the world have affected
many millions of people, and in a far more
valuable and helpful fashion than Valentino ever could have.
J. A. KOUWENHOVEN.
Wesleyan
University,
Middletown, Connecticut.
In Defense of Gilbert and Garbo.
Rene Wallington said, in the November
Picture Pl.'vy, "I used to be awfully
amused when I read rotten things about
John Gilbert, whom I loathe, but when I
read such things about my own star — then
\i hurts!" To read that, one would think
Miss Wallington was the only fan in the
world with her own particular star. What
about the thousands who have chosen John
Gilbert as their own star? She appears
to have forgotten them. You can bet it
hurts them, too, when he is unjustly criticized, also when an unutterably rude person
says shesuggest
"loathes"
! Wallington
I would
thatliimiliss
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of his films is being shown, and drag you
into the theater by force? If I dislike a
player, I simply ignore him.
And of all the crazy questions — "Where
would
without when
his mustache!''
almost hehadbehysterics
I read thatI
gem! He is the same charming John of
the old Fox films. ]\Iaybe he has acquired
an air of sophistication and the aforesaid
mustache, but these only add to his attractiveness.
What does his private life matter to anv
one but himself? He has never pretended
to be a saint, and he is a romantic, devilmay-care figure on the screen, bringing
glowmg color into drab lives.
I must admit that he is being starred
in too many flaming love dramas with lurid
ing.
titles, but the producers are to blame for
that. He submerges his own personality in
all his roles, and his versatility is amazTo his slanderers again — remember the
pitiful, bewildered, tired and dirty doughboy of "The Big Parade," the dashing
Bardelys. the struggling poet of "La BoThis person further stated, "Can't any heme" and, years ago, the "Count of Monte
one see that he can't act any more than a Cnsto," and "Shame,'' the picture that
lamp-post can?" Gilbert can't act? Ye made me a (Gilbert fan. Forget "Flesh and
If heto can't,
who thiscan?
the memorable perIgods!
will venture
state that
personNobody!
did not the Devil"—formanceexcept
of Lars Hanson— and "His
Hour,"
the Glyn brainstorm.
see "The Big Parade," "Monte Cristo" or
Gertrude Westenberg.
any of Gilbert's' really great pictures. If
ton.
he did happen to see either of these pic334 Randolph Avenue, Seattle, Washingtures and can still sa\- Gilbert can't act any
more than a lamp-post, all I can say is
that he is absolutely hopeless as a judge
Concerning Jack and Leatrice.
of good acting! Gilbert is, without a sinThis
letter is written just to show^ how
gle doubt, the greatest actor on the screen,
and neither Barrymore nor Novarro can blindly some people condemn, and others
hold a candle to him!
Hazel I. We.\therstox.
I am bert.not
this Itoadmire
"pan" John
Gilpraise.
On thewriting
contrarj^
his acting
210 Wellington
"Street,
North,
Hamilton,
very
much.
Nor
am
I
writing
it
to
praise
Ontario, Canada.
Leatrice Joy, whom I also admire.
At the time of Leatrice's divorce from
I wonder if the stars read and are in- Jack,
the newspapers and magazines pubterested in these columns? If they do, I
lished many articles about it, and every
hope they are wise enough to ignore such single one condemned Leatrice and praised
pitifully ignorant letters as the one writ- Jack. One article said that when Leatrice
ten against Greta Garbo and John Gilbert
sued for divorce. Jack "fell into pits of
in the No\-ember issue. Fancy any poor deepest
hardly talking to any
individual daring to criticize people who one, and despair,"
his large, piercing, brown
have worked hard enough to earn incomes e\-es filled"with
Othera
that would buy out the slinger of the articles told with
how unutterable
he loved herwoe."
and what
aforementioned brickbat! Isn't there a terrible blow it was to him. All these articles painted him as a loving, suffering
very wise little motto, "Chac un a sou
husband and naturally aroused pity.
I was entertained by John Gilbert in his
But what of Leatrice? Some articles
home in June, 1926, and I found him
said
she certainly didn't know zvhat she
charming, witty, sincere, simple and ut- wanted,
divorcing such a handsome husterly unaffected and unspoiled.
cjdiitF"
But her very- good reasons for
Greta Garbo is lovely, and satisfies mil- divorcingband.him
were given no notice at all.
While
Jack
was showered with sympathy,
lions of fans. She certainly isn't going to
give up her career for the benefit of one
lone fan who, for no reason at all, is Leatrice was -unjustly criticized. Her only
words were, "I am so disappointed — I
prejudiced against her.A Truthful Fan.
thought
we were
going
Dear, trusting
Leatrice
! to be happy.''
Clinton, Massachusetts.
And yet the^- blindly condemned her and
praised John. Justice? No!
In conclusion, I want to praise Picture
In answer to "Extremely Anti-Garbo
Pl.\y.
It was the only magazine that concan you imagine Greta
demned neither, but merely said that the
andGreat
Gilbertheavens,
:"
affair
was
unfortunate. L. Y.
Garbo playing in "Anti-Garbo and GilAllentown, Pennsylvania.
bert's" idea of a "good, clean picture?"
By all means, no ! Would the public like
her, a la Bebe Daniels, in a Harold Lloyd
A Series of Protests.
picture? Garbo is foreign. Let's hope
May an English fan be allowed to prothat she remains so and doesn't try any
test against the scarcit}' in Picture Play
college pictures, and that Gilbert doesn't of articles and photographs of Ricardo
try any comedies.
We can't think of a greater pair in a Cortez? How many fans Ricardo has in
more appropriate picture than those two in the U. S. A. I haven't the slightest notion,
but this I do know — he has plenty over
"Flesh and the Devil."
here who eagerly look every month for
Extremely Pro-Garbo and Gilbert.
Newark, Ohio.
news of him, but in vain.
Also,
I wonder
many ofthat
Ricardo's
agree
with me how
in thinking
he has
This is the revolt of a faithful John fans
Gilbert admirer against the slams and slurs never been given a decent chance to show
that are hurled upon him from all sides. what he can do. He is' one of that gallant
To his slanderers— if you dislike him and band who struggle ever onward, taking
his pictures so intensely, why go to see the rough with the smooth, but never
Continued on page 12
him ? Does some one rope you, when one

use a little more care in her selection of
words. She might remember, too, that
others are hurt, just as she was, when
their star is criticized.
And why not have a little more consideration for thetrying
stars'to feelings?
Are atthey
not humans
do their best
all
times? Of course they arc, so give them
a fair chance.
As for "Extremely Anti-Garbo and Gilbert," I cannot express my feelings
strongl}- enough to say what I think of
that person ! I think both !Miss Garbo
and Mr. Gilbert are well rid of a so-called
fan club that would disband at the mention of an "affair" wliich doubtless was
grossly
for whatsoever
publicity's sake.
The clubexaggerated
had no proof
that
said "affair" was in any way truthful. And
did
"Anti-Garbo"
fan have
proofAs that
AlissthisGarbo
received her
letter?
he
■— or she — did not mention having had any
such proof, I think not — so why be so hard
on one of the finest dramatic actresses of
the present day ?
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how

had
she
found
time
during his spare time without a
WELL, Jim — told you I had a sur- piano
teacher. I found that thousands 'of others
prise for you !"
learned tO' play their ifavorite musical
She beamed at her husband, de- had
instruments in this same delightful, easy
hghted
he
was. tO' see how surprised — and pleased — way, and so I decided to enroll for a course
And I was astonished, too. Quite casually in piano playing."
she had gone to the piano, 'sat down — and
"But you didn't tell me anything about
pla^-ed! Played beautifully — though I had it," Jim said.
never seen her touch a piano before. I
"Well, you see, that was my big surprise.
didn't even 'know that she could read notes. Ever
since I received my first lesson I've
Neither of us could conceal our curiosity.
been practicing by myself — during the day
"How did you ever do it?" her husband while you've been away at business. I
asked. "When did you find time to prac- turned m}-- spare moments between housekeeping and shopping into
tice?"
^
something
pleasant and
"And
who
is
j-our
teacher
I added.
Which Do You Want
to Master in a
"If you planned to surprise
"Wait, wait !" she laughed.
" certainly sucme
— you've
Few Months?
profitable.
"One
question
at
a
-time.
I
ceeded," said Jim.
have no teacher, that is, no
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano
Drums and Traps
Organ
private teacher, and I do my
Mandolin .
Violin
Harmony and
Learn to Play at Home
Piccolo
practicing between dishes."
'C
el
lo
Clarinet
Composition
"No teacher?"
Harp
This story is typical. There
Sight Singing
Flute
are thousands of men and
Ukulele
"No — I learned to play the
Trombone
women who have turned their
piano an entirely nezv way
Cornet
Guitar
Saxophone
— without ia teacher. You see,
spare moments into valuable
Voice
and
Speech
Culture
time. In hours that would
all my life I -wanted to play
Automatic
Finger
Control
otherwise be wasted, they
some musical instrument, and
Piano Accordion
have learned to play _ their
the piano appealed to me most.
Banjo (Plectrum,
or Tenor) 5-string
favorite musical instruments
I thought I'd never learn how
to play it, though — for I
through the U, S. School of
Music.
haven't much time to spare,
Are you letting priceless moments slip by
and I thought it would take long, long
hours of hard, work and stud.v. And I when you could be learning to pla}- some
musical instrument — easily, quickl)-?
thought it would be expensive, too."
can not go wrong. First
_ "Well, it is hard work, and it is expen- youYouare simply
told how a thing is done, then by
sive," Isaid. "Why, I have a sister " illustration
and diagram you are slwzvii
"I know,"
laughed,the"butnew/ learned
play
the pianoshe through
simplifiedto how, and when you play — you hear it.
method. Sometime ago I saw an announceThus you Qctualli" teach yourself to bement of the U. S. School of Music. It told
come an accomplished musician right in
how a 3 oung man had learned to play the your own home. Without any long hours

to practice?
of tedious
practice.
esting scales
you learnWitliout
how to diill
play orrealunintermusic
from
real
notes.
Here is your chance to become a good player
■— quickly — without a teacher. The U. S.
School of Music will make you a capable and
efficient player. Many of our pupils now have
tras.
positions with 'professional bands and orchesDemonstration Lesson FREE
Half a million people have already taught
themselves to play their favorite instruments
right in their own home. To prove that you,
too, can learn music this fascinating way, let
us send you our free book, "Music Lessons in
Your Own markable
Home"
fully include
explains also
this our
remethod.which
We will
Free Demonstration Lesson.
Mail Coupon Today
Remember
— itare'is innot earnest
text lateabout
to become
musii'ian.
If you
wantinga capable
to play your
favorite pinessinstrument
if youpopularity
really want
gainthisnewcoupon
hapand increase— your
— sendto off
at once.everything.
Forget theReadold-fashioned
that "talent"
means
theto play,
list ofandidea
instruments
the
decidewillwhichdo you
want
the U.costS. ofto.School
ofaleft,few
Music
the
rest.
At
the
average
only
pennies a day! Act NOW. Clip and mail this
coupon today,
andwillthebe fascinating
free
book andNo Demonto you5311
at once.
obligation.stration
U. S.LessonSchool
of sent
Music.
Brunswick
Bldg.,
New York City.
U. S. School of Music
5311 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
Please
yourintroduction
free book by"Music
Lessons
Your
Own send
Home"ime with
Dr. Frank
Crane.in
Demonstration
i\n'\ particulars
am interested inLesson
the foIlo^ving
course: of your offer. 1

nave yon above instrument?.
Name. ...
(Please AVrite Plainly i
.\ddr.
City

.State.
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Continued from page 10
seeming to get beyond a certain point.
Why, oh, why, is it? He has the ability
and personality, and I defy anybody to
find a handsomer fellow on the screen.
Why
doesn't
director,
as
DeMille,
takesome
him great
and give
him such
a real
chance worthy of his talent? It makes me
sick to see these youngsters, who have
barely
succeeding
beingboosted left
up college,
to the skies,
while and
a really
great actor, who is capable of great things
is left on the shelf because of the inabilityof the powers that be to sec an inch in
front of their noses.
Now comes the crowning insult of all.
I hear he is to play comedy! Ye gods I
And with that face, and those passionate
e3 es ! Are the movie folk totally mad? —
for I am really beginning to think so. Comedy should be left entirely to such splendid portrays of it as Raymond Griffith
and Reginald Denny. Cortez certainly has
neither the face nor style for burlesque of
an\- description.
Having got this load off my chest, I
vvould like to say a few words in defense
of John Gilbert. I w^as horrified to read
"Extremely Anti-Garbo and Gilbert's" letter in the IsTovember is-sue. I entirely agree
with her about Greta, who I think is a
perfectly inane-looking little idiot, and
how in the world she became so popular
I surely don't know, for she can't do a
thing but raise her eyebrows in that absurd manner of hers. But with regard to
Gilbert, I must positively disagree. She
dares to say he "can't act!" I would like
to know what she considers is acting; and
as for calling him a "moonface." I shudder to think what the Gilbert followers
will h'ave to say to this. I admit that there
are far too many of those "lovesick dramas," as she terms them, but Gilbert has
shown .what he can do by "The Big Parade," which was anything but a lovesick
drama.
\^iolet S. d'A. Wade
25 Hal ford Road, Ley ton, E. 10, Essex,
England.
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And is Renee Adoree just a "plump
French peasant girl?" Judging by her
work in "Exchange of Wives" and "Mr.
Wu" and "The Show,"' no, but by that
one picture, "The Big Parade," yes.
Don't be so prejudiced, Pacita.
But, hark, I do agree ^^•ith ^vliss Lerma
in her exposal of Olive Borden. Now let
me be a little prejudiced myself — to wit,
Olive Borden is the most egotistical actress there is. If she weren't, she
wouldn't 'pose and act up so much. And
as to Miss Borden's being beautiful — well,
I know verbial
several
couldn't
the Bebe
procandle to,sfie
among
themhold
Greta,
Daniels and Lya de Putti.
Last of all, let me make amends for
this critical letter by handing a big bouquet to Picture Play as the most interesting and instructive cinema magazine
on the market, and another to the "What
the Fans Think" department.
Dan Rohrig.
Harmony, Indiana.

Such Ill-Breeding!
I cannot help remarking on what William Bo.vd is quoted to have said to Pola
Negri — namely, that he didn't think she
was beautiful, that she wasn't the greatest
screen actress 'by a long shot, and that, furthermore, he was going home. Such utter
lack of courtesy toward a woman merely
shows ill-breeding and ignorance.
I do not say that Pola Negri is really
beautiful, but then what is mere beauty?
She is a woman of great intelligence and
rare charm. She is one of the most distinctive and well-dressed women on the
screen. She is one of the few actresses who
is just as compelling in rags as she is in
silks. Her roles in "Passion," "Gypsy
Blood," "Shadows of Paris," "Forbidden
Paradise" and "Hotel Imperial" proved
her to be the greatest actress of the
cinema.
In a recent issue of Picture Play, Miss
Alarie O'Hara said that she used to like
Pola Negri, but that since she had married Prince Serge Mdivani only nine
months after the death of Rudolph Valentino, she didn't absurd!
care for Does
Pola any
How perfectly
the more.
mere
fact of her marriage lower her prestige as
an actress? Isn't it about time for the
fans to realize
that aflfair?
a star's private life is
absolutely
her own
Rock Rapids, Iowa.J. DOXALD HOBEN.

Two Brickbats and a Few Bouquets.
There seem to have been a great many
letters about Norma Shearer lately, and
of
descriptions,
Leo'sDidis the
the
best all
— "athe mere
clothes John
rack."
Norma Shearer fans see her in "His
Secretary?"
If they
how
they
could like
her !did.SheI don't
went seearound
with a stiff neck all during the movie.
Speaking of Jack and Greta, I always
Why Pola is Criticized.
thought
Gilbert's
pictures
just
about theJack
berries
until he
teamedwere
up with
Edith Pcrrin's letter in a recent number
of Picture Play afforded m.e a great deal
the eye-rolling !Miss Garbo.
of amusement. Aliss Perrin wished to
^ly idea of acting is done by such peo- know,
with much indignation, just why
ple as Billy Haines. Richard Dix, Norma
Talmadge. Clara Bow and Doug and every one was "handing brickbats by the
Alary.
I would
few- tomorebe dozen to Pola Negri." Miss Perrin fursuch actors.
Lonappreciate
Chaney isa not
ther announced that we should respect another's grief.
left out. He's what I call a humdinger,
Aly dear young lady, allow me to enand I don't mean maybe ! I have seen
lighten you. The American public has
most all of hisA pictures,
and he can't
beat.
Massachusetts
Fax. be every sympathy for sincere grief. But for
Orange, ^Massachusetts.
insincerity, it has none. We are a straightnot
Down with Gilbert! Bring Back Cullen thinking,
taken in byreasoning
an actresspeople
who w'ho
sheds are
copious
Brunettes, Gilbert and Garbo.
Landis!
tears over her fiance's death one year, and
prances merrily to the altar the next. As
I noticed in a recent issue that L. B. D.
a nation, we are more than sympathetic,
Why Why
can't we
Landis
said that blondes screen better, and arc back?
musthave
he, our
the Cullen
best actor
on
better, than brunettes. I suppose Gloria the screen, play in serials while John but we have not yet reached the point
wheresimulated
we cannot
doesn't screen well? Or Pola? Or Bebe? Gilbert, who can't act at all, is a star? and
grief.distinguish betvi'een real
Or Estelle? I will say that Vilma Banky Is that fair? John Gilbert is the mateI lost all patience when I read passionis about the most gorgeous and beautiful
rialistic type, the woman chaser, the pawate defenses of Miss Negri. There is not
girl on the screen, in my opinion, but still,
ing
type
of
lover,
while
Cullen
Landis
is
an
actress on the stage or screen who has
we have some swell ones with dark eves
the spiritual type, the gentle, tender, whim- taken more pains to air her frequent love
sical lover. I want him back most aw- affairs than has Pola Negri. We are conand
cute? hair. And isn't little Sally O'Xeil
fully, and I am positive that there must
stantly confronted with her latest amours;
Why give Gilbert a lot of praise? Is be many others who agree with me.
Before I close, I want to bestow a whole we are continually hearing her impassioned
he worth it? Not much! He's already
so wrapped up in himself that, with anv horticultural garden on Gary Cooper. He protests,
love!
It is not
for me!"
And now "Ah
we arc
expected
to sympathize
is
a
splendid
actor,
and
I
know
he
will
more
bunk
and
flattery,
he'll
be
a
regular
fiop in no time. I think Bill Haines and
with this
because
death
has "frail,
robbed broken
her of flower"
one man
and
his ability in "Beau Sabreur."
Ronald Colman deserve much praise. Es- prove
Here's
to
Picture
Play,
the
best
magaforced
her
to
get
herself
another.
It is a
pecially Ronald. Could Gilbert have plaved
zine on the market to-day ! Long may it
!
E\ e J. Robixsox.
slapPola
at the
public's
intellect.
Negri
is. in
one respect, right.
Beau
Gcstebe like
that? with
I hardly
so. reign
He must
swamped
neckingthink'
scenes
1216 West Eighth Street, AYilmington, Real love is not for her.
E. G.
Delaware.
or he's a flat tire.
Cape
May,
New
Jersej'.
I can't
she gets
byAsat for
all.Garbo,
She can
play see
justhow
exactly
one
William Boyd Is a Gentleman.
Oh, for a Steam Roller for Some of
I
am writing in reference to the untrue
the Fans!
role,
and
that's
the
bad,
bold
woman.'
Give
me an actress than can do them all. Gloria,
that
"A
Fan"
wrote
about
\\'illiam
for instance. She can be the innocent, the words
Reading the letters in "What the Fans
Boyd. This person said that Mr. Boyd
i.amp, the housewife, or the working girl, evidently is not used to being in the com- Think" has developed in me an awful inferiority complex. First I make up m.v mind
."^he's an actress! Garbo's a false alarm.
pany of well-bred people. I must correct that Corinne .Griffith is clever and beauThe Garbo fans will find that out in time. this know-it-all
individual, who states
M. A. T.
tiful. Then Mrs. G. H. .B. writes in and
things that are not based on proof. Mr. annoys me by saying that Miss G. mouths
■\^ancouver, British Columbia.
Boyd ha.ppens to come from a very nice and raises her eyebrows, instead of acting.
family — I have been introduced to him
From One Prejudiced Fan to Another. and
know. He may not be of the elite, Down goes the Griffith stock. I just beWhat Pacita Lerma from Manila said but at least he has the good grace to speak
gin to comment on how sweet Aladge Bellamy is with bobbed hair, when a horrid
in the November Picture Play gave me well of people, which "A Fan" evidently
person named Boyer announces to all it
a pain. If Greta Garbo is "beady-eyed," lacks. I can assure him or her that fivp may
that she has finished herself
then I'm heard
the Empress
Josephine.
Why,if minutes of Mr. Boyd's company would in hisconcern
estimation — an announcement which
whoever
of the like!
And even
change his false impression.
will
no
doubt
make Miss Bellamy go and
Greta were beady-eyed, which she is not,
William Boyd's Admirer.
hang herself. But the effect it has on me
she would still be the most wonderful ac307
West
Seventy-ninth
Street,
New
York City.
Continued on page 114
tress on the screen.
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Id Dtan Curst-y
A stirring tale of modem Greece, with a background of banditry, picturesque costumes and beautiful locations,
is Rod La Rocque's new picture "Stand and Deliver." His heroine is Lupe Velez, the vivid young Mexican
actress who has created a stir in Douglas Fairbanks' "The Gaucho." The two are seen, above, in a dramatic
moment which comes about when Mr. La Rocque, as Roger Norman, an Englishman, is forced to defend
]\Iiss Velez, as Jania, a Greek girl, from her own countrymen.
.1..
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To-day,
Gone
To-morrow
Montmartre on Wednesday is a constant reminder that fame
is fleeting and popularity a bubble — but it's a colorful reminder.
Illustrations

Mal

col
H. m

Lui Trugo

Oettinger

IF your time is limited and you are in a hurry to
get a good look at Hollywood, go to Montmartre.
Unlike the Paris version, it is a spacious eating
gallery midway down Hollywood Boulevard. The
tapestries are tasteful, the color scheme restful, the
cuisine, as it is termed, excellent. But tables are hard
to find. Montmartre has long since been discovered
by tourists.
Once you have climbed the stairs and slipped past
the velvet rope barring your way, you have before
you a veritable cross-section of cinemania. There are
the stars of the moment who were the extra girls of
yesterday, the stellar lights of a decade ago hoping to
be pointed out as among those present, directors, scenario writers, assistant assistants, and innocent bystanders looking for seats.
Of course, the tourists are also there. Just as you

manage somehow to get to this little cafe. Worried
or not, they sit with hard smiles masking their thoughts.
More than one ingenue has borrowed the money to
lunch at Montmartre on Wednesday, for to be seen
there is supposed to be a sign that all is well, that
contracts hang high, that the future is rosy — only a
superstition, but it persists. The newest stars are alwa3'S there, and so are the slipping favorites, hopeful
of the break that may lie just round the corner.
Presided over by the suave Mr. Brandstatter, who
is often mistaken for Adolf Zukor, Montmartre is

thronged by one o'clock every Wednesda}', with dozens
sitting patiently outside, at the head of the stairs leading to the dining room. Having climbed to paradise
to see the heavenly bodies, these latter are determined
to wait any number of minutes.
And they do.
The fresh young starlets move jauntily from table
to table, blithe as butterflies, and sometimes fancier.
are pausing over your hors d'oeuvres to admire the
The fading beauties sit smiling grimly, remembering
sunlight playing on Claire Windsor's hair, a fat, shapethe days when they were riding on the wave of success.
less dowager waddles past, bent upon getting a close-up
Ray Griffith is lunching with
of Earle Foxe or, perchance,
Jack
Holt and Lowell Sherman.
Struggling
beginners
beg,
borrow
and
steal
to
get
of Milton Sills. It is the touto Montmartre on Wednesday and be seen among
Bogart Rogers, who manages
rists who give the cackle and
tlie celebrities.
the destinies of Douglas Macgurgle to the room. Otherwise,
Lean, is with them. Just beit would qualify admirably as
yond, against the wall. May
a quiet, restful spot.
Allison is at a table with Viola
But you must take it as it
Dana, Alice Lake, and Shirlev
stands. Montmartre without
Mason, talking over old J\Ietro
the lowan bloc or the Nebrasdays.
Not far away, such
kan delegation or the Indiana
newly risen stars as Phyllis
committee would hardly be
Haver, Laura La Plante and
Montmartre. And although
Janet Gaynor are together. The
the stars will tell you how they
decorative Carmelita Geraghty
loathe being seen and singled
is
with them.
out for inspection by their
Adolphe
Menjou saunters in,
public, it is amazing how faithfully they attend the celebrated
dapper,
air}^,atwell
pleased
with
the world
large,
including
Wednesday and Saturday
Tip
himself. At his elbow is his
luncheons.
fiancee, the blond Kathryn
To Montmartre they all
Carver. Accompanying them
come, stars and starving alike,
to see and be seen. Struggling
is Harry asd'Arrast
not a titlewriter,
might — honestly
be
beginners, who wonder where
the next part is coming from,
suspected, but a director. Dor-

If—

Here To-day,
othy Mackaill and Pauline Garon stop, on their
way out, to say "Hello !" to Evelyn Brent.
Tourists prick up their ears to catch stray bits
of conversation. lowan eyebrows are raised.
Sight-seers eye one another knov^ingly. The Kansas travelers are on the qui vive. These movie

Gone

people
A vaguely familiar face passes — Vera Reynolds.
There are also Robert Frazer and Anita Stewart
and Jason Robards and Helen Ferguson and
Priscilla Dean. Great, near-great, climbing, falling
— all are here.
Pseudo-foreigners, with oiled, egglike heads, and
sideburns to match their patent-leather shoes, slide
toward the tiny dance floor — gigolos seeking celluloid celebrity. Many a restaurant loses a good
waiter when the urge strikes.
The panorama fascinates, with its incongruous
touches. Here is a young director buying lunch
for the man who gave him his first job — some one
must buy it for him. Opposite the orchestra sits
the radiant Joan Crawford with Dorothy Sebastian,
both former sisters of the "Scandals," now addicted to
limousines and yachting parties. At their table is a
lovely-looking brunette with a brooding, tragic face.
She, too, was a "Scandals" beauty. She, too, is young
and handsome. But fame has coolly passed her by.
And so she sits, waiting, waiting for the break that
may never come.
. . They had to retake all but two reels, I hear.
He couldn't handle her at all." lowan eyebrows arch
tinderstandingly. lowan minds do not know what it is
all about, but they are willing to think the worst. The
film belt must be the hotbed of all that should not be.
Bess Meredyth and Dick Barthelmess, at a corner
table, discuss the scenario of Dick's next picture. Sally
O'Neil and Molly O'Day stop to pay their respects.
At a large, round table, several directors are seated,
some of them passe, some in the ascendancy, some
simply dormant. 'Mickey Neilan dominates the conversation with his flashing repartee. Von Sternberg
lends a melancholy air to the group. Michael Curtiz,
the Austrian, and Paul Leni, German, show great in-

To-morrow
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It is paradise to
the tourists — there
they see just how the famous
eat their peas.
terest in the table talk. Glazer and Ernest Vajda, imported playwrights, are of the group. Griffith comes in
and quietly and
slipshappy.
into a seat. Hobart Henley looks
prosperous
Bessie Love flits by with Ann Sylvester, the writer
who could be a starlet herself. Rupert Hughes lunches
with his wife. He does not fret about the picture
world'sdredwhims
thousands.and caprices — his novels sell in the hunThe Duncan sisters are entertaining: Kathleen Key's
Italian beauty should inspire any director to star her
in a Borgia picture. Myrna Loy makes a notable stir
as she glides onto the dance floor. She is tall and
slender and red-headed and green-eyed. Where but in
Hollywood would you see such a girl?
The dancing space shrinks as the incoming crowd
grows and tables are carried aloft to the edge of the
dance floor. The fringe of lunchers closes in on the
dancers. Now there is room for only five couples.
Now four. Now only two attempt a few steps. One
is reminded of Texas Guinan's retreat in Manhattan
after three in the morning. This, to be sure, is a
noonday crowd. There is a difference. But the glitter
is here, the gayety, the clicking of conversational chatter, tinkling laughter, smart women, inconspicuous men.
A very definite part
of the
Continued
on picture
page 92 is Ruby, the ciga-

Bv one o'clock every
Wednesday,
thelooks
entrance to the cafe
like a crucial moment
the Yale-Princeton
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Never

an

Emerald

So it is with the majority of the stars. This
proves that loveliness and charm do not

loii.ia' Margaret Livingston's small eyes enliance her individuality.
UST how important is beauty on
the screen?
There is no denyino- that it has
value, but weighed in the balance it
does not measui^e up to ability to act,
to wear clothes, to stand out from the
mob.
The fact that the most nearly perfect beauty ever on the screen is no
longer there, and that the most popular stars of to-day lack perfect features and proportions, would seem to
indicate that the greatest an actress
can have is no longer mere beauty.
Katherine MacDonald, hailed as the

By Myrtle
"American Beauty," whose flawless features were acclaimed,
enjoyed but a brief reign as a star. But can you select manyj
stars of to-day — those who have been popular for some time
and may be expected, to continue their sway — who might be
called her equals?
In a beauty contest what chance would Norma Shearer and
Colleen ]\Ioore and Clara Bow have in competition with the
statuesque, flawless Katherine as
she used to be ?
Patsy Ruth Miller's head is
It is a fact that most of the
too large for her small frame,
but who cares?
players have defects which by a
considerable margin exclude them
from any claim to conventional
beauty. These defects are more
noticeable in actual contact than
on the screen, where the players
are idealized by the atmosphere
of make-believe and by expert
lighting". Also, they possess such
personality that it overshadows
their defects. Magnetism can and
does make up for much lack of
physical
beauty.
This is
no indictment of the

^

_

„
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"^^^^^^P
^^^■^
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Norma TaUnadge
gains glamour
through expert
lighting and
photography.
s
Tashhman'deLilylan mout
smal
tracts not the least
ss.
from herrhotosucce
hr Spurr

stars. It is, rather, a frank appraisal. Why not speak the truth ?
Does INIary Garden, touted far
'^'^'^ wide as a great beauty, live
up
impression
uponthea beaufaceto-f toacethis
encounter
? Are
ties of the opera and the stage,
when view"ed at close range, all
that illusion has made them appear to be? Far from it!
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Without

a

Flaw

frank survey of their physical imperfections
depend on one hundred
per cent beauty.
Gebhait
Let's look at the players through admittedly critical eyes
and notice these slight defects which mar them ever so little.
It is often these minor flaws, detracting from pure perfection,
which make the players more human and endear them to us.
What would !Marion Davies be, for instance, without her
freckles? Thev bridge her nose and generously coat her arms
and hands. She would
be such a dazzling beauty
that we might stand in
awe of her, admire but
-hesitate to become familiar. Her freckles and her
stutter are a sort of
friendly gesture, one
m.ight say, which tells us
that she is one of us after
all. They seem to say :
"See, I am not something
to be put in a show case."
They constitute a bridge
across which one may
cross, unblinded by the
beaut}- of golden hair and
blue eyes, to the friendliness of her real personal-

LoSise"'^ Norma Shearer's eyes are overshadowed by her
pronounced charm.

ity. Her contagious smile also makes up for
these blemishes, for it radiates camaraderie and
often humor.
]\Iary Pickford, Leatrice Joy — in fact, almost
every star has a good side of her face and a
Dolores
del
Rio'S
bad side. This does not mean that one side
mouth is her one
bears blemishes, but merely that the contour is
imperfection.
better for photographic ptirposes from one angle.
Jack Gilbert and Richard Dix are among the
few who do not mind which side is toward the camera.
It has been remarked that Gloria Swanson, Patsy Ruth
^Miller, Dorothy Sebastian, and other acknowledged beauties
have heads too large for tlieir bodies, but their individuality is
strong enoug

to
o V e r shadow this
defect. It is
scarcely
noticeable, except to an artist with a
keen eye for anatomical
balance.
The stars of to-day contradict a number of old
theories, one being that
beautiful eyes are the first
essentialdo of possess
screen beauty,
many
lovely '\^'hile
orbs,
there are more whose eyes are
faulty than who have flat noses.
Dorothy
Continued on page 108
Gloria
Sebastian
is another
nose, though
whose head
Swanson's
is too large
perfar
her from
arresting
fect, adds to
harmony.
for
artistic
personality.
Pb to ty Boll
Photo bi Ball
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Stars

So

Unhappy?

With everything
they could want,
why are so many
of them discontented?
By Helen Louise
Walker

\

The thing that hurts, says Ramon Novano, is that success in the movies is so fleeting.
of the unhappiiiess among fibn players.
OTION-PICTURE players, as a class, it seems
to me, are the most
unhappy, the most
harassed, worried, cestless,
discontented people in the
world. This seems a paradox at first glance, I am
well aware. Yet it is true.
There is a noticeable lack,
among screen players, of
that happy-go-luck}', letthe- future -take-care-of-itself attitude which one finds
among seasoned troupers
of the legitimate stage.
The film folk are inclined
to be morose, moody, fretful— and afraid. One gathers that a career on the
screen is a grim business.
Much of this restlessness, doubtless, is caused
by that "divine discontent"
which is the penalty exacted for the possession of
an artistic temperament.
Your true artist is never
satisfied with the thing he
has done. He sets a goal
for himself, high in the
clouds, ever receding, unattainable, shining in the
distance. It is never to be
reached, hut it is there, and
he struggles toward it till
he dies.
This accounts for many
of the wails one hears from
players about the roles they
are given. "If they would
only let me do what I want
M

to do!" they cry.

Fear of the future is the cause of much

Usually the thing they want to do is
as remote as possible
from the thing they artdoing.to The
wants
play comedian
tragedy.
The ingenue wants to be
a character woman. And
the heavy wants to be a
leading man.
John Gilbert wants to
play street-car
tors and ash conducmen —
"parts that sweat," is the
way he expresses it.
Vera Reynolds wants to
Ibsen's
"The
Doll'sin House."
play Nora
George Bancroft wants
to pla}' romantic lovers.
Bitt there
is more than
artistic
discontent
that •
harasses those in high
places in the picture
world. There is fear.
To the casual outsider,
it would seem that the
established and successful screen actor occupies
one of the most enviable
positions in the world,
and that he should be
pleased beyond measure
with his achievement.
He has wealth while he
is still young enough to
enjoy it to the utmost.
He has fame — the aduGeorge Bancroft, doomed to
character roles, longs to he
a romantic lover.
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John Gilbert will not be really happy until he can make his own pictures in his own way.
lation of millions. He is quoted, watched, imitated.
And his vanity is fed by thousands of letters every
month from adoring fans. He lives in a gilded palace
— maybe — and drives a gaudy car of foreign make.
Shrewd business men direct his career for him, build
him up with reams of publicity and careful exploitation,
so that he may hold the success he has won. All he
has to do is to act. It looks like an
easy life.
But the casual outsider is likely
to forget about the players who have
had success and lost it. There are
so many things that can shake the
hold of those who cling precariously
to the pinnacle about the base of
which thousands clamor and struggle for a foothold. Two bad stories
in succession may do a star enormous harm. A bad break in publicity m.ay ru-in him. Strange and
unaccountable changes in the trend
of public favor may wreck him inside of a few months. Any one of
a hundred things may leave him tottering upon the brink of disaster.
An actor is so helpless. He is
usually under contract to some big
company and he is entirely in its
hands. Executives select his stoi'ies,
direct his publicity, tell him what to
do. Ordinaril)-, your actor is not
a business man. He is an artist,
with the artist's bewilderment as to
commercial problems. He realizes
that his success or failure depends
upon the judgment of the m.en in
whose hands he has put himself. He
does not understand their methods and he is fearful
that they are not doing all they can in the best way it
can be done.
He realizes, too, that if his pictures are not good,
his public will be disappointed in him personally. They
will not stop to analyze the several factors that go to
make a film good or bad — the combination of story,
director, and star.

nor money was spared. Then he faces the difficulty of
living up to that high standard", in films made in four
or five weeks at a minimum of expense. I once heard
John Gilbert almost sobbing over the contemplation of
his program pictures. "Wait — oh, wait until I have
enough money to produce my own films !" he raved.
"Then I'll do what I zvant to do!"
But that ■ experiment has been
tried, to their sorrow, by other
earnest and intense young actors.
Witness
the! .sad experience of
Charles Ray
A star must have publicity. It
is the thing upon which his prestige lives and feeds and has its
being. But so powerful and
treacherous is this ai'tificial fame
that it can turn and destroy him
like some fiendish boomerang if
the slightest hint of unpleasantness crops up in the reports about
him in the press. I have met actors who were so afraid of giving
the wrong impression to the public that they cringed and shrank
at the thought of an interview.
■ So his fame, for which he has
worked so hard, is perhaps the
Richard Dix
complains
thrt a movie star
never has a chance
to havebody.
normal relations with any-

thing that a star fears most. Publicity experts, whose business it is
to study public opinion and present players to the press in the
best possible light, sometimes err.
Lew Cody was killed on the
screen for a while by being billed
as a "great lover." The public
resents that claim and withdraws
its patronage from the man who makes it— never realizing that it has emanated, not from the man himself, but
from the people whose business it is to publicize him.
No, the life of a movie actor is not all orchids and
eiderdown. He usually works twelve hours a da}'.
Often he works late into the night. He may be required to spend weeks in the desert in midsummer or
in the mountains in midwinter. Or he may be cast for
a role in a sea picture when the very sight of water
Continued on page 98

Often a star is "made" by one or two big pictures —
super-producli; >ns — in the making of which neither time
]
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Freddie in a scene with James Murray and Eleanor Boardnian in "The Crowd."
Yet

Another

Boy

Wonder

Freddie Fredericks, who plays the child role in "The Crowd," is a very wise
little youngster — and take it from Freddie, he knows a penny when he sees one.
seems to be this
PICK 'em young,
year's slogan in
's
m. Hol
lyw
mdo
fil
eryood
cov
newest dis
is a
"natural-born" actor of
five — F r e d d i e Burke
Fredericks. He was selected from two hundred
and fifty children for the
child role in "The

He is big-eyed and
Crowd."
golden-haired,
but these
marks of the cherub are
no handicap to his versatility. He can
scarum
as
harumplay a role
naturally as a
Fauntleroy part,
despite
ful eyes. his wist-

Fie once jumped from a sissy role in a Universal
picture to a hard-boiled urchin in a Sennett comedy.
He was at first considered too pretty for the latter
role. But the boy, getting the di'ift of the conversation,
cued in with a belligerent swagger and tough expression
and got the part.
His selection to play Junior in "The Crowd" was
the biggest opportunity he had had, and lie acquitted
himself so admirably that his
future looks very bright.
Freddie is a good business
man. One day his mother found
him on a busy corner selling
pamphlets that were being given
away free at a bookstore.
Again, on the evening of
the Dempsey-Tunnev fight,
he looted his penny bank,
bought a supply of extras
from the newsboys, and resold them, netting a profit of
seventA^-one cents. He's very
shrewd and observing. "Fellows," he said, "would come
along with girls and gimme
a dime instead of a nickel,
because I looked little and
they wanted to show off for
Altogether, he's a very
wise
little youngster.
the girls."
"Raymond GriiSth sure
knows his onions," he ob"Heto doesn't
hop all serves
over solemnly.
the set
put his
stuff over. And Charlie
Chaplin never muffs a laugh,
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Miss Devore does the Charleston atop the Paramount Building, tiventy-seven stories above Times Square.

A
Twinkling,
Dorothy Devore is one comedienne who
does not yearn to be emotional — she is
quite happy cutting up capers in shortreel comedies.
By Alma

Talley

NLIKE most comedians
and comediennes, Dorothy Devore does not want
to
be
dramatic.
I don't about
dare
mention that old bromide
the comic actor always wanting
to play Hamlet; but certainly
most Thespians who can make
their eyes twinkle would rather
roll them instead. Not content
with a rare gift for comedy, they
feel that their lives have been
thwarted if they aren't allowed
to emote. They are afraid, perhaps, that the world is not taking
them seriousl)', that their work
is not considered Art.
Well, one of the nicest things
about Dorothy Devore is that
she is not too serious about herself. Her twinkling, dark-brown
eyes belong in comedy, and she
knows it ; filled with tears, they
look incongruous, and she knows
that, too. Miss Devore knows
quite a lot. .'^he has the common sense to realize that she's
better off being herself in tworeel comedies, even with a few

Twinkling

Little

Star

stray custard pies, than she is as a heroine of feature pictures, worrying because
Johnny the hero doesn't love her, or because the mortgage hasn't been paid, or
because — oh, well, you know all the reasons for worry that movie heroines have !
"No one wants to see me cry," Miss
Devore stated calmlv, "and I don't
blame them. I don't care about seeing myself cry. I started my career
in Christie comedies, and I was
trained as a comedienne.
But when
I went into feature pictures, I was
always having to be— oh, so emotional. And I just don't know how!"
Of course — naming no names —
there are plenty of other screen
players who "just don't know^ how,"
find
but that
they out!
don't usually
Miss Devore found it
out about herself as soon
as she tried it. For one
thing, the fans told her.
The moment she became
serious on the screen, her
fan mail fell off. The
public knows jolly well
how to make it clear to a
player
stick tothat
his he'd
own better
type.
"I just don't know how to be
emotional," says Dorothy, explaining why she quit feature pictures to go back to two-rcelers.
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A

Twinkling,

Twinkling

Little Star

on the job. The jewels must have been stolen! And
Mary Pickford soon realized that when she put up
then, as a rather feeble gesture, some one thought to
her curls for "Rosita" and "Dorothy Vernon," and
move the bed, and there, underneath, was a huge lump
Theda Bara when she tried to make her eyes behave
iiT the carpet. • Dorothy had most certainly hidden her
and stop vamping. "Be yourself" is the fans' chaljewels that time!
■
lenge to a screen star, meaning of course that self
which they have learned to know.
"I'm always hiding things," she said, again with that
amusing little wink that implies that she is laughing
So Dorothy Devore, after a brief career in serious
drama, went back to two-reelers, signing a contract
with you at herself, "and then I can't remember where
I've hidden them."
with Educational. Not, she told me, that she wouldn't
She even loses herself sometimes. One afternoon,
really rather be a little frog in the big pond than a big
on her way home from a matinee, she decided to ride
frog in a little pond, but— Mother Public knows, best,
and Dorothy accepted her verdict.
in the subway. It was just at the rush hour — five
Miss Devore was enjoying her first visit to New
o'clock. No one who values his life ever rides in the
York when I saw her, "and was she thrilled ! Indeed,
subway at five o'clock — except through dire necessity.
it was the first train trip she had ever made alone ; But Dorothy had never ridden in the subwa}', and she
wanted to know what it was like, especially in the rusii
always, before, there had been her mother or her
hour. Her friends tried to dissuade her, but when
husband or a friend. And she now felt quite helpless,
she said, having to take charge of everything herself,
they couldn't, they decided to be noble and ride with
her. After all, she was a stranger in New York and
buy her own tickets, make her own reservations, and
so on.
she would certainly get lost, alone in the subway.
And then it all came
So they pushed down
the stairs through the
out — Miss Devore cfuite
liome-going mob, and
definitely needs some
dashed through the
one to look after her.
turnstile toward an inTake the case of her return ticket to California,
coming train. Dorofor instance. Dorothy
thy
got
to
the door and
started out from her
the
guard
her
inside
the pushed
car. She
New York hotel one day
looked around as the
and decided that percar s t a r t e d — h e r
haps she had better not
friends were not there !
carry that ticket around
The
door had been
with her. Perhaps she
closed in their faces,
had better hide it. So
.'^he experienced a few
she put it— of all places!
moments of panic, for
— on the floor under her
here she was, headed
wardrobe trunk. Two
for the wilds of the
days later, she thought
Bronx. But it was very
of it and looked for the
simple after all. She
ticket. It wasn't there.
got out at the next stop,
"Well, I looked and
steaming and rumpled,
looked, just scared to
and took a taxi back to
death that I had lost it."
her hotel.
Dorothy laughed at herself as she told the story,
seem
for Dorothy
and there was a twinNo,safe
it really
didn't
to be alone in the big
kle in her almost-black
eyes, and she winked occit}", though she was
life.
having the time of her
casionally in her glee —
winked quite charmShe looked exactly
ingly. Anyhow, the end
Miss Devore and Colleen Moore having a game of checkers in the good
of the story was that,
as 3'ou would expect a
old davs when thev were both in Christie comedies.
movie star to look.
after tearing the room to
pieces, she found the
She wore a black velticket way back in the desk drawer, \vliere the maid,
vet coat trimmed with yards and yards of white fur —
down the front, around the neck, on the cuffs. There
in cleaning, had put it for safe-keeping.
Still, she said, she did love to hide things. It was a was a diamond dinner ring on her right hand and, on
her left, an elaborately beautiful engagement ring of
habit that couldn't be broken by a little scare like that.
So another night, when she came home from a party,
three large diamonds and countless little diamonds in
a platinum setting.
she thought perhaps she ought to hide her jewels.
She was very tired, but she took the trouble to tie her
"These three diamonds belonged to my husband's
gems up in a handkerchief, knotting it over and over.
mother," she explained, when I commented on the
And then she hid her little package beneath the carpet
stones. "The center one was in her engagement ring,
under the bed.
and the two at the sides Avere a pair of earrings. My
A day or so later, it suddenly occurred to her that
husband drew the design for the setting himself, and
an old Chinaman in Honolulu made it, every bit bv
she had hidden her jewels, but for the life of her,
she couldn't remember where she had put them? She
looked in the drawers and under the mattress, under
Dorothy's husband, N. W. Mather, is the owner of
most of the movie theaters in Honolulu, where be lived
the pillows, in her trunk — everywhere she could think
until
their marriage two years ago.
of. No jewels. The maid was called in to assist in
hand."
the treasure hunt. No jewels. The entire hotel staff
"I was visiting out
thereon while
Continued
page 112we were engaged,"
turned out to help search. House detectives were put
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Child
The
That's what every one thought
when Buster Keaton used to
be thrown about the vaudeville
stage by his father, but it all
helped to make him the great
comedian he is to-day.
By Margaret Reid

IF this were a biography —
which it isn't — I could begin at the very beginning"
of Buster Keaton's life and
give you the incident of his arrival in the family of Joseph
and Myra Keaton during what
had been intended for a onenight stand in a small town in
Kansas. And I could tell you
how, after the traveling players had moved on a few days
later, a tornado came along and
scattered the obscure little town
in all directions across the
prairie, leaving nothing of more
consequence than a few stray
timbers to mark the spot.
And again, I could tell you
how, four years later. Buster
became an actor. Officially, he
was a tumbler, but more accurately, aprop or gadget. The

Who

Was

"Abused"
Ivaudeville act of the ThnCe
iKeatons was a famous one —
Mrs. Keaton supplying the
decorative touch, and i\Ir.
Keaton getting the laughs by
hurling his diminutive son
across the stage, throwing
chairs at him, stepping on him,
and indulging in similar drollery. The infant Buster could
take a fall like no one else.
He seemed to be composed of
wire springs and India rubber.
Some audiences were apMothers
wi"ote indignant palled.
letters.
Societies
blustered. It became a case.
Buster's father was haled before three successive mayors
of New York, and Buster was
stripped before solemn civic
officials while doctors tried to
find some evidence of broken
bones, or even sprains, in his
wiry little person.
"They were always," he
says,
"disappointed.
In one
my
seventeen
years of doing
of the most rough-and-tumble
acts on the stage, I was out
The comedian as he appears in his
latest film, "Steamboat Bill, Jr."
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Who

Was

"Abused"
tion, the Gerry Society had reason to suspect otherwise and
sent a scout to investigate. He
arrived backstage and immediatel\- approached the manager.
''Say — how about that little

fellow in the tumbling act?" he
asked.
'T dunno," the manager replied laconically.
"Ask hisAnd
wife,"
indicating
Mrs. Keaton.
the
officer believed him !
Neither should the good biography fail to mention the time
when the Three Keatons pla}"ed
on the same bill with Lily Langtry and, while the majestic Lily
was taking her bows, the small
Buster ran out and stood behind
her on the train of her gown,
mimicking her gestures and
bowing with her to the applause,
much to the delight of the audience, but to the bewilderment of
Lily and the chagrin of the elder
Keatons, who hauled their child
abruptly
But, asawa}-.
I said, this is not a
biography.
So all the
suchpoint.
reminiscences are beside
If, now, this were a humaninterest story, I'd begin it with
my introduction to the famous
comedian in the spacious New
York offices of United Artists.
I'd describe the entrance of the

Buster's two small boys, Joseph and Robert, are the pride and joy
of his life.
only one day; and the only injuries I ever had were
occasional scratches.. I had to go into the movies to
break a few bones."
There was a law forbidding children to engage in
professional singing, dancing, juggling, or acrobatics.
But nothing was said about their being hit on the head
or
thrown about the stage, so Buster's blithe career
continued.
When he and his parents played the Palace Theater
in London, the manager called Mr. Keaton aside.
"I sav," he said, "is that your own son or an adopted
"Why, ' he's mine," Mr. Keaton answered.
boy?"
"No, really? Do you know, I was convinced that he
must be adopted and that you didn't give a darn what
to him."anecdote in the Keaton annals that the
happened
It is a prideful
great Bernhardt herself tried to have Buster's father
arrested for his supposed inhumanity. The three merry
Keatons loved these fracases over Buster — particularly
the child himself, who gloated gleefully over the tears
that were shed for his plight.
And of course, no conscientious biographer could
omit the incident of the Gerry Society officer. Buster's
costume consisted always of long trousers, a coat, and
a bushy, black crape beard, and the popular impression
was that he was a midget. But on the occasion in ques-

quiet young
man.
W^ith abrown
brief
allusion
to his
humorous
eyes, his nice deportment, his
London cigarettes, the deep dimples that marked his frequent
and
hearty
laughs,about
I'd gohis onsaneto
add a few words

enjoyment of life and things and
people, his keen pleasure in the
New York shows, and so on. I'd mention the sardonic
tone he employs, to cover an inordinate pride, when
speaking of his two small boys.
"Norma is looking after them while Natalie and I
are here," he said. "I expect to find her in a sanitarium
when we get home. One is four, the other five, and
they're full of the devil. They're always climbing up
into the darndest places or falling downstairs or breaking something that looks good to them. What one
doesn't think of, the other does.
"The younger one looks like Natalie, but I'm afraid
the other one takes after me. He's always doing stunts,
or getting into trouble. He's the clown, all right. The
younger one is a straight lead."
"Would you like for them to be actors?" I asked.
"Sure — why not ? It's a good business. Keeps you

busy
and out
mischief."
I could
tellofyou
that Buster recently built a new
home in Beverly Hills — an enormous, pale-green stucco
mansion, over which his dark-eyed wife, the former
Natalie Talmadge. presides — that he is a ver}- average,
everyday young man, and that his mother and father
live in Hollywood. But since this is not a humaninterest story, all this would be irrelevant.
If, now, this were an instructive thesis, I might possibly begin with Mr.
Keaton's
of screen
Continued
on page psvcholog}^
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From $150,000 to $200,000 is paid oat every week to tlie employees at the Paramount studio.

"The
Ghost
Walks"
That's not nearly so spooky as it sounds. It's just another way of saying that it's pay day. And the amount
of money that flows through the cashier's window on a movie pay day is enough to make any ghost walk.
By Mignon
DON'T get excited, folks. This is not a ghost story.
It's just a tale about pay day on a movie lot.
The spook isn't at all the kind of spook 3^ou're
thinking about. He's a ghost who sends, not shivers,
but electric thrills up and down the spinal column — the
ghost with the money bag. Old-timers of the theater
invented him, probably because pay day seemed a little
phantomlike to them — there had been so many weeks
when it had forgotten to come around, you see.
Modern screen players, in their direct way, merely
say: "To-day's
!" But
that
brings
the
pay day
same electric thrill
as the old phrase,
"The
ghostForwalks"
used to.
what
with the high
price of new cars,
and alimony, it's a
tough world if
you
your don't
weeklycollect
pay
envelope.
The amount of
money paid out
by various picture
companies to their
employees each
week is staggering. Nearly a
quarter
of a flows
million dollars
out of the cashier's office every
week at several of
the larger studios.
Gwen Lee pauses at
the cashier's window
to receive her weeldy
pay check.

Rittenhouse
Paramount places its weekly pay roll at one hundred
and fifty thousand dollars to two hundred thousand
dollars. Metro-Goldwyn conservatively estimates that
it pays out an average of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars every Saturday. United Artists and First
National pay out similar huge sums, and many of the
other studios are not far behind them in the amounts
that they pay to their employees. ,
Of course, not all of this goes to the players. But
in at least two companies, the salaries of actors, directors, alone
and executives
go
well over the onehundred - 1 h o u sand-dollar mark.
In order to
avoid holdups, all
of the studio employees, with the
exception of the
lowly extras, are
paid
form. inThecheck
stars
have their measly
five thousand or
so brought to
them in their
dressing rooms by
the office boy,
who later stands
in line with the
army of lesser
studio lights and
cheerfully collects
his fifteen dollars.
.Such are onthe
Continued
pagecon111
Marceline Day is handed her check by W. K.
Craig,
auditorstudio.
at the
M.-G.-M.
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Sultana is one of the ferociouslooking bloodhounds which pursue Eliza across the ice in
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." Off the
screen, she is a devoted mother
to these pups, born during the
making of the film.

No

Temperament

King, the Scotch collie, right, made his
film debut in the title
role of ''His

Dog."

Pat,

Kelly, above, is alwa^'s cast as a
menace — no need to explain why !
Beans, right, has a contract to play
exclusivelv with Turn T\-1cr,

Lfutt, above, has a bad reputation — he steals
scenes from the stars.
Jiggs, right, is a veteran of the screen whose
successes are too numerous to mention.

below,

specializes in aristocratic '"atmosphere" inboudoirs and drawing-rooms.

Here

(Have you ever seen a dog star give a poor performance, or
even a canine bit player fail to put it over? Here are some
* striking reasons why dogs are popular on the screen.

Hank, above, excels in domestic scenes such as - ^
this one from "Almr-r.t Human."
, ¥V

King Tut, above, appears in Harold Lloyd's
"Speedy."
Dynamite, below, is a star
with five pictures to his
credit.

Ranger, the police dog', above, is starred Bonaparte, above, makes his debut
in such exciting pictures as "Flaming in "The Thirteenth Hour."
Fury" and "Flashing Fangs."

Buddy, above, ruminates on his four
and a half years in the movies.
Pinkie, left, is one of the few poodles
on the screen.
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Manhattan
Lively impressions of the stars on

By Alma
being luck)-, she showed her songs to Rudolph
Friml, who has been known to toss off a few
ballads himself, and Herr Friml seemed to feel
that everything was going to be all right. So
pretty soon, you may have to throw awaj' those
old copies of "Dardenella" and "Yes, We Have
No Bananas," to make room on your piano for
Carmel's music.
In her noii compos moments, Carmel is still a
movie actress. Though her contract with MetroGoldwyn came to an end last spring, did she
weep, did she wail ? She did not ! She went
right out and celebrated by turning down roles
in seven different pictures, because she didn't
like 'em !
For several years she had been handed roles
and told to play them and like them. She played
them, of course, a contract being, as you may
have heard, a contract ; but she'd be darned if
she'd like them ! So, the moment she became
her own boss, she gave her new freedom a little
bit of exercise. .She turned down seven roles,
and accepted two.
1^

I'hoto by Ii viiit- Ghidnoff
Virginia Valli is one of those girls who flunks.

crowd, if
around,
STx\N
you Dwant
to seebutthedon't
Ukelele Lady
herself — none other than our
old friend, Carmel Myers. Now,
there's a girl who can vamp till
ready, and she doesn't need to have
a camera handy, nor even a man.
Just give the little girl a little
ukelele. It seems that, all these
3'ears, Carmel has been concealing
a bright little accomplishment — she
writes songs ! Yes, girls and boys,
the music as well as the words. I
don't know how you feel about it,
but as for mc. any one who can
compose music impresses me something terrible ! A piano, to Carmel,
is just a lot of black-and-white
keys — but oh, how she can play
"Yacca
idee ! Hula Hickev Dula" on the
Now, of course, many of us think
Aileen Pr ingle
M"e are composing music when we
came to New
find ourselves — in our baths — whisYork on pleastling merry little tunes we never
ure, so would
heard before. But did you ever try
see no interto get a melody published? The
viewers.
answer is : Don't ! The way those
hard-boiled publishers come running to meet you with contracts under their arms and
fountain pens in their pockets is — well, it's a lie!
But Carmel always was a lucky girl — even in the very
beginning, when she was born with that face. So,

First, she was starred in ''The Girl from Rio,"
and my ! \A-asn't it fun pla}-ing a heroine and
having the audience like her instead of saying:
"W'hy, that awful vamp!" That was a big part
in a small picture, so then she went into reverse
and accepted a small
part in a big picture,
"Sorrell and Son."
This proved to be a
a gal,
accvamp
o r d irole,
n g to
Carmel,
"with wide-open pasMiss Myers, on her
recent visit to New
York, received several
stage, offers. Perhaps
sions.'
you
didn't know that,
way back about five
years ago, Carmel took
a fling at musical comthe second
lead edy,in p1a\-ing
"The
Magic
Melody."
She
nice little singing has
voice,a

and it's getting nicer
all the time. But she feels that
she doesn't want to go on the
stage just now because — well, you
enow how people talk !— every one
would say she couldn't get a job
in the movies, now that ]\IetroGoldwyn was through with her.
Whereas, really. Carmel is far
from finished on the screen.
She's through with contracts,
though. She thinks that twice in
one's film career a contract is a handy thing to have.
The first time is when you're a newcomer and that
weekly pay check looks like Rockefeller's spending
mone}-. Hooray for a contract then! The other time
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Medley

their flying visits to New York.
Talley

that a contract sits well in your safety-deposit
vault is after you've become a big star and can
tell those producers just where to get off — yes^
you'll sign a contract, but you won't do this, and
they can't do that, or else you'll tear the contract
right up !
But for in-between players like Carmel — not
quite important enough to have rights, yet quite
popular enough to free-lance successfully — taking
or leaving a role is great sport. Three cheers for
this freedom !
About Weddings and Things.
Now let's talk about weddings. Weddings are
fun, don't you think ? So romantic and all. Leila
H3-ams had this one. Oh, yes, and Phil Berg —
we mustn't forget the groom — people are so careless that way ! Anyhow, they were married at
Sherry's, New York, on November 5th. There
were about two hundred guests ; and after the
ceremony, there was a reception and dance, and
it was all very fancy.
Leila wore a lovely white wedding gown, and
a court train that has been in her family for a
hundred 3-ears. And Betty Bernard, daughter of
the late Sam Bernard, was maid of honor. Tlie
next day, the bride and groom left for Hollywood,
because Leila's vacation was
just about over.
It hadn't bfeen much of a
_ .■/—
vacation, anyhow •— three
weeks in which to cross the
continent twice, buy a trousseau, say hello to all the relatives, and get married. But
busy or not busy, you can't
stop a girl from getting married. Leila and Phil, they
say, have been in love for
five years.
Everything, in addition to
her romance, looks very rosy
for Leila. Here she is with
a Warner contract, and a
film career that seems quite
assured for the next few
years at least.
Maybe you think that, just
because
her mother and
father are the well-known
/
vaudeville team of H3'ams
/
and Mclntyre, it was easy

Rubl°rrl Wanda Hawley broke all records on her
recent vaudeville tour.
teeny-weeny start. He's an old friend
of the family, so he arranged for Leila
to have a screen test when he was
casting
Barbara
La Marr's
picture,
"Sandra."
Leila didn't
even want
to
take the test ; she knew all about that
gag — she'd have her picture taken and
then some one would say: "You're
But she did take the test, on a Frida}-,
terrible !"
just immediately
then
left town on a houseparty, determined to forget all about it.
T\Ir. Lubin liked her test and told Mrs.
Hyams
But had
as
Leila hadthe
leftjob
townwasandLeila's.
her mother
lost her telephone number, and couldn't
remember her 'hostess' name, there was
no way of getting the news to her until
she returned home.
Finally she returned to town and met
her mother for lunch.
"We're meeting Mr. Lubin and his
new
said. bride for luncheon," Mrs. Hyams

for Leila to become estab/
lished in the movies.
Well,
/
Shirleymust
O'Hara's
ears
have
that did give her an entree. /
burned
—
Ramon
But with Leila, the entree
"Oh," said Leila, "did he say an}"Navarro raved so
about
her.
didn't seem to do much good.
thing
that said
part?"
She had played on the stage
"Fmabout
sorry,"
her mother, who
for years with her father
just 7voiild have her little joke, "but
and mother, but when she tried to go into the movies
—
well,
you
got
the job."
and kept having screen tests taken, every one said she
It Ain't True.
wasit?terrible. That's no way to encourage a girl, now,
is
Now who do you suppose started that story about
Mr. Lubin, of Sawyer and Lubin, gave her her first Ramon Novarro's going into a monasterv?
Blame it
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Shirley, even though her real name is O'Hara,
grew up in Mexico City, and is just like a
Mexican girl. Looks, gestures, mannerisms — a
real Mexican girl, Ramon said. I really began
to think that maybe he liked her ! And I also
think that, if some of you are the kind of people
who have cures for anything and everything,
you certainly ought to write to Shirley and tell
her what to do when your ears burn.
Aileen Fooled 'Em.
The same train that brought Ramon to New
York, brought Aileen Pringle, otherwise known
as "the wittiest woman in Hollywood." She and
Ramon had both been making personal appearances in Kansas City, so, of course, having come
that far East, they decided to make a good job
of it. Besides, after one has been stymied in
Hollywood for a year or more, a little jump
from Kansas City to New York is really nothing.
But the New York visit wasn't part of the
Metro-Goldwyn program for its two stars — 'they
thought up that one themselves. And Aileen
fooled the company that time !— she paid her own
fare to New York, so her time was her own.
No business on this trip. No interviews, either.
So if she is being mentioned in this little squib,
you can just lay it down to the kindness of my
heart, and to the fact that I really feel I should
tell you all the news — what is known in filmstar circles as "one's duty to one's public."
Extra! Buster Keaton Smiled!

Jeanne Eagels had such fun playing opposite
John Gilbert that she ipunts to make some
more films.
on his press agent, of course — he
gets blamed for everything. But
anyhow, Ramon knew nothing
about it.
The story began up in San Francisco, he says, while he was away
on location. Then some one phoned
the M.-G.-M. studio to ask if the
tale was true. "No," was the answer. Some one phoned the Novarro
family. "No," was the answer. But
the inquirer wouldn't take no for an
answer — he printed the story just the
same.
Ramon thought no more about it
until the clippings began to roll in.
Dear me, those clippings ! Ninety
newspapers all over the country
zvoiild make a monk of Ramon. But
for the benefit of those fans who

It's what you might call tough luck, to come
all the way from Hollywood
World's
Series for
andthethen
have
the games last only
four days- — all over before you've had time to
get
money's
worth,your
or even
to forget
that
long
train
ride.a
Buster Keaton was
little annoyed that the
Pirates didn't win a
single game and thus
make the series last
longer.
blight his But
life.itHedidn't
did
have fun — going to the
theater, Monday night.
Tuesday night, Wednesda}^ night — somebody stop me, quick!
Anyhow, he had a good
vacation.
(You know,
0 1 d Holhnvoodman's
really, this department
about screen stars in
New York could be
written much more
easily. With almost no
work at all, I could just

wrote in, pleading: "Say it ain't
trueAnd
!" Ramon
ain't of
true.other
Ramon says
had itlots
say: "Tom, Dick, and
things to say, while he was in New
comYork, mostly about Shirley O'Hara,
Carmel Myers rejoiced over being the heroine, instead of Harry, pletedhaving
new York
pic■who plays in his new picture, "His
tures, are intheirNew
the
vamp,
in
''The
Girl
from
Rio."
on
a
vacation
and
are
Night." The things he said about
Shirley! "... beautiful . . . talgoing to the theater
every night." But the editor won't let me do that — it
ented . . . she has Tt' . . . going to be the biggest star
doesn't
fill
up
any
space!)
of them all before she's through . . ." Of course,
But — where am I? as the girl said, coming out of
Ram.on may be, well,- just a little p rejudiced, because

Manhattan

Medley
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a faint — oh, yes, with Buster Keaton ! I got a
big news beat — Buster smiled! All during the
conversation. My conversation, of course — he
liasn't any. He just looks shy and smiles, and
some day somebody's going to fool him and snap
him that way in a picture.
An Actress Who Thinks.
When Virginia Valli was a very little girl, her
mother told her that she should be seen but not
heard. Well, Virginia is all grown up now, but
she still remembers her mother's teachings. She's
seen everywhere — oh, how she does get around !
— but she's seldom heard.
Which is just my quaint way of sa3ang that
Virginia doesn't talk much. You see her on a
party, with every one buzzing about. Virginia,
very beautiful, just sits quietly and thinks. Yes,
she's one of those girls who thinks. You feel
that perhaps Virginia would like to talk, if only
the others would shut up and give her a chance.
You feel that perhaps there may be buried in
that lovely head some deep secret that she would
like to reveal.
I asked her, in my original fashion, what
she was doing in New York. "Oh, just enjoying
myself," said Virginia. She was going to the
theater every night, too, but, bless her heart,
she didn't mention it ! I asked her another question, then a third one
A whole questionnaire, in fact. And by keeping hard at it, I
learned that she was going to Portland, Maine,
as judge in a beauty contest, and that she works
for Fox on a four-picture contract, with one, at present, to go.
And I learned also— though Virdidn't tell me for
— that
she
should ginia
be nominated
the Hall
of Fame, for being the world's
unique actress — one who
simply "cannot bear to
talk about herself !
Not Out of a Bottle,
Either.
No matter where you
put him, on the screen
or off, Johnny Hines is
just a clown. Always
the life of the party.
Full of spirits — which, 1
might add, do not come
out of a bottle.
At one of those functions still quaintly known
as '"teas," Johnny, the
guest of honor, politely
accepted a cocktail, and
then unobtrusively put
it on the floor beside his
chair. It was there that
the host's wire-haired
terrier found it and
sniffed at it inquisitively.
".Sick 'em, Dicky,"
said Johnny, who doesn't
like liquor, and doesn't
see why a dog should
like it, either. Dicky
"sicked" it, all right — he
lapped up every drop!
Almost in one swallow.

Leila
Hyams
dashed
across
the
continent
to get
married
to
Phil
Berg.

Photo by Melbourne Spu
On the screen or off, Johnny Hines is the life of the party.
Whereupon he became very gay, and leaped up and
down, and tore round the room chasing his
tail. No one laughed louder than Johnny —
no one ever does. It was a "swell gag."
In his serious moments, Johnny is domestic
by nature, devoted to his family. His New
York "vacation" consisted mostly of frequent
trips to the hospital, where his sister, Lillian,
was quite ill. Between visits, he shopped for
furniture — Spanish and Italian reproductions
— for his Spanish-Italian villa. He is said to
have really excellent taste in such matters.
But perhaps I had better not mention that,
on the occasion of the tea, he wore, with his
dark suit, a dun-colored waistcoat.
Why Wanda Hawley Left the Screen.
The very, very blond Wanda Hawley
has been having a successful filing in
vaudeville. Forty-four weeks on the
Keith circuit — breaking all records —
everywhere — even in Pittsburgh. Somehow, in telling about it, Wanda seemed
to feel that it was quite a trick to break
a record in Pittsburgh.
Miss Hawley appeared in a marriedlife skit with her husband, J. Stuart
Wilkinson, a tall, dark, very charming
young man with tortoise-shell glasses,
who looks not at all like an actor. Fans
everywhere asked her why she didn't
please go back
on onthepagescreen
and she
Continued
94
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Boy
There are That
not many to beRara
found nowadays,Avis—Si
but Buddy Rogers is"Nice"
one of the few. The
quality of being
"nice" is dreadfully old-fashioned, but that's the "nice" part about Buddy — that he /s old-fashioned.
By Ann

Sylvester
nut Grove, but he is a
spectator rather than a
participator in the activities. He always seems to
be looking on — optically
lapping
up the
excitement
around him
without
lending himself to it. Though
he is rapidly making a
name for himself, movie
people and movie doings
seem still to be as much
of a novelty to Buddy as
they would be to a fan on
wood.
his first visit to Holly-

meo
lk y howh
would awabo
MEET
Omi
om
to
an au
fr
bile ride — if he had to.
Meet a young man who,
in this embittered and
hass illu-d
cynical agnse,and stilllief
an
be
sio
hopes. Meet a young actor who has no grudge
against his producer. Meet
an all-round "good kid."
In short, meet Charles,
commonly called "Buddy,"
Rogers.
It is best that you meet
him quickly and mark
him
well, for
aren'tin
an awful
lot there
like him

They say he is developing into a slick little
trouper; but Buddy was
not born to art — it was
thrust upon him. Going

the movies — or out of
them, for that matter.
Most of the young blades
you meet in this ungallant
day are too busy being
clever to bother about being "nice." To be nice is
an old-fashioned quality
that was out of st3de for
a long .time, until Lindbergh brought it to the
fore again — Lindbergh
and Buddy.
There is something
about Buddy that reminds
you of the heroes of the
half-forgotten novels of
your teens. He is life's
3'ounger son. He is all the
sensitive, proud-spirited
boys that Dick Barthel■mess has ever portrayed
in the movies. In spite
of being a husky kid, Avell
set up, with broad shoulders and more than the
average inches in height,
he conveys an impression
of gentleness and courtesy.
In a way, he reminds
me of Ramon Novarro.
But while the Latin boy
hides himself from the
crudities of life. Buddy
simply doesn't
understand
them.
He finds
himself
in the midst of sophistication, and casts upon it an
interested but inexperienced eye.
I think Hollywood is
still something of a show
to Buddy. He goes to
parties and to the Cocoa-

into the movies wasn't his
idea at all. It just came
about.
It seems that Buddy was
a Kansas college boy who
was getting along in life
as every other college boy
does. He had odd jobs
working at this ,and that.
He had worked in a newspaper office and he had
driven a bread wagon.
For social excitement, he
played the trombone and
the drums. He had done
just one adventurous thing
in his life — he had gone
to Spain on a ship loaded
with mules and had helped
look after them to pay his
way. When he returned
to Kansas from that tour,
the movie-theater manager in Buddy's
town
entered
him inhome
a contest
of screen aspirants, and
the outcome of it was that
he landed in the Paramount School.
Out of that group of
talent. Buddy was one of
the few who achieved a
Paramount contract. He

Photo by Otto Dyar
Buddy is the sort of boy that is not ashamed of being homesick
for his family.

photographed
the proverbial millionlike
dollars,
and
his histrionic possibilities
were not to be ignored.
Also, he satisfied that romantic something in
women that brings them
in throngs to the movie
theaters.
Continued on page 96

Photo bf Bu««iu BolMrt KciiM
THERE is something about Charles Rogers that reminds you
of the heroes of the half-forgotten novels of your teens, says
Ann Sylvester,
whose
opposite page sets "Buddy"'
apart
from all the
otherstory
boys onin the
Hollywood.
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FAY WRAY has been obliged to
for her fate has been to play
tures that have not been released.
to (he public, let's hope she will he

cultivate the virtue of patience,
leading roles in many big picWhen these are at last shown
the luckiest girl in Hollywood.

Two

Little

s m.or
fatdeherthe
hersT to gui
motOU
WITH
Dorothy and Lorelei, above,
the clever heroines of "Gens" righ
willt
Prefere Blo
doubtlesstlemencom
outndeall
as played by Alice White
and Ruth Taylor. Emily
Fitzroy, left, is Lady Beekiiian, and Trixie Friganza,
right, is Mrs. Sfogard.

Orphans

l*hi>t« by Uelbourtw Spurr

ss aiul
graciousnc
m, Irene
Rich
has
BYcharher
niade a heroine o£ the married
woman on the screen, when wc
all know that, a few years ago,
all film romances were expected
to end with marriage, and no
one was thought to be interested in what happened afterMiss Rich's
ary next
ment toward.
the contr
will arguoccur
in "Beware of Married Men,"

S T E L L E
L. TAYLOR languished for a whole
year with but one
role to console her.
How she faced this
iin fortunate state
of affairs is described on the opposite page, withon coiisratulations
the
s^ood fortune that
is now hers.

41,. kr Kuiimh Aluusdei
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What

Is

a

Year

Worth

to

a

Star?

Estelle Taylor found no compensation in $62,000 for her unhappiness during a year away from the screen.
Now that she is about to return, she is still haunted by the fear of having been forgotten. Has she?
By Elizabeth Petersen

E hundred a week and not a thing to do !
TWELV
All the leisure in the world and a
weekly pay check coming in as reguIarl_\- as though the alarm clock had been calling one to work every morning at seven.
Who wouldn't have changed places with
Estelle Taylor and her workless
contract ?
And yet there isn't a person
in the movie colony who would
have done so ! Even an extra
girl making a precarious livelihood, haunting casting offices
day after day and taking her
work where she finds it, wouldn't
accept a year's contract if she
knew that during that period she
was not to appear in a single
picture.
*f
For Hollywood is the most astonishing place in the world —
there's no knowing what the
morrow- will bring forth. Who
can tell when the big chance is
coming — the opportunity that
came to Rudolph A^alentino in
"The
Horsemen," that
RichardFour
Earthelmess
found in
''Broken Blossoms," that gave
John Gilbert and Renee Adoree
their
roles in "The Big Parade?"
Perhaps
in a week or a month
or a year the extra girl wiW plav '
a part that attracts attention— a part
that will lead to ultimate stardom. Is
It to be wondered that she would
rather go hungry while waiting for
her big chance, than let a whole rear
slip by, with only a bank account to
show for it?
Years are too precious .in Hollvw-ood, where j-outh is at a premium
and the discovery of a new wrinkle
brings greater consternation than the
topphng of a throne.
When the critics gave high praise
to Estelle Taylor's performance of
Lucresia Borgia^ in "Don Juan," most
of the producers tried to place her under
contract. Miss Taylor was a distinct drawing card. Her sophisticated characterizations had lent spice to many a picture. More
than that, she didn't insist upon plaving socalled sympat
roles
heticwillin
'playe
r's
scope.
She was
g tothat
.be limit
loved a or
hated,
s3-mpathized
with or
ed, pitied or
scorned— anything that despis
the scenario called
for. For she isn't a profes
ingenue
and would just as soon play sional
a ladv villain

as 'it is intere
long received.
anythi
as Of
all ng,
the just
offersso she
Miss sting.
Tavlor chose a
year's contract with United Artists, which stipulated
that her first role should be opposite Rudolph Valentino
in "The Firebrand."

When Valentino died and "The Firebrand" was temporarilyashelved,
self without
role.Estelle Tax-lor found herAt first it was rather nice liavin^
tion. .She had been one of the hardestworked young
women in Holl\-wood,
a vacausually starting a new pictureishedasone.soon as she finBut as time went on
and there were no calls
from the studio, she began to get restless. For a
person who is used to
working at top speed, idleness is rather a burden.
Almost before she realized it, her nerves were
shattered and she was on
the verge of a breakdown.
All her friends were
working.
sheusual
saw
them
there AA'hen
was the
studio gossip, talk about
new pictures, about players, directors, what other
peopletellewere
doing.out Esfound herself
of
tune with people who
were doing things. Of
ever}" one she knew, she
alone was at a standstill.
Though Estelle
Taylor contract,
tvas
under
no role could
be found for
her by United
Artists.

Nothing was happening"
to her, though things were
humming all around her.
"Every morning I used
to read the reviews of the
latest pictures and Ed see
new names mentioned,
and praise given, and Ed
feel cheated. I knew- that
I should be working, too, that I should
be mentioned with the others."
Estelle Taylor's brown eyes flashed and
her voice lost that bantering charm so
characteristic of it. She seemed determined, tense.
We were sitting in her suite at the Ambassador, surrounded by baskets of fruit
and boxes of candies. Flowers nodded
and smiled from evers- corner of the room
— roses and orchids and the larkspur that

grow-s so plentifully in grandmother's oldfashioned garden and which is so expensive on Park Avenue.
"The situation became absolutely unbearable," she went on. "Do you realize
what it means to be sitting at home twiddling your thumbs while the years go bv.
the best years of all. the years of youth?
"AMien I met producers and directors they told me
they w-ould have used me in certain pictures' had I been
free. There were roles they felt would have been just
Continued on page 104
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The

Stroller

A casual humorist's
pertinent comments
on filmdom and its
inhabitants.

Carroll Graham
Illustrations by
L u i T ru g o

my vote is requested on the best motion
WHEN
picture of 1927 — if that remote possibility
should ever arise — I shall be forced to cast m}'
ballot for the celluloid version of the Dempsey-Tunney
battle. The flaws which infest our Hollywood products
were almost entirely absent from Mr. Rickard's superproduction. It should be shown as a model to all practicing scenarists, producers, directors, and actors.
In the first place, the picture was not too long, and
for that reason should be called to the attention of Mr.
von Stroheim and Mr. DeMille. The settings, too,
caught my fancy. They were not garish, nor too large,
nor overdressed. And there wasn't a single cafe sequence dragged in for "production value."
The acting, moreover, was sincere and the performances of both principals had a ring of authenticity.
Both characterizations were finely drawn, and not without emotion. The costume designer, too, kept his work
well within the tone of the production.
The plot was good, and as original as that of a
movie can be. It was, to be sure, the conventional

The First National studio, in the role of Shylock, is
demanding its pound of flesh, with a great deal of
accrued interest, from Molly O'Day.
Miss O'Day is a sister of Sally O'Neil, and she broke
into the big time in the lead opposite Richard Barthelmess in "The Patent Leather Kid." She scored a decided hit in the picture, and as a result, got a longterm contract from First National,
Her next part w^as
with Milton Sills in "Hard-Boiled Haggerty.
After that picture, however, a distressing circumstance began to assert itself. Miss O'Day, already comfortably plump, started to become uncomfortably
plumper. And her role in "The Shepherd of the Hills"
did nothing to decrease her avoirdupois, despite a rigorous location trip to the mountains.
Consequently, at the conclusion of that film, the studio
officials dispatched Molly to Arrowhead Lake, a resort
some miles from the movie colony which has a competent and strong-minded woman in command. Horseback riding, dieting, mud baths, exercise, and all the
other methods by which the slender figure is ordinarily
attained, wert ordered. The studio bosses, at this writing, are anxiously awaiting results.

prize-fight plot, whic'h George O'Brien and his contemporaries have done so often, but it was convincing,
and the suspense M'as well sustained.
Taking Mr. Tunney as the hero, we saw himperfonnA confectionery and ice-cream parlor just across
ing in a manner to delight any true fan, battling against
Hollywood
Boulevard from Sid Grauman's Chinese
odds as desperate as any that Francis X. Bushman or
movie palace advertises :
Thomas Meighan has ever encountered on the screen,
"Special Chinese Punch. Sid Grauman's Favorite
and eventually emerging victorious.
There were no messy love scenes, no ungrammatical
Gee, it must be great to be famous !
And Clara Bow herself testifies in the advertisements
subtitles, no attempts to insert comic relief. Mr. Tunney is a handsome and personable gent, eminently fitted
that
she chews "Blottz Gum." That should add maDrink."
for any leading role. Moreover, he has youth, an attriterially to her s. a.
bute not possessed b}' every leading man in Hollywood.
You may complain that there was no girl for whom
One of the several thousand European noblemen who
the hero battled. True, but there
have invaded Hollywood in recent A cars
was a million dollars and more to
Marriage to a wealthy film star is a
has actually gone to work.
be made from the victory, and I
popular means of support among the
He is Youcca Troubetzkoy, member
European noblemen who have invaded
personally would go through a
of the noted Russian family of that
Hollywood.
great deal more for that than for
name. He is said to have held the title
of
prince before the revolution, but he
any
blond
movie
cuties
I've
ever
met.
has dropped the title voluntarily and is
now engaged in selling automobiles for
An item in a certain movie pubone
of the agencies on Hollywood Boulevard.
lication read, "Albert Rogell, di1 1'-'
Youcca was a dancer, I believe, in
recting 'The Shepherd of the Hills,'
Paris, when Carl Laemmle found him
directs his players in Ozark dialect
and brought him to America under a
to create atmosphere."
long-term contract. He
Aren't there already enough
dialects among movie direcplayed tures
in for
a L^niversal
number of pictors without new ones being
and
then was leading man for
deliberately assumed?

The

Stroller

Po!a Negri in Paramount's "Flower of the

men would turn down

an opportunity
embracing BillieofDove,
whatever the reasons
Night."
'fhings
so
well
for did
himnotongo the
might be.
screen after that, so
How long will it be,
Troubetzkoy wisely decided that, if he could
I wonder,
beforeBobby
Ramon Novarro,
not make his living from
the movies, he'd do it
Agnew,
Charlie
Farrell, William
Haines,
some other way. Handand the other young
some and personable,
men of the screen will
with a wide acquaintance
in the film colony, he
be grumbling in their
beards over the faults
should be a huge success
as an automobile salesof aenew generation of
man.
actors ?
Not long ago, I sat
The only other visible
down to lunch at a
means of support for a
The Stroller picks the Dempsey-Tiinney fight film as the best
European title bearer
table where three charmotion picture, of 1927.
seems to be to marry a
acter players, all well
known, were eating.
female film star — -and
All three, with long years of experience in vaudeville,
that cannot be regarded as anything but a temporary
occupation.
on the stage, and in pictures, were in reminiscent mood.
"These kids nowadays," said one, "they don't study
Comments have been made on the incongruity of Mr.,
and work like we used to."
Viatcheslav Tourjansky, late of France and Russia,
"That's right," another agreed. "Think when they've
directing Colonel Tim McCoy in a Western.
acted six months they know all about the business."
Equall}" incongruous is the fact that Michael Curtiz,
"Sure do," the third piped up. "Just finished a picof Germany, is filming George Ade's "The College
ture with a young juvenile. He's a good kid, too, and
Widow," an American story if ever there was one.
bright.
youis can't
tell about
him anything.
Thinks
he
knows allBut
there
to know
acting. Now,
in my
Hollywood is questioning the wisdom of Universal's
purchase
stage hit, "Broadway," for the enormous sumofof the
$225,000.
The purchase contract stipulates that the pictorial
version of the play cannot be released before 1929, so
as to allow the play plenty of time to complete its
run without any competition from the screen.
A company has been pla3ang "Broadway" in Los
Angeles, so that the movie directors have had an
excellent opportunity to see it, and though I wouldn't
for a moment accuse our film directors of lifting material, the fact remains that a wave of crook pictures
is now sweeping over Hollywood. Willard Mack's
play, "The Noose," is being filmed, and it has a story
similar enough to "Broadway" to permit comparison.
Paramount is following "Underworld" with another
story of the same nature, and no doubt Metro-Goldw\'n
also has several crook films up its sleeve. So that probably when Universal is able to release "Broadway,"
the underworld will have gone out of vogue and it
will be about time to start making Western epics again.
I am told — and I offer the information to you for
whatever you think it is worth— that Douglas Fairbanks' leading women do not enact the final embrace
with him. The osculatory fade-out, my informant tells
me, is really played by Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.
Drastic ures
measwere
This custom, I believe, originated
used
on
a
with "The Black Pirate," when Mary
certain young
donned Billie Dove's beautiful costume
for the final scene, the camera angle ingenue who
being arranged, of course, so that the was growing
too plump.
famous Pickford face was not exposed
to the public eye.
This I regard as a striking bit of
husbandly devotion on the part of Mr.
Fairbanks, for I understand that it is
at his behest that Miss Pickford is substituted in the last scene. Not many

day, we studied our work. It's a life study, this acting
business. They used to rehearse me and rehearse me,
even after the show had opened."
And so it went, until another old-timer was mentioned. Their eyes brightened.
"There's a trouper that realh- knows what he's doing," theywas
all agreed.
"A real
artist !"
What
this business
coming
to, anyway, they
asked, glowering about at the dapper and confident
young actors and actresses in the dining room. Who
would there be to uphold the traditions of the profession when such as they wei'e gone?
Being a quiet young man, with a respect for my
elders, I said nothing. But I couldn't help thinking
of the distress those old gentlemen in their turn must
have caused their elders when they were young. Can't
you see them, strutting about in the snappiest garments
of the day? Always late for rehearsals, unwilling to
take advice and counsel from their seniors, with the
patriarchs of their generation shaking their heads over
them and pulling their metaphorical beards in dismay
over the future of their beloved profession.
It was amazing how man}' technical difficulties could
arise to halt motion-picture production on afternoons
Continued on page 109
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tar"
Every
extra rd
girl likes to call
herself
a motion"S
e little Wo
Th
of players who can rightfully claim that title.
By William
Let us take one of the very exceptional cases of a sudden rise, such as that of Janet Gaynor. Janet started
as an extra. Soon she was playing bits. Then she
achieved the rank of leading lady. Then she was featured
— with Charles Farrell in "Seventh Heaven," and also
with George O'Brien in "Sunrise." Finall}', she was made
a star, her first stan-ing vehicle being "Two Girls
Wanted." .She has done all this in the short space of
three years.
Let us, for clarity, define the various grades of pla3'ers
on the screen :
A star is the chief player in a picture, around whom the
action of the stor)^ is built.
A featured player has a leading part in a production
with one or two other plac ers of equal importance.
A leading man or lady generally serves as a prop to "a
star.
A bit player is one who plays such small parts as
butlers, maids, and so on.
An extra is just one of the crowd.
Janet, starting from the bottom, passed through all of
these grades. So to-day she can say, with entire truth :
"Fm a star." But being a sensible girl, she doesn't.
Olive Borden is another youngster who has risen from
the extra ranks to stardom inside of three years. Olive
as one of the models in Paul Bern's ''The
got her first bit
Dressmaker
from Paris." Her first leads were in Hal
Roach comedies. Then

It may surprise you to learn ihat
Lewis Stone has never become a
star — by his own choice,- he remains just a featured player.
%
ion-pic- \
a mot
OH,tureI'mstar."
states th^
unknown little extra
gir
ingl. when arrested for speedThis inaccurate statement
is constantly being made by
obscure
players with no
claim whatever to the title of star.
So indiscriminate has become the
use of the word, "star," that its exact meaning is almost forgotten.
As a matter of fact, there aie
only about forty real stars in the
entire profession. Yet one frequently sees, in the fan magazines,
layouts of pictures designating certain bit players and comparative
unknowns as "stars." Those little
girls, so labeled, may become stars
some day — let's hope — but they are
still a long way from that goal.
Of course, as we know, to
achieve stardom, nearly every one
has to begin at the bottom. From there yoti
pass through several grades leading toward
stardom. You may be lucky and leap almost
immediately from the bottom to the top. Or
again, you may be unfortunate and never get
ver^• far from the bottom.

Olive Borden won stardom
inside of three years. She is
starred in "Pajamas."

Fox gave her some leading roles and featured
parts, and finally made
her a star. So when
"Pajamas" and "Come
to
House"
come you
to
yourMy local
theater,
can call Olive the star of
these films and be
perfectly correct.

is anothe
ivho
has risen
veryr
Janet Gaynor
quickly. She is starred
in "Two Girls Wanted."
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picture "star," but there are really only a handful
.and they have won it only after years of effort.
H. McKeg^

A rapid rise to stardom, however, is not always good.
Dolores Costello rose rapidly from extra parts to leads and
then to stardom. She sprang suddenl}- into prominence in
"The Sea Beast." Previous to that, she had played only
extra parts. Nevertheless, she made a great hit. Warner
Brothers said : "Here's a star for us !"' But Dolores' first
few starring pictures have lacked something or other. It
might have been better for her if she had risen more gradually
to fame. Poor stories that might have left her unhurt if
she had been only a featured player in them, have proved
rather detrimental to her as a stai".
But such rapid rises to stardom
are very rare. Leatrice Joy, Bebe
Daniels, Harold Lloyd, Norma
Shearer, and the Talmadge sisters
all worked up to 'Stardom very
graduall3^ Gloria Swanson, Lillian Gish, and Colleen A'loore did
likewise. It took them from ten
to fifteen years to make the grade.
This plainly shows how difficult it
is to win stardom. And only a
few, out of the thousands trying,
ever win it.

Photo by Rayhuff-Richter
fetta Goiidal was a featured player for two
years before she was finally starred.
Rod La Rocque started as an extra
with the old Essanay Company, and
worked up to leads. But several years
elapsed before Rod saw his name in a

Though he had been a
popular leading man for a
long time. Rod La Rocque
was not starred until "Gigolo."

solo of electrics over "Gigolo."
Phyllis Haver, after years of conscientious work is ver}- close now to
stardom. " This little blonde started as
an extra at Sennett's. Now DeMille is
considering making her a star in "Chishe film
may with
only be
cofeaturedcago,"inthoughthat
Victor
Varconi.

And toperhaps,
in the
long run,
it's
better
be merely
a featured
player
than a star. To share a picture with
wiser than trying to play a lone hand. Still, several
by leaving featured roles for stardom. But to
star, a player must possess a tremendous amount
Pickford, for instance, has held her place for years

some one else is often
players have profited
hold one's place as a
of personality. Mary
and 3-ears.
John Gilbert can surely have no cause for complaint at what stardom
has brought to him. Beginning as a featured plaver for Fox, he eventually
became a star for that company in such program picttires as "St. Elmo"
and "Monte Cristo." On joining Metro-Goldwyn he dropped back to
featured parts, but his excellent work eventually brought him new stardom,
"Flesh and the Devil" being his first starring picture for M.-G.-M.
Richard Dix commenced as a featured player with the old Goldw\-n
Company. So famous did he become that, at the merger of the Goldwyn
Company with Metro, Parartiount bought Dix from them. Richard, needless to say, soon became a star.
Jetta Goudal's rise to stardom was comparatively rapid. It was only
four years ago that she first attracted attention in "The Bright Shawl"
and "The Green Goddess." Her success in these and
Anna Q. Nilsson has other films gained her a featured role in "Open All
alwaysto befirmly
re- Night." She remained
a featured
player for about two
fused
starred.
Continued
on page 104

Harrison Ford, above, plays the do-or-die reporter
in "Gallagher," the film based on Richard Harding
Davis' famous short story.
Wuxtra!
AH about the big murder! — all about the big
fire! — all about the big robbery! — all about
anything that those cub reporters in the
movies can lay their hands on.
John Gilbert, left, bangs
off a last-minute midnight story for his paper in "Man, Woman

Jeanne Eagels, right, is
society editor for the
same paperfilm.in the same

and Sin."

Edmund Lowe, left, pulls
out his notebook, cocks an
ear, and becomes the dapper
young reporter in the mystery melodrama called
"The Wizard."

Right, T. Roy Barnes, as
one of the newspaper boj's
covering the murder trial in
"Chicago," telephones the
latest dope in to the city
editor.
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Eve has played many good roles ivhich were never seen by the public— either Iier work ivas cut from tlie picture, or the entire
film was shelved.

The
Face
on
the
Cutting-room
Floor
For years that's where Eve Southern's screen efforts have almost invariably ended— on the cutting-room
floor. But now, at last, in Doug Fairbanks' "The Gaucho," she is given a real chance to show her talent.
By Dorothy

Wooldridge
emerged as second lead

OUTHERN
EVE
must Scertainly have
read the poem,
nity," by John
tu
or
pp
"O
J. Ingalls :

in Douglas
• Fairbanks'
"The
Gaucho."
For ten
years she has struggled,
while opportunity beckoned. Always just ahead,
it seemed, success was

[ knock unbidden once at every

waiting. But alwa^'s disappointment stepped in.
The screen's greatest producers and directors have
bid for her services, offered her splendid roles,
paid her good salaries,
outlined a brilliant career
for her, lauded her talent
— only to cut most of her
work- from the films she
has played in, or to shelve
the productions entirely.
I talked to her not long
ago about her past disappointments and about the
capital role she at last
won in "The Gaucho." A
little embittered, a little
tired, a trifle pensive, she
wonders what may next
be in store for her.

If gate—
sleeping, wake — if feasting, rise before
I turnfate,awav — it is the hour of
And they who follow me
reach every state
Alortals desire, and conquer
every foe
Save death, but those who
doubt or hesitate.
Condemned to failure, penury
and woe.
Seek me in vain and uselessly implore,
I answer not, and I return no
more.
But the tall, stately,
green-eyed Eve — she with
the tawny hair and the
lazy Texas drawl — doesn't
believe a word of it. For,
if Old Man Opportunity
has knocked at Eve
Southern's gates once, he
has done it a dozen times,
then mocked at her outstretched arms and pleading words and left her in
bitterness.
Hollywood offers no
more amazing tale than
that of this beautiful
3'oung girl who recently

Her rdle of Princess Korchagin, in "Resurrection,'-' with Rod
La Rocque, was cut completely out, to reduce the film to the
ris:ht length.

Critics are lauding hei"
work in Doug's picture,
but she wonders whether
her next screen efforts
may not, like her past, find
their way to the cuttingroom floor.
D. W.
ered" EveGrifiith
Southern"discovwhen
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She got a part or two at Universal,
then in William de Mille's "After the
Show." After seeing rushes of the
latter production, Rupert Hughes
signed her for an important part in
"Remembrance." Hughes was then
directing for Goldwyn.
"Mother dear," she exclaimed, "I've
got my big role at last! Here it is,
and here's my contract !"
Aly, how the sun was shining!
Overnight she was to be elevated to
a distinctive place in the film firmament. vShe was to arrive. Eventually
she played the
gave
membrance" thepart.
best sheShehad.
She"Reput
her soul into her work. And then —
the newspapers said one morning that
the old Goldwyn Company had merged
with ]Metro. "Remembrance" was
shelved where to-day it is probably still
collecting dust and cobwebs. Thus
Eve's second big chance was gone.
But Sam Goldwyn thought her
work in the shelved "Remembrance"
was outstanding, and he promptly offered her the leading role in "A Thief
in Paradise." But George Fitzmaurice, who was to direct the production, stepped in and asked for
Aileen Pringle instead.
"I'm sorry," Goldwyn explained to
JNIiss Southern, "but he's to make the
picture and must be allowed to choose
he wants."
Discouraged,
Eve went to Florida.
whom
Opportunity' had knocked, not once,
as Ingalls wrote, but thrice, and each
time the Texas girl had answered, but
each time had met with disappointment.

Despite the good fortune that has come to her in "The Gaucho," Miss Southern's past
disappointments make lier sl<eptical as to what the future may hold for her.
he was filming "Intolerance" — a slender, languid, beautiful girl with the longest eyelashes of any one in
Hollywood. She looked as though she had just stepped
from a magazine cover. She had come from Fort
Worth, Texas. Her real name was Elva McDowell.
But to Griffith she promptly became "Miss Southern."
"The girl with the Babylon eyes !" he called her.
The great director kept an eye on this languorous
maiden during the filming of "Intolerance." He talked
to her about her career, aided her, took an interest in
her. She had only a bit in that production, but she
evinced latent talent, and the keen eye of D. W.
promptly detected it. He discussed future films for
her. But when "Intolerance" was finished, he retired
temporarily from production, and Eve's first hopes were
thereby shattered.
After that, the dreams she had dreamed and the
aspirations she had cherished slowly faded, and the
girl with the Babylon eyes, finally returned to Texas.
There she remained for a year or two, but the
glamour of the movies, the desire to succeed, brought
her back to Hollywood.
"I know I can make it if they'll only give me a
chance !" she cried.

"Fate is against me!" she wailed.
"Everything goes wrong."
Still, in a little scrapbook, she had
a copy of the famous reply Judge

Walter Malone had made to Ingall's
"Opportunity :"
The}- do ine yvrong who say I come no more,
When once I knock and fail to find you in;
For every day I stand outside your door
And bid you wait, and rise to fight and win.

If Judge Malone only knew what an inspiration that
poem was to one discouraged girl ! Eve refused to give
up. "And every day I stand outside your door and
bid
you wait,
to fight
and Then,
win!" there
she repeated
to herself
overandandriseover
again.
came a
wire recalling her to Hollywood.
"Charlie Chaplin has a splendid role for you in 'The
Woman of the Sea' with Edna Purviance," the messaid. boarded
"Hurry to
the studio."
So sageEve
a train
and crossed the continent
to answer again the beckoning of Opportunit}-. A contract was signed, a featured role given her, and the
picture filmed. But Chaplin took one look at it, rubbed
his eyes as though to make sure he saw aright, then
said: "Put that thing on the shelf- and keep it there —
it's terrible !"
So into the vault went "The Woman of the Sea."
and into oblivion went another performance by the girl
with the Baby-Ion eyes,
though
Chaplin
had nothing but
Continued
on page
94
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Pretty soft for the carpenters at the Educational studio! With saws and hammers and chisels and axes, Lucille Hutton and the
rest of the Educational Comedy girls turn out en masse to offer their services.

Hollywood
High
Lights
The most interesting items of news from the town where the movies are made.
By Edwin

and Elza Schallert

ado there is about Dolores del Rio and
MUCH
what sort of film she should play in next. The
reason is "The Loves of Carmen," vi^hich has
been facetiously referred to as "The Legs of Carmen,"
and for which Miss del Rio was lent to the Fox organization. Edwin Carewe, who has Miss del Rio
under contract, is reported to have opposed her playing
in one or two more productions of the same sort for
Fox. Several have been suggested, including a sequel
to "What Price Glory" called "The Cock-eyed World"
and also a story called "The Red Dancer from
Moscow." Neither of these has met with much encouragement from Carewe, although the last-named, at
latest report, was being considered.
It is understood that Carewe is very desirous of
keeping his star free from the "vamp" sting from which
so many dark-haired film actresses have suffered. In
his own production of "Resurrection," he succeeded in
doing this, and "Ramona" is essentially a romantic
theme, with not even the slightest echo of a siren note.
So far, Dolores' opportunities have all been excellent,
and she lent distinction even to such a reckless young
lady as Charmaine in "What Price Glory."
We wonder if she could ever be thought of as a
vamp. We doubt it. But just the same, it's probably
a good" idea to keep her in "nice" films, and "The Loves
of Carmen" certainly was not such. We thought it
ran to extremes of vulgarity.
Jackie the Plutocrat.
Jackie Coogan is the financial boy wonder of filmdom.
It has long been known that Jackie's starring contracts
have brought him numberless shekels, but now, it would

seem,
he is also acquiring fame as a real-estate operator
de
luxe.
Jackie's investments in Los Angeles alone are said
to total one million five hundred thousand dollars,
and in addition, he owns a one-thousand-acre mountain
ranch near San Diego. One of his holdings is a business block worth three hundred thousand dollars.
What other boy ever accumulated such a fortune
through his own gifts and efforts? Jackie is only
thirteen years old, and he has a bank account that would
make an oil magnate jealous. Furthermore, his film
career is not over, though everybody predicted that it
would be when he started to grow up. He isn't making
as many pictures as he used to, but there is no sign
of his ceasing altogether.
It will be interesting to see what happens to his
screen personality when he attains maturity, but we
venture to predict that, even then, he will go right on
acting, and may possibly start directing and producing
pictures. For a youngster M'ho has been brought up
under devastatingly affluent circumstances, his life has
been singularly well managed.
News of Charlie Chaplin.
Whatever the world may have to say for or against
him,
Charlie
still holds our
intei-est.
It can't
be denied
thatChaplin
his achievements
command
admiration.
We saw the little comedian out at his studio not
long ago. It was the first time in more than a year,
and we found him strikingly changed. He is noticeably
older and his hair has turned grayer. He was buried
in work, cutting "The Circus," and he told us that he
was going to stai't another comedy just as soon as
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possible. 'T have to," he said, half pathetically, half
humorously.
Funny w^hat the Chaplin official seal means for a
leading lady. Merna Kenned}^ who played in "The
Circus" at one hundred and fifty dollars a week is
reported now to be receiving offers of one (thousand
five hundred dollars from other companies.
Chaplin recently was to leave the imprint of his
comedy shoes in the cement court in front of Grauman's
Chinese Theater, other stars having already performed
a similar ceremony. Charlie was scheduled to be on
hand one afternoon, and news reporters and photographers were summoned. After they had waited about
an hour, and every one was tearing his hair, Charlie
telephoned to ask if he couldn't come over in the evening instead. So the party broke up, with every one
leaving in high dudgeon.

High

Lights

bing for the quality of the dinner. Mrs. Jannings was
dumfounded, but on investigation she learned that that
very day, as part of the action of the film, her husband
had been called upon harshly to reprimand the kitchen
department of the army — he was evidently just keeping
in practice.
Some one very aptly remarked that life would be
peaceful in the Jannings abode so long as Emil plays
reasonably human characters on the screen, but that
the consequences might be disastrous if he should
portray a character with homicidal tendencies.
So There, Mr. La Rocque!
Rod La Rocque and Lupe Velez had a great time
teasing each other during the making of "Stand and
Deliver," in which Lupe was Rod's lead.
They succeeded, it appears, in discovering each other's
sensitive spots. With Lupe, it is her likeness to Dolores
del Rio.
"Hello, Dolores!"
"How are you, Dolores?" "Good

A Slaughter of Innocents.
The fate of the young newcomers in films is a question that is attracting
night,
Dolores to
!" Rod
much attention, since
k'ept sa\-ing
her
from morning till
any number of them
night, while Lupe
have recently been let
out by the various
squinted her nose at
studios. Paramount,
him and said : "Aw,
Metro-Goldwyn and
you go on, you bad
others have been slicing down their stock
Finally,
afterit, several days of
she
companies. We note
that many names are
burst out with : "Aw,
missing from their
you
quit, tired
you —make
rosters. And there
me very
you
have been few rewas silent
Mr.Rod
Monte
Blue!"for
placements.
man."
But among those
athat.
long while after
youngsters Avho have
apparently made good
Just the Movie for
and are on the sci^een
a Scotchman.
to stay, there are
"Have
you heard
Charles Rogers,
Thelma Todd, and
the one about the
Scotchman who went
Ivy Harris — all Paramount School gradto the ter?"
picture
theaasked Johnny
uates. They are
among the few surAin't love just grand! Kathryn Carver gazes adoringly at her husbandHines at a party revivors out of a large
to-be,
Adolphe
Menjou,
as
he
practices
for
his
role
in
"Serenade"
—
in
which,
cently. "He was
number of youngsters
by the way, Kathryn is the heroine.
passing
a theater
that Param.ount rewith his girl,
and he
cently tried out.
saw a sign, 'The Woman Pays.' 'Aye, yes,' he said.
Nancy Carroll is the name of a new girl whom Para' 'tis here Ave're goine to-nicht' "
mount has^ engaged. We have often wondered just
Stockings for Sale.
how long it would be before some film organization
would capture her. She has been a hit on the stage
If you have ever seen the sign that advertises
in Los Angeles, and is one of the prettiest auburnmilk from contented cows, you'll appreciate the followhaired charmers we have ever seen. Nancy has been
ing example of ingenuity.
Picture players are always finding some novel form
engaged by Paramount to plav Rose in "Abie's Irish
of activity to fill in time between engagements. Hunth'
Rose."
Sort of Hard on the Servants.
Gordon, for one, has been devoting a portion of his
time
to the hosiery business. And because his type
Emil Jannings is inimitable. Whatever role he plays
isn't
in
such great demand on the screen just at present,
dominates his whole personality, and we don't mean
due to those inexplicable changes in movie taste, he has
maybe.
been concentrating on his enterprise with great success.
They tell a story about an incident that occurred
"I'm not appealing to the classes with m_v product,
Avhile he was starring in "The Last Command," a Russion military feature. Jannings was cast as a Russian
but to the masses," he said. "I've learned that that's
general, and throughout the time the picture was being
the best way, and I have a slogan that I'm proud of.
It's 'Silk socks for contented calves!' "
filmed, he kept up a truly imposing military swagger
and manner, whether on the set or ofif. One evening
The Wit of Will Rogers.
at dinner he called, with an imperious gesture, for the
presence of all the family servants. He ordered them
• One can always expect some good laughs from the
to stand in line before him, and then, looking at them
subtitles in any picture starring Will Rogers. Those
with dramatic severity, proceeded to give them a drubin "A Texas Steer" are no exception.

Hollywood
Ro;-,ers in that film porti"a}'S a cowboy who goes to
Congress, having been forced there by the social ambitions of his wife. One of the brightest lines incident
to his arrival in Washington refers to the national
capital as "famous for its domes — marble, teapot, and
ivor}-."
Another is Rogers' rejoinder to a newsboy who, on
seeing him clad in an old frock coat and a ten-gallon
hat, yells: "Where's the circus?" "Right over there,"
Rogers answers, pointing toward the House of Congress. "The biggest circus in the world, and I've just
it."
joined
Still another bit of smart chatter, for which the star
is no doubt responsible, describes the hotel where he
stops as one "where honest citizens like to be mistaken
for statesmen, and where statesmen like to be mistaken
for honest citizens."
We saw the picture at a preview, and it kids national
politics considerably, and in a way that will no doubt
appeal to the admirers of Rogers' witty sayings in the
newspapers.
"A Texas Steer" is not, perhaps, a great picture, but
It promises to be a popular one — more popular than
most of those that Rogers has made, for he has never
hit very strongly with the film public. There are some
roping tricks at the finish, in which he ties up all the
assorted villains, that will furnish thrills and laughter.
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him on the set caused the company to resort to aerial
transportation to get him, as no tarantula was avaiUible
in California at the moment. And if you want to know
how a tarantula looks after a trip a la Lindbergh, all
you have to do is to see "Woman Wise." And we are
not charging the company, either, for this bit of
ballyhoo.
The leading actors in "Woman Wise" are William
Russell, Walter Pidgeon, and a very interesting new
girl, June Collyer.
»
Extry! Extry!
"Pretty film star thrown out of automobile!" "Beautiful picture sparkler's car smashed to smithereens!"
"Popular like
actress
hurtallbytheslap
in theAs face!"
heacllines
these
time.
a matterOneof reads
fact,
these accidents are not so serious as the)^ may sound,
though unpleasant enough, to be sure, for their victims.
Sally Blane, who is under contract to Paramotmt, was
hurled out of an automobile one evening, when it turned
a corner rather sharply, and the door flew open. She
was rendered unconscious by the accident, and also
just escaped being run over.
Thelma Todd's car was bumped by a truck and all
but demolished, but she' herself escaped with only a
shake-up and minor bruises.
Dolores del Rio was the victim of the slap, and Vera
Lewis, the villainess in "Ramona," performed the deed
during the filming of that picture. The scene became
unexpectedly realistic when a heavy bracelet that Miss
Lewis was wearing accidentally struck Miss del Rio's
face, loosening one of her teeth and cutting her cheek.
Clara Bow, while hiking in Yosemite, slipped and
fell on some rocks, gashing her head rather badly.

Estelle Beats 'Em Up.
Estelle Taylor's first assignment since her contract
W"ith United Artists expired is a surprising one. She
has been
cast isfor
title part
in "The Whip
and
her role
to the
frustrate
all attentions
from Woman,"
admirers
by flogging them. What a terrible thing if Estelle
should start a vogue for such a custom ! Here's hoping
The End of Another Happy Marriage.
.her female fans won't take the object lesson too
There is little to be said at this late date about the
seriously or try to follow her example.
divorce of Reginald
Antonio Moreno and
Lowell Sherman are
Another Hollywood romance — Melbourne Spurr, the photographer whose Denny and his wife,
except that it is a pity
photos of the stars so
among those wdio suffer from her blows.
that two people who
had no doubt found
considerable happiness
A Flying Tarantula.
in their wedded life
The latest member
over a period of fully
of the animal kingdom
to have a ride in an
fifteen years should
finallv have separated.
airplane for the sake of
Mrs. Denny filed the
the movies is a tarantula.
action, alleging that
Metro-Goldwyn tried
Denny spent too much
time away from her,
to take a lion on a joy
jaunt some time ago,
flying in his airplane,
or cruising the high
but it didn't work out
seas, and also that he
so successfully. The
took their daughter,
lion, very much disBarbara, w i t h him,
gusted and disgruntled,
which caused ]\Irs.
landed somewhere in
the desert when the
Denny great anxiet3^
We have always
plane refused to go any
liked
both Reg and his
farther, and a small
wife. Everybody
caravan of studio emthought they were very
plo3'ees had to go after
securely married and,
him, in addition to one
as usual, there has been
or two zealous press
talk of a reconciliation.
agents.
The tarantula fared
We hope there is some
truth in it, but are
better, but then he had
afraid not.
to fly only from Arizona, to do a few
This Takes the Cake.
scenes in "Woman
We award this
Wise" for Fox. An
immediate
need for
month's prize to the
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called in to see what they could do to revive it,
and as all the old cast were now scheduled for
other productions, an entirely new one was assembled, headed by Joan Crawford and James
Murray. The slogan in pictures must be: "Never
Wedding Bells.
Attached
to
a
gift
from Vilma Banky to Diana
say die."
Kane,
on the occasion of a shower given by
Colleen Moore for Diana, was a card reading:
"I wish you all happiness with my hole heart."
Diana, who is Lois Wilson's sister, was recently married to George Fitzmaurice, the director. ]\Iany parties were given in her honor
before the wedding, not the least of which was
one of Fitzmaurice's famous tennis parties, which
took place on a Sunday and was followed by an
epicurean
celebrities. supper. It was attended by num.erous
Fitzmaurice's new home, an English mansion
in Beverly Hills, was only recently completed,
and he is more than fortunate to have such a
delightful girl as Diana "to grace it as his wife.
Of course, Diana is to be congratulated also,
because there is much to be said about Fitz —
and it's all highly favorable.

Kioto by Freulich
Simon Legree at home — but George Siegmann, that deep-dyed villain of
the screen, looks as harmless as a kitten, in the quiet atmosphere of his
Beverly Hills home.
bright mind responsible for changing the title of "Annie
Laurie," featuring Lillian Gish, to "Ladies from Hell."
There are at least a few million picture fans who
have heard the song "Aniiie Laurie,", but we venture
to say that the number who would immediately recognize in "Ladies from Hell" a synonym for the Scotch
Highlanders are in the vast minority. At any rate, Lillian
Gish in "Ladies from Hell" just doesn't sound right.
The Return of Two Old-timers.
This is come-back time in the movies. The studios
have evidently decided that the fans would like to see
some of the old familiar faces.
William Farnum, after a long absence from the
screen, is doing a feature called "Hangman's Llouse"
for Fox. It is adapted from the story b)' Donn Byrne.
Farnum hasn't been very anxious to return to pictures,
because his last effort to come back was unsuccessful,
but Mr. Sheehan,, vice-president of the Fox company,
inally prevailed upon him to accept an engagement.
There were sentimental associations involved, as Farlum in the old days did virtually all his pictures for
Fox.
House Peters has also been acting before the camera
again — in the role of Sergeant Malone in "Rose-Marie,"
which finally is finished;
The filming of "Rose-Marie" was bravely started
half a year ago, as you may remember, with a cast including Renee Adoree, Ralph Forbes, Llarry Carey,
and others. Then it was shelved and finally scrapped,
and grave doubt was entertained as to whether the
story would ever be filmed.
Several scenario writers and a new director were

A Wonderful Role for Phyllis.
Ph3dlis Haver looks utterly charming in her
role of Ro.ry Hart in "Chicago." This is her
first starring picture for Cecil DeMille, and
though Frank Larson was the official director.
DelMille himself took charge along toward the
finish.

We saw the courtroom scenes in the making,
and Phyllis was attired in a fluffy, baby-vamp
dress, and wore a little poke bonnet, designed
to turn the jurors' heads quite completely.
Roxy Hart is one of the most zestful characters that
has been seen on the stage, and the play is such an
excellent satire on the feeble way in which most of
our courts conduct murder trials — especially when the
accused is fair and not forty — that we hope its spirit
is kept intact in the picture version.

All in the Day's Work.
Any number of professional boxers, football players,
and the like have had to take beatings on the screen
for the sake of the story. But seldom is a prominent
leading man placed in this predicament. Jack Holt,
who is famous for his great skill in polo, has to let
Bill Haines win out against him in a current film. But
at that, Haines had to do considerable advance practicing to make his dexterity with the mallet convincing.
Holt didn't fare very brilliantly after his separation
from Paramount some months ago, but now things look
much brighter for him.
The Tale of Lina Basquette.
Lina Basquette's destiny is working out very interestingly. Lina was a child star for Universal many
years ago. Then she went onto the stage in New
York as a dancer. Later, she married the late Sam
Warner, -of the Warner Brothers organization. Several months ago she decided to return to the screen,
and took part in a Vitaphone prologue that her husband
supervised.
Following Mr. Warner's death, she continued with
her career and has now been signed up by Cecil
DeMille for featured parts.
Contimipd on page 92
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Marian Douglas is already a far happier person than ivas the Ena Gregory of the hard-luck days.

Good'by,
Ena!
Hello,
Marian!
Lost — one movie actress. No reward offered. In changing her name to Marian Douglas, Ena Gregory wants
to forget the girl who just couldn't get ahead in the movies, and to try to become an entirely new personality.
By Ann
IT is bad enough to be beaten after an honest effort
at
success,
but to be licked before 3'ou start is a
whole
lot worse.
Now, this is a little stor}' about a girl who felt that
way — that she had got ofif on the wrong foot in the
movies and couldn't get switched to the right one. She
was just about ready to give up. She Avas happily married, anyway, and with a little sigh of regret and dis-

Sylvester
appointment, she packed away her grease paint and
mascara stick and was about to call it quits.
That might have been all there was to this story, if
her director-husband hadn't said : "Now listen, Ena,
suppose we give you a new shuffle of the cards — a.
fresh chance — and see what happens." The gentleman
who spoke Avas Al Rogell, and the lady, his wife, whom
he addressed, was Ena Gregory.
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Good-by,

Ena!

Hello,

Marian!
time, the world looked like
nothing but blue skies.
Every day she reported
hopefully at the studio, believing her big chance would
materialize within the next
twenty-four hours. And
every day she was told that
no Tole had yet been found
for her, but would she pose
for some fashion pictures in
Whoozis' furs or Whatnot's
gowns? She was told that
the publicity would be good
for her — and, indeed, it
might have worked out that
way if she had ever been
given a chance to do anything on the screen, but she
wasn't. Now and then, she
was fitted into a small part
in a big picture or a big part
in a small picture, but for
the most part she was used
to pose for fashion pictures
in the Sunday papers. So

Almost as soon as she changed her name,
Ena — or rather Marian— was given an important role in "The Shepherd of the Hills."
She is shown above ivith John Westwood.
Ena sighed, and there was a
slight glitter of tears in her eyes.
"Oh, I don't know," she said listlessly, "I just haven't the heart to
keep on trying, things have broken
so badly for me. I don't believe
in myself any more, so how can I
make any one else believe in me?"
"Well," mused Al, who is a smart
man as well as a smart director,
"maybe you could believe in yourself if you were some one else."
Ena didn't even bother to answer
that one. It seemed rather silh'.
How can one person be somebody
else?
Just how that very thing was
brought about makes up the lesson
for to-day, which is especially directed at those who have dug themselves so deepty into a rut that there
doesn't
seem done.
to be any way out —
as
Ena had
Let's go back a bit. Several
years ago, the Universal company
put under contract a little Australian girl named Ena Gregory.
Ena Avas blond and blue-eyed and
young and heartbreakingly ambitious. She was so happy about
this contract that she went around
with her head in the clouds. In
rosy daydreams, she visualized Ena
Gregory in a Beverly Hills home,
in close-ups and long-shots, and in
electric lights.
To Ena, at that

gradually,
high-hearted
enthusiasm her
became
a little
moth-eaten.
Once she took her courage
in hand and asked
c i a Universal
I s why they
the
ofifiweren't
for her? doing
Well, more
they
didn't know, they
said. They'd try to
find something. In
the meantime,
would she pose for
ton fashionHamilpage
the Peggy
for Sunday?
Days, went
weeks,
months
by,
and E n a ' s blue
skies became evercast with gray. To
put it less poetiso hot.
But
inweren't
cally,
stead ofthings
railing
at
her fate, Ena
blamed herself and
shrank more and
more into the background, which is
not an unusual reaction in modest
and sensitive people. She began to
find fault with herself. Her nose, for
instance. It was a
as
noses good
went, nose
but
pretty
she didn't
it.
There
was alike
slight
irregularity along
the bridge, and
slight
irregularities
Continued
on page 96
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Then

the

Gateman

Threw

Him

Out

Cecil DeMille himself had told him to stay, yet Rex Lease allowed a mere gateman to
chuck him out! Now what do you think of that! But Rex has made the grade just the
same, only he still wonders what might have happened if it hadn't been for that gateman.
By William H. McKegg

are a few of the thoug-hts that were exHERE
Mr. : Rex Lease when I recenth'
d byhim
interviewepressed
"I always think we owe something to some one for
everything we get."
"I like to stand on very high places. It makes you
feel great to look down on a town from a hilltop and
see how small everything seems compared to you where
you are standing.".
"I have often wondered, when walking down a street,
what I should see inside the various homes and apartment houses if I could look through their
walls."
Now the above quotations reveal Mr.
Lease to be grateful, egotistical, and curious,
all at the same time — like many other young
men, it might be added. But he's a little
different from most young cinema heroes,
who are so weighed down' with misery, unhappy love affairs, and various kinds
of complexes that they can talk of
little else.
Yes, Rex seemed different from the
minute the interview began. "An exception," was the thought that flashed
through my mind.
"Here's how I missed what inight
have placed me in a different position," was what he said for his
premise. He tilted his canvas-back
chair on its hind legs and, taking a
deep breath, explained what
it was he had missed and ho\^he had missed it.
/
Some years ago, he said, he
had stood on the wrong side
of the Lask}- studio gate, wondering how he could get inside. He waited until the
lunch hour, then appeared
with tour ice-cream cones, and the
ever-alert gatekeeper, in an unguarded moment, let him walk past
onto the lot.
Rex offered two of his cones to a
young girl, whose face seemed rather
familiar. They started talking about pictures. Then, no less an individual than
Cecil B. DeMille walked up to them and
spoke to the girl, calling her "Dorothy."
Still another person, evidently less influential, called her "Miss Dalton." Both
names went together in Mr. Lease's mind
and formed Doroth}- Dalton. He quaked
to think how fresh he had been. Neversation. theless, Dorothy kept him in the conver"Are him.
you working here?" Mr. DelMille
asked
"No, not just now," Mr. Lease, who
had never worked there or anywhere else,
replied.
"Are you an actor?" C. B. inquired.

"No — I want to be a director," Rex blurted out,
much to his own astonishment. "I am trying to land
a job
an assistant."
Mr. asDeMille
called one of his numerous helpers, who
was just going to lunch. "When you get back," he said,
"take this voung man's name and address, and take him
onto Mr. Blank's set." Mr. DeMille and Miss Dalton
then departed on their separate ways, and Rex was
left waiting for the return of his guide.
The gatekeeper, having kept his eye on our hero
all the tiine, now came up to him. "Did you ever speak
to Mr.
DeMille before?"
he
asked.
Rex has played
"Why, no," Rex rechiefly companies,
for the
smaller
"If any one found out
hat he has built up
that I let you get by me,
a considerable fan
plied.
I'd lose me job. There's
folio IV in g.
the
Now said,
get out
the gate.
gateman
in !"a
tone that meant business.
"And like an idiot,"
Rex admitted, "I let him
Thus, Paramount lost
me out!"future diput possible
a
rector.
But Mr. Lease got a
job as an actor soon
after that and has been
steadily progressing ever
since. The first part in
whicli he attracted attention was
that of the young clergyman in
"The Woman Who Sinned." Since
that, he has played in many pictures for smaller companies and
also for F. B. O. Among his most
recent releases for the latter company have"Not
been For"Moulders
Men'' and
Publication."of
At the time I interviewed him,
l:e was playing one of the leads in
"The College Hero." for Columbia
Films.
"It ought to be good." Rex remarked. "Walter Lang is a splendid director, and Pauline Garon
and Bobby Agnew and Ben Turpin
are in the cast.
"What I want to do," Mr. Lease
went on, "is to make something
really great — something that will be
remembered. Have you ever
thought that, among the big stars,
there is just one great role for
which each is remembered? There's
Barthelmess and his ' 'Tolable
David,' Lillian Gish and 'Broken
Blossoms,' Pola Negri and 'Du
And Rex
Barry,'
and sois on."
a young chap quite
Continued on pajre 114
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Fanny the Fan holds forth about prac
comers and old-timers, linen showers and

By The
that could be expected of a man of his
rampant bad taste, that the only redeeming
feature of it was the work of the star whose
name was signed, and that that had been
ruthlessly cut.
"I'd like to find out who started this," the
producer went on, glowering. "These here
practical jokers are going too far. Here we
go to the trouble of having these post cards
made up, so as to give the public an opportunit}' to express opinions and offer helpful
"Free," Fannv interposed.
•cr"it
— ic
andisms
some " self -elected humorists get hold
of the cards and flood us with a lot of nonsense. There were about fifty in the bunch
I got at the last preview that looked phony

to me. They took up a lot of valuable time."
"Valuable to whom ?" I was on the verge
of saying, he being one of that type known
as "snoopervisors," but Fanny spoke first,
in her most conciliator}- manner.
"But just think how important, you must
have looked to your associates, getting all

i
Photo by Chidnoff
Colleen Moore is enthusiastically preparing for "Lilac Time. "

Y THE FAN was at
FANN
her favorite corner table af
the Montmartre, chuckling
hilariously over a post card in her
hand, while at her side stood a
motion-picture producer whose
discomfiture was obvious.
"I thought you'd think it was.
funny," he commented somewhat
sourly, "but I didn't expect you to go into hysterics over it. It all looks
suspicious to me. I bet
you had something to do
with it."
"Oh, no," Fanny protested to him blandly, as
I held out my hand for
the card. "Whatever
made you think I would
do a thing like that?"
The post card was one of the usual
kind handed out to audiences at
previews, asking them to express
their opinions about the picture
shown. This particular one was
signed with the name of a prominent
star, who appeared in the film, and
in illiterate language it told the producer that the picture was the best

He retired from the scene with something
that mail!"
that resembled a disgruntled snort, and
Fanny blithely turned her attention to the
menu, from which she proceeded to order.
"Now take off the disguise
of injured innocence," I told
-her, "and tell me Avhat you
know
this."really," Fanny
"Notabout
much,
insisted. "All I know is that
the producers invite people to
have a little fun at their expense, ask
when they
provide post'
cards and
for comments
on
their pictures. So, lots of people— and who am I to tell you
who they are, even if I know?
-get fun out of signing th^
jiames of celebrities. Of all the
comments
I've
read,
my favorite
said : 'This is the
best production- of
yours that I have
ever seen previewed. Ifound
out about the others
in time and stayed
And it was signed
away
from them.'
with the name of a
p 1 a 3^ e r who was
Lape Velez has proven
herself to be the most
striking
newcomer on
the screen.

Teacups

tical jokers in Hollywood, about newcat parties, with characteristic volubility.
Bystander
dickering for a contract with that particular
producer !
''Oh, well, she got the job anyway, because
he needed her name to bolster up the boxoffice value of his films. Business is business.
What is one insult more or less in the life of
a producer. So tliat practical joke, at least,
had- a happy ending.''
"Which reminds 3-ou of one that didn't,"
I ventured.

"Yes. A girl telephoned Lloyd Pantages
and represented herself as secretary to the
M.-G.-M. casting director. She asked him
his height and weight and then kept him
home all afternoon vraiting for her to call
back with an important message. Finally,
she phoned that if he could reduce niiie
pounds Avithin the next four days, she
thought he would be just the type they
wanted for an important role. So poor
Lloyd lived on orange juice for the rest of
the week and went to the studio Saturday
morning all decked out in riding clothes, onl}to learn that there was no such person as the
one who had phoned him !"'
'"And that was supposed to be funny ?"
"Oh. well, everybody can't be amused bv
the same things. There may even be people
somewhere in the world who think [Monty
Banks' comedies are entertaining. For my
"
part
"I don't care about your part." For once
Ihardly
asserte
d funny
myself. enough
'"Pract
jokes
are
ever
toical
justify
the discomfiture of the people victimized.
"'Oh. dear." Fanny sighed
despairingly. "I suppose you
thiner
wasn
k it
't y-funny for 'the
mast
of all
Holl
wood jokers to send
the frowzy-looking
chorus of a show
up to
a direc
hous
the tor's
day
e on
when he was giving
a tea for his most
formal friends. Or
to phone a star and
say that it is a radio
station with a special telephone hookup, so that people
can broadcast from
their own homes
and not have to
come to the studio
microphone. Several stars have been

Janet Gaynor is happy, because she
is worlcino; again with the people who
made "Seventh Heaven. "
^'^J'

Photo by Frenlich
Marion Nixon is to play the leading role in "The Thoroughbred."
inveigled into making long
speeches by that ruse. Somebody tried to get Anita
Stewart to sing over the
telephone by telling her that
radio story, but Anita caught
on Fanny
and gently
refused."
is easily
amused, as
I found out later. A Los
Angeles department store
holds a fashion show at
^lontmartre every Wednesday.
The models parade around the
(lance floor and then wander
among the tables, smiling that
glassy smile which is the exclusive talent of mannequins. Onh"
the
men
at the bachelors'
were so heartless
as to razztable
the
models as they passed b}'. But
Fanny went into shrieks of glee
when Pauline Garon and Rosemary Cooper conceived the idea
of mistaking passing stars for
models and asking them the price
of the clothes they had on.
Pauline and Rosemary became
great friends during the making
of a picture in which they ap-
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screen as he is off, there will be a new face on
thousands of boarding-school-girls" dressing-tables.
"I've been here a gi"eat many times and I've
seen most of the matinee idols and near mafmee
idols pass by without causing a murmur, but the
other da}' \\hen 2\lr. Keefe came in everybody
started asking who he was. He isn't handsome,
according to the classic tradition, or that of collar
advertisements, but he has a nice smile and an
ingratiating manner.
''I've never lost much sleep rhapsodizing over
Iiandsome men,'' Fanny Avent on. "so I suppose
m}^ interest in him will wane about the time I
see his first picture. He may prove to be one
of those pretty-faced boys with a penchant for
looking dreamily into the camera. After all, my
matinee idol on the stage for years was Louis
Wolheim, and now that he has brought his ugly
face to the screen, in 'Two Arabian Knights,' and
'.Sorrell and Son,' I don't intend to transfer my
allegiance.
"He is to work in the L'nited Artists picture
'Hell's Angels.' which makes its cast about perfect. Ben Lyon and Greta Nissen play the leads,
and Thelma Todd and James Hall have supporting roles.
"And that reminds me : Ben L}-on has become
such a favorite abroad since he made "Dancing
X'ienna' there last summer that he has been signed
to make two pictures in Germanx' next summer
when he gets his annual vacation from First

riiol.. Iiy rie^nn Dilni-aii
Helene Costello, ill with flu, had
to resign to Edna Murphy her
role opposite Monte Blue.
pearecl together. It was
called "The Girl He
Couldn't Buy." If that
doesn't
take the
}-ear'sbidprize
as the most
blatant
for
sensationalism, it is onl}'
because ]\I.-G.-M. has renamed poor, dear "Annie
Laurie" ''Ladies fro m
Hell," or because some independent company has renamed "Coui"age" "Satan
and the Woman."
"Why, oh, why do they
do such things?" I asked
Fann}', quite as though T
had expected her to give
an intelligent answer. But
Fanny, as you may have
noticed, is interested only
in personalities, not in the
whys and wherefores of
picture making.
"\"\^e must remember to
go to see 'Satan and the
Woman,' or else find out
what other pictures Cornelius Keefe has worked

in." Fanny burst out enthusiastical y. "If he is as
interesting looking on the

"Sounds like a bus-driver's holiday to me."
National."
"Oh, well, you can't blame players for clutching at fame and mone}- while they can. The}- are
likely to fall from headliners to obscurity within
a few months. A vear
or two of success in pictures might be expected
to make people happ}'
and secure, but for the
most part it makes them
disillusioned and appreI looked at Fanny in
amazement. A wave of
hensive."
pessimism must be allengulfing to drown her
blithe spirits even momentaril}-.
The most casual observer in Hollywood,
however, is forced to
notice the dread feeling
of uncertainty that has
affected even the most
secure contract-players.
When the ten-per-cent
cut was abandoned and
the producers decided to
let contracts run out and
not take up options,
gloom settled over a
large
of the
colony.
"Atpart
least
there
are
three glorioush' happ\girls in
Fann
y rHollvwood,"
e m a rk ed
Bebe Daniels should do an
Photo by P/7rim'
underworld
satire, advises

Over
brightl}-.
— four.
that ofthisa lot
Pollyanna streak"Nohas
hit me Well,
I cannowthink
of

the Teacups
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them."
Offhand, I could think of one who has cause
to rejoice — Lupe Velez. In ''The Gaucho" she
lives up to all the extravagant predictions that have
been made for her. In fact, she was the one big
attraction of the picture, so far as I was concerned. Maybe Douglas Fairbanks' ardent fans
will find him as interesting in it as he used to
be, but he looked to me like the oldest alumnus
trying to get back in the spirit of the thing at a
reunion.
"Janet Gaynor is the happiest human being I
know," Fanny rambled on. "She is working" again
under Frank Borzage's direction, with Charlie
Farrell playing opposite her, and you just can't
imagine anything but a beautiful picture resulting
with those three working together. Jajiet doesn't
seem at all conscious of her success; she's the same
wustful little kid with a sudden, gusty laugh that
she always was.
"One day a crowd of us were having one of
those Local Improvement Association meetings,
where girls get together and offer suggestions.
You know the kind — T wouldn't tell you this if
I didn't like you awfully well; it's just for your
own good !' Well we all decided that Janet was
potentially a personage and that in order to live
up to the dignity of her reputation as an actress,
she must cultivate a well-modulated speaking
voice. Janet's has a few squeaks in it, you know,
and when she gets excited, which is almost always,
it has a startling way of running suddenly up th.e
scale.
"She took us seriously for all of tv.'o seconds,
spoke in a low tone and
took time to e-n-u-n-c-ia-t-e in the studied manner
of an elocutionist. Then
suddenly she broke into a
giggle in the vicinity Of
high C, protesting that if
she ever heard herself talking like that it might impress other people favorably, but never herself."
"A lot of people would
think murder was too good
for you if you ever succeeded in changing Janet in
the slightest degree," I
cautioned her. "By the
way, whom else were you
thinking of when you said
you could think of two or
three other happy girls in
Hollywood ?"
"Lina Basquette, chiefly.
She is to play the lead in
the next DeMille special,
'The Godless Girl.' Dozens
of girls were tested before
she was selected. Of
course, Lina was a child
star for Universal years
ago, and has had stage
Noiv that Florence Vidor is about
to leave Paramount, every one
hopes she will not keep her word
and retire. ^^It^^-i

Radiant and rested after sojourning- at a milk farm,
Pauline Garon played in "The
Girl He Couldn't Buy."
training as a dancer, but
this is only her third
grown-up role, so it is
really a triumph that she
got"Ithewas
chance.
thinking of
Nancy Carroll, too. She
got the part of Rose, in
'Abie's Irish Rose,' and
if she
be
thedoesn't
most prove
utterlyto
charming hoyden you
have ever seen on the
screen, I'll buy myself a
Maxim silencer and
never be heard above a
"I'm again."
sorry," I said
M'hisper

quite without conviction,
"but as one of the few
people in the United
States who willfully re'Abie'
to see the
s IrishI
stage,
Rose' fusedon
shall keep my record
clear by staying away
from the screen ver"All right then, if you
Continued on page 105
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Informal glimpses of
at random by

Buiincis came to a standstill when the
fair flapper below strolled down Holywood Boulevard, but don't get excited and don't be misled — it's only
Lupino Lane in his role for "What a

Girl !"

"What are you up to, young woman?" demanded
Tim McCoy of Joan Crawford when he caught'
her sharpening a vicious-looking knife between
scenes of "Thewon't
Texas
Quoth she, "It
be Ranger."
long
And who is the handsome heartbreaker at the left, you are wondering. It's Neil Neely, and can
any one blame M.-G.-M. for signing him to a five-year contract?
He plays one of the cadets in
"West Point."

Right, Lon Chaney
and Betty Compson portray a gangster and his goil in
"The Big City."
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the players caught
the camera.

Below, Jimmie Adams make; a
noise like an Alpine climber, and
tosses off a few vodels.

Above, Jack Holt and his famous
polo ponies do their duty by their
public and look pleasant for the
camera man — Jack being one of
the star polo players of the Coast,
as every good fan should know.
Below, Marie Prevost adopts a
leopard to go with the fur on
her coat — but
suspect it's only
for we
publicity.

Above, Shirley Mason tells the
world that this is her new husband, Sidney Lanfield, who
writes lots of the subtitles that
you see on the screen.
Left, Lois Wilson was one of
the 'first to welcome Ben Lyon
back to Hollywood after his
long absence town.
from the movie
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Big Bo}-,
tell
that
a littlebelow,
salt onha;theheard
tail will
tame the wildest bird or beast,
so he tries it on a young bear
cub — and behold the result!

If you hear a terrible racket on the Universal lot,
ten to one it's Laura La Plante taking a turn at the
drums, and ifjust
you watch
think her
she can't
make! them speak,
in action

'411 ^

Above, discord breaks out on "The Cossacks" set as Renee
Adoree prepares to "bean" Ernest Torrence with her Russian balalaika. But fun
don'tbetween
be nervous,
scenes.fans — it's just a little
Right, Kenneth

Thomson proudly
Chow dog.

exhibits

his new

Little Joyce Coad, who attracted attention as the child
in "The Scarlet Letter," is
now playing in D. W. Griffith's "The Drums of Love.'
She is shown above diligentl}' working
on her
broidery between
scenes.em-
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A
Confidential
Guide
to Current
Releases
WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE.
"Sunrise" — Fox. One of the best of Rich in role of titled Englishwoman
the season. Skillfully directed tale of
"Beau Qeste" — Paramount. A grip- a farmer, his wife and a city vamp. at British army post whose cruel, jealous husband sends on a perilous misping film production of this unusual
sion any man who dares look at her.
George O'Brien,
Janet Gaynor, and
mystery melodrama of the French For- Margaret
Livingston.
eign Legion. Ronald Colman, Neil
"Drop
Kick, The"— First National.
"Variety" — Paramount. The much- Richard Barthelmess in melodramatic
Hamilton, and Ralph Forbes score individual hits as the three devoted heralded German picture dealing with college film of young student who bebrothers. Entire cast excellent.
dangerously mixed up with a
the triangular relations between three schemingcomesvamp.
trapeze
performers
—
a
girl
and
two
"Ben=Hur" — Metro-Goldwyn. A beau- men. Terrifically gripping. Emil Jantiful and inspiring picture, directed
"East cellent
Side,
Side"—
Fox.fighter
Exnings, Lya de Putti and Warwick Ward
film ofWest
a boy
prize
with skill and originality. Ramon No- give
inspired performances.
varro, in title role, gives earnest and
whose ambition to become an engineer leads him away from his Bowery
"Way of All Flesh, The"— Paramount. sweetheart
spirited performance ; Francis X. Bushand into the life of a
man excellent as Messala; May Mc- Emil Jannings' first American film. treacherous
society girl. George
Avoy, Betty Bronson, Kathleen Key, Simple, human story revealing the star
and Carmel Myers all handle their at his best in a tragically pathetic role. O'Brien and Virginia Valli.
roles well.
Belle Bennett, Phyllis Hayer, and Donald Keith.
"Fighting
Pathe-DeMille.
Rod LaEagle,
Rocque The"—
in excellent
role
"Big Parade, The"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Grippingly realistic war picture. Story
"What Price Qlory" — Fox. Swift, en- of patriotic French country youth in
grossing film version of the unusual the service of Napoleon whose affair
of three tired, dirty doughboys, one of
whom is John Gilbert, who falls in war play. Racy story of the rivalry with the emperor's spy, Phyllis Haver,
love with a French girl, played remark- between a captain and a sergeant over gets him into trouble.
a French girl. Edmund Lowe, Victor
ably well by Renee Adoree.
"First Auto, The"— Warner. MeloMcLaglen, and Dolores del Rio.
"Cat and the Canary, The" — Univerdrama, laid infrom
the his
'90s,sonof because
a father'sof
estrangement
sal. One of the bet mystery stories
FOR SECOND CHOICE.
yet filmed. Very spooky and exciting.
the son's ardor for the newly invented
carriage. Charles Emmett
Excellent cast, including Laura La
"Adam and Evil" — Metro-Goldwyn. horseless
Mack and Patsy Ruth Miller.
Plante and Creighton Hale.
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle in amusing domestic farce of the complications
"Gaying Retreat,
The" featuring
— Fox. Entertain"Garden of Allah, The"— Metro- stirred
war comedy
Sammy
up between a bored married
Goldwyn. Alice Terry and Ivan PetroCohen
and
Ted
McNamara
as two
couple
by
the
unexpected
arrival
of
the
vich in poetic film version of this fadoughboys who go through all sorts
mous story of Trappist monk who for- husband's twin brother.
"Barbed Wire" — Paramount. Pola of idiotic nonsense but eventually
sakes his monastery, meets a young
Englishwoman in the desert, and mar- Negri and Clive Brook in unique war emerge as heroes.
ries her without revealing his identity. drama of French peasant girl who falls
"Gentleman of Paris, A" — Paramount.
in love with a German prisoner and is Adolphe Menjou at his best in deli"Old Ironsides" — Paramount. Mag- shunned by her fellow townsmen.
catelywhoactedisFrench
farce by
of ahisphilannificent historical film featuring the
derer
discovered
valet
"Callahans and the Murphys, The"—
frigate Constitution and manj sea batto
be
having
an
affair
with
the
valet's
Entertaining sure-fire
tles. Esther Ralston and Charles Far- Metro-Goldwyn.
of Irish brawls and reconciliations, wife.
rell furnish the love interest, Wallace film
"Hula" — Paramount. Clara Bow, in
notable
chiefly
for
comedy of Marie
Beery and George Bancroft the com- Dressier and PollytheMoran.
thin
story of Hawaii, is the wild daughedy.
ter of a rich planter who sets her cap
"Camille"
—
First
National.
_
Norma
for a cold, reticent irrigation expert —
"Rough Riders, The" — Paramount.
Interesting picture built round Theo- Talmadge lovely in unconvincing mod- Clive Brook — and gets him.
ern version of Dumas' tragic love tale.
dore Roosevelt's
part interwoven
in the Spanish"Jazz Singer, The" — Warner. VitaAmerican
War, and
with Gilbert Roland shines in romantic phone
picture, featuring Al Jolson and
his voice, also May McAvoy. Story
the simple, human love story of a girl role of Armand.
and two soldiers — Mary Astor, Charles
Jewish cantor's son who is disowned
"Captain Salvation" — Metro-Gold- of
Emmett Mack, and Charles Farrell.
wyn. Somber film of religious bigotry for going into musical comedy, but
eventually
returns to take his dead faof the _'40s, on
and board
sub"Scarlet Letter, The"— Metro-Gold- in New England
ther's place in the synagogue.
sinister happenings
wyn. Outstanding for the surprisingly a convict sequent
ship. Lars Hanson, Pauline
"Jesse Jaraes" — Paramount. Fred
fine performance of Lillian Gish and
Thomson in glorified chronicle of the
the magnetism of Lars Hanson. A Starke, and Marceline Day.
life of the famous bandit. Full of
"Chang"— Paramount. Thrilling ani- thrills
sympathetic and dignified, though not
and suspense.
entirely faithful, treatment of Hawmal picture photographed in the jun"Judgment of the Hills"— F. B. O.
gles of Siam and showing the actual
thorne's novel.
Strong, simple tale of a hard-fisted
"Seventh Heaven"— Fox. Tale of a struggle of a native family against the mountaineer
who is afraid to go to War,
Parisian waif whose first taste of hap- onslaughts of the wilderness.
but
eventually becomes a hero. Orville
piness is snatched from her when her
"College"— United Artists. Buster Caldwell and Virginia Valli.
hero, a sewer worker, is swept oS to Keaton in amusing college cortiedy of
awkward
bookworm who, to impress
vvar just as they are about to be mar"King of Kings, The"— Producers Disgirl, strives vainly to become an
ried. Admirable performances by Janet his
tributing. Sincere and reverent visualathlete.
ization of the last three years in the
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.
"Cradle Snatchers"— Fox. Louise Fa- life of Christ.- H. B. Warner dignified and restrained in central role.
"Slide, Kelly, Slide"— Metro-Goldwyn. zenda^ is the ringleader in boisterous
Corking baseball picture, featuring farce of three neglected middle-aged Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Joseph
William Haines as a wise-cracking wives who hire three college boys to Schildkraut, Victor Varconi, and Rumake their husbands jealous.
Yankee
withto Sally
O'Neil
dolph Schildkraut.
the girl recruit,
who helps
take him
downas
"Dearie" — Warner. Tale of a mother
"Loves of Carmen" — Fox. Robust and
several pegs.
who secretly sings in a night club in entertaining, but not much like _ the
"Stark Love" — Paramount. Unusual order to put her snobbish son through original "Carmen." Dolores del Rio is
film that was produced in the motm- college.
ragamuffin gypsy heroine, Don
lier, Jr. Irene Rich and William Col- the
Alvarado her soldier lover, and Victor
tains of North Carolina, with the mountaineers themselves enacting the sim"Desired
Woman,
The" — Warner. McLaglen
the them.
toreador (Continued
who comes
tween
on page be117)
ple but intensely interesting story.
Another of thos-e desert films. Irene
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The parade of new
By Norbert
Airs and Graces.
"Quality Street" is a
quaintly charming, delicately
wrought comedy of life in
an English town early in the
nineteenth century. The
role of Phoebe Throsscl provides Marion Davies with an

Virginia Grey, as Eva, and James Loire, as Uncle Tom,
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" to tlie screen.

in favor of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" is
POINT
no one will go to see it expecting to find
that
a subtle, imaginative picture such as IMurnau or
Lubitsch Avould produce. Therefore no one but chronic
optimists will be disappointed. On the screen it has
the same quality, conveys the same emotions, that it
did as a tent show, though the illusion of reality is more
successfully sustained in episodes such as EIi.ca's flight,
the scenes along the IMississippi River and on the plantations, than was ever possible on the stage. However,
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" is a state of mind. Either you
Avill give your sympathies to EIi::a, her husband, George
Harris, and their son Harry, )-our tears to angelic Eva,
your laughter to Topsy and her antics, and your horror
to Simon Legrce, or you will Avonder how their preposterous story ever gained a hold on intelligent people — and
dismiss them as puppets that lived only in the imagination of Harriet Beecher Stovve. Nevertheless time has
made them a tradition and the screen is fostering that
.
it becomes the dut}- of the critic to comtradition
ment on theSo result.
At best the story is chaotic. This quality has been
retained in the picture, with the first part given over
entirely to the anguish of Elisa, George Harris, and
Uncle Tom. It is not until the second part that Eva
and Topsy appear, briefly enough, to make Ava}^ for the
reappearance of Eliza, sold into slavery to Simon
Legree, the most savage villain ever seen on the screen.
For all the fidelity shown by the director to the book,
a liberty — if it matters — has been taken in introducing
the Civil War and Sherman's march to the sea as a
means of bringing the picture to a stirring finish and
reuniting Elisa with her husband and child, the latter
somewhat miraculously turning up in a uniform.
The players have been well chosen as to type. There
are moments of appeal in the performance of almost
every member of the cast, notwithstanding the continuous use of the loud pedal as a means of making
sure of everything. "Uncle Tom's Cabin" is a picture
of no half measures : either you will accept it in the
spirit of those who made it, or decline it with no
uncertain finality.
A

for acting that
opportunity
is
the direct antithesis of, let
us say, Tillic the Toiler. She
is delicate, whimsical, captivating— a true Barrie heroine, if you make allowance
for the vigor of action which
necessarily replaces the
spoken word in bringing so
frail a play to the screen.
bring the traditions of
Slight though the story is,
it affords three transitions for
Miss Davies. First, Phcebe
is a demure young thing, all a-flutter over an expected
proposal from Doctor J'alciitine Brown. She does all
that is possible for a young lady of 1805 to encourage
her bashful swain, but he lets the opportunity pass.
Then he is called to war. For twelve years Phcebe
lives for his return, eking out a modest livelihood as
a school-teacher and being pointed out as an old maid.
\A'hen Valentine comes back he does not recognize the
Phoebe of yesterday in the pale, bespectacled little
woman before him. Piqued and hurt, Phoebe resolves
to turn the tables and bring him to terms. .She transforms herself into a gay flirt, far more beautiful than
she was as a girl, and calls herself Phcebc's niece from
London. Though the result is easily imagined, it is
highly entertaining to watch its development.
All this is light and pleasant, quite devoid of emotion,
but most grateful to the tyt and intelligence.
The production alone is well Avorth studying, for
it is a meticulous replica of the Georgian period, of
all historical epochs the one least seen on the screen.
In fact, I cannot remember another picture of this kind.
The cast fits perfectly into the spirit of the story,
Conrad Nagel giving his best performance, as Valentine,
in 3'ears. Helen Jerome Eddy, seen too seldom to
suit most of us, is Susan, the timid but loving sister
of Phoebe, and three gossips are played with pardonable
exaggeration by Flora Finch, Margaret Seddon, and
Marcelle Corday. Phoebe's class of children, though
nameless on the screen, are all accomplished little actors
and add much to the scenes in which the}- appear. Altogether "Quality Street" is more fragrant than pungent, more a picture of innocent, romantic youth than
a throbbing love story, but as such it is a credit to those
who worked to make it perfect of its kind.
A Spy Pays the Price.
Take my word for it, "The Forbidden Woman" is a
lady you must not let pass by. She will hold your
attention every instant she is on the screen as her
dramatic stor}" is tolfl by Jetta Goudal, Victor Varconi,
and Joseph Schildkraut. all of whom lend their talents
to the tale, with fire and feeling and finesse. Rarest
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films is duly recorded, with critical comment.
Lusk
compliment of all, they make you feel that the picture
is too short ; that you should have seen everv hectic
moment after their lives crossed, instead of permitting
a subtitle to acquaint you with even the shortest lapse
of time.
You will gather that "The Forbidden Woman" is
engrossing. It is also beautifully produced, with
glamour, taste, and steadily mounting suspense which
ends in complete surprise. Xow }-ou would like to
know the stor}-, of course.
To begin with, Zita is ]\Iiss Goudal's best r(51e. it
for no other reason than the astonishingly picturesque
figure she presents as the Moroccan spy, the daughter
of a sultan, who is told that she must marry Colonel
Gautier of the French army in order to obtain possession of military secrets. Then she falls in love
with Jean LaCoste, a celebrated violinist, and he with
her, neither suspecting the shock in store for them
when Colonel Gautier introduces Jean to Zita as his
brother.
Their infatuation is discovered by Zita's husband,
who blames Jean and forces him into military ser\-ice.
where every humiliation is heaped upon him. Zita
continues her blandishments, but Jean denies that she
ever meant more to him than an episode. In revenge
Zita betrays the French to the sultan and fastens the
guilt on Jean. Gautier resigns his commission rather
than sign his brother's death warrant, but a higher
officer relieves him of the responsibility
and Jean is
about to be executed, when — but it isn't fair to tell
you what happens. Rest assured that Zita doesn't
do anything banal, like staging a last-minute confession. Not in this picture !
Miss Goudal's performance is perfect and her sense
of costume amounts to genius. It is possessed
by no
one else on the screen.
IMr. Varconi is vital and
commanding, as befits a soldier, and is sensitive and
sympathetic, too. He achieves a performance without
a flaw, or one moment's absence from his role. Mr.
Schildkraut is excellent, as Jean. He convinces you
that he is a musician, without having recourse to his
instrument.
The Screen's Best Girl.
^lary Pickford is one of the great intelligences of
the screen, more akin to genius than those to Avhom the
word is more often applied. Say that she repeats
herself and is an institution rather than a many-sided
artist, but do not forget that she is a supreme actress.
Her portrayal of childhood and youth are unequaled,
of course, but more than that she touches depths of
feeling in her roles, and conveys the most delicate shading of mood, with a sureness that is inspiring to watch.
All of which — and a great deal more — can be seen in
her
"My Best
whichelements
is amongwhich
her
best.newIt picture,
is a calculated
blendGirl,"
of those
liave more or less standardized JNIiss Pickford's films,
but you have to take off your hat to skill that so plays
upon your emotions that you don't know whether you
are laughing or crying. P)Ut you have been taken
out of yourself and lifted beyond dull care. No star
could do more.
As Maggie Johnson, Miss Pickford is the mainstay
of a shiftless family, the stock girl in a five-and-ten-

Marioii Davies and Conrad Nagel recapture the quaint charm of
the Georgian period in "Quality Street."
cent store, where she falls in love with Joe Grant, a
new clerk, without knowing he is the son of the owner
and engaged to a society girl. When Maggie learns
the truth, she makes a brave attempt to convince Joe
that she knew who he was all the time and was just
leading him on. This is an amazing scene, not only
becausenicalitskill,
is but
a brilliant
MissonPickford's
techbecauseexample
of its ofgrip
the emotions.
It should not be missed.
Charles Rogers is an ideal Joe, boyish, tender, fully
equal to tne demands of his best role so far. The entire
cast was chosen with exceeding care and could not have
been improved.
Father's Day.
The motion picture "Sorrell and Son" is faithful to
the book. This may be — and in fact already has been
in critical quarters — considered a defect. But it seems
to me that the thousands — or isn't it millions? — of readers of the novel ought to get a great deal of pleasure
from the picture, if for no other reason than Herbert
Brenon's refusal to take undue liberties with it.
Judging from letters to Picture Play, the majority
of fans keenly resent the ruthless treatment given the
average novel in its transference to the screen. \\'hen
such a fault does not exist, the}' should be proportionately pleased. I hope they are, for "Sorrell and
Son" has the leisurely quality of the novel, the same
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tightening of the tie between father and son with the passing
years. The dramatic climax occurs when the bo}-, who has become'
a great surgeon, gives his father a death-deahng drug to end hiunbearable pain. It has been produced with taste and feeling, if
not with striking distinction, and the beautiful views of the English
countryside will mean much to many, as they did to me.
In case you are not familiar witlT»the story, it concerns Captain
Stcplicii SorrcU who on his return from the war finds his wife
about to leave liim, and whose struggles to find emplo-\-ment end
in his working as a porter in a third-rate hotel ; the understanding
companionship between Sorrcll and his son. Kit. his sacrifices for
the boy, the latter's rise to eminence, and the return of the mother
and her attempts to demoralize him with luxury.
The cast contains many well-known names, but with the exception of H. B. Warner and the child Mickey McBan no one
gives a performance to be remembered, with the possible exception
of Paul McAllister as Doctor Orange. Anna Q. Nilsson is not
the Dora SorrcU of the book, and Carmel Myers, as Flo Palfrey,
is likewise a creation of the movies rather than the novelist. A
singular instance of miscasting is found in a bit played by
Flobelle Fairbanks, as a vampire flapper, of all things, and Mary
Nolan, who looks and acts like a chorus girl, is supposed to be a
fragile ingenue. However, if a'ou liked the novel, by all means
see the picture.
Miss Joy Returns to Par.
Leatrice Joy's best performance since ''Manslaughter!" Even
the most carping critic could not say less, and I am far from
carping where IMiss Joy is concerned, especially when the picture
is
as is
''The
Broadway."
C3nescreen,
of thetherefore
reasons
forasitsgood
merit
thatAngel
it wasof written
for the
challenges comparison with neither book nor play. Another is
the eas3\ efifortless, but shrewd direction of Lois Weber, and of
course the acting of every one in the cast, not forgetting to put

"Two Arabian Knights. "

"Tlie Forbidden Woman.

^'ictor A'arconi first on the list, because of his truly fine portrayal
of Jerry JVilsoii, a truck driver. IMiss Joy is Babe Scott, an entertainer in a rowdy cabaret, who decides to sing a number in
which she appears as a Salvation Army lassie.
In search of atmosphere for her act, she visits a mission and
encounters .ferry Wilson, who believes her sincere though '"different." When he discovers her making a burlesque of the Sal\ation Ami}" and what it represents, there is a conflict worth
going far to see. "You can't mock God — and get away with it"
is the slogan used during Babe Scoffs stunt, and very fitting
it is. too, for the girl gradually loses her enthusiasm for the act
into which she threw herself with such zest at first, and begins
to think. The concluding sequence finds her walking the streets
in her Salvation garb and being forced to minister to a dying girl.
This accomplishes her conversion.
There is much pungent detail in the night-club scenes and the
gradual change in Babe Scott's mental state is effectively pictured.
Miss Joy has never looked lovelier. Her face has taken on new
fineness and tenderness for this extremely congenial role. Elise
Bartlett, Avho is I\Irs. Joseph Schildkraut in private life, is admirable as Gertie, and May Robson, Ivan Lebedeft, and Jane
Keckley should each be credited with contributing an excellent
portrayal to an excellent picture.
Glorifying West Point,
Talented as William Boyd is, he is not equal to an imitation of
William Haines that is pleasant. Unfortunately, he is required

"My Best Girl."

to do this for the greater part of "Dress Parade." One sympathizes with him in his ill-chosen undertaking and wonders at
the poor judgment of some one in so casting him. The picture,
which is not without its good features, misses fire because Mr.
Boyd is not convincing as a roughneck smart aleck ; he is merel\
deplorable. Given to striking nonchalant poses and balancing his
derbv on his palm, he presents a figure to make the judicious
grieve, especially the majority who have admired his skill in
congenial characterizations. Another reason for the lack of merit
is that West Point propaganda is laid on with too generous a
hand.
Subtitles help the cause Avith such vigor that you are
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forced to believe every cadet is striving so hard to cultivate the
nobler virtues, that he is not apt to descend to the level of a human
being. As some one said, if only one of the boys would be bad
and lose a button ! .
The story purports to show the development of a roughneck
into a fine soldier. This is successfully accomplished, so far as
pictorial evidence goes, but there are weak spots in the process.
Love interest is provided by the commandant's daughter, Bessie
Love, and the rivalrj^ between Vic Donovan, the roughneck, and
a gentleman cadet for her affections. Needless to say there is
a comic cadet, for the sake of further conventionalizing the story,
as well as magnificent views of West Point and the surrounding
country which no camera could have missed. The hit of the cast
is made by Hugh Allan, as the polite villain. The favorable impression he makes comes not from his villainy, but from a sympathetic
personality suitable for heroes in future pictures.
Hearts and Fists.
"The Main Event" is another fight picture, but not jiisf another one. It is out of the ordinar_v in plot, direction, lighting,
and extraordinary- so far as the art of Vera Reynolds is concerned. She is really sympathetic, as Glory Fraync, the cabaret
girl who is in love with ''Red" Lucas, the welterweight champion.
For his sake she consents to ensnare Johnnv Regan and keep him
dancing and drinking all night so that Red will be certain to
defeat him in their forthcoming bout. But it doesn't work out
that way. Glory falls in love with Johnn\' and makes him knock
Red out. A simple story well told, though scarcely worthy of the
splendid effects that surround it. The director is "\A^illiam K.
Howard, Avhose "White Gold" will long be remembered by
thoughtful fans. He has invested his new picture with the camera
values expected of a modernistic German production. In fact, so
arresting is this phase of the picture that it would require no
imagination to believe that the Hollywood cast had been sent over
to Berlin to act in what we shall call the German manner.
Charles Delaney is Johnny Regan, Robert Armstrong is Red,
Rudolph Schildkraut is memorable as Johnny's father, and Julia
Faye is the heroine's treacherous friend.
Adventures in Arabia.

"Sorrell and Son. "

"Two Arabian Knights" is an unusual comedy and has pleased
a great many persons wherever it has been shown. Those who
have not enjoyed it, of whom your reviewer is one, haven't been
heard
so we are in the vast minority and perhaps shouldn't
air ourfrom,
limitations.
It is a slapstick corned}' of the war, in which all semblance of
plausibility or even continuity has been sacrificed for laughs. It
is a case of laughter by fair means or foul. And some of the
means are foul, but no one, not even the censors, has seemed
to mind.
Private W. Daingerficld Phelps and Sergeant Peter AJcGaffney
are enemies, bent on getting even with each other. Their animosity
is forgotten, however, when they find themselves in a German
prison camp, and they are fast friends when they escape disguised
as Arabs. Eventually they land in Arabia and Phelps falls in
love with a Moslem lady of high degree. The two soldiers have
many hair-raising experiences, which they invariabh' turn into
comic mishaps, and ultimately Phelps and the Arabian beauty
sail for the United States.
The picture has many good moments of serious acting, an tmexpected feature in a comedy, and William Boj'd, as Phelps, Louis
Wolheim, as McGaffney, and Mary Astor, as the lady fair, will
be found satisfactory.

''Dress Parade. "

The Great Outdoors.
"Back to God's Country" is James Oliver Curwood well done,
with the addition of Renee Adoree in a congenial role excellently
played. There you have it. She is Renee Debois, a trapper's
daughter, who catches the eye of the villainous captain of a dissolute crew. He tries to win the girl under threat of turning
her father over to the authorities for a crime committed in selfContinued on page 110

''The Angel of Broadway.
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Ease

Photos of Gertrude Olmsted taken in
her Santa Monica home.

Miss Olmsted's perfect taste
is revealed in every detail of
the furnishings of her home
in Santa Monica. Above,
she presents a graceful picture on the stairway, under
the arch of which a glimpse
of the dining room may be
caught.
Not all her hours at home
are spent in idle ease. Like
every good little movie actress, she does her daily
dozen, and is shown at the
top of the page trying out a
new exercising machine.
Left, she pauses for a moment to bask in the California sunlight streaming
through the window at the
foot of the stairs.
But just why she should be
pouring coffee from a high
mantelpiece, right, is a question that only Miss Olmsted
can answer for you— perit's just tocoffeepot.
show you
herhaps antique
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Photo brfRuth Harriet Lcuise 1
Billy 's middle name is wise-crack, but he is suck a thoroughly charming person that all is forgiven him.

"Oh,
Haines!"
His quips
and pranksThat
are both the Billy
joy and the despair
of the M.-G.-M. lot.
By Helen Louise Walker
THE

K

first time T ever saw William Haines was

when he popped into Agnes Christine Johnston's
office while I was there. Agnes is one of the
most popular girls in the movie industry and, whenever
you are in her office, some one of interest is bound to
drop in for a word or two. Well, this day, it was
Billy who dropped in — a laughing, good-looking, wisecracking youth, who swept in and out again on a gale
of mirth, leaving us gasping.
''Billy," said Agnes, wiping her eyes when he had
gone, "is the most uninhibited boy I have ever known I
He knows nothing — or cares nothing, apparently — about
the proprieties. And he is funny !"
"Uninhibited," I thought, was a charitable term for
him. But he zuas funny, besides being about the bestlooking thing I had seen in Hollywood.
That was just before Billy began to be noticed and
discussed as one of the most important of the younger
players. Later, I had occasion to interview him. Another young woman, an earnest-appearing soul, was just
finishing an interview as I came on the set.
"He is just hopeless!" she wailed to me, as she passed
me, going out.
Billy was doubled up with mirth. "She didn't know
what to make of me!" he chortled. "I had her going!"
"Now, Mr. Haines," I said, in my most businesslike
manner, "I know there is no earthly use trying to make
you be serious. So let's make it a wise-cracking story.
Come on — be funny!"

Billy roared. "All right !" he said. "Here's one
for you." Whereat he pulled one of his best wisecracks.
"Go on," I said, grimlv. "Get 'em oft" your mind.
Maybe out of a hundred and fifty or so, there will be
two or three worth printing."
But there weren't. After ten or fifteen minutes of
patient forbearance, I concluded that it was no use.
Some of his cracks were funny and some of them were
not. He appropriates amusing remarks he has heard
other people make and intersperses them with inventions of his own. But never, for a moment, does he
cease to make the effort. He is the most persistent
wise-cracker I have ever seen.
But finally, after I had endured a continued bombardment of his quips, he had to go before the camera.
It was a brief, tender love scene. I watched with
amazement his delicate portrayal of an awkward, uncultivated bo\-, aglow with innocent first passion. Could
this be the irrepressible Billy who had just been talking
to me?
A moment later, he barged toward me, hilariously
proclaiming,
He was
again. him
Discouraged,"Here's
I gave another
it up. and!" went
away,oft'leaving
roaring at my discomfiture.
Another day, I again met him on the set. this time by
accident. He was in a more serious mood. He told
me about his early years on the M.-G.-M. lot — the long
period of being "turned out to pasture," as he phrased it.
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'Oh, That

Billy Haines
"Or trying to! I'm a wreck. He won't
sit still. He won't be quiet. He gets up
and does absurd dances when I turn on
the victrola. And he wise-cracks and
wise-cracks !

Photo by Ruth Haiiiet Louise
He has his serious moments, though they never last for very long.
"Nobod}' paid any attention to me," he said. "T played
bits and extra parts and more bits. I thought they had
forgotteix I was here ! But I was learning more than I
supposed. And when I was read}-, they began giving me
realHeparts."
told me of a trip he had made to his
home town in Virginia. He had waited until he had achieved recognition on the screen
and then had returned liome in a blaze of
glory to receive the plaudits of the home folks.
That is Billy. Young, and pleased as Punch
at an opportunity to show off a little before
his boyhood friends.
Perhaps on no other lot would his wisecracking proclivities have developed so extensively. But the Metro-Goldwyn folks delight in quips. A quip travels like wildfire
through the various departments. You are
greeted, upon your arrival, with a volley of
the, latest "hot ones" that have been pulled.
When I visited' the lot one day just after Tom
Mix had appeared as a monk for one performance of the local stage production of "The
Miracle," I was told seven times during the
first half hour that somebody or other had
said that it was the first time Tom had ever
appeared in a .costume that did not have his ■
initials on it somewhere ! The ]\I.-G.-M.
family are that easily amused.
And Bill}- — well, Billy is the darling of them all.
Billy is a tradition, a legend, the pride of the lot. At
the studio cafe, when he comes in, there are instant
bursts of laughter. .Gusts of it follow in his wake as
he proceeds to his table. Persons out of range of his
voice, note the confusion, shake their heads with indulgent smiles,
that Billy
Haines!"as Ifa
he lived
on and
Mainremark,
Street, "Oh,
he would
be described
"card."
A pretty girl calls some remark to him and Life, to Bill,
then blushes furiously at his distinctly audible is just one huge,
reply.
hilarious joke,
"Don't you know better than to ask Billy and he gets a
Haines a question in public?" inquires her great kick out
companion.
of the success
Ruth Harriet Louise, the photographer, that has come
to him.
comes in, all flushed and aflutter.
"Pve been photographing Billy!" she gasps.

"The sill}- part of it is that the pictui'es
will be good. I don't know how the}" can
be, but they always are, in spite of ever\'thing he does to prevent it I"
That is Billy. He is the camera man's
delight
of a face
one bad— possessed
camera angle.
The that
sides hasn't
of it
match, and a foreshortened view is just
as good as a straight front or a profile.
His careless naturalness in close-ups is
one of his chief assets.
He has a priceless gift of mimicry. I
once heard him give an imitation of a
.Sunday-school teacher returned from a
Cook's tour to India and giving a lanternslide lecture to her class. He happened
to be dressed in blue-and-white
striped overalls and cap, for some
part or other, but when he
grasped the pointer and indicated
the blank wall space which he said
was his "screen," you could hear
the tafteta of the old lady's dress
rustle, and when he glanced
down at the "children," you could
see the steel-rimmed spectacles upon her nose and
the nodding plume in her
bonnet.
"Now, children," he began, in a high, cracked
and condescending voice,
■''i "this is an Indian "
The thing was a series
^ of the cracks.
inevitable
wiseAnd it was funny.
When his audience
laughed at the end of a
line, he snapped a reproving finger and squeaked,
"Attention, please !"
Knowing
all these
things of Billy, you are
newly amazed each time
you see him on the screen.
His performances have
such depth and understanding and intelligence.
He has repeatedh- been given
one of the hardest tasks for
an actor — ^that of portraying
an unpleasant character sympathetically.
I stood on the "Slide, Kelly,
Slide" set and watched him
in the scene where Ivcllv arrives at the training camp in
Florida. He laughs uproariously at a series of practical
jokes which he plays on other
members of the team. Thev
laugh, too,
but gradualh'
begins
to dawn
upon KcIIvit
that perhaps they are laughing
more at him than Avith him.
He senses, ever so slightly,
Continued on page 109
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The writer thought that at last she had
found a real, honest-to-goodness flapper in
the person of Molly O'Day, but Molly turned
out to be just as far from wild as all the
rest of the so-called "flappers" of the movies.
By Madeline Glass
IF you are looking for a snappy, slangy flapper,
the kind found in Rupert Hughes fiction, don't
hunt for her among the motion-picture actresses.
Honestly- — I mean it.
For many months I have been stalking the young
ladies of the movie colony, hoping to find a real,
untamed flapper, in all her pagan glor}^ So far I
have had no success. Clara Bow puts on a good
modern-youth performance for the admiring interviewer, but not even she can be regarded seriously
as a flapper. She is, for the most part, just living
up to what is expected of her. Constance Howard
is a little lady. Alberta Vaughn is wholesome and
unaffected, Ann Rork is intelligently conservative,
and Phyllis Haver, a prize home-wrecker in pictures, is in real life a model of lovely propriety.
Of late, we have been hearing a great deal about
a new so-called "flapper" actress. I refer to Molly
O'Day. Miss O'Day's performance in "The Patent
Leather Kid" was conspicuously successful. She
clicked. There is about her work much spontaneity
and dramatic strength. When "Hard-Boiled Haggerty" required an actress to play a madcap French
girl, Molly was given the
part. Again she lived
up to expectations.
Miss n O'Da
ing scree
Judgher
worky
from
and from the fact that
she is a sister of that
peppy young lady, Sally
O'Neil, I thought that
at last my search for a
real flapper was to be
rewarded. Wrong again.
Molly is as sweeet and
unflapperish as any girl
I have met.
On the day I called to
see her at the First National studio, she was at
work in "The Shepherd
of the Hills," that Harold Bell
romance ofWright's
the Ozarks.
The set, an outdoor one,
of course, was filled
with covered wagons,
bearded men, women in
cotton dresses, children,
cabins and domestic animals. A short distance
to the left, was a weird
incongruity — a South
Sea Island set, representing atropical jungle.
Missa O'Day
andandI
found
vacant car
climbed into the back
seat. vShe was dressed

Pliotu Dy HiiioUl Dean Carsey
Molly, you know, is Sally 0' Neil's sister,
and she's just eighteen.
in the character of Sammy Lane.
"We've just been looking at these
pictures," she said, handing me several. "See this one of John Boles?
He has a very spiritual expression on
his"We
face returned
there, hasn't
he? location in
from
Utah just a few days ago," she continued. "We were up there five
weeks and we worked every da}^ in-_
eluding Sundays and one holiday. It
was a primitive place in ■ the mountains, quite far away from any settlement or town of an}^ sort. I had
to get up at five forty-five every morning. There was nothing to do in the
evenings, so I went to bed early. On
Sundays, the company gathered together and Alec Francis read a chapter from the Bible. Johnny Boles
sangfulsolo
has high
a wondervoice, hymns.
and the He
effect,
up in
those beautiful mountains, was lovely.
After the services, we went to work."
She doesn't sound much like a wild
young thing, does she? Moll}' has a
quiet, impersonal manner. No pose,
no mannerisms, no striving for effect.
"Once," she went on, "when we
were driving around a mountain, the
Continued on page 100
Her latest role is with John Boles in "The
Shepherd of the Hills."
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Helen

of

Troy

in

Hollywood

It is easy to understand why Maria Corda, the beautiful Viennese actress, was brought all the way from
Germany to play that coveted role— such physical perfection as hers is rarely found outside the storybooks.
By Malcolm

H. Oettinger

the purchasing agents of First National acquired Professor Erskine's smart
gtory about "The Private Life of Helen of
Troy," cables were dispatched ordering" the lady
to be shipped direct from the Continent.
She was' to be fair, of course, and worldly,
alluring, and brilliant. She was to be irresistibly beautiful, undeniably clever, and
In
eye-filling to a degree.
was to exude the charm of the
true Continental, for Helen was
the forerunner of such beguiling modern ladies.
Scouts went on the search,
haunting theaters, parties, and
balls, fine-combing the studios
of Germany and France, devoting week after week
to the task of seeking, /
until, one da}^ a particularly zealous explorer
returned to the Berlin
office of First National
•with the light of success
gleaming in his eyes. He
had found Helen in the
comely person of Maria
Corda, Viennese, gay,
screen-trained, emploj'ed
by Ufa. A contract was
swiftly drawn up, arrangements completed, and Maria embarked for the United
States of Hollywood.
In addition to being a widely
known cinema star in Europe,
and the wife of the somewhat
eminent
director, Alexander
Korda, Maria is said to possess the
most symmetrical limbs that have been
seen in Vienna.
Consequently, I was
not altogether unenthusiastic at the
prospect of meeting her.
I met Madame Corda at one of ]-5ess
Mered3'th's famous soirees, and until
you have attended one of these, )'0U do
not know the Hollywood that is not in
the guidebooks. Bess is the blondest
scenarist in the world, with a priceless
sense of humor and an uncanny knack
for assembling interesting people about
lier.
Madame Corda made a fashionably
tardy entrance on the arm of her husband, a tall, sallow gentleman
wnth melancholy eyes and a mustache. She proved to be tall and
shapely, possessed of extravagantly attractive legs and a profile so classic in its purity that it
was easy to understand why the
scouts had elected her Helen of Madame Corda' s classic
Troy.
parity of feature makes her ideal beauty.
Her hair was yellow when I role of the world's most famous for the
WHEN

saAv her, but this, I am told, is
subject to change without notice.
JMaria, they say, is now brunet.
now titian, now crowned with a
gleaming
henna, now
with a
startling ashen blondness. She
is all for variety and woman's
•whims. Thus it was that, at the
moment, she was yellow-haired
and beautiful. Her smile especially impressed me. It was the
sort of smile that might be used as a
weapon or an invitation, a rebuff or a
iure. It was Continental in its subtlety,
dazzling in its whiteness.
Her e3'es are
gray-green and what an analytical fellow would doubtless term intriguing.
"I am delighted to do this Helen of
Troy'' she said. She toyed with a slimstemmed glass and smiled at the myriad
bubbles in it. ''It was a great honor to
be asked to come over here to your country when you have so many beautiful,
capable, fine actresses here. I am indeed
She was pleased Avith the cast, too.
She
had " long considered Lewis Stone
delighted.
a sterling actor; she Avas glad to have
him as a vis-a-vis. Her husband, Alexander Korda, was directing the film. That, too,
met with Maria's ap"It is such a clever
stor}' — you know ? My
proval.
hoosband has been working on it with greatest
enthusiasm. You know
him before, by reputation," she assumed. "I
tell you, he is the greatest director
on This
the Continent."
lavish praise from a wife
surprised me. As a rule, artistic
couples say little or nothing of
one another's accomplishments.
More surprising news was to
come.
"I love to work under Mr.
Korda's
direction.
He understands me and makes me do my
best. He is very fond of suggesting rather than being obvious. I
think he is master of the subtle.
Of course," she smiled, "in pictures there is a limit. One cannot be too subtle. There
is always the box-office
to be considered.
Is it
not so?
But abroad,
that is not so important.
The}^ do not spend such
vast sums on pictures,
and so, as a result, they
do not require such vast
Continued on page 98

As gay King Louis, above, Novarro has only to look at any
lady of his court to win her.
But when he meets the girl he
really loves, he cannot marry
her, for reasons of state. Left,
the King in a romantic mood.
Below, he is seen with Dorothy Gumming, as the Queen
Mother,
O'Hara,
as the and
In fanShirley
la of Spam.

When

a

Ramon Novarro, in. "His
to save
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Oiarlcs Ray, below, is
the bashful hero who
allows his aristt)cratiG
relatives to taunt Toni
with
hcT spurns
cabaretthem
"past"
until she
all.

High

Life

These striking scenes
from "The Garden of
Eden" promise much to
Corinne Griffith's fans.
Above, Miss Griffith, as
Toni, Lowell Sherman
and Charles Ray. L^ft,
Miss Griffith.

Louise Dresser, shown
with Miss (Griffith at
the left,womanplays
scrub-a
who is areally
baroness.
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A

Toy

of

Fate

(jreta Garbo, as Marah in "The Divine Woman," again loves not wisely but t»)o well. Above,
she is seen with Polly Moran and Lars Hanson,
who befriend her before she becomes a }?rcat
actress.

Marah, above, ts so fascittating over the stipptT
table thai she ruins the
career of her soWier-lover.
Though she's only a laundress, her possibilities as a
stage star are discemv*!,
li-ft, by Jewell .Sherman.
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in

Portugal

D. W. Griffith's
of Love."

Lioae! Barryniore, as Don Cathos, above,
takes leave of his bride, little dreafiiing tiiat
already she loves his brother. Left. Don A1varado and Mr. Barrymorc oflfer a brotherly
contrast. Below, MaiiucUa is received by
Don Catlios.

Vn)la Richard is a girl you can't forget, because of her brijiht \vitis«jinctics> and the ease
with which the camera picks her out as she sparkles aiul frolics in Hal Roach conj^dk's.
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and
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Hats
Tracing the evolution on the screen of that
wicked but popular figure, the Man of the World.
By Vera Standing

I RECENTLY met a friend who is very, oh ver}^,
sophisticated about the movies !
"Will you tell me," she cried, "who was that
perfectly stunning actor who played the husband in
'Lovers,' and why I hadn't seen him before?"
"Well," said I, "if you had paid attention when
you saw 'Lady Windermere's Fan,' you would have
noticed Lord Augustus, who loomed up
"
"Oh, was that the same man?" she interrupted.
"Well, all I have to say is that he is the most satisfying sight these eyes have seen in a long time, both
in appearance and ability."
"Oh, to be sure," I replied. "He's Edward Martindel, veteran of the stage, and now one of the
screen's most polislied portravers of the Man of the
World."
And so he is.
When the movies first discovered the Man About
Town, Stuart Holmes was
put into a dress suit, handed
a silk hat and cane, told to
kiss the lady's hand, and always, always to do wrong
Nell'!
our for
years and years,
by So
following "A Fool There
Was" and "The Kreutzer
Sonata," Stuart Holmes was
almost the only man in the
flickers who could wear a
dress suit as if he were

Stuart
Holmes
was the
first to
typify the
wicked
fellow
on
the
screeriTand he
was very,
nh very,
menacing
in those
days!

Edward Martindel, veteran of the stage, is one of the latest to
step into the polished movie World.
boots of the dangerous IVlan of the
poured into it, bow in a drawing-room
as if he were born to it, and leer just
too wickedly for words. He was the
srriall town's idea of the dangerous and_
fashionable world. He always deseiwed
what was coming to him, and oh, how
he did get it ! No honest American
hero could be so completely at ease as
he — it wasn't natural. So Stuart Holmes
kept on being a villain.
But then, another type of Man About
Town appeared one day. He was mucli
less dastardly than Holmes. He was
so fascinating in the first two reels
that it was always a pity to have to
despise him later on. He was, and still
is, the American or British clubman,
the Son of the Idle Rich. He is the
charmer who takes sweetly innocent
little wives to tea in his bachelor apartment, just off Fifth Avenue, the
while the noble young husband beards
the Wall Street lions in their dens, and
comes home either broke or with a million, to find in either case that his little
bird has flown.
This type of Man of the World be-
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sure, he was only an . aspiring young barber, but he. looked
so much dike a society man that he was able successfully
to pass for a foreign nobleman. And in "The Ace of
Cads," his profound love redeemed his baser qualities,
leaving him the hero after
all, if you want to call it that,
but in "Lost — a Wife," he was again the true boulevardier
of his original success. In "The Swan" he was effete
royalty, tied to a mother's apron strings, but managing to
have a pretty good time in spite of it, while in "Forbidden
Paradise," as the Prime Minister, he winked knowingly
at the foibles
of a queen.
Finally, he became just as foreign as is possible when
he played the title role in "The Sorrows of Satan." But
in no other film has he equaled the delightful combination
of sophisticated worldling, devoted lover and true comedian that he revealed in "The Grand Duchess and the
' Waiter." His role in that picture
Lewis Stone made the was one of those parts that come
society villain so fas- only once in a dog's age, and when
cinating that, to satisfy one does come along, on\y once in
the fans, he finally had several dogs' ages is the actor equal
to be turned into a to it. But INlenjou was more than
hero.
equal to the occasion.
Menjou, liowever, is under a
handicap, though he may not consider itas such. His unique appearance is against his being allowed to
play more than one type of role for
the rest of his life. In this respect,
the screen's newest Man of the
World, Edward Martindel, has the
advantage over him. for he is physically qualified for anything from the
noblest to the basest of society

Photo by Richee
With the advent of Adolphe Menjou, our sleek Man
of Fashion took on a foreign air, becoming either a sly
prince or a duke.
came so popular that there had to be two of
him — Lew Cody and Lewis Stone. In later
years these two have been allowed to turn
from their wicked ways and become heroes,
but for a long while they were the two great
menaces of screen high society.
Gradually, however, the public grew supercilious about society life as pictured in the
movies. It had at times seen the real thing.
So no wonder it wept with joy when "A
Woman of Paris" offered the perfect boulevardier to its delighted eyes — Adolphe Menjou. Not only did he have a French name,
but he looked too French for words. And
so deliciously knowing, and so clever, and so
wicked, and so blase ! He was just too wonderful !
Menjou was a gift from heaven to Lubitsch when he was casting "The Marriage
Circle." Since then, he has seldom departed
from the role for which nature cast him —
that of a fascinatingly sophisticated gentleman, usually foreign. In "Are Parents
People?" he was a delightful but divorced
parent, whom Betty Bronson brought back
to mother.
In "A Social Celebrity," to be

Many a wicked grand duke
have we seen in motion picparts. tures, but none to equal the
Grand Duke of Edward Martindel in "The Duchess of
Buffalo." The same Mr.
Martindel had already proved
perfect as Lord Augustus in
"Lady
Windermere's
Fan."
On
the other
hand, he played
the most noble of parts in
"Lovers," in" which he took
it upon himself to fight a duel
in place of his young ward.
This is a long step from
those da3^s of the stereotyped
Man About Town, when it
would have been quite out of
the question for the same actor to qualify for such different parts. In "Everybody's
Acting," j\Iartindel was one
of the four "adopted" fathers
who brought up the little
orphan girl. And we are no
doubt likely to see him in a
whole series of varied characterizations— as the aristocrat, the diplomat, noble or
ignoble, as the case may be,
native or foreign. And we
may even some day see him
as a cultured American gentleman, if the movies ever
discover that not all Americans of middle age are business-absorbed Babbitts.
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Do you realize that there are girls in the movies
who are paid just to have their hands photographed?
You never see their faces — only their hands, which
are very beautiful and are used in close-ups in place
of the hands of the regular players. This article tells
something of these girls and of how they keep their
hands in such perfect condition.
By A. L. Wooldridge

beautiful and celebrated motion-picture
AVERY
star sat down at a writing desk on a movie set,
drew from a pigeonhole a sheet of paper,
dipped a pen into the inkwell, and started to write a
note. Then, suddenly, she laid the pen down, rose,
and walked away. The cameras stopped clicking. A
strange girl went to the desk and took the star's seat.
The cameras were moved in for a close-up. Lights
were switched on and the little unknown player began
to write — nicely, smoothly, evenly, with only her wrist
and tapering fingers seen by the eye of the camera.
When the note was finished, she rose and stepped to
one side, and the star resumed the seat for further
long shots.
This procedure has occurred hundreds of times in
the making of motion pictures. Some of the most
beautiful hands in America have been drafted to the
studios to be photographed in "doubling" scenes for
the stars. Not that the hands of the stars are unsightly, but simply that there are others more shapely,
more delicately molded. And these hands are kept
busy, called from one studio
to another, earning for their
owners from $10 to $25 a
day. Just by looking pretty !
"Delusion!"
you insist.
'■'Trickery."
Yes, but to add beauty
and charm to pictures. If a
talented, emotional actress
happens to have short,
stubby hands, is it not best
for the
picture's tosakethem
not to
call
attention
in

photo by Melbourne Spun
Olga Vana,
have often
the idea
housework

close-ups, but to substitute
hands that fit the characterization being evolved ?
At one of the large studios not long ago, an underworld picture was being
filmed. The script called for
a young woman to forge a
check. It so happened that
this player had a thin hand
with rather bony knuckles.
Her nails were beautifully
manicured, her skin was
soft, her penmanship splendid, yet in a close-up those
knuckles would have been
too prominent. So a double
was called, a girl with long, Camilla Rovelle's -beautiful fingers were "discovered" by Norma
tapering fingers. Slie forged Talmadge, and have been "appearing" on the screen ever since.
the check.
the screen
Who are these girls? Where are they from? How
pearance on
do they take care of their hands? How do they keep
and"I presently
rub cold Camilla's
cream
them beautiful?
on
when I go
I can envision the reader asking these questions.
says. "Then

whose lovely hands you
seen in close-ups^ scouts
that dishwashing and
are ruinous to hands.

Let's take the case of Camilla
Rovelle. Camilla arrived in
Hollywood from Indianapolis,
Indiana, several years ago.
She did extra work for a
while. Then, one day she
was on a set at the United
Artists studio when Norma
Talmadge walked by. Norma
caught a glimpse of her hands
and, paused.
"Pardon me," the great actress said to her, "but I was
attracted by your hands. They
then redareCamilla
beautifulblushed,
!"
dened still more when Miss
Talmadge called John W.
discovery.
Considine and pointed to her
they wonderful?"
she"Aren't
exclaimed.
The result was that Camilla
^^■as called upon to hand a
ring to some one in a subsequent picture, and her hands
thereb}^ made their first apOther producers saw them
hands were in great demand.
them at Inight,"
wear aMiss
pair Rovelle
of old
to bed
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their condition, their needs, their frailties. Use a bit
of lemon juice to cut the grease if you work at the
kitchen sink. Hands cannot be pretty if they are
Doris came from Towaco, New Jersey. You have
seen her writing letters, pulling off gloves, picking up
abused."from the floor, and so forth, in many pictures.
things
Pretty hands are almost as distinguishing a physical
feature as a pretty face. Olga Halstead, a Los Angirl, wasago.approached by a total stranger two or
three geles
years
"What marvelous hands !" he exclaimed. "Are you
working
pictures
?"
"No," in
Missmotion
Halstead
replied.
"Then for Heaven's sake go to see Dave Allen at
the Central Casting Bureau !" he said. "Register for
Miss Halstead went timidly to the Bureau and
sought out ]\Ir. Allen. He took one look at her long
tapering fingers and hastily drew out a registration
blank.
work."
"There's plenty for yon to do," he said.
In a short while, she was called to one of the studios
to spend a few moments before the camera holding
up to view some letters and pictures. And a few days
later, she was called again to let her long fingers play
idly over the keys of a piano. Then she was asked to
raise the cuff of her sleeve and exhibit a wrist watch.
That was all, and she was paid instance.
fifteen dollars in each
"I never go to bed
without rubbing my

L

Photo by Richee
Probably few fans know that Esther Ralston
got her start in the movies by doubling with
her hands.
kid gloves. I play the piano and regularly each morning run over the scales.
That exercises the muscles and the
tendons. Any girl anxious to keep her
hands in nice condition should do something to start the blood circulating
through the fingers — to limber them up,
I might say. Not hard work, mind you,
hut just enough to feed them blood.
This will keep them well rounded."
There's have
Dorisseen
Dawson,
millions
in thewhose
movieshands
but
whose face, until recently, had never
been screened. She recently did a part
with Bill Cody in a Western. After
that she was chosen to play the lead
opposite Billy Dooley in a Christie
comedy. Doris had doubled with her
hands in dozens of pictures and while
thus doubling had attracted the attention of directors and so won for herself some real roles.
"Use cold cream on your hands every
night," says Doris. "When you go out.
wear gloves. The air hardens and
coarsens the skin, particularly when
you're
ridingwash
in a dishes.
motor car.
admit
I do not
The I warm,
greasy water reddens the hands, and
the caustic soap makes them lose their
softness. Let the same manicurist treat
vour nails each week.
She will learn

\

hands with a lotion,"
need
much
Olga cream
says. as"Hands
as the face, if you
want to keep them
soft. And don't drive
a motor car. Gripping the steering
wheel enlarges the
J■ ing."
joints. That's a warnLike the old proswho exclaimed,
"There'spector gold
in them

^1

.^

thar hills!" these girls

"llSfflW'
liiiiiil^

gold in them thar
will tell!" you
hands
And: "There's
they exhibit bank books to

'm^

And Majel
man, Colenow a
featured player
herself, still lets
her hands be
used occasionally in closeupsactresses.
for other
Dorothy Dillon
is paid about
$300 a month
just for the use
of her hands before -the camera.

Iris it:Stuart, Wamprove
pas
1927, Baby
got her Star
start of
in
pictures through the
Continued on page 107
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And George O'Hara needed it, too. When he suddenly lost interest in things a year or so ago and, just
as he was on the verge of success, allowed himself to
sink into a moody oblivion, every one thought that
he was finished, but George at last snapped out of it
and is now rapidly getting back on his feet.
By William H. McKegg

usually spends little time
HOLLYWOOD
mourning over any actor who may fall behind the front ranks. If he doesn't keep well
in the van, he is allowed to drop out without so
much as a requiem being uttered for him. Sometimes, though, after a drop, a player rises afresh
to new heights.
This story has to do with a young actor who did
temporarily drop down, but Avho is now rising again
with increasing success. To assuage your impatience, ril tell you immediately that the youth is
George O'Hara. Two years ago. George was full
of ambition. "I'm determined to strike out and go
as far as I can." he said. "My mind is absorbed in
pictures. I am heart and soul in the work. I mean
!"'
to Hesucceed
had just left Sennett's to appear in the "Fighting Blood'' series of two-reelers for F. B. O. He
was considered to be a very lucky young man, with
lots of promise, and he was. From the position of
cutter at the Sennett studio, he had been promoted
to bits in Sennett comedies, finally playing a featured role in "The .Crossroads of New York." That
six-reel burlesque was a gem of its kind, and had
won George his first big notice in the reviews. Now
he was winning his second big notice in the "Fighting Blood" pictures. And he followed that up with
good work in another series, called "'The Pacemakers."
Then, suddenly, George developed a queer streak.
He started going about alone, with head lowered and
brows contracted, looking as though he expected a
stormi to break at any minute. For days at a time
he went into seclusion from the outer world. Every
now and then, he came to life and joined the crowd
for a while, but he soon rushed back to his seclusion.
Following the release of "The Pacemakers," people
George and his moiher look over some of his fan mail, which has
had predicted a bright future for George. But now,
for some unknown reason, he seemed to have combeen swelling since George staged his come-back.
pletely lost interest in what might happen to him.
He had a cynical attitude toward everything. Pictures, and his progress in them, became unimportant
Then he disappeared from Hollywood. The cause
to him. Time went on.
Nothing much came from
of his departure was not known. A thwarted love
was hinted at. Or perhaps George's ideals had
the predicted O'Hara talent. Only a year before, he affair
been shattered.
had been so full of plans. What was happening to him?
The next news of him was that he was in New York,
"Oh, what's the good of am-thing?" he listlessly responded when asked about his work on the screen.
making a serial, "Casey of the Coast Guard." From
that time on, things began to pick up again for George.
He believed, he said, that there was a possibility that
Despite his strange actions, interest in him had not
he might play in "His People" for LIniversal, but his
grown lax, and so now, he was able to stop forwaid
tone
all heimplied
cared. that they nn'ght put him in news reels for again with new verve and win even better notices than
George did not play in "His People." Instead, he
played the role of the brother in "The Sea Beast." But
with the presence of John Barrymore and Dolores Costello in the picture, he did not reap all the notice that he
might have.

am' he had achieved before. He did this in "Bigger
Than Barnum's." The film was not a masterpiece, but
well worth seeing, and George's work in it was splendid.
He continued hisContinued
rise in on
suchpagepictures
as "California
106
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In a few years Laura La Plante has transformed her
one of the beauties of the screen, by changing her hair,

Brown curls and
the wistfulncss
of an ingenue,
left, were Laura
La Plante's
sets when s ashc
beganreer.
her ca-

There is nothing of the
comediemie
in ithe
picture, right,
of her first drainatic role in la
Western film.

As a full-fi'cdged "movie queen," above, Laura's novv
famous sense of fun was certainly concealed

Her first bob, above, brought forth
her first smile, and all at once
Laura began to find herself, tliough
her hair had not yet become the
color of golden daffodils.

Above, she began to experiment
with her ihair by cutting it
shorter -and brushing it back.
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Duckling,

But

self from just a good-looking, small-town girl into
cultivating poise and learning how to wear clothes.

Eureka! She laughs at all she surveys, and has become blonde beyond
recall, acting on the advice of her
director-husband, William A. Seiter,
who thought her "insipid" at first.

She comes into her own, above, with a
sophisticated arrangement of her hair
in soft waves that form a natural frame
for her face, and takes on a quizzical
look in her eyes, as if to say, "Wasn't
I a fright when you first saw me?"

One of the stages in her
transformation, above, shows
that not every experiment
was becoming.
Finger waving of her boyish bob, left, marked another step in her progress
to beauty, but Laura was
still a little obvious.
The "new" beauty made her
first appearance in "Dangerous Innocence," and bore no
resemblance to the brunette
of yesteryear.
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No,
Not
an
Countess
Carrie
DaumeryShe's
portrays regal
roles on the
screen Exiled
with such an aristocratic
bearing that one
half suspects that she is concealing a real title. However, the talented Belgian character
actress assures you to the contrary in this highly interesting tale of her life and career.
By Madeline

Glass

In the spring of 1914, Miss Daumery and her husone who regvilarl}^ attends the movies must
ANY
band, awell-known musician, went on a pleasure trip
. And an}- one who
Daumery
Carrie
seen
have
has seen her must have wondered about the
to Switzerland. When the war broke out, they decided
not to return home until it was over, believing, with
private life of this highly individualistic woman who
man\- others, that the hostilities would last no more
plays royal ladies so brilliantly.
than three months.
But when all hope of immediate
Miss Daumery has appeared in many pictures, under
the direction of such men
peace had gone glimmeras Lvibitsch, Ingram, and
ing, they returned to BelVidor. Haughty queens,
gium, only
to find
their
beautiful
home
occupied
desiccated empresses, austere duchesses — such are
by German soldiers.
the characterizations in
Fortune no longer smiled
which her histrionic talent
upon the
actress. Heraristocratic
son was in the
finds unique expression.
Her screen bearing sugHer husbar'''s
trenches.
gests such proud and anhealth
was failing.
Financial reverses occurred.
cient lineage that her presBut with her country in
ence in a picture dealing
chaos, literally struggling
with the aristocracy always gives it an air of
in a death grip, she had
authenticity.
little time to lament over
Her regal manner seems
her own personal troubles.
so inherent in her that I
Among other patriotic
services to her country,
Avondered if she might be
playing her own natural
she ''adopted" twenty-five
self on the screen. .Since
young soldiers, peasant
the war, so many people
bo}'S in whom she took a
of noble family have
motherl}- interest.
drifted, into the movies
When the war finally
that it seemed possible
ended. Miss Daumer}- was
that she might possess a
an impoverished widow
title. The idea intrigued
with a convalescing son.
me, even against my betAs it was financially imter judgment. For who
ever heard of an actress
possible forformer
them tomode
return to their
concealing a title? But
of living, they decided to
the possibility appealed to
go to London to make a
new start and try to wipe
my lively imagination.
Perhaps she was an exout tragic memories. But
iled countess or someLondon, unfortunately,
thing.
was undergoing
math of war and the
had afterlittle
Miss Daumery in perto offer them.
son, however, quickl}^ disWhen she found herself, at the end of the war, an impoverished
It was about that time
pelled my anticipations.
widow with a convalescent son, Miss Daumery came to this country
With a tea table between
to seek to wipe out tragic memories.
that Miss Daumery's
us in her little Holly"adopted sons" decided
to take London by storm
wood bungalow — a house
and
visit
their
benefactress.
Determined that her boys
strangely unsuited to her personality — she told me the
should not know of her reduced circumstances. Miss
story of her Hfe.
She is, as she explained in her slightly broken EngDaumery gallantly spread an elaborate feast for them,
with a ponderous array of silverware. When the
lish, of Bel-gian and French parentage. She was born
in Brussels and spent the greater part of her earlier
simple-hearted peasant boys viev\'ed all that splendor,
life in that city. Exceptional educational advantages
their merriment abated perceptibly. Each one cast furtive glances about, in the hope of getting a clue as to
and a great deal of travel helped to develop her naturally aristocratic qualities.
the proper method of attack. Finally, one young chap
At the age of seventeen, she went on the stage, playsolved the problem b_v. picking out such pieces of silver
as he expected to need and politely laying the others
ing what she described as "artistic" roles. Marriage
aside !
and the subsequent birth of a son interfered somewhat
with her career, but she continued to act intermittently,
As the chances of securing desirable work in London
playing such parts as appealed to her. For a time she
seemed hopeless. Miss Daumery and her son sailed for
^vas associated with .Sarah Bernhardt. It is interesting
America.
While thev were tiying to get a start in
New York, friends in San Francisco advised them to
to note that, according to Miss Daumery, Bernhardt
Continued on page 106
was subject to attacks of extreme stage fright.
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Alice White, above, in "Tlie Private Life of
Helen of Troy," uses her alluring e3-es with the
candor of a Grecian flapper.

Bedroom

Eyes

Varied interpretations of a phrase often
used to describe "speaking" orbs.

Fay Wra\-, above,
in "The
of Sin," regards life with
swertStreet
spirituality.
Right, Lya de Putti as
il/ i d II i g !i t Rose, a
cabaret dancer.

Greta Nissan, above, is subtly coquet ish as a sophisticated charmer
in "Fazil," and it's early in the
morning, too !
Laura La Plante's bedroom eyes,
right, are those of sheer terror,
because of what she sees in "The
Cat and the Canary."
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Hollywood
Continued from page 54
Missing — One Comedian.

Where's Raymond Griffith ?
His fans may well ask. Ray has
more or less dropped out of the limelight since he severed his connection
with Paramount. But there is no
question that he is clever, and with
the proper kind of management and
supervision, should go far. Just because he was guilty of making a few
weak pictures should not mean that
he is out of the running.
Ray lately has been spending most
of his time reading and studying at
his new home in Beverly. He also
frequents the Athletic Club and, of
course, lavishes attention on a certain popular stage actress, to whom
he has more than once been reported
engaged.
When Ugliness Pays.
Louis Wolheim had ambitions to
become a romantic actor, but they
were nipped in the bud. Wolheim
wanted to have his face lifted. He
felt that his visage gave him no
chance
to do roles.
an3'thing but comedy
and character

High

Lights

less to say that they were seriously
impressed with her argument, despite
the exorbitance of the demand.
Beautifying cities has been a pet
topic with Mary for several years.
She makes effective speeches on the
subject too.
Looking back to the time when we
first heard her speak — it was at the
premiere of one of her early pictures
— we can remember how terribly
nervous she was then over having to
"say aever,piece
in active
public."
Now,field
howshe is so
in the
of
orator}- that we shouldn't be surprised to see her some day branch
out as a politician.
Divorced.
That annoying habit which husbands sometimes have of failing to
return home at night seems to have
been one of the chief causes of the

unhappiness
in jNJarie
Prevost's
wedded life. This
was brought
out
during her testimony in her efifort to
obtain a legal separation from Kenneth Harlan. The divorce, which
hung fire for the better part of a
year, was onh- recently settled.
But the producer who has him unAn Amicable Separation.
der contract objected to his having
Olive Borden parted very amicably
his face changed in any way. He
from the Fox company. She is reexpressed
beliefstate
thatwas
Wo'lheim's
face in its -the
present
his forported to have wanted a bigger advance in salary than was due under
tune, and cited the popular success
of "Two Arabian Knights" to prove her contract, and the company dethis.
clined to give it to her.
At latest reports, Wolheim still
Olive's stipend- was seven hundred
had his natural countenance, though and fifty dollars a week and, if she
he was said to be fuming about it. had stayed with the company, this
And please believe us, he is one actor was to have been advanced to one
who can fume.
thousand dollars.
Mary Pickford— Lady Orator.
Mary Pickford wants three miles
of palm trees planted along Sunset
Boulevard, one of the main thoroughfares through Hollywood, and
>he went down to tell the city council
about it not long ag:o. It is need-

The Craze for Sequels.
Sequel films are becoming a habit.
Paramount has "Beau Sabreur" to
follow ''Beau Geste ;" Douglas Fairbanks may make "Twenty Years
After" as a sequel to "The Three
Musketeers ;" there is a new edition

of "The Cohens and the KeUys;"
and now Eveh n Brent will probably
be seen in a continuation of her experiences in' L^nderworld."
Just Married.
Constance Howard, sister of
Frances Howard — who is now Mrs.
Samuel Goldwyn — is among the
newlyweds. She was recently married to Wilson Jones, a law student.
With all the legal troubles over
movie contracts nowadays, a lawyerhusband should be a decided advantage to a girl in pictures.
Two New Stars.
Special recognition is due to two
players who have recently achieved
stardom. One is Edmund Lowe,
who is starred in "Dressed to Kill,"
and the other is George Bancroft,
who will have stellar billing in
"Honky Tonk."
Bancroft's excellent portraA'al of
the master crook in "Underworld"
is the immediate cause of his stardom, while Lowe's performance in
"What Price Glory" is Mdiat made
Fox decide to advance Eddie to
higher prominence.
A Film that Will Be Talked About.
We saw the Lillian Gish film,
"The A\^ind," not long ago, and consider it one of the best of recent
productions. It isn't the popular sort
of picture,
usual merit. perhaps, but it has unIt is the story of a girl's bitter experiences in a storm-swept Texas
prairie amid primitive conditions to
which she is totally unaccustomed.
The way in which Victor Seastrom,
the
director, beating
has conveyed
the young
eft'ect
of tempests
upon the
girl's mind may perhaps be just a
trifle theatrical, but it is amazingly
effective just the same.
We expect that this production
will be much talked about.

Here To-day, Gone To-morrow
Continued from page 17
income too precarious, the career too brettes — all are here. And the orrette girl. She is young and assured indefinite. So Ruby went back into
chestra plays on, just as though
and beautiful. If New York were business. And selling cigarettes at every one were perfectly happy. But
nearer Hollywood, she might be one Montmartre nets her a return that don't come to Montmartre looking
of the glorified Ziegfeld girls. But even conservative statisticians would exclusively for silver linings. For
admit is tidy.
here is a fine blend of gayety and
Ruby won't go to New York. She
Ruby sees the stars come and go. gloom, happiness and heartbreak,
means to stay in Hollywood. She
has been the cigarette girl at Mont- She sees them glittering at the height delight and despair.
martre for years, and Montmartre of their glory : she sees them fade
Over the rococo doorway. Mine
without Ruby would not be the same. into oblivion ; then she sees them, no Host Brandstatter might do well to
As she weaves her way among the longer. Perhaps this constant cycle post a warning sign, and yet philotables, bowing to Raymond Hitch- passing before her eyes is enough to
sophical withal — a sign that would
cock, or stopping to hear a joke from. keep her contented with her lot of serve as a caution for the incoming
Frisco, the jazz dancer, she sym- playing Carmen to the patrons of starlets, even though it is too late
bolizes the independent girl of to- Montmartre.
for the departing ones — a sign readday. The movies once enticed her,
The stars and the failures, the rising: "Here To-day, Gone Tobut the work was too uncertain, the
ing ingenues and the waning soumor ow !"
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Assorted

Kings

These monarchs of the silver sheet prove to be only
human after all.

A'Tax Barwyn,

Tenen Holtz,
rig'ht, in "His
Night," plays
a m o n a rch
merrily toindifcrent
the
formalities of
his rank.

Gustav von Seyfifertitz,
above, is a stern king
who imposes strict
military discipline on
P rincc Karl Heiiirich
in "The Student
Prince."

Below, Robert Edeson
as the king who loved
and lost Lya de Putti
in "The Heart Thief"
— hence his rueful expression.

below, is suscrafty, picious
asand
King Ferdinand in "The
Climbers."

John St. Polls, left, as
the king in Elinor
Glyn's "Three Weeks,"
obliged with an embodiment of all the masculine vices, in order to
justif}- — if possible — the
straying of his queen
from the path of rectitude on that twenty-oneday sojourn
land.in Switzer-

Adolplie Mcnjou, above, in
"The King on Main Street,"
is remembered 'by the fans
for his portrayal of a king
who enjoyed a visit to Coney
Island with the zest of a
bourgeois.

Arthur Lubin, below, as the
youthful Louis XIV. in
"Bardel}-s the Magnificent,"
depicted a dandified, afi^ected

Rudolph Schiklkraut, above, made of
the jolly old king in "Young April"
an easy-going bon vivant.
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Continued from page 33
told them to write to the answer man
about it. But don't you do it— ■
Picture Play's answer man already
has a lot of work, and besides, I
know
fluence. him, and he hasn't any in-

Manhattan

Medley

the same source, she fell downstairs.
No, she shouldn't go to Berlin. But
some girls will never learn.
The Real Truth of the Matter.

Jeanne Eagels returned to NeAV
York from Hollywood, having completed her role opposite John Gilbert
What It Is to Be a Star.
in "Man, Woman, and Sin." Jeanne
George Bancroft received great had fun acting before the camera;
acclaim for his work in "Under- so much fun that she hopes to make
world," so when he came to New some more films.
But she wishes that the story
York
for
a rest, thereInterviewers.
wasn't any
rest. Interviewers.
hadn't been spread that the picture
Oh, yes, and lie went to the theater had to be finished with a double beevery night, too.
cause she became so temperamental.
Despite the fact that he .is now a It was all wrong, that story. There
star, George likes to feel that he is was only one scene that was finished
still at the bottom of the ladder. with a double — a ballroom scene,
And he likes best to talk about his with five hundred extras, each of
old stage days, when he wore black- whom wanted his face in front of
face, and was the highest-priced the camera when the story demanded
song-and-dance man then songing that Jeanne and Jack should be there.
and dancing.
So the scene had to be taken over
and over many times, and each time
Moral — Stay Away from Berlin.
those extras just wouldn't behave.
Lya de Putti passed through New Till finally, ]\Iiss Eagels was so tired
York on her way to Berlin. She and so nervous, she just collapsed,
really shouldn't go to Berlin. The and she had to go home for the rest
last time she was there — if you be- of the day, while the scene was finished with a double.
lieve what you see in the papers —
The
way these stories do get about
she fell through a plate-glass window. And this time, according to — it does make you sorry for the

poor, maligned screen stars, now
doesn't it?
Another Foreign Director.
I really
don't see
Newtime
Yorkto
film
executives
everhow
have
plan any pictures. They spend all
their spare moments down at the
docks meeting foreign directors and
stars. Now it's Ludwig Berger, who
has come from Germany to direct for
Fox, and if there are any directors
left in Germany, I want you to sit
right down and tell me who they are.
New York is just full of Mr. Berger's relatives, including Otto Kahn,
his father's cousin. Ludwig's grand
old family name is really Bamberger,
but his father, the burgomeister of
Mainz, said that no Bamberger
should disgrace the family name by.
being connected with the stage; so
Ludwig said, all right, he'd just be
a Bergei". And that's how it is.
Charles Ray Also Ran.
Charles Ray could have had his
name in this little sheet if only he
had been willing to be interviewed
at more than, say, one hour's notice.
As it is, if you want to know what
Charlie's doing, )-ou'll just have to
write and ask him yourself. This
department is through for the day.

The
Face on the Cutting-room
Floor
Continued from luige CO
confided : "It is the saddest blow her? She's just what I've been lookkind words for her individual work of my ten years in films. I feel now
Wonderingly, Eve came, when
like giving tip. It seems that I was
in the picture.
born under an unlucky star. I guess summoned by Doug. But she re"There's a jinx pursuing me!"
ing for."
ceived the good news with only halfthought Eve. "What is it and why I never ^^-as meant to succeed in
hearted enthusiasm. INIight not this
be just the same old story? Might
it?" Edwin Carewe and Count
is When
But it's funny how the hidden not her Avork again be cut out, or
Ilya Tolstoy began selecting the cast hand
of Fate sometimes slips in to the film shelved, or something like
pictures."
for "Resurrection," screen tests were guide the destinies of human souls. that? Assuredly, her past experimade of Miss Southern for the role
ences had given her little to hope for.
the darkest hour, when everyof Princess Korchagin, and she was Just atthing
seems hopeless and lost, some However, she signed a contract. She
signed to play the part.
little incident occurs which in an un- played the part, and behold ! it was
"Now," she exulted, "maybe that
seen way turns the whole trend of flashed on the screen. At last, at
old bugaboo has gone into an
last, she had had her chance, and
events in a person's life. This is had
made good !
Avhat
happened
to
the
disconsolate,
!"
eclipse
But had it? Well, not exactly. dejected, discouraged Eve Southern.
"I don't know," Eve said, as we
When the time came to cut down Mr. Carewe was so impressed with chatted together not long ago.
the footage of the completed film, her work in "Resurrection" that he
"Maybe my disappointments have
every sequence in which Eve ap- gathered up the scraps of film from
subdued me a little. Ma3'be I haven't
peared was cut out. Not a flash, not the cutting-room floor, pieced them the
exuberance I had a few A'ears
a peep was left. When the picture together, formed a complete little
But I've fought hard for sucwas given its Western premiere and sequence, and hunted up Douglas ago. cess,
and fights always leave scars
the names in the cast were posted, Fairbanks.
Eve Southern was not among them.
is something about this
some kind."
Doug!" he said. "Before of There
AVith tears streaming from her eyes, you"Hey,
go to lunch I want to show you tawnv-haired girl that suggests the
she sought Carewe.
a little bit of film I have here. You're languor of Greta Garbo. And to
"Why," she pleaded, "was my looking for a girl to play with you me it seems that not even yet has she
name omitted?"
in 'The Gaucho,' aren't you? Have full}^ found herself. She is baffling,
this sloe-eyed girl of the South. Now
"I'm sorry, my dear," the pro- a look at this."
Into the projection room they that Opportunity has at last been
ducer said sympathetically, "but it
and the pieced-together film kind to her, will she rise higher?
couldn't be helped. We had to went,
eliminate your sequences from the was unreeled.
She may, but no one knows better
Eve herself how uncertain the
"That's enough!" said Fairbanks. than
future
is.
picture."
To a friend, long hours later, she "Where is she and when can I get
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Kisses

Made

to

Order

When we are thrilled by those passionate
love scenes that we see in the movies, we
never stop to think how cold-bloodedly
they are manufactured. These pictures
show some of them in the making.

Manyquickened
a fan's bypulse
was
tlic
above love scene between. Carmel Myers
and Jerry Miley in
"The UnderstandingHeart,"
to Direc-it
tor JackbutConway,
was all work.
in the day's
Left, Sidney Franklin
shows Conrad Nagel
just how to kiss
^vlarion D a v i c s in
"Quality wants
Street,"
Conrad
to but
do
all the kissing himself.

"Blessings on you, my children," said Ernst
Lubitsch, below, as he amiably directed Ramon Novarro and Norma Shearer in one of
the most heartrending scenes in "The Student Prince."

"Darling, I adore
you !" murmured Lew
Cody, above, to Ailcen
Pringle "A
in "Adam
and
Evil."
little more
soulful,
please!" yelled
Robert Leonard,
as he
leaned close to watch
ever y flicker o f
Aileen's e-\-elids.

"One, two, three,
kiss !" orders Clarence
Brown, left, as he supervises alove scene
between Greta Garbo
and Jack Gilbert.
/
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That Rara Avis — a "Nice" Boy
Continued from page 34
He laughed — he has a cute laugh.
"Say," he said boyishly, "in what
And so, he became a movie actor "That's right," he said.
other profession could I earn as
That was one occasion. Another
— this boy who might have been a
much as I'm making in the movies?"
teller at your bank or your favorite
time, he dropped in at ni)- apartment — he's making about two or three
insurance agent.
late one afternoon. He was still hundred a week. "That's a lot of
Buddy and I have met quite fre- very much under the iovely spell of
quently in our comings and goings
money, /'// tell you ! And I'm savMary Pickford, having just coming it, too. I pay only sixteen dolabout Hollywood. We've had sevlars a week for m}- room and with
eral talks about any number of subpleted "My Best Girl."
"I'm afraid working on that lot the money I save I can send my kid
jects. One night we met at a barbecue party in a glen that was deep may have spoiled me," he confessed. brother to a military academy." . .
It makes Buddy dizzy to think
in the shadows of big trees and illu- "They do everything so easily and
minated by a beautiful full moon. so slowl}' and so correctly there. W^e what his salary will be at the end
Buddy sat next to me and seemed were three months in the making of of his five-year option. With that
to be the only one in the party who
munificent sum, he intends to imrealized the loveliness of the scene. thatButpicture."
it wasn't the three months of
port his family to Hollywood.
The cocktail in front of his place leisurely shooting that had appealed
was untouched. He sipped it a to Buddy so much as the fact that he"I admitted.
get pretty He
lonesome
out Buddy
here,"
would.
couple of times but didn't seem to Mary Pickford had said to him every
have much liking for it.
in very well with the wiseday in the projection room, "Now if doesn't fit cracking
smarties who make up a
there is anything about your work in
"Don't
you
drink,
Buddy?"
I
asked.
large
part
of
the
cinema younger set.
the rushes to-day that you don't like,
He turned to me in that quick, we will shoot it over to-morrow." He goes around mostly with the
pleasant way of his. When he It is characteristic of Marj^ to have scions of cinema-struck society families and the local debutantes who
speaks, he smiles, revealing amaz- made such a generous offer, and it
ingly white teeth that are in sharp is characteristic of Buddy to have don't carr}' hip flasks and pocket
contrast to his black hair and eyes. been flattered and impressed by it. lighters. He's so new and so young
that not much fuss is made over him
"Not ver}^ much," he answered, A lot of actors, you know, aren't im- around the studios.
pressed by anything.
hurriedly and rather apologetically.
Buddy has never even met B. P.
''Sometimes I do a little — but I
He hadn't the slightest idea at that
time
what
his
next
picture
would
be
Shulberg,
production manager and
haven't been out to a place like this
for a long time. There's no sense but he was willing to do anything high boss supreme at the Paramount
studio.
don't get him wrong.
' " He paused, as though afraid that was given him. It turned out He's
not But
complaining.
that what he was going to say might to be the lead opposite Clara Bow in
embarrass the rest of the party.
In conclusion, let me ask you —
"Get Your Man," and at this writing
So I finished it for him. "No he is at work on the role of Abie in where in the movies are you going to
"Abie's Irish Rose."
find another boy like this?
sense in blurring it awav."
Good-by,
Ena!
Hello, Marian!
Continupd from pap;e 56
It was then decided to change her identity, and I hope anything Ena
do not photograph well, no matter name. Other people had done this
or may
not haveMarian.
done Avon't be
how slight. AVas that the reason she and achieved immediate benefit. So may
checked
up against
numeralogist was called in and he
"I may not accomplish all the
wasn't getting work? Or couldn't acoined
the name of Marian Douglas things I plan, but at least I shall have
she really act, after all ? These
questions and others passed through for her — a combination of the names made an honest eft'ort ; and if I fail,
her mind. Ena developed what we of Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair- it will not be due to lack of belief in
banks. With the new name and the myself. More people than realize it
love to call an "inferiority complex."
She lost heart. She quit trying. new nose, there came — what do you whip themselves before they get a
She went to work every day with the suppose? A leading role opposite fair start. I suppose it isn't possible
idea firmly planted in her mind and Ken Maynard, a featured part in for every one to have his or her
nose done over, or his name changed,
heart that she wasn't going to get it. "The Shepherd of the Hills," and a
She watched other girls, who had lot of front-page newspaper pub- but if people would only go to the
root of their troubles, as Al did for
started after she had, go past her.
licity such as couldn't have been
Then her contract expired. It was bought for love or money. The me, and find out what is holding
after that that she decided to settle dailies carried feature stories of her
them
they'dto get
new carry
start
that I back,
am willing
bet awould
down as a housewife and give up her change of name and luck.
screen ambitions.
"I already feel like a new person," them
overa the
hurdles."
"She's
lot better
actress than she
Which gets us back to where we admitted the former Ena one evening at dinner. "I feel as though used to be, too," Husband Al put in
started — to Al Rogell's idea to make
a new person of his discouraged lit- I had put all those hard-luck days proudly.
tle wife. He said that, if her nose behind me. I want to be forgotten
People who have known Ena — or
was bothering her, why didn't she as Ena Gregory. So far as I arh INIarian, rather — a long time say that
go down and have it fixed ? That's concerned, I am just starting out in she is even prettier than she used
the first rule in pulling out of a rut the movies. It isn't the past that to be. And it isn't all due to that
•— to correct the things that may have counts, but the future. At first it new nose, either ! No, I think it
been holding you down. Ena con- was suggested that I be put over as comes from that inner glow that is
sented to this suggestion, and the a brand-new discovery, but that was guaranteed to light up the face and
result was that she presently emerged inadvisable, as too many people re- personality of any one who has
turned over a new leaf and taken a
with a nose as classic as plastic
membered me as Ena Gregory. I'm
not a new discovery, but I am a new fresh start.
surgery could make it.

Have

a
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Light
Do you want to keep on the
good side of the director?
Then never let his cigar go
out, and if you see him
groping for a cigarette,
hastily offer him one.

Above. Norma Shearer, as the
cigarette girl in ''After Midnight," was right on the spot
with a little match every time
Director Alonta Bell's long
stogie showed signs of dying.
"Why not use a torch, Mr. Robertson?" asks Oliver Marsh,
the camera man, as he lights
Director with
Johna gigantic
S. Robertson's
cigarette
candle.
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Why

Are

the Stars So

Unhappy?

Continued from page 21
makes him deathly ill. But he goes
Vv'herever he is sent. Make no mistake about that ! He is under contract and he has to. The gaudy car
stands in the garage while the idol
of millions bumps about the desert
in a tlivver or bobs about the ocean
in an ancient schooner.

that worry the majority of actors.
These things are part of the job and
are taken philosophically. It is the
fact that, once having won a prominent position, they find it is much
harder to keep than it was to get
in the first place.
"I don't know whether all this is
worth the struggle," Ramon Novarro
I visited the "Captain Salvation" once said to me. "But we certainly
company last spring when they were must w^ant it a lot — this success — beon location on Catalina Island. The
cause we go through an}'thing and
water pipes in the old Banning house, everything to get it !
which housed the cast, had broken,
"The thing that hurts me most is
so there was no water except what the realization that my physical self
was carried a quarter of a mile or is my only medium of expression.
so up the hill. There was heat in To express the thing in here," pointonly one room in the building — and
ing to his forehead, "I have onl}- my
that was from an open fire. It was face, my hands, my body. When I
raining torrents and the weather was get bald or fat or old, I shall be
miserably cold. The mud in the through. The thing for which we
roads was of a depressing, soupy give our best efforts hangs upon an
consistency and cars could not get eyelash, so to speak. That thought
about. The trip to the stage and
The existence which a screen star
the wharf, where the scenes were
being shot, had to be made through leads
cannot possibly be called a norhurts."
this mud on foot.
mal one. He has no privacy. He
But be it said right here that I cannot appear on the street or in a
heard not one word of complaint — - cafe or a theater without attracting
not even from extras or property a throng of curiosity seekers who
men who were sleeping in flooded make audible and not-alwa3-s-polite
tents. The contrast between those comments upon each detail of his
conditions and the gilded luxury in appearance. His garters, his soap
which screen actors are reputed to and his preference in breakfast foods
are subjects of national interest.
live was certainly a vivid one !
If lie marries a member of the
But it is not the physical hardships

Helen

of Troy

in

pictures have been released in this
country, but neither has received
general distribution. "Madame Wants
often show a profit."
Was there no tendency to question No Children" was the clumsily entitled first one, and an elaborately
her husband's direction? Was she
mounted
biblical spectacle, "Moon of
not, like most wives, accustomed occasionally todisagree with her liege Israel," was the second.
"There is the m.an who directed
lord? She laughed at the thought.
the
biblical picture," said Madame
"We disagree at times, certainly.
But when he is directing, the scene is Corda, indicating Michael Curtiz, a
acted as he wishes. Directing is his tall, impressive man with a mocking
smile. I asked him how good an
job. Acting is mine.
actress he had found Miss Corda.
"If we find that we are completely "Colossal!" he exclaimed. "Intelliat odds as to a characterizing bit in
a scene, we compromise by doing it
gent, energetic, delightful !" He
toward her in military fashion.
first the way he suggests, then as I bowed
feel it should be done. In the pro"He is a great director, also," she
jection ro'om, we then see both sides
of the question, and choose the bet- told me. "This Hollywood is full
ter. But this is rarely necessary. In of foreigners now, is it not? We are
the studio, he is the director; at
home, She laughed.
here." and her husband are living
allMaria
In Germany, this Austrian actress in an imposing English residence directly opposite the building occupied
is one of the stellar bodies. Her pictures bring critical attention and her by Mrs. Rod La Rocque when she
name spells results at the box-office. was still Vilma Banky. La Corda is
This much was vouchsafed me by a sophisticated version of Vilma — an
Vlx. Korda. Note that he spells his older sister, let us say.

Two of Madame

Corda's foreign

"We never have any normal relationships with anybody!" I once
heard Richard Dix remark plaintively. "The people we meet usually
want something from us, or if they
are outside the business, they are uncomfortable and ill at ease on account of this artificial atmosphere of
glamour that is created about us for
theThe
purposes
of publicity."
strain when
a star is working
on a picture is terrific. He lives with
it day and night. Then, when it is
finished and he faces the gap of two
or three weeks before starting on his
next one, there is an abrupt slump —
a let-down — a violent mental reaction. Xo one can live under that
sort of strain for long and keep his
That, I believe, is the chief cause
perspective.
of all this restlessness and discontent. The players are too close to
their work. They lose their normal
outlook.
So, you see, the stars of the screen
— rich, famous, adored, wrapped in
glamour — have their troubles and
their worries, "even as you and I !"

Hollywood

Continued from page 74'
returns. An artistic success may

name with a K, while his wife prefers the gentler C. But the pronunciation isthe same.

profession, there is inevitably that
clash of egos which is so often fatal
to the most idyllic of matches. If
he marries outside the profession, his
wife is likely to become bored beyondcussionendurance
b}- the constant disof his work.

"Mr. Korda is very jealous." she
said proudly. "But j^ou need not
worry," she added, with a quick
smile, as she noted my harassed ex-

pression, "you are all right. Newspapermen and journalists, he thinks,
studios here and
areInall comparing
right !"
abroad, Madame Corda was diplomacy itself, finding much to be said
in favor of both sides.
"In LTfa studios, we do not hurry.
Everything seems to work out, but
there is no super-efficiency. We are
not checked up all the time. But we
accomplish what is desired.
"Here, the equipment is far superior. You have better lighting,
better settings, better facilities lor
making good pictures. Perhaps
there is not the same artistic feeling
here that you find in Europe. Here
it is
purely commercial."
Shemore
interrupted
herself to point
out that this was not criticism but
simplv observation. I assured her
that it was as shre\vd as it was truthful. But madame would not commit
herself further.
"What do I know, after all?" she
asked. "I am a stranger. I come
to be Helen of Troy in Hollywood."
She laughed. "I am very happy.
Look at me — here I am. Now write
what you please about me."

Hard-boiled
Five charming ladies of Hollywood are seized with the
desire to act, rather than iust be themselves on the screen.

Lya de Putti, right, goes
through various phases of
worldly experience in
''Midnight Rose," in
which she plays a cabaret
dancer ex-crook.
who marries an

Left, Hedwig Reicher is a stage
star who is adopting the screen.
In "The Leopard Lady," her mysterious murder is part of the curse
that followscus tothe
visittown.
of the cirevery
Alarcella Daly, above, in "The Lone
Eagle," has a role about as hard-boiled
as any ambitious actress could desire. As
Ninette, she is a hanger-on at an inn in
France during the war, and gets her man
in rough-and-ready fashion.

Elise Bartlett, below, plays Goldie,
whose death means a great deal to
the plot of "The Angel of Broad-

wa}'."

Olga Baklenova, left, a
star of the Moscow Art
Theater, makes her
American film debut in
E m i 1 Jannings' "The
Street of Sin," in which
she is Annie, a hardboiled product of the
London slums.
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The Child Who Was "Abused"
Continued from page 26
alone on a ship ^vitl^ the girl, all the to be funnier than anything else in
comedy. 1 asked him if he had seen crew having deserted. We were the picture.
"Could it be that the gag w-as too
Winthrop Am.es' dehghtful revival moving away from a cannibal island,
of "The Mikado," and why no one pursued by cannibals in canoes, when tricky — that the audience tried to
liad yet brought Gilbert and Sullivan our boat sprang a leak. I put on a figure out how it was done ? Beto the screen.
cause as soon as an audience gets
deep-sea diving outfit and went down
into the water to plug the leak. interested in technicalities, your
"It would be poison to the screen,"
When I got down there, two swordhe answered. "All satire is poison fish
is dead.
We the
decided
it couldn't
be that,
because
swordfish
gag,
attacked me. I grabbed one of laugh
on the screen. Movie audiences get
which
looked
much
trickier,
load
got
them,
used
him
as
a
weapon,
and
ran
mad if they think they are being
the other one through.
a
big
laugh.
But
zi'liy
should
they
fooled. They've got to believe what
"Then I started fixing the leak, laugh at that and not at the other?
they see. Why, a straight comedian
"At last Ave struck what we
but
a school of fish came by, all godaren't even use a farce situation.
ing in the same direction except one thought must be the reason. We
It wouldn't get a snicker. MacLean poor little fish who tried and tried
figured
I hadto gone
or Beer}- or Cody, or one of those
down to itfixoutthethis
leakwa_\-.
in order
save
fellows, can get away with farce, to cross their track, and couldn't. I,
seeing its plight, picked up a starfish, the girl and get away. The swordbut just let one of us straight come- put it on my chest, whistled, and
fish gag was legitimate, because I
dians try it, and just listen to the
held up my hand at the school of was protecting mysel f against them.
silence ! I don't know why it is, but fish. They stopped, I motioned the But there was no excuse for my
I know it's a fact, that every gag little fish to cross, he swam by, then stopping m\- A\ ork on the leak to go
used in a straight comedy has to be I turned and signaled tlie school to and help the liltle fish. It was simply
logical at bottom. There must be pass on. They all went by, and I
illogical,
wouldn't
an element of possibility in every- returned to the leak.
have it. Soandwe the
kissedpublic
that gag
a sad
thing that happens to me, or the au"We thought it was a grand gag,
so we devoted a lot of time to it.
dience is immediately resentful.
Buster Keaton has v.'on the re"Audiences have changed. Im- We couldn't use real fish, of course,
ward of all good comedians — he now
possible gags that used to get over so we had eleven hundred rubber makes
only two pictures a year. But
good-by."
at
that,
he is working steadily.
—
catgut
by
attached
and
made,
fish
leave them
now. ' For instance, one quite
of the cold
best laughs I ever which is transparent — to an enor"A cofnedy takes much longer to
got was several years ago in a twomous apparatus above the water. make than a drama," he told me.
reeler. At the finish, I dived off a The machine cost several thousand "Because we never know what we
high building to a swimming pool, dollars. We went over to Catalina are going to do from one day to the
missed the pool, and went down Island and for weeks I worked un- next — from one sequence to the next.
througli the earth, leaving a big hole.
der water four and five hours a day. The first difficulty is in finding a
No
Then was inserted a subtitle — ^"'Years son. fake, either — it was me in per- stor}', but the story is only the beginning of our worries. We start
later." I was then shown coming
up out of the hole, brushing off my
"Well, we finished all our scenes, with the reason for the whole thing,
clothes, and turning to help a Chinese returned to Hollywood, and ran them tlien work out the end, so that we
wife and two kids out of the hole. off on the screen. The two fisli gags
where we're heading, and last
That sequence broke all records for were perfect — looked real as the know'
of all, we develop the middle. Then,
long laughs, but if I did it to-day, it deuce — sure for a laugh.
we But
plant
go along."
would die at the first preview.
as the
this gags
is notas awethesis,
nor a
"We previewed the film at a small
"It's funny, how well 3'ou get to movie theater in Hollywood. It human-interest story, nor yet a biogknow your audiences. You have to went over with a bang — all except
read them and understand them as that gag about the school of fish! raph}', I cannot tell you all these
}-ou would a barometer. Sometimes The swordfish gag got a laugh, but things. It is, instead, to your probnot the other one, which zve thought
they're pretty deep, too.
able surprise, an "impression." And
was,
so great. We were at a loss to that impression is — that Buster Kea^ "I_ remember a gag w-e had in 'The account
ton
is a swell comedian !
for it, for it seemed to us
Navigator.' In one sequence, I was
Foiled
Continued from page 7.3
driver got nervous and we verv nearly
went over the side. The girl sitting
beside him had the presence of mind
to grab the wheel and save us. Then
T fell into an old swimming pool and
cut my leg. In almost all of my
pictures I have had some sort of accident. See this little scar on my
chin? In that scene in 'The Patent
Leather Kid' where I kissed Mr.
Barthelmess' muddy -face, I
myself on his beard. Somescratched
of the
mud got into the scratch and it became infected."
jMolly entered pictures at the age
of fifteen, via Hal Roach comedies.
There was the usual parental objection, but that has gradualh' subsided

Again!

since success has come to both Molly
and Sister Sally. Recentty, the two
girls worked in a picture together —
"The Lovelorn."
"Next Saturday is my eighteenth
birthday," said Miss O'Day, "and
Sally is going to give me a big party.
For a few da}'S we will both be
eighteen ; then Sally Avill have a
birthday and be nineteen."
It was a red-letter day in
life when she was given the
Curley O'Callahan in "The
Leather
Kid."
"Several
tests were taken

Molly's
part of
Patent

of me,"
she told me, "but I wasn't promised
anything definitely. Then, three days
before the filming began, I was told
that T had been chosen. Richard

Barthelmess has always been my
favorite actor, so you can imagine
how]\Iolly
thrilled
I was."
is one
of a large family.
She has six brothers, most of whom
served in the war. The oldest sister
was a Red Cross nurse. Because of
the service her manv children had
contributed to their country, Molly's
mother was presented bv the government with a silver urn.
An assistant director came to tell
Miss O'Dav to change into lier party
dress for the next scene, so I left.
Perhaps, some day,"! shall meet
the typical flapper, but in the meantime. Ihope to find manA- more film
actresses as sweet and unaffected as
Molly O'Day.
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Something

Crooked

Somewhere

The horrified stars wonder how in the
world they gained all that weight, but if
they'd just look down at their feet, they'd
soon see the reason why.

"Horrors! Do I weigh all of that?" asks Marceliiie Daj', right, but she doesn't see that James
Murraj' is slyly presenting her gratis with ten or
twenty extra pounds.

J. Farrell MacDonald, above,
can't imagine what's wrong with
the scales, but his little friend the
poodle just chuckles to himself.

Above, Claire Windsor
got an awful jolt when
she let Karl Dane
weighmuch
her, guesswork
but it doesn'tto
take
see what's
at the foot
of the trouble.
Left, May McAvoy
took one look at the
scales and began thinking about diets and
things — till she discovered where the extra
weight was coming
from.
"Well, I'll be darned!"
says Creighton Hale,
right, but it would be
much more to the point
if he'd tell Jazzbo not
to be quite
tionate.so affec-
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Information,

stage when Lillian Gish engaged him to
play
"The White
Sister,"
which opposite
was madeher ininRome.
Following
that
picture, he came to America in 1922. His
pictures since then have included "Romola,"
"A Thief in Paradise," "His Supreme Moment," "Her Sister from Paris," "The
Dark Angel," "Kiki," "Lady Windermere's
Fan," "The Winning of Barbara Worth,"
"Beau Geste," "The Night of Love'' and
"The Magic Flame." He is divorced from
Thelma Ra}'. I have never seen an>- menhis born
havingin two
children.
A'ilma9,
Bankytion ofwas
Budapest,
January
1903.
She
is
five
feet
six,
and
weighs
one
^Oh, medals
I shouldn't
theIrish
cheersNora.
and —gold
in thewant
worldall! hundred and twenty. She had played in
As the young man said, who received an several European films before Samuel
elephant
a gift,
I haven't
room
my Goldwyn discovered her and brought her
house. Asas to
the ages
you ask
for, inthose
to America. One of them, "The Lad}'
that I know are as follows : Dorothy Se- from Paris" was shown in New York last
bastian and Joan Crawford, twenty-two; September. Besides having played in a
Billie Dove, Dorothy Mackaill, Madge number of films with Ronald Colman,
Bellamy, twenty-four; Bebe Daniels and Vilma played opposite Valentino in "The
Shirley Alason, twenty-six; Colleen Moore, Eag'le" and "The Son of the Sheik."
twentx -five ; Sally O'Neil, nineteen ; .Marie
Prevost, twent_\ -nine ; Constance TalRitter. — You're in luck, making a trip
madge, twent^'-scven ; Laura La Plante, halfway around the world. Well, when
you get to Hollywood, perhaps you will see
twenty-three.
Colleen; Moore's
real name
is Kathleen Alorrison
Shirley Mason
was Greta Garbo, though I understand that she
born Leona Flugrath ; Joan Crawford does not go out much. She and John Gilused to be Lucille Le Seuer, and Sally
bert are rumored to have a sort of offO'Neil's real name is Noonan. No, I again-on-again engagements. Greta is
shouldn't say that Mary Ann Jackson twenty-one. Her address is the Metrotakes the place of- Baby Peggy — she has Goldwyn Studio. I'm sorry your questions
a place of her ovi-n on the screen. The couldn't be answered in "the next issue ;"
principals in "The Big Parade" were John it is necessary, in requesting answers, to
allow about three months for the printing
Gilbert,Hobart
Rcnee Bosworth,
Adoree, Tom
Dane,
ClaireO'Brien,
Adams Karl
and and distribution of the magazine.
Robert Ober.
G. B. L. — Please give 3'ou the life of
Richard J. La Due. — -Well, Richard, Theodor von Eltz, you say! Don't tell me,
>'our
questions
answered
the very
G. B. L., was
that born
you would
a man's
life !
soonest
possibleare! being
Gloria
Swanson
has Theodor
in New"take
Haven,
Connecbrown hair and blue eyes. As to her home
ticut, and educated at Hill School, Pottsaddress, she keeps that a dark secret. Alice town, Pennsylvania. . After that, he went
Terr}', when last heard from, was to make onto the stage and played for ten j-ears in
another picture abroad with Ivan Petro- stock, and in New York productions. He
vitch as her leading man.
has been on the screen about seven years.
He is five feet eleven, weighs one hundred
■Nfiss Ronnie. — I don't know that I like and fifty pounds, and has brown hair and
being called "Know-it-all." That makes gray e^-es. He is married, and has a little
me seem like a very pompous person with girl about five and a son of three. I think
lots of bay window and a strut. Ronald Von Eltz is his real name. He works for
company in particular, but free lances.
Colman's name is pronounced with the no
He is not a star. Florence Vidor was born
"CoF'
like
coal
in
your
cellar
—
or
does
\our furnace burn oil? He was born in in Houston, Texas, and educated in a conEngland, but is quite secretive about the
vent and at the high school there. She has
date. He is, I believe, about thirty-four played in pictures for six or seven years.
or thirtv-five. He was on the English She built up her fan following g^radually,
"VY/ANDA.
I can tell
that you're
not Ifa
* ' constant— reader
of Picture
Play.
you were, formation
you aboutwouldn't
be askingI thought
for inJohn Gilbert!
all the fans knew his life story by heart.
He is thirty-two ; height, five feet eleven.
He is an American, and Gilbert is his real
name. He has been married only once —
to Leatrice Joy. At this writing, his rumored romance with Greta Garbo is off,
but it may be on again by the time this
is in print. Joan Crawford is five ■ feet
four, Karl Dane about six feet.

Please

and is now a Paramount star. She is divorced from King Vidor, and has a tenyear-old daughter.
Rio Rita. — I'm all confused! Here you
go, just throwing questions about Cherry
La Mont, at me, and I don't know him at
all. I can answer only one of your questions about him — the one as to how long
he has been in the movies. I should say
a ver}', very short time, not long enough
for me to have heard of him. I know
you'll understand when I remind you that
some one new is "discovered'' for the
screen about once a week, so it's impossible for me to keep track of all the newin addition to the stars and featured comers,
players.
Betty Johnson. — So I'll be your handsome life-saver if I give you Rin-TinTin's address ! Can you guarantee that
saving your life will make me handsome?
Rin-Tin-Tin's pictures can be obtained
from Warner Brothers — address at the
end of this department. Better send a
quarter with your request. Rin-Tin-Tin
is one star,
at any rate,
who out
can'thisbe own
expected to autograph
or send
photos 1
I hope
yourit letter
give
meHay.
hay — fever
! Yes,
is truedoesn't
that Helen
Mundy and Forrest James, who played in
"Staric Love," were completely inexperienced as movie players. Helen was attending high school in Knoxville, Tennessee, when Paul Young, an assistant director for Paramount, saw her in a drug
store and asked her if she would take a
screen Helen
test forwas"Stark
Love."in APictlke
s:'>ry
about
published
Play in the issue for February, 1927 A
letter addressed to her at Knoxville, Tenmight reach
I don't
anythingnessee,
about
Forresther.
James,
but Iknow
met
Helen Mundy when she came to New Y -_k
after "Stark Love" was finished. She is
eighteen, is five feet two inches tall, and
has dark-brown eyes. Her mother teaches
school in Knoxville. Helen was put under
contract by Paramount, but that company
later bought the contract back from her.
Perc}' Marmont visited his native England
last spring and summer and returned to
Hollywood in the fall to make a series
of pictures
for Gotham.
Harlan's
address
is difficult
to keepKenneth
track of,
as he
free lances. (Continued on page 119)
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KOTEX

ering

Two

New

Exclusive

Features

^ A neWf form-fitting shape . . . you wear it under the
most clinging gowns without possibility of detection,
without marring smooth, fashionable lines.
2 It is softer, too — fluffier — eliminating unpleasant chafing and binding.

WITH the presentation of the new style
Kotex, exclusive in design, comes the
most radical development in intimate feminine
hygiene since the invention of Kotex itself.
What form-fitting means
You can wear the new Kotex without selfconsciousness no matter how close fitting your
gown, how thin .and clinging its fabric.
By a unique process, developed only after
months of experiment, corners are now scientifically rounded and tapered so that the pad
fits snugly, comfortably, securely, and is worn
in the knowledge that closest -fitting gowns
will retain their slim, smooth lines.
This brings a composure, a sense of wellbeing, heretofore impossible.
Softer —fluffier — chafing
eliminated
New exclusive methods have been found for
making the absorbent filler still softer. Chafing,
binding, similar discomforts are eliminated.
Utmost protection is afforded delicate, sensitive skin. The importance of such an improvement cannot be exaggerated.

The improved Kotex retains
all the advantages of the old
Kotex, including the same area
of effective absorbent surface
you have always known.
Women doctors, nurses,
Women approve
doctors, nurses in
hospitals, in welfare departments— have given these improvements their enthusiastic
approval. So will you! Your
good health, your comfort,
are considered — and, for the
first time, your appearance.
Embarrassment now
definitely ended
How
events cansetnowby
Utter safety is assured by
be metgaily
. . , social
No limitations
the remarkable Cellucotton
physical handicap . . . The lines
ofn'illanyremain
gown^ smooth,
however unbroken.
clinging,
wadding which fills Kotex . . .
for it is 5 times more absorbent
than cotton; it discards like tissue— you simply follow the directions given in
each box; it deodorizes thoroughly while worn.
Nothing else is like Kotex
You buy Kotex by name, without embarrassment, without delay . . comes in two sizes.
Regular and Kotex-Super.
Remember, nothing else is remotely like the
improved Kotex. Buy a box today. Kotex
Company, 180 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111,

Ph laundry — discards as
easily as a piece of tissue

Supplied also through vending cabinets in rest-rooms by West Disinfecting Co.,
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What

Is a Year

Worth

to a Star?

Continued from page 43
right for me. And all the time I was
tied up to a workless contract and
forced to do nothing.
■'The worst part of it all was that
I was constantl}' on the verge of
doing something. There was always
talk of some picture about to be produced in which I would have a good

Borgia. It was a role that I adored.
Estelle's eyes darkened.
The critics had been kind and fan
"The fear of being lorgotten," she
letters kept coming in day after day. admitted. "That's what I've been
"I felt that I had increased my most afraid of. My unknown
following, that I had done something friends see other faces on the screen;
to further myself' and m\- career. a }'ear is a long time, and they forNow a year is over and I am back
I looked around at the flowers, the
where I started from — really further
back than that, because now I feel candy, the fruit, at the telephone
that people have forgotten me.
that had jingled so incessantly durpart
— 'the
would
tell best
me. you've ever had,' they
ing the time I had been there, and
"That year of waiting has taken
"And so I waited, stimulated hy a something out of me. I feel that Tv.e somehow I couldn't help smiling.
new hope, until at last it would be grown stale — that Tve lost enthusi- Forgotten? — with all those remembrances there !
decided that for some reason or
asm. For a year is a long time to
Whatever else this workless year
lose
out
of
your
life
with
nothing
other that certain' picture would not to show for it. I think of what
be produced. The suspense was
has done for Estelle Taylor it hasn't
over. All my pent-up enthusiasm might have happened had I had the succeeded in doing that. Nor is there
chance
to
work.
fell flat. . Again I was idle, waiting in
any chance, now. For no sooner
vain for the part that never came.
"You never can tell when the big had she returned
get." to Hollywood than
'Tt isn't to be wondered that I moment of your career is coming. she was oft'ered a role. Again she
went to pieces. I became introspec- W^hen you are working there is al- was told it was the best she had ever
tive, uncertain of myself. I felt that
ways the possibility of something had. and this time she had a chance
a 3-ear of my life was going and big, something out of the ordinary, to see for herself, because the picture was ready to start and she was
that I was sitting by watching it slip happening. You can never tell when
some role is going to lift you above free to work. You can imagine with
away with nothing accomplished.
what eager enthusiasm, particularly
"I couldn't plan anything. When everything you've ever done.
as the role turned out to be one
m}' grandfather was seriously ill in
"You are keyed up, enthusiastic,
Delaware and I had gone there, I buoyed by the fact that you are do- after her own heart — a colorful, eleing something. And even though
was suddenly called back to Hollymental peasant girl of modern BudaAvood supposedly to start work at you may be worn out by the arduous
pest, the heroine of "The Whip
once. I left what I thought was my studio day and come home so tired A\^oman," with Antonio Moreno and
Lowell Sherman acting as spurs to
grandfather's deathbed and returned that you can't think, there is a sense make her give the best performance
to the Coast, only to discover that of something accomplished, a satisfaction inbeing a part of things, that of lier career.
work on the picture had been postponed. Could you expect me to take more than compensates you."
Now you know why Estelle Taylor is the happiest girl in Hollywood
a thing like that calmly?
"What do you feel has been yonr
and
why her idle year has ended in
greatest
loss
this
year
that
you
have
"When I started on my contract
a blaze of jov.
been
of¥
the
screen?"
I
asked.
I had just finished playing Lucrez'm
The
Word
Continued from page.^47 ^
A-ears. Then Cecil DeMille decided
to star her, and a star she now is.
Madge Bellamy, Ronald Colman,
Thomas Melghan, Dolores del Rio,
2\Ii]ton Sills, and Billie Dove are a
few. stars who never were extras.
All began as featured players or
leads.
There are some pla}-ers who refuse
to accepttressesstardom.
screen achave been soFew"
successful
as
Anna O. Nilsson in maintaining a
long popularity, but time and again,
she has refuse offers of starclom.

"Star"-What
Does
has become quite a popular practice
recently. There are, for instance,
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall,
Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody, Wallace Beer}^ and Raymond Hatton,
George K. Arthur and Karl Dane,
Charlie Murray and George Sidney
— all of these have proved to be very
successful teams.
Quite a few juveniles have sprung
up within the past few years from
the extra ranks to featured roles.
Gilbert Roland and Don Alvarado
won leads with LTnited Artists and
are now to be featured players for
that company. George Lewis, at
Universal, has been featured in "The

After "Ponjola," Anna could have
asked for anything she wanted, but
she preferred to remain a featured
Charles Farrell is probably one of
player, rather than take the risk of Collegians."
the best bets now among the younger
accepting stardom.
Lewis Stone is one of the most featured players. After his tremendous success in the role of Chico
successful of leading men. After ■
"The Prisoner of Zenda," he also in "Seventh Heaven," he is well
might have stepped into stardom, but fixed. Charlie's personality is somewhat of the Wallace Reid type. His
like Anna O., he preferred to remain
first featured part, following "SevaNilsson,
featured"
player. He
enth Heaven" is in "Bride of the
incidentally,
have and
beenMiss
cofeatured in many pictures with great Night," in which he plays with Greta
Nissen.
success.
Several of the European players
The teaming of featured players

It Mean?
who have come to Hollywood have
been able to hold the same standing
that was theirs abroad. Pola Negri
and Emil Jannings were stars in Europe and have remained stars over
here. Conrad Veidt was also a
famous star abroad, but bad stories
have handicapped his debut in
America. If he can get the right
kind of stories, he will undoubtedly
hold his own along with the rest.
Victor A'arconi and Maria Corda
both started in America as featured
players. A^arconi has won much notice in nearly all the roles he has portrayed, and has most recenth' been
featured in "The Forbidden
AVoman" and "Chicago." Mai-ia
Corda's first role in this countr)^ is
Helen in "The Private Life of Helen
of Troy.'' If this proves a success,
it can easily lead her to stardom.
So when any little extra girl inaccurately states that she is a movie
"star," she calmly places herself on
a level with such celebrities as J^tta
Goudal, Pola Negri, and Mary Pickford, and you will agree that that is
quite absurd.
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Continued from page 61
will be Stubborn, but you can see
her in the last picture Virginia Valli
made for Fox. It's called 'Ladies
Must Dress.' And that reminds me,
Virginia is back from New York. I
saw her here the other night. She
looked awfully sleek and smart, and
so did Marian Nixon, who sat a few
tables away. In fact, they seemed
so like well-bred schoolgirls, that
some tourists looked around disgustedly and remai'ked that they couldn't
see any movie people !
"Virginia was away just long
enough to miss the two greatest cat
parties Hollywood has seen in
months.
everto gobe toa
another. IIt doubt
would ifbeI'llsure
disappointment after those.
"The first was Colleen Moore's
shower for Diana Kane — Lois Wilson's sister, who married George
Fitzmaurice. Colleen was just finishing a picture and getting ready
for 'Lilac Time,' so it was really a
great achievement that she could
plan such a lovely party.
"I'll admit she was nervous about
it. She phoned Carmelita Geraghty
and me to come over early and console her. She was in a panic for
fear she had forgotten to ask people.
What the party would have been if
she had remembered to ask any more,
I can't imagine. There must have
been about seventy-five girls present.
If I tried to tell you who they were,
it would sound like a casting director's preferred list.
"Ordinarily at a shower there isn't
anything to do after the presents
have been opened and raved over,
but to sit around and talk. You can
alwa\'s depend on Colleen, though, to
provide entertainment. She had
Minnie Fl3'nn there to tell fortunes,
and a lot of funny old movies to
run. There was one Mary Pickford
had made in about 1911, and a comedy in which Mickey Neilan and
Ruth Roland were co-starred that
must have been made all of twelve
years ago. The picture itself was
funny
enough,
but Ruth's
as
it was
run were
riotous.comments
"Jack Dempsey came to call for
his wife about ten o'clock, and was
just gloating over being the only man
there when other husbands arrived
and spoiled his fun.
"It was one of those parties that
grew and grew, and every one had
such a good time they hated to go
home. And Colleen had to work
next day!
"The other cat party was Gertrude
Olmsted's linen shower for Edna
Murphy. Edna will have to devote
at least one year of her life to giving

banc^uets in order to initiate the
linens she received. Every one is so
fond of Edna that they took particular care to get her the most exquisite things they could tind. Breakfast sets, luncheon sets, bath mats,
towels — ever3-thing" a housewife
could dream of. But even after seeing- dozens of other beautiful tilings,
the presents from Estelle Taylor and
Frances Marion left us all breathless.
"Edna had planned to devote the
next few weeks to shopping and getting ready for her wedding. And
then Helene Costello came down
with the flu and Edna was hurriedly
called in to take her place as Monte
Blue's leading woman."
Fanny w^as racing along so breathIcouldn't
to ask lesslyfor
.details.stop her long enough
"I only hope Helene has as much
fun convalescing as Bebe Daniels
has. Ever since Bebe has been able
to sit up, she has had people over
to her house to play bridge. She is
anything but a languid invalid.
"I wonder what type of picture
Bebe will satirize next. She is sure
to
have the
somedefinition
gorgeous ofidea.
heard
a gagY'ou've
man,
haven't you ? A gag man is a person
hired, but hardly expected, to suggest for other pictures the sort of
comic situations that Bebe suggests
for hers. You know, Bebe's success
is anything but accidental ; she has
contributed more to her own stories
than any other star.
"If any more people start making
traveling-salesmen pictures, Bebe
might turn her attention to one of
those. Jack Mulhall and Dorothy
Mackaill made one a while ago, and
Richard Dix and Norma Shearer are
each at work on a salesm.an story

"But " I began to protest.
"I bet we've both been seized with
now."
the same idea," Fanny gloated. "So
it must be good. You were about to
say that the prevailing mode in pictures is the underworld."
"As a matter of fact, I was."
"Then that's the field for Bebe.
I'll go right out to her house now
and tell her about it."
Fanny gathered up everything in
sight, but the check for our luncheon,
and made a hasty departure.
But if you hear of Bebe doing an
underworld satire, don't credit Fanny
witli the suggestion. The chances
are ten to one that she got into a
bridge game as soon as she reached
Bebe's house and never even thought
to mention pictures.
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come to that city, where opportunities seemed abundant. Yes, there
were opportunities there, but they
were not of the sort that could be
seized b}^ a frail lady, or by a young
man recovering from wounds and
poison gas.
Miss Daumery's proud spirit was
by this time becoming wearied and
humble. As Hollywood was only
five hundred miles awa}', she and her
son gathered their belongings together, and started for the cinematic
happy hunting ground.
After several unsuccessful applications at various studios. Miss
Daumery approached a director who
had ventured among an anxious
group of would-be extras, and asked
for a part.
The director glanced at her and
replied, "I want some one who can
wear
rags. You
couldn't
The actress
assured
him wear
she rags."
could
wear anything. So she was given a
small part.
In "The Four Horsemen," Miss
Daumery was one of the extras in
a mob scene of a patriotic demonstration. At the crucial moment she
suddenly, impulsively, seized the
French flag and kissed it. Rex Ingram, M'ho was directing the film,
saw the incident and sent an assistant
director to commend her.
Shortly after that, -he cast her as
Alice Terry's mother in "The Conquering Power." As her work in

Countess

that production received good press
notices, she concluded that her picture career was established and sat
down to wait for suitable offers.
When none came, she went again to
the studios, surprised that she was
being overlooked. Within a short
space of time she was considered for
fourteen dift'erent Toles, but one
thing or another kept her from being picked for any one of them.
Either her eyes were the wrong color, or she was too tall, or something
else was amiss.
Eventually, she played a royal
lady in ''Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall," with ]\Iary Pickford. Since
then, her screen career has consisted
of just one aristocratic role after
another, except when she played a
comic scrubwoman in "Open All
Night,." into
and a allowed
to be
thrown
garbage herself
can.
"Ah, mademoiselle," she exclaimed, shrugging her eloquent
shoulders, "my friends sympathized
with me because I had to play that
part, but I really liked it. I wanted
to Not
prove long
my after
versatility."
that performance
I\Iiss Daumery attended a fashionable picture premiere. A man in
faultless evening attire approached
her and inquired if she remembered
him. She confessed that she didn't.
"I am the man who threw }"ou into
the
litelv.garbage can," he explained po-

Found— a New
Lease on Life
Continued from page 87
just returned to his home town after
or Bust" and "Yours to Command."
The F. B. O. oificials liked his work having spent years abroad. But in
so much that they decided to star spite of all attempts, I could not
make him talk about the George of
him in "Ladies Beware."
Upon hearing this, I thought it was the past two years, or give me some
full time to investigate, to get a clue to why he had allowed himself
story from George, to ascertain, if to drop out of things for a while.
was so full of the present, and
possible, what had been the cause He
of his ambitions for the future that
of
his
temporary
withdrawal
from
activity.
it seemed, after all, unnecessary to
I found him in exuberant spirits stress that unfortunate period when
and full of enthusiasm over his he had come to a standstill and had
work. Not at all the same Mr. seemed to lose interest in his work.
Whether it was a love affair, disO'Hara who had been so tired of
illusionment, self-satiation, or somepictures, and of life in general, a
thing else that caused his temporary
3'ear before. He was full of the
indifference, matters not one bit.
things he'd like to do on the screen. The important thing is that George
"Say what you like about serials,"
he pointed out, when the one he had has evidently forgotten all about it,
or at any rate put it entirely out of
played in was mentioned, "they do his mind, and is now looking ahead
get you plenty of notice in the small
towns and with the young people. instead of backward.
The slight drop in his career was,
That is why I went East to play in
after all, for the best, for he is now
at last giving us what was expected
one."
that
Listening
to young O'Hara was
like listening to a traveler who had from him in the first place.
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fame won by her hands. Her hands
were "discovered" in New York
City by a commercial artist who pictured tliem m many |jostures to advertise acertain nail preparation and
also a widely used soap. Esther
Ralston also got her start doubling
with her hands. Majel Coleman,
now under contract to Cecil DeMille, has often been declared to
have the most beautiful hands in
Hollywood, and has used them in
many close-ups for other DeMille
players.
Ruth McCray is secretar}- in the
purchasing" department at the Paramount studio. I')Ut in her spare moments between .tabulating bids on
materials, she is used on the sets for
writing notes or picking pockets.
"1 abhor sf)ap," says Ruth, "and
use it as little as possible. Lemon
juice is better. Ikit never, never let
the oil in the lemon rind get on your
hands, it _\"ellows them, and you'll
have an awful time removing the
sta.in.from the skin."
Lotus Thompson came to movieland from y\ustralia. She has marvelous fingers, long, tapering, slender, artistic. Millions of moviegoers
have seen Miss Thompson's fingers
powdering her nose, writing notes,
picking up things, forging checks,
and so forth, for other players.
''No girl should go to bed at night
without using cold cream on her

do for close-ups. He looked over
the group of extras and found the
beautiful fingers of Dorothy Dillon.
That discovery took her out of the
extra ranks and gave her something
better to do. So frequently was she
called thereafter and so charmingly
did her hands photograph, that one
of the big producing companies
asked for the exclusive use of her
services and placed her on a salary.
Dorothy Dillon recommends sticking to the same manicurist. "Be
sure that she knows her business,"
she says, "and then let her make a
stud}' care
of your
nails.yourself.
Don't tryYouto
take
of them
may do it superficially, but it requires an expert to keep them in
perfect
I mean condition.
some one And
who byhas'expert,'
spent
years studying nails — not a girl who
has merely learned how to trim and
"I believe in exercising the hands.
polish.
I play the guitar — a little. I do oil
painting. I do housework. I Avash
dishes. The theory that Avashing
dishes hui'ts j^our hands is the bunk.
Eve helped' my mother with the
housework ever since I was thirteen
and — well, the studios seem tb think
my hands are pretty enough to photograph. guess
I is another
that's anwhoanswer."
Olga Vana
scouts

the idea that a girl's hands are
spoiled by dishwashing and housework. Olga arrived in Hollywood
hands,"'
savs
Lotus.
"I
sleep
with
rubber gloves on my hands. They from Fort Worth, Texas, about
were annoying at first, «but I found three years ago. Inside of a month
that they removed the fat, and acted the motion-picture studios had heard
as a bleach. It is the best method I of her 'beautiful shoulders and arms,
know for 'keeping- the hands slen- and had called upon her to use them
before the camera. Her forearm
der."
i hen there's Dorothy Dillon. Dor- measures SjA inches, her upper arm
othy gets about $300 a month for at the biceps muscle 9y2 inches, and
using her hands before the camera. her wrist 5j/j inches. She wears a
She was born with pretty hands, but Syi glove, and her fingers look as
says she deserves no credit for keep- though they were sculptured in maring them that way. When she lived
ble. She doesn't play tennis or golf,
in San Francisco, she played shortdoesn't work with dimib-bells or Instop on a girls' baseball team and redian clubs, and gets all her finger
peatedly had her fingers bunged up.
exercise
from sweeping her apartr>ut no bones were broken. And up
ment floor.
to the time she was fourteen years
old, she used to bite her fingernails.
"I rub olive oil into my hands each
Then her mother said, "Dorothy, morning, and again at night," Miss
when }ou quit biting your nails, Lll Vana says. "I use lemon juice about
send }-ou to a manicurist, but not every three weeks as a bleach and
to remove stains. In the interim, I
before."
"That promise," says Miss Dillon, do what Em told to do at the stu''broke me of the pernicious habit.
dios. That's about all."
Every time I put my fingers to my
Thev have beautiful hands, these
mouth, my little old subconscious
girls, and many of them have found
mind said, 'Re careful, Dorothy, or
their
doubling work to be an open}-ou won't get that manicure !' "
Miss Dillon was on a set working
ing wedge toward real roles, and one
as an extra when the director de- — Esther Ralston — has even won
cided that the star's hands would not stardom.
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unattractive mouths, or other imperfections.

Clear
Up bloodshot
quickly

and

eyes
safely

When eyes become bloodshot from
wind, dust, over-use, crying or lack of
sleep, apply a few drops of harmless
Murine. Soon they will be clear again
and will feel refreshed and vigorous.
Many persons use Murine each night
and morning to keep their eyes aliuays
clear and bright. A month's supply of
this long-trusted lotion costs but 6oc.
Wrzte M-urine Co., Dept. 28, Chicago, III.
FREE Books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care
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beauty culture
D, J. Mahler,
92-A Mahler t'ark,
Frovidence, R. I.

Norma Shearer's eyes are exceptionally small, and too close together
for perfect balance, but you do not
notice this, because of her radiant
personaHty and the excellence of her
acting. Marian Nixon's eyes are not
large, either. Jack Gilbert's prominent, piercing eyes further enhance
the illusion of the dashing conqueror.
Norma Talmadge's e3-es tend toward
the oblique, slanting at the corners.
Lilvan Tashman, Dorothy Mackaill,
May the
McAvoy,
have
pale eyesand
that Sa'lly
a few O'Neil
years
ago wei^e said to be impossible to
photograph. Yet they all are successes.
Pola Negri's square face is arresting, but not beautiful. Aileen Pringle's
face now
is tooaffects.
long forOlive
the shingled
bob she
Borden
also has been criticized for her exceptionally long face and prominent
teeth. Badly placed teeth can be,
and often are, corrected, but Roy
d'Arcy realized that his were his
stock in trade, contributing to his
individuality that sinister grin which
I he usestion.toINIonteaccompan}Blue, Tom every
Alix, emoand
other heroes have broad faces which,
however, add to the impression they
wish to create of homeliness.

a Flaw

Betty pelling
Compson's
so comthat one doeseyes
not are
notice
that
her hips are somewhat beyond the
measurement that goes with her
height and the rest of her figure.
HelenherFerguson's
are too
beautiful,
but
mouth is eyes
a little
broad
for symmetry, from the strictly artistic standpoint. It has much sympathy and sweetness, however.
If Prince Charming rode up and
stopped his steed in Hollywood,
slipper in hand, Betty Bronson,
Viola Dana and other tiny girls
might well compete for the honor
of wearing it. Certainly, however,
Greta Garbo could never be Cinderella. And Lupe Velez, the litJe
snapp_\"-eyed Mexican, admits that
her feet are not for publication.
While Janet Gaynor is not beautiful, she has no outstanding irregularities. Her charm lies in her
fi^eshness and her na'ivete.
The smallness of Margaret Liveyesfirst
caused
achesingston's
when dark
she
tried her
to heartget a
foothold in the films, but experience
in make-up has taught her how to
minimize, this handicap and of course
she has developed her personality to
such an extent that her curious eyes
are now an. asset more than a liabil;
flaw.
ity. Nevertheless the}' remain a

Dolores del Rio's upper lip has
been criticized because of its length
and she has to be photographed in
such a way as to lessen it, but in
spite of this she is recognized as one
of the beauties of the screen with an
^our'Personal
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fingers
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em'bonpoint
which
•I
is becoming more and more appar- individuality wholly her own.
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No
cosily
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or dis Hasy
foil. Is wiuii
at night.
ness. Three are pink-and-gold and
such
pep and personality, such spartil adjust; its result will save
blue-eyed beauties of the fairy tales.
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intelligence,
and
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so
thoryon
soon
froMi
furllici'
hliniiiiatioii and
yom- pefoughly likable, that you forget she One is a bi'unette of cream}' skin,
sonal appearance
lull will
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rii;lned
Anatomical
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eni-e of I'livsioloKical
oiliers witljoiitanduljliealluu.
linelose
a dime tor is no rival of Helen of Troy.
beautifull}' shaped inouth, and flashNow that we are being critical,
ing brown eyes. They defy critics
M.'tRILETY, specialist Dept. 15871, Bingliamlon, N. Y. I
what other faulty features are there ? of beaut}', and even the calculating
Jetta Goudal's face, with its high appi'aisal of artists gives them oneStop Using a Truss cheek bones, slightly flat nose, and hundred-per-cent perfection.
oblique eyes, adds to the mystery of
They seem to wear the few laurel
Free -Trial Plapao-Free
her, but certainly it is far from a
STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAOwreaths
for perfect beaut}- that can
beautiful face.
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from (tie truss— being mechanicobe distributed in Hollywood ; the}'
Prominent
noses
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be
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chemico
hold the golden apples. The others,
adhesiveapplicators
purposely — tomade
keep selfthe
muscle-tonicto PLAPAO"
and only occasionally can the}^ be charming and gifted and brilliant as
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the affected applied
parts,
and to minimize painful friction
made less conspicuous by plastic sur- they are, must, when the}' look honand dangerous slipping. No
straps, tached.
buckles
or spring
at-to
gery, but the Roman nose of Anita
Soft
as
veSvet
—
easy
estly in their inirrors, admit that b}'
» J J apply— inexpensive, Foralmosta
Stewart, the "dished" nose which at an eye or a nose they fail to register
Awarded
quarterof
acenturysatisfiedthou»*"^raea
Gold
medal
sandsreportsuccess
withoutdelay
brano
rxvk
from work. Process of recovery natural, so no subsequent one time Gloria Swanson thought of
use for a truss. Awarded Gold Medal and Grand
perfection.
Prix.
"PLAPAO"
I don't imagine, however, that '.t
Write Trial
your ofname
on couponwillandbe sent
send absolutely
TODAY. FREE having changed, and Richard Dix's
worries
them. For they have proved
PLAPAO CO., 56 Stuart BIdg., St. Louis, Mo. indubitably ugly nose, have dethat
such
defects are no handicap to
tracted
in
no
way
from
their
fame.
Name
Indeed, they have helped to stamp fame when there are talent and perAddress..
them as individualities.
Rpt.iirn mail will brine Free Trial PLAPAO.
sonality to overshadow them.
Avoirdupois is the stars' Nemesis
and constaiit bete noire. By diets and
exercise most of them curb it. Renee
Adoree seems at present the most
conspicuous rebel in that she snaps
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"Oh, That Billy Haines!"
Continued from page 72
their contempt, and he is inwardly a
little uneasy, despite his outward
hilarity.
The scene seemed to me to be perfectly done. The incongruity of his
deft performance and the everyday
behavior of the real Billy — or is it
the real one ?— was a strange thing
to consider.
I sat across from him one day at
lunch. He was just about to start
for the East to make his West Point
picture.
"I have a peacli of a story this
time !" he told me, earnestly. "The
best I have ever had, I think. I'll
tell you about it.
"You see" — his eyes were wide
and serious — "it opens in a little,
middle- Western town. I have a
sweet old mother who is waiting for
her runaway son — that's me — to
come home. You see her in the
little, shabby living room, and she
gets up and goes to the window,
where she places a lamp to light me
"
home
Then he burst out laughing, and I
realized that he had been stringing
me.

"Wow !" he said. "You almost
believed it, didn't you? Did you see
her face?" he burbled to the others
at the table and he slapped his thigh.
Nothing delights him quite so
much as to make you "bite" on one
of his jokes.
Just the village cut-up. is Billy.
Life is one huge and hilarious joke
to liim. But he is a fine actor, and
the predictions are that the enormous success whicli he has already
enjoyed is only the beginning of
mucli greater things.
The
Stroller
Continued from page 45
in tlie autumn when football games
were being played in Los Angeles.
lTi)lI_\ \\ oiul is one of the most rabidly enthusiastic sporting towns in
America, with the stars and other
film celebrities paying particular attention to football and boxing.
Athletes, particularly Jack Dempsey
and lesser boxers, and Johnnv Mack
Brown, the Alabama football star
who has now turned actor, are always in the social spotlight in the
film town.
-Scores of film folk this fall followed liic football team of the Universii) (jf Soutliern California wherever it went, and when that team
pia}'ed on its home ground it attracted more celebrities than a Grauman premiere.

T

Fmdthe"One"IIouseThat
Is Different From the Others-It's FREE
There are 14 six-room houses pictured here.
To be sure they all look alike, but examine them
closely. Thirteen of them are exactly alike, but one,
and ifonly
different.
1 1 isn'tone.
as easyIt isas going
it looks.to
See
you one,
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be given away ABSOLUTELY FREE.
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At first glance all
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one, and only
one, differs ^'"V""
in some way
Will
from all the others. The difference may be in the
fence, steps or even shutters. If you can find the
one house that is different from all the others write
me TODAY QUICK. You may become the owner
of this house without one cent of cost to you.
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Bisllt Anywhere in U. S.
The one house that is different from all the
others is going to be given away ABSOLUTELY
FREE. It makes no difference where you live. The
house can be built anywhere in the U. S., and if you
do not toown'build
a lot the
I willhouse.
even arrange
to buyanda lotcom-on
which
A beautiful
fortable six-room house may be yours if you can
find the different house. Certainly you have longed
for the day to come when you could own your own
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Lose isPositiv
CaHaiOt
Y®U advantage
taking
of this opportunity
rewarded.
Find the one house that is different from all the
others and rush your name and address to me TODAY. A postal card will do, just say, "House No.
— is different from all the others. Without any obligation please tell me how I can get this fine six-room
house without one cent of cost to me."
LEE MORGAN, Pres.
Box 481 Batavia, Illinois
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sunbeams
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HAIR.

K^eep them there — or bring
them back — this simple ^ay!
Vouthfulness ■— ■ that charm that brings popularity, romance» happiness — now you can keep it always, in your
hair! Just one Golden Glint shampoo will show you the
way! Rich generous lather cleanses each hair. You rinse —
remove all trace of soap. Your hair appears shades lighter.
Then
you applydifferent!
the extra
touch —— the
that finish!
makes
this shampoo
Instantly
new '*plus"
gloss — new
All trace of dullness gone! Now your hair is worthy of the
face it frames! Millions use regularly! Nothing to bleach
or change natural color of your hair. Just a wonderful
shampoo
yourCo..
favorite
if not, Ave.,
send
25 cents —to pluf!
J. W. AtKobi
Dept. dealers',
B, 616 orRainier
Seattle, Washington. Money back if not delighted.

Screen in Review
Continued from page 69

defense. But an American engineer
has more honest intentions toward
Rence and sets out to save her from
Captain Blake. The high Hghts of
the picture blaze when the rivalry
between the two men reaches its
height. There follows the flight of
Rcnee and the engineer through a
raging blizzard, with the villain in
pursuit. A ferocious dog, befriended
by Rencc earlier in the story, now
becomes her rescuer, attacking Blake
and driving him over a cliff.
The snow scenes are done with
impressive realism and there is thrill
in them. Robert Frazer, Alitchell
Lewis, and Walter Long capably perform their duties.
School Days.

Of all the college films, "The High
School Hero" is my favorite. It is
a gay, refreshing little comedy, reSHAMPOO/^
plete with the spirit of youth and
MAGIC KEY TO YOUTHFUL "LOCKS" not the
labored antics of a troupe
of mature actors trying to be skittish.
TINY NAME
CARDS
The Latest Tiling. Two sizes. Card case and your name The plot is inconsequential, but that
on 50 perfect little name cards, 50c. No. 1, size 1x1%
inches, with genuine leather card case; choice of black,
red. iblue, tan or igrcen Icatlicr. No. 2, size lVi-s2i/i doesn't matter. The problems of
inches, name
"With only.
black leatherette
bookfonn
Price high-school heroes and 'heroines
covers
printed card
also.case.
2ilc. extra.
PhoneYuurNo.address
ir)C. extra.
Additional
lines shouldn't be anything else. There is
l.'ic. extra.
Send WANTKD.
slanips. coinTheor BeLuxe
money of
course a basket-ball match for the
order.
ACENTS
Co..
W. r>,1th iSt.. Dept. S">. New York. climax — and splendidly done it is,
too — but the high light is more novel.
It consists of a performance in Latin
^6
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ownnew,bossfastsimply
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orders
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i\ —only
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$3.S8child Ata Coat.
my bargain
every value
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1 woman,
red-hot
buys ! StoDe
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$605prospect.
in 30 days.Everyone efforts on the stage. The humor is
/^mazing New Raincoat
Never before Buch a value! This M | v the natural outcome of the situations.
new coatit tois cost
so attractive
you'd S^^Qft
V ^ ■ Its spontaneous realism is of a sort
expect
twice its price.
Finely t-iloredrubberized
of hiph-quality,
guaranteed
fabric.colors. "fc^S
Popular
style.
Six
striking,
vivid
Wind- to evoke hilarious, though symproof, dustproof and waterproof.
pathetic, amusement from every one
/Vo Experience Needed
who
has
been concerned in similar
capital
required,
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you what toFREE.
do— I efforts. Most
furnish
everythinp:
of us have been.
- rost.
SampleSpare
coat
for
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at
no
orto full
Ifat $60oncea
week
soundsoftime
good
you,time.
write
The principal roles are played by
for
details
my
amazing
new
moneymaking plan. No cost or obligation.
f ONLY ■ Don't
delay, write today.
newcomers — Nick
C.Dept.E.72-G
COMER, CoinerDayton.
Mfg. Ohio
Co. comparative
Stuart, Sally Phipps, John Darrow,
and David Rollins, with Brandon
Hurst, William Norton Bailey, and
^HE'S MARRIED
f Wade Boteler as their elders. There
Q) and HAPPYI
You have heard this said many, many times. There isn't a false note in the entire cast
is a satisfying finality about it that sums up all of and the youthful quartet is certain
life's expectations. And if you could lift the inner to be heard from again.
curtainyouandwould
fathom
mind
find, the
nine happily
times outmarried
of ten, girl's
that
she had attracted the love of the man she wanted.
A Matter of Taste.
Contrast this happy state with that of the thousands of girls who get tired of idly waiting for the
Do you fancy Jaaet Gaynor, otherman they really love and marry somebody else.
The usual result is secret unhappiness, a growing
wise Diane of "Seventh Heaven," in
indifference, neglect — divorce ! Or maybe, she lives old-fashioned
slapstick? That is
on, a listless, tired-eyed, spiritless wife and melancholy mother. What a tragedy — for wife, hus- what you must expect if you see
band, children ! A girl has an inalienable right
to use her natural charms to win her man, but "Two Girls Wanted." She is remany do not know how to use them. They do not
quired to sit on a chair under which
understand what it is that really attracts a man.
They do foolish things that ruin their naturally has been placed an alcohol stove,
charming
"Fascinating
Womanhood,"
now in itspersonality.
edition,
in- with a display of exaggerated disforeleventh
mation agirl needs.
Cutsupplies
out thisjustad the
; write
comfort and pain, and in the course
your name and address on the margin and mail to
us with 10 cents and a little booklet entitled of the picture she is kicked for pur"Secrets of synopsis
Fascinating
giving anin
poses of laughter. It is either dreadinteresting
of theWomanhood,"
revelations disclosed
ful or funny, according to how you
"Fascinating
Womanhood,"
will
be
sent
postpaid.
No
embarrassment
the plain
secret.
Send your —dime
today. wrapper keeps your regard such goings on, but it remains
a waste of fine talent and of a fragile
THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
4865 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo,
Dept. 16-B personality.
Golden

Glint

Otherwise the picture is the story
of a poor girl in search of a jobj her
service as a substitute secretar}', her
work as a maid in a rich family, and
her successful accomplishment of a
business deal which establishes the
}-oung man who has fallen in love
with her. It rates as another "success" story, neither better nor worse
than many others. Glenn Tryon,
Ben Bard, Doris Lloyd, and Alyce
]\Iills play supporting roles capably,
but Miss Gaynor's part might just
as well have been given to any ingenue with comic inclinations.
Rough-house in a Sleeper.
"The Girl in the Pullman" can just
as well stay there, if you ask me.
The picture has the quality of an
old-time stage farce forced on the
sufTering screen. Which means that
the characters run in and out of
doors, for no good reason, and their
air of feverish gayety is without
cause. The story is about the embar as ment ofa young doctor who
finds that his ex-wife occupies the
compartment next to that of himself
and his bride on their honeymoon.
There is some amusement as well as
legitimate activity when the Pullman
car is uncoupled by a lunatic and
careens down the mountainside.
Marie Prevost, her slim outline happily recaptured, is the star and has
never looked more attractive. Harrison Ford, Franklin Pangborn,
Harry Myers. Ethel Wales, and
Kathr_\'n McGuire are in the cast.
A Wife Turns the Tables.
Every move of "The Wise Wife"
can be anticipated, even though 3'ou
enjoy a fitful doze wdiile watching
the campaign of Helen BlaisdcU to
show the folly of his wars to her
husband, John. They have been long
married when Jenny Lou. a flirt,
comes upon the scene and John becomes her devoted swain. Helen
adopts the worn expedient of taking
Jenny Lou into the household that
the two may be disillusioned by
propinquity. To bring this about,
Jenny
Louand
is forced
to dai'n
John's
stockings
he is thrust
upon
her
while she is minus make-up and
masked with beauty clay — and so on.
The proceedings are tedious and the
acting does not ring true, probablv
because the players have little faith
in the net result of their efiforts.
Phyllis Haver is virtually wasted, if
such a thing be possible, on the role
of the wife, Tom Moore is unattractive as the husband, and Jacqueline
Logan is the home wrecker to an
exaggerated degree. It is all quite
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inexcusable, except that the settings
are in good taste.
Another Shrew is Tamed.
ivlagnificent views of the Canadian
Rockies prove a great help to the
picture called ''Pajamas," in wluch
Ulive Borden plays a millionaire's
daughter, petulant and proud, who is
tamed and won by Lawrence Gray,
an up-and-coming young man with
lumber interests. The development
of the slim plot is rather amusing
and is helped by excellent subtit'es,
many changes of costume for Miss
Borden and the antics of Jerry Miley,
as a sort of comic villain. The picture is not unusual, but it is pleasant.
Who Waltzes Nowadays?
The title of "The Last Waltz" is
i he

reminiscent of "The Waltz Dream,"
the German picture which made such
an impression last year. There the
similarity ends. Even though Willy
Fritsch plays in both, his presence in
the present cast is of no particular
consequence.
"The toLast
Waltz" theis
distinctly traceable
its origin,
libretto of an operetta, with a caddish Crozini Prince, his ingratiating
Aide, the Princess and her companion, the Countess. All are involved in an artificial love tangle,
from which the Aide emerges with
the right lady. The foreign backgrounds are of course interesting,
and the desire of some of the fans
for new faces should be fully appeased when they see this cast, for,
apart
from
^\■illy
Fritsch, all the
members of it
are unfamiliar.

Ghost Walks
Continued from page 27

trasts in the world of pictures.
Verv few of the stars these days
dispose of their weekly pay checks
themselves. They are a far wiser
and more businesslike group than the
old-time actors, who spent while they
had the money, and starved when
they didn't have it. ilost of the
stars have business managers Avho
handle all financial matters for them.
They mail their checks to their managers each week. A portion is returned to them for household expenses and incidentals : tlie rest is
tucked safely avray in the bank, or
placed in sound investments.
Most of the companies pay their
employees on Wednesday, Thursday,
or Saturda}^ But, for some of the
help, such as the extras and the
mechanical workers who are paid
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it is customary in a few of the companies to give employees at least
three days' notice that they are to
be let out, a large number of the
studios don't inform them of their
dismissal until pay day. No wonder
the cashier's window is approached
with fear and trembling!
On the other hand, those under
contract have little to fear, so long
as they live up to their end of the
agreement. Whether they work or
rem.ain idle, they get their weekly
pay envelopes just the same.
Often, employees placed under
contract in Xew York find upon
arrival in Hollywood that they are
unwelcome additions to the studio
staff. But though they may be icept
idle, they are paid regularly until the
expii-ation of their contracts. 3.1any
of them receive fat salaries, too.
b}the
hour,
e'verv'^
day
is
pay
day
—
that is, every day that they work !
Sometimes pay da}- serves as an
Salaries ! Salaries ! Ranging any- excuse for contract people to get out
w-here from fifteen dollars a week, of unsatisfactory agreements. There
or even less, up to five figures. Fifty was a director, for instance, whose
dollars a week is the am.ount that a contract stipulated that his pav check
great many studio employees receive. was to be sent to him each week.
Carpenters, electricians, readers, re- Wishing to get out of his contract
search workers, and publicity writ- so that he could sign at a higher figers seldom rise above this sum.
ure with another company, he
"walked
out" one v/eek because his
Thirty-five dollars a week is another
popular figure. Stenographers, script check was not sent to him on time.
girls and secretaries usually draw
Of course, not many contract pla}'this amount. As for those farther ers and directors go quite as far as
down the scale — office bo^'s, clerks, that w'hen the}' fail to get paid on
and so on — they receive just about time, but there's often some tall
as much, or as little, as they would grumbling from many of them. One
star complained because she had to
in any other line of business.
There is an air of uneasiness about walk almost a block out of her way
pay day in the average studio, espe- to collect her one-thousand-dollar
cially for those employees not under check one week. She had forgotten
contract. What with economy waves, that there was once a day when she
new executives, and so on, one never had waited eagerh' and gladly for
knows when a cut-down in stafif is hours for the "walking of the
going to strike your w^ay. Though ghost" with her thirty-five dollars.
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Hair
ray
restored to natural color by
this amazing scientific process physicians
endorse as
SAFE
Keeps hair
curly, live and
lustrous
HERE is a way that works wonders by supplying coloring elements to gray hair. What
happens is that original shade is obtained. If
yomhair
is
naturally
auburn. If black,
blackauburn,
it will itbe.will revert to
No need now for crude, messy dyes judged
dangerous to hair. They are noticed by friends.
This new scientific way, called Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer, defies detection.
Some 10,000,000 women have used it.
safe and Will
makes
live off.
looking
andIt'slustrous.
not your
wash hair
nor rub
And
may be applied only to gray and faded parts.
Test it free if you wish by writing for free
outfit— or go to nearest drug store today. A
few cents' worth restores original color perfectly. Your money returned if not delighted.

„__„-_»TEST FREE
.
Mary St.T. Goldman,
Paul, Minn. 150-B Goldman Bldg.,
Please
patented Free
Outfit. Xmedium
shows
color ofsend
hair.yourBlack
dark Trial
brown
brown auburn (dark red) ...light brown
light auburn (light red) blonde
Name .
Street .
City
L. . —
-Please print your name and address— —
BARKENS
EYELASHESandandBEAUTIFIES
BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them appear
nainratlu
dark,
long
and
lu.xuri^ ant.
Adds wonderful
charm,Perfectly
beauty
and
expression
to byanymillions
face.
harmless.
Used
of
lovely
women.uid. Solid
form
or
water-proof
liqBLACK or BROWN. 75c at your
dcalcr'ti
or
direct
postpaid.
MAYBELLUME CO.. CHICAGO

Musical Comedies and
Revues,
with
full in_
structions
for Full
stagint^.
You
can
stage
your
own
show
with
our
books.
line
of Dlavs. stage songs, crossfire, monologues, aftevpiecea,
vauile'villo
acts
and
make-up.
CATALOGUE
FREE.
T. S. DENISON & CO., 623So.Wabash,Dept.67 Chicago
DEAFNESS
IS MISERY
Multitudes of persons with defective hearing and Head
Noisesenjoy conversation,
to TheatreandChurch
becausethev goiiseLeonard
Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums. Tiny
Megaphones fitting in the Ear entirely^
out of sight. No vrires, batteriesor
head piece.
They are Unseen
forts and inexpensive.
WriteComfor
booklet andsworn statement of the
inventor who was himself deaf.
tEOMftSD, Inc., Suite 28, 70 5th five., Wew York

Kissable
bemfort.
yours M,ii
ults. by thick,
thousandsprotrudine:.
of men.
Reduces
t at I thi
iscreen
lips thatandrival
stage.
Writemany >vwhofull have
inrormationtheandTrilety
copies Lipshaper.
of letters
Nofromobligations
on your used
part.
M. TRILETY
207 S Pr W. U. Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

Twinkling,

Twinkling
Continued from page 24

said
Dorothy,
"and work.
I used Heto was
watcha
the old
Chinaman
regular motion-picture Chinaman,
with a couple of wispy chin whiskers. His little old face — he looked
at least a hundred — was all screwed
up and his nose all wrinkled, as he
peered at the ring with his beady
black eyes. It was such fine work
that he couldn't keep it up for very
long at a stretch, so it took him
eleven months to finish the ring."
Miss Devore's enthusiasm is altogether delightful — a sort of childish
eagerness. You could -see how excited she was over "doing New
York." And, how she was doing it!
Up early in the morning, shopping,
sight-seeing, luncheons, matinees,
teas, dinners, theaters, dancing. Just
an inexhaustible round — onl_\' Dorothy found that slie was not inexhaustible !
For one morning she started to
get
and she
was
justup,
limp.
Her couldn't.
shoulders.Sheshook,
and her teeth chattered, and the doctor asked her if she thought it would
be fun to have a nervous breakdown. Because, if not, he said, she
had better stay right in bed for at
least two days.
"I was so surprised," said Dorothy, rather wide-eyed. "I didn't realize I'd been doing anvthing extraordinary. Iwas just having a
good time. Of course, I had been
working extra hard before I left
Hollywood, in order to get time off
for this trip. And I had been tr}-ing to go too much in New York."
Almost the only disappointment in
her trip was that she was going to
have to go home alone, after having
counted on having Betty Compson
with her for the last half of her
vacation. The Cruzes — Jimmie and
Betty — and the blathers are very intimate friends, and everything had
been nicely arranged for Betty to
join Dorothy in New York, have a
holiday with her, and then return
with her to California. But Betty
was called upon by Chadwick to start
a new film sooner than she had expected and so her plans had gone
a-glimmering".
Mr. INIather is now general manager of James Cruze's film unit. It
was Dorothv who persuaded him to
live in California, because the climate in Honolulu is not very healthy
for any one unaccustomed to the
tropics.
"You get so old there," said Dorothy, "especially the women. They're
middle-aged
the when
time they're
their thirties. by So
we werein

Little

Star

married, I persuaded my husband
to take a leave of absence and let
some one else take charge of his
theaters there. That was all riglit
for a while, but he wasn't working,
and he didn't want me to work when
he wasn't — you know how husbands
are. And of course, I didn't want
to diiscontinue my career, so the ideal
solution came when he had this
chance to go in with Jimmie Cruze."
Dorothy is quite easy to talk to.
Almost from the minute you meet
her,
you feelYou
that share
you'vewith
known
her
for A-ears.
her her
thrill over being in New York and
seeing all the shows, and you sympathize with her in her eagerness to
get
back to her
referred
her "young
husband.man," as she
She told me how difficult it was
for film pla}-ers in Holh^wood to
avoid being mobbed by the public,
though she quite frankly admitted
that she personally didn't have much
trouble, because no one ever recos'nized her. But the big stars ! She
said that, at the opening of Sid
Grauman's Chinese theater, when all
the stars in Hollywood turned out,
the streets were packed for blocks
with people waiting hopefully to
catch glimpses of the celebrities.
"We live within seven minutes of
the theater," said Dorothy, "but it
took us two hours and forty-five
minutes to get there. We kept driving by the front of the theater but
couldn't get up to the curb. The
policeman again and again waved us
on around the block without letting
us stop. It was midnight before wc
finall}- got inside the theater. And
I had arranged an after-the-performance part}' at our house, because we lived so close" — she winked
again — "but it was four o'clock before our guests could get there — just
time for breakfast and that was all."
Stars can't patronize the same
dining and dancing place for verv
long v\-ithout attracting crowds. One
week they discover a new restaurant,
but by the next week, all the tourists have heard that "So-and-so's is
the place where all the screen stars
go," and soon the place is so
crowded that the stars can't get in.
So they have to find a new rendezvous.
Dorothy told all this with that
amusing and amused little twinkle
in her brovim eyes which makes her
seem verv alert and peppy. And if
she learned that twinkle at the comedy studios, I do think it would pay
a great many of us, socially speaking, to be trained as comedien^ies.
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Agents and Help Wanted — Continued
DAILY EASY — PAY IN ADVANCE,
Introducing clih'riaiii ( ; iia ra u tecil .Shirts 3
for .'S4.!(.l. No exp('ii( iii-i' nr capilal iici-ded.
.Tust
and collect.
Full wriliworkingonhrs.
oiitlit \\'e
Free.didlver
Cincinnati
Shirt
Company, Shop 1022, Cincinnati, Ohio.
MEN LS UP. ."fllMHi-^iiiTiMi year. Railway
Post:il
Steady.Franklin
I'articulars
free.
Write Clerks.
inimedialelv.
Institute.
Deiit. T2, Kochesler, N. Y.

Agents and Help Wanted
AGENTS — ii;G0-$125 A WEEK. Free samGold lettersLetter
for stores
wiiiilows. ples.Metallic
Co., luul
428 ofiice
N. Clark,
BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. Every
owner liiivs golil initials for his auto. You
f:hart;e
.fL.jO, for
makeparticulars
.$1.3."). Tenandorders
easy. Write
free daily
samples. American Monogram Co., Dept. 170,
East Orange, N. J.

How to Entertain
play; Musical comedies and revues, niinsirel mil e. lil:iil.:race skils, vaudeville acts,
(l alugs, reritations. entertainments,
nionolo^> ■iidings,
make-up&
catalogslage
f ri c handbooks,
T. S. Denison
nui.-ii-al
Wabash, Dept. 132, Chicago.
Co.
Patents and Lawyers

PATENTS.
Send sketch
or model
preliminary examination.
Booklet
free. for
H:;;hest
LiuHelp Wanted— Male
references.
Best
results.
Promptness
asWatson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
MEN, GET FOREST RANGER JOB ; 724 Ninthsured.St..
Washington, D. C.
.$12."i-.1<200
mo.
furnished
: permanent :hunt,
fish,and
trap.homeFor
details
ton.
2118 Temple
Court,
Denver,
(.olo.write NorINVENTIONS
COMMERCIALIZED.
Patented or unpatented.
Write Adam Fisber
EARN
.$120 toTraffic
$2."')n Insiiictor.
moiirhly, expenses
paid
as Railway
We se- Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
cure iiosilion for you after Cdiiiiiletion of 3
months' home-study
course or money
refunded. Excellent opportunitv.
Write for
PATENTS — Write for Guide Books and
Free Booklet. CJI-2S, Stand. Business Train- "Record
of Invention Blank" before disclosing Inst., Buffalo, N. Y.
ing invenrions.
Send model
or sketch ofFree.
iiiyenlion
for
Inspection
and J.Instructions
Terms reasonable.
Victor
Evans Co., 767
Ninth. Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted, Instructions

WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR,
Soaps, Extracts. Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience
unnecessary.
Carnation Co., l)(>pt.
2Sr,0, St. Louis,
Mo.
AGENTS— WE START YOU IN BUSINESS
and iielp you succeed. No capital or experience iieiul'd. Spare or full time. You can
earn .>|;.-(i-;S100 weekly. Write Madison Manufacturers, .")64 Broadway, New York.
YOU ARE WANTED TO RESILVER
Mirrors at Home. Immense profits ])lrt(ing
aiilo jiarts. taldeware. etc. Write
for information. Sprinkle, Piater, 3.3.3, Marion. Indiana.
. WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnishing eyerything: men and women .$30 id .fioo
weekly operating our -Sijecialty Candv Factories" anywhere.
yer Ra,gsaale,
Drawer Booklet
29, Eastfree.
Orang.^\\' xHili-T

MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK, qualranger position. Start $12.5
('old. ify for: forest
month
cahin and vacation : patrol the forests, protect the game : give tourists information. Write Mokane, Dept. M-10, Denver,

PROPOSITION will net
.you^^'/V^^'P^P'^^R
iSlOO a week, cyery
week in the yi'ar
L(iuipment
and
ear
furnished.
No ca'pital
or experience necessary.
Immediate
|jrofits. Write today for particulars.
Ami'rican
I roducts
nati, O. Company, 1073 Monmouth, Cincin-

ALL MEN-WOMEN.
18-"..'->, wanting
Governineiit
posilions, commence
$110-$2.o0
iiionlh, write Bureau,
for Fri'e 308
copy Arcade
"How to Bldg.,
Ooalify."
Instruction
St.
Louis, JIo.

Detectives Wanted

Farm Lands

MEN — Experience unnecessary ; travel ;
make secret investigations; reports; salaries;
expenses. Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis. Mo.

SALESMEN SELLING TO AIEN ■ We
have side line for you that \yill sell along
with any line you may now lie h.-indliir'
and make more money for you, iirovided vou
are iiinv selling
to men.
fads al once
Address Salesmanager,Get844full West
Adams
Dept. 314, Chicago."
AGENTS: $13.80 Daily (In Advance)
Spare
tune will do. Introduce
(.uaranteed Hosiery. :>^ styles, 123!) months
colors
tor Men, Women, Children: including latest
••Silk to the Top" Ladies^ Hose. No capilal
or experience needed. We furnish samples.
Silk liose for your own use free. Xew Plan.
Macochee cinnati,Hosiery
Company, Park 4."i02 CinOhio.

MONEY -M.VDE IN MICH. POTATOES.
.$111. down now and easy terms buys land near
niarkels, lakes, slreams. Write todav. Swi("hicago.
.gart & Co., S-1270, 1st Nafl Bank Bldg.,
Coins, Stamps, Etc.
OLD MONEY WANTED. Will pay Fifty
Dollars for nickel of i;jl3 with Liberty head,
(no Biifl'.ilo
We 4c
pay forcashLarge
iiremiums'
f or all
rare
cuius. I .Senil
Coin Folder.
Mav iiH-an niiich profit to you. Numismatic
Co., Dept. 440, Ft, Worth, Tex.

INVENTcmS — Write for our guide book,
"HcAv to Giblank.
t Your Send
Patent,"
invention
modelandor evidence
sketch forof
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terras reasonable. Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG, MONEY. Great
demand. Excellent opportunity. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, George
Wagner, 2100 Broadway. New York.
Help Wanted — Female
$6 — $18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tops
at home, experience unnecessary; particulars
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange, Ind.

Ililllllllllllllllilll

Sell

Us

Your

Probably you can think of a score of things right
now for which you would like to have some extra
money — a home of your own, a car, a college erlucation. Any of these is within your grasp if you
simply follow the successful course of thousands
of men and women, boys and girls, who are turning their spare time into cash taking subscriptions
for our magazines.
EASY

TO

START

The same plan that has made these folks prosperous
is now offered to you. No experience, no capital
necessary. Does not interfere with your regular
duties. Try it out ! It costs only a 2c. .stamp, or a
penny post card to get full details and a complete

Soare

Time

money-making outfit FREE.
You have nothing to J
lose
and
may
gain
hundreds
of
dollars — here's the gB
coupon.
MAIL
IT TO-DAY!
|
I
j
II

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79-89 Seventh Ave.. New York, N. Y.
Please
show me how I can profitabh' sell you my spare
time.
NAME
STREET
CITY
lllillllllllllllllllilll

STATE

|
1
Eg
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Then

cash
Someone who answers this ad willinreceive,
absolutely free, a fully eauipped De Luxe 14
Model Nash
Sedan, orIn fulladdition
value into cash
preferred ($1,085.00).
tbia ifNash
Sedan wcChevrolet
give away,Coach
'absolutely
model
or itsfree,
casha latest
value
($595.00),
Phono- 1©
graph, aSixa Brunswick
Tube, SinglePanatrope
Dial Freshman
Radio,
a Corona
Portable
Typewriter
—of
many
other
valuable
prizes
and
Hundreds
Dollars in Cash,
8
Solve This Puzzle
The
numbers
in
the
squares
to
the
right
spell
two words. The alphabet is numbered. A is 1, 19
Btwois 2,words
C is 3.are?etc.When
Can youyou make
out what
do this,
send the
me
your answer right away. It may mean winning
the Nash Sedan or $1,400.00 in cash,
$315,00 Cash For Promptness
In addition to the two automobiles, the
many
otherCash,
valuable
and Hundreds
of 14
Dollars
areprizes
also
offering
a Special
Prize
of in$315.00
inwereceive
Cash
for$1,400.00
Promptness.
Firstor
prize
winner
will
in
cash,
the Nash Sedan and $315.00 in cash. In case of ties
duplicate
prizes
willSolve
be awarded
eachandonesendtj'ing.
Get
busy
right
away.with
puzzleand
your
answer
together
yourthename
address mewritten
plainly, EVERYBODY REWARDED. Address
M. L. BOEING* Dept. 3332
323 So. Peoria St.,
Chicago, H|.

the

Gateman
Threw
Continued from page .57

Out

likely to gain his great role some

questing the orchestra to play some-

day.^
The many
pictures have
he has
made
for smaller
companies
built
up
for him a considerable fan follo-wiiij^'.
Personally, he is pleasant and outspoken. Also inclined to be humorous. But
"You know," he confessed, "I'm
a rather moody fellow at times "
There it was — and I had thought
he would be an exception !
He said that he liked, at such
moody times, to go to some little
cafe downtown and sit alone, re-

Thisthingreference
to his"Elegie."
moods was
like Massenet's

What

the onl}- disappointing note in my
interview with Rex, wdiOj/at first had
shown signs of being different from
the other sorrowing movie actors.
But, boys and girls, Rex has this
redeeming trait — he do^es )iof want
to apply for the role of Clyde GriffitliS in "An American Tragedy !"
StepMr.up,Lease
then,! and
hands
with
Who shake
knows,
he
mav be the comingf idol of the screen.

the Fans Think
Continued from page 12

is this: I think I have judged correctly,
and then I read these fan letters and find
out my judgment is all wrong. Until I
have now coine to the point where I am
almost afraid to have an opinion, for fear
it will turn out wrong, as have so many of
BOW LEGS -AND
its predecessors.
KNOCK
Corrected by use -KNEES
of the Morris In.
I alwaysactor
thought
thathisif aor fan
like
visible Limb Straightener for Men.
a
certain
it was
herdidii't^
privilege
Women either
and Children
Wornor with
Comfort
day or —nioht
both
to
go
bugg}'
riding
on
the
night
that
star
and
entirely
Ten
was being featured at the local (»heater.
Centsis Coin
or invisible.
Stamps forSendActual
Photographs, sent in plain wrapper.
A fan certainly doesn't need to spend his
ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE,
allowance on a ticket to see some one 'he
Dept. 61
doesn't like.
I have learned in Picture Play that
1032 Loew State BIdg. Los Angeles.' Gal.
How to Obtain
Miss Nebraska thinks that Richa-rd BarA Perfect Looking Nose thelmess ought to go back to .the laundry
IVIy latest* improved Model 25 cor- wagon; that -Miss South Dakota thinks
rects now ill-shaped noses qiiicklj', Gloria Swanson ought to 'have her voice
p;ial)]yidlesatsly,home.
periuaiicntly
It is theandonlycoiufoi"tnose- cultivated, since acting isn't necessary on
shapingandappliance
of antl
pi-ecise
adjust- the operatic stage ; that Miss Iowa thinks
luent
a
safe
guaianteeJ
patent
device
that
will
Jictuiilly
give
you a jack -Gilbert is poor material. I dare say,
perfect tellslooking:
nose.to Write
fora perfect
free booklet
which
yotiTrilety,
how
obtain
look- if all these letters were placed end on
insr
nose.
M.
Pioneer
Noseahaping
Specialist. Dept. 2922, Binghamton, N. Y. end, they would reach round the world.
Ami if all the waiters of them were placed
end to end, "a few steam rollers would do
DEVELOP
BUST
the rest. Always belittling! Darn it, they
are so vitriolic in tlieir denouncements!
14 PayTreatment FRE E
Est
My oldof original
Three
ParthasTreatment,
It makes one feel positively simple-minded
standby
women
for
21
years,
made
thousands happy. Only tested one that pives FULL to -have thought anything to the contrary.
DEVELOPMENT
without
bathing,
massage,
exercises, pamps or dangerous appliances.
present, I am^ convinced that my men10c for 14«Day
— At
talitv is two degrees below that of an
tobigSend
cover
pay Demonstrafton
more when I mere
give
proofpostage.
treatmentWhy
curiosity
seekers.
DimeFREEback toif allDot except
satisfied
amoeba, and I'd have an alienist look me
Madame Williams, Dk 13, Buffalo, N. Y.
over only it just isn't worth the alienist's
time
and' Esther
trouble. Ralston recently. She is
GET RID
I saw
OF YOUR FAT
the most gorgeous blonde I ever saw, besides being a wonderful actress. And now
Free Trial Treatment
that I have that opinion, I expect Miss
Sent
till
rciiiiesr.
Aslc
fur
iiiv
"liayMinnesota will write in to relieve me
ivhi'ii-reiliii
i'ir' oiler.
I liiirevvilsiiilimit
ressfiilly
n-iliu-ed diet
tlioiisiiiiil,s
of jiersoiis
st:\r- of it.
vation
iir biirdeiisoiiie
exercise, often
. :it a iiipid rate. Let me send yuii proof at
And, as they're still saying in Omaha, I
my e.Kpense.
hope
you don't feel hurt.
^
Dr.
R.
NEWMAN,
Licensed
Physician
State of New York. 28G Fifth Avenue. N. Y.. Desli IVl
Jeax Saladan-\.
1627 fornia.
Lincoln Way, San Francisco, CaliRESTORED TO ORIGINAL
COLOR WITHOUT DYES
FREE Book tells how amazing new
method
restores dyes.
original
out dangerous
Alsoshade
detailswith-of
30 Day Free TrEal
on Reva. Is not a dye or a henna.
Is applied
scalp, NOTliquidTO used
HAIR.in
Same
clean,to colorless
all cases. No samples of hair needed.
No color
"Tell always.
Tale" NoGrayembarrassing
Roots
Eeva keeps hair uuiform.
"grajang"at
roots.
Will
not
wash
off
or
fade.
streak or crack hair. Restores exact original Does
shade notso
naturally
your OTercomes
friends cannot
detect Thousands
process. Alsoof men
acts
as hair tonic.
dandruff.
and women
haTe
used
successfully.
Write
toduy
for
tails of 30 Day Free Trial Offer. No obligations. deREVA CORP., 1700 Wilson Avenue. Dept 21 2 CHICAGO

Him

In the Name of Justice.
For years I have sat back in comfort
and read the scrappy comments of the
fans, never once offering to jjain in- the
fray, but the time has. come when speak
I must, and in indignant wrath at that.
The -things that are being said about
Lillian- Gish are a trifle too much for my
sense
justice.
Theywhoaren't
in theof least
fair toof Miss
Gish,
is one
the
finest women and best actresses the screen
has known. I have been her admirer
since "Broken Blossoms," and I have alwas found her work to be sincere and
good. Nor does she "flutter palely through
the pictures in which she plays." Her

beauty is sweet and almost puritanical.
If some fans don't like her work, why
do the}- go to see her? It would be a
nicer thing to stay away than to brand
her with their disapproval.
Certainly we do not all like the same
types, but we should be tolerant enough
to realize that others do like them. For
my part, I like all the stars. There are
none that I despise, for there are none
that ever gave me reason to do so.
If John Gilbert is a wife beater, a
"woman chaser," or any such thing as
seems to be ascribed to him by some of
the fans, it does not matter to me. John
Gilbert as a man does not interest me
in the least, but as the admirable hero
of "The Big Parade," he docs interest
me aseegreat
I car't
for the
of
me
why deal.
the fans
should
thinklifethat
the personal lives of the movie stars
should be the property of the masses.
And if I am more fond of Victor Hugo
than of H. G. Wells, I do not scowl on
all the work of the latter and brand it
"trash." Because Rembrandt is my favorite artist, I do not say that the work
of all the other painters is worth nothing
to the world. Because Ronald Colman
and Lillian Gish are my favorite screen
players, I do not say that the others are
inferior. But that, alas, is the way that
most of the fans look at the matter.
Why not be more tolerant? If the work
of a particular star does not please you,
keep your quarter for one who does. And
criticize the acting, not the individual, the
actor, not the man. Then we shall have
a real sense of sane justice.
Je.vxNebraska.
Griss.
1220 Fourth Avenue, Kearney,
Don't Be So Hard on the Stars.
Think"
the Fans
the "What
What has come
department
to? Has
it developed
into a contest to determine what fan can
send in the most bitter criticism?
Who are we to pronounce judgment
upon the actors and actresses? We seem
to forget that they are human like ourselves, subject to the same trials, tribulations, temptations and disappointments.
Instead of heaping unjust criticism upon
them, we should deign to uplift them by
our loyalty and devotion, for the life of a
film celebrit}' is a hectic one. They are
forever in "the limelight, never expected
to act
human,
to placed
si*- on
the
pedestal
wherealways
publicobliged
favor has
them, banished to oblivion at the slightest deviation from the course public adulation has set for them. They are expected to be absolutely perfect and to re-
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main so. That seems lo be the creed of
the average motion-picture fan.
Yet, how many of us, were fate to cast
us into the cinema caldron, would face
the trials and temptations as bravely as
ihey? It is a hard life, my dear fans,
and the taste of the sweets of success
is mingled with the bitter gaJl of a tomorrow when, 45erhaps, he who is flourishing to-day will pass into the land of
the
forgotten.
Don't ofbegrudge
them and
the
pitifully
short time
their glory;
if, in thoughtlessness, they do things that
critical — none
don'tto be
displease
of us has us.
a right
cast too
stones.
twoAlso,
sidesremember
to every this:
story. there are alwaj's
Florexce Owexs.
San Francisco, California.

I

Lost

So

That

Easily —

Many people all
about you now rejoice in slender
figures. Wherever
you
look excess
you can
see that
fat
has largely disapSome have lost
peared.
fat painfully — by
starvation or abnormal exercise.
But they found
these methods
slow and hard, and
often dangerous. A
great many others have gained the results in an easy pleasant way, modern
and scientific.
This modern method is embodied
in Marmola prescription tablets, now
used for 20 years. They combat a
cause of excess fat discovered by modern research. That cause is not overeating or too little exercise, but lack of
a certain substance in the system.

Fat

So

Quickly
For two decades
Marmola has
helped to bring
new beauty, new
health and vitality
to those who were
over-fat.
Those people have
told the results to
others, so the use has
spread. Now m every
circle
the
resultsyouof canthisseeeasy,
pleasant method.
The use o( Marmola
requires
exercise noor abnormal
diet, but
moderation helps.
tablets daily until the weightSimply
comes take
downfourto normal. Every box contains the formula, also an explanation ofresults, to banish any fear of harm.
Go try
yourself.its
Learn
whatMarmola
so many— you
know oweaboutthatit.toWatch
results for a month, and you will be glad in
many ways that you found it out. Order a box
now before you forget it.

Taking Belle Bennett Down a Peg.
This is in reference to the Belle Benthat appeared in November's
nett article
Picture
Play.
Miss Bennett seems to believe that the
role of Stella Dallas was her due and
that not one actress could have equaled
her performance. On the contrary, it
was a great honor for her to have been
selected.
And I wish Miss Bennett would remember that there arc many stars who are
Marmola prescription tablets are sold byall
given roles in which they have little faith
druggists at SI per box. Any druggist who
is
out will getthem from his jobber for you.
bethem
with
through
go
they
and yet
cause'
they
are
paid
to
do
so.
Very
few
stars are capable enough to select their
own stories.
ts
ription
A Presc
ITA^nLliXlvJiV^
The Pleasant
Way Table
to Reduce
Such an interview of cornplaint_ rouses
IVI A R IVIOI J-^^iL
my ire. If she is in danger of losing her
faiththein stage?
the movies, why doesn't she return Have You
Exciting
to
Good
and
We did not go to see Belle Bennett in Ever Read
SEA
STORIES?
"The we
Waywere
of All
but Jannings,
and
not Flesh"
disappointed.
Miss
Bennett ^jfrformed her part ably and well
and for that we commend her, but should
she begrudge Jannings one foot of the
/
• \
film that he occupied? A thousand times,
no ! And does she think she would be
received in Europe in the manner we reJ
ceived Jannings here? Certainly not!
One picture does not make a star, which
she seems to suppose. Jannings has
n
pla3-ed role after role, making a smashing hit in each, and as for calling her the
world's greatest actress, I believe ^Ir.
Reinhardt's enthusiasm must have been
momentarih- running away with him.
She claims she was a star at Essanay
when Gloria Swanson was unheard of.
^^'ell,
the onlyM. oneC.— Parrish.
why make
so muchshe ofwasn't
it?
Free
Proof
That
\\'innipeg, ilanitoba.
A Star's Duty to the Public.
In letters to "What the Fans Think" and
from various other sources, one hears much
WAISTLINE
FAT
criticism of the fans because they write to
the stars for photographs, and give them
ovations in public. Such criticism is very
Can
Be Quickly Reduced
unjust. A person who chooses a screen
career must, of necessity, have an excess
— without drugs, diets or exercises
amount of personal vanity and conceit,
and it is hardly possible that he would not INSTEAD of wasting your tinip — instead of
Coupon Brings Free Details
risking your health by weakening diets, exWrite us at once and you will receive our
revelpublic.
in the Such
adu'ation
lavished
him the
b\hausting exercises and pill-taking, in an
his
a person
muston. take
— a detailed
deto get rid of bulging waistline fat — try Special lU-Day
scription of thisTrial
mostOffer
successful
reducing
consequences of being before the public effort
the popular Weil Reducing Belt for 10 days — metliod, the
principles of which are highly
eye. He must be willing to give up the at our expense.
leading physicians and profesMade of scientifically treated rubber. It endorsedsionalby
privacy
which
a less-conspicuous
profes- causes
everj-where. For the sake of
a gentle, unnoticed massage action as your healthathletes
sion would
afford
him.
and
appearance
advantage
comes in contact with flabby flesh. So that of this offer at once.
Send no take
money.
Write
Who are the stars to complain of being itwith
every move you make unwanted fat is now. The Weil Company, 4912 Hill Street,
annoyed by their public, just because that being moulded away — n>}d kept aicay for good New Haven, Conn.
and at a fraction of the price charged by
public gets something of a thrill from see- —expert
THE WEIL COMPANY,
masseurs.
ing their favorite screen idols in the flesh?
4912 Hill Street, Now Haven, Conn.
Look Thinner Instantly!
If ^Drivacy is so sacred to the movie stars,
Gentlemen: Please send me complete description of the
Take vour waist measurement before and WeU Srientific Reducing Belt and also your Special
they should certainly try some other line of
10-Day
Trial Offer.
after
this
Free
10-Day
Trial.
Note
the
difendeavor. It is incredible that- the players
ference in inches. Feel the improvement in
should object to recognition in public, arid your general
condition. According to the
it is extremely unfair to the fans to criti- terms of our absolute guarantee, you must be Name
Address
cize them because they do make the most thoroughly satisfied with the results secured
of such occasions.
— or you pay nothing.
City
State
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Popular

Copyrights

Tales of the West, of Love and
Mystery and Adventures on sea
and land — you can have them now,
fresh from the pens of your favorite authors. They are real
books, too — no reprints of oldtimers but new books bound in
cloth, with handsome stamping and
jackets and all for 75 cents. Ask
your bookseller to show yon some
of the books listed below —

The Brand of

Good Books

THE SUNSET TRAIL
Joseph Montague
WOLF COUNTRY
Stanley Shaw
ALIAS THE THUNDERBOLT Johnston McCulley
MR. CLACKWO.RTHY, CON MAN
Christopher B. Booth
THE OUTLAW TAMER
David Manning
PETALS OF CATHAY Joseph Montague
THE GIRL FROM
SHANTY CREEK
Emart Kinsburn
POWDERED PROOF Madeleine Sharps Buchanan
THE TWO-GUN KID
Robert J. Horton
SUCKER MONEY
Robert H. Rohde
GRIZZLY GALLAGHER Reginald C. Barker
THE AVENGING TWINS COLLECT
Johnston McCulley
BEYOND THE FRONTIER
Joseph Montague
MIRADOR TREASURE
Frank Lillie Pollock
David Manning
WESTERN TOMMY
THE MAN WHO AWOKE
Mary Imlay Taylor
Emart Kinsburn
THE CARVED TRAIL
William Morton
THE EDGED TOOL
ARIZONA GOLD
E. Whitman Chambers
Johnston McCulley
THE AVENGING TWINS
Joseph Montague
HAWKS OF HAZARD
Frank
Lillie Pollock
HONEY OF DANGER
David Manning
BANDITS HONOR
Arthur Maliory
THE HOUSE OF CARSON
Joseph Montague
SILVER SPURS

f HELSEA

HOUSE

v^mmEg;
179-89
I NEW SEVENTH
YOKK CITYAVE.

sides, an}fanFrom
who what
writes one
to ahears
star on
for all
a photograph
is committing- one of the seven deadly
sins! I cannot see that one is imposing
upon a star by requesting a photograph.
Is a fan's admiration for a player not
worthy of some form of appreciation?
If a fan fichas
enjoyed
a p^la^er's
work sufiently to write
a word
of approbation,
the least the player can do is to acknowledge the letter in some form, and a photograph seems to suffice.
A star owes something to his public,
something more than that which he gives
on the screen. What an uproar would be
made were the fans to cease writing, and
assume an air of utter indifference to
the
star's
fan players
mail canwhen
tell seen
him ina public
great !dealA about
himself, and he should not be indifferent
to it.
Jack W. McElvexy.
960 sota.
Iglehart Avenue, St. Paul, IMinneOne Star Who Appreciates Her Public.
I have a simple little story to relate.
Although far removed from Klcigs and
megaphones, I pride myself on having
grown up amidst the world of flickering
shadows. The mt)vies have always
gripped me strongly. It has been a joyous pastime to study the wonderful people who provide such blessed hours of
relaxation from the toil and moil of ever^-day existence.
I have igrown to know- every beloved
star, and as a real honest-to-goodness fan,
I have kept faithful to each and all, but
there has been one player who has taken
first place in my heart, and since I first
saw her, no one else has really mattered.
I want the -world to know that I name,
without hesitation, Pauline Frederick as
the finest actress and most superb artiste
the films have ever given us !
Has any actress yet -equaled Aliss Frederick's magnificent performances in such
classics as "Zaza," "Bella Donna," "Sappho," "The Woman in the Case." "The
Moment Before," "Resurrection," "Ashes
of Embers," "The Spider," ".\udrey," "La
Tosca," and the immortal "Madame X?"
On summer
Miss Frederick's
tourproduction
of Englandof
last
in a stage
"Madame X," she packed the theaters and
received an overwhelming ovation wherever she appeared. There is no other
actress who could equal her marvelous
portrayal of the racked and tortured Jacqueline Floriot.
We English are often accused of being cold, reserved, and undemonstrative !
I wish those who believe this statement
could have witnessed the reception Miss
Frederick received in this country. Wild
scenes were experienced in Alanchester,
Liverpool, and Edinburgh, where the actress was almost torn from her car,^ besieged 'by some few thousand admirers
waiting for her outside the theater.
I had the wonderful privilege of meeting and speaking to her when she played
this town, and I found my idol infinitely
sweeter and more charming than I had
ever imagined when watching her shadow
self. She possesses the gift of putting
people immediately at their ease. The
outstanding feature of her face are her
m.agnificcnt e^-es. They are enormous, and
full of a haunting- sadness in their bluegray depths. And her mouth, with _ its
sweet upwaii curve, is equally expressive.
I went to see her again at a neighboring town, and at the usual tinie, the usual
crowd began to collect outside the stage
door to see her go in. There wrere as always the ardent autograph hunters, quite
a number of them children. As the star's
car drove up to the door, the}- hurled
thems.elves at her and presented their autograph albums.

X^ow- the role of Madame X is a strenuous one, and on this particular evening,
Aliss Frederick was looking just a little
wear}-, buttulations ofin
of liieshefrantic
her spite
manager,
signed exposevery
book and autographed every .photo before
she went to her dressing room. Later, in
the cozy interior, she turned to me with a
sweet but tired little smile, and said in
that low, husky, fascinating voice of hers,
"I justnothadbear
to sign
kiddies'
could
to seethetheir
littlebooks.
faces soI
full of disappoinlsncnt. They a^re so sweet
to me, just the sweetest' things in the
The wonderful art of this beloved artiste will never fade. To me, all the newcomers, such as Dolores d^l Rio, Vilma
Banky,
!"the wilting Greta Garbo, and the
world
tempestuous Lya de Putti, cannot compare
with her, nor do they possess one ounce of
the charm and magnetism that is hers.
Devoid of all stagincss, simple and unassuming, Aliss Frederick possesses the
rare gift of sympathy and understanding
for others. As- an actress, she stands uncqualed, as a woman, I found her full of
sincerity and charm, and for one so much
in the limelight, adorably unspoiled.
Phyllis Silver.
8 ]\Iarlborough Place, Brighton, Sussex,
England.
The Players in Person.
Somcbod}- asked to hear more about
the stars "in person," so here goes:
I sawtheater
Joan here,
Crawford
"in person"
Loew's
and I want
to say sheat
was very lovely. In fact, that girl can
do something iDesides come out on the
stage and simper at us — she danced, and
how ! Xo high hat about Joan. She is
really much more girlish in real life than
on the screen.
I also saw Alae Murray on the stage
of a movie theater here, and the only
disappointing thing about Mae is that she
is allowing a double chin to develop, and
her face is getting too plump for her
delicate features. Miss Alurray was lovely
in a black-velvet gown, in which she
danced her famous waltz to the tune of
"The Mcrr}- Widow." Then, appearing
in a delicate chiffon costume, she entertained us with a novelty dance. I am
not
yet,
means, convinced
Murray by
is aan}-wonderful
dancer. that
She Jilae
can
pose, and does. Her eyes are very blue
and her mouth very small, and when she
smiles, you are completely captivated, no
matter how prejudiced you may be 1
\\''hen Billie Dove appeared on the stage,
I was at the theater early. She is every
bit as beautiful as she looks on the screen.
But all she did was to come out on the
stage and bow and smile — she didn't say
a word — and we all_went away with a disappointed feeling. Her hair, in color, resembles Joan Crawford's, being a dark,
look aboutSheher.hasn't the usual thebrown.
coppery atrical
Lilyan Tashnian might have fared better
if
she hadn't
undertaken
to speak,
for the
minute
she started
to talk,
the throaty,
husky coarseness of her voice completely
broke the spell of her charm. Her speech
af¥ected
stiltedof and
was somuch
make
a hit.
She that
woreshea didn't
very
smart black outfit, and if only she had
just bowed and smiled, we never would
have
she has.known what an unattractive voice
Her husband, Edmund Low-e, spoke in a
perfectly natural voice that made us like
him right away. He turned red with
embarrassment, as though not ai home on
the speaking stage, 'but nevertheless we all
liked his bo}ish, frank smile that revealed
his beautiful teeth.
"Hollywood As Is."
Los Angeles, California.
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A Visit to a Movie Set.
The secret dream dI ever_\' real movie
fan is to \"i>it a mii\ic sei and watch his
r)r her fa\-Mi-iic
playerscame
making
picture.
Reeenil\
ih)^ dream
true a for
me.
I h.ad seen pictures being made before,
but usually they liad been films in whicli I
was
1 erent.only mildly interested. This was disIt was at the Fine Arts Studio. "The
Girl
Rio"Walter
was being
filmed,
with
Carmelfrom
Myers,
Pidgeon,
Richard
Tucker and Edouard Raquello. I had met
Aliss Myers several times and admired
her \ery much, but this was the first time
I liad had tlie chance to watch her act.
It was a cafe scene, and the set was
ver_\- colorful — handsome men in tuxedos
and Spanish costumes, beautiful Spanish
girls, palms, music, gayety. Then Carmel
Alyers came on the set with Edouard
Raquello, and most of the time I was there,
tile camera man was busy taking close-ups
of these two. Miss Myers looked simply wonderful. She was playing a Spanish
girl, and she wore the most beautiful goldco'lored dress the fans can possibly imagA

Confidential

inc. It was trimmed with silver lace anda touch of rose, and with it she wore a
silver-lace mantilla, many jewels, and the
loveliesi goklen slippers.
Edouard Raquello, with whom slic
danced the Argentine tango, wore a magnificent black-and-silver Spanish co>iunie,
with
a
wide ofscarlet
gir<llc w.is
I'ringed
silver. Part
the picture
madewitliin
technicolor, so the color effect of these
gorgeous costumes will not 'be lost on the
screen.
Raquello plays the role of a Spaniard
desperately in kne with the heroine, and
if the fans who see this ])icture do not
think he is nearly as romantic a screen
personality
as Valentino,
surprised.
I admired Valentino
and I'll
saw bemost
of his
pictures, but this new actor is decidedly
handsomer and has a more refined face.
He is a Polish ex-soldiev, and was a
stage and screen star in Europe.
I had an opportunity of talking withboth him and Carmel Myers, and admire
them so much that I can hardly wait to
see them on the screen in "The Girl from
Rio."
A Hollywood Fan.

Guide to Current
Continued from page 65

"Love Thrill, The" — Universal. Laura
La Plante in diverting farce of a girl
who poses as the widow of a rnan
falsely reported dead, and then is confronted b}^ him. Tom Moore is the
man.
"Madame Pompadour" — Paramount.
Colorful film based on the story of Madame Pompadour, favorite of Louis
XV., with Dorothy Gish in the title role,
and Antonio Moreno as a radicr.l poet
who captures her fancy.
"Magic Flame, The" — United Artists.
Vilma Bankjr and Ronald Colnian in
skillful Init unreal melodrama of Italian circus queen, her clown sweetheart,
and the \-illainous prince of a mythical
kingdom.
"Man Pov/er" — Paramount. Richard
Dix in implausible but interesting tale
of a tramp wdio arrives in a small town,
veins an heiress — Mary Brian — and
^aves the town from a bursting dam.
"Mockery" — Aletro-Goldwyrn. Lon
Chaney in realistic film of dull-witted
Russian
devotion to apeasant
countesswhose
leads doglike
to his death
at the hands of the bolsheviks. Barl>ara Bedford and Ricardo Cortez.
"Mr. Wu" — Metro-Goldvv'yn. Lon
Chanejf in gruesome, slow-moving film
of
old Chinaman's
revengebyfora
thea baleful
seduction
of his daughter
young Englishman. Renee Adoree and
Ralph Forbes.
"Old San Francisco" — Warner. Oldfashioned melodrama of girl who is
kidnaped by the Chinese, being srved
just m time by the San Francisco earthquake. Dolores Costello and Charles
Emmett Mack.
"Paid to Love" — Fox. Fairly entertaining film of beautiful dancer wdro is
paid to snare a crown prince, but falls
in love with him. Virginia Valli and
George O'Brien.
"Patent Leather Kid, The"— First National. Richard Barthelmess in unusually good film of conceited little prize
fighter who tries to evaoe the war, is
drafted, proved a coward, but finally
redeemed by a heroic act.
"Poor Nut, The"— First National.
Jack Mulhall in consistently amusing
college film of shy botany student who

Releases

pretends to his girl that he i,-; an athletic hero and has a bad time living up
to it when she unexpectedly comes to
visit him.
"Prince of Head Waiters, The"—
First National. Interesting though unbelievable film of glorified head waiter
with a son in high society who does
not know his father. Lewij Stone,
RobertRork.
Agnew, Lilyan Tashman, and
Ann
"Road to Romance, The"— MetroGqldwyn. Ramon Novarro capital as
spirited Spanish courtier of the early
nineteenth century who, to save the
fair heroine, Marceline Day, disguises
himself as a pirate.
"Rolled Stockings" — Paramount.
Lively college picture of the conventional type, pleasingly played by James
Hall, Louise Brooks, Richard Arlen,
and Nancy Phillips.
"Rose of the Golden West"— First
National. Beautifully filmed. Romantic
story of early California. Mary Astor
and Gilbert Roland.
"Rough House Rosie" — Paramount.
Clara Bow romps amusingly through
foolish, far-fetched story of a Tenth
Avenue
society. hoyden who breaks into high
"Running Wild"— Paramount. W. C.
Fields in his element in clever farce of
downtrodden husband and father who
eventually comes into his own. Mary
Brian is the heroine.
"Satin Woman, The" — Lumas. Mrs.
Wallace Reid in well-acted film of
mother who, to save her flapper dattghter from a foolish marriage, steps in
and vamps the daughter's beau.
"Shanghaied" — F. B. O. Surprisingly
good. Tale of the water front and a
seaman who abducts a dancing girl because he thinks she has double crossed
him. Ralph Ince and Patsy Ruth Miller.
"Singed" — Fox. Blanche Sweet and
Warner Baxter both capital in picture
of a mining-town girl's desperate struggle to keep her ne'er-do-well wealthy
sweetheart from jilting her for a society del)utante.
'•Slaves of Beauty"— Fox. Full of
laughs.
Story cf a beauty shop that
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trial package.
Swedish Shampoo Laboratories,
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would like Please
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special
shampoo
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TrialnewPackage.
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Successful
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Fastiiees in Etipetts Gliaii
Good Form To=day is Differeot from
the %mi Form of a Few Years Ago
The Very Last Word on the
Subject of Correct Behavior is

The

Book

of

By
ETIQUETTE

Every Possible Topic
dealing with the social relationships in which human beings participate iscovered in this comprehensive volume of 244 pages. In
all, 176 topics are treated. These
include :
The Etiquette of Accepting or Decline
Christenings
ing Invitations
Conduct of the
Funeral Etiquette
Engaged Girl
Conduct of the
Courtesy to Servants
Engaged Man The Woman who
Entertaining
Travels
Guests
Automobile Etiquette
Table Manners
Calling Customs Public Dances
Letters of lntro=
Street=car Etiquette
duction
Wording of Invi= The Etiquette of
tations
Sport
OTHER VOLUMES OF ETIQUETTE—MANY OF THEM
NOTHING LIKE AS COMPREHENSIVE AS THIS ONE
—ARE SOLD AT FROM $2.50
TO $5.
"The Book of Etiquette." by
Laura Alston Brown, the most
complete, up-to-date and authoritative work of the kind ever issued,
is priced at
ONE

DOLLAR

In an Attractive and Durable Fabrikoid Binding
Order from Your Bookseller or from
CHELSEA
HOUSE
Publishers
79 Seventh Avenue, New York

starts in the slums and ends on Fifth
Avenue, with the usual triangle developing. Margaret Livingston, Olive Tell,
Richard Walling, and Holmes Herbert.
"Smile, Brother, Smile" — First National. Typical
"success"
storygoaded
of mild-to
mannered
shipping
clerk
higher things by his telephone-girl
sweetheart. Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill.
"Soft Cushions" — Paramount. Douglas MacLean in gay, diverting satire on
Oriental spectacles. Comedy of agile
street thief who sa\es a beautiful slave
girl from the sultan.
"Spring Fever" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Very liam
amusing
golf-fiendas farce.
WilHaines delightful
young othce
clerk who suddenly finds himself hobnobbing with a wealthy country-club
set, including a rich heiress — Joan
Crawford.
"Stolen Bride, The"— First National.
Gorgeous film of a bejeweled princess
who remains true to her childhood love
for a gardener's son. Billie Dove and
Lloyd Hughes.
"Student Prince, The" — I\Ietro-Goldwyn. Ramon Novarro and Norma
Shearer in charming film adaptation of
"Old Heidelberg" — the story of a boy
prince at the famous university and of
his pathetic romance with the innkeeper's daughter.
"Ten
Modern
—
Paramount,
Esther Commandments"
Ralston and Neil

RECOMMENDED— WITH
RESERVATIONS.
"After Midnight" — Metro-Goldwyn.
Uninspired picture of a prim and proper
cigarette girl, lier wild show-girl sister, and a crook \vho is reformed by
the heroine. Norma Shearer, Lawrence
Gray, and Gwen Lee.
"American Beauty" — First National.
Dull, superficial film of a hotel check
girl who tries to break into high society in stolen finery, but is unmasked
before the entire party. Billie Dove
and Lloyd Hughes.
"Blood Ship, The" — Columbia. Sinister sea story full of bloodshed and revenge. Not very skillfully done. Hobart
Bosworth,
ard Arlen. Jacqueline Logan, and Rich"Broadway Nights" — First National.
Lois Wilson miscast as gawk^', ignorant girl who marries a vaudeville actor, becomes a big success, and is
tempted by a rich producer, with husband rushing to the rescue.
"Crystal Cup, The" — First National.
Exaggerated, boring film of a girl with
a violent antipathy toward men who
eventually marries a novelist only to
find herself more interested in his best
friend. Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
Mulhall.
"Dance Magic" — First National. Obscure, archaic film of country girl who
comes to the big city to be an actress,
with the usual dire results. Pauline
Starke and Ben Lyon.
"Fast and Furious" — Universal. Typical Reginald Denny film, but not up to
his usual mark. Story of a young man
afraid of automobiles who is forced
into a race in order to win his girl.
"Figures Don't Lie" — Paramount.
Trivial, uninteresting tale of a stenographer, a go-getter salesman who is
jealous of her employer, and the emwife, who
is jealous
of the
stenog. ployer's
Esther
Ralston
and Richard
Arlen.

Hamilton in very good picture of theatrical life, based on the romance of
a chorus girl and a young composer.
"Tillie the Toiler"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Flimsy film based on the comic strip.
Marion Davies excellent as the giddy,
gum-chewing office girl who takes her
choice between a millionaire and a
m.ore lowly suitor.
"Topsy and Eva"— United Artists.
Hilarious but too long. The wellknown Duncan sisters in a film version
of their musical-comed}' burlesque of
"For the Love of Mike" — First Na"Uncle Tom's Cabin."
tional. Ben Lyon in commonplace film
"Twelve Miles Out" — Metro-Go'.dwyn. of boy from the slums of New York
John Gilbert in tale of what happens who goes to Yale, becomes captain of
when a swaggering, ruthless bootlegger the crew, and wins the race with Harand a haughty society girl,5^[oan Craw- vard.
ford, are thrown together on the
"Gingham Girl, The" — F. B. O. Lois
former's rum-running sloop.
W^ilson in innocuous film of sweet country lass who sells homemade cookies in
"Underworld" — Paramount. Exciting
melodrama of master crook who kills the city and attracts the ej^e of a villain in spats.
for the sake of his girl, is sentenced
to death, and makes a thrilling escape
"Iiard=boiled
— FirstasNa-a
tional. MiltonHaggerty"
Sills miscast
only to find the girl in love with another. George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent roguish, frolicsome ace of the air who
and Clive Brook.
chases his ladylove through leafy
"Unknown, The" — Metro-Goldwjai.
"Heart of Salome, The" — Fox. Gaudy,
Lon Chancy in melodrama of the sup- glades.
posedly armless man in a circus who, heavily dramatic film of an alluring
to win the girl he loves, actually does European adventuress who helps a
have his arms amputated, only to find wicked baron in his nefarious opera- .
her about to marry his rival. Joan tions, until reformed at last by an athCrawford and Norman Kerry.
letic young American. Alma Rubens
"We're All Gamblers"— Paramount. and Walter Pidgeon.
Thomas Meighan in swift film of prize
"Heart Thief, The"— Producers Distributing. Dull film of a Hungarian
fighter who, after being incapacitated
i an automobile accident, opens a peasant girl who marries a rich old
landowner, is almost compromised by
night club, with romantic results.
"Wings" — Paramount. Spectacular his scheming relatives, but is saved in
by the handsome hero. L5'a de
picture of the heroism of the aviators time
in the World War. Marred only by a Pntti and Joseph Schildkraut.
weak
Clara
"Irresistible Lover, The" — Universal.
Bow. story.
Richard"Buddy"
Arlen, Rogers,
and Jobyna
Norman Kerry in role of a rich philanRalston.
derer with a comic lawyer to settle
"Woman on Trial, The" — Paramount. his numerous breach-of-promise suits.
Well-acted film featuring Pola Negri Lois Moran is the policeman's daughter who brings him to his senses.
on trial for murder, with the late Einar
Hansen very effective as her artist
"Joy
Girl, The"— Fox. Silly picture
lover.
of mercenary young girl in Palm Beach
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who goes out to get a millionaire who
is really a chauffeur, and ignores a
chauffeur who is really a millionaire.
Olive Borden and Neil Hamilton.
"Lonesome Ladies" — First National.
Slow, silly picture of a wife who, to
spite her husband, flounces off with a
villain, but is rescued at the critical moment. Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis
Stone.
"Lovers" — Metro-Goldwyn. R?mon
Novarro and Alice Terry in disappointing picture showing the damage done
by malicious gossip.
"Man's Past, A" — Universal. Conrad
Veidt in somber melodrama of escaped
convict who tries to hide his past by
impei'sonating
whose
failing.
Barbaraa friend
Bedford
and sight
Arthuris
Edmund Carew.
"Moon of Israel"— F. B. O. Heavy,
spectacular German film, laid in biblical times and based on the love story of
an Egyptian
CastMarincludes Maria Pharaoh's
Corda and son.
Arlette
chal.
"One Woman to Another" — Paramount. Florence Vidor in feeble film
of woman who sets out to sacrifice
her lifetotowhen
her brother's
children,
comes
she discovers
her but
rejected beau in the toils of a scheming
blonde.
"Painting the Town" — Universal.
Glenn Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller in
an energetic but tiresome comedy of a
smart-aleck young inventor and a "Follies" girl.
"Publicity Madness" — Fox. Weak,
mildly amusing film of aggressive
young man who forces himself into
the job of reorganizing a soap companJ^ incidentally transforming the
heroine from a frump to a wise-cracking beauty. Edmund Lowe and Lois
Moran.
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Pathe-DeMille. Old-fashioned farce of
speed demon who deceives his aunt into
believingimprovise
he's a doctor,
and has
hastily
a sanitarium
whento
she suddenly pays him a visit. May
Robson, Harrison Ford, and Phyllis
Haver.
"Secret Studio, The" — Fox. Crude,
old-fashioned attempt at the risque.
An innocent country girl comes to the
city and is duped by a wicked artist.
Olive Borden, Ben Bard, and Clifford
Holland.
"Surrender!" — Universal. Tedious,
gloomy war picture of a Russian prince
and a rabbi's daughter who martyrs
lierself for her country. Mary Philbin and Ivan Mosjukine.
"Tender Hour, The"— First National.
Silly film of American girl who is
tricked into marriage to a dissolute
Russian prince, though in love with a
young American. Billie Dove, Ben
Lyon, and Montagu Love.
"Three's a Crowd" — First National.
Harry Langdon is his usual plaintive
self in monotonous film of a boy who
rescues a runawaj' wife in a snowstorm
and develops a dumb devotion for her,
only to be deserted in the end.
"Vanity" — Producers Distributing.
Leatrice Joy in absurd film of high-hat
society girl who snubs a sailor and suffers for it by being kidnaped by him on
the eve of her marriage. Charles Ray
and Alan Hale.
"When a Man Loves" — Warner. John
Barrymore in a stagy, artificial screen
version
of "Manon
Lescaut,"cavalier
the taleandof
the troubles
of a French
his flirtatious mistress. Dolores Costello miscast as Manon.
"Whirlwind
of Youth,picture
The"— Paramount. Uninteresting
of a
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Bow inquisitive.
Fan. — You needn't
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S. BRAM STUDIOS
a moment thatNow,
you have
any
gize for being
How could
Clara Bow
get paid for answering questions if no one trouble. My idea of trouble would be to 729-7th Avenue, New York City. Studio 234
Dealers Invited
asked any? Clara Bow has red hair. She have my house burn down, lose my job, or
IN S5
has never been married. Her new film get a black eye. Margaret Livingston
eoNB
is "Get Your Man." Reed Howes was was born in Salt Lake City, Utah — she
starred in Western pictures for Rayart be- doesn't say when. She is five feet three BUNIONS
I end bnnions forever wicb my new OATS
Pedodyne
weighs one hundred and eightfore he played opposite Clara in "Rough- in height,
Solvently. Actual
treatment.
Painof the
stopsenlarced
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reduction
growth
House
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He
is
now
being
starred
in Westerns for First National release. Yes, she would probably send you a photo
starts
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of shoes
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be a size
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ther
is
Greta
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Dorothy
Mackaill
eye.
was born in 1903 ; she is five feet tall,
A HARTFORn, Connecticut, Fan. — Who
Xiiew and Grow Thin
do I think will be the next sheik of the weighs one hundred and twenty-one, and
very blond hair and hazel eyes. Write
movies? Well, I can remember when the has
to her at the First National studio. See
. No DIETING OR.
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Webster Groves is a suburb of that city.
Players frequenth^ give as their birthplace
the city nearest to where they were actually born. Probably the old film you describe was "Beyond the Rainbow."
An Oklahoman. — Well, here is Donald
Reed coming to the forefront! I have two
letters together asking about him. His real
Catherine Diehl. — Of course I'll ex- name is Ernesto Guillen, and he was born
cuse you for asknig questions. That is in Alexico Cit}'. So many film stars come
one thing about which I try never to get from there nowadays that I doubt I'f that
offended. Ben Lyon was born in Atlanta, place has any population left! Donald
Georgia, February 6, 1901. He has dark started on the screen under the name of
hair and blue eyes, and is five feet eleven Ernest Gillen, but I don't know what his
in height. As he has been playing in pic- early pictures were, as he was quite obscure
tures for several years, the list of his then. Recentl}- he has played in "Convoy"
films is too long to give here. His more and "Naughty but Nice," and is now working in a Pathe serial. Art Acord and
recent ones include "Winds of Chance,"
"The Pace That Thrills," "The New Com- Jack Hoxie were both born in Oklahoma.
mandment," "The Reckless Lady," "The I don't know of anv star whose birthday
Great Deception," "The Prince of Tempt- is June 24th.
Anna Eunis. — Another Donald Reed
ers," "The Perfect Sap," "High Hat,"
"Dance Magic," and "For the Love of admirer ! Donald changed his name about
Mike." Renee Adoree was born in Lille,
France, twenty-six years ago. She is five a }-ear ago. He has ibeen playing in picabout two heyears
I don't
feet two inches tall, and has dark-brown know tures
whether
went altogether.
to college or
not.
hair and dark-blue eyes. Her films dur- See An Okl.^homan.
ing recent years have included "Man and
C. A. V. — I'm covered with confusion —
Maid," "Parisian Nights." "The Big Pa- because
I know so little about the players,
rade," "La Bohemc," "The Blackbird," you ask about. Most of them are new,
"Tin Gods," "Blarney," "Heaven on
yet K.learned
all their
Earth," "The Flaming Forest," "The and I haven't
tories. George
Arthur
was lite
bornhis-in.
Show," "Mr. Wu," and "On Ze Boulevard." If a star does not send his or her Ealing, London — ^he doesn't say when. He
photograph on request, I do not know is five feet six, weighs one hundred and
fort3--five, and has dark-brown hair and
how you can get one.
eyes. He is a Metro-Goldwyn player.
Miss Saucy. — I'm glad you do write Jean Alden works for Universal. Her real
name is Clarion Rice, and she won her
me
so saucy
often, asandever.
I hopeMarian
you'll continue
be as
Nixon wasto Universal contract in April, 1926, as a
born in Superior, Wisconsin, October 20, prize for winning a beauty contest. Rob1904. She is five feet one in height, and
ert Ames is six feet tall, and is a blond.
weighs ninety-nine. Harold Llo.vd was He was for a while under contract to Deborn in Nebraska in 1893. He is five feet Alille, but has now returned to the stage.
nine inches tall, and weighs one hundred Don Alvarado is with United Artists.
and fifty. Adolphe Menjou is five feet
An Eager Fan. — Well, you see your
ten and one half inches tall, and weighs
one hundred and fifty-five. Adolphe was letter did reach me — was I supposed to
born in Pittsburgh, February 18, 1891. write and let you know if it didn't? To
Dolores del Rio was born in Durango, find out whether a star sends out photographs free, write to the star and ask. I
Mexico,
3, 1905.
her
exact August
weight and
height. I don't know have to be tactful — you see, a star once
said to me, "Yes, I do send photos free,
BiLLiE Dare. — Well, you might tire me out, but for heaven's sake, don't say so, because then no one would ever send a quarbut 'that's not serious. Nowadays there are
so many cure-alls for that tired feeling
ter with his request, and I can't afford
— if you believe the ads ! Virginia Lee
Corbin was born December 5, 1909. She is
Jean D. M. — Your hopes that I will get
under contract to First National. Clara
Bow arrived on earth July 29, 1905; her a raise have raised my hopes — but probabli" that's all that will come of it. It
first screen appearance was in a bit in "Be- is only courtesy to inclose a quarter, or
3'ond the Rainbow," about four years ago.
equivalent,
your torequest
for a star's
Gary Cooper's birth date was May 7, 1901. its
photo.
See thewith
answer
An Eager
Fan.
Louise Brooks is about twenty-one, "Bud- In that."
"The Light That Failed," Alaisie was
dy" Rogers twent.v-two ; I don't know
by Sigrid Holmquist. Alice White
either of their birthdays. October is a fa- played
vorite birth month for screen stars, but is under contract to First National, but
there seems to be no movie birthda.v on was lent to Paramount for "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes." Write to Lupe Velez at
the third. Vivian Rich hasn't ibeen appear- the United A.rtists Studio, 7100 Santa
ing on the screen lately. I'm all upset be- ^Monica Boulevard, Hollywood. Jean Arcause Ican't tell you anything about Dougthur has been playing in a serial, "The
las Gilmore ; he is comparatively new to
Menace." You should be able to .
the screen, and all I know about him is that Masked
reach her at the Pathe Studio, Culver
he has played in a few Metro-Goldwwn City, California. Dorothy Coburn and
Amber Norman are new to me.
films,
and in Try
"Rough
Paramount.
him House
at eitherRosie"
studio.for
Jersey Justice. — Do I call it service
Blcebelle. — So you think it's a comfort
to print
Conway
address
to liave somebody- to answer questions? not
Picture
Play?
No. Tearle's
I call that
an un-in
That's fine. Now, every time Blue Monavoidable omission.
isn't playday'comes along, I'll just cheer up, thinking in pictures
much Conway
these days.
The
ing, "Oh, well, I'm a comfort to . Blue- story about salaries in the November Picbelle," Florence Vidor's husband in "The
ture Play explained Avhy. He demands
World
Her Feet" The
was Arnold
Kent, wasan more money than most producers are willItalian atnewcomer.
blond girl
ing to pay him. Address a letter to him
Margaret
In Leslie
"Sandy,"Fenton
Douglas
Keith
wasQuimby.
played by
; I just to Hollywood, California.
haven't all the character names in the cast,
CoNCEPTA
Conway See
Tearle's
is aManzelli.
difficult —problem.
the
but I assume that Tiiiiiiiy was Charles address
Farrell's role, and that Gloria Hope played answer to Jersey Justice. Conway's latJudith.
Ruth
Miller's
est picture He
is "Temptation
free lances. Island," for
gives her Patsy
birthplace
as St.
Louis ;biography
however, Columibia.

I have seen Leatricc Joj- m person, and
she is just the same as she is on the
screen. Her fihii to follow "The Angel of
Broadway" will be "The Blue Danube."
In "The Ten Commandments," Leatrice
played Mary Leigh in the modern half of
the film. She does not give her birth
date.
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Jerry. — What an ambition, Jerry — ^to
want to become a Picture Oracle ! I
don't
know
as there
are how
only that
four could
or fivebe ofarranged,
us, and
none of us seems inclined to give up his
job. We all got started by working on
film magazines in editorial capacities. Louise La Grange has about dropped out
of
sight
in the film
NanceHopkins,
O'Xeil
ma\' be reached
careworld.
of Arthur
236 West 45th Street, New York City.
I should doubtless be shot at sunrise if I
published Gloria Swanson's home address —
I don't know it, anyway.
Addresses of Players.
Richard Arlen, Kavmoncl Hatton, Theodore
Rcil'Hits, I^nwri'iiee Gr;;y. I'cila Negri, Esther
Kaistoii.
XcilIta.viiiimd
Haiiiilton,Griffitli,
Ricliard
Di\, Mai-y
AiloijiheIJriau,
.Mfiijuii.
Kathryil
Carver,
Wallaee
Beery,
Flori'iiee
Vidor, Donald Keith. Clara Uciw. Cliester
Conlclin. ('live Brook. Arlette Marcbal. Kathlyn Williams,
( Budily'M
Fred
Thomson,Charle-;
Margaret
Quimby,Rogi-rs,
Gary
Cooper,liam .Tames
Hall,
Douglas
:MacLi'aii.
WilPowell. Belie Daniels. Lnnise
Brooks,
Xoah Beery. Eniil .Tannings, Evelyn Brent,
and Margaret Murris. at the Paramount Studio. Hcillywood. California.
Rex tonioIngram,
CiwenTerry.
Lee, Roy
An:\Iiireno, Alice
liamond'Arcy,
Novarro,
Norma Sliearei-, John Gilbert, Zasu Pitts,
William Haines, Lon Chaney, Sally O'Neil,
Helena d'Alg\', Renei' Adoree, JIarion Davies,
ConradPaulette
Nage'l, Lillian
Boardman,
Duval, Gish,
Karl Eleanor
Dane, Dorothy
Sebastian, Lionel Barrymore, Tim McCoy,
George K. Arthur, Lars Hanson, Joan CrawRalph Forbes,
at the Metro-Goldwyn
Studio,ford,Culver
City, California.
Vilma Baiiky. Konald Colinan, Douglas
Fair)j;inks. Jack Pickford. Mary Pickford,
Norma Talniadge, Constance Talmadge,
Buster Keaton, Corinne Gritlilh, and John
Barrymore. at the United Artists Studio, 7100
Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Lewis Stone, Colleen Moore, Jack Mulhall,
Myrtle Stedman, Natalie Kingston, Joyce
("onipton,
Kenyon.Richard
:\Iilton Barthelmess,
Sills, Billie
Dove,
KenDoris
Maynard,
Ben Lyon, Dorothy yiackaill, Harry Langdon, Mary Astor, Larry Kent, at the First
National Studio, Burbank, California.
Reginald Denny, Hoot Gil)sou, Mary Philbin, Laura La Plante, Marian Nixon, Lola
Todd, Art Acord, Nina Romano, Josie
Sedgwick, Norman Kerry, William Desmond,
Edmund Cobb, Jack Daugherty, George Lewis,
Itaymondversal I<[cane,
at the Universal Studio, UniCity, California.
William Boyd, Rod La Rocque, Leatrice
Joy,
Edmund
RitaH. Cai-ita,
Vera
Reynolds.
MajelBurns,
Coleman,
B. Warner,
Victor
Varconi.
Sally
Iland.
Elinor
I-^air,
Jacqueline Logan, Kenm-tli Thomson, and
Joseph Striker, at the Cecil De.Mille Studio,
Culver City, California. Also Julia Faye.
Lou Tellegen, Buck Jones, George O'Brien,
Tom Mix,Olive
IDdmund
EarleWalling,
I'^oxe, Barry
Janet
Gaynor,
Borden,Lowe,
Richard
Norton, Charles Farrell, Madge Bellamy, at
the
Fox Studio, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
California.
Irene Rich, Dolores Costello, Louise Fazenda, Monte Blue, Sydney Chaplin, John
Patrick,
McAvoy,
ner Oland,Dorothy
at the Devore,
Warner May
Studios,
Sunset Warand
Bronson, Los Angeles, California.
Marie Prevost, John Bowers, Jack Hoxic,
Harrison Ford, Phyllis Haver, at Producers
Distributing Corporation, Culver City, California.
Ruth Hiatt, Mary Ann .Jackson, at the Mack
Sennett Studio, 1712 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Tom Tyler, Bob Steele, Frankie Darro.
Buzz Barton, Kit Guard, Al Cooke, at the
F. B. wood.
O. California.
Studio, 780 Gower Street, HollyBill Cody, Buddy Roosevelt, Walter Miller,
at the Associated Studios, Mission Road,
Hollywood, California.
George Hackathonie. care of Hal Howe, 7
East
Forty-seconil
Stre. Hollywood
t. New YorkBoulevard,
City.
.^llene
liny. 0912
Hollywood, (;alirornia.
Robert Fr.izer. IDO.j Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles. California.
Patsv Rnili Jliller, SOS Crescent Drive.
Beverly Hills. California.
Itobert Agnew, G.j.j" La Mirada, Hollywood,
California.
1.^,07 North Wilton Place,
LosDorothy
.\ngeles,Revier,
Caiitornia.
Betty lywood,
I<'"rancisco,
California. 117 '4 Gower Street, HolJulanne
Johnston.
Garden Court Apartments. Hollywood, California.
Malcolm McGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,
H o 11 v wooil . Ca I i f o rn ia .
Ruth Clifford, 7627 Enielita Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.

Ilo.scmary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los I
121!
Ai'geles, California.
Jackie Coogan. 07.3 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello. 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,
England.
Scott, Yucca Apartments,
Los-Malirl
Aug. .Iiiliimup
les, California.
lOthei
(;i,iy
Terry,
Los .'-iii-el..>. California. 1318 Fuller Avenue,
Har,.ld
Santa Monica Boulevard. Iloll.\IJoyd.
V iioil, 0040
California.
Anna May Wonu-, 241 N. Figuera Street,
LosEileen
Angele:-.
('.-i lilI.j4
ornia.Beechwood Drive, Los
IN rry.
.Angeles, Cnlil.o-ni...
liuddy :Mi California.
ssinger. 1131 N. Bronson Avenue,
Hollywood,
■We
Naziniova.
SUSO Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
cant
.California.
Creighton H.ale, Selig Studio, Hollywood,
LosHerbert
Angeles,Rawlinson.
California.1735 Highland Street,
Forrest
Stanley,
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THE

MARVEL

COOK

When Anne married John, she had
had little experience in household management. At first everything went
smoothly, and John did not notice the
sameness of Anne's menus. Then, one
evening, as he got up from the table,
he asked in a slightly petulant tone :
"Couldn't we have a little more variety
in our meals?"
It was the first suggestion of a harsh
word he had ever spoken to her, and
Anne felt terribly hurt, the more so
because she had practically exhausted
her limited knowledge of the culinary
art. All she could do was to look embarrassed and- murmur : "I'll try,
The next day she consulted a neighdear."
bor. On hearing Anne's story, the
woman said to her : "Whv don't vou
get THE MARVEL COOK BOOK?
It has the most wonderful collection
of recipes you ever saw — everything
you something
can possibly
think of.
It'll give
you
different
for every
day
in
the
year
—
if
you
want
it.
I'll
lend
you my copy for a few days, but you
ought to have one of your own. It
only costs a dollar."
So Anne took THE MARVEL
COOK BOOK home, studied its
recipes, and practiced all the rest of
the morning, experimenting with this
and that.
That evening John ate a dinner
which
madeis him
exclaim :How"Why,
Anne, this
wonderful!
did
you ever learn to cook such dishes?
I never tasted anything like this beButfore !"Anne, being a wise little girl,
did not tell him her secret. A clever
woman never does. THE MARVEL
COOK BOOK is now an indispensable
article in her household.

Thousand

BOOK

Georgette

MacMillan

There is a recipe to suit every one for every occasion in this remarkable book. The favorite recipes
of the leading stars of the stage and screen are included. There are " breads
" candy
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19 76
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" soups
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" " salad
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39 "
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" vegetables
18 "
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other
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If all cigarettes were as good as
Camel you wouldn't hear anything about special treatments
to make cigarettes good for the
throat. Not/ling takes the place
of choice tobaccos.

© 1927, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

